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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

The second volume of the History of Dhamiasfistra was

published in the third quarter of 1941. In the Preface to that

volume I held forth hopes that the next volume dealing with tiio

remaining subjects comprised in Dharmasastra might he placed

before scholars in about throe years thereafter. The Great War

was then being fought in Europe and it was generally believed

that India would remain free from the fear of actual invasion.

But such fond hopes were shattered by the sudden attack on Pearl

Harbour by Japanese bombers on 7th December 1941. Japan

gained rapid and phenomenal victories and within about three

months from the attack on Poarl Harbour vast territories from

the Philippines to Burma fell into the hands of the victors.

Calcutta and Trincomalee were bombed. Serious fears were

entertained about an invasion of the mainland of India by land,

sea and air. There was great panic in such coastal cities as

Madras, Bombay and Karachi. The matters uppermost in the

minds of Government officials and the members of the public

were A. R. P. measures, the recruiting of men for the army,

navy and air force and the removal of families and valuables to

places of safety in the interior. Important and rare books from

the libraries of the Bombay Asiatic Society and of the Univer-

sity of Bombay were taken to distant places for reasons of

security. During almost the whole of 1943 it was very difficult

for me to work on the preparation of the third volume in the

midst of a general atmosphere of panic caused by the fear of

invasion and the removal of valuable reference books from
Bombay Owing to the war there has been great scarcity of

paper and printing also has become very costly. I decided upon
writing only on a few of the several subjects that remained to

be dealt with and chose Byajadharma, Vyavahara and Sadficara,

the treatment of which is now placed before the public. Scarcity
of paper and labour is responsible for the fact that this third
volume has been in the press for nearly three years. The present
volume increased in bulk beyond expectation The fourth and
last volume will deal with the following subjects: Pataka,
karraavipaka and pr&yascitta; antyesti, asauca and sraddha;
tlrtha,- vrata; kalaandmuhfirta; santi; PaurSna dharma; the
influence of the Purvamlmamsa and other sastras on dharma-
sastra; the Teligions and philosophical background of dharma-
sastraj the essentials of our culture, its future, the coming
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social and other trends and their impact on the dogmas and
ideals of DharmasSbtra. I am personally anxious to finish all

the remaining work as early as possible But looking to my
age ( I am nearly 67 now ), to my ailments and to the number
of subjects that remain to be dealt with, it is impossible for mo
to say when the next and last volume may be published. Tins
volume also is full of quotations, refers to many inscriptions,

judicial decisions and legislative enactments. The reasons for

this have been stated at length in the Preface to the second
volume and I do not desire to repeat them hero In the general
index to the second volume full references to works like the

Mauusmrti wore not given, because suoh works were quoted on
almost every page But Borne critics found fault with this,

therefore in the index to this volume full references to all works
arc inserted.

All that now remains is the pleasant duty of acknowledg-

ing my obligations to others. Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance,

the Vedic Index of Professors Macdonell and Keith and several

volumes of the Sacred Books of the East have been very useful

in preparing this volume as in the case of the preceding one.

I wish to mention specially the debt I owe to the late Maha-
mahopadhyaya Kanialakrsna Smrtitlrtha for his editorial work
on twelve volumes on the different branches of dharmasastra,

which have been of great use to me in writing all the volumes

of my History viz. Haralata, Viva daratnakara, Grhastharatna-

kara, Krtyaratnakara, TIrthaointamani. Varsaknyakaumudl,

DanakriySkaumudl, Sraddhakriyakaumudl, SuddhikaumudI,

Dandaviveka, Bajadharmakaustubha and Agastyasamhita. I am
highly obliged to Paramahamsa Svaml Kevalananda Sarasvati

of Wai for frequent help and guidance m solving some intricate

problems of Dharmasastra, to Prof N. A Gore, M. A. of Poona

for help in the careful correction of proofs, to Tarkatlrtha

Raghunathasastri Kokje of Lonavla and Mi. N. G Chapekari

BA..LL.B (TetiredF. Sub-judge ), of Badlapur for reading

through the whole volume and suggesting some additions and

corrections.

Assistance m various ways during the progress of the work

for the last four years was very kindly rendered by a host of

friends and acquaintances, among whom I should like to make

special mention of Prof H. D. Velankar, Dr B N Dandekar,

Dr. S. K. Belvalkar, Bao Bahadur Prof. Bangaswami Aiyangar,

Dr. A. S Altekar, Mr. P. K. Gode, Dr. Baghavan, Mr. S N Joshi

of Bharata-itihasa-samsodhaka-mandala atPoona.Mr.Bhabatosh
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Bhattacharya ( son of M M Katnalakrsna Smrtilirth.i ),

Mr S L Katre of Ujjain, Prof. A, M. Pniamasivanandan of

Pacchaiappa College at Madras, the laic Pandit Rangaenrya
JRaddi. Thanks are duo to all these and many others for help

and interest in this volume. It need not ho expressly staled that

1 alone am lesponsiblo for the views and mistakes contained in

this volume J sincerely thank the Manager of the Aryabhushan
Press, Poona, for carrying out the work of printing with care
and promptitude in spite of difficulties caused by war conditions
and paper and labour shortage

In a work bristling with thourands of quotations and
inferences it is likely that many slips have escaped attention
The indulgence of the readei is sought for forgiveness in the
matter of several misprints in the footnotes caused by loss or
displacement of the pails of letters in the process of printing

Bombay, ")

/<i OefcAer, 19 in. J
P- V. KANK
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LIST OF ABBREVIATION* EMPLOYED

A. I. B. = All India Reporter of Nagpur

Ait Br. = Aitareya Brabmavni

All. = Indian Law Reports, Allahabad Series

A L. J. = Allahabad Law Journal

Ap. = Apaslamba (generally the author of the DharrnasMra

is meant)

Ap. Dh S. = Apastamba-dharmasutra

Ap. MP, = Apastamba-mantra-p&tha

A. S. W. I. = Axchaelogical survey of Western India

Asv. Gi. = Asvalayana-grhyasutra

Baud. Dh. S. = Baudhayana-dharmasutra

B I. = Bibliotheca Indica series, Calcutta

Bom. = I. L. Reports, Bombay Series

Bom. G. = Bombay Gazetteer volumes

Bom. H. 0. R. = Bombay High Court Reports ( vol I-X1I

)

Bom. L. R. = Bombay Law Reporter ( edited by Ratanlal

and Dhirajlal

)

B. R. I. \ _ Bhandarkar Oriental Research InBti-

B. 0. R Institute i
~

tute, Poona

Br = Smrti of Brhaspati

Br. Up. = Brhadaranyaka TJpanfead

BSW.W,= Beal'ts Buddhist Records of the "Western world

Cal = Indian Law Reports, Calcutta~Series

Catur. — Caturvimsatimata

Chan. Up. = Chandogya Upanisad

-v Corpus Inscripbionum Indicarum (vol. I

C. L I. or I relating toInscriptions of thetimesofAsoka,
Corpus 1. 1

J
voLH relating to Kusana Inscriptions and

* vol. BI relating to Gupta Inscriptions

)

C. L. J. = Calcutta Law Journal

Com. = Commentary or Commentator (according to context)

Or. ed. = Critical edition ( of the Mahabharata, Poona )

C. W. K. « Calcutta Weekly Notes ( Law Reports

)

D. B. = The Dayabhaga of Jlmutavahana
D. C, = Dattaka-candrika



The Social organization m Norlh-eas>t ludia in

JFick > = Buddha's time ( translated from German by

xn History of Dharmu&ihsUu

DC = Deccan College Collection (when msb. are ooiicemed)

Dh S. = Dharmasutra

DK.S, = Dayakramasangraha of Srlkrsna

D. W. = Dattakamimamsa of Nandapandita

E C = Epigraphia Carnatica

E I = Epigraphia Indica

IB. = Full Bench ( decision

)

:}-
J Dr Shishukumar Mitra, 1920

)

Gaut. = Gautama-dharmasutra

Gr. R. — Grhastharatnakara of Candosvaia

H Dh }
= Hlstory of Dharmasastra

llir gr = Hiranyakesi-grhya-sutra

1. A = Indian Antiquary

}
Indian Appeals (Law Reports; The context

_ will always indicate whether I. A bUiuds lor the

~ volumes of the Indian Autujuaiy 01 lor the Law

Reports, Indian Appeals

1. H Q. = Indian Historical Quarterly

I. L R = Indian Law Reports

Inb = Inscription or Inscriptions

I. P. C = Indian Penal Code

Jai = Jaimini's Purvamlmamsasutra

J. A O. S = Journal of the American Oriental Society

J. A S B = Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

J B. O. R S. = Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research

Society

J R. A S =- Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (London)

Kam. = Katuandaklya-niti-sara

Kat. = Smrti of Katyayana reconstructed by P V Kane

Kaut. = Kautilya's Arthasastia

K V N. = Kalivarjyavimrnaya ( ms

)

L R I A = Law Reports, Indian Appeals (Privy Council)

Mad. = Indian Law Reports, Madras Series

Mark. = Markandeyapurana

Medh. - Medhatithi, the' oldest commentator of Manusmrti
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Mifc = Mitaksara on the Yajnavalkya-smrti

M. L. J. = Madras Law Journal

Moo I. A. = Moore's Indian Appeals ( Reports

N. or n. = footnote

Nar. = Narada-smrti

Nir. S = Nirnayasindhu

Nitisara = Kamandaklya-nlti-s&ra

JS". I. A. = New Indian Antiquary, Poona

Pan. = Panini's Astadhyayi

Par. Gr. = ParaskaTa-grhya-sutra

Par. M. = Parasara-Madhaviya

Patna = Indian Law Eepotts, Patna Series

P. 0. = Privy Council

P. J. = Printed Judgments of the Bombay High Court
Q. or q = Quoted

Rdghu. = Raghuvamsa

R. D. K. \ R&jadhatmakanda of Kalpataru ( on p. 43

Raja Dh. K, f
- & D. K. by mistake standsfor Rajadhdrma-

' kaustubha

)

Rajadharma-K. = Rajadharmakaustubha of Anantadeva
Raja N. P. i Rasanltiprakasa (a part of tbe Vlramitrodaya
R. N. P. / ~ of Mitramisra

)

Rajat. = Rajatarangint

Rg. = Rgveda

Sam. K. = Samskara-kaustubha

Sam Pr. = Samskaraprakasa ( a part of the Vlramitrodaya
of Mitramisra

)

San. Gr. — Sankhayana-grhya-Butra

Sat Br. = Satapatha-brahmana

S. B. E. = Sacred Books of the East ( series edited by Max
Midler

)

S. L I. = Soutn Indian Inscriptions

Sm. C. = Smrticandrika

Sm. Kau. = Smrti-kaustubba

Sm.M. = Smrtimuktaphala
Sr. = Srautasutra

S.V. = Sarasvattvilasa
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Sukra = Sukranltisaia '

Tai Ai. = Taittirlya Aranyaka

Tai Br. = Taittirlya Brahiliana

Tai. S = Taittirlya Samhifca

Tai. Up = Taittiriya Upanisad

T. L L '
= Tagore Law Lectures

Tr = Translation or translated

Vaj S = Vajasaneya-samhita

Vas = Vasistha-dharma-sutia

V — Vivada-cmtamani

V M \ = Vyavahara-matrka of Jimutavahana (except
V Matrka J on p 709 )

V. Mayukha = Vyavaharaniayukha ( In a very few places

such as on p 709 through oversight V M
stands for V Mayukha)

V Nirnava J

= VyavahSranirnaya of Varadaraja

V P = Vyavahaiaprakasa ( a pait of the Viramitrodaya

of Mitramisra

)

V R = Vivadaratnakara of Caudesvara

Visnu Dh S.}
= Visnudharmasutra

V. T. — Vivadatandava of Kamalakara

Vy Sir \ __ Vyavaharanimaya of VaradaT&ja

Ygj, = Yajfiavalkyasmrti

sppl = suslik

3TTC JT IT. = 3UMW*=l*M4li!>



TasI of Ahlim-inticms Employed

=*#". - ^t%Rfoa

m. 3. = 55i^fl^m£ra<

fit « •^/>l.ft «rs i

3. sr. = aiwPRttlai

TO. W. = WaWWfPi

11. = ^•wffo'iKii (as quoted in digests)

*• * \ =

^. ?&. =

*R. si. «= *Bpntfera -

Star. = GtoiiijKta?<ffl of i^ui^st

^rar« = 5ran§®*s ^m on ^^ft
*n. or qBj. = qisa-fr'Wsifi

U *I. ^. or krset ^. or ^s$!#fiT. = ^gjs

U5ft.5t.oi^5pR.3ii.oi5CF3pfiraa. = <N4iKtn^w of fi^fa?*

rT
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ft i% = ftm<tRMwfll

ft. ai » i%Rcn^^ of *fiH55ra*

ft * = foRReros

«!R. a = sq^fnKTc*? of ?§q^q

Bif. f?r 01 53^. ft = oj^grcfJiiftr

a? a = ssrih9^?i of mfti*

z%. j{ or sal. ipgir = <^i|rc»P£3

g^ 1 ntv_
?iasftft. J

*r ft. = ?rc*3«nft«5ra
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I of some impuilanl work* tintl tuiUtots ipfiiuti to tit Hit* to'inn*)

N. B —Some datoa. t
-irdeularty oi -'nficnt \.">»J ,, ire moie or Itr,

ronjcctunl

4000 B. O. — 1000 B. (J - Tlie period of |hu Vcdii- Sainhitas

Brahmanas and Upanisad'-. Some hymn« of the Tlg\cda,

the Taittirlya Samhita and LSrahmana and the Alharvaveda

may possibly go back to a pcuod earlier tlian even 1000

B, 6. and some ut the Upanisnds ( even from among those

that are regarded as tho earliest ones ) mav bo later than

1000 B. C
SU0 B C — 500 H. C. — The Nirukla.

800 BO. — 400 U. C — Tho principal gratila hiitras ( of Apa—
tamba, Asvaliyana, Baudhayana, Katyayana, Saty."ssadha

and otbeis ) and some of tho GrhyasutTflc ( <mr,h as thoee oi

Apastamba and Asvalayana

)

610 B. C. — 300 B G.— The dbarmasutras ol Gautama, Apas-
tamba, Baudhayana, Vasisthn and the Grhyasutras of

Paraskara and a few other'..

600 B. O. — 300 B. C. — Panini

500 B. C. — 200 B C — Jaimini's Purvaimuidinbasutra
300 B. C — Varariici Katyayanu, authoi oi Vartikas on

Panini.

300 B C. — 100 A D — ATthas«ibtra ot Kautilya.
150 B. C. — The Mahabkasya of Patanjali.

200 B. C. — 100 A. D — Manusmrti

100 A. D. — 300 A. D — Yajnavalkyasmrti

100 A. D. — 300 A. D — Visnudharmasutra

100 AD. — 400 A D. — Naradasmrti

200 AD. — 500 AD.— Sahara, com of Jaimini

300 AD.— 500 AD. — Brhaspatismrfci on Vyavahara (not ret
found. Extracts translated in S. B. E. vol. 33 ).

300 A. D - 600 A. D — Some of the extant Puranas, such aB
vayu, Visnu, Markandeya, Matsya, Kurma
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400AD — 600 AD. — Katyayanasmrti on Vyavahara ( not
yet found Extract* collected by me and translated in

English

)

400 A D — 600 AD. — Kamandaklyanitisara

505 A D —587 A D. — Vaiahamihira, author of Bihalsamhita,

Brhajjataka, Paiicasiddliantika and other works

dOO AD— 650 AD. — Bana, author of the KadambarJ and
the Rarsacarita

t.50 AD— 750 AD. — Kumarilabhatla, author of Sloka-
vartika, Tantravartika and Tup-tlka

faUO A D. — 900 A. D — Most of the wnrtis and some of the

Purauas

788 AD — 820 AD — Sankaracarya, the great Advaita
philohophei

800 AD. — 850 AD — Visyarupa, com. of Yajnavalkyasnirti

'J00 AD. — Medhatithi, com. of Manubinrti

900 A. D.— 1100 A. D—Farthasarathimisra, author of S3stra-

dlpika, Tantraratna, Nyayaratnakara

966 AD — Utpala, com of Brhat-samhita and Brhajjataka

1000 A D — 1055 A. D — Dharesvara ( Bhoja

)

1070AD— 1100AD— VijBanesvaia, the author of the

Mitaksara com on Yajfiavalkya

1080 — 1140 A D—Qovindaraja, author of a com on Manusmrti

1100 — 1150 A D — Laksmldhara, author of a large digest

called Krtya-kalpataru or simply Kalpataru

1100 — 1150 A D — Jlmutavahana, author of Dayabhaga, Kala-

viveka and Vyavaharamatrka

1114— 1183 AD — BhaskaraoSrya, author of Siddbanta-

siromani, of which LUavatl is a part

1125 AD — Apararka, author of a com on the Yajiiavalkya-

smrti

1127 — 1138AD — Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthacmtamani

of Somesvaradeva

1150 — 1160AD— Rajataranginl of Kalhana

1150 — 1200 AD. — Smrtyarthasara of Srldhara.
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1200 — 1225 A. D — Smtticandriks of Dovannabiisittn

1150— 1300 A D — Ilaradatta, com oh Gaiilnm.idluTiiiBv'itrn

and Apastamhadharmasulra

1150— 1300 A. D. — Kulliika, com. of Mnnusmcli.

J 200 — 1300 A. D — Vyavaharanirnaya of V,iradar5j-»

1260 — 1270 A. T>. — Caturvargacintamatri of JleTvndri

1300 — 1370 AD. — Oaivlesvara, author of KljanitiralnikarA,

Vivadaratnakata, Grhaslharatnakara and other work«

1300 — 1380 AD — MadhavacSrya, author of P,ira<5aram5-

dhavlya.

1350 — 1390 AD. — Madanaparijata compiled under king
Madanapala

1375 — 1460 AD. — Sulapani, author of Dipakalika, com mi
Yajnavalkya.

1400 — 1500 AD.— Nyayasudha of Somesvava, com on
TautravaTtika.

1400 — 1450 AD— Vivadacandra of Misarumkra

1435 — 1450 AD — Madanaratna of Madanasimha.

1490 — 1512 — The Vyavaharasara of Dalapati, a part of llic
Nrsimhapraslda

1500 — 1525 A. D —
. The Sarasvattvilasa compiled uuder king

Prataparudradeva

1500 — 1550 AD. — Vardhamana, author of Daudaviveka.

1500 — 1550 — Vacaspatimisra, author of Vivadacintamani and
several other works

1530--1575AD-Eaghunandana, author of Dayatattva,
Divyatattva, Vyavaharatattva and other Tattvas

1S60-16MA D -Sankarahhatta, author of Dvaitanirnayaor Dharmadvaitaniraaya
<«"urnaya

1590 - 1630AD- Nandapandita, author of the Dattakamimams5 and Vai3ayan«, com on VisnudhSma^tra
1610-1640AD-Kamalakarabhatta> author o{ Nirnayasi

Vmdatandava, Sudrakamalakara and other works
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1615 — 1645 A D — Nilakanthabhatta, author of Nltimayukha,
Vyavaharamayukha and other Mayukhas

1615 — 1645 A. D — Mitrami&ra, author of Vlramitrodaya,

divided into Rajanitiprakasia, Vyavharaprakasa and other

prakasas

1650 — 1680 AD — Anantddeva, author of Kajadharma-

kaustubha

1750 — 1820AD— Balambhatta, author of the BalamhhattJ
(

com on the MitSksara

1790AD— Dharmasindhu of EaSlnatha
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WORKS CONSULTED

( imtli reference to editions &c )

(N. B.—Works referred to only once or twice and those alreadv wt

out on pp. 14n and 413-414 have generally been omitted ).

Anan stands for Anandasrama Press edition, B.I. bland i for Biblio

theca Indica Series. (Calcutta) and Iiv for Jivananda Vidvasagara's

publications,

TEXTS
Vedic

Aitareya Aranyaka (ed. by Prof. Keith in Anecdota Oxoniensia)

Aitareya BrShmaua with Sayana's commentary { Anan.

)

Atharvayeda Samhita—ed. by S. P. Pandit

Brhadaxanyakopanisad

.

Chandogyopanisad.

Gopatha-brahmana ( in the B. I, series ; but in one or two places
Dr. Gastra's edition has been relied upon).

Ksthaka Samhita-—ed. by
t
L. von Schroeder ( 1900 ).

Kausitaki Aranyaka.

Eanslbaki-brahmanopanisad.

Maitrayana Samhita—ed. by Dr. Schroeder.

Bgveda Samhita (Max Muller's edition in 4 volumes hn gene-
rally been used. Sometimes the edition of the Poona
Vaidika-samsodhana-jaandala hab been -relied on

)

Samavidhana-brahmana—ed. by A 0. Burnell, 1873.

Sankhayana-brahmana, (Anan.)

Satapatha-brahmana—ed. by Weber.
Taitfciriya-aranyaka ( Anan

)

Taittirlya-brahmana ( Anan.

)

Taittirlya Samhita (Anan
, sometimes Weber's transhteration

mlnd^cheStadien, volumes XI and XII, has£n£Z
Tandya-brahmana (also called Paficav.msa-brahmana )-B I

Va]asaneya Samhita-edited by Weber.
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Hrauta, grhya and dhmma vfihas, Vet13ngas and simdai icoiks

Apastamba Dharmasufcjvi with commGnfcary of Haiadatta pub-

lished at Kumbhakonam by Halasyanatha Sastii

Apastambagrhyasutia n'lth the com ot Suilarsanacarya (Mysore

Government Oriental Librai y Sei les

)

Apastamba-mantrapatha-cdited by Di Winlermtz (1897)

Apastamba-siautasiitra-- edited by Dr Garbe (B I Series)

Asvalayana-grliya-silti a with Nara>aiia\s commentary (Nirnaya-
sagara edition

)

Asvalayana-siaulasutra with the commentary of Narayana
( B I Series

)

Baudhayauadharmat.utra ( Anan

)

Baudhayana-grhya-sesasutra ( ed by Dr Sham Sastri in Mysore
University Oriental Library publications, ( 1930 )

Baudhayana-grhya-panuhasa ( in the above edition )

Baudhayana-pitrmedhasutu (contained in the Mysore edition

above

)

Baudhayana-srauta-sutra ( ed by Dr Oaland in B 1 Series)

Bharadvaja-grhya-butra, od by Dt Salomons (Leyden, 1913)

Brhad-devata, ed by Prof A A Macdonell in the Harvard

Oriental Series ( two volumes

)

Gautama-dharmasutra ( Anan )

Gobhila-grhyasiitra ( B I Soiie-0

Gobhila-smrti ( Anan )

Hiranyakesi-gihya-sutra, edited'by Dr J Kirs,te (Vipnna 1889)

Jaimini's Purva-mitnamsa-Kutia with the Bha&ya of Sahara

(Anan )

Ksthaka-grhya, with the commcntdiiet, of Adityadar&ana,

Devapala and Brahmanabala, ed by Di Caland ( 1925 )

Katyayana-srauta-sutra, edited by Br Weber, 1859

TCausika-sutra, edited by Prof Bloomfield, 1890

Khadiia-grhya-sutra with the commentary of Kudraskuiida

( Mysore Government Onental Library Sonet.

)

Manavagrhya-sutra with the commentary of 'Astavakra

( Gaikwad Oriental Series, Baioda

)

Nirukta of Ysska edited by Roth Sometimes the edition o)

Prof V K Rajwade with a translation and notes m Marathi

has been relied upon
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Paraskara-grhya-sfttra edited by MM. SUridharslmtri Pathak

with a Marathi translation

Sankhayana-grhya-sutra (same as KuuMlaki-grhya-sutru ),

published in tbe Benares Sanskrit Sorios

Sankhayanasraxitasutra, edited by Dr Hillebrandt ( B I Series)

Satyasadha-srautasutra (Anaii )

Vaikhanasa-smarta-sutra, edited with English traiwlatiun by

Dr. Caland, Calcutta, 1927,

Varahagrhya-sutra ( Gaikwad Oriuut.vl .Series-, Baroda )

VasHha-dharmasiitra ( Bombay S Sems ).

VisnudharmasOtra, edited by Dr Jolly

Smrlti

Apastamba-smrti ( in verse )-Anan.

Arthasastra of Kautilya—edited by Dr. Sham Sastri i Mysore,

1919 ).

Atri-Binrti ( Aftan.

)

Ausanasa-snirti ( Jiv.

)

Brhat-Parasaxasmrti ( Jiv.

)

Caturvimsati-mata--Bamgraka ( Benaies Sanskrit Series

)

Daksasmrti { Anan. ).

Devalasmrti ( Anan, ).

Harivamsa (Venkatesvara Press edition ).

Katyayana-smrti on "Vyavahara ( re-consfcructed by P. V. Kana
under tbe title ' Katyayanagrnrtisaroddbara,' witb Englisb
translation and notes ).

Laghu-Asvalayana-smrti ( Atiati,

}

Laghu-Harlta-smrti ( Anan )

Lagbu-Visnu-smrti (Anan.)

Laghu-VySsa (Jiv.)

Mahabharata with tbe commentary of Nilakantha ( tbe oblong
Bombay edition ). In some places the corresponding criti-
cal edition of tbe Epic issued from the Bhandarkat 0. R
Institute has been referred to.

Manusmrti with the commentary of Kulluka ( Nirnayasagara
edition); wbeTeotber commentaries are referred to, it is
Mandlik's edition with six commentaries that is cited.

Naradasmrti, edited by Dr. Jolly.
Parasarasmrti (Bombay S Series).
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Prajapati-smrti ( Anan.

)

Vedavyasa-smrfci ( Anan )

Vrddha-Gautama-smrti { Jiv )

Vrddha-Harita-smrti (Anan.)

Yajnavalkyasmrti with the Mitaksara (Nirnayasagara edition!

Puruyas
Agnirnttana-{ Anan.

)

BhSgavatapurana with the commentary of Sridharn (Ganpat
Krishnaji Press)

Brahmandapurana ( Venkatesvara Press, Bombay ).

Brahmapurana-{Anan.

)

Brhan-Natadlya-purana ( Venkatesvara Press edition, Bombay)
Garuda-purana {Venkatesvara Press edition).

Kalika-purana (Venkatesvara Press edition)

Kalki-purana (Venkatesvara Press edition)

Kurmapurana.

Lingapurana (Venkatesvara Press edition)

Markandeya-purana (BI Series)

Matsyapurana (Anan.)

Naradiyapurana (Venkatesvara Press ed., Bombay); sometimes
cited as Brhan-Naradlya

STrsimhapurSna, ( published by Messrs Gopal Harayan & Co

,

Bombay 1911)-

Vayupursna (Anan.

)

Visnudharmottara-purana (Venkatesvara Press, Bombay).

Visnupurana with commentary (published by Messrs Gopal

Narayan & Co , Bombay ).

Commentaries, digests, miscellaneous Sanskrit

and Prakrit 1001 ks and authors.

AbhilasitSrthacintamani (also called Manasollasa)-pnblished

in the Gaikwad Oriental Series, Baroda

Acararatna-Nirnayasagara Press, Bombay (Pothi size)

Apararka's commentary on the Yajnavalkya smrti ( Anan )

Asahaya—see under Naradasmrti

BalambhattI—edited by Principal J. R Gharpure.

BSrhaspatyasutra, edited by Dr. F W Thomas, Lahore, 1921.

BhamatI of Vacaspatimisra, com on Samkara's bhasya^on the

Vedantasutra (Nirnayasagara Press)
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Bhavan&tha's Nayaviveka ( Madras University Sanskrit Series,

No. 12).

Brhatt, commentary of Prabhakara on J<umini'ti PurvumJmainBa-

sutra (Tarkapada)—in the Madras University Sanskrit

Press, 1936.

Bthatsamhita. of Varahaxnihira with the commentary of Utpala

edited by MM. Sudhakara Dvivedi in two volumes,

Benares.

Badhabhiisana, edited by Prof. H. D Velankar, Bombay.

Dandanlti, of Kesavapandita, edited by V. S Bendrey, Poona

Dandaviveka of Vardharnana (Gaikwad Oriental Series*)

Dasakumaracarita of Dantlin (Bombay Sanskrit Series).

Dattakacandrika ( Anan.

)

Dattakamtmamsa ( Anan. ).

DayabhSga of Jlniutavahana ( Jiv. 1863 )

Dsyatattva of Raghunandana ( Jiv.

)

Dharmadvaitanimaya of Samkarabbalta ( cd. by Principal J. R.

Gharpure ).

Dhatraakosa, Vyavaharakaiida, vol I-IH published by Prajna-

pathasala-mandala, Wai.

Dharmasindhu of Kaslnatha with Marathi translation (Nirnay a-

sSgara Press, 6th ed. of 1936 ).

Dipakalika, com on Yajnavalkyasmrti ( ed by Principal J. R
Gharpure)

Divyatattva of Raghunandana ( Jiv. ).

Divyavadana, edited in Roman characters by Cowell and Noil
( Cambridge, 1886

)

Uovindaraja's commentary on Manusmrti ( Mandlik's edition
of Martusmrti

)

Grhastharatnakara of Candesvara ( B. I Series

)

Haradatta's com on Gautama-dharmasutra ( Anan. ).

Haradatta's com. on Apastambadharma-siitra ( vide above under
ApastambadbaTmasutra ).

Harsacarita of Bana (ed. by P. V. Kane ).

Hemsdri's Cafcurvarga-cintamani ( B. I. Series

)

Jaiminlya-nyaya-malavistara of MadhavacaTya (Anan.)
Jatakas ( ed. by FauBboll ).

Kadamharl of Bana (edited by P. V Kane).
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KLSmaiutra ol Vstsyayaiu ( Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series

)

Kasika, commentary on Panini's stitras (Benares)

Kavyamimorma of liajasekhara (Gaikwad Oriental Series)

Khundadeva's Mlmamsakaustubh.i ( Chowkhttmba Sanskrit
Series )

KiMiabhatla-vide under Nirnayabiiidhu.

TCityarotnakara ot Candesvara ( B J Series).

Kblrasvamin't. commentary on Amnrakosa (edited by M> X fr.

Oak, Poonu, 1913)

Kulluka'b commentary on Mamismrti (published by •Niniavu-

sagara Press, Bombay, 1909

)

Rumania's Tantravartika and Tuptlks on Jaimini ( An.m )

JjilavatI of BhaskaracSry,i ( Anan , 1937 )

Madanaparijata ( B. I Series ).

Mahabhasya of Patafijah (edited by Dr KieJhorn in Hip Bombay

Sanskrit Series)

MalainShatattva of Raghunaudana ( Jiv )

Malavikagmmitra of Kilidasa (Bombay Sanskrit Series) oil

by S P Pandit.

Mamsatattvaviveka of Visvanatha (Sarasvatlbliavana series,

Benares

)

Manasollasa, same as ,Abhilasit5rtha-cint3mani

Mayukhamalikfi, com on the Sastra-dlpika ( Hirnavasagara

edition

)

Medhatithi's commentary on Manusmrti (Mandlik's edition)

Misarmnisr.a's Vivadacandra, edited by Friy.i Nath Mitra,

Calcutta, 1931

Milaksara, commentary on Yajfiavalkya-smiti (Nirnaya-

sagara ed )

Mitramisra's commentary on Yajnavalkya-smrti I i« the Chow-

khamba Sanskrit Series ),

Mrcchakatika of Sudraka (Bombay S Series,), edited br N B

Godbole

Nandana, commentator of Manusmrti (Mandlik's edition

)

Nandapandita, author of Dattaka-iulm5msa and Vaijayantl, a

com on Vismidharma-sQtra

Naiayana, commentator ot AsvalSyana-srautasStra (B I edi-

tion) and of Asvalayana-gihya (Nirnayasagara edition)

Narayana, commentator of Manusmrti (Mandlik's edition)
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Nflakantha, com. of the Mahabharata

Nllakantha, author of the Vyavahara-mayfikha ( cd. by P V.

Kane), NHimayiikha. ( cd by Principal J R Ghaipure ).

Saniaya-mawkha. ( od by Principal J. "R Gharpuro ).

Nirnayasindhu of Kamalakara with MaTathi translation

( Nirnayas3gaTa PrebB, Bomha\ , 2nd Ed. 1935 )

Nirnayasindhu, with thr com nf Ki=nnhhaH-i ( Chon-klnmbs

Sanskrit series

)

Nstiprakasika, edited by Dr. Opperi

Nltisara of Kiimandaka { B 1. Scries )

Kttivakyamrta of Komadeva, ( Mnnikchnndn .biingranthatnalii

Series, "Bombay

)

Nvayasudha, com on T.mtra\Snika ( Chowkbamba Sanskrit
Sene«. 190<)

)

PancaUntra { Bombay S Series)

Panini's Astadhyav) with Siddhanla-kuunnutt of Bhalto]i ("Nir-

naya-sagara edition, 1929 ),

Parasara-Madhaviya ( Bombay S. Series)

Paribhasaprakasa
( part of Vlramitrodaya ) of M itromi sra { Ghow-

khamha Sanskrit Series

)

Prayascittatattva of Raghunandana ( Jiv ).

Baghunandana, author of numerous works called TaW,va«.
Raghuvamsa of Kalidfea

Rajadharmakanda (a portion of the Kalpatam of Laksmldhara )
edited by Jagadish Lai Shastri, Lahore, 194S

Rajadharmakauetubha of Auantadeva (Gaikwad'j, Oriental
Series, Baroda

)

Rajanltipiakasa (part of VJramitrodaya of MitMinfcra J-Chow-
khamba Sanskrit Series

^i^Tf"akara °f Candesvdrd
( ed'ted by K. V. .Ur«gva\

R&jataranginl, test and translation edited by J)r stem 1900Wyana of Valxnlki, edited by B. Naravanasvami AiW atlbeMadras Law Journal Office, 1933

Sahyadrikhanda, edited by Dr. Geison Da Ounba
Sakuntala of Kslidasa
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Wyaprakajsa (part of Vlramitrodaya of Mifcramisra HJhow-Khamba Sanskrit. Series.

Sampkara-kauBtuhha ot Anantadeva published with Marathi
traiiBlation by Venkalaoharya Upadhyc, Baroda.

Samskaraprakas.i (pari of Viramifcrodaya )-Cho*khamba Sans-
krit Series

iamkaracaryas bhasya- oh the Vodanta-sufcr.i ( Nirnayasagara
ed. ).

5arasvativilaaa of Prataprudradeva (published by Mysore
University Oriental Library

)

iarvajiia-Narayana, commentator of Manusmrti (Mandlik's
edition

)

>5stradipika of Parthasarathi-misra with the commentaries
called Mayukhamalikci and Yuktisnehaprapuranl (Nirnaya-
»5gara Press, Bombay, 1916 )

iayana's bhasya on the figveda ( edited by Vaidika-samso-
dha.na-mandala, Poona

)

Imrti-candrika of Devannabhatta (edited by Principal J E
Gharpure )

Smrtikaustubha of Anantadeva ( Nirnayasagara ed.

)

Smrtimuktaphala of Vaidyanatha (m six parts, edited by
Principal J R. Gharpure

)

Juirtyarthasara of Srldhara ( Anan. ).

fraddhatattva of Raghunandana ( Jiv. ).

Subodhml of Visvesvara, com on the Mitakwira ( Vyavahira
poition, ed. by Principal-J R Gharpure ).

^fidrakamalakara of Kamalakara ( published by Nirnayasagara
Press, 4th ed ).

ftikranltisara, edited by Jivananda.

Cantraratna of Parthasarathi (published in the Sarasvatl-

bhavana series, Benares, two parts

)

?antravartika of Krimarila ( Anan.

)

Pithitattva of Raghunandana ( Jiv.

)

Jtpala, commentator of Brhatsamhita, (edited by Pandit Sudha-

kara Dvivedi ).

T5ramitrodaya of Mitramisra (vide under Faribhasaprakasa,

Rajanltrprakasa, Samayaprakasa, Vyavaharaprakasa

)

Jisvarupa, commentator on Yajnavalkyasmrti (published in

the Trivandrum Sanskrit series ).
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Vivadacandra of Misarumisra (vide abovo under Misaru-

misra ).

VivSda-cintamani of Vacaspati, ed. 1837, Calcutta.

Vivadarataakara of Candesvara {B. I, swries, first edition).

The pecond edition of 1931 slightly differs ( from 1 to 4

pages ) from the first edition,

VivadatSndava of rtamalakara ( Mi in the Korgnsson College,

Poona

)

Yyavaharamatrka of JImulavSl.aua ( edited hy Sir Asntosh

Mukerji) in Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Vol. HI

Vya^aharamayukba ot Nilakantha (ed by P V. Kane )

Vyavabaranirnaya of Varadainja (published in tbc A.dyar

Library Series, ed by Rao Bahadur K V. Rangniwami

Aiyangar

)

Vyavabaraprakasa ( part of Viramitorodaya of Mitramiira )-

Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series.

Vyavahaiasara of Dalapati (part of Nrsimbaprabada )-published

in the Sarasvatibhavana Texts Series, Benares

Vyavaharatattva of Raghunandana { Jiv. ).

Yasastilaka of Somadeva { Nirnayasagara edition ),

Yogay&tra of Varaharnihiia

Yuktikalpataru of Bhoja, edited by Pandit Isvaracandra
Sastri, Calcutta, 1917

Modem Avthcns mvl Woilts in Engltsh

Adam Smith's
' Wealth of Nations ' ( ed. hy Rogers, 1869

)

Aiyangar, Rao Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami on 'Ancient Indian
Polity '(1935).

Aiyer, Mr. Velandi Gopal on 'Chronology of Ancient India '.

Alberuni's 'India' translated by Dr. Sachau in two rolmnos
( London, 1888

)

Mr J J.Anjaria, author of "Nature and grounds of political
obligation in the Hindu State' (1935)

Banerjee,Sir Gooroodas, author of 'Manias* and strtdhana

'

(5th edition, 1923).

Barnes, Mr. Harry E , author of 'Story of punishment'
Barnett, Dr. L D., author of 'Antiquities of India

'

Beal'fi Buddhist Records of the Western world.
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Dr Eeni Prasad's 'Theory of Government in Ancient India

'

( 1927 ),
' The State in Ancient India ' ( 1938 ) and ' Hindu

Political Theories

'

Berolzheimer, author of ' the world's legal philosophies ' (trans-
lated by Jastrov, Sew York, 1929

)

Best, author of work on ' the Principles of the law of Evidence
(12th ed, 1922)

Prof D R Bbandaikar's 'Some Aspects of Ancient Hindu'
Polity '.

Bluntschli's ' Theojy of the State '
( Oxford, 1885

)

Dr, J M Brew's ' In the service of Youth ' 1943

Di G Buhler's ' Origin of the Brahml Alphabet *

Chan-toon on ' Principles of Buddhist Law *.

Dr Brjan Raj Chatterji's ' Indian Cultural »nfluence in

Cambodia

'

Colebrooke's Digest of Hindu Law
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol, I edited by Dr. Hultzscb.

Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol HI ed by Dr Fleet ( also

cited as Gupta Inscriptions

)

Cunnigham's ' Coins of Ancient India '.

Dr. E. L Daftan's ' Astronomical Method " ( Nagpur, 1942

)

Mr. G T. Date's ' Art of War in Ancient India
'

Rhys Davids ' Buddhist India *
( 1903

)

Prof V R Ramchandra Dikshitar's 'Mauryan Polity ',' Hindu
administrative institutions * and translation of 'Silappadi-

karam

'

Elphinstone's ' History of India
'

Epigraphia Indica

Fa Hien's 'Rscord of Buddhist Kingdoms' translated by James

Legge ( 1886

)

Pick's 'Social organisation of North-East India in Buddha's

time ' translated by Dr S K Maitra ( Calcutta, 1928

)

Dr U W Ghoshal's ' History of Hindu Political Theories '.

Grant Duff's ' History of the Marathas

'

Dr Hart's ' Way of Justice
*

Holdsworth's ' History of English Law ( ed. of 1931

)

Hopkins' paper on ' Position of the Ruling Caste ' in Journal

of the American Oriental Society, Vol. XD3
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John Jardine's ' Notes on Buddhist Law.'

Dr. K. P. Jayaswal's
' Hindu Polity ', ' History of India <HK»),

' Manu and Yajiiavalkya.

Dr Jolly's 'Recbt and Silto" translated by Mr. Bataknshna

Ghose, Calcutta, 1928.

Sir William Jones' Works ed. by Lord Teignmoutb.

Prof A B Keith's translation of the Taittiriya Samhita in the

Harvard Oriental Series, 'Vodic Index' (jointly with

Prof. Macdonell ).

Korkunovs'
' General Theory of Law ' (tr.by W. G. Hastings,

New York, 1932).

Laski's ' Grammar of Politics '.

MacCrindle's 'Ancient India as recorded by Megasthenes'

and ' Invasion of India by Alexander \

Sir Henry Maine's ' Ancient Law ' ( 1866, 3rd ed.) and 'Early

History Institutions ' ( 1875 ).

Dr. B 0. Majmudar'4 ' Champa ' ;
' Suvarnadvipa ' ;

' Corporate

Life in Ancient India '.

Sao Saheb V. N Mandlik's Hindu Law.

"Sir John Marshall's three volumes on ' Mohenjo-daro '.

Mas Muller's ' History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature'.

J. D. Mayne's Hindu Law ( 10th ed. ).

Dr. R. N. Mehta's ' Pre-Buddhist India ' ( 1939 ).

Dr. C. Minakshi's ' Administration and Social life under the

Pallavas

'

Prof. Nilkanta Sastri, author of 'Pandyan Kingdom* and
' Studies in Cola History '.

Ortolan's ' History of Eoman Law ' translated by Pritchard

and Nasmith, ( 1871

)

Pannalal's Kumaun Local customs

Plato's ' Republic ' ( Jowett's translation ) and ' Laws

'

( Random House edition ).

Prabandhacint&mani, translated by Tawney.

Dr. Pran Nath's ' Study of the economic condition of Ancient
India'.

Justice M. G. Ranade's 'Rise of the Maratha Power '.

Rapson's ' Indian Coins '.

Sacred Books of the East, edited by Max Muller.

Salmond, author of ' Jurisprudence'.
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Mr G S Sardesai, editor of ' Selections from Peshwa'sDaftar'.

Prof. B K Sarkar's ' Positive background of Hindu Sociology

'

Mr Golapchandra Sarkar's ' Hindu Law ',
' Adoption

'

Mr Himansu Bhushan SarkarV 'Indian influence on the

Literature of Java and Bali
*

Mr. Kishori Lai Sarkai's ' Mimamsa rules, of interpretation

'

( Tagore Law Lectures, Calcutta

)

Dr Bajkumar Sarvadhikari's Tagore Law Lectures on Inheri-

tance, Partition and Adoption ( 2nd edition of 19X2

)

Dr Sham Sastri's translation of Kautilya's Arthasastra

Dr. Priya Natli Sen's ' Hindu Jurisprudence ' ( Tagore Law
Lectures }.

Stephen's 'A History of the Criminal Law of England' in

three volumes ( ed of 1883 )

Stoke's Hindu Law Books

Sir Thomas Strange's ' Hindu Law ' (ed. of 1830 ).

Taylor on ' Evidence ' ( ed of 1848 )

Mr. C V Vaidya's ' MahabhSrata, a criticism
'

Vogel's ' Inscriptions from Chamba '.

Wills on ' Principles of circumstantial evidence ' ( 7th ed.

1937)
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

(A. lew misprints due lo llic lobs or displacement of >stic)i looic pans

as anusvaras have not been specified, since tlicy can be easily darted )

read wgKNPIjJ HI. 95

;

read mfcl 59 for snfM 9

The verse $&% qni &c occurs also

in TOSffififc's %m\%\ 2. 33

read ^wtR°

read ' Santiparva ( 50. 45--16

)

read ' option for

'

Tead ' Sahara ' in'lino 3

Add ' Br. Sam. 23. 2 is : S^jfosn?,

explains '^firos f»s* ^ffcl ^
M«5RGpJ«R<?tg^$«il[fBs'. On Br,

Sam 21. 32 g?R5 quotes a verse of

*rp& srfft 3<j5f ^4n<t^«m ii ',

This showB the dimensions of a

vessel used as a rainguage.

age Line or no

22 ti.24

31 T. 4t

57 n.70

57 n.70

62 1.3

72 1.31

143 n.184

147 1.16

182 n. 230 read in line 3 iras^ff.

183 1 34 read ' Bajadharmakaustubha \

183 1.38 » ii

193 - n. 250 read m$fa sR^pgftg^o

227 n. 306 add at end ' Compare ^ftrcnjn. 5. 15

242 1.14 read * Manu VIIL 1.* for ' Manu

xlm
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Page Line or note

258 n 335 read in last line ^f<fa,

265 1.20 read 'paths'

379 n 395 read gw|.

382 1 6 Teatl pcihnm...prnlln

405 last line put a full stop afteT ' hanged ',

414 n. 669 read WttlfeFi.

423 n. 690 read guie^W

533 n 982 should we read 3*tqj.j«i. for q»J

538 n 995 read in first line 33

542 n. 1009 read in second line 4j<i

570 n 1069 read tfowl

586 n 1104 read in line 9 =3 for «j

588 n. 1111 read in line 2 gjfi^i?

(505 ' n 1142 put a full stop after sfkpqsj in 1. 5

»1 M read in line 9 MKRWI SW^PJ

627 n. 1197 read q ^ra3 313%*U

651 n 1235 read in line 1 t& Hfttm and in

line 2 ft. X-

659 n. 1248 read jftu^stiw

!»
n 1250 read in line 2 ffe

677 n 1277 add at the end ' For the words ^jjioi

^fhtl ^m SRR ifafc ' vide saaqsr

m%m H. 5 2. 23 , vide% tn. 1. 6 4

for two %i|s in wraTO and 41. »3t.

5 5.

695 n 1321 Add at end ' For apfjf...3i|^ com-

pared *r. VI. 6 4 and §i.& % 4 2

702 1.27 read ' ( Sakuntala Act VI

)

706 n 1349 read qrail«i|ikwlPit«f*i

it 1.15 read 'her deceased sonless and

separated husband's wealth '.



Page Line or note

751 ]. 30

776 n. 1499

781 n. 1509

804 n.1561

Additions and Cairertions xlv

read after 'British rule' the words

'the widows of gotraja sapindas".

read in 1. 2 igq&i

read in last line ^rra^ui

Add at the end ' Recently the

Indian Legislature passed Act

XIX of 1946 which confers on

Hindu married women the rights

to separate residence and main-

tenance as against the husbands

in certain circumstances '.

846 1.28 read 'mother'

897 n.1762 read in line 7 'Institute' for
' Society '.

936 last line read ' naugamanabh&ve '.





BAJADHARMA

(GOVERNMENT AND STATECRAFT)

CHAPTER I

Rsjadharma has been a subject of discussion in works on

dharmasastra from -very ancient times. The Ap. Dh. S. 11 9 25.1

says 'The general and special dharniaa of all varnas have been

explained: but now we shall declare the dliannas of a king in

particular'. Ap then states that the king should cause to be
built a capital and a palace, the gates of which both should face
the south; that the palace should be in the heart of the capital;

that in front of the capital there was to be a hall called ' Sraan-
trana' (hall of invitation); that to the south of the town there
was to be an assembly house with doors on the north and south.
Ap requires that in the king's realm no brShmana should suffer
hunger, sickness, cold or heat; Ap gives regulations about the
assembly house and about persons who were to be allowed to
engage in gambling; he prescribes that (the exercise in) anns,
dancing, singing and music should not go on anywhere except
in the houses of the king's servants, that the king was to see
that there was no danger from thieves in villages and forests,
that the king should donate fields and money to brahmanas
according to their worth without detriment to his servants, that
the king who meets death in recovering the property of brah-
manas and other warlike persons who meet death in fighting for
a similar worthy cause reap the merit of a sacrifice (i. e reach
heaven as reward); that the king should appoint in towns and
Villages officers and their subordinates, who are pure and truth-
ful for the protection of the subjects against thieves and who

SSfi.!^*
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it to perish Ho states that if the king does not punish the

guilty he incurs sin, that in disputes judges should be men of

learning, clever and fulfilling their duties, that witnesses were

to tell the truth and were to be punished if they be untruthful

It will be noticed how Ap briefly covers the whole field of raja-

dharma In the Santiparva of the Mahabharata rajadharma is

dealt with at great length in chapters 56-130 and to some extent

in 131-172 The Manusmrti also states at the beginning of

chap VII (1) that it will expound rajadharmas That great

literaiy activity on the science and art of government went on

for many cental ies before the Christian era follows from several

considerations The Anusasanaparva (chap 39 8) speaks of

the sastras composed by Brhaspati and Usanas The Santi-

parva (58 1-3) names as expounders of rajasiistra Brhaspati,

Bharadvaja, Gaurasiras, Kavya, Mahendra, Manu Pracetasa and

Visalaksa Santiparva ( 102 31-32 ) opposes the view of Sambara

to that of acaryas 1 The Arthasastra of Kautilya mentions five

schools ( viz those of the Manavas, the Barhaspatyas, the Ausa-

nasas, the Parasaras and the Ambhiyas), seven individual tea-

chers (V. 5, and 18) only once (viz Bahudantfputra, Dlrgha

Oarayana, Ghotaraukha, Kaninka Bharadvaja, Katyayana, Kifi-

jalka, Pisunaputra, ) and several times mentions the views of

BhaTadvaja, Kaunapadanta, Parasara, Pisuna, Vatavyadhi,

Visalaksa. Kautilya also cites at least 53 times the views

of ScaryaB, almost in every case for dissent Santi 10344

refers to a Bhasya on rajasastra Is it possible to see

mthis a reference to one out of the bhasyakaras indicated

in the verse appended at the end of the Kautiliya or to the

Kautiliya itself ? Another fact indicative of the systematiza-

tion of the science of government is' that in the Mahabharata,

the Ramayana, Manu and Kautilya ideas expressed by numbers

had already been stereotyped long before those works were

written viz such as saptanga rajya (State with seven constituent

elements), sadgunya (the six ways of policy viz alliance,

declaration of war &c ), three safe, the four upayas (sama,

dana, bheda, danda ), astavarga, and paneavarga (Manu VXL 155),

the 18 and 15 tirthas (Sabhaparva 5 38)
8 For detailed information

f*5rf!t*W trar i^JP^^imiwraw Mft 68-69 ^m means the

ten srcras.
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about the Rajasastras of Brhaspati, Usanas, Bharadvaja oullod

from the Mahabharata and other anoiont works vide my paper

on them in the Journal of the University of Bombay, vol. XI
part 2 pp. 73-83, 1942.

The fulfilment of their duties and responsibilities by rulers

was of paramount importance to the stability and orderly develop-

ment of society and to the happiness of individuals in the Stale

and therefore one often finds that rajadharma is said to be the root

of or the quintesseuce of all dharmas. Santiparva ( 63.25 ) states

'know that all dharmas are merged in rajadharma; that
rajadharmas are at the head of all dharmas' and (1419-10)
' the welfare, good rains, sickness, calamities and death among
people owe their origin to the king3 '. It was the king's duty to
see that the people in his kingdom acted according to the rules
laid down in the smrtis for the several varnas and asramas, to
administer justice and to interfere when his help was sought
for by a pansad ( assembly of learned men ) in enforcing the
prayasaUa (penance) prescribed for various lapses. "Vide
Gautama X. 7-8, XL 9-11, &p. Dh. S H. 5 10. 13-16*, Vasistha
19 1-2, Visnu m. 2-3, Narada (praklrnaka, 5-7 and 33-34),
Santiparva 77 33 and 57 15, Matsyapurana 215.63, Markandeya-
purana 27 28 and 2836 and H.Dh. vol. Up. 965. Therefore
it may be said with truth (as done by the Mahabharata) that
rajadharma was the highest goal of all the world, that it com-
prehended within itself all rules of ucara, vyavahara (admini-
stration of justice ) and prayotcitta (penance ). It is on account

S ?£^fIf
diDg inflUen°e 0f government or royal power

that the Mahabharata frequently emphasizes that the king is themaker of his age, that it is he who can usher a golden age or anage of strife and misery for the country*. The Sukratftisara (
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59-60 } remarks that ono should learn from sast.ra what, are good
and evil actions, give up evil deeds and perform good ones and
that the king is hence declared to be the cause of ( good or evil

)

times according as he does good or evil acts Sukra IV. 1, 60 states

that the king is the prompter of his age

Though rajadharma was thus an integral part of dharma-

sastra and was one of the most important subjects therein, yet.

apart from the works on dharmasastra separate treatises dealing

with rajadharma alone came into existence in veiy early times

Santiparva (chap 59) states that originally in the Krta age

there
1

was no king nor punishment, that then moha (delusion),

greed and lust entered men, that in order to provide against

the complete destruction of dharma, Brahma composed a work

in one hundred thousand chapters on dharma, artha, kania and

moksa ( verses 30 and 79 ) , that part of this work on Nlti ( science

of government) was abridged by Sankara Visalaksa (verse 80,

and so it was called Vaisalaksa) into 10000 chapters, that Indra

studied it and reduced it to 5000 chapters (and the work was

called Bahudantaka, verse 83), that it was compressed into

3000 chapters by Brhaspati (and so was called Barhaspatya

)

and that Kavya (Usanas) reduced the work to 1000 chapters.

The Kamasutra (I 5-8) contains a somewhat similar story that

Prajapati composed a work in one hundred thousand chapters,

that Manu abridged it as regards dharma, Brhaspati as regards

artha and Nandi abridged in 1000 chapters the science of erotics-

The Santiparva (69) gives (verses 33-74) a summary of the

contents of the work of Brahma. on.rajadharma which remarkab-

ly agrees with the principal topics of the Kautillya

The Nitiprakasika (I 21-23 ) states that Brahma, Mahesvara,

Skanda, Indra, Pracetasa Manu, Brhaspati, Sukra, Bharadvaja,

Veda-Vyasa, Gaurasiras were the expounders of Eajasastra,

that Brahma composed a work on rajasastra in 100000 chapters,

which was gradually reduced in size by each of the above-

mentioned founders until Gaurasiras reduced it to 500 chapters

and VySsa to 300 The Sukranltisara (I 3-4) states that Brahma

composed nltisastra in 100000 verses, which was subsequently

abridged by Vasistha and others (including Sukra)

It is interesting to note the names given to the science of

government The most appropriate word is 'rajasastra' and

it is employed by the Mahabharata, which speaks of Brhaspati,

Bharadvaja and others as 'rajasastra-pranetarah' (vide p 2 abovej

The Nltiprakssika (1.21-23) also dubs the divine and human
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writers on government ' rajasSstranam pranetarah. ' The samo

word is employed by such ancient classical writers fts Asvaghosa

in his Buddhacarita (I. 46 ).
6 The fiist verse in Piof Edgerton's

reconstructed Pancatantra performs obeisance to Manu, Brhas-

pati, Sukra, PaTasara and his son and Canakya a<5 the authors

of nrpasastra (science of kingship) Another name is Eanfanih.

The Santiparva (59.78) explains why Dandanlti is so called

viz 'this world is led (on to the right path) bydanda(the
power of punishment, sanction) or thi<? science carries (or sets

forth) the rod of punishment; hence it is called dandanlti and
it (faces) pervades the three worlds * In Santiparva 69, 76 it is

stated that ' Dandanlti controls the four varnas so as to lead
them on to the performance of their duties and when it i*

employed by the mler properly, it makes them desist from
adharma ' 7 Santi 63. 28 identifies Dandanlti with rajadharmas
The Kautiliya (1.4) explains 'Danda is the means of the
stability and welfare of invlksikl, Trayl (the three Vcdas)
and Varta; the rules that treat of danda are called dandanlti,
which is a means of acquiring what has not been acquired,
which safeguards what is acquired, which increases what is
guarded and distributes (increased wealth) among the deserv-
ing.* The Mahabharata says (Santi 69. 102 ) that a wise ksatriya,
putting dandanlti in front, should always desire to acquire what
is till then unacquired and should guard what is acquired. » The
Nltisara (IL15) says that damn (control or chastisement) is
called danda, the king is called 'danda' because control is
centered in him; that the nlti (rules) of danda is called danda-
nlti and nlti is so called because it leads (people).' ,0 Santi (69. 104)
says that dandanlti is the special concern of the ksatriya (rajan ).

It is said in the Vanaparva 150. 32 that without Dandanlti this

**skis*» §sKsr f^cn%sr n s^gffcj L 46.

^ " '*"*«*n- 15 *"* «K* I- 157 (Utter mftng tRTOT'ffi tea.)
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whole world would break all bounds Vide also Santi 15.29,
63.28, 69.74 ff (eulogy of Dandanlti) Dandanlti is said to be
the mpport of the world (Santi 12124) and to have been
produced by Devi Sarasvatl (Santi 122 25 )

Arthasastra haB been a synonym for dandanlti When the
Ap. Dh. S. EL 5 10 16 requires the king to appoint as purohita a
brahmana well-versed in dharma and artha, it is clear that
Apastamba has in view dharmasastra and arthasastra The
Anuaasanaparva says that Brhaspati and others composed artha-
sastras (39.10-11) Dronaparva 6 1 speaks of a science of artha
composed by Manu {Mavaw. arthavidya) Vide Jayaswal in
'Maim and Yajnavalkya' ( pp. 5, 7, 16, 25, 26, 41, 42, 50, 84,

for Manu and Artha ) Santi (71 14) states that a king whose sole

concern is with arthasastra does not secure dharma and kSma
and that all the wealth of such a king vanishes in ( the pursuit

of ) improper objects. Vide Santi 302 109 which speaks of artha-

sastra as resorted to by the best among kings. The Bam&yana
(II 100. 14; states that Sudhanva, TJpadhyaya of Rama, was an
adept in arthasastra. The arthasastra of Kautilya starts with

the statement that it is the quintessence of all the arthasastras

composed by former teachers in the whole world and at the end

Kautilya states that that sastra which is a means of acquiring

and guarding the earth is arthasastra This mentions two of

the four objects of dandanlti stated in the Kautillya itself ( as

shown in n 8 above) Only two objects are mentioned by Kautilya

( as in Santi 69 102 ) since they are the first and principal ones

to be gained by the practice of the science of government. It

is not meant that there was, as regards the topics to be dealt

with, any distinction between Dandanlti and Arthasastra The

four objects mentioned by Kautilya are always placed before

the ksatriya by Manu (VH 99-100), Santi 102 57 and 140 5,

Yaj. I. 317, JNltisSra I 18 ( while 1 8 mentions only two purposes

of rajavidyS ) At the end (XV 1) Kautilya states ' artha is the

sustenance of human beings, that is, the earth peopled by men

That sSstra which is a means of acquiring and guarding that

earth is arthasastra ' Men derive their sustenance from the

earth and all wealth also arises from the earth. Mr Jayaswal

( Hindu Polity p 5 ) is not right when he translates ' Artha is

human population ' Vide D Ghoshal's 'Hindu Political

Theories ' p 74 n and p 76 for the various interpretations of this

passage by Jayaswal and others Authors a few centuries later

than both the Mahabharata and the Kautillya treat the two as
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identical. Dandinin life Dasakumaracarita (VUL) expressly

says that Visnugupta composed his work on dandanlti for the

Maurya king in 6000 slokas, though the Kautiliya states at the

very beginning that the work is an arthasastra Dandin in the

same context refers to ' Arthasastras as helping to polish the

intellect' and speaks of some of the predecessors mentioned by
Kautilya as writers on the sastra ( viz. the Arthasastra )." The
Araarakosa treats the two as identical. n Medhatitbi on Manu
VJL 43 holds that the word ' Dandanlti ' therein refere to the

works of Canakya and others The MitSksaTi or. Taj. L 313
paraphrases dandanlti hy arthasastra and on Taj. 1 311 explains
dandanlti as the lore useful in the acquisition and guarding of
wealth ( only the two objects mentioned by Kautilya in connec-
tion with arthasastra ) According to the Sukranltisara ( IV. 3 56

)

'that is said to be arthasastra in which instruction about the
conduct of kings and the like is given without coming in
conflict with Sruti and Smrti and in which the acquisition of
wealth with great skill is taught '.

The words arthasastra and dandanlti are applied to the
science of government from two different points of view. Artha
is defined in the KamasQtra (120) as 'education, lands, gold,
cattle, corn, domestic utensils and friends and the augmenting
of what is acquired' (vide H. Dh. Vol H part I p. 9 note 23 >
inerefore when wealth and prosperity of all kinds is the spring
and motive of giving a name the science treating of these is
called arthasastra and when the government of the people and
aepumshment of offenders axe the main ideas the same is

22?* hf?"?" ^ WOTkB 1&e *«*&* Arthasastra
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'

duties' (dharmasabdah kartavyatSvacanah), that the duties of
the king are either dratartha (i e the effects of which are
worldly and visible) such as the employment of six gunas
(sandhi, vigraha &o ) or adrstartha (that have no visible effect

but have a spiritual result) such as Agnihotra; here (in chap
Vn-IX of Manu) the remarks relate principally to dratartha
matters since it is well-known that the -word rajadharma is appli-
cable to such matters ( the six gunas &c ) only 18 Medhatithi
here declares that the rules of rajanlti are not based on the
canonical books of dharmasastra but piincipally on the ex-

perience of worldly affairs

Another name for the science of government is Nltisastra

or Rajanltisastra Santi" 59 74 says that in the nltisastra are

set forth all those means whereby people are prevented from
forsaking the right path The Nltisara of Katnandaka15 (16)
does obeisance to Visnugupta who extracted the nectar of Nlti-

sastra from the vast ocean of Arthasastra (works). The Panca-
tantra p 2 holds that Arthasastra and Nltisastra are synony-

mous The Mitaksara on Taj Q. 21 remarks that the arthasastra

referred to by Yaj is rajanltisastra that is part and parcel of

dharmasastra The word 'rajanlti* occurs in Raghuvamsa 17 68

Vide Bhagavadglta X. 38, Asramavasikaparva 6.5, Manu "vTL

177, Santi 111 73, 138,39, 43 and 196, 268 9 and AnusSsana 163 7

for Nltisastra meaning Arthasastra or Rajanlti and Drona 152 29

and Santi 37 9 for the word rajanlti Another noteworthy word

is 'naya' which means 'line of policy' and is employed by

the Arthasastra (1 2 ) when it says ' naya and anaya (bad policy )

are treated of in Dandanlti '. It is also used in several classical

works, such as the Kiratarjunlya (IL 3, 12, 54, XHL 17 ).

The relation of arthasastra to dharmasastra has now

to be understood. As stated above rajadharma is a very

important subject of dharma-sastra Arthasastra which is

principally concerned with the rights, privileges and res-

ponsibilities of the ruler is therefore properly speaking a

part of dharmasastra As shown above it is supposed to have

nfitjfc iQ i *3s «wi«3|g serf w%3<fr « ^ "» *Fsr*m«rfin^ '

irtao on wg VH I ^
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like dharmasastra a divine source But works on arthasastra

enter into great details abonttho government of a country in all

its aspects, while dharmasastra works generally deal only with

a few salient features of rajasastra Just as the Kamasutra

(12 14) states that dhanna is the highest goal and karaa is

the lowest of the three purusarthas ( vide H. Dh. vol. H part 1

p 9 ), so AxtbasSstra also sets the highest value on dharma

The Kautillya states ( 111. 1. at end )" ' In any matter where
there is a conflict between dharmasastra and practices or hetween

dharmasastra and any secular transaction, ( the king ) should

decide that matter hy relying on dharma. If sastra comes in

conflict with any rational and equitable rule then the latter

shall be the deciding factor and the ( strict ) letter of the text

will be nowhere'. But Kautttya and other writers on artha-
sSstra lay the greatest emphasis on aitha In the eager
and relentless pursuit of worldly prosperity moans may be
recommended or followed which may come in conflict with the
strictly ethical standpoint of the dictates of dharmasastra. In
such cases of conflict dharmasastra works lay down ( e. g. £p,
Dh. L9. 21 28, Taj. H. 21, Narada, vyavaharamatrka chap. 1 39 j
that dharmasastra rules are to be preferred to the dictates of
arthasastra. Visvarupa ( on Yaj. H. 21 ) states that according
to some predecessors of his the conflict between the dictates of
dharmasastra and arthasastra is illustrated as follows. Manu
VUL 351 (which 1b the same as Vismv-dharmasfitra V 190
and Matsyapurana 227. 116-117 ) when dealing with vyavahara
(a subject that preeminently belongs to arthasSstra) provides
feat uMing an afettym, no fault attaches to the killer : whileManu XL 89 m the chapter on prayascittas (which is pre-
eminently a topw of dharmasastra) states that no penance fa
prescribed { i e. there is no prayascitta for removing the guilt

)

Sr^ P
JTn °f

f
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this illustration. The Mitaksara also refers to this example,

disapproves of it and gives its own example The Arthasastra

declares that a king should endeavour to secure friends, since

the acquisition of friends is superior to the acquisition of gold

and land ( as is laid down in Yaj I 352 ) The rule of dharma-

sastra is that a king has to dispense justice, being free from

anger and avarice and in accordance with dharmasastra There-

fore when a suit comes before a king he must decide it according

to law, even though he may lose the friendship of a person if his

decision goes against the latter The Vlramitrodaya follows the

Mitaksara Dharmasastrawentbythe name ofsmrti (MannU 10),

while arthasastra was treated as an TJpaveda The Visnupurana

HL 6. 28, Vayu 61. 79 and Brahmanda 35 88-59 mention the

four Upavedas l7 viz Ayurveda, Dhanurveda, Gandharvaveda and

Arthasastra as affiliated to the four Vedas respectively viz.

Bgveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda and Atharvaveda Kautilya

(15) states tnat the king should listen to the recital of ttthasa

in the latter part of the day and includes both dharmasastra

and arthasastra under itihasa" and requires the minister know-

ing arthasastra to advise the king (with examples and precepts

derived) from itihasa and purana

Though Arthasastra is in theory for keeping to the path of

dharma, one cannot blink one's eyes to the fact that the Maha-

bharata and the Kautillya both support in several places the

adoption of means entirely divorced from all rules of fair deal-

ing and morality In Adiparva 140 we have 'a 'discourse by

Kanika said to have been a manlun of Dhrtarastra and a pro-

found student of Rajasastra, which is almost on the same lines

as Santiparva chap 140 where Bhlsma sets out what lines ot

policy {nth) should be followed by the ruler 'in adversity and

how he should give up all thoughts of kindliness in such straits

He is supposed to give the substance of the dialogue between

the sage Bharadvaja and Satruntapa, king of Sauvlra The

whole chapter is full of Machiavellian advice. A few speci-

mens may be set out here One should be very courteous in

speech, but like a razor at heart (verse 13); one desirous of

prosperity may fold one's hands, may take an oath, may use

OT. ii w«SSCm HI 6 28 quoted by swwfc P- 6
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sweet words, place Ms head on another's feet and even shed

tears, one may carry on one'B shoulders one's enemy till one

accomplishes one's ohject and when a fit opportunity arises

should break him like an earthen pot on a stone ( 17-18 ) ; the

king should raise hopes promising their fulfilment at a distant

day, but should put obstacles in the fulfilment of the hopes

raised in others (32) ; when one is reduced to a wretched state

one may extricate oneself from it by any act whatever

whether gentle or horrible and practise dbarma after one

becomes able to do so '(38) ; one should inspire confidence in

one's enemy by some means which appear to be true ( to the

enemy ), but one Bhould strike him down at the right moment
when he takes a wrong Btep (44) ; whoever causes obstacles to

the purpose of the king, whether son or brother or father or
friend, Bhould be killed by the king who desires to prosper (47);

without cutting the vitalB of others, -without committing horrible
deeds and without killing indiscriminately as the fisherman in
the case of fish one does not secure high prosperity (50) ; when
about to strike one Bhould utter sweet words and even after
BtriMng one should use honeyed words*, even after severing
another's head with a sword one should lament and shed
tears (54) ; if some remainder is left in the case of a debt or fire
or enemies, there is a tendency to grow and so no remainder
should be left of these (58) It is to be noted that this chapter
deals specially with what should be done in difficulties and can-
not be supposed to be the real teaching of the Mahahh&rata
which is generally in line with the higher code of dbarma-
sastra It embodied probably the words of earlier arthasSstra
writers like Bharadvaja. After hearing this discourse on
calculated cruelty and deceit Yudhisthira stood aghast and
frankly told Bhlsma that the course of conduct outlined by him
did not differ from that of robbers and that he felt bewildered
andwouldnot.exerthimselfinthewaypointedout In chap 142
Bhlsma replies to this by saying that he did not base his dis-
course merely on the sacred tests, but also on reason and the
essence was distilled by wise men, that the considered rule of
conduct for the king is twofold, viz. straightforward and crooked
that one should not ordinarily employ the crooked course of
conduct but should employ it as against an enemy who employs
a crooked policy and effectively meet him by such policy. He
further says that raiadfmrma cannot he based on a single

w£ <V
*
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( v 17 ) and that Indra himself has declared this rule -which

he derived from Brhaspati. In Santi-parva a weak king is

advised to harass a very powerful ruler's state by sword, foe

and poison In chap 130 it is stated that the preservation

of the state is the paramount consideration and that a

king whose treasury is depleted and who is therefore in diffi-

culties may replenish his treasury even by harassing his

subjects ( except tapasas and learned brahmanas ) In ohap 138

it is said that self-interest makes friends or foes and that

amsvasa ( putting trust in no one ) is the grand line of policy

for kings So it is clear that the Mahabharata was prepared to

give up in certain circumstances the strict rules of dhannasastra

for kings and to allow them to pursue devious modes of action

that were far from moral i e . it tries to effect a synthesis of

dharmasastra and arthasastra ,
.

The Kautillya also discloses how arthasastra writers did

not shrink from giving advice which, to say the least, was

most cruel, selfish and immoral For example, in the section

called ' guarding the prince ' ( Kaut L 17 ) the views of several

teachers aTe set out Bharadvaja says that princes are of the

nature of, crabs eating up their parent; so it is better to finish

ihem in secret when they have no love for their father

Visalaksa abhorred this advice as cruel^as unsanctioned murder

and as destructive of the seed of ksatriyas and recommended

that it was better to keep them confined in a single spot

Vatavyadhi recommended that princes should be made addicted

to sensual excesses Kaut disapproves of this a<3 living death

( for the princes ), recommends proper care before conception and

after birth and instruction in dhaTma In Kaut V. 6 Bharadvaja

is quoted as saying that when the king is on his death-bed, the

minister may set up the kinsmen of the king and the principal

princes against one "another, that whoever attacks should be

killed by inciting the people against him, or having secretly

punished the kinsmen and chief princes and brought them

under control, the minister should himself take possession of

the kingdom. Kautilya does not approve of this But even he

advises (XEV Aupanisadika ) the employment of poison, herbs

and incantations against those who are irreligious or wicked

In L 18 even Kaut does not shrink from advising that secret

emissaries ( of the reigning king ) may kill an abandoned pmoa

with weapons and poison and in V. 1 Kaut remarks that, when

a king cannot openly put down the principal couriers or chiefs
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who are dangerous to the kingdom, he may inflict punishment

on them in secret or may induce the brother of the officer to be

punished to attack the latter by promising to give him the posit-

ion and wealth of the officer and then destroy that attacker with

weapons or poison saying that he was guilty of fratricide In

V. 2 for replenishing a "depleted treasury Kautilya coolly asks

the king to deprive the temples in the kingdom of their wealth

through the superintendent of religious endowments

Sanskrit literature on rajadliarma is very extensive. Apart
from the meagre materials contained in such ancient dbarma-
sfitras as that of Apastamba, the following works deserve close

study and have been utilized in this section*, the Mah&bharala
(Vanaparva 150, Sabha 5, ITdyoga 33-34, Santi 1-130, Asrama-
vasika 5-7), the Bamayana (Ayodhya, chap. 15, 67, 100; Yuddha
17-18, 63), Manusmrti VU-IX, Arthasastra of Kautilya ( which is

the leading work on rajadharma), Yaj I 304-367, Vrddha-HSrlta-
smrti chap VH. verses 188-271, Brhat-Parasara chap. Xpp. 277-285,
Visnudharmasutra HI, the Nitisara of Kamandaka, Agnipurana
chap. 218-242, GaiudapuTana 108-115, Matsya 215-243, Visnu-
dharmottara n, Markandeya 24, Kalika, 87, the Nltiprakasika
attributed to Vaisampayana ( ed by Oppert), Sukranltisara ( ed
by Jivananda, 1890), the Abhilasitarthacintamani or Manasollasa
(first fouT Timsatis) of Somesvaia, Yukti-kalpataru of Bhoja,
Nltivakyamrta of Somadeva ( 959 A D ), Barhaspatyasutra ( ed'
by Dr. F.W. Thomas), the Bajanltikanda of the Krtyakalpataru of
Laksmldhara ( edited from a single ms by Jagadish Lai Shastri
at Lahore, 1942 ), Rajanrti-ratnakara of Candesvara, Rajanlti-
prakasa of Mitramisra, Nitimayukha of Silakantha, R&ja-
dharmakaustubha of Anantadeva, Budhabhusana of Prince
Sambhaji (between A D. 1675-1680, ed by Prof. HD. Velankar)
DandanltiofKesavapandita (edited byV.S BendTey, Poona,1943)'
In recent times there is a deluge of works mostly inspired by the
publication of the Kautiliya dealing with ancient and medieval
Indian polity in its various branches The most imp6rtant of these
and a few other works independent of Kautilya are mentioned
in the note below.

"

( Continued on next page)
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It would be imppssible to go into all details about Govern-
ment and Politics within the space at my disposal 'What is

( Continued from last page)

The reference may be only to a legend. The modern works referred to above

are:—' Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Polity ' (1935) and ' Rajadbarma

(1941) by Rao Bahadur K. V Rangaswami Aiyangar ; ' The Nature and

grounds of political obligation in the Hindu state ' by J. J. Anjana (1935)

:

' Development of Hindu polity and Political Theories '
( Calcutta, 1929) by

N C. Bandopadhyaya; " Public Administration in Ancient India " (1916)

by Dr. P. N Bannerjea ,
' Some Aspects of ancient Hindu Polity ' (1921)

by Prof. D R Bhandarkar; 'The theory of Government in Ancient India '.

(1927) and 'The State in Ancient India' (1928) by Dr Beni Prasad;
" Buddhist India ' (1903) by Rhys Davids ,

' Hindu Administrative Institu-

tions *
( Madras, 1929 ) and * Mauryan Polity ' ( Madras, 1932 ) by Prof. V R

Ramchandra Dikshitar, 'History of Hindu Political Theories' (2nd ed

Calcutta, 1927) by U Gboshal; Prof E W. Hopkins' 'Position of the

Ruling Caste in Ancient India ' m Journal of the American Oriental Society,

vol. XHI. pp 57-372. 'Hindu Polity' (1924) by K. P. Jayaswal

.

Administration and Social Life under the Pallavas' (1938) by Dr. C
Mmakshi, 'Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity' (vol.1, 1914), 'Inter-state

Relations in Ancient India ' ( London, 1920 ), ' Aspects of Ancient Indian

Polity' (Oxford, 1921). 'Studies in Indian History and Culture * (1925) by

Dr. Narendranath Law; ' Corporate Life in Ancient India ' ( Calcutta, 1919 )

by Dr. R. C. Majmudar , ' Local Government in Ancient India ' (1919) by

Dr Radhakumud Mukerjee .
' Study in the Economic condition of Ancient

India* by Dr Pran Nath , 'Positive Background of Hindu Sociology'

(Allahabad. 1914) and "The Political Institutions and Theories of the

Hindus' (1922) by Prof Benoy Kumar Sarkar, ' Sovereignty in Ancient

Hindu Polity' byDr H.N Sinha (London, 1938) . 'International Law in

Ancient India' by Prof S. V Visvanathan I have to make general

acknowledgments to these works for much useful information, particularly to

those of K P. Jayaswal and N N. Law. For a hat of Mss. on Polity or its

sub-topics, vide N N Law's articles in Modern Review for October 1917 to

January 1918 and March and June 1918 and for a list of available Mss. and

printed works on ' Varta' (economics) vide the same writer's 'Studies in

Indian History and Culture' pp 384 ftv In my treatment of r^adharma I

have generally restricted- myself to data derived from Sanskrit works on

dharmasastra and arth'asastra and have rarely ventured into works m Pali-

Similarly it has to be borne in mind that the works referred to cover a

period of several centuries and further that India is not one country but a

continent of which northern India formed one more or less homogeneous

unit while the Deccan formed another and South India formed a third unit.

The mstitutions of these, particularly of the last of the three, differ in many

oarticulars from those of the other two But the authentic data furnished by

South India are later by centuries than those supplied by the north and

besides are comparatively meagre. Therefore in this wort
:
one

:

has to

confine oneself principally to Sanskrit works composed in North India or

the Deccan.
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proposed is to indicate and dilate upon only the fundamental

ideas and principles of the Beveral matters falling under raja-

dharma. Nor is it possible to enter here into formal and lengthy

refutations of the several views propounded by "Western and

Indian writers about the forms and functions of Government
and the state of society in ancient India. Most of the modern
works referred to in note 19 above are more or less based on the

same material in Sanskrit and Pali, hut the emotional or subjec-

tive element is different in each case. Some western writorB

have without very solid foundations iudulged in a facile and
sweeping generalization that the great Empires of antiquity

such as those of the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Medians
and Persians and the Indians were mainly tax-gathering insti-

tutions (vide Sir Henry Maine's 'Early History of Institutions'

1875, pp. 384 and 390; and Prof. Rangaiwami Aiyangar's
'Ancient Indian Polity' 1935, pp. 5—6 and pp. 66-69 (where
passages from T.H. Green and others are cited); while some
Indian writers vehemently assert that the Government in An-
cient India was always Borne form of limited monarchy. Both
characterisations are in my opinion misleading An endeavour
will be made to present from the original texts as true a picture
of the polity of ancient and medieval India as it is possible for
me to do. It will do no good to label the ancient institutions of
India with concepts and terms current in the West during the last
one hundred and fifty years or so. Even in the West true democra-
cies or real democratic governments did not exist and the masses
in no country had elective popular assemblies or councils before
the last quarter of the 18th century. Such assemblies do not
exist even now in several countries of Europe Even in the
ancient Greek city states the number of slaves who had no voice

fH^*Tent was Be™al tta« as large as the free citizensand those states were no democracies at all in the strict sense »»
Indian polity has a recorded history of over two thousand yearsfrom at least the 4th century B.0 Its growth was gradual
ite aims and ideals and its main elements have beefthe samethroughout the centuries. India need not feel ashamed or fTar

is*. Berotehelmer in ' the World's Legal Philosophies ' (tr by last*™,«e"Vo*,i939)p. 62reiaarfai .Rato of slavery uiei^v

*.« ;SStf, ;

ABSh,a
- 470000

' * At«« <««*« ^
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a comparison of its ideals and theories of State with the ideate

and theories of western countries in ancient and medieval times.

If western countries could boast of so-called .republics and city

states in ancient Greece and , Borne, India also had several re-

publics in ancient times _ The ancient-Hindus' made their own
contributions to political thought, though unfortunately Western

scholars of the 19th century like Max Muller, Weber and Both

were concerned most with the Vedie and allied, literature and

either did not know or ignored the vast literature on politics

contained in Sanskrit and Pali works Vide ' Some Aspects of

ancient Hindu Polity* by Prof D B Bhandarkar (1929)pp 2-3

for views of Max Muller and otheis and criticism thereof,

also Dr Beni Prasad's 'Theory of Government &c* p I, IT

Ghoshal ' History of Hindu Political Theories' pp 3-4



CHAPTER H

SEVEN ANGAS OF RSJYA

According to almost all of our authorities a state (rS?z/a) is

constituted by seven elements 80 viz svamin (ruler or sovereign ),

amalya (minister), janapada or ra$tra (the territory of the State

and its people), durga (fortified city or capital), kosa (accumula-

ted wealth in the ruler's treasury), daiida (army), mtlra (friends

or allies). These seven are called angas or prakrtts The word

prakrti in works on politics is also used for the constituents of a

circle of states (of a mandala ) Vide Manu VII 156 and Kau-

tilya (V12). The word also means ministers as in Sukranltisara

H. 70-73 and 'subjects' in Kharavela's Inscription (E. I vol. 20

p.79 1. 4), HaTada (praklrnaka 5), Raghuvamsa VUL 18. The

order in which these are arranged and their names vary a

good deal. The <juotations given below will indicate how the

order differs. The sequence is important for the reason that

some of our authorities expressly state that when calamities be-

fall or deterioration sets in each of the seven elements, those

that befall each preceding one are more serious for 'the State

than those of each succeeding one (Kautilya VUJL1, Manu IX.

295). Wotjanapada sometimes the wordjam or raqtra is used, for

'danda' the word' bala' and the word "pura* for 'durga'. The
Asramavasiparva (58) speaks of eight angas of rdjya. Accord-

ing to Sumantu quoted by the Sarasvativilasa (p 46 ) danda
means " punishment bodily or monetary " and ' army * is included
under 'kosa'. Sumantu says that th eavamin has to be preserved

by himself, the ministers by showing them proper respect, the

people by keeping them contented, the fortified capital by abun-
dance of wealth and grain, the kosa by proper expenditure, danda

20. gti»oj)it<iwi*w4j»f»i«4U8i1l=<i i ") n^arv: ^r. "W. i, p 257, ftmnm*i
wft j»? eB^ft sps^nht <a i w'sjiuSistti u^trvr xv^twst^^t n arrgr. I. 353-

WTRIUR«If S* tI5 «t5iym 5SOTT i «trnsw> feat: wn§r WJrg^ H
ng 1X894; ^WW«RiI|«f?S5raoB!t(^|n% si«a7: l f%«EStp^r KC. 33;
WI*TBR^^^r4mJ?15»B!3raT: I inswap quoted ia «U4<fifiri lti

- p.iS. Vide also
Wffer 69. 64-65, irc^r 225. U and 239, w&gOT 233. 12, t$j**%® 1. 16 and
IV. 1-S The application of the word gtgfg to these is lucidly explained by
ApMgrka(p.588)*nr; ifirSgsTOtai&Bfi fstorthrmriam wgk:t vm f%<«f

3
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by following one's dharma, friends by truthfulness. The autho-

rities are agreed that the ruler is the most important or the first

of the seven. Eautilya puts the matter very forcibly and realis-

tically when he states that the briefest exposition of the elements

of rajya is to say that the king is the State 8I
. This is really not

the same doctrine as that emphasized by Louis XIV of France

when he said ' L'Etal c'est mm '. Eautilya makes his position clear

(in VUL 1) by saying that it is the king who appoints ministers

and servants and superintendents, who takes measures of relief

against calamities befalling the other prakrtis and measures of

prosperity, that it is he who appoints other ministers when those

already appointed are under calamities, that if the ruler is pros-

perous he transmits prosperity to his prakrtis, that the prakrtis

bear that character which the king has and that hence the ruler

occupies the position of a permanent, never-exhausted centre ot

power. The Sukranltisara H.4 remarks that if the king begins

to act at his sweet will, it leads to calamities, to loss of ministers

and of the kingdom The Sukranltisara (I 61-62) compaies

the seven angas of rajya to the organs of the body viz , the king

is the head, the ministers are the eyes, ally the ear, treasury the

mouth, the army the mind, capital and rastra are hands and feet.

It is emphasized by Earn. (IV.1-2) that each of the seven elements

is complementary to the others, that if the state is defective

even in one out of the seven elements it does not pull well,

the) Santiparva it is stated that it is not possible to say

categorically that any one of the seven excels the others in merit.

but that at different times a different element assumes importance

over others, .since that particular element is in the particular

circumstances capable of accomplishing the purpose in hand

This shows that Manu and the Mahabharata held that there was

an organic unity in the several elements of,
rajya AH must

work harmoniously towards one ideal or end Manu (JA

396-397) says this by means of a simile 'Just as among the

three staves tied together (by a rope of cow's hair) used by a

sannyustn no particular staff is superior (to the others), so among

21. **«**$& **GNft* «
'^rvni 2. «*"««£**";

»fi6r i <£ VIII. l. shi^s** <rri «*^ «*» «" '^T^JS^ZZi
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the Beven elements of the state no particular one can be said

to excel the othere, since each of them has a particular excellence

of its own; a particular element is pre-eminent in Borne

particular matter and therefore the superiority of one to the

others when expressed ( as e. g. in Manu EC 295 ) is to be

confined to that matter alone.' Manu here emphasizes the

harmonious working or unity of the seven elements though
they are diverse in their individual characters. The analysis

of the elements and nature of the State led ancient Indian

writers to hold that a mere conglomeration of people did not by
itself constitute a State, but that for a State there must be

people who live within certain definite geographical limits

( rSstra ), they must be hound by the bondto render allegiance to a
ruler ( svaml), have a certain system of government (amstya),
must have a regulated economic system, a force for defence and
international relationships. That is, the most essential
elements of a state are (1) a sovereign, (2) a system of govern*
ment, (3) a definite territory and (4) a population of some siie.

These four were known even to the most ancient sufcras. Vide
Gaut. 31 1 (r&ia), £p. H, 6. 25. 10 (amatya), &p, & 10. 25. 11,
H. 10. 26. 4 (visaya, nagara, grSma), Gaut XL 5-8 (prajS).

These seven elements will now be dealt with one after
another.

It Bhould be noted that neither jKautilya nor Kamandaka
defines rajya. Etymologically it meanB the ' karma * or «bh£va'
( activity or state of a king ) •, being derived from ' rajan ' with
the affix « ya ' ( syafi or * yak \ ace. to Panini V. 1. 124 and 128

)

This is the etymological meaning. But * r&jya ' is employed in
the sense of 'kingdom' in popular parlance and also* in the
smrtis and works on polity as in Manu VH. Ill, Kam
331181-82 But when it is said that ' rajya • has seven elements'aen rajya has a very wide meaning ana stands for the king
tta

i

ministers, the country and its people and the economic andm^tary resources and in such a case it is proper to translatethe word as 'the State
' ( as including both the Governmental

the governed
. m some cases 'rajya' should be rendered asgovernment' which includes only the king and his ministeSand conveys also in modern times the agency or machW

EL? L ,

d* Ma,
J
asol^a H. 8, verses 688, 689, 691 The

STST* JJ\
43) "^"^ »«- ^ activify of theruler that would be appropriate to protecting the earth"
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Medh&tithi on Manu YDI. 1 remarks that rajya meanB 'a

prosperous people*. In 2HL 4 Kautflya states («a hyajano

janapado rajyam janapadam va bhavatiti Kautilydh) it as his

opinion that a territory without any inhabitants cannot become

a rajya (a kingdom) or a janapada (as one of the seven

elements). Sahara on Jai. II. 3, 3 has a discourse on the deri-

vation of rajya,

Prof. Bhandarkar in 'Some ABpeots of Ancient Indian Polity'

(pp. 66-89 ), JayaBwal in ' Hindu Polity ' part H p 9, Prof. B K
Sarkar in ' Positive Background of Hindu Sociology ' Book II

pp 34-39 and others maintain that this ancient analysis of

rajya into Eeven elements shows that the idea of the State as

an organism, that is, the organic theory of the State was known
to Hindu thinkers and that this doctrine of saplanga rajya 11*

satisfies the definition of the State given by Bluntsohli and

others On the other hand Mr Anjarja in chapter IV of his

' Nature and grounds of political obligation in the Hindu state
'

after pointing out how there are different versions of the

organic theory of the Btate denies vehemently that the Hindu

theory can he called a proper organic theory of the State,

particularly because the Hindu thinkers did not regard the

State as a moral organism, because they attached a permanent

stigma of inferiority to large sections of the community on the

bare ground of birth and that the Hindu conceptions did not

harmonize the authority of the State and the liberty of the

individual It would be far beyond the scope of the present

work to enter into any discussion of this problem All that

may be said is that,Mr Anjaria tilts the balance to the other

side too much. The faults he points out in the Hindu theory

and practice beset almost all theories of the State almost in all

countries. Even in the times of Plaio and Aristotle huge popula-

tions of slaves had no voice in the affairs of the state Up to the

19th century true democracies never existed even in Europe

The Ruler—The necessity of a ruler is forcibly emphasized

in several works The Ait. Br.l 14 says that the gods thought

they were worsted because they had no king, that therefore they

elected one by' consent This shows that military necessities

ZU Korinnov*,/ General Theory of I*W (tr byW G Hastes.

New York. 1922) says •BtantschV assimilates government to the ***«•*

behead of the sLe, the m,n.stry of the interior to the ears, and that of

foreign affairs to the nose (p. 274).
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led to kingship. Manu vTL 3 ( =SukranHiB5ra L 71 ) says ' the

Creator created the king for the protection of all this world

when everything tan through feat hither and thither, as there

was then no ruler in the world *. It goes on to say that the

Creator proceeded to create Danda ( the power of punishment

)

for the Bake of the king and that if the king does not sedulously

employ danda for punishing those that deserve it, the Btrong

would tomient the weak as fish are fried on a pike or as in

water fish devour each other { Manu V3X 14 and 20, the last also

showing a variant ' jale ' for ' sule ' ). This idea of matsi/tmySya

( the maxim of the larger fish devouring the smaller ones or the
strong despoiling the weak) is fretjuently dwelt upon by
Kautilya, the Mahabharata and other works. It can he traced
back to the Satapalha-brahmana XL 1. 6. 24 ' whenever there is

drought, then the stronger Beiees upon the weaker, for the
waters are the law ', which appears to mean that when there is
no rain, the reign of law comes to an end and malsyanyaw

< begins to operate. Eautilya says ' if danda be not employed,
it gives rise to the condition .of muteuanySya, since in the'
absence of a chastiser the strong devour the weak ' and ' the
people overwhelmed by the operation of miitsyanyaya made
Manu Vaivasvata their king. ' « That in the absence of a king
(arSjaka) or when there is no fear of punishment, the condi-
tion of matsyanyaw follows is declared by several works such as
the BSmayana H. chap. 67, Santiparva 15. 30 and 67 16
KSmandaka H. 40„ Matsyapurana 225. 9, M&nasollasa £ 20
verse 1295. Humerous works contain eulogies of danda. The
tang a called dandadhara inmany works e. g. in Santiparva 67 16andKamll Gautama XL 28 says that the word danda is
derived by the wise from the root ' dam ' ( to control ), that he

i?
8 5°S- )

i
8tou

]
d
/ ^trolV means of danda tiaose who observeno restraint and (XL 31) that the instructions of the teacher

SJSST*?^^Hwielded by the king) guard those who
violate the rules of yarnas and asramas. The Matsyapurana «
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225. 17, AgnipurSna 226. 16 and Santiparva 15 8 state that danda

is so called because it suppresses those that are not restrained

( from the root ' dam ' ) and punishes those that are imprudent

or ungentlemanlike ( from the root ' dand ' ). Danda is raised to

the position of a divinity by Manu " VIL 25 ( = Visnudharma.

sutra Id 95 = Matsya 225 8 ), Yaj I 354, Santi 121. 15. Danda

rules over all people, it protects all of them, danda is awake

even when ( the guardians of law ) have gone to sleep, the wise

regard danda as dharma ( Manu VJL 18=Santi 15. 2 = Matsya

225 14-15 ). The whole world is under the heel of danda, for

it is difficult to find a man who is pure by nature ( Manu
VIL 22 = Santi 15. 34) The conception of danda is therefore

this that the State's will and coercive power keep the indivi-

dual and nation within the bounds of dharma, punish for

breaches and effect the good of the whole The gods, danavat-

gandharros, the raksasas and reptiles—these also tend to

bring about enjoyment for men because they are pressed down

by danda (Manu VIL 23) " The Bhagavadgfta (X 38)

identifies danda with the divine Ersna 'I am danda in the

hands of those who control others, I am nHt ( i. e. rSjanlti) for

the conquerors '. For the detailed effects and long eulogies of

danda, vide Manu VJ1 14-31, Matsya 225. 4-17, Kamandaka

JL 38-44. These eulogies of danda presuppose the theory that

people obey law and the dictates of the sastra through the fear

of force or punishment Danda should be neither too severe nor

too mild, but should be appropriate to the fault committed

(Kaut L4, Kamandaka H 37, Manu VIL 16, Santi 15. Iff,

Santi 56 21, 103 34 ) Santi 57. 41 advises that one should first

secure a king, then wife and then wealth, for in the absence of

the ruler there would be no wife nor private property TniB

shows that the institutions of family and private property and

the protection of the weak are bound up with fhc.existence of a

ruler Katysyana ( in Eaja N. P. p. 30) says the king is the

M. Thu. appears to be™°«*^l™t^*«, «?"
"* '

WW H *ri*r 57. 4t The first UK» wQ-rf WO. " ( <* •* W8W
5£ JrZl to tare been rttand byBhW-
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protector of the helpless, the home of the homeless, the son of the

sonless and the father of the fatherless

In order to magnify the importance of the kingly office,

certain works state that the king has in him parts of the gods.

For example, Manu says " the Creator created the king with, the

essential parts taken from Indra, the Wind god, Yama, the Sun,

Agni, Varuna, the Moon and Kubera the lord of wealth and
therefore he surpasses all heings by his majesty ( VII. 4-5 and
compare Manu V. 96 ) ; one should not disrespect a hoy-king
with the thought ' he is a human being ( like others )' for it is a
great deity that stands ( before people ) inhuman form as a king "

(ManuVH. 8=Santi 68. 40). This conception goes hack toGautama
XL 32 (

' Therefore a king and a spiritual teacher must not be
reviled *

) and Sp. Dh. S. I 11. 31. 5 ( ' he shall not speak harsh
or abusive words of the gods or of the king '). Manu VH. 3-4 are
the same as Sukranltisara 1 71-72. The Matsyapurana 226. 1
states that the king was created by Brahma by taking portions of
gods for wielding the power of punishment for the protection of
all beings. Manu (3X 303-311 ) puts forward a slightly diluted
theory, viz. the king should possess the majesty of and imitate
in Ms actions the first seven deities enumerated above with the
Earth as the 8th and Manu sets out what the eight characteristic
actions are. Matsya 226. 9-12 are the same asManu IX 303-306
The Agnipurana( 226. 17-20) states that as the king exercises
the functions of nine deities viz. the Sun, the Moon, Vayu Yama
Varuna, Fire, Kubera, the Earth and Visnu he has the form of
these. Vide Sukranltisara L 73-79 for similar ideas These
verses do not amount to the express theory of divine origin
but assimilate by analogy the king's functions to those of
certain deities. The Narada-smrti (praklrnaka section
verses 30-31

) contains « several interesting dicta. It says that

If? T °^w km^ ifc fa really Jn^ himself who movesabout on the earth (v. 20), that a king even when devoid ofqualities deserves honour from the people, that kings exercisethe functions of five deities vis, of Agni, Indra, Som! Yama
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and Kubera ( w. 26-31 ). The Markandeyapurana ( 37. 21-26

)

mentions the same five deities. ' The Veda says that when a
king is chosen it is Indra himself that is chosen ; one desirous

of prosperity should honour the king just as one worships

Indra'—says Santi 67 4 Santi 69 states that all the gods are

invisible, but the king is a deity that can be seen. The Vayu-

purSna (57. 72) remarks a that in all past and future

manvantaras universal emperors ( cakramrtvn ) are born on the

earth with parts of Visnu. The MatsyapurSna (226. 1-12)

mixes up the theory of the creation of the king from parts of

the gods with the lesser idea of his functions being similar to

those of certain deities The Bhagavata-purana ( IV. 14. 26-27

)

states that Visnu, Brahma, Siva, Indra, Vayu, Varuna—these

and other gods—exist in the body of the king and that the king

is full of ( the parts of ) all gods. It is to strengthen this con-

ception that ancient ksatriya dynasties and their panegyrists

tried to trace for those dynasties descent from the Sun or the

Moon and in later times from Fire The practice of addressing

the king as ' deva ' in Sanskrit dramas is due to the same

tendency of the glorification of the royal office Asoka was

styled 'devanam priya' (beloved of the gods) and Kushana

emperoiB like Kaniska and Huviska styled themselves Devaputra

( E L vol L pp 371 at pp 381 and 386 ) This phenomenon is

not confined to India Alexander the Great and Julius C»sar

had their descent traced to gods and goddesses Alexander was

deified during his life-time in 324 B C by the Greek world

(vide Cambridge Ancient History, vol. VI p 433) and Caesar's

image was carried among those of the immortal gods Kautilya

(1 13) makes a spy say among pauras and janapadas 'kings

are (in) the place of (perform the functions of) Indra and

Yama, since they visibly inflict punishment and bestow favours

Even divine punishment affects those who despise them ( kings ).

Therefore kings should not be despised' Hence it must he

said that the conception of the divine nature of the kingly

office'waB well-known in Kautilya's days and he was not above

recommending the employment of this ^^f^'^
euarding the king's position Vide Eamayana, DL 1. 18-19 ana

Vrr 76 37-45 and Markandeyapurana 24 23-28, Visnudharrnot-

taraH 2. 9 for similar ideas The phrase ' na visnuh prthivlpatili

m 57. 72 . compare wnptflPM* 80 about pnnce Candraptf» WW **W
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is well-known and may be interpreted in two ways vis;, the

Tuler of the earth is Visnu incarnated as man or no king is not

Visnu i. e. every king is "Visnu. The Pancatanlra*' (1. 120 p. 19)

states ' Manu has declared that the king is made up ( of parts ) of

all gods '. The Eajanltiprakasa is caieful to point out that the

idea of the king having in him parts of the deities applied only

to the maharaja ( the sovereign ruler ), while the idea of a ruler

doing the functions of five deities applies to vassal kings. ie

For eulogy of the kingly office, vide Manu "VTL 6-17, Santi

63. 24-30, Santi 68, Kara. L 9-11, Rajanltiprakasa pp. 17-31.

But it should not be supposed that this glorification of the

king resulted in the full-fledged theory of the divine right of
kings or that every king, however bad, was looked upon as a
divinity or could do what he liked. In the fust place, the Kaja-
nitiratnakara *'

( p. 83 ) when, speaking of the coronation of a
prince by his abdicating royal father quotes a verse where the
people ( prafl ) themselves are called Visnu. In the second place
the king's authority over brahmanas was limited ( vide H. Dh>
vol. IL part 1 pp. 139-140 ). ,The Gautama-dharmasutra ( XL 1, 7
and 8 ) says n ' the king rules over all, except over brahmanas;
all, except brahmanas, should while sitting low on the ground
wait upon ( worship ) him ( the king ) who occupies a high seat

;

they ( the brahmanas ) too should honour him \ Prom the time
of the Ait Br. ( 37. 5 ) the harmony between the king and the
brahmanas and the king's following the advice of brahmanas
had been insisted upon. Vide Ait. Br. 40. 1, Gaut. VHL It
XL 27. Further the Sukranltisara (L 70) states that a king
who oppresses the subjects and causes loss of dharma is made
up of the parts of raksasas. » Manu ( YIL 111-112 ) states that

TSR^tt. Some editions read aw* %*raiq£re.

SEEK'S*™" * XtT ***** •"<* **« -

i.
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the king who harasses his subjects loses ids life, family and
kingdom Moreover stories of kings killed for their tyranny
are found in the ancient Literature. For example, Vena, who
was jealous of the gods, wanted sacrificial offerings to be

made to himself ( and not to the gods ) and violated dharma,

was killed by the brahnianas ( Santiparva 59 93-95, Bhagavata-

purana IV*. U ) The Anusasanaparva M ( 61 32-33 ) solemnly

sanctions the killing of a king in certain circumstances " The

people should gird themselves up and kill a cruel king who does

not protect his subjects, who extracts taxes and simply robs

them of their wealth, who gives no lead Such a king is Kaff-

( evil and strife ) incarnate That king who after declaring ' I

shall protect you ' does not protect his subjects should be killed

( by the people ) after forming a confederacy, like a dog that is

afflicted with madneiss ". Manu ( VIL 27-28 ) states that the

great principle of dan$a if properly wielded conduces to the

advancement of the three puiusarthas, but if a voluptuous, mean

and unjust king wields it, it recoils on his head and destroys the

king together With his relations Earn 2. 38 makes it clear that

danda foolishly wielded might exasperate even hermits The

Santiparva 92 19 recommends that a king who has false and

very wicked ministers and who puts down dharma should be

killed by the people Even as early as the Tai S XL 3 1 it

appears that kings weie driven away, while the Satapatha

Brahmana ( XEL 9 3. 1 and 3 ) mentions a king Dustarltu

Paumsayana who had been expelled fiom the kingdom which

had descended to him through ten ancestors The Sautramani

i4fe is prescribed as a rite for a king to regain a kingdom from

which he had been driven away { vide H Dh vol H. p 1337 >

Santi 92. 6 and 9, Manu Vtt 37 and 34, Yaj I 356 appear to

-justify at least deposing a king, if not tyrannicide Similarly,

the Sukranltisara ( II 274-275 ) states
*s that a king, though of a

noble pedigree, should be abandoned, if he violates dharma, if

he hates good qualities ( in others ), lines of policy and the army

and if his conduct would lead to the destruction of the kingdom

and that the family priest with the consent of the principal

«£*«« ei Vss, *ffmftotfFMt «*ft a*** wfci

»

***?"„ _

,

«ft «*r%3* wis***** « ****** *™ ww»W"ra«* » s**

n. 874-275.
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officers of state should place on the throne another scion of the

royal family who is possessed of tho requisite virtues. N&rada

props up the theory of divine right by stating that the king

secures dominion over ( lit. purchases ) his suhjecte by his

austerities ( performed in former lives ) and therefore the king

is their lord ( praklmaka 25 ), Sukranlti I. 20 also brings in

the doctrine of Karma ' the king holds the earth by the actions

of his former lives and by his austerities ' Compare Manu
vTL 111-112, SSnti 78. 36. The Sukr&nltisara (IV. 7. 332-333)

says that brahmanaB may even fight and destroy an oppressive

ksatriya king and would thereby incur no sin. The Yasastilaka

( III. p. 431 ) gives examples of kings killed by their subjects,

one being aKalinga king who made a barber hi', commander-in-
chief. In fact in all works on polity we find comparatively
little about the king's rights and special privileges, but on the
other hand the greatest emphasis is laid on tho king's duties
and responsibilities. Some works describe the king as a servant
of the people whose wages or remuneration for the protection
he affords is the taxes he raises. Vide Baud. Dh. S. 1. 10.

1

Sukranlti 1.188, Sferada (praklmaka 48), Santt 71. 10.
86

It
may be said here that the apparently inconsistent dicta about
the divinity of the king and about his being liable to be deposed
or even killed for evil deeds are delivered from two different
standpoints and are addressed to different persons. The writers
believed in maintaining the status quo about the duties of
varnas and Ssramas, in the privileges of the respective caster andm tne progressive deterioration of dharma in the ages to-come
and wanted a strong king to preserve the social order ; therefore
the kmg was raised to divinity and absolute obedience to his
orders was demanded. This was addressed to the people in
general There was danger however of bad kings and ministers
oppressing the people by misrule. Hence the king and his
ministers were threatened with destruction and death These
dicta were principally meant for the king and his advisers.

In the KautiHya V. 3 we meet with these words "InRajasuya and other solemn ( or elaborate ) sacrifices the '
rSjlt

'

gets three tames the salary given to others «ho are a-, learned ashe is (samanavidyebhyafrtrigunavetano raja rajasuyadisu

SSET*?*™* l

L*** 7h 10 ' *™w«TM***m^
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kratuau ). Jayaswal ( in ' Hindu Polity ' part IT, p 136 ) seizes

upon this passage to show that the king was a salaried person

like the prime minister or the commander-in-chief' The words
' in RajaBuya and other kratus ' should have raised douhts in his

mind about his interpretation, hut he entirely missed the

significance of the passage Kautilya in that passage is not

referring to the king himself but to his representative or deputy

when the king is engaged in numerous ceremonial duties during

sacrifices of long duration like the Asvamedha The Ap
Srautasutra (XX 3. 1-2), Baudhayana Srauta XV 4, Satyasadha

Sr. XIV. 1 24-25 state that the adhiauju priest was to deputize

for the king when the latter was engaged in the Asvamedha 3T

( which was spread over a period of about two years ) The

salary referred to by Kautilya is to be paid to the adhvaryu

when representing the king Vide H Dh vol n p 1232

for this. In X 3 it is said by Kautilya that a virtuous

king on the eve of a battle should urge on his soldiers

the fact 'lam a wage-earner like yourselves, this kingdom

is to be enjoyed by me along with you You have to

strike down the enemy pointed out by me " 18 Here the theory

of the king being a wage-earner or a servant of the State is em-

phasized in a striking manner.

The word 'rajan' is derived in the Nirukta (IL 3) from the

root * raj ' to shine, but the Mahabharata ( Santi 59. 125 ) likes to

say that the king is styled 'raja' since he keeps all people

contented, that is, it derives the word 'rajan' from the root

•rani'. Great poets like Kalidssa (Raghu IV. 12) followthe

Mahabharata in this, as also in deriving the word 'ksatriya'

from * ksata' and the root 'trai\ meaning one who protects from

wound and injury (Santi 59 126 and Eaghu-vamsalL 53) Br

quoted in the Raja Dh K. (I p 5) appears to derive the word

both from *raj * and *ranj' (balena caturangena yato ranjayati

prajsh I dlpyamanah sa vapusa tena rajabhidhTyate).

There are in our authorities germs of several theories about

the origin of kingship Pg X 173 (which corresponds to

XV. 4 ._ _ .i_

ft% T&w. » »?TTi*nta« TOi*rc*5frs • <&&& X. 3. p. 367.
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Atharvaveda VI 87 and 88. 1-2) has been taken a? an election

hymn by some writers (e.g Jayaswal in 'Hindu polity* p. 7).

But one is constrained to say that it h probably nothing of the

kind The only words that may lend some colour to the theory

of election are 'let all the people desire thee (as king)' in Rg-

X. 173. 1, but those words may apply as a benediction even in

the case of one who is already a king. In the Atharvaveda

HI. 4 2 there" is a reference to the election of a king by the

people 'the people (visah) chose thee to govern the kingdom,

these quarters, the five goddesses ( chose thee ) *. In Atharvavoda

TJT, 5, 6 and 7 also there is a faint allusion to the election of a

king by nobles, king-makers, sutas and headmen of villages, by

the clever makers of chariots and the skilled workers in metals.

These 'king-makers 'are called 'Tatnins' in other Vedic texts

and the Tai. Br. I. 7.3 states in connection with the twelve

offerings in the Rajasuya called 'rttninam havlrhsi ' that the
' ratnins ' give the ( rastra ) kingdom ( to the king ). Vide H. Dh.

vol. 31. p. 1215 n 2648 and p. 1216 for the 'ratnins'. So it appears

that the conception was that the king got the kingdom from

nobles, high functionaries and the common people. For the

coronation bath (and its implications) mentioned in the Ait.

Br. vide note 105 below. The Ayodhyakanda (chap. 1 and 2)

describes how Dasaratha when he grew old desired to make his

eldest son Rama the Crown Prince (yuvaraja), how he called

together an assembly of vassal kings, citizens and rural inhabi-

tants andplacedbefore the assembly his idea,how they acclaimed
loudly the old emperor's proposal and readily gave their consent.

This shows that though kingship became hereditary in course of

time some element of popular approval was sought for. But
such passages referring to the approval of the people cannot be
stretched to mean tltat the king was chosen by a parliament the
members of which were elected by the people. All that happened
appears to have heen only this that citizens that approved
assembled spontaneously and expressed their feelings in the
assembly. In the Ramayapa II 67. 2 it is said that when Dasa-
ratha died sages like Markandeya and Vamadeva declared along
with the amStyas'm the presence of the family priest (purohita)
Vasistha that as Rama and Laksmana had gone intoexile and
Bharata and Satrughna were in the Kekaya country, some scion

39. sri f^5fj g^ ii-^m ^ilim r; it%is<rar%^t » snrf IH. 4. 2;

**rar$tW3rs?p«jiT!n*imw»^ i g^fo trf ag,*» ^Vtunfftat stir* u

ww m. 5. 7.
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of tho Iksvfiku race should be chosen as king These sages and
ministers are spoken of as king-makers ('raja-kartarah*) here
and m chap. 79 1. In the Adiparva 44. 6 it is stated that all the
crtfcens of the capital in one voice elected Janamejaya, though
a boy, as a king on the death of Parlksit and Janamejaya ruled
with the help of his ministers and purohita There are histo-
rical examples of the eleotion of kings The ksaliapa Rudrada-
man was elected king by the people of Surastra (who at one time
formed a republic, ace to Kautilya XI 1) and he took an oath
as stated in his Junagadh inscription in the year 72 (150a D ) *°

VideE I Vol. VJDIp 36 at p 40 Gopala, the founder of the
Pala dynasty of Bengal (730-740 A D.), was elected a king
(EI Vol IV. p. 243 at p 248 and Jayaswal's 'History of
India,' 150-350 A. D. pp 44-45) It appears that it was the
business of the chief ministers and brahmanas to propose some-
body as king and such persons were called 'rajakartaTah*. In
Ayodhya 67. 8 they say 'our country is without a ruler and may
therefore encounter disastei'. Arajaka does not necessarily
mean in Ayodhya 67 anarchy but a condition in which there is

no king nor ruler. Though thiB is so, it is not possible to agree
with Mr. K P. Jayaswal ('Hindu Polity*, part I, pp 97-98, 134,

173) that 'arajaka' was 'an idealistic constitution, that it waB
an extreme democracy almost Tolstoian in ideal, that it was
based on a legal and communal basis, that it was a case of

extreme individualism in which government itself was regarded

as an evil * ' Ayodhya 67 8-31, Adi 41 27 ff , Santi 67 3 ff

,

Matsyapurana 225. 8-9 are the principal passages on arajaka.

A perusal of these will convince any one not carried away by
the over-patriotic desiie to find the latest European thought in

our ancient books that arajaka was viewed as a state of chaos

and the negation of any constitution; that when a country was
without a ruler, no private property in anything existed or was
respected and people preyed upon each other like fishes (Ayo-

dhya 67 31 ) and that no Tolstoian ideals were present before

the eyes of the writers that drew such a harrowing picture of a

State without a ruler The famous Chinese traveller Hiouen
Thsang notices (vide Baal's Buddhist Records of the Western

World, 1884, vol I pp 210-216) that when Rajyavardhana was

trfftr^ s§t sti m°ir^raris^«yftsfaaM«5JjMm?i«u^=( *Utihs< E.I vol.

yirf.p 3fi aep 40, Mi^>4iqwftfegf»rgniffr5fe^:gRgrfgg sfiifrngTift

riwRreert ^mioNaasFT: II E I. vol IV. p 243 at p. 248 about »fHnar
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treacherously murdered by king Sasanka, the great minister

Bhandin (who was also a cousin of Harsa) called an assembly

of ministers and made to the young Harsavardhana a proposal

to assume the royal authority, which proposal was backed up by
all the ministers and magistrates, that thereupon Harsa agreed

to become king after consulting the oracle of Avalokitesvara

Bodhisattva. After the death of Paramesvaravarman II ( of the

Pallava dynasty), when the Pallava kingdom was subject to

anarchy, the subjects chose a king. For the details of this elec-

tion, vide the important constitutional document of the Vai-

kuntha Perumal temple (Dr. C. Minakshi's 'Administration and
Social life under the Pallavas', 1938, p. 38). The Eajataranginl
narrates (V. 461-463) that Yasaskara who was originally a
poor man was chosen as king by the brahmanas.

In some other places a theory somewhat like the theory of
social contract expounded by Bousseau is adumbrated. The
theory of social contract is presented in modern times under
two forms. In one there is supposed to be a tacit or explicit
agreement between the Government and the people. In the 2nd
form it is supposed that a political society was constituted by a
compact among individuals (to which the ruler was not a party).
This theory puts forward the notion that government depended
on the consent of the people. Kautilya (L 13) refers to the
legend that Manu Vaivasvata was made a king by the people
who agreed to assign one-sixth of the grain raised by them as
the tangs share in return for the protection afforded by him.
ButKautrtyaissilentasto whether Manu made any promise
to the people. Santiparva, chap. 59, states how Vainya, the
first kmg was called upon by the gods and sages to take an oathand how he promised them that he wouldprotect the world, andwould carry out his duties as laid down in the science of govern-ment and not act at his sweet will." When this theory of an
agreement between the king who took an oath and th7peopleTOd among the people, the theory of the divine right of kins*if ever seriously held, would recede more and mo7e fnto £
t mu^t\?aP

-L

mand P"-^dhist India' (1939)bTMr R frMehta,chap.npp.79fE and 101 for ei6otlon "J,
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kings and for Buddhist theories of government. It is not possi-

ble to hold as Jayaswal, U. Ghosal and others do (e. g. 'Manu
and Yajfiavalkya ' H, * Hindu Polity * part H pp 54-57 ) that the

theory of social contract was the earlier one and that the theory

of divine right of kings was later on propounded by the Manu-
smrti to support the brShmana empire of Pusyamitra. Jaya-

swal is wrong in saying (in 'Hindu Polity' part H p. 57) 'the

theory of the MSnava was never approved or adopted by a single

subsequent law-book'. It has been shown above that Narada

and others espoused the same theory. Manu himself eulogises

the supreme power of danda over the king himself (Manu "V3L

28 ). He makes use of both the theories as occasion demands

The germ of the theory of Divine Right of kings probably

goes back even to the Bgveda. Rg 3V. 42 is a hymn of king

Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa. Some of the ideas therein are

startling enough. He says 'the gods idly on the might of

Varana, while I am the lord of the people (verse 1, kratum sacanie

Varunasya food, iajSm hrsiek &c) ; I am Indra and Varana, I am

the wide and the deep Heaven and Earth, I am the son of Aditi

(verses 3 and 4)'. Here there is an explicit claim by a king

to be identical with the mightiest and greatest gods of the

Vedic pantheon. In the AtharvavedaVL 87. 1-2 it is said about

the king 'May all the people long for you, may not the kingdom

be lost from your hands, may you stand firm in the world like

Indra and may you uphold the kingdom' In the Satapatha

Brahmana V. 1 5. 14 (when describing. the shooting of arrows

intheVk]apeya)itissaid 'the rajanya is most manifestly of

Prajapati, while being one he rules overmany '. Here the posi-

tion of the rajanya appears to be, regarded as due to his being

the representative of PrajapatL In fhe Sat Br V 4 3
^the

saciificer in the Bajasuya is identified with Indra and it is said

that that position is due to two causes viz. (1) his being a member

of the ksatriya order and (2) his participating in a solemn

sacrifice." But passages like the last and Sat. Br V 1 3 4

V 1 4 2 V 2 2. 14 should not be relied upon m support of the

Jeo^'Sfte divine right of kings <-*»**.<"££
™u Political Theories',?* 28-29), since every participator

(Xtherabrshmanaoraksataiya) in such solemn sauces

J&e Agnistoma and Vajapeya was supposed to possess a celes-

ttlbodTSer dJksU and Pravargya and was oftenjok n of as

identified withlndraand other gods .«JK"_£*
t.£

ouotes a long vedic passage (Sgamo) in which it is statei»
w

goTsattto pTajJti 'we shall arrange for akingmuuman
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form bv taking from the moon, the sun, Iudra, Visnu, Vjittror

IZ fxuSa) and Yama respectively majesty, brilliance,

Sr SSLSL. liberality and control" and thatthc
,
kng

toSeLked the god. to give to him Dharma.„ h« fnond

and that then he would protect the people and then the gods

made Dharma (i. e. danda) his friend.

We may examine the theories of the origin of kingship in

the Mahabharata. The S&ntiparva deals with this subject m
two places, in chap. 59 and 67. In chap. 59 Yudbisttaa asks

the great warrior and statesman Bhlsma how the title kmg

arose and how one man, who has fundamentally the same

physical and mental equipment as other men, rules over all

men. These are not really two questions hut only two aspects

of the same question. Then Bhlsma starts by saying that there

was originally a state of perfection {Krlayuga) in which there

was no king, no kingdom, no punishment and no chastiser.

Gradually moha ( delusion or aberration of mind) spread among

people and then greed, Bexual deske and passions arose and

the Vedas and dharma perished. The gods did not receive

offerings and went to Brahma, who composed a vast treatise as

stated above (p. 4 ) that dealt with the four goals of existence

for the benefit of the world and that was the cream of learning.

Then the gods went to Visnu and requested him to appoint ( as

king) one who deserved to be the best among men. Visnu created

a son from his mind called Virajas who did not want to be a

king. Fifth in descent from Yirajas was Yena who destroyed

dharma and bo the brahmanas killed him and from his right

arm they churned Prthu, handsome, well-armed and proficient in

the Vedas, Vedangas and Dandantti. Gods and sages asked him
to follow settled dharma, to control his senses and to take an
oath (set out above in note 41 ). He was crowned by the gods

and sages for the protection of the people. Visnu himsBlf esta-

blished him saying 'Oh king, no man will go contrary to your

order ' and then Visnu entered the king Prthu (verse 128) and
it is therefore that this world since then bows to kings as to

gods. In this account the oath administered to Prthu was so

administered by the gods and sages and not by the people in the

mass, nor does Prthu expressly promise anything to the people

as such, Probably it was thought that the promise to the sages
was impliedly a promise to the people in general. But the
account, Buch as it is, rather appears to emphasize the divine
origin of kingship.

5
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Chap 67 contains a much shorter version of the origin of
kingship, probably because a few chapters before another vers-

ion has already been given or because it embodies the views of

some prior work or teacher. It begins by saying that the most
desirable thing for a State is to crown a king, that in a kingless

country there is no dharma, no security of life nor of property,

that therefore the gods appointed kings for protecting people

Then it proceeds to say that the people assembled and made
compacts (samayan) amongst themselves that whoever would
commit libel or assault or adultery and break the compacts made
by the people should be abandoned. All people went to Brahma
and requested him to appoint a rulerwhom they would all honour

and who would protect them. Brahms appointed Manu for that

purpose, but Manu did not at first like the idea, saying 'Govern-

ment is a very difficult business among men who are always

deceitful and I am afraid of the sinful acts ofmen '. The people

asked him not to be afraid as the sins committed by men will

affect the perpetrators (and notManu) and that the people would

give bim shares of produce (one-tenth of grain, one-fifth of

cattle, one-fourth of their dharma &cj Manu then agreed,

went round the world, terrorizing evil-doers and making them

conform to dharma This story about"Manu and the people is

alluded to by Kautilya {vide p. 31 above). Even here Manu

promises nothing expressly, while the people agree to pay taxes

and answer for their own sins. There is no doubt that some of

the details in the two chapters are different. In chap 67 there

is no reference to an original state of perfection nor to a vast

work nor to any oath; so also in one it is Tainya who becomes

the first king and in the other it is Manu. But the conception

in both is mythological and the fundamental fact in both is the

same God gives a king to the people in both, when they were

without a king and degeneracy had set in. Though there is no

offer to give a share in chap 59 yet it is to be inferred from the

praltjaa of Vainya that every subsequent king was deemed to do

the same It may be said that in chap 67 there is a blending

of the theory of Divine Bight and of an original compact

between king and people. In both, however, the emphasis is on

the theory of the divine origin of kingship Santi 67. 4 states

•one desirous of prosperity should honour the king as one

honours Indra', while chap. 59. 139 asks 'what is the cause but

the divine character (the king possesses) on account of which

people remain under his control'? It must be said that in ootH
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chapters of the Santiparva there is no proper theory of contract

between king and people.

The Nsiadasmrti as indicated above (pp. 23,27 and note 27

)

is a thorough-going advocate of the theory of divine right. It

says (praklrnaka 20-22
)

' It is Indra himself who moves about on
the earth as king ; people can nowhere live after trarisgrossing

his orders. Since the privilege of protection is his because of

his supreme power ( majesty ) and on account of the fact that
he is benign to all creatures, the settled rule is that whatever
a king does in right. Just as the husband, though weak, must
be Honoured by the wife, so a ruler though devoid of qualities

must be honoured by his subjects'. Verse 25 inculcates the duty
of obedience to the king.

According to Mr. J. N. Figgis in his book * The divine right
of kings' (1934) pp. 5-6, the theory of the Divine Right of kings
in its completest form involved the following propositions:
(I) monarchy is a divinely ordained institution

; (II) hereditary
right is indefeasible i. e. the right acquired by birth and descend-
ing by the law of primogeniture cannot be forfeited through any
acts of usurpation, or by any incapacity of the heirs or by any
act of deposition; (IH) kings are accountable to God alone, i e
a limited monarchy is a contradiction in terms; (TV) 'non-
resistance and passive obedience are enjoined by God i e in any
circumstances resistance to the king is a sin and leads to
damnation and that when the king issues a command directly
contrary to God-slaw, the latter is to be obeyed and also all
penalties attached to the breach of the king's law are to he

im. and 17th centuries when in Europe theology and politicswere rn close union.

It is to be seen how far the ancient Hindu theorv acrenrt
with this full-fledged theory of the divine rightTf kingsAs regards proposition I it has been shown above that theManusmrt! the MaMbharata and other works held that the kin**us either God himself, or god's vicar or vicegerent perSmS
functions

:

similar to those of several gods As regar^X«on n all Sanskrit works recognised hereditary right and

JETS*^ *zz fowed excei,tions as ^ Ttctlater on. Our ancient books did not accept the third and Z
*> likes, that he has to carry out the dictates of dharma, his
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power to make new rules is limited and if he does not act up to

S^S" 1 T? hB may be deposed
'
disob0yed °r billed. ?ide

JS, 5 1
S"?*

) SayS that a king wh0 ha™ ** ki"gdom
loses his life his family and his kingdom, it is implied that people
are not bound to suffer silently all the wrongs heaped upon themby a bad king but that they may turn round and either depose

£
m

tf
r

Ji
1

? hlm
'

Ffck (PP'
103-104

) g^es examples • from
tne tfuddhist Jatakas where bad kings were killed by the
people and others were elected in their place There is no doubt
that obedience to the king is enjoined by Narada and others,
but it is due to the king only so long as he does not swerve from
the path of right and virtue. Narada« (praklrnaka verses 13
and 32

} says ' on account of his majesty and sanctity a king
and brahmana are not to be abused if they do not swerve from
the right path; one should not treat with contempt or scold the
king, one should abide by his order, since (the penalty of) death
may follow from violating it ( king's order

)
'. Here the duty of

obedience is not based on the divine origin of kingship, but on
the practical wordly ground that an offended king may punish
with death Narada's dootrine does not lead to the requirement
of absolute submission and non-resistance to a wicked king.

It is impossible to hold that the theory of divine right was
put forward as a counterblast to the theory of social contract.

The theory of divine right would arise very naturally even in
the oldest days, while the theory of social contract is the produot
of a more advanced stage of political thought. The theory of

divine light is not more absurd than the theory of social con-

tract and was popularly held not only in India, but m many
Christian countries, relying on passages in the Bible such as

Daiuel 4 and Romans 13. 1-7. The theory of divine right was
circumscribed in India by another theory from very ancient times
The cry of the American colonists against England in the 18th

century was that taxation and representation went handm hand

;

that of the ancient Hindu political and dharmasastra writers was
that taxation and protection went hand in hand (seen 45).

Baud. Dh. S. J. 10. 1. says 'the king being hired for the sixth

42 srf3i$3qm£taft "» *ren angrr »nr *st i sfnS'ren'gi^Rn^ if? 1

t*fifrBTKrilsm?(sra3<>fq« 18, 25, 32) Vide Mann VII. 18-13, Gautama

XI. 32. ( rajSoarySvamndyau).
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part {that he takes as tax) should protect the subjects'. Yaj. I.

337 states 'The king shares half of that evil which the sub-

jects do when not protected by the king, since he takes taxes

(from the people) 'and Yaj. I 334 lays down that a king who
protects according to sastras receives the 6th part of the merit

ipunya) of the subjects. Santiparva (57. 44-45) states 'One
should abandon six persons like a leaking boat in the ocean viz.

a teaober who does not explain, a priest who does not study the

Veda, a king who does not protect &c.' SukTanlti 1. 121 affirms
' the gods destroy a king wbo does not protect, a brahmana who
does not perform austerities, a wealthy man who makes no gifts.'

Vide Vasistha 1. 44-46, Gaut. XI 11, Visnu Dh S. 111. 28, Udyoga-
parva 132. 12, Santi 67. 27 ( 4th part of punya ), Santi 24. 12 ( 4th
part), Santi 72. 20, Asramavasi 3.40, Anusasana 61.34 and 36,
Kam. H. 10 for the idea that the king receives a part (generally
6th part) of the punya (and also sin) of the people. The king
had to protect even forest hermits who paid no taxes, as he would
share in their pumja**. VideEamayanaHI.6.14. Kalidasa echoes
this in the Sakuntala II. 13 Sdiparva 213. 9 looks upon the king
who takes the sixth part as tax and affords no protection as the
arch-sinner in the world. Santi 71. 29 says that the spiritual merit
that a king gathers by protection according to the sacred code
yields rewards for him in heaven for ten thousand years.

From the preceding pages it is clear that the following aTe
put forward as the grounds on which the obligation to render
obedience to the ruler is based : (1) the king has divinity in him,
(2) the great utility of the ruler affording protection as regards
life, liberty and property, (3) the fear of punishment (Manu VII.
22), (4) a primeval contract between the ruler and the people,
(5) the interdependence of the ruler and the people as parts of
one organism (viz. the State ). Vide Medhatitbi on Manu IX 294
for this last.

Who should be king? There were several views on this
point One meaning of the word 'rajan* is 'ksatriya'. Manu
K VH. 1) states that be will declare rajadharmas and in the very
next verse he employs the word 'ksatriya' and remarks that a
Kaatriya who has undergone the upanayana scwhsfcara ( or abh^eka
according to some commentators) should afford protection to allm his kingdom. Therefore a ksatriya is the most proper person

^J^tP^^ SS^-SBR" > ** *5t*J5*fcli JRtr stfbi ^.a»Tl,<l*l«g- 6. 14,
n
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to be a king Some of the works such as the Kajadbanna-kaus-
tubha, BajanlfciprakSsa, the ITCtimayukha, and Par. M. vol L
pp. 449-451 refer to the discussion in the Pfirvamlmansa

works on the topic of the Avesti sacrifice On Jaimini K 3.

3

Sahara and Kumarila hold an elaborate discussion. The Vedio

tests say
(

ra)a rajasuyena yajeta' ('the BajasQya should be

performed by a rajan*). Among the numerous constituents

of that sacrifice there is an tqh called Avesti, with reference

to which a vedic passage says 'if a brahmana performs avesti,

he places the Shutt (offering) for Brhaspati in the middle,

if a ksatriya performs it the offering to Indra is placed in the

middle of the offerings &e.\ The purvapaksa (prima facie view)

is that the word * rajan * applies to any one (whether a brahmana,

a ksatriya or a vaisya ) who protects the people The stddh&nta

(the established conclusion) is that in this text the word rajan

means a ksatriya and that by the other passage about brah-

manas &o. what is meant is that brahmanas and vaisyas may
independently perform the Avesti sacrifice, but that only a

ksatriya can perform the Avesti as part of the Bajasuya rites.

Sahara makes the interesting remark that in the Andhra country

the word 'rajan' is applied to a man of the ksatriya caste even

though he does not pursue the occupation of protecting a country

or a city; while KumSnla observes that persons of all the four

varnas are seen as rulers of kingdoms." In the literature on

dharmasSstra the word ' rajan • is understood in the sense of ' one

who rules over or protects a country ' (i e the pfirvapaksa view

in the Pfirvamlmansa) Tide Medhatithi on Manu "VIL 1.

ApaT5rka<!(onYa] I 366) remarks "when he who is not a ksatriya

performs the work of a ksatriya (i e becomes a king) he should

do all this (that a ksatriya king has to do) since the maxim is

'that by assuming the position or the work of a particular

person or thing one receives what is due to that other' and the

u. «*£ ^re^Tisrawmg^a i lr. n 8. 3 , ^3 zrwgtffccsmft-

Sfcfftoi 'SRiTRlf* 9"* 5**P"* ***** TKTPK I Sprite P 580
^

W.L866 Th.s maxim .s.taken from the xsvzm on the first JT^jn

_ _i a, ™-™«i^a vsm » Kislhorn's ed. vol I. P 133- "•

form in grammatical works is a<*«JHIM* «*«*»l*B i
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duty of protecting the subjects arises from the fact of taking

taxes from them. For everyone when giving wealth does so

with reference to a purpose related to himself and there is no
purpose except one's protection that is intended in rendering

taxes. Hence it is established that whoever receives taxes must
secure protection of the subjects". According to Kullukathe
word 'rajan' means 'any person who is crowned king and pro-

tects the country and capital* and is not used in the sense of ' a
person of the ksatriya caste'. The Eajanltiratnakara (p. 2)
after citing Kulluka and Kamadhenu states that many hold
that 'rajan' means ' any one who takes upon himself the task of
protecting the subjects'. The Rajanltiprakasa holds4' a long
discussion {pp. 10-15), states that the woTd 'rajan' may have
three meanings viz. any one who protects people, a ksatriya in
general or a ksatriya who is crowned and ultimately gives it
as its opinion that the word 'rajan' i& applied in popular usage
to any one, whether crowned as king or not, who is the ruler
of a country. The VaijayantI on Visnu Dh. S. HL 44 explains
rajfiam" as

' of ksatriyas' by following the Avesti maxim.

Several hrahmana families founded kingdoms and empires
Pusyamifaa, Wei of the Sunga empire, was a hrahmana
(mtivamsa m a.35ff, E.L vol. 20 p. 54); the Kanvayanas,
who followed the Sungas, were brabmauas and so were the

5£E5h ^J"? (^6 TaJaSun<*a* Inscription

TO?£
^™^E.Lvol. VHI.p.24) and several others.Tide H. Dh. vol. H. pp. m~m fox texts on tte nas to when a hrahmana should follow the profession oVamTHanum 100 6tateS that a hrahmana who knows the ££deservestobemadeaking, a commander-in-chief, Jhe wielderof fte power of punishment. Kumarila's dictum that 2Sofal varnas are seen to be rulers has been already Z£?

«ianu iv
.
61 directs a hrahmana not to stav in a ™„r,w iT

ttj-..^-/ ?«BWmt (tnflicter of punishment?} Is «5T, n„w 1Wtnm{*s m the Valabk plates m E T °f
t?) is

'
Sll0llld reread

<1 «^R5lasHiE.I.lX. p. 289orE I XX, p 7)?
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that tho prohibition npplios only to a country whore all the seven
high functionaries such as tho chief minister, the commander-
in-chief nro of tho siidra caste; compare Ap. Dh. S 1 11. 32. 18.
Mnnu'fl dictum related to a time when thero was hardly
any siidra king. But tho logic of facts was too much for
Modh&tithi who had to tw 1st tho plain w ords of Manu MedhStithi
on Maim VIH 1 remarks that 'persons of othor varnas who
subsist by tho mode proscribed for ksatriyas have power over
tho kingdom and havo to protect tho pooplo'. Santiparva
romarkj. that whoever protects pooplo from tho hordes of dosyus
and wields tho power of punishment according to smrti rules
must bo comiderod as king. Tho Harivomsa (HI 3. 6
' aksatriyiisca rfij&no viprah sQdropajlvinah ' ) and some of the
Puranas in depicting the awful dogeneracy of tho Kali age in a
prophetic strain !,lato that tho kings in tho Kali age will be
mostly builrns and that sudra kings will celebrate Asvamedha
tacrificcs Vjdo, for example, Matsya 144 40 and 43 and Linga-
purfina 40. 7 and 42. Hiouon Tlisong notices that in the first

half of tho 7th contury A. D Smd was under a sudra king
{ Boal's B R W. W. vol H p 272

)

It was almost a universal rule that a male alone was to be

the ruler. Thoro appear to havo been stray exceptions. The
Santiparva (33.43-4G) enjoins" upon a conqueror the duty to

placo on tho throno of a conquered country the brother, son or

grandson of the vanquished king and if no prince be available,

then to crown oven tho daughter of the late king The Eaja-

taranginl (V 249 and VI 332 ) describes at great length the

regime of tho notorious queens Sugandha ( 904-906 AD) and

Didda ( 980-81 A D ) of Kashmn In India for many centuries

there has been no Salic Law expressly declaring that daughters

cannot inherit land, though on account of the general position

of women, the requirements of disturbed times and military

necessity women did not generally assume the role of sovereigns.

In a coppor-plato grant from Ganjam (of about the 13th century)

it is stated that when a certain king named Subhakara died his

quoen ascended the throne and after her her daughter Dandl-

mahadevl, who is styled *parama-bhattanka-mahaTajadhira]a-

paramesvarl' ruled the earth for a long time ( E I vol VI p 133

at p. 138 ). Whether the grandiloquent titles were deserved by

the queen or were only the exaggerated effusions of a courtier,

48 fcf yam TOrrfSt vm trsra 3dH*' •aq* g*te "fisrhi ftj* n*3-

rwtaf « ... &ml *ri% *rt <* wmtitton* i roP* 33. 43 and 45
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it is clear that the widow and daughter of the last male ruler

succeeded to the throne. The Baghuvamsa ( XIX, 55, 57 ) states

that the widowed queen of king Agnivarna sat on the throne

and carried on the government with the help of hereditary

ministers.

Apart from conquest and election in rare cases,monarchy was
hereditaiy and generally descendedbyprimogeniture. Thepassage
from the Satapatha Brahmana (XIL 9.3, 1 and 3) mentioning the

descent of kingship for ten generations in succession has already

been referred to (p 26) Though succession was hereditary

it was the general rule that the eldest son ascended the thione
when the reigning monarch died or abdicated. The rights of the
eldest son or daughter as against the younger son or daughter
were very jealously guarded in the vedic age. It has already
been shown how marrying before one's elder brother or sister
was condemned in the vedic age and also in the times of the
smrtis (H. Dh. II. pp. 546-549). Even the ftgvoda several
times refers to jycasthya ( rights of seniority ) of Indra ( Rg. I 5. 6,M 50 3). TheTai S. E. 2.11.5 Btates that the gods agreed to
treat Indra as the ' jyestha ' ( the eldeBt ) and Tai. S. H. *»

5, 2.

7

refers to the ancient practice of giving all wealth ( of the father

)

to the eldest son. The Ait. Br. 19.4 narrates the story that the
gods did not accept India's position as the eldest and most
exalted among them and that Indra then induced Brhaspati to
perform the Dvadasaha sacrifice foi him, whereby he secured
that position. The Nirukta IX 10 sets out the interesting story
that Devapi and Santanu were two brothers, scions of the Kuru
family, of whom Devapi was the eldest, but Santanu the younger
one got himself crowned king and so Devapi practised austeri-
ties The result was that there was a drought in Santanu's
kingdom for 12 years. The brahmanas said to him 'You are
guilty of having violated dharma in that passing over the eldest
brother you got yourself crowned Therefore God does not senddown ram Then Santanu desired to give the kingdom to Devapiwho however said that he would be his purohita and make him
perform a sacrifice. The Bgveda hymn X 98 was then composed

wSlT-
1

?
r
^nngingd0TOrain - ^ story sbows how longbefore Yaska the popular belief was that it was a great sin to

w 18-13
)
«hi dm text and s^ss that n » a M6rB anW)aia a*d not a mfe

e.v«B * rt »,. own Tiew that SonB equaUy shMe^ paterna] weait^
6
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pass over an elder brother in marriage and other matters and
doing so brought down the seiious displeasuie of the gods. Vide

Brhad-devaQ VII. 156-157 and VJ3L 1-9 for the same story in

a little greater detail, viz that Devapi suffeied from a skin

disease, that when Devapi said to the subjects that he did not

deserve the kingdom and that Santanu should be their king, the

subjects crowned Santanu as king When Yayati desired to

pass over his elder sons Yadu and otheis because they disobeyed

him and wanted to make the younger Puru his successor the

brahmanas and citizens protested ' How can the younger son

secure the kingdom passing over the elder one 50 *? Arjuna

\ipbraids Bhlmasena who got enraged against Tudhisthira

' who would act against one's eldest brother that follows the path

of dharma?' (Sabha 68 8). In the Ramayana 51 Dasaratha

addresses Rama ( H. 3 40 ) ' you are born of my eldest queen,

who is of the same class as myself ( i e of ksatriya blood)* and

Vasistha- says to Rama ' Among all Iksvakus the eldest son

becomes the king"; a younger brother is not crowned king

when the elder exists' (II 110 36). The Ayodhyakanda in

several places ( 8.23-24, 101.2 ) reiterates the idea that all the

sons of a king do not succeed but only the eldest, although

the other sons may be equally fit and endowed with qualities.

Kautilya (I 17

)

B states that people esteem rulership going

to the eldest except in the case of Borne calamity. Manu

IX. 106 says that by the very birth of the eldest son, a man

becomes free from the debt he owes to his pitrs and there-

fore the eldeBt deserves to get everything from the father. The

Rajadharma-k. (pp. 334-235) after quoting the Kalikapurana

and the Ramayana lays down the following propositions: (1) the

aurasa son of a king alone succeeds in preference to the eleven

kinds of secondary sons (whether he is junior or senior in age);

(2) if the son of a junior queen ( of the same caste ) is senior by

birth, he succeeds in preference to the son of the senior queen,

«r i w s* sswa** <*& ws«nas " «"%«* 85
-
28 and 25 ="«3 93'

79 and 81.

fen . ... ***** snpftfri*w«mrt '
wftwntw ir » s6-*1- **%

K«li«rt it *t «rar *& *»V ' «» srprtss**^ ™*"'
52 amm*^ •*«* Ct) 3 *"* '

«i«W l 17,SS4 Vm°

but one.
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*bo (son) is younger in age; (3) if two sons are bom to two

lis aAJsame moment, the son of the senior oueeniB

preferred; (4) if twins ate horn to the senior queen, the son who

is born fast is to be preferred.

If the eldest bod suffers from a physical or mental defect

(such as blindness or lunacy) he is to be passed over and his

younger brother becomes king (vide Manu IX. 201 for grounds

of exclusion from inheritance). idiparva« 109. 25 states that

Dhrtarastra because he was blind did not succeed to the kingdom.

Yide also tfdyoga U7. 39. The Sukranltisara (I 343-344)

states that if the eldest prince suffers from deafness, dumbness,

blindness, leprosy or impotence he is unfit to role and thatin

such a case hib younger brother or Bon should succeed. The

Sukranltisara further points out that by dividing a kingdom

among the eevetal princes no benefit results, but on the contrary

the small parts would fall an easy prey to enemies; therefore

when the eldest alone succeeds he should make his younger

brothers provincial governore or superintendents ovot the trea-

sury, horses &c. (L 346-348). The Bajadharmakaustubha lays

down a few additional propositions: (1) even if the eldest does

not succeed owing to some mental or physical defect, his son's

right will remain intact and R. D K. quotes the words of the

fisherman chief to Bhlsma in Mi 100. 93." The B&lambhattl

on Yaj. 1 309 and Rsjanltiprakasa p 40 say the same. Another

example is that of Ansuman who became king when his father

AsamaSja was exiled from the state by Sagara for his misdeeds.

(2) When a younger son is crowned king because the eldest is

disqualified, then after the former's death his son succeeds and

not the son of the disqualified eldest son who is born after the

coronation of the younger (eg. Yudhisthira deserved the

kingdom on P&ndu's death and not Duryodhana ). The Nltiva-

kyamrta ( sec. 24 p. 249 ) lays down the order of succession in

the case of kings as follows: the son, full brother, half-brother,

uncle, a male of the same family, daughter's son, a stranger

(who is either elected or who takes up the kingdom 5').

58. sfrmywaB'}Ktl»3 it iRWra I 3m%$ W9. 25 quoted by ixap

W?a^ p. 235.

M. s^eX3 *rwv.$tfi *j<!nwri wz r& ^t • tr tMwT*Sl*fo srai *rs*
<?* it n§*ft. 1.813-344.

55. asmw v^rasra *r: wr3* b^i am% 100. 92.

^
56> Bd<Ti4t'HUMfiffn$fr«j{lRaMi'r

d3>!i s^pfafc ^gam wsf^i-
xiffc ' «ftEUwima ( wmiwftw ) p. 2*9-
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SometimeB a king selected a younger son to Bucceed him.

There are famous historical examples. The great Gupta Emperor

Samudragupta though a younger son was nominated by his

father Chandragupta I to succeed and hy his brilliant and most

successful career Samudragupta more than justified the choice.

Vide the Allahabad Pillar Inscription verse 4 (Gupta Inscrip-

tions p 6 ) Similarly Chandragupta II, though younger, was

nominated hy his father Samudragupta to succeed himself,

Yayati selected his youngest son Puru because he was devoted

and obedient and the eldest and other sons disobeyed him Vide

Adiparva chap 75 ff and above p 42 . The principle of

hereditary succession was so strong that even a boy king was

placed on the throne. Vide Raghu XVIII 39.

In almost all workB on rajasSstia there is a disquisition on

the qualities that a good king should possess Vide Kaut VI 1,

Manu VII 33-44, Yaj I. 309-311 and 334, Sankha-Likhita

quoted in B, D. I HI p 14 and RajanSti-prakasa p 116,

Santi 57 12 ff. and 70, Ksm I. 21-22, IV 6-24, XV 31, M5na-

sollasa H. 1 1-9 (p. 29 ), Sukra I 73-86, Vismtdhaimottara IL 3

Only one or two passages can be set out here Yaj (I 309-311

and 334) states 'a king should have great energy, should be

generous, mindful of past (good or bad) turns done by others,

dependent on those who are advanced (m austerities, knowledge

and experience), possessed of a disciplined mmd, endowed with

an even temper (in good or bad luck), born of a noble family

(on both sides), truthful, pure (in body and mind), prompt in

action, of strong memory, not mean-minded, not harsh (in words

or acts), observant of the rules of dliarma (as tovarnasand

asramas), free from vices, talented, brave,' clever in concealing

secrets (or ace. to Bharucbi and Apararka * clever in scenting

the secrets of his enemies'), guarding the weak points of his

state, well-taught as regards logic, the science of goyein-

meat, the science of wealth and the three vedas He should be

forbearing towards brahmanas, straightforward towards his

friends, wrathful towards his enemies, and should be (kind) l*e

a father towards his servants and subjects'. Manu Vll 32^ is

very similar to Yaj I 334 The Mit says that the qualities

specified in Yaj J. 309-311 are antaranga (inward or more essen-

tial). The 2nd quality ' sthSla-Iaksa ' occurs also in the inscrip-

tion of Rudradaman ( E. I vol. VHI. atp 44) From I 312 YSJ.

states the batoranga qualities viz selection of ministers, P^oh"f
and sacrificial priests, gifts to worthy brShmanas, protection «c,
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Kautilya VI, 1 contains several lists of the king's qualities from

several points of view. 3?irst, there is a list of qualities that

make the king win the heart of the people ( or make him approa-

chable ) viz. being of a noble family, godly, spirited, consulting

the aged, virtuous, truthful, not failing inhis promises, grateful,

taking broad views (not pusillanimous), highly enthusiastic,

not given to procrastination, powerful enough to control his

feudatories, firm in mind, having a council of ministers of no

mean calibre, desirous of self-discipline These aTe called ' abhi-

gamika-gunas' which word occurs in the Palitana plates of

DhaTasena H ( of Valabhi) in E.I vol. XI p 83 and in the Mfiliya

plate of the same king (Gupta Ins. pp. 164, 1G9 ). The Dasakumara-
carita VHI appears to make a pointed reference to this list

when it makes a character say that the king (there referred to

)

has in him all the qualities beginning from good family (sarvai-

vatma-sampad-abhijanat-prabhrti &c.) Then the intellectual

qualities he should possess are: desire to loam, study, under-
standing of what is studied and retaining it, reflection, discus-
sion and devotion to the principles accepted after discussion.
Almost the same qualities of the intellect ( rf/tt ) are mentioned by
Kam. IV. 22. The word * sakyasamanta ' ( in Kaut. VL 1 ) occurs
also in Agnipurana 239. 4. The qualities that are the different
aspects of his enthusiasm ( or energy ) are : valour, non-enduranco
(of the might of others), quickness (of action) and assiduity. The
same occur in Kam. IV. 23. Then follows a long list of quali-
ties that go to make up the personal endowment of the king
( atmasampat ). Gaut. (XL 2, 4-6 ) requires that the king should
do what is right (ace. to sastras) and speak (or decide) rightly,
should he pure (at heart and externally), should control his
senses, be possessed of qualified servants and endowed with
knowledge of the meanB of policy, should be even-handed towards
all his subjects and look after their welfare. The long list of
Sankha-Iikhita agrees more or less with those of Kautilya and
Ysj. Santiparva 70 states that the king should possess 36 quali-
ties, via. he should not speak bitterly, he should be godly, not
wicked, not haughty, of agreeable address &o. Kam I 21-22
mentions lis qualities that lead to the well-equipped personality
of the king (atmasampat), viz. study of sastra (Dandamti)
intellect, serenity, cleverness, boldness, power of comprehension.'
energy, eloquence, firmness, capacity to endure the worries of
adversities, majesty, purity, kindness, liberality, truthfulness,
gratefulness, noble family, character, self-restraint Then Kam.m iv. 15-19 Bets out the qualities oalled ntmasampat, which
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generally agree -with Kautflya's enumeration ( in VL 1 ). Ace
to Kam. IV 24 liberality, truthfulness and valour aie the three

greatest qualities in a king, who, when endowed with these,

acquires all other qualities The ManasollSsa (HI 2-7) first

enumerates 44 qualities such as truthfulness, spiritedness (which

agree more or less with Kautilya's enumeration) and then states

that the five most essential qualities in a king are truthfulness,

valour, forbearance, liberality and capacity to appreciate the

worth of others. The AgnipurSna (239. 2-5) enumerates 21

qualities such as noble family, character &c In the Parasurama-

pratapa 96 qualities are enumerated in the Rajavallabhakanda

(Ms 239 of Visramabag collection II, folio 21b). The Sabhaparva

5 107-109 and Eamayana II. 100 65-67 require the king to avoid

14 faults viz. atheism, falsehood, hot temper, carelessness, pro-

crastination, not seeing the wise, laziness, addiction to five

pleasures of sense, considering state matters alone (without

mantnns), taking counsel with those who do not know politics,

not starting to do what is decided upon, not guarding secret

royal policy, not practising auspicious acts, taking up under-

takings on all sides at one and the same time. Vanaparva 251.

5 says that subjects do not like a king who is very timid, very

weak, procrastinating, careless and immersed in pleasures on

account of vices. Sabha5 125 states that Bleep (by day), lazi-

ness, timidity, hot temper, softness and dilatoriness aTe six

calamities in a king

The works on dharmasastra and aTtha&stra devote a good

deal of 6pace to the education of the king and to his moral dis-'

cipline. Gaut XL 3 requires that the king should have received

instruction in Trayl (the three Vedas ) and Anvlksikl This last

has been differently interpreted by different writers. Kaut 1

2

says that Anviksikl comprehends Sankhya, 57 Yoga and Loka-

57. sra^Tmstarr^'ievi'tfrerafti •• *igr=rs 'tamr tgf^rewt°if

uata: *$fonsng<rf*K q$*flmra: strsra ^am-nr 5r*r<rtKrrrcr*T *rcu " f™
stag I 2 This labt verse occurs injWi iwiTUT on wmrajJ 111. -where

ST 4th p»da » i5«n^**rrf&T Some read wrsffcraft (Jolly'i ed of

grf-irer) but sn^wrer^fr seems to be more grammatical and. to be *e raafling

^oTtclassxcaHvorks The ,T«vandrum ed reads^^ WJ*
in h>. MahabhSsya has a sentence «frn Wm 3^W (Btagm

expounds the LoKyata system), vol in p 325 on Pamni VI 3
«iW*

oTtokayata came to be adent.fied with atheistic wews that denied the

existence of a soul or the next world Sankara on Vedintasutra II 2 1
an

{Continued on the next £age)
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yata and that it examines the relative strength of the three

otheT wdyas with reasons, and thereby benefits the world, steadies

the mind in calamities and prosperity and imparts excellence in

intellect, speech and actions. It iB always the torch of ( sheds

light on) all vidyas, it is the means of ( inducing to go in for

)

all undertakings, it is the source of all dharmas. Kaulilya

derives the name from the root ' Iks * with ' anu ' and he takes it

to mean the science of ratiocination. It is somewhat strange that

Lokayata is included in Anvlksikl, one of the subjects of study
for the prince. But it appears from the remarks he makes that
Kaut. uses it only in the sense of logic based on premises derived
from ordinary experience (loka) though in later literature

Lokayata came to mean' nastika* (atheist, materialist).Ace. s8

( Continued ft am last page
)

III. 3 S3 and 54 states that the Laukayatikas held the view that conscious*
neas is a quality of the body ( and there is no soul over and above the body ),

The Tantravartika runs them down as fools and apes (on Jaimini 1. 3. 3 ).
In the Ramayana Rama asks Bharata not to resort to Lokayalika brahmanas,
who, though childish, loolt upon themselves as learned and v,ho relying on
the knowledge acquired by Snvlksikl speak nonsense in spite of the fact that
there are principal Dharmasastras ( that point out the sensible path ). ^HilW
5i«rrfiiijfiF* wtgpuNaw &?r& i atsnjgs-jr frS sttbis <rfetmrf3*. n wSarS«[^ftwtjpw. I 3fijWP*ff^>martS*cii **&< ft n wfit^IIT»i
too 38-39. TheKamasutra(I 2 30 ) says that the Laukayatikas hold that
a karsapanaf copper com) which one is certain of is better than a mskaUgoidcom) which 1S doubtful. ^HfcrrSreiu^^t^. mrsf-rer --ft
Sjft^rar. . SfimsrsT I 2. 30 Rajas'ekhara in his Kavyamimifisa p 37
Gaekwad's O. series, ed of 1934 ) refers to the opinion of the Laukayatika

logicians that the consciousness m human bemgs arises from the bh»tas
(elements

)
just as the power of intoxication ( ,n wine ) is due to the mixtureof several lngred lents{ none of which may by itself be mtoxicatmg ). The

of«T P
"

7
t

r<!mark8 " thE^"^^ «*» >«*• to the effectuation

the he " f?*l-
°r^ "£"' abU t0 Upr0Ot the thorns <* * """"try by

W» TO^rg^r^nt , m* P . 76. Vide J. R. A. S. for 1917 p. ITSn. 2 article on^m in j A 0lS . 1930 p. 132 BE., H. Dh. vol II p. 3S9 n •

R wT,
NrC<JS °f thB L0t5yatas " ln the &lver I«W* vol. of the BoK. Institute, Poona pp 386-397.SKS^W*nt 1. 153, .rtft* ^f%*n

fsfiromSr on3Ir^-(

,

TO)T"' "* *"*«* aco- t0 Tn-Stf^ V. 1. 109.
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to the Amarakosa, Visvarupa on Yaj L 306, Haradatta on
Gaut. (2X3), Apararka and several others Anvlksikl means
'Logic*. Ace. toKam. H. 7 and 11, the Mifc on Taj L 311,

Sukranlti 1 158 it means 'Atmavidya* (Metaphysics), while

Sukraniti 1. 153 and Rajanlti-prakasa p 118 combine the two by
saying that it is logic that leads on to or is useful for acquiring

knowledge of the Self. The Nltimayukha (p. 34) includes logic

and VedSnta in Anvlksikl and MimansS and smrtis under

Trayl The Barhaspatyasutra (JL 5-6 ) advises the king to follow

the Laukayatika doctrines at the time of securing artha (wealth

)

and the Kapalika-sSstra in achieving his sexual and similar

desires M

Great divergence of views prevailed as to the vidyas that

were essential for the education of the king According to the

Manusmrti VH 43, Santi 59 33, Kaut L 2, Taj L 311, Kam 3L 2,

SukranltiL 152, Agni. 238 8, the subjects for the king's education

are four viz, Anvlksikl, Trayl, varte and Dandanlti. Kaut

notes that the school of the Manavas held the view that the

vidyas were three and regarded Anvlksikl as a special branch of

Trayl ; that the Barbaspatya school was of opinion that they

were only two, Varta and Dandanlti, since Trayl only acted as

a screen (to obscure the intellect) of one (the king) who

wants to know the ways of the world; and the Ausanasas regard-

ed Dandanlti as the only vidya for a king, since according to

them, the efforts to learn all vidyas are tied down to it (i e are

ultimately intended to lead on to the mastery of Dandanlti )
It

will be seen how the Ausanasas and Barhaspatyas had an

entirely secular view in the science of government and divorced

it from the study of sacred books and metaphysics in the case

of the king The DasakumSracarita Vm (that displays a

deep study of Kautilya) says that the vidyas for the king are four

( catasro xajavidyas-traylvartanviksikldandanltih ) The Barhas-

patyasutrsl 3 ( Dandanltireva vidya ) holds that Dandanlti is

the only (essential) vidya for the king Kautilya further

explains that dharma and its opposite are learnt from the three

Vedas, viz Samaveda, Bgveda and Yajurveda, that the

Atharvavedaandltihasaveda (i e Itihasa and Purana )
aretne

other Vedas and that the six Angas also ( viz. phonetics, ritual,

grammar, etymology, metrics and astronomy) are eomprenena-
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•a In tiie mri 'Trayi"". Sukramti 1. 155 says that the 14 vidyfis

( enumerated in Y&j. L 3 ) are comprehended in Trayl. Gaut 30.

19 expressly says that in doing his duty of making the
*

people

observe the rules of the sacred codes the king would have to

rite on the Veda, DharmasSstras, the Angas, Upavedas and

Parana. In the EamByana, Rama and his brothers are often

spoken of as proficient in the Vedas, Vedangas, in Dha"u™da
/

GSndharvaveda, Eajavidyft &c. (1.18.24 and 26, U. 1.20 H 2.

34-35 V 35. 13-14 ). In the VanapaTva 277. 4 it is said that tne

princes were proficient in the Vedas with their secret doctrine

and in Dhanorveda. In the Adiparva 221. 72-74 Abhimanyu is

said to have learned from Arjuna before he became 16 the

Dhanurveda in four sections, the knowledge of astias, and the

theory and practice of these. Vide also Anusasana 104. 146-147.

Kharavela in his Hathigumpha Inscription ( E. I vol. XX p. 79

II. 2 and 5 ) states that he learnt Lekha ( official correspondence ),

Eupa (currency), Ganana (Accountancy) and the admini-

stration of justice, when he was the crown prince and also

GSndharvaveda (music). In the Junagadh Inscription of

Eudradaman ( E. L vol. VDI at page 44 ) the Mahaksatrapa is

said to have attained great fame by his deep study, retention,

and actual practice of grammar, artha ( either lexicography or

politics ), music, logic and other vidyas and to have been a fine

rider of horses, elephants, chariots and a great adept in wielding

the sword and shield and in wrestling". The personal attain-

ments of Samudragupta ( in Gupta Inscriptions No. 1 pp. 12,

15-16 ) show how thorough the education of at leastsome princes

was or at least what the ideal about their education was. Vide

H. Dh. vol. IL p. 364 for the education of princes and Dr. Beni

60. otMt srssTPic shtM? TOfaroj swwli 3°s$R«rKt trnmf-

gSSrwpft i aro^Risro^r ^ $jb i ftrerr mit nmvx fshrar 3^r sulfite-

fitni =3TfIT* i sttferm I. 2 and 3. In the Raghuvamsa XVIII. SO Kalidast

speaks ol only three princely vidyas and Mallinatha quotes the very words of

«te?ir cited here and also Kam. II «pft maf ^ossftfittleNft ffcar nsrjfcrfs i

sr«rt <jat d*nifH ^* wrsfitshlff rcn «. It should be noted that the Samaveda
is here mentioned first Probably Kaotllya was a student of thai Veda. la

the Brahmanas and Upanlsads Rgveda comes first to the enumeration. It»-

hasa and Parana are called the fifth Veda m Chafldogya VII. 1. 2. Compare
Agnipurana 238, 9 for words similar to vpfftmT sparra; etc-

^ 5i!?r4in»stW^niriif T%rrai stjtffatww tww^H'rir'rraftga
Wt*rt gPUMW-4 qfw-qrfNgfflsr (broken) trggm^aHUt.^m &o
E.I.Tol.VTrip.44 1, 13.
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Prasad's ' Theory of Government in Ancient India ' p. 218 for

an ideal course of education for a prince quoted. from the

Buddhist work, Sfitralankara of Asvaghosa. The Nitiv»kyamrtaw
adds a long list of the accomplishments which a prince should

possess viz. all scripts, valuing of jewels, knowledge of arms

&c. On reading the ideal courses prescribed for the education

of the prince hy ancient Indian writers one cannot help feeling

that they were probably actuated by the same sentiments that

are attributed to Socrates by Plato in his 'Bepublie' (tr. by

Jowett, ed. of 1875, vol. HI. p. 357 ) viz. 'Until philosophers are

kings or the kings and princes of this world have the spirit and

power of philosophy and political greatness and wisdom meet

in one and these commoner natures who follow either to the exclu-

sion of the other are compelled to stand aside, cities will never

cease from ill-no, nor the human race as I believe-and then only

will our State have a possibility of light and behold the light of

day &c ' The AgnipurSna (225. 1-4) prescribes that the prince

should be taught dharmasastra, kamasastra, arthasSstra, science

of archery ( dhanurveda ), the various arts and crafts by

trusted teachers, that he should not be allowed to be associated

with those who are angry with the king or disrespected by bim

or who are greedy and that if it is impossible to impart good

qualities to him he should be confined, surrounded by pleasures.

The princes were sometimes educated in their own capital or

in a nearby college. Vide H. Dh. vol. H. p 364. Sometimes, it

appears, princes went to such famous seats of learning as

Takaasila ( vide Jfitakas ed. by FausbollH 87, 278, 319, 323, 400,

JJI. 158, 168, 415, 463} The subjects of study there were the three

vedas and 18 silpSni or vidyas ( Jatakas, vol. H. 87, HI. 115 ).

Kautilya(L4) explains that Vfirfca is constituted by agricul-

ture, the rearing of cattle and trade ; it benefits ( the State ) by

bringing in grain, cattle, gold, baser metals, and free labour; by

means of vSrtS the king secures treasury and army whereby he

brings under control his own side and the enemy. In the

Sabhaparva s« 5.79 and Ayodhyakanda 100 47 it is declared

150 30,wrfi^*r«rsJta*P*r* wfc wp i 5nfer68.35; «n? *fc*™
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that when the world relies on -vartfi it easily prospers. The

Santi-parva ( 263. 3 ) gives the warning that this world would

cease to exist if v&rta was givon up, that this world fo rooted

in vSrta and is sustained by the throe vedas ( 68. 35 ). The
Vanaparva (150.30) states that the wholo world is sustained

by vSrtS i.e. by merchandise, mines, trade, agriculture and
tending cows, she-goats and ewes. The STitivakyamrta { p. 93

)

after defining v&rta oo above emphasizes that the king secures

the abundance of everything when varta is prosperous and that

the man who has his own agriculture, milch-cattle, plot for

growing vegetables and a well in his own house has indeed all

the pleasures of this world. These quotations indicate what
importance was attached to agriculture and the economic
structure of society. The result is that in the ArtbasSBtra
economic matters occupy a very large space.

Kautilya (15) starts by saying that the three vidySs
(except dandanlti) in the case of the prince depend upon danda,
that danda in its turn is based upon discipline, which is of two
kinds, natural and induced (or acquired). VidyaB produce
discipline ( of the 2nd kind ) in him who possesses the qualities
of intellect specified above. Then he goes on to say that the
prince should learn the alphabet and arithmetic after his caula
is performed ( in the 3rd year or later ) and after upanayam he
should learn the three vedas and snvlksikl from the iisfas
(those learned in the veda), vSrta from the heads or superin-
tendents (of the various departments thereof) and dandanlti
from expounders (of thetwfj/S) and from practical politicians.
Vide Manu VTX 43 ( =Matsya &15. 54 and Agni 2X5. 21-22 ) for
ofcectKmsasto from whom the prince was to learn the four
JidySs Kautilya prescribes that- the prince should study
these up to the 16th year, should then marry and that in order to
foster the growth of the discipline of the intellect he should
always associate with those who are advanced in the vidySs
enumerated above (after his 16th year) and- that the king
Jould spend the first part of the day in practising the riding ofelephants horses chariots and in the science of arms and the

Pnr^fl-f ^.^ HsteninS *° Itih5Ba wMoh comprises

S2T" Yf?*' f*
16
/' ^Sy1^, dkarmasastra and artha-

de^dttS^T^
Se^elIe°tiB thuB ***»««* and who is

ff MB) defitt
TOl6I

.

0f ?" "* ^ SMvakWta
I P. 162

)
defines vmaya ap acting with humility towards those
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who excel in vratas, vidyaB and are aged * Manu VII. 38-39-

Kam. I 19-20 and 59-63, Sukra I. 92-93 (taken from Kam.

1. 19-20 ) extol the value and importance of wnaya, and waiting

upon the aged and the learned Manu ( VII. 40-42 ) states that

many kings perished with their vaBt paraphernalia through want

of dincipline while others, though residing in a forest ( i. e

without an army &c ), gained kingdoms through vinaya, and

names Vena, Nahusa, Sudas son of Pijavana and Sumukha

Nimi as tliose who perished through lack of vmatja and gives Prthu

and Manu as examples of those who secured kingdoms through

vinca/a. Matsya 215.53 is the same as Manu VIL 40. Ancient

Indian writers harp on the education of the prince so much

because their ideal of kingship was that the king should be a

rajar$i ( a royal sage ) KalidaBa frequently speaks of this e g

in Sakuntala JL 14 and Raghuvamsa (I 58) They were

aware, like Socrates, that until either philosophers became" kings

or king3 philosophers States will never succeed m remedying their

short-comings ( vide p. 50 above ). Not only waB an extensive

course of intellectual training prescribed for the king, but both

dharmasastra and arthasastra workB strongly and frequently

insist upon the necessity of moral discipline and the right direct-

ion of the emotions and will in the case of the king.

Kautilya {16) emphasizes that control of tho organs of

sense is the cause of (proficiency in) vidy&s and discipline

should be attempted by giving up the six enemical tendencies

viz. lust, hot temper, greed, vanity (mana), haughtiness or

insolence ( mada ), overpy. He says that ( tho whole purpose or

insistence of ) all sastras is the restraint of the senses, that even

a supreme ruler of the whole earth up to its four borders whose

senses are not under control will at once periBh and cites two

examples on each of these six tendencies, viz Dsndakya

Bhoja who attempted to rape a brahtnana girl through lust ana

perished with his kingdom and kinsmen and Karala king oi

Videha; Janamejaya (perished) who attacked brahmanas

through hot temper and Talajangha who did so against tne

Bhrgus , Aila who exacted through greed excessive taxes from

arsons of the four varnas and Ajabindu, the king of
_

Sauvira

;

Havana who did not restore another's wife through ms conceit

and Duryodhana who did not give even a part from his kingdom,

Dambhodbhava who despised all beings through his insolence ana

64 The word -philosopher' used by Plato has not the narrow mean-

iag of modern times.
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Arjuna of the Haihaya dynasty ; Vatfipi through overjoy when

he attacked Agastya and also tho oligarchy of the Vrsnis when
they attacked Dvaipayana*5

. Tlieso »ix evil tendencies are

called iatntrsa4-varga or an-sa$targa. Kautilya adds that by the

conquest of these six evil tendencies Jamadagnya (Parasur&ma)

and Ambarlsa enjoyed the earth for a longtime. Kam. (1 55-

58) and Sukra. I. 144-146 give six of tho twelve examples of

Kaut and Kam. J. 58 is the same as the last verse of Kautilya
L 6. Vide Markandeya 27. 12-13. In tho Vasavadatta of

Subandhu (Hall's ed pp. 273-276) there is a long list of the

kings of antiquity (Pururavas, Nahusa, Yayati, Sudyumna,
Nala and nine others) who suffered owing to some failing or
other in themselves The Udyogaparva (74. 13-18 ) mentions by
name 18 kings who by their evil career destroyed themselves,
their friends and relatives (such as Mudavarta of the Haihayas,
Janamejaya of the Nlpas, Bahula of Talajanghas, Dhautarmllaka
of the Olnas). This shows that Clna does not probably stand for
modern China in the epic. Manu VJI. 44 ( =Matsya 215. 55 ) also
emphasizes the necessity for the king incessantly to curb the
sensesand not to falla prey to vices arising fromkama and hrodha.
Mann (VH 45-48) enumerates ten vicious tendencies due to
kama ( desire for pleasures) viz. hunting, gambling, sleep by day,
finding fault (with others), women, drunkenness, (excessive
indulgence in) dancing, singing and instrumental music, and
aimless wandering; and eight vicious tendencies duetokrodha
(hot temper) viz. tale-bearing, violence, treachery, envy, slander,
(improper) seizure of property, reviling and assault. Manu
further declares (VH. 50) that among the vices due to kama,
drinking wine, gambling, women and hunting are the most
harmful, each preceding one being worse than each succeeding

65. Most of these stories occur to the Mahabhwata. Pnrinas, and
Buddhist works V,de Jolly's ed. of the Kautiliya vol. II. p. 5 But the story

Z!\?7
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one and ( VII 52 ) that among the vices due to hot temper, caus-

ing physical injury, reviling and deprivation of wealth are the

worst. Manu ( VIL 52) has a sly hit that these seven vices are

more or less prevalent among kings {sanatraaMnitsangvnah) and

therefore the only choice is that of the lesser or least of evils

Kautilya (VHL 3) has a lengthy disquisition on the views of his

predecessors about the relative harmfulness of the three vices

due to hot temper and of the four due to Kama and states his own

opinion that arthadusava meaning loss of the means of livelihood

by gifts, exactions (by the king), loss or abandonment of pro-

perty is more harmful than reviling and dandaparusya is more

harmful than arthadusana He points out the benefits derived

from hunting viz exercise, the disappearance of phlegm, bile,

fat and sweat, the acquisition of skill in aiming at stationary and

moving bodies, the ascertainment of the minds of beasts when

they are provoked and occasional travel H These are echoed,

almost in the same words by Kam 23V 25 and in the Sakuntala

(H. 25 ) by Kalidasa Vide Sabha 68 20, Udyoga 33 92 for the

seven principal vices Kam (XIV. 6 and 7) enumerates the

three vices of hot temper and the four of Varna and holds an

elaborate discussion on their respective demerits He defines

arthadusana (XIV. 17) somewhat differently ( viz as the aban-

doning of an important object or of great wealth in order to show

that what really merits blame is not so ) Vide the Visnudharmot-

taraIL65 12-15 for the two meanings of arthadusana67. Earn does

not agree that hunting has many good points in its favour and

advises the king to prepare a separate well-guarded hunting

ground of one-half yojana in length and breadth if he really

deBires to hunt (XIV. 28-42) The~ManasollSsa (vol E) in

the 15th chapter of the 4th vimsati deals with hunting as a sport

for kings and points out how a forest is to be preserved for

royal hunting and how it is to be guarded and enumerates 31

methods of hunting. Kam warns the king who wants to retain

in view of KBhdasa's -words ' f^w wi*.iH«m.'
%.&*£.

67. Vide the &m*$*< (H.65 12^f*^^n£SSS
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Us kingdom against fondness for women (XIV. 57-58). He
farther says that a king may even indulge in fondness for

women and may even drink moderately, but he must totally

avoid gambling and hunting (XIV. 65). Kautilya regards

gambling as the worst of the vices for a king (VUL 3 last

sentence In prose). IntheDasafcumaracarita (VIII) there is an
elaborate (but ironical) description of the mental and other

benefits derived from the four principal vices due to kama.
Earn. L 54 states that hunting, gambling and wine in the case
of kings must be condemned, since calamities befell Pandu, Nala
and the Vrsnis (respectively ) by being addicted to these. Even
an ideal king like Rsma vras fond of hunting. Sukra (L 332-333)
points oat that hunting has much in its favour, but there is one
great defect in it viz. slaughter of animals. Sukra ( L 109-119

)

denounces gambling, drinking and fondness for women as the
worst of vices and points out that Indra, Dandakya, Nahusa and
Havana came to grief through their passion for womeji ( 1 114 )
and that a king who is excessively fond of dancers, singers,
courtesans, wrestlers, eunuchs and men of low birth falls an
easy prey to his enemies ( L 128 ). Kam. ( L 40-46, which are
almost the same as Sukra L 102-107 ) gives a poetic description
of how animals like the deer, the elephant, the moth, the fish
and the bee meet death or become confined by extreme attach-
ment to one only out of the five objects of sense and emphasizes
that man who can and does enjoy all the pleasures of the five
senses must practise great restraint



CHAPTER III

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE RULER.

All works are agreed that the first and foremost duty of

the king is the protection of subjects Santiparva (68 1-4)

notes that all the seven expounders of polity ( rajasastraprane-

t&rah ) named by it extol protection as the highest dharma of

the king Manu VH. 144 states that the protection of subjects

is the highest dharma and Kalidasa in Raghuvamsa 1467

alludes to this dictum of Manu. Protection consists in punishing

internal aggression (such as by thieves and robbers and by

persons who invade a man's rights) and in meeting external"

aggression Vide quotation from Brhaspati below Gautama

( X. 7-8 ) prescribes that the special responsibility of the king

is to protect all beings, to award just punishment and that he

has toprotectthe several varnas and Ssramas according to the rules

of sastra and to bring them round to the path of their proper

duties when they swerve from it (XL 9-10) Vasistha ( 19 1-2

)

states that the wise say that protection is a life-long sattra in

which he has to give up fear and softness of heart. Vas 19 7-8

and Visnu Dh S HI 2-3 are similar to Gaut XL 9-10 The

Santiparva ( 23 15 ) repeats a gathu of Brhaspati ' As a snake

swallows mice lying in holes, so the earth swallows these two

viz a king who does not fight ( an invader ) and a brshmana

who does not go on a journey ( for acquiring knowledge from

famous teachers )
S8" Manu IX 306 states that the king pro-

tecting his subjects according to the sastra and meting out

punishment to those who deserve it performs every day sacrifices

in which the fees are one hundred thousand cows (i e he

secures the spiritual reward of very solemn sacrifices) Taj 1 335

is to the same effect Kautilya also lays emphasis on the duty

to keep the varnas and asramas to their duties ' Therefore the

quoted by nsrtfn&u PP 254-255.

esa. tf&ti ftfk® *&(****&* i «sm -amKKfij »»*
*f?£

Gr=mu sti^23 15. This is attnbuted to TManas in SBnti 57 3 (dot

Ko^^W^-^T&c,.V1de a.9oSabhB 55 14 The same

veraeisg*tfHifcrKlV-.7.303
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king should not allow the people to swcrvo from their duliV.

He, who keeps dharma intact ( without breach ), enjoys bliss

in this world and the next*. Nftrada*9
( praklrnaka 33 ) states

' His duty is to protect the subjects, to ( honour or } listen to the

aged and the wise, to look into the disputes of people arid to be

energetic in his functions as king '. Sukra ( 1. 14 ) cays that

the highest dharma of the king is to protect the subjects and to

put down the wicked. According to Atri ( verse 28 ),
70 to punish

the wicked, to honour the good, to increase the treasury in the

right way, to deal impartially with litigants and to protect

the kingdom—these five aTe declared to be sacrifices in the
case of kings. The Visrmdharmottara ( HI, 323. 25-26 ) refers

to the five sacrifices in very similar words. In Santi 77. 33 the

king's duty to restrain brahmanas from engaging in unworthy
actions is specially emphasized. These passages establish that
the principal duties of the king were conceived to be to protect
the subjects, to see that the rules of varna3 and asrarnas were
carried out by them, to punish the wicked and to do justice.

The duty to protect involved fighting and probable death-
Therefore the ancient works on dharma-sastra always insist that
it is the duty of the ksatriya to fight and that death on the
battlefield is to be his highest ideal. Manu ( VII 87-89 ) enjoins
upon the king, when protecting his subjects against invasion, not
to run away from battle and promises heaven as the reward
for kings who die fighting in battle Yaj I 324 holds forth the
same reward for all soldiers who are killed in battle. Vide
Striparva 2 16 and 18 and 11. 8-9. The Bhagavadglta ( IL 31-37

)

most solemnly declares that there is nothing higher for a
ksatriya than a righteous war, that a- ksatriya's duty requires
him not to quail in battle, that if he dies in battle he goes to
heaven and if he survives he rules over the world, that he should
fight as a duty without caring for gain or loss, victory or defeat
and if he fights with this attitude no sin attaches to him Santi
parva 78 31 states that just as those who join in the bath of theKing at the end of the Asvamedha are purified of all sins, so all

^S",S^^vetse 28
'
compare !«** w» H? «*r

««W6 ' &*&**&* III. 323 3S-2?
5 ^ ^^ "S^8 "«W

8
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soldiers (of whatever caste and on whatever side ) killed in battle

become pure by the destruction of their sins Manu (VH 94-95)

set3 out the results for a coldier when he flees from the battlefield

Parasara 71 HL 37 says "Two men pierce the orb of the sun (i e.

reach heavenly worlds) viz an ascetic endowed with Yoga and

a 3oldier killed while facing the enemy " and the following verses

(HL 38ff ) dilate upon how the slain warrior is waited upon in

heaven by divine damsels A verse of the Rgveda X 154 3

( = Atharva 18 2 17 ) appears to hold that warriors losing life

in battle reap the same rewards that those who make gifts of a

thousand cows in sacrifices secure n It is probably this passage

which Kautilya has in mind when in X. 3 he refers to the Veda

for inciting the soldiers to fight without regard t6 Hfe Ap Db,

S. (IL 10 26 2-3 ) states that a king, who strives to recover the

wealth of brahmanas (stolen by thieves) and dies in the effort,

is said to perform a sacrifice, in which his body is the sacrificial

post and the fees are incalculable and that other valiant men

losing life in fighting for a (good) cause are in a similar position

To die fighting for the protection of cows and brahmanas is

specially commended (vide Santi 21. 19 and 77. 28 and 30) The

Visnudharmasutra DX 44-46 prescribes 'there is no duty for

kings equal to losing one's life in battle; those who meet death

in protecting a cow, a brahmana, a king, a friend, their own

wealth and their wife enter heaven as also those who meet death

in preventing confusion of varna3 (caused by adultery &c)

'

On the eve of battle the great warrior Bhlsma says to his officers

'it i3 a sinful act for a ksatriya to die in his house from some

disease; the ancient code of conduct for him is that he should

meet death from steel' ( Bhlsmaparva 17 11) The same idea is

presented in Salyaparva 5 32, Santi 97 23 and 25

Kamandaka7* (V. 82-83) makes it clear that the subjects

require protection against the king's officers, thieves, enemies of

the king, royal favourites (like the queen and the princes) and

rwnin 37, quoted by JUnt&W on Jig VII 89 The same is strpunr 33. 61

which reads gcq^nS in the first pada ^

72 * a*Rr to*s gjrar * sPjcTsr. • * «i^^^^1
_=-«. „ Z X 154 3 =a«r|18 Z 17 This also is quoted by BUT. 0°«
VH89 arfsrRTfX 3) J>as '^c^^-HWra^SrnrRi T5T«^PS«3

*T%«rntrfg?norrpn3i> ^ ^^
'

73. snsmmrfc*. **$* ****&*** ' V**™*™*1* 5ninn "
VFPZ II T-gl'hK.^'KtW &&*** ' t>l««t* V -

82~83 '
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the greed of the king himself As an extension of the king's

duty to protect, the works lay down that it is his duty to support

students, learned brahmanas, and sacrificors. 7* Vide Gaul X,

9-12, XVHI 31, Kaut. II. 1, Anusa^ana 61. 28-30, Santi 165. 6-7,

Visnudharmasutra HI. 79-80, Manu VII. 82 and 134, Yaj I
315 and 323 and HI 44, Matsya 215. 58, Ati-i 24 Tho Hindu
kings of ancient and medieval India followed this advice with
great liberality for centuries and the subject has already been

treated in vol II.pp 113, 856-864. The function*; of Government
werenot supposed to end with the maintenance of peace and order,

hut Government must be an instrument of the diffusion of culture.

The king is also called upon to support helpless and aged people, the
blind, the cripple, lunatics, widows, orphans, those suffering from
diseases and calamities, pregnant women by giving them medi-
cines,lodging, food and clothing according to their requirements'".
VideVas 19.35-36, Visnudharmasutra TIL 65, Matsya 215. 62,
Agni 225 25, Adiparva 49. 11, Sabha 18. 24, Virataparva 18. 24,
Santi 77.18 The Kajanlti-prakasa (pp. 130-131) quotes*6 the
VianudhaTmottara requiring the king to honour and protect chaste
women (pativratfis) and Sankha-Likhita to the effect that even
ksatriyas and vaisyas who cannot maintain themselves by the
methods prescribed by the sastras for them should approach the
king who should help them with the means of livelihood and they
should work for the king in the manner laid down for them and
that sudras also should apply their skill and crafts for the benefit
of the king when so maintained" Medhatithi on Manu V. 94
states that when a king supports his subjects in a famine* by
distributing food from his treasury no question of his being in
mourning would come in the way These provisions for the old,
the blind, the'widows, orphans and helpless persons and for the
Tehef of unemployed ksatriyas, vaisyas and sudras strike one as

»«*« SlfSa 86. 24 ( = WW 215 62 = wftgem 225. 25 with slight varia-

ft%* quoted in ^flifr,. p 138 , sfc^jte^^^m^Z
saJL i^^ysi! »«**•* n ^«n%:iTOTRs<r! fan tm m^isprang n KRjsftiS* p. 130. -

^nfeS*STr5ft^^^"^srot W3*n after: tffcra?is<t5*lfcrt
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rather modern in tone In many modern countries the State

hag become the means of providing services for the greater part

of its subjects, not only armed forces and the police, but social

•services such as education, public health, medical attendance,

insurance against unemployment, old age, widowhood, and

orphanage, lelief of poverty &o In ancient India, though there

weie naturally no Acts of Parliament guaranteeing the above

bervices to the subjects, public opinion, the views of eminent

writers and the practice of the best kings created an atmosphere

in which it was thought that it was imperative for the king

representing the State and. its resources to encourage learning, to

care for the blind, the deciepit, the old and the widowed and to give

employment to those who weie unemployed Asoka constructed

hospitals for men and animals (2nd Rock Edict at Kalsiin

C II vol 1, p 28), alms-houseg, rest houses, watering places,

shady trees on the highways and inigation works, visited and

supported the aged (8th Girnar Rock Edict in C I I p 15). In

the 2nd century B Kharavela, emperor of Kalinga, declares in

his Hathigumpha Inscription (E I vol. XX p 71atp 86) that

in the very first year of his reign he constructed embankments

round the Ehiblra lake m the Kalinga capital and renovated all

public gardens Rudradaman in the 2nd century A. D repaired

the Sudarsana lake at great cost from his own treasury without

levying fresh taxes or benevolences (pranaya) or forced labour

The Anusasanaparva says that good kings should TO construct

meeting halls, pmpas, tanks, temples and lodging places for

brahmanas The Matsyapurana 215. 64 remarks that the king

should give to those who stay m hermitages food, oil and pots

Vide Ap. Dh S IL 2 4, 21 and Haradatta thereon as to provision

for sudra guests. It is quite possible that these rules of the tests

were not literally followed by all kings, but it is well-known

how even legislative enactments are carried out by the subordi-

nate staff in all countries including those of the West One has

only to turn to Dickens "Olivei Twist* for some indication of

the administration of Poor Laws and work-houses in England

about a hundred years ago

As regards the king's daily routine Kaut I 19, Manu VH.

145-147, 216-226, Yaj. 1 327-333, Sukranlti I 276-285, Agnipurana

235, Visnudharmottara 11151, BhagavataX 70 4-17,Nitiprakasika

VH3L 9 ff, Rajamtiprakasa pp 153-169 and other works lay down

«3*mrsre^ quoted »n irt hi. I. part 1 p 466.
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detailed roles, which have been already sot out ( H. of Dh. vol. II

pp. 805-80G) Every day on rUing from his bed the king was

advised ( by Maim VII. 37) to wait upon br&hmanas loarnod in

the three Vedas and endowed with wisdom and to abide by their

direotions. Vas. I, 39—11, Gattt, XI. 13-1-t say the same. In

giving this advice exaggerated claim? wow made for brahmanas
which have been already set out before Vide H. Dh. vol II

pp. 135-136 and Anus&sana 33 2-8. The king was also expected

to show himself to all people every day (Ayodhyi 100 51,

SabM5.90)M .

An extremely high ideal was placed before tho king by the
Kautiliya, the Mahabharata and other works In the Artha-
sastra 1. 19 Kautily

a

80 proclaims the magnificent ideal 'in the
happiness of the subjects lies the happiness of the king, in their
welfare lies his welfare ; the good of the king does not consist
in what is pleasing to himself, but what is pleasing to the
subjects constitutes his good'. Similar words occur in the
Vismidharraasutra IH last verse 8I The Mahabhirata (Santi 69.
72-73) purports to quote two verses of Angvras { i e. Brliaspati ),
one of which says ' of what use is topas to that king or of what
use are even sacrifices to him who has well looked after his
subjects ? He is surely one who knows all dharmas * Kautilya
compares the king to the performer of a sacrifice, in which his
vrata** (in the case of the sacrificer observances about food
scratching the body &c.) consists in being ever active, the
sacrifice consists in issuing orders for carrying out the business
(of the State), the sacrificial fee (that the king pays ) is his

?9- ^^itf^n3Mnftrflss^a:i*rerasf5 90.

QneenVatorum ,t„ , h ., •

f the famous Proclamat.on of

*- P.n35 £orthe batho{ thl SlL; '

*" " PP "3»* 140 ™*
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impartiality to all ( lit behaving in the same way to all ), and
his coronation corresponds to the bath of the person who is

consecrated for a sacrifice Santiparva M ( 56. 44 and 4G ) and
Nltiprakusika VHI 2 declare that a king like a pregnant woman
should not do what is pleasing to him, but what would conduce to

the good of the people and the ancient dharma for a king is to

keep tho subjects contented. In Santi 90 1 and 5 it is said ' the

king is there for tho upholding of dharma and not for acting as he

likes and that all beings have to depend on dharma which in its

turn depends on the king '. In Udyogaparva 118. 13-14 a king

exclaims * the wealth I possess is for the benefit of the urban and
rural population and not for my own enjoyment ; for, that king

who at his sweet will gives away what ( really is not his but

)

belongs to others doos not bocomo endowed with spiritual merit

nor with fame '. King Marutta is warned by his grand-mother

in the Markandeya 8* (130. 33-34) that the king's body is not

meant for pleasures but for undergoing great trouble in protec-

ting the eaTth and carrying out his duties Ancient writers

loved to dwell upon the rule of the king as paternal. Jlaut.

II 1 states that tho king should favour like a father those who
are outside the rules for remission of taxes Yaj 7. 334 requires

the king to be like a father to his subjects and servants Vide

Santi 139. 104-105 for the same idea.
*s In the RamSyana JDL3.

28-47 and V 35. 9-14 the virtues of the prince Rama are

Bet out in great detail, where it is said that Rama behaved like

a father ( IL 2 39 ), that he sympathized with the people in

their sorrows and was pleased like a father when the subjects

celebrated festivals The Ramayana u HI 6 11 declares that

it would be a great adharma on the part of that king who takes a

83. wfawnSmM wgrrm?: wmrsr « stiffST- 57 u; *mrw »r(3r°ft ffeart

?* f94 *nKrrs3*rac >nSW f^mra^ ewi iifriiumwiH » ui«fa>4 ssSrsr &P
tpftaotitai • ^ fW 3 ifcim <ma*tafed^ » snPa 56 45-46; the first la

<fii3nthl (?l5iT VIII. 2 which reads the last pada fmt g^foMU?<K- Wff? tratr

vptik st 3;wwinna « — u*f f§sf*a isjrrf** u^ *raf** rasft " grrfor go

lands «fh3rratRp$ a «fflnff iRnwhnr: " wnraV ft w* trcrrit <m*«f

mvgla i «r ^ vwot mriapawfr *i5ran «t * « 'ranr H8 13-14.

m<h"5f WO 33-34.

85. i^»KTTsr*:5ir«t*f3c§«re<'Tt*ms ' wrwsfrcpn^nwjawriw-

«rfe»: i ftsrt ft wsn sNr^r sjsrrsrt ^rsg^rfarat i «ffri*a M»- 104-ios.

86. sro* s«r?THW »t*W *gnd: ' ft **% ^f^ynv " ww9
gsrsra:«3W«rw8 6 «•
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sixth part of the produce ( of fields ) and doo3 not protect his

subjects as if they were his children. These sentiments are

echoed by classical poets like Kalidasa in the Sakuntala V. 5

and VL 23 and the Raghuvamsa (I. 24 } In the Harsa-

carita(V) the dying king Frabhakaravnrdhana consoles his

young and favourite son Harsa by exhorting him to reflect over

the idea that kings are to bo deemed to have relatives in their

subjects and not merely in agnates. 8** Asoka also in his

Edicts harps on the paternal relation ' all men aTO my
children' (the first separate Jaugadh Edict, C. 1 1 vol I

pp. Ill and 114).

There were, it appears, several grades of mlers from the
most ancient times The word lajtm occurs in numerous places
in the Bgveda. It is applied to such gods as Mitra and Varuna
(Rg. VH 64 %), Varuna (Rg I 24 12 and 13, X. 173. 5)
It appears to be used in two senses, via (l)'king' asinftg.
1 65 7, m. 43. S { 'will you make me the protector of people, tho
king, Indra *

), IV. 4 1, IX. 7. 5, X. 174. 4 ) and (2)
' noble ' as

in Rg. IX. 10. 3, X78.1, X.97.6 ('where the plants come
together as nobles in an assembly ' rujuna}} samitaviua ). In Hg.
Vm. 21 18 it is said 87 'Citra who gave thousands and ten
thousands is the only king, others are only small chiefs along
the bank of the SaTasvatl'. The word 'samraj' is known to
the Bgveda and is used as an epithet of Varuna (in ftg VL 68 9)
and of Indra (in $g VHL 16.1) andthe word samrajya also
occurs m relation to Varuna in $g L 25 10. In &g. VIIL 37 3
Indra is said to be sole ruler of the world ( ekarat ) It is not un-
likely therefore that the idea of an emperor who had suze-
rainty over several kings was known, though it is possible that

t w ^ I'. J*Tld ls used onl* in a metaphorical sense.

? *S ^A3
"
7~8 tt * Baid that ten kings though they

formed a confederacy could not vanquish king SudSs and thatin the ten kings' battle [duiarajne) Indra and Varuna helpedSudss who was surrounded by them on all sides. A very large

to?iZl ?
mgS J™^6*^ name in numerous places In

tbe_Sgveda ( e. g. L 53. 8 and 10, I 54. 6, L 100 17 V1L 33 2VM. 3. 12,
.
VJJL 4. 2 ) Besides these it appears that there were'
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tribal chiefs or governments of such clans or tribes a, theAnn. Drahvns, Turvasas, Pfirus, Yadus (Rg I i0S 8 allKthe plural, Vn 18 6 and VJII 6 46 ) W JLJSLS 2£words are used n the singular, when they mean ' aling ochief of that clan '. Vide Eg Vm 4. 7, VEI 10 5, IV 30 17 inthe Atharvaveda III 4 1 (may you shine forth as the sole ruler ofmen) that « ord (eUrat) 13 x^ed in its literal sense and in Atharva
\ J 38.1 (may *» Indra conquer and may ho never be defeated, may
he shine as the overlord among kings) the idea of an emperor
(acifmaja

) is clearly set forth In Rg. X 128 9" the word 'adhi-
raja must bo taken in the same sense The Atharvaveda speaks
of an Ugra which word seems to mean a formidable king (or
emperor

) Then you chase &-a ay disease as a formidable ( king

)

who is in the midst (of many kings presses hard each of them)'
IV 9 4 In the Atharvaveda ID. 4. 3 it is said 'May the vgm see
a lot of tribute'. In Rg X 34 8 the word tigra has probably
the same sense viz ' a formidable king ' In the Tai S II 6 2. 2
it is said that men are held (supported or restrained) by the king
( tasmad rajna manusya. vidhrtah ) In the Tai S I 8 10 2
occur" the words in the Cnrf formula recited in theKajasuya
'May the gods extract for men great power, great overlordship,

great sovereignty over people, this, O Bharatas, is your king,
while Soma is king of us brahmanas \ The exact relation of the
two words ' adhipatya ' and ' janarajya ' is not clear. Similar
words occur in Vaj S IX 40 and X 18 and in Kathaka XV 5 In
the Ait Br (39 1) it is said90that 'whoever desires the king to attain

supremacy over all kings, to attain to the rank of emperor and
desires that he be the supreme ruler, the sole emperor (ekarat) of the
whole earth bounded by the sea up to its very extremities should

be consecrated and crowned with the Atndra Malmbhiseka after

making him take an oath.' In this passage the meanings of the

words 'bhaujya', 'svarajya', 'vairajya' and 'paramesthya' in

S7b ?*5t spurn «r to spiral sfiftrai wag wsnrit 1 snret? VI 98 1

ss ^sr ^qrsrr snr & i«i^5^mT«nsra sntjnrj are 1 irenr* ^?r Mrf^rr

OTfiy^r afar *^TH<^igii5m^< u 57 x 12s 9.

89. $ %m %^55tm sr §wns<r<rpioTO^wgro gro *£t snrnr «sa wriS-

10.2 VideH Dh vol II p 1217 and n 2651.

annm^Hi vmm*tT*frr. wrTst sn^nr^mralg: gf&«^ ^?g5<nrT;srrin inBTtisf*

chiSh^t Jnjmfa* 1" surer siinPuMiwfirsif^ 1 $ srr 39 l.
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relation to sovereignty over people aro not clear. They aw

probably hyperbolical and grandiloquent words to convey sup-

reme power. Even a brahmana, according to vodjc texts, may

perform the Vajapeyaif he desires * svarajya ' which moans super-

eminence. Paramesthin means ' Prajapati ' and so paramesthya

simply means godlike power. Further there is no apparent

reason why, after rising high from samrajya to * paramesthya
*

there should he a descent to more 'rajya' and '
maharajya .

Sayana 9 ' takes 'rajya* and 'marmrajya' at tho end of the

passage as referring to the position of the king in
_
the

next world. This is rather far-fetched. Jayaswal (in 'Hindu

Polity', part 1 pp. 89-90 and p. 133 ) takes these words to

mean* the Bhaujya constitution &c.' relying on the occurrence

of the Bhojas in Asoka's Kock Edicts VandXBland in Khara-

vela's Inscription, on the appearance of Bhojas as rulers in

Western India and the town of Bhuj in Cutch and ' vairajya ' as

kingless system and 'svarajya' as 'Belf-ruling system'; but this is

all unwarranted and is a fair sample of the way in which some

of Jayaswal's theories are built up. It passes one's understanding

how a paramount sovereign is promised vairajya (in Jayaswal's

sense ) in the Ait. Br. In the Rgveda ( V. 66. 6 ) we have the

word 'svarajya' ("which probably means the same thing as
' svarajya ' ) in ' Let us strive for an all-embracing sovereignty,

which will afford protection to many' 98
. In the Satapatha

Brahmana the distinction between a king (rajan) and an emperor
is very clearly expressed as follows: 'For, by offering the

Rajasuya he becomes king and by the Vajapeya he becomes
emperor; and the office of king is the lower and that of emperor
higher' (V. 1. 1. 13 ). Satapatha IX. 3 4. 8 contains the same
idea again. In Satapatha I 6. & 21 it is said ' before the slaying
of Yrtra he was Indra, it is true; but after slaying Vrtra he
became Mahendra, even as a king ( rajan ) becomes a maharaja
after obtaining victory '. These passages are sufficient to establish
that the idea of a suzerainty extending over many kingdoms was
known in the times of the Rgveda and bad been fully developed
before the composition of the Aitareya and Satapatha Brahmanas.

91. QFqUr (oatj art. 37 2 where also these -words occur) explains

*j^*w»n5TO3»i;r3R3*ii s?ftwr arftapini'-, i iwi «. 87 says 'anj
sfc&a *^re^ffiftfNnggat « sartre**: war afar: ssrfetft frorea: i >

92- W'q5pSipr«tJ«T^t^^^JMS »«?rf%S ^qrc^ ^{| ip*^ u
Wt. v, 66. 6.
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The AitareyaBrahmana mentions by name twelve emperors of
ancient India and the Satapatha thirteen (XBI 5 4 1-19)
Panini explains

(J.
1. 41-42 ) • s5rva-bhauma' as 'the lord of the

* --_whole earth The Amarakosa states that the words Tai
parthiva

, ksmabhrt', 'nrpa\ 'bhupa' and 'mahlksif are
synonyms and mean 'king', that a king before whom all
feudatories humble themselves is styled ' adhlsvara', 'cakravartin'
sarvabhauma'ie these three last words are synonyms The

word cakravartin' is derived" by Kslrasvamin as 'one who wields
lordship over a circle of kings ' or ' who makes the circle ( i e
kingdom

) abide by his orders'. The word ' cakravartin ', though
not so ancient as ' sarvabhauma ', has been employed from very
ancient times The Maitrl TJpanisad 1 4 mentions'4 15 cakra-
vartins The R&janltiprakasa (p. 58) quotes'5 a passage from
the Samavidbana Brabmana ( BX 5. 2

)
' the priest should perform

the coronation with the EkavrsaSaman for that king whom he
desires to be the sole ruler and whose circle of territory ( he does
not desire ) to be overwhelmed ( by an enemy )

'. Here probably
is one of the earliest references to the derivation of the word
cakravartin. In the Mahavagga (Selasutta, SB E. vol Xp 103).

Lord Buddha is made to say ' I am a king, an incomparable,

religious king (dharmaraja); with justice (dhammena) I turn

the wheel, a wheel that is irresistible *. Here the idea of the

secular cakravartin is carried into the moral and spiritual sphere.

In the Fansghat Inscription (of about ZOO B C ) occurs the word
'apratihataeakasa* (i. e—cakrasya) VideASWI.vol. V p SOat

p.60. Kharavela is styled Kalinga-cakravartin intheManchapuri
record of his chief queen (E L vol XX p 86n), 'supavstavijaya-

caka' ( supravrttavijaya-cakra, in L 14) and ' pavata-caka

'

( pravrtta-cakra in 1 17 ) of his Hathigumpha Inscription (EI
Vol. XX at pp. 88-89 ) Kautilya ( IX. 1 ) defines the land of the

cakravartin" as the territory on the earth spreading towards the

trrsnrtsr<t HI. S 2, q in ^fild't P 58 ^miT paraphrases ^w by wtal..

96, a>T{ jrffisfir tRTT ^sraWS5I»3TS^i'dH ^|5I^W^'HMRMI"lnnilV

gai^faiifg^i mfc?* ix i; flmCiaVimtfi
1 r^pru*r5 wsrsfnrt nnrntm

<Hg;*f$§m. ' a«- W^WH^^^Jf *TO% I WPnrrffeNn P 92 Vide JayaswaTs

History of India* plate TV after p 21X where there is a wheel with eight

spokes on a pillar with an inscription (vakatakanam }.
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north from the sea to the Himalaya, which is a thousand yojanas

in extent when measured in a straight line. The same idea

ooours in the ESvyamlmarhsa of R&jasekhara (p. 92). Kautilya

also employs the expression ' caturanto T3.J3. ' ( a king of the earth

up to its four houndaries). Santi-parva" speaks of a ruler

who hrings the whole earth under one umbrella. On the birth of

Harsa, the chief astrologer told his father Prabhakaravardhana

that the boy would be the leader of the seven cakravartins

( Harsacarita IV ). In some woTks the six cakravartins are said

to be Mandhata, Dhundhumara.HaTiscandra, Pururavas, Bharata,

Kartavlrya. Tho Sabhaparva ( 15. 15-16 ) mentions five emperors

of old viz. Yauvanasva ( Mandhata ), BhagJratha, Kartavlrya,

Bharata and Marutta. Vide Dr. N. N. Law's ' Aspects of Ancient

Indian Polity ' pp. 17-&1 for exhaustive lists of ancient emperors,

from the MahabhaTata, the Satapatba Brahmana and other works.

This ideal of cakravartin was set before them by all ambitious

and energetic Indian rulers from ancient times. The result was
that constant wars took place. We have a galaxy of historical

emperors that emulated such mythical heroes and emperore as

Mandhata and Bharata and practically realized the ideal. To
name only a few, Oandragupta, Asoka, Pusyamitra, Bhavanaga of

the Bharasivas, PravaTasena Yakataka, Samudragupta and Harsa
are great names in our ancient history. Even if this ideal of

universal empire had not been there, wars could not have been
avoided. That was a very usual thing everywhere in the ancient
world. Only about 700 years ago, Britain, which is a very
Bmall country compared to India, had three kingdoms engaged in
constant warfare.

The Matsya-purana ( 114 9-10 ) first gives the dimensions of
Bharata-varsa from South to Forth ( from Cape Comorin to the
source of the Ganges ) as one thousand yojanas, states that its

extent is ten thousand yojanas (when measured upwards across
the boundaries ) and that on all borders of it there are Mlecohas
and that Yavanas and Kiratas dwell to its east and west ( verse
11 ) and that the king who conquers the -whole of Bharatavarsa is
styled ' samrat ' ( verse 15 ). Vide Brahmapurana 17. 8 ff for
almost the same words. The Sukranltisara (L 183-187) states that
a samanta is one whose yearly revenue is from 1 to 3 lakhs of
silver karsas without oppressing the people, the revenue of a
msndalika is from 4 to 10 lakhs, that of a rajan is from 11 to 20

97. ^^itrWi^^jjd^rt^^wsrtferyi^rPB^,
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lakhs, of a mahar&ja from 21 to 50 lakhs, of a svarSt from 51

lakhs to a orore, of a viral from two crores to ten, of the sarva-

bhauma (who wields suzerainty over the whole earth i. e

Bharatavarsa ) from 11 crores to 50. Though these definitions

may be regarded as scholastic and too rigid tohave been practically

followed they do convey a sufficiently clear idea about the power

of a feudatory, a king and an emperor. The Sabhaparya'8

( 15. 2 ) says ' there are kings in each house, who do what pleases

them , but they do not reach the position of emperor, which title

can be acquired with groat difficulty', and 'that king under whose

sole dominion the world abides secures the position of samraj '•

In these and other places ' world 'means ' Bharatavarsa ' for which

see H. Dh vol. E pp 17-18. Sovereignty ( samrajya ) consisted

in ancient India not necessarily or invariably in acquiring con-

trol over vassal kings in all their affairs Generally the supreme

ruler did not hanker after territory so much as after having his

superior prowess acknowledged. The descriptions of digwjayas

(world conquests) in the Mahabharata (e g. of Panduin Mi
113, of Arjuna and the other Pandava brothers in Sabha, chap.

26-32) show that there was no aggrandizement by acquiring

fresh territory but all that was desired was to make the several

kings submit and pay tribute or offer presents Arjuna

expressly says in Sabha 25 3 that he would bring tribute from

all kings and the conquered kingB are generally represented as

submitting and making presents of gems, golds, horses, cows

to the conqueror. The Allahabad stone pillar
98 Inscription of

Samudragupta (Gupta Ins p 8) states that the pratyanta

(bordering) kings of Samatata and other countries and the

Malava and other tribal oligarchies fully gratified Samudra-

gupta's commands by giving all tribute, by obeying his orders

and by coming to perform obeisance Santi 96 insists that

conquests should be made according to dharma Empire did

not mean imposition of the language or the government system

of the conqueror on the conquered country The conquerors

duty as understood by ancient Indian works was quite different

sj^^mnKT I Gupta Inscriptions p. 8.
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as will be presently shown. Kautilya (201. 1) declares'
00 that

there are three kinds of invadorB, viz. dharmmjaym (who is

satisfied with mere submission or obeisance), lobhamjayin (who

is satisfied with gain in land and money), awnii'jaj/iT; (who is

not satisfied with land and money only hut Tobs the defeated

king of his son, wife and life ). The Nltivakyamrta ( pp. 362-363,

Yuddhasamuddesa) defines the three almost in the same words.

This shows that in the first two kinds of conquests the conquered

state retained its own institutions, organisation and government

intaot. Bana gives 10 ' in very striking language whatHarsa

proclaimed when he started against the treacherous king of

Gauda and on diguijaya It appears that oven the queens of

vanquished chiefs had to perform the duties of maids at the

time of the coronation of the emperor and empress, as queen

Yasomatt says to Harsa (in Harsacarita Y). Vide Sabha 31.

73-74 where Bibhlsana is said to have come with presents to

Sahadeva. Asoka (in Kalsi Edict No. X33I in C. 1. 1. 1, pp. 44

and 46, ed by Hultasch) speaks of his conquest being rfharma-

vijaya. This means that he foreswore greed and cruelty and
wanted that his influence be only acknowledged. The Pallava

king Sivaskandavannan (of Kafici) who had performed the

Agnistoma, Ya^japeya and Asvamedha sacrifices calls himself

dliamma-iiKihaiajadhiraja (a dharma-vijayl emperor) in B. J,

vol. L p. 5. In the Dudia plate of Pravarasena 31, Prthvlsena is

styled dharma-vijayin ( E. I vol. 131 p. 258 at p. 261 ). Samudra-
gupta's conquest of South India seems to have been only a
dharmavijaya. As time went on the titles of kings grew in
grandiloquence, Asoka whose empire extended at least from
Afganistan to the Bay of Bengal and included some part of the
Deocan and Mysore calls himself 'rajd\ Kharavela is styled only
maharaja and Kalingadhipati in the Hathigumpha Inscription.

3«*riiJ i <«*<w4ia i TvunFt *T*nx igf*[?s*i^ofa (5NPNrt a^rie? swsi'srfKrsr-

w®W xti i , ^ tpij^spri *rsn fqfr<w>i ar wge-s JnTTOTrW^r *r

Tfogrfa i h Bfrrffenft ttsit 'ft 5^»t ^trftrar: morrfirmSttj *r sT^^rtf^ i

gtssrfepTf v; mnrrOTi^'mmll»< wftafirarfc ' ^frf^n- pp. 36Z-363. Vide
R»\a*mr%rn 14S 21 lor m?i3siVr kmg and ant?H^ ^r.

loi. ^t^jt ^t^f ^psfrra^Rri grns <M4Hm WsUttjutrr <n wat %iW3r-

"

^"i^ "ro«ft $*aie<ft <*r 5fst wramtwr *rarw*% swrosros ?r i

STOTO VI, M
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Huviska, the Kusana emperor, is styled McMrajcrt-ajaHraja-

demputra (EI. vol. I. pp. 371, 386 ). Saraudragupta is simply
maharaja (Gupta Inscriptions p 8). But later emperors styled

themselves paramabhattaraka-maharajadhiraj'a (Gupta Inscrip-

tions p. 70, Indore copperplate of Skandagupta of Gupta year

146 i. o. 465-66 A. D.) or sometimes 'parama-bhattaraka-maba-

rajadhiraj*a-paramesvara* (Gupta Inscriptions No, 39, p. 176

copperplate of the Valabhi king Slladitya in 447 of the Valabhi

era i. e 766-67 A. D ). Ancient works are not very particular

about the epithets they employ when speaking of a king or an

emperor Santi (68 54) says that a king is praised with the

epithets rajan, bhoja, virfit, Bamrat, ksatriya, bhupati and

nrpa. ,0B Dasaratha is styled raja in Ayodhya 2 2. and maha-

raja in 18.15 and 57.32. The Rajanltiratnakara (pp 3-4) holds

that kings are of three kinds; viz. emperor (saim-at), one who

pays tribute and one who does not pay even tribute (but is not

a samrat), quotes several verses from a work of Narada on

politics and states that the words cakravartin, samrat, adhlsvara

and maharaja are synonyms. Kings aspiring to be called

samrat performed the Rajasuya and Asvamedha in ancient

India. The Sabbaparva 13.30 speaks of Rajasuya as fit to be

performed by a samrat. Senapati Pusyamitra (about 180 B C )

is said to have performed two Asvamedhas (vide E. I vol XX

p 54,57). TheGhosundi Inscription (E I. vol. 16 p. 25 and

E I. vol 22 p 198 ) speaks of Sarvatata, a great devotee of Vfenu,

as a performer of Asvamedha. Kharavela (who was a Jain)

performed Rajasuya (E. I. vol. XX at p 79) The Vakataka

king Pravarasena I had performed four Asvamedhas (E I. vol.

HI p 258 and Gupta Inscriptions No 55). In the Vakataka

copperplates the Bharasivas are extolled as having performed

ten Asvamedhas (E. Lin 258 at p. 260) The Salankayana

king Vijayadevavarma, whose capital was at Vengi m Anahra,

is eaid to have performed an Asvamedha (E.IIXp 56 about

350 A D ) The Oalukya king Pulakesm I had performed Asva-

medha (E. L vol. VI p 1 and IX. p 100) about 550 A D Pusya-

mitra is styled simply Senapati in the Malf*™rt£^1
when he sends a message to his son about attending the Rajasuya

*ii%S*tfi& "Wf^r 68. 54.
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Maharaja Madhavavarman performed eleven Asvamedhas and

one thousand Agnistomas (I. H. Q vol. IX p 278). Vide H. Dh.

vol II pages 1238-1239 for a few more historic examples of the

performers of Asvamedha.

Kautilya ( VEL 16 ) prescribes that the conqueror should not

covet the territory, wealth, sons and wives of the slain ( in

battle), that he should re-instate the late king's kinsmen in

their proper places ( or positions ), that he Bhould instal the son of

the deceased king on the throne of his father and adds that the

emperor who kills or imprisons the kings that submit and covets

their lands, wealth, sons or wives provokes the man$ala ( the

circle of States ) and makes it rise against himself. Yajfiavalkya

( L 342-43 ) prescribes that it is the duty of the conqueror to

protect the conquered country in the same way as his own
country and the conqueror is to respect the customs of the con-
quered country, its laws and the usages of the families therein

The Visnudharmasutra ,os
( HI 42 and 47-49 ) enjoins upon

the conqueror not to uproot the usages of the conquered country,
to establish in its capital some kinsman ( of the slain king ) and
not to destroy the royal family unless it be of low birth Manu
(VK 202-203) and Agnipurana 236-22 prescribe similar rules
The Kamayana (YIL 62-18-19) requires the conqueror, after
uprooting the king, to establish another king there in order to
ensure stable government. Vide Santi 33-43-46 quoted above on
P. 40. Katyayana (q iu the Rajanltiprakssa p. 411) prescribes that
even when the (vanquished) king is at fault, the conqueror
should not ruin the country (for the fault of the vanquished
Kmg), smce he (the vanquished king) did not start (on his
career of

)
wrong-doing with the consent of his subjects. The

E^anitaprakasa draws from this the conclusion that the
ministers with whose consent the war was started may be
harassed by ihe conqueror. This advice was generally followed

?LTr+t
C

°TriBandemper0rS- *^4aman (15015)* Btytod tte establisher of kings that had lost their terrftorles(m the Junagadh Ins., E. I vol. VIE at p. 44) and inih!^ahabadSt-me Pillar Inscription of SamuL^pta £ is s£ath^h^fara^feavelled over the whole world because of hfe
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having re-established several royal families that had lost their

kingdoms (Gupta Inscriptions, p 8). The Sukranltisara (IV.

7>397-399 ) requires the conqueror to support the well-behaved

son and the queen of the vanquished king or to give a fourth of

the conquered kingdom to him and only BV part of it to one who

is not endowed with good qualities and the conqueror may
appropriate the whole treasury of the conquered

The coronation of a king was a very solemn and important

ceremony. Reasons of space forbid any lengthy treatment but

something must be said about it In the medieval text-books,

various procedures are described from different sources The

Rajanltiprakasa (pp. 42-112), the Nlti-mayukha ( pp 1-13) and

the Rajadharmakaustubha (pp. 237-374), the Raja Dh K (U.

pp. 6-10 ) quote procedures of coronation from the Ait Br., the

Gopatha Br., the Samavidhana Br, the Brahmapurana, the

Visnudharmottara and other works The procedure from the

Puranas probably originated when persons of the sudra caste

frequently became kings. The Rajanitiprakasa 101
( p 112 ) says

that there being different procedures of coronation rites based on

Vedic texts, some hold, following the dictum of Sahara (on

Jaimini H. 4 9 ), that the coronation rite should comprehend all

the different items mentioned in the several vedic texts ( provided

they do not contradict each other ), while others hold that there

should be no comprehensive inclusion of all items but each vedic

or smrti procedure should be followed separately by itself. Mitra-

misra concludes that the purobita should follow that course

which is nearest to his own sakha The Rajadharmakaustubha

(p 339 ) says that as the rite described in the Visnudharmottara

contains the largest number of details,' one who is able to

do so may follow that Purana, while for those who cannot

do so there is an option or students of the Rgveda may follow the

Rgvidhana mode, of the Samaveda the Samavidhana Br and all

mav follow the Purana mode of coronation I shall first briefly

indicate What procedure was followed in some vedic texts such

as the Gopatha Brahmana, the Samavidhana Br and m the

Grhyasutras, then point out what was done in the times of the

*L!?ir «Z (£ H 4 9 )Sa remarks * fafr *!*J™'
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epics and set out the prominent items in tba procedure of the

puranas.

The Aitareya Brahmana ( 38 ) describes the Great Corona-

tion of Indra(^ltnrfra tot/iSM^c/m) and in that connection mentions

how the kings of the Satvatas in the south were called ' Bhoja

'

after coronation, the kings of the eastern countries weTe called
' samrat ', the kings in the -west were called ' svarat * and the

kings of the north i a of countries beyond the Himalaya ( viz.

TTttarakurus and Uttaramadras ) were called 'virat*. Then
( in 39 } it states that the ksatriya king is to be made to take an
oath and is to be crowned in the manner of the Aindra Maba-
bhiseka 10

'. The oath which the ksatriya is to take before the
priest with faith is : 'the merit of sacrifices and good works that
belongs to me from the night I was born up to the night on
which I shall die, my worlds, good deeds, life, progeny,—these
you may destroy if I hate ( or prove false to ) thee'. Vide note 41
above for the coronation oath in Santi 59. 106 ft It will be noticed
that this passage of the Ait. Br. contains no undertaking given by
the king to the people to rule according to dharma or for their
welfare. So this passage cannot strictly be interpreted as postula-
ting a contractual basis for the authority or power of the king, as
donebyJayaswal( 'in Hindu Polity* part IL p. 28). The Ait
Br. sets out the materials ( mmbharas ) for the coronation of a

l!
EJ iD fap

"
Z9 '%) ^ £rnftB of nyagrodha, udumbara,

asyattha and plaksa trees, grains of small rice, large^feed rice,
priyangu and barley, a couch of udumbara with span-long feet a
spoon with a four-cornered scooped basin of udumbara and an
udumbara vessel, on one of which two the other materials were
to be placed and curds, honey, clarified butter and rain watergateed when the sun is shining. The mantras to be recitedaremenfaonedm 39-3-4 and the fee in 39-6. In the BajasQya

SK^-80*^ *he Plin0ipal Iite *» *» Abhisecanlya inwhich the fang is bathed with waters brought from seventhpurees in seventeen vessels of udumbara Ztvmnm
Sj^StatT ******** ^^^iprakSafp.£
th bSS°

Br00edr6 * COIOna«^feom the Ait. Br Inthe Eajasuya, among thfs mimm&ry rites are the ofienngs

^tf^^Miy™®™*?* ** WWW «i» V*V
10
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called 'ratninam havlinsi' (tho offerings in tho houses of the
jewelB, which are twelve). Vide H. Dh. vol. H pp. 1215-16
They have a symbolical value. The person to be crowned re-
cognizes the importance of his high functionaries and is declared
to be their king and they are supposed to approve of him as
king. In the Abhisecanlya rite of the Rajasuya, there are two
parts, a religious and a popular. First, the adhvaryu and tho
other priests sprinkle the king with holy water collected from
various sources in vessels; then the king's brother, a friendly
ksatriya and a vaisya also Bprinkle him with the holy water.
This last is symbolic of the popular approval of the coronation.

The Tai Br. II. 7. 15-17 deals with coronation. It first

gives the seven mantras for seven ahutis that are offered. A
tiger skin is spread on which the king is seated and he is

sprinkled with holy water in which sprouts of barley and durva

grass are mixed up ; the king ascends a chariot to the accom-

paniment of mantras, then the four wheels of the chariot are

touched, the purohita and charioteer are addressed with man-

tras; Anumati, the Earth (aB mother), and Heaven (as father)

are implored to approve of the coronation, the king is made to

look up towards the Sun and then the king looks on the sub-

jects; the king then undergoes shaving when seated on a chair

of udumbaia wood, then his arms and hBad are anointed with

milk blended with clarified butter

The Nltimayukha pp. 4-5, Rajanltiprakasa pp 42-43,

Rajadharmakaustubha pp. 335-336 quote a passage from the

Gopatha Brahmanam on the rites of coronation as follows.—

We Bhall expound the rite of the coronation of the king Having

106. aWhjjinwnBiol—w ^rgflfWrariWIf arni5i(re»imi i f^pi'jffiW"

wrrcraHwr qteswwiK maw fSsrnft ^sfraw <z 5«%<ftf *nrfa *nmrrc a**

B% w*fa<ftwVeft*iWTir53#*f Stftwr *%& ***"? S*jfe
''**"?

tow i *r*w wfcaw wWfewfi ^ «rf&^nr9wipwra^« ws'W*

spares utrvfc* *5^5 ' ™w- wwtK^mr wffWi
c
"rrcera*^

RMMt « ^M*mt *r wM*" ar3* w »ft (pnmrnw^^Jrl

Jfe. pp. 42-43, ««f ^. PP. 33S-33C, tfnrfl^ PP 4-5. There are a few

vanants due to the scribes and the cd.lors not tains able torca

the Mss properly. The «JH)nnpr 19. 28 ««* 'V&* **» <*****

vrtuch is grori^ IV. 83. l. '
" f
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animation to Gopalha Brahmaw T5

collected the materials required such as hilva fruit,f-™£™
£s sixteen bilva fruits, earth from an ant-hil

,
oil WuuW

Serins, all liquids, and nil Winds of grains (unhusked).

S2S be four jars each of gold, .liver, copper and eta,.

Hating fiUed them, keeping their mouths up, with water f.om ft

deep reservoir of water or a lake to the accompaniment of the

mantra 'nSmainama't?) and having put the jars <to»n«m the

surface of the altar, he (the priest) should place one bilva fnut

apiece in each of the 16 jars and cast (Mo the ytn) the husked

and unhusked grains and all fluids, adding them (to the water)

in the golden jars with the mantras called Abhaya (Atharva-

veda 19 IS ), Aparajita, Ayusya (AthaTvavedal. 30) and Svas-

tyayana «*
( Atharvaveda L 81, VII. 85. 1, VII. 86. 1,VH 117.1),

in the silver jars, with the mantras called samsravya ( Atharva-

veda 19.1) and SamsikUya (Atharvaveda II. 26), in the copper

»ts with the mantras called Bhaisajya (Atharva VII. 45 ' janad*)

and Amhomuc,and in the earthen jars with Samvesa, Sarh-

vargya and Santattya mantras and with the PrSna hymn

(Atharvaveda XL 4). He should then bathe the king with

(the water of) the jars held by very holy and learned brah-

manas(srotriyas). He should consecrate the king seated on

the throne with the mantra ( Atharvaveda IV. 22. 1) 'O Indra,

make this my ksatriya prosper'. (The king) being thus bathed

should eat the several liquids, should make gifts of a thousand

cows to the brahmana priests who assist the chief priest, bestow

a good village on the chief priest He (the king) thereby

acquires great glory, enjoys the earth and always vanquishes

his foes'.

107 For Svastyayana vide H. Dh II. p S3 (n). For Sjasya vide

Kaastkasntra 52 IS ; for Abhaya, Kanaka 16. 8 ; far Aparijila hymns

Kauakasutra 14 7 note , (or Svastyayana, Kausika 8. 2 n ; the Santatiya are

Athatvaveda 1. 6 1,1.33 l.VII 68, VII 69 l&c. The Amhomue verses are

Atharva IV 23 29 Vide Nittraajvikba p.25 for Aparajita mantras. Tbe xnrmf-
p: (p. 7) quotes from the argrjpnor a long passage in which the mantras to

be recited by the pnrohita are stated to be these ' spfterer *ljW>8iM aifaaimV
?f% t m <$wiiSw ^rsrsrAM spot t sngnurw^ ^r erar nwr* «nnr. •

S«»RW5 iRsnai aat 3taqa*$ « «»3«MjKbtfc« wnw SEflSfl' » and
explains iktmilSlrf ^<Tl3W WStr: 1 «i»IT: gt'W-m^tJJIig^: I wtfaws arrg:

fsRW^rct i ?mnt»r: wmrwprf^ft i ufcro ur«? *w ftmitmt ?ft t ww-
WWrll *9 *?? ^tw<T £T> » S3nTr§ is the 6rst word of '*T3f. tf. 18, 38,

Wuffcw is » X 103, sdfrraCSKIH; « 8. m. HI. 12 3 2 and ljrei 3)S *w-
W3* is #. arr 1. 1. 7. 3, trt 5^ is <*j. VIII. 01. 13 and ^irta^t is

3B.X 152 2.
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The Samavidhana Brahmana 10* (EI 5) describes a shorter

rite :
" (The priest) should crown the king when the moon is m

the Pusya or Sravana constellation. Having brought waters

(separately in separate jars) from famous holy rivers (like the

Ganges) 109 and from the sea and having mixed in them rice,

barley, sesame and mSsa (black beans) grains and curds, honey,

flowers and gold, he should bathe the king seated on an auspici-

ous throne made of udumbara wood on which is spread tiger-skin

with the hair outside, from horn-pipes cutoff from the horns of

living cows to the accompaniment of the rahasya mantra

'abhratrvyah' (you are without an enemy &c, Rg. VDL 2113,

Samaveda 399 and 1489). He should bathe the king to the

accompaniment of the Ekavrsa hymn (instead of Itg VIE. 21.13)

whom he desires to be the sole ruler (of the earth) and whose

circle of kings is desired by him not to be overwhelmed by an

enemy. On the priest performing the coronation rite the king

should bestow the best village, a hundred maid servants and a

thousand cows and (the king) should be obedient to him (the

officiating priest
)
".

The Baud. Grhyasesasutra (I. 23) contains the procedure of

coronation, the whole of which is quoted by the BalambhattI on

the MitSksara on Yaj I 309. It is briefly as follows.—On the

5th or 13th &«» of the bright half when the moon is in Pusya

or Sravana or in any other auspicious constellation (naksatra),

two brahmanas are fed (the day previous). Then a worthy

pmofofa is chosen, who mutters certain texts. At sunset tt»

purohita makes a lotus-like circle in which are collected the

materials viz. waters of the ocean and of rivers mixe_d with rice,

barley, sesame, masas and panoagavya, and a bltadrasam;

maae

of udumbara, a tiger-skin, and golden jars and horns of cows

In the north-east part of tne palace, a lwma is performed mm
eight thousand ahuhsi. oblations) of rice &c to^«™T"
mentrffhefvBA**4thB ggyofrz and the mavfoa to TryambaKa

108. srafwRmi^-trat^fSftr^ w»3t ""**%.' $**t

carya on this ,

109 The witras who became allied to theTOW^™3™^!,
dacnfaed as m*W»WWWJlJftnww W&W'W™*™ ""^^

E I vol III p. 258
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(Tai. S. I. 8. 6. 2). The priest first propitiates tho goddess

LafcsmI with the hymn M0 to Sri and then washes tho crown with

cow's urine and dung, milk, curds, clarified butter and with

water mixed with hi&as to the accompaniment of appropriate

mantras, and ties an amulet (pratwam), and sprinkles the king

and his conveyance (horse ). At sunrise next day ( the day of

coronation) the tiger-skin is spread on the throne, the king sits

thereon facing the east, the priest takes the golden jars and
sprinkles the king with water falling upon him from the cone-

like horns of cows with several mantras ( such as those addressed

to waters, Varuna &c. ). After the king is made to take a bath,

a fee of a thousand raskas and a hundred dusts is paid to the

brahmaDas. Then the crown is placed on his head and drums
are beaten.

The Kausikasiitra of the Atharvaveda ( in 17.1-10 ) des-
cribes the abhiseka ( called laghu ) performed on the Yuvaraja,
MSndalika, Samanta and Senapati and { in 17.11-34 ) describes
the mahabhiseka of the king.

In the Rarnayana there are numerous references to corona-
tion. In the Yuddhakanda 131 we have a lengthy description
of the coronation of Rama. Some of the salient features are

:

Rama was shaved that day, had a bath and put on costly
clothes. Site ahso was suitably dressed and ornamented. Rama
sat in a chariot and went through the capital, when Bharata
heid the reins, Satrughna held the umbrella, Laksmana the
white chowne-, then Rama rode an elephant; drums were
beaten and conches were blown ; as auspicious signs gold, cows,
maidens, brahmanas, men with sweetmeats in their hands passed'
in front of Rama; the citizens had raised banners on every house;
Jambavan, Hanuman and two others brought four jars full
of sea-water and waters of five hundred rivers were brought

U0. The Visnudharmottara (H. 128. 2-6) states that the hymn to
Sr. is deferent for each veda; the hymn of 15 verses beginning with
Huanyavamam harimm • occurring m the pan&sta to the Hgveda is the
one for Rgved-1, the hymn of four verses .beginning w:th 'rathe aksesu
vrsabbasyavije' (Tta. Br. II 7. 7) is the Srlsiiktafor the Yajurveda ,the
verse 'MayantaivaM 267. 1319) for Samaveda and 'slriyam dhatnr may.**i

'
>s the one for Atharvaveda. The Agmpurana ( 237. 2-17 ) contains a

l!Z? II
s
?*
WWCh iS n0t Vedic but ^""^ Similarly the Rijadharma-

kaustubha (pp 367-370 ) contains a long panranic hymn (said to have been

seatr b
!'u

;in

i
ra)t0SrIwh,chlst0be recited whl,e «*= **8 was to beeated on the throne after coronation. It is taken from the Visnuptirana I 9
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Sl£nJ^
e a

ff
d^asfetha .

*e f^ily priest, seated, Rama andSite on a jewelled throne; Vasfetha and other sages sprinkled

SETv. -1
s
i

tt

^^ of merchants a,so **"Rama; Vasistha placed an ancient crown on Rama's head,
there was dancing and singing; Rama gave presents to the
priests and to his friends and to such helpers as Sugriva, Angada,
Bibhisana and others and Slta gave a necklace to Hanumaii.
In the Ayodhyakanda 15 we have a description of preparations
tor the abhiseka of Rama as yuvaraja. The Raghuvamsa XVU.
10 mentions the coronation of Kusa's son with waters of holy
nveis ( tlrthas ) from golden jars.

In the Mahabharata also there are several references to and
descriptions of coronation. Vide Sabha 33 ( where people of all

castes including sudras were invited at the Rajasuya, w 41-42)
for the coronation of Yudhisthira; S5nti40 (in verses 9-13
the materials for coronation are described); Adi 44, 85,101
( only references ).

The sambharas (materials required) of coronation are
stated in the Pratimaniitaka (1.1) ascribed to Bhasa and in

the Panoatantra HI ( after verse 75

)

In the AgnipurSna, chap 218 deals with coronation and
chap 219 sets out the mantras The following are the principal

items in the ceremony ; bath ( with water in which sesame and
mustard are mixed), seating on bhadrasana, proclamation of

abhcaja (security and non-injury to all), releasing some prisoners

from j'ail, Aindrl Santi, fast by king, recital of mantras, sancti-

fying the head and other limbs of the king with earth taken

from the top of a mountain and from other places, sprinkling

pancagavya, sprinkling of water from four j'ars of gold, silver,

copper and earth by amatyas of the four varnas, abltiseka by a

Rgvedin with water mixed with honey, by Ghandoga with

water mixed with kusa grass, by Yajurvedin and Atharvavedm

brahmanas touching king's head and throat with yellow

pigment, singing and beating of musical instruments, holding

of chowrie and fan before the king, king's looking into a

mirror and clarified butter, worship of Visnu and other gods,

sitting on a tiger-skin below which there are four skins vie of

lion, cfteate, cat and bull ; purohita to give madhuparka, to tie

patta ( a fillet or tiara ) round the king's head and to place the

crown on his head ; presentation of ministers by the prakfiara;
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king to give presents to the priests and other brahmanas;

going round fire ; doing obeisance to eldors ; touching a bull

,

worshipping a cow with calf; riding a horse ;
honouring an

elephant and riding it; procession in the capital ;
honouring all

people and taking leave of them.

There are descriptions of the ahhiseka of a yuvara]a ( as of

Bhima in Santi 41 }, of a great commander ( as of Bhisma in

Udyogaparva 155.26-33 ), of Drona in Dronaparva 5.39-43, of

Skanda in Salyaparva 45.

The Bajanltiprakasa (pp. 49-83), the Rajadharma-kaustubha

(pp. 318-363 ) and Nitimayukha pp. 1-4 quote from the Vfcmi-

dharmottara almost the whole of chapters 21-22 of the 2nd

khanda that deal with the rites and mantras of coronation. It

appears that the Kaustubha appropriates all the glosses of

Mitramisra. The Vismidharmottara ( H. 19 ) sets out first the

Santi ( propitiatory ) rite in honour of Indra { called the

Paurandari or Aindrl Santij). It is impossible to give the details

here, but a few matters may be noticed. The purana ( in 3X

21) includes all the details from the Vedic tests (such as

Svastyayana, Ayusya, Abhaya and Apara]ita hymns ) and adds

other rites also. It mentions the procedure stated above from
the Agnipurana and employs Yedic mantras in doing so. In 31. 22

the Vismidharmottara gives purana mantras in 182 verses, in

which such gods as Brahma, Naksatras (from Krttika to

BharanI), the planets, 14 Manus, 11 Rudras, Visve-Devas,
Gandharvas and Apsarases, danavas, dakinis, birds like Garuda,
nagas, sages like Veda-Vyasa, emperors like Prthu, Dillpa,

BhaTata, vedas and vidyas, rivers &c. are invoked to crown the
king.

The Rajadharmakaustubha gives the most elaborate des-
cription of coronation. First a santi rite is performed, then on
the next ( 2nd ) day, a sacrifice to Isana ( Rudra ) ; on the 3rd
day worship of the planets and other deities like waters, the
earth, Narayana, Indra &c and the invocation of naksatras ; on
the 4th day a yaga for naksatras ; on the 5th day at night a
sacrifice to the goddess Nirrti ( a clay idol seated on an ass with
dark vesture ) ; on the sixth day Aindrl Santi ( propitiatory rite
in honour of Indra); then the rites prescribed in the Visnu-
dharaiottara purana.

The Vismidharmottara notes (H 18. 2-4 ) that on the death
of the reigning king, there is no waiting for an auspicious time.
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The successor should be bathed with water.in which sesame andmustard are mud, proclamation should be issued in his name thathe has succeeded as king, the purohita and astrologer should showhim to the people while he occupies a seat other than that
occupied by the late king ; the king should honour the people
proclaim peace and security, set free some prisoners and wait
for the formal coronation. The RajanStiprak&sa (p. 62) adds
that on the death of a king his successor should be crowned one
year thereafter and that when a king abdicates his successor
may be crowned on any auspicious day without waiting for a
year. From the fact that the Kalinga king EMravela was
crowned in his 25th year and the fact that the Barhaspatya-
sutra '" ( L 89-90 ) states that up to the 25th year the prince may
spend his time in play and education and then in earning wealth,
Jayaswal (in 'Hindu Polity* part Up 52) concludes that a
Hindu coronation could not take place before the 25th year
This is proving too much. The Barhaspatya-sutra says not a
word about the age of coronation Authorities like the Vismi-
dharmottara require waiting for a year only after the death of
the former king.

Theyisnudharmottara 11* (II 7) specifies at great length
the qualities of the principal queen (agra-maliisi), which are

quoted by the Rfijanltikaustubha pp. 249-250 The chief queen
should hare the coronation rite performed along with the king
or she should be separately crowned after the king. Manu
VH. 77 advises the king to marry a lady of noble family, of the

same caste, of charming appearance and possessed of good

qualities. The Rajataranginl ( V3JI. 82 ) notes that Jayamati,

the queen of the good king TJccala of Kashmir (1101-1111 A. D.)

always occupied half his throne.

The Nltimayukha and Rajadharmakaustubha give the most

detailed description of the Aindrl Santi. For want of space it

has to be passed over. The Rajanltiprakasa (pp. 63-66) and

Rajadharmakaustubha (pp 340-346) contain in one place a

Bummary of the whole ceremony after Aindrl Santi commencing

one day previous to the actual day of coronation. One detail of the

in. «r« fis iEl 'ffl vra^ sBtaifror "hpti^ s^h • ***"^^

'

U2 ipf gui' ifou ^&t*www ' ari^ti *r3giafrnsreftt
g
faj^'

ftlSWulSn n. 7. 8 on which *T. QT qft. p 249 remarks xt^nwnnriW "w*
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rite is interesting, viz. aftor tlio learned brahmai>a<; and priorto

sprinkle the king with holy waters from several jar-, to the

accompaniment of mantras and a Bgvcdin brahmnna touches

the king's head and throat with powder of t/oiocttnu with the

mantra 'gandhadvaram' (Tai. A.. X. 1.10), principal virtuous

ladies, %vhose sons arc alivo, of the four vurnas and also of mixed

castes reciting auspicious songs (except the sQdra ladies who
remain silent) should sprinkle the king with the waters derived

from the sea and other holy places.m There is a graphic descrip-

tion of the coronation of Shiva]!
1"" the founder of the Maratha

Empire in 1674 A. D. in the chronicle (baMutr) compiled by
Krishnaji Anant Sabhasad ( ed. by E, H. Sane, pp, 98-104 ) t where
it is said that a costly throne was prepared, from 108 places watcru

were brought in 108 golden jars (95 ththa$ are actually named),
Gagabhatta and other br&hmanas officiated and sprinkled waters
on the king, large gifts including the sixteen mahadan&s were
made. Eight ministers stood round the throne ( whose names
and offices are set out ), the head of the ecclesiastical department
called Panditrao being to the Tight and the prime minister
( mukhya pradhana ) to the left, an umbrella ( chatra ) set with
jewels was held over his head, new golden coins were struck and
a new era was started called 'Rajyabhiseka' era commencing from
that year. In a small work called ' Shivaraja-rajyabhiseka-kalpa-
taru

' ( published in the quarterly Journal of the Bharata-itiMsa-
samsodbaka Mandala at Poona, vol X part I pp. 28-40 ) in 236
verses it is stated that a Yogin named Niscalapuri, an adept in
Tantrika rites, got a second coronation of Shivaji performed over
three months after that performed by Gagabhatta, with Tantrika
mantras on Wednesday the 5th of the bright half of Asvina sake
1596, one interesting fact stated being that Shivaji went through
a form of marriage with vaidika mantras with his wives that had
already been married to him with pauranio mantras.

,'„ i
**K*Stm P 346 and *Trfif«rgjif p. 12 for sinular words

K,nD <T
a
,

detaifed and graphic desenptum of the coronation of

£lbar*r
mrT A

;
*

•
*""

' ^^^atrapat.mahSrSia-cantra ° byMalharRamraoChitmMed m 1882) pp. IZO-IM <m Maratln). SMva/Srrar(

pertaea
°n the 5th °f tbe bngbt ha,f *^

.^zD

' oi tae coronation of Sambbaji, son of Shivaji,
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Tlie symbols of royalty viz the umbrella, the chowries and

the cane stick are brought in to the king by principal ministers

The Visnudharmottara ( IL 12 ) states that the camara for the

king must be made from the tails of camari deer and must be all

white with a handle of gold or silver and that the one for a

councillor or purohita should be yellowish, while the same purana

in 11. 13 describes the requisites of a royal umbrella That the

umbrella and camaras were inseparable emblems of sovereignty

is emphasized by Kalidasa in JXaghuvamsa HL 16 Vide the

Brhatsamhita, chap. 71 and 72, for camara and umbrella

It appears that sometimes a king took another name on

coronation which was called abhisekanama Vide Dr. B G
Majumdar's ' Champa ' p 157 for a list of such names from

Champa and Dr. Minakshfs 'Administrative and social life

under Pallavas' p. 39 for the Pallava Rajasirnha having the

coronation name Narasimhavarman Certain kings, when they

performed Asvamedha, assumed new titles e. g Eiunaragupta I

seems to have assumed the title of Mahendra, as is clear from

some of his coins on which his name and title occur

The Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira (chap. 48) lays down

that the palta (tiara) for the king and others should be made of

pure gold, that their length should be double of the breadth in

the middle of it, that there should be five aigrettes in the king's

tiara, three in the queen's and yuvaraja's, one in that of the

commander-in-chief and none in the one that the king may give

to a person as a mark of favour Utpala in his com on the

Brhatsamhita says that patta is the same as mtduta, while ace

to the Nltimayflkha (p 13) and other works patta is tied on

the forehead and mukuia( crown) fc> placed on the king's head

Vide Bajanltiprakasa (pp 54-55) and Rajadharmakaustubha

(p. 324) for further details The Visnudharmottara (TLU)

describes the characteristics of bhadiasana( the throne) for the

king; vide also Rajanltiprakasa pp 51-52 It must be made

of gold, silver or copper or a tree from which milky juice

oozes when cut, it was to be one cubit and half high for a

samrat, If cubit for a king and one cubit high for a feudatory

(samanta)

The Visnudharmottara (31162) states that on every anni-

versary of the first coronation when the moon is m &e sara

naSaasthaton which the first coronation took place the

itT&oZ repeat the rites of coronation. The Brahmapurat*
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quoted by the R. D. K. (p. 10) also says the same. 1,3b Vide

EajanStiprakasa p, 115 and Kaustubha p. 379 ateo.

Manu (VII. 217-220 ) warns the king against poisoning ' The
king should partake of food that is well oxamined and prepared

by servants that arc trust-worthy ( lit. as if they were his own
self), that know the proper times (for dining), that cannot be

won over and over the food spells destroying poison should have

been muttered. He should mix up in all that he partakes medi
cines that are antidotes against poison and should always wear
gems that work against poison. Only women devoted to him
and well examined and found safe as regards their dress and
ornaments should be allowed to touch him when fanning or bath-
ing him or applying perfumes to his body. The king should
take care in thL way as regards his vehicles, bed, food, bath,

applying perfumes and all ornamentation'. Earn VH 8 and
Matsya 219.10 are very similar to Manu Vll 220. Kautilya
(1.17) states that the king should first secure his personal
safety against his sons and wives and then the security of the
kingdom against near and distant enemies. He first deals with
safety from his own sons, the princes. The opinions of various
authors on polity are cited (some of which have been noted
above) viz. secret punishment (ace. to Bharadv53a), keeping
under guard in one place ( ace. to VisSlaksa ), keeping the prince
in a fort under the boundary guard (ace. to the Parasaras), keep-
ing the prince away from his own kingdom in a fort belonging
to a feudatory ( ace. to Pisuna), sending him to his maternal re-
lations (ace to Kaunapadanta), making the prince addicted to
sensual pleasures (ace. to Vatavyadhi),proper pre-natal care and
proper education after birth about dharma and restraint (ace.
to Kaut.) This symposium shows bow the problem of thekings safety against bad princes taxed the ingenuity of allancient writers on ArfcasSstra and how Kautifya Jvlted
220 Z!v

S°nabIr™ possible
-
B» Matsyapurana, chap.

220, also relies on training, discipline and gradual transfer of^onsibnify and advises the imprisonment of a bad pSnce £a well-guarded place furnished with comforts suitaWetolS
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position"1 In I 20 Kautilya gives practical hints against the

danger of fire and poisons : e g he says that poisonous snakes

will not enter a building provided with Jlvantl, Sveta and other

plants; that cats, peacocks, mongoose and spotted deer when let

loose eat serpents, that certain birds like parrots, maims, malbar

bhd shriek when they suspect snake poison, the heron loses his

consciousness in the vicinity of poison, the pheasant (jivafi-

jfvaka) feels exhausted; the young cuckoo dies, the eyes of

ralcoia become reddei "5
. Kam (Vn 10-13) repeats the words of

Kaut 120 and the Matsya (219 17-22) lefers to the effects of

poison on the same birds and a few others The Matsyapurana

in chap 219-220 closely follows Kaut and Earn and appears

to be based on them ( e g Matsya 219 30 latter half is the same

as Kam VH 24 first half ) Vide Yasactilaka HI pp 511-512

for the effects of poison on birds almost in the same woids as

those of Kaut and Kam Vide Sukra I 326-328 Kaut I 21,

Kam VII 15-26, Matsya 219 9-32 state that part of the food

for the king should first be cast into fire and offered to birds and

the effects noted, they dwell at gieat length on the different tints

of the flames of fire and of the smoke when different kinds

of food are cast into fire, they point out the actions and ges-

tures of the poisonei, they prescribe that the cook and the

doctor giving medicines for mixing in food as antidotes should

be made to partake of the food and then the king should himself >

partake of it The king has to be careful in the haiem, when

leceiving presents or anything sent by otheis, when sitting in

a conveyance or riding a horse or travelling in a boat or when

attending festivals (Kaut I 20-21, Kam VH 28-47) Kaut

I 20 and Kam (VII 44 and 50) advise the king not to trust women

and even the queen and to approach even the queen after she

has been examined by men 80 yeais old and women over 50

114 santrntHsrw sm *£www " *** w* ««*» SJLS?!

•rit *nnt «« W«ft«m*S^ I **t220 M Compile ™**&™ **

WTSS^or 225. 3-4 for similar provisions

115. ffeffl « «***!* ^ 12 » -yarned by .he cam. »

Ti»wf5a *raa*.
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years in the harem and found Ul
safe. Kaut. (1 20 ) and Kam.

(VH 51-54) both name seven kings that met death in their

queen's chambers by the stratagems of the queens themselves or

those that were incited by them; vjk. Bhadrancna killed by
his brother concealed in the chamber of his queen (who was in

love with the king's brother), the king of Karusa killed by his

own son who had concealed himself under the bed of the queen
(who was angered by the king's promise to give the kingdom to

the son of a rival queen), the king of Kasi killed by his queen
who mixed fried rice with poison pretending that it was honey

;

the queen of the king of Sauvira killed him with a jewel in her
girdle that was smeared with poison; Vairantya was killed by
his queen with her anklet smeared with poison; JalQtha (or
Jarusain Kam.) was killed with a mirror (with a razor-like
edge) covered with poison; Viduratha was killed by his queen
who had concealed a weapon in her braided hair. The Harsa-
carita (VI) of Bana mentions with additional details the cases
ofBhadrasenakingof Kalinga killed by his brother Virasena,
the king of KarQsa (Dadhra by name), Kasiraja (named Maha-
sena) whose queen Suprabha killed him to secure the kingdom to
her son, Jarutha king of AyodhyS, Vairantya named Rantideva,
Viduratha of the Vrsnis killed by Bindumatt, the Sauvira king

,*ff»w
kiUed by qUeen Hamsa™tl. In the Brhatsamhita

J
i"*) two of these, Viduratha and Kasiraja, are mentioned

but the latter is said to have been killed by his estranged queen
with an anklet smeared with poison. Medbatithi on Manuvn 153 quotes four of these seven TheNitivakyamrtafraia-
ratomuddesa 35-36, pp. 231-232) sets out six other examples
of kings killed by their queens The king has also to beware
ot treachery from ministers and officials. Kant, (in I 10) des-
cubes how ancient writers devised methods of ascertaining the
purity oi- impurity of ministers by putting before them allure-
ments regarding dharma, wealth, sexual desires and playing on
heir fears and gives it as his own opinion that temptations thathave dn-ect reference to the king or queen should not be placedm the way of the ministers. In the Harsacarita VI,Skanda-
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gupta, the commander of the elephant arm of Harsa's army,

warns the Emperor against putting trust in everybody and

gives 19 instances of kings that met misfortunes, death or des-

truction through their own carelessness and the stratagems of

those ahout them ( apart from the seven mentioned above and

two more who fell victims to the wiles of their queens) Some of

them are famous and deserve mention here, viz the king of Vatsa

( i e Udayana ) who was imprisoned by the soldiers of Mahasena

that jumped out of a faked elephant ; Maurya Brhadratha killed

by his Senapati Pusyamitra (called 'anarya' by Bana on account

of his treachery to his master); KakavarnaSaisunari (Saisunagi ?),

Sumitra, son of Agnimitra, whose head was cut off by Mitradeva

while the king fond of dancing was in the midst of aotors

,

the 6unga Devabhfiti killed by his minister Vasudeva; Candra-

gupta ( of the Gupta dynasty ) who dressed as a charming woman

cut off the king of Sakas; the foolish Maukhari king Ksatra-

varman killed by bards Vide Kamasutra V 5 30 for two other

examples of the Abhira king KottarSja and Jayatsena king of

Kfisi The Nltivakyamrta ( Dutasamuddesa ) p 171 states that

Canakya killed one of the Nandas through a duta and that two

other kings met death from presents of poisoned clothes and a

jewelled box containing snake poison. The Yasastilakacampu

(III pp 431-432) sets out many instances of kings that met with

death from the wrath or the machinations of their ministers,

purohita &c

From these examples one should not draw the facile and

sweeping conclusion that in India the life of no king was safe.

In the vast continent of India there were always numerous king-

doms at the same time It is no wondei that in the course of

several thousand years and over such vast territories, some

kings met death by treachery and stratagem. This is not a

phenomenon restricted to India In a small country like

England we have within two hundied yeais instances of tne

murder of the boy king Edward V and his brothei pnnce

Richard, of Lady Jane Grey nominated by Edwaid VI as his

successor and the further fact that Cromwell during the last few

months of his life was afraid of being assassinated During

about 150 years from 1789 out of 30 Presidents of theU SA

several such as, Lincoln, Garfield and McKinley met death at the

hands of assassins

The truth is that in a monarchy the king was the pivot of

the Sole sSte As the MatsyapurSna (219.34) finely puts H
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' the king was flic root and the subjects wore the tree ; iti :„iving

the king from dangers the whole kingdom was on the road to

prosperity and therefore all were to make efforts to guard the

king'

Hereditary monarchy was the norm of government in

ancient and medieval India. Kautilya oxpre-ssly states (I. 17

at end ) that the practice to make the oldest con the king in

honoured except in the case of a calamity. At or about the time

of Buddha and a few centuries thereafter there wore a few

oligarchies or ( as some scholars prefer to call them ) republics.

But our Dharrnasastra or Artbasastra authorities contain rather

very meagre references to them. The Mahabharata in Santi 107

furnishes the following data about ganarajyas { government by
groups ) : Internal dissensions are the root of the ruin of j/«p«s

;

it is very difficult to keep lines of policy secret when there are
many ( when the government is that of many, i. e. an oligarchy
or a republic ) ; all members of the gana in their entirety do not
deserve to hear the line of policy decided upon, hut the chief
persons among the ganas should meet together and arrange
among themselves to secure the welfare of the whole gana ; if

disputes that arise among the families ( or clans) are connived
at by the heads of the clan, the ruin of the clan takes place
which leads on to dissensions among the whole group (gana)
Danger from internal dissensions must be guarded against { in
the case of garni ajw), external dangers are not serious { in the
case of ganarajya). All members of the gana are equal by
birth and family, but they are not equal in energy, intelligence,
bodily appearance and wealth. By their enemies ganas arc
broken by means of internal dissensions and bribes; therefore

^r^^VlfmS Ues in UnionU7
'

In these™& the
author of the Mahabharata unerringly puts his finger on theweak spots of the rule of many viz. secrecy cannot be kept,

fefrUTS?^ ^gfeed aDd ]?al0Usy'
wWch brillS dl>out

their downfall. In another place (Santi 81) the Mahabharata

"mnumatMlgiluinr stto hss II sitB* 107 27-19 >_ ~ __
a

'
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refera to tbe sangha of the Vr snis, of whom Kisna was the presi-

dent, and the great truth that the rain of sanghas is brought

about by internal dissensions and corruption and it hits off the

qualities required in the wise leader of the sangha to he four

viz sagacity, forbearance, self-control and giving up the acqui-

sitive spirit The words sangha and gam are employed as

synonyms in the Mahabharata Panini (HI 3 86 ) states that

snnglia means gana. Patafijali in his Mahabhasya ( vol II p 356)

states that sangha, samulia and samudaya mean the same thing

Panini knows two kinds of sanghas viz uyudlnfimn (who practis-

ed the profession of arms) and those that were not so and

further he also indicates that in the Vahika country sanghaa

included"8 brahmanas, ksatriyas and others (vide V. 3 114).

He names the sanghas of Vrkas, Trigartas, Yaudheyas, Parsus

( V 3 115-117 ) as ayudhajiwn EMyayana by his vmhka
' ksatriyadekarajat sanghapratisedhartham ' on Panini IV 1 168

shows that sangha was differentiated from monarchy. Ace to

Kautilya ( p 53 above ) the sangha of the Vrsnis perished when it

came in conflict with Dvaipayana In another place Kautilya

says that (m some cases) the kingdom may be ruled by a

clan, for the confederacy IM of a clan is invincible, it is freo

irom the calamity of a kingless State and therefore exists on the

earth very long Kautilya devotes one section (Adhikarana

XI) to the dealings of the ambitious king with sanghas. There

he states that securing the sangha on one's side is far better

than securing an army or allies and makes the most interesting

remark™ that the corporation of the ksatriyas and others in

118 in the Kamaparva the country of Vahikas is severely 'condemned

and it is said to be the country between the Indus and the five rivers of the

Paniab{cbap 44 7) o/anfT RpgiSTPrt 15f>IT ^anfarar. I 3P* »WI5""-

5r3tetTi|teTPrf5 Wfcf. >' *> <*aP 44 10 it is stated that the<r ahMf city w

Sakala and in verses 11-30 and 33-38 their condemned practices arc set out,

and verses 31-34 say that the country of the five rivers is called Sratta and

Vahika In Kamaparva 45. 6-13 the interesting fact is mentioned that in

that country only one brother in a family acts as a brSbmana should and

that their sons do not inherit but their sister's sons tale the inheritance

Vlde' Indian Culture 'vol. VI 139-136 and vol VIII p 85 ff for informal-

ton on ' Vahika '. _—& fi»

119 «nraiq^5««5 Jffcwftg^ra • W^ *» *&3*™ SHH^FI TO

1
120 mpsmt vtfiMmmapm ^^S-

„ [ 1 . i53

sriSfrSfcft fc*rrer ^in i^^ vra. 3.
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the countries of K&mbhoja and Surastra practise cui tu (husbandry

and trade) and tho profossion of arms, while those of the

Licchivikos, Vrjikas, Mallakas, Madrakas, Kukimw, Kuruu

and Paiicalas live on tho title of lajan applied to thorn (i c.

they are not cultivators of tho soil and soldiers, but arc only

chiefs or nobles) "What Kautilya moans by ' vartfi-sastropa-

jWinah ' appears to be that thoy were agriculturists ordinarily

but wore Teady with their swords to defend their country when
occasion required Kautilya then describes in detail without

any scruples how the conqueror may by various subterfuges

cause dissensions among the members of the sangha and iti

leadeT or leaders (sangha-milhya) In VjJU. 3 Kautilya

remarks that dissension becomes particularly rife owing to

gambling among sanghas and noble clans that have the Bangha
constitution and they are destroyed. From about the 5th
or 6th century A. D. the oligarchic States or Eepublics became
rare and gradually disappeared. We get further data about
these ganarajyas from Buddhist works, Greek sources ( like the
fragments of Megasthenes), coins and inscriptions. Rudradaman
(in Junagadh Inscription of 150 A. D.) boasts that he had
uprooted the Yaudbeyas who had become puffed up and
unbending on account of the title of heroes ( vim ) that was
prominently applied to them among all ksatriyas" 1 (E L
vol VJn. at p. 44 ) Samudragupta ( in the first half of the 4tu
century A. D.) subjugated the Yaudheyas, Malavas, Arjunayanas
&o. In Gupta Inscriptions No. 58 p. 351 there is mention
of a makaraja-maliasenapati who was made their leader by the
Yaudheya-gana. The Brhatsamhita in several places refers to the
Xaudheyas and Ajjunayanas ( e g 4.25; 5,40, 67, 75- 1425
and 28; 16.21- 17.19) and gp^ of yaudheya-nrpa in 9.11.
VideBapson s Indian coins' pp. 11 and 15 and Plato H, nos 13-15
and Plate m, no. 20 tor the coins of the Yaudheyas and Arjuna-
yanas Arrian writes in ' Indika (tr. by MacCrindle IX. p. 208

fAL6 ,fr°m Dionysus *° Sandrakottos the Indians
countedLIBS kings and a period of 6042 years, but among thema republic was thrice established'. MacCrindle's 'Invasion
or India

( p. 121 ) speaks of an aristocratic government on the

** pp ZSlZsTvTT^T^ «*****&**&: &c . «, Gupta Inscrip-

(SdverTaMeefn'I ^
QUarterIy l0UrnaI °f the Mythic Society of India*»faMbB)p m f„ Yaudh an

1%
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Hyphasis or Bea-3 The Greek writers describing the invasion

of Alexander speak of the democracies of the Oxydrakai

(Ksudrakas), Malloi (the Malavas), theSiboi(Sibis), Sambastai

(the Ambasthas) and several others iVide E. P. Jayaswal's

'Hindu Polity 'parti chap. VHI(pp 63-79 ) for Hindu Repub-

lics mentioned an Greek writings Rhys Davids in 'Buddhist

India' pp 19 if. summarizes the data about Indian republics

derived from Buddhist works. On p 22 he gives the names ot

eleven republican clans with their capitals, some of which like

the Sakyao ( of Kapilavastu ), the Mallas (of Kusmara and Pava),

the Videhas (of Mithila) and Licchavis (of Vesali) are well-

known. Rhys Davids states (p. 19 ) that the administrative and

judicial business of the Sakyas was earned on hi a mote-hall

(santhagara) at Kapilavastu, that a single chief was chosen

(but how and for what period is not known) who presided over

the sessions and (when no sessions were being held) also ovei

the State, that he bore the title of >aja He mentions that at

one tune Buddha's cousin Bhaddiya was

»

Uja and that in another

passage Buddha's fathei Suddhodana is styled raja He further

points out (p. 26) that the Varans had eight confederate clans

of which the Licchavis and the Videhas were the most impor-

tant. K P. Jayaswal m 'Hindu Polity' part I pp 25-165

brings together all the data about Hindu oligarchies (or repub-

lics as he calls them ) and his work deserves the serious atten-

tion ot all those who are interested m the study of ancient

Indian political institutions, though here and there one cannot

approve of his inteipretations and theories To take only one

example, he holds that the procedure prescribed by Buddha for

the deliberations of the sangha m the Mahaparinibbana-sutta was

boiTowed from the procedure followed by the republics m their

deliberations and therefore he describes the procedure of the

Buddhist sangha in great detail ( ' Hindu Polity,' part I chap XI

pp 103-117) Dr D R Bhandarkar also (in 'Some Aspects tit

Ancient Hindu Polity' pp 121-125) adopts this theory This to

say the least is a gratuitous assumption The mere fact ttot

Buddha told the prime minister of Ajatasatru, king of Magadtta,

who contemplated attacking the Vajjian confederacy, ttrtw

latter would not decline but prosper as long as they °™»™

Beven conditions and the fact that those very seven °ondW

were prescribed by the Buddha for the welfare of the san^ado

Uot lead on to the furthei inference that the procedure foHowed

by ie monks in the deliberations of the meeting of &o sangha

(which is set out in such passages *s the MahavaggaK *, »» •
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vol XVII p. 264 ff, Cullavagga IV. 9, S. B. E. vol. XX pp. 24-27)

was the procedure of the meetings of the oligarchies. The seven

conditions (hoth for the welfare of the Vajjians and the Sangha)

are set out in the Mahaparinibbaria-sutta, chap. I. (S. B E.

vol. XI. pp. 3-8) viz holding full and frequent public assem-

blies, meeting togethei in concord and carrying out undertakings

in concord, enacting nothing not already established and abro-

gating nothing that has been already enacted and acting in

accordance with ancient institutions established in former dayj,

honouring and revering and supporting elders and hearkening

to their words, not detaining women or girls of their clans by

force or abduction, honouring and supporting Va)jian shrines in

town or countay and not allowing proper offerings and rites

to fall into desuetude, protecting and supporting the Arahats

among them. On the most important points in connection

with a republic oi oligarchy we have no information at all, viz.

who were entitled to vote, what were the qualifications for

membership of the assembly that governed the State, how

voting took place, what was the period for which mem-

bers of the assembly were elected, whether the president was

elected for life or a shorter period or was elected at all, what
were the powers and procedure of the assembly. Vide Dr. Beni

Prasad in 'Hindu Political Theories' p 158 for criticisms.

Ehys Davids ( in ' Buddhist India ' p. 41 ) says that according

to the Jatakas there were at Vesali (modern Basadh in the

Muzaffarpur District ), the capital of the Licchavis, 7707 iajG<.

{ or chiefs }. In the Bhaddasala-jataka { Fausboll, vol. IV p 148

)

there is a lefeience to a tank reserved for the bath of the families
of the ruling chiefs ( rajas ) of the gana in the city of Vesali.
In the Mahavastu (ed by Senart vol. L p. 271) it is stated
that there were twice eighty-four thousand nobles (rajanS)
among the Licchavis. This explains what Kautilya means by
' rajasabdopajlvinah. These people called 'rajas' were probably
the scions of the several branches of the Licchavis, who had in
their hands the government and who were not doing manual
{ or agricultural ) work. Vide Government Epigraphic Keport for
1899 p 23 and Indian Historical Quarterly vol. TV p. 652, where
it is said that in an inscription from Uttaramallur the extent
of land and of Vedic learning required in a candidate foi elec-
tion are specified as also the method of writing on tickets the
names of candidates. But such lecords, even in South India, are
very few and lefer to village sabhas and there is nothing in
the works on dharmasastra oi arthasastra about the methods of
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election to political assemblies and the qualifications of candi-

dates. Vide Dt D R Bhandarkar's ' Some aspects of Ancient

Hindu Polity ' ( 1929 ) pp. 101-121 for a concise statement of

several types of republics in Ancient India,

Another important question is whether in monarchical states

theie were popular assemblies of elected representatives or, in

modern language, Parliaments. The words ' sabha ' and ' samiti

'

require consrideiation in this connection In l$g I 91 20 Soma is

naid to confer a son who is' s2rfan»/a, vidathya and snblieya, from

which it follows that sabha
v

is in some respects different from

'vidatha*. In Rg IT 24 13 a vipra (a priest or composei of

hymns) is said to be sabJieya * clever or eminent in a sabha'. In

ftg X 34 6 'Babha' ,M appears to mean a gambling hall In

Vaj S XXX 6 sabhaana seems to mean only 'sabhasad', a mem-

ber of a judicial tubunal, while in XXX 18 the sabhasthanu is

given up to Askanda in the symbolic Purusamedha. In the Vaj.

S XVI 24 there is an obeisance to sdbhas and sabliapahi (presidents

of sabhas) In AtharvavedaVH 12 1 'sabiia' and 'samiti' are said

to be the two daughters of Prajapati.from which it may by argued

that they were veiy similar but somewhat different. In Atharva-

veda XV. 9 2 also sabha and samiti are separately mentioned In

Tai. Br HL 7 4 the word sabhapala occurs and sabha is explained

as ' gambling-hall ' by Sayana In Bg X 97 6 and Vaj S XII. 80 it

is said ' that upra is said to be a doctor (bhisak) in whom medicinal

herbs come together as nobles (rajanah) in a sarmti (meeting or

battle)'. In Rg. X 191 3 the word 'samiti' seems tomeanno

more than a meeting or meeting place In AtharvavedaV 19 15

we have ' the assembly ( samiti ) does not suit him ( oi is not won

over by him ) who harasses a brahmana ' In the Chandogya up.

(V 3 1) Svetaketu is said to have repaired to the assembly jmww

of the Paficala country, where the king Piavahana JanJ«J*
him five questions which the former could not answer andthen tie

approached the next morning the king who was in his sa*m

Here it seems that both words are applied to the same assembly

It is impossible to say how the sablul or sarmli was>°°»^°
intheVedic period All that we can say is that« *

assembly of people to which the king, learned men and otfami

went B is extremely doubtful whether it was an**£»*
Probably it was an adhoc= assembly of such r^oplejs_oaredjo

m. «priMrA» rRWi* *****^^T ' *? "i „„«

«rtra.»aw*v.i9 is
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be present. K P. Jayaswal ( in ' Hindu Polity ' part 1 p 11

)

holds that ' samiti ' in the vedic age was the national assembly

of the whole people, that it was the king's duty to attend it

( iforf. p. 12 ) and that ' sabha ' was the standing and stationary

body of -selected men working under the authority of the samiti

{ibnl. p. 18)'. This is all conjectural, as Jayaswal himself

admits 'the <sabha was certainly related to the samiti, but its

exact relationship is not deducible from the data available

'

(rfctf.p.18).

These frantic efforts by such scholars as Jayaswal to prove

that India had elective assemblies are made to counteract the

sinister propaganda of many English writers that East is East
and West is West and that the democratic institutions of the

West cannot be transplanted with success on the soil of India
Tliis is mischievous propaganda. There wore no democracies
even in Europe a few hundred years ago ; even in England,
France and a few other countries democracies have been intio-
duced and have thrived within a short time There is no reason
why they should not do so in India, if honest efforts are made
and difficulties are not purposely created by vested interests
Korkunov in ' General theory of law *

( tr. by Hastings, 1923,
New York p 296 ) says ' According to the historical school the
political organization of England is good for England alone,
for it corresponds to a natural genius very peculiar.. .This
doctrine of the historical school is false, since we have already
seen that a change produced in the social ideal may bring about
a change m the whole social development The influence of
one people on the life of another is a proof of this The ideal is
a force supporting the social life and this ideal may be the
result not merely of our own special experience, but also of the
experience of neighbouring peoples '.

Two other woids require consideration, viz. Paum and
Junnpada. The word 'paura' occurs in Rg V. 74. 4 where ithas tiuee applications, viz. to the Asvins, to the sage Paura(who was an Ataja, and to the cloud (ace. to Sayana).K.P Jayaswal {m* Hindu Polity', part II pp 60-108) devotes
considerable space to ' Paura ' and ' Ts„Q„„;i„ j

"evoies

once admit +wV j- ,

Janapada and one may at

i2mu£ L S ? dlSPlayS «"* learaing
>

ind^ and

XTSjSp^ T*e °D thfe ""W** ^ holds that the

St mav h! T?«
a
r
er6 eIeCtive P^mentary bodies or

tE *
7J Cail6d the Hindu Diet and »» sums up { on p 108

)

their functions as follows 'we had an organism oi a twin
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at p. 45 or in the Eamayana 1L 2. 51,11. 111. 19 'paurajanapadnm

janam'). Lastly if the paurajanapada organization bad (as

said by Jayaswal in the quotation cited above) the power to

depose kings and pass even hostile statutes, is it not a contradic-

tion in terms to say that, instead of the Parliament or Diet

deciding to remit certain taxes, it was the king who remitted

taxes and bestowed favours ( or privileges ) of lakhs of rupee's on
the supposedly all powerful Paura-Janapada absembly ? In all

passages that he quotes from the Ramayana and other classical

Sanskrit works the ordinary meaning of pauta (residents of the

capital ) and janajxtda ( inhabitants of the country other than
the capital ) is quite enough and it is impossible to hold that any
elective body is meant In most passages the plural 'paura-
janapadan' is used. If ' Paura-janapada' stands for one elective
body or two bodies, no explanation is offered why the plural
should generally be used and not the dual. Kautilya (1. 19

)

states that the king should in the 2nd part of the day ( divided
into eight parts) look into tho causes of the paura-janapadas.
Jayaswal ( in * Hindu Polity ', part II p. 95) misinterprets this
passage by saying that the king had to set apart one period
daily for the business of the paura-janapada assembly. Here
again the plural is used and the dictum of Kautilya is the same
as that of Yaj. L 327 who says that the king should look into the
law-suits (vyavaharan) of the people. The word 'karya' ic
employed by Manu VIIL 43, Narada and other writers on
vyavaharainthesenseof 'law-suit'. Yaj. JL 36 says that the
king should restore to the janapada property stolen by thieves.
Jayaswal ( in 'Hindu Polity', part II. p. 93 ) presses the singular
lanapadaya' into his service and holds that it was the popular
assembly that demanded the restoration of the things Btolen.
ibis, to say the least, is twisting the plain words of Yaj. The
Mit paraphrases the word to mean ' to the person dwelling inms country from whom the property was stolen*. The corres-
ponding pasbage of Manu VHL 40 (datavyam sarva-varnebhyo
^nacorair-hrtamdhanamjis quite clear, since it fortunately
toes not use the word janapada and Medhatithi explains it as '

itshould be restored to those from whom it was stolen'. Jayaswal(m Hindu Polity 'part II p. 79) holds that a passage in the

£5E^ m*"?** .*" faCt &afc the ^-JSnapada^gyg^d corns minted by the royal mint-master. '«
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But the plain moaning is that the mintmaster was to mintstandard silver and gold coins for all people when they broSbulhon to l„m to have n, struck One strikmg circuSS
to be considered is that, though in all works on pohty a ,nm „said to have seven elements, none of them includes a po]focal
elective assembly (like the paura-janapada postulated byJayaswal

)
among them. They only enumerate the country and

the capital and declare even these as of lesser importance than
the king and the ministers. Another matter that makes the
existence of powerful elective political assemblies in monarchies
most unlikely is the total absence of any reference in works on
polity to the method of election, the system of voting, the qualifies-
turns of members, the period for which the assembly was elected
and allied matteis When medieval writers like Apararka on Ygj
11 l(p 600) quote from Brhaspati verses about four kinds of
sabha, they refer only to judicial tnbunals of various sorts and
grades ( the same verses ale quoted as Harita's in Bajaniti-
ratnakarap 20) Viden 368 below

If elective popular assemblies did not exist, then it may be
Ubkod whether the king was an absolute monaich or a despot or
whether there were any checks that mitigated or regulated
the power and doings of monarchs. The answer is that there
were such checks and limitations These were of various kinds
Exhortations addressed to the king hunself exercised a restrain-

ing influence. For example, Eat (10) says 'the king who give-,

way to wrath without pioper thought would reside in a horrible

hell for half a Kalpa' The importance of dharma as an all-

embracing institution was impressed upon the king by our

writers no frequently that it must have had its psychological

effect on every king The idea that danda personified as a Deity

might strike down the bad king himself (Manu VH. 19, 37, 28, 30»

Yaj I 354-356 ) would tend to keep even a whimsical king

within bounds. The views of ancient writers have already been

cited according to which the king was not to act as he pleas-

ed, but was to regard his high office as a sacred trust and was

to rule aocordmg to the dictates of the* sastras These views

created public opinion which must have certainly influenced the

king's acts The ideal king Blima is depicted as having

abandoned his queen Site ( whom he knew to be pure ) because

the people could not accept her as pure after her long stay in

Havana's prison Vide EamSyana VH. 45 Then there were

the ministers whose advice the king was enjoined to seek

Besides there was the purohita and there were learned brahmanas,
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who were to propound what dharma was, whoso directions he

was to carry out and who were supposed to have power to ram

a bad king (vide Vas L 39-41, Gautama XI. 12-14, Manu IX. 320).

Vide H. of Dh. vol. IL pp. 138-145 for the peculiar sanctity

attaching to the person of a brahmann and the superior position

ofbrahmanasasaclass ws-a-ws the king. There was a deep-

rooted faith that the rules of the sfistras ( the Srauta and Smarta

dharma) were divinely inspired and were above the king.

Observance of dharma was the great social and political ideal

from very ancient times for all including the king. This is

most emphatically put in the Br. Up. I 4. 11-14, where it is

stated " even after creating the four varnas He ( the Creator

)

did not think that stability had been attained. He then created

the most excellent Mai ma which is the might of the mighty

( i e. more powerful than the warrior caste ) There is nothing

higher than dharma Even a very weak man hopes to pievail

over a very strong man on the strength of dharma, just as (he

prevails over a %vrong-doer ) with the help of the king. So what

is called dharma is leally truth. Therefore people say about a

man who declares the truth that he is declaring dharma and

about one who declares what dharma is they say that he speaks

the truth These two ( dharma and truth ) are this " (i. e. one).m
Kamandaka L 14 stated that the Yavana king ruled over the

earth for a long time because he ruled according to the dictates

of dharma. In his administration of justice the king was to be

checked by the judge and sabhyas, who were fearlessly to render

advice to the erring king ( as will be shown in the section on

vyavahara ). Besides corporations and guilds were powerful and
had a sort of self-government. Manu (VB2. 336 and Yaj. H. 307 )

went so far as to prescribe a heavy fine which the king was to

inflict on himself for his illegal exactions and punishments and to

direct that the king should distribute among brahmanas wealth

forfeited by grave sinners ( Manu IX. 243-244 ). Lastly there

was the final sanction that the sastras allowed the subjects to

abandon a worthless king ox even to kill a misguided one or

tyrant, as stated above (videMami VIL 27-28, Aithasastra 1. 4).
m

^125 *r ^r 3?ttn-a^<iY wwc<m-aa *w ^r^^tet snr ^^k*hi^*w?k

awreaw g^amgtlS <&gnfa «S <n ^*a ser^ *r^i?*?3?>^hTgn*T writ* t

?€ W 1 1. 14

13
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Kautilya (VUI. 3) when dealing ,M with the evil results of

want of discipline in a king states that kings who are hot-

tempered are known to have fallen victims to popular fury ( or

the fury of ministers ) We may Bay that in theory and so far as

ordinary people were concerned the sovereign's powerwas absolute

and unlimited as Manu IX. 9-12 aptly illustrate and as Brhat-

Parasara states ' the king is Brahma, Siva, Visnu, Indra, he is

the giver, the destroyer, and the enforcer according to the karma

of his subjects'. But there were (as stated above ) very real

checks and limitations that effectively prevented him from exer-

cising his undoubtedly unlimited powers These checks, though

real, cannot be called constitutional in the sense in which that

word is used in modern times. As said by Narada the subjects

are dependent while the king is uncontrolled, but he could not

go against the sastra ( vide Haradatta on Gaut XL 2

)

In modern times the activities of a sovereign person^ are

three-fold, viz. executive, judicial and legislative The judicial

activities of the ancient Indian king will be dealt with in

another section on law and the administration of justice One

great difference between ancient and modern societies is that

the legislative action of the king was extremely limited in

ancient times, while in modern times people are more and more

looking to legislation for regulating all manner of things

Manu (VH. 13 ) lays down that since the king has in him the

glory of all deities, whatever rule as regards desirable matters

the king establishes and whatever action he declares as un-

desirable among those actions that are harmful, should not be

transgressed by any one In his gloss on this verse Medhatithi

carefully points out what orders the king can issue and on what

subjects he cannot issue orders He gives the following
:

inst-

ances of orders_2f_bpth kinds
:

' To-day all should observe a festival

in the capital, all should attend a marriage ceremony at the

house of the minister ; animals should not be killed to-day by

the butchers and birds should not be caught . debtors should not

be harassed by creditors on these days ( to be specified ) ,
no one

should associate with such and such a man (an undesiraDie

person); no one should allow a certain (undesirable) person

to enter the house'. Medhatithi adds that the king is dot

authorised to interfere with the iastnc rides governing

127. 3riiMl!rtit«w^n^T'^'ffi3^,"*.!^jf*fI!!iS-
^5«:^ tstfiihrra^pbr ft *wR i irow ****** wn*.w
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varnas and dramas such as the performance of
*f^™.™°

S" gte of Medhatifei occurs word for word »*•»!•»*;

pSla (PP. «M4X •«* ^es a mora correct talhanth

printed editions of Mandlik and Gharpure Kautilya <II 10)

devotes a chapter to the drawing up of sasanao, particularly

with reference to their linguistic elegance and diplomatic

etiquette. The SukranttisSra (L312-313) prescribes that the king s

edicts ( sasana ) should be proclaimed to the subjects by boat of

drum that his edicts should be written and displayed whore four

roads'meet, and that the king should declare thatbreaches of too

orders would entail heavy fines. In I 292-311 Sukra gives

instances of such orders, the most important of which are:

Watchmen should take rounds in the several streets every one

hour and a half at night in ordeT to prevent thieves and

paramours moving about; people should not employ abuse or

beating towards their slave, servant, wife, son or pupil ; no one

should practice deceit in respect of measures, weights, coins,

resins, metals, ghee, honey, milk, fat, flour; no document

should be got by force ; no bribes should be taken nor should

any bribes be given to persons engaged in doing the king's

work ; no one should offer shelter to bad characters, thieves,

paramours, those who hate the king, the enemy; parents,

persons worthy of honour, learned men, men of good character

should not be disrespected or ridiculed; no dissensions should

be sown between husband and wife, master and servant, between

brothers, between teacheT and pupil, between father and son;

no interference or obstruction should be caused to wells, parks,

boundaries, dliarmasalas, temples, roads or to those who are

deficient in a limb; without the king's permission no one

should engage in gambling, selling liquor, hunting, bearing

arms, sale or purchase of cattle or elephants or horses or camels

or she-buffaloes or slaves or immoveable property or silver, gold,

gems, intoxicants, poisons, drugs, the profession of medicine or

should pass a sale deed, deed of gift or give a decision about a
debt ; no one should falsely accuse another of the great sins,

nor take treasure trove, nor frame new rules for clubs or con-

vivial gatherings ( samaja) nor should publish slander against a
caste, nor should appropriate property which is without an
owner or has been lost, nor divulge the ( king's ) lines of policy,
nor babble about the vices of the king ; the people should not

3*ftw %ti$m.f^ q^tufl wiretrat > %w on ug VII. 13.
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ovon think of forsaking llioir dharmu, Bpoaking untruth, commit-
ting adultery with another's wifo, giving false evidence or
fabricating documents, accepting gifts socretly, committing
thofls and engaging in othor desperate acts, ongaging in sodi-
tion

; public sorvants hhould not exact moro than tho tax already
Bottled ; only such woights and measures are to bo used as boar
tho royal btamp; all mibjocts should strivo to possoss good
qualities; desperadoes should bo arrested and handed over to
Hie king; bulls lot loose (in memory of tho dead ) should bo
kept well controlled and fed by those who let them loose.

Medhalithi on Manu VIIJ 399 stales that a king may prohibit

tho export of foodstuff* from tho kingdom in a famine Tho
hovoral edicts of Asoka show that Ins orders were framed on the

same lines that aro contained centuries later on in tho Sukra-

nltisira Most of his proclamations insist on moral virtues

Mich as truthfulness, obodioncc and reverence to parents, elders

and procopton,, honouring brSbmanas and sramanas, kindness

to animals, tolerance of other faiths. Proclamations that

may bo called positive laws aro very few, such as his ordor

in Pillar Edict IV to give throe days' rospito to criminals

condemned to death (OIL vol. I p 125 ) or his regulations

restricting tho killing of animalB contained in the Sth Pillar

Edict (OIL vol. I. p 138 ) or in the First Rock Edict at

Girnar ( p 7 )
' no living being must bo killed or sacrificed

and no festival meeting must bo hold ' In tho reign of Avanti-

varman of Kashmir tho killing of living bomgs was prohibited

for ton years ( vide Rfijat&ranginl V 64 ) Law-making in the

modern sento is almost entirely lacking m the smrtis. Gaut

XI 19-25 show ,M that tho king was to find the law required

for tho decision of causes from the following, viz (1) the Veda,

Dhamiasastras, the Angas ( lores auxiliary to the Veda such as

grammar, exegesis, metrics etc.), TTpavedas,Puranas;(2) customs

of countries, castes and families that were not opposed to the

Veda ; (3) the usages of husbandmen, traders, herdsmen, money-

lenders and artisans; (4) ratiocination, (5)the opinions™" delivered

128 trwg«^njpcr^i trftfiraii'^iji^i'Hf WW > tsrsnregyssrar-

wrwrritaforsr Jmiorac i *d^nw<hn^f\ isgffflfofira =er fS *»f — «u<nRr-

i&$H$i XI 19-20

;[|^H, n 7t\, I 9, on which ft«g^JT remarks ygWqrg | giSrercft %fer-

«flur% xk^ts Iffit Vimih 5TTCl^3*pRra =3 • These two shew that

parjsad and traividya were more or less synonymous,
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by the assembly (parfead) of men deeply learned in the three

Vedas The authoritativencss of customs, usages and conven-

tions and their relation to sastra will be discussed later on.

In the decision of causes there were four deciding factors,

dharma, vyavahara, caritra and raja&sana, which will also bo

dealt with later. So royal edicts or orders first camo to be made

in the administration of justice and probably served as laws or

precedents in later times. Vide H. of Dh. vol. II. pp. 968-970 for the

role of parisads in religious matters. Ysj 1. 9 and Sankha speak of

parrot or assembly of learned men as final authorities on dharma.

The executive functions of the king required a large number

of ministers and officers. This topic will be dealt with immedia-

tely below.

There is another way of looking at the king's functions viz.

they were religious and secular. The first required him to do

certain acts for propitiating gods and unseen powers and

removing dangers therefrom with the help of the purohita and

sacrificial priests (vide Gaut XL 15-17, Yaj 1 308 ) and he had

to guard dharma. His secular functions included those that

led to prosperity, that helped the people in famine and similar

calamities, dealing even-handed justice, guarding person and

property from thieves and trespassers and against invasion.

The Mahabharata records the tradition that many kings of

former times abdicated the throne in favour of their sons and
resorted to the forest aB hermits Vanaparva 202.8 mentions

Brhadasva who crowned his son Kuvalasva. Vide also Vayu
88.32. Dhrtarastra says to Yudhisthira that in their family it

was customary for kings to transfer the sovereignty to their

sons and resort to a forest towards the close of their lives

( Siramavasi 3.38 ). Vyasa says that that was the practice of all

rajarm (Siramavasi 4.5) and the Ssramavasiparva (20) mentions

the names of several such kings. Vide alBO Santi 21.15. In
Ayodhya 23.27, 9419 this practice is referred to. ,M In the
Raghuvarosa (I 8, XVHI. 7,9,26) Kalidaea says that in the
family of Eaghu kings in their old age became mums ( hermits

)

and in chap. ViiL 11-23 he draws a fine contrast between the
lives of Aja and his father Eaghu (who had become a yaU).
There are Jain traditions of some antiquity that connect the

129
- 3&reri5f*n-f| **srr$TsfinJirait i irar fSrfgcv 5% ssrrer&na^ n

*Qi » srftm 94. 19,
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gre&t Jain sage Bbadrabahu, the last Srutakevalin, withCandra-
gupta Maurya, who is said to have abdicated in favour of Ms
son and to have gone to Sravana Belgola Vide Indian Antiquary,

vol 21 pp. 156 ff where Bleet criticizes this tradition and rejects

it In the Divyavadana (XXIX p 431, ed. by Gowell and Neil)

it is stated that Asoka died destitute of power 'so and possessions

and Meet (in J R A. S for 1913 pp. 656-658) says that there

is in this probably a reminiscence of abdication by Asoka King

Lavanaprasada of the Vaghela dynasty in Gujerat abdicated in

favour of his son Vlradhavala (1233-38 A. D.). Vide Bombay

Gazetteer, vol. I part 1 pp 198, 200, 206

Kautilya (VUL 2) speaks of a novel rule called 'dvai-

iajya'
131 (sovereignty of two) and distinguishes it from

'vairajya'. The Mss differ in their readings, but the reading

given in the footnote by Dr Sham Sastri seems preferable.

Kaut remarks "As between dvairajya and vairajya( foreign

rule) the former perishes on account of mutual hatred and

rivalry; but the latter according to the acanjas is enjoyed by

foreigners as it is, when it pays attention to winning over the

subjects; '2fo' says Kautilya 'dvairajya' (generally) exists

between father and son or between two brothers, their welfare

is the same and therefore by reason of the influence of amalyas

(over the two rulers) it can last, but vauajya comes mto

existence by being seized from another king who is living and

therefore the (foreign ruler) thinking 'this country is not mine

impoverishes it and carries off its wealth or treats it as a chattel

(for sale) or when he finds that the country is disaffected

towards him abandons it and goes away". This remarkable

passage contains the mentality of foreign rulers in a nutshell,

llanu 3V 160 in a lucid and laconic manner states how in-

dividual and national happiness lies m freedom Kalidasa lr
i

his

Malavikagnimitra"
8 (Act V) appears to refer to the conception

iao asfer '5inade tQ 5ay 'V®™^ <» fb?m"** lQm
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of dvairajya when he makes Agnimitra say that the latter

desires to establish a dvairasya for the brothers Yajfiasena and

Madhavasena on the north and south banks of the river Varada,

who would both remain under the command of the king (Agni-

mitra). In the Mahabharata a Bimilar rule of two brothers,

Vinda and Anuvinda in Avanti, appears to be referred to (vide

Udyogaparva 166, cr. ed. chap 163 ). MacCrindle in ' Invasion

of India by Alexander' p. £96 quotes Diodorus to the effect that

Alexander sailing up the river came to Taula (Patala?) a city

of great note with a political constitution drawn on the same
lines as the Spartan, for in this community the command in

war was vested in two hereditary kings of two different houses,

while a council of elders ruled the whole State with paramount
authority. Vide Jayaswal's 'Hindu Polity* part I pp. 96-97
and Dr. D. E. Bhandarkar's 'Ancient Indian Polity' p. 99-100
for some further details on dvairajya from Buddhist and
other sources



CHAPTER IV

MINISTERS

Amatya—The second of the seven elements of rajya is thB

amaiya, which word may be translated as 'minister.' There are

three words that are interchangeable though sometimes dis-

tinguished, viz. amalya, saciva and mantrin, the first being the

oldest of the three. A Karika on Panini ( IV. 2 104 ) teaches

the formation of the word with the affix tyap ( tya ) from ama
meaning ' near or with* ( vide Mahabhasya, vol. IL p 292 ). In

Bg IV. 4. 1 m there is the germ of this word * O Agni 1 Go like

a king riding an elephant, accompanied by his ministers '

Yabka ( in Nirukta VI. 12 ) explains ' amavan ' as ' amatyavan,'

though two more explanations of the word are offered by him.

The word amatya itself occurs in Jtg. VH. 15. 3, but there it is

an adjective and means ' our own ' or ' abiding in our house '•

In some of the sutras like the Baudhayanapitr-medhasntia

( 1 4. 13, 1. 12 7 ) the word amatya is used in the sense of ' near

male relations in the house '. Vide H Dh. vol II. p. 588 n. 1375.

The word ' amatya ' occurs in the sense of minister in Ap Dh.

S IL 10. 25 10 "The king should not live better or more

luxuriously than his gurus ( elders ) and his ministers ( gurun-

amatyansca natijlvet
)

' The word * saciva ' occurs in the Ait

Br ( XIL 9 ) where it is said that Indra considered the Maruts

as his 'sacivas' ( helpers or comrades ). The necessity of amUtyas

or sacivas is stated in graphic language by several wiiters

Kautilya (17 last verse ) says ' kingship is possible only with

( the aid of ) assistants, a single wheel cannot work ( a chariot ) ,

-

therefore the king should appoint ministers and listen to their

opinions'. Manu(VH 55 = Sukra IL 1) says 'it is difficult

for a person single-handed to accomplish even an easy task,

how can government particularly, which has great good as its

aim, be accomplished without helpers'? The Matsya-purana

(215. 2) prescribes 'the king, while his head is still wet with

the waters of coronation, if he wants to supervise his State,

should choose his helpers, as in the latter the kingdom secures

stability '. Matsya 215 3 is the same as Manu VP 55 Vide

133. 5t3.nr«n^.*t%i3^wf^n^ra!rir*f '* w 4 i. mft
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Vjsnudharmottara II. 34. 2-3 which aro the samo as Matsya

215. 2-3 ; also Santi 106. 11 and Rajanltiprakasa p. 174. From

Arthasastra 1. 1 and 8, Manu VII 54 and 60, Kam. IV. 25, 27,

XIIL 24 and 64 it appeals that they use the words saciva

and amatya as synonyms Rudradaman in his Junagadh

Inscription ,w (E. I. vol. VBJ. p. 36 at p. 44) states that his

great enterprise to lepair the Sudarsana lake was disapproved of

by his advisory ( mati-saoiva ) and executive councillors (karma-

eaeiva) who were all endowed with the qualities required in

amatyas and yet who were averse to the project and had no
enthusiasm for it, since the breach to be repaired was very great

Here saoivas are divided into two sorts, those who give advice

and those who execute the business decided upon and the word
saeiva seems to be a synonym of amatya. Amara" 5 states that
the amatya who is a dhisaava ( i e matisaava ) is called a
mantrin, while amatyas other than the mantrin »to called

karmasacivas. 'These distinctions are often not observed.

Sumantra is called amatya in Bamayana L 7 3 and the best of
mantrins in 1 8. 4. In Ayodhya 112. 17 amatya and mantrin
seem to be distinguished. From Kaut. 1 8 ( last verse

)
' Having

divided the spheres of their powers and having taken into
consideration the time and place and the work they have to do,
all these persons should be appointed as ministers (amatyas),
but not as mantrins, ' it follows that montrins were regarded by
Kautilyaasofahigher grade than amatyas in general. The
«. N P. p. 178 says that the amatyas are also styled mantrins
Kautilya states ( 1 10 ) how amatyas are to be tested by upadhSs
J. e by means of tempting them as regards each of dhai ma,
arlha, kSma, anfrbhaya (fear) and to be employed if found honest
after any one of the four tests, while mantnns were to be appoint-
ed only if their integrity and loyalty were proved by all the
teste combined TJpadha™ is defined by the NStivakySmrta
p m as testing the mind of a person as regards dharma
artha kama and bhaya by various devices' ( employed by secret
agents) Kat ( 4-5 ) quoted by R.N.P.p.136 states that the
minds of kings always go astray on the (slightest) cause by

134- ^^mt^PPT *ite^^w£w^w«%iil<r<mn^-
T&nmBiHiimfiMi WHWlMUn&i; &c E. I. VHI. p. 36 at p. 44, 1 17
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reason of the fact that they possess great valour, knowledge
weaHfr and particularly the factthat they possess absolute power^
therefore brahmanas should always enlighten the mind of theking as to the duties of a king.

About the number of members in the council of ministers
there has been a great divergence of views from ancient times
Kaut 1 15 and Kam. XI. 67-68 state that according to the
Manava school the council (pansad) of ministers should be
constituted of twelve amatyas, ace. to the Barhaspatyas of 16,
ace to the Ausanasas of 20, but Kautilya's own opinion was
that the number is determined by the power or exigencies of
the State (yathasamartkyam) The Balakfinda (7 2-3) states
that Dasaratha had 'eight honest and devoted amatyas (who
are then named) Manu VEL 54 and Manasollasa (11 2.

verse 57 ) require that the king should select seven or eight
ministers who should be hereditary, versed in the sSstras, brave,
horn of high family and well-tested. This advice was followed
by Shivaji, the founder of the Maratha empire, who had a council
of eight ministers (Pradfianas). Vide Ranade's ' Rise of the
Maratha Power * pp 125-126 where he describes the functions
of the eight ministers called ' Mukhya-pradhana ' (Prime
minister

)
', Pant AmStya ( Finance minister ), Pant Sachiva

( General Accountant and Auditor ), Senapati ( Commander-in-
chief ), Mantri ( in chaTge of king's private affairs ), Sumanta
( Foreign Secretary ), Pandittao ( in charge of the Ecclesiastical

Department), Eyayadhlsha (Chief Justice). This list was
probably taken by Shivaji's advisers from the Sukranltisara

U 71-72 where almost, the same «ight are said to be the

ministers according to some. Vide also Grant Duff's History

of the Marathas, vol. L p. 193, and Rao Bahadur Wad's selec-

tions of sanaels and letters ( in Marathi ) published by Messrs.

Mawajee and Parasnis in 1913, where the names of the eight

ministers of Shivaji are stated and their duties are described

( p. 123 ). In the SSntiparva ( 85. 7-9 ) it is declared that the

king should have 37 sacivas, of whom 4 should be learned

and bold brahmanas, 8 valiant ksatriyas, 21 prosperous

vaisyas, 3 sudras and one sula versed in the Puranos, but

verse 11 adds that the king should discuss^ and settle lines of

policy in the midst of eight mantrins and Santi 83 47 says that

mantrins should not be less than three. In the RamSyana

( IL 100. 71 ) Rama whom Bharata came to meet in the former's

exile asks him whether he held consultation with three or four

mantrins and (in verse 18 = Sabhaparva 5. 30) Rama hopw
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that Bharata did not settle his policies by himself alone or in

consultation with, too many ministers. Kautilya also (L 15) lays

down that the king should hold consultation with three or fout

mantrins The Nitivakyamrta ( mantrisamuddesa pp.- 127-128)

holds that they should bo three, live or seven, that unanimity

is difficult to secure in a group of persons of different characters

and that when there are many ministers they are jealous and

try to carry out their own ideas. These passages show that

firstly there was to be a small cabinet of three or four ministers,

secondly there was to be a council (parisad) of ministers who
might be eight or more in number according to requirements

and thirdly there was a large number of amatyas or sacivas
( high functionaries concerned with various departments ). The
council is mentioned in the 3rd and 6th Bock Edicts of Asoka
( Corpus1 1 vol.L p.

4
' parisa pi yute ajnapayisati

' ) in the words
'the council will OTder the officers called Tuktas'. The qualifica-
tions of ministers ( amatyas ) are laid down in several places
e g in Kautilya 1 9, Manu VH. 54, Yaj. I 312, Kam. 17. 25-30
(of which verses 28-30 are almost the same as the words of
Kautilya), Santi 118 2-3 (14 qualities of mantrins are men-
tioned), Santi 80. 25-38, Balakanda 7. 7-14, AyodhySkanda 100.
15, Medhatithi on MamrVIL 54, Agnipurana 239. 11-15 (= Kam.
17. 25 and 28-31), Manasollasa H 2, verses 52-59, Nltivaky-
amrta p. 108, Bsjanltirataakara pp 13-14 ( quoting Warada and

™
5r

«i
)*

9?f
i^f:^a PP 174"178

' ^iadharmakaustubha
TO' fX

;f
4' ^^bhusana pp. 32, 57-58. Only the qualities

required by Kautilya in amatya are set out here : He must bea native of the country, born of high family, influential, well-
trained in arts, far-sighted, wise, of good memory, vigilant

capable of endurance, pure (in mind and actions), weU-disuosed

health, spintedness, free from arrogance and fickleness affectionate who would not have recourse to-.hatred evt? whenoffended by the king). Kautilya states that ameZ a^SSl^ **
.

bBBtl mMdli,lg ^inferior, of wSh the firstmustbe endowed in full with the qualities set out * Wm «5
tZSirJ*°*** °De*«*^ ahalfrTspeXX

(ver^TS^A whl* deserves special notice, vis.i verse %
)
h8 shouki have secured the confidence of the ifem,.* 3anapada, Many works Prescribe that therenter™
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to be hereditary if the son was capable like his father e eManu VU 54, Yaj I 313, R&nayana II 100 26 ( =SabMparva
5. 43 ), Agni. 220 16-17, Sukra H 114 The Matsya 215 83-84
and Agnipurana ( 220 16-17 ) add the very sensible remark that
such hereditary ministers should not be allowed to dispose of
the cases of their ddyadas (agnates) The Visnudharmottara
(2L 24 55-56

) contains the same rule This heieditaty character
is borne out by many inscriptions Foi example, m the Allahabad
stone pillar ins of Samudragupta, Harisena is himself a Maha-
danda-nayaka whose father Dhrmrabhuti was also a Mahadanda-
nayaka (Gupta Inscriptions pp 10,15) and in the Udayagn:
cave Inscription of Candragupta II (ibid p 34) Virasena «,

described as ' anvayapraptasacivya ' ( who hereditarily obtained
the post otsaaui) The R N P (p 176) after quoting the Matsya-
purana expressly states that the heieditary punciple was to be
given up, if the son or giandson of a former minister had not

the requisite qualifications, but that such a descendant was
to be employed only in such state work as was suited to

his "T attainments The mantrins should, according to most

authorities, be chosen from among brahmanas, ksatfiyas and

vaisyas, but not from sfldras, even if the latter be endowed with

qualities ( vide Sukra H. 426-427, Nitivakyamrta p 108 )
m"

The consultation with the council of ministers was to be in

secret Kautilya ( I 15 ) says ' All administrative undeitaking-!

must be preceded by consultation with ministers The place for

consultation should be so secluded that the conveisation going

on inside will not be heard outside and that even birds cannot

see it, for it is narrated that secret consultations were divulged

by parrots, manias, dogs and other lower animals '
ui The

Harsacarita VI states that Nagasena of the Naga dynasty met

destruction in PadmavatI because his secret policy was divulged

137. tWt&Wift I gf'ffacHW' OTT R^rra 3<tf&: *TH1. i *<W<r fiw&to

*rawfr%3 tpet: n snrrr 'cprrr&i *jt% Titer. jgwrsiT wrr tot ftgtawtw<i*i»T-

fizgig <t g agOi^dmt8M4a *& ** Sim^i^K '
*t *ft * P l7S

137 a n igrum itUftwifoiaft ^wwm^uiffiw^fiy-4«"itii:).iHi<ij>r

13B. n?g^t: ssreTOOT i et^r tfia* mwOTrftwrt <ti3rftCTBrw

compare gqgfta vi ' wtQawm *ri\vmv>nfi<p<Kmf#f*wn TprcW

nrnmrpi »
B<madwwt ^ *fit5fr%r jgnnfor wnnwn; i

'
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byaW<»»3, Srutavarman lost his kingdom in Stfvastl.as his

LTwas dWta-a by a parrot, and king Suvarnacuda m

his death in MrttMvatt by Dabbling m a dream about his

nolicy Vide also MamTO 147-150, Yaj. L 344, Earn. XL 53

SK'Ae*«<»* 225. 19, Manasollasa II 9, verse, 700-705

p 93 Kaut ( I 15 ) has a verse ' no outsider should know the

king's secret policy which he desires to carry out Only those

who are to carry it out should know it only when it is begun

or accomplished*. Vide for a similar rule Manu VH. 105

(=Santi. 140 24 which is also the last but one verse in Kaut.

I 15).
,M The king presided in the council, but if he was not

present the chief minister presided (Manu VH. 141). In the

Malavikagnimitra(V) the king's decision to make a di-anajya

is conveyed to the council of ministers and then the amatya

( who here means the chief minister or President of the council

)

informs the king that the council agreed with the king, where-

upon the king asks the council to depute the commander-in-

chief Virasena to carry out the proposal. Kaut further says

( 1 15 ) that all business was to be transacted in the presence of

the ministers ; but if any one was absent his opinion was to be

elicited by despatching a letter. In matters of emergency ( or

great danger ) the king is to call his cabinet ministers and the

council of ministers and what the "majority decide ox what

would lead to success is to be carried out by the king. Sukra

1365 also refers to the view of the majority. It is the duty of the

ministers, according to Kam. IV. 41-49, to prevent a king from

pursuing an evil course, it is the duty of the king to listen

to the advice of bis ministers and such ministers are not

merely his friends but are really his owr'is.
,4° Sukra 0L 82-83)

asks 'How can the kingdom be brought to prosperity by those

ministers whom the king is not afraid to offend? They are no
better than ladles who are to be decked with ornaments and
fine clothes. What is the use of those ministers, whose advice
does not tend to the advancement of the kingdom, the people,

the army, the treasury, good government and to the destruction

139. sn^r^? to m$fig%g TOriSmct ' '&?*%»? f^ir%t§il^K-
flfinsj it $n%83. 49 and (rtiSar 140. 24 with slight variations; qjfc'J
reads s!iFrg»j-<ft ftgfS&if fttnWWT <ar » - ^WU^HH tmHt »

wo. *sraT*ra?5T% fiqujtJPn uit 3<pr. i g^wiBu 4fo<ri Bsvrsr8?^
yt: it -gqret a fl gg^g gsr ggft awe * ? nmfewri <awt<(PmfciB n ^rst-

IV 41, 44-45 '
^
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of onomies? The ministers, however, must have found it

difficult to please the king and also to placate the subjects A
well-known subhasita Btatos that one who lookB to the benefit

of Iho king comeq to bo hated by the people and he who looks

to tho good of the people (only) is abandoned by the king; when

there is this great conflict it is raTe to find a person who can

secure the ainw of both tho king and the people ut,n Manu (VU
56-59 ) proscribes the matters in which consultations are to be

hold with ministers and the procedure thereof, viz. peace and

war, tthUna (i o army, treasury, capital and the country),

sources of rovonuo, protection (of himself and of the country),

the proper bostowal of the wealth obtained, the king is to

ascertain tho opinions of ministers separately and then jointly

and then do what is beneficial ; he is then to hold consultation

on the most important affairs relating to the six means of policy

with a wise brahmana who is the most distinguished of all

ministers and always to rely upon him, to settle all lines of

policy finally on his advice and then to act Yaj I 312 also

requires the king to consult his man!) ins, then a brahmana

( purohita ) and thereafter to decide himself the course of action

The principal matters which mantrins have to concentrate them-

selves upon, ace to Earn XTJI 23-34 (=Agnipurana 241 16-18),

aie : memha, seouring the fruit of the line of policy adopted

( such as conquering a country and protecting it), the carrying

out of the business ( of the State ), predicting the good or evil

effects (of an action taken ), revenue and expenditure, govern-

ment ( i e punishing those who deserve punishment), subduing

enemies, measures against calamities like famine, guarding the

king and the kingdom. '" The NltivSkyamrta ( p 185 )
concisely

puts the same by saying that amatyas have to concern them-

selves with revenue, expenditure, guarding the ruler (a e His

body, his dharma, wife and children), looking after the army

m all its arms

Yaj I 343 says ' since the State depends upon mardm (H
lines of policy arrived at after consultation with ministers),^

140* *cm^\^^tt*mti^^™fc* l 1*

»r® ft» **n* «*# gritawiHrti^^farf * by «* p " *' lM

pada tonne read as ajwri^raSIT TVS** HIPS'* •

^a^a-jSr-

ST.JJm 23-24 and 3^*241 16-1S. w* y
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king should keep his lines of policy secret in such a way that

reople should not know them till the results of his undertakings

manifest themselves \ Kautilya ( X. 6 last verse ) emphasizes

the importance of mantaa in * an arrow discharged by an

archer may kill one man or none at all, hut a ( well-considered

)

scheme put into operation hy a wise man may destroy even

those who are only conceived '
w Both Sabhaparva 5. 27 and

Ayodhya 100. 16 have the same verse, viz mantra is the Toot of

victory.'
43 Kautilya and the Hltivakyamrtap.lU say that iwnlm

accomplishes the following, viz. the apprehension of what is not

or cannot he seen, imparting the strength of definite conclusion

to what is apprehended, removal of doubt when two courses or

opinions are possible, inference of an entire matter when only a

part is seen.
1*' In most works such as Kaut. 1. 15, Kara. XT. 5G,

Agnipurana 241. 4, Pancatantra L p 85, Manasollasa (IX 9

verse 697 £f, p 92 ) it is said that manim has five elements which

have to be considered ( it is paiicanga ), viz. means of carrying

out actions (or works), plenty of men and materials, proper

allotment of time and place, remedies against pitfalls, the

( happiness of the kingdom or people ) that will result from the

accomplishment of the course decided upon. us

The high functionaries and office-holders have been different

at~different times. In the Vedic age, in the performance of the

Rsjasuya, there are certain offerings (generally twelve in

number) which are called 'ratninam.havSmsi'. Their order
and names differ in different texts, though most are the same
in alL Besides the king ( the sacrificer ), the eleven ' ratnas

'

(jewels) or 'xatnins' are (according to the Sat Br. V 3. 2 ).

the commander-in-chief, the purdhita, the crowned queen, suta
yrantaia, ftsatfr (chamberlain), saftfpahtr (treasurer or charioteer ?),

•toinCJ » snfcrrsr X. 6 last verse, quoted in q»lUdri4i in. p. 386.

143. «TP=ftfirar*rj£^ {% ^(f »refa <nw i swtsqt loo 16, umh i ret-
1?n ft tost *Rv*i *rrer « «*rr s. 27.

i, is and sTrfon. p. ii4, which reads gutf.mv f^r^r Rfajaw srar^R^.
"S-^^ormro^t«rnts, ^n^^titnq , |$ra>refi*n»i!, f^inasr^grre:,

"•"W^^w «wrft ***: » st^m i. is, wmil HraHTtrprt f**rroi |sr-

*'«^V '
rsra%« srararir h*s: <rsarg. ^mrt 1 gnuRcrgj xi 56 It will be noticed

thatKam. ©m.ts ^pfi%%. and makes op the five by counting %5tfWrana 'KWWTW separately.
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akqavapa (superintendent of gambling or of the records?),

bhagadugha ( collector of taxes ), govikartana ' ? hunter ), duta

( courier ), parivrkti ( discarded queen ) Vide H Dh vol n
p. 1215 n and 1216 In Tal Br ( L 7 3 ) they axe the same as

above except that govikartana is omitted and the queen called

' vavata ' is added These are described in the Tai Br. 1 7 3 as

the beBtowers of the kingdom (ete vai rastrasya pradatarah).

Vide also Tai S I 8 9 1-2. It is clear from Sat Br V 3. 2 2

and 4 that some of these jewels like the commander-in-chief

and the huntsman were of low caste or of the sudra caste

Later on certain functionaries began to be called tlrthas, their

number being 18 ; vide Sabhaparva 5 38 ( =Ayodhya 100. 36

)

and Santi 69 52 for a reference to the 18 tlrthas. "* Kautilya

( I 12 ) 6peaks of the 18 tlrthas and enumerates them "7 In the

Kaghuvamsa 17.68 Kalidasa employs iihe word tirtha in this sense.

According to the NltivakySmrta ( p 29 ) persons who are helpers

in dharma and state business axe called tirtha In the Edicts

of Asoka the high officers were called mahamatras ( in Rock

Edict3H there are dharma-mahamatras ) and other officers were

yuktas, rajukae and pradesikas (in Book Edict EI) of whom

the first at least were subordinate to the council of ministers.

Later writers like Govindaraja on Ayodhya 100 36, 'the com

146. *iQ<tai4$U'3g **i$ TSt w* "» ' (5foli»A*fil»i3TC& 'n*"^

=*w&. ii anihrr ioo 36<=sr*n«rf s. 38=5fifitamf?PfiT i. 52.

147 trFosrr wiiirt iBi^-stn^-it^n^^gwi^-^^iR^i^^^'^ 1 '^*

re reft -g fit =* *nw& g»nftw*re i g?nft» -g ftrt ^ rfSfrwuBwir "
wj-

5IWI 12 $miR«<*lit doorkeeper! e Lord Mayor of the palace
,
arpav

ittut is Lord Chamberlain (the same wwwg or qrawTBHf in isvameflhAa-

parva 22 20 and Salya 29 72 and 94 and theynunHWHW »» the 12th Keck

Edict at Girnar or Mansehra in Corpus I. I. p 80 . and the sm $a*!S «

t&qsrmZtS 42) S5TRg is probably Chief Magistrate. *WHf » the minister

or the Chief Commissioner of Revenue. w^Wf m the minister incbarge

of the Treasury. r^Rf functions are not known, sn^ •« probably 'TOW™*

fownfrd is the Chief Justice whose court was in the cap.tal wmtrWR

was superintendent of all mines and SUte manufactories.^UT3 was omceri

charge of aU branches of the amy. 5*^4 =<a^ra)officer in charge o

all forts,3^ officer in charge of ^frontiers.^J^^^
forests and forest tribes It is possible to regard ^emx as «» «
meaning the chief of pradestrs (they were many, ace to KW*^»«
to take Paura as equal to the Nagarakai.e capital Supenntendentfvrfe

ArSstraH 36? and Vyavahanka as Chief Justice. For «fn<**T «
i%TOZ. 7. (cr. ed.).
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on the Yasastilaka L p. 91 differ as to the names of these 18. '"

The Bajataranginl 1. 120 informs us that in former times there

were only seven departments ( karmaslhanas ), that later on they

became 18 and that five more were added to these eighteen

(IV. 142-143 and 512) viz. mah&pratihara, mahasandhivigraha,

mahasvasala, mahabhandagara, mahasadhanabhaga ( and so the

Heads were called ' adhigata-pancamahasabda ' i e. to -whom

five titles with 'maha' in them were given).'4* The Agni-

purana 220 mentions several high functionaries like the

senapati, pratihara, duta and heads of departments. The Sukra-

nltisara ( EL 69-70 ) enumerates ten principal high functionaries

of the king (prakrtis) viz. purodhas (purohita), pratinidhi,

pradhana ( President of council ), saciva (war minister), mantrin
(Home minister), pradvivaka (minister of Justice), pandita
(minister of ecclesiastical matters), sumantra (Finance minister),

amatya ( revenue minister ) and duta ( minister of diplomatic
relations ) and remarks that others omitted purodhas and duta
from this list of ten and held that these eight should all receive
the same pay (verses 71-72), while Sukra was of opinion that
the ten high dignitaries should each receive in order one tenth
more as pay than the succeeding one ( v. 71 ), that the purohita
was the most eminent of all, that among the rest each preceding
was more eminent than each succeeding one ( IL 74-77 ), that
after these hign dignitaries came the other officers (adhikarigana,
H. 279 ), that then came the darsaka ( secretary ? ), and lekhaka
( clerk ), then the menial servants who waited on the king and
lastly the lowest were those who carried out dirty work. In
EL 84-87 Sukra briefly brings out the special functions of the

W^W*SSSW^^*WI^^enretTOSrt cffcfft mft I com on

149. Thisiszmix.mVBolpaficamaha'sabda which is peculiar to the
E^teraagiut. Elsewhere that t.tle generally means one before whom were

^SL^f"T^ inStnUnents In the Ta,<*« *«t of Kulastambba «he 9th centary the epithet •samadhiBata-pancamaba&bd^ ,s applied to aU»(»aha«]adh.r5]a
) in E. I vo, XII p 157, whUe m an InsLpUon irom

IT™ ^lll™
A

° lt is apphed to a ««*«***£. (U
SLS" * '•

InthePvn*a" Plat6S * Dharavarsa Dhruvataja dated^e697the same utle ls applied to a nunister descnbed as ugn.Lf^ftof&amm ( e. i. vol. x. P. 89 > v.de ibbra 7w *
w?«b"»»'

15
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ministers from pratinidhito data ,so and then in H 88-105 at

length. In 1 353-361 Sukra lays down how the king's public

durbar should he arranged, viz. the king's throne should be in

the centre of the western half of the hall on which the king

should sit well-dressed, wearing his crown, armour and a drawn

sword; his sons, grandsons, brother's and sister's sons should

sit behind him, his daughter's sons should sit on his right and

on his left should sit in order his uncles, chief agnates, members

of the assembly, commanders ; in front of the king to his right

should be seated his maternal grandfather's relatives, the man-

trins, and to the left his father-in-law, wife's brother, officers &c.

The Sukranitisara ( I 374-376 ) lays down certain very practical

rules for the king: 'he should personally observe villages, towns

and districts every year; he should see whether his subjects

are kept contented or are harassed by his officers, he should not

side with the officers (with the man on the spot ) but rather

should take the side of the subjects, he should remove an officer

who is hateful to many ( lit. a hundred ) people and an amatya

should be removed if he is found to commit several illegal acts

Sukra (in IL 107-113) further advises the change of portfolios

among the ministers (e. g sumantra should be appointed

amatyaorwee vensa);ha says that for each department three should

he engaged, one the most clever being the head and two others

being darsakas (secretaries) who should be changed every

three, five, seven or ten years ; one man should not be allowed to

hold the same high office for a long time, since otherwise he

becomes intoxicated with power,'" servants should not do any

business without a written order nor should a king order any-

thing to be done except in writing-( IL 290 ).

The words in Asoka's Edict HI 'paScasu paficasu vasesu

niyatu* probably refer to the practice of the transfer of high

150 wh l^R* !*! *&H *ft&fi*3 * • *** ™'^ ^f*
afferent n s*fr am&m iflnft **m»* '

B^wra^na *nsr*ra-

ftn «* nfcnffiwfl*«i enm«r iff^ • swrnntmnnvm «*

151 Compare what Kautilya says 'sia ft f^r fiftstrra \ _

14 „ 305) That power corrupts is forcbly stated by Plato in his !»
Bool IV P 485 (Random House ed ) 'Cronos knew that no human na.ar*

fnvestll with supreme power ,s able to order human afrurs and not overflow

with insolence and wrong

'
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offioeTB every five years. The 6th caste mentioned by Megas-

tlienes (Fragment 1 p. 41 and Fragment XXXIU p. 85 in

McCrindle's 'Ancient India' ) was that of overseers who inquired

into and superintended all that wont on in India, and made

reports to the king or, where there was no king, to the magistrate.

Megasthenes prohahly confounded the ministers and adhyaksas

(who were often hereditary } with a caste. Vide also Fragment

XXXIV pp. 86-88 about the officers of state and their duties-

It is probably on account of some such rule as is stated in

Sukra about frequent change of portfolios that in the inscriptions

high functionaries have epithets prefixed to them which indicate

their connection with several portfolios e. g. in the Banskhera

plate of Emperor Harea ( E. L vol. IV p. 208 at p. 211 ) Skanda-

gupta ( who is probably the same as the Skandagupta mentioned

by Bana in theHarsacaritaVI as commander of the elephant arm)

was the dutdka of the grant and is described as ' mahapramatara-

mahasamanta ' ; in the Allahabad stone pillar Ins. of Emperor

Samudragupta (Gupta Inscriptions p. 10 and p. 15 n. 4), Harisena

is described as ' Sandhivigrahika ' ( minister for peace and war ),

' Kumaramatya ' (the minister of the Yuvaraja ?) and Maha-danda-
nayaka 158

( commander of an army ); Prthvlsena ( a brahmana

)

is described as mantrin, kumaramatya and then mahabala-
dhikrta ( in E. L vol X p. 72, of Gupta Samvat 117 ). In theory

and practice the king was to issue orders in the presence or

under the advice of his principal ministers We read in the

grant of BajarSja I of the Eastern Calukya dynasty that he

issued his command in the presence of the mantrin, purohita,

senapati, yuvaraja, dauvarika and pradhana (E, I vol IV. p. 300

at p. 302 ). Sukra ( H. 362-370 ) describes the procedure followed

in issuing orders about State business. First the mantrin,
pradvivaka (Chief Judge), pandita (head of ecclesiastical

department ), and data should write out the business relating to
their departments, then the amatya should write thereon ( sadhu
lilchamm-asti, the writing is good), sumantra adds

'

samgag
watrOam' ( it is well considered ), the pradhSna writes ' satyam
yathartham * (it is the truth, it is as the business requires ),

pratinidhi should write ' anglkartum yogyam ' ( it is proper to
accept this ), the yuvaraja should write ' anglkartavyam *

( it

should be accepted ), the purohita should write ' lekhyam svg-

152. ' Mahadandanayaka ' may mean ' the chief minister ' as Manu. VII
65 states 'on the amatya depends the control (of the government) and
discipline (among subjects) depends on control (danda).'
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bhimatam *
( this writing is approved by me); all then should

make their seals after their remarks and then the king should

write ' anglkrtam ' ,M
( it is accepted ) and affix his seal

The BajataranginI showB that persons often rose to ministe-

rial positions from low birth e g. ( Y. 73 ) it states that an

engineer of Avantivarman was a foundling, ( VH. 207 ) a watch-

man became chief minister.

It is necessary to say a few words about some of the great

officers of State. First comes the Yuvaraja Kautilya devotes

one chapter (I. 17 ) to taking care of the prince. The subjects

of the prince's education, his association with state business,

treatment of princes, good or bad, the coronation of a yuvaraja

have already been dealt with (pp. 49,83' &o.). The younger

brother or eldest son was made yuvaraja { Crown Prince ) during

the reigning king's life ( Ayodhya, chap. 3-6, Earn. VII 6, Sukra

II 14-16 ) Rama on his coronation as king made Bharata the

Crown Prince when Laksmaua refused to be so,(Yuddhal31.93)-

The yuvaraja and princes were often sent as governors of

different parts of the realm. The Divyavad&na ( XXVL p 371

)

states that Asoka was sent by his father Bindusara to Taksasila

to pacify popular disturbances and Emperor Asoka himself is

Baid to have sent his son Kunala from Pataliputra to the same

town to pacify the citizens that had been offended by the

arrogance of the amntyas ( ibid pp 407-8 ) Kharavela in the

HSthigumpha Ins ( E I. vol XX at pp. 79, 86 ) was a yuvaraja

for nine years from his 16th to his 24th year From the

MalavikSgnimitra we learn that while Pusyamitra was virtual

emperor of Bharatavarsa his son Agnimitra was ruling at

Vidisa and had the authority to divide the kingdom of Berar

between two brothers, Yajnasena and Madhavasena The

yuvaraja is not generally enumerated in the lists of mantrins,

but he is one of the 18 tlrthas and from Sukra ( above p 115
)

it

appears that he had a seal and important matters passed through

his hands along with those of the ministers. According ^o

133. Compare the word 'drstam' occurnng at the beg.nmng of

Chammak and S.van, grants of the VakStaka emperor. Pravarasena II and the

„„i ,n the nlate of the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman U" *• *•

Tl at p 9) in mostJ£ of the Vakjkas the Word >M ' occurs

8t the beginning . vide E I vol 22 p 167 _--.
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Sukra (II, 12) the yuvaraja and the group of amatyas are the

two arms or eyes of the king, but Sukra V. 17 warns the king

against transferring all power to the Crown Prince except when

the king is about to die. The Matsyapurana 320. 7 quoted in the

Budhabhusana (p. 33) prescribes that the king should entrust

to the well-disciplined prince at first unimportant offices and
then gradually important ones. ISS If a prince was ill-behaved

he was not to be abandoned as he would go over to the enemies

and harm the king, but he should be kept confined in a guarded
place ( Kara. VH 6, Budhabhusana pp 33, 35, verses 77, 93 ).

Ab regards his emoluments he was placed on the Bame footing

as the mantrin, purohita, senapati, the queen, the king's mother
{ Kaut V. 3 ). What office is meant by the Kumaram&tya in
some of the Inscriptions ( e. g. Gupta Ins. pp. 10, 50, E I vol X
p. 72, E. I vol XL p. 83 ) is not clear. It does not probably
mean 'a Toyal prince who was also an amatya', but rather
some minister attached to the yuvaraja, as contradistinguished
from rajamatya ( which office occurs in Gupta Inscriptions, p. 218)
It appears that in ancient times provincial governors could be
total strangers to the royal family Erom Kudradaman's
Junagadh Ins. we learn that the governor of Surastra under
Candragupfca Maurya was a vaHya called Pusyagupta and
under Asoka a Yavana noble or king called Tusaspa 1ss" ( E I
VDIp 36 at p. 43).

* '

Next comes the purohita. In H. Dh vol 31 pp. 40 and 363
it has been already shown how purohitas existed from the most
ancient period of the Ugveda, how the purohita was thought to
be_ half the soul of the king and how the co-operation of the
spiritual teacher and the secular head (the king) was deemed
absolutely necessary for the prosperity of the kingdom, how
Gautama XI 12-14 ) and £p Dh. S II 5 10. 16 prescribed the
qualities of the purohita. Our authorities show that the purohita

rastragopa ( the saviour of the kingdom ). The Sukranitx also,

^»«S 7:s^ ***** •«*«*« ™**™
*"» » " strange that Dr Bent Prasad ,n The State in ancient

JL«bZ*f dbl aBd means ' ha^g ruled over-

^omeans one ruhng over a province. a Provincial Governor • In dramas
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though a very late work, similarly describes the purohita

( IL 74 ) as ' rajarastrabhrt ' { the /supporter of the king and the

kingdom ) In the Rgveda HI 53. 12 we find the idea that the

hymns and the spiritual power of the purohita Visvamitra

protected the Bharata clan ISB He made the king ready for

battle and accompanied him in battle murmuring ' where the

arrows fly &c\ (Rg.V175 17) while the fight went on (videisv.

Gr III 12 19 quoted below n. 308) The Visnudharmasutra

III 70, Y»3 L 313, Kam. IV 32 require that the purohita was to

be well versed ,s7 in the vedas, itihasa, dharmasastra or danda-

nlti, in astrology and portents, in riles of propitiation contained

in the Atharvaveda, of high family, endowed with all wdyus and

good acts as stated in the sastras and with austerities. Kaut-

(19) states almost the same qualifications for the purohita,

requires the king to honour his advice as a pupil honoure his

teacher or a son his father or a servant his master and says that

royal power advanced by brahmanas, enforced as with a spell

by the consultations of mantrins and endowed as with a weapon

by the observance of sastric rules becomes invincible and

secures success Vide Adi. 170 74-75, 174. 14-15, Santi. 72. 2-18

and chap. 73, Kajanltiprakasa pp 59-61 and 136-137, Ksja-

dharma-kaustubha pp 255-257 for qualifications expected in

the purohita Kautilya (X 3) states that while a battle is

going on the ( chief ) minister and purohita should urge on and

encourage the soldiers by exhorting them with verses from

the Veda and classical Sanskrit, promising great rewards in

the next world for those who fall in battle The Sukranltisara

( IL 78-80 ) requires in the purohita among other qualities the

study of dhanurveda, proficiency in arms and in formations of

armies for battle and possession of so much religious merit as

to be able to pronounce an effective curse A purohita was to

be distinguished from a rtmj (a sacrificial priest) as Manu

VII 78 and Yaj I 314 show Vide ManasollasaE 2 60tp a* J.

Rajanltiratnakara pp 16-17, Visrmdharmottarall. 5l.Agm 239

16-17 for further passages on purohita Some authorities include

156. 8»«nf«fcre*«rl&wfo'*n*sr«!*isr "i 5312

*Sp,m. TOTS***** frroftfHSii* ' t-^'JEfSSS
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the purohita among amatyas or mantrins (e. g. Vijfianesvara

on Yaj. I. 353, Sukra H. 69-70 ), while others like Yaj. I 312

regard him as distinct from mantrins. The purohita was often

hereditary. Aco. to Kautilya quoted ahove he was to employ

means declared in the Atharvaveda to remove calamities, divine

and human. The great divine calamities ace. to Kautilya IV. 3

are fire, flood, disease, famine, rats, wild elephants, snakes and

evil spirits.
liS According to Manu VII. 78 the purohita was

concerned with the religious rites laid down in the srauta and

grhya sutras and Ap 11 5. 10. 14-17 show that the purohita

had complete jurisdiction in matters of penance for offences.

Vas.(19. 40-42 ) provides that if the king lets off an offender

deserving to be punished the king had to fast for a day and the

purohita for three days and to perform the heavy penance of

Ercchra if the king punished the innocent. According to most
authorities he played a role that was pre-eminently religious

He is not mentioned among the 10 limbs of the sabte in tho
administration of justice. Kat. 24 (quoted in S. V. p. 20) does not
require him to he an expert in arthasastra, though Kat 56 quoted
by the Mit. on Yaj. H 2 and Sm. C. (II. p. 14) say that the king
should enter the Hall of Justice with learned brahmanas, the
ministers, the chief justice, the purohita &c. Yaj. 1. 312 and the
Mit. on Yaj. L 312-313 on the other hand prescribe that even after
consulting all mantrins, the king was finally to consult the
purohita in all secular and religious matters. The Nltivakyamrta
(purohitasamuddesa) p 160 states that the divine calamities
are: shower of fire (fall of lightning?), excessive rainfall,
epidemics, famine, damage or disease of crops, swarms of
locusts and other vermin, diseases, goblins and female evil
spirits, snakes, wild elephants, rats. The purohita is required
to know ritual of five kinds,'" vfc that dealing with the
propitiation of Naksatras, that of srauta sacrifices, that of themmhtas ( of Tantra worship), that of Atharvasiras and that of

*j L^^2f^m***
' ********«*«* *w*ri^

.
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santis ( such as grahasanti &c. ). Calamities, according to Kam.
XHI. 30-21, are of two sorts, divine ( daiva ) and human : there
are five kinds of the first viz. fire, flood, disease, famine and
epidemic, all of which can he met hy human effort and by
propitiatory rites, while human calamities should be withstood
by constant effort and by proper lines of policy. The same
verses are Agnipurana 241 14-16.

Ace to Eautilya (V 3) 48000 panas were the salary ofthe (royal)

sacrificial priest, acarya (teacher), mantrin, purohita, commander-
in-chief, crown prince, the king's mother, the queens and he holds
that "with that amount of maintenance they would not yield to

temptation or revolt (against the king)".160 The am5tyas,the chief

judge and even the purohita could be punished by the king, ace to

Manu, if any of them went wrong (VET 335 andIX 234)and Kaut-

( IX. 3 ) prescribes that when the purohita is guilty even of a

great offence, the remedy is to imprison him or banish him. Some
great ministers, though not exactly purohitas of the king, were

learned brahmanas and led simple lives such as Canakya and

Madhava There is divergence of views about the salaries set

out in the Arthasastia (V. 3 ). Jayaswal ( in ' Hindu Polity

'

part H p 136 ) holds that the salaries were yearly and the panas

in which they weie paid were silver ones. Prof Dikshitar ( in

' Mauryan Polity ' p 151 ) holds that the salaries were monthly

Confusion is caused by the fact that theie weie panas of copper,

silver and gold Vide Rajanltiprakasa p 294 The Rajatarangwl

VII 950 speaks of dirniaias of gold, silver and copper Rao

Bahadur K. V Rangaswami Aiyangar holds that the salaries

( in the Arthasastra ) were monthly and in golden panas

(in 'Ancient Indian Polity ' pp 44-45) Therefore this matter

must be investigated Manu ( VHI 13 ) promises that those

names of copper, silver and gold coins which are well-known

among the people ( of its day ) for purposes of trade will be

described hy him Aco. to Manu VUL 134 and 136, Visnu Dh

S IV. 6-10, and Ysj I 363-365 five krsnalas are equal to a

masa,, 16 masas are equal to a suvarna, 4 suvainas ( or five ace

to some ) are equal to a pala, a karsa is equal to £ of a pala

and a piece of copper one-fourth of a pala in weight is called a

pana, which is the same as karsapana '" ( equal to 80 rahtikas m
'

i6o. ^w^r^i^amsa^r̂ a^Mii^^u^ratfj^tg^^n^^"'
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gufija berries). A pala was equal to 320 raktikas. Kant H.19 Bays

practically the same thing. In Kant. V. 3 the salaries range from

48000 to 60 panas from the highest functionaries to the lowest

servants. They must all be taken to be forthesame period in every

caseand inthesame metal, Bince Kaut expressly states no different

periodB and no difference in metal. Ordinarily the words pana

and karsapana ( as stated by Manu VDI 136 and the Mit. on

Y&j. L 365 and the Sukranlti IV. 1. 116 ) refer to copper piecos

(usedaB coins) and bearing a stamp. Another table given
hy Manu VUL 135-136, Visnu Dh. S. VI. 11-12, Yfij. L 364 is

:

2 raktikas us or krsnalas = one (silver) masa, 16 maaas=onc

162. A rakhka was found by General Cunningham nfter many experi-

ments to weigh on an average 1.8 grams (\idehis * Coins of Ancient India '

pp 45-46 and also Rapson's " Coins ' pp. 2-3 ) So that a silver dbarana or
purana ( of 32 raktikas ) should weigh about 57. 6 grams and a copper pana
(of 80 raktikas) should weigh 144 grains It appears that the weights of
Indian coins in different parts and at different times varied a good deal.
Cunningham (

' Cows of Ancient India ' p. 5 ) stales that gold was cheap in
India, being as one to eight rates of silver. But in medieval times i. e.

about 1300 A. D. (vide Sukra IV. 2 92-93
) gold was 16 times the price of

the same weight of silver, which again was 80 times of the price of the same
weight of copper. Though, as stated in note 161 above, a copper pana was
usually equal to eighty raktikas, a copper pana of 100 raktikas (.. c of 20
masas

J was known. Nar. (pansista verse 58) speaks of masa as the 20th part
of the karsapana and the Mit on YaJ. I 365 and Vy Nirnaya p 207 quote
a verse (attributed to TJsanas by Haradatta and Maskann on Gaut. XII 19)
that a masa is a twentieth part of pana (wnf, K^W,m qo,^ uffcftfc,. ).
TheAgnipurana<227 2) appears to have known a pana of laobSta.

SET* TO
!!V? P* ** ***** The verses ,n N5r

" (M4«*M0 J are ascribed to Kat by the Sm C II. p 99 and it is stated by both
that those terms are in ,ogue in Paucanada (Punjab). When the pana of

been almost of the weight of the modern copper half anna com. The tablegiven by Nar. (pari 58-60) is: 4 kakmis-masa, 20 masas -karsapana (wt.ch

al D?n",%-
S
-^d,t

tL'
4 k"^»« = kanaka. 12 dhanakas - suva na(also called dinara

) The table g,ven by Br (as quoted in Sm. C. II p 99an IV. R. p. 667) is the same. Br. as quoted by AparSrka p az\Sy R
mJI\ rt""?

e,Wri ,aSnaka ' for COin
' «***««* also occurs 5rtheMrcchakatikaandinVaj 11.240-241. The Amarako& states thl ",L

J f $?l\ZZZT:&alSa *VeSOihei —*"**— Sahara!
for"fi„;; f ,-^

St"kmgexample * no °ne W"" spend a kirsaoanafor finding out a lakim that he had lost '. The Ariha&stra n 12 „t! "

( Continued on the next page

)
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silver purana or dharana ; 10 dharanas = one (silver) satamgna.
This table was used for silver coins. Thus a dharana would
be l/10th of a pala as stated in the Brhatsamhita ( 10. 13 palada-

( Continued from last page

)

masaka. Under the Guptas golden coinB are mentioned as dinaras, vide

' Gupta Inscriptions ' p. 29 at p. 31 where there is a gift of 25 dmaras

in the Gupta year 93 and pp 38, 41, 261 (where it is stated that one bhtkstt

was to be fed every day throughout the year from the permanent endowment

of 12 dinaras). From the Baigram plate dated Gupta samvat 128 it appears

that one dinara was equal to 16 rupakas ( silver coins ) in E I vol XXI.

p 80. A M&thura Ins of the 28th year of Huviska speaks of the deposit of 550

puranas ( E. I. vol XXI p. 55 at 61). Bhaskaracarya ( who was born in sake

1036 and wrote his Siddhantas'iromam in 1072 sake i e 1150 A. D )
gives

the following table (in Lllavati I 2-4}* 20 varatakas «= kakini, 4 kakinls =

pana, 16 panas = dramma, 16 drammas = mska , 2 yavas = gunja, 3 gunjas =

valla ( modern Marathi val ), 8 vallas <= dharana, 2 dharanas = gadyanaka

,

5 gun-as «= masa, 16 masas = karsa, 4 karsas = pala and a karsa of gold is

called Snvarna, It will be seen that Mar. and Lilavati differ as to *lWi<n!

Gadyanakas of gold are referred to in the Fattadakal pillar Ins of Kirtivar-

man I (754 A. D.) where it is stated that a field of 30 ntvartanas was

purchased for thirty gadyanakas of gold (E I vol III. pp 6-7) From a

verse of the Caturvimsatimata quoted by the Mit on Y5j III 258 it appears

that gadyanaka was also a silver coin. From an inscription of Vikramaditya

V near Gadag dated sake 934 it appears that fines for offences were levied

in gadyanakas (E I vol. XX p 64) The following works may be consulted

for further information on Indian coins viz Cunningham's 'Coins of

Ancient India '
( 1894), Rapson's ' Indian coins '

( 1897) in the Grundrtss,

C. J. Brown's Coins of India (in ' the Heritage of India ' series, 1922)

The Dharmadvaitanirnaya (pp 137-139) and the Vaijayanti on Visnn Dh S

IV. 9 may be consulted for efforts to reconcile the various statements about

Snvarna, Niska &c For an informing paper on the most ancient Denam. vide

Proceedings of theBntishAcademyvol XVIIIpp 211-266 whereitisestablished

that the earliest denartus period begins about 187 B C Therefore Jolly s

assumption (in Recht ind Srtte p 23 followed by W.nlernitz in ' History of

Indian Literature' vol II. p. 216 n. 4 that all Indian works in which tu

word dinara occurs cannot have been composed before 2nd century A u

,s unwarranted. Prof. Keith (JBAS for 1915 p ™>*"?£,"?£
Jolly's assumption The dinara was vanously defined According^

Visnugupta quoted in Hemadn's Vratakhanda, a riipaka is £h_"a™
ST? dinara was equal to 28 rupakas, while ace to Nar and Kat **«£
^rrweresynonyms The Dharmadva.tamrnaya says that ^f*-™

a <°
f

f

( Bhide's and
Madgavkar's editions

)
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iabh&go dharanam). NSrada (parisista 57) expressly Btates

thatasilverkarsapanaisin vogue in the south i. e. a silver

pana or karsapana was not universal.m A golden suvarna also

comprised 80 gufijas, while the standard sUvor pana was of 32.

Bhys Davids ( in * Buddhist India ' p. 100 ) states that about the

time of Buddha's birth transactions were carried on in terms of

the kcHinjxma, a square copper coin weighing about 144 grainB

and guaranteed as to weight and fineness by punch marks made

by private individuals, that there were half and quarter kaha-

panas also, that a kahapana would be now worth about $ths of a

penny, though its purchasing power was then equal to about

one shilling of the present day. Therefore it is proper to under-

stand that a pana or kSrsapana, when the word is used without

any qualification, was meant to be one of copper and that

prima faae the salaries in Kautilya were meant to be in copper

panas This conclusion can be supported by various considera-

tions Manu YH. 126 prescribes that the wages for the lowest

menial servant ( such as one who sweeps the house or brings

water ) is one pana a day and of a superior menial servant

6 panas a day and that the former was to get in addition one

pair of garments every six months and every month a drona

of corn ( which would be equal to 1024 musUs according to the

Mit. on Yaj BX 274 ). Whatever ages may be assigned to the

AithaSastra and the present Manusmrti the two works cannot
be separated from each other, if at all, by more than a century

or two. Therefore the economic conditions of the one may be
held to have not differed much from those to which the other
refers. It is impossible to hold that the lowest menial servant
got one gold papa a day besides over 30 mustis of corn every
day (1024 in a month). If that were so, the lowest menial servants
of Kautilya's days would have to bB supposed to be a hundred
times better off than their confreres in big cities like Bombay
towards the end of the 19th century { when menial servants got
from five to ten rupees a month without any allowance of grain ),

Therefore the pana in Kautilya V. 3 is not of gold. Kautilya
{ in V. 3 ) says that a king who has a depleted treasury may
make payment of salary by giving forest produce, cattle or
fields along with small quantities of cash, that if he has under-
taken to colonize a waste tract he may make payment of salary
in cash only and not by bestowing a village. In connection

*6*: wnfrnrt jjf&oi^tf ,-|ftr fan irafe mx$ ( qft6ra: 57 ) ; »nfoft
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with this he says that 60 panas are to ba the equivalent of one
adhaka of corn ( sastivetanasyadhakam krfcva hiranyanurupam
bhaktam kuryat) "* An adhaka" 5 came to only 256 muslts

( handfuls ) of corn and even in famine times one adhaka could
not have cost 60 silver panas, much less golden ones In V. 3
Kautilya declares that an ordinary duta should get ten panas
for a journey of one yojana and twice the wages for eaoh yojana
up to one Hundred. A yojana aco to Kaut. himself (JJ. 20) is

equal to 8000 dhanus ( ace to another reading 4000 dhanus ), a
dhanus being equal to four aratnis (each aratni being

24 angulas ). So taking the highest figure a yojana was at the

164 The word hiranya has two senses 'gold' and ' money or ' cash

'

whether in gold, silver or copper (as said by Amara who gives 'dravina'as

a synonym ) When Kautilya says that the Icing may pay ' hiranya ' and not
' grama ' he means only cash payment and not necessarily only gold

vide the copperplate grant of Siliditya VII m Gupta Inscriptions p 179 at

p 189 where the grant of a village is said to be ' sadhanyahiranyadeyah '

Here dhattya (payment of tax in kind) is contradistinguished from payment

to hiranya i e in cash ( either gold, silver or copper). When Pataujali

states that the Mauryas being greedy of ' hiranya ' founded or manufactured

images (Mababhasya vol II p. 429 on FSn V 3 99 quoted in H Dh
vol lip 710 n 1696) what is meant is that they wanted cash and sot

merely gold,
.

165 The measures of capacity such as sns^Ti UW occur in the Mat-

hura Ins of Huviska ( E I XXI p 55 at p. 61 ) According to Farasara

(VI 70 ) two prasthas are equal to an adhaka and 32 prasthas are equal to

a drona The Mit on Yaj III 275 quotes a verse lo this effect 8 mastis =

one ktHcit or kttilct (ace to some ), 8 kiiicit = puskala, 4 puskalas = adhaka;

4 adhakas = drona and 16 dronas = khari Apararka (pp 305 and 846)

quotes two verses (which the Par. M II 1 p 141 ascribes to the Bhavlsya.

purSna) which say 2 palas=prasrti, 2 prasrtis=kudava, 4kndavas=praslh3 1

4 prasthas = adhaka, 4 adhakas = drona, 2 dronas = kumbha The Damla

viveka p. 135 refers to this, adds that some held the kumbha to be equal to

20 dronas ( Kaut II 20 holds kumbha to be equal to 20 dronas ) and quotes

the following verse from 'qo3«qT ' JgSTren S^Soir: »R«JrS3JTsmnJtrr: STO I

wnH fSsiftNrnif fer afir *roraw?r: ' n The word drona occurs even in the

Rgveda in the sense of a wooden trough used for holding water or soma

ju.ee Vide Rg. VI 2 8, VI 37 2, VI 44 20, IX 28 4 etc In Rg IV32 17

the sage prays Indra to grant a hundred kharis of soma The words adhaka

and rfro«« occur in the ardharcadi group (Pan II. 4 31 ), Khart in FSn,

V 1 33 and V 4 101. The Par M II 1 141 sajs on this difference about

kumbha '^r^r snairaw nrromnfnrmnr '
Kaut (ii. 19 p 104 )

b'™",

,

f

tells us that the measure drona was of four varieties, 162J palas, 175, IS7J or

200 palas according as it was used for measurement in the harem, or for

servants or for ordinary dealings or for royal income.
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most about 9 or 10 miles ( or only ih or five miles according to

tlie other reading). To hold that 10 silver panas were allowed

to an ordinary data for going oven ten miles (which he could

cover in half a day or less ) would be too much. Hence also

the panas in Kaut. V. 3 are only copper ones. When once it is

settled that the panas are of copper, it easily follows that the

salaries inpanas were monthly. Artisans and craftsmen wore, ace.

to Kaut., to get 120 panas. If this were yearly, they would get only

10 panas a month, while, according to Manu quoted above, even

the lowest menial was to get a pana a day. Therefore 120 panas

( of copper ) were the monthly salary of an artisan. A monthly

Balary is more natural and practical than a yearly one. Other

ancient writers like Sankha-Likhita ( in R&janltiprak&sa p. 252

)

contemplate a monthly salary for soldiers (viz. two suvaTnas a

month ).
" 6 From the Nasik Inscription Wo. 12 ( E. I. Vol. VUL

whhA mi ^idniw «tv < >priiag 4M«d*lMi R$Sia4aM4i"i 5«5'aTft^to-

flta twiu.
"!^^^ 3*1* ''S^a » trsre&BFS p 58, ^Rpft'nppRTO p- 252.

tHirnJwg explains tRtfSV'foi q$z '^5 a<$3ni%*'ft ^pt qrt "arwt f^n-

BTI I gffrjft 3 V&% ^MM i^itHvi T5rrfi| %TfUmr^: . This provides for

pension to the dependents when the soldier dies on doty, special bonuses or

favours for special valour, work or worth.

A few words may be said about words like suvarna, satamana, niska

&c. The word krsnala occurs in the Tai S II 3. 2 1. Hiranyakara

( goldsmith ) is found in V5j S 30 17. In Rg I. 126 2 gifts of a hundred

niskas and horses are mentioned and in Kg IV 37 4 the Rbhus are address,

ed as wearing ' good niskas In Atharva V. 14 3 • niska ' occurs and in

the Ait. Br (39 8 ) damsels who are mskakantliyah ( whose necks are adorn-

ed with necklaces of niskas ) are among the gifts So ' niska ' was probably

a gold piece used as a coin or an ornament or a thin plate of gold like a
modern fmth, several of which are even now worn by women in the form
of a necklace In Rg II 33 10 Rudra is said to wear visvarupa-mska

'

which is probably an allusion to golden pieces stamped with various figures.

In Rg VI 47 23 the sage says that he received ten 'hiranyapindas' (golden

pieces ) from Divodasa In Rg VIII. 78 2 a prayer is offered to Indra for the

bestowal of golden ' mana\ which may be the precursor of "Satamana".
This last occur", m the Tai. S VI. 6 10 2 Pan (V. 1. 27, 29, 30 ) respective-
ly mentions satamana (what is bought for a satamana is called satamana ),
karsapana, niska and V. I 34 refers to pana, pada and masa PataSjali

{ Mahabhisya vol III. p 369 on Pan. VIII 1. 12 ) gives the instance from
this karsapana give one masa to each of these two persons who are here \
The sutra of PSnim V. 2. 120 (rupad-ahataprasastayor-yap) conveys that

( Continued o» next page)'
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p. 82 ) we learn that in the early centuries of the Christian era 35

karsapanas were equal to one suvarna.

Hopkins in 'Position of the ruling caste' J. A. 0. S.

vol. XHL pp. 151-162 traces how the influence of the purohita

grew. One cannot accept his views ahout there heing three

layers in the Mahabharata and the conclusions from such

dealing with the text that he draws, which are rather subjective.

Gradually the importance of the purohita waned As the

Sukranltisara cited above ( n 150.) shows, long before that work

he came to be omitted by several writers from the council of

ministers and was supplanted by the Pandita. The same func-

tions came to be exercised by an officer called dharmadhyaksa

or dharmadhikaranika in Bengal and other countries The

Matsyapurana ( 215. 24 ) states the qualifications of a dharmmlh-

kann.m Vide E L vol. 14 p. 156 at p. 160 of the Naihati

grant of Ballalasena, where we have both purohita and maha-

dharmadhyaksa mentioned among the great functionaries ofSlate

and the Benares copper-plate of the Cedi king Karnadeva in 1042

A D. in E I vol H. p 309 where we have mahadbarmadhi-

karanika but no purohita. Besides another officer called

samvatsara (astrologer) gradually took over some of the

functions of the purohita. The Visnudharmasutra BL 75 ( riyS

ca sarvalmyesu safovatsarudhiimh syat) requires the king to depend

on the samvatsara in all matters. The Brhat-samhita (2.9)

states that a king without a samvatsara mistakes his path like a

blind man. Kam. 4.33 and Visnudharmottara B. 4. 5-16 recom-

mend reliance on him. Kautilya I6T» IX. 4 was himself against

too much reliance on astrology, while Taj. T 307 holds that the

rise and fall of kings depend on the (aspects or influence

of ) planets.

( Continued from last page )

PSmm knew metal pieces that were well beaten and tnmmed into good-

looking coins The Vartika • KakinyaseopasankhySnam ' ( on PSmm V. 1 J

establishes that kakini was nsedin those days as a medium °f

J""^"?
goods The K5&ka gives rupyo dfcarah • as an example J™**™™ 1**!

Hill IM"It ' sjjtisisjf. lOMniV

167. «* smr * ft* * w*n»nR»m»p « «*««* §&** mmm
mSst K*H«rStFr 215. 24 and 5*. p. 48 verse 216. -wo.

mr«n ***** «• « ( »«* verse tat one)
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Senajxai : The qualities of a commander-in-chief are Btated

in several places Buch as Kautflya ( U. 33 ), Ayodhya 100. 30

{ = Sabha 5. 46 ), J35nti 85. 31-33, Matsya 315. 8-10, Agnipurana

220. 1 ff, Ksm. XVBX 27-44, Visnudharmottara 31 24. 4-6,

Manasollasa JL 2, verses 90-92 p. 37. Ace. to the Agni-

purana 220. 1, Matsya 215. 10 the commander-in-chief must be

either a brahmana or a ksatriya. Sukra ( IX 429-430 ) reguires

that a ksatriya should be preferred as senapati, hut if a valiant

ksatriya be not available a hrahmana may be chosen, but a
sudra should not be chosen. Ace. to the Manasollasa he should

possess the following qualities: good family, character,

courage, profioiency in (several) languages, cleverness in

riding horses and elephants and in the science of arms,
knowledge of omens and medicine, knowledge of the breeds of
horses and of the difference between what is essential and non-
essential, liberality, sweet speech, self-control, intelligence,

resoluteness. In the MababhSrata genapatis are elected and
consecrated (vide Udyoga 151, Drona 5, KarnalO), but this
was not so in later times. He is appointed by the king on his
own initiative.

Data: (Ambassador or messenger). The word and the
office of dm as messenger was known in the most ancient
fames. In 3Jg. 1. 12.1, 1.161.3, YJS. 44.3 Agni is said to be the
duta and is requested to bring the gods to the sacrifice. There
is also attached to the word the meaning of espionage, since
sarama, the bitch of the godB, is represented in $g. X. 108 2-4
assentbylndra to find out the treasures of the Panis. The
Udyogaparra (37.27, cr. ed. 37.25 ) specifies the eight 'qualities
of a duta viz. he must not he stiff-necked, nor timid, nor dilatory,

1 1 b
lkmi and """"to. »* "able to be won over by

&"«

«

S !
ases

' endow,d^ a fine mode of **«*.m
WTO 55 S f

ven qualitieB
-

V!de Ayodl*a m™.

hTL^ w Sh°Uld
"
peak 0Dly what ta *«* ***» o^red

IS f? TS
ng) BPeak

'
otherwise he ™»U be liable to betaUed (Udyogaparva 72.7, cr. ed. 70.7). Santi 85. 26-27 say

STfW^ **".*»*»«* <>f the subject of data. Hes^aata^dfltajsjo be sent by the king after the line of
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policy has been settled at a council of ministers to the king

who is to be attacked (vide Kam. Xlllalso). A data is of

three kinds : (1) nisrstartha ,M ( one to whom is entrusted full

discretion as to what is to be said ) is one who is possessed of

the qualifications required in a minister (amatya ), such as Krsna

from the Pandavas or the ambassadors in modern times;

(2) panmitartha ( entrusted with a definite mission, an envoy

)

who possesses the same qualifications as the first less by one

quarter; (3) iasanahara (a mere carrier of royal writings or

missives ) who possesses only half the qualifications of the first.

The Mit. on Yaj. I 328 lucidly explains the three varieties.

Kaut. dilates at great length on the qualifications of the data,

what he has to note while in the enemy country, how he is to

behave ( such as avoiding women and wine ), how he is to gather

information through spies ; but all this has to be passed over

for want of space. Vide Kam XII 2-24 for the same. Kam.

(XII. 22-23) briefly sets out the following dutieB of the data

;

determining those who are inimical to the king to whom he is

sent, winning over to Mb side the friends and relatives of the

enemy king, finding out the ( number and equipment of) forts,

the economic resources and military strength of the enemy

king, collection of news as to what the enemy intends to do,

bringing over to his side the officers in charge of the districts

of enemy country, collecting knowledge about the places of the

enemy where battles can be waged by his king or whence he

can pass away swiftly. Manu VTL 65 says that it is the duta

who brings about alliance or war. Kaut. says that when the

ruler to whom the duta is accredited becomes displeased at the

mess-age he brings, the duta should reply'70 'All kings, you

and others, speak through their duta. Therefore dutas have to

deliver the message entrusted to them even if weapons are

raised ( to threaten them ) ; even the lowest caste dutas (candalas)

are not to be killed, what need be said about a data who is a

169. aTira^lFWTO iiwMdMjWJUHn*
i,

trt!g^!?
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„fe,#,t
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tffcetvit > snmws *ra&snrtft<T: i i8m. on ^n*. *• 3ZB-

p. 171 ) and xp^lPSm HI. P 564.
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brahmana ? This ( that I uttm ) is the message of another. It

is my duty to say it \ The Ramayana ( V. 52. 14-15 ) says that

good men do not allow the killing of a duta, hut certain modes

of dealing with him ( viz lashing him, shaving his head ) are

allowed in certain cases.

A duta is to be distinguished from a caia or ca>a ( spy ), as

done by Kaut , Earn. XH 32, Yaj. I. 328. Kam. XH. 32 says

that a duta is an open ( praka&a ) spy, while a cava is a spy who
works in secret In modern times also ' an ambassador is often

nothing more than an honourable spy acting under the protect-

ion of the law of nations' ( Encyclopedia Britannica on
' espionage

' }. Kaut. devotes four chapters to spies { 1. 11-14

)

and Kam. ( XII. 25-49 ) also deals at great length with them.

The Sukranttisara ( I 334-336 ) states that the king should learn
every day at night from his secret spies the intentions and
actions of his subjects and officers, and the opinions of ministers,
enemies, soldiers, the members of the assembly, relations and
the women in the harem The cam must, according to Kam. XII.
25, possess ability to infer the inner thoughts ( of men ), must
have a good memory, must he soft in speech, have quick gait, he
capable of enduring privations and heavy labour, swift in action,
ready-witted. Kaut. (111) says"' that spies are those who
work in the guise of a kapattka ( a hold pupil capable of know-
ing the minds of others ), ttdSstfttta ( a sham ascetic, who has
fallen from the real duties of asceticism and is endowed with
intelligence and pure character), grhapalika (a householder
who is a cultivator that has not the means to maintain himself
has intelligence and is of pure character ), a uudehaha ( a trader
who cannot maintain himself by trade and is possessed of intel-
ligence and pure character ), a tapasa (a spy practising auste-
rities, who has either shaved his head or has matted hair and is
desirous to maintain himself ), a class-mate or colleague (satlnn)
adesperafe character {tikma), a poisoner and a female mendicant'
lne first five of these are called by Kautilya five samstlias (groups'

in^wtft: jagwt<mf mi^maciwfe i wn^«pi*!ra*s.riihsr-

^»^wr-. *&?W. « .rftirax.u . «*«««&, ***** the «2.^BMIHWIWWir, which occurs in^ II. 183 and is explained by the

•E^ST" •""***<'«* ""SB*- fctTftf* on Manu VII 154 quotes

ftom ! 12

W"nalaiBepan 0t K^ * » *<>* **^° «* * Poruon
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or institutions ), which should be honoured by the king with

awards of money and marks of respect and through which the

king is to test the purity of the character of his servants.

Kautilya Bays that the spy called udBsthila should carry on

agriculture, cattle-rearing and trade on land set apart for the

purpose, should be supplied with plenty of gold and disciples

and should afford to all ( sham ) ascetics food, clothing and lodg-

ing, direct them to detect particular crimes and report. The spy

called tfiixtsa was to stay near the capital, to have many pupils,

to pretend to oat once in a month or two only a handful of

vegetables or grass and eat secretly his favourite dishes His

disciples were to proclaim that he possessed supernatural powers,

he should pretend to make predictions about gain or fires or

fear from robbers after ascertaining from his pupils by nods and

signs such events In 1 12 Kaut. deals with wandering spies

( called saficara ) viz. sattrms ( who are orphans that are to be

maintained by the State and that are taught palmistry, sorceryi

tricks of legerdemain &c ), ttkqna (desperadoes who, regardless of

their lives, may fight elephants for money), rasada ( who have no

affection even for their relatives, are indolent and cruel), bhk^ukl

orparivriijika (a poor brahmana widow, clever and desirous to earn

her livelihood, honoured in the king's harem and visiting the

families of mahamatras or high ministers ). These are to spy on

the 18 tirthas ( mentioned on p 112 above ) in public For spying

on their private character persons pretending to be hump-baoked,

dwarfs, kiratas (pigmies), the deaf and dumb, idiots, the blind, and

others that are actors, dancers, singers and the like and women

are to be employed This information is to be tested by the persons

belonging to the five samsfchas ( mentioned above on p 129). mm

these are to act without their being known by thewandermg

spies and vice vetsa Then further testing by other spies follows

When the information leceived from these three sources taUies

then it will be held reliable; if the information frequency

Sagrees,,the spies should be secretly punished or discharge^

A slmTlar rule about sending several spies on the same mission

withou their knowing each other is lam down by VJ-jtaJ*
tea H. U. 66-67. Kaut in I 13 deals with espionage on subjecte

£ general (i.e those in the capital and other parte of toe

EaST) ^eB- to pretend to take^^SS^
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bring round the discontented by conciliation, gifts, sowing

dissensions among them or by punishing them. In. 1 14 Kautilya

deals with the employment of spies for taking advantage of

parties in a foreign State i. e groups of persons angry with the

toeign king or afraid of him or of persons who are ambitious

or proud, who are to be won over by appropriate words and
stimuli. It will be seen how there was a network of spies of all

kinds, so much so that Kam. XII. 28 declares that spies are the

king's eyes {caracaktur inahTjxthh). The Visnudharmottara

H24.63 says the same {'ia}Una&-cU.7acak$uf,uh ') and also Udyoga
34. 34

' carmh jxdyavti rajanah '. In IV. 4-6 Kautilya dilates ,7S

upon the employment by the samahartr ( Collector ) of a host of

spies for suppressing those who are thorns ( or disturbers of

peace ), these being employed for detecting judges ( dharmastha

)

and superintendents of various departments that take bribes
counterfeiters of coin?, adulterers, thieves and robbers and other
criminals. Kautilya relies in extreme cases on spies even in the
decision of judicial matters. He says ( HI. 1 last verse ) ' when
owing to the depositions of witnesses the plaintiff's case and the
defendant's case are both destroyed, when the cause of either of
the parties is found through the spies to be false, then the decree
shall be passed against that party'.178 In Dronaparva 75. 4 it is
said that Krsna had his spies in the army of Duryodhana and vice
MWC74. 1). Santi69. 8-12 and 140. 39-42 mention the places where
spies ate to be set"4 up and emphasizes that they should not know
each ether. One need not feel surprised at the machinery of espion-
age that Kautilya so elaborately describes. All governments
wi modern timeB employ spies, informers and secret agents to
fceep themselves informed of the activities, views and resources
of their opponents. We know also how the Indian Police in
order to catch offenders against the Prevention of Gambling
Act or other similar Acts, employ agents with marked coins or
notes and draw in their net unsuspecting people

rTrtiTrr3-nfiT.iij3.j~
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CHAPTER V

RASTRA (THE TERRITORY OF A STATE)

The word 'rastra' occurs even in the Bgveda (IV. 42.1, 'mama

dvifca rastram ksatriyasya')- mine is the kingdom on both sides (or

in hoth spheres)' sayB king Trasadasyu In Rg VIL 34 11 Varuna

is praised as the Lord of raatras (raja rastranam &c.) In

Rg. VIL 84 2 and X 109. 3 the word rastra occurs In a very

famous benedictory l7S passage of the Tai. S VU 5. 18 1( = Vaj

S. 22 22 ) one of the blessings invoked is ' may the king in this

kingdom become brave, a skilled archer, and a great warrior

'

Vide Tai. Br in 8 13 for explanation of the Tai. S. passage

In the Atharvaveda XII, 1 8 and 10 the earth is called mother

and invoked to impart to the rastra strength and brilliance ( or

energy ). Earn VI 3 says m" that sinoe all the elements of the

State spring from the territory of the State, the king should

raise up his territory with all his efforts. The Agnipurana 239.

2

holds that rastra is the most important of all elements of the

State. Manu VIL 69 prescribes that a king should make his

home in a country that is not water-logged ( l e is dry and

not moist ),
176 is rich in crops, inhabited mostly by Sryas ( or

well-conducted people ), not disturbed ( by epidemics &c. ),
that

is charming ( owing to trees, flowers and fruits ), the chiefs in

which have submitted to him and in which livelihood can be

had easily Yaj. L 321 and Visnudharmasutra HI 4-5 are to

the same effect Kam (IV 50-56) remarks 'the territory of

17S. 3na»5R3rtw^^5n^^^,«n«ttln^w«^^^«^^'^'

^n^r «* sn™ ft** fori «n <** «* *«•* V*™'^3
^rSwiT: ***** i & * vii. s is. l, **r «r. &• ™ (™th ***

variations).
r s

HSW^"^-^ 3 The^ * P 86 ascribes this to gW ( and reads the

last word as sran«PNU -- _m&»

„».» quoted by mtgS on *3 VII 69. W|5ft?WJ» ***£ The

^no on tn 1.321 remarks ware<ftg3SWTOn^n snfsstwtcre^ma"
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the king depends for its prosperity on the qualities of the soil,

the prosperity of the territory tends to the prosperity of the

king; therefore a king should choose for the sake of his

prosperity land possessing good qualities. That land is prefer-

red for the sake of prosperity that is endowed with various

crops and minerals, is Mi of merchandise, mines and various

substances, that is favourable to cattle-rearing, that abounds

in water, is inhabited by well-conducted people, is charming,

has forests and elephants, has facilities of water and road

transport and does not depend upon rain-water only.' m Land
that is Ml of gravel and stones, Ml of forests always infested

with thieves, that is waterless, full of thorny bushes and snakes
is not fit for choosing as a rastia. A country is to he preferred
that yields livelihood easily, is possessed of the qualities of
good land { cited above ), is Ml of water, that has hills in it,

that consists mostly of sfldras, artisans and merchants, the
husbandmen in which undertake great projects, that is loyal
( to the king ) and averse to the king's enemy, that can put up
with troubles and taxes, that is large in extent, full of people
from various countries, that follows the right path, that
possesses plenty of cattle and wealth, the principal men in
which are not foolish nor vicious. These requirements show
tnat the country must he prosperous, well-stocked with the
necessaries of life and well suited to defence. There is also
some difference of opinion among the smrti writers about the
composition of the population. Manu Vn.69 requires that the

S^mfmV^^T^ °!
5ryas

< 5IJW>. whilevami Dh.S. JUS holds that a country should be peopled mostlyTn and S5dras
-

In another Pkce (VUX 22) Manu

£T a
*?

T01^rf d7i3aS iB we™^d by disease LIfamine and perishes. Similar provisions are found in theMatsyapurana 217. 1-5, Visnudharmottara 11 26. lTiSJoT
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every rastra cannot be expected to possess all the qualities

mentioned by them and that the king must do the best with

such qualities as his country possesses Kautilya H 1 advisesm
the king to found a district of villages either on old sites or on

new ones by inducing people from other countries to immigrate

01 by causing thickly populated parts of his own country to

send its overflowing population and to see that each village

consists of not less than one hundred families nor more than

five hundred, is peopled mostly by sudra cultivators, has an

extent of one Li oia or two and is capable of offering help to

its neighbours.

According to PaurSnic geography there are seven dapat,

viz Jambu, Plaksa, S&lmala, Kusa, Kraunca, Saka and Puskara

( Visnupuiana H. 1. 11 ff ) and each dvlpa is divided into imsas

Jambudvlpa haB 9 varsas of which Bharatavarsa is the first

( Visnupurana IL 2. 12 ff ) The Mahabharata speaks of 13 dvlpas

(Mi 75 19, Vanaparva 3 52 and 134 20) and 18 dvlpas

also ( Drona 70. 15 ). For Bharatavarsa vide H Dh vol. II.

pp 17-18. Manu II 20 looks upon the holy land of Kuruksetra,

of the Matsyas, Pancalas and Surasenas as 'the chosen

country ' &e learned hrahmanas in which were to be the leaders

and guides of the whole world in appropriate thoughts and

actions The Visnu(n 3 2), Brahma, MSrkandeya 55 21-2?

and other puranas proudly assert that Bharatavarsa is

the land of action ( karmabhumi ). This is patriotism

of a sort but not of the kind we see in western countries

Bhaiatavaisa itself has compused numeious countries from the

most ancient times The names of countries and the tribes or

people inhabiting them were the same (vide Panini IV 1 168,

fLtTUnvn 1 Th.s passage clearly shows that Kaut.lya at !«*

e35 *e word ****** >. the sense of a territory to he oolong

and as one which was e,ther undudad w.th.n the kingdom or not so Include.

Dr Prad Nalb's interpretation of janapada that It was only a part owe

kingdom" (p. 47, "Study « the^^^±Tj^ ê£J

J

cannot be accepted in v,ew of the express uords- ij^fcw** ™"'*
.

classical wnters and the Puranas shows that janapada means amply conn ry

td Am«a gives it as a synonym of %* and **,<*jf^-JS^E
^=mr ,s called KFS The Kavyamimamsa on which Dr. Pran Natn ™«

SZ nUb of^untnes employs the .ord ^**r for ,»«-. «

the comtr.cs in the four quarters of India ( no. for parts of any kingdom
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IV. 2. 81 ) In the Rgveda we come across the Uibes of Yadus,

Turvasas, Druhyus, Anus and Purus ( Eg. 1. 108. 8, VIH. 10. 5

&c ) and the countries of Cedi ( VHI 5 39 ), Klkata (HI 53. 4 ),

Bjifca ( Vffl. 7. 29 ), Rusama ( V. 30 13 ), Vetasu ( X. 49. 4 ) . In

the Mharvaveda V. 22 several peoples oi countries are mention-

ed of which Bahlikas { inw 5 and 9 ), Miyavat ( vv 5 and 8 },

(Jandhari, Aiiga, Magadha ( in v. 14 ) deserve notice. The Ait

Br. (38. 3) divides India into five divisions in the east south,

west and north ( the Uttara Kurus and Uttara Madras } and
in the centre ( Kuru-Pa5cala and Vasa-Usfnara ) India was
divided into two parts, Daksinapatha (from the Narmada
southwards) and Uttarapatha at least some centuiies before
Qirist, since the Hathigumpha Ins. ( E. L vol 20 at p 79 )

mentions a great many kings of Uttarapatha and the Maha-
bhasya refers to lakes in Daksinapatha."' In the Brahmana*
frequent mention is made of the Kuru-Paiical&s (Tai Br.
18. 4),Uttaralmru

1 Uttara-madra,Kuru-Pancalas
) Vasa-U3inaras

(in Ait Br. 38 3), Kuru-Pancalas, Anga-Magadhas, Kssi-Kosalas
Salva-Matsyas, Vasa-UslnaTas in Gopatha U. 10 ( ed by Gastra ).

The GandMras occur in CMndogya Up. (VI 14 l), Videha
in Br. Up. BI 1. 1, Madras in Br.Up. B3 3 1 In the Maha-
btarata there are long lists of countries in various connections,
which are more than 200 ( e g. Sabha 4 21-32, 20 26-30 Sabha'
25 ff, Sabha 52. 13-19,53. 5-9, Virata 1 12-13, BMsma. 9. 39-69,
O0.47-53, Drona 11.15-18, 70.11-13. Asvamedhika 73-78, S310ff

)

The BaudMyana-grhyasesasutra 1 17 prescribes a mandala for
the worship of the Sun and names nine countries in the eight
directions and in the centre as representative- The Fuianjv
also contain long lists of countries e.g. Matsya 114 34-56.Markandeya57 32-67 andchap 58,Brahraal7.10-15and35 25-39
The same country sometimes has two names ( e g. Vidarbha and
Krathakaisika denote the same country in Raghuvamsa VIIland 32). Buddhist India' (by Rhys Davids p 23) mentions the
sixteen peoples (or countries), lists of which occur in the
AngnttaramkayaLp.213, IV. p as* and in the Dlghamkaya

1

i,
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H. p. 200 viz. Angas, Magadhas, Kasis, Kosalas, Vanis, Mallas,

Cetis (Ceflis), YarosaB (Vatsa?), Kurus, Pancalas, Matsyas,

Surasenas, Asmakas, Avantis, Gandharas, Kamboias Varaha-

mihira's Brhatsamhita, Baudhayana-grhyasesasiitra I 17,

Kamasutra V 6 33-41, Barhaspatya Arthas&stra (m 83-117), the

Kavyamlmamsa of RSjasekhara (17th chapter) name numeious

countries This last divides India jnto five regions and gives

the names of about 70 countries in the four directions but

none from Central Jndia The Bhavaprakasana (pp. 309-310)

gives a list of 6i countries and states , that Daksinapatha

(Deccan) is a fourth of Bharatavarsa and that in the Treta and

Dvapara ages people afiaid of bBing overwhelmed by ice came

down to the south. n°" 56 countries are named in some Tantra

works (vide 'Indian Culture' vol YHL p. 33) In the lexicon

called Vaijayantl of Yadavaprakasa (11th century A.D.) edited

by Dr G Oppert, over a hundred countries and capitals of some

of the countries are named (in the Bhumikanda and chapter

on desa thereof)

To constitute a rastia a territory of some size and a large

population aie required There can haidly be a rastra of a

few villages or a few hundied inhabitants The boundaries of

the numerous countries mentioned in the works cited above

must have been fluid and murt have changed from country to

country owing to conquests

In ancient India the modern sentiment of nationalism had

hardly taken root. Writers speak of rajya ( State )
and of iSsfca

(territory) as an element of rajya They had no sense ol

nationality nor did they seriously work for national unity i»

modern idea of a nation is more a question of feeling and senti-

ment than of objective fact The State has been at all times a

great co-ordinating agency, but as its boundaries were extremely

variable in ancient India, the modern sentiment of nationality,

of' my country, right or wrong' hardly ever arose in India

fe^pt perhS for over a century in MahSrastra in£ IflhjjJ

18th centuries and among the Sikhs ) In the whole of Hindu

India there was no doubt a certain unity of religion, philosophy,

S££S™ and conventions: off^or^f worship^
in reverence for holy places, but this did not make torj. »

SaU and effectrvejse^^

!79a. «in«^itWSn™^'^^f^^^
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Most of the ancient sutrakaras and smitis fay to lay down tho

tfmits el to hol5 land of Iryavarta and dxfferontota ifcfron^£»

lands of mlecclw. Vide H. of Db. vol. II. pp. U-18. The^Visnu

m. 3 1-3) Maikandeya (55. 21) and other pxiranas wax eloquent

over the importance of Bharatavarsa and describe it as the land

of action for those who want to secure heaven or final release or

as the land where alone sin and religious merit were to be found

(
Itarrmbhnmir-iyam smrgam-apavargam ca gacchatam or tat-karma*

hMmr-rianyatra samp nptih pmiT/apapat/ofc in Mark ) Manu (31 20)

manifests great pride in and love for the holy countries of

BrahmSvarta, Kuruksetra, Matsya, Paficala and Surasena by

glorifying the brShmanas of these countries aB those ' from whom

all men on this broad earth should learn the actions and usages

appropriate to them '. Vas. L 10 also says the same. Sankha-

Likhita ( q. by Visvarfipa on Yaj 1. 2 ) hold that the country of

Iryavarta is endowed with high qualities, is ancient and holy

{Ma Ar\)o guvavan sawlanah piwyah). As however the

smrtis were composed at different times, embodied the usages

of different provinces in India and as they provided for the

observances of all those who followed the Veda, they do not

generally lay emphasis on localities but rather on what they

thought was common to all S.ryas in India {yat tu samunam

tadvakgyUmh, as iLsv. gr. says). There was no doubt a great

emotional regard for Bharatavarsa or Sryavarta as a unity for

many centuries among all writers from a religious point of

view, though not from a political standpoint Therefore one

element of modern nationhood viz. being under the same
government was wanting. But it must be noted that from very

ancient times there was always the aspiration among great

kings and the people to bring the whole of Bharatavarsa " under
one umbrella". Even in the West the sentiment of nationality

practically arose after the partition of Poland, and as a conse-

quence of the French Revolution and of the Industrial revolution,

which led manufacturing countries to search for markets and
to exploit backward and less developed peoples. Vide Laski's
'Grammar of Polities' chap VI Modern nationalism un-
doubtedly leads to great self-sacrifice and produces certain
virtues of high value in the individuals that are fired by that
sentiment. But the ideals of the modern nation States are not
high, particularly in their treatment of other peoples and in
their attitude towards less favoured States. The one aim of the
leading politicians of modern nation States and most of the
inhabitants of these States seems to be to raise the standard of

IS
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living ot their cities to a high level and to maintain it at
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0f nationalism to the individuals fireX
itmay be, from the point of the welfare of the whole of mankindmodern nation States do not deserve to survive, unless the so'
called progressive nation States are prepared to give up their
racial pride, their spirit of grabbing and exploitation and to
extend a brotherly hand to all straggling States to improve
themselves in their own way and attain to higher standards of
living without let or hindrance. It cannot be gainsaid that
for several centuries in the past and also at the present moment
all modern nation States have two moralities, one for then- own
nation and the other for then- dealings with foreign States
and racos.

Some remarks must now be made about provincial and
Iooal administration Each kingdom comprised debit (countries)
and subdivisions of desas. The governor of a rastra was called
rastrapati or rastnya Vide p 117 above about Pusyagupta hav-
ing been the rastriya of Surastra (Kathiawad) under Candragupta
Maurya and Santi 85. 12 ( which describes what the rastnya
is to do }.

According to the Amarakosa the words desa, rastra, visaya
and janapada are synonyms Epigraphic usage is not uniform
about the dimensions of these. Sometimes vibaya appears to be a
sub-division of desa (vide the woids ' rastrapati-visayapati-

gramakQta ' in I A. vol. VHI. at p. 20 in the grant of Galukya

Tribhuvanamalla in sake 999 and I A, vol XII pp 247, 251 m the

grant of Kastrakuta Govmda in sake 855). But in the Hirahada-

galli plates (E I vol I p. 5) 'visaya' occurs first and then ' rastra ',

so it appears that there ' visaya ' is deemed to be larger than

rastra According to the Sahyadriklianda ( uttarardba, chap 4

)

desa is made up of 100 villages, mandala is made up of 4 desas,

a khanda of 100 mandalas and the earth has nine khandas K"

From the Cambay plate of sake 852 ( 930 A D. ), we see that

mandala was a sub-division of desa (E I. vol. 7p 26, at p 40) From

180. 5raaTW*r3t5fif%5t !5rsn-ftH'»3jra i awea ^w»@ •«««« t

Sf^sfr n sEJsrrtti'jrog. a^ereni chap. 4
,

' rfid3*n3<£*«"dcn*cMiti5rrfi4ii«i}u<"*-

{tf^fttpr' mE. I vol. ?p, 40; ' tfiau^M^Ha^ ifalfl*i3fiwfr gfafi'iua'g-

?jra:<rrii? ... mr-.' « e. i, vol. 14 p. 324.
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the Bangarh grant of MahSpala I ( E. I. vol. 14 p. 324 ) and the

Amgachhi plate of Vigrahapala, HI we see that mandala was

smaller than visaya which again wa<j a subdivision of ' bhukti '.

The word ' bhoga ' ( which is similar in origin to ' bhukti '

)

appears to be applied to a sub-division of vfeaya (which
in its turn is a sub-division of rastra) in the Bhamdak 181

plate of Krsnaraja I dated sake 694 ( E. L 14 p. 121, 126 ) and
also in the Jejuri plates of Vinayaditya in 609 sake ( E, I. vol. 19

p 62 at p. 64 where the woid ' rastrapati * does not occur ). The
Mitaksara on Yaj. L 319 explains that only a king ( mahlpati

)

can make a grant of land and not a bhogapati ( i. e. the officer

over a bhoga) Another ancient word for a division of a country
is a/mm which occurs in the Eupnath Eock insciiption and
Sarnath pillar Edict of Asoka ( Corpus I. I. vol. I pp. 162 and
166 ), in the Nasik Inscriptions No. 3 and 12 ( Govardhanahara
and Kapurahara, E. I. vol. VHI pp. 65 and 82 ) and in the Karle
Ins. Ho. 19 (E I VII. p. 64) where we have MamalahaTa,
modern Maval ( in Poona District ). For want of space it is not
possible to puisue this subject here. For further information
vide Dr. Fleet in J. E. A S. for 1912 p. 707 and my paper on
' the Ancient Geography of MaMrastra ' ( JBBEAS. vol. XXIV
for 1914-1917 pp. 648-653 ). In the epigraphic records particularly
of the Deccan and South India we come across names of territorial
divisions to which small as well as very large figures ( indicat-
ing the number of villages they comprised ) aTe affixed: e g. a
group of twelve villages in Aparanta on the sea near Kalvivana
(modern Kelvem

) is mentioned in the Sanjan plates of Bud-
dhavarasafE I.14p 144 at p. 150), Nyayapadra saptadasa in
Bhojasgrani

;
in samval 1076 (E.I.18 at p. 322), Kisukad 70

( E 1. 15 p. 73 ), Belvola 300 ( in E I 13 at p. 40 ), Konkana 900
ruled over by the Kadamba king Jayakesi II (E. L 13 pp. 298,
317

)
Tardavadi 1000 ( E. 1. 15 p. 25 ), Kundl 3000 ( E 1 13 at

,\ T\,
Pra

»
y^daka 400° (E 1 m P- 306

>> Earahata 10000

sSnn < t?t \V'
B^as

lla00° (

E

L 13 * 179
>. NolamhaTadi

32000 (E 1.19 p. 187), Kavadidvipa sapadalaksa ( one and a
quarter lakh

) in E 1. 13 at p 299, the country of 7^ lakhs ( in
ttie LafcshmeshwaT Ins of Vikramaditya VI in E I 16 p 31)

ofteS/gu^
11

'
E A

'

S
-^ PP 7°7-710 " t0^^
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Kautilya H. 1 says that in the kingdom groups of villages
should be set up with a chief town or fort in each, a group of
ten villages being called Sangrahana, of two hundred villages
being called Kharvatika, of 400 villages being called Drona-
mukha, and in the midst of 800 villages Ma there is the Sthaniya-

SWHHWIftfur flW^oi Wmqr l snfaeqr II. 1 Vide Dr Shamsastri's note
on these wiifiit lias a similarity in sound and meaning to modern thmia,
Dr. PrSn Nath (in 'Study of the economic condition of Ancient India

'

p 26 )
principally relying on a commentator of the Jain work called

Prajfiapanopanga ( winch he misunderstands) holds that -grama* does not
mean 'a village', but "an estate or survey village which can pay 18 kinds
of Government taxes ' The learned Doctor says that he consulted many
Sanskrit lexicons, but did not find this interpretation in any one of them
That should have induced him to be cautions But he makes the bold and
facile assumption that Ieucons were compiled from a literary viewpoint
and are not of much assistance as far as the technical meanings of words
are concerned'. His great authority, the Jain commentator, says '

JimfjjTOB

gww^J^ffffa s^t3N5orrf?tii* am* vi% *t vrv. anwRlgi'wwrjw
Wiriih'S' STO!

1
. Dr Pr5n Nath's Jain authority is no better than

lexicographers and their commentators. $ftaf*r*fr on Amara derives grama
as ' JTWff >frPlf^afe: ' i e the \iord aw is derived from the root jrg. Tie
Jam commentator first derives the word srm from srg; and then from 175

Dr. Pran Nath forgets that a fanciful or scholastic derivation is not a

definition. The rest of the reasoning on the new meaning ol grama is on a

par with this and cannot be examined in detail A commentator expressly

states (tbtdp 27) that he gives only the vyutpattt (etymology) of grama,

but Dr Pran Nath pays no heed to this He has not correctly grasped the

scholastic discussion in the commentary quoted on p 27. He misunder-

stands the word ' samagramah ' in Yaj II 152. The Amarakosa expressly

says that ' sama ' and ' samana ' are synonyms He is often very dogmatic

without looking into all ancient and medieval authorities e g on p 51

he charges Dr. Fleet with misinterpretation of a Jataka text ( addba-tiyam

satani ) which Dr Fleet translated as 250, while Dr Pran Math is sure that

the meaning is * 150 ' He probably never noticed that so far back as the

2nd century B c the Mahabhasya had explained the word ' ardhatrtiya ' as

Dr Fleet does ( SIS' g^rTWrf or 3|if f3tTR?r=njr , vide Kielhorn, vol I p 426

00 vartika 22 on Pan II 2. 24) There is hardly any warrant for Dr Prin

Nath's assertion that each grama (as interpreted by him) contained only about

five families and had only about 15 or 20 acres of cropped area

(pp; 39-40). Kaut (note 178) states that a grama contains from 100

to 500 families If the inscriptions so far published are carefully

searched it will be found that grama ordinarily meant a village in the

modern sense and included several hundred acres of land For example,

in a grant of Pallava Yuvamaharaja Visnugopavarman (I. A vol Vp 50)

(Cottttttued on the next fage)
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Manu VIL 114 similarly observes that in the midst of two,

three or five •villages the king should place a central post of

guards called ' gulma ' and another called ' sangraha ' in the

midst of a hundred villages. Manu VIL 115-117, Visnudharma-

sutra HL 7-14, Santi 87 3ff, Agnipurana 223, 1-4, Visnudharmot-

tara II. 61. 1-6, Manasollasa II. 2. 159-163 (p. 43) require the

king to appoint a hierarchy of officers for one village, for

groups of ten, twenty, hundred and thousand villages, who are

to report what is wrong within their jurisdictions that they
cannot themselves Temedy to the officer next in grade above
themselves and Manu VIL 120 prescribes that a minister of the
king should supervise the doings and conflicts of all these
officers. The Edicts of Asoka show that he had to employ a
hierarchy of officers such as the mahamatras, the yuktas and
rajukas for the administration of his vast empire. A. similar
administrative system seems to have been continued under the
Gupta Emperors From the Damodarpur, Baigram and other
Plates (E I XV. p 113, E L XVH. pp" 345ff, E I. XXI. p 78

)

it appears that the Provincial Governors were appointed by the
Gupta Emperor himself and were called upanka maharaja, that
either the Governors or Emperors appointed District officers
(visayapati)who were often called KumSramatya,that the District
officers were aided in their administrative work by a board
of four advisers called nagara-sresthin (banker), sarthavaha (chief
merchant), prathamakulika (chief of craft guilds) and prathama-
kayastha (chief secretary), that the District officer had his

{ Continued from last fraga)

very deta.led and accurate boundaries of a village of 200 nivartanas areg«en a tuvartana was equal to a square of twenty varo&s on each side

~ ?IZ«
b^S T* l° to cuMts

"
so that a »•«*** covered an

area of 40000 cubits (200x200) i e. about 90000 square feet, while an acre isequal to 43560 square feet Therefore the village referred to in the above

STrTViT
40D a"eS iQ 6Xtent The Mah5b^a (on vartika 8 on«n i i 7) has an interesting dtscussion on the several meanings of theword grama m popular language v* a number o£ houses (~

theS£«tt burnt), the village wall or dttch (as m 'he entered the Xa •) S
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headquarters in a place called adhisthana and had his several

offices or courts ( adhikaranas ), and that in sales of lands

revenue officers called pustapulas (keepers of records of

rights) were consulted and had to report In E L vol,

XVII pp 345, 348 a copperplate of Kumaragupta I has
' gramasta-kuladhikaranam ' which means an office having

jurisdiction over 8 villages. Manu V3I. 119 says that the

officer over 10 villages was to have as his salary a kula of

land and kula is here said to mean (hy Kulluka) as much land as

ib ploughed hy two ploughs having six oxen yoked to each

The Varjayantl on Visnu Dh. S. HI. 15 says ' kulam haladvaya-

karsanlya hhfih '. Sukra (I. 191-192) states that the lord of

one hundred giamas is called samanta, an officer appointed by a

king over one hundred villages is called anusamanta, one over

ten villages is called nayaka ( compare modern ' naik ' ) Manu

VJL 61 and 81, Yaj L 322, Kam V. 75, Visnudharmasutra EI

16-21, Visnudharmottara 11 24 48-49 say that the king should

appoint as many adhyakqas ( superintendents ) as are required

for the several departments of the state, who are clever, honest

and of good family. Kautilya "! IL-9 prescribes ' those who are

possessed of the qualifications for amatyas ( cited on p. 107 above

)

should be appointed, according to their abilities, as superinten-

dents of the various departments and the king should constantly

examine theii work, since men are naturally fickle-minded and

when appointed to do work exhibit like horses change of temper '.

It is pointed out in works like the Visnudharmasutra HI 16-21

and the Visnudharmottara H 24. 48-49, Santi 69. 29, that those

who are highly devoted to dliarma should be appointed to the

ecclesiastical or judicial department, the brave ones to military

woik, those who are skilled to revenue work and those who an

very trustworthy should be placed in charge of mines, salts,

toll-gates, ferries, elephant forests.

Kautilya in his 2nd aclhtkamna exhaustively deals with the

work done in 28 departments and the duties of their superm-

tendents He enters into very minute details about m*

and hfe work is encyclopaedic in character on this subject

{^n= on VI i. 322
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Kautilya's work became the authority on Government and

several inscriptions mention officers appointed according to

the section on ' adhyaksapracara ', which is undoubtedly a

reference to Kautilya's 2nd adhikarana. For example, in the

Belava- plate of Bhojavarmadeva (E. 1. vol XTJ. at

p. 40 ) and in the Barrackpur grant of Vijayasena ( E. I
vol. XV. p 283) we have the words 'anyaihsca sakala-

rajapadopajlvinodhyaksapracaroktan ihsklrtitan cattabhata-

jatiyanjanapad&nksetrakaramsca'. It isnotpossible to doanything
more than indicate very briefly the sphere of each adfiyaksa.

The duty of the sannidhatr ( H 5 ) is to look after the construc-

tion of the treasury house, the store-houses for merchandise, for

grain, for forest produce, for amis and of the jail The samahartr
( the Collector-General ) is to exercise superintendence over the
collection of revenue from forts, the rural parts, mines, embank-
ments, forests, herds of cattle and roads for traffic (H. 6 ). The
samahartr'" has to divide (n 35) the kingdom into four
districts and to arrange the villages into three grades, viz. those
that are exemptedfrom taxes, those that supply soldiers and those
thatpay taxes in the form of grain, cattle,money, forest produce,
free labour and other equivalents for taxes It is the duty of the
gopa to look after a group of five or ten villages under the orders
of the samahartr. The gopahas not only toregister the total number
of the inhabitants of all varnas in the houses that pay taxes and
that are exempt in the villages, but also to keep a register of the
number of cultivators, cowherds, merchants, artisans, labourers,
slaves, biped and quadruped animals, of the amount of
money, free labour, tolls and fines that are recovered, and the
number of women, men, young and old persons, and the extent
of their actions, occupations, usages, expenditures. The sthmiika(m charge of each of the four districts) should look after his
chaTge in the same way. The superintendent of records and
accounts (aksapataladhyaksa) should have the account office
constructed with its door facing the north or the east, with rooms

,n „T
4
'
B°? Ae 5am5hartr and the sanwdhStr are mentioned as officersmfte copperplate of Mabibhavagupta of Tnfoduga tE I v0, TOr *™l

I
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(for the clerks) set apart and with shelves of account books well-

arranged (II 7) This officer had to enter numerous matters in the

accounts, recover the king's dues from the sureties of servants,

to check enbezzlement and to recover fines for loss due to

neglect or fraud. The account year ended with the full moon of

AsaQha, the year being of 354 days and the salary for an

intercalary month being separately paid. Among the duties of

the Superintendent of records and accounts was the important

one of noting in his register the dharma, method of judicial

procedure and the usages of countries, villages, castes, families

and corporations ( desagramajati-kulasanghatanam dharma

vyavahara-caritra-samsthanam . . nibandha-pustakastham

karayet ) In H 8 Kautilya specifies forty modes of embezzle-

ment by Government servants ( to which a reference is made

in the Dasakumaracarita VIII) In H 9 he employs the

picturesque figure that it is not possible to know exactly how

officers appointed to the several businesses of the State extract

wealth, just as fish always dwelling in water cannot be observed

when they drink water The superintendent of treasury (H 11

)

shall in the presence of qualified persons receives into the

treasury gems, pearls, articles of gieat or small value and forest

produce ( like sandal wood, aqmu etc ) The superintendent of

mines and of government manufactories (II 12) must be

proficient in the science of metals, mercury, liquids that ooze

from the holes, caves and sides of mountains and hills Under'

him are ofilcers called loJiadlnjuhsa ( who carries on the manu-

facture of vessels of copper and othei metals ), a Msamdhyalsa

( a superintendent of mint, who manufactures silver and copper

coins for the State ), a i Apadai iaka
m« ( examiner of, coins, who

regulates the dealings with panas as a medium of exchange

among the people and for stocking in the treasury), hhanyadhyaksa

( who attends to conches, diamonds, pearls, coral and trade m

them), a lavanadhyaksa ( superintendent of salt ) The suvania-

dhyaksa (the superintendent of gold) has to construct a

gofdsmithl office for the manufacture of gold and silver artide

with a single door and four halls, to appoint a skiM and

^worthy goldsmith to have a shop in the cento oMta»*

( H. 13 ) and not to allow any one who is not an employee

as«qJpsfen» Kant-''
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outer the goldsmith's shop. If any one so entered he was to ho

beheaded. The State goldsmith ( II. 14) has to manufacture gold

and silver coins for the citizens and rural inhabitants through

artisans employed hy him. The superintendent of the storehouse

( n. 15 ) has to keep together the produce of crown lands, taxes

from the country districts, accidental revenue, manufacture of

rice, oil &c. The superintendent of commerce ( panyadhyaksa,

H. 16) should keep himself acquainted with the demand or

Absence of demand for and the rise and fall in the prices of

various kinds of merchandise produced on land or from water
and brought hy land or water routes The superintendent of

forest produce ( kupyadhyaksa, IL 17 ) was to collect forest

produce through guards of forest and Kautilya gives a long list

of trees, varieties of bamboos, creepers, fibrous plants and rope-
making material, drugs and poisons, skins of various animals,
that came under this officer's care. The superintendent of
armoury ( ayudhagaradhyaksa, II. 18 ) was to employ experienc-
ed artisans to manufacture arms, wheels, machines, armour &c.
required in battle or for the defence of fortb, or for battering the
cities of the enemy The superintendent of weights and
measures'" was to get manufactured weights from half rmsaM

__
IS5. The weights specified are 10 seeds of masa or 5 euiijas= 1 suvarna-

masaka. 16 suvarna-masaUs =one suvarna or karsa, 4 karsas =one pala, 's8
white mustard seeds =one rapyamSsaU, 16 rupyamasaias or 20 &ibya
seeds =one dharana The K5s',k5 on Pan H « 21 furmshes the Merest,™
item of information that weights and measures (probably ,n vogue in rtsday*were first introduced by the Nandas (nandopakramam mananf). The2
nZTc^TTVir mU 2° are 8atQ— P^cleo! dust throw.upby_a chariot wheel, 8 parhcIes-hksS, 8UU*a=ameiilum.s„eay^ (lousf

.

8 yakaa =yava (barley corn) of medium size , 8 yavas =one angula, 12 angulas =
vitasti 2 vitastis =arata, or one praj5patya hand, Z vitastfs pLs 4 aagLs(ca..eddhanurgraha)=onehastaused,nmeasur,ngpastureSandcUb,cm^S
4 ara n,s =danda or dhanus or nal.ki-paurusa, 10 dandas =raJJU . 3ZTS -mvartana. 1000 dhanus (or 2000 ace to another reading) =gorutl, 4goXloneyojana A „,„«*«„„ was probably so called because it ™ented a

( Continued on the next page)
1U
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onwards up to one hundred suvarnas, weights being made of iron
or stones found in the Magadha country and the Mekala
mountain. The superintendent of tolls (sulkadhyaksa, H 21)
was to erect near the principal gate of the capital a toll-house
and itB flag and when traders arrived with merchandise make
four or five toll-collectors take down their names, whence they
came, what merchandise they brought and whether it bore seal-
mark. In H. 22 Kautilya specifies various rates of tolls for
imports and exports. The superintendent of weaving (H. 23)
was to employ qualified persons to make threads, coats ( of
armour ), cloths and ropes and he was to employ for cutting
wool, fibres, cotton, hemp and flax, widows, cripple women, girls,

ascetic womon paying off fines by doing work, mothers of
prostitutes, old women servants of the palace, deoadasis ( temple
girls) who have ceased to do templo services This superintendent

was charged with the task of providing work for women who do
not leave their homes, the wives of persons who have gone
abroad, women who are cripple or unmarried and who have to

work for their own maintenance. He was to give to them spinn-

ing work through the maid-servants in his department If he

stared at their faces when they came to exchange their work for

wages or spoke to them on any other matter he was fined inthe first

amercement. Thus the State helped home or cottage industry

It is to be noted that he had large powers of levying fines and

( Continued from the last page )

in Magadha it was only equal to two gavyutis (last verse of desadhyaya in

bbumikhanda). Kaut gives hastas of various lengths for various purposes

Compare Manu VIII 132-134, Visnudliarmasutra IV 1-7, Yaj I 362-363,

Narada paris'ista S7-60, Brhatsambita, 57 1 ff, Vayupurana 101 118 for

some of these, which differ in some details from Kaufilya's statements

Kaut (II 20 ) states the duration of a tiadtka to be the time required for

the passage of one adhaka of water from a pot through an aperture of the

same diameter as a wire of 4 angulas in length and made out of four

suvarnamasakas. 2 nadikas are equal to a muhurta and IS muhurtas are

equal to a day or a night In II 19 he gives measures of corn as follows —

4 kudumbas = prastha, 4 prasthas = adhaka, 4 adhakas = drona. 16 dronas

= khari. 20 dronas = kumbha. The drona differed for various purposes.

Vide above (p 124 note 16S) for a quotation from JWit. on Yaj III 274

Hemadri. vratakhanda pp 51-57. gives quotations from various sources for

measures of time, corn &c. These measures were different in dtfferen

countries and at different times The Lflavati (of 12th century ad)

I 7 speaks of the khari in Magadha being equal to 16 dronas. Vide n iw

above and H. of Dh. vol. II p. 881 n. 2053 and I. D. Barnetfs 'Annuities

of India ' (pp. 206-210) for tables of weights and measures.
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awarding bodily punishments g. g. if a woman refused to work

after receiving the wages ho could cut off her thumb ( ? or bind

up her thumb with the index finger so as to form a pair of tongs ).

The superintendent of agriculture (sltadhyaksa, ,86
It. 24) himself

knowing or assisted by those who know the science of agriculture

and the Ayurveda ( the ai\cient loie ) of trees was to collect at

the proper times all kinds of com, flowers, fruits, vegetables,

bulb1
;, hemp and cotton seeds and to employ slaves, labourers

and prisoners who worked to pay off fines they could not pay, to

sow soeds on crown lands. In this chapter he makes interesting

remark-j about the extent of rainfall viz. the rainfall in ajaugala
country (defined above at p. 132) is 16 dronaa, in anupa(very moist)

countries 24 dronas, 134 dronas in the Asmaka country { modern
Khandesh and part of Berar ), 23 dronas in the Avanti country
(round about modern Ujjain), an immense quantity in the

Aparantas ( west coast of India ) and the Himalayan regions.

The superintendent of liquor was to carry on the traffic in

liquor and ferments in the capital, the other parte of the country
and in aimy camps by employing men familiar with them, he
was to impose a fine of 600 panas if any one other than the
manufacturers, licensed vendors and vendees sold or purchased
liquor, he was not to allow liquor-shops to be opened close to
each other, he was to see that liquor was sold in small quantities
such as { or ^ of a Lumumba or a half prastha to persons of known
charactei in order that ( lit. for fear ) woikmen employed should
not cause loss through carelessness, that anjas might not
violate the rules of good conduct and that desperadoes should not
commit indiscreet acts Sukra was even moie strict as regards

186 Sita, according to the Amarakoila, means the Mines or furrow
made by the ploughshare \ Therefore Kaut.lya appears to employ the word
s.ta m the sense of 'land that has been cultivated '. ProfV.K. Rara-^raDIkshitar (in 'Hindu Administrative Institutions' p. 369) is not

™fr "V^T *&W*"^ I of Amara
)
*s ™«>ods *nd means

in the field by the ploughshare Kslraswml eaplams as w^ SH rffcrrg^in n 15 KautHya himself chains *£ as the collecfoTofgTnSSm by the superintendent of agncuUure ^rm^fe,^^^"^
sW^SaaPriSt° bavebcen concerned *»'h crown lands.^ae the

these were the„„„ of the samaiartr as stated

«£2?"
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wine, as he did not allow any one to drink wine in the day-time

( IV. 4. 43 ). The superintendent of slaughter houses ( siinS-

dhyaksa. JL 2G ) was entrusted with the power to regulate the

killing of animals for meat and was to impose the highest amerce-

ment on those who trapped or heat or killed deer, cattle, birds or

fish which were doclared to he under State protection or that

dwelt in protected forests The superintendent of nautch-girls

( ganikadhyaksa
,87

) is dealt with in H 27. The topic of veiyas

has already been treated of in H Dh. vol. II pp 637-639. Kaut.

says that a qumha was to be employed for a salary of one

thousand panas, whether she was born in a prostitute's family

or not and she was to possess beauty, youth and accomplish-

ments ( i e the G4 kalQs enumerated in Kamasutra I. 3. 16 ).

Kaut prescribes that, if she left the country or died,hei daughter

or sister took her place and estate or her mother could substitute

some other ganika m hei place ; when none of these existed the

king took her wealth and her son did not inherit her wealth. A
ganika could purchase her freedom by paying to the king 24000

panas as ransom She was to hold the umbrella, the golden

pitcher and the fan for the king when he was seated on the throne

or in a chariot or in his palanquin. There were grades among the

ganikSs as best, middling and inferior and salaries differed by a

thousand. The eons of prostitutes were to be the chief actors on

the royal stage It appears from these provisions that the

vesyas were more or less slaves The superintendent of ships

( navadhyaksa,H 28 ) was to look after the passage of ships not

only over the seas and at the mouths of rivers, but also over

lakes and rivers in the sthanlya ( vide above p 140 ) and other

sab-divisions of the kingdom Kaut prescribes that villages on

the sea-shore and river banks were to pay a fixed tax, fishermen

were to render a sixth part of the haul of fish as fees for fishing

licenses and merchants were to pay the customary tolls levied in

port towns. This superintendent was to request the ships that

touched at a harbour on their voyage to a distant port topaytoe

toll, he was to destroy pirate vessels bound for the country ofan

enemv as well as those that violated the usages of the port in*

SSInteno^nt of cattle ( JL 29 ) was entrusted with the rearing,

167. ^^^^^^^^'^^^i^^Z
SXfrtTi.it—^ Ber accon*—s (. «—)-
who became the cynosure of all eyes.
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preservation and care of cows, bulls, buffaloes and tbe dairy

produce. The superintendent of horses ( IL 30 ) wcm to record the

breed, age, colour, marks, groups and places of origin of hortcs,

which were to be classified as those kept in salehouses for sale,

those that were recently purchased, those captured in battles,

those that were pledged and those temporarily kept in stables &c.

Kaut notes that the breed of horses from Kambhoja, Sindhu

(modern Sindh ), Aratta ( western Punjab ) and Vanayu ( North-

west of India ) countries are the best of horses, Bahllka (modern

Balkh), Fapeya, Sauvira (eastern Sindh and western Bajputana)

and Taitila breeds are of middle quality and the rest are

inferior. The superintendent of elephants ( 31 31 ) had to take

steps to guard elephant forests and supervise elephants that

were in stables, the catching, training and feeding of them, thoir

accoutrements &c Kaut devotes one chapter (H 32 ) to the

training and classification of elephants and medical treatment

when they fell ill The superintendent of chariots and that of

infantry ( IL 33 ) have the charge of the chariot depaitment and

of the six classes of infantry respectively. The superintendent

of passports ( mudradhyaksa ) issued passes to inhabitants of the

country or foreigners for entering into or going out and the

superintendent of pastures ( U. 34 ) was to see the passes and
devote himself to the care of pastures Kautilya provides that

a pass ( mudra ) was to be given on payment of a masaka, that

one could enter into or go out of a country only when one had
a pass, that a person who entered without a pass was to be fined

twelve panas and that the superintendent of pastures and his men
were to examine whether persons not going by the royal road but
through pastures had a pass or not and that the superintendent
of pastures and his men were to convey the approach of thieves
and enemies by beating drums and blowing conches and
were to send messages about the entrance of enemies into
pastures by means of domesticated pigeons carrying letters bear-
ing the official stamp or by means of smoke and fire. The
n&garaka ( the mayor of the capital or cities or the chief of the
police in the capital ) was to look to the affairs of the capital
( or the big cities ) A gopa ( under the •nagaraka ) was to superin-
tend a group of twenty or forty families in the capital and
an officer designated sthamka was to be in oharge of each of four
wards into which the capital was to be divided. Taj II. 173
mentions an officer called Uhanapala in connection with the
finding of lost goods who appears to be the "same as sthanika
The gopa and sthSnika had to keep a register of the caste, gotra,
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name and occupation of the men and women in their districts

and also of their income and expenditure Managers of

charitable institutions had to send information to them about the

heretics and travellers arriving to reside therein. Numerous
rules about reporting and punishments for various defaults and

wrongs are laid down, which are passed over. Manu VH 121

and Santi 87. 10 also provide for the appointment in each city

( in the kingdom ) of a high officer, who was to superintend

all matters affecting the city and who had ample powers of

restraint and coercion Many of the superintendents mentioned

by Kautilya occur under the same names in the K&masfitra e.g,

gavfidhyaksa, sutrSdhyaksa, nagaraka ( explained by the com

as dandapSsika ), panyadhyaksa (in V. 5. 7-10) Vide E I

vol. 15 pp,JlS7-128 for a statement on the provincial adminis-

tration under the Guptas.

As regards the emoluments of the officers in charge of a

village, ten villages &c. Manu (VH 118-119 ) has some interes-

ting rules: 'The headman of a village should obtain (as his

emoluments ) those articles which the villagers have to furnish

every day to the king viz. food, drink, fuel and the like The

officer over ten villages should enjoy one feito
188

, that over

twenty villages should enjoy five kulas, the superintendent of a

hundred villages should receive the revenue of one village and

the high officer over a thousand villages should enjoy (the

revenue of ) a town. All this, as Medhatithi says, is only apptoxi-

mate and recommendatory ana was not literally followed, but

188. The word • pratyaham • (every day } excludes lazes on fields that

are levied once a year or taxes levied on particular occasions only
:
*«

the words' food, drink and fuel' exclude cattle, money &c The v.0

kufc appears to be used as a technical tern,. It**,^^^
as would be requ.red for the maintenance of a fatmly Brt«»«

'

sense given by the commentators of Mann, a^"^^
text that tula means' t*. halas •. He and»

*f*
"*£^ ot six

that a plough (yoked ace to dhanna) » one ol "&™^£*****>
bollocks is employed by those who want only bare"g^?^ „ jnfinr

employ one of four bollocks. wblle those who In «h« greedy ^
heavy sin employ a plough vnth two bulls only So by^kula

^ ^M taa« as can be ploughed with two ploughs
,

* *£* ^ longh „
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only means that a salary commensurate with tho position and

responsibilities of eaoli officer should be received by hirn. Vide

Santi 87. 6-8 for rules similar to Manu's (where the officer

over a thousand villages gets as his salary the revenues of a

sakhanagara ). Kautilya ( in V. 3 ) sets out the salaries of many
officers and servants as follows : the salary paid to the chief

niantrin.purohita and a few others has been already stated above

(p. 120 ) ; the dauvarika, the superintendent of the harem ( antar-

varhsika), the prasSstr, the samahartr and the sannidhate were to

receive 24000 panas; the princes (other than the crown prince),

the nurse (mate, mother?) of the princes, nayaka, the superinten-
dent in charge of justice ( or commercial transactions ? ) in the
capital (the pauravyavaharika ), the superintendent of royal
manufactories (karmantika), the members of the council of
ministers, the rastrapala ( governor of a province ), antapala
(the guardian of the borders) were to receive 12000 panas; the
salary of the heads of srenis (the military corporations ?), the
heads of the elephant army, cavalry, and chariot army, and the
pradestrs was 8000 panas; the superintendents (below the
commanders) of infantry, cavalry, chariots and elephants, of
the forest produce and elephant forests will each receive 4000 ;

the chariot driver (ardka), the army physician, the trainer of
horses, carpenters, yorupotsdka (?) will receive 2000 ; the foreteller
(the reader of omens), astrologer ( who finds auspicious times for
undertakings

), the reader of puranas, the suta, magadha ( bard ),
the assistants (purusa) of the purohita and adhyaksas will*
receive 1000

; trained foot-soldiers, the accountants and scribes
will receive 500; musicians 250, but trumpet-blowers will receive
500; artisans {mm) and craftsmen {idprn) 120; servants in
charge of bipeds and quadrupeds, workers doing miscellaneous
things, attendants near the king, bodyguard and the officer
procuring free labour (visti) will receive 60; those appointed
to do piece work (karyayukta, v. 1 aryayukta), the elephant
driver boys ( manavaka, a page ? ), mountain-diggers, all atten-
dants, teachers and learned men shall receive honorarium

( pfija-vetana) according to their merit from 500 to 1000; charioteerof the king 1000
; spies of the five sorts ( vide above p. 129 ) w£

o?Tti°
00
J ^ T

111^6 *™ts (like washer-man), theXof the type of sattan, desperado, poisoner and ascetic women will

or ™TL ' I
Bering spies (vide above p. 130) three hundred

?ucWe
aor^ t

°S
ela

]
5mili51VOlVed

- a—P-b»«*S
SS?£ 52 Se,

L
or
f

th0Usand ( servants) wele foregulate the subsistence (bhakta), cash salary, the perquisites,
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tlie appointment and transfer of those under them. But there

shall be no transfer of those who are the king's personal

servants and of those who are appointed to guard forts and the

country parts. The SukranltiBara (1. 211) emphasizes that salaries

should be in panas, that a king should not make a gift even of a

finger-breadth of land as emolument to any servant, but that if

he does give land, it should be held only for the life-time of the

officer
,B

'. Kautilya (in II 1 ) prescribes that lands may he

granted as emoluments to superintendents (of the various depart-

ments ), the accountants, to officers called gopa and sthanika,

to officers in the army, physicians, horse-trainers, but without

power to sell or mortgage Sukra IL 117-204 mentions numerous

officers of the army, the treasury &c. Sukra IV. 7. 24-27 sets

out the salaries of officers, when the king's income is one lakh

of mudras a year. Kaut provides for pensions and gratuities.

He says ' the sons and wives of those that die while on duty

shall get subsistence and wages. Young children, aged persons

and ailing persons related to the (dying) officers shall be

shown favour On occasions of funerals, sickness or child-

birth the king shall bestow money and honours on them' The

Mahabharata ( Sabha 5. 54 ) piesciibes M0 that it is the duty of

the king to support the wives of those that meet death or

calamities in the king's service Sukra II 406-411 contains very

modern-looking rules about sick-leave, casual leave, pension

after 40 years of service &c

The above provisions from Eautilya's work show how States

in ancient India engaged in almost all the activities of modern

States, had an equally complicated machinery of administration

and an army of high and low officers. It will also he noticed

how, as in India at present, comparatively very high salaries

were paid to ministers and heads of depaitments as compares

with the salaries of clerks (e g the ordinary clerks received

five hundred, while the chief minister and samahartr, tt»

189. « ot«*jb^;$wW**«' «S*«*!£!X3

^"i^X™ «*nun-jj-»***££!

SS31-**• * *>*• «" 4i°- 413 -
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collector-general, received respectively 48000 and 24000 i o. 96

3TJL. as much respectively. If all to different officer,

mentioned in the works on dhatmasastra, arthasastra and in

inscriptions be collected together, they will make a formidably

long list. A list from one inscription is set rot Mow ma
sample

,S1 Vide Vogel's ' Inscriptions from Chamba pp ]20-15b

for explanations of about 30 titles of officers occurring in the

inscriptions.

L few words must be said about local administration.

The word giama occuts oven in theRgveda. Inftg 1.114.1

the post offers his praise and prayer to Budra so that he hopes

that 'all bipeds and quadrupeds may fare well and all beings

in this village may be free from disease and may enjoy

prosperity \
nt In $g. V.54.8 'heroes (or men) conquering

gramas ' are mentioned ( gramajito yatha narah ). In Jtg. X. C2.

11 Mami is styled 'gramanl' and the bestower of a thousand

( cows ° ) and in Bg. X. 107. 5 it is said that the ' gramanl who

is endowed with (ot dispenses) daksinS (cows or wealth)

walks in front (of the village people)'. IntheTai. S. IL 5.4.4

it is said 'the prosperous are three indeed, viz the learned

brahmana, the village headman ( gramanl ) and the rajanya

( warrior) '.
,Mb In the Tai. Br. L 1 4.8, the consecration of fire for a

vaisya sacrificer is made with the mantra ' manostva gramanyo

vratapate vratenadadhami' (where Manu is styled gramanl ).

In the Sat. Br. V. 4 4. 19 the gramam" is said to be stronger than

his co-sharer (sajata). Vide S. B. E. vol. 41 p. 111. We saw above

191, In tie Naihati grant of Ballalasena of Bengal in E I. vol. 14

p. 156 at p. 160 we have one ot the longest lists of high ana low

officers, 'qf)tw--4<Jtf8H<M-^4'l<l&n§a9-rfta£<liJlcMl>t'!ik(i gf^Rji *rgq--

*l#uil*i. wigpJi''RRR Wife aR<ri> sftawret Bnn%friS ^ I The word
• adhyaksapraoiroktan ' apparently refers as said above (p. 143) to the section

H on the activities of adhyaksas in Kantilya, Vide appendix for a somewhat
exhaustive list of officers mentioned in dharmasastra and arthasastra -works

and in inscriptions.

192. *rar g*re% fgut =g3«r| ft*g gg gtft wfewqmn > 5?. I 114. l.

192 a. <*$t I iai?nr! §gsrR mn°?x Kxsm&<ti *iiNrt^(<« i $.*f.
II. 5. 4. 4,

20
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(p 111
)
that among the ratons, gramanl (the villaee Tiflaflm„„\

w/r Gis
r/i

dnotnecessariiy -- rSet ra

m
a

Shave been applied to a town ( though not a capital ) The2man of a village was called gramanl, gramika or gramadhbatim Manu VIL 115-116, Kaut m. 10 ), gramak«ta (£2£
* I Pa**sk1^. modern Patil ( m Ujjam plates of 975

and 1023 A. d. in I. A vol. 6 p. 51, 53, vol 18 p 322 grant of
Bhoja an wmtal 1076, 1. A 16 p 254, E I. vol. XI p 304, 310
of ximvat 1176 ) In an inscription of the 13th century from the
roona District we have the form 'pattela' (E I vol VH at
P 183) The word 'gavunda' for a village headman in the
uanarese Districts is derived from gramakuta ( E. L vol. VH
p 183

)
Paithlnasi m quoted by Apararka p. 239 states that the

food of a gramakuta could not be partaken by a brahmam.
The GathasaptasatI frequently refers to the great influence of
the gramanl and the love adventures of his son in the village
(I 30-31, VH. 24). The Kamasutra states (V. 5.5) that the
young son of a gramadhipati had certain women of the village
at his beck and call "* According to the Sukranitisara I 193
a grama ( village ) is one krosa in extent and yields a revenue
of one thousand silver karsas, while half a village is called
path and half of palli was Kumbha. Hemadri in Dlnakhanda
(p 288) quotes from the Markandeya-purana definitions of

pura, kheta, kharvata and grama Yaj H. 167 makes a distinc-

tion between grama, kharvata and nagara ( town ) as regards
the extent of the pastuie lands to be preserved round them.

Baudhayana Dh S n 3. 58 and 60 condemns residence in a
city for a religious brahman.* where the body is covered with

dust which enters one's mouth and eyes and recommends for

residence a grama abounding in water, fuel, fodder, fuel-sticks,

kusa grass, flowers, which is full of well-to-do people, endowed

with industrious people, where the majonty are aryas and which

cannot be entered by robbers In the Sabhaparva 5 84 five officers

of a village are referred to It appears that from being a very

high officer ( a ratnin ) in Vedic times the gramanl was reduced

in his influence, came to be appointed by the king alone and the

office became hereditary and could be given permanently Vide

193. Surras i wfcramsrarnGkgjsmngeTW fimt aw*n£ p- 239«
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EI. vol. YJL p. 177, 188, 189 '". The Sukranltisara ( II 120-21

)

states that there were to be six officers in a village and (II. 428-29)

prescribes their caste, viz. sahasadhipati (i.e. a magistrate to deal

with wrongs involving force ) was to he a ksatriya, gramanetr

(the headman) a brahmana, bhagahaia (the peison collecting the

state land revenue) a ksatriya, lekhaka (a scribe, corresponding

to the modern hilkanj.1 intheDeccan) should he a kayastha,

sulkagraha (the toll-gate keeper) a vaisya, pratihfira (the

guard at the gate of the village wall ) a sudra. Sukra ( in H.
170-175 ) sets out their duties. The headman was to he alert in

protecting the villagers like their parents from thieves, robbers
and from the State officers, the bhagahara was to devote special

caTe to the tending of trees ; the lekhaka was to be skilled in
accounting and proficient in several spoken languages; the
pratibara was to be of strong body, proficient in arms, humble
and to call the villagers with the respect due to each;
and the toll-gate keeper was to levy tolls in such a way that
sellers did not incur loss of capital spent by them. From
Kaut 1H 10 it appears that the village headman had the
authority to inflict fines in certain cases e g when the headman
( gramika ) had to travel on some business of the whole village
the villagers were to accompany him by turns, but if they failed
to do so they had to pay a fine of one pana or a half pana.
Similarly, if a villager does not co-operate in the getting up of a
show (preksa) in the village, he or his people would not he
allowed to see the show and he was to be fined if he clandestinely
saw it In villages, particularly in Karnataka and South India
and mbrahmadeya grants (to learned brahmanas) the village
assemblies (sabha) carried on local administration. From the
Kotavumachgi Inscription of Calukya VikramadityaV dated
sake 934 ( 1012 A D ) it appears that Ummachige was a great
educational centre in the 11th century and 104 Mahajanas of the
village were entrusted with the proper conduct of worship in the
temple, the imparting of education, the feeding of ascetics, the
supply of water to the village and the punishment of criminals

rfi— .

P
" «}

Vlde G°PaWs ' Hist°ry of the Pallavas
of Kanci'pp 93, 153-157 for the woiking of the village
assemblies (safes) from the 9th century onwards, hut as L
tH^TiV^ )j ,™ d° n0t kD0W th6 Dature of the "*» thatregulated their working, their exact sphere of action and their

P. 177 at p 188 (gram o£ Eastern Calukya Aroma dated 945 A. d. )
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lelation to the central government.' An inscription of king

Faifintaka I ( 907-947 A. D. ) at Uttaramerur deals with several

classes of village committees that were appointed by vote

(Annual Report of Archaeological Survey of India, 1904-5

pp 131 ff) "Five committees, viz annual committee, garden

committee, tank committee, gold committee (for currency or

for collecting taxes in cash), paftcaiiara committee, are des-

cribed and reference is made to a sixth called 'justice committee'

and the mode of election and the qualifications and disquali-

fications of membeis are described in detail (pp. 142-145).

Piof Nilkantli Sastri in 'Studies in Cola History* (pp. 131-175)

publishes the text of two Parantaka Inscriptions with English

tianslation and exhaustive notes. Vide also E. I vol 22 p 5

for resolutions of the sabha at Manur to be followed in future

meetings, the qualifications in property, education and character

of the members &c , E. L vol. 24 p 28 about the regulations

of sabha from two Uttaramallur Inscriptions and E. I vol 23

p 22 for a note on the paficavara committee. For village

communities as desaibed in Buddhist works in the 7th century

B C, vide Rhys Davids in 'Buddhist India' pp. 45-51. It appears

from Panini and the commentary Kasika thereon that certain

craftsmen were attached hereditarily to the village, were probab-

ly paid a certain part of the crop produce yearly for their

services and corresponded to the modem village servants { call-

ed the twelve Mutedais) in the Deccan For an account of

these balutedSn, vide Grant Duff's 'History of the Marate

(Bombay ed of 1863, vol 1 pp 23-27) For example, Pamm

( VI 2 62 ) teaches the accent of a compound word formed from

'°iama' with another word denoting 'silpm' (craftsman),

such as gramanapita (village barber) or gramakulala ( village

potter), which are two examples given by the Kasika on this

sutra From Pamm V 4 95 (.' gramakautabhySm ca taksnah )

it may be inferred that a carpenter also was a village servant as

In modern times in the -Deccan Brhaspati"' contamsvery

„: OT«rfTO^ « *W<« E^JT**^ ,Sfw* reads

swrtRJ pp 792-93, T&&3° H 222 zai "** " *_Ti* „„„.„„ 'start-

—r^ifcftra and states that ^V^ read 9V*mmft«r»!^53mV*^™?Sesands~gW *"*«•? «"" *****
fcThe word p*. * v^ousty expired by the A**
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important information about local administration in villages.

A compact formed among villages, guilds and corporations

{ gana ) is called a samaya ( agreement ) ; such an agreement must

be observed in times of distress and for acts of dharma. Two,

three or five persons shall ba appointed as advisers of groups

;

their advice shall be followed by the villagers, the guilds, the

corporations and others Examples of agreement as to times

of distress are : When there is drought, there may be a compact

that for the performance of a sacrifice to the planets or tho like

each field or house should contribute so much money or when there

is trouble from robbers, each house should send one able-bodied

and armed man. Then examples are given by Brhaspati himself

about acts of dharma. The village people should put down in
writing what work they are going to do, such as the repair of
a house for their assembly, a shed for distributing water to
travellers, a temple, a tank or a garden, the performance of the
necessary samBkaras ( upanayana or funeral rites ) of the poor
and helpless, gifts for the performance of sacrifices, prevention
of famine-stricken groups of families from coming. Such conven-
tions would be proper and should be respected by all the villagers.
Whoever being able to carry out such agreements violates them
should be punished with loss of all wealth and banishment
Brhaspati further says 187 that the heads of families, guilds and
ganas and the inhabitants of towns and forts may pronounce
the two punishments of reprimand and condemnation against
wrong-doers and may also excommunicate them and the punish-
ments and favours declared by them according to rules should
be approved of by the king, since such power is regarded by the
sages as delegated to them. Vac ejecting out of the village onewho is not guilty of theft or adultery with another's wife the
village headman or the village was liable to pay, accordine to
Kantilyam 10, a fine ofU panas. It will be seen rC 4Shas Preceded that village administration was self-contained andwould function whatever Government might happen to be at thecentre The central Government didnot very much interfere withlocal administration, except in the matter of land revenue
protection against invasion and exercised only general control'and supervision. The village communities were miniatureStates!

There are some dight var4 „s.
^^ P

"
'
*^"^ P 329
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There was a great deal of decentralization or devolution of

authoiity from the central government to the village committees

and authorities. They were also entrusted with civil and

criminal justice, as we shall see later on. For further details

on the organization of a village as a political unit, DrRO
Majmudar's ' Corporate life in Ancient India ' chap JL pp 135 ff.

and Fick ( p. 161 ) may be consulted. Just as there was some

organization in villages in general, so also guilds ( srenis } and

groups ( ganas } had their own regulations and conventions. In

XI 1 Kautilya refers to ksatriya guilds in the countries of

Kumbhoja andSuTastra that maintained themselves onhusbandry

and followed the profession of arms (vide above p. 88 n. 120 ).

In in. 14 he refers to guilds of workmen or labourers ( sangha-

bhrtah ) Manu ( 1 118 ) declares that his work deals not only

with the enduring dharmjs of countries, castes and families,

but also with the dharmas of heretical sects ( pSsanda ) and

of groups (gana). Manu (Vm 41) requires the righteous

king to consider carefully the dharmaB of castes, countries,

guilds and families ( to find out whether they are opposed to the

Vedas ) and uphold those dharmas ( that are not opposed )
as

binding ( on those respective persons ) Yaj. II 192 prescribes

that the king should respect the usages and conventions of

occupational guilds, merchants, heretical sects, and groups

( corporations &c ) and allow them to pursue the course of action

they had followed from ancient times, NSrada (samayasySnapS-

karma, verses 2-6 ) and Brhaspati quoted in the Viramitrodaya

(vyavahara) contain very important directions as to ym
conventions of guilds the king shonld respect and uhat he* not

bound to lespect Narada says that the king should «**"*»

conventions agreed upon by heretic sects, naigamas fr"**"* '

srenis and other groups residing in the country or the caprtal.

The king may allow them to follow their special rules (e g

ingwithouthavingtakenabath), their mode
f^g^

hearing a drum being beaten), the means of^JJJJJBh
been used to ( e. g dressing as an^ > ^^SUxwd
prohibit (out of their usages and"""^^J^ »
to the king's interest, or are disapproved of * *» *£ &,
general, would be ruinous to*1|^JJU
king should not tolerate their creating f

««*^J™2l to the

themselves, taking up arms for apurgs•«—£ •**
State, and causing injury to «£«*£ J"* ^ seVeral

specially curb those who cause dissensions among
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groups ; if they aTe connived at in these activities they might

cause terrible danger.
198 A good deal has already been said

about guilds and corporations in H. Dh. vol.H pp. 66-69. Among
inscriptions, the following may be studied : the Nasik Ins. No. 15

of the time of iLbhlra Isvarasena ( E. I vol. VHI p. 88, where the

srenis of potters, oil-pressers and water-draweTB receive deposits),

Junnar Buddhist cave Inscription ( A. S. W. L vol. 4 p. 97, where

a deposit of money with srenis of bamboo-workere and braziers is

made),GuptaInscriptionNo. 16 p. 70 (anendowment was entrusted

to the guild of oil-men,whose head was Jivanta), Gupta Inscript-

ions, No. 18 p. 79 (silk weavers from Lata coming to Dasapura and
building a Sun temple ), E. I vol. 15 p. 263, E. 1 vol. 18 p. 326
and p. 30, E. L 16 p. 332, E I vol. L 155 ( of 933 safiwat, inscrip-

tion at Gopagiri, modern Gwalior, where the guilds of oil-millers
and of gardeners aTe mentioned ), L 184 ( Fehoa inscription,

where a guild of 34 horse-dealers from different countries, some
being brahmanas, agreed to impose upon themselves and their
customers tithes to be distributed to certain temples). Ehys
Davids in 'Buddhist India '(pp. 90-96) gives a list of the
18 guilds that probably existed in the times of the earlyBuddhist
works (though two or three of them are of (Subtful existence)
and the number of which (18) is sometimes mentioned in the
JStakas (as in Mugapakkhajataka No. 538, vol. VI p, 14 in
Cowell's tr.). For further details about the working and
organization of guilds, vide chap. I of Dr. E. C. Majmudar's
Corporate life in ancient India', and ' Indian Culture ' vol 6 (for
1940) pp. 421-28 ( on the economic guilds of blacksmiths, barbers
«b. m the Kusana period ).

In numerous places rules are laid down about the qualifica-
toous of the ordinary servants ( parivara, bhrtya or anujivin ) of
fangs, how they should conduct themselves, how servants should

wSTlSL*? 1 ^ *** °£ *»***»»)• This place 5s£Si* W' E
'

h V±1Q * 9
>" ™* «««** toM. that
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find out whether the king is pleased or displeased with them.

Vide Kautilya V. 4, Vir&taparva 4 12-50 ( where the refrain of

most verses is 'sa rajavasatim vaset"), Matsyapurana 216

(the whole of which is quoted in the Rajadharmakanda

pp. 24-27 and in the Rajanltiprakasa pp 189-192), Agm-
purana 221, Visnudharmottara H. 25. 2-28, Earn IV. 10-11,

V 1-4, 6, 9, 11-63 ( most of which are quoted in the Rajanltirat-

nakara pp 51-58), Sukranitisara H. 54-68, 205-253. On the

word ' aksudraparisad ' occurring in Yaj I 310 ( where the Mit.

has the reading ' aksudrosparnsah ' ) Visvarupa quotes a passage

from Sankha m ' a hamsa ( swan i e a good king) surrounded

by vultures (greedy servants) is not desirable, but a vulture

( i e a greedy king ) surrounded by hamsas ( servants of spotless

character) may be preferred* The Bajarutiprakasa (p 185)

quotes the same passage from Sankha-Likhita with an addition

viz. ' faults arise from those who surround the king and such

faults are enough to rum ( the king ) Therefore the ( king

)

should first ( before engaging his servants ) put down in writing

whether servants are endowed with learning, character and good

family.' Sukra inculcates loyalty on servants in the following

remarkable*00 words 'one should not forsake a good master

when he is in adversity. Should not one always and quickly

desire the welfare of one's protector whose salt (lit food) one

has eaten with honour even once ' ( H 246-247 ) ? This senti-

ment pervaded most Hindu servants in ancient and medieval

times, even under foreign rulers professing a different religion

The Bajanltiprakasa p. 176 quotes a fine verse from the Garuda-

purana as to matters to be principally considered in selecting

servants, which are four, viz. education, character, family and

199 hot *3 5i$f ' « «ft sotRw srt>t g vsi <?sr<n%r<! wts ' Rw*"1

emit, i 303. si^iar^ * regrfoK: yjiztm tf> tct frrergggfofft

«

ftit s*s>ri*n* t Hffiiwfo *Hn ms&Gx Jta* ffcmiw '
bwi*19«^^

corrupt We have probably to omit the word sr before e^rercm: In *reB* *

21-26 (Fnbrers' ed. of 1916) we have a very similar passage, but .t is corrupt.

V.de^stwfemnrp.aa for the same passage *™lb^^®*2j
.raa^ has a similar verse of same sense (I 302) '.jsrrerTTtfr^ «««««

M&.ilsmMt'*™***** ***** ..^.^..^.i
200. a^^^**^ 1**™^^***

rip&*MM-nOTnm « fa « s* n. 246-247.
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actionB,just as gold is testedinfour ways, viz.by weighing it orby

rubbing it ( on a touchstone), by cutting it and by healing it
*"*

Some responsibilities of the Government or king in ancient

India towards the people will now bo dealt with. From Kautilya

( IL 29 and H. 34 ) we find that the State made great efforts for

the rearing of cattle, made stringent rules for their protection

and for the provision of pastures. Manu VBI 237, Ya) II. 167,

Matsya 227. 24 also make provision for pastures round villages,

towns and cities Kautilya requires the superintendent of cattle

to classify cattle as calves, steers, tameables, draught oxen, bulls

to be yoked, stud-bulls, bulls meant for carts, cattle meant for

meat and buffaloes meant for carrying loads or for being yoked,

pregnant cows, milch cattle &c. and to mark them and note in a
register of beasts the branded marks, natural marks, colour, the

distance between the horns. He prescribes corporal punishments
and fine for those who unauthorizedly kill or steal cattle or incite

others to do so. He prescribes even the amount of fodder, oil-

cakes, bran and salt on which different kinds of animals put to
different kinds of work are to be fed. From the Mahabharata
also we learn that even princes*01" went to supervise and
enumerate the herds of cattle belonging to the State. Vide
Vanaparva 239. 4 and 240. 4-6. Even such a grammatical
work as the Mahabhasya incidentally gives expression to the
view that a country's wealth consists in its food-crops and in
abundance of cattle.

We saw above (pp. 130-131 ) that spieB were to be employed
(ace toKaut.) to test whether State officers took bribes. Taj.
(I 336,338, 339) prescribes that the king should protect his
subjects from the harassment caused by mjastltas (the account-
ants and scribes), that he should ascertain the doings of the State
officers through spies, honour those that are well-conducted and
severely punish those who are badly behaved and should deprive
those who take bribes of their wealth and banish them from the
country. Vide also Manu VII 122-124 and Vismidharmottara
for sumlar rules. The Faficatantraa 343) has the same verse as

112 3 with slight variations.
>»*»«»[

*J!!L
a

' ^«"* ,^WmilMft<«fi*l *pr$ 239.4, on wh.ch
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Yaj. I. 336 ( except the last pada ). Medhatithi on Manu IX. 2U
remarks that the kingdom has no fear of ruin if kantakas
(wicked people who are like thorns) are removed and justice

is properly administered and that kanakas are generally under

the protection of the queen, the prince, the king's favourites or

the commander-in-chief

Great attention was paid to agriculture In the Sabhaparva

5. 77 the king *°* is advised to have large tanks in different parts

of the country full of water and to see that agriculture did not

depend on the rains alone Megasthenes (ETagment I p 30

of McCrindle's work ) notes that the greater part of the soil of

India was in his day under irrigation and consequently bore

two crops in the year. Even from .the Tai S V 1 7 3 it

appears that two crops were grown in the yeaT ( tasmad dvih

samvatsarasya sasyam pacyate). The Vaj S. 18 12 contains a

libt of twelve different kinds of crops such as rice, y<im, wheat,

musa, sesame, mudga, maswa &c and the Br TJp VI 3 13

enumerates ten kinds of grain ( gramySni dhonyani) In the

Hathigumpha Inscription of Kharavela king of Kalinga ( E I

vol 20 p 71 } it is stated that (p. 79 ) a canal which had already

been opened in the 103rd year of the Nanda kings ( L e in the

4th century B. O ) was extended by him in the 5th year of his

reign. Eudradaman at great expense from his own treasury

without any additional taxation or demand for free labour

restored the famous Sudarsana lake near Junagad (E.I vol VIII.

p. 36 ) that had been built by the Governors of Candragupta and

Asoka and been breached by floods Irrigation had been made

use of from Vedic times Sg VH. 49 2 refers to rivers and

springs naturally flowing and to channels that were dug up.

South Indian Inscriptions show how the Pallavas and kings of

other dynasties built tanks which were named after the kings

themselves or after some distinguished chief of the locality and

that are in existence even now. Vide S I I vol. B. part IB,

p 351, E.L vol IV p 152 (mention of tank called parrnne-

svara ateka'), S I L vol I p 150, E I vol. VDI p.145 **

mention of rajatataka near which four**™^£Z*£*
by CarudevI ) The great engineer Suyya under Avantivannan

JSS»fr(8KHK8) successfully ^J^^,^
with the result that a kbari of rice which could to™™"
purchased for 200 dniara* could be had after the peatimgwn
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work for 36 dlnuras ( vide Rajataraiigint V. 84-117 ). Kautilya

( 1L 24 ) refers to the various ways in which crops could bo rais-

ed with water and the revenue to be demanded in each case, e. g.

those who watered crops with manual labour had to pay l/5th

of the produce, those who carried water on their shoulders paid

|th, those who watered their crops by means of water-lifts or

water-wheels from nataal springs paid one-third and those who
raised water from rivers, lakes, tanks and wells paid -Jth. He
notes that sugarcane crops aTe a heavy responsibility, as thoy

are liable to many evils and entail great expense. Sugarcane
had been grown even in the times of the AthaTvaveda (I 34. 5 ).

The Sukranitisara (IV. 4.60) remarks that the king should see to

it that there is plenty of water in his kingdom by digging wells,

wells with steps, tanks, lakes &c. Megasthenes (fragment
XXXIV p. 86 of McCrindle's' Ancient India*) says that some
superintend the rivers, measure the land as is done in Egypt
and inspect the sluices by which water is let out from the main
canals into their branches so that every one may have an equal
share of it. Kaut (IV. 3) devotes a special chapter to the
king's duty to save the kingdom from national calamities, viz.
fires, floods, diseases, famines, rats, wild elephants ( or beasts ),
snakes and evil spirits. He gives practical hints for human
and religions remedies and rites against these calamities The
measures against famine suggested by him are: the king may
provide the people with seeds and food, start works for those
who are distressed, distribute either his own collection of provis-
ions or that of the rich or call for help from his allies, tax the
rich and make them disgorge their wealth, migrate to other
countries that have abundant harvests. National calamities are
called ift, which are six: excessive rainfall, drought, rats,
locusts, parrots and too close presence of foreign kings*05 The
work of Kamandaka BtateB that calamities are either
divine or human and that the first are of five kinds

S,«r
P T

e
,
h9 g!ve

.

S a l0nger liBt of calamities.
There are several references in ancient and medieval works to
severe famines. In the Chandogya Upanisad I. 10 1-3 we

Misi na « «iw. 13. 6J-54 «• strq^sr p. 59 verses 322-323.
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Sti^^ *» took from another'splate «„/!„«« that the other had been eating (i e. he tookm**m food) when the country of Kurus waVoverwhelnS

with a shower of haxl ( or by locusts ). The Balakanda ( chap 9)refers to
afamine in the country of Anga under RomapsdaThe NiruktaH 10 refers to a drought in the dun past for twelve

years m the kingdom of Santanu. A Mauryan inscription from
Mahasthana (ancient Pundranagara) shows that Gandaka coins
were distributed and also corn to famine-stricken people (J A.SB for 1932 p. 123). The Sohagpur Copperplate Inscription
(of Mauryan times) contains an order of the mahamatras of
SravastI that the dravya storehouses were to be spent only in
case of drought Vide Annals of B O. R Institute, vol. XI
p. 32ff., E L vol. 22 p. 1 and J. A. S B vol. VH (for 1941 ) part 2
p. 203. The Eajataranginl records several times the occurrence
of famines in Kashmir at different periods (e. g viJeH 17-54
V. 270-278, VH 1219 ff ). The Manimekhalai ( chap 28) speaks
of a famine for twelve years at Kanol in South India There
was a terrible famine (called the famine of Durgadevl) for
twelve years in the Deccan about 1396 A D. ( vide Grant Duff's
' History of the Marathas ' vol. 1 p. 43 ). Vide E, I. vol 15 p. 12
for a reference to a severe famine in iake 1313 when paddy
could not be had even at the rate of ten naliB a panarn.

It has been shown ( in H. Dh. vol. H. pp. 113, 369, 856-858

)

how it was the king's duty to support learned brahmanas, to

hold assemblies of poets and learned men, to make gifts of land

to educational institutions and to promote learning in all ways
Vrddha-Harlta VH. 229-230 sayB that only learned brahmanas

who are endowed with tapas are proper objects of the king's

bounty. Some emperors like Harsa went faT beyond what was

reasonable. The Chinese pilgrim tells us ( Beal's ' Buddhist

Records &c ' vol I pp 214, 233 ) that at the end of every

five years Harsa held an assembly ( pan&id ) at Prayaga and

gave away all in charity. The Sukranltisara ( L 368-369 ) holds

.that a king should be on the look-out for educated men, should

appoint them to offices suited to their education, should honour

every year those who have attained eminence in learning and the

arts and take measures for the advancement of learning and arts.

It has already been shown how this had been followed by ancient

and medieval Indian kings to the letter. A comparison with the

British Indian Government in the 18th century and the first

decades of the 19th will be highly interesting. After the battle of
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Plassey in 1757 the British East India Company got three such v

rich provinces as Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. During over 50

years the only thing that was done by the ruling power for the

encouragement of learning among Indians was that in 1780

Warren Hastings started a Mmha^sa of Muslim religious learn-

ing at Calcutta with a moult i and 40 stipendiaries and Lord

Cornwallis founded a Sanskrit college at Benares in 1792.

When the East India Company's Charter was renewed in

1813 the only provision that was made for education and
encouragement of learning (by George HI, 1813 chap 155,

clause 43 ) was ' that il shall and mtuj be lawful for the Governor-
General-in-Council to direct that nut of any surplus which may
remain of the rents, revenues and profits arising from the said

territorial acquisitions, after defraying the expenses of the
military, civil and commercial establishments and paying the
interest of the debt, a sum of not less than one lakh of rupeet, in
each year shall be set apart and applied to the revival and
improvement of literature and the encouragement of the learned
natives of India and for the introduction and promotion of a
knowledge of the sciences among the inhabitants of the British
territories in India '. Detailed comment is not called for. More
than 50 years after British rule began, when at least half of
what is British India now had come into the hands of the British,
and when the yearly income must have been many crores of
rupees, the sum of a lakh of rupees was to be set apart for educa-
tion of two kinds (Eastern and Western) in the whole of the then
British India. Further this provision was not compulsory but
only permissive, and was to be availed of only if some surplus
was left after everything else bad been provided for.

As in western Jurisprudence, so in India the king was looked
upon as parens pahnai, the protector or guardian of all minors
Gaut™ X 48-49 and ManuVEI.27 prescribe that the king
shall protect the property of a minor until he attains majority
or until he returns from his teacher's house Medhatithi on
ManuVm 27 says that the minor's relatives like the uncles may
contend that one of them is the guardian of the minor's property
but it is the king who is to see that the minor's property is kept

20*- vpi *regimT«regr<3re°rt5 i trai^*! i »ft. x. 48-49, ^&srar
TCSWJ ^TPTOTO^groin «ann4U»4tJtoKL I pgT^l^rq in ft. , p 598

W^ftSfi, fNq^lJtW.on«3 VIII. 27. On *g VIII. 28 he remarks
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safe Baud. Dh. S. H. 2 43, Vas. 16. 8-9, Vignu Dh. S m 65
Sanfcha-Likhita contain a Bimilar rule. Nar (madam 35) declaredthat a person was a minor till the 16th year. Manu VIE 28-29

king must take care of barren women, women who have nosons women whose families are extinct, wives and widows who

X3£W W?t hUSbands and rf *« *» «™ affliotd
with disease Nar.*°* as quoted by Medhatithi says that if awoman has nobody in her husband's or father's family to protect
her then it is the king who is to protect her. Kaut ™(ni]makes it a duty of the elders of the village to take care of and
increase the properties of minors and of temples.

_
It was the special concern of the king to see that proper

weights and measures were used. Kaut (H 19) as stated above
(pp 145-146) provides for a special superintendent of weights and
measures. Vas *OT

( 19 13 ) and Manu VUL 403 provide that all
weights and measures must be duly marked ( or stamped ), that
once in six months they must be re-examined and that the weights
and measures for objects required by the class of householders
must be guarded against falsifications. Yaj. TL 240 and
Visnudharmasutra V. 122 prescribe as punishment the highest
ammercement for those who fabricate false balances, edicts,

measures and coins and also for those who use them in their

transactions The Nitivakyamrta ( p. 98 ) requires the king to

be vigilant as regards merchandise, balances and measures,

since there is none who excels traders in stealing people's

money before their very eyes. 80s Vide Alberuni ( tr. by Sachau)

vol I chap XV about weights and measures current in India

in the 11th century

Another important responsibility of the king concerned

thefts. Asvapati, king of Kekaya, boasted that in his kingdom

there was no thief, no close-fisted person, no drinker of wine,

205. RR4i«nmmia Hrfr =g?r t*=re * 'jfraW «rra$# Pnranr ftw«^

awifalg *kh«5 fMgma . sgs Rot i «waow«A a *rerr *rai «nj' rarrs • iuot-

ed bykp on ng V III. 28 The first three half-verses are sm? (^PWT
28-29), the printed text of which does not contain the half verse im» &c

206. wras«f jtthist T^gn«w5iTTNorra; i %*ip? =* ' «te?v

II. l.p 48.

207. i
| |jgHI I$7<H ^ H I^I^HIH WH* VfXZm. I ^t%eT 19. I3 -

208. H<»Jriril"Hfrifl «W VA WW4. *» ifojwr flPJT VK v*wxW- '

«nrawn- P. 98.
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( Chan. Up. V. 11. 5 ). &p. Dh. S.** (II. 10. 26. 6-8) lays down that

the officers should protect a city against theft for one yojam

round it and in the case of villages for one kroia round them and

that whatever is stolen within those limits must be returned to

the owners by the officers. Gautama X, 46-47, Manu VUL 40,

Yaj. 1L 36, Visnudharmasutra HI 66-67, Santi 75. 10 prescribe

that the king should recover from the thief stolen property and

restore it to the owner ( without distinction of caste ), that if he

cannot restore it he should compensate the sufferer from his own
treasury, and that, if he retained the property recovered from a
thief or did not make efforts to catch the thief and compensate
the owner, the king incurred sin. Kaut. HI. 16 contains a similar

rule.
*M VisvarSpa on Yaj. II. 38 quotes- a prose passagem of Br.

with a similar import. The Visnudharmottara-*18
( II. 61. 52

)

remarks that if a person is robbed by his own servants then he
(the king} may endeavour to recover it from the servants (by
threatening or beating them ), but need not restore it from his
own treasury. Yaj II. 270-272, Nar. (parisista 16-21) and
Kat."! give further directions, viz. the thief should be made
to restore the property stolen or its price ; if the thief cannot be
found the officers and wardens of the country pay the price of
the stolen articles ; the property stolen in the village should be
made good by the headman of the village, if the thief's foot-steps

m<m. " stre. **. « ii io. 26. 6-8.

2io. treroiBfrtf s nwm'Hr tisnwt&w^at i ^«s<mfampj *j-

3»W.w65i^fo*rni.i6p i9o

zn. =gtc5«a<riiw *urrc«tw «ra$a; i gftstnn ?«n^ » »ft. x. 45-47 : sre»n-

3&i5tiw ?n^* «3ft&i *rf% 1 regrefarrefoi ynqa^flnaTrw. » 5iri^T 75 10.
The ffcrmt on m. II. 36 quotes GaM. and Sauti 75. 10, *

snjf <* fg^rat t

W"^U omii. H 38( of Tri. ed. ).

212. ^^(^.^^^^.n^n^-.itra^^f^^a^^^^,,
ttqSTOlTO II 61. 52, quoted by *rasir(=jsT. p, 127

«^rn wtsrm quoted by smi^ P 844 V.de ' SelecUons from Peshwa
Oaftar- vol. 43 p 131 (No 166} for a comparably recent (18th centary)
^tance of a vUlage (PS.as ,« th,s case) being held response collectively
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are not traced as going out of the village ; if the theft takes

place in a pasture land or forest ( and the thief is not found ),

the owner of it should be made to pay ; if however the theft is

not committed in a forest but on the road then the officers

appointed to arrest thieves should be made to pay ; the whole

village may be made to pay the compensation when the theft is

within the boundaries of a village but outside the limit of the

residential quarters, if the footsteps of the thief are not traced as

going out of the village; if the theft takes -place beyond one

faosa from a village then the surrounding five or ten villages

may be made to pay the compensation Yaj IL 271 and Kat

mention an officer called ' cauroddharta * ('or coroddharta '

)

The ' cauroddharanika ' ( thief-catcher) is an officer mentioned in

numerous inscriptions e g in the Palitana plates of Dharasena

II of Valabhi in Gupta year 252 ( E. I vol. XI at p 83 ), in the

inscription ofNarayanapala where we have both cauToddhaTanika

and kottapala, modern Kotwal (I A. vol XV p 304) and in the

grant of Ballalasena quoted above ( p. 153, n 191) Kautilya IV

13 also gives similar rules and mentions an officer called

'corarajjuka' who has to make good the loss of merchandise by

theft between two villages or lands that are not pasture lands.

The first quality required in a king according to Yaj I 309

quoted above (p. 44) is great energy and Kaut also (in VI. 1) ment-

ions 'great energy' (mahotsaha) among the qualities called 'abhi-

gamika '. Works on dharmasastra and arthasastra emphasize

the fact that a king must always be full of activity and must

not be lethargic or fatalistic In the Mababharata the topic of

human effort and datva (fate or destiny) comes up for treatment

in numerous places and is put in the mouth of several characters

with different emphasis according to circumstances. In Adi

1 246-247, 89. 7-10, SabhS 46. 16, 47. 36, 58 14, Vanaparva
1«J».

27-28, Udyoga 8 52, 40 32, 159 4, 186 18, Asramavasika 10.29

the emphasis is on dmva as all powerful, it being said that

human effort is useless as against dmoa A golden moan »

advocated in Adi. 123. 21, Sabh&16 12, Udyoga 79 5-6, S"vnt>

56 14-15, Sauptika 2. 3, in all of which it is said that wortmy

affairs require both punadkSm (effort) and data In certain

jTSgH it is recommended that effort b superior a£ and ft* «A business is to make efforts and £ J,

care for fate; . ft in Drona 152. «.*£»* \%%
im <»n AtiusSsana 6 1 ff, Sauptika 2 12-13 and Z3-^ a 1*

£$£££« indicative of the three line, of ton*-
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set out in the note below.*'* Energetic nction, according to

Santi. 58 13-15, is declared by Brhaspnti to be tbe root of

rajadharma. Nectar was obtained and asuras were killed by
the gods by means of energetic action and Indra secured his

high position in Heaven and heTe by energetic action.

Br. makes the characteristic remark ' A man who is a
heTO of action leads those who are heroes in speech and
the latter are seen to cater for tbe pleasures of the former and
wait humbly on him '. The Bhagavadglta in its final summing
up of the philosophy of'Activism without an eye to the fruit of it

but from a sense of duty declares ( XVHL 13-16 )' that in the
-Sankhya philosophy five categories are mentioned as conducive
to the accomplishment of all actions viz the place, the agent,
various kinds of instruments, diverse and separate activities and
lastly dmia; that whatever action a man commences either with
his body, words or mind these five are its causes, whether the
action be righteous ( nyayya ) or the opposite of it, and that this
being the true state of things ( i. e the fruit depending on the
co-operation of five elements and not on one alone ) that man
who regards himself alone as bringing about a result is a fool
and has no correct perception * Kautilya also ( 1. 19 last two
verses;) says ' activity ( uttlwnu ) is the root of wealth and the
opposite of it is the root of evil In the absence of activity the
loss of present and future acquisitions is sure ; by activity a
king can obtain his desired object and plenty of wealth '. Yaj
(1.349 and 351} states that success in undertakings depends
upon both fate and human effort, yet fate is nothing but the

3m? I. 245-247 ^ 3*^0, ^ gwB^fr . ^fr 186 18. Li*^n^l^^'^ 47 36, * ***** * **«*<« • life

3

^l^m^mm: l **r* 179. 27 ( said by tffe when caught by Ajlgar^)-

*"•"**** s s (3) lift* «nf..^1*, fl£^2^?

stress. 13-15
qwBW **<n*RTO*ar*rr<r wa *<ir<nri

%z
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human effort of past lives manifesting its effect ( in this life

)

and that as on a single wheel a chariot cannot progress, so fate

cannot accomplish anything without human , effort YSj. L 350

refers to other views viz fate alone leads to success, human
effort alone does so, that success results of itself (without any

cause ), while others say that it is Time that brings about all

results Manu VIL 205, Matsya 221. 1-12 ( all of which are

quoted in the Rajanltiprak&sa pp. 313-314) and Visnudhannottara

11. 66 ( which has the same verses as in Matsya 221 ) inculcate

the same doctrine as that of Yaj. 1 349 and 351 and emphasize

that one must always make efforts ( tasm5t sadotthSnavafe hi

bhavyam-Matsya 221. 12 ) The Matsyapurana 221. 2 empha-

tically"* states that effort is superior Medhatithi on Manu

IV. 137 quotes a •>ubliastla ' those devoid of effort are engaged

in calculating the aspects of planets; there is nothing impossible

ot accomplishment for those who are determined and who are

able to put forth spirited efforts ' Kaut (IX. 4 last two verses),

Kam V 11, XHL 3-11 emphasize the importance of strenuous

efforts Sukranltisara (1 46-58) holds a long disquisition on effor*

and duiux It contains the following fine sentiments ( I 48-49

)

'Men of intellect whose career is honourable regard human

effort as the highest ( and not fate ), while impotent men not

being able to make efforts have recourse to fate; but all is

centred in both daiva and effort' Vide Eajanltiprakasa

pp 312-315 and Nltimayukha pp. 52-53 for further remarks on

daiva and effort In one place the Mahabharata (Udyoga

127. 19 ) contains the bravest and loftiest advice 'man should

always press forward ( make efforts ), should never bend; striv-

ing is manliness; one may even break at a point which is not,

the joint, but should- never bend •«• The Brhat-Parasara-

smrti X pp. 282-283 contains a long discourse on daiva.ana

purusakara Vide Vayu 9. 60-61 and Mark, purana 2. 61-62

and 23. 25-26 for similar passages on daiva and effort.

An important doctrine of the writers on Arthasastra is more

or less based on the necessity of vtmha, viz the doctrine qfBnw

315. w*r «*4«i«* frf* *nra««<i "*n£«fS^J*S'

«vfeM7.U.
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iaktts.i e of it/sa/in, piahhu (or prabhata) and nvmlra. These
three occur in the Mahabharata ( Asramav&sika 7. 6 ). The
S. V. p. 46 quotes a sutTa of Gautama (not found in the printed
Dh. S.) 'the three saktis, viz. prabhu, mantra and utsaha »Te
based on that (kosa )

'.'** In VL 2 Kautilya defines manlm-iaktt
as the power of the knowledge ( of statecraft ), prabhutakti as the
power of treasury and army and ub&Imiakh as the force of the
king's bravery.*17 Kautflya (IX. 1) holds a discussion about
the relative superiority of these three and gives it as bis opinion
( as against that of the acaryas) that prabhusakti is superior to
utsahasakti and that mantrasakti is superior to prabhusakti.
Kam. XV. 32 defines"" the three thus :

' the employment of the
proper line of policy out of the six npagm ( sandhi, vigraha &c )
is called mantrasakti; a Ml treasury and army constitute
prabhusakti and activity of the strong is called uts&hasakti •

the king possessed of all these three becomes the conqueror.

'

The Nltivakyamrta ( sadgunyasamuddesa ) p. 322 defines them
in the same way.*" According to the Dasakumaracarita "" VJU.
the goal (or purpose) of a king is determined by mantra (consul-
tation with ministers about policy), commencement of actions
for securing the goal ) is due to prabhava and the successful

termination of undertakings is brought about by energy The

^ZS-^Pa
<
f
?
lio

.

15a
> *"** * verse which defines

prabhusakti differently viz as the power to command. Vide
also Agmpurana 841. i, Manasollasa II. 8-10 pp 9l-94

ftrking
m41_58)brinE8togetiier the -»« «££ £

hi III „ 1 \ hlS dominiOT* and to keep his hold on
„ °W° pe°Ple- According to the EamSyana V 41 2-3fr^^^^ij^ and others «£

««*
'
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upayas are four viz. sama ( conciliation ), dana ( giving gifts

or presents), bheda (causing dissensions) and danda (punishment

or depriving of property or causing bodily harm).**' Jxi the

Hfithigumpha Inscription, the king Eharavela (latter half of 2nd

century B C. ) states that in the 10th year of his reign he sent,

following the policy of danda, sandhi and sama, an expedition

ugaiiibt Bbaratvarsa, conquered that land and obtained jewels

and precious things ( E 1 vol. XX pp. 79, 88 ) This showj. that

the theory of the upayas must have been evolved several

centuries before the Christian era. Some others such as Earn

XVJI 3, Matsya 222. 2, AgnipurSna 226 5-6, BSrhaspatyasutra

V 1-3, Visnudharmottara II 146-149 add three more to the

above tour. Sabha 5 21 mentions the number seven and

Vanaparva 150. 42 mentions sama, dana, bheda, danda and upeksa

About the additional three there is some difference of opinion,

most holding that the three are maya, iipeksu and mdnyala

(Kam., Agnipurana ), while the Barhaspatyasutra (V 263 ) says

they are uisyfi, upeksa and vadha and others say they that are

maya, aksa (dice) and mdra)5la ( Sarasvatlvilasa p 42)

Maya means ' deceitful trick '. The Visnudharmottara II 148

gives illustrations, such as tying a firebrand to the tail of a

bird that often perches on the enemy's camp to produce the

delusion that a meteor ( an evil omen) fell down from the sky

Earn XVH 54 cites the example of Bhlma's meeting Kleaka

dressed as Draupadl. Kam ( XVEL 51-53 ) gives other examples

of maya. Upeksa consists m not preventing a person from

doing what is unjust or being addicted to some vice or engaging

in a fight and is illustrated by king Virata's connivance at the

death of Kleaka ( Earn XVIL 55-57 ) Indrajala means creat-

ing an illusion by means of incantations and other tricks e. g.

creating the illusion before the eyes of the enemy that a

vastaimy is coming to attack them or showing thatangeis

are descending to fight against them or making a flwj

of blood fall in the enemy's camp etc ( Earn ivii

Vjsnudharmottara H. 149 ) About the four well-known upaW,

Manu (Vn 108-109) says that for the prosperny of ones

kingdom sama and danda (punishment) are preferred, but

221 ^^f^^^^^^Tf^^Si^-
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the king's antagonists do not yield to him by the employment of

the first three then he may bring them round by danda ( i e.

fighting and harassing them ) and that { VH. 198, 200 )
danda is

to be employed as the last resort, since victory is not certain.

In fee Santiparva 69. 23 the view of Brhaupati is quoted*18 that

fighting should always be avoided (as far as possible) and that for

securing one's purpose three upayas ( other than fighting ) arc

to be resorted to Brhat-Farasara X p. 280also says that a wise

man should not resort to fighting and that danda is to be resorted

to only when there is no other course left In TJdyoga 132. 29-30

( cr.'ed. chap. 130 ) Knntt sends a message through Krsna to her

son -. ' begging is forbidden to you nor is agriculture appropriate

for you; you are a ksatriya living by the power of his arms and

a protector against injury (ksatat fasta). Kecover your ancestral

share by sama, dana, bheda, danda and naya '. In Udyoga 150

( cr. ed 148 ) Krsna informs Yudhisthira how he first employed

sama, then bheda, then dana ( viz. giving tip the whole kingdom
for five villages) and how only danda is the proper recourse in the

case of the wicked Kauravas Hopkins, as very often, being

obsessed with his ideas of three strata in the Mahabharata Bays

that three means appear to be the oldest form and four means
a later idea. There is hardly any warrant for this opinion as

for many others in the same strain ( J. A O. S vol. XIII pp.
182-183 n ). The Visnudharmottara H. 146 speaks of the four
upayas and states that danda as regards a foreign state is open

( prakasa ) i. e. burning and not-open ( aprakasa Le by poison
or secret death ) The Mit on Yaj. I 346 and Kam XVJ1I 1 say
the same thing. The VisnudharmasutraHL 38 prescribes that the
four upayas are to be employed at the proper time and according
to the attitudes of the hostile king, friendly king, the madhyamu
and udashia kings 2*. The Mit on Yaj. I 346 expressly states
that the four upayas are to be employed not only in the affairs
between kings but also in the lives of all ordinary people and
cites a verse wherein a father or teacher addresses a son or pupil
making use of all four means 22* Kam. XVH, Mansollasa H.

^222. q&vM *r?r 3pj ti*«f*ui!T «ftntni =ann^rarTwn^isw5prm' iswias R

^•t«*«ni «iur:
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3«g^r«TfefaTT *rnfc is the last <rr^ of ?ir i 346

fi inaHJUH III. 38.
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W-*0 verses 972 ft (pp 117-122 ), NltivakySmrta pp. 333-330
treat at length of these four up&yas. A few points only are
noted here. Sama is of five kinds viz. recoanting the good turns
done by each to the other ; praising the qualities and actions of
the persons to be won over; declaring the relationship of each
other; representing the good that will result in future; declaring
I am yours and I am at your service '

( Kam XVII. 4-5 ) Dana
consists in returning, what is deposited with one by another
consenting to the taking away by another of one's things, mak-
ing a gift of something now, giving what the other chooses to asL
for, bending at fixed times what has to be given. Bheda ( sowing
dissensions) consists in giving heavy bribes or presents to minis-
ters or feudatories, the crown prince and high officers of the enemy
that are dissatisfied for various reasons, creating distrust between
the king and his ministers, the rich men and the handsome
men in the kingdom by the threat of the loss of life, honour,
position, and wealth, by the fear of imprisonment, by the fear that

the king may carry away the beautiful wife of a subject or by
suggesting that a handsome young man has his eye on the

king's harem, and suggesting to a king that a kinsman desires

to secure the kingdom to himself and thereby inducing the king

to put out his eyes or cut off his limbs. -This is effected by secret

spies or persons who are in the pay of both kings ( ubkiyavetana,

ace to MSnasollfisa p 119 v. 995 )
m

. Vide Kaut XI 1, Matsya

chap. 225 and SukralV 1 25-54 for bheda, Kaut XI. I explains at

length how an aspiring conqueror is to sow dissensions between

corporations and the leaders of corporations, between chiefs and

other people One or two passages may he quoted by way

of sample "Spies gaining access to these corporations (of

warriors and others ) and finding out jealousy, hatred and other

causes of quarrel among them should sow seeds of a well-plan-

ned dissension among them, and tell one of them ' this man

decries you '. Spies may give publicity to the consideration of

priority shown to inferior persons in social intercourse in the

face of the established custom of recognising the status of

other persons by birth, bravery, and social position. In all

these disputes the conqueror should help the inferior party with

men and money and set them against the superior party. A

woman who has disappointed her lover and has been for-

WW**™" IS, verses 988-989 p 118.
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given may approach and Bay to a chief ' this chief is troubling

me when my mind is set on you ; when he ib alive 1 cannot

stay here ' and thus induce the former to slay the latter. " The

MatsyapurSna 223. 4 states that united people are more than a

match even for Indra unless bheda is employed, that dissensions

are of two kinds, internal aud external, of which the former is

more serious. External dissension means the quairrel with a

chief, but internal diswnsion means dissension between a king
and his queen or heir apparent or ministers. One should try to

prevent dissension with one's own relative.1? Santi 69. 23 also

advises the conquest of territory by fomenting dissensions. There-

fore the expedient of 'lUride cf imperii
1

has a respectable antiquity.

Danda in the case of a king's country consists in sentencing
to death or corporal punishment or fine and in the case of the
enemy infighting, destroying or devastating his country by seis-

ing his crops and grain, cattle, wealth, forts and in imprison-
ing and injuring his people, burning his villages and forests.

There were certain privileges that the king enjoyed. His
rights to treasure trove have already been referred to (H. Dh.
vol II, p 146 ) Kaut. (IV. 1 ) gives the following rules. The
person giving information about the discovery of a mine, jewels
or treasure trove gets one-sixth, but if the informer be a servant
of the king he gets 4, ; treasure trove beyond 100000 panas went
to the king wholly ( the finder being entitled to a ith shaTe only
up to 100000 panas of the whole ) ; a subject who can prove that
the treasure trove belonged to his ancestors would get the whole
of it; if he takes it without establishing his ancestral ownership
he is to be fined 500 panas and 1000 panas if he appropriated it
secretly. The king also took by escheat the property of a person
dying without leaving any heir except in the case of brSbmanas
( vide H. Dh. n, p. 146 where some authorities are cited) This
subject will be dealt with at greater length under the next sect-
ion on law and justice* The king was also entitled to all
property that wasJost or given up by the true owner Vide
Gaut.*« X. 36-38, Vas 16. 19, Mauu VI1L 30-33, Yaj H 33
173-174, Sankha-Likhita Gaut. and Baud. Dh. S. (L 10 17 ) saythat the king should preserve for one year articles found after
proclaiming the finding by beat of drum, while Manu says that

fi^nSWW quoted in ft. ^ p. 593
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the period is three yeaTs. The Mit on Yaj. IL 33 reconciles these

texts by Baying that if the true owner comes to the king and

establishes his ownership he gets hack the entire article without

paying anything for safe custody, if the owner comes in the 2nd

year he pays & of the price for custody, if in the thud year he

pays -Jd and J if be comes after three years The finder gets $

out of the share taken by the king. If the owner does not come

at all the finder gets £ and the king the rest. The king may
dispose of the article if none claims it within that period, hut

if the owner comes after three years and the article has been

disposed off, the king should return the equivalent of the portior.

taken by him. Yaj U. 174 specifies other scales of charges for

the custody of unclaimed animals such as four panas for a horse

&c. Another special privilege of the king was that he could not

he cited as a witness in a judicial proceeding between private

parties. "Vide Kaut HL 11 (p 175), Manu VJH. 65, Visnudharma-

sutra 8. 2

Constitutionally there was no one who could directly bring

to book the king guilty of injustice But the Dhannasastia

writers insisted that dhurma was the king of kings ( Br Up I

4. 14 quoted above p 97 n 125 ), that Varuna was the chastiser of

kings (ManuIX 245), therefore they appealed to the higher nature

and conscience of the king and prescribed that if a king levied

an unjust fine, he should offer thirty times of that amount to

Varuna, tluow the amount m watei or distribute it among

brahmanas ( Yaj H 307) and that where an ordinary man would

incm a fine of one karsapana for a wrong, the king ™^*™?

deserve-? to he fined a thousand karsapanas ( Manu VDI. 33b J

The remarks of Medhatithi on that verse quoted below aTe very

interesting, when he insists on the principle that fines foirthe

same wrong should vary with the capacity to pay** Even

KautriyadV 13 last two verses) falls m ^J^**"" ^
345 and Yaj D 307 But these prescriptions of Manu, Ya]

i

ana

Kaut were counsels of perfection and must have **»*«*»

No king^ould ordinarily fine himself Therefore some medieval

227. *sra^nn*v * fl*"**™
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digests like the Vivadaratnakara and the Dandaviveka (p 55)

interpret these texts as meaning that the word rajan

applies here only to subordinate chiefs and not to a king who as

independent

The flourishing state of a kingdom well governed by a

good, well-equipped and active king is very graphically descri-

ed in the Ramayana ( 31 100. 43-46
)

' I hope your country is full

of hundreds of rmhias (platforms for sacred trees) and of people

who are well-placed; is rendered charming by temples, piapti*

( sheds where water is distributed to travellers giali* ) and tanks,

in which men and women are joyful: which is set off to advan-

tage by merry gatherings and festivals; the whole extent of

which is well cultivated; which is full of cattle and free from

injury (to beings); which does not depend upon rains alone

( for its crops ) ; which is beautiful, free from beasts of prey and

all kinds of dangers; which is endowed with mines; which is free

from wicked men and enjoys prosperity and happiness' The

Adiparva chap 109 (cr. ed chap 102) also contains a fine

description of a -well-governed and prosperous country. The

country was to be full of public wells, gardens and meeting-

halls (sabha) The Visnu-dharmottara I 13. 3-12 contains an

ideal description of ancient Ayodhya. ' It was endowed with

hundreds of parks ; it celebrated festivals and held gatherings

of people , its population was free from disease and had valiant

men , it always resounded with the music of lutes, flutes and
tabors, it had fair complexioned, charming hetmai clever in

brilliant conversation; its population was always gay, it re-

sounded with the recitation of the Veda and was endowed with

companies of brahmanas', its market rows were full of men
that had applied scents to their bodies; there was not a man
there 'who was wretched, dirty or emaciated; it stretched for

three yojanas on the bank of the Sarayu and was ten yojanas

in the middle
'

33



CHAPTER VI

DURGA (FORT OR CAPITAL)

Maim IX. 294 places the capital (para) even before rfistra

Medhatithi (on IX. 295) and Kulluka explain that the loss of

the capital is a more serious danger than even the loss of some

territory, because if the capital, which possesses all the stocks

of food, in which are centred the principal elements and the

array, is saved,then it is possible to retrieve even lost territoryand

to protect the country. It is as it were the pivot of the whole

machinery of government. Other writers ( and even Mami in

VII 69-70 ) place the capital or fort after the raatra It is

probably due to the geographical situation in North India and

the nature of the fighting in ancient times that made the capi-

tal and forts of great importance in the several elements of the

State, The capital mirrored the prosperity of the country and if

properly walled also provided security Yaj I. 321 says that

forts are meant for the safety of the king, the people and the

treasury (janakoiatmaguptaye) The reason for the construction

of forts is well put by Manu VH. 74 viz that a single archer

under the shelter of the fort-wall can fight a hundred of the

enemy and a hundred can fight ten thousand The Pancatantra

(L 229 and II. 14 ) has a similar verse. Brhaspati quoted

by the Bajanitiprakasa 218 p 302 states that the king should con-

struct a fort with walls and a gate for the protection of himself,

his wives, the people and the ( wealth ) collected by him Kaut

(H 3 and 4) deals at length with the construction of durgas

and the laying out of the' capital in one of them. He says that

in the four quarters of the boundaries of the kingdom forte

should be built for offering resistance (to the enemy) on ground

naturally fitted for the purpose He speaks of

J«
to**

forts viz 'audaka' { water-protected, wbich u» on an Mam.
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thickets of read. He says that the first two are suited for the

protection of populous places and the last two for the protection

of foresters. Vfiyu 8. 108 .refers to four kinds of durgas.

Manu VH. 70, Santi 5$. 35 and 86. 4-5, Visnudharraasatra

IE 6, Matsya 217. 6-7, /Lgnipurana 222. 4-5, Visnudhar-

mottara H 26. 6-9, EL 323. 16-21, Sukra IV. 6 speak of

six kinds of forts viz dhanvadurga ( which is waterless five

yojanas round a raised plain ), mahldurga { a land fort, which
is surrounded by a wall built of stones or burnt bricks, that is

at least twelve feet high and twice as high as it is broad),

laladurga ( water fort, surrounded on all sides by deep water),
varksa durga (fort that is surrounded for one yojana on all

sides with thorny and tall tTees and thorny creepers and
bushes), nrdurga (fort that is guarded hy a numerous army of
four sections on all sides), giridurga (mountain fortress,
difficult to climb and with only one narrow access). Manu
VH. 71 says that the mountain fortress is the best of all, while
Sknti 56. 35 states that nrdurga is the most difficult to conquer-
The Manasollasa (II. 5 p. 78) speaks of nine kinds of durgas
(adding those built with stones, bricks and mud). The
ParasurSma-pratapa enumerates eight kinds of durgas (Raja-
vallabhakanda, folio 1) and states that the wall of a fort may
be of stones or of baked bricks or of mud Manu VH 75-
Sabta 5. 36 ( =Ayodhya 100, 53), Matsya 217. 8, Kam. IV. 60,
Manasollasa HI. 5 (verses 550-555), Sukra IV. 6 12-13, Visnu-
dharmottara H 26. 20-88 prescribe that forts should possess
plenty of arms, grain, drugs and other materials, wealth, horses,
elephants, beasts of burden, brahmanas, artisans, machines
(called Sataghnls ace to Matsya, that kill a hundred), water
and fodder. The Nltivakyamrta ( durga-sarauddesa p. 199 ) sayfi
that there must be means of leaving it secretly, otherwise ifc
will be a prison and that no one should be allowed to enter itor leave it without a pass or without being searched. Kant

Lin *
B
t1

a
v
ed T*™ *10** ** *^e construction of fortTOD^Jt^,^ lotus ponds and buildings insidethe fort, which are all passed over for want of space. Vide

» SSr^m 28"86 and ** ^Mharmakaustubha

mJZ ~*1 5jT 0nB <Iaotatiras from the Dhanurveda of

2^i2S£? theMatBya
- ae *—-"-•-

IW^S? ^"S We haVe ****** mention <* <««. InI. 53.
7
Indra is said to have shattered seven cities for Purukutpa
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md in II 20 8 it is narrated that Indra killed the dasyus and

dostroyod their cities of tnjus (copper, halui dmaJUn puiu aijusir

in tat %( ). This shows that wallod cities were known even

at that distant 'date There is difference at opinion as to

whether the wallb weie of mud and wood or of stones and

hricks. Vido Hopkim, m J. A O. S. XIII pp 174-176

The Tai S VI i 3 1 speaks of the three cities ot asuras

constructed with wjus, silver and gold (humi) In the mjm-

uiyuua as described in the Sat Br .thousands of baked bricks

wore required The excavations at Mohenjo-daro show that

walls were built of burnt bricks ( Maishall, vol I. pp 15-26

)

There is no reason to assume that houses, palaces and city walls

could not have been built of bricks, simply because no purely

Hindu ruins anterior to Alexander have yet been discovered or

because Megasthenes describes that Patahputra had a wall of

wooden palisades One must demur to the remarks of Hopkins

on pp. 174-175 ot J.AOS vol XIII. Walls (
prakara ), toranas,

(arched gates) and upper stories (attalakas), moats are very

often spoken of in connection with capitals in both epics The

gates were sometimes called after cities e g in Vanaparval 9-10

the Pandavas are said to have gone out of Hastinapura. from

the gate called Vardhamanapura »' Vide - also AsramavSsi-

parva.16 3 The Mahabharata states'that palaces had dancing

halls (nartanagara) attached. to them ( Virata-parva IZ 16

and 25-26 ) Santi 69 60 states that the capital was rendered

Kay by natas (players) and dancers and Santi 86 (4-15)

describes how cities weie to be founded in durgas, how they

wore to be full of music, festivals and manyS^f^T^
Zu) and what stores they should contain. In the Ramayana

Tvl 5U-53 ) Lanka is described as having palaces of seven or

eight Sones and mosaic pavements The Brhatsamhita (chap 53)

Sains in 1*5 .verses very accmate .direct,ons **»££
mints about palaces, houses &c i. e on vastusastra )

It states

S thXt kind 'of loyal palace ,.as to be 108 cubi sfe£

tbatnalaces of 100, 93, 84, 76, cubits' may be built, that the

bricks or of wood „_———

-
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The king was to have his capital inside a fort or in-

dependent of it Manu VII. 70, 76, Asramavasi 5. 16 K,

sSi86.6-10, K5m.lV.57, Matsya 317 9*
,

to 1^1
describe where and how a capital was to be built Kaut»l>a

(taD 4) describes at great length ho* the capital *a* to be

S out viz the extent should be demarcated by three roya

loads from west to east and three from south to north, the

^should have Uelve gates, provided with concealed.£*
and water exits: the chariot roads, the royal roads and roads

leading to drona-mukha, sthaniya, the rastra and pasta

should be four dandas ( 16 cubits ) in width. He then prescribes,

the width of roads tor vari.ms other purposes. Occupying

one-ninth of the whole area of the capital, but to the north

from the centre of the capital and in the midst of people

nf all castes the king's own palace should be built facing the

east or north To the north-east of the palace bhould be the

residences of the king's teacher iacarya), purohita, ministers

and the sacrificial place and water reservoir. He then assigns

appropriate places round about the palace for the offices of

the beveral superintendents, to merchants, principal aTtisans,

brahmanas, ksatriyas, vaisyas, prostitutes, wool workers,

sudras&c In the centre of the capital were to be constructed

apartments for the images of Aparajita, Apratihata, Jayanta

and Vaijayanta and the temples of Siva, Kubera, the Asvin*.

Laksnu and Madira ( Durga ? ) The principal gates named after

Brahma, Yama, Indra and Kartikeya were to be constructed

At a distance of 100 bows (400 cubits) beyond the ditch.platforms

for holy trees, groves and embankments should be built The

cemetery should be to the east or north but to the south for

the higher varnas Heretics and candalas should have a place

of residence beyond the cemetery. For each group of ten

families there muBt be a well ; oil, grain, sugar, salt, medicines,

dried vegetables, fire-wood, arms, and" other essential

commodities should be stored in such large quantities that they

might last for several years in case of a siege or invasion. The
Matsyapurana ( 217. 9-87 ) differs -from the above description in

many ways. It prescribes four wide roads, at the ends of which
a temple, the royal palace, the court of justice arid the principal

gate are to be respectively constructed Almost the whole of

the description in the Matsya is quoted by the Rajanltiprakafo

(pp. 308-313) and also in the Rajadharmakauda pp. 28-36.

The former also quotes (pp 214-219) a long passage from
the DevIpurSna with regard to the construction tf.&>vuya>a.
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a pma, a hatta (market), a pun, a pattana**" and the temples

of several deities that are to be built in each, the rites

to be observed in measuring out the ground for eaoh and

accurately finding out of the east and other directions Paninj

{ VH 3. 14 pracam gramanagaranam ) distinguishes between

grama and nagara, while Patafijali thereon ( vol HI p. 321

)

explains that grama, ghosa, nagara, and samvaha are the

appellations of different groups ot settlements of people The

Vayupurana (94 40 ) separately mentions cities ( purSni

)

ghosas (hamlets of cowherds), villages and pattanas Vide

Sukranitisara L 213-258 for provisions about the laying out of

the capital, the palace, the court of justice, other state offices

and public buildings, ditches &c and Yuktikalpataru pp 22 ff,

Vayu 8. 108 ff, Matsya 130 Sukra(I 260-267) describes

how four royal roads should start from the palace in four direc-

tions, how the best, middling and inferior royal roads should

be 30, 20 and 15 cubits in breadth; he definespadtja (a foot-path),

mth ( a lane ) and mSrga as respectively equal to 3, 5 and 10

cubits in breadth, that in the capital there should be no narrow

street like a padya or vlthi, that even in villages the public road

should be at least 10 cubits in width, that all roads should slope

down from their middle and that all houses should face the royal

road. For a description of Ayodhya vide Kamayana II 100.

40-42, which says that it was full of valiant men, had strong

gates, was full of elephants, horses, and chariots, was inhabited

by energetic people of all castes that were devoted to their duties,

that had mansions of various sizes, that it was prosperous andhad

many physicians From the BamSyana (VI 11* ® siUarathyan-

tarapana ) and the Mahabharata (ML 221 36 ) it appearsthat the

roads of the capital were watered. In the Harsacarita (HI )
Sana

gives a graphic description of Sthfinvlevara (modern Th&nesar]

For the local administration of the capital, vide^J™."?
nagaraka described above (p 149) from Kautilya (.ELK)

From the Paharpur plates ( dated Gupta samvat 159
1

e *«-»

. A. DL) ft appears that a nagara-sresthin (the chief of to te&g

and traders of the capital) was nominated (
probably by 1U»

Jin* ) Vide E I vol 20 p. 59 at p. 61. There was probably a

g rfS> elders of the oifr (pauramukhyas or pauravrddba*

230. Compare OTWTfen^^f"^JDl£X^ j^TsfW^n *"*

TV 18 31 q m tHWTO P 10Z _J£L 'SSI tsLnm. *WT*fl"< «?*'
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as in Kaut%a) appointed to help the Governor of the capital

[nagarahi ) in administration. In the Damudarpur copper plates

also a nagarasresthin is mentioned along with others who wore

approached for consenting to a purchase of land ( E I. vol XV
at pp. 130, 133, dated Gupta samvat 120 ). Megasthenes ( in

McCrindle's * Ancient India \ Fragment XXXIV p 187) described

the city of Palihothra ( Pataliputra ) and its administration. He
says that six committees of five each looked to the affairs of the

oity and were respectively in charge of ( 1 ) industrial arts, ( 2

)

entertainment and care of foreigners, ( 3 ) inquiries about births

and deaths, ( 4 ) trade and commerce, weights and measures,

( 5 ) manufactured articles, ( 6 ) collection of the 10th of the

prices of articles sold. Fragments XXV-XXVI ( pp 65-67

)

inform us that Palihothra was 80 stadia in length and 15 in

width, that in shape it was a parallelogiam, that it was surround-

ed by a wooden wall with holes for discharging arrows and a
ditch in front. Airian states (pp 209-210 of McCrindle's
* Ancient India ' ) that Palihothra had 570 towers and 64 gates.

Patafijali m his Mahahhasya frequently brings in Pataliputra
(e. g in -vol. I p. 380 he states that Pataliputra is alongside of

the river Sona, on Pan. JL 1. 16 ), in vol. IL p 311 ( vartika 4 on
Pan. IV 3. 66 ) he refers to its walls and to its palaces, in vol.
II p. 321 ( on Pan. IV. 3. 134 ). In Fa-Hien's time (399-414 A.D

)

the royal palace and halls in the midst of the city built of stone
still existed and were so grand that they were then believed to
have been the work of spirits ( vide Legge p 77 ). Vide Rhys
Davids* 'Buddhist India' pp 34-41 for the ancient Indian
capitals in the 7th century B. O.

In the Btegavatapurana (IV. 18. 30-32 ) it is narrated that
Prthu, son of Vena, first levelled the earth, established human
habitations in villages, towns, capitals, forts &c„ and that before
Prthu people resided where they liked and there were no such
groups as villages or towns. Bhrgu quoted by Sridhara accord-
ing to Rajanlti-kaustubha defines grama as the habitation of
brahmanas, their hired labourers and sudras, that kharvata is
on the bank of a river and of a mixed character, one side being
a village and the other a town. Saunaka quoted by the
Rajamti-kaustubha(pp 103-4) defines kheta as a place where
brahmanas, ksatriyas and vaisyas reside, that a place where all
castes reside is called a town, that brahmana householders
should be established on soil that is whitish ana has sweet odour
featriyas should be established in towns where the soil is reddishana wafts a sweet odour aud vaisyas on yellowish soil



CHAPTER VII

"KOSA (TREASURY OR FINANCE)

Kaul (U 1) states that a king whose treasuiy is depleted
preys upon the citizens and the rural population and
(IL8)very»' rightly remarks that all undertakings depend
upon kosa (financial position of the king), therefore the
king must pay the first attention to kosa Gautama (as
cited by S V p 4G ) holds that kosa is the basis or support of
the other six elements of the State The Santiparva 119. 16
calls upon the king to guard his finances with great effort,
since kings depend upon kosa, which tends to the prosperity

( of the kingdom ) Earn XHL 33 states that it is on the lipa

of all that the king is dependent on kosa Santi 133 contains
a eulogy of kosa. The Visnudharmottara IL 61. 17 says that
kosa is the root of the tree of State The two great pillars of

the Indian States in ancient India were the revenue and the

army
'
Manu YEL 65 says that kosa and the government of the

realm depend on the king i e they should be the personal

concern of the king Yaj. (I 327-338) recommends that the

king should personally look into the income and expenditure

every day and keep in his treasury buildings whatever is

brought by those who are appointed to bring gold and wealth

Kam V. 77 and Sukra I 276-278 say the same The Rajataran-

ginl (VH 507-508) tells us that king Kalasa of Kashmir

( 1063-1089 A. D. ) kept accounts like a merchant, closely

watcbed income and expenditure and had a clerk by his side

with chalk and bleurja ( birch leaf ) to write upon. The principal

means of filling the treasury is taxation It is therefore neces-

sary to consider first the principles of taxation as evolved by

our writers. The first principle was that the king could not

levy, according to the smrtis, taxes at his pleasure or sweet

will, that the rates of taxes which the king was entitled to levy

were fixed by the smrtis and varied only according to the

231. qfiging ri sfistfwh wtrwrs i awt*f qstenftiw i

J
«jPw *V

'

vifa i«- 16 ; wlwgar ft «*& wisp mttfos " «bpw xin- 33-™s

last occurs in 5^ p 36; ^ftreij *pfar ajf&tfOT ftfir »fl»m- 1
«"*«"'"'

jpfhirianl 1 *r. ft. P. «.
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commodity and also according as the times were normal or

there was danger of invasion or some other calamity iraponding.

For example, Gaut. X. 24, Mami VII 130, Visnu Dh. S. HL 22-23

declare that the king may ordinarily take a sixth part of the

grain-crops or produce of the soil, hut Kant (V. 2), Mami
(X,118),Santi87,SukralV. 2. 9-10 permit the king to take

even one-third or one-fourth part of the crops in times of dis-

tress ( apad) It has however to he noted that Kautilya requires

the king to heg ( yaceta ) of the people for this heavy taxation,

he employs the word pranaya (request) for such demands, such
taxation was not to he levied from inferior lands, and he
expressly says that such a demand for excessive taxation is to

he made-only once and not twice in the same distress. az Santi

( 87. 26-33 ) contains a specimen of a long address to be given
to the people when a king demands higher taxation in danger
( such as ' if the enemy invades you, you will lose all including
even your wives, the enemy will not restore to you what he
robs you of * &c. ) The word ' pranaya ' occurs in this sense
in the Junagadh Inscription of Rudradaman (EL vol VTTT,

p. 36 11 15-16). Another principle laid down in somewhat
poetical and picturesque language is that taxation should he
felt by those taxed as light and not heavy or excessive. The
Udyogaparva** ( 34. 17-18 ) states ' just as a bee draws honey
but at the same time leaves the flowers -uninjured, so the king
should take wealth from men without harming them. One
(a bee) may search each flower (for honey) hut should not
cut the very root just like a garland-maker, but not like a coal-
maker \ Mami ( VII 129 and 140 ) laconically puts the mattex
thus just as the leech, the calf and the bee take their
sustenance little by little, so must the king draw from
his kingdom annual taxes little by little Let the
king not cut up his own root (by levying no taxes)
nor the root of others by»» excessive greed'. Santi (88

*ZE*V*™wroW^H <*gSm «i*r , ... tfrmfSwZ7 *£
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4-6 ) states that the king should draw ( taxes ) from the realm

lightly m the way the bee draws honey from the trees, he should

do so in the way of the calf and should not bruise the

udders (as the calf does not) Those verses also refer

to the action of the leech, of the tigress carrying her cubs

between her jaws and the rat gnawing at the feet of sleeping men
Those ideas pervaded society so much that the same figure of

the beo is instanced as regards the Buddhist bhikkhu's importu-

nity for alms in the Dhammapada ( verse 49 ) The king should

act like a gardener who prepares garlands without harming the

trees and their leaves and should not act like one who prepares

coals from trees (Santi 71 20 J
23

*. Manu VH 139 requires that

the king should not through greed tax the subjects heavily, as

he would thereby cut off the roots ( i e. prosperity and content-

ment) of the people, nor should he cut off hi<? own roots (i e

reduce himself .to bankruptcy) by levying no taxes A third

principle of taxation was that when increasing taxes the rise

should be gradual and a little at a time ( Santi 88 7-8 ) Taxes

were to be recovered at a proper time and proper place (Santi

88 12 and Kam. V 83-84 )
286 "When taxing traders the king

should make allowance for the price they had to pay, for the

chances of selling the commodity ( in his kingdom ), the dis-

tance over which the merchandise was brought, what they must

have spent for their food and condiments and the cost of guard-

235 m3i^rii<mr rrsr^w mfTrfcsrw 5m% n 20, vide garflrasK

IV 3 113 for the same figure.

236 OTaCra'Wstnaf^pfeiSser*'' *m&- ""S"* "«& p£ * am

S5fl It STtnsspffV 83~84 - One may note the Moscow decree that all maw

and female peasants between IS and 45 years were to work si* days yearlj

without pay on roadwork With the above pnnc.ples of taxation one may

compare Adam Sm.lb'. famous canons (1) the subjects of every stat

ought to contribute towards the support of the Government as nea ly
«

possible in proport.on to their respective ability 1 - u>.*«***» £j
revenue wh.ch they respectively enjoy under the protects of the State

J The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to b certain

^

„t arbitrary. The time of payment, the manner f*^>££2£<

K * -2U t. be convenient for -—^» »*<

(4) Every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take »*»**'
b„Dgs

Z poiets of the people as little as possible over and above what «l *

into the public treasury (vide 'Wealth of nations ed by Roger

vol. II. pp 414-416 )
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ing the merchandise (Maim VII. 127=Santi 87. 13-14)** In

the case of artisans, before taxing them, the king has to pay

regard to the labour and skill involved and to the necessaries

of life required by tuem ( SSnti 87. 15 ), Every one, however

poor, must contribute something to the finances of the Tealm.

Manu (VH 137-138) says that even a very poor man who
maintains himself by following some occupation should be asked

to contribute every year something in the nature of kara (a tax),

while workers ( like cooks ), artisans ( like blacksmiths ), sudras

who subsist by manual labour ( like porters ) should be asked
to contribute one day's work to the king in a month Vide
Gaut X. 31-34, Visnu Dh. S. m 32 for the same. But Sukra
IV. 2. 121 says that workers and artisans should do one day's
work for the king gratis in a fortnight. Gaut. X. 34 adds that
the king must supply them with food on the day they work
gratis The importance of a gold and silver reserve was well
understood. Kam (IV. 62-64) says S3B that the king's kosa should
have many sources for filling it, but few outlets of expenditure,
it should be full of all desired kinds of wealth, guarded by
trusty officers, rich in pearls, gold and jewels, it should have
been acquired according to saitric rules, be capable of bearing
great strain of expenditure and that fcosa iB to be preserved
only for the purpose of securing the two goals viz. d/ranra and
aitha, for affording maintenance to the servants engaged by the
king and as asafeguard against calamities. SukralV. 2 3 remarks
that koia is accumulated for the upkeep of the army and for the
benefit of the people and for performing sacrifices. Gaut X.
28-29, Manu VH 128, VIE. 306-308, NSr.

( praklrnaka 48 ) and
others say, as has been already stated, that taxation is meant
for the protection of the subjects and that it is the king's wagesUtaz

)
for the protection he affords Manu IX. 305 compares

the king taking; taxes to the sun that produces vapour from the
seas (in order to return it in the form of rain, as' the Raghu-vamsal 18 very happily puts it ) Xam. (V. 78-79) enumSs
eight principal sources ( called astawiga) of filling the treasury

^^87.13. Manu VII. 127 «£T&^^rT^Sjft
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through the action of the heads of the departments viz. agricul-

ture, trade-routes r( both on land and water ), the capital, water

embankments, catching of elephants, working mines and collect-

ing gold &c„ levying wealth ( from the rich ), founding towns

and villages in uninhabited spots The Manasollasa (JJ. 4 verses

539-540 p 77) advises the king to spend ordinarily tlueerfourths

y( the yearly revenue? and save one-fourth Sukra ( I, 315-317

)

prescribes that the king should save 1/6 of his total annual

income and should spend 1)2 of the whole on, the army and

one-twelfth each on charity (to the learned, the poor and

helpless &c ), ministers, inferior officials, and his private purge

or expenses Sukra IV. 2 26 requiies the king to have as muoh

stock of grain as would be required for three years' consumption

in his country In IV 2 13 he sets before the king the impossi-

ble ideal that his treasury should be so full that he can support

his army for 20 years if no taxes from agriculture or tolls were

raised or no fines were recovered The ManasollSsa (IL 4 394.

397 p 64 ) says that the king's treasury should be always full

of' gold, silver, jewels, ornaments and costly clothes, that pure

gold in the form of niskas ( coins ) or bars or ornaments should

be held in the treasury Kaut (IV 3) as stated above permitted

the king in famines to make the rich disgorge their wealth.

In V 2 he remarks that if after making special requests for

additional taxation, when the treasury is empty and soma

danger is impending, to the cultivators, merchants, wine-sellers,

prostitutes and those who rear pigs, poultry, cattle &c ,
the king

may request the rich to give as much of their, gold as they can

and the king may honour them by bestowing on them a post at

his court, or the dignity of an umbrella, a turban or sonie

decoration in return for their wealth"9 He permits the king in

calamities to take away the wealth of the corporations («W
of heretics and of temples also, to set up all of a sudden on one

night a god or a platform ( caitya ) for a holy tree or a sacrea

place for a man of miraculous powers and provide for fairs ana

merry gatherings there and secure the necessary money n

239 gwgrtn Qwm.fei^i^r'^iiWT^^^ w *fri» «"*•

**'
2T«e note.l64 above about theManryaswho ™nt. g^ y

-

up .mages, accordmg lo PataBjah The Rajatarangm. (V 1«-1«1 «

'

ed 64 temples under the pretext of^^J?""S^g Ha«a of

(J e on npanayana, mamages &c ). In the 11th cen™ y b

Kashmir plundered most of the temples (Rajatarangm. VII 1090)
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recommends many other tricks and dodges fw securing money,

which ere passed over. Perhaps the only redeeming feature of

these devices w that Kautiiya is careful to point out that they

were to be employed only against the seditious and the irreligi-

ous and not against others (V. 2 'etwnduw&adhuimikesu

iwrfeta netare^ti ' ). "Vide NStivakyamrta ( kosa-samuddesa ) p. 205

for similar provisions to replenish a depleted treasury. The

ParasurSmapratapa ( Rajavallabhakanda, folio 27b) quotes a

verse which recommends resort to alchemy tor replenishing the

treasury*40". Sukra IV. 2 11 advises the king when in financial

difficulties to promise interest to the rich and take their wealth

and to return it with interest when the difficulties are got

over*41. Santi (88. 29-30) asks*" the king to honour the wealthy
men in his kingdom, since they constitute an important element
of the realm and are the most eminent among all beings and to

request them ' confeT along vfith me favours on the people '.

Several rea«ons are assigned for people's payment of taxes
to the king Gaut X. 28 says that they should do so because
he protects them. In some places the idea put forward is that
taxes are the wages ( vetana ) of the king and that the subjects
made a contract with the king Manu to that effect Vide
Santi 67 and 70. 10, Baud Dh. S. 1 10. 1, Nar. 18. 48, Kaut. 1 13
(quoted on p 21 above) Eat *« (verses 16-17) states that as the
king is the owner of the earth but not of other kinds of wealth,
he is entitled to get the sixth part of the produce of land and that
since human beings reside on land they are declared to be
owners (in ordinary parlance, but they have only a qualified
ownership) Several kinds of taxes are mentioned in the
dharmasastras, arthaststras and the inscriptions The oldest

*'Z*3^%T*'* tm*m*^ ** *• ™-
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word for a tax paid to the king is ' bali ' Rg Vll 6 5 M * and
X 173 6 speak of the common people as ' balihrt ' ( bringerB of

liah, tribute or tax for the king ) In the Tai Br ( II 7 18 3 ) it

is said ' the people bring bali to him ' In the Ait Br (35 3

)

the icaiya is characterized as 'balikrt' (payer of taxes to another),

since brahmanas and ksatriyas were mostly exempt from taxat-

ion. Vide Prof. Hopkins' 'Social condition of the ruling class*

J. A.0 S vol XHI p 89 and Pick p 119 (as to the evidence

of the Jatakas on taxation ) M anu VH 80, Matsya 215 57,

Ramayana BX 6 11, Visnu Dh S HI 22 employ the word 'ball'

in the sense of the 6th part of the produce of land that the

king levied as tax. In the Bummindei Pillar Inscription of

Asoka ( Corpus 1 L vol. I p 164 ) it is said that the village of

Lummini was made free from the payment of 'bali', but had

to pay one-eighth share us Here ' bali ' is contrasted with

' bhaga ' which is a general term The word ' kara * appears to

mean a tax in general Vide &p Dh S H 10 26 10, Manu

VOL 128, 129, 133, Vas 19. 23, Visnu Dh. S DL 26-27 The

word ' bhaga ' ( share ) is also general and means the king'B

dues on land, trees, drugs, cattle, wealth &c Vide Manu VE
130-131, VDI 305, Visnu Dh S HI 2b This meaning of

' bhaga ' is ancient We saw above ( p 112 ) that bMgadugha is

one of the ratnins of the king The Amarakosa treats Mi,

kaxi, and bhaqa as synonymous

The word ' sulka ' generally means the tolls or customs

duties levied from vendors and purchasers on merchandise

carried into or out of the kingdom ( Sukranltisara IV 2. 108

;

The Mahabhasya on tne vartika ayasthanebhyasthak or
i

*w

IV 2 104 gives saulkika and gaulmika as examples, indicating

thereby that sulka or toll was levied as a source of income (aya>

at the toll-gate

The principal and perennial sources of income to the state

Were three viz the king's share of tiie produce of land toUs

^7^ duties, ^r^tTj^T^SSS
llHsmts (Tiae&ntm 10 and Sairo IT 2 IS! .»™™'

Corpus I I vol I. P- "4
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were agriculturists, traders, manual workers and artisans. In

Manu VnL 307 quoted in the Dandaviveka of Vardhamana (p. 5)

it is said that the king who, without affording protection, levies

bah, kara, sidka, pratibhoqa ( pratibhaga in the printed srarti

)

and danda (fines) goes at once to hell and Vardhamana explains

kara as the dues recovered every month from villagers and
city-dwellers ( every month or twice a year in Bhadrapada or

Pauaa according to KullQka ), sulka as the twelfth share re-

covered from traders, pratibhoga as the dues in the form of

fruits, flowers and vegetables presented every day A few remarks
on these and other taxes must be made here Manu VH. 130,
Gaut. X. 24, Visnu Dh. S. HI 22, ManasollSsa ( IL 3. 163 p. 44

)

and several others prescribe that the king is entitled to the 6th,

8th or lath part ( only sixth in Visnu, also 10th in Gaut. ) of the
yield of grain from land Brhaspati and the Visnu dharmot-
taraM6 ( n. 61. 60-61 ) quoted in the Rajanitiprakasa ( pp. 262-
263 ) make it clear under what circumstances these different
shares are to be taken : viz the king takes 1/6 of iutedhanya
(awned or bearded grain like wheat and barley), 1/8 from
simbidhanya (grain in pods), 10th part from crop3 grown on land
that was fallow for many years, l/8th from lands sownin the
rainy season and one-sixth from lands that have spring crops
The tax was to be paid onoe every year or once in six months
according to the custom of the country. The varying rates
prescribed by Kautilya have been indicated in describing
the duties of the sltadhyaksa Sukra (IV. 2 121-122) gives
a salutary rule that if a cultivator constructs a tank a
well or an artificial water-course or brings under cultivation
land previously fallow, the king should not levy a tax thereon
till the person making the expenditure has recovered twice the
amount spent by him. Kant (HI) provides that the kingmay show favour (amig,al<a) to -the cultivators by supplying
them with seed, cattle and money and that they should returnthe advances by easy instalments and that the king shallbestow favours and remissions (parzlma) in such a way thatthey might tend to swell the treasury and not tend to its

' —— fttstpSNft * S!?*"5*!! <T^n»t fsr^snrihKrorewu snsrr *»*»$-^n^w.dw* ii ^strs^vHfc ot* usp&wr^ sn-sft wast *rto ,

s^^r™"^^ pp
-
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depletion.*'7 It has already been stated that according to the

smrtis the ordinary share of the king was one-sixth, but that in

case of the danger of invasion or similar calamity he was allow-

ed to raise it to one-fourth. Megasthenes ( Fragment I, p 43

)

says that no person is permitted to own land and that besides

the land tribute people pay into the royal treasury a fourth

part of the produce This show6 that the tax on land was very

heavy in the times of Candragupta probably owing to his wars

to drive away the Greeks and the huge armies that he had tn

employ Manu VII 130, Gaut X 25, Visnu Dh. S IE 34,

Manasollasa ( JI 3 163 p 44 ) hold that the king is entitled to

the 50th pait ot the cattle reaied by herdsmen and of the interest

earned by those who lend money at interest This last appears

to be analogous to modern income-tax The SukranltisSra

IV 2 128 makes the tax to be & on the interest earned by

money-lending."8 Visnu adds cloth to these two Manu VH

131-132, Gaut X 27, Visnu Dh S HI 25, Visnudharmottara n
61 61-63 and Manasollasa lay down that the king is entitled to

a sixth part of trees, meat, honey, clarified butter, perfumes

( like sandal-wood ), medicinal plants ( like ijudUcl), rasa (salt

&c ), flowers, roots (like tuimeric ), fruits, leaves ( like palm

leaves ), vegetables, grass, hides, articles manufactured from

bamboo slips, earthenware, articles prepared from stones Visnu

adds deer hides to these

Sulka is of two kinds, what is levied on goods carried by land

and what is levied on goods carried by water ( Mit on Yaj L

263 ) Gaut X 26 and Visnu Dh S. 1H 29 state that the sulka

is l#0th part on merchandise for sale ( bought and sold in the

country itself ) which is interpreted by some (like Haradatto

and Nandapandita ) as meaning that 5 per cent of the price rf

articles sold should be taken by the king as tax, while the

Eajanitiprakasa (p 264 ) explains that the king is entitled only

to five per cent of the difference between the cost price ana tne

sale price of merchandise Manu TSLm also fa susceptible

of these two interpretations, as the commentaries of MadnrtWJ

andKullukashow TheVisnuDh S (ffl 29-30) prescribes that

the king takes one-tenth on merchandise produced in Ws m
country and one-twentieth on goods impprted from a towns

247 m^rg^»^n-*d^i^^i"TgS»< ^- ' «3Wffwro
'
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country *« 31. 261 says that the sulka on goods is twentieth

part of the prices of the goods Kant ( H 21 ) in his chapter on

the superintendent of tolls ( sulkfidhyaksa ) sets out several

rules, of which a few interesting ones are given here Com-

modities intended for marriage or taken by a bride from her

parents to her husband or meant as presents or for the purpose

of sacrifices or the accancttement of women or for the worship of

gods, or for the ceremonies of cnida, npanuyana, godUna, or for

the observance of a viata or for the consecration of a person for

a sacrifice and for other special ceremonies shall be allowed to

go free of tolls. Whatever commodities would cause harm to

the realm or are useless should be destroyed ; whatever is of

great benefit and seeds not easily available should be allowed

to be imported without charge 2'9 He further says (11.22)

that sulka is levied on exports and imports of merchandise and

Nthat on imports the tax will be one-fifth of the price of the

commodities ( as a general rule ) and prescribes varying rates

(1 '6, 1/10, 1/15, 1/20, 1/25) on different kinds of articles In

II '28 (on the superintendent of shipping) Kautilya gives

tether rules some of which have been already noted. He
prescribes rules for ferries also, viz, that brahmanas, ascetics,

children, very old people, sick men, messengers, pregnant women
are to be provided with free passes by the superintendent
enabling them to use the ferries. A man with a load and small
animals were to pay one masa at a ferry, a cow or a horse two
niasas and so on. The Manasollasa ( H. 4 w. 374-376 p 62 )

prescribes that the king should well guard all haabours (ida-pui a)

that are near the sea, that when the boats of sailors residing in
his own country return to the harbour the king should charge
one-tenth ( of the price of goods brought ) as the duty and that
when foreign boats are driven to his harbour by an unfavourable
wind, the king should confiscate all their merchandise or may
give a little to the owners of those boats. In this connection a
very interesting inscription may be refened to The Motupalli
pillar Insciiption 450 of the Kakatlya king Ganapatideva ( of

f!5»T^ » mfev-Q II 21, verse at end.

wias ** #*5mSt tfiKgvrwrreftnJ **sq$ q^a rtS srwtau tj^ar t tpmfa vx5t-
«fK5 ^jWwfajn5?^5^rTO5Rn^«^^: ^g^git s<nrr «fc$
*JWtf ^ Wf w<KW ffit i 3=Eg5<fiqf?*I!oi . then a Telngu passage about the
dues Vide E I vol. XII p 195
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1244-45 A. D. ) issues (EL vol. XII p. 195 ) a charter of security

( abhaya-sfisana ) to the sailors who ply between towns in dif-

ferent countries, islands and continents :
' when ships that made

voyages from one country to another were driven or were

shattered or touched at a place that was not meant as a place of

call, owing to unfavourable winds, former kings forcibly took

away all commodities therein such as gold, elephants, horses

&c.; but we, considering that wealth is dearer than life itself,

have with kindness decided to give everything except the fixed

iulka to those sailors who undertake the great venture of cross-

ing the sea, so that thereby we shall secure fame and righteous-

ness ; the sulka fixed is as follows '. About iulka to be levied on

goods brought by the sea the Baud. Dh. S. (1 10. 15-16) prescribes

that it is 10 per cent of the cargo except one best artiole (which

is totally exempted ). In the Kharepatan grant of the Silara

king Rattaraja dated sake 930 it is provided that one golden

gadiyam was levied as duty on each vessel that came from

another country ( dvlpantarayata-vahitrat ) and one golden

dliarana had to be paid on each vessel coming from the district

of Kandalamullya excepting Oemulya (modern Gheul) and

Candrapura. Vide E I vol. m. p. 293 at p. 301 Sukra ( IV. 2

109-111) lays down some very reasonable rules viz on the Bame

commodity sulka is to be taken in the same country by the king

only once and never more than once; the king may take either

1/16 1/20 or 1/32 from the vendee or vendor; no sulka is to

be taken from the vendor when he has to sell his goods at the

same price at which he bought them or for less than the cost

price ; the king should always take from the buyer the proper

sulka after seeing what profit he is going to make w
( sambhuya-samutthana verses 14-15 ) lays down tiiat

>

whateve

is to be used by srotriyas ( brahmanas learned in the Vedasj wr

domestic purposes is exempt, but not what they may.employ

»

trade; the gifts received by brahmanas, the property of stag*

Players, whatever is carried on a man's shoulders-on.all these

?o suta must be levied. The exemption of br^nanas £
others from taxation has already been dealt with m *»

vol. H PP 143-145. Gaut X 9-lVg Jh
8*10. 26 1<H,

Vas I 42-46 and 19 23-24, Maxra. VDL 394 exempt

Snmana, the women of all varnas, **«"£*
'J5,,

of puberty appear, all those who -*V jnfc
-fj*£», work

ascetics who are intent on dharma, sudras that * nj
f

ih as washing the feet of higher varnas £s blmd th ^

and dumb, the diseased, the cripple, an old man
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more. Though these really required more protection than most

people, humanity and higher feelings made them exempt from

taxes from very ancient times The claims to exemption were

prohably exaggerated and not respected in practice. For example,

Narada ( VL 14 ) states that the king is not to levy tolls or

customs duties on articles required by srotriyas for domestic

use hut if they engaged in trade they had to pay taxes on
merchandise.*5 ' The Mit. on Yaj.H 4 states that the six exemp-
tions mentioned in Qaut. ( VUL 12-13 ) apply only to a very
learned brahmana and not to all brahmanas. Manu. VH 133
provides that a king even when he has lost everything should
not levy a tax on srotriyas and relying on this the Vaijayantt
explains Visnu Dh S m 26 as referring only to learned
brahmanas. The Ramayana (HI. 6. 14) MI« states, differing
from other authorities, that the king Bhares one-fourth of the
merit of vnims ( ascetics ) dwelling in his kingdom There was
a corresponding liability on the king ; viz. he shared half and
half in the demerit due to the sins committed by the subjects
that are not properly restrained by him ( Yaj. I 337 ) Manu
and Visnu. Dh S. III. 28 and Visnudharmottara H. 61 25 sav
that he reaps the sixth part of the sin of his subjects.

Kaut inH. 15 mentions numerous kinds of taxes or dues
that were levied by the king It is not possible to explain many
of the terms used by him. In the ancient inscriptions, when
making grants of a village and the like, it is usual for the kings to
specify the exemptions from taxes and dues that went with the
grant. Such exemptions were called pmthara, which word
occurs m Kautilya and also in the Hathigumpha Inscription
of Kharavela (mthe2nd century B C, E I. vol. xx at p 9)where we read bamhananamjahmpanhwam dadSh'. In certain
early records even, these exemptions are said to be eighteen

LV11^6 ?Sh^agalli plate °f Sivaskandavarman (E.Ivol I p. 6
)
and** the Omgudu plate of Vwaskandavarman

w
,r
^y

'
* •Mw>* •*** -^3i««SP

(Continued on the next page)
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(E I 15 p. 250) Vide H Dh vol II pp 864-865 and notes
thereon for grants containing names of numerous taxes that
were lemitted to the grantees and 'Pandyan kingdom' by
Prof Nilkanta Sastn p 217 on the same subject

Fines as a source of revenue will be discussed in the next
section about ' law and justice ' The king had numerous other
sources of income Kaut ( H. 12 ) describes the duties of the
superintendent of mines Every thing dug up from mines
belonged to the king ( Visnudharmasutra HI 55 ) According
to Mami Vm 39 and Medhatithi thereon the king is entitled

to a half ( or "some shaie i', | &c ) of the ore dug out of mines, as

he is the lord of the earth and gives protection In modern times

under sec 69 of the BombayLandRevenue Code, Governmenthave
a right to all mines and minerals The'Parasuramapratapa M,°

quotes a verse • ' Brahma arranged that the king was ( to be ) the

owner of all wealth and specially (wealth) that is inside the earth,'

while Kat ( 16-17 ) says ( vide note 243 ) ' the king is declared

to be the lord of the land, but never of other kinds of wealth

;

therefore he 'should secure the sixth part of the fruits of land,

but not otherwise at all Since human beings reside on it (land)

their ( qualified ) ownership thereof has been declared ' For

further discussion of the theory of the king's ownership of all

land, vide H of Dh. vol II
, pp 865-869 The State itself

manufactured salt, took its share in salt manufactured by

private persons and levied £ as State dues on imported salt.

Kautilya mentions ten kinds of revenue from mines The

, > ( Continued from the last page )

salt and sugar (alonagulacchobhani=alavana—guda—ksobham), free from

taxes, forced labour, free from the taking of the oxen in snccession, free

from the taking of grass and wood, free from the taking of vegetables and

flowers, with these and other immunities of eighteen kinds it must be ex-

empted &c ' (evamadtkeht attharasajattparthareht). Vide Vilavatti

grant of Pallava king Simhavarman for a long enumeration of taxes collected

from villages in South India in E I vol 24 p 296 and a copperplate grant

of the Silahara king Aparajita dated sake 915, where in granting a garden

to a biahmana occur the following words ' m%W> q<jUg<Urf<Kre T"*T[*

wnmiftqiAn wwwwoR*t *w » " *»PDriant
J?fff!

BarodV vol. 1 edited by Mr A, S. Gadre (p 55 at p. 61). S*rfan*«

appears to mean the ' fine levied for violating a virgin or her modesty .

252 a ssnrrdfrm ^rr w^m «m3tre<w. • V^fn &&'' **"*

fasjUlfqiT: II q. m u.<yil«Hdl" folio 27a.
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W&nasollasa ( II. 3 verses 332 and 361 ) asks the king to guard

mines of gems, gold and silver and declares that the Creator

made the king the ruler over all wealth and especially over

what is inside the earth. Rudradaman ( 150 A. D ) hoasts that

he filled his treasury by means of bah, snlha and bhaga levied

according to the sastras and that his treasury overflowed with

heaps of gold, silver, diamonds, lupis lazuh and other gems
( E I vol VIH p. 36 at p 44 ) Kant ( IV 1 ) says that those

who sweep the dust ( near mines &c ) should get one-third of

the valuable things found and the king should get two-thirds

and all jewels The king had also monopolies in certain

matters He alone could catch elephants. Kaut (II 31-32)
and Manasollasa (JL 3, pp 44-58) deal with this matter, the

latter describing several methods of catching elephants.

Medbatithi"5 on Manu Vm 400 says that kings have a
monopoly as to elephants because it is well-known that they
are most useful to them and he specifies certain monopolies
such as those in saffron, silken cloth and wool, horses, pearls,
and jewels. Megasthenes (fragment XXXVI p. 90) states
that a private person was not allowed to keep an elephant or a
horse and that those animals were held to be the special
property of the king

The king recovered a sort of road cess through officers
called antapala ( guardians of borders or boundaries ) viz 1J
nana on each cast loaded with merchandise, half a pana on
each head of cattle, £th pana on minor quadrupeds, and onemam on a load carried on a man's shoulders (Kaut. EL 21 p 111)
Sukra IV. 2. 129 permits for the repairs to the 10ads a tax on
those who use roads Revenues were raised in numerous otherways such as by charging for stamping weights and measuresby fees levied from keepers of gambling halls, from playerssingers and musicians, from prostitutes, from forests and

CSE^ .Bf**~»X P *tt allows the kn? in!

5Tf T.

T

" t USe eV6U temple fandB and ™*« torn goodwhen freed from his difficult position Similariv it X™ «T
king ( in dunculty

, to take£wealth tfSrS, ofS^JK
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of heretics and prostitutes, as the continuance and prosperity

of temples and the others depend upon the king H *

The RajataranginI (VH. 1008) notices that a tax was

levied on Kashmirians performing sraddha at Gaya An inscrip-

tion of Vikramaditya V found near Gadag dated iahe 934

( 1012-13 A. D. ) refers to taxes levied on upanayana, marriages,

vedic sacrifices &c. ( E X vol 20 p. 64 }. Zt appears that the

king of AnahilavSd, Siddharaja (1094-1143 A. D ), levied a tax

on pilgrims going to Somanatha at the frontier town Bahuloda

and it is said that the tax yielded 78 lakhs of rupees a year,

which Siddharaja remitted for the sake of and at the inter-

vention of his mother ; vide Bom G. vol I part 1 p. 112 and

Prabandha-cintamani (p. 84, Tawney ) The amount is probably

very highly exaggerated in order to glorify Siddharaja, but

this shows that the yield of the pilgrim tax must have been

substantial The Manasollasa in its great desire to help the

king with the accumulation of wealth advises the king even to

resort to alchemy *ss

A question may be asked, what were the means of preven-

ting a king from being over-exacting and tyrannical in his

taxes? Kant (VH. 5 pp Z76-277) cites at great length

the causes that lead to the impoverishment of the subjects, to

their being greedy and disaffected Among these he mentions

' not paying what ought to be paid and exacting what ought not

to be exacted, not punishing the guilty and severely punishing

the guilty, not protecting the people against thieves ana

robbing tliem of their wealth ' He then states that when tne

subjects become impoverished they become greedy and when

greedy they become disaffected and voluntarily go over to tne

side of the king's enemy or destroy their own king In another

sprats li^ewirerc x p 282.
&„_«*-•

255. wav^l^toW^™**™******
*nwnam » «• *«• 327 * 63 v,de n 24°

ab°v'
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due Kautuya (ml) suggests** that a conqueror may

Soy S?^o should ^ouxage the ^jectec^B enemy

Sing ftom famine, depredations of thieves and wild tabes

SS tab khfc *«*** the king for favours (remission

5 taxes or help in the way of seeds to) tat
*J"

*"! J
agree to bestow favours we shall go to another country .

So the

threat of disaffection and migrating to another country were the

deterrents against the tyranny of heavy taxation according

to Kautilya &nti 87. 36 saysM7« that if the vaisyas ( fiamauh,

who bore the brunt of taxation ) were neglected, they may dis-

appear from the country and dwell in forests. Mann ( VII 111-

112 ) warns kings who through folly rashly oppress then king-

doms that&ey may ere long losetheir own lives and those of their

relatives and also their kingdoms Yaj. (1 340-341) is even

more emphatic and says that the king who seeks to increase his

treasury with wealth extracted by unjust means from his realm

loses his wealth in no time and meets destruction along with

his relatives. ' The fire springing from the wrath caused by the

harassment of the subjects does not cease without burning the

family, the wealth and the life of the king.' Katyayana (v. 19)

harps on the spiritual consequences: ' the king who unjustly

takes from his kingdom taxes, fines, share of crops and tolls,

incurs 8" sin.' SukraM' (IL 319-321 and 370) emphasizes

the keeping of daily, monthly and yearly accounts and the

entering of the several items of income on the left side of the

account and of those of expenditure on the right. The

Kftivakyamrta 84'* refers to the appointment of auditors when

there is discrepancy in the items of income and expenditure.

357. gfotfcfaiaqwigg qk-&TMit4 igc«r5 *l*gi sraoft «gi 1 <wt*wa«j

257a. ^qiwat i% *»5^g3fw3iv><n iftin: 1 awi%5 (t5w»r ?JJ$ wt*^ H 5tri% 87. 36.

ass. Bjsrrisr ft'JrTiBrartiioir^irriifa! 1 «*rori<* 35* <<neTOR(hr
« WWl^ II ghiqUM q in tR^tSn. p 276.

259. gfrft^wft <nffi wriS au% %5 Gfi i <fo»mtmnwitf| ^srafc aw-

«nm*c ' "n* *tf «r*q& <nrmi> <* hmk$ « gs&SfRn: n mi, 370.

259a. a i
<WHfo?ii^ gsa^r^g5q»TOitp»ra , ^mm,.



CHAPTER VIII

BALA (THK ARMY).

IJaln is also called (fmidei in Kant and elsewhere Accord-

ing to Sumnntu dandn means ' punishment, corporal or mrmetarj
'

and the army with its four arms is included by Sumantu under

kosa ( ace to S V p 4G )
2t° In the Rgvedn we have frequent

references to armies, weapons, battles &c The word wwri
occurs in IJg X 84 2 where Mampt ( martial Fury ) is invoked

to bo tho Commander m Bg VI 75 is full of references to

J>ows, arrows, armour, bow-strings, quiver, charioteer, horses,

chariots &c. KCim ( XIII 34-37 ) states that the king posted

of a sound financial position increases his depleted army,

supports his own subjects and is depended upon even by his

enemies All the following result from the possession of a

{ po« orful ) army vi7 increase of the wealth of one's friends and

enemies and of the ( king's ) territories, prompt attainment of

objects that seemed distant, protection of what is already secur-

ed, destruction of the armies of the enemy, the keeping together

of one's army Most authorities agree in saying that troops are

of six kinds viz memta ( hereditary ), Mirfa or bhrtaki or UitHI"

(hired troops), si cm ( guild troops ), vutia ( troops of an ally or

friendly power or feudatories), nmttia ( troops that once belonged

to the enemy), atati or atattka ( wild tribes as troops )
Vide

Kaut ME IX. 2 (first sentence ), Kam. XVDI 4, Agnipurana 342

1-2, Maiiasollasa { II 6, verse 556 p 76 ) The first three works

bay that each earlier variety of troops is superior to eacli later

one Mmtta troops coiresponded to the modern standing array,

since Kaut ( IX 2) prefers them on the ground that they depend

on the king for maintenance and are being constantly drilled

They most probably consisted of persons who and whose ancestors

got tax-free lands in lieu of military service The Sabha-

narva 5. 63 appears to refer to four kinds ( omitting sremano

amitra ) and Yuddhakanda 17 24 refers to five ( omitting stem

)

260. ^..^qr^wwa ' *rowE^w<»^J*^
'

261 *Bfi^^fi^«««^ft*^ B''nr,3l^^
202. ^^E^?iSferifi*i*fi«MH iTOPWW '•••****"

Hfisftai '
&&** IX 2l
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The feramavasikaparva"
3 (7 If) vm» five «»k<«"j*

armtra) and states that mania and mitra» are superior to

the rest and hired troops and stem troops aw each other s equals.

This division of armies into varions kinds is mentonedm the

grant of Dbruvasena I of Valabhi in Gupta-Valabhi year S06 (E 3.

vol XI p 106, where the king is said to have acquired the

kingdom with the help of mania, bhrta, mitra and sreni armies )•

MsnasollSBa'definestheStavika"' army as consisting of Tusudds,

vifecctos and similar castes dwelling in the vicinity of mountains

and armtra troops as soldiers who once belonged to an enemy king

tot being defeated were taken captive and made slaves. Accord-

ing to the Kajanttiratnakara ( p 38 ) * aribala* means '
troops that

crnne to a king after leaving the king's enemy '. K&m. XVHI 7

says that the at&vika troops are, by nature, irreligious, greedy,

unarm and uon-observers of truth. They correspond to the

ivmlham and freebooters of later times The reasons why hered-

itary and other troops are superior to amifcra and atavika varie-

tiss are explained at great lengthby Kaut. IX. 2 and Earn. XSrHL

W. Kant. (IX. 2) states that an amtfart army led by anarya

is superior to wild tribe troops Both of them are out for plunder

attft in case no plunder can be had or when there is a

disaster they may prove as dangerous as Bnakes. By srenl-bala

he has in mind the organized bands of soldiers to whom he

refers elsewhere as ' vaitasastropajlvinah ' (vide p. 89 above).

As it is not unlikely that members of trade-guilds either them-

selves learnt the profession of arms or engaged soldiers for the

protection of their merchandise and property, these could be

pressed into his service by a king in case of need and were

distinguished from the hereditary army and hired troops as
' srenl-bala '. Differing from the Scurj/as that troops composed of

brshmanas, ksatriyas, vaisyas and sfidras are superior for en-

listment in the order of the castes, Kaut holds that an army of

ksatriyas well-trained in the wielding of arms or an army of

263. w^m^TrensfeifnwtijrOT i sraCiwej ^ 4hr awr dofroi

wwmnt fit* 7. 7-8.

264. u$dW<i^<ifa{3 «it4+3-«a*twsiH, ' ww* wnwwwl ^wtsS*

"W«hlW It. 6. verses 559-560 p. 79.
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vaisyas and sudras having greater numerical strength is better

than an army composed of brahmana soldiers, since an enemy
may win over the latter army ,by prostrating himself before

them E,s Vide H Dh vol II pp 122-123 for discussion on the

question whether brahmanas could become soldiers In Udyoga-

parva 96 7 ( cr ed chap 94 ) it is said that king Dambhod-

bhava every day asked in the morning whether there was any

sudra, vaisya, ksatriya or brahmana equal or superior to him

in armed conflict That showB that soldiers of casteB other

than ksatriyas were not unheard of in the Epic age Earn IV.

(63,65,67) says that the hereditary army (pitr-paitamaha)

should consist mostly of ksatriyas In the Maliya copperplate

of Maharaja Dharasena H (252 Valabhi samvat i. e. 571-72

A. D. ) Bhatarka, the founder of the Valabhi dynasty, is

said to have secured the kingdom with the help of maula,

bhrta, mitra and sreni troops (Gupta Inscriptions p. 165).

Sukra ( IL 137-139 ) says that the soldiers may be sudras,

ksatriyas, vaisyas, mlecchas or of mixed castes, provided, they

are brave, restrained, well-built, devoted to their master and

their dharma, and hate the enemy. Santi(101 3-5 ) describes

in what respects soldiers from Gsndhara, Sindhu and other

countries and Yavana and Deccan soldiers excel, remarks that

brave and strong men are to be found everywhere (verse 6)

and that men from the border ( i e. bktUas and kaivarias accord-

ing to Nflakantha ) are desperate fighters, would never run

away from battle and so should be preferred for enlistment

in the army (verse 19). The Yasastilaka III (pp 461-467)

describes the characteristics of Northern Indian (auttarapatha),

Deccan (daksinatya), Dramila (South Indian), Tirhnt (Taira-

bhukta) and Gunara soldiers. An army was said to be composed

of four parts, vfe. elephants, horses, chariots and f™^?™
(caturanga bala). Earn. XVH1 24 says that ***"«****

viz the four sections of infantry, cavalry, chariots and elephants

together with mantra (line of policy) and kosa (treasury) to

S&nti. 103. 38 the army is said to have six angas (tojeU-

known four plus kosa and roads for traffic) fccordmg to

£5£aL 2, VJL 11) and Earn. XIX. 62 A. destruction of

265 .
^^^^^^'^^^^^^
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the enemy's forces and victory depended on elephants M * Santi-

parva (100 24) says that an army in which the infantry pre-

dominates remains firm and that cavalry and chariots are all

right when there is no rain. Santi ( 59. 41-42) enumerates eight

elements of the army viz. the well-known fout ( elephants etc ),

visti ( lahourers or porters who gave free lahour and were only

fed but were paid no wages ), boats, spies, and guides (desika) f6T

Vide Santi 121. 44 also In the Mahabharata elephants do not,

except in Tare cases, play any role in the fighting that went
on, while chariots and the other arms of an army are described

everywhere. In the Virataparva ( 65, 6 ) Vikarna waB seated
on an elephant when he attacked Arjuna; BMsmaparva 20. 7
refers to Doryodhana as riding an elephant and (95.32-33)
Bhagadatta is described as seated on an elephant when he
attacked Bhlma In this respect the Epic carries on the
vedio tradition Megasthenes (Fragment 1 p. 30) notes that
in ancient India elephants were trained for war and
turned the Ecale of victory. Vast armies were kept by ancient
kings and emperors. When Satrughna Btarted against the
demon Lavana he had an army of 4000 horses, 2000 chariots
and 100 elephants with him (Kamayana VH. 64 2-4). In the
DasakumaracaritaVm the cynical jester Viharabhadra reminds
his master that the latter had 10000 elephants, three lakhs of
horse and numberless foot-soldiers (B S. S p. 133, of ed. of 1919

)

^ zee- ufcwupft iSsnft ^rra;i srh^r n. 2 ; sffetrarA ft irtritannr «

wtf ^mvKtvA « <tnnA8i« n a ww 678 P. so •. *ft ^n^H^

,

nsXj ) P- 207. The four feet, the two tasks, the trunk and the tail are the
eight weapons of an elephant Though the Budhabhusana ( p. 42 1 contains
agtowjngeuogyof elephants, the^^m^r holds that elephant*. lf not

foXLf ' ,

C8T l

OSS rf W6aUh (ta»^«'« Cities of

P 491 S£Z Sfc ^~^n: 22 5 p. 208 The ^^^ j*
P491noteS W Amor ^TT ^rr Nt & ^ %^^t f^rft f^,,™^^ 7»- This *« °"en heen .llustrated in batOes aga^TLTy

(W»Tm -

SeIephant W8S StTOCk with a fce^) and p 329

1 "* U928) PP. 5 and 16 for the same.
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MegasttenesCinlTragment XXVH p 68) sneaki nf t»,

of Sandrakottos (Candragupta MaJrya, tna had 400000

Z

hw pay a standing army of six lakhs of footsoldiers 30000cavalry and 9000 elephants (p 141, McCrindle }, that Se king

f^a^8
,

(S
^
t5Stra) *** U000° fo°^oldiBr;, 5000LSand 1600 elephants (M p. 150) and that even theP^Skingdom ruled by women had 150000 foot and 500 elephants

( tbui. p. 147 ). Vide Bears ' Buddhist Records &c. ' vol lp 213
for the armies collected by Harsa in his march against themU
JY™L°J Ms eIder brotlier <** 5000 elephants, 2000 horse

and 50000 footeoldiers ) and the vast armies that he had after
sir years of conquest viz. 60000 elephants and 100000 cavalry
In the Ssvamedhikarparva ( 60. 14-20 ) it is narrated that when
Drona assumed the post of commander-in-chief the Kaurava
army had been reduced to 9 aksanhivis from elewi, that onlv
five were left when Karna became Senapalt and the Pandavai
had then only three left and under Salya's command there were
only three aksauhinls and the Pandavas could oppose to him only
one. In reply to a question from Dhrtarastra Yudhisthira
states that in the great war the total number of warriors killed

in battle came to the colossal figure of 1660020006 { Strlparvn
26.9)."* ThB Udyogaparva gives (155.24-26) the following
table for an aksauhinl : 500 elephants, 500 chariots, 1500 cavalry
and 2500 foot-soldiers constituted an army called sena, 10 senas=
prtana, 10 prlanas=vahim, 10 vulnnis^dhvajmi, 10 <Uu<ijinis =
cumu and 10 cam5s=aksauhinL The Kauravas had eleven

aksauhinls and the Pandavas had 7. If we take the table in Adi

2. 19-22 one aksauhinl contained 21870 elephants, the same

number of chariots, 65610 horses and 109350 foot-soldiers
*"

But 'if the other tables be followed then the numbers may be

much larger stilL Another table furnished by Udyogaparva

155. 28-29 is : 55 men constituted patti, 3 pattis—senamukha or

gulma, 3 gulmas=gana and there were ayutas ( 10 thousands )

of ganas in the army of the Kanravas The Sdiparva ( 2 19-32

)

268 3«iadHma« H^smSf ^ ff^fif- 1 *tfesT: *&V *K. $* BJrpPtra*

269 ij*?i TOi <t3r4«r to. Tar t^urm i ^nw awnasS <ri%rfciw«£

^ it swT 35«t n«ti tut mfcfi 5 irninn - r *gm%WE5 """"IS?

5^r- « ami 2 w-?2
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differs fronv both tables in some respects The Udyogaparva

155 U further notes that each horseman was surrounded by-

ten men as attendants (nar&dasa hayascasan padaraksah

samantatah). Though throughout the centuries the infantry-

was theoretically and in practice more numerous than cavalry,

not much importance seems to have been attached to them as

compared with chariots or horsemen. The lexicon called

Vaijayanti says that patti consists of three horses^ five foot-

soldiers, one chariot and one elephant, that three pattis are equal

to senamukha and that senamukha, gulma, gana, vdhint, prtana,

cama, anikinl represent each three times as many as the

preceding one and that 10 aniktnfe are equal to an aksa\ihin5

The Nitiprakasika*71' gives a table of groups from ;«(// to

uksaulmii and Temarks that each of these groups had in turn

numerous supporting men e g each elephant was followed by a

hundred horsemen and a thousand foot-soldiers and each hoTse-

man was supported by a thousand toot-soldiers ( VH. 3-10)

Manu VII. 192 refers to battles on water also. Froru. references.

intheMahabharatait appears that chariots had only two wheels

Vide Bhlsma 98 47, Dronaparva 154 3, SalyalG 24(Saineyo

daksinam cakram Dhrstadyumnas-tathottaram ) Two noted

warriors were told oft to guard the two wheels of the chariot of

the principal commanders and are called ' cakra-raksau

'

(vide Bhfema 54. 76, 108 5, Drona 91, 36, Kama 11. 31, 34. 44 ).

Chariots 'if great warriors were drawn by four horses e g
Adi. 198 15, Udyoga 48. 50, Drona 145 81 Udyoga 83. 15-21

describe the chariot of Krsna and Udyoga 140. 21 states that

chariots had small tinkling bells attached to them and also

screens of tiger-skin The Bg contains very graphic descriptions

of chariots. Chariots were generally drawn hy two horses in the

vedicage(Rg V 30 1, V 36 5, VI 23 1) and had two wheels, hut
the chariot of the Asvins is described as having three wheels
Utg. I. 118. 2, L 157. 3.X. 41 1) Ghatotkaca, however, had
eight wheels to his chariot (Drona 156. 61, 175 13). The
Sukranitisara (H. 140-148) mentions another method of grouping
the army, live or six footsoldiers made a patti over which there

270. <n%: ^rcp* jj|ri iprit$ *ri^ft TO: I tprai wfrlWi mm&-

«Srit<ffi 3«I» « <fliam>ll&»I VII 3 and 10 ; compare f$irf (wn^itf *|sr*-
i5«n ' *N *» T^a<sreV«ii^^i*ts • trfis* sewni^ wfWr
23JJT ^HC IawfifSfJl«nfl R>.<| ; yrWrftnfT <RT n verses 57-58 of the «t*in«TO
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was an officer called ixiHi/hi, over 30 pattip&las there was the

gaulmika, ovor 100 gaulmikas was, the officer called satanlka.

who had as his assistants an officer called anusatika, a senani

and a lekhaka ( scribe ) , the officer oyer twenty elephants or

horses was called nuijula ( compare modern " naik " ) Each

of these officers should have a distinctive badge indicative of

their position AyodhyS 100. 32 ( =Sabha 5. 48) aBks 'I hope

you give at the proper time pay and rations to your soldiers

.iccording to their deserts and do not delay payment'

BothNar (sambhuya-22) and Br state that among persons

who work for hire the best is the soldier. The ManasollSsa

( JJ 6. 566-569 p 80) describes that the chiefs of the hereditary

army should always be honoured by the king with presents

of jewels, ornaments, costly clothes and sweet words and

sumptuous provision for their maintenance should he made

by bestowing on them a village, or two or more villageb

and heaps of gold, while hired soldiers should be paid every day

or ovory month or once in three, four or six months or once in a

year according to the needs of the king Megasthenes ( frag-

ment XXXIV p. 88 ) describes the organization of the Indian

army : ' A third governing body directs military afiaire, of

which there were six divisions with five members to each One

co-operates with the admiral of the fleet, another, with the

superintendent of bullock trains, the third division has charge

of foot-soldiers, the fourth of horses, the fifth of war chariots

and the sixth of elephants' In medieval times chaiiote

appear to have become obsolete In the graphic descriptions oi

armies contained m the Harsacarita (particularly in the 7tn

ucchvasa) war chariots are conspicuous by their absence The

Mahabh&rata often speaks of horses from the countries to the

north-west of India as the best; vide Sabba-53 5 JW

Kamboia and Gsndhara horses), Udyoga 86 6 (horses
.

fign

Balhi) Dronal25 25 and Sanptika 13 % (Kamboja horses) Tta

Harsacaritall speaks of the best horses as coming from
Janayu

£ra«a, Kamboxa, Sindhudesa and Parana *%*tf°£
certain practical rules about the army (IV 7. 379 MD; n

says that the soldiers should be encamped outside^town or

viLgebutnot far from it, that no money-lending shonl
J
»

I owed between the soldiers and the village people, thatto*

STi-ld open separate shops for goods rehired^
that no army should beencamped at one placeformor ^
year, that soldiers should no*^""^S^ soldier*

king's permissxon, that receipts should be taken trom
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for payments made to them and tbey should he furnished with a
writing about their pay. Some of these rules are very old.

The Udyogaparva*" 37. 30 mentions among persons with

whom no contractual transactions should he entered into, the

king, the king's servants and soldiers

The Aithasastra contains an elaborate discussion ( in IX.
1-7 and X. 1-6 ) about the organization of the king's army, the

proper time and place for starting on an invasion, internal and
external troubles and calamities and measures against them,
means of dealing with traitors and enemies, religious remedies
(worshipping gods and falling at the feet of brahmanas, magical
rites based upon the Atharvaveda) against misfortunes like fire

and flood, epidemics, famine &c, encampment ( skandhavara ) of
armies, treacherous and strategic fighting, proper battle grounds,
encouragement to one's own army, free labourers and their
work, different arrangements or formations ( vyuhas ) of armies.
Considerations of space prevent any treatment of these matters.
But a few notable points will be set out here. A king may
mvade bis enemy's country either in Margasirsa { when the
crops sown in the rains are ready) or in Caitra or when the
enemy is suffering from some calamity. Santi { 100. 10-11

)

says the same thing. Internal trouble arises when any minister
puroMj, sempaU or the crown prince is angry or dissatisfied
with the king, who should get rid of such trouble by giving up
his own fault or by pointing out the danger arising from an
enemy If the crown prince causes trouble he should be keptm confinement or killed, if ibere is another son of good character.
l*e trouble caused by a provincial Governor or the officer in
charge of boundaries (antapsla), the chief of wild tribes or a
conquered king is termed external. The king should meet it by
settragup one against the other. The encampment of an army
»s to be made on a site declared to be the best according to the».« buildings^and measured by the^ (the ch£f

SLZ^ CarPeEte
!

and astrolo®*> a» encampment being

SI fZaS17 D
M?

utes
:

drluklng
' holdine me"y «**»*

LXiT™ }

1f
gambling should be prohibited m the camp

I «. 14, 19 ) also refers to the system of passes and the fact that
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dancers and musicians were driven away, when Bvarakt was
besieged by Salva 3?rom TJdyoga 151 58 ( cr ed. 149. 53 ),

195. 12-19 ( cr ed 196 12-19 ) it appears that markets, prosti-

tutes, conveyances, oxen, machines, arms and physicians

accompanied an army and that the camp (senanivesa or

skandhavara ) of Duryodhana looked like the capital itself and

was five yojanas in extent Physicians with surgical instruments,

blnnt instruments ( like tweezers ), medicines, curative oils and

bandages in their hands and women ( nurses ) looking after the

.food and drink of the army should stand behind the soldiers

uttering encouiaging words*7* (Kaut X. 3) The Bhlsmaparva

120 55 also states that doctors well-veised in extracting

splinters or arrow-heads ( from the body ) approached with their

surgical instruments to extract the darts from Bhlsma's body

The duties of the labourers (matt) were to examine the camp,

roads, bridges, wells, and river glials, to carry machines, weapons,
^

armour, utensils, fodder, to remove from the battle-field wounded

men along with their weapons and armour.275 Each commander

had some distinguishing device as his banner e. g Bhisma had

a golden tala tree as his standard (Bhlsmaparva VI 17 18,

talenamahataBhlsmahpaScatarenaketuna). InX 6 Kautilya

speaks of several formations (vyuhas) called danda, bhoga,

mandala, asanihata and the subdivisions such as gomutriks,

makara &c In Xam. XVBL 48-49, XIX 40 ft, Manu VII.

187-191, NltiprakaSika, chap 6 and in the Mahabbarata many

vyuhas are described Vanaparva (285 6-7) refers to BSvauas

arrangement of his army according to the rules of Uianas and

of Eama'6 army according to Barhaspatya rules The Asranu-

vasikaparva 7 15 refers to the formations called Sakata Padnu

and Vajra described in the work of Usanas Kautilya.*. b

also refers to Ausanasa and Barhaspatya arrangements of

aU sorts of tricks and treachery for securing a victory, the

- 372. ^^-^^^^^^^r^^TS
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Mahabharata holds up a high ideal. The Bhlsmaparva K4 21. 30

remarks that conquerors do riot secure victory so much by their

armies and proweBS as by truthfulness, freedom from cruelty,

the observance of dharma and energetic actions. The Santi-

parva ( 95. 17-18 ) states that it is better to die while fighting

according to the' rules of dharma Tather than obtain a victory

by •wicked actions.

In the Bhismaparva ( 1. 27-32 ) certain rules of -war agreed
upon between the Kauravas and the Pandavas are set ont, such as
one should fight only with one similarly equipped ( i e. a foot-

soldier with a foot-soldier and so on), one should not kill a soldier

who is already in combat with another, or who has turned back
from fight or is without amour. Sp Dh. S. II. 5. 10. 12, Gaut.
X. 17-18, Yaj L 326, Manu VH. 90-93, Santi 95. 7-14, 96.3, Santi
98 48-49, 297. 4, Dronaparva 143. 8,Kama 90. 111-113, Sauptika
5. 11-12, 6. 21-23, Sankha ( quoted by the Mit on Yaj I 326 >,

Baud. Dh. S.L 10. 10-12, Vrddha-Harita VJL 226, Brhat-Parasara
X p. 281, Sukra IV. 7. 354-362, Yuddha-kanda 18. 27-28
contain rules of war dictated by noble sentiments of
humanity and chivalry. Some of these ( that will bear
comparison with the conventions of the Geneva and Hague
Conferences

) are set out here Gaut. (X 17-18 )
*7S states : "no

sin is committed by injuring or slaying men in battle
excepting him who has lost his horse, charioteer or weapons
him who joins his hands (in supplication for life ), whose hair*
are dishevelled ( in flying ), who turns away from the field, who
sits down, who climbs an eminence or a tree ( in flight ) except
envoys or messengers, except him who declares himself to be a
coworabrahmana'. Vrddha-Harita VH 216 exempts spectators-Manu(Vn 90-93) declares "

one should not fightwith treacherous

27
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( or concealed ) weapons, or with barbed or poisoned weapons or

with weapons the points of which are blazing with fire. Let a

fighter not strike one who has climbed on an eminence, nor a

eunuch, nor one who joins the palms of his hand ( in supplica-

tion ), nor one with flying hair ( in flight ), nor one who Bits

down or says ' I am thine ', nor one who is asleep, nor one who

has lost armour, nor one who is naked or disarmed, nor^one who

is merely looking on without taking part in the fight, nor one

who is fighting with another foe, nor one whose weapons are

broken, nor one who is afflicted with sorrow, nor one seriously

wounded, nor one who is in fear, nor one who has turned to flee

'

Sankha adds that a soldier Bhould not kill another while the

latter is drinking water or taking his meals or is taking off his

shoes, nor should one kill a woman, a female elephant, nor a

charioteer, nor a bard nor a brahmana nor should one who is

not a king { or noble ) kill one who is a king Baud. Eh S

1

10 10 forbids the use of poisoned or barbed arrows (tarnm)

Santi 95. 11 also does the same. Santi ( 95 13-U J enjoins that

oven an enemy soldier, when wounded, should be treated with

medicine and allowed to go when his wounds are healed *

Santi adds that a soldier should not kill boys or oldmen nor from

behind nor ofae who holds a blade of grass in his mouth ( as a

mark of submission ) These rules, though probably ideal and

not strictly followed in every case, are far more humane as

compared with the practice in modern warfare when non-

combatants are killed from the air even at night without warn-

ing In ancient times non-combatants went generally un-

molested, to which Megasthenes bears testimony when he sayB

(Frag Lp 33
)
'Tillers of the soil even when battle is raging

in the neighbourhood are undisturbed by any sense of danger,

for the combatants allow those engaged in husbandry to renmw

rfuite unmolested.* Mami VH. 32 allows a king to harass

Sstnemy'sTountry, but MedbatiUii on VII. 32 «* *»»£f
S save hL enemy's people if possible (

particularlytata«£

The rule in gadoyuddha (fight with maces ««*£>£
ibrt no blow was to be struck below the navel rSalyapa™

To 6) But this rule was violated by BWma whe
h

^«
Srryodbana on tt. thigh with^his mace.. *"*££££*
UnSalya 61 ) all the bad deeds ofto^£%mwri* °f

the only reply that Krena makes is that
^
eJoo^as_S°J_
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numerous breaches of morality and the chivalrous rules of war

{ such as the slaying of Ahhimanyu by many engaging him at

one time ). The general rule was that fighting ceased when the

sun went down ( Bhlsma 49. 52-53 ). But in Dronaparva \ 54

and 163. 16 ff we have a description of night battles and it is

provided that chariots, elephants and horses should carry lamps.

It has already been shown how it was the duty of a

ksatriya and of every soldier to fight and die in battle rather

than run away. A fighting spirit was inculcated by holding

out several rewards. One was the acquisition of booty and
territory (Gaut. X. 41, Manu VIL 206, Bhagavadglta H. 37);
others were the satisfaction of having done one*B duty as a
ksatriya (GltalL 31-33), honour and fame (Glta 11.34-35),

heaven and other-worldly rewards (Yaj. I 324, Manu VII. 88-89 ),

protection of brahmanas ( Ap. Dh S. II 10. 26. 2-3 ). Visnu Dh
S HL 44-46 have already been quoted above (p 58 ). The
Santi (98. 40-41) states that a soldier who runB away from the
field falls into Hell. Ya) (I 324-325) declares that those who,
while fighting with weapons that are not treacherous (poisoned
&o.) for the sake of the land (of their master or of the enemy)
die in battle without turning back from it go to heaven like
yogms, that each step of those who do not flee even when their
comrades have been killed is equal to a solemn sacrifice ( like
theAsvamedha), the king (the master) takes away all the
merit of those who run away from the battlefield and are then
killed. Manu VIL 95 contains the same idea These remarks
were applicable not only to ksatriya soldiers, but to soldiers of
all castes who maintained themselves by following the pro-
fession of arms Vide Rajanltiprakasa p. 407. Parasara (HL 31)
and Brhat-Parasara X. p 281 remark that a valiant soldier who
does not seek mercy though surrounded by many enemies and
falls fighting attains imperishable worlds and that when he
reaches heaven divine damsels run after him to choose him as
their Lord (UL 34-35

) Parasara HL 36 is a «" verse which is

277. ^ Tr^^OTST ,3 flw. .p&ftmra <&* mfen <sr«iw *n*d* ft aw
TT *****&****>*** M "KHWm.36: ^£?*rX 3 presents some

V^I*^J^ sr,S^^^^lfWprt^ * *r*^n, it occurstorn the w.wft^mm^ (tV 2 ) attributed to ww, where also' ,t appears

mmm^^^jg^"^ a**1 *** ^s^f^r « s«r^ raft ^ =a
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one of the two quoted by Kaut (X 3) when soldiers are to be

urged on to fight Kautilya ( in X 3 ) advises that the king him-

self and his mantim and purolata should urge on his soldiers by
quoting Vedic and classical Sanskrit passages about the rewards

waiting for those who fall fighting for their master and the

religious punishments for those who run away Astrologers

should infuse spirit into their side by asserting that the heavenly

aspects favour theii side The day before the battle the king

should observe a fast, offer oblations into fire to the accom-

paniment of Atharvaveda manltas and cause benedictory tests

to be repeated that refer to victory Bards should recite lays

describing heaven as the reward for the brave and hell for the

timid and extol the caste, guild, family, deeds and character of

the soldiers The assistants of the pnrohita should declare that

theyhave practised witchcraftagainst the enemy. The commander-

in-chief and the officers under him should address the army &t,

follows
—

'a hundred thousand (panas) will be the reward for him

who kills the enemy king, fifty thousand for him who kills

the commander-in-chief or the crown prince, . a hundred

for slaying the officer of the patti (a battalion), twenty for

bringing the head (of a common soldier) and twice the pay and

the booty seized by each to all soldiers' Kam (XIX 18-21)

says that the king should give the rewards (promised asm

Kaut ) to the soldiers after they succeed in the exploits men-

tioned Vide also Manasollasa U 20 verses 1163-1167 (pp 133-

134) for similar promises Gaut (X £0-33) prescribes that

whatever wealth is acquired by a soldier by his individual effort

should be given to him by the king, but the horse or elephant

caught by a soldier goes to the king, that ifmany soldiers by a

joint effort obtain some valuable plunder the king should choose

and retain the best for himself and the rest should be divided

among the soldiers according to their services in the tattle

Vide Manu VII. 96-97 (which allow even a chariot, horse or

elephant to be retained as booty by the soldier and everything

else including female slaves, except jewels, gold and silver j,

K5m XIX m 21-22, Sukra IV. 7. 373

A treatise will be- required to deal with the ^f
*°ns *™'

from ancient times. Even in the^eda ff^Sde
mentioned e g rsti (Bg V 52 6, V 57 a and6j^ shoulto
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of the Matuts ), arrows (V. 57. 2, VI 75. 17 ), quivers (V. 57. 2 },

the ankusa (of Indra in VHL 17. 10, X 44. 9 ), parasu (X. 28. 8),

krpana (probably a dagger, inX 22 10), vajra made of ayas

(X. 48.3, X. 113 5). Atharvaveda IV. 6.6. refers to poisoned

arrows In the Atharvaveda 87* L 16. 2 and 4 reference is made
to lead as destroying sorcerers and it is said ' if you kill our

cow or horse or man we shall pierce you with lead so that you
will cease to kill our strong men*. In Tai S. I. 5 7. 6 it is

said
880 that when a samtdh is offered into fire with the mantra

' indhanas-tv5 Satam himah.' the sacrificar discharges against his

enemy the sataghnl ( weapon killing a hundred) which acts like

vajra itself. Dr. Oppert in his Introduction to the Nltiprakasika

pp 10-13 relies on these and other passages for holding that the
ancientlndians knew fire-arms and thatAtharvaveda1 16.4 refers
to leaden balls discharged from cylinders. Vide Dr. Oppert's work
on the 'weapons, army organisation and political maxims of the
ancient Hindus' (1880), where he describes several weapons and
holds that gunpowder was known in India long before the 13th
century A. D. Mr. G.T. Date's 'Art of war in Ancient India'
(London 1929 ), Dr. P. C. Ohakravarti's work ( 1941, Dacca) and
Prof. Dikshitar'B book on the same subject may be consulted for
details. The numerous weapons mentioned in the Mahabharata
(e. g Udyogal55. 3-9) also are passed over here. Vide Hop
kins* paper in J. A O. S. Vol Xm pp. 269-303 for detailed"
descriptions. The Allahabad Stone Pillar Inscription of Samu-
dragupte (middle of 4tb century A.D ) contains a long list of we-
apons (C I L IE pp. 6-7 ).™» One important question is whether
gunpowder and fire-arms were known to our ancient and medieval

^? „?«
km Irfers t0 S^o^r called agmtiurna inH 93,196

• * «»• ™ (W.7.WHW01) and gives the formula of
gunpowder in IV.7. 201 (vis the mixing of five polos of salt-
petre, one pala of sulphur and one pafa of coal powder ). The
Sukranltisara is comparatively a late work and was probably

™^^m*-rarf?rw.-as?4i^3^^^ Tt ' Gupta Inscription*
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written in the 13th or 14th century when cannon came to be

used in Europe for the first time Both in the Ramfiyana and
the Mahabharata the word iataghni ( killing a hundred people

)

occurs frequently. In the Yuddhakanda" 1 3 13 it is stated

that at the gates of Lanka hundreds of iron sataghnfe, looking

burnished, sharp and terrible, had been arranged by the demons.

In a poetic description of Lanka in the Sundarakanda chap 2, it

is said that sataghnls and sulas were like the hair on the head of

I anka (verse 21). In the Vanaparva 15 there is a fine description

of DvaravatI (DvarkS) besieged by Salva, in which it is said that

the capital had numerous towers and turrets, machines, tomaras,

ankusas, sataghnls &c In Adi. 207. 34, Vanaparva 169. 16, 284, 5,

290 24, Dronal56 70, Kama 11. 8, Salya45 110 the sataghnl is

mentioned, but it iB impossible to find from these what exactly it

was like From Vanaparva 284 31 it appears that the sataghnls

were discharged with force by the hands and had wheels and

round balls or stones in it. In Drona 179. 46 it iB said that

the sataghnl employed by Ghatotkaca had wheels and killed

four horses at once In Djrona 199 1 9 sataghnls are said to have

two or four wheels. In Vanaparva*" 284 4 it is said that the

powder of sarjarasa ( resin from Sal tree ) bad been collected

In the Harivamia ( Bhavisyaparva 44 20 ), among the weapons

hurled at Narasimha by Hiranyakasipu were blazing sataghnls

(sataghnlbhisca dlptabhir-dandairapi sudarunaih) In Ramayana

VJL32 44 we are told that at the tip of the weapon called

musala ( club ) blazed forth fire like a bunch of Asoka flowers.

The Sundarakanda couples together iataghni and musala ( 4. 18 }.

It looks probable that resinous powder was used in some

cylindrical contrivance ( or rockets ) mounted on wheels and

capable of throwing stones. But gunpowder appears not to have

been used There is no description of smoke due to sataghnls.

Hopkins (J. A. O.S Xm pp 299-303) holds that gunpowder

and fire-arms were unknown to the great Epic and in the present

Btate of our knowledge this view seems to be correct.

The NitiprakasikS (chapters 2-5) names and describes

numerous weapons divided into four classes via nuOta ( thrown

284. <-S.
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oi discharged such as arrows), amuMa (not thrown such as

swords ),.naiktamiikta ( thrown and -not thrown, such as aslras

which after discharge can he taken back) and mantramukta

( astras which cannot be taken back ). The Agnipurana ( 249-

252 ) and the "Visnudhannottara ( II 178-182) give a summary
of the Dhanurveda (both agreeing almost word for word, but

the latter containing more verses than the former ) and Bpeak

of five kinds of weapons viz yantramukta ( discharged from a
machine, a sling, bow &c, ), panimukta ( thrown with the hand
such as a stone or tamara ), muktamukta ( like a prasa ), amukta
( sword ) and niyuddha or bakuyuddha ( wrestling ). The science
of astras was of a supernatural kind. In the epics and puranas,
the great heroes are said to have learnt aslruixdya either from a
teacher or from their father or by practising austerities and
sometimes (as in the case of Kusa and Lava) certain astras pass
to the son by the mere fact of his birth and the wish of his father.
Whetherthe Dhanurveda often referred to inthe epics had consign-
ed this science of astras to writing and could have enabled a
reader to possess the miraculous powers attributed to astras is more
than a modern can say. The Agnipur5na(chap. 134-135) contains
magical incantations for victory in war and conquest of the
worlds. The Parasuramaprafcapa ( Rajavallabhakanda folios
9-12

) contains numerous mantras and yantras and -incanta-
tions derived from Tantra works like the Brahmayamala.

The Mahabharata is careful topoint out that an army conati-

^t
e8
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th«f0Bt inferi0r kind of kMP°ww>. TJdyogaparva

/*-A ,Y 8tatSB that 6afa is rf five kinds via. brute force
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&om wealth ( ^nalabha
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last

, » the best of alL These are quoted by the Budhabhusana
P 79 InSanti.134 8 it 5b said** that there is nothing thatthe strong cannot accomplish and that whatever the strong do
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CHAPTER IX

SUHRT OR MITRA (ALLY OR FRIEND).

Maim inculcates the necessity of making friends in VII 208
and cites the qualities of a good friend (for a king)

'

a king
does not prosper by the acquisition of gold and land bo much as
by securing a firm friend who would be powerful m future,
though he may be of depleted resources at the time, That friend,'

though a weak one, is commended, who is righteous, grateful]
whose subjecbs (or ministers) are contented, who is attached
and who pursues (to the end) work undertaken ' According to
Manu VII. 206 land, gold and ally are the three fruits of royal
endeavour or policy. Yaj I 353 is similar to Manu VII. 208.
In Vn. 9 Kautilya in opposition to the above holds that the
acquisition of land is better than that of gold and friend and tho

acquisition of gold is superior to that of a friend23*. The Maha-
bharata (SSnti 138.110) states 'no one is the friend or enemy of

any one else; friends or enemies are made by wealth (or objects

pursued by a person) ,

.
385 Zsm. Vm 5Z says the same. Sukra.

(IV. 1. 8-10 ) opines 'in the case of a brave, energetic, strong and

politic king all others, though outwardly friendly, secretly

cherish enmity to him and only wait for (the proper) time (to

strike ) There is no wonder in this. Are they not themselves

greedy of conquering territories? A king has no friend and ha

is the friend of none'. Santi (80. 3) Bays286 that a friend is of

four kinds, one who has the same goal, one who comes for protec-

tion or security, one who is naturally so and one who is acqui-

red. £arnaparva 88. 28 gives the four kinds somewhat diffe-

rently viz. natural (sahaja), acquired by conciliatory words,

iffh^rvn 9.

385 n 3iigit*wi%i3g3sT tifechWSnasq, ' awfeff fiww£ wsm
ffcuHiwr ii sffira- 138 no; qrrcSsr i^ssrre'&is^nSrft'pnatfJ ' s>is*S3i VI"

fS«Bwii%* n 145 i4=sin% i4o. 5 . !T wsfr fin* i?W war <** * "^ *

'

gar iv. 1.9

ikwaWzXHW and wear frie»ds are .ne's mother's aster's son

and the Jike.
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won by wealth and one drawn by one's prowess. Kam. ( IV. 74

)

says that a mitra is of four kinds viz. by birth (such as one's

father's father, mother &c), made by relationship (i. e.

marriage), hereditary (one's father's friend), one who is saved

from calamities.337 According to Kfim, (IV. 75-76 ) the qualities

of a friendly king are purity (of heart), liberality, bravery,

sharing happiness and sorrow, affection, vigilance (to carry

out one's friend's object), truth; and briefly the characteristic

of a true friend is devotion to the objects desired by his friend

The purpose for which a friend is made is to secure one of the

three purusSrthas, dharma, artha and kama ( Kam. IV. 72 ).

This subject of making friends leads on to the well-known
theory of mandala i. e. of inter-state relationship. Kaut. VI. 2
and VH, Manu VII. 154-211, Asramvasiparva 6-7, Yaj. I 345-
348, Kam. V3H-XI, Agnipurana 233 and 240, Visnudharmottara
H. 145-150, Nitivakyamrta pp. 317-343, Rajanltiprakasapp. 316-
330, Nltimayukha pp. 44-46 deal with this theory of mandala
and the six gtiyas at great length. As the Kautillya is probably
the earliest of these and contains the most elaborate treatment
of ike subject, a brief outline from it is presented here. The
Nitivakyamrta (pp. 311-313) copies the very words of Kautilya.

The yogaksema (welfare) of a State springs from peace
(sama) and exertion (vyay&ma). The latter achieves the com-
pletion of works undertaken, while sama brings about the undis-
turbed enjoyment of the frnits of undertakings. The (proper)
employment of the six guvas (sandlu &c. ) is the source of sama
andvyayama What results (udaya) from these six gunas is
either deterioration, stagnation -or progress. Udaya depends
upon human and divine causes which together govern the world,
lue human ones are jiaya and apanaya Human causes are seen
(anticipated) and can be operated- (by men). Naya (good
policy) is that out of the human causes from which results
yogaksema (welfare); apanaya

i

impolitic way) is that which
produces loss (or an unfavourable state). ' In VI 1 (last verse)

tw7
a
-
ays *** a king wl10 und(*6tands mya and is endowedwith the atmaguvas and allthe elements of the State will conquer£ewhole world though origiually he -may have a smanSg!dom. The mandala theory is set out in relation to a king who

28
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is called ^tgisu, (the ambitious mler or conqueror). Ktm vm
6 defines** vijlgIsu as a king who aspires to extenSterX
tories who as possessed of all ifce seven elements ofJS£who haS^t energy and who makes great efforts. Invent
7-11 he mentions at length his qualities. All our works place
before kings this ideal of conquest, domination or self-aggran-
dizement at the expense of one's weak neighbours A vbigisu
is a tang who is endowed with good qualities ( called atmasampat
on p 45 above) and with the several elements of the State and
who is the fountain of policy (naya), ie. who has a definite good
policy to purmie. An an ( actual or potential enemy ) is a king
or kings who are the immediate neighbours on the circum-
ference of the kingdom of the vijiglsu. From this it follows
that an may comprehend one king, two kings or more who are
the immediate neighbours of the vijiglsu. But it should db
remembered as insisted upon by the Nltivakyfimrta2S'(p.321
that there is no inflexible rule that the immediate neighbour is an
enemy and that the king whose dominion is beyond the imme-
diate neighbour will be a friend. Contiguity or distance is not

necessarily the cause of friendship or enmity, but rather it ib

the purpose ( or object) that makes friends or enemies. All that

is meant is that the immediate neighbour is most likely to be an

ta i (a real or potential enemy ). A mitra (friend of the vijiglsu)

is he who is separated (from the vijiglsu) by the intervention of

the kingdom of the an A sali-u is a neighbouring ruler posses-

sed of the characteristics of an enemy 290 (detailed in Kaut.

"VI 1) The yatavya (to be attacked or invaded by the Yijiglsu)

is an mi who is involved in difficulties. From this it is clear

that in the terminology of Kautilya an is a generic expression

including actual and potential enemies who will generally bo

on the borders of the kingdom of the vijiglsu. A iatru is an art

who invites attack or destruction or harassment or reduction

That enemy who is plunged in vices or calamities may bo

WW. VIII. 6.

289. wrow srataRret* Steffi ft &r tjjrrnt i tntfi? SW«ri»*wA

qrwi * a*ffn*3«TV*?ff ' 5"ra*r (*iy"ra-)p.32*i.

290. awarffcrfrgw-.gyrifrwft ffw»fiwilWq*J^'
i|^

igtgtfrwgrft qff*>m«.ifl wnftCTgrer. irfM Pwwifl »«1MW<«

lift «*ry s«r w&i *w1> BTBCT VI. 1.
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attacked and is then called yataeya
291

; one who has no support or

has only a weak support is to he extirpated ; an enemy who is the

opposite of this last (i.e. who has a support or strong support) is

to be either harassed or to he reduced. Support { asraya ) means

a strong fort or a good friend (Kam. Vm. 60 ). So that a ialru

is of four sorts (yatavya, ucchedya, pldanlya, karsanlya).

Harassment is caused to him who is without mantra and a strong

army, while one who is strong in mantta and army is to be

rendered weak in these respects. Both a iatru or a mtra are of

three kinds, sahaja, krlrima and prakrta. A sahaja (natural)

friend iB one who is related through one's parents ( such as

maternal or paternal aunt's son);one who is resorted to for wealth

or safety is krtrima( acquired) i. e. one who has obliged the

vijiglsu or has been under his obligations; and the king who is

next to the neighbour ( i. e. who is separated from the vijiglsu

by the intervention of the neighbour king) is prakrta (i. e.

because he is a prakrti, an element in the mandala theory ).

A sahaja enemy is one who is born of the same family ( such as

a step-brother), a krlrima is one who is antagonistic or incites

antagonists ( i. e. one who has caused harm to or who has been

harmed by the vijiglsu), while the immediate neighbour is a
prakrta enemy. The Mit. on Yaj. L 345 very concisely hut
lucidly explains all these and the four kinds of satru. The
Visnudharmottara (IL 145. 15-16) and the Agnipurana (233.

21-83) say that in their opinion the prakrta is really krtrima.

Kam. Vm. 56 also speaks of only two, sahaja and hrtnma.
Although it is poBBible that the vijiglsu's realm is surrounded
by many kings, the one who is taken for discussion is the enemy
and is to be regarded as in front (purastSt) of the vijiglsu.

Therefore in front of the vijiglsu come in order the ari ( imme-
diate neighbour), then the mitra (whose domain is next
after that of the ari), then the arimitra (the friend of the
enemy who will be immediately after the mitra of the vijiglsu

and bo will be the enemy of the mitra), then comes the mitra-
mUra (friend of the friend of the vijiglsu) and then arimitra-
mitra (ally of the enemy's friend). "When the ari is said

391- aiK-H-nwrtrr «mwi snjt i «^rft 7rct*T witwii j<?rfi-w<Ti wt"«d^_

<fttt »ftrft«B)rfgft wsfcfWr *nr whSfe* VI. 2, afo ^stgfo: i "5«Fra«^-

*W I wansro on *TT. 1. 345 These very words are quoted in theCTRVift-
ftoSWP 36.
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to be in front of the vij'iglsu, the ruler of the territory

in the opposite direction is said to be in the rear of the vijiglsu

(paiait) and is called parsmgralia 2̂ (lit one who may
seize or attack the heels ) He is really an enemy but this special

term is applied to him and be causes trouble in the realm of the

vi]iglsu when the latter has started on an invasion or is about to

start on one. The king who is the ruler of the country beyond

the parsnigraha is called Ukranda ( lit one for whose help a cry

is or may be raised by the vijiglsu ). He would ordinarily be a

friend being separated from the vijiglsu by the realm of the

parsnigraha. The friend of the parsnigraha ( who would be

immediately next after the akranda ) is called parsnigrahasara

and the friend of the akranda who would be beyond the pars-

nigrahasara is called akrandasara A madhyama^3 king is one

whose realm is close to ( is on the border of ) that of the vijiglsu

and that of the an ( the immediate enemy in front ) and who is

capable of helping ( or favouring ) both of them whether^ both

are combined in alliance or not and who is capable of resisting

either of them individually when the two are not in combina-

tion. An udasina king is generally defined as one whose

territory is beyond or outside of the sphere of the realms of the

yijiglsu, his enemy in front and the madhyama, who is -very

strong on account of his elements of sovereignty, is capable of

helping the above three kings whether they be in combination

or not and who is capable of resisting any of the three when

they are not in combination Kulluka on Manu. YE 153

differs from this explanation i.e the udaslna is a powerful king

whose realm may he'situated in front or in the rear or even at

a distance from that of the vijiglsu, but he is indifferent for some

reason or other to the activities of the vijiglsu. The Mit on Yaj

I. 345 observes that the udaslna also is of three kinds and tno

prakrta udaslna is the overlord of the State that is separated from

the central state (vijiglsu) by two intervening States; the

292 rrt fwfSrffwl *T?*Tft niagfffr ^t «reTarW ^j*'
™*T*ffi-

WUgtl p 319. ^^ __*-,».
293 3ri$i3f3nfh*frfc*row: tf^HftnnfttgwsHOTrJ*f*52Sr

KfirttO 3-5 and f^wf^ II. 1«. H-12 for almost *• «» «*«
§

verse n.*mifiMmwwthi> ****** '^^ **"&*£„ » wilS-i
^jr^^ 240 4-S This > quoted by the «R«fffl8Nr P » w"

naming the source.
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maflhyama ( or madhyastha ace. to Nitivakyamrta p. 318 ) is the

immediate neighbour of both the vijiglsu and his enemy,

but wants to remain neuttal in the conflict of the two for some

reason It will have been noticed that the vijiglsu, tbe enemy, the

madhyama and the udaslna axe independent catagories, while

four out of the remaining eight others viz. mitia, mitramitm
akianda, akrandasara can be grouped under vijiglsu, while the

other four viz arimitra, arimitramitra, parsnigraha and parsni-

grahasara may be grouped under ari. It is therefore that Mami
(Yn. 155-156) speaks of the four prakitis (vijiglsu, satru,

madhyama and udaslna ) as the mula (basis) of the mandala
theory and Kam. VIE 20 informs us that Maya declared that a
mandala was constituted by these four, Kam VUL 86 gives
it as his own opinion that mandala is constituted by mitra,

ndaslna and i ipu, ( enemy ) only** Kautilya says that the man-
dala is constituted as explained above by twelve ptakrtis TJsa-
nas was of the same opinion (Kam. VUL 22) and Kam. (VUL 41)
states that there were numerous views about the number of the
elements of the mandala, but a mandala of twelve kings is
quite clear and well-known among all people 295 Kam. (VHT
20-41) explains how by various combinations of the elements
of the mandala with some elements of sovereignty (viz minis-
ters, TSstra, ducga; kosa, bala) different writers held that the
mandala comprised 18, 26, 54, 72, 108 and other numbers of
prakrtis The Sarasvativilasa (pp 37-41) shows how from
different standpoints Usanas himself argued that the mandala
was constituted by one prakrti, two, three, 10, 21, 108 and that
other wnters speak also of 4, 5, 6, 14, 18, 30, 36, 44, 60 72
prakrtis All these figures are due to the inveterate haS of
scholastic minds to run an idea to the earth and to indulge indivisions and sub-divisions. Even Mami {VJL 157 ) states thatcomb ning each of the twelve members of mandaia wX!five elements of sovereignty from amatya onwards wTget 60which with the twelve- come to 72. It is JTZTSSflS
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Dasakumaracarita (VHI p 144) refers when speaking of the

tree of naya that it has 72 prakrtis as its leaves ( dvisaptatipra-

krtipatrah nayavanaspatih ). The central idea of the man-

dala was to keep a balance of power among a circle of

States, some being friendly among themselves owing to

their position and surroundings, while others would form

an antagonistic group Kaut (VI 2) also refers to thw

number 73, out of which twelve are constituted by kings

( rajapiakrhs ) and 60 ( five sovereignty elements of each of the

twelve ) are styled ( diaujctpiahrtrs ) The Santiparva (59 70-71)

also refers to a mandala of 12 kings and to the number 72

Vide N. N Law's ' Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity ' pp 195-208

for elucidation of the theory of mandala The theory of

mandala has this element of truth in it that on a calculation of

probabilities the kings who are the immediate neighbours of a

ruler are likely to be his enemies ( at least potential ) and the

kings that are beyond the immediate neighbours may make

common cause with the central State taken for discourse in order

to crush between them a hostile intermediate State It suggests

that diplomacy may take the lines indicated by position and

probabilities The diagram below will 2" illustrate the idea

Manu (VE 177 and 180) declares that (state) policy consists briefly

in this that a'king must so arrange all things or means that

the ally, the udasina and the satru cannot harm him or become

superior to him Medhatithi ( on Manu VH 177 )
remarks that

even an ally may become an enemy if his interest so require*

(MKcrtliagattvaiaccnmitiamapijanibhaiati)

Kautilya^relates the theory of mandala to the theory oftauis

(already referred to onp 171) and the six-fold policy (sadganya)

298 MMfe^^•^^^^*,Sl^3±XS
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Everything secures success (i.e. Mb and his kingdom's happiness)

according as the king is able to put forth each of the saktis to

their utmost. The aspiring king taking into account his three

saktismay employ the six gunas (methods of policy). The circle

of the twelve States gives rise to the employment of the six

methods. Differing from Vatavyadhi ( who said that there were

only two methods, sandhi and <vigraha) and for once agreeing

with the acaryas.Kautilya accepts the position that there are six

gunas and briefly defines them The Sarasvativilasa (p.«)

quotes a sutta of Gautama about the six gunas, which is not

found in the printed text.
25* Kautilya defines the six as follows

-
-

&mdhm means making an arrangement or agreement; vigraha

means taking up a hostile attitude; Sscma means an attitude of

indifference ; yam means preparing ( for attacking one's enemy }

;

scansmya means taking shelter (with another powerful king);

dvatdhibhava. means making peace with one king and adopting

a hostile attitude to another He then states that a king who is

less strong than his neighbour may make an agreement with

him, one who is rising in power may take up a hostile attitude,

whoever thinks ' the hostile king cannot hurt me nor can I hurt

him' may remain indifferent ( or neutral) in his own State, one

who is endowed with all advantages may march against the

enemy, whoever is devoid of strength should seek the protection

(of a powerful ruler), and one should resort to a two-fold attitude

when one's object can be accomplished by a friend. Some other

works give more exact definitions and also define dvaidhlbhava
somewhat differently, via. dvaidhfthava is dividing one's army
into two parts. Vide Visnudharmottara301 II 150. 3-5 andMit. on
Yaj. J. 346. Some say that sarhsraya means seeking the protec-

tion of the udaslna or madhyama king. Kautilya ( book VH

)

gives the most elaborate treatment of these eix gunas and so do

299. gwr tt iferaq?nr. ^swtptosss* ^qflweqwra^qfrrtw-

300. <PW*qi gfftti, 3HHBTC? figgi, gfaoiHWHl , SJ^E^ft 7OT& W

WRi-1 VIX. 1. Vide Raghuvamsa S. 21 where Kalidisa follows this ' iror-

301. qgreg. q-gg.- ia1>HW*K^ fttf«; I fsrSfrft: glfln» *TPT *tnrr wift-

iwmw*»Pnf#*nr:fij?ft i Ruaarfw^ n. iso. 3-5 ; jhfom:mtm ftvr-«w^i iJrar. on in 1, 346,
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, Manu "VTL 160 ff, Earn. IX-XVI, Visnudharmottara JL 145-150,

Agnipurana 240, Manasollasa pp 94-116, Rajanltiprakasa pp.

324-413. Only a few remarks are all that considerations of space

allow. Manu ( VII 162-168 ) states that each ofVthe gunas is of

two sorts. Earn. IX. 2-18 and Agni 240 enumerate sixteen

kinds of sandhis and Earn defines.them. His treatment is based

on Kaut. V3I 3 Xaut ( V3L 3 ) says that when a weak king is

attacked by a powerful king who is the leader m a circle of

States, the former should at once submit and sue for peace on

condition of offering his .army, treasury, himself and his

territory. Then he says that sandhis made on condition of

offering the army are of three kinds viz atm&m&a ( lit offering

himself as the prey, which involves the condition that the king

himself witb a fixed number of troops or with the flower of his

army would present himself when called ), Stmaraksana ( saving

himself, where the condition is that the commander-in-chief or

the crown prince would present himself with an army ),
adrsta-

pui.usa ( lit in which no person is definitely prescribed, where

the agieement is that some one on the king's behalf or the

king himself should march with the army to some place as

required by the invader ) These sandhis are called dcmdopanata

(lit in which submission is made with the army) Sandhis

made on condition of offering the treasury (koiopmala) are

panlcraya ( lit. price, where by offering the treasury the other

elements of lajya are kept free), upagraha (where as much

money is offered as can be carried on a man's shoulder), topuw

( lit broken half of a pot, where an immense amount of money

has to be paid) Sandhis called desopanata (submission with

offer of territory ) are adista ( where a part of the realm-is cefleo

and the rest saved from the invader ), ucchmna (
wher° a11 ™

realm except the capital which has been deprived of all u

wealth is offered ), apahaya where by offering the produce
i

ol-w

land the kingdom is freed, paribhUmna where the «jroenw»»

pay more than the produce of the land Earn adds
i

«m

varieties and remarks (IX. 21-22) that upaham (offer*«r

present ) is the only ««flb ( of which^.J^SK
L his opinion, that only the waOra sandhi <«d «*«»*W P

without the offer of land, money or anything ^J**
come under upahara** Earn IX 20^^^^^

302 r&^^«^^*tX*^J^S^fi&*
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pp. 94-95 ) speak of four sandhis, mmtra, parasjxirojMhura { agree-

ment to help each other ), samlxmdhaja ( by offer of a princess in

marriage ) and upahara. An interesting example of a sandhi is

furnished by the Lekhapaficasika which gives a form of treaty

dated Monday, Full Moon of Vaisaktia in fxOwat 1288 (1232 A. D.)

between Yadava king Singhana of Devagiri who is styled

mcMrajUdlaraja and Lavanyaprasada (Lavanaprasada) a Vfighela

king -who is styled tanaki and mah&nmndalesraia, whereby

the high contracting parties agreed not to invade each other's

possessions, to combine and oppose anyone else who invaded one

of them. Vide Bom. G. Vol I part 1 p. 200 based on Bhandar-
kar's Eeport on the search for Mss. 1882-83 pp 38-40. Kam
IX 23-26 and Agnipur&na 240. 10-13 mention twenty kinds of

persons with whom sandhi should not be made, Kim. ( IX, 27-41

)

states the reasons why it should be so and in IX, 42-52 seven
persons are enumerated with whom he recommends sniwffu and
gives reasons. A king should make sandhi even with one equal
in strength { not only with one who is more powerful ), since

victory in battle is doubtful (Earn. IX. 59) OT Kant uses a
striking simile when he says that if one king comes in conflict

with an equal they both will be destroyed in the same way as
two unbaked eaithen pots striking against one another. If a
more powerful king rejects the proposal of a weaker king for
sandhi, the latter should take up the attitude of offering his army
or follow the course prescribed in book XH ( a. balli)amm ) In VB.
12 when dealing with agreements between kings, about under-
takings to build forts or irrigational works oi forests &c. Kant
makes very interesting remarks about land routes being superior
to water routes and about the route to the Deccan and the
south being more profitable than the one leading to the Hima-
layas.^ Earn X 15 ( = Agni 240. 19 ) says that team ( hostile
attitude) is of five kinds viz that of step-brothers, that due to
land (seizure of or encroachment on lands or houses), due to
woman ( carrying away one's wife or loving the same woman

)

due to words ( cutting speech ) and due to wrongs. Kam X 2-5

W?TO: » WW. TK. 59.
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( = Agni. 240. 20-24 ) enlarges upon the 16 ways in which
vtgralta ( hostility } springs, such as seizing the kingdom, wife,

districts, vehicles ( horses, elephants ) and wealth of another,

pride, harassment of subjects &o. When a king feels that his

own army Is well-nourished and pleased, that his subjects are

prosperous and contented and that the army and subjects of

another are the opposite of this, then he may adopt a hostile

attitude and when he feels sure that he will Becure one of the

three fruits of hostility ( viz. land, ally and wealth—Kara.X
26-28 ). Kaut. VH 15 deals with the attitude and conduct of a

conquered king who has offered to the conqueror his army

( dandooanafa-vrlla ), while YU. 16 speaks of the conduct of the

dantfqpawyi ( an aspiring king who wants to make by means of

his army another king submit to him ) Tana means marching

for invasion on the part of a vijigtsu whose army and prowess are

of the highest and wnose subjects are contented on account of

his good qualities ( Kara. XL 1 ) The Matsya 240 2 and the

Agnipurana ( 228. 1-2 ) add that when the enemy in the rear is

overwhelmed by an nkranda, then the vijiglsu should start on an

invasion or when the enemy is plunged in calamities But

before actually invading the enemy who is yatovya ( chosen for

attack ) an ambassador < duta ) should be sent ( Earn. XE 1 )
to

see whether the enemy will submit without fighting That is,

there was to be no war without negotiations and an ultimatum

In the Mahabharata (Udyoga83 5-7) it is said that Kw»

started as an envoy from the Fandavas to the Kauravas at the end.

of sarad (autumn) on the Eevatt naksatra in the month cf

KSrtika (verse 7, Kaumude mast, rmdyam saradante hrmgam)

fa the Puranas and the medieval digests elaborate rules are laid

down about the religious aud propitiatory ^emo^_™
starting on an invasion. The VisnudharmottaraJL 176 and

££»» 236. 1-18 require that for seven **i
.
tata.**£

ou an invasion the king is to engage in ft.^^^
of the quarters, the planets, *Am

J-» -JJ^^
images in the temples of his capital J^a teant

good and bad dreams he sees on those ^ysmhisgepa ^
accordingly Vide Matsya 242, *»*«»»££*
portending good and evil This^«J*££l£V I «>
from dreams is very ancient The^aog

* Joe*» the

SL a verse to the effect^ when^amauu***^
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crowned with reward. Similarly the Alt'* Ar. HL 3. 4 men-

tions the Bigns of approaching death, one of which is to seem

a dream a dark person with hlack teeth. Both these passages

are quoted by Sankara in his bhasya on Vedantasutra II 1.14.

The Visnudharmottara II. 138-144 (based on Garga), II 164,

Matsya 228-241, Agni 230-233 are concerned with ttie portents

and omens in the heavens, in the sky and on the earth and rites

(sanhs) meant to avert the evil prognostications from them.

The M&nasollasaH. 13 pp. 97-112 and Rajanltiprakasa pp 331-

351 also deal with these and other astrological matters, which

are passed over here, though some of them are very interesting

e. g. Visnudharmottara IL 135. 1 refers to the weeping and

dancing of images. On the 6th day from the time the rites

begin which is the day previous to the starting of the invasion

the king undergoes a ceremonial bath for victory called jayu-

bhiseki. This is described at great length in the Rajanltiprakasa

pp. 351—395 quoting extansive passages from the Lingapurana.

The ceremony of Jauasnnna, resembles the coronation ceremony

in many raspeots. The Matsyapurana 243 15-16 and the

Visnudharmottara IL 163. 18-J1 contain the sama long list

(with very slight variations) of articles, persons and animals tho

sight of which is auspicious when the king starts on an invasion

and Matsya (343. 2-14) contains another long list of inauspicious

sights. A few of the auspicious ones are white flowers, jars

full of water, cows, horses, elephants, fire in flames, a courtesan,

durva grass, gold, silver, copper, all gems, sword, umbrella,

banner, corpse not accompanied by crying persons, fruits, the

simhhi sign. Among the inauspicious things and sights are

dark grains, cotton, dried cowdung, fuel, jaggery, tonsured or

naked man or man with dishevelled hair or wearing reddish

robas, a lunatic, a candala, a pregnant woman, broken pot, chaff,

ashes, bone3. The Manasollasa IL 13 verses 811-833 (pp. 102-

103), Nltimayukha pp 58-59 also give long lists of inauspicious

and auspicious sights or events. Matsya 243. 27 and Visnu-

dharmottara IL 163. 32 are both careful to add that all evil

signs are counterbalanced by the confident (or joyous) frame
of the mind, which is the highest sign of victory. 306

G-aut.

305, ?r *n% tlnr <i5>f*r$^^^ l^t^ i a%7 s^rg?: t ^t aing stu%<j

{&% *wg qyn5 ' ^k§T a? ^taWsr3TntWH -{ »rH 0fs=^r«r v 2 8-9, «r

$r. an* Hi 2 4

306. Jisrff^ai'SWm «rrJt srussmpr. i ipiNr: slrafrfo fl^Rara^awj n

TCW243. a7=f>sga'?5RlI. 163. 32.
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( XI. 15-17 ) prescribes that the king should heed the advice of

astrologers and of those who are adepts in averting the effects

of portents and perform the rites indicated by them such as

grahas&nti, rites on auspicious days and of svastyayana, rites of

black magic against nis enemy &c. Eaut. IX. 7 (at the end

)

says that the removal of divine calamities is brought about

by the worship of deities and by honour to brahmanas and by

performing rites prescribed in the Atharvaveda. Manu VH. 82

and YSj. I. 315 state that gifts made to learned brahmanas are

an inexhaustible treasure for the king The Bajadharmakands

(p 109) quotes the Brahmapurana requiring the king to perform

two Laksahomas every year and also a Xotihoma. The Baja-

dharmakanda (p 113) and Rajanltiprakssa (p 144) quote

TTdyogaparva 33. 93-95 which set out eight indications of a

man's approaching fall, viz hating brahmanas, opposing

brahmanas, depriving them of their wealth, desire to kill or

harm them, taking pleasure in calumniating them, not liking

their praise, not remembering them in religious acts and get-

ting angry when they make requests

It may be useful and interesting to see how in very ancient

times the king was made ready for battle The Ssv. Gr.S,

(
TIT 12) says: when a battle is impending (the purohita) should

make the king put on his armour (in the following way). Th«

purohita should stand to the west of the chariot (of the king)

muttering the hymn (Rg X 173) 'I have brought thee &c.\

He should hand over to the king his armour with Rg VI 75.

1

' when the man with armour advances it is like the appearance

of the cloud &o '. He hands over the bow with the next verse

(Rg. VI 75. 2 ' dhanvana gS). The purohita should make the

king recite the next verse (Rg. VL 75. 3) and should himself

mutter the 4th verse (Rg VL 75. 4 ) He should hand overthe

quiver to the king with the 5th verse (Kg. VI 75. 5) When

the chariot turns in the direction intended the purohita should

mutter the sixth verse (Rg. VI 75 6) He should recite over

the horses the 7th (Rg. VI 75. 7 ) He makes the king recite

the 8th ( Rg. VI 75. 8 ) when the latter looks at the arrows and

makes the king recite Rg. VI 75. 14 ('he^envelopes,

hfciaxm

&c.) when the latter fastens to his arm the leather (thatpio-

tecte his arm against the bow-string) *hen the king tebeb*

taken forward in the chariot by the ^arioteertiiep^ohrta

SLdsthe chariot near the king and makes him recite the

SZoalled Abblvarta (Rg.^f^SS*
VBL 101. 3-4). Then the priest looks at the long wjw
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theApratiratha hymn (Rg. X 103 'asuh sisano'), the Sfcsa

tamm (Bg. X. 152 'sasa ittha') and the Sauparna hymn

•pradharayantu madhuno ghrtasya'.307 Then the king should

traverse in order all directions in his chariot. He should

stand in that direction in which the Sun (by day) or

Venus {by night) shines and give fight from that direction

The king should pass his hand over the drum with the three

verses (Rg. VL 47. 29-31 'fill with breath (or roar) the heaven

and the earth')- The king should discharge arrows with Rg. VL
75. 16 and the purohita should mutter Rg. VL 75. 17 ('where

the arrows fall together &o.) when soldiers are fighting, or the

purohita may direct or teach (the king to recite from the above

such verses as are appropriate to his actions). 308 In the Harsa-

carita(7thTJcchvasa firet paragraph) Bana favours us with a

realistic and graphic description of the preparations made when

Harsa marched out from his palace on his digvijaya. The astro-

logers found out an auspicious day and lagna (sign of zodiac

307 Ibis hymn Is found m no samhtta Sayana in bis comment on

Ait Br. 29. 9 (where the sauparna hymn is mentioned } gives an alternative

explanation saying that the sauparna hymn referred to is the one declared

in the grhyasutra tie ' pro dbara yantn &e ', i e he does not read

'pradhSrayantu ' as in the printed Asv Gt . on Ait Br 37.7 (where the

Abhivarta, Sasa, Apratiratha and Sauparna hymns are mentioned) the

comment of Sayana as printed reads ' pradbirayantu ',

308. OTtft «5pfiS *rai4 #*is^3[ i aw rn gmWvJita TmqinHJu -

w$ ^upfr y5ii 1 TWf^jfS inp^5 ' ^f+Mwwft <rtn^ 1 «y«ji"Mi< « sren?t-

<<mg<rrctxr«fi«$ iwifi n^ vt ni (ii ium,uift ^r it > wfoagflftiaiiiBwiw-

'www swNSlq, 1 awwi s^^S<r wriSSl g=5si ygT*wfim,&t « swm
In- M> With atrt^prafetwfr «tr compare isn&ptf 100. 20 *-«ra» trrg%4 *jff to.
JPPWg>gW:l^^gtfpn}H»4JiHm5 g^fiTf. Thisshows that the king
desiring victory should not face the Sun or Venus ( afonrcr) but should have
them behind him and that he should not have the wind blowing in his face
but blowing behind him qm%i<Itr In the gHtttfaw HI. 43 "^feum* tftftW
*WWW« 5* fj^rft* Sfln$* refers to this, on which wQ*f<U quotes a verse

'"jjfe*
"ft** "RlffK*^ ^ 1 Sift STSGSBT WOT Wwftf^nfon.' The

SfcSFRTC (ed. by N. N. Law) p. 176 says •^^ %^fessif* swftefc >

(verse 79) Oldenberg's translation (in S B. E vol 29 p. 234) 'he should
commence the battle m the line of battle invented by Sdltya or Usanas'is
wrong, as will be seen from the above quotations Hopkins m J. A O. SXUI p. W3n simply follows Oldenbeig's translation holding Sditva and
Ausanasa to be vyubas.
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rising on the eastern horizon) indicative of his conquest of all

the four quarters, Harsa was bathed in water poured from silver

and golden jars, performed worship of Siva, offered oblations

into fire that sent up flames turning from left to right, made

gifts of jars full of sesame grains and of cows whose hoofs and

horns were tipped with gold, sat on a throne on which tiger-skm

was spread &c

When starting on an invasion the king was required to

perform a rite called niraianamdhi which consisted in waving

lights before horses, elephants, banners, araues &c.m In II 30

Kautilya 310 prescribes that on the 9th day of Asvine lights

should be waved before horses and at the beginning and close

of invasions and in times of diseases In II 32 Kautilya speaks

of the waving of lights before elephants thrice in the catunnasya

(from about July to October) and at the time when two seasons

meet Kalidasa in the Eaghuvamsa 4-25 refers
3t*tothe per-

formance of this ceremony when Eaghu started on his digvijaya

and states ( in 17-13 ) that durva grass, barley sprouts and the

bark of the palasa tree were required in the Nlravjanavidhi.

Earn IV. 66 speaks of waving lights before horses and elephants

(nIrS]ita-hayadvipah). The Brhatsamhita, chap. 44 (verses

16-28 ) deals with the ceremony of waving lamps before horses,

elephants and men. This ceremony had to be performed every

year in the month of Asvina from the first to the 9th day of the

bright half or on the 8th, 12th, or 15th ofthe bright half of Ktobta

( aco. to the Brhatsamhita 44-2 ) by those who owned horses ana

also elephants It is also described in the SaunaklyaD^
purana 268, Visnudharmottara n 159 ( o^oted at length mtt»

Ljanlti-prakasa pp 434-438 ), Kalikapurana 88£«»»£
vasindhuH. p 169, Yuktikalpataru p 178. The Brhatsmnw»

SSSs « i follows .-In the northeast of the capital-

ornamental arch of some holy tree was to be erec e II
> «*J

Wide and 16 high Bound the necks of horses thre^Asjm*^

309. <i«rt wnRfl *** WtV*™** MftrairfW^^s,irI
"

«, « 3,*n* H. 30 l»l verse
,
ft*T^^^S^S^ W**
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with saffron paste and marking nut, with rice grainB and white

mustard and kustlia plants tied on them were to be sus-

pended For seven days mantras addressed to the Sun, Varuna,

Visve-Davas, Frajapati, Indra and Visnu were to be recited over

the horses, during those days the horses were not to be harshly

addressed nor struck with a whip and auspicious words were to

be addressed to them, conches were to be blown, drums beaten

and singing indulged in before them. On the 8th day, to the

south of the arch a shed with its face to the north and covered

with kusa grass and barks was to be erected and in front of it

on a vedi fire was to be lighted and various materials and plants
such as sandal-wood were to be collected and thrown into jars

full of water, various foods were to be offered as ball, fuel
sticks of Ichadtra and other holy trees were to be brought. The
king seated on a tiger-skin and facing the east should sit Dear
the fire together with an astrologer and horse doctor and should
follow at the direction of the purohita the procedure laid down
for Grahayajfia ( sacrifice to planets ) and the raising of Indra's
banner. A horse and an elephant possessing the most auspici-
ous signs should be bathed and honoured with new white cloth,
sandal-wood paste, garlands and incense and should be brought
to the foot of the arch near the shed with sweet words to the
accompaniment of music and conch-blowing. The movements of
the horse and elephant should be watched and prognostications
made therefrom about victory &c. A ball of food over which
mantras have been recited should be offered to the horse and if
the latter smells it or eats it that is a sign of coming victory
iHppmg an uduriibam twig in the jars filled with water and
plants the purohita should touch therewith the horse the
elephant, the king and his soldiers to the accompaniment ofmantrap Then making an effigy of the enemy the purohita
should pierce it with a sharp and pointed stave in the region
of the heart with incantations from the Atharvaveda and break
tt The purohita should pronounce over the bridle vedicmantrasand insert it in the mouth of the horse, which the king
should ride and proceed in the north-east together with his army
with, drums beaten, conches blown and banners displayed Thfe

ImS'u^fl^T^ aSSaid by Var^ihira (Brhat-samhita 442
) and the Agnipurana 26 8 and 31 and must haveseen m vogue centuries before Kautilya flourished.

tn J**
du1
fL

°f^ con<JUeit*. after vanquishing his opponent

o r Zftht
6 tbTe

°
f
5"^ MnB" B°* « *k*SSrespect the customs and usages of the territory conquered has
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already been set forth above (p. 71) Conquests resulted in either
Jobs of territory or more generally in the offering of tribute
of various kinds to the conqueror via. wealth ( gold and silver)
horses, elephants, pearls and gems, fine cloth &c Particularly
horses from Kamboja, Balhika, GandhSra and other countries in
the north and west were highly prized Vide Sabha 51. 10, 53 5,
TJdyoga 86. 6, Drona 156. 47, Sauptika 13. 2; and Sabha 27 27!

28 6 for horses as tribute. In Sabha 30, 28-30 all the above
kinds of tribute are said to have been levied from the Mleooha
kings by Bhlma 3'2

Kautilya devotes one book ( vTH) to the discussion of

ujusana. Vyasana 3'3 means ' what deprives a man of great good'

( from the root 'as * to throw with ' vi * ) According to Kaut
vyasana may be either the absence of qualities ( such as noble

birth ) or the opposite of such qualities, faults ( such as hot

temper ), excessive attachment ( to women &c ), harassment (by

invasion or calamities like famines ) So vyasanas may broadly

be divided into two classes viz calamities and faults due to

Mma

(

passion ) and kiod/ia (hot temper) The view of many

ucaujas is that of the vyasanas of the king, ministers, the people

of the realm, fort, treasury, army and ally, the vyasanas of eaoh

preceding one are more serious than those of each succeeding one

From the discussion in VJH 1 it appears that Kautilya in this

case agrees with the acaryas Differing from Bhardvaja

Kaut holds that the calamities befalling a king or his vices

are more serious in their consequences than those of the

ministers, since it is the king who appoints the ministers, the

purohita, other servants and superintendents of departments and

he can employ others in their places and since the rise or fall of

the people depends upon him Disagreeing with Visalaksa

Kautilya holds that the vyasanas of ministers have more serious

consequences than those of the people, as all (national) under-

takings proceed from the ministers, as the security of person

and property from internal and external enemies, adoption of

remedies to resist calamities, recruiting of army, collection of

taxes are all in their hands. Differing from the Bchool of

312. *r w*fo *5«6»g4'fi3 « HHHtwfli* trongiyrrera_<wft

*J?"

mwt 30. 28-30. - ~_ -a

«,«*, ,3^ VIII 1 Vide m*m 19 and^PW <or •**

derivation «mmmfo<3'H t** **w r« «nr»H » *«•
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Parasara, Kautilya is of opinion that the vyasana of the people

has graver consequences than that of the fort (or capital), for

forte, treasury and army, all irrigation and agricultural work,

stability, bravery and abundance (of things) spring from the

people. Against Pisuna, Kautilya states that the calamities

befalling the fort (or capital) give rise to graver consequences

than those of the army for the reason that it is in the fort that

the treasury and army are kept safe. Kaut. (VUL %) holds

that internal troubles aTe more serious than external ones and
troubles due to ministers are the most serious of all internal

troubles. Kaut. prefers an ignorant ruler ( who has not studied
sastras ) to a king who is bent on swerving from the dictates of
ssstras which he knows; he prefers a king suffering from illness

to a new king ( a conqueror ), a weak but a high-born king to a
strong hut low-born one. InVm 3 he enumerates the several
faults and vices which have already been Btated above ( p. 54 ).

After remarkingthatignorance and lack of training are the causes
of vices or faults, Kaut discourses on the relative seriousness
of the several faults or vices and holds that gambling is worse
than hunting, that sexual passion is worse than gambling, that
drinking is worse than sexual vice and that gambling is the
special cause of dissension among sanghas (corporate assemblies)
and among families of nobles that have the characteristics of
sanghas. In VIOL 4 he states that among divine visitations like
fire, flood, epidemics and famine, floods are more devastating than
fire, diseases and epidemics are less destructive than famine
that the loss of outstanding 31* men is more serious than that of
common men even in large numbers, since there can hardly be one
eminent man among a thousand ordinary or inferior men He
holds that the trouble caused by the Crown Prince is a lesser evil
than that caused by a favourite queen In Yin. 5 Kautilya holdsa discussion on the troubles arising from the army and alliesHe first enumerates thirty-three matters that may cause trouble
with the army, such as not giving due respect to it, or showing
contempt to it, not dispensing the pay at the proper time, not
preventing diseases from attacking it, having soldiers who are
very fond of their wives He then takes pairs of troubles out of
these and states which is the lesser evil of the two. Then he
deals with causes that lead to the loss or defection of allies

314 Srra bSS:

&. vm
30
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In the Rajadharmakanda, the Rajanltiprakasa and other
works the king is advised to celehrate several rites and festivals!

which may be briefly referred to here They were meant as

propitiatory rites to avert national calamities and also to keep

the populace in good humour and to afford enjoyment to people

The Rajadharmakanda ( pp 115-117 ) and the Rajanltiprakasa

( pp 416-419 ) quote about 35 verses from the Brahmapurana
to the effect that the king is to celebrate in one or more of the

six months from Vaisakha festivals ( devayatra ) in honour of

various deities such as Brahms, the gods, the Ganges, Vinayaka,

Nagas, Skandd, the JLdityas, Indra and Rudra, the MStrs ( Duiga

and others ), the Earth, Visvakarman, Vianu, Kamadeva, Siva,

the Moon respectively on the itthts from the 1st to the 15th

The same two works quote a passage of 18 verses from the

Skandapurana about the festival of moonlight and also the rite

of raising the banner of Indra and the latter quotes (pp 425-433)

a long passage from the Visnudharmottarapurana also Vide H
of Dh. vol. II pp 825-26 for description of the festival of Indra's

banner They describe the worship of Devi on the 8th and 9th

days of Asvina ( from the Devlpurana ) when animals •were

sacrificed, the gifts of cows on the Amavasya of Kartika,the rite

called Vasordhara ( stream of wealth ) The details of all these

are passed over here for want of space



CHAPTER X

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY OF RXJADHAKtfA.

AND THE ENDS OF THE STATE

In the preceding pages an attempt has been made to present

a picture of the theory and practice of Government and state-

craft as delineated by ancient and medieval Indian writers cm

dharmasastra and artha^stra One feature that would strike

any reader is the religious colouring with which all theories and

ideals are suffused. Another is that the ideal set before rulers

and their officers is a highly moral one. Several faults have

been found in the theory and practice inculcated by the writers.

Except for some centuries before and after the Christian era,

monarchy has been the only form of government known in India

and monarchy alone is generally envisaged by Indian writers.

The result has been that the king came in practice to be almost

synonymouj with government and the State, though a very

lofty sense of his duties and responsibilities was impressed on

the king. Another defect lies in the almost total absence of

discussion on the form and working of oligarchical or republican

States Besides, once the main outlines of the theory of the State

were established by the first writers on polity, for about two

thousand years succeeding generations of authors were content

to follow in the old grooves and hardly ever made any fresh

approach to the problems of government or started any rival

conceptions or theories Ancient authors were content to induce

the kings and thepeople to support as far as possiblethe status qua.

They thus provided for a more or less static society and did not

encourage any dynamic thoughts or movements There was no

strong or assertive middle class nor was there any organized

Church. Though the brahmanas were a sacred class, they were

not organized as a body and had to depend only on exhortations

and texts to exert influence on the monarchs It may no doubt

be pointed out that similar conditions prevailed almost all the

world over. Small States, constant wars and invasions were the

commonest phenomena in Europe till the 15th or 16th century

and no reproach should be levelled at the Indian writers

alone It cannot, however, be gainsaid that even after experi-

encing the constant plundering expeditions and religious

persecutions of Scythian, Hun and Moslem invaders from the
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perly handled, would have acted as a unifying force. It was tosome extent only in Yijayanagara and Mah&rSstra that in
medieval times means were adopted to weaken the power of the
invader, to present a solid front and establish powerful Hindu
kingdoms. The old writers spun the same old webs of theories
tbat had been there for centuries, they did not formulate new
theories nor did they take steps to infuse into the common
people a sense of solidarity and unity as Indians and did not
inculcate deep and abiding sentiments of patriotism similar to
those we find in Western countries for the last two or three
hundred years. In spite of such drawbacks it will have to be
conceded that ancient Indian writers made substantial and
independent contributions to the theory and practice of

Government and that their handiwork can stand comparison
with the ancient and medieval thought of most countries of

the world.

It may be asked : What in these days is the use of the

study of the theory and practice of Government in ancient India?

It may be argued that the world is now hoping, as promised by

the great leaders of the United Nations, 'to enjoy several free-

doms, that great expectations are created in the minds of

millions of down-trodden peoples, and that all peoples including

Indians will be faced in the near future with democracy and

great problems of reconstruction and that knowledge of the past

cannot throw much light on the pressing needs of the present

or the serious questions that will confront all in the latter half cf

the 20th century It may be conceded that the situation in which

we find ourselves now and in which we shall be placed in the

near future is unique and much light cannot be thrown by a

study of the past on the solution of the problems that will have

to be tackled by us But that study has certain useful purposes

to serve. Millions of people in India as Veil as in the world

are hardly better than hewers of wood and drawers of waterm

their own countries. They intensely desire to be masters in then-

own countries and of their own destinies. The iron has entered
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top 1» their souls that for countries as well aB ^ivMuals

tedom of action spells happiness and dependence on the will

of others is misery (as Manu laconically puts an IV 160 },

It men who have no independence ate hardly human beings

as thTMaTkandeya W5-29 says >» The study of the past wil

give us hope and convey the assurance that we havem the past

conducted governments and administrations of vast empires,

that we evolved theories and practices which were not inferior

to those of some of the most advanced nations of the world,

that, allowed opportunities and scope, we may rise equal

to what the circumstances may demand of us. On the other

hand, such a study will stimulate thought, focus our attention

on our mistakes and shortcomings, make us he careful to

avoid pitfalls and give us indications of the directions m
which we must make a new orientation in our idealB and

practices.

At the end of this section on Bajadharma, a question may

be asked: what were the ends or purposes that the State in

ancient India placed before itself or the dharmasSstra and

arthasastra writers said the State should place before itself ?

The end of the State has been differently stated by different

philosophers and theorists of the West from ancient times to

the present day. To take only a few examples To Plato and

AristotleiK the end of the State was good life for the citizens.

But it is not very easy to say what is meant by the good life.

Bluntschli in "Theory of the State' (Oxford, 1885) Book Y
Chap. IV p. 300 formulates the proper and direct end of the

State to be ' the development of the national capacities, the

perfection of the national life and finally its completion",

provided, of course, that the process of moral and political

development shall not be opposed to the destiny of humanity.

This definition is not easy to grasp. There is no agreement as

to what is the destiny of humanity and the concepts of nation

and national life are hardly older than a few centuries even
in Europe. For ' nation' one may substitute the word ' country

'

Jig. iv. 160 ; t<td^di ugivcit md*=fr *)«jwki i «rtH5 wove!) •rarer sfig-

g-nginrat n mi&'^aw 125.29.

316. Aristotle in Politics * says ' A state exists for the sake of a good

life and not for the sake ol life only .. Political society exists for the sake of

noble actions and not of mere companionship' (Book III Chap. 9),
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or ' kingdom '. Then it may be of some application to India It

is impossible to define the end of the State in a single word or
in a few words. This question about the end of the State has

been partly answered already when speaking of the ideals of

kingship. At the risk of some repetition a reply to the above

question may be given in the following words The authors

on Dharmasastra had a very low estimate of human nature,

they believed that ordinarily men were depraved, that it was

difficult to find a man pure by nature and that men were kept

in the straight path by the fear of punishment ( Manu "VIL %%=

Santi z,6° 15. 34) Yaj I 361 requires the king to punish anfl

bring to the proper path castes and guilds when they swerve

from their dharma. Kam. (IL 40 and 42-43) says the same

thing and adds that In the absence of danda the world will

revert to the state of matsya-nyaya ( the strong devouring the

weak ). Sukra I 23 says the same thing The ancient writers

did not rely on the natural moral impulses of man and on lus

will to do the right thing. The same ideas are expressed by

some Western writers on law and politics ' A herd of wolves

is quieter and more at one than so many men, unless they all

had one reason in them or have one power over them 'says

Jeremy Taylor Salmond ( Jurisprudence p 65 ) states 'man is

by nature a fighting animal and force is the vlhma ratto not of

kings alone but of all mankind * We must distinguish between

immediate or proximate ends and the ultimate end The

ultimate end or goal of most of our philosophy was motea

(release or liberation from the ever-recurring cycle of birtas

and deaths and from the miseries and suffering of life J
J-M

same was the ultimate goal of rajadharma But the P^™
goal of the State in India was to create such conditions ana

^^Hr «*..!.«. «* conception bears.tnUng ,~*~
_

OTrds of MacMa,
' Dorses ! 3 quoted by H Bu te 6*B

i

craft of Mach.avel,,' (l940)p 111"«*^ a~irij£«W

it ma> be concealed for a while
'
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environments as would enable all men to live in peace and

happiness, to pursue their avocations, to follow their^ own

customs and usages and their ' svadharma \ to enjoy without

interference the fruits of their labour and the property acquired

By them. The king was the divinely provided instrument to

create the conditions of peace, order and happiness. If the

king impartially exercises the power of dan$a over all, whether

his own son or enemy, in proportion to their guilt, he secures

this world and the next for himself and the people ; the king's

scrupulous performance of his own duties leads him and his

people to heaven The task of the State (or the king who represent-

ed the State ) was to repress by the threat and use of force any

violation of the rights of personal freedom and property,

to enforce the practice of people's own traditional customs

and usages and to take serious care of virtues and dharaia.

These were the sentiments of Kautilya himself ( HI 1. X
316

At the very threshold of his work he remarks ' therefore the

king should not allow people to swerve from or fail in their

duties (dharma); for whoever holds fast by his dharma,

observes the rules laid down for aryas and those of castes and
asramas ( the stages of life ) will be happy in this world and
the next. The members of society consisting of four castes and
having four asramas when guarded by the king with danda
will abide by their respective paths, being devoted adherents of

their respective duties and avocations '.

Both Earn. L 13 and Sukra L 67 state 817 that a king
following the path of righteousness confers upon himself and
his subjects the group of three viz. the three purusarthas of
dharma, artha and kama ; if he acts otherwise he certainly ruins
(himself and the people) The same doctrine is inculcated by
other works, such as Santi 85. 2, Markandeya 27. 29-30. !18

316 b. kisi: *ra& i$*favm prefer *%a: t .« sp>5r f%>rest sraf it %t
i vs& ti xm 5^ ^r srar ? *ronfW sstf w. n *sha?*r HI x ; awwuff

irli? fctwuiT^wftuiS: i g=«n ft "trerafr wfe: Ttfi^Q «r ^t^t ii txifc&r L 3,
last two verses

; sjgSorWv jjfcfitsrsn !»*£<* <m%r: t sro*HnfpT*at ^rarf

*% sreag n ^firftsT I 4, last verse.

SRRt I 13 and ggi I. 67. -

WWI3* II Tn§>«§*I5*l>JI 27. 29.
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Therefore what the king was to do was to see that the dhamai
of vama and asrama were observed by the people and if the;

swerved from them to bring them back by punishments

Sukra IV 4 39 says that each caste was to observe the rules o

the caste handed down from generation to generation and that i

its members behaved otherwise they were liable to be punished b;

the king The principal works emphasize that each individua

in the State should fulfil his own duties (svadharma) as belong-

ing to a particular class (varna) or a particular stage of Iif<

(asrama) or his own duties due to the position he occupies am
those known as samanya dharma such as aktmsa, truthfulness

&c (for which see H of Dh vol H pp 10-11 ) and that the

purpose of the State was to enable him to do so and to prevent

others from interfering with him All this laid undue

emphasis on the preservation of the status quo, on current

beliefs and practices as the ideal The writers do not emphasize

that each individual must actively pursue the good of the

society as a whole As the final goal was moksa, undue emphasis

was laid on other-worldiness, on individual attainment and on

detachment and running away from ordinary worldly affairs

The goal of the State was deemed to be to enable men to attain

the fourpvrusm lhas, particularly the first three (as the last viz

moksa depended only upon individual philosophical insight and

mystical experience and was attainable only by a microscopic

number) Eventhe Barhaspatya-sutra*" (IL 43) says that the fruit

of polity was the attainment of dharma, artha and kama Soma-

deva begins his Mitivakyamrta in a characteristic way when he

performs obeisance to rajija (the State) that yields the three

fruits of dharma, artha and kama w Earn. 8*1 IV. 7? winds up

his discussion of the seven elements of rajya with the declara-

tion that the entire State depends for its highest stability on

wealth and the army and that the State when handled by a

sagacious minister results in securing the three goals Eautilya

( in L 7 ) first advises people not to eBchew pleasures altogether,

320 sra *wi '5thWM«m <(«4ii iw. i sfHI^wn^s p. 7

gotst «P=i°ri fiUtffimfiui&fii srpgtffa n ^m- iv 77.

322. ^«nwusi^ml^Hi^ft5^»5!in5's*^^*raftf,nT
,s^ 1
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but to enjoy pleasures in such a way as not to conflict with the

requirements of dharma and axtha, and adds that a man may
enjoy in an equal degree the three goals of life that are dependent

on each other, since any one of the three if pursued to excess

harms not only the other two but also itself. The Dharma-
sastra authors held that Dharma was the supreme power in the

State and was above the king, who was only the instrument to

realize the goal of dharma. To these authors the State was not

an end in itself but only a means to an end. Kautilya, true to

his position as a writer on arthasastra, finally states his opinion

that artha is the chief among the three goals, as the other two
depend upon wealth for their realization. With this statement
of Kautilya, one of the most renowned figures of Indian anti-

quity, this section on rajadharma may be appropriately brought
to a close.



VYAVAHARA

(law and ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE)

CHAPTER XI
1 1

That to administer justice impartially and to punish the

guilty were among the prime functions of the sovereign has been

stated above (p. 57) The king was deemed to be the fountain (ie

the distributor ) of justice Kautilya3s (1. 19) prescribes that the

king was to look into the disputes of citizens and country people

in the 2nd part of the day ( divided into 'eight parte ). Manu
( VUL 1-S ) states that the king desirous of looking into the

disputes of people should enter ihs'sdbha {the hall of justice)

accompanied by brShmanas, ministers and should there decide

every day the causes of litigants. Sukra IV. 545 is the same

as Manu VEX 1, Vas 16 2, Sankha-Likhita, Ya3 . L 327 and IL 1,

Visnu Dh. S. IIL 72, Nar. (I. 2 ), Sukra IV. 5-5, Manasollasa II.

20, verse 1243 state that the administration of justice was the

personal concern of the king. The Mit on Yaj. II 1 says that

protecting the subjects is the highest duty of a king and that that

duty cannot be discharged without eradicating and punishing

the wicked, which latter requires that the king should administer

justice ( vyavaharadarsana ). Medhatithi on Manu VUL 1 also

says that protection consists in the removal of troubles, secular

and spiritual ( adrsta ). Manu VUL 13 and 14 ( «* N5r HI 8-9

p. 42) personifies the administration of justice as Dharma

incarnate by representing that when justice is administered the

dart of adharma or falsehood by which dharma is pierced is

take"n out from the body of Dharma. Yaj. ( 1 359-360 ) declares

that the impartial administration of justice yields the same

rewards as solemn vedic sacrifices do. In this way administra-

tion of justice was held to be a very sacred duty. Manu V TL

128 ( = Vrddha-Harlta VH. 194) declares that a king ww
punishes those that do not deserve to be punished and who dcvs

not punish those that deserve punishment incurs great oblocfuy

and goes to hell. Vas. ( 19-40-43 ) prescribes one day's fast for

the king and three days' fast for the purohda when the King

lets off those that deserve punishment and three days *as* 10*

the king and the hrcchra penance for the purohita when the Kmg

323. fgcfr^ «mMHM<ret sfirrfiw itfK ' *& *• 19,
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punishes the innocent. The MahabMrata** (^usasana 6-38

Jndohap.70, andBSmayana say that if a king intent on pleasures

does not show himself to litigants who approach him for deci-

sion, he would suffer like king Nrga. The Sukranlt^ra ( W. !5-8

)

also says the same thing. In the Bamayana (TO 53-54
)
king

Nrga is said to have been cursed to become a chameleon for a

long period by two brahmanas who had a dispute about the

ownership of a cow and could not see the king for many days.

Megasthenes ( Frag. XXVU. pp. 70-71 ) says * the king remains

the whole day in court without allowing the business to be

interrupted? Kaut 335 (119) gives the advice that, when in

court, the king should not cause petitioners or litigants to wait

long at the door, for when a king makes himself inaccessible,

thoso who are near him create confusion about what should or

should not be done, whereby the king engenders disaffection

among his subjects and makes himself a prey to his foes. The

king's court326 of justice was called dharmasthana (Sankha-

Likhita), dlwrmasana (tfarada I. 34, Manu yUL 23, Sukra

IV. 5-46) or dhanriMhilcarana ( Katyayana and Sukra TV. 5-44>
' The place where the decision of the truth of the plaint { lit,

the cause or root of dispute ) is carried on by a consideration of

the rales of the sacred law is called the dliarmadlukarava ( the

Hall of Justice )'—says Eatyayana Kalidasa ( Sakuntala V) and
Bhavabbuti ( TJttararamcarita 1 ) employ the word dharmasana*

The authors of smrtis believed that there was a golden age

or era of perfect virtue in the dim past, when men were bent

only on right conduct, that later ages saw the advent of sinful

324. SHt$l<HIJiH«WtS!f 1*3 sftthff 3$?*m 1 B& MW-iftl 3>rf9i *T tTC^a <S?ft

irot » unixku qnoted by quefi^qf p. 13 ; jsfi&n qjr«fi%5s^ *nn\xi %1*t

^sfsi^B STCSTS «3«yiMi ^MuHift TT*Rrf%T I ... «hNtfiHI f&tiff it tl^rf

frTPT5w# 1 1WI1«li <i-dt<fal"g S3. 18, 19, 25 ; qWhulPl ^r tTSTT 1 Sfitli?t

g^ilsra: mi* fT TCff 3ft <rsrir «mi W5TT: n gsp IV. 5. 8; vide giuquug
53. 6 for very similar -words; {,1%'idfad t i scrti frtfffr3aRfrlS»te<Wi{iBi

3PT gamw^ffwwflg'dfSrt vsp^i «r?ri& umTtfo) . p. 134.

325. vjiuiuwid : 5ir«rft3snn5rcRr^ <Kr&et i %itff # *rat smrferrS-

iwnmurRrl: *fiT$fr t ifa gfttdqftiwfc^t ^t »rei^ \ atsfcnTg 1. 19.

32e. *w^i3 mtqi {^{§t a*^iJ«-44*> ««>(d vtt%. i 5i^ <j. »n ^{cta-
(n. p. 19); wStrrafiiiftii q^Kfi^^Hq, » ^ ^i iwl*^ wt^ tra1i^*<ui

tt ttatnqirPTTo q. in ^m=aro (n, p 19), to. *n. in l p. 22. The wr. ir. p.

8

reads vtSiuauj.tu'fyl alffiiaiaq-j. .̂ The verse as thus read is the same as

I^J^S. 44. Vide *. ft. p. 63 • Tra *Bl3 3UdQt|«^4ft'* '?: V$sm-
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promptings, ttiat therefore regulation of life by the learned and
the king came into vogue ( compare Gaut VTTT. l ). Manu I
81-82 ( = Santiparva 331. 23-24) stale that in the Krta age
dharma prevailed in its perfection, there was no advent of

adharma among men then and that in each of the three succeed-

ing yugas dharma declined progressively by the introduction of

theft, falsehood and deceit. The Santiparva ( 59. 13 ff ) narrates

that in the Krta age there was no king and no punishment, that

gradually kama (lust) and raga (passion) began to wield

sway and dharma dwindled away. This belief in an ideal or

perfect past was universal and was probably depicted in order

to indv«.e men to rise higher and higher in goodness and virtue

and to make them submit easily to the discipline of government

and the prieBtly requirements. This ideal description of the

past, is often found associated with the picture of anarchy that

reigned in the dim paBt which was retrieved from horrors by

the creation of the kingly office ( vide pp 30-34 above ). These

diametrically opposite views of the past contained in the same

works (such as Manu and the Mahabharata ) probably owe their

origin to the desire of the writers to make the common people

submit to the absolute rule of kings. Almost all works even from

the Rgveda ( X. 10. 10 ) downwards believe in the progressive

deterioration of religion and morals. A state of anarchy is

visualised in a few works only for the purpose of glorifying the

great usefulness of the institution of kingship. Mar. L 1 states
327

' when people were solely bent on dharma and were truthful,

there eiiBted neither administration of law and justice nor

hatred nor jealousy. When dharma declined ( or disappeared

)

among men, administration of law and justice came to be

introduced and the king was declared to be the deoider of

disputes and the chastiser ( of the guilty
)

'. Br. also (S. B E. 33

p. 277 ) Bays ' In bygone ages men were pre-eminently virtuous

and free from cruel tendencies ; now that men are overwhelmed

by greed and hatred, judicial procedure has to be declared '.

The idea of Dharma took the place of the very ancient

conception of rta. In the Rgveda rta denotes the supreme

327. qlfemrr g*wr «4m^n^mK«i: ' *3* ** t^5ms'3?r iN* *"i*

H5ST: ' "fc SWHSPfUTT «T«Fr<> *Hnft I SET ** tumjmoit "CTSfT irccm. W- n

rtng I. 1-2 . *r*rapm ssti $fcrewi3fc3m atotmSijmrf^
SrfH3* «ftr- q ^ *gB<g II p 1, »n *. p. 4 Compare Plato in La«s V»»

IV P 485 ol the Random House edition) There is a tradition of the j>»IW

bfc of mankind in days when all things were spontaneous and abundant
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transcendental law or the cosmic order by which fa universe

1 even the gods are governed audwhUfa*****
*«J-

nectedwithsacrifice. Vide Be- I 68. 2, L 1**1 UJ *

I 142. 7, L 164. 11, H 28. 4, IV. 23. 8-10 ( in which the word rta

occursten times), X.190 1. On the relation of rte
.

«fl.taw

BeroMeimer in his ' The world's legal philosophy ( transla ed

by Jastrow, New York, 1929) says: " closely connected with the

religious and philosophical views of the Aryans are certain

fundamental positions in regard to the philosophy of law which

in turn became the antecedents of later legal and ethical

developments among the Greeks and Eomans. Foremost among

these philosophical conceptions is 'rita\ which is Tat once the

organized principle of the universe and the divine ordering of

earthly life; as the former it regulates the appearance of the

sun and the moon, of day and night and embodies the un-

changeable principle that pervades the succession of phenomena

;

as the latter it is affiliated with purpose and human benefit

and is exemplified in the flow of the rivers which fertilize the

fields; in the cattle useful to men; in the institutions of

marriage, of the monarchical state, of the patriarchal home

;

and in man's sense of responsibility for his sins. The derivative

conceptions of ' vrata *,
' dharma \ ' dhama \

' svadha ' represent

special aspects of 'rita' ; thus ' vrata' refers to any specialized

embodied 'rita'; while 'dharma' refers specifically to the

moral function of rewarding good and punishing evil"

(pp. 37-38). "Vide Prof. V. M. Apte's paper or 'ftta* in the

Bgveda (pp. 55-60 of the Silver Jubilee Volume of the Annals of

the B. O. E. Institute ) in which, he tries to prove that rta means

primarily ' the belt of the Zodiac '.

The word vyavakfira is used in several senses in the sutras and

smrfts. One meaning of vyavahara is ' transaction or dealing

'

as in TJdyogaparva 37. 30 quoted above ( on p 207 ) or in Ap. Dh.

S H. 7-16-17, L 6-20. 11 and 16. It also means ' a dispute, a law-

suit* in Santi 69-28, Manu Vffl. 1., Vas. 161, Taj. IL 1., Vismi

Dh, S.m 72, H5r. 1 1 and 2, Sukra IV. 5-5. A third sense is

' legal capacity to enter into transactions *
( as in Gaut.X 48,
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Vas, 16*8, Sankha-Likhita (ictksed raja balanam dliananyapiapta-

vyaoafiflrR^am &c. quoted in V. R. p. 599 ) A fourth but a rare

sense is ' the means of deciding a matter ' ( as in Gant 33. 19

' tasya vyavaliaro vedo dharmasastranyangani &c ). In this

chapter the word vyavahara is taken to mean 'law-suit or

dispute in a court ' and ' legal procedure \ This sense is very

ancient. In the Delhi-Topra Pillar Edict No. 1 of ASoka

( Corpus 1. 1. vol. I p. 123 ) we have the word ' viyohalasamate

'

( vyavaharasamata ) and the word ' vyavaharavidhi ' oocurs in

Kharavela's Hathigumpha Inscription (EL vol XX p. 79 ).

A ' voharika-maharnatta ' (vyavaharika-mahainatra, minister of

justice ) occurs in the Mahayagga, I 40 3 and Chullavagga VI

49). In the medieval digests, both law and procedure are

sometimes dealt with in one book as in the Vyavahara-niraaya

of Varadaraja and the Vyavahara-mayukha, sometimes the titleB

of law are treated of in one work and judicial procedure in another.

For example, Candesvara composed the Vivadaratnakara (on titles

of law ) and Vyavahararatnakara ( on judicial prooedure ) The

word vyavahara is restricted in some works to judicial procedure

alone ( as in the Vyavahararnatrka of Jimutavahana and the

Vyavaharatattva of Raghunandana ). The word owada which

means * dispute ' is often used as a synonym for vyavahara in

the sense of law-suit or legal procedure or both In A"p. Dh

8. n. 11-29 5 and in Nar. L 5 vivada means ' law-suit '
In the

Vivadacandra of Misarumisra and the VivSdatandava of

Kamalakara both law and judicial procedure are treated of.

Yaj. (118 and 305) appears to distinguish between vaiada

(law-suit) and vyavahara (judicial procedure)

The word ' vyavahara ,' is defined by several smrtis and com-

mentators. Katysyana gives two definitions, one based on

etymology and referring principally to procedure and the other

giving the conventional sense having in view a dispute

(upasarga) u is employed in the sense of '
various ','«' in *»

sense of
.

' doubt ','»»' means « removing ;
vyavaWa » »

called because of its removing various doubts " (quoted by
-
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p. 383, Par. M. EL p. 7 and Kulluka on Manu Vffl. 1 ).
3*° This

definition places the administration of justice on a high plane-

The purpose -of all branches of Indian philosophy is the quest

of Truth or Reality. The purpose of legal procedure is, according

to Kat , the same viz. to find out the truth when there is a

dispute. But there are some points of difference. The philosopher

may take his own time in his search for truth ; hut justice has

to be done as quickly as possible. Further, legal procedure has

its own method and limitations in finding out the truth, that is,

it depends on oral and documentary evidence, while a philoso-

pher's quest of truth may be purely intellectual and subjective.

Another definition is
:

' When the ramifications of right conduct,

that are together called dharma and that can he established

with efforts (of various kinds such as truthful speech &c.),

have been violated, the dispute (in a court between parties)

which springs from what is sought to be proved ( suoh as a debt ),

is said to be vyavahUra '. Harlta gives an easier definition: ' that

is declared to be vyavaluira where the attainment of one's wealth

(taken away by another) and the avoidance of the dharmas of

others ( such as those of heretics ) are secured with ( the help of )

the means of proof (quoted by the Sm. 0. H p. 1). The Mit.

( on Yaj El) defines vyavahaia as ' averment (about a matter)

as related to oneself in opposition to another \ Sukra IV. 5. 4

gives another definition. The Vyavaharamayukha gives a much

?5ST: tl grrnrt. quoted in «i *n. p. 283, §55335 on *3 Vm. 1, q'to'nfc.hT p. 36,

which says ' qtan^grtfrra rfouqi^Qtre: t^igtrqti^fS ^Hiwumft
ft?(tt«ra^t'.W!st«n^ftr3ad«(nfa$ mrafaaft 1 <aw«nij5sg *j* Ttnft

ttnsrn! «• s=s^ 11 aw^r p 596. ?%$&. (n. p. 1 ).W ^.m pp. 5_7i^ „#

pp. 3-4. This last vetse is variously explained. Vide my notes to Kat. 25. The
U^rtw(«ra Ms in my possession) explains ' tprfcRmft 5reren«§ TCqtatfUi

airipsjpB* *ft ^p£rari%*Mi tots sr ^ram^ , •,^stw^ snffr- <^i
^n^««n^'q^%!^wr^Ki ^^^„ ^rthrq. by^g^. (11. p, 1).
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more elaborate definition (vide text p 1 and notes pp Hofmy ed. ),

AvyavaMrapada™ means 'the topic or subject matter of
htigataon or dispute'. It is the same thing as ' vivadapada
which word occurs also in Kaut. (m -16 p 191 and W. 7 p 218)and m Nar. ( dattapradanika 1, abhyupetyasusrusa 1 ). Manu
VUL 8 shows that 'pada ' means * stMm '. Yaj. H 5 defines it

as' Ha person, who is set at naught by others in a manner
that is opposed to the rules of smrti and to good usage or
conventions, informs the king (or his judge), that is a
vyavahSrapada*. From very ancient times eighteen vyava-
hSrapadas have been enumerated. The underlying idea is that

most of the disputes between men can be classified under 18
heads. Even Manu ( VUL 8 ) was conscious of the fact that the

enumeration of 18 vyavahSrapadas was a matter of a convenient
arrangement and that the number 18 did not embrace all

disputes whatever but only the largest number of disputes and
the most important among them. Medhstithi and Kullfika

make this position quite clear.^

There is some difference about the number and floMen«

clature of the vyavaharapadas among Manu and other writers

of smrtis The following table will give some idea of the

divergence as to nomenclature and the sequence in which tbey

are treated of. All do not mention them in the same order as in

Manu VHI. 4r-7. For example, the order in Taj iBtnadana,

upanidhi, dayavibhaga, slrnS-vivada, svSmipalavivada, asvami-

vikraya &o. Yaj. does not enumerate all of them in one place

as Manu and Narada do.

328. nnrgre hpt <<3 itw. i ittap> odtt. II 6 j n? swrf fWffiftft

Vm^ < 3PK1& on the same

329. >fplBUt;ut 'ron*<HniMni«r^i sp^sffi" '^gufcrg: wftr qif ft**

trat
---wElafcuRg *

fi *ii3ffw ij "rrt* i ftw onig vm. 8. ^RBptHPrt-

on the same.
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It will be noticed that YSj omits the duties of husband and

wife from the 18 topics of vyavahara as he had already dealt

with them in his section on acara, adds abhyapelijaiuitusa and

prahirnalia { miscellaneous wrongs ) and splits krayavikrayanu-

saya into two and thus gives 20 topics Narada ( 1. 16-19 ) has

the same 15 topics as those of Manu (in some cases under

slightly different names ), omits svamipalavivada, steya and

strlsangrahana, adds abhyupetyasusrusa and another topio viz

praklrnaka and splits krayavikrayanusaya into two, viz krUamir

saya and afcrlyusampi aduna. He includes steya unaeisahasa (sahasa

verse 21 ) and also in what is an appendix. Brhaspati as quoted

in the Smrti-candrika ( vyavahara p 9 ) names the 18 vyava-

harapadas and adds praklrnaka Kautilya also adds praklrnaka

and omits ' steya ' under his dharmasthlya section, though he

deals with theft elsewhere ( as in IV. 8 and 11 ). It is not to be

supposed that the 18 topics were first started by the Manusmrti.

Gaut. XH. 1 mentions valpSrusya and damfaparusya, treats of

some of the topics without specifying the technical names e g.

he referB to the subjects of sangrahana ( in XII 2-3 ), of theft

( XH. 12-13 ), of svamipalavivada ( in XH 16 ff ), of rnadaaa

(in XH 26-33), of nidhi (inXH 39), of dayavibhaga (in XXVUD.

Similarly the &p Dh. S speaks in scattered places of some of

the topics of vyavahara such as murder ( l. e sahasa ) in 1 9. 24.

of adultery in I 9. 25. 1-2 and 1. 10. 28 15-20, IL 10 26 18 ff,

theft in I. 9-25 4-11, dayavibhaga in H 6 14, vakparusya in

IL 10. 27 14. Vas. also mentions the word dayavibhaga [
m

XVIL 40 ) and sets out rules about it and about means of proof

( XVI 13-15 ), about madana ( XVI 31 ), about the twelve kinds

of sons (XVH. 12-39). The Baud Dh S. (IL 2 8) employs

iTordSvibhJ and gives several rules on that^
Thus some at least out of the eighteen vyavaharapadas ( suohas

vSaXa,dandaparusya, dayabhaga, steya) were distmcfly

xTSSedCenturies before the P«sBntManusm^iwascompose4

SomEainManasol^^^
vy^aharapadas, by splitting ^tta^naptoa into taj-

Sta and dampaiaraKa, adds svamibhrtyavivada after sv

palavivada, counts krayavikrayanusaya as two and ay

samahvaya as two distinct topics

The definition of vyavalwapada in Yjj
I

H 5<^^a
. I
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the Court at the instance of the patties. Mam Vffl. 43
[pres-

cribes that neither the king nor his offim should start a

dispute ( i. e. a legal proceeding ), nor should he sit silent upon

(hush up) a matter which has been brought before him by

auoLr (i. e. by a party). Gaut. XHL 27 lays down that a

party should humbly approach a judge with his complaint.

Ltyayana (27) states : 'The king^ should not, through influence

or through greed of money, take upon himself the disputes of

men, when they do not themselves want to contend (in a court)

.

Manasollasa EL 20 verse 1274 and Sukra IV. 5. 69 say the same.

There must have always been several matters, of which nobody

might complain and which the king might have to look into

sito moUt. Manu after dealing with the 18 vyavaharapadas ( in

VIE. 1 to IX. 251 ) requires the king ( in IX. 252-253 ) to make

oftorts to destroy kantakas (thorns, harmful persons) and

dilates upon many aspects of his activities in this respect.

Narada relegates all matters in which the king took action

mo motu. to a separate topic, prakiroaku, about which he says

'under praklrnaka are comprised lawsuits depending on the

king ( i. e. on the king's own action ) such as transgressions of

the king's commandments and obedience to his injunctions,

grants of towns, dissensions among the constituent elements (such

as ministers) of the State, the duties and breaches there of among

heretics, followers of the veda, corporations ( of merchants ) and

gioups, dispute between father and son, neglect of prescribed

penances, abstraction of gifts made to worthy persons, the

wrath of hermits, sinful confusion of castes and the rules

regarding their maintenance and ( in short ) whatever ( matter

)

has been omitted in the preceding ( vyavaharapadas )—these are

treated under praklrnaka'. 331 Brhaspati defines praklrnaka in

330 si T[5T[ 2 5l?f&«f SIBT'tst qt gsi: 1 ^4 gttlfioT g^fd SHIiimfiHtiq-

flJl I SRRTPtst q. by %ft&a on ng VIII. 43, nr m. p. 285 (which reads si

KlTf&SH sjus 11 nmfiflw IX, 20. 1274.

331, install U-V^l ST^fTRf ^JqTWTi 1 TIgtratftIH^(3M'kfc|t3i*favlu! tflJT <

Sw?ni*ffc? qfrafrrfgak <? i Tref°g%n*i3>°fo i''ra4Ri4fat i fianrjMR «n «{<g

sptftrasr^feiw. i sfSwaRiiVw sRfcrsn3?i«<»iwi<i' i <4"F«^t«fw^ H^^Rr«r-
TBW 1 1 fS V^S $?§ s-ft acfmsi^^r^a TPRf (sraSofoi 1-4 ) quoted by the

jJtin on *rt. II. 295. The ^fiHw (H. p 331 ) reads STOTpf and explains

^tan%§*RT!mt<jpi.. a? fiwSi i w «trf|$er: ftmr «ra?r<: wtnsnr: •

Wt*t$ wsmft »ra?R v&cfaq it *srN-° II. p. 331.

( Continued on the next Page)
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the same way as Narada Kautilya deals with the vyarahsra-
padasinhisDharmasthiya(III) section and in the Kantaka-
sodhana section ( IV ) speaks of matters that are similarly dealt
with by officers called ptadestrs ( who correspond to coroners
and police magistrates of modern times ), while matters falling
under the dhaimasthlya section ( viz. the vyavaharapadas ) were
disposed off by judges (called dlicomaslJms). Kantaka means
in Kautilya as in Manu IX. 253 * harmful persons * The chief
matters that fell within the purview of the kantakasodhana
(removal or punishment of harmful persons ) officers or courts

were : Artisans like blacksmiths and carpenters were generally
to work in guilds and receive from people materials for working
them up ; if they caused unreasonable delay in handing back
finished articles, they were to receive one-fourth less than the

proper wages and were to be fined twice the amount of wages

,

similar provisions are made for loss of wages and fines for

weavers who do .not increase the weight of cloth ( cotton, linen,

silk or woollen ) woven up to the usual standard : washermen
were to wash clothes on wooden planks or smooth stones, but

if they washed them elsewhere, they were to pay compensation

for loss caused and a fine of 6 panas ; they were to be fined

twelve panas for the sale, pledge or hiring out of other's

clothes; they were also to be fined for keeping clothes with

them beyond the time ordinarily required , for washing the

best garments, garments of middling quality and inferior

garments the wages were respectively one pana, ^ and \ ; trusts

worthy persons and experts were to decide disputes about colour

and wages; similar rules apply to tailors; goldsmiths, who

( Continued from the last £age )

In an interesting paper contributed to the Sir Denison Ross volume^

papers pp 234-240 Dr. V. Ragbavao describes a work called 'Vaisyavamss-

sudbakara" composed by Kolacala MaUinatha, the renowned commentator

of the five classical Sanskrit Kavyas This wort is the report or decision

given by a commission presided over by MaUinatha appointed to settle fl

dispute (winch in these days might be called a caste question not cognisable

by civil courts) that arose in the times of Devaraya « of Vidyanagart

(1422-140GA D ). Vaisyas were given a license to trade in the 24 cilics

and 108 shrines of the realm , certain subcastes lite the fcomatis claimed to

be vaisyas and this privilege also. MaUinatha decides after a searching

examination of authorities that the word's vaisya, vamfe, nSgara, uruja, trtiya-

jatiya are synonyms, that Komatis, who were styled vijato bj »"

rivals, were vaisyas and entitled to all the P^e^J™*48,

decision would come under either mm*3 ... frrft! « aSfPtPmi-
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«S8

without informing (government officers) *»*"*";
L. v-jata (i e from menial servants or slaves) without

Singhe form of the article or after changmg the form

^chLed from a thief were to be fined respe<*"£!£. «*

or 48 panas , for stealing one ( gold )
masaka («J££»"

hundred panas and for stealing one masaka out of a silver

dkmam there was a fine of twelve panas ; fines are provided for

loss of weight ( beyond the recognised standard ) in the case ot

working up copper, lead, brass, hell-metal, tin into vessels and

articles; for manufacturing a counterfeit coin, for accepting it or

passing it off to another the fine was a thousand panas ana for

entering a counterfeit coin in the royal treasury the punishment

was death; a physician, who undertook the medical treatment

of a patient without informing ( government officers ) oi the

dangerous nature of the disease, was to he punished with the

first amercement if the patient died and with the middling fine

if the patient died through the carelessness of the physician and

if the patient suffered some vital injury,the matter was to he dealt

with as assault ( dandaparusya ) ; musicians and actors shall

stay in one place during the rainy season and shall avoid taking

excessive gifts or indulging in excessive praise of one patron

;

for violating this rule the fine was twelve panas The same

rules apply to those who show dumb plays and to other mendi-

cants, the latter receiving as many lashes as the fine imposed

in similar cases on others. In IV. Z Kautilya prescribes fines

against merchants that use false measures, weights and

balances; that sell timber, iron, jewels, ropes, clothes mis-

representing them as superior when they are inferior; that

conspire to prevent the sale of merchandise ; that cause adultera-

tion of grains, oik, salt, medicines &c. ; that raise the prices

beyond those fixed by the superintendent of commerce for local

commodities and for foreign produce. In IV". 3 Kaut. provides

for measures against such calamities as fire, floods, pestilen-

tial diseases, famine, rats, tigers, serpents and prescribes a fine

of twelve panas for catching or injuring cats and mongooses
employed to destroy rats. In IV. 4 Kaut. prescribes the measures

that the officer called samahartr has to take to protect 'the

subjects against those who prey upon the people secretly by
employing foul means. He has to employ spies under various

disguises to find out the honesty or corruption of officers in
the villages, of superintendents, of judges, of magistrates
and witnesses and the punishment in these cases is generally
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banishment Kautilya IV. 5 deals with the detection of young
men inclined to robbery and adultery by the employment of spies

and agents j» ouocatems in the guise of ascetics and persons reput-

ed to possess miraculous powers The KautiliyaIV 6 and7 respec-

tively describe the seizure of criminals on suspicion or in the

very act itself and examination in cases of sudden death Kaut

IV. 8 speaks of questioning in the presence of the wronged

party of the witnesses of the accused, whether they are his

relatives or total strangers, as regards the country, the caste,

the family, the name, occupation, property, friends and

residence of the accused and of the application of torture to the

accused to elicit an admission of guilt It is said that torture

is to be applied only in the case of those whose guilt is believed

to be established prima facie (apladosam karma karayet), that

toiture is not to be employed when the accused is guilty of a

minor offence, is under age, old or diseased, is under the

influence of intoxicants, or is a lunatic, or is overwhelmed by

hunger or thirst or fatigue due to a journey, or has eaten to

excess or is suffering from indigestion or is weak, nor is it to be

employed in the case of a pregnant woman or a woman who

was delivered of a child within a month ; and in the case of

other women only half the torture prescribed for males or only

the asking of questions is to be employed. Learned brahmanas

and ascetics ( when accused ) are to be subjected to espionage

only. Those who violate these rules or incite others to do so

and those who are guilty of causing the death of an accused by

torture are to be punished with the highest amercement. Four

kinds of torture were employed in the case of complaints about

wrongs viz. six dandas, seven whippings, two kinds of suspen-

sion, and ( fourthly ) water-tube ( i e injecting salt water in the

nose from a tube ) » In this chapter Kaut states that one who

332 The exact meaning of the four kinds of torture is not clear.

Prof V R Dikshltar tn Hindu Administrative Institutions ' pp 237-2*'

tries very hard to establish that Kaut recommends no torture in any case,

that ' vMyuftuyog* ' means -pronouncing of gmlt by the jury' and *«»•
yoga means 'judgment of the 'Chief Justice Though ,

the learn*.

Professor's attempt to exculpate Kautilya may ^ due to laudable mot r«.

The words of Kautilya are too clear to admit of any other
"*>*£%*J%

the one given above If one dispassmnately considers the fact that «. _ft«™

vas allowed to be enjoyed m the case of the.veafc. the disease* «

&c that in the case of women 'ardhakarma' alone was alloj^ thatan ,

£e las\mpOsed for causing death by Mma (kar.nana vy^ancna),

(
Continued on the next £a&)
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charges an innocent man with being a thief or who conceals a

thief is to be punished like a thief and that even one who is

not a thief may for fear of torture admit that he is a thief, as

Mandavya did. Kaut in IV. 9 prescribes that the satnaharlr

and ptadestrs should exercise control over all superintendents

of the various State departments and their subordinates, that

those who steal or seize valuable articles or jewels from Stato

mines or manufactories should be simply sentenced to death,

prescribes various fines and punishments for stealing or re-

moving by force articles of different prices from the State

granaries and store-houses, provides punishment for judge*
that threaten, browbeat, send out or unjustly silence or abuse
litigants or that do not ask proper questions or ask improper
questions, that cause unnecessary delay, unjustly reheaT causes
that have been heard or disposed of, and provides heavy punish-

( Continued from the Itrst $agc)

that Matujavya, though really not a thtcf, declared that he was so through
the fear of the torments of karma {karmaklcsabhayut), that m the four
karmas we Bnd suspension and water-tube and that immediately after the
words ' karma karayct' we get tho rule that in alt crimes the brahmana
was not to be subjected to bodily pain, it will have to be admitted that
' karma ' in this chapter of the Artha&stra means • torture * One fails to
see what • ardhakarma

' in the case of ^omen will mean it • karma ' s.gnifics
only the judgment of the chief jnst.ee or why Mandavya should have
confessed theft through fear of • karmaklcsV And one need not feel
apoogeuc if Kautilya recommends torture ,n certain well-de6ned cases
Torture was an essential part ,n the Roman Cnm.nal Procedure and Augustushad issued an ed.ct about it. Vide Stephens' • History of English CrLnal

arTL L
*
PP

' V9 T°rtUre by thB pol,ce and ""degree methods

Z£n T * "t
^ 20Hl CentUry 1D the WeSt I evBn a?art<™ ** latestGerman methods, or m India, though they are not expressly mentioned ,nan, text-book or Act as allowable V.de Harry E Barnes' < Story of Punish"ment pp. 10-15 for various binds of tortures employed ,a the West for

several centuries and thud-degree methods (pp. i5-24) . which he asserts areeven now ,n almost universal use by the Pohce Department m the U S AThe story of Mandavya who though not a th.ef was bem to bo a thief,because he. ow.ng to his vow of sdence, did not reply „ben questioned and

Ad.. 63. 92-93 (cr ed chap. 57). j£di. 107-108 (cr. ed chap ion

beo« hL
Ka"'^. 8JPfaIsfo>ve had a different version of the^

ThelrTof
2™**^*?°** chap 16 has the story of Animandavya

.
uaratua

t Act IX. 36 ) appears to refer to torture.
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ments for releasing persons jailed or for rape on a woman in a
lock-up Kaut. IV. 10 prescribes alternative punishments of fines

in lieu of the cutting off of fingers or mutilation of limbs for

several offences such as theft or assault, abuse and defamation

or showing contempt to the king by riding his horse or other

conveyance or fabricating royal orders, prescribes death for

selling human flesh, simple death or highest amercement for

stealing images of gods or animals, for abducting human beings

or for wrongfully seizing fields, houses, gold, gold coins, jewels

and crops. Death with or without torture is provided for in

Kaut. IV. 11 for murdering a man in a quarrel (but when the

wounded man dies a fortnight or a month after the quarrel,

highest fine or fine of five hundred panas and the expenses of

medical treatment); diflerent kinds of punishments are provided

for wounding with a weapon, impalement for causing violent

death of men and women, burning alive for those who aim at

securing the kingdom or force entrance into the royal harem

or incite wild tribes or enemies or instigate disaffection in the

capital or country or army, drowning ( or solitary confinement

in a dark room, ace. to another reading) for a brahmana

offender of this sort, cutting of tongue for insulting or abuse of

parents or a teacher or an ascetic, drowning for one destroying

the dam of a tank or for a poisoner or for a woman murdering

a man, tearing to death by bulls for a woman who murders her

husband or child or her elders or administers poison or gets fire

Kaut adds that the punishment of death with torture has been

prescribed by ancient smrti-writers, but that it is proper to order

simple death in cases of offences in which no cruelty enters.

Kaut. IV 12 starts by declaring that no man shall have sexual

intercourse with a woman (not his wife) against her will,

prescribes different punishments for forcible sexual intercourse

with an immature girl or a girl that has attained maturi^, of

the same caste, or of a different caste, P*™de* that for

,™t
course with a willing maiden the fine will be 54 panas for the

man and 27 for the maiden, further provides that it is no

offence fo* a man of the same caste to have intercourse
,

wito
_

a

maiden who has not been got married for ^.£™«££.
appearance of menses, provides fines for decei^lnessmsu^

ing one girl at marriage while showing another before, provides

S if a woman whose husband is gone abroad comm^

Idutery a relative or servant of the^^^
Under restraint and that if the husband on to£»»™
the woman her paramour may not be proceeded
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but if he does not condone, the nose and ears of the woman
may he out off and the paramour should he sentenced to death.

Kaut. IV. 13 provides punishment foT brahmanas eating or

drinking -what is forhidden to them and varying fines for

administering forbidden food or drink to members of the four

varnas, provides fines for house-trespass and lurking house-tres-

pass by night, provides punishments for witchcraft, provides

burning alive in a vessel for adultery with the queen and other

punishments' for adultery with women of the several castes,

whether guarded or unguarded, prescribes a fine of 24 panas for

adultery with a nun

The above is a meagre summary of Kautilya's section on
kantakasodhana. Kautilya is encyclopaedic on this subject as on
several others. The number of offences dealt with by him is very
large and his treatment in some respects compares favourably
with such modern criminal codes as the Indian Penal Code.
Many of the provisions contained inKaut. IV are found in Yaj.
(3L 273-304), in Narada (in pTaklrnaka and elsewhere) and
also in Manu (e g. vUL 365-368 about rape or adultery,
Vm. 396-97 about washermen and weavers, IX. 225-226 about
musicians and dancers, IX. 231-232, IX. 261-267 ). Why Kaut.
treats of several offences underkantakasodhana and notunderthe
oharmasthiya section, it is somewhat difficulttosay.lt is probable
that he mcluded under dharmasthlya only those complaints or
actions that were fought out between the parties, even thoughmany f the wrongs complained of under vakparusya, danda-
parusya, sangrahana and steya were criminal and the same
as those faeatedof in the section on kantakasodhana In wrongs
dealt within the kantakasodhana section it was the king or king's
officers who themselves brought up the offenders for punishmentand the offences were viewed not as mere private matters, butas matters m which the State was concerned for the eradication

hutZ^
grraL ^^ m 2° •-** of praMrnZ

Si „ u
* T? fo mclude Bome ^cellaneons mattershfce non-retam of borrowed articles or deposits ( at the prp5time and place), evading payment of ferry tL^ndei Sppretence of being a hrahmana, connection wife a pnb^tLSnkept by another misappropriating revenue ' collected iagTt

SvS T, m h°n01ir
°f QoiB and MaMS Buddhist orAjlvaka or Sudra mendicants, abandonment of Barents *hfl7wife or husband, broker sister, teacher Z£Sff**?%

33
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guilty of a grave sin), wrongful confinement of a person &c.

Kautilya does not apparently include ,-under praklrnaka all

matters in which the king acts suo motu as Nar , Br. and Kat
do hut includes these latter under kantakasodhana. He, how-

ever, states here and there ( IV. 1 and 13 ) that the matters dealt

with under kantakasodhana are quite analogous to those under

such titles as dandaparusya treated of under the dharmasthlya

section. For example, in IV. 1. he says that if a physician

through negligence causes loss of a vital part to a patient then

the matter may he treated as dandaparusya. 333 So Kautflya

prohahly represents a much earlier stage of judicial administra-

tion than Nar. or Br , wh6 included under praklrnaka all

matters in which- the king acted of his own motion { i. e all that

falls under kantakasodhana in Kaut

)

The enumeration of vyavaharapadas is very ancient and

authoritative, but there is hardly any scientific principle of

classification underlying them. A writer called Nihandha-

nakara quoted in the Sarasvativilasa
351

(p. 51) holds that in

all the vyavaharapadas from mSdarta to dcajavtbliSga the relief

claimed is something to be given or rendered (daja) by one

party to the other, while in vakparusya, dandaparusya, sShasa,

gambling and betting the principal relief is in the form of

danda (punishment). Here there is a glimmering of the dis-

tinction between civil and criminal litigation. Two deep-seated

principles in the administration of law and justice everywhere

are ' fulfil your promises ' and ' cause injury (himsa) to no one .

It is therefore that we find Brhaspati stating that lawsuits aw

of two kinds according as they originate in (demands about

wealth or in injuries Yaj H 23 speaks of .«*««*^2
dispute) and so made a distinction between civil and emn nal

disputes Lawsuits** originating in wealth are dividedjgj°

q$fr* Up, 13.
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fourteen sorts and those originating in injuries are of four sorts

These last are vakp&rusya (defamation and abuse), dandaparusya

(assault and battery), sahasa (murder and other forms of violence)

and strlsangraha (adultery). Here there is a clear distinction

made between civil disputes (aifhamula or dhanamZla) and
criminal ones ( hunsu-mvla ) Kat. also says that disputes have

their source in two viz. not rendering what should be given and
injury (himsa). Though in this way a distinction was made
between civil and criminal disputes among the 18 titles of law,

it appears that the set of rules and the procedure in both were the

same (except as to the time allowed for reply, as to the qualifica-

tions of witnesses and as to proxies ), the same courts tried both
kinds of disputes aud not as in modern times (when civil

disputes are tried in one class of courts and criminal complaints
in another and when the procedure also in both differs a great
deal ) There were not two sets of courts in ancient India as
there were in England before the fusion of Law and Equity,
but all courts in ancient and medieval India were required to
administer the law of the texts tempered by common sense and
reason as laid down by Br.: 'a decision should not be given by
merely relying on the text of the sastra; when consideration of
a matter is divorced from reason and common sense loss of
dharma results' (q by Apararka p. 599).

Nar.(L8-a9),Br.,i:at,the Agnipurana (253. 1-12 which
reproduce almost lerbalim the verses of Nar.) and others
predicate several things about vyavahara, such as that it is
dwj>/«rfa( has two results) and so on. All these are brought
together here below for convenience Vyavahara is.—

Catuspad-h^l-ng four feet, viz. dharma,
^

'

avaMra
cantra, Tajasasana, acc.toNar (1.10); while acq to Yai H. 8

*,_» These two occur in N5r (I 10-11jLSSTjS?^,8,^
nrt^- I -T ,

5 *"*'* LenSthy<«Pla=atlons of these verses

prawisa
t pp. 7. 88-89) and other digests. It has to be noted that the fonr

aw««r?^Zz!^ -
i«?^nf&TOisi^rarrSr^ i xtf f% ^ ««&_*_
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*£ZL°F
are ?° plaint

* fche reply
'
*"• proof <**> «*decision {mmya) or ace. to Kat. 31 (q. by Apararka p 616)plaint, reply, pialyaMtla 3" and hnjet

m

Dharma and tho other three are really the four feet of
nirnaya (final decision), which is one of the four stages of a
law-suit (vyavahara) and so only in a secondary or far-fetched
sense they are the four padas of vyavahara Each of these four
is said to be of two kinds. Vide Sm C. H. pp 10-11, Par. M m
pp. 198-199, V. P. pp. 87-88 where'the verses of Br are set out
and fully explained A decision is said to be arrived at according
to dharma when the wrong-doer admits his guilt or wrong-doing
and the real owner secures his wealth or the relief due to him
without having to undergo the trouble of a protracted trial by
means of witnesses, documents &c Similarly a decision to be
arrived at by ordeals is said to be one by dharma Dharma' and
satya are often identified (vide note 125 above) ana here the

wrong-doer tells the truth and the decision is therefore said to be

by d/wti ma. When a litigation is fought out in Court by citing

witnesses, the decision is said to be by vyavahara ' Witnesses

'

are mentioned only by way of illustration (and imply docu-

ments, possession and other means of proof) When a defendant

is guilty of not giving a straight reply or when his reply is

tainted with faults and so is unacceptable and a decision is

given againBt him on that ground alone it is still a decision by

vyavahara Carilia means 'the usages of a country, village or

family ' ( deiastfutih purvakrta cantiam sanmdahrtam—Vyasa q.

in Sm CEp 11 and Vy Nir p 138 ) This seems to be the

seriBe of ' caritra ' in ' phalakavare oharitratoti ' occurring in

Nasik Inscription No 12 in E L vol VJU p 82. In praklrnaka 24

Nar Beems ,to give the same sense ' sthityartham prthivlpslais-

caritravisayah krtah '. Contra also means ' anumana ' (posses-

sion and presumptions). 'Anumanena nirnltam caritranuti

kathyate '-says Br. quoted in Vy Nirnaya p. 139^and Par. M. HI

p. 198. Usages are the means of decision in certain cases apart

from the question whether they are supported by the smrtis or

337. Pratyakaltta means, ace. to Apararka p 616, the deliberation of

the judge and sabhyas as to where the burden of proof (onus proband*) lies

and as to the method of proof. Ace. to the'Mit onYaj'Il 8, pratyikama

in this sense is not a vyavaharapada. since it is nor directly related to tie

litigants. Ace to Nar. IE 21 praly»ahta seems to mean an add,el°"^*!

plaint or to the reply (i o a supplementary written statement ), ^lR<"ir
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not. 'Caritram pustakaraue ' means that such usages are

valid means of decision if they have been written down or

recorded by the king, while ' caritram to svIkaTane ' { the

reading in Par. M ) means ' usages become the rule of decision

when they are accepted as valid by the people and by the

courts '. When a king issues1 in a matter of dispute an order

which is not opposed to smrtis or local usages and which is

thought out as the most appropriate one by the king's intellect

or which is issued to decide a matter when the authorities on
eaoh of two sides are equally strong, it is a decision by royal

command Br ( in Par. M in p. 148 ) and Kat ( verses 35-38

q in 8m C H p. 10, Par. M. IH pp. 16-17, V P p 7 ) explain
the above four. Brhaspati gives two meanings of caritra: (1)what
is decided by inference ; (%) the usages of a country When it is

said that each later one of the four stultifies each preceding one,
the idea is not that in all cases it is so, but that it is so only in
some cases. Vide Kat. ( 43 q by V. P. p 90 ) which makes this
clear. Some examples may be given If one litigant says that
he would prove his case by an ordeal, while the other says that
he will prove his contention by human means ( documents or
witnesses &c. ), then the trial by ordeal is not to be resorted to
but the hearing ot the case is to proceed in the ordinary way
Vide K5t 218 (q. by Mit. on Y&j. H. %Z) for this rule. Here
dharma is set aside in favour of vyavaMra. Another example
is given in the Par M.HL p. 18. A person belonging to one
of the four varnas commits a seditious act (rajadroJuz) and
through timidity admits his guilt (this is satya), but the
witnesses ( relying on Manu X. 130 that where the punishment
would be death a mtness may tell a lie) deny that he was
guilty of the act and he is let off. Here dharma is set aside inK77?5ta

; w1 bas6<i °U the anions of witnesses).
Vide Sm C (H.p.ll) for another similar example. In thecountry of Kerala visiting a'prostitute was not condemned by

2£Ti«?T£m8^ ,B 8stabliBhed * Besses that a

li ^r^8? Pers0a to chareed with the offence ofadultery with the wife of anmm and-this fact is establishedby witnesses. Yet the man charged may show that among toe

tbeking) that adultery with an abhlra woman is not punish-

5™ J "S1 °ases caritra
< UBaBe) a^uls the (ordinary)vyavatera. But suppose that in such cases the king,JnSto improve the morals of a section of U. subiecS,i™ a
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proclamation that from the date of the proclamation one who is

guilty of adultery with an abhlra woman will be punished, then

in that case usage will be set aside by royal command, which

will then be the rule of decision Similarly where there are no

witnesses nor documents nor possession and no room for ordeal

and there are no texts and local usages it is the king who has to

decide as best as he can Vide Pitamaha q in Sm (U p 28)

Kat ( verse1* 39-43 o. in V. P p 89 ) describes how and when

each later one sets aside each prior one

CtUuUhutia—having four bases viz satya, witnesses,

pustakarana and rajasasana

UatKhMcUianu—having four means viz *7»w, dam, bhedu

and danda

Calmlittn—benefitting the four (the four varnas and four

Ssramas ).

UtttitruyuiH/i—-that envelopes or reaches four viz the dis-

putants, witnesses, the sabhyas and the king

OalmLrnitt—that brings about four results viz dharraa

( justice ), gain, renown, love or regard of the people

Astanga—it has eight limbs or members viz , the king, his

good officer ( chief judge ), sabhyas ( puisne judges ),
sastra { law-

books ), accountant, scribe, gold, fire and water

Astudaiapada-has eighteen titles (viz rnadana and

others enumerated above

)

AtalaWw-himiig ahundredbranches This is approximate.

mv. <L 20-25) states that the 18 titles have 132 wWwJ
(rnadana 25, upanidhi 6, sambMyasamutthana 3, »
pradanika 4, asusrusi. 9, vetana 4, asvamivikray* Z, ,-OT

dSna 1, krltanusaya4, samayasyanapakarma 1, feetoav^a
1J

«trtpumsayoga 20, dayabhaga 19, sahasa 13 yakparusya

dandaparusya 3, dyutasam&hvaya 1, prakirnaka 6 )

^cm-having three springs or motives vis karaa (sexual

desire ), krodha ( hot temper ), lobha ( greed ).

««snicion or on fact Har 1 a says oucii,

Scion may be made against those^J^^Z ,

of evil repute ( such as thieves,f^"t££%. fa really

or it may he made on the ground that a certain pars
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;he thief because the thing stolen is found with him ( this is

tatlwbhyoga ). This latter may take two forms i e. the grievance

of the plaintiff may he negative (e. g. the defendant took or

.arrowed a debt or article and does not return it ) or positive

e. g. the defendant has dispossessed the plaintiff of land). 338

Vide Mit on Ya) II. 5.

Dmdvara-—having two openings i. e. it is based on the

statements in the plaint and those in the reply.

Dvigati—having two issues, that is, the decision may be

founded on truth or on error.

Dvipada—having two aspects, viz. relating to wealth and

so civil ( dhanamula ), and relating to injury and so criminal

( himsamula ) This is ace to Kat. 29.

DmivUMna—having two springs or sources. It is the same

as above. HSrlta and Kat. 30 mention this

Dmskandha—having two trunks viz, dharmasastra and
arthasastra ( ace to Kat. 32 ).

Dmphala,—having two results, victory or failure ( Kat 32 ).

Elamvla—Harlta and Kat mention this. It means 'having
only one ( viz. what is to be established } as its root '.

Sapana and apana—where both parties to the litigation or

one of the parties stakes ( either through pride or anger or

belief in the truth of his case ) a certain sum of money to be
paid by him in case of his defeat, that is called saparuz law-suit
(Yaj. II. 18); in this case the defeated party will pay to the
king the usual fine for a defeated party and also the sum staked
by him and will deliver to the successful party what is due to
him. Vide also Visnudharmottara HL 324 44 A lawsuit may
also be apana (without a stake being declared). Nar. (1.4)
employs the words soUaia and anvttara for these two

The Sm. 0. (H. pp 27-28), Par. M. (HL pp 42-45), Sarasvatl-
vilasa pp. 73-74, V P. pp 36-38, state that, according to Pita-
maha, the king may take cognizance of his own motion without

^ 338. «tffr St ^sarai 5i(J«.-*H<i *T qrftflt <* I si riWlQ «i«fr< !tf«r dQfT T
mwris II «n«ir. q. by wnsa ( on *rr. n. 6 ), ^6&*S*Jl p. 39. tost, on *n.

WE*tM««fia *fi ftftt^wr nrt *ft «r &^ni€fcrf: i » *$nNr<> n. p. 39.
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the complaints of private persons of certain matters called apa-

icidhas, padas and chalas and these works set out the lists of ten

aparadhaa, 22 padas and 50 chafes*®. The king may himself

come to know about these or these matters may be brought to

his notice by an officer called sucaka or a private man called

stdbhaka, defined ace to Kat. ( 33-34 ) as follows*

—

m that man
is declared to be sucaka who is appointed by the king himself

for finding out the wrong-doings of people and who on coming

to know of them conveys them to the king; that man is a

slvbhaka who with a sole eye to money and without being urged

by the king informs the king first of actions (among the people)

that are condemned by the sastras ' Therefore a stobhaka is

a private informant for money The ten aparadhaa, ace. to

Nar, are • disobedience of the king's order, murder of a woman,

confusion of varnas, adultery, theft, pregnancy from" one not

the husband, abuse and defamation, obscenity, assault (danda-

parusya), abortion 341 They were called aparadhas because they

were met with fine It will be noticed that some of these come

under several vyavaharapadas and some like 'varnasankara*

are included in praklrnaka by Narada (v 4) The king could

by his own action investigate these even if no private complaint

be lodged. Samvarta (quoted by the Sm H p 28, Par M
III. pp 44-45) gives another list which differs in some respects

from the above. In the Nalanda copperplate of Devapaladeva

(E Lvol XVIIp 310, p 321) an officer called ' dasaparadhika

is mentioned In many grants from the 7th century onwards

among the taxes remitted to the donees we often meet the ex-

pression
' together with the ten apaTadhas' (sadaSaparadhah ,

m
Valabhi grant of Dhruvasena HI dated samvat 334 i. e 6W-4

AJ),EL vol. I p. 85, at p 88, E.l XVH p 310 at p 321, m Gupta

Ins. No 39 p 179 of 766-767 A. D ), or * dasaparadhadisamastoi-

pattisahito dattah ' ( in E I vol VH p. 26, p 40 of sake 852), oi

339 gwn% ^nwnsr «nnft gqffcerar » wrafrTft stftara-rtw*?"

thSfsniiifcnjnrq m^a-srii p 27. to- m m P 42

340 snSor (5rt*pr etfm* nsmratifr. ' f^^J?jSr
*

agnjer-n vftn firs* ». <R-jk«Afen Mffw^52^0^7™
p 45 (reads <wS gfrWlg and "aqw TTOT gnwDi «J * P
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'sadandadasaparadhah * (B. L vol. HI p. 53 at p. 56, Torkhede

plate of Govinda in fcake 735, and E. L vol. Ill p. 263, 266, the

Rajor inscription of Mathanadeva dated Yikrama sarhvat 1016 ).

It is not correct to hold that the words refer to the right of the

donee to be exempt from guilt arising from the commission of

some traditional offences or that authority was conferred by the

grant on the donee to deal with offenders committing the ten
aparadhas and to recover the fineB imposed by themselves (as
(suggested in J B O R S for 1916 p. 53n). No king would ever
think of exempting donees in pious gifts or the villages in those
grants from the results of such grave aparadhas as the murder
of a woman, adultery, theft and abortion, nor is it possible to
hold that a king authorised a private individual or individuals
to exercise judicial power in such crimes as murder when (as
we shall see later on) the power of dealing with sahasa was not
conferred on sreni or gana tribunals. The real meaning appears
to be that the fines levied by him for the commission of the
aparadhas in the villages granted would be made over to the
donees as part of the gift, when recovered by the king. The 22
vadas were called padas of the king to distinguish them from the
vyavaharapadas. According to Pitamaba 342 they are: ripping
open an animal's body (with a sharp weapon), destruction of
growing crops, incendiarism, rape of a maiden, concealment of
treasure trove, making a breach in an embankment or thorny
hedge, grazing cattle over the field of another, destruction of
a public garden, poisoning, high treason, unauthorised break-
ing of the royal seal, divulging the secret line of policy of
the king releasing from jail a prieoner, appropriation of the
taxes or fines to be levied by the king (these are two)
appropriating gifts (made by the king) or the utseka

34*. ^wdtwwnftTOft^ri,,, fls.WsHr.fw {*«,**}«.

J—I*^
corrupts a^ a snmfflaty ln prose ^ > Jy:, ^e the rest read^ or^, „, , anfl^l5Wr p> „

34
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( ? utsarga, dedication to the public ), preventing the proclama-

tion (of royal orders) by beat of drum from being heard,

receiving property from a person who is not the owner, receiving

articles that are enjoyed by the king ( without his permission
),

causing destruction ( or loss ) of any one of the ( seven ) elements

( of the State ). The fifty chalas were mostly breaches of etiquette

before the eyes or in the presence of the king. According to

Pitamaha they are: obstructing the road, raising the hand

threateningly, leaping over a fort-wall ( without permission or

reason ), destroying a cistern, destroying a temple, filling up a

ditoh ( dug round a fort ), divulging the weak points of the king

( to the enemy ), unauthorized entrance into the harem or royal

chamber or the treasury or the royal kitchen (these are four),

prying when the king is taking his meals, voiding ordure or

urinating or blowing the nose or passing wind in the presence

of the king ( these are four ), to sit before the king on haunches

(paryankasana ), to occupy the foremost seat in the king's

presence, to enter royal presence in a dress more iesplendentthan

the king's or supported by another or by the wrong-doer or at an

improper time (these are four), to lie down on the bed or seat of the

king or to put on his shoes ( these are three ), to go near the king

( uncalled ) when the latter is lying down on his bed, to serve the

king's enemieB, to occupy a seat that is not offered, to use gold in

the dress or ornaments (these are two), to take tambula (from the

king's betel box ) and chewing it ( this is one ), to speak loudly

without being asked (by the king ), to run down the fang, to

wear only one garment, to appear before the king with oil on

the hair, to untie the hair ( before him ), to cover ones face, to

have a body painted with figures, to wear a garland, to snaKo

one's garment, to cover the head, to be bent on *»»*»*»"

weak points of the king, to be thick with evil men (or to tow*

the king), to have dishevelled hair, pointing out the nose, the

ears and the eyes ( these are three ), to pick the.teeth to cleans

SeTor the nose (these are two). **?»*£%'j£
very long one the verses are not quoted bdow but are giv

in the Appendix (note 342a). Sukra (^'I3 8*>E
£ to mses from Nsrada and Pitemaha « £ «J<JJ
padas and date and in DL 6 also gives a list of ten sms, w

is different from that of the aparadhas.

In modern works on^^^^S^S^
of Law are stated. For example^ ft J-J™^k a very

5JudencV(1933) «*<* at the end rf *"
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elaborate classification which is set out in the note below. 343

Ancient systems cannot be expected to present such a classifica-

tion. Ancient Hindu smrtis were content, as shown above, to
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divide tile vyavaharapadas into civil and criminal They more
or less deal with most of the subjects brought out in modem
classifications but not in an orderly manner They also divide

laws into substantive and adjective or procedural The vyava-

harapadas correspond to the former and the rules about

procedure, the appointment of Judges and the constitution of

courts, evidence and limitation are adjective law. Some of

these are dealt with in the commentaries and digests under a

section called vyavaharamatrka ( the elements of judicial proce-

dure ) and tbe rules of evidence are stated in Yaj , Jfar. and

others under the vyavaharapada rnadana once alone It would

be more convenient to deal with adjective law first That law

is now of antiquarian or academic interest only and will there-

fore be treated somewhat briefly- The smrtis lay down a high

level of judicial procedure, but the procedure must have been

modified to suit the requirements of different times and the

resources and inclinations of different kings. Some of the

vyavaharapadas viz ryadana ( recovery of debt ), strtpumsayoga

and daydbhaga ( partition of heritage ) are of great practical

importance even now, as all Hindus are governed in matters of

partition, inheritance, debts, marriage and sonship by the rules

of Hindu Law gathered from the Smrtis and digests as modified

by legislative enactments and judicial decisions For descrip-

tion of Judicial administration in the Buddhist texts and times,

vide Fiok pp 107, 111-112 ( which show that the administration

of-justice in Vesaa, the capital of the Licchavis, was a

complicated 'affair, one of the courts being that of the atthahdms

i e. of eight heads of families), Jayaswal's 'Hindu PoWy.

part XL pp. 156-157, Hiouen Thsang's account in Beal's B.EW.

w

.

ToLIpp 84-85; and Bombay Gazetteer, VoL 24 pp »66-^'

(for the administration of Justice under the Marathas)

Justice was to be primarily dispensed by the ***=
was an original court as well as an appellate tribunal. Smrto

a*d digests insist that the king cannot^^ustlM
.

b£
self alone, but must do so with the help and guidance of otberc.

Sanu YBX 1-51 and Yaj H 1 provide that theJang£««

«mdv dress or ornaments is to enter the sabha (the Hall or

f&X££*t* I* the causes ofW^SSSS
w learned brabmanas and ministers proficjenti**»*«« '

Ke free from hottemper and greed and ecide adding ^
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a king who examines disputes in the presence of the Judge, the

ministers, learned brahmanas, the purohita and the sahhyas

attains heaven. Vide Sukra IV. 5. 5 to the same effect (taking

half verses from Yaj. and Kat.). The king was not to decide

by himself but was to follow the advice of his judge, though

the responsibility even when he took advice was the king's.

Vide Sukra IV. 5.6 (naikah paiyecca karyam). Nar. I. 35 says

that the king has to abide by the view of the judge {pradmva-

hamate sthttah). This sentiment that it is not safe for a single

man, however clever he may be, to undertake to decide a dispute

was so ingrained among all people that Kalidasa gives expres-

sion to it in the Malavikagnimitra (Act I) when he pens the

sentence ' sarvajnasyapyekakino nirnayabhyupagamo dosaya'.

In Kaghuvarhsa 17.39, Kalidasa states that king Atithi always

looked into the causes of people himself with the help of judges

(dharmastha)** . Pitamaha345 states that a person even if he

knows the rules (of dharma) should not give a decision single-

handed. Justice was to be dispensed openly in the court and
not secretly. Sukra (IV. 5. 6-7 ) states346 that neither the king

nor the judge nor the sahhyas were to hear a cause in secret and
that there were five reasons that led to the charge of partiality

in judges viz. hot temper, greed, threats, enmity and hearing
disputes in private. Judicial "action is divisible into two pro-

vinces, viz. that of law and that of fact. The latter is a field in

which it is impossible to lay down rules for determination. On
points of facts there was a vast scope for the king's or judge's

discretion. And therefore the texts contented themselves by
saying that the king or judge should keep an open or impartial
mind, should be free from hot temper or greed, should hear
causes under the glare of public view and should not decide
at his own will alone but with the help of learned brahmanas
and sahhyas. As regards points of law the king or judge is

flfiSSS » TS% 1 17. 39. The jrord *rfou oaed here for judges may be noted.
Kant oses the same word in in. 1. From a: detailed examination of the
Raghnramsa it appears very probable that Kalidasa had closely, studied
Kaottlya's Arthasastra.

"WpW f* p. -67.

*<iH« i tr«<ri«ntl(im«f «m«m%^ <m ^ i wicftonrifti *ri%$nr TOsfiUs
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required to decide according to the rules of dharmasastra (Manu
VUL 3 ,

Yaj IL 1, Nar. I 37, Sukra IV. 5. 11) and where there
are no texts the king should decide in accordance with the re-
cognized custom of the country. Eat solemnly warns 347 the
king against legislating or deciding according to his own will
in the face of the texts : 'Ha king decides ( a case ) hy his own
fiat where there is a text (of the sastra applicable to it) it leads
him away from heaven, it causes ruin to the people, it brings
danger (to the king) from the armies of his foes and it strikes

down the roots of (long) life; therefore a king should decide

the causes of people according to the rules of sastra ; but in the

absence of smrti texts he should carry out ( judicial adminis-
tration) according to the usages ( lit the views) of the country'.

These are the same as Sukra (V. 5. 10-11). Kat further pres-

cribes that the usages established in a country by the approval

of its people and that are not in direct conflict with Veda and

Smrtis should be recorded in writing under the seal of the king

Pitamaha 348 quoted by the Sin. C. (E p. 26) states that in

certain cases it is the king's own mind that is the deciding

factor.

How the king directly dispensed justice is illustrated by

the rules of Gaut. XH 40-42 and Manu VHJ, 314-316 that a

thief who has stolen a brahmana's gold mayrun with dishevelled

hair to the king carrying an iron club or a heavy bludgeon of

khadira wood,may declare the sin committed by him and request

the king to award punishment, that the king may then strike

him with the club and that whether the thief dies or lives after

the king so strikes him he becomes free from the guilt. The

king was also the highest court of appeal. The Eajatarangmi

( VL 14-41 ) states how king Yasaskara heard the appeal of a

person who had sold his housewithout the well, who on returning

git: n suH i-nmniagfor nsrr gnnVSr grrc^q i *nw*xk 5 w^fi tsressr m-

Sfa n gnm q- *>y ami^ P 599, j$$f* h. pp. 25-26. to m m.p «
sraj IV. 5 10-11 are the same as grrFUT- 1?T %5R7 *nr *T& sjfST. tifwiiTri^ ' '

s®w*»rfWS»r3*re*- «3^ " 3»iwiitfflfo "wot *rr prewar i feftm 3

wrrtrpj? s^rtrass^rnwR^T.q. ia *5fi-*.n.p 28.to.ot ni p «•

Vide jig 8 3 for ^raff.

348 7i^4ai3^i^ar^«raiTffiw^n%orVr s*ne ww (»*»[

«l
(feii{9l*s%irm'*i>*mfv «ft«w«*iwl«««rtwj *****

ughtn^Btm nil. P. 26.
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from a long absence abroadfound the well usurped by the vendee

andwas defeated in the lower courts because the vendeehad bribed

the scribe to write ' kupasahita * instead of ' ffipmahita '
and how

the king decided in the man'sfavour by exposing the vendee with

a trick;,while in VL42-69 the same king is said to have reversed

another decision about a contract by a man whose 100 coins

had fallen into a well. The same work in another place

(IV. 82-108) states how a brahmana wife appealed to the king

of Kashmir to find out the culprit who had murdered her husband

in his sleep and how the king by superhuman means held a

sorcerer to be the murderer.

When owing to pressure of other weighty business the

king cannot attend to the work of administering justice, the

king should appoint a learned brahmana together with three

sabhyas to decide the disputes of people. Vide Manu VJ1L 9-10,

Yaj. II. 3, Kat. 633W (same as gukra IV. 5. 12). The qualifica-

tions of a judge are set out in many places. JLp. 350 Dh. S. IL 11«

29. 5 prescribes that in law-suits judges shall be endowed with

learning, goud family,and should be old, clever, andcareful about

dharma. Nar. requires: ' The Judge should be proficient in the

texts on the eighteen titleB of law, their 8000 Bub-heads, in logic

( anviksiki ) and should be master of the Veda and Smrtis. Just

as a physician takes out fromthe body an iron dartby the employ-
ment of surgical instruments, so a judge should extricate from a
law-suit the deceit ( underlying it ) \ 3S1 Kat says that a judge
should be restrained, born of a good family, impartial, not
repellent (or harsh in his manners), steady, afraid of the next
world, highly religious, assiduous and free from hot temper. A.
fine enumeration of the qualities required in a judge is given
in the ancient drama Mrcchakatika ( IX. 4 ). Vide Manasollasa

Wtc^i. quoted in i*. an. p. 279, *gitra° II p. 16. xrst. K. p.~18 (first verse).
Vm« on t». II. 3 { 2nd verse ), wmm^ p, 196, g^ iv, 5. 12-13. Some
"ad ?£ iranr*

350. fof% ftCTftsPttrxmr «rti Shnft^r gifafianrgws » sinr. *.
II. 11. 39. 5.

351. arer^ro^s
Jre1^4ieti^^ « atP^rasrar{?®5Ry! mFtorifr

^raftnsir^q m ^^ h. p. j.,. Tne 2na ls !rR^ {I1I 16) x
quoted as srffet's in xp*. x. p. 19.
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IL 2 verses" 93-94. A Judge was generally styled prSdrivafoi or

sometimes dhccrmadliydksa ( as in Raj B p. 18 ),
S2 or dliarma-

pravaklr ( Manu VEX 20 ) or dharniadhiMnn (as in Manasgllasa

H 2. verse 93 ). Pradvivaka is an ancient word. It occurs in

Gaut XDL 26, 27 and 31, Mr. 3* (I 35), Brhaspati(q.by

Apararka p. 602 ). The word is a combination of \pr5d" {one

who puts questions to the suitors, frpm the root ' pracch ' ) and
' vivaka ' ( who speaks out or analyses the truth, from the root

* vac ' with ' vi " ). The derivation is given by NSr , Brhaspati,

Kat. 68 and others. The word ' prasnavivaka ' ( which is quite

close to pradvivaka in sense and etymology ) goes very far into

antiquity and occurs in Vaj. S. XXX. 10 and Tai. Br HE. 5 6.

The existence of the word pradvivaka as early as Gautama

( about 500 B.C. ) and of praSnavivSka in the Vaj. S and Tai

Br. clearly establishes that in ancient India judicial functions

became separated very early from executive or political

functions.

The chief Judge was preferably to be a learned brahmana

(Manu VDX 9, Yaj. 3L 3). Kat. (M) 35* and Sukra JV. 5. W
prescribe that, if a learned brahmana cannot be had for the post

of the chief judge, then a ksatriya or a vaisya who knows the

352. *eia: I % t»flritiufl'fa tmUHUtl^It I fffifs fcfRft q& nmWi
ffcfrrit t nsr. * p. is.

_
353 i$*i3tK%n?Q$ r=srfj? xb& «tc • Rt^riSr ««tHi«ui*aqi«rtnii:

*&:V*rtosq in *&**• II. P ", WiWfffSfi* ntf W® "ri*?
Jl «„I

fl^rr© wff^mffSrraws vpr. ii mevr in *r wr p «*.
»*«*fj£:

quotes this as from fSOTfir Theffiap onTrr II 3 denves'anOTTOW'UB^''""

a^i^msfNraft'. v#aW>s^sn^m^r»i^»ttWOT^nffTWi«?TO

*fn^ scv *sn i muf^m* «flr SPf^ml^ns.J * S*P *• ™° =J
o 602 and *|3J. T p. 18 for another verse off^wfr f*ri% S*UW an(t I"*1 '

on „T. II 3. and *r*. *. p 19 for a verse of «TW on the «««•«««

Jnffrn*f. Vide gK IV. 5. 66 for the derivation of fifflf from the root tt%

or *«*,. wrfepr JrarSTrarc ' wrer **• xxx- 10
. ..

354. ms'tf*rcw^wf3r*a**r3Rar | «*T ,n wnjrw* tisrw*

T3"^ " ' „ „ 17 Thenriina- II. P 17 cites another verse ubere U>«
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dharmasastaas may be appointed, but the king should carefully

avoid appointing a sudra as a judge. Manu VHI. 20 sayB that

the king may prefer a brahmana who is not learned and main-

tains himself by the mere fact of his caste, but should never

have a sudra as the expounder of dhartna and that the country

whose king has a sudra as judge to expound dharma comes to

ruin as a cow sinks in mud. Vyasa ( q. in S. V. p. 65 ) is to the

same effect. Manu ( VEI 10-11 ), Yaj. ( IT. 3;), Nar. ( DL 4 ) and
Sukra IV. 5. 17 state that the king should appoint at least three

sabhyas {puisne judges or members of the court of justice ) to

associate with the Chief Judge in the disposal of suits (the
idea being that three are the least number of sabhyas to be
appointed). Kaut. (ELI) prescribes that the courts called
' dharmasthiya' should be manned by three judges called
dftarawst/ias who should possess the qualifications and status of
amatyas and that such courts should be established on the borders
of the provinces, for a group of ten villages ( sartoraham ), for a
district {drommuMia, 400 villages) and provinces (stiiSnhja,
800 villages). Brhaspati says355 that the sabhyas may be
seven, five or three. As in the case of the chief judge, the
sabhyas should be preferably brahmanas, but they may be
fcsatriyas or vaisyas. Manu ( VEL 11 ) and Br. eay that when
in a sabha three brahmanas learned in the Vedas sit along with
the chief judge appointed by the king that is like the saiha of
Brahma or it is like a sacrifice. Yaj E.2, Visnudharmasutra
EI. 74, Est. 57, Nto. EL 4-5, Sukra IV. 5. 16-17 and others
require the following qualifications in the sabhyas : they should
be endowed with the study of the Vedas, should know dharma-
ssstra, should speak the truth, should be impartial to friend or
foe, should besteady, devoted to their work, intelligent, here-
ditary, proficient^ in arthasastra. Impartiality in the king
and the Judges k insisted on in the texts. Vide Vas. 16 AS
Nar. (I 34.EL5) The king was not to appoint as sabhyas
those who were ignorant of the usages of the country, who were
atheists and devoid of the study of sastras, who were eXer
puffed up, hot-tempered, greedy or distressed (Br.q.in Sm. C.

^ **,
,^qnotea »^^ n . p . isTTSHLoS^. TzT*

<r
, m«». * p. .». viae ^rtpsr 83.2 for *r«i$njSi
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TL p. 15). The chief justice (prSdvivaka) with the sabhyas
constituted the Court, being appointed {rayvMa) by the king
It was stated above that the king was to enter the Hall of
Justice with the chief justice, sabhyas and brahmanas. The
distinction is that sabhyas were appointed by the king as
judges, while brahmanas were persons who were well-versed in
dharmasastra, who could attend the Court, though not appointed
(amyukta) and whose opinions on difficult points of law were
respectfully received by the judges. They (the learned

brahmanas) were in the position of armcus cunm. All and
sundry were not to intermeddle in trials before the court, but

only those who were learned in dharmasastra were allowed to

express their opinions on knotty points. Vide 357
Mifc on Yaj.

II. 2. Manu VHL 12-14 ( same as Nar. HL 8-10 in a different

order ) say that either a person should not enter a so&AS or if he

enters should say what is proper, that a man remaining silent

or declaring what is false becomes a sinner and that, where in

spite of the opinion of some or all sabhyas, justice is not done

by the king, they become participators in the king's guilt. Eat.

(74-78) makes it the duty of the sabhyas to bring round a

king gradually to the right path when the king is about to

start on the path of injustice and to state the true decision.
358

In the case of the brahmanas their duty ends with stating the

rule according to the sSstras ; they have not, like the Babhyas,

to prevent the king from doing the wrong thing or to bring

him round to the path of right and justice. Nar, (HI 1) Bfcates

elsewhere that one who is not appointed by the king should not

interfere by his speech in the decision of a case and that if he

does so he would be fined. This applies to the people that are

present in the court to see the trial or that accompany the

litigants. It has no application to learned brahmanas, who

though not appointed by the king, can state their view of the

law. 359 Vide Vyavaharasara pp. 16-17. Nar. EL 17 requires that

all the judges of the Court should give a unanimous decision,

and that then only the decision leaves no grievance (in the

357. tpTmg^3ii^i«w»na^^f^CTg^^ '^rr- oa 'nr
-
n **

356. ap*n»rrifr 3 vt4r frgprffir <wanp i foft iffi 'PwwP"^<ft^S

359. frB&*m#*^'**^^^*^**m̂
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mind of the litigants J.
360 TheV. P. (p. 27) states, following

Jaimini XH 2. 22, that the opinion of the majority of sabhyas

is to prevail. 361 According to Gaut. 362 XL 25 as interpreted by
Apararka p. 599, if there is a difference of opinion among the

judges, the king is to seek the advice of those who are learned

in the three Vedas ( along with the other vidyas ) and decide the

matter finally. Kat. (58-59) states that the court of justice

should have associated with the task of deciding disputes some
merchants who belong to a guild, who are men of good family
and character, of mature age, endowed with wealth and decent
conduct and free from malice. TheMit. and Sm. C, say that
this is done to placate the common people in the country. 363

This also shows the growing importance of the moneyed classes
and of traders In the Mrcchakatika a sresthin and a kayastha
are associated with the Judge

The chief judge and the sabhyas354 were not to hold conver-
sation in private with any one of the litigants while the suit
was pending and if they did so they were liable to be fined ( Kat.
70). Xaut IV. 9 prescribes fines and even corporal punishments
for judges (dftai maslhas) and pradestrs who corruptly give
wrong decisions, cause loss or sentence to corporal punishment.
If the sabhyas 355 give a decision, which is opposed to smrti and
usage, through friendship, greed or fear, each was liable to be
fined twice as much as the fine to he paid by the defeated party
(Yaj.IL 4, Nar. L 67, Kat. 79-80). The Visnu Dh. S V 180
and Br prescribe banishment and forfeiture of all property for

„
363

- SWifttM^aTlfeKfctW^a « rfsjftn-iiiii,i (Till, ti ,
,," --

«•«•»!& * 3I
* '* * P 31 <« explains

»^ra» « jfiren g. by^ p 604, nr m, p . 283, TO *jt. in. 35

«*w TOr nt « I «i«t * by amrei P 603, trffe II P.&T
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sabhyas that give an unjust decision or take bribes Est 81

prescribes that the loss caused by the fault of sabhyas must be

made good by them to the losing party, but the decision given

by them will stand 366 Sukra (IV. 5 63-64) prescribes the punish-

ment of a thief for a lehftaha (a scribe) taking down a different

deposition from the one actually given or for a sabhya making

use of such a deposition knowingly, IV 5 93 prescribes fine and

removal from office if a sabhya gives a wrong decision through

greed &c. and IV. 5. 282 prescribes a fine of 1000 panas against

a judge giving a corrupt decision. There must have been a few

cases of judges taking bribes in ancient India as in modern

times ( even Lord Bacon in the 17th century was found guilty

of taking bribes as Lord Chancellor and confessed his guilt)

In the Dasakumaracarita 367 (VUL p 131) the cynical jester

Vmarabhadra says to his king that judges decide matters just as

they please after taking bribes and the king thereby incurs in-

famy and the sin of doing injustice It was believed that when

a just decision was given, the king and the sabhyas became

free from sin, the sin reaches him only who is guilty (whether

plaintiff or defendant); but where an unjust decision is rendered

a quarter of the sin falls on the litigant (plaintiff or defendant)

who is guilty of adhaima, one quarter each on the witnesses, the

sabhyas and the king The Baud Dh S 110 30-31, Manu VUL

18-19 Nai (HE 12-13) have the same two verses. TheYyava-

haratattva(p 200) says that Harlta also had the same verses

In the Mattavilasa-piahasana (pp. 23-24) reference is made to

the giving of bribes to the presiding officers of courts (we should

read
' adlnkaram-k<zranikmam ' instead of '-karumkanam).

Kaut IV 4 makes it a duty of the samahailr to employ spies in

various disgmses to test the honesty of judges (dharmasthas)

iSmagistSes (pradestrs) and, if they were found to be ready

to succumb to bribes, to order their banishment

A, to ^5, vide PP. 92-93 above ^™?^*£
...„oBlr T 124 7 (qarmrug-ioa sanaye dhamnam) states

when claiming it.
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-J, Different courts of justice

A court of justice was (ace. to Br.») of four kinds vfa.

Z&£ (not ted in one place, but movingto place to

See a on a circuit), mudrM (the court of a judge appomted

£ Sing, who is authorised to use the royal seal), sosta (or

JsS ace toS.V p. 68 and Par. M. IE. P. 34) 1 e the court

S Sfch the king himself presides The Court of justice in the

capital) was to he to the east of the palace as stated by

Sankha and Br. (in Sm. 0. Up. 19) and was to face the

east The court-house should be decorated** with flowers,

statues, paintings, idols of gods and should be furnished with

incense, throne or seat (for the king or judge), seeds, fire and

water (Br. in Sm G. H. p. 19 ). The sabha was also called as

stated above, dharmadhikarana or simply adhikarana (in

Mrcchakatika IX and the Kadambari, para 85 ) or dharmasthana

or dharmasana or sadas (Vas. 16. 2 ) The Kadambari ( para 85

)

speaks of the royal palace as having a court of justice where

the judges ( dharmadbikarins ) sat on high cane seats The time

for holding the court is the morning, ace. to Manu VJL 145,

Yaj. 1 327. Kaut states that tbe king 370 should look into the

disputes of people in the 2nd part of the day divided into eight

parts. The Dasakumaracarita (note 367 above) shows the same

thing. Kat. (61-62) prescribes that the time for holding the

court as laid down in the sastras is three parts of tbe day after

the first part (when the day is divided into eight parts) i. a.

from 7-30 A. M. to noon. There were holidays on which

courts were closed i. e on 8th and I4thfa'£fas, Full Moon day and
the amauasya of every month ( Samvarta ace. to Par. M. HE. p. 23,

Harlta, ace. to S. V. p. 72 ). The sabha is said to have ten angas

368. sifarjrar ^srifc snimtfcssSri&trf giga iwwtfa-ih t im^tM *
Wllrar « ?5W\i q.. by amre P. 600 , 'CFsr. X. p. 20 ascribes it to srfhf.

369, nieiviifwrrotrt «fi«ittMy*iiN5aT^ i JtStJtt&wr^sr s,aiw?Rf*3'K

«TO U 15. in tramfcil"3 p 30, ^sft'%. II. P. 19 and «r. pt. p. 5. It is pro-

bably ouch a hall decorated with statues and pictures that is referred to in

taeplayKuudamalS(p. 10) 'gsg^r^epv niftffW ifi aigTCrer. ' { in Prakrit ), in

which some scholars find a reference to the play called Pratima, one of the

Tnvandrum plays. arfS-hWW^lltea i^TOffglmi

w

Ttliia tlHfl^R? «mf-

ffoitftm4gt!^<iti>fepi. (trst^S^) l Hil
'4^(\ para 83.

3?o *»Qgtri*ki;*am xvtn =* ftw^i< f%ar^ ^U-awiqiH'r <svtfi&t

,«^a:> antral is; siiai^fiiamiiiiaa.^ *wn4 *reg; i w wsf ««iM<nw
sreraet wflwfJtt n skitti. q. by an^ra? p. em, ^fS^. n. p. 27, ^ f% p. 72.
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he kingl th° Chief *•**• appointed by him thesabhyas smrti, ganaka (accountant), lekhaL(the 6c4e goW

Sth? \ de°1S10n
i
the «»«« (of one party or the othetfand the punishment; gold and fire are required for taking oaths

the wealth or subject matter of dispute, the scribe writes down
the pleadings depositions and the decision, the purusa summons
the sabhyas, the defendant, the witnesses and he guards the
complainant and the defendant when they have furnished no
surety (for appearance). It is further said that of these ten
angas (limbs) the king is the head, the judge the mouth &c.
Ace to Br. (q. in Par. M Up 30) andSukralV 5 43 the
accountant and the scribe were to be proficient in grammar,
lexicography and counting, were to be pure (in character) and
conversant with several alphabets Purusa was called sadhyapala,
who was to be hereditary, strongly built, a sudra and obedient to
the sabhyas (VySsa in Par M. m p 30, V P p 31) The ten
angas enumerated above (viz. king &c ) are respectively iden-
tified with the head, the mouth, the arms, the hands, the thighB

( ganaka and lekhaka), the two eyes ( gold and water), the heart,
feet (Br. in V. P p 31, Harlta in Raj E p 20) In the Hall of

Justice the king faces the east, the sabhyas, the accountant and
the scribe respectively face the north, the west and the south

(Br. in Par M Hip. 35, Vyavaharas5ra p 25) Omitting the

king and the chief judge the sabha is said to have eight angasm
certain works (e g. S V p 72) The chief justice, the sabhyas and

the learned brahmanas were probably elderly people, as great

emphasis is laid on this by.Nar. (BX 18) and Udyogaparva 35.58

'that is not a real sabha where there are no elderly men &c 'm
.

37i. s<m§$5wwrr*J *sQ»iui*S«*»§ i ffrm^tgwywi: wintr^n^

q ,.™^ . .«, — * --.,,. .. r „
attributes these to igiflrf Vide |p> IV 5 38-42 for the verses up to a»33r*

.

372 HaTWn^rasrwi^i^TS^m^^'T^i^rw^ i Tuftwfff'nr

sTtsrciwrfcr *r rear? ^.tf&ua&tk » *nra; in I8 = 3?ftim35 58 (reads

M
--»it^gg5irec). Ace to a verse quoted from the ^rsrims bvthe TJW on

WTT. W S a WZT is of three kinds HWRS ra^ft \Qlt OTW9TT <* %&<*• I

ffOTT13rW^Wiif?i%:«lf^h^in n The first Mwht) dealt wttff^J
andnnff5&rr,'the2nd(f^nTr) was a hall where sacrifices were perforata

and the 3rd ( srrsranTT ) was the royal durbar attended by brahmanas, warriors,

royal officers and servants.
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v In the drama Mrcchakatika (Act IX) we have a graphic,

though brief, description of judicial procedure in ancient India.

That drama is at least as old as the 4th or 5th century A. D. It

is very instructive to compare the procedure described in it with

that gathered from Nar., Br. and Eat. who constitute the leading

triumviiate on law and procedure in the smrtis and who pro-

bably flourished a little before and a little after the drama. It

will be found on comparison that the procedure in the drama is

in essentials the same as that of the three smrtis mentioned
above, though there is some difference in minor details. The
principal points in the drama bearing on judicial administration
may be brought together here at one place. The court house
was called ' adhikarana

' ; the chief judge was called adhikara-
nika ; he was assisted by the iresthm ( a prominent merchant
or banker) and a ]&\jastha\ all three are referred to as
' adhikaTanabhojaka ' and are addressed as adhikrta or myuUa
( appointedby the king ) ; when a despot was on the throne, the
judge's position was precarious and he could be deprived of the
post at the king's sweet will ( the Sakara, king's brother-in-law,
threatens the chief justice with summary dismissal ). There was
a servant who arranged the seats in the court, inquired whether
there -was any litigant, summoned Vasantasena's mother and
Carudatta ( this man corresponds to the purusa or sadhyapala ) ;
inquiry was made by the judges as to whether any one wanted
to file a suit or complaint ; the sres^hin and kayastha are asked
by the presiding judge to write down the important parts of the
complainant's statement; a private person (who was not a
relatave) could complain to the court aboutan alleged murder ; the
judge allowed an old person like the mother of Vasantasens and
a respectable and well-known citizen like Carudatta to occupy a
seat when replying to questions from the court, but Carudattawas deprived of this concession when a pnmafacte case was

S?f^
a

f
UB
??? ! &e

.

court-ho^e (being probably situated
near the palace

) had near it mantrins, dfitas, spies, an elephantandahorsej and the chief of the city police is asked to ride

£.«f^^'^^yasthas; Carudatta was called upon to

KcMa) will be allowed to pass;** when a strong case was

^L^-t!?*^^^ "wwwft-yn
' tor- II. 19; wmraram.
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mado out against Cirudatta by circumstantial evidence he was
askod to confoss his guilt, otherwise he was told that he would
bo whipped ( i. e this rofers to whipping to extort a confession,

vide above note 332 ) ; the judge was only to pronounce the

judgment and recommend the legal punishment, while the king

had the last word about the exact punishment, Manu's work

was an authority ; a brahmana offender was not to be sentenced

to death, but was to be banished with all his wealth, though

some kings did not act up to this rule ; impalement was carried

out by candalas , ordeals of fire, water, poison and balance were

known and Sudraka conveys {visasahlatnlagmprailhiteme weme)

that Carudatta had prayed for trial by ordeal, but that the chief

justice, bocauso thero were witnesses and circumstantial evi-

dence, refused that request,

The court so ,far described (i. e. where the king or the

chief justice appointed by him presided) was the highest court.

But other tribunals were recognized m the smrtis and digests

Yaj. I 30 and War. (I. 7) state 371 that law-suits may be decided

by village councils (lulSm), corporations (sre?n), assemblies

(puga in Yaj , gam in Nar.), the judges appointed by the king

and the king himself, each later one being superior to each

preceding one The first three were practically arbitration

tribunals like the modern panchayals The several words here

require explanation and they have been differently interpreted

by different digests Medhatithi on Manu VHI 2 explains

these words at great length Ace to him 'kulani 'means group

of relatives' and also (ace. to some) 'impartial persons

(madhyastbapurusah) and 'gavu' means 'builders of houses

and mansions or brahmanas dwelling in mathas'- Ace to the

Mit and V P. P 29 'kulani' means ' an assembly of the rela-

tions, agnatic and cognatic, of the litigants', ace to the Sm.

0. it means 'the agnates of the parties'; ,^ * *^*™
means 'husbandmen'. It appears likely that ^Iam nwans

Officers who presided over a group rf^«JB

?'f*"i£
who were granted the produce of one Ma of land as their

2K*%5. Manu VH 119 and KullSka thereon "Jft-jS
nurnlate of Gupta year 124 in which the head of the district

prathama-kulikaand praaamaiayas&ME^LWJ^___
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'gramasta-kuladhikaranam' in E. I. vol. 17 p. 345 at p. 348 in

the reign of Ku maragupta I. From the Sanchi etone Inscription

of Chandragupta II ( of the Gupta year 93 L e 412-13 AD.) it

appears that panchayats were called 'pancamandall' (Gupta

-Inscriptions pp. 29, 31). 'Sreni' means, ace. to most commenta-

tors, 'the corporation of persons following the same craft or

avocation , though they may belong to different castes ' such as

horse-dealers, betei-leaf sellers, weavers and dealers in hide,

Aoo. to the V. M. p. 280, ' sreni ' is an association of artisans ©r

traders '. 'Pugas ' are assemblies of men of one place ( a village

or a'town) belonging to different castes and following different

avocations, Kat (225 and 682 ) distingnishes between gam and
pugawhich he respectively defines as'assembly of families' (kulas)

(Sm. C. II p. 18, Par. M. HI p. 352) and ' assemblies of traders

and the like ' ( V. R, p. 668 ) V. P. p. 30 says gam and puga are
synonyms The king waB thus the highest court of appeal and
next to him -was the court of the judges appointed by him
Brhaspati (S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 281 verse 28) ordains 375 that the
kulas, srenis and ganas that are well-known to the king may
decide the disputes of litigants except those that fall under
sate and that it was only the king who could carry out the
order for fines or corporal punishments, i. e the arbitration
courts could only decide disputes not involving sahasa and they
had no power to execute their decrees about fineB and corporal
punishments, but that their decisions had to be filed with the
king, who, if he did not disapprove of them, put them into execu-
tion. Pitamaha376

appears to mention three classes of Stats
courts, while Y&j andNSr. refer only to two (viz. that of the
chief justice and that of theking himself )

:

«

a dispute decided in
a village may be taken to the city and one examined in the city
(court) to the king; a dispute decided by the king whether
correctly or incorrectly cannot be reviewed.' It is distinctly

*^^f «• IV 5.m and tbe second «^W . 5 . 30 vrfucb read.

** « f%TO?»^3,. U . p 19. TOm. m> p 42 .

**

36
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provided by Br. 377 (S B. E. vol 33 p. 282 verse 31) that the

sabhyas are superior to the kutas and the rest, the chief jnstice is

superior to sabhyas and the king is superior to all Pitamaha3"*

provides that when a litigant is not satisfied with the decision

given by a kala tribunal or the others, he can carry the matter by
way of appeal to the king. Besides these courts it appears from

Eautilya that the village headman {grumla or gramakuta)

exercised certain summary powers such as driving out of the

village a thief or an adulterer (III 10) and that he could try

some offences (IV. 4, grumakutwnadfojaksam %a satri bruyut &c.).

Even in the 20th century in the Bombay Presidency under the

"Village Police Act (Bombay Act VHI of 186? ) the village head-

man (called Police Patil) has the authority to try and on con-

viction to punish with confinement for a period not exceeding

twenty-four hours any person charged with the commission of

petty assault or abuse within the limits of a village and the

person convicted has no right of appeal to any court or magis-

trate against such conviction and only the High Court has the

power to entertain a petition for revision ( which it hardly ever

does). Bhrgu373 quoted in Sm. H. p 18 and other digesto

says that there are ten tribunals common to all men viz. the

village people, the assembly of the citizens of the capital, gana,

sreni, men learned in the four vedas (or ndi/Ss viz. *»*HU

and the rest), the wgiv*. hulas. fotU-as, jadges (appointed by

S35J.S°£V* p 30 «* xv- 5 32hKthe!astiT'JS^
bemg cMMlm. The.* * p 50 estate- S^^J™^

tribunals.
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the king) and the king Mmself. The vargins 3" are the groups

of various kinds such as ganas, pugas, vratas, srenis and others

Rulikas may be the elders of the families of the plaintiff and the

defendant. In the Damodarpur plates ( B. 1. 15 p 130 ) we come

across one Dhrtimitra -who is described as 'prathamakulika'.

The word 'pancakula' was applied to certain high officers in

Gujarat and Kathiawad; vide I. A, vol. 11 p. 220 (Abu Ins. of

Bhmiadeva dated Vikrama year 1265) and Tawney's translation

of the Prabaimha-ointamani pp. 18, 84, 129, 149, 190 for 'panca-

kula'. The provisions about the conflict between customs and

usages on the one hand and siuh and smrli on the other will be

dealt with in detail later on in another section. A few words

may be said here about conflicts between smrtis. In disputes

between residents of the same country, the same city or the same

hamlet of cowherds or of the same capital or village, the decision

should be according to their own conventional usages, but in

disputes between these and others (who are not residents of

those respective places) the decision must be in accordance with

the sacred texts 333 (Sit. 47 q in S. V p 11, Par. M. HI. p. 41 ).

Another rule is that when there is an apparent conflict between

two smrtis, reasoning is to decide in ordinary life which should

be followed or reasoning based on the actions of the aged and
the experienced is to decide what text to follow ( Yaj. It 21 ) and
the business of the interpreter consists in holding that one of

the smrtis contains a general rule and the other an exception

or that the two apply to different sets of circumstances ( visaya-

vyavastha)or that an option may be intended. Voluminous
glosses have been written on this one text of Yaj II. 21 right
from Visvarupa in the 9th century downwards Another rule
is that in the administration of justice dharmasastra rules have
superior force to those of arthasastra This has been already
referred to above (p 9) Bhrgu further provides that foresters may
get their disputes settled by foresters, members of caravans by
other members, soldiers by (a tribunal of) soldiers and those
who stay in a village as well as in a forest may get their dis-

putes settled either by villagers or by foresters by mutual

379 jjort: <m?n3<j«n*r aims* (SonresraT < tmpuTsr ^ *av% rprfen&t
«nswf*-. « 5Ki**rr. q. by i.iiQ-4. II p. is, *j. fi p 67 , snHi"<Jfo ^ $% st s^p*
SfHT: « Star ^Cttctl^falWdHMI SERIcSi* ll q^fe^AJ q by wr fSt, p. 13.

380 ^sprerftsg ^nrrag *rri>sim Slut ^^rafoa&a iaat^g Ik w?"
*nWT q by TO m. HI p. 41, * X* p. 72 *?jrw. II p 26 appears to
a*rtbqittoftm>mr
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agreement and that the-fiv& tribunals for foresters and others are

kuhkas (high officers or heads of families), sarlhas (members of

caravans), headmen, villagers, citizens The texts furtherprovide

that in certain cases the court was to call in aid outsiders to help

in deciding disputes. Vyasa 311 says- 'In the case of disputes

among traders, artisans, husbandmen and actors it is impossible

for others to give a ( correct) decision, hence such matters should

be got decided by experts m those various matters' Br. states

(hat in disputes among husbandmen, craftsmen (carpenters

and the like), artisans (like painters), money-lenders, guilds,

dancers, sectarians (like FSsupatas) and criminal tribes the

decision should be made with the help of those who understand

the conventions made by them and their usages. In disputes

about the boundaries of villages and about fields in a village,

four, eight or ten neighbours were to settle the boundaries (vide

Manu VUL 258, Kaut. HL 9, Yaj. IF. 150-152 ). Kaut. 1 19

and Br. 382 (q in V P. p. S3) say that disputes between those

who have performed austerities or between those who are adepts

in witchcraft and Yoga should not be decided by the king

(unaided), but with the help of those learned in the three Vedas,

as otherwise they may feel offended These quotations show

that certain people could claim to be tried by their peers or at

least by a jury. This jury system was resorted to for settling

complicated questions of fact It is a very ancient system, being

mentioned even by Gautama "" XL 31-22 'the king, having

received help from the heads of husbandmen, merchants, cow*

herds, money-lenders and artisans as regards disputes in their

own groups, should finally decide what is just'.

It has already been stated above that the king is to decide

according to the smrtis He has also to take into contra

£

thedutiesand usages of the^everal vamas and the eighteen^

381 ifivfrKwfa *ftqf**«S '
Wj^J^£. „ tit „ 42 n I p 23, SHIT!" """'

383. «rt««t^^«'^'«**7 l

J'i
m

p »
«,*nt. a *fe<I 19 towards end, «j » » * P. »• «

BSC«bB3 tt to both «* and m^T
»«ft«Wn*«*

rt «h«mmi«ft xi. 21-22
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castes384
( ace. to Manu VJ3I. II and HSrXta ). The eighteen low

castes said to be outside the pale of the four varnas and asramas

are enumerated by Pitamaha, viz. washerman, shoe-maker, nata

(dancer caste), bamboo-woiker, fisherman, mleccha, bhilla,

SbhJra, raatanga and nine others ( the names of which are not

given here as the text is corrupt ).

The foregoing gradations of tribunals did not all exist at

all times in ancient and medieval India. One thing is, however,

quite clear There was alwayB a court of the Chief Justice

appointed by the ruling power and final appeal lay to the ruler

himself. But as regards inferior tribunals usage varied For
example, it appears from a decision of 1742 in which a.ruling of
king Shivaji about a Kulkarni -oatan is set out that in Shivaji's

time disputes could be taken before three different but inferior

tribunals, viz the got ( i. e. the assembly of castemen ) which is

somewhat like the kuja tribunal of the smrtis, or before arbi-
trators hailing from a plaoe other than where the dispute took
place or before the officers, balutedars and chief men of several
villages round about. 335

Manu (VIE 23} prescribes that the king fully dressed and
with an undisturbed mind, after taking his seat in the Hall of
Justice; should perform obeisance to the gods, the guardians of
«» (eight) quarters ( Indra and others, as specified in ManuVU 4

)
and should then commence the work of looking into the

legal business The transaction of' legal business has four
stages (from the king's or judge's point of view) viz. first

wW
V
*»?

J

f?
rm
f
ion flom * person, then finding out under

what title of law ( vyavaharapada ) the information falls, then
consideration of the pleadings of the parties and the evidence

384 «mft vfoft* ^ht^^ ,^^^^ _,^ a^^t_****«"''««*» " P" 29>™. W- HI- P 46. *. ft p 74: ^tv.

"W»WW I *5^= II p. 29, to. *T III. p; 46
385 V^e'Vatanpatrem.N.vSdapatrem'eaxtedb, Messrs Mw« M
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lod by them and lastly tho decision.386 When a litigant comes
before the court at a proper time (i. e. when the court is sitting)

and makes his bow, he (the king or judge ) should387 address

him as follows .
—

" What is your business ? What is the injury

done to you ? Don't be afraid, speak out, man ! By whom,
when, where and why ( was the injury caused ) ? When thuB

asked whatever he replies should be considered by ( the judge

)

with the sabhyas and brahmanas and if the matter be legally

ontortainablo he ( the judge ) should deliver the seal (sealed order)

to the plaintiff or order the bailiff to summon ( the defendant )".

Those observations are made by Kat (86-88) Whatever a

man, being excited by one of the emotions of love ( or anger

or greed ), says before the court, should be first written down

on a board or the like by the scribe ( NSr M II 18

)

Very elaborate rules are laid down about the summoning of

the defendant or accused by Nar. (I 52-54 ), Br, Kat ( 96-100 ),

Sukra ( IV. 5-102-106 ) and others. A few of the rules are BBt

out below. The first person to be summoned is the one against

whom a complaint based on suspicion or truth is made by the

plaintiff or complainant But other persons may be called as

defendants 355 either when the person proceeded against by the

plaintiff puts forward another as liable to plaintiff's claim or

makes another liable along with himself or when another person

is accepted by the plaintiff (on behalf of another who is a minor

&c ) or ( ace. to the Madanaratna ) another person himself comes

forward ( as defendant ) The king should not require the personal

appearance of the following persons the diseased, minors, very

old (beyond 70), one in a calamity, one engaged in some

386. arm: w* *rtf «*wwnfm r ftflmrr £*** f*
™*

,-Smr ii wrra- ( I 36) For explanation, vide *%TW H. P «• ** "• **_

.fcA« .
•«.«*3*'^«*t-rn."SETS*

rysryiSjs^s~ - « « » *•

-•^t-S*S--*- •** « •** **""
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religious lite, one who would suffer irreparable loss by coming,

one in misfortune ( such as the death or disappearance of a

dear relative), one engaged in the king's business or in a

(religious ) festival, one intoxicated, a lunatic, one distressed, a

servant, a woman 390 who is young and whose family is in

straitened circumstances or who is of good family or who is

recently delivered, a maiden who is of a higher caste than that

of the complainant Nar. (I. 53} prescribes that cowherds
when it is the season for taking cows for grazing, agriculturists

in the sowing season, artisans actually engaged in work
and soldiers engaged 3*" in war should not be summoned to

appear in person, while so engaged. In these cases some
one on their behalf should be summoned as a representative.

But it is provided that even these persons may be summoned with
proper safeguards in important cases or grave charges, such as
the killing of human beings, theft, rape, eating forbidden food,
counterfeiting coins, high treason &c. But women who by
their earnings support their families, unchaste women, prosti-
tutes, women without family and women excommunicated for
grave sins may be summoned to appear personally s*1

. A person
who is summoned and is able to appear but does not appear in
person was to be fined according to the value or importance of
ihe subject matter of dispute e. g. in slight causes fifty ( copper)
panas, two hundred at least in the cases of middling value and
500 panas at least in heavy causes (vide Eat. 100-101 quoted by
Sm. C. H p 34, Apararka p. 607.) After taking the fine and
waiting for 30 days or a month and a half the king may give
a judgment in favour of the plaintiff, due to defendant's default
But if the defendant does come after that time, the suit may
be restored and proceeded with. 3* But when there is an invasion
by an enemy or a famine or an epidemic or disease the king
should not impose a fine, but send a second summons In the
case of those who are exempted from personal appearance ( asabove) their relatives (son, father &c.) or some other person

390. Compare sec. 132 of the Indian Civil Pro. Code (Act V of 19081for exemption of certain women from personal appearance.
'

390 a. Compare the Indian Soldiers ( Litigation ) Act ( IV of 1925).

AoJrL ^t^' 00^ ^^^V^^aboutmostoftheserulesl,
Apararka p 606, Par. M. Ht p 51. Vyavahara-mayukha pp 9-10.

>
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appointed by them (such as a pupil, servant &o. ) or one who can

be recognised as their agent may be allowed to appear 3!& But
no representative was allowed in serious charges cited above

(vide Kat 93-95 q by Apararka p. 639, Sm 0, H p 34). If a

father, brother, a friend, or a relative appears before the court for

the real litigant, the law-suit may be proceeded with (Pitamaba)

"Whoever carries on anything through another by appointing

him to that task should be understood to have done it himself

and the business transacted by such a representative or agent

cannot be annulled If a person who is not a brother nor father

nor son nor appointed to represent another prosecutes a law-

suit for another, he is liable to be fined 39* As the king was

supposed to be the guardian of a minor's wealth, it appears from

this that a king-could have appointed a guardian for the suit

-when a minor was concerned. The above provisions show that

maintenance and champerty were not encouraged by ancient

Hindu lawyers.

An interesting question arises whether lawyers as an

institution existed in ancient India The answer must be that

so far as the smrfcis are concerned, there is nothing to show that

any class of persons whose profession was the same as that of

modern counsel, solicitors or legal practitioners and who were

regulated by the State existed. This does not preclude the idea

that persons well-versed in the law of the smrtis and the pro-

cedure of the courts were appointed (myukta) to represent a

party and place his case before the court The procedure

prescribed by Nar, Br and Kat reaches a very high level oi

technicalities and skilled help must often have been*«&*?* w

litigation. In the com ofAsahaya as edited by Ka^nabh^a

onNar. (rnadana*) there is an instructive story ftomjbacfc

it appears that persons who had studied the smrto helpedparties

in return for a monetary consideration to raise contentions

392*. Sc^rn^Nr^enrN^^m.- "_^f^SSi

393 ^™w^iT<*^r^$$s*s®«*
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before the court. But there also the helper oomeB forward

saying that he is a very old friend of the family and has been

appointed by the party to represent him. So he corresponded

to what is called a recognized agent in the Indian Civil Pro-

Code, Order HI r 2 ( Act V of 1908 ). In Sukra IV. 5. 114-117

some important rules are given :
3** the person who is appointed

to represent a party should get as his wages 1/16, 1/20, 1/40, 1/80

or 1/160 part of the amount in dispute, that the wages become
less and less as the claim in dispute becomes higher or if

several persons employ one representative; one who knows
dharmasastra and the procedure of law-suits should be appointed
as representative and not any one who is deficient in these ; if

the representative takes wages without knowing these he should
be punished by the king. A representative is to be appointed
by the party and not by the king at hie will ; if the representa-
tive allows the matter entrusted to him to fail owing to his greed
he is liable to be fined 395

. In the ' Questions of Milinda ' ( S. B-

394. fjfrftffi ( rer I ) irertft *gM forr^rat «fks3iii$i«hiH i i^srerert rep-ft nx
gyfi^gsTfonrcc « tot sparrr^! wr$ ^Ni #rr>rfN<r«rt • *n% qgHftfl

$T*t ft*fWrygl^ft ii ga& IV. 5. 114-117. The words ^rj ^js^ present
a difficulty. Probably there is a compound of^ with y.g.-dq. .

395 The story in the com. on Mr. is as follows: In Pataliputra (modern
Palna) a brahmana named Sridhara acquired with great trouble a fortune and
lent to a trader named Devadhara ten tnousand drammas at the rate of 2 per
cent per month When one month passed Devadhara paid as interest 200
drammas. When the 2nd month was running. Devadhara died of high
fever, his son died of cholera and only the great-grandson of Devadhara byname MaMdhara. remained. He was a very young man addicted to gamb-
ling and other vices His property was taken under their protection by his
maternal uncles They were advised by a brahmana who had a smatterme
of smru lore aud was called Smartadurdhara Don't pay even a rupee to the
creditor Sridhara I shall save you even m Court by c.ting appropriate
texts The uncles replied if yon save us, we shall give you a thousanddrammas as a reward' When the 2nd month passed (from the date of
borrowing), Sridhara called upon the uncles to pay 200 drammas as interest

l^f m°nth
'

ThBy r6Fhed ' Y°a Cann0t cIaim — *• Palpal
S»£« rfT ^ S°n °f the °rieU5al b°™™h •»«* l«s interest'.

KT '

gra0dSOnS Sh0uld ™ the de"ts °* the grandfather; that

^gathering his wits filed a suit m the court and had summonses£2
{ Continued on the nest page

)

37
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E vol 36 p. 238) there is a passage about certain bMkhusin
the city of Righteousness' {dliammanaqaia) who are styled
dharnmapanikas' (dealer in dhanna) and are described as

follows: '(Bhikkhus),who in the spirit and the letter, in its
arguments and explanations, its reasons and examples teach and
repeat, utter forth and recapitulate the ninefold word of the
Buddha; such bhikkhus are called, O king, lawyers in the
blessed one's city of Righteousness' and on p 339 there are
' dhammasetthino

' (bankers of dhanna),which word reminds us of
the srestbin in the Mrcchakatika. The dhammapamkas probably
correspond to such lawyers as Smartadurdhara mentioned above

The rules of Sukra make a near approach to the modern

institution of the Bar and the fees prescribed by Sukra are

similar to those allowed by the Bombay Regulation H'of 1837

and by Schedule HI to the Bombay Pleaders' Act (Bombay Act

-X.VJ1 of 1920 ) The first legislative enactment in India to deal

with lawyers for representing parties passed by the British

Government was the Bengal Regulation VIE of 1793 which defin-

ed the privileges, the fees {five per cent up to 1000 and then on

a sliding scale) and responsibilities of vakeels (which word

originally means 'agent ').

The plaintiffmay put under restraint till the approach of

the summoner (the bailiff) by the king's order the defendant,

who does not stand up to meet the claim (i e. is about to abscond

or may abscond ) that is to be investigated ( or when the plaintiff

spoke to him about the claim before coming to court) and

( Continued, from the last page )

to Mahidhara, great-grandson ol Devadhara, and his uades Sureties were

taken from both sides The nodes were asked (by the cpnrt) "why don't

yon pay the interest to Sridhara'? They appointed as their representee

Smartadurdhara, -ftho said that he and his ancestors were fnends of tie

family of Mahidhata and so he addressed the court «I rely on $*****

words (quoted above), and Mabldbara being the fonrtb from Dertdton

(indndmg the latter) is not liable to pay • Bhatta Smirtasekbara ta««"

this and said -Smartadnrdhara. yon are not deeply learned m themmtB t

nor have you stndied glosses thereon Thereof the debt oHOOOOdra^

lent by Sridhara is soli dne from Mahidhara. as he is O-fcW**^

oTke border, as three maie descendants^««*^
the ancestor's debt and as Narada means only this***»" '^
^dson (who is the fourth from the borrower, exch,

f^g"}***'
Station) is not hable to pay the debt of to

ĥ £Xp*"~
^d the learned speaker charged him irifh having been pitted P»

tion, Snartadardhara and his proteges lost the case.
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who disregards the words of the claimant. This is called

usedha which is explained by the Mit. on Yaj. U. 5 as restraint

under the king's order. It is of four kinds viz. restraint as to

{stham) place (eg. you are not to go elsewhere from your

house or a temple), as to time (e. g. you must present yourself

on the 5th of a certain month), restraint from going on (pi a.

v&sa) a journey (till the suit is decided) and restraint from
doing certain actions (e.g. you are not to sell certain property

or to plough a certain field till the disposal of the suit) 3'6
.

The rules about asedha are laid down by Nar. (I. 47-54), Br.

(q. by V. P. p. 42, Sm. C JL pp. 30-31 ), Kat 103-110 ( all quoted
byV.P.pp 41-42, Sm. C. n. pp. 30-31) Nar. (1.54) states

that those persons whose personal appearance is dispensed with
as stated above are not to be subjected to asedha Narada
provides that he who disregards the prohibitory order ( asedha

)

of the court should be punished and that he who obtains a
restraint order against a person that should not have been thus
proceeded against should also be punished. Ace to Kat. that
man who restrains the defendant so as to prevent him from
exercising his limbs or from talking or breathing freely should
be punished and not the defendant if he breaks such restraint.
A defendant would not be liable to be fined, if he disregards a
restraint order which ties him down to a river ford, or to a forest,
to a bad place ( infested by thieves and tigers ) or at the time of
an invasion (Nar I 49) There is a provision which looks like one
for the appointment of a Receiver in modern times. Kat. ( 120 )
sayg *A king should not allow a litigant to proceed if the litigant
retains the property or money which he has (been shown to have)
seized

;
it should be delivered over to the opposing litigant ( if

he be trustworthy)' or it may be kept with a third person { as
receiver for the successful party )» When the defendant comes
on being summoned, he and the plaintiff are both to be placed
before the judges (Pitamaha q, in Sm C H p 34) Then a surety
is to be taken from both who would be capable of carrying

396. It should be noted that these provisions about asedha are analo-
gous to those about attachment or arrest before judgment (section 94 and

?n
d
r

3

l
<rf

,

th
!
lndlanCiV'IPr0 C°de °£ 1908

>
and t^porary injuncuon

(Order 39 of the same).
J

397. ^a3n?nt ifJmfr 5r Sr^ff a^ag,TI!r?^^ im^ WRwrcf wif*

2!£L^2L q m ***• II-S "• **»*•* *».»!»<* explains 'arf&H,
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out the decree made by the court 1. e who would be able to pay

the amount of fine to the king if the defendant denied the

plaintiff's claim or who would be able to pay double the amount

of the claim if the plaintiff's claim be found to be false (Y&],

H 10-11 ) If any one of the parties cannot offer a surety, then

he has to be kept in the custody of the court's bailiff (sadhyapala)

and has to pay the daily wages of the bailiff at the end of

every 3% day ( Eat 117 q. by Mit on Yaj n 10 ) The following

persons could not he accepted as sureties ( Kat. 114-116 p, by

Mit on Y&] II 57 )
* the master ( in the case of a party being a

servant ), an enemy, one authorised by the master, one arrested,

one fined, one accused of grave sins or offences, one who is a

co-sharer in family property, a friend, one who is a perpetual

student, one who is appointed to do the king's business, ascetics,

one who would not be able to pay the amount decreed and the

fine to the king, one whose father is living, one who incites the

party for whom surety is demanded, one whose antecedents are

unknown ' When a person ( of any caste ) is kept guarded for

want of a surety he is not to be prevented from doing necessary

and obligatory acts ( bath, sandhya worship &c ) and if he runs

away from the guard he should be fined eight panas ( Kat ll»

q in Par M IH 58).

When the defendant comes before the court, the information

at first given by the plaintiff is to be written down accnrately

in his presence together with the year, month, fortnight, day,

n^mesTof parties)! caste &c (Yaj H.6) When the aggrieved

party first Lnes to the court, all that is taken
,

dowr
,

is h

Star in dispute (i e the draft of the plaint,), wheuth

defendant comes, the plaint is written down wHfc al detafi

Suding the grievance as stated in the beginning).
3"_

The

Sfilcalled ly various names in Sanskrit vfe. paksa, Mo*

398. 3TO

399 araspWH* WW"™ '^LTV^r omjT. n 6.
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( 130-131 ) says that the judge*00 should have the plaint written

down on a board ( or on the ground ) with a piece of chalk as

narrated naturally by the claimant and then orra leaf (palm

leaf or bark or paper ) when it is corrected ( after the defendant

appears) and that the plaintiffmay delete some matters from the

original (draft of) plaint and may fill in gaps and that such

amendments may be made in the draft till the plaint is finally

Bettled.
401 It appears from the VyavahSTatattva (p. 205) that

the pleadings (the plaint and the reply ) could be written down

in Sanskrit or in the vernacular of the parties if they were

ignorant The Mrcchakatika (Act IX ) shows how the presiding

judge asks the sresthin and kayastha to write down the words

'not by me' as the complaint of the Sakara when the latter

averred that Vasantasena. was killed by Carudatta and not by

himself Theplaint could be amended till the filing ofthe reply **

(Nar H 7). Elaborate rules are laid down about the contents of

the plaint by many writers from Kautilya (IDL 1 ) downwards.

Kaut 403 states that in the plaint should be entered the year,

season, month, fortnight, day, the documents (to be relied upon),

the court (in which the plaint is lodged), the (amount of) debt (or

other money due ) and the country, village, caste, family, names
and occupations of the plaintiff and defendant together with the

relationship in which they stood to each other. Kat ( 127-128

q by Mit on Y&3 IL 6 and Aparaxka p 608 ) requires that in

suits about unmoveable property, ten details should be recorded

in the plaint viz the country, the place ( town or village in

which the property is situated), situation ( bouudaries or the

figure such as a square &c. ), the caste ( of both parties ), names,

f&if: ii u^test ^Mi-Uth fi^ftarrarisiVriw^H. • <nu§ft'W' iftJ^r whs T^f ii*iii»hP3cH

ERr^r. q the first by R*9^r on VI II. 6, the 2nd by ffiaie on trr. II. 6

and both by 3TOTW p 611, i&x m III PP 6S-67.

401. ww^e^^n^ g m-gsuw.^'UH, i awifctuqi^n: t^t^r snw v^n «

TK^ q by f*fcno on *rt II 6, qirg Htjjrt q»lHn l«nft»t Wl9li "TtRs4 &ot

wreSTCIWP 205

402 Under the Civil Pro Code, Order VI r 17 ( Act V of 1908 ) the

plaint may be allowed to be amended at any stage of the suit. The ancient
Indian rule was somewhat stricter

403. *ra«r<>55*n»i'OT i%*« src>raraefroire;<>j S^wt^srvt- ^twrmV

M55nsm l.
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the dwelling place (of the parties), the measure (so many
mtailarian&e ), the name of the field, (names of) the father,

grandfather and great-grand-father, mention of the former

kings Kat. 124-126, Br (q in Sm 0. p. 36 and V M
p. 294 ) give further details, which are passed over for want of

spaco. All the details enumerated above need not occur in

every plaint, but the necessary ones must be stated according

to the facts of each case ,ttl

These rules about the contents of plaints are very similar

to those in the Indian Civil Pro. Code, Order VII rules 1-5

In modern India no suit or appeal can be filed unless the

plaintiff or appellant payB substantial court-fees (Rs 7| pbt

cent npto Rs 1000 and 5 per cent for higher claims up to 5000

and so on at reduced rates as the claim rises) It is interesting

to see how the litigants in ancient India fared in this respect It

appears that in disputes of a criminal nature no court fees had to

be paid in ancient India The person found guilty had to pay to

the king the fine declared in the Smrtis for offences or awarded by

the Court. As regards civil disputes also nothing had to be paid at

the inception of the suit Certain rules are prescribed by Kaut

(HI 1) Yaj , Visnudharmasutra, NSr and others about payments

to the'king after the suit is decided, which payments may be

regarded as in the nature of court fees Yaj H 42 and Visnudharma-

sutra VI 20-21 state thatm the case of suits for the recovery oi

debts the debtor who admitted that he was a debtor (bit did

not pay the creditor ) should be made to pay to the king 10 per

cent on the amount decreed and the successful creditor should

Bav five per cent out of the amount decreed (as bhrh cmjbmb-

?Z™ court fee )«*. When the debtor denies the fact of debt

IltLXTand the reditor succeeds in establishing it the debtor

Stouav the amount decreed to the creditor and an equal

false claimant (i o.^"*W«^^£^X*
are not proved) he had to pay to the kin as fin **»

as the amount claimed by him (Yaj II 11)

*J f£ mi

says 406 that a debtor, who is able to repay a aep^_

(i. o 20 per cent)
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do so through wickedness or malice, should be made to paythe

debt after recovering five per cent from the debtor. The Sm. 0.

II. p 121 says that this applies to a case where the debtor admits

his liability to the plaintiff. Manu VHL 139 gives milder

rules: 'if a debtor admits before the Court that he is a debtor,

then he has to pay a fine equal to five per cent on the amount

decreed, but if he denied the fact of debt altogether, then he has

to pay as fine ten per cent'. Manu VEX 59 which prescribes

a fine twice of that amount which the debtor falsely denies oi

which the creditor falsely claims contains a somewhat different

rule (which Medhatithi says applies where parties are guilty

of downright fraud, while VHL 139 applies where there is

negligence or loss of memory &c.). In suits other than for

debts such fines aie also prescribed e. g. in Yaj. H 26 for one
who misappropriates a pledge, H. 33, II 188 (for breach of the
rules of guilds and other groups), Yaj. II. 171 (where a person
claiming to be the owner of lost goods and failing to prove his
ownership of them waB fined panca-iandlia i. e a fifth part of the
price of the goods). Kaut prescribes 41" that when a party is
guilty of contradictory pleadings, or does not cite witnesses
though saying he has witnesses and ib defeated for these and
similar reasons he has to pay a fine of 20 per cent of the claim
and 10 per cent only if he relied on his own deposition ( and
called no witnesses) and further the defeated party has to pay
the costs via. the wages of the bailiff and of the subsistence
allowance of witnesses. Therefore it may be said that in
ancient times Indian litigants had an easy time, while in
modern times litigation is often ruinous, what with the heavy
court fees to be paid in several courts, the fees of legal practi-
tioners and the expenses of witnesses and the delay of years 408

The remark of Dr. Hart (in 'Way to justice' p. 17 ) is as applil
cable to modern India as to England ' the plain tiuth is that
the justice of the courts is unattainable by some citizens through
want of the necessary financial resources; while in the case

408 In modern times a plaint or memorandum of appeal is to be rejec-
ted »f not properly stamped Vide Order VII. r. 11 of the Indian Cml ProCode ThePeshva's Government appears to have taken one-fourth or oneMth from the party whose claim for partition or for recovery of debt suc-ceeded Vide 'Pesawa's Danes' ed by Rao Bahadur Wad, vol 2 pp 130
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of many others it is not worth having at the cost which it

involves *.

In one of his most famous soliloquies Shakespeare (in

Hamlet HL 1 ' Oppressor's wrong, the proud mans's contumely)

the pangs of despised love, the law's delays' ) enumerates law's

delays among the principal evils of human life. In modern

India as in England 409 before 1873 delay in the decision of

causes is a crying eviL In the rough and ready methods of

administering justice in ancient India care seems to have been

bestowed on disposing of cases as quickly as possible The

story of king Nrga who caused delay has already been referred j»

(p 243).Kaut (HL1) states that if the plaintiff, after the defendant

files his answer, does not on the same day begin to support his

oase (by evidence) he would he declared to be defeated, since

the plaintiff comes to court after determining the strength of

his oase, but the defendant does not do so (he is dragged to

the court) ; that the defendant may be allowed an adjournment

of three or seven days for his defence ; if he is not ready with

Mb defence within that time he may be punished with a fine,

ranging from 3 to 12 panas ; if he does not answer even after

three fortnights he shall be punished with fine for parokta ( viz

paflcabandha or daiabandha as stated above in note 407) and

the plaintiff's claim would be recovered from the property of

the defendant A similar rule is laid down in Manu vTIL 58.

Yaj. IL 12 prescribes that disputes relating to sahasa (killing

by poison or weapon), theft, abuse, assault, cows, charges of

grave sins and women (about the chastity of all women and

about ownership in the case of female slaves), the defendant

has to make his defence at once, and that in other oases tune

mav be granted at the discretion of the court HSr. L 4& »w

the same effect. NSr. L 44 holds that adjournments may be

SanS in suits about debts and the like for finding out the

truth as such disputes are complicated and as memory ««*

Ktamaha (q. in Sm. O. Up. 42)^ that adjournments may

be^anted in disputes about deposits sealed j*«5j?5
Worships. *~ttSj£lttj£?»
heritage. Gautama XJH 28 speaks » g ^ ^

{im Vol. IX. PP. 374-373 and 433-435.
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disputes about kine, women and children or when the matter

is urgent i e. where loss or abandonment of the thing will be

the result of delay ( G-aut. XlLL, 29-30 ). Brhaspati allows time

even to the plaintiff if he is not able to put forward his case

owing to his immaturity or lack of boldness. 410 Kat. (145-158

quoted by Apararka p. 619, Sm. 31. p 42, Par. M: UL pp. 69-72

)

contains elaborate rules about adjournments. He says that

according to the importance or otherwise of the dispute, one,

three, five, or seven days may be allowed to the defendant to

make his defence in disputes about debts, according as the debt

was contracted three months ago or 6, 12, 20 or 30 years ago

;

that even more than a year may be allowed if the defendant is

an idiot or lunatic or is suffering from disease or if the subject
of dispute or the witnesses arc in a foreign country ; that more
adjournments than one may be granted in such cases; that
according to Brhaspati in disputes about immoveable property
also no adjournments should be granted ; that if the act of God
{daiva) or the king prevents the defendant from making his
defence he should not be declared defeated, but time should be
granted to him to prove this. It is clear that with the advance
of time adjournments became longer and more frequent in Kat.
compared with the rigid rules of Kaut.. Kat. and Sukra
(IV. 5. 167, 209 ) contain the last word on this point. According
to them delay in deciding causes is tantamount 4" to denial
of justice ( dharmavyapath,, lit. death of Justice ).

The sequence of stages in a law-suit is as follows : first
the plaintiff makes his averments, then the defendant makes
his reply; when both have finished, the members of the court
speak (or deliberate among themselves) and after them (speaks)
the judge ( Kat. 1S1 q by Apararka p. 611, Par. M. 1H. p. 58

)

The four stages (psdas ) of a law-suit, ace. to Yaj. H 6-8, ana

38
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Br ,u e named "2 lihu&ajjutlu ( the plaint ), titJmajwfn ( the reply ),

hiiijupu<h (the adducing of evidence), xfitl/u/a.MMIu™ or mrttuyu

(the decision) ; while Kat 31 states, them as pfirvapaksa. uttaru,

pratyakalita and kriyi Pratyakahta means 'discussion ur

consideration among the vMu/ai about the burden ot proof '(vide

p 260 n 337) If several persons come simultaneously with compla-

ints or plaints, then the ordei or taking up the cat.es is regulated

by the iwna of the plaintiffs l e. the suit of a brahmana is fin-t

taken up (Mauu VHI 24) Kaut I 19 states 114 that the caubes of

temples ( or idols ), ascetics, heretics, brahmanas learned id the

vedas, about cattle and sacred places, of minors, of the aged,

ot those afflicted with disease oi misfortunes, of the helpless and

ot women are to be looked into in the order enumerated or

accoidiug to the importance of the causes or their urgency.

Kat ( 122 q in Sm C 1L p 35, Par M ID p. 59 ) says that

preference should be given to that litigant whose injury is

greater or whose cause is more important than those of the

rest. Kaut HL 20 went 41s so far as to say that judges should

look into the causes of idols (or temples), hrahmanas, persons

performing austerities, women, minors, the old, the diseased, the

helpless, even if they did not come forward to complain nor

should judges put forward the excuses of time (i.e. tho long

delay in taking cognisance of their causes), place, or (long)

enjoyment ( of their opponents

)

Lengthy quotations and illustrations are cited in the com-

mentaries and digests about the requirements of a good plaint

They aie all passed over. They well illustrate tho pcncharU of

ancient Indian writers for divisions, sub-division and subtle

distinctions.

Kat. (136 quoted by AparSrka p. 609) specifies »wal

reasons which make a plaint unacceptable viz one ttrt toft*

413. ^^^^^^P^. l,
'

i:,r,^^T,W^i
frm>«m»nHm«i* '" ww i- 1"™ p

verse of Br .
where mvxft* « the 4th <mr ^mr-mmfi*Kl.i

8fi&5Z™fi. ' WW? P 616 .r^miteHWinn"!
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the mention of the time and place ( of the cause of action ), that

omits the statement of the material ( draw/a, which is the subject

of dispute ) or the amount thereof and that is wanting in ( stat-

ing ) the extent of the relief claimed, that is opposed ( to the

interests or usages ) of the country, that is prohibited by the

king's order, that mixes up several vyavaharapadas. 416 Certain

plaints are declared to be vitiated (paksabhiisu)*17 and not

entertainable viz. a plaint that contains an unknown ( or

imaginary ) grievance, that discloses no injury, that contains

letters 01 words making no coherent sense, that states no cause

of action, that is incapable of proof or is self-contradictory

( Kat. 140 q. by Mit on Yaj. H 6, Par. M HL 61 ) Nar. II. 8

also points out the faults ( dosas ) of a plaint and explains them
(J3. 9-14) Brhaspati states that there is to be no law-suit

between teacher and pupil, fathei and son, husband and wife,

and master and servant This does not mean that law-suits

beUeen these pairs aTe altogether prohibited but that suits

between them are undesirable, that the king or judges should
persuade them to desist from proceeding in Court, that if they
persist the court has to decide the suits according to the
sastra. 418 Manu ( V33L 299-300 } prescribing the same punish-
ment as for a thief in cases where a wife, son, slave, servant or
brother is beaten for correction more severely than is allowed
in the sastras by the husband, father, master, or elder brother
respectively conveys by implication that a legal proceeding by
these is possible The smrtis did not encourage disputes based on

416 If a plamtift states • the defendant stole my gold. I deposited a
thousand drammas with h>m which he does not return, he sold a cow to me
without being its owner 1

, there is a joinder of three vjavaharapadas viz
steya

,
ntksepa, asvamivtkraya This is not a bad or altogether unacceptable

plaint All that is meant is that the trial of all these cannot be earned on
simultaneously, but one alter another

I
17 SWra^f^tmraf^ai^osw'Riqq I awruf srr {^^ 3r n*rtWr

mSdit ll qnrorosr quoted by fifcrr. on tit. II 6 (without name), mr, nr III
61_ The^tjN. n 37 ascribes tne same verse to 333,® (last pjda being
TOWSTtTCSSj^). Vide my notes to Kat 140 where it is shown how there
is a good deal of divergence about the interpretation of this verse

4is. ssGmil fiars^t ^<ft «nffret«r3Jt i qfcr, ^Brsn s^,^ „
TZ '^V??

t0
""•V"

1 *»* n
'
S

-
and W- ace to nvmn and wr ,P3* Theater remarks '„**« W*jrf»>l ft-nflfem<^«

Sr^ "*«^ 1» «| vide also i^rr. on „t n. 33 for
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flimsy or trumpery grounds. Brhaspati*19 says that a plaint

that is mraitfiaka ( i. e the injury in which is very small or the

monetary value involved is negligible) should not be entertained

by the king This is on the principle of de minimis non curat lex

( the law does not take account of trifles ) also embodied in

sec. 95 of the Indian Penal Code.

When the plaint has been finally settled, the defendant

should be called on to reply in writing to the plaint in the

presence of the plaintiff ( Yaj IT. 7, Nar. II 2 ) This is called

uttaia ( reply ) or pialipaksa ( Nar, D. 2 ). When time may be

given to the defendant for putting in his answer has already

been stated above.

The answer of the defendant must possess the following

oharacteristics viz it must completely meet all the points of

the plaint, it must not deviate from the truth, must not employ

vague words, must not be self-contradictory, it should not be

such as to require further explanation ( because of containing

words in a foreign tongue or unknown or rarely used words or

elliptical or badly arranged sentences ) ^ A reply is of four

kinds, ( 1 ) mtthya ( of denial ), sampratipath or satyd ( confession

or admission), kaiana or pratyavaskandana (of special plea or

demurrer ), prannyciya or purvarwaya ( of former judgment or res

judicata ) A reply of denial may take four forms (Nar IT. 5

)

viss. ( 1 ) this ( what is affirmed in the plaint ) is false, I do not

know anything about it, I was not present ( when the transact-

ion alleged in the plaint is said to have taken place ), I was then

not born al The first is a direct denial, the others are implied

or indirect \ ery strict rules of pleading were evolved by the

^t=f„o II p 37. Wh1cbeXp!a»ns^l%T<fe^r«^'^''?wiffRffi,,
'm

fito I quoted^ fffcr- on vi n. ?. wm* P- «2
«
asenbes t0"^ WB*

Ilfp. 42 (ascribes to ngmrRt),^ 1^ 5 139
^ ._,.

« lower '.
' weak • or • infenor ). ™ ™r- •"

be a wrong reading.
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toe of Xtt, who provides ( 144 ) that if a statement assertedby

b sU-UB to the hearing of the defendant is not <»•»«*
flatter or if the latter remains silent when he shodfllm
ivenareply.ittshcmldbeheldhythecraxtthatithsadmtt-

aa(by the defendant).** ^hen the defendant declares the

truth of the claim made in the plaint that is a reply ot

admission. "Where the defendant accepting as correct tne

matters ( or facts ) set out by the plaintiff raises a plea, that is

a reply of special plea.*
23 The same is designed by some as

adhamoradhama (rendering futile) of the plaint. ¥or ex-

ample, where plaintiff avers that defendant took one hundred

rupees and defendant accepts that fact but adds either that he

later on retained them or that they were really donated to him,

that is a reply of special plea. 'Where a person though defeated

in a (former) proceeding again causes a plaint to he written

and is addressed ( answered ) with the words ' you were formerly

defeated ', that is a reply of former judgment. That there was

a former judgment between the same partiesmay be proved by

citing the judges or arbitrators or by citing other witnesses or

by producing the writing itself i. e the copy of the judgment

( l»t. 172 ).
m In a reply of admission there are only two stages

of vuavaMra-vh. the plaint and the reply; there is no need of

proof ( so there is no knilSpada ) and the plaintiff succeeds as -a

matter of course ( and so there'is no necessity of a regular

judgment, mrnaya). Kat. ( 173-190 ) states at great length the

faults of a reply and also what aTe not proper replies The Mit

( on Yaj. H. 7 ), Apararka pp 613-614, Sm. 0. IL pp. 43-46 and

«2. snniwirffcttTst^ii srof i firarfeiiti i ^ni?rfes«wr sydff Raai

tfnifantlga; n mm- q- by ffcqqii-Tay. Compare Order VIII rule S of the

Civtl Pro. Code.

423. stfwr 5f<(Ml *fres wiw Tt^ S snrr i srair wfi i<iiciidi<it4i*44

«5cPJB S^RlV. 5 148, stK? q byffcar. ontrt. II. 7, vide mwi* 170,

q. by nr. wr p. 307 (reads irtfW& 8313?! )> *T. ». p 59 (which reads

424 wvrwjTW gjfssS! srtflrf«riafis3*t <n 1 rawr m*i\v 3t§ni^nrpr-

BlWiKW » 5SRTPW q. by *$!$<t(° II p. 43 which explains ' igfgkftfa sifT-

sPTSt^TOf^oil^raRpin'WC', wt.Jj. p 61. The «?ra. fir. (p. 53) has the {allow-

ing note on this * ifcrSWft {Sure* g|jfr-<HO i3<3fi>g> qwritatf vmrrffcfoi

wmsrorf?tffc'Tflr»naif§ fferfiy; i sigtw\wSn *r*g$ aw^fjwt i stfv;

g#r-.ii
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other digests quote long passages from Kat , Br , Harlta, Vyasa
and others on faults of vUam and illustrate them at length
These have to he omitted for want of space One of the faults is

'sarikara' (mixture or confusion or misjoinder of pleas in defence),

For example, if the plaint alleges 'the defendant took gold, a

hundred rupees, certain valuable clothes and a quantity of corn

and has not returned any of them, ' and the defendant's reply is

' I took the gold, I never took any rupees, the plaintiff donated

the clothes to 'me, as to the corn plaintiff had already filed a

suit against me and failed ' Here the reply contains all four

varieties, viz. the 'first is a reply of admission, the 2nd is one of

denial, the third is a special plea and the 4th is a plea of former

judgment This is a sarikara But it is not meant that this

reply would not he allowed All that is meant is that, as the

hurden of proof varies, the adducing of evidence will not be

allowed simultaneously, but one after another. Vide Mit, on

Yaj II. 7, Par M HI pp 77-80 These questions are concerned

with oases in which several issues arise, the burden of proving

some of which lies on the plaintiff and the burden of proving

others lies on the defendant If a defendant does not come

forward to give a reply, the king or judge should make him give

one by soma (conciliatory words), bheda (threats) and other

ways and if he does not give a reply for seven days after that,

he may he declared to have been defeated and a decree may be

passed against*25 him Kaut (Ell), Yaj 31 9, Mta 1.55,

Kat (163) state that a defendant cannot*26 raise a counter-claim

(j»aUdMwoga)a8l0ng as he has not met the attack of the

plaintiff, nor should another plaintiff attack a person who is a

defendant in a suit already filed, except in the case of aban
>

and

assault, sahma ( death or grievous hurt by a weapon &c ),
tnett

or in a very urgent matter, or in disputes among fibers of

caravans or guilds or in charges of adultery, Yaj II
.

«.

War IV 93 Sukra IV. 5. 130 say that when a litigant dies while

aruiUspendTng,hisson (or other"^f^^
his estate should carry on the litigation or be

,

UaW
>J«

'**

cSim and the son cannot add his ownjnj^men^ojn^P
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three generation* &c, as required for possession ripening into

ownership

)

4J?

There were many grounds on account of which alitigantbecame

wi.at is, called him (a losing party) and some times either had his

plaint dismissed or his defence struck out and a decree passed

against him or he was simply fined. For example, Nar. IL 33

speaks oi five kinds 423 of htm viz. one who changes his state-

ments ( or pleading ), who does not prosecute his pleading by

adducing evidence ( i. e. avoidB investigation ), who does not

appear when summoned, who gives no reply, who disappears or

runs away when summoned. Nar. I 56-61, II. 24 explain some

of these and other hina parties. Kat. 202 ( q. by Sm 0. IL p. 47 )

prescribes that the above five should respectively be fined 5, 10

12, 16 and 20 panas Nar. IL 25 states that in all civil disputes

such as those about women, land or debts the litigant .does not

lose his cause even if he commits a mistake in his statements,

but he is liable to fine. This conveys that m disputes arising

out of wrath ( manyukrta i. e. in criminal matters ) a person loses

his cause if he is guilty of the above acts and he is prohibited
from pursuing the matter again. Kaut HI. 1, Manu VOL 53-57
contain in almost the same words, certain similar rules, Kaut
calling the several actions causes of pardkia ( defeat ). Vide
Yaj. IL 16, Sukra IV 5. 136, Kat. 191-210 for further details on
dismissal for default and cognate matters. In these cases of
hinauadtns, though a fine was imposed, a retrial could be ordered.
When defendant filed his reply and parties joined issue in court',

Br. and Kat say that they should not then be allowed to
compromise the dispute privately without the permission of the

J27. «fiws«: ctfcs ^traw fcrft assfci t ^ n. 29 , s^fvm **? a
*n?!tr 3 qar tfif 1 m^sa f^tf,^ ©wroi 3 fspra^a: 11 &m rv. 5. 120.

«8. 8u-<r«i# Tapntrft sfiTOnur fSratRs 1 ai^mirinTr -g gfo. <mfia-
^.•iisrrc^n. 33.

'^w " www* isr h?i sn^ftatfi-.i *n* xvsnam *f3n*»r<rftFt *wft it

'Se.q.by ieifriro 11. p.49, * ft. 104, <m jr. ra.pp 84-85, «r. „
p 77; auifer srj^iS msm ktfkt 3* firo: 1 ^fts^wm siffuaw^grtv a 11™ 21°- « bv ^^r« n. P 49, <m ur m. P.S4. «r * p. 77. the «, „»ysbjn 'i%5^ 513*3 TiwftffUquafrOTt *i a f*rnp^333p*ri*«nrn
=*3«rp*ri«rwwmrs -I Vide S B. E. vol. 33 pp. 395-296 verses 10-12 for Br
(Dr. Jolly-s tr of verse 10 js not correct) Compare Order 23 r 3. of theUtan Ctwl Pro. Code and sec. 345 of the Criminal Pro. Code for compovm-
ding offeaces).

*
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court, if they did no they were both to nav dmM. ,f «. *

uuos
i court iocs /. Bat a comnromisR witt, «,„ t ,

thoro was a conflict between the different smrtis and usa^T
When the reply had been given the sabhyas had to considertho question about the burden of proof. »• says ' L sSya

after considering the nature of the reply should call upon one
01 the parties that ore in court to establish his case •

( Sm C H
P 50 }. What a party sets out to establish is called saMm and
tho means whereby the claim ( of the litigant) in its entirety is
established is called sadltana ( Kat. 213 in V. P p. 79 ) Y&j & 7
and Nfir. G 27 say that the party (on whom the' burden of
proof lies ) should immediately ( after the reply u> gJTOn) mite
down the means whereby he proposes to prove his averments
This third stage (pada) is called lenya i. e. proof. Sadhya
and LSiya are synonyms, krtya and sudtiana also are synonyms
( Kit. in Apararka p 616, Vyasa in Sm. C. E. p 54 ). The rules
about burden of proof are laid down by HarJta

( q in Mit on
Ya] II. 7, Apararka p 616 ). In a reply of denial, the burden
of proof is on the plaintiff, m a reply of former judgment or

of a special plea, it is on the defendant and in a reply of

admission no question of burden of proof arises Compare also

Nar H. 31. The Mit on Yaj It. 80 states another rule that

an affirmative proposition has to be proved by him who
asserts it ( bhampratijftavSdina eva knya ) Yaj. n. 22, Nar. H.

28-29 and IV. 69, Br. ( in Sm. 0. H p. 54 ), and others say that

means of proof are two-fold, human and divine, and that docu-

ments, witnesses and possession are the human means of proof

{ Vas. 16. 10 also ), while the ordeals of balance and others are

divine means. Yaj 3L 22, Nar. It. 29, Kat, 217 expxessly state

that ordeals are to be resorted to only when none of the human

means are possible or available. If one party relies on human

means alone and the other offers divine means, the king (or

judge ) has to accept human means and not divine ; in disputes

among men, if there be human means of proof though reaching

430. $a tw^r wA §*rt ff^ftrprrr i ztifcti™ «wpfisr4«w

(m%- n yj. in ?jja^» II. 50.
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{ or covering ) only a portion ( of the allegations in the plaint

)

then human means should be accepted and not divine ones even

though the latter may cover the whole ground (Kat. 218-219

q by Mit. on Yaj. H 22). This latter rule is based on the

proposition laid down in Yaj.H 30 and VisnudhaimasuteaYL 22

that when a party totally denies a claim and the opponent

establishes by evidence a substantial portion of it, the judge

may pass a decree against the denying party for the whole of

the claim This is practically the same as the maxim '
omnia

praesumuntur contra spoliatorem
,

.
43' Therefore the general rule

was that the divine mode of proof was to be resorted to only

in the absence of any human means of proof. Kat. 229 ( q. by

Mit on Taj. 3L 22, Apaiarka p. 629 ) allows witnesses or ordeals

when the dispute is started with reference to s3Jrasa, assault or

abuse and causes that spring from force and Kat. 230 ( q in

Sm. 0. H. p 51 ) provides that, in the case of a person guilty of

sShasa perpetrated in secret, investigation has to be made hy

divine proof. Kat. 225-228 ( q. by Mit. on Yaj. 31 22, AparSrka

p. 629, Sm. 0. H. pp. 53-54) lay down certain rules about

preference among the several means of proof: whatever are

declared as the conventional usages of the associations of

traders, of guilds ( of artisans ) and of groups ( of brabmanas ),

the means of proving them are documents and not ordeals nor

witnesses ; enjoymentm" ( or possession ) alone is weightier in

the case of the making and ( the use of ) doors and ways, as

also in the case of water-courses and the like ( i. e. in the case

of easements) and not writing not witnesses; in the case of

things promised to be given but not given, when a decision is

to he given in disputes of servants with masters, in the matter

of taking back a thing after it is sold or when a person having
purchased a thing does not pay the price, in gambling and
prize fighting-when in these matters disputes arise the means

431 Vide H of Dh vol I. p 204 and n. 387, where a half verse from
the drama Vikramorvasiya (IV. 17) is quoted containing the same proposition

and itis shown thatNirada as quoted in V. M.p. 311 and Par M lit p.203
contained the same half verse The half verse Is r%>»H&fi8;?ra %*J ^re^S$,*<&
The maxim cited above is relied upon in ArdesHtr v Thi Collector of Surat
3 Bom H C, R (A C J ) p. 116 and in Framji v The Commissioner of
Customs 7 Bom. H. C. R. (A.. C J.) p 89.

431a In talttihai v. Bai Amnt I. X,. R. 2 Bom. 299 at p. 312 there
is a reference to Kst 226 giwl&imtw mwHt iiifci

1

<rar I gisirfcr 5 5^f ?«TW
fyt *^ sSTrf^TOs n - There is a similar verse of Kat 314 <q in ^iS^o n.
p. 6?)

' wiffrfanarcgariirtltgrfr i g^y gs€ widwiTfaTa ffwro w
.'*

39
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of proof are witnesses and not documents nor ordeals Marlci

( q. by Sm. 0. H. 60, ,V. P p 141 ) states that as regards the

sale, mortgage, gift or partition of immoveable, property a

document ( should be executed as it ) enables the person ( in

whose favour it is executed ) to acquire ( clear ) title and freedom

from doubt 13' (even after the lapse of years) It is in consonance

with this that theIndian Legislature (in the Transfer of Property

Act, IV of 1882 ) requires writing and registration as regards the

sale, mortgage and gift of immoveable property Narada IV 75

very concisely hits the special characteristics of each pramana:

' a document is always strong, witnesses are strong (as evidence)

only as long as they are alive, possession becomes strong aB

time passes '. The comparative strength of the several kinds

of evidence is well put by Brhaspati 433
:

' Witnesses are superior

to inference ( circumstantial evidence ), a document is superior

to witnesses, undisturbed possession for three generations is

superior to all these ' Kat, 321 ( q. by Mit on Yaj II 80 and

V. P. p. 80 ) gives the warning that when a litigant abandoning

a strong ground or means of proof resorts to a weak one to

prove his case, he would not be again entitled to rely on that

( strong ground of proof ) after the members of the court have

decided as to who should succeed This practically propounds

the same rule as that of constructive jes^tcato contained in

explanation 4 to section 11 of the Indian Civil Pro Code (of 1908)

The means of proof will now be briefly dealt with in order

And first come documents 'Those » search of^an **«*£
treatment may usefully consult Dr Amareshwar Thakur*

' Hindu Law of Evidence ' ( Calcutta, 1933 ).

When writing was first employed in India and how the

Jndian BrShmi*^™^£^^fi££
many decades among scholars Max» tt«X i*

aayhesomeiistakclnquohBg.
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Then Buhler { in ' the Origin of the Indian Brabml alphabet *

)

started the theory that Biahmi was derived from a foreign

Semitic script about 800 B O. and this hypothesis held the

field for a long time (vide e. g. Rhys Davids in 'Buddhist

India ' chapters VH and VB3 ). Even Western scholars are not

now prepared to accept this dating of Buhler; vide Cambridge
History of India, vol.Lp.141 (1922) The excavations at Mohenjo-
daro tend to throw grave doubts on this theory and discredit it

At Hajrappa and Mohenjo-daro there is writing (not satisfactori-

ly deciphered yet) on burnt clay and pottery. The Piprahva
vase shows writing on stone several centuries before the
Christian era and the Sohagpur copperplate inscription is the
earliest writing on copper plates yet discovered ( vide Annals
of B. O B, Institute, Vol XL p. 33 ff ) This is not the place to
discuss the questions about the origin of the art of writing in
India and of the Brahml script. It cannot'be gainsaid that the
most ancient dharmasastras refer to writing as well-known.
Gaut XBX 4 appears to refer to a witness signing himself as
such on a document Vas. 16. 10, Visnudharmasutra VI. 23,
Yaj IL 22 mention ftfefiite (document) as the first means of
proof Manu VUL 51 uses the word karam in the sense of
document {arthepavyayamanam tu karariena vtbhavUam), in
VOL 168 refers to documents obtained by coercion and in
IS. 232 to fabricated royal edicts ( k&tasasana ). Kaut. has a
special chapter (IL 10) on royal writings (sasana), in which
he dilates upon the qualifications of the king's scribe, on the
contents of an official document, the good points required in
an official missive, on various divisions of writings 'and

4
on the

faults m official writings that are to-be avoided. In L 11 Kaut
prescribes that the king should hold consultations with absent
ministers by sending a letter (palra, a leaf of palm or a piece of
birch bark or similar material ) and in 1 19 states that consulta-

SS- ietter (pcrfm) with the council of ministers 'should be
held in the fifth part of the day. In H. 7 Kaut advises the con-
struction of rooms with shelves for books containing -accounts
{aksapaMam nfandhaputfahisthanam teirayet ). Vide also Kaut
tt 21, H. 30,1V. 9, IV. 10 for references to writing in various
other connections. Kant, (m 1) appears«* tousetheword tonma
S1.?® 88

^6 <* *««»m«nt and gives a rule which is the same as
*aj. IL Z3. Yaj. I. 319 speaks, of land grants being -written or

n a ^J^.??!^!^"^* «*fr* '
•*nw'in *: "".pare w.
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engraved on cloth or copperplate Megasthenes (McOrindle

p. 69 ) no doubt Bays • that Indians have no written laws, but

there is no doubt that he is under some misapprehension as to

what he was told, since in another place ( p. 83 ) he refers to

philosophers committing useful suggestions to writing Similar-

ly Strabo ( XV. 1 53-54 ) states that the Indians were ignorant

of writing, but ( 67 ) narrates that Nearchus states that Indians

write letters on oloth. One of the oldest copperplate grants is

the Taxila plate of.Moga (identified with Moa of the Sakas

)

and is not later than 120 B. O Vide E. L Vol IV. p. 54 and

Rapson's ' Indian coins ' p. 7. It appears that wooden boards

were used for writing ephemeral matters and patra for more

permanent use, as Eat ( p. 293, n. 400 above ) Btates that the

first information was to be written on a board with chalk and

the formal plaint on a leaf {patra). The Lalitavistara (10th

chap. p. 143, B.L ed.) states that the Buddha used a board

of sandal-wood for learning the scripts ( -oandanamayam lipi-

phalakam-adaya ).

Yfij. IL 84-94, Nar. IV. 69-75 and 135-146, Br., KSt. 249-310,

Sukra TL 291-318, IV. 172-182 and several digests devote great

attention to documents. A few Balient points only will lie

brought out here. Nar. (IV. 70-71) eulogises documents by

saying that if the Creator had not oreated writing which is lira

an exoellent eye, the world would have come to grief and that a

document is an indubitable means of apprehending the time, tne

place, the object, the material, the extent and the duration of a

Sansaction. BMq-inV.P P.141) says a* *»•»«£
fcegin to entertain doubts (about a transaction) even in «x

months (from an occurrence or transaction) the Creator

SeSe created in ft. hoary past letters which>«•"««£

£

Siting material {patra). The Lalitavis ara ( about 2nd or 3rd

century A.D.) mentions 64 scripts which were
J
nownt?r

BuSamongwHichthefirstis^ <»i*££i£l
Ufa. Br., and Sukra ^bably tryWarn

^

*r*££
current in tfreix days was caUed B-*f»^™ ^
Brahma). Sukra H ^.1*5. f

2 " vfenu*
6^ 8*

JL texts divide documents in diferentjway^_™^_
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VH 2 divideB documents into three kinds viz. those written

before the king (Le. by public officers), those bearing the

superscription of witnesses and those without witnesses. The
first is a document written in a state office by a scribe appoint-

ed by the king and bearing the signature of the head or

superintendent of the office. This is juBt like the registration of

documents in modern India. Br. *37
( q by V. P. p. 141, V. May,

p. 24) divides documents into three sorts viz. royal writing,

writing made at a fixed place and that written in one's

own hand. N§x. IV. 135 speaka of two kinds viz. one written by
the executant himself in his own hand and that written by
another; ( the first of these is valid ) without attesting witnesses,

while the Becond requires to be attested. In the former no
writer (lekhaka) nor witnesses are necessary, while in the
latter both are necessary. Even now in India no deed concern*
ing even immoveable property is required by law to he attested
except mortgages and giftB. The author of the Sahgraha, the
Mit. on Y&j.H 84 and several othera divide documents into
rSjofcija (public) and jctoapada (private or of the common
people ). The V. Mayukha (p. 24) says that Imtldhi and janapada
are synonyms and janapada document is of two kinds viz.
written by the executant himself in hiB own hand and that
written by another, and that the first maybe without attesta-
tion of witnesses, but the other must be attested. On Ysj. 3L 22
the Mit. divides documents into sssana and ciraka. The first is
the same as rajaktya ( described in Yaj.1 318-320 ) and ciraka is
practically the same as janapada writing. OnY&j. EL 89 the Mit
remarks that a royal deed must be written in correct and*
elegant language hut a document executed by ordinary people
fa notiequlred to he in correct Sanskrit, hut may he written in
the local dialect of the parties. Y&j. H. 89 states that a document
written by the executant himself in his own hand is autho-
ritative except when it is brought about by force or fraud
«1. H. 84-87 prescribe that a document of debt or the
Mto should be written down "by mutual agreement, that
the creditors name should he placed first, that it should

TOttenin a well-known place by a professional scribe . appointed by the

S?£S¥«««"&*»* W.t-1 1% *3,Ptft q. by WT, fSt.p.SZ.rw,
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mention the year, month, half month, ttthi ( day ), the names,

caste, gotras, the Vedic School, the names of the fathers of

the parties, that when the writing is finished the debtor should

write at the end that the deed is approved by N' N (the execu-

tant) son of so and so, that an even number (i e not less than

two) should attest the dooument, stating their father's names

and that ,they attest as witnesses and the scribe should write

at the end that he wrote the document at the request of both

parties. If the debtor or any witness cannot write, his signa-

ture should be -made by another in the presence ' of all

witnesses (Nar. q by Mit _on iTaj. II 87 and by Vy. Nir.

p. 87 without name ). Rajaklya documents -:are of three

kinds (aco. to, Br quoted in V P p 141, V May. p. 24)

.viz iasana (a royal grant of land), jayapatm (a judgment

deoiding a law-suit), ptasada-patia (a deed showing the king's

pleasure at the devoted service or bravery of a person); ace. to

Vasistha (q in Sm. G II p. 55 and V" May p 28) it is of four

kind's viz iasana, jayapatra, ajnapatra (a royal command

addressed.to feudatories, high or low officers like" the wardens

of the marches ), prajfiapanapatra ( a writing of request addressed

by.the king.to sacrificial priests, a purohOa, teacher, learned

brahmanas or ,other highly honoured persons), it is five-fold

ace. to S iiV pp. 111-113 viz sasana, jayapatra, ajfiapatra, pra-

jfiapanapatra and prasadapatra. Kaut in H. 10 speaks of seve-

ral 'kinds of royal orders and names them, such asprajnapana

(request by a messenger about what another prays),- ajnapatra

( as above )', pandana (honour,to the deserving or gift in distress),

partJiSra (remission of taxes for certain castes or villages by the

king), -rnsrsMekha. (writing
v
whereby the king accepts tie

actions or words of some trustworthy person as his own), pra-

vrtitJca'i conveying information-about some portentous hapnen-

ine or some news about enemies etc.), pfotdehM (reply in

accordance with discussion held with the king on a message

S another ). sahatragaXprie* addressed to high»a™
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krayapatra{salB deed), adhanapctlra or 5<W»paira(deed of pledge or

mortgage), stfoUpatm or safmnlpatia (deed of convention, which is

made by the inhabitants of a village or city or the members of

a corporation or guild by mutual agreement for settling their

conventions), dasajpatra (deed of bondage to serve executed by

a person devoid of food or clothing ), rnalekha or uddharpalra

(bond of debt promising return at a future date with interest),

vtsuddhpatra (deed of purification given to a person with the

attestation of witnesses when a penance for a sin has been per-

formed), sandhpatia (deed of peace when a compromise in the
presence of leading people after a charge of"the commission of
a crime has been made), simapatia ( deed of boundary when a
dispute about it is settled), upagata (a receipt passed by the
creditor to a debtor on payment of the whole or part of a debt,
Yaj JL 93), anvadhpalra (a sub-mortgage i e where the mort-
gagee or pledgee mortgages or pledges the property or thing to
another and hands over the former deed to his own creditor).
The two branches of private documents (janapada) are either
araka or not ciraka; cirafca is defined as a document written by
hereditary Bcribes residing in the capital, who are approached
by the parties and bearing the signatures of the parties and
witnesses and the names of their fathers (Sangraha q by SmC lip 59, Par M UL p 127). Vide n. 437 above and Sukra

H

299-318 and IV. 5. 172-177 for definitions of these and other kinds
of documents But ace to Vyasa quoted by Sm. C. II p 59
private documents are of eight kinds viz ciraka, upagata (

a

receipt
)
svahasta (written by the executant himself), adhipatra,^1^^^' sandW^ visuddhipia Some

wo2
8

aa

6

f6
T"*""-* <P 69)andthe]£it write the

probably because ,it was written on the back (of the bark ofhe tech or some other tree). If the proper word is araka thenWas employed because being executed by scribes appointed bythe kmg it had validity for all time (am) as compared withEy?r^d
°°r

ents
-
°iraka ' * *Ms last sense seemTtobe equal to sthanakrfca * of other writers. .

fw*^'
438 W' 136, Vi9m

-
DL S TO- U ^d Kat. (252) reguire

!!?!J!L!i!lJ^ the rules
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regarding pledges (and other transactions) and the sequence
of the sense and of the words in which is not contradictory
or confusing. Sm C, H. p. 59 applies the word 439 paficarB^ia
(on which five are recorded) to documents that areBignedby
the creditor, the debtor, two witnesses and the scribe. The
Sarasvatlvilasa p 114 holds that pancarwfkatw consists in

having the creditor, debtor, witnesses ( as one item ), scribe and

the matter to be written. Harlfca and Vyasa (q inSm. G.JL

p. 59 ) employ the dual ( saksinau ), while Yaj II. 87 employs

the plural Therefore ordinarily two witnesses sufficed, but in

very important writings there should be more witnesses. Visva-

rupa reads 'asamah' in Yaj. IL 87 and requires three witnesses

as the minimum. Nar. IV. 137, Visnu* Dh. S VH. 6-10, Br.

(S. B. E. vol 33 p. 307 v. 23.), Kat. (871) state that a document

is invalid that is executed by a person intoxicated, by one

already charged (with an offence), by a woman, a minor, that

has been brought about by threats or deceit or coercion, by one

dying, by one diseased, by a lunatic, or by those that are

dependent. Visnu Dh. S. (VJL 8-9 ) and Kat. 273 (q by V. M.

p. 338, Apararka p. 686, Par. M. EX p. 131) state that a docu-

ment may be held invalid owing to defects in the witnesses

or in the scribe or to the fraud of the creditor or executant

Nar. IV. 145, K5t (306-307), Samvarta (both quoted by

AparSrka pp. 691-692 ) and Br. ( S. B. B. 33 p. 309 verse 31 )
say

that no oral evidence should be allowed to contradiot the (terms

of a) document, that the mode of proving(a matter) by a docu-

ment is always superior, that a writing can be refuted or

superseded only by another document relating to the same

matter and not by the oaths of witnesses and that if oral evidence

16B) declares tot franavhatesril teuton* Compaq*

*

r f

Bom. 99 at p 104 •strtmatta' b. ft <***££» U*—". ***

,s not correct as shown by the texts ot »««"

words «* «ep««ted by othw worts.
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were allowed to overrule the force of documents there would

be confusion and an end to all written transactions441. If them is

a conflict among documents then a jampuda document (written

by ascribe and attested ) is superior to one written in the hand

of the executant himself and a public document is superior

to a janapada one ( Vyasa q. by Sm. C. H p 66 S. V p 122 ).

Yaj. H. 91, Har. IV. 146 and Kat. 312 (q. by Apararka

p. 687) prescribe that when a document is in another country or

when it is illegibly written, when it is lost or its letters have

become indistinct (by lapse of time or other causes) or it hasbeen

stolen or is crushed or burnt or shattered into pieces, another

document may be caused to be written ( if both parties agree )

,

but if they do not agree and the contents have to be pTOved or

if the executant denies his signature, then Nar. IV. 142 and Kat.

( 282 q. by Sm C H p. 63 ) say that time may be given to bring
it from the foreign country or the contentsmay be proved by the

evidence of the attesting witnesses or of the scribe or of those that

have seen it. This shows that the smrti law required the produc-
tion of the document itself as primary evidence, but allowed
secondary evidence only in exceptional cases *° K a document
belonging to one man is produced by another the latter has to
explain his custody of it

443
( Vyasa q. by Apararka p. 690, Sm. C.

IL 66). Kit. (308 q by Sm. 0.H. p. 65) says444 that just as the reflec-

tion of a person or thing made in a mirror is seen as if it were real
though it is unreal, so clever people can fabricate documents
resembling (the genuine writing of a person). Vyasa (in
Apararka p. 688, Sm C. II. 65 ) and Br. (S. B. E vol 33 p. 307

*mn 3fa% a agi^riiart<^a frftfofrrmmp 1

5

^f*ii PniHa ft an%^-
Hjfo." ?*"•• 9.J>y SITO* P. 692; ,rf%&f$ ^k^,^,^ f^-^ ,

•*ii"rt avrcsr: wi^hhwi =* sntfc « #ri q. by amrej p. 692. compare
sec 92 of the Indtan Evidence Act The poet MSgha gives expression in his

SStt 70

tO the Same ,deS ^ f5m?RS? *** **i"t««*«

'

,!,. »
2

'
•

C0B
i
PSle S6C 63 Md 6S of the Iad!an Evidence Act aboutwe oesn^g of secondaty^^^ and the circumstances under which it canoe given.

arw.VL^?t!2Lfiwmw^r i»* *ms*™ &**& wi&imm
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w. 20-21 ) eay the same thing and add that documents have to

be carefully scrutinized and that no certain conclusion can lie

established by documents alone ( in every case ), that women,

minors and illiterate persons are deceived evenby their relatives

by the fabrication of documents bearing the names of these

(women and others) and that this has to be investigated with

skill. When there is a doubt about the genuineness of a docu-

ment, it can he established by comparison with other documents

admitted to be written or signed by the same person, by ratioci-

nation, by the probability of the two parties being together at

the time of the transaction, by citing the attesting witnesses,
415

by the peculiarities or flourishes in writing certain letters or

making certain signs (in the writing questioned and in other

admitted writings), the previous transactions between the par-

ties (or their subsequent conduct), and the source of the acqui-

sition of the subject matter in dispute (Yaj II 92, Visnu Eh.

S. VII 12, Nar. IV. 143-144, Kat 283 q. in Mit. on Yaj B. 92).

Visnu Dh. S. (VH. 13) and Kat."6 285-286 (q by Apararka

op. 689-690 ) prescribe that if the debtor, creditor, witnesses

or the scribe be dead the authenticity of the document has

to he ascertained by ( a comparison of the signatures on the

disputed document) with other specimens of their handwrigng

or signatures or other documents executed by the debtor. JtM

•287 (q. by Aparaka p. 689, Sm. C. H p. 64 andPar.M.Itt

p. 134) states the striking"' rule that when a document bears tw

royal seal, that document is presumed to be authentic, even

though all the three ( vis. the debtor, the witnesses and the scribe

are dead. This shows that documents bearing tiie kings *u

or that of royal officers were regarded as prima *>™
f™™

and this rule is analogous to the provisions in sec 79ottn

Indian Evidence Act and sections 59-60 of the**«£g*
tion Act. That even copperplate grants were sometomesforg

is clear from the reference in the Madhuban platejM^"*

445 . vxde sec. 68 of 'the fadum Evuleace Act abo»t the proof of

attested documents _—M*, ft***
446. smramm*^ «* *^:

' !*2Xa «*»*•*

p. 134 ; *sra"aB " P 6S a*™"*
. .

j d an Evidence Act.

flor proof oftenawnU„g by c0mp^)^^ 5^ rf
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Harsa ( E. I. VII. p. 155, 158 ), and from the Tsrachandi Rock

Inscription (in Bihar) of Mahanayaka Pratapadhavaladeva

(in E L XX. Appendix No. 340 ) of samval 1225 which declares

that a certain copperplate purporting to be issued by Vijaya-

candra of Kanoj was forged. Vide Fleet in L A. vol. 30 pp. 201-

323 for many forged grants. Verses (variously attributed to Eat.

or Brhaspati by the digests ) state that when a loan ( recorded in

a document) has not been expressly claimed by the creditor

able to claim from a debtor who is able to pay off and who is

at hand, the document loses its validity because a suspicion

arises that the debt has been paid off and that a document

executed more than thirty years before which has never been

seen ( by any body ) nor read out ( by the creditor to any body

)

does not attain validity even though the witnesses on it are

living. Nar. IV. 141 is very similar to this last. Kst. 298-299,

301 (q by Par. M. IE. 136, Mit. on Yaj. B 24, Apararka

p. 690-691) prescribe that if no objection is raised for

twenty years as regards a patent fault in a document of debt

or pledge or of the settlement of boundaries, then the document

ceases to be voidable Kat. 275 and Br. ( S. B. E vol. 33 p. 302

v. 25) both quoted by Apararka p. 671 and V. P. p 122

require that the latent defects in documents or witnesses must
be declared ( pointed out ) by the disputant at the ( proper ) time
( i, e. when they are produced ), while patent defects may be
considered by the sabhyas at the time ( of the consideration of

the evidence) by reference to the rules of the sastra. Yaj. 21

93-94, Visnu Dh. S. VL 25-26 *» prescribe that when a debtor
payB part of a debt, the debtor should write on the back of the
document how much he paid or the creditor may hand over to
the debtor a writing of receipt signed or written by himself,
particularly when the original document is not at hand, and
when the whole debt is paid or the contract is fully performed
the creditor should tear off the document or should execute
another document in order to make clear the fact of satisfaction

The fabrication of royal edicts and private documents was
so much condemned by the sentiments of society that Manu IX
232 and Visnu Dh. S V. 9-10 prescribe the extreme penalty of
death for such offences as in the case of the murder of women,
minors and brahmanas. Yaj. H 295 ( = Matsya 227. 202

)

wrareRf^art^ii^sgisBfgjrVi 25-26
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prescribes the highest fine for him who adds to or writes less

than what was intended to be declared in a royal grant or edict.

Sankha also prescribes death or the excision of a limb

for fabrication of documents ( q. by V R. pp. 398, 369 ).

For detailed treatment about documents in ancient and

medieval India two papers in the Annals of B. O. R. Institute,

vol. IX. pp 49-81 and in the Journal of the Andhra Historical

Society, vol. 18 pp 203-232 may be consulted



CHAPTER XII

BHTJKTI ok BHOGA ( possession ).

According to Gaut. X. 39 a man becomes an owner by

inheritance, purchase, partition, seizure (appropriation of

forest trees and other things which have no owner ) and find-

ing ( i e appropriation of lost property the owner of which is

unknown ). Gaut. (X, 40-41) adds ,that in the case of brahmanas
acceptance (of a thing donated) is an additional mode (of

becoming an owner ), that conquest in the case of a ksatriya and
gain (by trade or labour ) in the case of a vaisya or sudra are

also additional modes Vas. 16. 16 mentions eight tnodes. Bi.

( quoted in V. P. p 153, Apararka p. 635, S. B. E. vol. 33 p 309
v. 2 ) mentions seven modes of acquiring immovable property
viz. by learning, purchase, mortgage, valour ( i e. conquest ),

through the wife ( as dowry ), inheritance ( from an ancestor

)

and succession to an issueless kinsman. Narada ( q. in Sm. C. II

p. 70} mentions the same except mortgage, None of these
expressly says that long possession is by itself a source ot
ownership Great divergence 41' has prevailed throughout the
centuries among the sages and digests about the relation ot
title and possession and about the length of possession necessary
for making a person secure in his right to property by reason
of possession Possession ( bhukk ) may be with title ( sagamo

)

or without title ( ariagama ). Agama means ' origin ' or ' source
of title ' such as purchase or simply ' title *. 4s0 Manu VDX 200,
Yaj n. 27, Har. IV. 84 employ that word in that sense Vide
Kat 317 (q. in Sm. O II p 73 and Par. MIILp 141) If property
is held in one of the modes of acquiring ownership stated above
and there is also possession, one's right to that property is
indefeasible ( Nar. IV. 85, Br. q. by Sm. O. H. p. 70, S. B. E. 33
pp. 309 and 312 v. 3 and 22 ), but possession without a clear title

449. Vide Lalubhat \ Bat Amritl.1, R 2 Bom 299^ 304 S , where
Mr Justice West enters on an elaborate analysis of the doctrines of the
Mit. and the Vyav&hSraraayukha on title and possession

™^i0
^S!l? *ftH3W.mi|t snros » font- omrrH 0.7 lSn ***»&*&[

yga^n^^tg.stpwi smQRia m^wufrKi i annus ai^tsnfew-
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doss not lead to (or ripBn into) ownership 451 (with certain

exceptions to be noted later on) Vyasa and Pitamaha 4SJ

declare that possession in order to be valid must have five

characteristics viz it must have title behind it, must he of

long standing, unbroken, free from protest ( by another person)

and in the presence ( i. e before the very eyes ) of the opponent

( q in Mit on Yaj II 27 and Apararka p 635 ) Even title, if

not accompanied by some slight possession, has no strength,

while title is stronger than possession not handed down

hereditarily ( Yaj 1L 27 ) Nar. IV. 85 states that possession

becomes strong when hacked by clear title. These passages

present some difficulty and make title and possession depend

on each other. Har. IV. 77 states that even if there be a

document or witnesses to support a man's title, when there is

no enjoyment, particularly in the case of immovable property,

there is no validity All that is meant is that a transfer

without possession though under a deed or before witnesses is

risky and that title and possession lend support to each other

as stated by Nar IV. 84-86, Br , Harita and Pitamaha *» Ear

( IV. 86-87 ) declares that one who pleads mere possession and

no title at all should be considered a thief on account of his

putting forward the deceptive plea of possession ( which even a

thief can assert) and that the king should punish as a thief

one who enjoys a property even for hundreds of years without

title. All that this last verse means is that the person in

possession must prove legal origin or such a long possession

that there is no possibility of an inference that the possession

Rict^ stpwr n 5? q by WRte n p 70

«« n «nv q- by «*•- n P. n This is also dted by the Rn, -J
nT» (-tta* name >- ««» has almost the «n. «rf. mWMPj

mn ^f^wmhSaai i wrffefRww * s,%- **mr*prr i W"

tkc«« as equal to 60 years (p. MB) bnefly^«p ^_^ , fcarf

Md possesion as follows
: ^^^"^TlS^S^^ *«'
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of Ms ancestor originated is -wrong. Delivery of possession

was the principal mode of transferring ownership in ancient

times in almost all systems of jurisprudence and so possession

was given great weight as evidence of ownership. 451 The Mit.

on Yaj. U. 27 makes the position clear. In the case of a gift

or sale there must he the cessation of the ownership of the

transferor and the arising of the ownership of the transferee.

This last occurs only when the transferee accepts the property

and not otherwise. Acceptance is mental, vocal and physical

(is. the acceptor makes a resolve to accept, says that he

accepts and takes physical possession). These three may
exist in the case of such movahle articles as gold, clothes &c
But in the case of a field physical acceptance is not possible

except by enjoying the fruits or profits thereof Therefore in

order to make a gift or sale perfect there must he some slight

possession at least In the absence of such possession mere
title is weak. Title may succeed against the man in possession
who has no title and who has not been in possession for the
prescribed period ( such as three generations ). If the possessor
proves possession for that period he will succeed against one
who has bare title and no possession whatever. If it is known
or proved that a man purchased from A but got no possession
and that another purchased from' A subsequently and got
possession "(but was not in continuous possession for the
prescribed period) the prior title though without possession
will prevail over the later one, aec. to Yaj. II 23. But when
it is doubtful as to which title is prior and which posterior the
one with possession will prevail. Where the possession has
been uninterruptedly with a man's ancestors for three genera-
tions he will succeed against one who has bare title. Therefore
possession was not absolutely indispensable for transfer even
ace. to the Mit. and other works, but title without posses-
sion was risky and so possession was insisted upon as it was
mne points of law '. It follows, ace. to the Mit., that (1) when

possession was comparatively of short duration . and not
supported by any title much weight was not attached to
possession and title by itself would prevail against it, that (2)
continuous possession for three generations (thoueh there is

u ^' J*,
8***^""™** «» year 1845 (8 and 9 V.C. chap. 106.

&L~i r

d lD thCOry be convey<rf i° "o other method than by

SES^?!T™ ""? "°^ OT«"W ™» <» ^If of any effect!viae Salmona-s Itjrisprndence, 9th ed. 1937, p. 620.
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nothing to show thoro was title to Login with ) will prevail over

i mcro documentary titlo and that (3) a prior title with less

than tho possession for three generations (but with ramo

poi'iossion ) miccoodh over a later title accompanied by posses-

sion. Long possession was assumed to have originated in

legal title, although owing to lapse of time it was not possible

to prove tho origin *5S The mam controversy has raged round

Hie question of what 1$ long possession. Yaj II 24 literally

translated moans ' los-- of land results in twenty years when it

is enjoyed by a stranger before the owner's very eyes and

without any protest from him and loss of chattels (results

under similar circumstances) in ten years '. Manu VHI 147-148

and Narada IV. 79-80 have two verses in common which mean

' If the ow nor of anything silently looks on ( i. e raises no

protest) whon it i.s being enjoyed in his presence for ten years by

strangers he doos not deserve to recover it (i.e be loses the thing).

When tho owner is not an idiot nor a minor and his property

is enjoyed within his sight then the property being lost by

his conduct (ii/uualiara) comes to belong to the enjoyer .

Gaut XH. 34 has almost"6 tho same words as Manu Vffl 148.

Sankha (in V.Bp 308) also refers to ten years. These passages

apparently moan that at the end of 20 or 10 years' adverse

possession by the wrongful possessor the ownership of tfce

original owner is lost and the wrongful possessor becomes tne

owner. But there are several other smrti passages where it is

baid that possession even for a hundred years originating m

wrong cannot confer title and much longer periods
i

are Mqnma

for the loss of ownership and the acquisition of
«™JJ°*

by prescription Vide N5r IV. 86-87 cited-( on p 318 above)

Nar. (IV 89) himself says elsewhere that possession requires

~7s5 Under the Law of England •Turn immemorial or time wfcwjjj

tba memory of man runneth not to the contrary 'wasc-^o ^
the whole period of time from the re.gn of Richard I Tins ^
inconvenient and absurd rule which was abrogated bj *°

bt,

Preoption Act of 1832 ( 2 and 3 WJhao TV chap 71 )
' ^Lterraptri

t0 any land became absolnte and indefeas.ble by s-tfy years umn

enjoyment before that Act ( cccept when theW^£»^ „***
or agreement made under a deed ) By French Law the Um ^
w»s held to extend for one hundred years as done by the M. ^
»d.BeS.S. VideSahnond's Jurisprudence (9th ed ofl937>

notey. ^ ^ _^ * XII. 34. WwnK

456. *wm|iP^*J™^**^^ *'
a,
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to be supported by title only during wmSrtakdla ( daring human
memory), but in cases beyond human memory possession con-

tinued successively for three generations (or ancestors) is

proof of ownership even in the absence of a document (or other

title). Visnu Dh. S. V. 187 is in similar*57 terms. The Mit.

on Yaj. (]1 27 ) says that sniartakala is a period of 100 years,

as the Veda declares that the span of a man's life is 100 years.

For a hundred years it is possible for witnesses to depose to

the origin of possession. So if there is possession for less than
one hundred years, oral evidence can be adduced for establishing
its origin, and title will have to be proved by the possessor and if

no oral evidence is adduced to prove title, it is a case in which
it may be held as certain that there was no title to begin with.
Mere possession is not enumerated by sages like Gautama
among the means of acquiring ownership. As the Sarasvatl-
vilasa (p. 124 ) puts it, long uninterrupted possession only leads
to an inference that it originated in title acquired by sale, gift
or the like i. e. there arises a presumption of lawful origin 458

Therefore in order to enable a man to rely on possession alone
as proof of ownership it must extend uninterruptedly over 100
years (ace. to the Mit ). The Smrtioandrika 459

(H. p. 72)
accepts this meaning, only requiring 105 years' possession in-
stead of 100 years'. Ace. to a smrti quoted by it each genera-
tion means 35 years and so when Hfarada requires possession
for three generations 105 years are meant (ace to Sm C)
Vsna Dh. a V. 187, Kat (327) also hold that continuous
enjoyment for three generations makes the fourth generation

»rka p 636) states 'in cases falling within the memory of mat.
rt is desirable that possession mnst be accompanied with title

W*K « &m#* V. !87. The same fe ascnbed to both fte and
fs*m* by mt n p. hi The s^r. ft p 130^^ „ to 3^-^

W5RT P 124 , these words, are apparently taken from the «nr. ft p. 73#

*™*WW«™^^ ™*^ « «* «***#««•*„

41
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(in order to be proof of ownership as to land); but in cases

beyond the memory of man possession extending over three

generations in succession { is independent proof of ownership),

since there is no certainty that there was no title (to begin with) '.

Vide also Br. (in S. B. E. vol. 33 p 313 verses 26-28). 'Three

generations
1

is a vague ezpression. The great-grandfather, the

grandfather and the father of a man may die in the space often

years and if the gieat-grandfather took possession wrongfullyand

all died within ten years of the time of taking possession one after

another, the fourth in descent might urge that there was posses-

sion for three generations and that he had become owner.

Therefore Eat. in another verse (318, q by Apararka p 636 and

V. P. p. 155) laid down that unbroken pobsession for three

generations extending over sixty years becomes firm ( indepen-

dent means of proof of ownership ) Thus tnpunisa-bhoga or

puroafa-amugala-bhofja ( in YS] H 27 ) means the same thing as

possession continuing from a time beyond human memory

( asmaita-kala ) and is equal to 60 years ace. to Kat ,
Vy&sa and

a few other srarti writers* . Narada (q. by Apararka p 636)

says that as regards possession one generation means twenty

years, while Br. (q by Sm. 0. IL p 72) says it means thirty

years. It will be noticed from the above that early authors lira

Gaut,Manu.,Yaj appear to lay down 20 years' ^yerse enjoy-

ment of land as sufficient to create ownership, while other ana

comparatively later authors like Kit. and Est »*"»?*JX
enjoyment In order to remove this «^*^*^2S
maxim that apparently conflicting tests shoul IJ»»T°£
as far as possible, the writers of "toes and

*j**J
Visvarupa and Medhatithi (on Manu VIC- 1«J TT.
Sposed various interpretations of mil "**£*££
Some lay emphasis on possession and others on titte. i*^
at least three explanations Apararka (pp. 881 K»fc

Q

Lsaghunandanatake the litera *™»^™J?X<
years' adverse possession there is lo^^oiownershmi^^

p. 341.
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is svaluiham) 461
. The 2nd explanation is that the meaning of

Yaj. II 24 is that after 20 years' enjoyment by a stranger, if the

owner brings a suit and relies on a document in his favour, he

runs the risk of being nnable to prove hiB ownership barely on

the strength of the document, since it is possible to argue that,

even though he had a docnment, by his silence he acquiesced in

the stranger taking possession and tacitly consented to it.

Therefore all that Yaj n. 24 means or recommends is that an
owner should not be negligent (iipefcsa) or should not remain
silent when a stranger .takes wrongful possession This view
was first started by VisvarCipa among extant writers and it

approaches the modern idea of requiring vigilance in the asser-

tion of ones' rights462
, that is there is only loss of the suit,

(vyavah&rahani). This View lays emphasis on a verse attri-

buted to Nar. and the word ujuvahaia in it and in Manu VIII 148
and ISaiada IV. 80, where the word means lawsuit also, the idea
being that the sages declare only what would happen or be
decided by the judges in a law court and do not intend to say
that the decision would be just or righteous from the higher or
the moralist's point The third view is that of the Mit. ( followed
by the Vyavaharamayukha, Mitoainisra and several others)
which463 explains that the loss is not that of the ownership of
the thing itself but of the produce of it ( there is only ' phala-
Mm ') i e. if without protest the owner allows a stranger to
remain in possession before his very eyes for twenty years and
then he brings a suit, he may succeed in getting back his land
hut he would lose his claim to the profits of the land. The Mit„
the Vyavaharamatrka and V. P (pp 157-165) contain very

TW war 9>resiif3«§*T **tem|?< rsmirt ms-st sgtrf&fit *nnwr >*nftw$ri3
TO*ft'3nCTt?WTi«msnwra«re'i vrrt *ra sra* Ttspit t^s*^ ^ra i <ptita

*»<*srcTW anjFre i qaQ4^<i4HiHSMi*n «ngi)qrfa i nracrenv p 223 , «wt-
^wni§wii3R*w wirwn gsnn ^rotT&f^f. > awttir p 632.

wfWft^w . ...g^^tf^PORra^ • sift*** g fSwrmt^sfiSjhR^
'^ti^a^wntwrapnTOs <% *ara %*s&, < ft^^w on <n n 26 , ^Wf
5"nRasR •jjulT^'w riot: i tnaftqd Sjffwt ^rasro * f&wfif n strc* q bv
3mt*{p.632),^5ra^5 11,68.

^ *
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elaborate discussions on Yaj. IL 24; but consideratioDs of space

forbid any further reference to them. The V M M connects

Yaj IX 24 with the preceding verse (viz that in mortgages, gifts

and sales a prior transaction prevails over a later one) and

remarks that this verse (Yaj. n 24) says that if a person after

a gift, sale, or mortgage to him allows the property to remain

with the seller, donor or mortgagor, who subsequently transfers

it to another with possession and the latter holds it for twenty

years, thenthe first dealing though prior is of no avail (as it is not

accompanied with possession for 20 years). Srikara (as stated

in the Vyavaharamatrka) tried to reconcile the conflicting

smrti texts by holding that in twenty years the real owner lost

ownership if he was present and did not protest while a stranger

was in possession, but passages speaking 'about possession for

three generations (or sixty years) applied only where the owner

was absent. The Mit. and others point out that YSj IL 24

(who employs the words 'pasyatah* and 'abruvatah' ) conveys

that if a stranger takes possession while the owner is absent or

if the owner protests, then even 20 years' possession does not lead

to the loss of anything. The text of Nar. IV. 87 quoted above

(p. 318)shows that the sage held that possession for several hundr-

ed years even would not avail the possessor if it is certain or

established that the possessor had no title at all to begin with

or that his possession started wrongfully. This text is empha-

sized by those who favour title and want to discourage persons

benefiting by their own wrongdoing But there are other

smrti texts of a contrary tenor. For example, *«•**•"

himself says 'whatever has been enjoyed even- unlawfuUy-ftr

three generations (i e by three ancestors) including the fefter

cannot be recovered by the owner from the P™< wh°^
4th in succession) because it has gone through three lives in

2«iST.t«fcof Harita states 'what has been enjoyed by

nrTprior ancestors without any title whatever cannot >

recovered back (from the present holder, who is «*>' ^j
^descended successively through three generations Jtoe

£Ig^liedupon by those whe hold long possession asleadmg

464. *4 ^'^S'S'lStS
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to an inference of title (iripiirusarbhukUoBdmah, as Medhatithi

on Manu VUI. 148 calls them). These like the Vyavahara-

tattva and Vivadaoandra 465 who rely Bolely on possession

holdly say that long possession even originating in wrong
leads to ownership. Medhatithi says ' there can be no memory
of the origin of title when there has heen possession for hundreds
of years and ( if title had to bo proved for the origin of such

possession) a king may resume villages enjoyed by ancient

temples, brahmanas and mathas ; therefore ancient possession

is evidence of ownership because it makes it extremely probable
that the ancient possession originated in gift or the like'.

The Mit. on Yaj. n. 27 (which is soatvavadi) refers to all the
three views, refutes the first two and accepts the view of loss of
profits It does not literally interpret the texts of Harlta and
NSrada quoted above, takes them to be over-statements and
intended to convey that continuous possession for over three
generations cannot be interfered with even if there is no clear
proof of the origin of title In modern India under the Indian
Limitation Act (IX of 1908) the tendenoy is to prescribe the
very short period of twelve years for adverse possession in order
to defeat a title, following the English Real Property Limita-
tion Act of 1833 (3 and 4 William IV chap. 27), sec. % of which
insisting on vigilance by every one about one's rights however
prescribes the period of 20 years within which to bring an action
for recovery of land. Modern case law has rather gone too far
and sets a premium on wrongful possession by holding that it is
notnecessary that adverse possession should have been brought to
the knowledge of the real owner«s Ancient Hindu lawyers
put down the tendency to usurp another's property and placed
many obstacles in the way of the wrongful possessor.

It may be noted that there were a few rare texts that
referred to very short periods for possession causing loss of

STOftre: .* nnmtf wfe^ro^. <*** « «>-»* ^-i

^™^!
' "**•• ""w **<<™ « ***** i«t ««r sw£5«nf*a i hwwwjiTtra'ggsj wm^*rRcii?raira^iw*rs<«n«r P. 134. vide note

457 above for the verse Qfifa .

466 Vide The Secretary of State for Indta v Debendra Z.at Khan

BL\? «t"*
P 82(=36 BOm

'
t R M9

>
Md SrrschandraNandyv.

Bagnath. 62 1 A 40 at p. 44 ( =37 Bom. L R 323).
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title, viz. 3 years for immovable property ( provided there was

no permissive origin, ksamahnga ) or one year for corn, cattle

and other movables'*67. This idea being opposed to innumerable

texts was explained away as merely conveying the great im-

portance of possession. Marici states 468 that cows, beasts of

burden, ornaments that are borrowed through friendship should

be returned within four or five years, otherwise, the owner

would lose them This is opposed to Manu VIIL 146 and other

texts and so is explained as being applicable only if there is no

sufficient cause for allowing them to remain with the borrower.

The ancient Roman Law was very like this. Before Justinian

the Eoman Law gave the ownership of a thing by quiet posses-

sion bona fide and founded on good title if maintained during

one year ovei movables and during two years over immovable

property 4W. Justinian altered this and provided that possession

during three years gave ownership of movables and possession

during ten years ( if parties lesided in the same -province) or

during twenty years (if they did not) gave the ownership of

immovable property. ,

Br ( S. B E. vol. 33 p. 314 verse 31) lays down the proposi-

tion that if a person has title and is already in possession and

is dispossessed by another then he may. succeed m a lawsuit

on the strength of his prior possession provided the dispossessor

does not establish continuous possession for three Se~ons
'

This is similar to a suit in ejectment contemplated by .an i»«

of the Indian Limitation Act.

Br (S B E vol 33 p. 310 v. 11) and Kat. 335 ( both quoted

bvAmrarkap 637, V.F p. 166) state that what is enjoyed by a

to their ownership by their mere possession ;
onejhouldjega^

467 ^ffrtWNNw.'llMW^^jgJ^S;
*fa,*rffet * ««fe ^T^^S^S P 1M

a^rmrS nrnga (
*

' ) ^^^ »»f!mrofp*m?ra **^7
tbesB «,„«& p "a *»^^^SSS L «* -

with the words ' srar mawnoiUPtw™- " pl°

Br ouvyavahSrabadfivsadhyayas ^jh-'j^H*"*

469 Vtde Sandal InWdw*» to the l*Wrt» 1 ^^

III. P H4-"5, ^fa^= n P- '•
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possession ( as leading to ownership ) in cases other than these.

PitSmaha states that possession hy a stranger is powerful, but

possession by members of one's own family has certainly not

the same force 471
. This appears to adumbrate the principle of

modern law that possession by one co-owner or one tenant-in-

common is ordinarily the possession of all co-owners and the mere
fact that the profits of a property have been enjoyed by only one
co-heir or tenant-in-common for many years does not by itself

amount to the ouster of the other tenants-in-commonm. It is

stated in Gaut. XII. 35 that property which is enjoyed for a long
time by a srotriya, an ascetic or a king's officer is not lost to the

owner by that enjoyment, since the owner may have thought that
he would reap long-enduring spiritual merit by the first two
enjoying this property ( such as a vacant house) or that he might
be prevented from asserting his right from fear ( of the royal
official ). Compare Br. ( S B. E. vol 33 p. 311 v. 12 ).*» Manu
VIE. 149 { =Nar. IV. 81 and Vas. 16. 18 ), Yaj II. 25, Br. { S. B.
& 33 p. 312 v. 21 ), Kat. ( 330 ) state the following exceptions
to the rule of loss by long possession; a mortgaged or pledged
property, boundary, minor's property, an open deposit, a sealed
deposit, women ( female slaves ), the property of the king i. e.
(of the State) and the property of a brahmana learned in the
Veda aie not lost by the possession of another (for twenty or
ten years referred to in Manu VBL 147 and Yaj. BL 24 ). Manu
VDX 145 provides that neither a pledge nor a deposit can be
lost by lapse of time and that boih are recoverable even if they
have remained long ( with the pledgee or depositee ). Yaj EL 25
adds to the above list the properties of idiots and of women.
«S*. IV. 83 emphatically states that women's property ( strl-
dhana) and state property (land) is not lost even after
Hundreds of years, when it is enjoyed without title. Eat ( 330 )adds to the above list temple property and what is inherited

X^MLi both qnoted by 3m**

p

637
- m. shStttETw
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from tho father or mother 47
*. All systems of jurisprudence

throw protection round the interests of minors, persons of un-

sound mind and others similarly situated and provide longer

periods of possession for loss of their right The Mit. on Ysj

(I. 25 gives reasons why tho several exceptions are made - m the

caso of a pledge or mortgage the property is enjoyed hy the

plodgoe or mortgageo under an agreement and so there is no

fault on the part of the owner if he remains quiet while the

ptopeity w being enjoyed hy tho creditor, boundaries between

villages can be easily established by such signs as trees ( grow-

ing on the border ), streaks of chaff and coal ( buried under-

ground ) , deposits are entrusted to a person out of confidence

foi being prceTved and not for enjoyment ; idiots and minors

are ignorant or incapable of understanding their rights, the

king being engrossed in numerous state affairs may not be able

in time to look into the question about possession of state

properties; women on account of their ignorance and timidity

may not assort their rights and a learned brahmana being

devoted to learning, teaching and performance of rites and

duties may have no time to go to law. In modern times also the

law favours minors and other persons as indicated in the note

below"5. Kat (331-334 q. by Par. M HLp 1«, Sm C H p. 69

HJHW n -jftflT quoted in «r *T P 351 ( reads wifipfft ** *&& ^Is^
;

„»ij n 69 OT^inr and f?r^qr are de6ned by str? as ' m««isi«hi«*RI

srss ifironm ' d^MWiatfira fNnf *©*%.»' <i byftai °nii.

11 65)

475 Undet the Indian Limitation Act , a mortgagor can sue for redemp-

uon and possesion iwthin 60 years from the time when the right to redeem

accrues (Art 148), though for ordinary smts for posse^onthe penod «

12 veats . ^hile a pawnor of moveable property has 30 years (Art 145) fto*

the date of the pawn . if a th.ng » entrusted to a man for a«M-
Tr^then sec 10 of the Limitation Act provides that no length of

arrr"or recover!^ from him or his1?£—ZS
voluntary ass.gns the trust property or itsI«-£«££fS^t
^ybc camples of trust), a suit on behalf o th SOT o^

India can be brought within 60 ye«s (Art. 149 >•J""^ ,*, tuae

Uerpenodsfor persons **>«». "*•J^-^wW
wben their rights ««e invaded Under the Real Proper y-l. ^
o£ l833 (3and4Wi«.amIVchap 27 sections - ^ 7)*^^
brought «.tb» ^ jcars of the t.me iMien the disabd.ty ^ ^
of minors, lunatics, idiots. tHosc absent top** *• *«.

(
Continued on the next page)
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which ascribes them to Narada ) prescribes that in the case of

a htahmatSu i, engaged in his vow of veda study extending over

36 years, and in the case of a man who remains in a foreign

country in pursuit of wealth, enjoyment extending over 50 years

will alone make him lose his property by the possession of

another ; that when a person has been a student for a shorter

period than 36 years he may get longer additional periods

proportionately and that when a person is in jail time does not

run agahibt lam

[Continued /mm the last page)
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wh° ™» have to s«eis absent u a forcgn country. Under the Cml La« of Rome the rule was

.bet:,TtLTTr' (,apse of tin,e does « ^-t: rS
v
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CHAPTER XIH

WITNESSES (satah).

Reword sakim occurs in the^etasvatMopanisad*™(VI
11) where it fa applied to the one immanent Spirit of the uni-
verse as All-seeing. Panim*" V. 2. 91 explains the word
sak^n as meaning ' one who has directly seen • Gaut » XI1L

7?H* -

U
'
N5r Wt U7 Btate that when tw° Prisons litigateand there » a doubt or discrepancy between the two the deter-

mination of the truth in the dispute is due to witnesses Manu
Vfll. 74, Sabhaparva™ 6884, Nar. IV. 148, Visnu Dh. S. 8 13,
Kst 346 (q in V if p 317 and V. P p 106) provide that a
(proper) witness is one who has himself either seen or heard
or experienced the matter in dispute. This means that the
evidence of a witness must be direct and should not be what is

called hearsay. Medhatithi (on Manu VUL 74) says 4* that
hearsay evidence occurs when a person who hears from another
that has himself heard something from another comes forward
as a witness and that hearsay is no legal evidence. Manu
VUL 76 prescribes that even though a man may not have been
expressly asked or appointed by the parties (in the words 'you
are the witness to this transaction'), he is a proper witness

whan asked as to any matter in dispute that he has himself seen

or heard The only exception to hearsay evidence allowed by

476 tf<Rt ?*: wH^S l?f. srujfr ^r ftwjr ragoisf « wmftr-

477 wwn^reR ^nrr^ i nr V. 2. 91.

478 wtrarar; mRrwfMrr at'j'mw i ifi XIH. l.aorsnifofTStrfftm

479 adeaia^mfcr. trri3r*<ft «q-f%r??rsnc • tit? iv. 147 ,
wflrrevfimf-

p. 106 , *rfl$r?$i«rrcBrrcft *ra»irs$ra utrtrac i smq^ 68 84 . aHs^spnwwr

«M°irsr i fSsswrgsj- 8 13

480 Hw^fre;^aTggwr^g»Tm^^»ng BflW5r*?ra*f: m£*r ' TO S""9
"

%3t« ^utf fftn^w sreirfcmaa ite "rorowrir s? srnsft i it onns 8 74, fW

jrffci. <sr «ra «ri&c5«n^fftw wrefr vntom Rrwrfr .rawi twrnrrtfts ***&

%8Hnit*vtm*nhr*wtm>vi«Wi i *1*r& (=«) Compwe «r. si p.

for Almost the nmt words,

'

"•
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the Visnu Dli S. VIH. 12 is that481 when a person that is appoin-

ted as a witness is dead or gone abroad,those who have heard what
he said may give evidence It has already been stated (p 297}

that a king was not to delay the examination of witnesses Kal.

( 340-341 q by A^pararka pp 675, 677, Sm C. H. p 92, V. M p. 331

)

prescribesthat theking (or the chiefjudge) should himself exa mint)

the witnesses that are present (in court)and should consider along
with the sabhyas the statements made by witnesses and th.tt,

where it is doubtful who the witnesses on a disputed matter are,

time should he given for producing the witnesses m order to

ascertain the proper means of proof hut that where it is clear

who the witnesses may be he should make the hearing of the
case proceed at once Kat (35a) further prescribes 482 that when
it is impossible to bring witnesses because they reside in a

foreign country, evidence takenm writing before a man learned
in the thTee Vedas and sent by him should be read in deciding
the cause*83. Gaut. 13. 2, Manu VIET.. 60, Yaj. H 69, Nar. IV.
153 and others require that ordinarily there should be at least
three witnesses in a cause. Br. (S. B E 33 p 301 v. 16) says
that there may be nine; seven, five, four or three witnesses, or
two only H they are learned brahmanas 48

*. Visnu Dh S VIII
5 and Br. (S. B. E vol. 33 p 301 v 16) emphasize that a single
witness alone cannot be examined for deciding a matter *».

482. mm otto}** fi%£ vSmri^m (ft&mftinfrwti ) . %Tfcr*fe»UwratW !TS SW^et t! SKI^t q. by smxk p 667.
«3. This corresponds to the modern rate of taking evidence on com-

CedeToH^S)
f°r ,n 0rdef M ra,6S 4and SoftbeInd.anC,vilPro

485 Vide Best on 'Evidence' (lath ed of 1922) p 515 TheMosaic law ,n some cases, and the Civilians and Canonists in all exacted the

EnrZ
e

1rTthaa
,°
ne **""• a d0Ct"ne ad°Pted br^stnauonsmEurope and by she ecclesiastical and iome other tnbnnals among us • Accor-*•« to the Common Law o£ Eng,and and the tndian Evince Act (I of U7fl

he™ <™
rT** t""DbBT * W2tMSSes shaU ,n a°y «« ^ required for

Uwof^andT^ 7 "fu
lW° «*—»»I««rfl9 U» Common

«k-^» fiT 7 1TlS f°r tIeaS°n Vlde B"'*er°r • ** Ga„ga.

*Wte«^T- J*
3Z4wherethe ™>e about two messes mconv.c-*W for perjury accord.ng to the Common LaW of England was rehed on
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ButYaj H 72, VismiDh S Vffl. 9, War IV 10S%fcitotIi.it raw
man alone may be a witness in a cause if he k endowed with
the regular performance of his religious duties ( is posi.eshcd of

the qualities stated m Visnu Dh S VDI 8) and is accepted as a
witness by both sides Vide Manu VIE 77 also Br (SBE
vol 33 p 301 v 18) allows a single witness to furnish valid proof

if he is a dutaka*86 (messenger), an accountant, one who hat

accidentally witnessed the transaction or if he is the king oi tho

chief justice Vyasa says 487 that even a single person may bo

enough m a cause, especially in heinous offences called ^sta*/,

if he be one whose actions aie pure, who knows the illuuma and

whose truthluluess has been well attested before Kaut (III 11)

says that a &ingle witness, (whother a man or a woman) may bo

enough in cases where the transaction in question was effected

in secret ( except the king and one performing austerities )
**•*

Kat ( 353-355 q by V M pp 319t320, Sm. II 76, V. P.

pp. 112-113 ) states, that even a single person may bo allowed to

depose as a witness if he was taken in confidence at tho tunc

of making a deposit; so also a messenger sent by a litigant for

borrowing an article (such as an ornament) or the manufacturer

of an article may alone be sufficient to prove the identity of tlic

article or when a matter has been decided by the king or chief

judge, the scribe, the chief justice or any ono of tho suhhyns

may alone prove the plea of res judiuiia or the point as tn what

was said by the plaintiff or the defendant in a suit 18' Vide Br

(S B E. 33 p 300 verses 13-14).

The qualifications of witnesses to be examined m a Milt

are stated

:

Manu

fs. B BTOll3~p"30* v 28), Kat 317 (in Sm Clip "'' wl

486 Br (S B E vol 33 p 300 v S) deBnes a dutala » ooc«h»»

a respectable man esteemed and appointed by both p.rt.e» and *«"»«

near to listen to the speeches of the parties
_ ^

487. gfrranraw*? ^rreri «rarg^rf5 • wnwnMr >rnmnr3 "«

488 wnqfrHn* Z™ **•&*»™*" <"m" n****™

rife* in u ^ ^ fml^fx
4S9 srfSsrennprrww T^a- *£« *m*

^R „MB ««ft up***^^ [T*«
«™'rn """
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V P p 111 ) The principal qualifications arc ;«" they should

be born of a good family, should have lived hereditarily in the

country, should be householders having a son or sons, should he

well-to-do and men of character, should be trustwmthy, bhould

know dharma and act up to it, should not be covetou, and

should have been cited by the parties as witnesses Some Smiti

tacts such as Eaut HI 11, Manu VIII 68 ( = Kat. 351 and Vas.

16-30), Kat 348 provide 490 that ordinarily witnesses should he

of the same iu)m or caste as the parties, that Women should bo

witnesses in disputes between women, that men ot the lowest

casteb (rt/tfi/<ijas) should he witnesses for litigants of those

castes and that a litigant of a lower caste should not try to

prove his case by citing witnesses of a higher caste or a

brahmana ( unless the latter is an attesting witness on a tieod

)

But moht ( even including Gaut and Manu ) give an option and

s-ay that persons ot all cashes (even siidraiO may ho witnesses

for all Vide Gaut. XI11 3, Manu V11L 69, Yaj. II. bl, Nar. IV.

154, Va*. 16 -29 (aoimmm saim eiu iu) Nar. IV 155 and Kat

(349-50 q by Apararka p 666 and V. P. pp 111-11:} ) provide ,,JI

that in disputes between members of groups such as those who
wear peculiar symbols { indicative of their sect), srenis. ( guilds-},

pugas { associations ), companies of traders and all otheis who
work in groups and who are therefore called ian/ut> and m the

case of slaves, baids, wrestlers, elephant riders, horse-traineih

and soldiers the heads (called lan/in) of these groups aie the

proper witnesses Gaut. XI. 21 says that in disputes among
members of classes of agriculturists, traders, cowherds, money-

Huq i »ft xni 3 . srre*iiqsfn- §r/sr«tTsg«Er» *rr ^srirawrT. TOrgwai *n g^ ism

artfprrar. ««*ra«tr. #fS<Mi<ii i x&& vni 8 ; *nW. srRtiferr. hrtS ftfttnrer:

SarNr sjjsrar ai«m ss>srar4a: §sr: sflm: ^R^mVrt *?Wwu{if5;*?T3TKt xknz-

trnrni 3TOirt%*ft gsm sJT*Rftwf^f§?rres«mT =r3Wf*n«r t ana $sht

stmbn ^ns?5 *refft* wra^i =nt^il«n^E*a *niiira*ih$3Ercri « grR*rr q by
!|T?p 111. gqvHW (-which reads »Trt%i« ^rafffNjJ. which seems to mean
' a litigant of a higher caste should not be proved to be what he is alleged

to be by the evidence ol witnesses of lower castes
' ).

491. retfpt: £f3rg»tr«s 5r5r»anir«mrr\ i Wi.5?sJT«r ^ ^t^ ^ifertT-

a^lES: l ^Rrai'OTSSrsti 3tet«c»an-»fi 'R'»»H. t "4^^U» H»tfl*H ?T^ir ^ftta-

ISrsn I H<JT srt? !EWifg^tSoT^5Wr®aT: 1 5Rt5ir Q- by 3qtnTR? P 666 For

^Pt, 3»t, vide p. 280 and note 383 above and H. of Dh vol, II. pp. 67-68
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lenders and craftsmen (such as carpenters and washermen),

the help of other members of the same calling may be taken as

witnesses and arbitrators.

Long lists of persons who are generally to be regarded as

incompetent to be witnesses are given in Kaut.m 11, Mann
VIII 64-67. Udyogaparva 35. 44-47, Yaj H 70-71, NSr.IV.

177-187, Visnu Dh. S. VHL 1-4, Br (S B E vol. 33 p. 303

vv. 29-30), Kat 360-364 (q by Apararka pp. 669-670, SmCfl
pp 77-78, V. P p. 119) Manu VHt 118 states the general

grounds why oral evidence tends to be false viz covetousness,

infatuation, fear, desire of pleasures, anger, friendship, igno-

rance, minority. As the list of incompetent witnesses in Nar.

is the longest,w that alone is set out here . one who has mone-

tary'*5 interest in the parties or the subject matter of the suit

(such as a co-sharer, creditor and debtor of the parties), a

492 Vide appendix for the verses of Narada The commentaries and

digests give various interpretations of some of the words A few snch art

stated in the next note

493 TbeMit explains • arthasambandhin • as * vipralipadyamanartha

sambandbin • while V P. p 117 explains as ' creditor or debtor '
of a party.

•apian' is defined by Kat 361 (quoted by Apararka p 669) as 'those who

depend for livelihood on the subsistence given by a party to the suit or those

who serve htm or cause benefit to him or those who are bis relatives, friends

or servants' Sm C explains ' ciknka ' as a bard, while V P. (p US) 85

oil-presser. The printed text of Nar reads 'asraddha' (who isnot.nv.led

at asraddha). while V P and others read 'asraddha'. for vritya lone

whose upanayana has not been performed) vide H of Db vol II P 376,

' prag-drstadosa
'
is explained by Asahaya as ' one who suffers from a disease

which is the effect of evil actions done in past lives' Kit 362 (q T

Apararka p 669) explains 'sanabhayah as sons of one's mother's sister «

one's foil sister or one's maternal uncle The printed text reads 'star, a .

while Sm C II p 78 reads 'asanta' (restless) and V P U7 reads •«*

(one constantly engaged ,n work) Kul.ka ,. expla.ned as '•"""PP '

by tbek.ngtodec.de causes' (by Kalpataru). wh.lc the Madanara.n ^
•he is the person m a,thont> over a kuJa , e a group of b"hffl"a

.

U... Vide V P P 119 Sm C II P 78 and V P P 111-- ™^.
(one appointed by the king to find out crime among the people)

of the printed Nar
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friand^r relative such as an uncle); ^iate (miindertak-

tags);enemy;onewho has already been held to have given

S. vidence\ one charged with ( or addicted to -sins; a slave;

eS^fein the habit of finding the weak potato of others ( or

harming others); one who has no faith in religion; a very old

man (above 80 years); a minor; a woman; an oil-presser; one

intoxicated; a lunatic; one who is extremely inattentive ;
one

distressed; a gambler; a village priest; one who undertakes

long journeys (on the great roads); one who is a merchant

engaged in sea voyages; an ascetic (who has renounced the

world); one sick; one bereft of a limb; one who is the only

witness; abrahmana learned in the Veda; one who does not

perform the customary religious rites; an impotent person ;
an

actor; an atheist; a orStya; one who has abandoned his wife;

one who has given up agmholra (daily offerings into srauta or

amoriofire); one that officiates as priest for persons who are

not entitled to perform vedic sacrifices; one who is an associate

in eating food from the same vessel in which food is cooked

(i e. who is in commensality with a party); a former enemy

(arawra as one word); a spy ; an agnate, a cognate (or born of

the same womb); one whose evil doings in former lives are seen

clearly; a public dancer ( sailfisa, or one who makes his women

actresses); one who lives by (L e. buys or sells) poison; a

snake-catcher; one who is a poisoner, an incendiary, a mean

person (kinaia, or parsimonious person); the son of a sudra

woman (from one of a higher caste); one guilty of a minor

sin ( npapataka ) ; one fatigued; a desperado; one who has

relinquished all attachments; a pereon who is penniless (through

gambling or other extravagance ) ; a member of the lowest (un-

touchable) caste; one leading a bad life; a brabmacarin who
has not yet returned from his teacher's house: an idiot; an oil-

seller , a seller of roots ; one possessed (by a ghost or demon)

;

one hated by the king ; a weather-prophet ; an astrologer ; one

who proclaims to the public the sins of others ; one who has

sold himself ( fot money ) : one who has a limb too little ( e. g.

having four fingers to the hand ): one who lives on the immora-
lity of his wife , one who has bad nails : one with black teeth

;

one who has betrayed his friend ; a rogue ; a seller .of liquor

;

a juggler , an avaricious man ; a ferocious man ; an opponent
of a sreni (guild) or gana (association); a hutcher; a hide-

worker; a cripple; one excommunicated for a grave sin (like

brahmana-murder
) ; a forger ( uf documents ot coins or weights

&c ); one mho employs incantations and drugB for influencing
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othorH: ono who in an apostatem from tho order of ascetics

( pmtiitiixtttht ) ; a roblwr ; a sorvant of tho king , a brahmana

who bolls human bomgs, cattle, moat, bones, honoy, milk, water

or clnrifiud butter; a moinbor of tho throa higher castes who

onRngps in usury ; ono who has givon up tho peculiar duties of

hi* rriste ( vr .station ) ; n huhhtt ; a bard ; one who is the servant

of a low portion ; ono who has quarrollod with his father, one who

cause" dissensions Knut IIT 11, Manu VIII 65, Visnu Dh

K. V|I1, 1 and several othorti say that the king cannot be cited

«• a w itueM'!*"* ( except possibly to provo the plea of in judicata

oi t« pro\ e what transpirfd before him when a litigation was

Boinj? on

)

Tho nbovo is a formidable list of incompetent witnesses,

thorofore. most Smrtis such as Gaut XHt 9, Kaut III 11, Manu

Vlil 72, Vaj 31 li, Nar IV 188-189, V&nu Dh S HI G.TJsanos

(«|. in Mm. CJ II p 79), Kat 3G5-3GG (q in Sm Up 79)

t"cprcsslj point uut that strict examination of the character of

witnesses .should bu entered upon m dLsputes about debts and

494 In Ounehuml v HarUr ( Willes 1737-1860 p 538 )
where Willes

(Lord Chief Justice) says (it p 551) that in Popish limes and for some

Utile time afterwards, till the Reformation was full> established there was a

notion tint 'even an alien friend especially if he were an infidel could no

sue in a court of justice here" That shows bow non-ChnsUans found it

difficult to sue in England for their just rights a few centuries back In «»

case cited above Lord Chief Justice Willes had to deliver an elaborate judg-

ment in 1745 for holding that evidence taken in India according to the own*

administered to non-Christian witnesses could be read in a trial nei

England. So one need not laugh at N5r who flourished at least about.it
^

years before that date if he held an atheist or an apostate to be an i

petent witness It should be noted that • By the canon Law a Jevvis

admitted to give evidence against a Christian, especially if heoeaciergj .

vide Taylor on Evidence (cd of 184S, p 055 note C.)

495. Vide Taylor's -Law of Evidence' (12th ed )
vol II I'•"

1381 about the sovereign givmg evidence on oath .
•»-«

»"J«££,„,,
being (after referring to the case of R v W. « « £ theje' ^
was prosecuted for a libel upon king George V, that the sever* , ^
pleased may be examined as a witness in any case. civU orenm.

.

without being sworn ' The .„- f* P 100 says «3 «*$*£££,<&

ftroi. «m* *«ft **tw S^rr™^"j£S£ru The «#i

n!^«aw « in. p- i« >»*• the vecse rf ^wfi*

wrf, tsfl3.vin.es.
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the like which are of a fixed nature ( of a civil nature ), but

that in complaints about all kinds of sahasa ( heinous crime ),

in robbery, adultery or the two kinds of parusya ( viz. defama-

tion and assault ) there should ba no ( strict ) inquiry into the

character of witnesses ( that is, all can be witnesses in such

cases) and that even those like slaves and fault-finders who
have been enumerated among incompetent witnesses can become
witnesses in grave matters 456

. The idea is that in such cases

the witnesses need not be strictly examined as to their possess-

ing the good qualities ordinarily required in witnesses But
this does not authorize the examination of such persons aB
lunatics or idiots as witnesses, because they have not the power
to understand things Manu VIII 77 emphatically states that
even a single male, if he is free from greed, may bo ( suffi-

cient as 1 a witness, but not women of good character, even
though they be many, since the feminine intellect is apt to be
unsteady But even Manu had to concede (Vm 70 ) that a
woman or a minor or a very old person or a pupil, relative,
slave or a hired servant may he a ( competent ) witness, if it

is impossible to find another witness { in matters that occurred
inside a house or in a forest or in crimes where life is lost ).

Kat 367 (q by Apararka p. 671) says the same thing. Usanas 497

( quoted in the Sm. H p 79, V. P. p. 120 ) provides that even
a slave, a blind man, a deaf person, a leper, a woman, a minor,
a very old man may be (competent) witnesses in saJutsa
provided they are not interested in the matter of dispute
(or are not related or partial to the parties). Nar.(lV 190-
191 )

t

gives it as his view that even when there is to be no strict
inquiry into the character of witnesses in sahasa, still a minor
a woman, a single person,- one who forges deeds ( or wlio is a

496 sRorrejs fu«ra wtfSron rws^ Hnwmrfw ^* txHsj *&.
regain mnng vafm- *ft«n*r«i «fcran«riV**n *»* mS&,»

«P»t«5Rn^ W, *mm%*«: Kxtxxzm . feno on «g VIII 68
43
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cheat ), a relative and an enemy cannot be witnesses in sahasa,

since a child through ignorance, a, woman from her habit of

untruthfulness, a forger ( or cheat ) because he is accustomed

to doing evil deeds, a relative from affection and an enemy
from the idea of taking revenge may speak falsely There was no

total disqualification of women as witnesses, since Manu quoted

above allows them to be witnesses in disputes between womenand

in cases where it is not possible to have other witnesses. Medba-

tithi on Manu VUL 68 holds that women are disqualified as

witnesses only where the plaintiff and defendant are both males

but that where there is a litigation between a man and a woman

or between women alone, a woman may be a competent witness.

Ancient Hindu Law is not singular in its partial rejection of the

testimony of women. Vide Best on Evidence ( 12th ed. of 1922)

pp 53-56 where it is shown how ancient Boman Law and the

Medieval laws of several countries of Europe more or less

excluded the testimony of women, how some States in the U S A.

excluded the testimony of negroes and persons of coloured

blood. By the Canon Law more credit was given to male

than female witnesses ( Taylor on Evidence, ed. of 1848 p. 655,

noted).

Nar. (IV. 157-172) states that incompetent witnesses fall

into five classes : (1) some*9* like learned brabmanas, very old

men, ascetics, persons practising austerities are incompetent

because ancient texts (vacana) say so and there is no otter

(special) reason for their exclusion. The Vyavaharatattva

498. mwiftft listen ** **$* *» • ™*±Q^1.

^IV 157-162. compare^ IV. 94 « «*)m V™^* H>

The «r. n P "5 explwns &™ as 5S1*^^^Wrcft** * 8^
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(p. 214) points out that srotriyas and others cannot be appoint-

ed as witnesses, but they may be what is called akrta witnesses

explained below (i e. they may if they choose appear as

witnesses in a cause ). They are not competent like the king,

not because they are untrustworthy but because it is not advisa-

ble to call them. They were privileged persons; (2) thieves,

robbers, dangerous characters, gamblers, assasins are declared

to be incompetent because there is the defect (dosa) of untruth-

fulness in them ; (3) witnesses are rendered incompetent on the

ground of contradiction ( bheda ), when the statement of wit-

nesses who have been accepted by the king for determination of

the same matter do not agree; (4) he who without having been

appointed ( by the parties to a tiansaction ) as a witness (to it)

comes of his own accord to depose is termed a sucl (i. e a spy)

in the iasb as (and so was styled siayamukh by Nar. IV. 157) and

is unworthy to be a witness; (5) a person is incompetent as a

witness by reason of intervening death ( i e. he is mrbzn&oa);

when can any person bear testimony if the creditor (or claimant)

is no longer alive, whose claim should have been heard by him
specifically ( but was not heard in that way)? MHoniara is a

witness whom one or other of the parties informed in a geneial

way that there was some dealing between the parties and who
was asked to be a witness ( but was not told the details of the
dealing ) and then subsequently the party died. In such a case
the person told is not a good witness, as he cannot give the
details. But Nar. ( IV. 94 ) mentions an exception to this last
rule viz when a father while on the point of death tells his
sons and the like ' these are the witnesses on such and such a
matter,' there even after the father's death those witnesses would
be competentJihough death intervenes.

"Witnesses are divided by Nar. IV. 149 into two sorts;
(1) those appointed (krta) by the parties and (2) those not
appointed {akrta); the first being of five kinds and the last of
six kinds. The first five ( ace to War IV 150 ) are a subscrib-
ing witness (hkluta), one who has been reminded (smimta)
i e. one who is called as a witness without there being a docu-
ment and who is present at a transaction and is again and again
reminded of it by a party to it in order that the tiansaction
may be effectively proved thereafter ( Kat. 371 and 372 q. in
Mit on Yaj. IL 68 ), a casual witness i e one, who, while a
transaction is being entered into, comes there by mere chance
and is then asked to be a witness (yadrcchabhijfla or yadrcchika
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ace. to Br. }, a secret witness i e. one who is made to listen

the speech of the debtor while concealed behind a wall

screen, an indirect {uttara) i9i witness (i. e one who leara

from a witness who has seen or heard of a transaction when ft

latter is going to a distant country or is on the point of death,

The six ahrta witnesses (ace. to N5r IV. 151-152) are co-villager

(in disputes about boundaries), the chief judge, the king (befori

whom a suit was tiied), one who is closely acquainted witl

the transaction of the parties (l. e karyamadhyugala, ace.

Br. ), one who is deputed by a party (for borrowing an ornamen

or for settling a transaction, called dutaka by Br. ), members

of the family (kulya) in. disputes among other membere of the

family (as regards partition &c ) Br. mentions twelve kinds

of witnesses that are practically the same as the eleven of Nar.

except one which he adds viz feftfeto
5" (one whose name is

caused to be written by a party in the presence of the witness

when that party enters into some transaction in writing such

as a loan with another ) The only difference between '
likhita*

and'Iekhita'seemstobe that the first himself writes his own

name as a witness on a document while the latter's name ia

written as a witness by one party m the presence of the other

and of the witness Br (S. B E. yol. 33 p. 299 verses 4-15

q. by Apararka pp 666-667) dofines at great length all the

twelve and Eat also defines most qf them, but these defini-

tions are passed over as not very important. Visvarupa

remarks that these nice distinctions among eleven kinds of

witnesses are made only for the sake of exposition and for the

benefit of simple people 501
.

499. ^^^^^''^'J'^S^TS
rendering otKat ..SB E. 33 p SO n » not correct

J™"-* ,

„.;«* 4. ItapriwrVm « looted u. . ^JZJ,****
ittKttO* » the same as vm. Compare sec 32 «**•*£? „ wbose

«rS5^i

„„«r n 71-
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Shaking the credit of a witness 341

Before a witness for a party begins to depose, it is the duty

of the opposite party to point out the ground or grounds,if any,

of the incompetence of the witness put forward for examination.

Kat. adds 502 that the latent defects of the witnesses of a party

must be pointed out by the opposite party, but the patent

defects wilt he considered by the members of the court at the

time of giving their decision. Vyasa 5"8 states 'the defects

of the witnesses of a party should be pointed out by the opponent

in open court by putting them down in writing and the wit-

nesses should be called upon (by the judge) to refute them;

if the witnesses admit (the faults pointed out) they do not

deserve to be witnesses; if otherwise (if the faults are not

admitted) they should be established by the opponent with

evidence (other than those of other witnesses); for if the defects

of the witnesses of a party were allowed to be established by

other witnesses to be cited by the opponent, there would result

the fault of a never-ending series (anavasllia), since the first party

would then try to show defects in the latter set of witnesses

and this may have to be carried on ad infinitum.' Br. laid down
that an opponent should not be allowed to point out the grounds

of incompetency in witnesses after they have begun to depose

and Kat. adds 50* that he (that party), who points out, after the

witnesses have deposed to a matter, faults in them in whom he
found none at first and who can not set out a proper reason
(for his not proclaiming the faults at first) should be fined in

502. stmuRTr ft ^ sEtar'^ThMind h^iQhi i »{£pg sresi **§: wig $rra-

T35TTECII SBIPTtq by gpwwT P- 671, *SliH II. p 83 which adds WT&tWf-
Uit%. The otnp,39 says • jjgu ^iraWtpS^ *nf§Rrep<s*si& VS^n

•

' .

503. wrisJr^tTt: •tvHbsvi: ^ri% srfireiiifot i cr^sr^rawv mr. wrfac warn

gifoTtqFtt it ag%a griqtfo ^r«& ^6j yfawgwTOi t srsrawt «n^Ww
"l^mwrai^" «ir«q by ^gf^r II. p 83, «r v. p 38 (first two) The
first two are ascribed to iBRTr. by ir<r. *n III. p. 106 and wr* fa. pp
112-113 The ffcaro on rrr. II 73 has the following lucid note • JHWnp*r
wn«^*J^r 'fw^pv^w srrpjTfIg 3$* f^fcr: i 3rvl*$g 3 as^tist-

1§*r$ 3313T WKV3HKOI spSSi < 3TO WW<1(5 Sl^l *t «n%«t: » ». Compare
sections 148 and 153 of the Indian Evidence Act about cross examination
to shake the credit of a witness.

504 ^ &M141W3 * Sti%aEnfSr<irt^ $ ^at, i tn^n^rg ^aswrn <wi5-

"W^l^rfirf in^ra^T p 83, « fa. pp. 143-144 The first is ascribed
to "i^wra by aurrj^ p. 672.
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the first amercement. Br. further states ss that the defendant

may point out the defects, if they exist, in the witnesses

cited by the plaintiff; but if he finds faults which do not exist

in the witnesses, he should be punished with a fine equal to the

amount claimed (m monetary disputes) or equal to that which

is levied from a false witness. If the witness of a party is not

able to refute the defect pointed out by the opponent, the party

calling him should try to clear his witness of the fault; other-

wise he should not succeed in his suit

When a witness is about*06 to depose, he was, ace, to Br.

(S B. E 33 p 302 v. 23), to put off his shoes and turban, raise

his right hand (in order to draw the attention of the Court) and

after touching gold, cowdung or darbha grasB was to depose to

the truth S.p Dh S. II. 11 29. 7 says sw that a witness should

depose to the truth on an auspicious day in the morning in thB

presence of kindled fire and near (ajar of) water in the hall

presided over by the king (or chief justice) and after being

exhorted as regards both (viz. the results of truthfulness and

falsehood) and when accepted by all (the court and parties) as

a competent witness. Kaut also (in HL 11) says that wit-

nesses should be examined in the presence of brahmanas, water-

jar and fire. Manu (VBI 79-80) provides that the judge

should in a conciliatory manner exhort all witnesses assemWefl

inside the court in the presence of the plaintiff and defen-

dant as follows: 'whatever acte of these two (litigants) between

themselves you know as regards this matter (in dispute;,

narrate them all truthfully, since you are the witnesses w,»

case' Yaj B. 73 also states that witnesses should be made to

depose, in the presence of the parties and Gaut. XIB. Id ana

Krt (q by Mit on Yaj H 73) prescribe tha^gnesses^

505 ^rnftJ5hr5Tter*>Ens sffis ?t^ • *fepsr™$ ****¥*'

.« «nr i am n. n n 29.

7

<i

*g VIII. 87 and the 2nd .s strc* IV 198.
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should face the east or north, are to he examined in the presence

of the images of gods and brahmanas in the first half of the

day and should he exhorted to tell the truth hy being hound

with oaths. This examination in the public and after an oath

went a long way in checking the tendency to depose falsely.

The oath consisted of two parts, viz. (1) the requirement to tell

the trath and (2) the exhortatory and imprecatory part. Both
were administered hy the presiding judge. Gaut. (XHI. 12-13

)

appears to prescribe that an oath (iapatlia) was not to be
administered to brahmana witness, but ManuVEL 113 ( = Nar.
IV. 199) does not make this distinction. Gaut. ( XBX 14-23),

Manu VUL 81-86, 89-101, Visnu Dh. S. VBX 24-37, Nar. IV.
201-228 contain very long exhortations addressed by the judge to
the witnesses relating to the importance and high worth of truth,

stating how the conscience of a man pricks him, what rewards
await the truthful witness here and in the next world and what
sin and terrible torments in Hell are the lot of an untruthful
witness, what evil befalls even the deceased ancestors of an
untruthful witness and how he is liable to be punished by the
king. They are too long to be cited here 509

. Shorter exhorta-
tions ate found in Y&j. H. 73-75, Vas 16. 32-34, Baud. Dh. S I
10. 19. 9-12 (S. B. E. vol. XIV p. 203 ), Br. ( S. B.K vol. 33 p. 301
verses 19-22), Kat 343. Ear. IV. 200 provides 'let him (the
judge ) inspire them ( the witnesses ) with awe by ( quoting

)

ancient texts, extolling the greatness of truth and denouncing
falsehood*. Kaut. (ffl. 11), Manu VBX 88 and 113 (=Uar IV
199 ), Visnu Dh. S. VUL 20-23 add further modes of speech and
exhortations according to the varm of the witness : A brahmana
witness is to be addressed by the judge as ' speak' and to be
exhorted to swear by his veracity, a ksatriya one was "to be
addressed as ' speak the truth • and to be sworn by the animal
he rides and his weapons ( which he.is to touch), a vaisya is
to be sworn by his kine, grain and gold and a sudra is to be
sworn by (imprecating on his head) all grave sins. Manu
viiL 88 provides that a brahmana should be asked to depose

509. Vide Appendix for Nirada's verses

from Mann™*
•***?* in ** ****« (III. U) is somewhat differentfrom Manas 'W **«P*,5^*^ -rra* fcrf „w aHrj***, ^rrg.

J"
,2S*w« «*aftfc 3S ««w* wg> ^^ .nrnu****,

REELS'-1 * 1* ^^^-^HT-S.
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with the word ' speak ', while VDI. 113 states that a brShmana
is to be made to swear by his truth Some explain that the fiist

rule applies to excellent brahmanas and the second to inferior

ones and rely on Gaut ( XIII 12-13 ) who prescribes that an

oath to speak the truth is not to be administered to brahmanas but

only to others. Vide Haradatta on Gaut and Vivadacandra p 127

Manu VHI 102 <=Baud Dh. S I. 5 95 ) is careful to point out

that the exhortation is not to depend purely on the caste but

that brahmanas ( and others ) who tend kme, who engage in

trade, who aro craftsmen or actors, who are menial servants and

usurers should he treated (by the judge) as sudras 5U (in the matter

of taking oaths) Witnesses after they are assembled before the

Court are to be ordinarily examined separately (vide Kat

quoted in n. 508 above) But Gaut XDL 5 and Kat 394

provide s'2 that if a certain matter is seen by the witnesses as a

body then they may he examined together. Manu VDI 78 and

Kat 392 prescribe that what the witnesses declare quite natu-

rally (without hesitation and fear) should betaken down and that

when the witnesses have declared (what they know) they should

not he questioned again and again by the king (or judge), from

the Smrtis and the 9th Act of the Mrcchakatika it appears that

311 The Mil on Yaj. II 73 explains Manu VIII 113 as follows a

brahmana witness is to be sworn by being told that if he spoke untruth his

truth will perish, a ksatnya that his vehicle and arms will be fruitless, a

vaisya that bis cattle, grain and gold will be lost and a sndra that all sins

mil be his lot. Others explain differently The Vyavah3ratattvapJ15»ys

' .itfrswrtapntrer* *mri snrarssnrwr^ rnf^S %wj. > The ^i*i»
m II 74 says the same Medhatith. on Manu VIII 113 appears to hold

that the exhortatory part is repeated by the witness TOTT^rf^-

brahmanas following such avocations as reanng^*™" ^
take an oath like sudras, rih^ri^W^eT anSFTRa W^*™rw *

Vas HI. HTManu II 168 provide that »*-?'££.».
studied the Veda, who do not expound ,t or do not keep he «r

^

come equal to Aidras The Ind.au Oaths ^^J^Zuon.
WI,ness who has an objection to taking an "* *"J^T m^

*£and,n.erpretat.onsofm M" »«^^K™ 5, *» °" fl

II 79 (without name)
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it was the ohief judge or the judges who put questions and

that there was no elaborate cross-examination and re-examina-

tion of witnesses as in England ( which practice is followed in

modern India ). The only cross examination that appears to

have been allowed was about the faults or grounds .that made
a person an incompetent witness. In this respect ancient Indian

practice resembled modern judicial practice in some EuropeansB

countries other than England. Witnesses were compelled to

attend. Kaut HL 11 states that witnesses who are not far

removed by time or space should be produced by the parties

themselves, but those who are far away or who are unwilling
to stir shall be got summoned by order of the king 514

. Manu
Vm. 107, Yaj. H. 77, Br., Kat and Visnu Dh. S. Vm. 37 say that
if a witness knowing all facts and not prevented from coming
by disease or similar causes refuses to come as a witness he
incurs the sin of false witness, has to pay the amount in dispute
and ten per cent thereof as fine to the king. This is in accor-
dance with the principle enforced in modern times that it is the
duty of a citizen to appear before a court of justice when
summoned. Kaut (m 1) provides for subsistence allowance
to witnesses. It is not quite dear whether parties could be
regarded under ancient Hindu Law as competent witnesses on
their own behalf. Yaj (IL 13-15) appears to suggest that
parties could be regarded as witnesses in their own cause and
held to be false from their demeanour as in the case of witnesses.
Kaut. JV.w 8 and^ 9& Act o{^ Mrcc]mkatika show^ &e
accused was questioned by the Court as to his movements about
the time of the alleged offence and till his arrest. Sukra**

513. Vide Stephens' ' lUstory of the Cnramat Law of England ' (1883 )vol. I. chap XII. where on p 431 he remarks • cross examination is a h.gbly
charactensUcpartofanEnghsh tnal. whether civ,l or cnmmal. and hardly

an English lawyer so forcibly as lta absence m the continental system •

ZZ^z 16

*f
s 10~15 (of &e^ c-> p™Xe

w
code) at";

*w?S« w^S?** **m*tw^" '^^ ***** v**m*i
a
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IV. 5. 184 defines B&ksl in such a way as to exclude the litigant

himself. Ordinarily witnesses were examined in the open

court in tho presence of the parties and never behind their back,

but Kfit ( 387-389 ) prescribes that in the case of immovable

proporty oral ovidonce may bo taken on the property itself and

in pome cases even elsewhere than these two (viz the Court and

immovable proporty ), that is, in the case of the death of living

livings witnesses may be made to depose before the corpse (of

On1 uniinnl killed ) or, in the absence of the body, before 51' some

mark ( mjcIi as the horn of an animal ) Br. and Manu VJIL 25

-,iuto that thu truth of tho statements of witnesseb bhould be

• iamined b> marking their tone, their change of colour, their

bye*>, iheir gestures, and their demeanour SJB Texts like Sankha-

Likltita (*| by V.P. p 124;, Nar IV 193-196, Visdu Dli S

VIJ1. 18, Yaj. 11 13-15 and Kat 386 point out the actions and

appearances of a party or wiluesb that deposes falsely, viz he

appears, restless, changes his place (i e moves from one spot

to another ), licks tho corners, of his lipi, his forehead perspires,

bis face loses colour, he frequently coughs and heaves freqaent

sight., he scratches the ground with Jiib feet (toes), waves hu.

bands and garment, his mouth becomes dry and his voice

tallow, he speaks incoherently, talks too much though not

asked and does not reply straight to the questions asked and

avoids meeting the eyes of the questioner Such a witness may

be looked upon as untrue and the king or judge shmild bring

him under discipline ( so that he will be afraid to lie )
Merely

on seeing these signs a witness was not to be punished or

entiiely disbelieved, since these signs raise only a probability oi

untiuthfulness ( as remarked by Mit. on T«j H 15 and V r

p 134

)

*. p. 125 The reading *TOf3«ir for Rn» is better «r * P-

Lg prose passage to- *tf*te* about the"«* "JS** '

fan on Vf. II 15 remarks <qm ^TTO»HIWrm3S«fir » 1™«

5ST«li ftm. o«W.n 15 c.ted above
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Conflict of oral evidence 347

When there are many witnesses but they differ in their

statements certain rules axe laid down by Manu VIII. 73

(=Visnu Dh S. VUX 39 ), Yu E. 78, Nar. IV. 339, Br. ( S. B. E.

vol. 33 p 303 v. 35 ), Kat. { 408 } They are briefly theBe :
*> The

statement of the majority of witnesses should be accepted, but

if they are egually divided then the statement of those who are

more pure { in character or more disinterested ) should be accepted

and if the meritorious are divided equally then those who are the

best among them should be accepted as true. The Mit on Yaj.

IL 78 adds that if there is a conflict of testimony between the

statements of a few but eminently qualified witnesses on the
one hand and those of a larger number of ordinary witnesses,

then the former should be accepted as Yaj II. 72 requires i. e
it prefers quality to mere numbers. Kaut. HL 11 prescribes

that when there is conflict in the oral evidence the decision
should be according to the evidence of the majority of witnesses
or of those who are pure in character or of thobe who are
approved of by both sides as good witnesses or a mean should
be drawn from their statements. Nar. IV 160 and Kat. 359
state58 that if one out of the ( three ) witnesses attesting a docu-
ment or out of ( three ) witnesses that aTC cited by a party deposes
in a way contradictory to what is deposed to by the other two,
then all the three become incompetent witnesses on account of
contradiction This has been interpreted by the Vyavahara
mttrka (p. 336 ) to mean that where all witnesses are of equal
status and there is a majority of onLy one favouring one side,
then ail the witnesses are incompetent and oral evidence is in
that case futile for decision.

The important question is how much has to be proved by
the party calling witnesses Yaj. H, 79 (=Visnu Dh S VU 38)
Nar IL 27 and Br ( q by Sm <3. IL 91 ) state the general 'rule
that that party whose averments aTe supported in their entirety
as true by tiie witnesses becomes successful, while that litigant.

_^
519 *msr|§ 5vpRlr sura *n** syirriSrar. i jjiSif^ fo<n<iw,K«wn*»

BI^thJ. n ^f. q byrqr *t P 325. to. it HI p 116 The fital° on th

©""to* t** w«re i swiiwiii. *nft wnSfcstft qJSftfrft ^rensr^

*"*"'" **RW - 1 b? WTOfc p. 670, «t «t. p. 325. <m. WT. lit. 118.
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whoseclaim is declared by them to be false certainly loses at

££ * * f^!U< *? 396> 398 lay d0Wn5H the2S fa

SltT^f ^e °f * non-^ent nature ( like recovery ofdebts:

t f wltoesseS depose to more or less ( than what is avLd
IB

i

the plaint
), then the claim is not established in its entirety,

where the witnesses depose to more or less {than the claim
affirmed by the party) the deposition of the witnesses should
be considered as not taken down or it should be omitted (from
consideration )sa, the witnesses in such a case are not liable to
fine; they may deserve to be fined if they do not depose (to
what they know ) Similarly Nar. IV 233 and Kat » 399 Bay
that where the depositions of witnesses are in conflict as to the
place, the time, the property, the amount, the colour, the species
("or caste), the form (or shape), the age (as stated in the
pleading of a party ), the depositions are to be regarded as good
as not given at all The rule amounts to this that any dis-

crepancy between the essential details or particulars of a claim

521. <jy i&Muwyivj: vn%f*r: srnhtfSRr: i gspfr wrquwr a munf *
WSR$«|ltl ll 1?. q by smpfc p 678. 3gra<3. II. p 91, trer ST HI. 1M.

532. sRtntf^s fon^g fttronfos ftfcn*i w* Trorft* ttff'fi* wwf
n(&w^i3!!m^a^^ !E,!n^«tcm5^?rasi^5t«T9V!ra'sreTi3qs wi?»wi

3»S>?£St 1 *I*1I 396. 398 1 by or. st p. 312 and 318, 3PWP& P. 678,

ssBzt II. p. 90, ntn. f*. p. 68

523 . The maxim (in Yaj. n 20) that on proof a part of a claim the whoft

may be held to be proved (vide above n 431 ) applies only where the opponent

totally denies every item of the claim of the plaintiff. This is a presumption

and the king or judge is not to be blamed for acting upon it is ease of tots)

denial, as said by Gant. XI 23 and 32 ' sirprrfiSird H f̂tgiTW: • ••• aWWIIf*

*<mInfil l
' This text of Yaj is apparently in conflict with Eat 473 (q. by

Mi( onYaj II 20) 'in claims containing several items, the creditor (or

plaintiff) secures a decree for as much out of them as he is able to establish

by means of witnesses '. These two verses are sought to be reconciled ibi

various ways by the Mit (on Yaj 11.20), the Sm. C H pp. 1Z0-121

Vyavahara-matrka pp.310-312 (where it criticizes the views of Yogfoka), V P.

pp. 98-102. It is impossible for -want of space to go into these interpretat-

ions TheMit. says that Kat 473 applies to a case where the son or the

like being ignorant of the dehii contracted by his father or the hie says

do not know ' i. e, pleads ignorance. In that case be does not deny (he is

not •iwAwwwmmWi* but only «/fi«»w* The Vyavaharamrnaya p.6S«-

plaiosKSt. 473 in the same way and about 396 it adds that when he cites

witnesses as supporting his enure claim and the witnesses^depose only u»

part of it or to more than he avers then bis den ft*- »« «>t,Klr

but m sahasa, theft and adultery it is otherwise. ^^ __

(Vft » WWT. '» WT<W p. 678 (reads $« for «* ),«*« »• *
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made in the plaint ( such aB the time, place, number &c. ) and

the case made out in the depositions as to any of these essential

particulars "will have the same consequence as tendering no oral

evidence. This rule was not followed to the letter and besides

other means of proof could be resorted to, as stated by the Mit.,

the Vivadacandra and otheiB S2S
. Kaut. HL ll 526 states that

when the witnesses depose to less than what is averred in the

plaint, the plaintiff has to pay a fine (of a fifth part) on the

excess and when they depose to more than the claim, the excess

(held proved on the depositions ) may be taken by the king.

In charges of adultery, heinous crimes {sahasa) and theft

the whole of the matter that is alleged may be held proved,

when witnesses depose to only a part of the matter^ (sayB
Eat. 397).

Mrada IV. 165 prescribes that a litigantSM should not secret-

ly approach a witness cited by his opponent, nor should he try to
win him over (by bribes or threats) through another; if he does
so, he would suffer the consequences of a losing party ( Mrta ).

There were rules about the late production of evidence. It
has been already shownhow if a litigant adduces weak evidence,
though strong evidence is available, he would not be allowed
to rely on the latter after judgment is pronounced. It is said
by Kar. I 63 that when a law-suit has proceeded faT enough
(lit. has been cleansed or thrashed out), evidence sudh as a

w^^Ffcro giro! fiter- on m. n 79 . umwns^^rtffm* *t *

V&Z PP. U1-I32. *

527. !Hrim^h'5«if^Bn%w! w^«^ 1 tfhrf* *Tefc ^inmwf
Ttw^mus. n fn«rt- q by firm, on *n n. 20, arnrij p. 678. ra^a
n. p 90.

^
526. The fact that a party requested a vntness.to give false evidence is,

admissible evidence against such a patty, rt being an admission by conduct
that the patty has a bad case Vide Cockburn C. J. in Martarty v. Loudon
Chatham and Dover Ry Co. I» R. 5 Q B p 314 at p. 319 ' if yon can Shov,
Hat a plaintiff has been suborning false testimony and has endeavoured to
have tecourse to perjury, it is strong evidence that he knew perfectly well his
cause was an unrighteous one \ Vide illustration e to section 8 of the Indian
Evidence Act.
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document or witnesses, would then become useless if th„tevidence had not been announced before^" a7£TJlf
filedV the defendant, the plaintiff has to shea IJ ofh ?
evidence i e documents or witnesses (Ya,

V™ Theme—
briefly is as follows: If he does not do so, pr ceeds "hetrial and does not call all necessary witnesses or produce a]
documents and the case is almost fimshed, but judgment is not
pronounced, even then he would not be allowed to produce fresh
evidence at that late stage For if fresh evidence not previously
disclosed were allowed to be given at that late stage, it would
cause surprise to the defendant, who would then demand time
for adducing evidence in rebuttal and then the plaintiff may
again cite further evidence and this process is in danger of being
carried on ad mfindum. If however witnesses were already cited
but all were not examined ( e g. if ten witnesses were mentioned
and only three examined) and the plaintifffound that the evidonce
of the few witnesses examined for him is contradictory or hostile,

then he may be allowed to produce even at a late stage the
remaining witnesses ( who may be seven i e. double the number
of those already examined or who may be more respectable or

purer in character ). This proposition is contained in Yaj II 80

on which the Mitaksara remarks that even if witnesses are not

mentioned in a list, but before judgment is pronounced other

more reliable or respectable witnesses or double in number

( and of the same status as ) of those examined are available,

they should be examined by the court even at a late stage Thfl

rule is that as long as witnesses are available resort to ordeals

should not be had Yaj. IT 80 also has given rise to various

interpretations Vide Mit and Apararka on Yaj II 80, Sm C

IL p 94, V. P p. 130-134 The Mit thinks that the veree

applies where the plaintiff or the party on whom lies the burden

of proving a positive proposition finds that the witnesses pro-

duced by him are hostile or contradictory and that in such a

case he may be allowed to cite other more respectable or more

numerous witnesses to prove his proposition and to show that

the first set of witnesses is false, whilo Apararka holds that

the verse says that when the party who has to prove hfs

529 filSi-JiKJigftfw immhg *ran • raffim mfa0t <rtf? swr«i*» *

*9 n «ITT? I- 62. fsifSrar does not mean ptoffir, but sfiRm (as «r «t P *

says ) lit washed out. cleansed (earned far) For detailed explanation etna

verse vide my notes to *r w. PP 78-80. The Madanaratna introduces War.

I. 62 with the words '^r!^<aftlTfi^WRS<^^^"rTSIW?T^• I'I'*rl, ,
'
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case cites witnesses which the opponent feels are false, the

opponent may produce more respectable or more numerous

Xesses to depose to the contrary and he would toe prove

the tost set to be false Apar&rka relies on Kat. (408) for thw

propositions - It may be said that Apar&rka's interrelation

appears more natural. V. P. K p 134 ) accepts Kfityayana but

says that the interpretation of the Mit. ( of Ysj. D. 80
)

is

correct. Whatever view is accepted it leads to this that one

set of witnesses uot only may prove the truth of a party s

case but also establish that another set of that party's witnesses

are guilty of perjUTy.

Yaj. II. 82 provides that if a witness, having promised with

other witnesses to depose to a state of things, denies at the time

of his examination that he saw the matter in dispute.heshould be

fined eight times the amount that a defeated litigant would have

to pay and a hrahmana witness similarly guilty if unable to

pay may be banished (or his house Bbould be raaedtothe

ground). Nar. IV. 197 says that such a person is worse than a

false witness Manu YDI. 107, Yaj U. 76, andK&t. (405) pres-

cribe that if a person who has witnessed a transaction does not

depose (i. e. remains silent) about it, though not suffering from

disease or some other calamity, he should be made (after

waiting for three fortnights) to pay the amount of the debt or

other matter in dispute and also one-tenth thereof as fine to

the king.

After the witnesses have deposed the chief justice and
sabbyas have to consider the depositions of witnesses (as Xat.

340 provides) 531 The Court has to find out which set of wit-

nesses are to be believed and what witnesses are perjured.

Perjury entailed, according to dharmasastra works, both secular
and other-worldly consequences. Ap. Dh. S. (H 11. 29. 8-9) states

:

'"When a witness deposes falsely the king should fine him and,
in addition, the witness incurs hell after death' andGaut.
provides (XDI. 7 and 23 ), 'a witness telling the truth goes to
heaven, but falls into hell if he does the reverse and when he
deposes falsely he is to be censured and fined'. Manu Vm.
118 states that witnesses depose falsely through covetousness,

530. TO**m^w$sr&i»wn%r*^ ' sStanfr mrrtre «?n%wrl-
'»wiitffi«5^M^!?3! ^amrVois <ctot wsq.byamr^p. 679.
«*. JfT. p 335, ^fg(^. II 94, «f. Jt p. 134.

*"• wfeftHfaa«nw^;s?trtrtf^t*!re«rT 340 q. by fast, on
HI. H, 80, sfltTRf p, 675, «t w, p. 33x,
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wrong ideas, fear, friendship, sexual passion, wrath, ignorance
and minority and prescribes (VUL 120-132) varying fines for
perjury arising from these several causes. Br. (S. B. E. vol 33
p. 301 r. 21) regards 532 a corrupt judge, a perjured witneBB and
the murderer of a brahmana as equally sinful. Taj. H. 81 and
Kat. (407) prescribess that the litigant who procures perjured

evidence and the witnesses guilty of perjury should each be
separately fined double the amount of the fine prescribed for

defeat in various disputes and a brahmana (guilty of doing the

same) should be banished from the country 53* (but not fined).

But when a person (of any of the three castes other than brah-

mana) is frequently guilty of perjury he should be fined and

given physical punishment (as cutting the tongue or death)

and a similarly guilty brahmana should be fined and banished

(or degraded by being carried naked through the streets or

deprived of his house ) The Mit. on Yaj. JX 81 says that when

Manu prescribes (VUL 380) that a brahmana guilty of a sin is

not to be awarded death or corporal punishment and that he is to

be banished with all his wealth, he refers to the brahmana being

a first offender and not a confirmed one. Manu VBX 108 says

'where within seven days from deposing in acaUBea(serioos

or painful) disease or fire or the death of a relative befalls a

witness, he should be (being held as a false witness owing to

these portentous happenings ) made to pay the debt in dispute to

the opposite side and a fine to the king ' The Sm. C (H. p 94)

explains that this applies to a witness who is the only one on a

disputed matter such as a messenger and the king or judge

should wait for seven days to see whether any of these odan
"*|jjj?

befalls that witness and then hold him to be perjured. Eat. (410)

contains 535 a similar rule, but he states that the king shoulfl

wait one, two or three weeks or up to 45 days according to the

value of the matter in dispute and the caste of the deponent

Manu VUL 117 (-Vtam Dh S V3H 40) prescribes that m

533 ** *w*r «ftw flftw «wriftw '
V$™ «* «** *""

OD „. n 81 for three meaungs of fort* ^^^ ^jfc*,
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whatever lawsuit it is established that witnesses perjured

themselves, the judge should hear it again (from the beginning)

or if the suit has ended he should set aside the decision and

examine it again.

Gaut 13 24-25, Vas 16. 36, Manu VHL 104, Y&j. XL 83,

Visnu Dh. S. VHL 15 prescribe that a witness may depose falsely

in a cause when, if he were to speak the truth, a person of tue

four varnas is liable to suffer the sentence of death. Manu
VDL 105-106, Yaj II. 83, Yisnu Dh S. VllI 16 prescribe that

as a penance for the falsehood a witness of the three higher

castes may offer three oblations o f boiled rice to the goddess of

speech (SarasvatI) or he may offer into fire clarified butter

with the mantras called Kusmanda ( Vaj. S. XX. 14~lb or Tai
A. X. 3-5), or with the three verses beginning with 'yaddeva
devahedanam' or with the verse sacred to Varuna (viz Rg. L»
24 15, 'uduttamam varuna') or with three verses of which
waters ' are the deity ( £g. X 9. 1-3 ' apo hi siha )

'. Visnu Dh S.

VHL 1? adds that a sudra guilty of perjury in the above
case may by way of expiation feed ten cows for one day.
It is strange that the dharmasastra works should permit
perjury to save a "culprit from being sentenced to death.
Probably popular sentiment of old standing allowing the speak-
ing of falsehood in certain cases was responsible for this In
the MahabhSrata frequent reference is made to the permission
to speak untruth in ordinary life when one's own life or
another's life is in imminent danger Vide Sam**3* 45 35
109.19. ItisstatedinSanti 165. 30 that speaking falsely is
not a sin m five cases via in jest, to women, at the time of ( i em bringing

;
about) a marriage, for the preservation of great

wealth and tor one's life Vas. 16. 36 mentions those five
occasions somewhat differently. Vide Manu VDX 112 also for a
similar rule. But so old a sage as Gaut (23 29) implies that
he disapproves of this sentiment** when he states, 'according
to some falsehood entails no fault (i. e. no expiation need beperformed) m (bringing about or breaking promises made at)

536, SfPTOrSr;

<5T II Strict 34 Z5

5TC'Sx=wsrss5^asjr. -
537

- f^WUW&^iimitoi&s&t^t sfL 23. 29,
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marriage, ifi sexual intercourse, in jest and in giving relief to

one distressed'. Vide Gr. R. pp. 507-508 quoting HSrlta
DharmasGtra on the same subject and mentioning four kinds
of falsehood such as that by a witness, that in transactions of

sale &c.

Ear. (IV. 235-236) states that when through 535 the care-

lessness of the creditor ( who dies ) there is no document nor

witness to prove a debt and the defendant denies it, then one

of three methods (of proof) may be resorted to, viz. codana

ptah/calam ( dunning the debtor each time to repay ), yuktdeka

(putting forth arguments) and iapatha (special oaths and

• ordeals J
538". Eat. ( 233 q. by Sm C. IL p 52 and Par M. IE 91

)

has a similar verse Vulch according to Narada IV. 238 means 539

' tbe,creditor should follow ( the debtor ) by arguments and by

himself remembering and by reminding the debtor of the time,

the place, the relation ( subsisting between the two)' Othere

-interpret yukU differently, that is, it means " logical reasoning'

Est (314) defines 540 'yukti' as ' the ascertainment or know-

ledge ,of a hnga' (i e.a sign that leads on to an inference).

, 538 vjr3T^fM^TO*CTr#^*mf§h>u«3«m^^r^rarf&^

fSffc ii "^r^sTr °id$rg ^ 5i%H$rei«i«r tNsufhr: spto: iJhB^tW^rtsaw*

«

^n^rv 235-237. 3n«!sns*if3OT'reaftTO*jpfNT^ife !33!7ws^'^ vcs"

«re»fi»fi5"inwr. 386 q by sq- sr p 168, which explains UK? as '<ii&pn

»tsi5r5iif|i%<nr^oTr»rt 'awi^rats^^ti: » ^lir wmw wnforwt

* ^tnrrwwW w gftig«ifefinnwaini*t<H!S i 3'T s«w swnWSfiOTisa-

538a. The printed text of Nar. IV 236 reads <3r3/tT tf3gn& =3 « seP»
-

rate words The Sm C. II. p. 52 explains that as meaning 'jwssng or

urging the debtor three, fonr or five times in the presence oi
I

third person.

Without the debtor protesting against the demand The *to«W«J
V.P p 168,aPPeartoW; ^pmlmam (eq«al » «^**5
and interpret if there is no denial or protest (by the debtor) «ta

.

«J

«

ditor frequently demands the debt, then the court may presume tital ^

»

debtor'
' Tne Madanaratna explains ' ^sfrmaantT. WgS""w * qtt

t^fjifitrnrt i
'•

. ,.. -anted by
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It is stated by Brhaspati that anvrriana (inference 541 oi pre-

sumption ), as a means of deciding a law suit, is of three kinds,

but it is inferior to witnesses ( vide note 433 above ). Vyasa

( q. by Sm. C. II. p. 95 ) .states that amartuna is the same as

helu. and tnrlca V. P. (p 167) remarks that (long continued)

possession and the frequent urging by the creditor both lead to

the inference of title and the taking of a loan respectively and
are therefore to be comprehended under ijukh according to the

definition of Katyayana Yet by popular usage yukli is res-

tricted to presumptions arising from certain circumstances on
the analogy of the maxim of ' gobalivarda ' explained below
under ' steya ' Yukti therefore means circumstantial evidence
from which an inference may be drawn about a fact in issue in
a judical poceeding. Ap. Dh. 542 S. IL 11.29 6 says that in
case of doubt (judges) should decide from signs (i. e by
inference) or divine proof (ordeals). Vas. 19. 39 mentions
the view of some sages that one who is found armed or wounded
or in possession of the booty ( stolen ) may be declared to be ( the
thief or offender ). Manu IX. 270 (=Matsya 227. 166 ) requires
the just king not to condemn to death one accused of theft
unless his guilt is proved as certain by proof that the accused
had in his possession the articles stolen and tools for theft ( for
house-breaking). ' An adulterer is proved 5* to be so by being
caught in such acts as playing with the hair of another's wife, an
incendiary by being caught with a firebrand in his hand ( near
the house set on fire ), a murderer by being found ( near the
murdered man) armed and a thief when caught with some of
the articles stolen in his possession '—say Sankba-Likhita 5*4

fwr»« by ^§,o n. P . so.iw. ft. P 73 a»a v^m < ffiS) Xh««*«««ta«« Bfe 1» lBWwri*wA^ , ,
" -_ 73 quote,

542 «*^f ,%^f,1^^ f?r%*t \ sm. u. n. n 29 6

m£,^S^T^mn^ncinm^^inft wnPrfoBl rife-

J!
'•y»«B « bTTO «T HI 119. «;!?*. II P 95.^ £p ^

514. Compare sec. U4 of the Ind lan Evidence Act which lavs dWn
lZV0M " * dr3W *—«*•«» of ^t fromthecomto„ co^rof

which is the court may presume that a man who is m possession of stolen

M stolen
'
nD,ess he can account for Ms possession •
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3 *hat *here OTe sk kinds °f disputesin which the indications (or circumstances) themselves serveas witnesses and lead to a conclusion without the SonyZwitnesses viz one found with a fire-brand in his hand (nearthe

aXd^/T^ ma7
+u
bB inf6Wed t0 bB *• incend^. »
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(
»
m

?
nd "ear *he BC6ne 0f murder

> as th° murderer, one
caught dallying with the hair of another's wife as an adulterer
one with a spade m his hand near a breached embankment as the
person who caused the breach in it and one armed with an axe
as the feller of a tree, a person guilty of an assault may be
inferred to be so from visible signs ( such as his club or sword
being smeared with blood ) But Nar. IV 176 gires the warning
that in such cases it is necessary to be careful in arriving at a
condusion,sinceapersonin order to bring into trouble another
whom he hates may create marks of injury on himself Kat
( 337-338 ) further provides 517 that where one litigant proves as

against his opponent ( such as a debtor ) either the offer of a
bribe, or the effacing of the means of recognition ( such as

effacing one's signature on a document ) or holding out tempta-
tions (to the witnesses or sabhyas) or the concealment of his

wealth (to avoid its being attached in execution of a decree),

there the original claim ( such as a debt ) may be presumed to

be proved even if he ( the opponent ) denies his liability.

«n?r i ^i35Tr iv 12

546 Best on 'Evidence' (12th ed 1922) sec 294 cites as an lite

tration of circumstantial evidence the fact of one armed being regarded as

the probable murderer in certain cases Compare Wills on 'Circumstantial

evidence* (7th ed of 1937 English and Indian combined) p 145 'Amongst

the most forcible of presumptive indications may be mentioned all attempts

to pollute or disturb the current of truth or justice, or to prevent a fair or

impartial trial by endeavours to intimidate, suborn, bribe or otherwise

tamper with the prosecutor, or the witnesses or the officers of justice, or by

the concealment, suppression, destruction, alteration of any article of

teal evidence' ^ _
547 ^r« Jisn<rsrT&3' whotrRptt =* vx i ra-wmw w iMr i| *w~

usn: i irrms^aiir *rer sm^wr miStfr *»5a: i ijyrarTT 5 snr *m% »fiw jnj-

f^tliRTPIT (337-338) q by* « p 169, frnpmr P 188 (only f^ first),

which reads f^afiH'U W«f

•
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Judges often repeat from the Bench, the words ' witnesses

may lie, but circumstances cannot'. But this so-called maxim is

often dangerous. Circumstantial evidence leads to conclusions

that are in several instances false. The ancient Hindu lawyers

were quite aware of the dangers of drawing inferences from

circumstantial evidence. Narada's warning has already been

mentioned (p. 356 ). Eaut. sss
( in IV 8 ) remarks :

' even one not

a thief may by chance be on the way by which thieves pass and
one meeting thieves is seen to be apprehended as a thief because

he is mixed up in dress, arms and articles carried with the

thieves or is found near the articles stolen, just as Mandavya
though not a thief declared himself to be a thief for fear of
being subjected to torture ; therefore ( the king } should punish
one only after thorough examination ' Mandayya's is a leading
case on the danger of relying on purely circumstantial evidence.
Brhaspati 519 also remarks that ' a decision should not be arrived
at merely by relying on the words of texts ; for, if judges come to
a conclusion without applying careful reasoning, loss of dharma
results

; a thief is held to be not a thief and a good man is held
to be a wicked one in a judical proceeding ( not arrived at with
proper reasoning). The sage Mandavya was held to be a
thief on account of the decision being arrived at without
proper reasoning " ssa

.

The 9th Act of the Mrcchakatika is a standing Wanav
condemnation of conclusions about guilt drawn from circuni- 1

stantial evidence and of bow judicial procedure is vitiated
( of vyavahara-dustata, as the author says in Act I

)

Nar IV. 289 provides that when even circumstantial ca-
dence and presumptions therefrom do not •SSTSLTJ
arrive at a decision, the ^^ AaMj^^^J^

qnoles a verse of wrh- f I. 42\ • -,-feSft _a . % *Sra=g-= II p 25

"-"-"Zzz '£"?£?9i~rT" <"-**-
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sapathas ( oaths and ordeals ) according to the place time andstrength of the litigant, such as fire, water, his SJaTnT*and others Harm VHL 109 also says thatSL'K^
witnesses the truth would have to be found out by 42taDmne proof is called dmmkOn* or samayalcnya ( VishYd?

/ •V 0°T Writ6rS make a distinc«°n between sapathas

inS^SS LRn
nL°^

e&lB {<hvvas)
'
othera Hike Manu Vm

JZ£Va
™ \S

d
?
not For example

- the ™"*-»*»
quotes W«*r IV. 347 'when there ,s no witness in 'a dispute
between litigants, there the judge should decide by means of
ordeals"1 and various sapathas' Ace. to the Mit. (onYaj
H. 96) and S V (p. 106) both special oaths and ordeals are
divine proof (divyapramana), but in disputes of small value
sapathas ( oaths) were generally employed, while ordeals were
resorted to only in serious disputes or crimes The Mit { on Yaj-H 96), the V May.p 46 and V p (p 170) state that ordeals
are those that generally end in immediate decision of the
dispute, while sapathas take time for decision ( because after
the oath the king has to wait for a week or more to see whether
a calamity befalls the person taking the special oath) Vyasa
quoted by Sm IL p. 96 employs the word iapathas for both

special oaths (taken as to one's 'satya') and ordeals like

balance. Sankha-Likhita state that divine proofs are the balance,

eating poison, entering fire, holding a piece of (hot) iron,

offering one's merit acquired by sacrifices arid charity and the

king should make him undergo other sapathas 5Si
. Brhaspati

says that where documents or witnesses do not lead to a certain

decision or where inference from circumstantial evidence also is

confusing, there the matter is to be decided by divine proof 5*

Special oaths were taken not only in judicial proceedings,

but also in ordinary dealings to clinch one's assertion or to

clear one's character or reputation Nar (IV. 243-244) refers to

551 *re;r mtfi t fHtfr ft*r% ^m- &ttk • a^r f|«B «m&fmwf V'
Tfcr§: II tnt? IV. 247 q by fo iq^fg- p 112 and «• ft p 106 smfesw

swot* *s?rn «presr?TJ it «rw in ^^^r H 9B-

552 snf i^r tut astw" T^rreresf&j&srr ifliwwiSHu»ii?n«»Tta

sprqra snrfci i si^raiStr q in vm hi. in p 151. *&S*t° n p 96, sura*

p 694 Tnesra- i& p 140 reads fiwPSlsTWTf wsft and pngHi<reTS?tf .

553. fjjfiw mifrr-% ^ wp^iJW amra signtf <*«*»"* «**[!*

ftsnV^ii??. q byw- "i- p 33j . wror p. 639. fi^nr^ p- 1J1 i™*

^guSq, as the last word ).
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the spesial oaths taken for clearing themselves by Vasistha

when he was suspected to be a yaludluina ( a demon or sorcerer

)

and by the seven sages together with Indra, who ( sages ) were

suspected to have stolen lotus fibres (by each among them ssl
).

Manu VUL 110 also speaks of the iapallia taken by Vasistha

before SudEs, son of Pijavana ( when the sage was charged by
Visvamitra with the offence of devouring his own hundred sons).

Narada (IV. 243) refers to Bg. VEL 104 15-16 in the first of which
Vasistha made the imprecation, sss ' May I die this very day if

I am a yatudkam or if I injured the life of a human being
,

May he who falsely addressed me as yatudhana be deprived of

his ten valiant sons' • Manu VUL 110 also refers to the same
hymn sss

. ManuVUL 113 (=Nar. IV. 199) referred to above (p 343)
states the various oaths to be taken or administered to the parties
according to their respective castes. Manu VUL 114 further pro-
vides for special oaths for litigants by touching the heads of their

sons and wives. That sapatha taken by satya was common in very
ancient times appears from Pan. V 4 66 ( satjiad-asapaike ).

S5?

Uar. IV. 249 prescribes that in charges of grave offences ordeals
may be resorted to and iapathas in matters of small moment
NaT. IV. 248 mentions ' truth, horses and arms, kine, grains and
gold, the feet of (the images of) gods and the ancestors, acts of
charity and good deeds (sit/crto) are to be employed in sapatbas
as declared by Manu' Brhaspati 558 enumerates the special

554. In the Anu&sanaparva 95 13-35 it is narrated that each of the
seven sages suspected the others of the theft of lotns-fibres and that they
cleared themselves by taking oaths Indra ,s said to have taken an oathwhen he was the subject of suspicion in relation to AhalyS. Vide Best on
• Evidence" (12th ed. of 1922 ) pp 42-45 sections 55-59 for the employment
of oaths mall ancient societies m courts asv/ellas outs.de, for the forms
and suction* of oaths and for the arguments urged against their use

nrff^nif^utnS^gOT^R^n^ Vn io+ is Theaa^a, <vi 2iXl\^ra

~L*
e story *us 7^ 3 ****«« **^ -p4^Li

BKSV * "* "*" *** 5,i^
'
^J^SKT

556. The story of ting KalmisapSda cursed to be a demon bv Salii

££LT V"**"^ devoured one hundred son o VaLth^Unarrated in Sdiparva 176 (cr ed. 166)
rosina is
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oaths mentioned by Manu and N5r. and adds that they are to be
employed in small matters ( civil and criminal ) The Visnu
Dh. S. ( IX 5-10 ) prescribes that when the litigant is a siidra

and the dispute relates to a matter worth less than one, two,

three, four or five hrsnalas he should swear respectively by
h&lding in his hand duriJa grass, sesame, silver, gold or earth

taken from ploughed land, that ( IX 11-12 ) beyond that value

\ arious ordeals may he offered and that oaths with similar objects

in the hands may be offered to vaisyas, ksatnyas andbrahmanas

when the value of the subject matter is double, three times or

tour times of the value in the case of a sudra Manu VUL 111

gives the admonition that a wise man should not make a false

oath, because by so doing he incurs loss ( of reputation ) here

and after death ( by falling into Hell ) Yaj II 236 prescribes

a fine of 100 pan/is far one who takes an improper or profane

oath ss9
.

The benefit of doubt is to be given, according
f
to modern

ideas on the administration of justice, to the accused.
^
This

principle was put forward several centuries before Christ by

AP Dh. S II 5 11 2 'the king should not punish when there

is a doubt ' ( about a man's guilt 560
)

"«
9 TheM.t explains ^T^^i'^"'^5

^"^^'

560 v^G^^^'™* 1** 11 in ' 2



CHAPTER XIV

ORDEALS

A brief history of ordeals may be set out here. Bg.
I. 158. 4-5, -wherein 561 the sage Dirghatamas, son of Ucatha,

prays that the fire of faggots heaped tenfold may not bum him
and that the rivers in which he was thrown bound hand and foot

may not engulf him, are regarded by some as a reference to the
ordeal of fire and water Yet in those -verses there is probably no
reference to ordeals, but to the cruel treatment of Dirghatamas
by rfasas headed by Traitana ]Rg, IIL 53. 22 also, where it 5*2

is said ' he heats the axe ( or aoc to Sayaua ' just as the tree
is-injured by contact with tue axe &c '

)
', does not contain a clear

or certain reference to the ordeal of holding the heated axe
Atharvaveda 563 1L 1% is held by several Western scholars to
contain a reference to the fire ordeal. This also is far from
certain, though verse 8 may lend some support to that view s«
The Paficavimsa ( or Tandya ) Brahmana 14. 6. 6 refers S6S to the
story of Vatsa,whowas abused by his step-brother that the former
was the son of asudrawoman, against which Vatsa protested
urged feat he was a brahmana, entered fire to prove the
truth of his assertion and came out of fire unscathed. This
is referred to by Manu VIII, 116. This is probably the earliest

•nismi^OT^^nRw^g. i^j.j. 15g, 4_5
* ^ ""'"

m&n.VZ**
1"**'"**' "*«***<«»^

,

CCXXI
4

xxvf l
I0™*ly 0f the Ameri<*« °™atal Society, vol XJIX pp

be proved that the hymn refers o ™ttw ,

*™ bym"' lf ,S «w«lrt to
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in ancient Sanskrit Lit^toe to the &e

heated head of an axe by a person accused of theft to prove hisinnocence con ained in the Chandogya*" Upanisad vT 6
*

AP. Dh S.H. U. 29 6 refers to inference and divine proof

states that after carefully considering ( the charge before him

)

by means of divine proof and questioning ( of witnesses ) the
king should set about awarding punishment Sankha-Likhita

"j
,

52
,i

naine four ordeals, viz those of balance, poison, water
and holding red-hot iron*?. Manu VHI 114 mentions only two
viz. the holding of fire ( i. e. red-hot iron ) in the hand or
plunging in water, but Nar. IV. 251 states that Manu declared
five kinds of ordeals. Yaj H 95, Visnu Dh. S, IX-2IV and
Nar. IV. 25a mention five viz. balance, Are, water, poison and
koia (consecrated water). Narada, however, knew two more
Viz. taptamasa (IV. 343 ) and taydula (IV. 337 ). Brhaspati (S.B E.
vol. 33 p. 315 verses 4 and 5 ) and Pitamaha speak of nine

( Apararka pp. 628, 694 respectively ).

Yaj n. 95-113, Visnu Dh. S IX-3JV, Mr. 17. 339-348,

Eat. 411-461, Sukra D7. 5. 333-270 treat of the several ordeals'

Pitamaha contained, as the quotations from the digests show, the

most elaborate treatment That ordeals had attained great

vogue in the early centuries of the Christian era is shown by

the Mrcehakaiika Act IX. 43 (where the ordeals of poison,

water, balance and fire are expressly named ) and by Bana who

mentions the same four in Kadambarl, para 47 S6S
. Among the

digests and commentaries the Mitaksara, the Smrtloandrika, the

Divyatattva of Raghunandana, the Vyavah&ramayukha and

the Vyavaharaprakasa contain the most elaborate treatment of

ordeals 569

S66. ^qfr»fag^iitatiwwwiu«fifr^"^fa stga^ «$& *

*ri% aCT gaf Wff as mi^cm iWM gya #£3TO%«fre2frm>n'ra'aOTT |rcs

•rtJrjitwS^r^s&ssic^ia^frnrVl 16 l.

567 wiii r tf4<rtic-uvrfi'^ a^ar ftm > fg.g.byami^ s^i «»

«i^(r«l^B^^l(5ma?q ty 3OTTW P- 694: the same vests ««

quoted as f^qi&'s in np^nret p. 574 and «r. W P 45

568. qwcwnt wfct^rt sriaRmiifcm»r srswrf aBtf»pW,s?*

569. Those interested in the farther study of ordeals may «»>sn«

translation of and notes on the Vyavah&amayukha
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Dioya is defined as ' that which decides a matter (™ dispute)

"not determined^ human means of proof '
(V. MeyuKha ,

opI*

whicb decides what cannot he or is not to be decided by hum,-

meansof proof (Divyatattva*°p.5U) Medhat^onMan

Vffl 116 discusses the question ho%v ordeals can he relied upon

for the discovery of truth The objection is raised that are

and water are natural forces that act in a uniform way and

are not intelligent beings which may change their minds

by an appeal to them. Therefore, the objector says, ordeals

and oaths are like magic and are only meant to frighten the

parties into telling the truth It is further objected that thieves,

may (by some trick) not he burnt in the fire ordeal and good

men are seen to suffer burns. The reply is: the usefulness of

ordeals cannot he negatived by these examples of failures, w-

they are not frequent and as even direct perception and in-

ference sometimes lead to uncertain results No one, however,

says that these latter should not be relied upon. Just as one

relies on witnesses in deciding a matter (who may for aught

one knows be telling lies }, so reliance can be placed on ordeals.

Where there is failure in case of ordeals, it must be held to be

due to the results of the performer's actions in past lives. The

general rule as stated by Yaj IL 22, Har. H 29, IV. 239, Brhas-

pati 571
, Kat ( 217 } and Pitamaha is that ordeals were to be

resorted to only if no human evidence ( witnesses, documents,

possession) or circumstantial evidence was available Eat
(218-219) prescribes that 572 if one party relies on human means

of proof and the other on divine proof, the king ( or judge ) is

to accept human means and not divine and that if human
means of proof reach ( i e. are able to establish ) only a part

of the allegations ( in the plaint ), then human means should

be accepted and no divine modes of proof, even though they

may be complete ( i.e completely cover all allegations ) "When
Bar. II 30 ( = IV", 241 ) states that divine meanB of proof are

to be resorted to when a transaction takes place in a forest, in

570. sra witi4iwi'JnR'!k*<ui<} Ptui|jj<j> HitO.*«if*iM ctWiMiB-sh 1 3?ra=rr

wtgqwros5t5 -sra #* q<u«j$fiwttaa \dia^jn <fii§ ^j?ra^ i njrc'isrew p. 574
571. 3Wto£& 5Tb; 5 ftqfor %vk^t fim i gg m «r. *. p 169, »jwtf

ttrofoii ursft ifr^t ^5h[ f^rrc^ 1 3rre*n. in T'sp'ifa n. p. si , *ri?o^tRs^

572 *ro*t srs5t a^na^t anrra ^j^stac i Jngw ?nr qsfcro 3 5*1
^t^Ts « ^5%s^rantr rawr f^a srgw 1 m srrsrr *t3 ^ptn5 %{5Btft g^ti
3OTI.« SHrwt" in fjRtr« on iff. n. 22 and or. si p. 315
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a lonely place, at night, inside a house, in cases of suhasa and
when a deposit is denied, or when Kat ( 230 ) prescribes that

trial by ordeals is to be resorted to in the case of persons accus-

ed of committing suhasa in secret (i.e. by wearing masks &o. ),
az

those words only apply where it ib impossible to have

human evidence. K&t. ( 229 ) states an exception to this viz.

when the dispute 57* investigated is about suhasa or alout

assault or abuse and defamation and in causes that spring from

the use of force there is an option that witnesses or divine

proof may be resorted to. Nar. IV. 242 states that divine proof

could be resorted to when the chastity of women was in question,

in vtheft and suhasa and in all cases of the denial of monetary

liability. Slta's ordeal cf fire at once comes to mind as an

illustration of Narada's rule. Brhaspati S7S and Pit&maha say

that in disputes about immoveable property divine proof should

be avoided, which does not forbid divya altogether, but only

where the evidence of neighbours or of a document is available

and that in the latter case even if the defendant offers to pay a

fine if he fails by the divine proof, dhya is not to he resorted

to. The ordinary rule was that ordeals were to he administered

to the defendant 5" (Kat. 411=Visnu Dh. S. IX 21 X
But

Yfi] 1L 96 gives an option that any one of the two litigants

may by mutual agreement undergo an ordeal and the other

should agree to pay on defeat a fine or undergo physical

punishment This means that human proof is adduced to

prove a positive proposition, that divine proof may he resorted

to prove a negative proposition as well <.

*
/ » ^SS

denying the claim for a debt may f^*^*^
not borrow a loan). Making an offer to pay a toom»«
corporal punishment is saidtobebeing Wrcsto'" <*^

•faai. on in.

U indicates fine Qr corporal pnnisbment.
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(in Ysj. 95, Visnu Eh, S IX. 20,22,Pitamaba,Uar W.257,
Kat. 412-413) Ya.3. II 95 prescribes that the ordeals of

balance, fire, poison and water were to be prescribed in

disputes of great value and not elsewhere and in 1L 99 he says

that all claims above 1000 panas ( of copper ) are to be regarded

as of great value, but in charges of treason and of the commit-
ting of any one of the five grave sins [maJwpulaJcas) any one
of these four ordeals may be resorted to without regard to

value and without any offer to pay fine on defeat. So also

these four ordeals were to be offered to the defendant where
the plaintiff offered to pay a fine on defeat. The ordeal of

koia was allowed in all claims whether of high value or low
value or whether the plaintiff offered to pay a fine on
defeat or not.

Yaj. n. 98 states that the ordeal of balance should be given
to women, a minor (under 16 ), a very old person ( above eighty
years), the blind, the cripple, brahmanas and the diseased ; the
fire ordeal (i. e. heated ploughshare and heated masa) to
ksatriyas, water ordeal to vaisyas, poison to sudras. Nar. IV.
335 assigns ordeals to the different varnas similarly. Kar IV.
256 prescribes that ordeals should not be undergone by those
who are observing a vow, who are much distressed or who are
performing austerities, and by women Pitemaha quoted by

mu
fc

'J°
nP* ^ 98) adds ininors and old pawonB to these.

TheSm.C.H p. 103 explains this as referring to the ordeals
of fire, poison and water only. Another Smrti (q. by Mit on
Ysj. 2L 98) prescribes that the ordeals of balance and ko&amay be
offered to women, minors and the others mentioned above. Therea m all these rules a spirit of tolerance, kindness and concern
forthe weaknesses of mankind. Kat (423) holds"Hhat persons
of the higher castes who are cowherds, traders, artisans, bards,
domestic servants and usurers should be given ordeals as ifthey were sudras. Kat (422) allows all ordeals to members
of all castes, except that brahmanas are not to undergo fee

ET m ;.**« <m~4Z6) presorlbes that « «2i -
S S t^ «

°ffeled toblaoksmit̂ <*to*, are leprous

««nv«rt S-
th°Se Wh° Ply b0ats or **>«>** fern, din?culty m breathing or cough, nor poison to those who are expertsm incantations and yom practices or who sufferfZJS2
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of) bile or phlegm, nor koia to those who are drunkards, to

persons fond of women, to gamblers and to those who are

atheists. Visnu Dh. S. IX. 25, 29 and War IV. 255, 332 contain

similar provisions Eat (427-430) further provides that no

ordeal should be allowed to be performed personally by thu

following persons, viz. those charged with the murder of their

father, mother, a brahmana, their teacher, a minor, a woman

and the king; those guilty of the (five) grave sins; particularly

those that are atheists; those who wear (or subsist by)

peculiar sect marks; great rogues; those who are experts in

incantations and yoga practices ; those who are the progeny ol

unions of persons of different varnas'; those who repeatedly

engage in sin; in the case of these the king should offer ordeals

to good men appointed by them on their behalf and if such

good men are not willing then they should appoint then- own

relatives. Sankha-Likhita also refer to the appointment of

friends or relatives as representatives (Apararka p. Mi)*1*

Kat (433) 580 lays down the following rather remarkable pro-

vision, viz when untouchables, men of lowest castes, slaves,

mlecclias and those born of mixed unions in the reverse order

of the castes are guilty of crimes, the determination of their

guilt (by the above mentioned ordeals) should not be made by

the king; he should indicate such' ordeals as are in vogue

among them. TheSm. and 'Par M say that this applies

579. zmm®m&** wwi •** ^"^r w w

p 3.8 at p 360' there » ^^™£^£ja»»«**
balance' In I A. vol 19 p 242 at p "° ^ CandnkS (or

datedl208A » of the ^^^Zl7T^Z^^^
CandaladevI), the queen of "^J*** °L ehatasarpa

' «iftW**W
tSaUndatU) WaS a patrvreta and got ««-J*£l ,5«h* ' Tbe

*«« %* ^ **" V™ ^T^Xoi^ from the

Bombay Gazetteer vol I part 2 p 556 n

J
P «

or coin „,

.
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only -when they cannot secure relatives or .other persons

appointed hy them to undergo the usual ordeals on their behalf.

The VyavahaTatattva (p. 579 ) explains that the ordeals referred

to among mlecchas and others are the snake in the jar and the

like. This seems to have consisted in taking out a ring or

coin with the hand from a jar in which a snake was placed ; if

there was no snake-bite or no effect even if the 1 snake bit,

the parson was declared innocent. Vide note 580. Yaj. II.

97 and NaT. IV. 268, 320 prescribe that all ordeals are to be

administered by the chief justice in the morning aj; sunrise or

in the forenoon in the presence of the king, the Babhyas and

brahmanas. The Mit. adds that a Sunday is the proper day

according to the usage of respectable people ( iistas ). Pitamaha

specially provides that the water ordeal should be administered

in the noon and poison in the last watch of the night (Mit. on
Yaj. H. 97 ). Certain seasons and months were either appro-

priate or inappropriate to certain ordeals e. g. Nar. IV. 254

Btates that the fire ordeal should be given in the rainy season,

balanoe in the winter ( sisira), water in summer, poison when
the season is cool Ear. IV". 259 prohibits water ordeal in the

cold season, fire in summer, poison in the rainy season and
balance while the wind blows violently. The Mit. (on Yaj.

IL 97 ) and Par. M. UL 162 quote Pitamaha to the effect that the
months of Oaitra, Vaisakha and Margaslrsa are common to all

ordeals, koia and balance may be administered in all months.

As regards the place, Pitamaha prescribes that ordeals are
to be administered by the king or the judge appointed by the
king in the presence of learned brahmanas and the public ( or
the ministers

)

S81
. Kat. (434-35 and 437 ) provides

:

S82 ' ordeals
should be administered in some well-known temple in the case
of men accused of grave sins and near the royal gate in the case

"a n fSams in to. wt Hi. 164, «, f> p 1S3.

582. snpP^ST^wn^wfW(n%ntgoiTJiiTi^!i^ri^tRj5t^sr^-

tt^whidKCtuft *iihti«*<ui3 >q » wnS'wt^Tifs gratis "* wsttt » WlWt. in

ffftTt. (onjn 11.99), TO.m- m. 163, *$«*<. II. p. 105. K.ft. p. 183.
•hrfiUW" W4l*t3w<<*HH:> ^JtSNe II. p. 104 and ^r. ft. p. 183 ; "m.

**H «'?W3TC«rf»t » f^*<RR*p 576; ' j^wmfliwfl ' t«r. H. p. 182. For
the festival of the hanner of Indra, vide H. of Dh. vol. IL p. 398, 82S-826.
Onnrf^tt &c the ^f5s?o says 'fi^immjt ^wratnpnmt%*rtft"
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of those charged with treason; in . puhlio place where four roads

sti *-"* thoseborn of mked unions « *££order of cas eSj m cases other than these in the hall of See

SSS • i™
a l0Dely Pla°e ] aey fail as t0 «" m«te in

«ff i
le
;?eyCeaS0tobedeoisiTe)-

N5r IV 265 prescribe
toafc the balance should be planted in the hall of justice or at
the royal gate or near a temple or where four roads meet.

The procedure common to all ordeals and described in the
Hit on Yaj II 97 and 99, theV May pp 52-55, VP.pp 183-186
(all relying on Pitamaha) and Vyavahara-nirnaya pp 148-53
( relying on Prajapati, PitSmaha, Br ) is briefly as follows —In
ordeals the chief justice is to do every thing at the king's
bidding as the adhvuryu priest does in all sacrifices He should
observe a fast and the sodhya ( person undergoing the ordeal

to clear himself } is also to do the same. Both are to bathe in

the morning and the sodhya was to have his wet clothes on.

The Chief Judge is to invoke the gods to the accompaniment of

music and to offer flowers, sandal-wood paste and incense He
should fold his hands, face the east and invoke Dharma to be

present at the ordeal (Dharma being the principal deity in

ordeals ) and assign places to Indra, Yama, Varuna and Eubera

in the four principal quarters from the east and to Agm and

other guardians of quarters in the corners of the principal

quarters. He is to contemplate on the eight deities of the eight

quarters as having different colours (viz Indra as yellow,

Yama as dark &c. } He is to assign the eight Vasus (repeat-

ing their names ) to the south of Indra, the twelve Adityas

(xepaating, their names) between Indra and Isana (i. e,

between east and north-east), assign a place to the eleven

Eudras to the west of Agni, assign a place to the seven Mother

goddesses between Yama and Hirrti ( between south and south-

west), assign a place to GanesatothenorthofNirrti.totbe

Maruts (seven) to the north of Varuna; to the north of the

balance '(or the place of other' 'ordeals ) he should invoke

Durga. All these deities are to be invoked with appropriate

Vedic mantras (set out in V.May.) He should offer the

several items of worship from arghya ( water offered by way oi

honour) to ornament to Dharma (as the principal deity J a™

then to the subsidiary deities from Indra to DurgS («««*"«

to appropriateness ) and then sandalwood paste,f
™re

-*f

^

lamp and imvedya to the deities from Dharma to Durga l»
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flowers for Dhamia are to ba red. Up to this is the work of the

Chief Justice. Sacrificial priests should offer into fire in the

four quarters 108 oblations of clarified butter, boiled rice and

fuel sticks with syllable Om and the Gayati i and with ' Om '

and ' soSM' at the end of each. Having written down on a

leaf the subject matter for which the party is undergoing ordeal

the leaf should be placed on the head of the sodhya with the

mcntfro, 583 'the sun, the moon, the wind, fire, heaven and
earth, waters, the heart, Yama, day and night, the two twi-

lights and Dharma know { see or mark ) the deeds of men *.

The several ordeals will now be briefly described.

ITirst comes tula or dltala (balanoe) A sacrificial tree

(such as ktodvra or udumbara ) should be cut to the accompani-
ment of vedic mantras ( employed in making a sacrificial post).
Two wooden posts made of that tree should support a trans-
verse beam ( called alcsa ). The posts should be fixed in the
ground, the part above ground being four cubits and that below
being two cubits. This frame should face the east ( i. e. the
posts must be in the south and north ). Then the beam of the
balance was to be made from the same tree and was to be
suspended from the transverse beam of the frame by means of a
hook. Three iron rings were to be fastened to the beam . of the
balance, two at the end and one in the middle for suspending
the balance from the transverse beam by means of a chain or
string. Two scales were to be suspended at the two ends of
the beam by hooks and strings from the iron rings fixed at the
ends of the beam On the two sides of the balance there should
be two arches in which the scales should move and which
should be ten angulas higher than the balance. There should
be two perpendicular pendants made of clay hanging downfrom the arches and touching the upper surface of the balance
In the pan to the west the sodhya should be placed and weighed
against clay, bricks and stones placed in the other pan. Then
teaders or goldsmiths or brariers should examine the balanceand bring at on a level with the two pendants hanging doSSfrom the arches and examine the perfect tataSg S7u

fat*.J«™XZ£n^ '** 153 does the sao,e Con*are

47
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beam of the balance by spilling a little water on the beam.

When the parson sitting in one pan is equal in weight to the

materials ( clay &c ) in the other, a line should be drawn with

chalk by the experts on the arch ( to show the exact position

of the pans ). Then the man is made to get down from the

pan and he is to invoke the balance as stated in Yaj. IL I01-102i

'O balance, you are the abode of truth, you were created by the

gods for this purpose, declare the truth, free me from this

(cloud of) suspicion. Mother! if I am a sinner then take me
lower, if I am pure take me upwards'. The parson is then to

hear exhortations about the result of untruth after putting the

writing on his head (vide Nar. IV. 376 and Visnu Dh. S. X. 9),

then he is again to be placed in the pan to the "accompaniment

of invocations (War. IV. 278-279, Visnu Dh. S. X 10-11). A

worthy brahmana learned in astronomy is to calculate the

time of five palas S84 or vmafis Then his weight is again to

be marked. If the person goes up (i. e is found lighter than

what he formerly weighed) he is declared innocent ( aco. to the

com. on Nar. IV. 283, V. Mayiikha p. 60, DipakalikS onYaj

EL 102 ); if he weighs the same or goes down ( i. e. weighs more)

he is guilty. Then the person concerned is to distribute gifts

to the judge, the brahmanas and sacrificial priests and take

leave of the deities invoked Brhaspati (SBE vol. 33 p sa

v. 19) states that he who weighs the same should be weigh**

once more. If the pan or the beam or the hooks break or the

ropes give way owing to some visible cause then the procedure

STto be repeated, but if the breaking is due to an unseen

cause or accident, the person was to be declared gnflly.

The ordeal of fire is as follows .-Nine circles
'
*£*"-JJ

areto be drawn from west to east, they being meant for Agni,

Y^na Vayu, Tama ludra,^*™£S?t£?££>
Bach circle was to be 16 angidas m diam

ffJ™^ Lsa
Sween two circles was to be 16 angulas In each circl _

_

between two circles was to m x.o angu «. ~~-
t

grass was to be spread and the person to be t
«W™

A
& feet on them ; ghee was to b. offl»£

»J *J J£ weigh5ng

blacksmith by birth should heat m fire a ball
_

or J

-liTT^^r * the t.me«-*^5^SSSS-

Acc
£*££*.«*«•»>» pa.,s ~£?£? £.«*»>»
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angulas in length, till it becomes red-hot and emits sparks.

Then all the details described above ending with the placing

of the writing on the head of the sodhya are to be gone through

by the judge and the fire ( in the red-hot piece ) is to be invoked

with several mantras ( such as Yaj. IL 104 SB6 and Visnu Dh. S.

XL 11-12 ). The sodhya should stand in the first circle facing

the east. Having made red marks on all sores of the hands of

the Sodhya on which grains of rice have been rubbed, he ( the

judge ) should place seven leaves of the asvattha tree on them
and also grains of rice and curds and should fasten round them
threads Then the judge should carry the red-hot iron piece by
means of a pair of tongs and place it in the hands of the sodhya
(that are covered with leaves). Then the sodhya holding in
both his hands the red-hot piece should walk from the first to
the eighth circle not hurriedly but slowly and at ease. Having
reached the 8th SS7 circle he should throw the red-hot iron piece
on to the 9th circle. Then the judge should rub on the hands of
the sodhya rice grains and when the latter shows no hesitation
at the rubbing and no injury on his hand at the end of the day
he is declared to be innocent. Kat, (441) and Yaj. H 107
provide that if the red-hot piece falls earlier ( i. e. before reach-
ing the 8th circle ) or there is a doubt (whether his hands are
injured or not) or if he loses his footing or is burnt elsewhere
than on the hands he should again undergo the ordeal.

_
Ths ordeal of water as described in the smrtis and digests

is rather complicated. The Sm. 0. (31 p.m ) remarks that***
as the ordeals of water and poison had gone out of vogue ( in
its day

)
ft passes over the procedure of these and takes up the

description of tea ordeal after the fire ordeal. Having gone

t^7Z ^t6r^?is* slmld get ««** * «» £»ka torana < an arch
) as high as the ear of the iodhya on an evenandcowdungedplot. He should offer worship to Varuna (£5W f^Y b°W

°f
middUng size and to three arrowsISpoints of which are made not of iron bntrfbamboo)wiSda?

•J£
6
'*

Bef°re tb
"
™a*h0t lt0a ,S Placed on hls hana* «>e ^w «peats

^^SK-iV" 8-** ha9 the ^~ <b-^
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paste, incense, lamp, flowers A target is to be fixed at the

distance of 150 hastas ( cubits ) from the torana A post of some

sacred tree is to be fixed in the water and a strong man of one

of the three higher castes free from love or hatred for the iodhya

is to stand in navel-deep water facing the east and holding the

post Then the judge is to make the iodhya stand in water,

invoke the deities from Dharma to Durga, perform all the rites

up to the placing of the writing ( embodying the accusation) on

the head of the sodhya A ksatriya or a brahmana following the

profession of arms who is of a pure heart and has observed a fast

should discharge, while standing near the root of the torana, three

arrows at the target. The iodhya should invoke the water

with the mantra, ' O Varuna 1 save me by means of truth ' ( Taj.

H 108 )
S89

. Then a young but swift man should run to the spot

where the second arrow struck the ground, and stand there

holding that arrow in his hand. Another swift man stands at

the root of the torana whence the arrows were discharged. Then

the judge claps his hands thrice. At the third clap the sodhya

dives into the water seizing the thighs of the man standing in

water and at the same time the swift man near the atth runs at

his best speed to the place where the second arrow fell The other

man who holds the arrow starts off the moment the first runner

reaches him and comes running to the arch If he does not see

the sodhya or sees only his head <i e. the back of the head;

when he reaches the arch the Sodhya is to be declared innocent

;

but if he sees other parts of the head ( such as the ear or nose

&c.) or if the iodhya floats to some part other than tne one

where he dived he is not innocent
590

Ordealofpoison AfterworshippingMahesvera^with
i*»»»

of MaheSvara is to he administered in the pre^nce^nnagesoiy

"~^T Several smrtis give different mantras^J^^
«, mvoking the waters (so that there » an option)

Jf*
™

led

7_8 (tvamainbhaU ft, ). P^maha (g.<£*~£S££ *<•>.

by theM,ton 14. fl
t
108 *« ?he

3

Itn^a.nLn.ha-I.^^-^

Madanaratna and V. P. p 206) wasW "g^? 1£& of *P«*

reads aV^R^r'
,««„ he worshipped m tbe poiso"

590 It is most appropriate that Siva is to *"""^j *„ HiH-

„J, since, accord.ng to*•»"*-?J^S^S*-**
La poison produced at the ehnnung of the sea.
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gods and brahmanas The poison to be selected is iarfiga

fderived from the smga plant) or vatsanabha (aconite) or

hcumavata(Vvsmim.S.Xm 3,tfar.IV.322 &c). Pitamaha (q. by

AparSrka p. 712) treats the three as distinct, while Taj. IL 111

appears to prescribe sarnga growing on the Himalaya as the

poison to be selected. YisnuDh S. (XHL 2-3) also does the same.

In the rains the quantity of poison is to be six yams in weight,

in summer five, in hemanta (and sisira) seven or eight and in

sarad ( autumn) less than the latter (i e. six yavas aco. to Mit.

and three ace. to V. Mayukha). Poison is to be administered

in the last watch of the night and never in the noon or after-

noon or twilight; it was to bB mixed with ghee thirty times

as much. It may be administered to any one except a brah-

mana. Visnu Dh. S. XDX 6-7 and Nar. IV, 325 are mantras

with which the judge invokes poison and Taj. IL 110 is the

mantra which the iodhja repeats before taking poison viz. 'O

poison 1 thou art the son of Brahma, thou art firm in the duty of

(deciding) the truth. Save me from this accusation and be

like nectar to me by truth (if I be innocent ) \ Nar. IV. 326

states that then the sodhya should eat the poison, should be
kept in shade without food and guarded the rest of the day and
if he discloses no signs of the effect of poison should be declared
innocent. If the dose of poison is large, the Mit. ( on Taj IL
111) Bays that when the sodhya shows no change till five

hundred clappings of hands then he should be declared to be
innocent and medical treatment should he resorted to. Pita-
maha says that, in order to prevent fraud, for three or five
nights before the ordeal the intending sodhya should be kept
under the supervision of the king's servants and an examination
should be made whether medicines, incantations or precious
stones that are antidotes are secretly employed.

The ordeal of ko&a. The sodhya is made to worship the
stern deities (such as Eudra, Durga, 5.ditya) with sandal wood
paste, flowers etc. and made to bathe the images with water.
Then the judge asks the sodhya to invoke the consecrated water
with the mantra 'aati/ena mabhiralcsa' (Taj. II 108) and makes
him drink three handfuls {prasrH ) of that water. Pitamaha
gives some special rules. The water may be that of the bath
of the image of that god of which the iodhga is a devotee or if
he holds all images in equal esteem, then of the Sun In the
case of Durga it is her spike (sula) that is to be bathed, the
orb m the case of the Sun and the weapons in the case of other
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gods The -water of the bath of Durga is to be offered as ordeal

to thieves and those who live by the profession of arms and the

water of the bath of the Sun is not to be given to brahmanas

In other divyas the result is declared immediately, but in the

kosa ordeal there is a period of waiting which is more or less

according to the value of the claim or the gravity of the offence

Ace to Yaj. H 113, Vismi Dh S 14. 4-5, Nar. IV. 330, if within

fourteen days of taking the kosa ordeal the sodhya does not

suffer any serious calamity due to the king's action or the act

of God or does not fall seriously ill or does not loss by death

his son or wife or other dear relative or his wealth, then he is to

be declared innocent Insignificant loss or illness did not

matter as it is unavoidable in this world. Besides, the calamity

or illness must not be one common to several people (such as

an epidemic ). Drinking holy water ( koiapana ) was employed

not only as an ordeal for proving innocance, but it was resoited

to also for assuring another about one's good will and future

honesty (vide Bajat V. 336 ).

Ordeal of Tandula ( rice grains). It is to be administered

in charges of theft or disputes about debts or other monetary

matters. On the preceding day grains of rice should be mode

white ( i e. husked ). The judge Bhould perform all the rites on

the previous day. The rice grains should be placed in
_

on

earthen vessel, exposed to the eun, water of the bath of (the

image of) the sun should be poured over them in the vessel

and the vessel should be kept in that state the whole night

The next day in the morning the iodhya should swallow ttriro

the rice grains He should be made to spitonW^ or tocj

leaf. If blood is found mixed in his saliva he should be declared

guilty. i

Ordeal of taptamasa (heated piece of gold). In s
»

tm»i

rf copper, iron i clay sixteen -J^-JjJJ^Sl
angulas deep, the judge should get twenty]pal s

of g»

poured and heat it to the boiling point Then the jaagj

cS into it a golden piece^^^iSJlA^
gums). n»to^«l«^*^^ to^£fS%fc hh

?he thumb and the next two fingers. JM»
jJ^JJ, to bo

fingers or there is no scalded*»**£*
gto should 1*
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toiling ghee he should cast a golden, silver, copper or iron seal

ring once washed. Then he should invoke the ghee with this

mantra 'Oghee! thou art the holiest thing in sacrifices, thou

art nectar ; burn him ( the sodhya ) if he is a sinner ; he cool as

ice if he be innocent.' Then the sodhya takes out the ring from

the boiling ghee. If there are no marks of scalding on his

forefinger he is innocent

Ordeal by photo (ploughshare). This is described by Brhaspati

(S.B.E. vol. 33 p. 318 verse 28) quoted by the Sm H. p.!19,V.P.

p. 218 and others. A ploughshare of iron weighing twelve palas,

eight angulas long and four broad should be made red-hot and

the ihief should be made to lick it once with his tongue. If he

is not burnt he establishes his innocence ; if otherwise, he is

guilty The "Vyavaharatattva ( p 608 ) mentions that ace, to

Maithila writers the thief meant is a cattle-lifter. The ordeal

mentioned in the Chandogya TJpanisad is apftafo divya.

Ordeal of dltarma (i. e of the images or pictures of Dharma).

Men guilty of causing bodily injuries or who have monetary
disputes or who desire to undergo this ordeal as an expiation for

sins shouldundergo this. A silver image of Dharma and a leaden
or iron one of Adhaxma should be prepared or the judge should

draw on a birch leaf or a piece of cloth figures or pictures of

Dharma and Adharma respectively white and dark in colour.

Having sprinkled pancayaeyu over the two, he should worship
them with white and dark flowers respectively. The images or
figures should then be placed in two balls of clay or cowdung.
The two balls should be then placed inside a new earthen vessel
in a cowdunged spot in the presence of images of gods and
in the presence of brahmanas.

_
Then the judge should perform

all the rites from the invocation of Dharma to the placing of
the writing on the head. The sodhya should repeat the words
' if I am free from guilt may ( the image or picture of ) Dhanna
come to my hands '. Saying this he should take out one ball
from the vessel. If he takes out Dharma he is innocent This
Tesembles the drawing of lots.

Ordeals played their part in the judicial systems of most
ancient countries. In early England handling of red-hot iron
and plunging the hand in boiling water were the commonest
ordeaK In the ordeal of water sinking was a sign of innocence
and floating of guilt. Stephens (History of Criminal Law of
England, vol I. p ?3) suggests that the ordeal of water
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was a form of honourable suicide. The Assize of Northampton

( 1176 A. D ) prescribed the ordeal of water for murder, robbery,

theft, forgery and arson, but ordeals were abolished in England

from 1215 A. D. .( ibid, vol 1 p. 300 ) In India 591 there is epigra-

phic and other evidence to show that ordeals were resorted to

till the end of the 18th century and rarely even later. In the

Kittur Pillar Inscription (J.B.B E A.S vol IX. pp. 307-309

)

dated in Kaliyuga era 4289 in the reign of Kadamba king

Jayakesideva there is a description of the phaladivya which was

administered by mutual agreement on Sunday to an acarya

Sivasakti who had a dispute about a plot of land with Kalyana-

sakti the acarya of another shrine and whose hand was exami-

ned the next day after he underwent the ordeal by all the

bankers of the agrahara village Degave In the Silimpur stone

slab Inscription of the time of Jayapaladeva (E. I vol XHI.

p. 283 at p. 291-292) there is a reference to the ordeal of

591 In Beat's ' Buddhist Records of the Western world, 'vol I p. 84

(also Waiters on Yuan Chwang's travels vol. I p 172) four kinds of ordeals

are mentioned as in vogue, viz. by -water, fire, weight and poison. In the

water ordeal the accused is placed in a sack connected with a stone vessel

and thrown into deep water If the man sinks and the stone floats he is

guilty , if the man floats and the stone sinks then he is pronounced Innocent.

The ordeal by fire is they heat a plate of iron and iake the accused at on

it and agam place his- feet on it and apply it to the palms of his hands,

moreover he is made to pass his tongue over it. If no scar results he .,

innocent , if there are scars his guilt is proved In the ordeal by Wight

»

man and a stone are placed evenly in a balance If the accused is umocot>l

the stone rises in the balance, if he is guilty the man rises wat"»«

falls In the ordeal of poison an incision is made m the right thigh of m
all sorts of poison with a portion of the food of the accused are placed m ttc

incised wound If the man is guilty poison takes effect and the annual
.

d*

•

,f he ,s innocent the poison has no effect and the animal survives ItJ*

Noticed that these descriptions of the four ordeals do«*^»^
respects with the descriptions in the smrtis and digests, wh le thepo^

IZx in Beal has nothing m common with the^"T^^X

ordeal accurately, but states that if the ™£ lm*« (eoIdP.<ce

piece.
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U»" (about 1300 A. ix J.
T^Vi8^dtS'SlE

varman in the 7ft. century A. D. (Journal of Andhra HistoricalM Society, vol. YIpp. 17, 20, M) *» «•« *tej «jg
out various oideals ( «wa8ito«wdfaHNl«A ). The & Uvoi.iii

(Mandya Taluka Ins. No.79 p. 47 ) records that a dispute having

arisen about the boundaries of land bestowedby means of a

copperplate grant by the Hoyeala king Vira-flarasunhadeva,

one Kannaya, a descendant of the original donee, performed an

ordeal by holding consecrated food in the presence of the God

Hoysalesvara in the capital Dorasamudra and came out suc-

cessful. E. C. IV. p. 27(Yelandui Jagirlns. No. % page 87,

about 1580 A D.) is a charter to potters whose headmen under-

went the ordeal of dipping their hands in boiling ghee as

against barbers and washermen who denied that potters could

pare their toe nails and tie on upper cloth (at the time of

marriage). In the Indian Antiquary for 1931 ( vol. 60 p 179 ) an

extract iB cited from the Archaeological Report for Txavancore

1930 which describes the balance ordealundergone by a brahmana

18 years before and seen by the writer himself in the temple of

Siva at Calicut. For the ordeal of red-hot ploughshare in the

case of thefts, vide Report of South Indian Epigraphy for

1907, paTa. 37.

In the times of the Maratha kings ordeals were resorted to.

For example, in ' Peshwa's Diaries' vol. 2 p. 150 ( in 1764-65

A D. ) mention is made of taptdkataha ordeal ( i. e. taking out
a coin or ring or a piece of metal from a large vessel in which
either water or oil or ghee had been brought to the boiling
point) in which the person undergoing it had his right hand
burnt up to the middle joints of the fingers and was deolared
to be false. In a Marathi publication called ' Vatanpatrem,
nivadapatrem &o ' pp. 46-56 edited by P. V. Mavjee and
D. B. Parasnis (1909) there is a document which describes in
great detail the ordeal of fire undergone in connection with a
dispute about the office and emoluments of Deshpande in the
district of Kalyan in Arte 1666 Pausa bright 11th, Thursday
( 1745 A D. ). It is stated therein that the ordeal was performed
on the tank of the sacred river Godavarl at Kopargaon in
accordance with Dharmasastra in the presence of the Peshwa
himself and learned brahmanas and panfrtas near the temple
of the god Sri Suklesvara, that as the opponent was long in

»2. eftpiM «mi »«lfi «ran . 'to trfasr ^roT^t^^.
g«5TO » E. I vol. XII. at pp. 291-392.
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possession the ordeal had to be performed by the man claiming
title, that an iron ball of 50 palas (i.e. 166 tolas and two
masas) was heated red-hot and the sodhya carried it across
seven circles and threw it in the 8th circle on flour and bundles
which began to burn, that his hands were examined in the
presence of the opponent and the respeotable people and were
found unaffected and the opponent was made to pass a docu-
ment of victory to the Sodhya called ' yejitapatra'. The des-

cription agrees very closely with that given above. In the

same work at pp. 36-41 there is a remarkable description about

an ordeal undergone (in 1742 A. V ) by Mabomedan litigants

in their own mosque for 15 days by lighting lamps and sitting

down in the shrine. There are several other valanpatras in

the same work which refer to ordeals.

For an informing article on divyas reference may be made

to Dr. Dines Chandra Sirkar's 'The successors^ of the Sata-

vahanas' Appendix: pp 354-376 (Calcutta, 1939) He quotes

therein a passage from the 'Asiatic Researches' vol. 1, from

which it appears that a magistrate named Ali Ibrahim Khan at

Benares tried byphala dwya two cases xa 1783 A D. and reported

them to the then Governor-General, "Warren Hastings. In the

"Trtiya-sammelana-vxtta ' (pp. 18-36) and in the Catuitha-

sammelana-vrtta pp 100-154 of the Bharata-itihasa-Bamsodhaka-

mandala at Poona (both in Marathi) Mr Bhaskar Taman Bhat

contributes two thoughtful and scholary papers onthe adminis-

tration of Justice in the times of the Marathas in which the

part played by ordeals is described at some length.

SS3. It is son^t strange «» «« refer, *
-gffg

BrbaspatT (« 'Successors of the Satavahanas^ppen*£WJ ^
UttvaofRaghtmandana is well-known. A Dtvyatattva of Br P

far been mentioned nowhere,



CHAPTER XV

DECISION

The last (i.e. 4th) stage in a judicial proceeding is siddhi

(Ya]. DL8) or nnnaya (decision). If pratyakalita (as defined

above on p 298) is regarded as a pada of oyaoahai a (and since all

are agreed that there are only four padas) then the decision is not

a pada of a lawsuit but is the fruit thereof ( V. P. p. 86 ). When
the evidence has been led, the king ( or chief justice ) should

with the help of the sabhyas decide upon the success or failure

of the plaintiff 594
. Nar. II. 42 says that the sabhyas should ask

the parties to leave the court when they are considering their

verdict or what decision was to be pronounced 555
. It is stated

by Vyasa and Sukra W. 5. 271 that the decision of a case is

based on eight sources 596
( 6 ace to Sukra) via. the three prarriayas

(possession, documents and witnesses), logical inference, the
usages of the country, sapathas( oaths and ordeals), the king's
ediot and tb.B admission of the litigants. Pitamaha prescribes
that, in disputes where there are no witnesses, no possession nor
documents and no recourse can be had to divine proof, there the
king is the final deciding factor as he is the lord of all 587

.

It is stated by Narada H. 41 and 43 that, whether a party
is defeated by his own admission or by his own conduct ( i. e
because he adduces false witnesses or forged documents) or

f!
4

- J^rosfor wjHwntfcrr fistr i tign v£m *»3«r waft **-
TOaprt ii «a<s*tt q. by *s<Ste» n. 120, to. st. in p. 199.

w- ^''J* .

J°Uy (S B- E
' ** 33 p 35)fe°<* rigM ^hen to translates

Nar U. 42 as 'whenever the false assertions have been removed the judges
shall pass a decree'. He has not also correctly rendered the cob of

S^. There fa no word for ' assertions in M5r. n 42 ,3—,,$ £«wa%raw5t. on which the comment of Asahayais: ma fetl<ren»r'

«tRTm *,. ». p US. „. ,. p. 86.^^TV. 5. 271{S5)g^apparenUy regards smrois as one.
H'«-mj.

?S^^ ****** fifl«. n. 26, TO„ m. P 93. «n*mnt
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whether he is defeated after full trial and the adducing of proof, it

is proper that the defeat should be declared by the sabbyas ( the
judges) andthat a Jayapatra (a document of success ie. a judgment)

should be given to the successful party couched in fitting terms

Several verses of Narada ( quoted by Apararka p. 684), Brhaspati

(SBJ. vol. 33 p 307 verge 19), Kat. (259-265), Vrddha-Vasislha

(q. by Mit. on Yaj H 91- and Apararka p. 684) and Vyasa

( Sm C H. p 57 ) lay down the contents of the judgment**

It was to contain a brief statement of the plaint, the reply,

the evidence, the depositions of witnesses, discussion thereof,

arguments, the smrti texts applicable, the opinion of the

sabhyas, the decision and the relief granted, and should bo

signed by the chief justice and bear the royal seal Vas. 19 10

refers to precedents also in the decision of cases and the" award-

ing of punishments ( agamad-drstanlaoca ) The Mit quotes a

smrti text (on Yaj. H 91 ) that other members of the assembly

( who are not judges ) proficient in smrti may also sign the

judgment to show that the decision is acceptable to them also.

But this was not absolutely necessary, as is made clear by the

Vivadacandra p. 146. Kat ( 256 ) applies the word paidilhara*

(refutation) to a judgment containing the above particulars

given after a complete contest, while he restricts the word

jayapatra to a document (given by the radge) when a plarotifi

becomes what is called hinaiadi (because he makes a change

in his pleading or for similar cause ) and when there has been no

complete trial of an action; and such a document embodies only

what happened. Kant. (HI. 19) appears to employ the word

•pascatkara'ina somewhat different sense when he sayt, mo

tf*«ltf vide above p. 303.
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person, who, when charged with murder, does not reply-to the

charge that very day, stands refuted ' (i. e. is found guilty J
6™.

The Mit ( on Yaj. IL 91 ) differing from Kit holds a jayapatra

to be a judgment giving 'a summary of the plaint, the reply,

the evidence and the decision, while when a plaintiff is defea-

ted for change of pleading or for default of appearance or for

non-prosecution the document stating this is called 'hhiapatiaka'.

It is to be regretted that ancient jayapatras in Sanskrit have

not yet been discovered. In 25 Calcutta Weekly Notes

pp. CXLH—III Dr. Jolly communicated the substance of a

jayapatra, couched in ancient Javanese, engraved on a copper-

plate found in the island of Java and described by Dr. Brandes

in a Dutch paper. That judgment is dated iake 849 ( 928 A. D.),

relates to a dispute about a debt of one subarna in which the

plaintiff failed because he did not appear at the trial. At the

end there are the signatures of four witnesses and the document

is styled jayapatra at the end. Vide for the same jayapatra

J. B. O. R. S. vol. VE pp. 117 ff The late Mr. K P. Jayaswal

published in 24 Calcutta Weekly Notes (pp. CXLLX-CLVjT) a

jayapatra (text, translation and remarks) granted by the Hindu
court of Mithila in iake 1716 (1794 A. D.) and in J. B. 0. R. S.

vol. VIpp 246-258, which strictly conforms to the rules of

procedure laid down in the smrtis and nibandhas and is couched
in dignified, technical and scrupulously formal language. It

related to the ownership of a slave girl. Plaintiff at first made
default in appearance; the judgment notes this and also refers

to the restoration of the suit. The defendant raised an objection
that a single witness to prove a matter was inadmissible. This
objection was upheld. Then plaintiff prayed that he might be
allowed to undergo an ordeal, but this request was disallowed
as human proof was possible and plaintiff ultimately lost his
suit The judgment is written and signed by one Sacala-
misra, who was the chief justice, and is addressed to other
members of the sabha, called dharmSdhyaksas and panditas
seven of whom express their concurrence (sammah) at the top
of the document. Vide Journal of the Bihar and Orissa
Research Society vol XXVBI for 1942 for nine Sanskrit
jayapatras from the courts of Mithila in the 18th and 19th
centuries.

The Mit. (on Yaj IL 91), and V. Matrka p. 309 note that,a
jayapatra is given specially to prevent the same matter being

600. siait*nn<Mm'Bsww4s^ legrssK-. i hliS^ in 19.
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agitated again, while a document givenwhere aparty ishlnavadl

( i. e. a hinapatraka) serves the purpose of making that party

liable later on to pay a fine When a dispute was deoided by

a domestic tribunal (kula &c ) there was no jayapatra but

only a mrrtaya-paha^kidadiblm mrnaye jayapatrabhavarvmrruaja-

ptram tatra karyam paraitapatramiii yavat, as the Vy. Njrnaya

p. 85 says ). It would be better to adopt the reading 'orltapatram'

as given by one Ms

The defeated party has to pay a fine to the king and the

successful party was complimented (or honoured) by the king

(or chief justice) and was to be put in possession of the matter

that he succeeded in proving 601
. Manu V3JL 51 prescribes

that in monetary matters (i.e. in civil disputes) the defeated

party should be made by the king to pay the judgment debt to

the successful party and also some fine to the king according

to his ability, while Manu YEI 139 lays down that when the

defendant admits in the court his liability he has to pay to the

king five per cent as fine and if the defendant denied his liabi-

lity altogether and was proved to be false he had to pay as

fine double of that (i e ten per cent) This is analogous to

court fee, for which see above pp. 294-295. J£ one or both parte

had laid down a stake or wager ( viz. ' if I be defeated m tt»

suit I shall pay a hundred panas') then he had to V*?™*

stake to the king and a fine as above and the
"J"**

dispute to the successful party (YSJ.JL18 and Hw. JL 8J .

compare Visnu Dh. S. V. 153-159 for similar rules. Tto

PunSnents awarded in criminal matters will be discussed

immediately below.

It would he necessary to see in what <^/e^*X*
ment was allowed. The general rule is stated tj^jg
S/whenever any legalI-e^^^K
or has been carried out so far as to recover'**»*^

Seated par*, a ™° *^dfC^ 'S' "*
will or pleasure or through greed), ine woru»

_

601. ftZ^^*^**1*^'^*^^* n
'
e

„^ («nr. ms ) explains « (|r*n^*i6w*T
'
"
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' anusista ' have been variously explainedro. The word ' tlrita
*

is very ancient and occurs in the Delhi Pillar Edict IV of

Asoka (EI. Vol. H. p. 253 ) as ' tilita-dandanam ' qualifying men
imprisoned in jails. Medhatithi and Kulluka explain them as
' decided according to the rules of the sastra' and 'taken so far

as to recover fine from the unsuccessful party' respectively.

K&t. (495) defines them differently : ""When a certain Bide is

decided by the sabhyas themselves ( without the examination

of witnesses) to be either true or false, it is said to be tlrita and
that matter or side is called ' anusista' whioh is declared (to be
true or false) on the testimony of witnesses." The lexcion called

Vaijayantl seems to have Kat. in mind and defines 'tlrita' as a
perverse decision given by the sabhyas themselves and
'anusista' occurs where the evidence of witnesses makes what is

true appear as false (Bhumikanda, vaisyadhyaya, verses 11-12).
Nai. EL 65 ( S.B. E. vot 33 p 22 j employs the twowords, whioh
the Mit on Taj. H 306 respectively explains as (tlrita) 'decided
by reliance on documents and witnesses but not carried so far
as to recover a fine'.and ('anusista') as* decided so far as to
recover a fine from the defeated party '. Vide Apararka p. 866
and V. P p. 90 for explanations.

According to Est. quoted in the Vyavaharasara (p 101 )«*
the decree should provide for the successful party receiving the
interest on or accretions to the movable or immovable pro-
perty placed (during the pendency of the suit) in the hands of
a third party ( as a sort of Eeceiver ). Kat. ( 477-480 ) points 6D5

out the various ways in which a decree may he executed. Thekmg should make a hrahmana debtor return the decretal debt

"* P' WSl '<**«•« PP. 121, 12*. TO. *r. ni. 200 aad 209.
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from him on a festive occasion and handing it I hIcreditor) and also make traders, husbandmen and artan(to pay) ,n a similar way. On finding that the debt*TZ
whether a ksatnya, vaisya, sudra or husbandman, work (fothe creditor) If he be unable to work the debtor should be
sent to jail except when he is a brahmana Manu also (IX. 229

)

says that if the members, of the three varaas other than brah-mana are unable to pay the fine imposed by the king they
phonld be made to work for the king, but a brahmana may be
allowed to pay m easy and small instalments. If a brahmana
debtor was unable to pay, nothing could be done for recovery
of the decretal debt except taking a surety from him if any one
cared to be one In modern times also judgment debtors are

liable to be arrested and detained in civil jail in execution of

decrees under rules 55-58 of the Indian Civil Procedure code
( except women in execution of a decree for the payment of

money ). If in ancient times state policy exempted brShroanas

from arrest and detention in a civil jail for monetary debtB on

spiritual grounds and on the ground of caste, in modern times thB

State in Indra exempts agriculturists from arrest or imprisonment

in execution of a decree for money on economic grounds under

certain legislative enactments like sec. 21 of the Decoan Agri-

culturists ' Relief Act (Bombay Act XVU of 1879 ) As regards

women also Kat. ( 488-489 ) laid down certain prudent rules

" Women who are not^ independent should not be arrested (for

offences like adultery )
; it is the male who should be regarded as

the offender ; women should be punished by their lord (i e the

person on whom they depend) hut the king should take away

for punishment the male offender Even if a woman whose

husband has gone abroad he consigned to jail she should be kept

imprisoned only till he returns." The Sm. C. -IL p 323 explains

that the first verse applies to a woman who can perform the

606. srewwr.' fkix irnsm ffgfcTmmiwnt igfi siwrfcmirrof 3
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expiation for adultery and who is dependent and the adultery is

not with a male of a lower caste.

Har (IL 40) lays down*07 a qualification that when a party

has been defeated hy his own conduct (La. by his demeanour

or by his having adduced manifestly false witnesses or forged

documents) there is to be no retrial or review of judgment, hut

where a man has lost his cause through (the dishonesty of)

witnesses or the sabhyas, the cause may be tried anew. TheTe

are four exceptions to the finality of the judgments of the king's

court. Where a litigant either through folly or insolence 603

thinks a decision to be wrong, he may be allowed a retrial,

provided he agrees to pay double the fine inflicted on the losinp

party (Yaj H 306, Ear. L 65, Kat. 4%). Secondly, where tht

former judgment is obtained by fraud or force, it may be set

aside (Yaj. n. 31) «w
. Thirdly, where the litigant was incompetent,

i.e. was a woman or a minor or a lunatic or intoxicated, seriously

ill or distressed by a calamity or where the proceeding was
carried on by another on behalf of a litigant who did not appoint
him or with whom he was not connected in any way or was held
inside a house or outside a town or village ( i. e. in a forest ) or
by an enemy, the decision may be set aside and a retrial ordered
( Nar. L 43 in S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 16, Ysj. IL 31-38 ). Fourthly, a
king could set right a former decision of his predecessor
which was unjust and arrived at through ignorance ( Mit on
Yaj. H. 306 )

610
.

'

Yaj. (H. 4 and 305 ) prescribes that legal proceedings that
axe suspected to have been wrongly decided by the sabhyas
through partiality or greed or intimidation should again be tried
by the king and if the suspicion turns out to be true he shouldlevy from the sabhyas and the party who at first succeeded doublethe fine that is unposed on a defeated party. i*ar.I66 (in S.B.Evol. 33 p. 22

) is similar. ManuEU^- Mateya SW.MB)

«£i,$LTMV**Hv* ' ««**•'«»'«* ***

609. ^"r^ftfewt^TO^priftai n 3i
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and 334 prescribe that when officers appointed to administer

deprive them of all their wealth and when the amatms

the matter correctly and should impose on the amutBas or chief
justice a fine of 1000 panes

Though there is hardly any express smrti text for the
transfer of cases from one court or judge to another court or
judge, in practice this must have been done, though rarely In
Selections from Feshwa'sDaftar" vol 43 p 108 there isa letter

( of 12-8-1764 A. D ) written by the renowned minister Nana
Phadms to the Peshwa Madhavrao in which the former
endeavours to persuade the latter to cancel his order for transfer
of a case from the court of Ramsastri, famed for his impartiali-
ty and strict life, to another judge on the ground that one of the

litigants was afraid that Ramsas,tri showed Borne partiality to

the other litigant. Manu ( VUI 174-175) states that the king
who decides the causes of people unjustly through greed is soon

subjugated by his enemies, while the king who curbing his own

temper and desires impartially decides causes according to tbo

dictates of sastra becomes of one mind with his subjects as

rivers merge in the ocean, Br and Nar I 74 ( S B.E vol. 33

p 24 ) lay emphasis on both the secular and spiritual effects of

doing even justice, saying that when the king gives decisions

according to sastra he spreads his fame in this world and

secures Heaven*11

A crime may b9 defined as an act or omission that breaks

the law and is subject to public punishment But all kindi of

breaches of the law do not result in punishment; only somo do.

Those breaches are crimes which are deemed to bo menaces to the

conditions of existence of society, which society, tbo rnlcr or

legislation recognises as preventable only through punishment

The menace is not that of the specific action, but the abstract

menace inherent in that type of action. A breach that is hew

to be a crime at one time may even be held not to bo o crimo

at another time or in another country. For examplo, adultery

is a crime under the Indian Penal Code (sec 497 },
while h »"

not a crime but a civil wrong in English Law. ___

' en tnfsnwre**™ ^W-mwi fan*? vfiw* **$£
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Many crimes and wrongs were sins and entailed secular

punishments and also religious sanctions (viz expiations,

prayamttas). Vide Manu JX. 336, 240, Br. (S. B, E. vol 33,

p. 362, verse 22) and Paithlnasi quoted below 613
. Maine in his

' Ancient Law ' chap. X ( 3rd ed of 1866 ) examines ancient

western systems like those of Greece and Rome and makes
the generalisation (p. 370) that the 'penal law of ancient

communities is not the law of crimes ; it is the law of wrongs
or, to use the English technical word, of Torts The peison
injured proceeds against the wrong-doer by an ordinary civil

action and recovers compensation in the shape of money damages
if he succeeds'. Dr. Priya Nath Sen in his Tagore Law Lectures
on ' Hindu Jurisprudence ' (1918, Lecture XII) rightly points out
that this generalisation is not applicable to Ancient Hindu Law.
It has already been shown ( on pp. 264-266 ) that the king
could of his own motion take cognisance of many wrongs called
chalas, padas and aparadlias and it is clear that in such crimes as
theft, assault, adultery, rape, and manslaughter the smrti texts do
not prescribe only a money compensation to the person wronged
but corporal punishment in the first instance and monetary
compensation in addition. Vide for example, Manu VIH 287
Ya3 . II 222, Br. (SBE vol. 33 p. 358 verses 9-10), Kai (787) which
prescribe a punishment for causing pain to the body or the loss
of a limb and also the expenses of curing the person injured
and some solatium to him « Ap. Dh S ( L 9. 24. 1 and 4 ) lavsdown that the slayer of a ksatoya should give a thousand coLm order to remove &e enmity (i. e as compensation to rela-tives and one bull in addition for expiation.™ The GhandogyaUpamsad quo ed above { p. 362 ) shows that a thief was punTsSdwith deathmthose early days. There isapassage in theTaTsn.

*»h Item M iSiri- Jl
TO* U10raertob»nBSp ml«e
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He who threatens a brahmana should be made to pay a hundr-
ed, he who strikes a brshmana should be made to pay a
thousand \ It is rather doubtful whether the figures stated are
fines or are meant as sdaitum to the wronged In Bg U 32 4

l
W
^t=,

al
,

8° °°0UrS in Tai S m 3 «• 5
> the Poet Prays to

Eaka«s
( the j^j Moon perBomfied ) that she may be pleaged ^

grant the boon of & valiant son, who would be 'satadaya'. Sayana's
rendering of this word as 'possessed of plentiful heritage or
wealth

' appears to be the right one. The words 'satadayam
vlram

'
in the Tai S. IE 3. 11. 5 are translated by Prof Keith as

'a hero whose wergild is a hundred '. This is incorreot, confound-
ing as it does the ideas of western Germanic tribes with the

Rgveda composed several millenniums earlier It would be a
strange thing' to pray to a goddess for a son and at the same
time to have in mind or refer to the price get upon him if he

happened to be killed.

The ancient smrti writers were quite aware of the several

purposes served by punishments for crimes, 616 though they

do not develop a regular science of penology. The person

wronged feels a great urge for revenge or retaliation and other

men sympathise with that emotion The individual, however,

could not, in civilized societies, take the law into his own

hands and therefore the State saw to it that the emotion for

retaliation or revenge was to some degree satisfied by the

adequate punishment of the wrongdoer. Yaj. II. 16 and Nar. 1. 46

(SBE vol, 33 p. 17) state that when a person without complaining

to the king sets about to secure what is denied by the opposite

side or is doubtful he becomes liable to punishment and he also

cannot secure the object he wants. 6,6B In all anoient societies

the leztolionts (the law of retaliation, viz. an eye for an eye
f

615. VmmtaHW^i^l^•^ra^5ra?^^5S^««'R
^3:! •', •

616. The work of Harry Elmer Barnes on ' The Study of pumsiuneBt

(1930, New Yori) may be read with great interest and profit. lt*X»t

off to great advantage the comparably humane treatment of inmtab "

Andent India as compared w.th the horrible and revolting method, for

punishing criminals employed in the West

616a. ««HiB*«iir«lMs*wft '
*r*«»*K*nw*w,fl
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a tooth for a tooth) prevailed. 617 Manu VUL 280 (which fa

almost the same as tfar., parusya, verse 25 ), Yaj H. 215,

Visnu Dh. S. V. 19 and' Sankha-Likhita prescribe that with

whatever limb 618 a man of low caste offends against a

brahraana, that very limb of his shall be cut off. Another and-

the most important purpose of punishment is deterrent.

Punishment of the evil-doer serves as an example and a warning

to all others that might be tempted to tread the paths of

violence and crime. This aspect of punishment ( danda ) has

already been dwelt upon in the section on rajadharma ( p. 21 ).

The end sought to be served by punishment was the protection of

Booiety and the securing of its happiness. The Santiparva(15 5-6)

remarks that people do not commit sins through fear of punish-

ment at the hands of the king, through fear ofTama and of the

next world and through fear of others ( i. e public opinion ).*"

Gaut XL 28 derives the word davda from the root dam to restrain

or to deter. This purpose of punishment is well brought out in

the Mrcchakatika ( X ) when the sentence passed on Carudatta

for t
1^ alleged murder of Vasantasena is proclaimed to the

citizens by the executioners (X> Another purpose ofpunishment
is preventive i. e. if a culprit is imprisoned for an offence he
is prevented or disabled from repeating the same offence or

617. Vide Deut XIX. Zl. Lev, XXIV. 20 for the ancient Hebrew
Code {eye for eye &c), the code of Hammurabi { about 2200 B. c. ) in

Babylon and the law of the Twelve Tables in Rome. In the 8th Table in

Ortolan's * History of Roman Law ( tr. by Pnlchard and Nasmylh, 1871

)

p. 114 the 2nd provision is; ' retaliation against him who breaks the limb
of another and does not offer compensation '. In Hammurabi's Code
( text tr. by C. H. "W. Johns, 1903 ) sections 196 and 200 are : • If a man has
caused the loss of a gentleman's eye, his eye one shall cause to be lost.

If a man has made the tooth of a man that is his equal to fall, one shalj
make his tooth to fall out '.

618. »r frmfrnimul j^tdT^q ^tamt^m «mu»j; t in^fe^ q. in
wr. jr. p. 249 ; ^nftnTOraif»rrgroHFnir<r*3«rRr. I 1t%$W *^a«rjtf g^.
•wiymt it *rer ( ureses); foroftfonafer trrshnw* svhfam
snn^ i flsgirfsjr V. 19.

619. ^crsryginrt^t «tm- <rre * $& i sw^Hmtft nrgNmrrgft i

15. 5-6, Vide jrw for almost the same words ( 225. 16-17 ).

620. ragr atrfc rasa i^ ... whTm i^ti> ^tot i qftr... ^nrercfrrr wrfifrr

<WrRgm trsn irrjn; q^lU «nRg I ^<a*[5* X after verse 11,
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committing further offences for some time at least and if he

be. sentenced to death, or transported for life or banished, the

.commission of offences by him is prevented for his life-time

Another purpose was that of reform or redemption of the evil-

doer The punishment was deemed to be a sort of expiation,

which purged the man of sinful promptings and reformed hi*

character. Manu YET 318 ( = Vas. 19 45 ) states that men who

are guilty of crimes and have been punished by the king go to

heaven, becoming pure like those who perform mentoiious deeds

Medhatithi remaiks on this verse that this applies only where

the punishment is corporal and not merely monetary It will

be seen from the early sutras like that ot Gautama and from

the Manusmrti that the more ancient criminal law in India was

very severe and drastic, but that from ttiB times of Yajnavalkya,

Nar. and Br. the rigour of punishments was lessened and

softened and fines came to be the ordinary punishments for

many crimes, as is noted byFa Hien ( 399-400 A D ) in relation

to middle India (Madhyade&a) under the Guptas apparently ' Tho

king governs without decapitation or other corporalpunishments

Criminals are simply fined, lightly or heavily according to tho

circumstances Even in circumstances of repeated attempts at

wicked rebellion they only have their right hands cut off

(Legge,1886 p 43). This may be contrasted with the state

of things depicted by Megasthenes 700 years earlier than Fa

Hien : ( fragment XXVH p. 71
)

' a person bearing false witness

suffers mutilation of his extremities. He who maims anyone not

only suffers loss of the same limb but his hand also is cut on

If he causes an artisan to lose his hand and eye he » !»« ™

death'. The Dasakumaracarita (II p 56) states that the Mauryn

conferred a boon on traders that for certain offences they™

not to, be sentenced to death, but were ********
their wealth and banished The first separate^ ™J
Asoka at Dhauli (Corpus L I pp. 93. 97)

f°^f

^

Emperor's anxiety that his judicial officers should stmo to sc

tha? there is.no undeserved fettering or no **£«££
Ltment In India the list«^<^*%£Z* *
much shorter than in the West. Stephons is comt

admit that in England 'there can b• ~*£j ™^ to

lationof the 18th centary in ^'"^ortof P"nc«Pl«
or

&e highest degree and destitute of any sort of P
{>}

astern' (His. of Cr. Law, vol L » ^^ mninff of tV

K.Hart (in 'Way to justice' p M). at^d%ffc„cc3 wcr,

19th century in England more than a hunar
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punishable by death. In 1832 a child was convicted at Le-

gate Hill for stealing a box of paints worth two pence, was

tried at the Old Bailey and hanged (vide 'In the service of

youth', by Dr. J M. Brew, 1943 chap XV. p 208).

Manu VE 129, Y«a I 367 and Br. (S B E. 33 p. 387

verse 5), Vrddha-Harita (7195) spssak of four methods of

punishment ( donrfa ) viz. by gentle admonition by severe

reproof, by fine and by corporal punishment and declare that

these punishments may be inflicted separately or together

according to the nature of the offence. 021 The first takes

the form of saying ' you have not done a proper thing ', the

2nd ' fie upon you who are a wrongdoer and guilty of adharnia

'

Br. lays down that preceptors, pin ohitas and sons should be

sentenced to the punishment of wordy admonition, other persons

who engage in disputes should he punished with reproof ot

fines and those guilty of mahapatakas should be punished

with corporal punishment That admonition and reproof

were two modes of punishment shows that ancient

writers were alive to the notion that among very sensitive

persons or in a very sensitive society verbal condemnation
would be enough to achieve the main purposes of punishment
Br. ( SBE vol. 33 p. 388 verse 8 ) states that the first two are

within the privilege of the brahmana (appointed as chief justice)

but fines and corporal punishment are to be inflicted by the king
( on the recommendation of the chief justice, pra$viv5lcamate

slhitah ). The Mrcchakatika ( IX ) beais this out when the judge
says ' We have authority only to pronounce the judgment; as to

the rest the king is the final authority' (nirnaye vayam piamanam
iese tu 10.3a ) Gaut. XIL 51, Vas. 19 9, Manu VII. 16, VUL 126
and Ta.3 I. 368 ( =Vrddha-HarIta VII. 195-196 ), Brhat Para-
sara p. 284, Kaut IV. 10 lay down that the award of punishment
must be regulated by a consideration of the motive and nature
of the offence, the time and place, the strength, age, conduct (or
duties),learning and monetary position of the offender and by the

621 The DandaviveLa of Vatdhamana (published in Gaikwad Oriental

series, 1931) deals exhaustively -with the subject of punishments, nmW
«*«as <$ttffiM w*?r, f&g; rrt TpfNiitin«rfniuT"i t3ifr ikfofrsq, 1 5"*fa^tR

p. 20; these are respectively m»j i)g and fti^vg. gS?g?ri%<Mg;r3fl«Wjj|u33 <l

<t
u*»kl 5?. q. by ^ra^. II. p 126 and wr*. {>. p. 528.
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fact whether the offence 622 is repeated. This provision means that

the dharmasastras did not hold that the same punishment must

be meted out for the same offence irrespective of the antecedents,

characteristics or physical and mental condition of the offender.

They always took extenuating circumstances into account. Kaut

( I. 4 ), differing from the view of the acaryas that there is no-

thing like danda for bringing under one's complete control all

beings, gives his own opinion that, as a king whose control and

punishments are most severe makes the subjects disgusted with

him and as the king who deals mild punishments is disregarded

by the people, the king should distribute punishments according

to the deserts of the offenders and would then command respect 6a

One reason why some of the works on dharmasastra prescribe

mild punishments is the doctrine of karmampSka (a man

committing certain sins is born in the next life afflicted with

certain diseases or bodily deficiencies or is born as a low or

filthy beast or bird) Vide Manu XI 49-52, Y83 HI 207-216,

VisnuDh. S 44-45. This doctrine will be dealt with later on

underpataka and prayasatta. Gaut. XIL 48 first provides that the

king must take into account, when awarding punishment to to

criminal, his physical or monetary circumstances.the nature of

the crime, the fact of repetition of the crime and then adds that

the king should award punishment after consulting an assembly

of learned brahmanas The Dandaviveka (p. 36) quotes a

verse in which the considerations that should weigh m ^ward-

ing punishment are brought together viz. the offender's caste

(as in Manu VUL 337-338 for theft ), the value of the thing, w
extent or measure (as in Manu VIII 320), use or usefulness of U»

thing with regard to which an offence is committed (as »
i

*»

VIE 285), theperson against whom an offence is committed pro

as an idol or temple or king or brahmana), age, ability (topay>.

rf. IV. 10; ^3*3^^^^W^^^^r.
, ^, ft. xii 4S-49. 8RPP4 Tfisrw *«WVT.Sf «»*

1 SSTjto fundamental verBe about all offences **&**«

i «Santi 140. 8) which appears to tie ol toe same oj.
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qualities, time, place, the nature of the offence (whether it is

repeated or is a first offence ). The EajataranginI(VHL158)

provides that in disputes where parties are in doubt as to their

rights it is proper to award punishment with forbearance but

where a man starts on an evil path of set purpose ( the king and

officers) must award severe punishment. In modern times there

are controversies among several schools of criminology. Some
• bold that every man bas freedom to act criminally or not or to

act in the way he does and that each man has complete moral

responsibility for bis own acts. On the other band there are

some who go to the other extreme and propound that a so-called

criminal act is mostly due to biological, physiological, patho-

logical or sociological conditions, to the upbringing and
environment of the person charged with crime. They favour
determinism The ancient Indian writers do not enter into

these speculations. But wben they said that regard must be
paid to time and place and other considerations they were faintly
conscious of or were groping towards the ideas of the 2nd school.

Fines are either fixed or not fixed ( i. e. variable ). They
range from a fcafetpt to the confiscation of all wealth; fixed
fines were of three kinds calledprathama sahasa, madhyama sahasa
(middling amercement) and vOama sahasa (highest). These are
variously defined. According to Sankha-Likhita the first 6*
amercement is fine "from 84 panas to 91, the middling one is
from 200 to 500 panas and the highest is from six hundred to 1000

6M. «j^ri5ft^fii: nwronnrs
« H^a trsratsr ^, swmwww: i traitf*W -aftrra: I TOI4n««4l«C • 5qf&l%!r q.byft.T; p 664. TozftW p. 23.

There was great divergence of views abont the metal in wb.ch the
fineswe to be pari. Accord.ng to V.jSnesVara the figures o£ fines in such^MMHwVm. W8{rt«no«»UlU vd^tb.**- are thoseo£copper^MeaccoralngtoBh5rnchi(qnoteain S. V. p 150 ) they are o£

E^hT?
S
,J:

remarkS that ,ocal «V »• to he followed. ^?;May»kha<p 255) states that in all texts (about fines) the mention of

refer to panas, that paua is a copper piece one kcrsa in weight and ft,,karsa.soneWhoUpala. Br. (q.bySmC.II p. 99) sfctes tJttables m Mann (VUI 13 2-136 ) beginning with the dull pa4cle in abeatandend.ng with Krs3paaa is to be followed in ordeals and fines In.nterestmg sladlgatl5SQe£| on cnmes and &ea pnmshmen^.f^ £»wptoof caanvtowaait^v (anted i«fee 9341 fro
° ~S \-T

provides that the fines for abuse assault Z *-,
G^ Wh,ch

stabbing and for aduUery byatXlo^£^*^~£
3riW X2 iadyanas and 3 gadyiuas (vide EI. vol. 20p^l

?
'

50
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in proportion to the value of the matter in dispute or the injury

caused Mami VHL 138 ( =Visnu Dh S. IV. 10 ) states that the

first, middling and highest fines are respectively 250, 500 and
1000 panas, while Yaj I 366 puts these respectively at 370, 540

and 1080. The Mit explains that the lesser figures of Mann re-

present the fines to bo awarded for offences committed without

set purpose. Nar. ( sahasa, verses 7-8 ) prescribes that 100 panas

is the lowest limit of fines for the lowest kind of suhasn, 500 is

the lowest for middling sahasa, 1000 is the lowest fine in what

is called the highest amercement (and might include death

penalty, forfeiture of all property, banishment, branding and

cutting off of a limb ). Fines were supposed to be lesser than

corporal punishment. Est (490-493) lays 62S down the follow-

ing rules : Whatever figure of fine is prescribed in the smrti

texts for a wrong it is to be paid to the king in panas of coppBr or

their equivalent. Where the fine is said to be one-fourth or one

half of a masa, there it is a golden mass that is meant; when

the fine is declared in niasas, they are to be understood as thoso

of silver and where the fine is declared in krsnalas the same is

to be understood; a masa is -jfcth of a karsapana * Tho

general rule that lesser punishment is to be inflicted on women

is stated by Eat. ( 487
)

' In the case of all offences, women are to

suffer half of the fine in money which is prescribed for a mole

offender ( of the same kind ) and when the punishment is death

for a male, the punishment for a woman would be the excision

of a limb.' «* Kaut (EL 3) provides. ' a woman attains ability to

enter into transactions on completion of 12 years and mon when

they art 16; if they disobey after that (i e after attaining

majority ) the woman shall be fined twelve panas and a man

twice that amount.' «" Angiras quoted by the Mit (on 3U).

^^ p 29-30 Qhere "f »"^J^^J*
p 2oz says vkmpr e^rf^mrrsr m^wm pn*e w«

626. ^=™rr3^^:^:«^^^ S«^ n

zsm. fintrr *ft«s* * m- 3 '
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in. 243 ) states that628 an old man over eighty, a boy below

ixteen,womenand persons suffering from diseases are to be given

half prayasoitta and Sankha quoted by the Mit. ( on the same
verse) that a child less than five commits no crime nor sin by
any act and is not to suffer any punishment nor to undergo a

prayasoitta*25. Under the Indian Penal Code, sec. 82, nothing

is an offence which is done by a child under seven years of age

The severity of punishment depended on caste also. In the case of

theft,Gaut. XIL 15-16, Manu VIE 338-39 prescribe that a vaisya,

a ksatriya and a brahmana should respectively be fined twice,
four times and eight times of the fine to be imposed upon a sudra
for a theft, since each of these is deemed more and more aware
of the heinousness of the crime. Kat ( 485 ) and Vyasa state
this as a general rule for all offences 630

. In the case of abuse
and defamation the scales are turned in favour of the higher
castes as regards fines. Gaut. XII 1, 8-18, Manu YDL 267-268
(=Nar.p£rusya 15-16), Yaj IL 306-207 prescribe that a ksatriya
or a vaisya or a sudra abusing or defaming a brahmana was
to be respectively punished with the fine of 100 panas, 150 panas
and with corporal punishment (cutting off the tongue), while
a brahmana defaming a ksatriya, vaisya or sudra was to be
fined 50, 25 or 12 panas respectively (nothing in the last case
ace to Gaut. ZH. 13). In the case of adultery and rape the
caste of the offender and of the woman concerned made great
difference in the punishment awarded For adultery with awoman of the same caste Ya3 IL 286 prescribed the highest
amercement, the middling one when the paramour was of a~ C

t. ' *? ***? male be of a low* ^te than the

ZZll'ill T °
ffender WaS sentenced t0 deatt ««d thewoman had her ears cut off. Corporal punishment assumes

{ZrTt^^ tb
! ^

andavi^ P- 20
)
prions forms ac™!dmgasit is meant to cause only harassment (pain) or is

Bwwoa A TtT? .^^ ^T^^taWTfta uprise *T*€ft V a. by

"ftHq. by f^^ oa ^. x. X7/^ ^^m^S^sw wftwfcmn,
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carried out by cutting off (or destroying) a limb or to cause
death. Harassment or pain may be inflicted by imprisonment
beating, putting fettere, by making ridiculous (by the complete
shaving of the head, declaring the offence by beat of drum in
the presence of the convict, parading him through the streets on
an ass ) and marking him with signs indicative of offences like

theft. Manu (VEL 125) provides that punishment may fall

upon any one (or more) of ten places in the case of the
three higher castes, viz. the private parts, the belly, the tongue
(either whole or half), the hands, the feet, the eyes, the nose,

the ears, wealth and the whole body; but a brahmana shall

depart unhurt from the country (i e. he is to be only banished).

Br. (SBE 33 p. 388 verses 9-10) speaks of fourteen places of

punishment adding the neck, the thumb and index, the fore-

head, the lips, the hind part, hips, one half of the feet (to

Manu's ten) and omitting wealth and the whole body there-

from. Gaut. 331 43, Kaut. IV. 8, Manu (VUL 125, 380-381),

Yaj. H. 270, Nar. (sahasa, 9-10), Visnu V. 1-8, Br. (SBE. vol

33 p. 388 verse 11), Vrddha-Harlta VJL 191 prescribe that

a brahmana was not to be sentenced to death or corporal

punishment for any offence whatever, but if he were guilty of

an offence deserving the death penalty, he was to be punished

by ordering his entire head to be Bhaved, he might be banished

from the country (from the city ace. to Nar. ), a mark appro-

priate to the grave sin committed by him might be branded on

his forehead and he might be paraded on an ass.
631 Yatna,'32

quoted by Sm. 0. and V. P., while providing that a brahmana

was to be free from undergoing corporal punishment, allows

631. trerek wrgrorer * *ni msroftiw i iSrror 5^" ?*™*

f*jfcr* g<u* • B3T& milium ig; urn* «r?^r ^ n *mJ*
1**!"' ';

In these days of fasts as part of the technique of satyagraha for rcorcs

grievances or for justice pursued by Mahatmi Gandhi and some onus

ardent followers .t is .nteresting to note that the widow of the murder

brShmana referred to on p 397 had been undergo** voluntary •*«»

fnravopavesa) for four days for securing punishment of her ""»

2E (li - Sieved was a wizard , and that the,U*£-*«*
unable to prove the guilt of the accused began to starve himself and

proof by supernatural means ( Rajatarangini IV 82-105 ).
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the king to keep a brahmana offender in confinement in a

secret place and give him bare maintenance or the king may-

make him do the work of guarding cattle for a month or a

fortnight or make him perform other work not fit for a decent

brahmana. The Mit. on Yaj. H. 270 explains that the mark

of female private parts for violating guru's bed, of a tavern

for drinking the liquor called sura, a dog's foot for theft, of a

headless corpse for brahmana murder (as laid down by Manu
DL 237 and 240, Visnu Dh S. V. 4) is to be made on the

forehead only if the offender (whether a brahmana or not)

did not perform prayasatta for those grave sins. Branding
with marks appropriate to the crime committed were in vogue
in Borne and in Britain up to 1699 (such as the mark of the

letter M for murderers, T for thieves &o.). Vide Barnes'

'Story of punishment' p. 62. The Ba jatarahginl (IV. 96-106)
refers to a case in the reign of king Candraplda of Kashmir
when a brahmana guilty of the murder of a brahmana was
exempted from death sentence because of the smrti rule.

Manu JX. 241 gives option that a brahmana (unintentionally

)

guilty of grave offences may be punished with the middle
amercement or he may be banished from the realm keeping
all his wealth. The punishments for a brahmana offender?
according to Gaut. XH. 44, were preventing him from doing
the same thing again, depriving him of all wealth, taking
sureties from him, proclaiming him as a thief in the city
banishment, putting on his forehead the mark indicative of his
crime. Kp. Db.S. (JL 10 27. 16-17 )«* lays dowll^t a te5toai)a
guilty of murder, theft, forcible seizure of another's land was
to have his eyes covered over with cloth for the whole of his life
(while a sudra guilty of any of the three was to receive the death
sentence ). Vrddha-Harita (VIL209-210 ) says that a brahmana
should be branded on the body for all those offences that entailed
corporal punishment for other offenders, that he should have bis
head shaved, that he should be deprived of all his property and
banished from the realm. The force of popular feeling on the
point of exempting a brahmana offender from the death sentence
was so great that Elphinstone (Governor of Bombay) in Regu-
lation 14 of 1827, sec. IV (cl. 5) exempted brahmanas and women
from death sentence even for murder where public feeling would

^T%^.f1fT'^^^n^^^^^^umx
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blocked**. It fc not to be supposed that this ewnptta, of

™Zt T.-J > fntaJDS tWs lema^able statementsEven a brahmana deserves to be killed if he be guilty f

634. „* sr^w 'a^^l smffcta Pna^ftflA ^fetwrro^

*fW^ II p 136 Medhsiith. on Manu VIII 125 males it clear that the
absence o/ a fine occurs only in the case of a brahmana who «as a first
offender, who dtd not commit the offence with forethought and who was
endowed mth learning, good family and charactei The Sro C II p 124
relying on Mann IX 236 says that a brahmana could be imprisoned bat he
could not be subjected to such corporal punishment as catting off a limb or
whipping The Smrtis openly regarded the brahmana's person as sacred
and so saved his body The smrtis endeavoured to reach the ideal of the
role ot law and succeeded to a great extent in doing so They held that every

man, whatever his rant or condition, was subject to the ordinary law of the

realm and amenable to the jurisdiction of the ordinary tribunals The only

differential treatment that we find is in the appointment of judges (pp, 272-

273 ), m the order of taking up causes of litigants (p 298), in the punishment
for perjury (Manu VIII 123-124), in the matter of corporal punishment,
in abuse, defamation and assault {pp 395-397), in punishment for adultery,

in the repayment of debts and m the punishment for theft, which was severer

for a brahmana It will be shown below that from the 13th century, as

indicated by the Sm C , S. V. and Madanaratna, differential punishments

had gone out of vogue The smrtis did not, like some modern freedom-loving

people, declare the equality of all before the law on paper and in practice

indulge in 'lynching. Further the smrtis required all offenders ot whatever

caste to be brought before the same tribunals Mann VIII. 335 and Yaj.

I 35S emphasize that there is none who is exempt from punishment

in the king's court whether the person be the king's father or teacher or

friend or mother or wife or a son or a family priest or brother or father-in

law or maternal ancle Sankha-LiUuta and Kat (481 J no doubt say thai

a king should not punish his parents, his family priest, teacher, near

relatives, forest hermits, ascetics But, as the Sm C. II. p. 126 explains,

the real meaning is not that the king is to allow these to escape scot-free,

but that he should not inflict corporal punishments or fines on these, hot

should employ admonition or severe reproof towards them Thestortis

do not contain rules hie those in the Indian Criminal Pro. Code entitling

Europeans and Americans in India to claim a jury preponderantly composed

of their countrymen and claiming trial only by the High Court or like the

privileges of the English Peers to be tried only by the House of ^"***

felonies or the doctrine of the benefit of clergy abolished in 1827. Vide H. c

Dh vol II.pp.HO-143 and 147-152 about certain privileges of brihoanas^

635 «r&? ira* f&ti w"rt «wmft ' #1* "^ *** CS3""

msrofr ft it »mi <J- to ft""** on '"• "• 281 '
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causing abortion, if he be a thief {of gold) or if he kills

a brahmana woman with a sharp weapon or if he kills

a chaste woman'. Kautilya (IV. 11) prescribes that a

brahmana who aims at the kingdom or who forces entrance

into the king's harem or who incites wild tribes or enemies

{ against his king ) or who foments disaffection ( or rebellion

)

in forte, the country or the army should be sentenced to death

by drowning. 636 The fact that Carudatta, a brahmana, is

represented as having been condemned to death by king
Palaka in the Mrcchakatika indicates that the sentence of

death against brahmanas was not entirely unheard of. It

appears from Fick's ' Social organisation ' &c p. 212 that in

many Jataka passages the execution of brahmanas is referred to.

The Santiparva chap. 268 contains an interesting dialogue
between king Dyumatsena and his son prince Satyavat on the
subject of the punishment of death, which contains some of the
arguments forcibly urged in these days by those that are
opposed to capital punishment altogether. The prince pleads
that punishment Bhould be light even for grave offences,
that when the sentence of death is carried out in the case of
robbers,636* several innocent persons (such as the wife, the
mother, the son of the condemned man ) suffer great loss ( and
they may die also), that if offenders give themselves up to
priests, swear before them that they will never commit sin
they may be let off after undergoing penance, that if great mengo astray their punishment should be proportionate to their
greatness The king replies that in former ages when peoplewere most truthful, soft-hearted, and not hoUempereffeepunishment of saying 'fie on you' sufficed, then voSremonsteances and upbraiding „&* ^ inlfle ilr^gt
eLS 2,S PUnfebmenfc a*d ^ath sentence have to S

of punSLrt
ar

^flbrader 6aCh0f fce se™* ^des
ib.butoalV.l 93, to be avoided even in the gravest offences
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except for the offence of subverting the state. 637 VisnuDhS
V. 1 provides that all persons except brahmanas guilty of the

mahapatakas may be sentenced to death. But Manu IX. 236

says that this extreme penalty was to be awarded only if they

performed no prayascitta. Kaut (IV. 11) prescribes death

sentence for causing the death of any one with a sharp weapon.

Vrddha-Harlta (VII 190) prescribes it for incendiaries, poisoners,

murderers, robbers, bad characters, rogues and those guilty of

grave sins. The death sentence was carried out in various

ways such as by giving poison or by trampling at the feet

of an elephant, or by a sharp weapon (like a sword), by

being burnt or drowned 638
. Impalement was a punishment pres-

cribed by Manu IX. 276 for thieves guilty of housebreaking by

night ( after first cutting off their hands ), by Taj H. 273 for

those who made another a captive or stole horses and elephants

or killed another by the use of force and by Vrddha-

Harlta VH 202 for the murderer of a brahmana or for one who

killed a woman, a child or a cow. Death sentence by being

trampled under the feet of an elephant continued up to the

times of the Marathas. The Dasakumaracarita 4th TJcchvSsa

shows that a thief could be trampled upon by an elephant by

way of punishment Vide ' Selections from Peshwa's IMter

(edited by Mr. G. S Sardesai) vol. 43 Ho. 143 p 114 (Med

7-9-1775 A. D.), where out of seven dacoite of the Berad caste

two were ordered to be trampled to death at the feet^of an

elephant®9 and five were ordered to be simply beheaded

Death sentence is said by the Dandaviveka (p. 20)
*>J»

B™p
J

iuddha), which is of two kinds, amcdra ^en the offender

beheaded ( with a sword ), and alra oi natra ( when ft offend

is impaled or burnt ) and it is miira ( when his hands or feet

«

othTr limbs are cut off and thenhe is killed)^. Smiplejeath

637. WpfPamW* Y* *™&<*^ ' ** V*™*"1
?
3WT*'

3^ B tot XIV. 16 This is q. by g* p 61 ver* 346

638 fife <»> vfi*w**^*«W*> ' ™* **"*

^riS*: fl~*)S«r n 20. verse »S7. P 144 „,

639. In 'Pandyan Ktngdom' by Prol. K AM^
(fci, „,

,.„ La™- for the
mi.rdererofabrihmana.sshojratolave

vora3 &ddba ' and cilra 'occur in Ka«Uy» WjH^ ^3.
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is prescribed by Manu IX. 271 for those who abet thieves by-

giving them subsistence, instruments of house-breaking or

asylum. K a man of a low caste had sexual intercourse with a
woman of a higher caste (with or without her consent) or

kidnapped a maiden he was to be sentenced to death ( Manu
Yin. 366, Yaj. H, 386-388, 294 ) Vas. XXI. 1-5 prescribed for a
sudra, vaisya or ksatriya guilty of adultery with a brahmana
womanthe horrible punishment of being burnt to death afterbeing
respectively covered with viiaija grass, with red daiblias and iara

leaves respectively and similar punishment for a sudra paramour
of a ksatriya or vaisya woman and for a vaisya paramour of a
ksatriya woman. The consenting woman (adulteress) was, aec. to
Vas.XXI 1-3, to be shaved , to have her head anointed with clarifi-

ed butter and to be paraded naked on an ass and left to die on the
Great Journey, while, ace. toGaut XXHL14 and Manu Vffl. 371,
an adulteress, vain of her charms or the wealth of her parents,'
was to be openly devoured by dogs, if her paramour was a man
of lower caste. Sankha 6*1 prescribes this punishment ( of being
devoured by dogs ) for a woman's paramour of a lower caste and
for the erring woman death by burning. Vrddha-Harlta VH. 193
prescribes that in the case of a woman who is a confirmed adul-
teress, or who destroys her foetus, her husband should have her
ears, nose and lips cut off and then she should be banished and
verses 230-331 prescribe death by being burnt with grass(katagm) for those guilty of incest. These severe penalties
for adultery were very much relaxed and softened by later
smrti writers as is shown in H. of Dh. vol H. pp. 571-573

L? w S^v a brea°h in the en*ankment °* a lakeor tank ( and thereby caused it to become dry ) may be sentenc

SSSSSSSESS

51
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or her own child (provided she is not pregnant) 642
. Yaj IJ

282 provides death by being burnt with the fire of straw for those

who set fire to growing crops, houses, forests, village, pastures

and threshing floors or who approach the queen Mar. (parusya,

verse 31) prescribes that one who strikes with a weapon the king,

even though the latter be at fault, should be impaled and roasted

in fire. These examples are enough to convey an idea of the

crimes for which the sentence of death was provided in some of

the ancient smrtis. Manu "Vm 272, War (parusya 24), Visnu

Dh. S. V. 24 prescribe the pouring of boiling oil in the mouth

and ears of a sudra who through insolence tries to expound

dharma to brahmanas. Cutting off limbs as a punishment

(particularly hands and feet or fingers) was common in

the case of thieves, pickpockets and cut-purses (Manu

IX. 276-277, Nar., parisista verse 32, Taj IL 274 ). Excision

of the tongue was the sentence when a sudra abused a brah-

mana or a ksatriya by falsely charging him with some

grave sin (5p. Dh. S. JX 10. 27. 14, Manu VHL 270,

Narada, parusya 22 ), when a sudra loudly repeated the Veda

along with twice-born persons (Gaut XH.4), when a person

abused the king (Nar., parusya 30), when a person repeatedly

proclaimed what was disliked by the king or divulged the secret

policy of the king ( Yaj. IL 302 ). Excision of the male organ

was prescribed for a sudra who sexually approached a woman or

the three higher varnas ( Gaut XIL 2 ), for any one guilty oi

the rape of another's wife ( Vrddha-Harlta VH. 201 and also

confiscation of all property), for anyone guilty of incest or

intercourse with mother, mother's sister, patewaljunt^Bister,

642 The general rule was that women were not to be killed on.any

account. W.'h of Dh. vol H. PP 575 593-94
<*J--£^

excepfons. Even as to them Vas XXI. 10 and Ya, ^J^f^ „„-

Md very mild alternative v« abandonment {**«), "ben **
waS

Lvesfrom intercourse w.tha man of lower«££j"^J in Zfi8

guUty of Mhng her husband or foetu, Ace torteMit ^
fteLng appears to have had to undergo^ some e*»aho

o£ ^
fleath of a guilty woman. In the 18th century the wm , ^
Shwa-s Sai RamSstn *^S^l£2l£*
mana's murder to undergo only the explahonof c™»a

Pcsh„a
'
3

Inne and h,ll of TryambakesVara near Nas.k
(J**^ ImJ,an Cn.

{or life'.
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the wife of an uncle, friend or pupil, daughter, daughter-in-law,

teacher's wife, a woman come for refuge, the queen, an ascetic

woman, a wet-nurse and any chaste woman or a woman of a

higher varna (Nar., stripumsayoga73-75) The nose, the ears and

the hands were cut off in the case of an offender guilty of^elhng

false gold or forbidden flesh such as that of a dog ( Yaj. IL 297 ).

For branding, vide Gaut. XSL 44, Baud. Dh. S. 1. 10. 19, NSr.

(sahasa 10),ManuXL 237 (=Matsya 227. 16), Visnu Dh. S. V. 3-7.

The Dandaviveka(p. 47 ) states that branding was to be resorted

to if the proper penance was not performed and if the offence

was intentional. Yaj IL 202 provides branding for a gambler

using false dice and (H. 294) for persons of the three higher

varnas having intercourse with a very low caste woman and

DaksaVH 33 prescribes it for an ascetic giving up his duties.

The Kajataranginl mentions (YL 108-112 ) that king Yasaskara

(939-948 A. D ) of Kashmir branded on a brahmana's forehead the

mark of dog's foot. Kesavapandita in his Dandanlti-prakarana

( p. 6) quotes the author of the Vaijayanti (Nanda-pandita) to the

effect that the making of marks was to be effected with the juice

of the marking nut in the case of brahmanas and with a red-hot

iron salaka in the case of others In England about a hundred

yeaTs ago branding for desertion from the army was practised.

Manu VUL 370 prescribes the shaving of the head as a punish-

ment for a woman who pollutes a maiden, Uar. (sahasa 10) pres-

cribes it for a brahmana who is not sentencedto death on account

of his caste, Sankha-Likhita (q. by Apararka p 807) for one who
abuses officers, brahmanas and elders. Megasthenes ( Fragment
XXFVIL p. 72 ) notes ' If one is guilty of a very heinous offence
the king orders his hair to be cropped, this being a punishment
to the last degree infamous '. Imprisonment for life is prescrib-
ed by Visnu Y. 71 for striking out both eyes of a man and by
Sukra IV". 1. 88 (for repeating an offence more than three times)
For imprisonment with labour, vide Sukra IV. 1. 92 and 108-109.
Flogging was prescribed «" by Vishnn Dh S. V. 105 for a woman.

643. The punishment of whipping is allowed in England for several
offences; vide 'Laws of England- (ed. by Lord Hailsham, vol. IX.
pp. 229-230 ). In India under the Prisons Act ( IX of 1894 ) by section 46
whipping is allowed tor certain prison offences and nnder the Whipping Act
(TV of 1909) whipping is awarded for certain offences such as theft, house-
breaking, dacoity. rape and for juvenile offenders. In modern times many

ramiWHtJi^WiWqWTisgirraejnr. « *S&n. q. in Tip*, fo pp. 531-532.
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Higher castes. It was also prescribed** offenders who

in her monthly course touching intentionallymembers of H»^rcastes-B was also prescribed for offenders"* ^sor who were dependents and for women, minors, lunate 3dmen poor men and those suffering from diseases ( Kat ). Thepunishment of banishment was prescribed for brahLas guSyof the gravest ofences meriting death sentence ( Gaut SB. U
fXifv-

41^?

V

feDH Dh s v- 3 and8
'« "'

4. 10. 19, Yajf. H. 270 ). It was often associated with branding.
Banishment is also prescribed by Yaj I 339 for officers faking
bribes (and also confiscation of all wealth), for a porrorcd
brahmana witness (Ysj IL 81), for one who embezzles the money
of a corporation or transgresses the conventions agreed
upon by a guild or village &c (Yaj. H. 187, Mann VUL
319, Vismi Dh S. y. 167-16S ), for playing with false dice
( Yaj, H. 202 and STar., dyutasamshvaya 6), for a brahmana
guilty of very heinous offences *** (&inti 14 116) Sukra
(IV. 1.98-108) contains a long list of offenders that deserve
to be sentenced to banishment. Confiscation of all property
was the punishment for several offences such as the commiss-
ion of the makapatakas by persons other than brahmanas,

provided they committed them unintentionally {Mann IX. 242),

for perjury, for taking bribes by saWii/as ( Vismi Dh. S
V. 179-180) 2ter (prakfrnafca 10-11 ) provides a humane rule

that even when the king orders the confiscation of all the

property of an offender he should not deprive the offender

of the tools of his trade or the tools of his craft, such as amis

in the case of a soldier, materials of art in the case of artisans,

ornaments of courtezans, musical instruments of musicians

Sankha-Likhita*45 quoted by Y. B p 656 contain a similar

provision Enhanced punishment was prescribed for committ-

ing an offence again. Visnu Dh. S. UL 93 holds that a king

should never pardon or let off a man who is guilty of n pecond

644. »<iiwie ftiii reragaTg TO'<ra3*t ' *nfet n» tic

645. %Gkw. tmt3s Tg^TRTOr nn^rsfefi iSwuin-Mumt t&t i art'1"'1
'

ftsii w^nrrni^^ntfawsn « watiSfeorft swt WW*T^S"
wr T*rr%&«t: TRJ^wnrrai sRsrremwiwi«jHiK<wra ^jiM-H-sl * ^y'

p. 656, whicb wphlns ' n?Pf^f*5 trfwunriffi1^ omrir? • *W £«'

ffew&W «*nK qarit». C««|»«r««iM»(«,l>>Orf««* *"•'"

Civil Pro. Code for the property which is not liable W Mt«taea« a=a i j.

in execution of a decree.
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offence (though a first offender may be let off with a mere

admonition). Kant. IV. 10 states that when a person is a first

offender as to theft at a holy place or as a pickpocket or house-

breaking from, the roof, his thumb and index finger may be cut

off or he may be fined 54 panas, for a second offence all fingers

may be out or a fine of 100 panas may be levied ; for a third

offence the punishment is cutting of the right hand or a fine of

400 panas and for the fourth death in any way the king may
direct Manu IX. 277, Yaj II. 274, Visnu Dh. S. V. 136 contain

a similar rule Vide Ap Dh. S. II. 10. 27. 11-13 for adultery.

If several people conspire together and kill or injure a single
man the punishment was to be double of what a single man
committing the same offence would receive ( Kaut. HI. 19, Yaj.
H.221, Visnu Dh. S. V. 73). Ab indicative of the superstitions
of ancient (and even modern) times punishment for witchcraft
may be mentioned. Kaut. IV. 4 prescribes 616 the employment of
spies to find out those who profess to use charms for securing
illicit love and banish them and adds that persons who are engag-
ed in witchcraft to injure others may be similarly dealt with. In
the times of the Peshwas wizards 647 and raisers of ghosts appear
to have been frequent and were severely dealt with by the peo-
ple themselves by being put to death, but the State generally
confiscated the property or cut off the alleged wizard's finger. Up
to the beginning of the 18th century even in England wretched
old women were frequently convicted as witches and hanged"8

647. Vide Selections from Peshwa's records' vol 43 pp. 25-26 aboutfrequent mtchcraft in Kolhapur territories ( and a wisard of the m«Z cas"ebeing impaled
), p. 32 ( for a woman who was killed as a wxtch by tta Pa Is

Diaries vol n p. 7 (for conBscation of Vatan and razmg to the ground thebouse of a ghost-raiser ) and vol. Vm p. 147 (for cnttmgoff a4°
,

a n k'f t
0e,e 6StateT"als P 647 (a trial of witches held in !665A D-before Sir Matthew Hale C.B. who condemned them to death) fnd

Inriand" ,

Sp
T;
1017(m ™2) "* StepheOS ' '**»* * S Law of

425«T.«ta« ',J
aS ^P6"111'™ *«* force' (ed. of 1878) p
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Maim IX. 390 (=Matsya 227. 183) prescribes the very mild
punishment of the fine of 200 panas for all incantations intended

to destroy life, for magio rites and various kinds of raising

ghosts and goblins. Medhatithi and Kulluka say that if the

magio rites are successful the punishment would be that for

murder. Br. (S B E. vol. 33 p. 361 verse 16 ) provides banish-

ment for those who practise incantations with roots.

Eaut. in II 5 prescribes 6i9 that a jail should be constructed

in the capital provided with separate accommodation for men

and women kept apart and well guarded at the entrances. He

further provides 6S0 that among the duties of the nSgaraka is to

let out of the jail on the day of the festival of the birth con-

stellation of the king and on the full moon day (of every

month) such persons as are young, very old, suffering from

diseases and helpless, or those who are charitably disposed may

pay the fines or others bind themselves by an agreement to pay

in cash the fines for the offences for which the prisoners are jailed

(and then the prisoners may be released). The persons jailed

may be set free on their working every day or once in fiva

days or by undergoing corporal punishment ( whipping &o. ),

paying fines in oash. Prisoners may be released from jail

( as a favour ) on the conquest of fresh territory or on

the coronation of the Crown Prince or on the birth of a son

to the king. In the Delhi Topra Pillar Edict No. IV ( Corpus

£ I vol. I. P. 123 and E. I. vol. H. pp. 253-54 )
Emperor Asoka

promulgates that he gives three days' respite to prisoners on

whom judgment has been passed and who have been condemned

to death and in the 5th Pillar Edict of Delhi Topra (CorpusJ. 1

vol I p. 126-128 and E I. vol. D. PP 258-2M )
he says tot

L let off prisoners 25 times in 26 years ( which is m conform**

with Kautilya's dictum cited above). In the fin-separate

Sicts at DhauhAsoka addresses his officers rf
JJ*J *£

capital (MvnvXMhH) ** «"f
*»£"£££?*

single person should not unnecessarily suffer 1^onm^
oka

oain In spite of this if we are to believe Yuan CShwang. AsoB

Shis early career was most c^Aj^limAj^^^

650 n^«*5Sg2^£?3ff!S^

stwf* *r qtf wwnwWW '»
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that was called Hell-piison of Asoka ( vide Watters, vol. H.

pp. 88-90 ). Manu IX 388 requires that all jails should be so

built as to abut on the royal road -where the offenders suffering

pain and in bad condition would be seen by all ( in order to

deter others from committing offences ). The Silappadikaram,

one of the earliest works in Tamil, mentions the release of

prisoners on the king's birthday and at the founding of a

temple (pp. 38-39 of Mr Dikshitar's translation ). Kalidasa

in the Malavikagnimitra6sl (Act IV) makes the Vidusaka
report to the king, 'the astrologers think that, as the constellation

on which Your Majesty was born is in evil aspect now, let all

prisoners be released '. Kalidasa ( in Raghu 17.19) alludes to

the release of prisoners and the commutation of death sentences
at the time of the coronation of king AMthi. The Brhat-Samhita
(47-81) states that when the king takes the Pusyasnana
( ceremonial bath on the day on which the moon is in conjunc-
tion with the Fusya constellation in the month of Pausa or
every month ) he may order release except as to those prisoners
who were convicted for offences connected with his own person
or with the harem. 652 In the Mrcchakatika (Act X) also various
occasions for the release of prisoners are mentioned by the
executioner. The Harsacarita 6S3 (E. 2nd para) refers to the
usage of releasing prisoners at the time of a coronation and
on the birth of Harsa (IV. ). The prisoners ate described
in the latter passage as having long beards and as darkened
by the accumulation of dirt on their bodies.

Manu IX. 243 enjoins upon the king not to appropriate to
himself the property of a man guilty of the mahapatakas ( byway of fine or confiscation) and warns that if he takes it out

»!/?/?
K tedV *" gnUt rf the offender. Manu ( IX244-45) recommends that such fine may be cast into water asan offermg to Varuna ( the Lord of waters ) who wields sceptreeven over kings or may be bestowed on leatned and virtuous

SS^STSni-J^l^H' ,«**w*wrt sst^nwS,
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brahmanas, that are lords of the whole world Manu (IX.
246-247

) further states that in the country where the king
avoids taking the property of very wicked sinners men become
long-lived, crops spring up, there is no infant mortality &c.

Generally no one was allowed to take the law into his own
hands except as to recovery of debts ( which will be discussed
below). ButNar. (parusya 654 11-14) contains the following

remarkable passage
:

' If a ivapalca, a meda, a ccmtjala, one devoid

of a limb, one gaining livelihood by killing animals, an

elephant driver, vratya (i. e. deprived of caste for non-

performance of iipntiayana), a slave, one who disregards hiB

elders or spiritual teacher—if these should transgress the limits

they must observe towards their superiors, they should be punish-

ed then and there by the person offended and the person so doing

is not regarded as committing an offence (equal to theft) Should

any such low person insult another ( who is his superior) that

man himself shall punish him and the king has nothing to do

with the punishment. These people are like the refuse ( dregs)

of humanity and their property also is impure. The king is

entitled to inflict bodily punishment ( whipping ), but he should

not inflict fines on them \ The Mit. on Yaj. H. 370 quotes a text

of Vrddha-Manu of similar import and explains that the words

' the king should avoid taking fines ' refer to cases of grave

offences 6SS
.

Something must be said about the law of Limitation. In

the smrtis and digests rules of Limitation play very little part

for several reasons. As on spiritual grounds, which will be set

out under the title of rnadana, not only the debtor, tot also hw

sons, grandsons and great-grandsons were liable to pay a debt

( Mit on Yaj. H. 50 ), there was no scope at all for prescribing any

period of limitation so fax as recovery of debts was concerned

Unpaid purchase money was treated as a debt. In other matters

also the smrtis and dharmasSstras, under the influence
i

or

religious and othef-worldly considerations always to» aff"^

654. nwam-nunnSM «nw»'jgS^l^^S^ 5*
'

For ^tWT.^f. "WB and HP* vide H.
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his just rights M^^^TbSSb For sample,

creditor was a minor or very old or was a wuui»"

S^fraXaa or there was confusion due to invasion or (the

J^^SScr^Wktoco-rtrj. Some intrant rules

on tta law of Limitation are set out herem «»*»«*•

1 Maim VHL U8, Yaj IL 24, Gaut. XH. 35, Vas 16. 17

Nar IV 79 and others state that enjoyment of

immovable property in the presence of the real owner

•without protest from him causes loss of ownership

and ten years' enjoyment of movables under similar

circumstances leads to the same result. There are

various views on the subject which have already been

indicated above ( on pp. 322-325 ).

2. An exception to the above rule is stated to he that no

limitation applies to pledges boundaries, deposits, and

to the property o£ minors, idiots, the State, women

and brahraanas learned in the Vedas. Vide Gaut XXL

35-36, Vaa.16.18, ManuVffl.149, Yaj.IL25, Nar.

IV 81, Br. ( S. B. E. vol 33 p. 312 verse 21 ).

3 As the rules about deposit are extended by Ear.

( upanidhi verse 14) to articles borrowed or given to

artisans for being worked, and to antMkUa, nyasa and

pratmySsa, in the case of these also there would be

ordinarily no bar of limitation. Vide Manu VJH.

145-146, Yaj H. 58, Visnu Dh. S. VI. 7-8. Here also

there are dicta to the contrary. Marlci (q. in 8m II.

p 69 quoted above on p. 326 ) says that cows, beasts of

burden, ornaments and the like borrowed in a friend-

ly way would have to bb returned { at the latest ) in

four or five years, otherwise they are lost. Ace. to

Vyasa 857 this rule would not apply to what is lent to

Smrj I Si^isi quoted in «t. at p. 341 ; compare the -very similar hdkIs of

Is sili^s*1 a misreading for srnRFqr In the taugrwgsjr ?.

657. Trrarreffa^wsfifMlxTsts^t i^RnfWWrfawH^Shrfc'hrito
TW in *sfS*o II p 69

M
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friends, relatives, brahmanas and the servants of the

king on their request

4 It appears that a period of twenty years was prescrib-

ed for avoiding a document on the ground of patent

defects by one who had seen it and was affected by

it Vide Kat 298-300 Similarly when a thing is

enjoyed for twenty years on the basis of a writing in

the presence of an opponent able ( to challege the

enjoyment and the writing ) then the writing becomes

unassailable ( even if the witnesses are all dead or

there is no other document for comparison ). Vide

Kat (299) 658
.

5. A deed settling a boundary dispute becomes unas-

sailable after twenty years • Vide Kat. ( 301 ).
6s»

6 No suit can lie on a document'executed beyond thirty

years, which has never been seen by any body nor

read out ( by the creditor to any body ) even though

the attesting witnesses may be living Vide Br.

( S. B. E vol. 33 p. 308 verse 29 J
660

.

In the preceding pages we have passed in review the law

of judicial procedure, evidence and limitation A careful

perusal will convince any unbiassed reader that the Dharma-

sastras evolved during the course of centuries an indigenous

system of judicial procedure of a high order Narada, Brhos-

pati and Katyayana represent the high watermark of ancient

Indian adjective law These writers flourished before 600 A. D

and the first two of them are probably older by several centu-

ries than that date They present an orderly system Providing

for the appointment and duties of judges, proper pleadings B»

Swof evLnce and limitation, decrees and their oxecut on

crimes and punishments. Tins system *"**«*%«££
ably with any system of judicial procedure prevalent anywne

in the "West up to the 18th century A. D.

111 p 136
'~ - "^te.,^ * ^ * "rift*"*9 rre^'



CHAPTER XVI

CONTRACTS

There are only three titles of law, viz. recovery of debts,

the relation of husband and wife ( siripimisat/oga ) and partition

of wealth (d&yabhaga) that are of importance to modern Hindus,

since to a very large extent they are even now governed in

these matters by the ancient Hindu Law as interpreted by the

commentators. These three topics therefore have to be described

in detail while other titles will not and cannot be allowed to

occupy much space. In almost all smrtis and digests of Hindu
Law rriadana (recovery of debts) is treated of first Therefore
here also that subject will be taken up first. A good deal of
the matter falling under the title of the relation of husband
and wife has already been dealt with in the 2nd volume of the
History of DhaTmasastra pp. 427-636. The topic of dayabhaga
will be dealt with last of all, the other topics being' taken up
in the same order as in Manu. Many of the vyaixdiarapadas
sts concerned with the law of contracts in various aspects, viz.
the contract of debt, of pledge or mortgage, of bailments, of
sale, of partnership, of hire and Bervice.

Our writers do not set out with an analysis of the con-
ception of contract in general. They had before them the
ancient 18 titles of law, many of which related to various kinds
of contracts and therefore they take up one title after another
in the order contained in Manu or in IS&rada ( as the Sm C n'
p. 306 expressly says ). But it is not to be supposed that they
did not evolve certain general principles about contracts They
do say a good deal about the competence of persons to enter
into contracts, about fraud vitiating all contracts, about
damages for breach of contract &c. Similarly the dharma-
testras do not lay down a general Code of rules applicable to
all transfers of immovable property, nor do they treat of
transfers by way of sale, mortgage or gift in separate sectionsWhat they have to say on these transfers is tacked on to some
vyamharapada e. g. they speak about sales and exchanges of

f^n
11^ n

V5tn^^ayaand 8ta5™5da
.
about gifts under

dattepradamka and about mortgages under rnadSna. As thiswork has to represent what the ancient law was like the same
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arrangement has been followed here. Similarly the law of

crimes is not to be found in one place. It is scattered under
different titles of law such as vakparusya, dandaparusya, satiasa,

strlsangrahana and steya ; nor is there a complete analysis of

intention or motive or of the right of private defence, although

all these subjects are briefly dealt with in the smrtis m different

places

A great deal has been said by ancient writers about what,

persons are competent to enter into transactions (vyavahara)

The Arthasastra ( in III. 1 )
KI has a lengthy disquisition on it-

Briefly, it holds that dependent persons, minors, extremely old

paople, those charged with grave sins, sanraJUsms, persons who

are devoid of a limb and those who are addicted to vices ( like

drinking and whoring ) are incompetent and agreements made

with such people are invalid. Among dependent people Kautilya

mentions a son when the father is alive (and manages the affairs),

a father when he has a son (who manages the family affairs ),
a

brother who has left the family, a younger brother whose share

has not been separated, a woman whose husband or son is alive,

a slave or a hired servant. He Btates that these may enter into

binding agreements if those on whom they are dependent

authorize them to do so. Ha further says that contracts made

by persons that are at the time of making them intoxicated

or are under the influence of wrath or are distressed or

are of unsound mind or under duress ( imprisoned or confined )

are invalid. Yaj (IL 31-32) concisely puts down the same

propositions by saying that all transactions brought about Dy

force or fraud should be declared (by the king) tc.be
,

un-

enforceable, so also those entered into ^ women or the otto

persons specified above or entered into at night, « »£
interior of the house or outside the town or village <

,

ma fores

&c) or with one's enemy or by persons unconnected wrth or

unauthorized by the persons who are to be bound^ftj^
TWinu ( VIII 165 and 168 ) also declares that all HaDbB

ggaS mggage, gift)brought about byforce^aud^

662. It should be acted that the ru « of Ka« ^^ Aet

remarkable agreement mfh «cb«» 11 to «

( IX of 1872

)
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null and void. Nar. IV. 26-43 treat this subject^ ac-
tively. Some of NaradaWicta are interesting. He says, ra

this world three are independent viz. the king, the Vedic teacher

and the head of the house in his own house (33). Wives, sons

and slaves ate not independent; the head of the house has

independent power asto what belongs to him by inheritance (34).

Kit. (497) also prescribes that one should not give a loan to

women, mioors or slaves. When the texts say that women are

incompetent to make contracts, what is meant is that they

cannot make contracts binding on their husbands or family or

against tue family property. Women are not inherently in-

competent to deal with their own separate property except that

the husband has some control ( these matters will be discussed

at length later on under etrldhana ). Another proposition laid

down by Ysj H 33, NaT. IV. 97, Kat. (517) and others 6*1 is that

in all transactions relating to a debt or any other title of law

the last act is the deciding factor ; but in the cases of gift,

pledge or purchase each prior transaction ( of gift &c. ) is of

Buparior efficacy to the succeeding one. 665 '

After the establishment of British rule in India during about

150 years numerous publications dealing with Hindu customs

and usages and the Hindu law of debts, contracts, adoption,

family rights, partition and inheritance have been published. It

is impossible to give an exhaustive list of these nor is it neces-

sary to do so. Most of them have now only an academic or

historic interest. But a few of them must be mentioned for

their worth, for purposes of study and foT a knowledge of the
modern Hindu Law as administered by the British Indian courts

They are : Bannerjee's ' Hindu Law of Marriage and stridhan

'

663 The Vyavaharamatrka p 288 quotes five verses as from Kaundinya
•which ate almost the same as Nirada IV. 29, 30, 39, 34, 40 respectively

The learned editor does not notice this

664 Treonf^j «5Sj pg^^Rt ftm 1 sriajrsffoSfog 33] ^w? sjcfiroff 11

3U-Hl$ « «KTt 517 q by S$iifc II. p. 144. j^ { p. 35, W. ft p 237

665. For example, if A establishes that he lent a sum to E but if the
latter establishes that he repaid the amount, this later fact of repayment is

decisive of the dispute if A files a suit for recovery of the money. If A
mortgages a field to B for a loan and then mortgages the same field to C,
the mortgage of B, being prior is superior to that made in favour of C The
same principle is laid down in section 48 of the Transfer of Property Act
UV oflSS2).
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( 5th ed. of 1923 ); Colebrooke's Digest of Hindu Law, which
is a translation of Jagannatha'sVivadabbangarnava (3rd ed, of

1864, Madras ) ; the several volumes of the Bombay Garatteer

and the Gazetteer* of the other provinces and the Imperial

Gazetteer of India ; A. Ghosh's ' Law of endowments ' ( %nd ed„

1938 ) ; Dr. Jolly's Tagore Law Lectures on Partition, Inheri-

tance and Adoption and Reckt und Sttte translated by Prof-

Batakrishna Ghosh ( 1938 ) ); Mayne's Hindu Law {10th ed. of

1938), Mulla's Hindu Law (9th ed. of 1940),KL Sarkar's 'Mimansa

rules of interpretation'; G. C, Sarkar's Hindu Law andHindu Law
of Adoption (2nd ed. 1916 ) ; Rajkumar Sarvadhikan's ' Principles

of the Hindu Law of Inheritance' (2nd ed. 1932), Dr. P.N.

Sen's 'General Principles of Hindu Jurisprudence' (1918);

Steele's Law and custom of Hindu caster' in She Decoan

(London, 1868 ), Stoke's Hindu Law Texts (a work constantly

quoted by the Courts and the Privy Council) containing English

translations of the MitaksarS, the Dayabhaga, the VyavabSra-

mayiikha, the Dattakamlmamsa, the Dattakacandrika, the

Dayakramasangraha; West and Buhler's Digestof Hindu Law.

The idea of the liability to pay off one's debts was developed

in India in the most ancient times. In Bg VHI. 47. 17

the poet exclaims * Let us drive away the evil effects of bad

dreams as we pay off debts '. In Bg X 34. 10 (the gamblers

lament) it is stated that the gambler, because he owes a

( gambling ) debt, is afraid and approaches the houses of others

at night, desiring wealth ' » This indicates that a debtor was

afraid of being detained by his creditor in those days U-

VBL 66 10 indicates that money-lenders made a stipulation to

receive double of what they lent, ' Indra strikes by W^power

all cams who make representations of taking double .
u»

Aft Be 33 1 {rmrn-mmn «hw*)« employs towj J«*

'LmyaU> which occurs in T&YBL 47. 17. ^^5
VI 117. 3 and Tai Br HI 7. 9. 8 contain the same verse abou

a man being free from the obligations rftor^ft^g

,**«* * ssr* S3*nn *«„ , ^™J"" 10 ,

667. *°TETC^^^H^WW^ m J0

668 ^fim*.**™* "wiff **?*« ™™ '
*

669 =nW^^^'^^^^^/vT?i0 5.^
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world ( of pitrs ) and the third world ( the world of godB ).
m

The Tai. S. (HL 3. 8. 1-2 ) uses the very word ' kuslda ', which

occurs 671 in the Dharmasutras and Bmrtis ( for money-lending

)

when it says, ' O Agni 1 whatever debt has not been paid back

by me, the tribute that I owe to Yama, here do I make return

of it ; may I be freed from that debt
!

'. The Sat. Br.M. 4 3. 11

associates fctts»&nwith blackmagic in theP&riplava. TheNirukta

t
( VI. 32 ) while commenting on $g. HL 53. 14 explains the word
Pramaganda* occurring therein as ' one who is born of a family
that is extremely usurious \in Panini employs the technical

word ' uttamarna ' ( creditor } in his sutra ' dharer-uttamarnah
*

(L 4. 35), he speaks of 'adhamamya' (the position of a
debtor) in H. 3. 70 and the word 'pratibhu' occurs in
Panini n. 3. 39, the word ' vrddhi ' ( interest ) in V. 1. 47.
Panini (IV. 4.31) derives the words ' kusldika' and ' kusldikin ' It
is noteworthy that Panini does not derive or mention the word
vardhusika, which is employed by even Ap. Dh. S and Baud-
Dh. S and which is derived by Katyayana ( the grammarian )
in Vartika 3 on Panini TV. 4. 30, in which Panini refers to such
words as 'dvaigunika' or 'traigunika'whichwere applied topeople
that carried on the condemned methods of money-lending viz
extorting twofold ot threefold of the money lent (the sutra
is 'prayacchati garhyam' ). Brahma'naspati is spoken of as 'one
whorecoversadebt(mam-odarft/t) in $g n. 24. 13 and the Adityas
as those 'who, themselves being the observers of rta (the
univeisal Law of Right ), collect «3 debts' tftg. U. 37 4) in ftg.

vTEI 32. 16 it is said that those priests who extract ( and offei

)

Soma juice do not indeed owe a debt ( to the gods ) Divodasa
is said in Sg VI 61.1 to have been the gift ot Sarasvat! to
Vadhyrasva as a son to pay off debts ( rmcyutam ) «* These
passages certainly establish that m the remote ages of the

w«wro wwtr s,^, ot^^tb §. *r. in 7 9.8, «,«, vi m 3
(with very slight vacations)

agrees *

5*rtn?$HVT.l w?nifVI. 32.
^"

r*n*r<rnpT*s«rs3s fl^r?r# vmvm 3r§$ i ^. vi. ei. i
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fcEveda it was a firm belief that men were under obligations b,gods and pUrs which could be fulfill ZTS^S£
germ of the doctrine of the three religious and spiritual debtsthat a man owed to gods Manes (pUrs ) and sages'whSepa

T.u. S VI 3 10. d, Sat. Br. 1 7. %. 11 and Ait. Br. 33. 1 quotedmH, of Da vol ir. pp.270, 560 notes 621 and 1302 and above n 669)Gradually further universal obligations came to be added to
this theory of spiritual debts The Adiparva ( 120. 17-20 ) holds
that men owe four debts, viz the three vedic ones and the fourth
to humanity in genoral ( which is paid back by goodness to all)
and Anus£sana37. 17 raises them to five (adding brahroanas
and guests to the well-known three )«". It appears to me that
this theory of spiritual debts being already in the air, the same
sanctity came gradually to be transferred to one's promises to
repay monetary debts and cany out other secular engagements
The word rna had been applied both to spiritual and secular
debts. It is on account of this that the son was not only desir-

ed for repaying the spiritual debt owed to one's ancestors, but
he was also expected to free his father ( if the father could not
himself repay the monetary debt ) from the liability he incurred

to his creditor Nar. IV. 5-9 puts this clearly and most
emphatically :

" fathers desire to have sons for their own benefit

thinking in their heart ' he will release me from liability to

creditors and debtors ' (or probably 'from high or low debts'

i. e spiritual and earthly debts ). Three deceased ( ancestors

)

must be honoured ( by a man ) and he must subsist on three

(descendants) that come after him. These (the first three)

series of ancestors rely ( for repayment ) of their twofold debts

( spiritual and secular ) on the fourth in descent If a man

fails to pay on demand a debt or promised gift that sum (by

the addition of interest ) goes on growing till it amounts to a

hundred crores and when a hundred crores are reached he is

born again and again in the house of his creditor as a slave

in order to repay the debt ( by his labour ). If an ascetic or a

brahmana perpetually keeping the sacred fire {agmhctm) dies

675 s?ot*rsf*T: Sg^HT *m$t wpritT gii i fi^fi^f* «**^*rHB" *

*H13m?U 120 17-20. *ti"'tt*a^ %4I*UH^WT <5T *$*, * ' ^fl**

faamprrasitaT "3 iwr.' wgsmnr 37. 17
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without discharging his debts, the whole merit due to his

austerities and the perpetual tending of fire helongs to his

creditors". 476 Kat. (551, 591) expresses the same idea hut

adds that a dehtor who has not repaid money horrowed ma; he

horn as a slave, a servant, a woman or a beast in the house of

his creditor. It was this belief that led to the doctrine of the

pious obligation of the son to pay off his father's debts even if

he received no property from the father."7

Narada IV. 98 defines ' kusida ' m a rather obscure verse

as ' the receiving ot money paid'in consequence of the original

( amount advanced ) and the profit ( agreed to be paid } thereon
and those are called ktuSdm who maintain themselves by this

occupation '. Brhaspati ( S. B. E 33 p. 320 verse % ) derives67*

kusida aB 'that is called kusida, which is taken fourfold
or ( even ) eightfold without any qnalm (by a person) from
a wretched man who is sinking ( or distressed )

'. Nar IV. 110
defines vardhusa as the interest ( in kind ) on grain, 67e» but
£p. Dh S I. 6. 18. 22 and Baud. Dh. S. employ the word
' vSrdhusika

' and Ap. Dh. S. 1 9. 27. 10 has a verse in which the
wordwrfrffooccuTs. Vas ( IL41-42=Baud. Dh.S 1 5. 93-94) quotes

676 ssw'fowJte'ftr, OTtfPvrcrftgrai i qgcywt^MquHft
. ^^

<m » «n* IV 6 and 9 ; fi^^^^n, , ft^^3_

*«IWrfwni»W"iailWT. 551. 591, quoted by Sm' C pp 168 and 161 #
HI UI.pp 261 and 263.„ , p 277 . Dr J Uy

.

s tranS,aUan of Niir ^ ^
<S B E 33. p 43) -three muSt be reverenced before the rest' does not
seem to be correct What Kir. means „ that a „,an ha* to offeT worship„

histhreedescendantsforthe p^ < lber offer) Upaj,vya £J ^

J

toberevere-.ced. but Mob. subsistedoa , The ^ *

that the verse • tapasvi &c (N5r w Q) mcws ^ &^^

Jrwn^omiwfi^.i^r^^^p 2
•

1WB WVH ?fg q^
678 5f§sraretffc5*&r £?*%# mom* , —s^ . . _-„
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two verses :' a vSrdhusika (.usurer) is one who taking cheap
grain lends it on condition of receiving a quantity of grain of

high price and is condemned among the brahmavadivs (students

of the veda ) Brahmana murder and usury were weighed in a

balance ; the murderer of a brahmana rose to the top while the

usurer trembled '. Here usury of the type of the one described

in Vas. II 41 (and not all lending of money at interest) is

condemned as a great sin Gaut. XII 36, Vas II 50, Kaut III 11,

Manu VHL 140-141 and others declare it righteous ( dharinya

)

moneylendiug when an 80th part is stipulated a:> the interest

per month. 679

Megasthenes (fragment XXVII B p. 72) states
•

' The Indians

neither put out money at usury nor know how to borrow, 'but

he is under some misapprehension, for he again says ( p 73

)

' one who is unable to lecover a loan or deposit has no remedy

at law. All the creditor can do is to blame himself for

trusting a rogue '.

Nar. IV. 1 states that the principal topics under the title

of ryfiMna are seven- what debts must be paid and whatnot;

by whom, where and m what manner ( they are to be paid )

;

and the rules about advancing the loan and receiving it back

The- first five of these relate to the debtor and the last two to

the creditor Brhaspati (S. B E. 33 p. 320 v i) says that

interest (vrddlu) is described to be. of four kinds by some, of

five kinds by others and of six kinds by still others Nar. ( IV

103-104) names four kinds and defines them, -viz Amrt

(interest that is stipulated hy the debtor himself ),
kahka.

( interest accruing and payable every month) Ampta (interest

of apam oi quarter, panu to be paid every day wrthoutjhe

principal being liable to be reduced, whatever uteres may

Lve been recovered), mhavrddhi (interest on ^V^J
compound interest). Manu VHI 153 mention,.these

^and

commentator thereon give varying interpretations Brha^t

( S B E. 33 p 331 verse 6 ) and Vyasa ( g by Bm II P iy

define W» as interest received from the bod^ i *»*

received fiom a cow pledged or the work put
;

m by*

^

by a bull pledged Br (S B. E vol 33 p M. verses^
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adds two more varieties ^ AHHftmHW" ( hair-like.interest

i e. interest payable every day and go growing ev«7 **.:*«*
'

aB the top-knot on one's head grows every day )
and Uogcdabha

(profit by enjoyment i e. making use of a house or taking the

produce of a field in lieu of interest in tne case of a mortgage).

Gaut. ( XH. 31-3Z ) mentions the six, hut instead of bkogalabha

he uses the word * adMhoga \ which is defined by Kat. ( 501 ) as

a transaction in which the complete enjoyment of the thing

pledged or mortgaged is to he the interest Kat. (498-500)

defines karita, sikhavrddhi and bhogalabba

Br. (S B E 33 p. 319 verse 1) states 68* that the creditor

should always advance a loan after taking an adequate pledge

or a deposit (with a mutual friend) or a reliable surety and

aft6r committing the transaction to writing or making the loan

in the presence of witnesses. The interest may be either stipu-

lated (lerta) at the lime of the loan or not stipulated (akrta),

as indicated in Vianu VL 4. Taj. II 38 and Visnu Dh. S. 71 3

state the general rule that debtors of all castes may pay to

creditors of all castes the interest settled by mutual agreement

and the rate of interest stipulated may be with reference to an

680 fi%*rgt3w ""ran; <rarat»$s iPtSifat i T^ttanSfli srrrevnn aw-
SRjrf fWteRl n 15- q b> H£®5j n p 154, sra f?r p 224 (reads tr^ftuiA: ).

ssnftsn wAwgwr, wraaBai a 5fn%s>r t f^iRr*:a^f5%: ^rrffot 3fff3r»rr ^hi *

»5«nr yah tt a wrenf^a *" *S«« ' ??refra: ( wr: v i ) §r^s snTrefrcraiw;
*#!%• » S?° q by aKrogf P 642. ^f^o II p. 154, W vx HI.

pp. 220-221 , otst fst p 225 ascribes these to *ri^. {$&? sniij (3re^ SfO%-
^riepiHSr i^^r 8t»rl«n ilrer|i%aH: ^an « jkrtt w %v%z; on ^r. XII. 32
and *r f% p 233 . CTfenfrnSTCTTr Vt ?l%*5 1R-5iit<Rr. I SWRT TT3 ^R spn^ft-

RpUPt:S^ « 3irm. q by ^fij^- II. p 154, f5- * p. 12 f§- fe p 4.

H^i'f^q by^ifter tl 135, to jrr HI p 220, " IKg^f ?r?(%qi3p^r-
yillHpieyu: > ' <F£f^° II P 135 The words Sdht and bandha are treated

as synonyms by the Amarakosa and by Br (S.B. E vol 33 p 323 verse 17 )
himself The difference made by some between the mo is this: adhiisa.
pledge or mortgage of a chattel or immovable property to the creditor
himself (with possession or without), while hantiha consists in placing in the
hands of a mutual friend a thing belonging to the debtor in order to inspire
confidence (in the creditor), 'f^fnr TOrsrSBJtvroHrST *K<?.< foiNt tii^SRlftWt l%^RT«t *r£3: n ?fa t ' =m^ q by er H p 224 The sir. w. (p 166)
defines bandha as an undertaking by the debtor that be would not alienate by
sale, gift or mortgage the house, land or other property of his until the debt
duelothecreduor is paid off This is clearly an hypothecation without

wits f$ivm «»«. i rwrtrtaw^roi^ f^m •*** jrf«w. i tj^cit tera. ms).
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article pledged or with reference to a surety given or with

reference to a debt totally unsecured. Though this was the

general rule, Manu VUL 153 and Br condemn taking even

agreed interest if it exeoeds the rates (to be specified below)682

allowed by the «mrtis or taking the agreed heavy interest for

more than u year or taking compound interest or more than

doublo the principal or the capitalization of interest The

bmrtis lay down various rates of interest from different

points of view Gaut Xll 26, Yaj. H. 37, Baud. Dh S 1. 5.

90-91, Manu VJU, 140 ( =Nar IV. 99), Br (S B E vol 33

p 320 v.3 ), Vrddha-Harlta VII 235 and others btate the rule first

laid down by Vasistha that it is just and proper to take every

month *\jth part of the principal lent, so that the principal is

doubled in six years and eight months,683 and Viddba-HarltaaddB

6S2 wi»fr Tjgiinion^TKf <gra^f%j"5r sera • ^ ^ jft^_ i»«nnS«T

jrsn tibW ' fi?e quoted by ft ft p 6 which sa>s fsgorrnwviUiil&ir ?#t-

ok. Vide p 445 ot*zs x This verso occurs in ft T, P 14 wh,ch savs thlt

such actions are condemned, but if a Shylock insists on his agreement he

can and does recover compound interest and so on. 'BgrgsT fS'iieii**! *iHrt

iC^alt T 3 TilTTW5i «W E?W <I* a^HTPT S«Wrf*Hn5' This shows

that the ancient sages were quite alive to the hardships of debtors and the

evils of usurious interest. They condemned usury as a greater sin than

even the murder of a learned brahmana Vide Baud Dh. S I 5. 93 and

Vas II 40-42 quoted above on pp 417-418

6S3. stfhrsfSnJwTT ftsrft: .rsramftfr W*»"*'W,W
^.u^ ^rff i «F> w n. I 5. 90-91 . snoTqsftTO^n- *m weorr v% ' <&

_T _ o 447, uhich explains gnwm? Hissr<rm <r°r mra^raB^

&JLL not lead « oifcnift « the quotation from Hanta? Gaut

Lot* provide that f»ema<as were the interest «»*«."£
andif«eare to appose that tbe> accepted the rule that 1/80 of then

cipal sum was the piopei rate of interest (as asenbed to Vasstb*M
VIII J«. Sir IV 09 and other,), then the pana, ace »'*£*£
be equal to 20 masas (. • 100 raKUkas)

. ^^^LtU
WOU.d be equal to 16 masas When Har.ta says the. 8 panas«

h

interest on 25 *.««« <**«* were silver com ^ -ch ot
^

32 frtalfe) and thai m 4 years and 2«^ *'«£" ~
foUL that a

S panas per month came to be ^£%£3*£k1.*W*»
rakt,ki of silver was 40 times as valuable as a rakta ^ W ^
=33000 divided by 800, But tb« does not ««™» "JX— «»»
(note 162 above) Probably the Native va ues oX gold. ^ metaIs

varied from age to age, according to the supply of some

from foreign countries
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that double the interest stated above may be taken when there

StS hedged to secure the debt. Yaj and Vyasa provide

TjSSfethe proper one when Bomef

n

g is pl^d or

mortgaged by way of security. Y«j. H. 37, Manu Till 143

(SstelV- 100), Visnu Dli S VI. 2 provide an option that two.

three, four or five per cent per month may be charged as inte-

rest in the order of the Lamas™ ( i. e % per cent per montn for

abrShmana debtor and so on) Yaj. 31 37 allows toe rate

only if there is nothing pledged by way of security ^yasa

(in Par M.ULp 321) provided that the monthly rate of inte-

rest was &th of the principal lent when a pledge or mortgage

was given as against the loan, &th when only a surety was

offered and two per cent per month when money was lent on

personal secmity. The Anusasanaparva 117.'Z0 condemns to

Hell those who take exorbitant interest. Kant, prescribed

( as stated in n. 688 ) fines for taking heavier interest than that

allowed by Mm Kat ( 498 ) provides that if a debtor himself

stipulates a higher rate of interest than is allowed by the sastra

in times of difficulty ( in order to induce the creditor to part

with his money ) that stipulated interest '
must be paid bat a

rate of interest imposed by the creditor otherwise (by force &c.

)

should not be enforced by the Court 6M It is probable that

these rates are specified because of the economic conditions of

those times which proved too much even for the ancient sages

or different mercantile usages about interest prevailed in

different countaes at different times, as expressly stated by

Nar. IV 105-106 that6s? these high rateb ( including eight per

cent per month ) had to be paid aecoiding to the law merchant

m different countries Manu VTB.'. 141 ( =Nar. IV. 100 ) holds

that to take two per cent per month ( on unsecured debts ) is not

improper In medieval times also the rate of interest was
rather high e g interest at 35 per cent is said to have been

6S4. f^»a^ff on Tii U 39 quotes, a sltta of Br (or raising the rate of

interest according to the \atna of the debtor ( HRfiK-4'j inbwicHmH

)

6S5 *t«rbt wr«i sir^ra. irelwr. Wfsskn ftwft issRra *wrsw ^t-
5<t- « *TRT q. m TIT Hi, III p 221. MJ 31 p 227

<5S6 prefer 5 it frar^faw *m«i?<rt!t » awsmssat isiw ^Knarr

srrRsr g «t i smm sfinferr ?%£ ^Rt*Tf <ffw«g* i srnri 498 q by ^5^9
II 154, i§TJ5pronng YIII 153, R ^ p 10 Thb ft * wplams 35toRf!t

3 ^«i4d<it a»P5fisww%K5imrffeirfi^nite ?t%«Hr?«nf53T w 5rri%r *rt

^'itw S?Tt. a^«rar !pti«t5fmwm «rai *€KfiTt*arfa f %rr 1

6S7. ht sfstroruiw")! isprosraga 1 its* fifSFt «n awr"m 'sas '5! 1

C %* ^ts-twaS 11 trt^ iv. 105-106.
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charged on a deposit of six qadyanas kept with the mahfijanas

of Sivapura ( vide Vewurlns. in E.I XIL p. Z73) Yaj.H. 38

provides that those debtors who carry on trade by traversing

dense forests and those who are sea-faring traders should

respectively pay 10 per cent and 20 per cent per month and

tbe Mit adds that these exorbitant rates are allowed because

of the great danger of the loss of even the principal as the

debtors may perish by ship-wreck or from the attacks of robbere

and wild beasts. Manu VIII. 157 leaves the rate of interest in

the case of seafaring merchants to those who are clever in

these matters and who know the proper time and place Kaui

( IU 11 ) states 688 that the prescribed ( dharmya) Tate of interest

is 1$ pana per cent per month, but in transactions ( or in

commercial usage } it is five panas per cent per month ( as the

highest, it appears ), that those who traverse forests and those

who carry on maritime trade should pay respectively ten and

twenty per cent per month, that those who exceed or induce

creditors to exceed these rates should be punished with the first

amercement, tha,t each of the witnesses to such usurious transact-

ions should be punished with half of the above fine

Other rules laid down in the smrtis relate to the maximum

that can be recovered by a creditor from a debtor at one time

All are agreed that the creditor cannot reoover at one time

from the debtor for principal and interest more than double ol

the money lent Vide Kant (1H 11), Mann VIII 151, Gaut

XQ. 28, Yaj n 39, Visnu Dh VI 11, Nar IV. 107, Kat (509)

This is called the rule of dwvumja™ in the "*»«*«

damdupat in modern times It will be explained in detail a

Se below As regards the interest in kind on articles ent

eSed in any case five times of what is^ent^J^ato

w.mw^.<W8nr«W^««' «•» *n*3* ********

689 ftwnfctarf «*>« ' «* xn
; _ZT. .3©*, in 11.

fl^. vi. ii . i%wn*'. wsi™*^ « ^f"3

^^jf***^ ****"'

*

aVUI 151
^.VI.11^^^^

v;t;^ There is *na*«M
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that in the case of cattle and female slaves when ioaned their

progeny is the profit, in the case of liquids ( like oil and ghee

)

when loaned the maximum recoverable is eightfold and va. the

case of clothes and grain' it is respectively four and three times

Yas. 11 44-47 says the maximum recoverable at one time in

the case of grain, flowere, roots, fruits and fluids (like oil ) iB

three-fold and eight-fold in the case of things that can be

weighed Vide Visnu Dh. S VI. 12-15 Visnu VI 17 (amiUuiuim

dciguna) provides that where no special rule is laid down the

maximum recoverable is to be only double of what is lent Kat.

( 570-57-2 ) states6" that the maximum recoverable in the case

of precious stones, pearls, corals, gold, silver, fruits, silk, wool

is double of what is loaned; of oils liquors, ghee, raw-sugar and

salt and land eight-fold, of baser metals five-fold Vide Br.

( S B E vol. 33 p. 323 verses 13-16 ) and V Nirnaya p <W9

{ quoting Bharadvaja) for similar provisions.

The rule of what is called damduput in modern times express-

ed laconically by Manu V1IL 151 and Gaut X1L 38 is this that

' the amount of principal and interest recoverable ' at one time

in a lump sum cannot be more than double of the money lent

'

As a debt was recoverable not only from a man himself but also

from his three descendants and as therefore there was practi-

cally no period at limitation fOT bringing a faint for money
lent, creditors had great temptations to allow interest to go on
increasing Therefore the sages who condemned the profession
of usury and particularly waiting long for the increase of
interest 691 laid down that whatever the length of- time during
which the principal was at interest and whatever the rate of
interest might have been, the creditor could recover by suit in a
lump sum only double of the money lent This acted as a great

690 »rf5ig*iTWTCTFTT B»»>ni-W<4 -g I fasfS flRpirt tT%s "EW&itfofiW

<renj»t igjWtere3<nT sar i men. qinallpp 228-230, ft.x pp 17, 19
(first two), «r. >r p 170. The f3 * p 17 accounts for this divergence
as fallows. 'sssTjirsir ot=* •stg&mg* fsrc^rRntfitffinMsr flrgomcs*

trt«nratJT!

fvitatftwro 1 faro^sr p. 2
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check on the creditors' rapacity. Several propositions are laid

down in the Mit., 6*2 the VyavaharamaySkha and other digests

that graft exceptions on the general rule, and that flow from

the interpretation of Manu VJH 151 in both readings. The

first modification is that if interest is received every day, month

or year and is not claimed in a lump sum at one time then the

total interest received by a creditor may be even several times

more than the principal lent Br. provides ( S B E. vol 33

p. 321 verse 11 ) that every day interest or bodily interest and

bhogalnblia may be taken by the creditor ( irrespective of the

question of dvaignnya) as long as the principal is not paid 653

(2) Farther, if after the interest has accumulated for some time,

there is a Iresh agreement with the same debtor whereby the

sum lent together with interest due is taken as the prinoipal

and interest is agreed to be paid on the amount so arrived at,

then the total recoverable after this fresh agreement may exceed

double the original sum lent. Manu ( VEI 154-155 ) and Br

( S. B. E vol. 33 p 331 verse 60 ) allow such a fresh agreement.

But if the debtor does not make a fresh agreement then the rule

of damdupat would apply. (3) if after the sum due to the

creditor has become double of the principal lent, the creditor

accepts another man as the debtor ( who takes the liability on

himself), then the creditor may recover from the substituted

debtor after the lapse of years an amount which may bB more

than double of the sum originally lent (4) If the debtor pays a

part of the principal or if the creditor makes a concession ( called

•rtte' intheMit onYaj H 39) and reduces the total recover-

able or if the debtor receives an additional amount of money

(called 'seka' in the Mit ) and it is added to the
.

ongma

amount borrowed and a fresh agreement is made ™T**
parties to put the whole to interest, then the rule of damdupat

would not apply
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The rule of damdupat has been acted upon by the courts in

India in modern times 6H . Though under the Transfer of

property Act before its amendment in 1929 there was a conflict

of decisions, since 1929 it is settled that the rule of damdupat

does not apply to mortgages governed by the Transfer of

Property Act. But the rule iB so reasonable and humane that

the Decoan Agriculturists' Belief Act ( XVTL of 1879 )Jtias made

(by sec. 13) the rale of damdupat applicable to all agriculturists

aB defined by the Aot, -whether Hindus or non-Hindus ; and the

Bombay Agricultural Debtors Belief Act (of 1939), sec. 42,

the Madras Debt Conciliation Act ( XI of 1936, sec. 16 ) do

the same.

A loan has to be returned on demand if no time is fixed for

repayment or on the expiry of the time ( if one has been fixed

by the'parties ) or when interest ceases on account of becoming

equal to the principal ( Br. in S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 3X8 verse 47 )

Interest Btops when on the debtor offering to pay the loan the

creditor refuses to accept it and the debtor deposits the money
in the hands of a third person (Gaut. S3L 30, Yaj. IL 44).

With Yaj. H. 44 section 84 of the Transfer of Property Act ( TV.

of 1882 ) may be compared. Vas. If. 49 states the remarkable

rule that interest stops the moment the king dies and begins

to run only afteT the coronation of the successor. ffls War. H 39

694 Vide Balkrtshna v Gopal I L E 1 Bom. 73 ( where it was held

that the rule of damdupat should not be extended to apply to the amount
recoverable id execution of the decree of a civil court), Nanchand v
Bapusahebl L. R 3 Bom. 131 ( held that the rule of damdupat does not
apply when the defendant is a non-Hindu ), Gopal v Gangaram I L. R 20
Bom. 721 F B ( the rale is excluded from mortgages the terms of which
necessitate the existence of an account between the mortgagor and the mort-
gagee m possession about the rents and profits ), Sundarabat v Jayawant I
Bom L. R. 551 , 555 (rule applies between all Hindu debtors and creditors both
in respect of simple as well as mortgage debts ), Khtmjt v Chuntlal 21 Bom.
L R.419 (by agreement interest which does not exceed the principal may
be capitalized ) It is interesting to find that in ancient Egypt the legal
maximum rate of interest was thirty per cent and it was forbidden to allow
interest to increase beyond the double of- the principal Vide Wilkinson's
• Manners and Customs of the ancient Egyptians' (First Series), 1842,- vol. II
p. 50. Usury was condemned m ancient Egypt, among the Jews ( vide
Psalm XV. 5, Esek XVHI 8 and 17, Lev XXV..36-37) and by the ancient
smrtis (as more heinous than even the murder of a brahmana, H. of Dh
vol. II. p 124 n 269 ),

TOW » wn& H. 49. - *

54
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(S, B. E. vol. 33 p. 33) provides that do interest runs on the price of
commodities, on wages, on a deposit, on a fine, on what has been
idly promised ( to bards and the like ) and on the stake won in
gambling, unless there is a special or express agreement to pay
interest.« Eat, ( 508 ) has a similar verse,« but adds hides,
crops, liquor, bride-price and suretyship debts to some of those
mentioned by Nar Kaut (IE 11) provides that no interest
runs where the debtor is" a person engaged in a Vedic sacrifice
of long duration, or is suffering from a disease or is staying at
his teacher'B house (gunikula) for study or is a minor or is a
man without any substance As regards some cases where
originally a thing is lent to a person out of friendship or

because he asked a loan of it, Nar. ( IV. 108 ) and Est (502-505)

lay down certain rules which are quoted in the Mit. ( on Yaj,

IL 38 ) and other works Nar. ( IV. 108 ) prescribes 658 that no
interest ever attaches to things loaned through friendship,

unless there is an express stipulation to that effect; but even

in the absence of a stipulation interest starts running after the

expiry of six months. Nar. IV. 109 and Eat. (505) both lay

down that a loan (of money or an article) made through friend-

ship cannot begin to earn interest as long as no demand is

made for its return. If the debtor refuses to return it after it

is demanded interest begins to run at the rate of five per cent.

Kat ( 502-504

)

6W lays down three propositions about yaataka

(a temporary loan of money or of an article) • (1) When a

person takes such a loan and goes to another country without

696. mm^q' ^iifcufflt yigfr v^i^h*4* ' s«ii4i«tiBii*<Nii ri'ft'nfi"

mSrin: mms? n 36,i%t on *rr n 38, to ht ni p 224, w w p 169

read^ 1W TW^ttf• ft fif P 1 reads qsnPWftniS (w^t is appropriated

by fraud or force), srcgTCSTC 1S translated by Jolly as ' what is abandoned

by one and found by another '{ S B E 33 p 33).

697. >4$HHWHiiVt iprcngfr *g *T% I Srrgf&f «T ?%• WlWllShlW-

tti$* II TOfF. ( 508 ) q. by zrfiV II. p 157. TO HT. HI p 225. ft T p.».

frfepTn%<i$ri'to<i5[ yrsffBTC *t vpfa&Sk t gff hi n
698. st ffs". nntg^rpri wi<-ii<b ift« i a>f%5 »

artHiiftmqt,'^'*"'
,

Hf&i n sm? iv ioe, which ^fSfcjo ir p ise explains ' sptmm
#
f5jf

sm^rm >irffm^Jrii%i^r%i[i^fflr3nffrff 3w i '
tfifcpr 3 "ns,3W

astJcwftdH i 'rrs'TflTsrHtpj '$%&< <rar$f 5ITO ' *Wf W- J09
_ ,«___

699 *ft ^nfiRHmt^nf ar?3t ffcr iHNl' a,tf*iiMKiiii»«a*S*??"

m\&* » «mw (S0Z-S04) q.by An. on *n. n. ss, nr. <. pp

^fi^ n. p. ise.
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returning it; that loan begins to acquire interest after a year

from the date of ttie loan { though no demand be made ) ; (2) if

a person after taking a loan goes'to another 700 country without

returning it even when pressed by the lender to return it that

loan begins to acquire interest three months ( after demand )

;

(3) when the borrower of a thing does not return it even though
he is pressed to return it, the king should make him pay
interest from that day ( i. e. day of demand ), though it was not

agreed upon, though he remained in the country and though
he be unwilling to pay interest. The Madanaxatna says that
in these cases where no interest is settled beforehand and
where the texts do not specify the rate ( as Kat. 505-506 do
viz. what is lent through friendship, a deposit, balance of
interest, unpaid purchase money, if not returned on demand,
begin to carry 'interest at five per cent per month ), the rate of
interest would be the one stated by YaJ. H 37 (viz. l/80th
per month) and Visnu VI L (akrffimdpi vaisarattkramena
yathawhtam ).

Zdhim means pledge, of a movable or mortgage of im-
movable property. Nar. IV., 117 remarks'" that in lending
money an 3dhi and surety are the two sources that inspire con.
fidence(in the creditor that his money will be safe) and a
document and ,witnesses are the two modes of proof that will
establish (the existence of a debt). ,An adhz is so called because
the creditor is authorised to wield power over it or it is placed
within his power (NaT. IV. 124 and Mit. on Yaj.JL 58)*® The

700. Compare Visnu Dh S. VI. .4 .with, the fast, proposition. Pamni
(IV 4. 21) derives yacttaka (in the -sense 'yacitena mrvrttam') InSaundanc^a v. Sfc,vbasmoo 31 Bon,; 354 Mr. Justice , Chandavarkar
translates (at p. 361 ) N5r IV. 108 and K5t

, (502-504), discusses the
explanations of those passages by the Mlt on Y5j II 38 and holds that these
incidents are even now applicable to contracts of debts by ,Hindu debtors
and that*either the Interest Act { XXXII of 1839 ) nor the^Indian Contract

* ftf,
anCieM Hlnd™^ "should be noted that 31 Mad 250and 53 Mad 549 at p 579 d,ssent from this v,ew„
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Tn^t'rT fa ^ Dk S L 6 18-
20W1 (which includesamong those who are unfit to be invited at a sraddha 'one vZsubsasts oB-SdhD Gaut. X& 29 also refers to orffe j^S12

)
briefly deals with mi and after stating some rules eztends

the principles of upamdh ( deposit ) and debt to it Menu TOT
165 employs the word 'sdhamana' in the sense of 'mortgage

'"

According to Br.™ (S B E. vol. 33 p. 323 verse 17) an adhi is
of four kinds viz. of movable property, of immovable property,
gopija (to be kept in custody of the pledgee only), bhogya (to
be enjoyed). Ear. IV. 124 first divides adhi into two sorts, viss.

one that is to be redeemed within a certain time fixed (by
apeement at the time of contracting the debt) or to be retained
till the debt is paid off and Mr. IV. 125 again subdivides each
of these two into gopya and bhogya. This latter division was
known to Gaut. XTT. 32 Mam VEZ 143, Yaj E 59, KSt. (576).

The subdivisions of adhi are made from several points of view
viz. the nature of the property, the form of the pledge, the men-
tion or non-mention of a period and the evidence to establish

it. The Mit. on Yaj. DT 58 explains 706 that the first kind of

adhi mentioned in Nar. IV. 124 contains the conditions that the

money will be repaid at a fixed time and that if the money be

not so paid at the time fixed the thing pledged or mortgaged

will belong to the creditor. Yaj. H. 58 sets out three provisions

viz. (1) when a time is fixed for payment, the thing pledged or

mortgaged is lost to the debtor if the time fixed is allowed to

pass without there being any repayment ( whether it be an adhi

that is to be merely kept or whether it is one to be enjoyed);

(2) but if no time be fired the thing given as security is not lost

704. ^ <sr 5remTsffcn% i^ qrnN • fSra^ *r^ifa;s i wrr. « % *• 6 18

19-22 st^t explains 3trt3 here ' as rent of a house,' because *igfa? occurs

a little later. But that sense Is very rare and besides'hardly any stnrliEra

has condemned the letting out of one's house for rent. It is better » take

5dbi as pledge' or mortgage and hold that vardhnsika refers only to those

who lend corn in"order to take lj times as much (or more) alter the rainy

season as defined bysNSr IV„11Q quoted above (on p. 417)

705 sjrfa^Hr! qwv»as #^ iiUmaffsrt ' sryw* WWW* ftwN*"1
'

nefa*t ii f5- q. by^wnr..FT. p.233, nr.w. p m; «^|,,ff^^i
l

»ftnnstS<r^riTre?iv 124-25. , „

706. gt <ei& wpn»rareS: ^ia'i>^>*i5 jWiswnft wifW^^^S?
srtm^lsTSnSr 1 <r* fW5«r ssrS vfim «rswW *!*# * 1^ «"z»
%* srt %vrafeWvrr^«s«nft ftnas ^nffia: S*w« '

*n*«8»m
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to the debtor at all, when it is an adhi that is to be enjoyed; (3) if

no time is fixed and the adhi is only to be kept (gopya) then it

is lost to the debtor only if it is not redeemed even when the

debt has grown to double of the principal by non-payment of

the interest agreed upon. There is a period of fourteen dayB*

grace after this, as stated by Br. (S. B. E 7W vol. 33 p 324,

verses 27-28) that when the principal has been doubled or the

stipulated period in the case of a pledge delivered for a certain

time only has expired, the creditor becomes the owner of the

pledge, after waiting for a fortnight during which the debtor

may repay the debt and redeem his property. Gaut. XJJL 29,

Manu VUL 143, Yaj. U 58, Visnu Dh S. VL 5 provide that an

adhi which is mortgaged with the condition that the fruit or

profits are to be enjoyed bears no interest nor can the creditor,

even after keeping such an adhi for a long time, make a gift of

it or sell it Medhatithi on Manu vTL 143 holds that a mort-

gagee with possession who is to enjoy the produce cannot, by
virtue of the last quarter of ManuVUL 143, make a sub-mortgage

( called amoadki ). Kulliika on 708 the other hand says that it is

common practice in all countries for a mortgagee to execute a
sub-mortgage of land and the like and that Manu VEX 143 does

not forbid it. Prajapati 709
( q. by Par. M. HL p. 242 ) defines a

deed of sub-mortgage: 'if the creditor pledges to another the thing
already pledged to him for the same amount ( for which it was
pledged to him) he should pass a fresh deed of pledge (or
mortgage) and should hand over the former deed to his own
creditor.' It appears that Bub-mortgages came to be recognized
rather late. Bharadvaja states that if a sub-mortgage be
effected without the mortgagor's consent, the mortgagee would
lose his money.

707. ig^tggtfN^^mTggmTOti^Fg^TrvrfVCTTfti^re^i^fay
* » «mtm W S[W skoit m-HHHHsPIT^ I £?. q. by fJmr. on tn. II 58
Compare the description o£ mortgage by conditional sale in sec. 58 <c) of
the Transfer of Property Act (o£ 1882).

Vmj*"<m'fa» i''wmvmigc 1 5553?? on ng. vm. 145.

709. trfVt^aS* TOrfS *5ro% « ***t s*riai%f3irt ^^^^ I TOTCT* q. by gjSftt. II. 143, to. at. III. 242, nf. w. p. 26 . /Lf

HS-IIlSr^2"^ 3t3«n**f*ft *«* > to. m.m P 24T
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The general rule was that an adhi ( whether of movable
or immovable property) that was bhogya carried no interest

but the profits were to be taken in lieu of interest ( vide Kat
516 )

no and the debtor would in this case get back his property

on paying the principal Kaut (HI 1%) states 711 that immovable

property mortgaged may be such that it can be enjoyed only by

expending labour over it or without expending one's own labour

the creditor may enjoy the fruits or income thereof But as

noted by Vyasa and Bharadvaja 71z the stipulation about a

bhogya adhi may be that the income from the property is to be

taken as in payment of the whole interest and part of the

principal This latter is called sapratyaya-bhogyadh and the

other variety where the income is taken in lieu of interest only

is called apiatyaya-bhogyadh The Mit, on Yaj. H. 64 after

citing a text of Brhaspati refers to these two varieties ( though

it does not use these terms ) and adds that if the income is not

sufficient to meet the interest wholly then the debtor may have

to pay the principal and the unpaid part of the debt before

redeeming his property. The Mit. ( on Yaj. IL 64 ) states that

the appropriate name 'ksayadhi' is given by the people to

what is called (above) as sapratyaya-bhogyadht Bharadvaja

states that on taking an account ( where there is an agreement

to apply the income towards interest and reduction of the

principal ) if the creditor has been overpaid he is to restore the

overpaid amount to the debtor and that if a portion of the

principal remains unpaid the debtor has to repay it.

If a man first mortgaged his property and then sold it,_ the

purchaser took it subject to the rights of the mortgagee (Vasisflia

quoted by Sm. C II. p 145) If a person executed a "»»****

a sale and a gift of the same thing on the same day, then va

710. ^^^^t^^'^x^tr?
p. 242, ST ft P. 234> which says that this rs srai^pwnm.

SsV. appears to have borrowed.
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donee would take one-third of the thing and the mortgagee and

purchaser would Bhaie the remaining two-thirds in proportion

to the money paid by each 713
. If a person was liable to pay

several debts, some secured by a pledge or mortgage and some

taken on personal seourity, the latter were to be paid first and
redemption of the mortgage was to be ordered afterwards,

according to Bharadvaja ( q. by Vy. Nir p. 245 ).

The restriction that more money should not be taken from
the sub-mortgagee than what was advanced to the mortgagor
was for the benefit of the latter. The Par. M. (IILp. 242)
provides that a sub-mortgage oan be made only when the amount
due has risen to double the principal, but that if the owner
consents a sub-mortgage may be made even before that con-
tingency arises.

Kat. ( 522 ) requires that an adhi becomes valid when such
particulars as the boundaries of the field or house and the
village (in which it is situated) are specified™. Kat. ( 518)
further provides that a writing of pledge or sale or gift is
superior to a similar transaction made in the presence of
witnesses only. If the same field or other thing is mortgaged
or pledged to two persons separately, Visnu Dh. S. V 185 715 and
Br. (S.B.E.33p 326 verse 34) prescribe716

that'th'o one who
got possession first (without force) is entitled to preference'
This shows that under ancient Hindu Law possession was nine
points of law and that hypothecation without delivery of
possession was known to Kat. and other smrti writers, even if
earher smrtis did not recognise an hypothecation without
possession. Taj.ll 60 and Nar. IV. 139 emphatically assert thata pledge or mortgage becomes perfect or effective only if there

LIS:- " P
-
"5

- * * P
-

238"239
-
B' ^rtuX

SSSTL* by** p' 236- Compare sections21«ABSL

*ft* quoted ,n^^ m!' ^* P X44! Viae * Sim,lar verBe oi
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is enjoyment and not otherwise. This is to be taken along with
Yaj.H 23 and so the first in time shall prevail only if the first

is accompanied with possession If a sale or mortgage be made
before witnesses to one man and in writing to another, the

latter prevails over the former 717
. If a debtor were to pledge

or mortgage the same thing to another after pledging it to one

and without redeeming the first debt, Visnu Dh. S. (V. 181-182)

prescribed 718 the drastic measure of corporal punishment

( whipping or imprisonment ) if the land mortgaged was a goatnm

or more in extent or a fine of 16 suvarnas if it was less. Eat

(517) in similar circumstances made the debtor liable to the

fine imposed on a thief Eat. ( 519-521 q. in Sm. C, II pp 144-

145 and V. P. pp. 240-241 ) states that in a competition between

a document of pledge which does not give particulars of the

thing pledged or which refers to a thing not existing at the time

and a document in which the thing pledged is described with

particulars or in which the thing existed at the time the deed

was executed, the latter is entitled to preference; similarly the

pledge of a thing specifically described is superior to a prior

pledge of all the debtor's property mentioned in general terms

H an adh, deteriorates 719 in value (i e. becomes inadequate

to meet principal and interest) or if it be lost or destroyed

though proper care be taken thereof by the creditor, then the

debtor must either pledge another adequate thing {m substitu-

tion ) or the debtor should return the amount due (YSj 11 W,

Eat 524) The Mit on Yaj. II 60 remarks that it follows from

this that it is the duty of the pledgee to take proper care of the

thing pledged. Br. (8 B B 33 p. 323 verse 19) expressly says

717 ^^m^^^^re^ ^\^^^J^ 7̂:

^^„ (518) q. by TO *n in 235, *£&? II p 144. * 9 P- *

. document relating to movable or immovableW"*°™*7o Mb-
oral agreement or declaration unless the latter .s accompany

by delivery of possession. ...
, irT7T

_. -psfar

«n%8q.byffcm on*n I 3"> *** W^W *f*
7

* "™ _ „ Vide also

^XH 49, ^fhnT P 5351*****.W* rf^mfa
719. ^!«^^f^SU^*'

JBTPH 523. 524 q. by *fl^° ». PP- »7
.
»8'** p
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ttaifc the pledge has to be kept carefully like a deposit, as other-

^ SSL forfeited in case of ite being damaged. Ha

SS3£ toSteptonly is enjoyed by, the creditor then

£Xtae**WB and if it deteriorates or is lost the creator

wtomtoettto ite former condition or substitute,ano her of

)££Z£: « a Pledge to be enjoyed is lost ox grates

lyTse then also the interest stops; and the creditor has to

litore it, otherwise he will lose his principal (Ya] H. 59 and

SVMit hereon, Nar. IV. US.W ) K a pledge is lost without

any fault or negligence of the «^*»' ^J1^J** <"
accidents like fire or flood) or the action of ,the king, the debtor

fcas to furnish another pledge or to payjfce amount due^ Kat. 523,

Nar IV 126, 130, Yaj. H. 59, Visnu Dh S VI 6, Gaut. XH. 39, Br.,

S B E 33 p 323 verse 21). From the time of Gautama 729 (about

500 B. ) onwards the rule about the care required of a pledgee,

- bailee, depositee was the same viz that he is to take of another's

property kept with him as much care as he would take of his

own Nar. ( mksepa 14 ) and Yaj II 67 lay down the same rule

for all kinds of bailments Manu VUL 189 ( =Nar., mksepa,

verse 12) illustrates what is meant by accidental loss.

The debtor cannot Tedeem the pledge or mortgage before

the time fixed by mutual agreement, but by mutual agreement

he can redeem even before (Br. S. B.E. p 325 verses 32-33 ).

If the creditor does not allow redemption when the debtor has

a right to redeem and is ready to do so, the creditor may be

liable to be fined as a thief ( Yaj. II. 62 ). Ace. to Kant (BX 12)

the fine ib 12 panas721
.

It has already been stated above (p 429) that in certain cases

(ie. when it is a gopi/a adh) the ownership is lostto the mortgagor
(i. e. in the language of modern law there is a foreclosure), if

the amount has risen to double of the money lent without

payment (even after the period of grace) or if the period fixed

has passed away without there being repayment (-whether the

39, on which grspr says . HWHiy^S 'Tt^ HI<Piai<: *=t4««m« ^T^g-, W-
fSwrre^ wtS'4 =»n<sir P)mi^t$« *tiHi «n *ps f%tmr qiSi^mifj ^mnqg. t

IRi^tlft^Ml? q by ^gffc II p 179, s*r W p. 192 , 3Kr^R3HlW
ftilfiH T=t i»rf?RP5.iiiftg-! ^i? swhi ^rg£e sf^rai ^rrPPfT q by ^fa =M
II. p. 179. Compare sections 151 and 1S2 of the Indian Contract Act, where
the same propositions abont the care to be taken by the bailee are laid down,

7zt. auRndwuiHwu^sn si^nmt ^ogs t awstra HI. lz.
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amount has risen to double of that lent or not, ace. to Mit on
Yaj. IL 58) But if at the time of contracting the debt ttw
stipulation is to repay the sum lent with interest and there is

no stipulation about loss of the ownership of the thing mortgaged
(i. e it is like a simple mortgage of modern times), then there

is no loss of ownership There is then only a power of sale m
the mortgagee So also in the case of a bkogijadlu the mortgagor

or his heirs can redeem the property at any time by paying the

principal and there is no loss of ownership to the mortgagor

According io Taj II 63 and Br.*22 (S B E vol 33 p 325

verse 29 ) the creditor can sell in the presence of (the debtor's

relatives) and witnesses the adhi, when the amount has grown

to double of that lent or when the period fixed has passed, if

the debtor has not redeemed and is absent or dead After

meeting his own dues the creditor has, as said by Eat. 529, to

hand over the balance of the sale price to the king ( i e pro-

bably to the court of the locality) Kaut. 73 (HL'12) provides

that if the debtor is present and the creditor is afraid of the

loss of his money because it may exceed the market value of

the adhi he may sell it with the permission of the judges

(dharmastha) or he may demand a surety for assurance It

appears from these passages that a sale through court and a

right of private sale were both recognised in the case of mort-

gages in ancient India (as in modern times under sections 65

and 69 of the Transfer of Property Act).

There were two other special kinds of adhi described in

Yaj. H. 61 viz. auitrabandhaka 7* and satyankara. The first

* * n̂ ^?iT=S-5 *******
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occurs either when the creditor being known to be very honest

the debtor gives as security a property of veTy great value for

a small debt or where a debtor being known to be very honest

a property of very small value is^ accepted as security for a

large debt. In such a case there is no forfeiture or foreclosure

of the property in any case but the king (or judge) should

award only double the principal lent Another meaning is that

in a, cantmbandhaka it is the merit (apurva or punya) arising

from bathing in the Ganges or from performance of agmhatra
that is given as security (i. e. he will forfeit merit on non-
payment). In this case the creditor will receive double and
there is no loss or forfeiture of adhi. A pledge made with
salyaftkaia occurs when at the time of making a pledge the
stipulation is 'I am liable to pay only double but there will be
no loss of the thing pledged' or (a second meaning of) satyan-
kara^Bthat 'when an earnest (a ring or the like) is given at
the time of a sale and the vendor breaks 'the promise he has to
pay double of the earnest*.

If the mortgagee is dead or absent abroad, and the debtor
wants to redeem he may take back the adhi after paying the
amount due to the family i. e. to his sons and other agnatic
relations or to his cognates and in the absence of these (if the
creditor be a brahmana) to other brahmanas (and ifnobrsh-
manas be available) he may cast the money into water ( Yaj
JX 62 and Nar. IV. 11S-113 ) The Kausika-sutra*« ( 46. 36-40

)
contains provisions about casting the debt in the cemetery
or where four roads meet if the creditor is dead and there are no
heirs. The Sangraha says that it may be thrown into water with
a palasa leaf to the accompaniment of Tai S.IH. 3 4 1-2 quoted
above ( n 671) Another alternative is that the debtor may havea valuation of the adhi made at the time when he wants toredeem (and the creditor is absent), and allow it to remain with

tti!1^^"^ intMeSt (and Ied66m * -t the valua-tion when the creditor comes or secure the price from ifreSr^f * aftMWardS ** « ^troyed.TcJt

*w^o?
AH A

F
mt'bhU or ***«*« <B*- Woted in n. 681andKat. 530) means 'surety'. PrSbbMuya (being a surety) taSknown to Gautama (XH 38) and prafMS was known to PanlS
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( IL 3. 39 ). Suretyship requires the concunence of three persons
viz. the creditor, the horrower (called the principal debtor) and
the person who agrees, for inspumg confidence in the creditor'*,

to pay or indemnify if the principal debtor commits default

Manu VUL 160 speaks of surety for appearance and for repay-

ment of debt. According to the purpose of the transaction a

surety is of three kinds (Yaj. IL 53 =Visnu Dh. S VI 41 and

Nar. IV. 118 ) viz for appearance, for payment and for honesty

The first undertakes to produce a person before a court and

assures the court that the person concerned will not abscond

from the country ; the surety for payment agrees that in case

the debtor does not pay the principal and interest, be will him-

self pay both; the surety for honesty assures the employer or

other person with whom another man deals that the latter is an

honest and good man, that he would not deceive and that re-

liance may he placed on him ( 7ide Mit. on Yaj II 53 and Sm.

CEp 148 for these explanations). Br (S. B. E ™ vol. 33

p. 327 verses 39-40) speaks of four (including the three of Yaj

II. 53), his fourth being one who promises to deliver or restore

the assets that are with the debtor (such as household furniture

or ornaments). Y§j. and Ear. must be deemed to include this

last under the surety for payment. Kat. (530) 728 says that a

surety (lagnaJca) may be caused to be given for repayment (of

a debt), for appearance {upastMna), in lawsuits, for honesty

and for taking oaths (or ordeals). Ace. to Harlta a surety w

taken for five purposes viz., for keeping the peace {ablwja),

no. u!ra*n^tmf^«?Rn3s^n^,,i^ *** ' ftat on m " 53,

WT. sj p.' 247. „a_c
727. ^5%

^

?p* *f5nreW5» aw i *r&xsn
'

ifty <W *w*™"

V q byamRIP 655.^f^C H P 148 and ^ * p 2"

728. ^^^^J^^T^P^^«ran. 530 q, by Wqwfi P 655. vpef. *T. HI 249, H H- P '

Si oath or ordeal was to be taken or undergone at some future.date.

special oath or ordeal was to be taken or undergone at some imu« ««

.

ure y was taken from the party. A surety was a.so to be"*£*>«**
JJJ

toalU.gat.on (Y5] II 10). 3,*^ ^ «W» ^f^^Si

All the above kmds of suret.es are taken >n^modern c.v,I

*

ceedwgs V.deseel45of the C.v.1 Pro Code (for suret.est°r " p
bo

luceof ^ dec&a, order or repayment of money ordered *•££,„
pald.forrest.tut.on of property taken « «" 1^ f?J^ 'code and

ruVl. Order 38 r 5. Order 41 rules 6 and 10 of the C,v Pro.

Cr Pro. Code. chap. VIII. sec 426. 499 &c ,« cnm.ua. matters.
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for honesty, for repayment of debt, for deliveriug the debtor's

property to the creditor, for appearance "V. P. p 248 quotes

Vyasa (who mentions seven kinds of sureties) and remarks that

all can ultimately be Teduced to three varieties.

If the surety for appearance cannot produce the person at

the time and place agreed upon, he should in that case pay to

the creditor what he has bound himself to pay except where the

debtor is prevented from appearing by act of God or of the

king. But a period of a fortnight, a month or three fortnights

at the most should be allowed to the surety to find out the

absconding person 72
'. If he can produce him within that time

the surety would he free from liability ( Kat 531, 533, Br. in
S. B E vol 33 p. 327 verse 42 ). If the surety for appearance
cannot (even after time is given) produce the debtor or the
debtor dies then the surety has to pay from his own pocket the
money due from the debtor (Manu VIIL 158 and Kat. 532-33 ).

All this is subject to the proviso of the act of God or of"

the king.

Sureties of all kinds are personally liable to make good
the loss arising from the non-appearance of the debtor, or from
his dishonesty or non-payment (Yaj. IL 53, Visnu VI 41, Br. in
S B. E 33 p. 327 v. 41); hut the sons of the surety forappea-
rance or honesty were not liable, if the surety died 730

. Yet if the
surety for appearance or honesty stood surety only after taking
some security from the debtor for so doing, then even the son
would be liable to reimburse from such security the person

iT*%^ £""* °f 80ns and «*««"»» far the suretyship
debt of the father or grandfather will be discussed a little later
on. H there are several sureties, then each will have to pay a
proportionate part of the debt-, but if each of the sureties has
undertaken the whole liability of the debtor { i e. if the liability
of all xs jomt and several) then the creditor may at his wfflrecover the whole debt from any one of the sevLl SelS

4 «y *?ur5r. u. p 149, ^ *. p 249, ffttn on -^ M. 57,
'
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(Yaj II 55, Nar. IV. 120) Kat 538 states 731 a special rule

that whichever out of several sureties that have incurred joint

and several liability is found present at the place (of the

agreement) should be made, to pay the debt, if such a surety

has gone abroad his son may be made to pay the whole, but if

the surety be dead the son should be made to pay only the share

of his"father (there being several sureties) If a surety being

pressed or harassed by a creditor pays openly (before all people)

the debt (wholly or in part) 732 then the debtor will be made to

pay after three fortnights double of what the surety has to pay

( Yaj II 56, Nar. IV. 131, Visnu Dh S. VI 44, Kat 539) But

if the surety pays without being pressed he - would get only

what he paid and if the debtor reimburses the surety without

loss of time then he has not to pay double These rules apply

to money lent, but in the case of grain, clothes and liquids the

debtor must pay to the surety three, four or eight times respec-

tively ( Yaj II 57 ) Who could not he accepted as sureties has

already been stated ( on pp. 291-292 ).

Several were the modes of the recovery of debts Manu

(VEIL' 47-48) requires the king to make the debtor repay his

debt to the creditor in whatever way he can do it There is a

difference in the modes of recovery according as the liability is

admitted by the debtor or not. If liability is denied then the

only method is to file a suit for the recovery of the debt. But" tne

liability is admitted by the debtor, then Manu VHI 49 (=»ar iv

122), and Br (S B E vol 33 p 329 v. 54 ) mention five means of

recovery viz dham* (persuasion), njavahara i^P^S ibor upadln (trick), canla ( sitting dowr.at ta>dooO

or La (compulsion to do work or confinement It appear

fromAp Dh S (L 6 19 1) that the method of sitting at the

toteRecovery of debts was known to £p (the «*to so

doSgis designated^z^^

73!. ^^^^^i^^^^S^'
,n«iv.i20.^s vi 42. '^^n^rr^^^31^ m.

. undertake jcnnt and several^*»^^n v******

,J&inFTc«n 539. q byaHTCfBP «7. «* ? U1 P
'
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dated samoat 1198 (1141-42 A D.) this practice is called kaya-vrata

(tyorfi brahmanahTcoyavialam Mm mrvyate). Vide E. L vol. XI p. 37

atp 40 These modes of recovery except vyavabara are explained

by Brhaspati as follows :
m The method of dbarma consists in

sending messages ( to the debtor ) from his friends and rela-

tives, in persuading him to pay with sweet words, by following

the debtor (i e. by persistent dunning) and by frequent requests.

Trick consists in the creditor borrowing from the debtor some

ornament or other article under the pretext of its being required

in a festival and not returning it or in retaining what the

debtor has handed over to the creditor for being delivered to

another , that is compulsion when the debtor is brought to the

creditor's house, is then confined or beaten and thus induced to

repay the debt ; that is acatifa where the creditor keeps tied

his own wife or son or cattle at the debtor s house or sits down
at his door (fasting 1 Ail these methods could not be employed

in the case of all debtors Kat. ( 477-480 ) has already been cited

(on p. 383) to show how the king is to employ the various methods
in the case of brahmanas, traders &c. If the creditor employs
any one of the methods ( other than vyavahaTa ) and harasses

a debtor when the latter claims judicial investigation and there

is a doubt or dispute between the two as to the amount, the rate

of interest, the liability to pay, the creditor would lose his
claim and would have to pay a fine equal (to the claim) 734

Kat 589 and Br ^ < S. B E vol 33, p. 331 verses 63-65 ) lay
this down But when the debtor admits his liability and yet
does not pay and when the creditor therefore employs one of
the means (other than a suit) appropriate to the caste and
position of the debtor, then, if the debtor complains to the king

iwrrf *rrf%a ^iwrrrfhr 3jfSpsrs*!t i 3^iig,»fi> srrgcir ^rrnnt ?& *itnf& it v%t

«RC^T^^T ai()n3»H<U -Taaff qpafirsg ^r d<tMfatt-«lft ll ge q. by ^jfo^
II. p 164, intr JIT III p 255-256. gc^ft on SRg VIII 49, sjj jj

pp 256-257. -
,

»m it sj^nraf ?n&iGt -iiiaw^im^ i ipi TrafSreit aft tWrtst w 3^i&ii

^gw^twyw>*ga5iTOjjrgfifr.r wRH'swit ^f&«»rf?Ht m »
^5nr=5. II p 166, «f sr pp 259-260

^^tl^inn 589, q. by fShtr ornrt H 40.3mH>P 645, «r. * p 260.
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provides that wherew ,• ,•„ «,
»»•»»; &at (580-584)

so restrained has an inclination to answer calls of b^LT
should be followed behind by the £££% * £3 £allowed to go alone but fettered, that he should be allowed to

and that the surety will have to remain in restraint { while thdebtor 15 absent), that if the debtor cannot secure a surely or
does not accept the proposal of furnishing one he should be
confined in jail or should be kept guarded by men, but that a
respectable man who is trustworthy and pare in conduct should
not be put in jail, that he should be allowed to go without fetters
or after being bound by an oath. Manu Vm 177, Yaj E. 43,
JSTar. IV 131 lay down that if a debtor is unable to pay a debt
then he should be made to do work suitable to his caste in the
house of his creditor of the same or higher caste in order to
gradually liquidate the debt { but without detriment to his own
family

) and a brabmana debtor should be made to pay by easy
instalments 737

. Kaut. HI. 11 provides 733 that agriculturists
and king's servants should not be seized (for debts) at the

time when it is the season for them to work, nor a woman for

her husband's debt unless she has promised to repay her

ft <&UhQ%,4 itf^irsd^r ««»w3<t t *r 5annr>i Ptii-g."* vwft ita

SIT^T 31 « mtm 580-584 q. by ^(^ II p 165, S t PP 69-70,

wj Jt pp 257-256 ft X p 67 says that the mode in the first verse is a

method of .qqgu. In modern times 3 debtor who owes a decretal debt

can be kept in civil jail under Order 21 roles 37-40 of the Civil Pro.

Code In most European countries imprisonment for debts was abolished

only in the 2nd half of the 19th century Even now in England under

certain circumstances a judgment debtor may be imprisoned for 42 days

For ^roS Archf*' v,de sftisSmmRa i p 36 'wa je*m •• *r*

P*ft<t83ft ' _,

5SI#:n?er q. byft T. P 71, r* Ji.p 261.
_

. 738. snrren. gm^rSg nfen traswwi «r mft*i(&<ft rtw*^*^
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husband's debt, but wives of cowherds and those who take a lease

of lands for half produce may be arrested for non-payment by the

husband. As compared with the harsh legislation against debtors

in most ancient and medieval systems of jurisprudence the rules

laid down by the smrtis are very mild and humane739
. If there

were several creditors there was priority among them i. e. the

earlier debt prevailed over the later one; a brahmana creditor

however ( whatever the date of his advance) was preferred to a

ksatriya or other creditor (Yaj H. 41, Kat. 514). Kaut 740 states that

the debts owed to the Crown and a srotriya take precedence over

other debts -and that unless the debtor is going to abscond

several creditors should not simultaneously proceed against one

debtor. Section 56 of the Bombay Land Revenue Code makes

Government assessment a paramount charge on the land. But

ace. to Kat. ( 513 ) if several debts were contracted in writing

on the same date, they should all be treated as equal and paid

off pro rata from the debtor's assets if insufficient ; but, if a

creditor established that a particular article belonging to a
debtor was manufactured by the debtor with his money only,

that creditor alone got the money recovered by sale of the

article ( Kat. 515 ). Bharadvaja states741 that if a debtor has no
cash then the creditor should be paid by sale of the debtor's

other property in order viz. grain, gold, iron, cattle, clothes, land,

slaves, and conveyances, ( in the absence of fields ) his garden
and lastly his house and in the absence of even a house time
should be granted to debtors of the three higher castes.

739. Under the law of the Twelve Tables m Rome a creditor could put
the debtor to death or sell him to a stranger beyond the Tiber or, if there
were several creditors, they could divide the body of the debtor among them-
selves after the third market day (Table III In Ortolan's Roman Law p 106).
Vide Sen's 'Hindu Jurisprudence ' pp 316-17 for later Roman and Irish
rules -,

*it^ i d*3<tMi<i) %*w- ^TnfJfVn^s i sRre*n. q- by ^r(^. h p. i67,
TT © p. 255.

?« sifrw.w prm£ ^ffaft*fes *&m% i *trrfr ftr»v r$t$ m »ftni%<nir-

S$vt SrarmS wuiiitiMtoraA ?sshpt. « igarrfNr ^tud !RR5i?ra foShiiJ 11

VT5RI q. by an ft. P 254, TO W ID. 259, smnnTOTC p. 116.
In view of this passage the remark of Mr. Golap Chandra Sarkar in his
Hindu Law' (7th ed. of 1933) p 432 -Hindu Law nowhere contemplates
a compulsory sale of immovable property in execution of decrees' seems
hardly correct.

™»u.a

56
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When a debtor was not able to return the entire debt in a
lump, he should write on the back of the document of debt the

sums paid by him from time to time or the creditor may pass

a receipt (upagata or piaveiapatia, as the Mit designates it) to

the debtor signed by himself (Yaj II 93, Nar IV. 114,Visnu

Dh S VI 26 ). If the creditor, though requested by the debtor,

would not pass a receipt he was to lose the balance of his debt

(Nar. IV. 114) Nar. IV 115 and Br (SB E vol 33 p 332

verse 66 ) further provide that if the creditor does not write

down (either on the bond itself or in a separate document)

the money recovered by dliatma or some other method then the

debtor himself will be entitled to interest on the amount paid

by him 741« When the whole debt is paid off, the creditor

should tear off the bond of debt or he may execute another

document in order, to thow that the debtor is freed from the debt

(if the original is lost or is not within easy reach) and when a

debt is borrowed in the presence of witnesses, it should be re-

turned in the presence of the same or other witnesses (Taj IL

94,VisnuDh S. VI. 24-25) Nar IV 116 requires the creditor

to return the document when the whole debt is paid off or to

announce openly to others that it has been paid 742

It has now to be seen who (other the man himself) are

liable to pay a man's debt The liability to pay another's debt

may arise on three grounds, fa) religious, (2) equitable and

moral, (3) legal, such as agency (express or implied) or

authority. That the sons and grandsons of the original debtor

aie liable to pay on religious grounds the debt of ^father is

expressly stated by numerous, writers such as Kaut ill
.

u,

Y£.n 50. Nar. IV. 4, Br. (S. B. E vol 33 p.
£28 verse 49),

Kat (560), Vrddha-Harlta VH. 250-51, Visnu^Sja^

q^ .. 1? q. by ft T P. 80. «r. * P 277
_ ^^i

ft , ^ IV. 4. ™^^T**^^ZZ~ '

Jtfi n3^ a^nfepra^ » «im 560 q ****

pKrt.nfTP^'P- 264 -
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The important question is whether the smrtis declare the liabi-

lity of the great-grandson. It is clear that Bmttis like that of

Br. expressly say that the great-grandson is not liable to pay

his great-grandfather's debt. The Visnu Dh. S. VI. 28 says

that the descendants beyond the grandson need not pay if they

are unwilling to pay Others like Nar IV. 4 and Kat. say that

the obligation to return a debt ceases from the fourth. The
question is what is meant by the fourth i. e. is it meant to

exclude, in calculating, the original debtor or to include him ?

It is possible to hold (particularly because the great-grandson
is not expressly mentioned in most smrtis) that the fourth
means 'inclusive of the original debtor'. But this appears to

he in conflict with the rule in Manu IX. 137 (which is the same
as Baud Dh. S. H 9. 6, Vas. 17. 5, Visnu Dh. S. 15. 46) that the
son, grandson, and great-grandson confer the greatest spiritual
benefit on the ancestor, the rule (Manu IX 186, Nar. IV. 6 )
thatptt^os (in irBddha) are to be offered by three persons in
descent and the general rule that whoever takes the inheritance
must offer the pinda and pay the debts of the ancestor (Gaut.
XE. 37, Yaj. H. 51, Har. IV. 23, Visnu Dh. S XV. 40 and VI 39).
Therefore, following the canons, viz. the rights to property are
co-extensive with the liability to perform sraddha and to pay
off debts (which is quite logical and reasonable), that the
texts relating to the same subject matter muBt be harmonized
and reconciled as far as it is reasonably possible 71* to do
(ekuvakyatartiyaya), that apparently conflicting texts are to be
assigned their appropriate spheres {msayauyavastha), and that a
direct conflict (and so an option) is to be presumed only if no
other recourse is open, the Mitaksara and other commentators
put forward the interpretation that the texts stating that the
great-grandson is not liable to pay the great-grandfather's debt
apply only to cases where the great-grandson inherits no ances-
tral property, but that he «s liable if he takes ancestral property
Dr. Jolly m his note on ff&r. TV. 6 (in S. B E. voL 33 p 44)
remarks: the doctrine, viz. the liability to pay debts contracted

^JLJ^^^ '5 5tatea by *» ft« on^ * "«•«** <***-

JUSIS ***
ififr-'-

This view is ,~* °n^ £ 1«j**™*™™ **«* TO* The word tpffn*^ occurs «, Vedan-

Zt , 1 1"
Z

•

Ia Vithal V
-
Prahk* 39 Bom 373 at p. 379 thisPrinciple has been judicially recognized
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by an ancestor extends to the great-grandson, is opposed to theteaching of such an eminent authority as Vyiiammmi, who
vmntovnsmtlieMttaksarci thai the great^randsmi^ is rwtluAh
for debts contj acted by his great-grandfathe>,a.nd conversely that
he does not inherit his property* He makes similar remarks in
his Tagore Law Lectures for 1885 (on 'adoption, partition' &o.
p. 171 ). Dr. Jolly is under some misapprehension since the
Mit. in two places deals with this matter and expressly states
that the great-grandson is liable to pay debts contracted by his
greatgrandfather if he has taken ancestral estate but not other-

wise. The following propositions are deduoible from the smrti
texts and authoritative commentaries like the Mit and the

Vlramitrodaya ( VyavaharaprakSsa ). The 74S
first proposition is

that the debts of a man must be paid by his three descendants

(son, grandson and great-grandson) if they have ancestral

estate in their handB (Mit on Taj H. 51 quoted in note 745,

Sm. Up 171, V. P. p. 264). The 2nd proposition is that

even when no ancestral estate was taken by the descendants

the son was liable to pay his father's debts with interest, the

grandson wa§ liable to pay his grandfather's debt but without

interest and the great-grandson was not liable to pay even the

principal, if he was unwilling to pay. This proposition is

enunciated by Visnu Dh S "VT 27-28, Br. ( S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 328

745. On ^umitdiq &c. of^nf3 referred to above the fftar (on "
II 50) remarks, '*m im^ffcf *rr#T %*r 1 1%: I tfciJ<K4 JPfNlW "ft"

"

W^flrflMW I W»*n<rog?ft WMHM3 » On the words gagNw ftfltf*

(on^Tfll. 51) the frrat explains gtfraa^q MUMUjldW swfars^ft *n%ftw

ggPd H3j sRtfr ^pan: *n*T&$w»»st^ • S5i<n^ *z fi<tm«^unni3R ^pw
FJcg-rtiH I ». Dr Jolly probably misunderstood 'aigijldbWtff' and held it

to mean 'that a great-grandson does not take the ancestral estate ', but it
__

really means "'if he has not taken &c ' The **;uM. H. p 171 says ,
Upl

746 The first proposition is followed by modern decisions in British

India Vjde Lachmcm Das v Khutrnu 19 All. 26 (F. B )
which holds that

the mortgagee of a man who had mortgaged joint ancestral property can

enforce bis mortgage against the grandson of the mortgagor for the rela-

tion of .»tem< as well as principal. £A Naratn v. 0ttffO«>* ««
478, JH«s»« Ullah v. Damodar Prasad 48 All.' 518 (P. C )

where the B«T

Council held that the great-grandson ,s liable for the debts of h»,*£

SSfl-r—«*«'«'-* ^"those of his father or „ dfcfter

In all these cases passages from the smrt.s of Ya, . Nar. and Br and

the Mit. and the Vlramitrodaya are quoted and discussed.
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"v. 49 referred to on p. 443 ) and Kat. 556w. In Narasmliarav v.

Ardaji % Bom. H. C R. 61 it was held ( probably following Brhas-

pati, though not quoted in the judgment) that the grandson was

liable to pay the debt of his grandfather without interest even

if there was no ancestral estate. This was felt to be a great

hardship on heirs (taking no ancestral estate) and in order to

remove it Bombay Act YH of 1866 (the Hindu Heirs* Belief

Act) was passed whereby it is provided that a son or grandson

is not liable to be sued for the debts of his deceased ancestor

merely by reason of his being such a son or grandson and that

the son, grandson or other heir shall be liable orfly to the extent

of the assets that come to -his hands. The same is the law laid

down in other parts of India by judicial decisions. Br. (S B. E.

vol. 33 p. 328 verse 48) recommends thai the father's debt must
be paid first of all and after that one's own debt ; but a debt of
the grandfather must always be paid even before the prece-
ding 748 two kinds of debt. These two propositions of Hindu
jurists are very lucidly, but succinctly, set forth by the Vlra-
mitrodaya quoted below 749

. The third proposition (whioh is an
exception to the above two) is that even a son is not liable to
pay certain illegal and immoral debts of his father This pro-
position will be discussed a little further on A fourth proposi-
tion is that even when the father is not dead, the son, grandson
or great-grandson may be liable to pay the father's or other
ancestor's debt under certain circumstances. Yaj. H. 50 pro-
vides that sons (and grandsons) must pay the debt of the father
when he is dead or has gone to a distant country or is afflicted
with an incurable disease. Nar. 7* IV. 14, Visrm YL 37, Kat.

^L^ir^***^ **•
'
^^**^ 3m*it '<n*i'

SKn«n 556 q. by ?%/fc(. II. p 170 and f| T P 48. -

y ^„ P"
85, " * P- +7, to jit. HI p 264 „ .

t, tko JL S^^ P 650'"-* PP 5°-M. TO m III 264, *8&ha II
p. 189l«* ft pp. 25J-S6 Sonje of & tat toWLjfcaitjr^r,* - z rs ? '£,ssr-
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548-550 state that when the father, though living and near,

becomes an ascetic (ace. to Visnu), is afflicted with such diseases

or calamities as blindness from birth or loss of caste (due to

grave sins), lunacy, tuberculosis, leprosy and other (incurable)

diseases or when he has left his country or has gone on a long

journey or is very old (above 80) the son will have to pay the

debt of the father after the twentieth year (from his going

abroad). Ace. to V. R. (p 50) if the father's disease was incu-

rable or if it was certain that he would not return from his

journey then the son was bound to pay at once and was not

entitled to wait for 20 years Kat (552-553) introduces'51 a

further restriction that even when the father is dead, if the son

has not attained years of discretion (i e. if he is a minor) he

need not pay the debt of his father during his minority; but

when the proper time to pay arrives he must pay the debt,

otherwise the (ancestors) may remain in hell. Thus the son's

liability during the father's lifetime or absence was not abso-

lute but limited according to the smrtis and digests ;
judicial

decisions, however, have brushed all thiB aside and the sotfs

liability to pay his father's debts during the latter's lifetime is

now as absolute as after his death. This will be discussed

further on.

According to all smrti writers even the son, though he may

have taken the ancestral estate, is not liable to pay certain

debts of the father which are compendiously des0™f
*s

'illegal or immoral 'in the decisions of courts. Gaut. AU-

srj^ 552-553 q by *sf*». u P 164
' *» * S i& '

*ffrj1*p|ft*«vr *wfWm*M<™*» ™JS?Z2^

^T debts (nenLoned a *«-J*"_SZ- -J ftfcRH V ' ^3«^^

Hi p. 266. ft t. P "•^^ZjL^fiLsr-nq.by^rroa^ B>47'

**fr* n. p 17°-
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38 Kaut.m.16, Mann TOL 159-160, Vas \6. 31,m tt 47

andS.KlLr.IV. 10, Br. (S.B. E. vol. 33 p 329 Terse 51), Kat

(564-565), Usanas and Vyasa provide that the son is notW
to pay the following debts of his father viz. those incurred as a

surety (for honesty or appearance), fox drinking or m gamb-

ling, those arising from idle promises (to bards, wrestlers and

the like), debts for promises made under the influence of wrath

or illicit love to women, the balance of a fine or toll and those

that are not vanmhanka. A debt arising from wrath is explai-

ned by Kat as one where the father causes physical injury to

another or destroys another's property through anger and then

promises something to pacify the person wronged. As regards

the suretyship debts of the father, Y&j. II. 54, Vyasa and Kat.

(561) provide that when the father was a surety for payment,

then the son was bound to pay the principal of the debt for

which the father stood surety, but the son of the son was not

liable at all to pay the suretyship debt of his grandfather even

when the latter was a surety for payment ,S3
. These verses

about the debts which the son was not bound to pay have been

quoted and explained in numerous decisions of the courts. But

as this work does not profess to be a treatise on modern Hindu
Law those cases are passed over here. "What is meant by
'debts that are not vyavaharika' has presented the greatest

difficulty to the medieval commentaries and digests and also

to modern courts as noted below'54. Kat 534 further notes that

753 sK*fi«ram£'fen! tti5*iMnitl gs: t w* 4«i-«m«i t 3 sr ^unSfa
fsHW.lt swstq bytheftrit on n? II 54; urifoWT'm nt§<t?d.4 S)3M!'
f^a; 1 SJ$mi3^ %«n@rent ^jfo §d**j,« astern q bysurofip 656, fS ^ p,44,

754. TRSt t *MHtflR)ti 1 wnmiftiMJ; I aWCt& P 658 , * 4>R^ '

Sgftrt II p. 170; * ^rre^lfv* tjarHH tfffifikm I «r. 1 p. 265: sf

sgfitT'iWfa'rf- \ "iwifljls THW3R«li3e$tW, I ft f% p 17. Cote-

hrooke translates st sqw^iR^ as "debt for a cause repugnant -to good
morals" ; other renderings are 'which as ,a decent and respectable man
the father ought not to have incurred' (32 Bom, 348 at p. 351); "not
lawful, usual or customary ' (39 Cal. p 862 at pp. 868-869), 'not suppor-
table as valid by legal arguments and on which no right eonld be esta-
blished tn a conrt of justice in the creditor's favour' (37 Mad, 458 at
p 460): vide B<» Mam v Osafah 33 Bom, L. R 130 (at p 133) and
Sal v. Mmeklal 56 Bom 36 where the various meanings of ' avyavaharilia

'

and the conflict of judicial decisions are set out (at pp 50-53) In the
latter case the -wide meaning of the words given in 32 Bom 348 has been
disapproved of (at p 53) In Covtttiprasad v. Raghuuathprasad I. !_, e.
1 1939) Bom. 533 a Full Beach has dealt with the meaning of avyavahanka'.
In Hcmra; v. Khanchaad 1 L R. (1943) All, 727 the Privy Council state
the various renderings of avjaVahanka. given by different authors and judges
and bold that ColebrooS.e's rendering"males the nearest approach to the real
meaning ot the word as used in the sroriis and that it is the character of the
dent that Is to be looked to and not the actions of the father.
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f7o,

where the father became a siiwfv t„,
after receiving a pMS6 hom\t

appearar< or *<>*«*)

became, then the ZltSTJ? VWS°\ Whoss m^ he

">oney due from thTp edgeVTcS 5?, *"ft* Pay*
gone abroad ws.

SS the father is dea<J orbas

The case law on the subject of the father's dehta «„,* a
«J.

liability to pay them hasmm£££Z££Bus is not the place to discuss the case-law. BuTas tTcoZ
"edS ss it t

llow the Hindu ^^t:sjuecuevaj digests, it is necessary to examine some nf ««
pnncip 6S !aid down by the latesfdeoisionTtte iSvy(WIn ^y Aferam v. Mangla Prasad a I A. 129 (=46111.95)the following fire propositions are laid down by the Prfw

undivided estate cannot alienate or burden the estate gao
manager except for purposes of necessity; (2) if he' is the
father and the otter members are the sons, he may, by incurring
debt, so long as it is not for an immoral purpose, lay the estate
open to be taken in execution proceeding upon a decree for
payment of that debt ; (3) if he purports to burden the estate
by mortgage then, unless that mortgage is to discharge an
antecedent debt, it would not bind the estate ; (i) antecedent
debt means antecedent in fact as well as in time, that is to

say, that the debt must be truly independent and not part of

the transaction impeached; (5) there is no rule that this

result is affected by the question whether the father, who
contracted the debt or burdened the estate, is alive or dead. It

755. ^itfar^tHfra 35PRT %t$t *&r, i ftstr fait sir am? qw
'PJnrcWSiT ll^iCTT 534, q. by the"Mjt. on Yaj II 54, wmk P 6S6.

Vide Choudlum Govmd Chandra v Hayagrtba 10 Patna 94, where it was

held tbat when a father -stood surety {or the honesty or good behaviour ol

another as guardian for a minor's property, the son was not bound to pay

the saretysbip debt of the father. In Kottapalh v Kanuparli 58 Mad

375, where the father executed a snrety bond that a certain judgment debtor

would file an insolvency petition within a specified period and the debtor

failed to do so, it was held tbat the guarantee was one for confidence or

honesty and that the sons were not liable on the father's death Similarly id

Dhtr Nttram v Shtvtt Sahay A. I R. 1935 Fatna 13?" it was held that sons

are not liable under Hmdn Law where the father stood surety for appearance

only In Narayan v Venkatacharya 6 Bom L. R 434 it was held tbat

under the law of the Mitaksara a grandson is not liable to pay a debt which

his grandfather contracted as a snrety unless the latter in accepting the

liability of a surety received some consideration for it.
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is necessary to see how far these principles., agree with' or

deviate from the law of the ^ smrtis and the digests. The first

proposition is in consonance with the law of the smrtis and of

the commentaries likejhe Mit. Taj. H. 45 -provides 756 that

whatever debt is contracted by the head of the joint -family for

the necessities of'the 'family has to-be paid by the members

who take the ancestral estate When the head is dead or goes to

' a foreign country. The Mit. on YSj 31 114 quotes and explains

a smrti text " Even one (the head or manager of a joint family)

can make a mortgage, sale or gift of immovable property in a
tim9 of distress, for the necessities of the family and particular-

ly for religious and charitable purposes ". What is meant by
' debts in times of distress ' and ' fcutumbsrthe ' is explained by
Kg* (,542-43 ) quoted in n. 756. This has been the foundation
of numerous cases, the first and the most important of which is

that ,of Hunoomtmpersaud v. Mussumat Babooee 1? 6 Moore's
Indian Appeals p. 393 (P. C. ). The 2nd proposition laid down

756 affor%; ggBttif^ g tgfl^ I sgwftfl iira $> sfiftit 3T gg-

WWt q by anrosi p. 647. tro HI HI p 268 Nir. IV. 3, Mano Vin 166
Viran Dh S. VI. 39 contain similar provuaons, all of them employing
the word gganif (for the purposes or benefit of the family).

employ the follomng words that have become classical : 'The power of themanager for an .nfaut heir to charge an estate not h, own „ nnder the

• a a case of need or for the benefit of the estate. The actnal pressureLhe estate, the danger to he averted or the benefit to bei t̂

"
toparbcnlar Instance, is the thing to be ,regarded....Theythin?that athe lender does vnonire aoQ acts hones„ rea! eri5tMC

™
â

the validity of h,s charge and they do not think that under sncb cir^rT

the actnal pressure, the benefit to be conferred- and the remarksIwmqoiry by the lender are a prolific source at i,«„ 4
-*„ T t

abont

to a mass of case law JnL.R 511T Z,tl WZ^ b?*#™ ti*

acKnowIedgmaitonoan Bsaes and gets a decree n7«f-. *
* SImpIe

can follow and the estate can betofa!

,

0B th,s dec"* emotion~ta thetbtZSSL&r*' ^^ CanBOt
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above also follows from several smrtis (such as Yaj. & 5r

Visnu Dh S. VI 35, Nar. IV. 2, 4, 6) and the ruleB abou

immoral debts cited above. But it is difficult to understate

why the Privy Council make a distinction between a simple

personal -money debt of the father and a debt secured by-

mortgage ( as in propositions 2 and 3 ). The ancient texts and

commentaries make no Buoh distinction. Vide 42 Mad 711 at

p. 731, 26 Bom. 206 at pp. 217-B19 (F. B.) and 60 Bom. 311 (P. B..

where this is pointed out. With the greatest respect it must

be said that the distinction is not only without dharmasSstra

authority, but is also - anomalous. The distinction between

' antecedent debt ' and a debt contracted at the time of execut-

ing a mortgage is unknown to the smrtis or digests. The

Privy Council had used for the first time in a very early case

( viz. Suraj Bunsi v. Sheo Proshad 6 L A. 88 at p. 106 = 5 Cal.

148, 171) the words 'antecedent debt'758 for which there is

nothing corresponding in the Sanskrit authorities and round

which elaborate arguments came to be centred in numerous

later oases According to the Privy Council (proposition 5)

the son's pious duty "to pay his father's debt is as absolute

during the father's lifetime as after his death. It has been

shown above that the duty was not absolute but qualified and

limited during the father's life according to the smrtis.

Yaj. H. 52, Kaut. (HI 11) provide 759 that husband and

wife, father and son and brothers cannot, as long as they

are undivided, stand sureties for each other or be debtors

and creditors of each other or be witnesses *"•»*««

The Mit. has a long note on Yaj. H. 52. It shows that ajffe

may be divided as to estate from the husband if ti»W*

desLs(aslaid down in Yaj. H. 114 ) and tha* a**£
there may be the relation of debtor and creditor between

them.

758 The propos.tion ted down .n 6 I. A «»™£'
1ZS£.

ancestral property has passed out of a j.^J^Tm or .
veyance executed by a father n consideration of ««™J exccnll0n of

order to ra.se money for au antecedent^"^^^ to pay 1**

a decree for the father's debt, h.s sons, by reason of their a j ^
father's debts, cannot recover that property -*-*j££ „,„ Dob«

were contracted for immoral purposes and that the pa

that they were so contracted '.

^ft*™** m**®** * S
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The Mit. further explains the sutras of Spastamba760
( lp. I>h.

S. D. 6. 14. 16-19 ) which lay down ' there can he no division

between husband and wife, for since the day of marriage they

have to' perform religious rites together, they also participate

together in the rewards of merit arising from religious rites

and also in the wealth acquired ; for this reason when the

husband has gone abroad if the wife spends on necessary

occasions (out of five family wealth) it is not declared to be

theft *. The Mit. explains that the absence of division between

husband and wife is restricted to religious rites performed with

irmrta fires or smarto fire and in the rewards of meritorious acts

and not in all actions or as to all property. Therefore in other

charities where no sacred fire is required (purta acts such as

constructing a well or a public park ) they have separate rights.

Vide S. V. pp. 353 for various explanations of Bhaxuchi and

others on £p. Dh. S. and V. P. pp. 255-56.

The father is not bound to pay his son's personal debt ; the

husband is not liable to pay the wife's debt, nor the wife her

husband's or son's But in all these cases if the debt is incurred

for the benefit or purposes of the family by the son, the wife or

the husband then the father, husband or wife respectively would
be liable (Yaj JL 47, Nar. IV. 10-11, Kat. 545, 579

J*1
. H the

father promised to pay his son's individual debt or if he appro-
ved or acquiesced in it he was liable to pay it. Manu VTTT 167
Yaj IL 45, Nar. IV. 12, Br. (S. B. K 33 p. 329 v. 50), Kat. (545

)

provide that a debt incurred for the purposes of the family by
any one such as the son, brother, uncle, the wife, the mother,
the pupil or a servant or a slave even without the consent of
the head of the family when he has gone abroad, should'be paid
by the head of the family. This liability and the liability when
the manager of a family contracts a debt for the benefit or neces-
sities of the family arise from agency (implied) or authority.
Kaut. (HL 11 ) holds that the husband may be seized (for work)

7
™l 3nuwt«ft$ fawn fSsn* i mfamgm ifSt w^grsgi ?wr s«re&g

i^n^uSs "* * * ft *i$3>HHt 3f*ri%* qft ^WiftaPd i ant. u- « n.
6. 14. 16-19.

^

*ggi W <KR»1T (545) q- by aWttSt p. 648. w VT- p. 268, fc. *. 56. WTO*
reads 3l«*»<WU<lRl«W. amjw would mean agnates residing »n the house.
This verse is quoted in Viresvami v, Apfiasvamt 1 Mad. H. C. R p

W«ft <l *$. q. by *gfa*. II. p. 174.
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if he starts to go abroad without providing for the return of

the debt contracted by bis wife 7ffl

The general rule that the husband was not liable to pay the

wife's debt had an exception viz the husband was liable for the

debts of the wife in the case of cowherds, vintners, actors,

washermen and hunters ( and the like ) whose income depends

on their wives and whose household expenses are defrayed by

their wives (Yaj IL 48, Vi&mi Dh S VI. 37, Nar IV.' 19)

Similarly the rule that the wife was not liable for the husband's

debt had certain exceptions, viz a debt of the husband which sho

promised to pay because he was dying or going abroad or whiob

was contracted jointly with her husband'63
( Yaj II 49, Nar

IV 16-17 ) The Mit. on Yaj. IL 49 answers the objection raised

by some that, as according to Manu VEI. 416 ( =TJdyogaparva

33. 64) the wife, son and slave are without property and whatever

they earn is acquired for him to whom they belong, the wife

would not be able to pay anything at all The reply is that

this verse of Manu does not mean that a wife or son can own no

property at all, but all that it declares is that they have no

independent power to dispose of their property.

The order in which persons are liable to pay a man's debts

after his death is declared by Yaj IL 51, Nar IV. %&, Br. ( SB B.

vol.33 p. 329 verse 52), Eat (562, 577), Visnu?" VI 29-20.

^ 546. 547 q. by ^f^ II P IW. «r * PP »M74 In It. »«»
121 at p 124 Bit 546isc.ted. In Narofam v Nanka 6 Bom. 473 it

Sid that . mamed woman who contract a debt jointly «rfh her husband

was l.able to the Extent of heV strUhana only anonot pnMriftr

(562) q by femff on *T H 47 .
frm*%"Z^££m.' Jib*

area sr^^ '
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Whoever takes the wealth of the deceased ( whether a so, -a

then he who talces ms
i

w
deceased's widow,

and moral principle that whoever takes the weal
f,°*

fte Zmi or his widow (over whom the debasedi^M

a sort of dominion) was bound to 'pay his debts There

ap^ars to be some conflict between- the' tart. ;
but it is more

apparent than real Verses (like Kat 577 )
where the son

is Placed after the taker of wealth and before the taker of the

widow refer to a son who has separate and independent wealth

of his own and is more wealthy than the taker of the widow

(though he himself being disqualified did not succeed to,

ancestral wealth) When there is no wealth and there are

several sons one of whom is congenitally blind or otherwise

incompetent to succeed then the other sons are liable. From

the fact that the taker of the widow is made liable for the debts of

the first husband it should not be supposed that the ancient sages

approved of widow-remarriage. On the contrary they condemned

it ( vide Manu V. 162 ), but, as tbe Mit. ( on Yaj. JL 51 ) remarks,

remarriages took place by custom among certain castes and

nothing could prevent persons from taking widows as kept

mistresses Therefore as the wife was half of, the husband

( ace. to Vedic and other passages q. in H. ofDh. vol H pp. 428,

584 n. ) she was practically the husband's wealth ( Nar. IV,

%% expressly says so )
76S and so the taker of the widow was

saddled with the obligation to pay the debts of the deceased.

This sentiment continued to modern times and in the Bombay
Presidency the Legislature had to declare (by Bombay Act VII

of 1866, sec 4 ) that ' no person who has married a widow shall

merely by reason of such marriage, be liable for any of the

debts of any prior husband of Buch widow '. The Vaijayantl

on "Visnu Dh. S. VI 30 quotes Yaj. It. 51 and Nar. IV. 23 and

765. sWSTCsf SJ55PET y.tR<i}nf§ Tt (Sit ' *T 3»T*nSgoT ^Js %? ?P3T ^t^

TRs u irc? rv 22 ; jfiTVinisi swjfJ %nwi3tf3* t w*rafa gmic<iTciH>Mpflre:

TW35J§tfiaqoiisro*nJl.lffttn. on it II. 51. Thenstrea^^fttppftT) verses

45-53 are quoted by the Mit.
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explains them differently. According to it the word'putra'

( in Yaj II. 51 ) is qualified by all the three adjectives viz
1

rikthagr&ha ', ' yosidgraha ' ( one who Is married) and 'ananya-

sritadravya ' { one who has no wife nor child and one who has

taken no ancestral wealth, either because he does not desire it

or because none exists ). Therefore according to it among sons,

the son that takes ancestral wealth has to pay the debts of the

father, on failure of such a son when some of the sons are

married and some are not, the married ones have to repay

ancestral debts and lastly when there are no married sons the

one that is wifeless, childless and' also without wealth has to

pay them.

Niksepa ( deposit ). The words mksepa, upamdh and nwsa

are sometimes said to be synonyms (as done byAmara) 7",

though several ancient works define them separately. According

to Yaj IL 65 upamdhi is the deposit of an article enclosed in a

box or the like made with another without telling him of the

contents of the box. Yaj H. 67 holds nyasa and niksepa to be

different from upanidhi. Naxada 7" as quoted in the Mit on

Yaj. II. 65 defines upanidhi as the deposit of an article in
i

a

sealed receptacle without counting it in the presence of the

person to whom it is entrusted and without telling him what

the receptacle contains, while a niksepa is a deposit entrust

to a man after counting the articles in his presence. Manu

VEtt 149 (-Vsb.16.18), Kaut. W. 12 hold mksepa and upa-

nidhi to be distinct. A verse quoted by Ksn-asvanun onl Amara

defines nyasa as an open deposit and niksepa as the delwery

of some goods to an artist or craftsman for bemg-worked «y

£

Inufactared. Nar. (V. 1 and 5) defines

"J*
"*

deposit of one's articles with another through «**££$.
upanidhi is defined in the same way as Yaj ^ 65.W*
defines nyasa as an open deposit for safe custody and mS^P

as delivery of one's article to another for handing over to

987. vm ««* i smnmfi** *s* w*w '

a**""1
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third. K&t (592) makes 769 upamdh a generic term for all bail-

ments such as a Bold article remaining in the hands of the

vendor, a deposit, a pledge, bailment to one for delivery to

another; loan of article for temporary use, goods handed over

for sale to an agent. The Mit. on Yaj, IL 67 defines nyasa as

handing over to some member in the house an article in the

absence of the head of the house for delivery to the head of the

house and niksepa as a deposit in the presence of the depositee

himself. The V. P. p 280 briefly distinguishes the three as
noted below. 770

Niksepa or upantdhi -was a bailment made in trust and
differed from an adh in this that the former was not given by
way of security for a debt or for collecting interest but in
confidence for safe custody. 771 Br. { SBE vol. 33 p. 332 verse 2 )

says that such a deposit is made with another when one is

leaving one's home, or through fear of the king or for depriving
one's kinsmen. 7" Manu VHI 179 (=NSr. V. 2) says that one
should entrust a deposit to a person who is born of a good
family, is well-conducted, knows dharma, speaks the truth, has
a large family, is wealthy and straightforward. The person
with whom a deposit iB made generally receives no personal
benefit from it ; hence the smrtis ( such as Br. in SBE 33 p. 333
verses 6-8 ) extol the holder 773 of a deposit made in trust to be
as meritorious as one who makes gifts of gold or other inferior

'69, ^ft SlfSlaftRra MmiHlfedMRwr. I Wprffa 4, ^fegqftfe:
TO.» W^n S92q.by^(i^.,II. p 3, amp* p 662, fifcrew (p 27.

**«*, ir. P iw.w. m. m . nsi^TTT^S £
(first two only).

P
'

'
3m™ P 66z
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metals or clothes and condemn the misappropriation of a
deposit or the losing of it through negligence as very Binful The
idea is that no one -is hound to accept "a deposit, bat when a

person -accepts it, his primary duty is to preserve it with care

and the next duty is to return it at the time agreed or on

"demand. The obligation, arises from the trust reposed in a

person. The rights of the bailee are limited as compared, to

those of the mortgagee or pledgee, but the very fact of his

custody in trust" clothes him with certain rights The amount of

care required of the depositee is the same as in the case of an

adlu, viz he is to take the same care of it as he takes of his own

goods and is not liable if the deposit is lost { along with Mb own

property ) through act of God or the king or is stolen by thieves

( Manu VIE. 189, Taj. II. 66, Nar. V. 9 and 12, Br. in S.B.E 33

p. 333, verse 10, Kat. 593 )."4 In the Mrcchakatika Csradatta

accepts liability for the loss of the ornaments deposited with

him by Vasantasena, though they were stolen, because of his

high sense of chivalry and of his'idea that proper care was not

taken by him or his friend. But Nar V 9 is careful to add

that the loss through vis maiar or through theft must be real and

not fraudulently brought about «s Nar. V. 6 and Br (in

SBE 33 p. 334 verse 14 ) state that a deposit may be made in the

presence of witnesses or without them, that it should be returned

in the same way and condition in which it was made and that

if there is a dispute, it may be settled by ordeal (when there

are no witnesses)"6 The article deposited must be retonea

in the same condition (as regards seal *>• > »"

'

lu

S
rt *"

handed over ( Taj 31 65 ). It must also he returned to theman

hSself who made the deposit and not to his co-owners (Manu™
185, Br. in SBE 33 p 333 verse 9%m He is estopped

775. ^•^^^^•^^< t^^^' ,̂!SmŜ
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from recognising the title of any one except the depositor, a6

in Bection 116 of the Indian Evidence Act. But if the bailor

be dead the bailee can return it of his own accord without

demand to the co-owners ( Manu VIIL 186 = Nar. V. 10 ). In

doing so however he must not return it to one of several heirs,

but to all or in the presence of all. The loss of a deposit may
be due to the fact that the bailee consumes it by using it, or to

the bailee's negligence or to his ignorance. In these cases the

bailee was made to reimburse the bailor for the loss. But Eat.

( 597 )
W8 makes a difference, viz. when a bailee consumes the

deposit by use he should be made to pay the price with interest,

when he loses it through negligence he iB to pay only the price
{but without interest) and if he loses through ignorance, then
he is to pay a little less ( i e. less by one-fourth ) than the price.
Vide Br. ( S B E vol. 33 p. 333 verse 11 ) and Nar. V. 8. If a
bailor knowing the proposed bailee to be a careless man deposits
his goods with him, the bailee is not liable even if the goods
are lost from any cause whatever ( Kat. 599 J.

7" H immediately
on demand by the depositor the bailee does not return the thing
deposited or it is lost after demand from any cause whatever
(including act of God or king), the bailee has to return the
thing or the price of the thing (when lost) and also is liable
to be fined by the king in the same amount { Yaj. H. 66 Nar
.V.7). If the bailee makes use of the article bailed without
the permission of the bailor, he should be fined by the king and
should be made to return the thing batted with interest (Taj.
tt 67 Nar V. 8). In the Baj..T. ( TEL 124^157 ) occurs the
story of a person who had deposited one lakh of dinaras witb a

HS! f*
halTtlU

l
raWn BOme mm»* ftom <*** to time.

L^W f ^\?*J?0tt *" balance was landed, themerchant furnished a statement of accounts giving a list of

«!««*• mm. 596-597. gaoled b, TO. *,. m. p^3 SSbJw^ZI«* * P 283 (aScnbes597 to both^^ and^, ^" „
'"^

-say^ara 'ssrzrjrjtrss;

^.p-araT *** p
'
in

' TO- **• m- P- 283, ft. ,.89,

58
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fictitious items of withdrawals for many years with interest

and showing that very little of the deposit was loft The king

brought home the fraud to the merchant and ordered that

the original deposit being used by the merchant should bear

interest.

Kat. (506) provides that when a deposit, a balance of

interest, purchase price ( not paid though the article be delivered

to vendee ), or sale price ( article sold being retained by vendor

though price is paid) is notreturned or paid when demand is made,

it carries interest at 5 per cent (from the date of demand).'*1

Manu VIE. 191 (which is almost the same as Nar. V. 13) provides

that where a bailee doeB not return the deposit though demand-

ed or where a person without making a deposit claims it from a

person, both are to be punished as a thief by the king and to

be made to pay a fine equal in amount to the price of the bailed

article (claimed). The deposit has to be taken back at the

proper time by the depositor and the bailee has to avoid returning

it at an improper time; if the latter returns at an improper

time he should be made to pay a fine double of the value of the

thing 781 (Eat. 601).

Yaj. H. 67, Bite V. 14, Br.» ( S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 334 verse

15) extend these rules about mksepa to other kinds of bail-

ments viz. to yacUaka ( an article such as an™ent toowed

from a man on a festive occasion), armhda (what is handed

oT to a third man and is the property of another and

t ...Qur rr O. 182, «r. *• «*'
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( pp. 436-437 ). Kaut. 783 JDL 12 states that a yacitaka or avaWta
( lent on hire ) article should be returned in the same condition

in which it was received. If lost through act of God or king or

through theft ( after taking proper care ) the depositee would
not he liable. Est. ( 610 ) provides 784 that he who having taken
the loan of an article for use does not deliver it even on demand
should be restrained (by the owner) and forcibly made to

return it and fined by the king if he does not return it ; he
should be made to pay the price with interest ( if the thing be
lost after demand ). If the loan of an article was taken for a
specified period or for a particular occasion or purpose and a
demand for return be made in the middle and the article is

not returned when demanded, the person taking the loan
would not be made to pay the price : but if a person who has
taken on loan an article does not return it after the period
fixed has expired or the purpose is served, the borrower must
offer to the owner the price if the article be destroyed or
lost and if he does not return even after demand (when
the period has ended ) the borrower would have to pay the price
with interest.

Kat (609) Btates a reasonable counter-exception to the
rule in 606 viz. 'when the owner of an article borrowed by
another is likely to sustain loss if the article borrowed were not
returned on demand, then the borrower should be made to
deliver it even though the time fixed has not ended or the pur-
pose of the loan was only half fulfilled '.

/«|JST»
ai6

.^
om

!1.^
6
?
ial TOleS about tilpmyasa also. Kat.

US^5^
.^d«sthat « an artisan or craftsman retains anarticle delivered to him beyond the time that was settled (or

and ts supported by ^nvnPTWVSftTp «VJESJTS?*
'

'

Wilt ^^^T^^V^'^n'^^^- *
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agreed ) for finishing the work he should he made to pay ( its

price ) even if the article was lost through act of God, but the

artisan shall not be liable to pay the price if the article were
to be lost through defects in the article itself ; if ( however

)

what is delivered for being worked or polished is destroyed

through the fault of the artisan he should be made to pay the

price 785
.

From the fact that Kat. 596 (quoted above in n. 778) employs

the expression
'

dapyah sa eoa tat' (he alone who misappro-

priates or causes loss of a deposit by negligence ), the words of

Oaut. XII 39 ( quoted above under adfo ) and the fact that

niksepa is a title distinct from rnaduna (under which alone

the liability of sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons is expressly

declared ) it follows that sons are not liable for the misappro-

priation or loss of a deposit or article bailed to their father

or other ancestor provided they have not themselves joined

or helped in the embezzlement or loss This is made clear

by Haradatta on Gaut. X3L 39, the Vivadacintamani and the

Vivadacandra quoted below 786
.

It is interesting to note that Har.'« V. 15 places on the

same level (as to liability for loss ) with the depositee and the

like the man who takes in his charge a minor that has a good

deal of wealth i.e the person undertaking the position of the

guardian of a minor's property has to take as much care of it

as of his own and k liable in the same circumstances as a

^flS,mm oo3-co< , by^. n p .«.m*£ *• ***£
p. 98 The example oE 601 given » Sm C and others is 01

Severed to a washerman and torn » the process of cleanmg. aW
Sec iei of the Conuact Act with verse 004. ^^

786. *$m vffi* *r™*s- * *$*ZJ£ ^TSTi

^tpns^rat t&w™?**^ ifttSvmn. at«m^s

the 16th year) ' *ism *W!S*«ll«l"» «« "Wl

VIII US employ the word.
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depositee would be for loss °f the Tf(Z?Aout
section 27 of the Guardian and Wards Act ( VIII of 1890

)
for

the care required of a guardian 788
.

7SS. The British India Courts have been very much exercised over

the question o£ the liability of ancestral property in the hands of the son for

the obligations incurred by the father by his misconduct or embezzlement
either as agent or manager for another or as guardian of a minor's property.

It would follow from the passages quoted in n. 786 that ancestral property

in the hands of the sons is not liable, ace. to some of our digests, if the father

used or lost a deposit or loaned article by his negligence or mismanaged a
minor's property It is firmly established that the son is not liable for a debt
Incurred by the father in circumstances which would render the father liable

to a criminal prosecution. Vide Toshanpal Singh v District Judge of
Agra 61 1. A 350. In the latest case on the point, Gavtndprasad v.
Raghunathprasad 41 Bora L. R. 589 IF. B ) the exemption is carried
further and it is recognized that as to the exemption of the son for * avyav-
ahartka ' debts of the father, there are many cases which cannot be recon-
ciled, that it is repugnant to good sense to construe ancient texts ra the
light of a system of criminal Jurisprudence developed long after, and that
the correct rule is to hold that ' the son can claim immunity when he proves
that the debt of the father was of a character which was illegal, dishonest or
immoral (p G02) though difficult cases may arise in the application of this
rule It would be far beyond the scope of this work to cite or discuss the
other numerous decisions.



CHAPTER XVn

ASVAMTOKRAYA ( sale by one not the owner ).

The different modes of the sources of ownership have
already been referred to ( H. of Dh. vol. IL pp. 130 ff ) and will

be referred to again under dayabhaga. According to Nar. VH, 1

and Be. ( SBE vol. 33 p. 335 verse 2 ) when 789 a person, who

holds an open deposit, a sealed deposit, an article bailed for

delivery to another, stolen property, an article borrowed for

some festival, a pledge, or property lost by a stranger and

found (by him ), sells it in secret ( or behind the back of the

owner ) it is to be considered as a sale by one who is not the

rightful owner. Vyfisa has a similar verse. The word ' sells

'

is only illustrative and includes gifts and pledges. Similarly

as most sales by one not the owner are clandestinely brought

about, Br. employs the words ' in secret ' but even if the sale is

effected openly the same consequences may follow. The same

rules will apply to an article lost by the owner and found by a

stranger. Kat. ( 612 ) provides
790 that a sale, gift, or pledge,

made by one who is not the owner, should be rescinded ( by the

king or judge), Mann VHI. 199 and Nar. (q. by Sm. 0. II.

p. 213, V. P p. 291 ) and others say the same thing. Yaj. IX 168,

Nar. YII 2 provide that the owner is entitled to recover hw

property from the person that purchases from one who is not

the owner. If the buyer purchases an article not in the open

market, then he is liable for punishment ; if he purchases from

one who could have no means of possessing the thing sold

(such as a slave without the master's consent) or_foi
;

a very

inadequate price or at a very unusual hour (at midnight or

S3,,,*., by^H^ ^^l^STWE

fcrf aB one word ' sm&*l m (*«** '
*™™'"

ord and an advnb.

Ski**""* fl" P 195sayS3R^'%lTa^Uy ln'!c t the absent

he latter had to explain .» this way .n order to flireclly

£S£ ««. aU the three k,ndS of transactions.
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the like ) or from bad characters then he is to be punished as a

thWi.B.168, Vfenu J>K S. V. 166. Nlr VH. 3, Manu

Vffl 202 Br. in SBE vol. 33 p. 336 verse 11). Such a sale is a

fraudulent one H the buyer purchases (through ignorance)

in market overt from one who is not the owner, he incurs no

blame ( no punishment), but he may have to hand over the article

to the real owner ( Visnu Dh. S. V 164-166 ).
™

' The purchaser

*rom one not the real owner can free himself by producing the

vendor (called mWa in Manu VEL 202, Br. andKat.)and

should not attempt to conceal from whom he came by the

thing, otherwise he would be liable to be punished equally

with the vendor as a thief ( N&r. VII. 4 ). Br. ( SBE 33 p. 335

verse 3), Manu Vm. 201 and YSj. H 170 say that when the

vendor has been produced by the vendee, then the latter is not

to be proceeded against, but the vendor has to litigate with the

real owner who has lost his property and when the vendor

loses the suit he has to pay the price to the buyer and a fine to

the king and &e owner gets his property back. 792 If the

vendor has gone abroad adequate time should be granted to

the purchaser to produce him ( KSt 615 ). The purchaser in

order to escape blame ( punishment) has to produce the vendor

and if that cannot be done owing to the vendor's absence he
has to prove that he purchased753 openly (Br. in SBE 33

p. 335 v. 4, Manu VIE. 202, Eat. 615, 618-619 ). If he cannot
do any of these two, then the purchaser would be liable to pay
the price to the real owner as claimed and a fine to the king.

Manu VHI. 198 prescribes that one who sells without being the
owner but being a member of the owner's family should be fined

600panas,while avendorunconnectedwiththe realowner'sfamily
should be dealt with as a thief. The same rule applies to a

79i. aspire-, irana *t. toH s&ofhn^srsr ?rc*n3for: i «uft sfRRttg-

v. 164-166; aw^ i$m«ifawi<n*maY *&i% i gl^cj ^ wfai ^rftm-
gtrfaWT: » fg- q by «r u. p. 291, ft. *. 107, to Wf III. 293.

W 11 f?r q. by ftm. on Tt II 170, while to *t. III. 295 and viftm. II p 215
attribute it to *w ftftm^tat^T & '

«ft mwreisi ^tl^^u^na-
«lcffliftJr q^ll

I gg q. by to. BT. HI p. 295, sa^St II p 215.

.

793
- "^ ^ «" ««tl-*fi trfo *r»ni^ i ^m-WcHg ^t ^m-

5H^nr«^rr q byftrat. on tit. II. 170 (reads %qmnnww>nT ), SSTO&
p 776,ftjt.p. ioi. 3W*nrr*ij*3*^ fNft^ i ftiftftfr art ^ t
"npr. w fir** n *bjm«imi^ji sro fntirftsthm i wi&tfti; trfsft^apaft^*» «l"n« 618-619 q. ty fan. on *n. II, 170, ft. *. pp. 106, 108, sj. „
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vendor selling another's arfciole through ignorance or mistake
and one doing so with full knowledge. The person who has lost

a chattel and claims it from the finder is described as liSsttka™

in Kaut JJL 16, Manu VIH, 202, Kat. ( 614 ) and elsewhere, the

word being derived from nasta ( what is lost ). The idea is that

,ppenly purchasing an article in the presence of a number of

people for an adequate price negatives fraudulent intentand leads

to the inference of a-purohase in good faith and such a purchaser

even though he may have to part with the chattel to the real

owner when the latter proves his title, incurs no blame and is

entitled to recover from the vendor, if he has to surrender the

article, the price paid by him. When a person claims a lost

article as his he has first to prove his title and possession by

evidence -( such as that of his kinsmen or a dooument &o. ) and

that he had .not sold or, donated or abandoned it

;

TO after he has

proved his title the purchaser is called upon to prove his

purchase as honest by evidence i. e. by producing the vendor or

by showing that he purchased openly and for adequate price

( Kat 613, Yaj. IL 170 ). When this is done the purchaser escapes

blame but has to surrender the article to the true owher. Kat.

(616) adds 756 that in the case of ' asvami-vikraya ' no other

means of proof whether divine or human (except the evidence of

witnesses such as kinsmen ) is declared to be proper. Ace to

the V. P p 293 other evidence and even ordeals may be admissi-

ble in sale without ownership, but the Sm. C. p. 216 and the

Madanaratna say that on account of the express' words of Kat.

this is not possible. If the owner who alleges the loss of an article

fails to prove his title and prior possession he has to pay a toe

to the king equal to Jth of the price of the article. Kat ( 6Z0 J

and Kaut. ( ffl. 16 ) state that on failure to prove his title the

person claiming 7" the article as his should be fined »•***

795 *Ttt*iaS 1S*W CRT*W^ •-••»
ft m

796. swRt^m ^n^^5"*3!:,^, _ ,g6 ft <, p io°
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provide that when the real owner finds his lost article in the

hands of a stranger he should get him apprehended by the royal

officers ( such as chauroddhamyitka, ace. to Mit. ), but that if the

owner thinks that much time will be lost or distance will have

to be traversed ( for going to officers ) he should himself Beize

the person and bring him before the court The Mit explains

that the buyer should have the seller arrested and, if the seller

is dead or gone abroad, that he should hand over the article to

the real owner. Where a purchase has been made in the mid6t.

of a row of traders to the knowledge of the king's officers, but
from a vendor whose habitation was unknown or where (after
the purchase ) the, vendor dies, the real owner ( of the thing
sold by one not the owner ) will recover his own property after
paying half the price to the purchaser, since the rule of justice
in such a case so requires, because to purchase from one { whoso
habitation is ) not known is a fault ( in the purchaser ) and not
taking proper care ( of one's goods ) is also a fault in the real
owner (Br. in S B. E. vol 33 pp. 335-36 verses 7-9 or Eat
621-623 )">. MarJci ( q by Apararka p. 775, Sm. C. H. p. 217 )

has similar provisions. Br. (S.B.E.vol. 33 p. 335 verse8"

6 ) provides that in a suit where there is no evidence the king
shall take into consideration the character of the litigants and
give a decision according as the credibility of the parties is
equal, greater or less.

are based on the doclrine H™7 -1
K UDiet ""MJivihsm, •

of 1930). The ver**^LS^Z^X T "^ A°l IX
and the «a, owBM Mc eq^Uarft ""* ""^ b°th Purcha~5



CHAPTER XVIII

SAMBHtJYA-SAMUTTHANA m

(A joint undertaking, partnership)

Where trailers or others (like actors, musicians or artisans)

carry on a business jointly it is termed a partnership ( Far. VI

land Kat. 6Z4). 802 Br (SBE vol. 33 p. 336 verses 1-2 ) says

that a man should carry on a joint business with other persons

of good family, that are clever, active, intelligent (or educated),

familiar with coins, skilled in (controlling) expenditure and

income, honest and valiant ( or enterprising ) and that joint

undertakings like trade should not be carried on by prudent

men with persons (partners) who are weak or lazy or afflicted

with disease or are unlucky or destitute (of money J.
88 The

meaning is not that all the above qualities must exist in all

partners, but that according to the nature of the undertaking

some of these qualities will be absolutely necessary Nsr.

VI. 3-3, Taj. IL 359, Br. (SBE vol 33 pp. 336-337 verses

3 and 4) prescribe that the expenses, loss, profit or work of

those who jointly lend gold, grain or liquids shall be according

to the capital put in by each.** The duty of each is to act

honestly towards the others, whether they are present or absent,

801 *«* is the mdechnable past parbc.ple of the root*W,th ** «">

mJs'UaSVormed together or come together' a»dW^«"»*
toW.*:^e two words mean undertaking » wtach are ,o,»ed together

( labour, capital or both

)

.

^..^624 0. byamrfcp 832. to nr Top 3<M-

.
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in sales or purchases of various commodities. 805 Br. (SBE
vol 33 p 337 vers8s 5-7) provides that whatever ** property

one partner may give ( or transfer ), being authorised to do so

by the rest, or whatever document (or transaction) he may
cause to be executed, all that is to be deemed as done by all

partners ; the partners themselves are declared to be the judges

(the deciding persons) or witnesses among themselves in a
doubtful case and in case of fraud, provided they are not
already at feud among themselves. It follows from this that
by entering into an agreement of partneiship, each partner
agrees that he submits to the decision of the other partners in
cases of doubt If any one from them is found out to have
practised fraud on the others in sales or purchases he should
cleaT himself by special oaths or ordeals. Y§j II. 260, Nar.
YL 5,

80? Br. (SBE vol. 33 p.' 337 verse 9 ) provide that each
partner is responsible to make good what has been lost through
his negligence or in consequence of his acting against the
instructions of the others or of his acting without their authority
or consent. If any one of the partners saves partnership
property from act of God or the king or thieves ( or similar
calamity

) by his own exertions" he is to he awarded { as his
special share ) one tenth of the property saved ( Yai H. 260
Kat 631, «* Ear VL 6 ) H any partner is crooked or fraudu-
lent the rest may expel him without giving him any profit ; a
partner who is incompetent to work (personally) should get
the partnership business done through another ( Yai H.265)
Yaj. IL 364 and Nar VL 7 and 17-18 state that if one partner

«HWq. bystf^r II p 185,«tro^p 832. Compare sec. 9 of the Indian
Partnership Act {IX o£ 1932) about the duty to be just and faithful.

<ST**5*rcaa«n T*3rer: g^fo^ > wr3- 3rft ^-. vm *$*%ert ftffi «
VT-q °y*T *IP MO. ft T pp. 113. 123. „ „ p. 299. a^rf p 832 has
all these, ascribes the first to qn*n. and reads*& ^^^ What is meant
is that when one partner raaes an objection they have to decide what is
to be done by a majority (and" so they are -judges m theur business) Videsechonsl2andl8of the Iud.an Partnership Act as to the dectsion by the
view of majority and as to agency of partners

T*W. « ^rnrt 631 q. by tto. *, in. 305, ft. *. p. 114. -
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goes to a foreign country and dies, his share should be taken
by bis heirs ( son &c. ) or by his agnates or cognateB ; in default

of these the other partners may take it and in default of them the

king may take it after waiting for ten years to see whether any

heir or claimant turns up. Katyayana ** states that in the case

of artisans who together carry out some work, those among them

who are directors of new methods get four shares, those who

are adepts in the craft three shares, those who have studied the

craft two shares and the apprentices only one share Whatever

is given to Btrangers by all together ( i. e. by the partnership

firm ) should be claimed back by the firm as such ; any single

partner should not claim it; if he does so he will lose his share

of the profit 810
. Some rules are prescribed by Br that among

dancers, singers and musicians, the singers get equal shares,

while those who beat the tune only get half share each;

similarly in the joint construction of a mansion or a temple

the head of the artisans gets two shares. An artisan «" {ixlpat)

is oneiwho manufactures or works upon gold, silver, yarn, wood,

stone and hides or one who has mastered one of the (64) arts.

If a king has ordered a band of adventurers from among his

subjects to make a plundering expedition in enemy country, Br.

( in V B p. 125 ) and Kat. ( 633-635 )
8tt prescribe that the king

gete one tenth ( ft ace. to Br. ), the leader gete four shares in the

remainder, the valiant among his followers three [shares, the

more capable two shares and the rest one each and that if any

one of them is caught the money -for his ransom should be

contnbuted.by all according to their shares WtonojB*-

ment is made as to shares in property by traders, husbandmen,

thieveB and artisans similar rules apply 813
. ^

809. ftmmfimmmmmim^^^J^f^^'
««r «RTt. 632. q by «r s- p a*, a"**5 p-

838, ft * P ~j^ ,

811. fli«WIMMMt «IB1WIUM*W '^J*JSL ,

812
-
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It is interesting to note that the ancient Dharmasiitras of

Gautama, Apastamba and Baudhayana are silent about partner-

ships, that Manu ( VUL 206-210 ) lays down rules about the

distribution of fees among the priests at a sacrifice and that in

one verse ( VUL 211 ) he remarks that the same principles are

to be applied in all matters where men work conjointly ( i. e.

each is to be paid according to the importance and volume of the

work he does). The rules about sacrificial priests in Manu

are: If a priest chosen to do work in a sacrifice abandons his

work a Bhare only of the fee in proportion to the work (done)

shall be given to him by those conjointly working with him ; if

a priest leaves after the fees are distributed ( as at the time

of midday extraction of Soma in the great sacrifices like

Jyotistoma ) then he keeps the whole of it and shall cause the

remaining work to be performed by another ( who will be paid

by the sacrificer, ace. to Medhatithi ) When specific fees are

prescribed to be paid to individual priests at the performance

of the several parts in a complicated sacrifice, the individual

priests are to receive them and all are not to participate; as

for example, the adhvaryu takes the chariot, the brahma priest
' takes the horse in Agnyadhana, the hotr also takes the horse

and the udgStr the cart used in purchasing the soma plant.

The four chief priests are entitled to one half of the fees, the

first group of their assistants will get half of what the chief

ones get, the 2nd group $ and the fourth i. Nar. VL 10 and
Br ( in V. R. p. 120 ) state that sacrificial priests are of three

kinds viz. one hereditary and honoured by the ancestors of the
sacrificer, one appointed by the sacrificer himself and one who
performs the functions of his own accord through friendship

and that { VL 9 and 11 ) if an officiating priest forsakes a
sacrificer who is free from any fault and who has caused no
harm or if a sacrificer abandons a prieBt who is faultless, they
both shall be punished but this does not apply to the third kind
of priest. Sankha-Likhita, as quoted in V. R. pp. 117 and
120-131 and Sm. O. IL p. 188, give elaborate rules about sacri-
ficial priests dying or leaving work and the fines to be imposed
on them. Kaut. BX 14 lays down rules for the receipt of fees by
priests when they leave off at different stages of such solemn
sacrifices as the Agnistoma and also when the sacrificer dies
without completing the sacrifice. The Vy. Nir. (pp. 284-285 )
quotes a few sentences from Kaut. BX 14.

The above shows that in the times of the ancient sutras,
secular partnerships had not attained sufficient importance and





CHAPTER XIX

DATTATSAPAKAKMA ( resumption ot gift).

ThiB title is also called dattapradarukasa (lit that which

is concerned with the non-delivery 01 resumption of a gift ).

Nar. YJL 1 defines it as that title where a man desires to resume
what has been given by him because it has been improperly ( in a
manner opposed to law ) given by him Nar. (VII. 2 ) divides this

title into four topics viz what may not be given, what may be
given, what are valid giftB and what are invalid gifts. Nar. VII.

3-5 andBr (SBE vol. 33 p. 342 verse 2) state that there are eight
things that cannot be given ( adeya ) viz an ancakda, a deposit,

yaataka, a pledge, property jointly owned with others, a deposit,

son and wife, the entire property in the case of one who has
offspring, and _ what has been already promised to another.
VideKaut.mi6,Yaj;31175SI6 for a similar but more com-
pendious statement, and Kat. 638. These cannot "be given
either because they are not one's absolute property or because
the gift of them is forbidden by the sages. In the,case of even
those who hold that one has ownership over one's, son or wife',
the gift of them' is not possible because "it is forbidden, just as
though one owns rice, yams and mgsa beans, one cannot' make
offerings of masa because the veda prohibits, their use in the
words ayajniya vai ralisah'U by Sahara on Jai. VX 3 %ti)
So son. and „wife cannot be given on account of the prohibition
in the smrtis.

,
The general rule of what may he given is stated

Soacc.toth.S?^rmi^ means "not improper abstraction of whaT.s

4"»W4lffi«. and ^pm^r, as follows :^^ *,&& ^^ ,rf|~_-ft

nisr*," because *• •* is accoraing
*vj-- "5?

*#th* n. 189. «r. „ p. 306 ; snn.hr verses of Nar. VII 4-Tlrf ^il ™19-20 have bee* o.Bote ,» (H. of DK vol II. p 850
"

2to5 ,
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by Yaj H 175, Nar. VIL 6 and Br.(SBE33p 342 verse 3),

Kfit 640 viz. whatever is absolutely one's own excepting that

required for the maintenance of one's familymay be given *"

Manu ( XL 9-10 ), Nar. VII. 6 and Br. ( quoted in H. of Dh. vol

II pp. 850-851 n. 2007 ) condemn those who stint their family

or servants in order to bo charitable to others and say that ho

who does so would incur sin. Manu XL 7 (=Nfir. VIL 7), Vas

VHI. 10, Yfij L 124, Visnu Dh S. 59.8 prescribe that he alone

who has property sufficient to provide for three years' mainten-

ance for Ihoso whom he is bound to maintain or has more

wealth than that may drink soma l. e. may engage in a soma

sacrifice ( which costs much

)

Nflr. VH. 8 Btate<3 that there are seven kinds of dalla gifts,

i o gifts or transfers that cannot be resumed because they are

made by a person in full possession of his faculties and of

things that belong to him absolutely and are not forbidden

They arc : the price paid for goods bought, wages, what is paid

for pleasure (derived from dancing, singing, wrestling), a gift

through affection, a gift made in gratitude, money paid to a

bride's kinsmen, and gifts for spiritual or charitable purposes

Ace to Br.«« (SBE voL 33 p. 343 verse 8) there are eight

kinds of valid gifts. Nar. VH 9-11 mentions sixteen kinds

of invalid gifts, which have already been set out ( in H.°n».

vol 11 1> 887 where Gaut. V. 22 that specifies some invalid gtfts

has also been cited). Vide KM 647. The difference between

gifts of adeya and adalta gifts is this. In the first class of cases

The gifta being forbidden are entirely null and void, wMfo

«*fefflfts are those that are voidable and may be set aside

SheSurt on the application of the donor himseK, because

of £ Opacity of the donor due to intoxicat*+*%«£
age, minority, mistake etc. ttt 646 and KauMm^tate

SprohfKUlhegiftof .boused a man 0™ only one

S18. *W™^**~-*±£^£lZZ«

rrsr^r--ssa *•- «- M his

marriage &c )
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that if a man*' is in dangeT of life and promises the gift of all

his property to whomsoever may save him, he may resile from

the promise and pay only ;what an expert or arbitrator may
award. Kst. ( 650-651 ) defineB iitkooa ( bribe )

m as .what is

obtained in these wayB viz. by giving (or threateningto give false)

information about a person as a thief or a felon, or as one who
breaks the rules of decent conduct, or as an adulterous person,

or by pointing out those who are of bad character or by
spreading false reports about a person. He further provides

that a person offering the bribe should not be fined, bnt the

intermediary may be fined and if the person accepting the

bribe has been appointed to an office by the king he should be
made to return the bribe and pay a fine eleven times as much to
the king. But Kat. adds that where a person.not holding a
public appointment obtains some gratification for work done,
he would not be.held guilty and would not have to Teturn what
he received ag a reward or in gratitude. Harita holds out 821

other-worldly evil consequences for not actually delivering
what is promised or for resuming what has been already
delivered as a gift viz the person doing so fallsJnto Hell and
is born as one of the lower animals and adds that what is
promised as a gift for a religions purpose in bo many words
but is not actually delivered beoomes a debt in this world and
the next i. e. the king should make the promisor, give the

«*£ WWT 616 q. by a^p 781, ft , p 134 . -ft, n. p 193

«w spnnr. i frrwakW-mKitf *<m<m. it stisn* m. 13 - '.
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promised gift and should inflict a fine. Kat. (643 ) provides 822

that a man who having voluntarily promised a gift to a
brahmana does not deliver it should be made to render it as a
debt and should be awarded the lowest amercement and further

( verse 566 ) that if a man promises a gift for a religious

purpose whether in good health or in disease, his son ( or other

heir ) should be made to pay it if the promisor died without

aotually delivering it These verses show that in two cases

gifts though' not completed by delivery of possession were

enforced by ancient Indian courts viz. when the gift was

promised to a brahmana or when the gift was declared to be

made for a religious and charitable purpose. The last verse

contains the beginnings of the idea of a will, since the mere

declaration of the intention of a man to give for a religious

purpose is made enforceable after his death against his son

or heir. 'But this germ could not evolve into a full-fledged law of

testamentary succession on account of the practice of adoption,

the requirement that a gift must be accompanied by present

possession and the incidents of the joint family on account of

which no single member could alienate family property except

for legal necessity and which involved the doctrine that on the

death of a member his rights ended and passed by survivorship to

other members. Br. expressly states this.
83 But a gift though

promised need not be paid or carried out if the promisee tarns

out to be an irreligious man ( Gaut. V. 21 ). Nar. VH 12 and Br.

provide that he who enjoys an invalid gift and he who makes a

forbidden gift are both to be punished by the king.

In H. of Dh. vol.IL p. 841 it has been stated that gift consists

in the cessation of the ownership of the donor in a thing and

creX ownShip in another. This latter *+***•»+

. gift »<* » pri-Ml-g *#* °° "" g"°8 *""" -—

n mm* °y to*5*-" *• "• "L^fflin. » mm
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offering of a dalcsvrid, to the donee, vide H. of Dh. vol. II. p. 855.

Some writers like Jimutavahana dispute the statement^ that

acceptance is necessary to constitute a gift The Dayabhaga
states that by the mere relinquishment of a thing by the donor

( i e. by the activity of the donor himself ) the ownership of

the thing passes to the person intended as the donee, that the

ownership of the other man does not arise by acceptance, that
though ownership in the donee does arise by the mere activity

of the donoT, yet acceptance ( svikara ) which is an activity of
the donee makes the thing donated capable of being disposed
off by the donee as lie likes on account of his idea ' this is mine

'

The Dayabhaga indulges in casuistical reasoning in support of
its view, which it is not necessary to set out here. But the
remarks of the Dayabhaga are, not satisfactory, since it does
not adequately explain what is to happen if the intended donee
refuses the gift On its hypothesis ownership has passed to
the donee without acceptance being necessary. If the donee
refuses, or dies without accepting, who is the owner 1 Can it
be said that the thing becomes the property of whosoever first
takes it up and that the donor cannot prevent a third person
taking it up? TheV. P. pp., 436-428 severely criticizes the
Dayabhaga for its views

I. 21-24 pp. 13-15
wwww|nr OTfiTOR^rt: I ^nrotn



CHAPTER XX

VETANASYANAP5KABMA, ABHYUPETYSSU&tUSA

AND SVAMIPALAVIVSDA

(Non-payment o£ wages, non-rendition o£ service, dispnte

between master and herdsman).

The question about the payment or non-payment of wages

to those whose services are hired for work is dealt with under

this title ( Nar IX. 1 ) According to Br. there 824 are three titles

of law in which the question of hiring enters, viz. abhyupetya-

iu&rusa, vetamsyanapakcnma and soa.rmpalamia.da, Mann and

Xaut. do not treat of the first of these three Here vetomsya-

napakarma will be first dealt with, then dbliyupetyaiuinisa and

smmipalawvada will be separately treated of. All these three

topics are concerned with masters and servants or employers

and employees The rules are different according as the

contract of service is for a fixed term or for an indefinite period

or is for executing a definite piece of work and according as

the rate of wages or the hire is fixed beforehand or is not fixed.

We have further to remember that the rules are spread over a

largo period i. e from about 6th century B c. to about 500 A. D.

(from Gaut. and £p. to Br. and Eat ) The rules deal with the

liabilities of both masters and servants Nar.IX. 2 states that W>

wages agreed upon may be paid at the beginning, in the middle

or at the end of the work undertaken. But when no **«<*"*

settled beforehand Bar. IX 3, Ya, 31 1M»KM. VL<*U
SJJ*J

that the (agent of a) trader, the cowherd.the tatajj-

should receive a tenth part respectively of ft*^*"
milk and of the crops. This latter according to the Sffl. U£

p 201 holds good where the crops are raised easily J»

A x P 139, SftP' 41 -

arfSrf&fW

827. **^*<''r^^

This is ascribed to WIT- by ft. « P ™*
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; S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 345 ** verse 13 ) lays down the rule that if

the employer supplies food and clothing to the servant, the

atter should get a fifth part of the crops ( if no wages are

settled ) or a third part if the servant is given no food nor

slothing hy the employer. When no wages are settled Vrddha-

Manu prescribes that proper wages will he determined hy
sxperts in carrying tB maritime trade ( and other traders ) who
take into considerationthe time,the place and the purpose Even
when the wages were settled the employer could give less or

more according to his pleasure in certain cases viz when a
servant or agent acts against the restrictions of time and
ilace prescribed by his employer and consequently the profit

s much less, the employer may give less than what is agreed
but if the agent hrings more profit ( than expected ) he may
?ive more ( Yaj II. 195 ). When two or more employees under-
take to finish a work hut cannot finish it ( owing to ill-health
or similar ohstacle ) each of them should he given the wages
appropriate to the portion done by each {as settled hy an
arbitrator), but if the whole work is finished hy them the
agreed wages must be paid to all of them together ( Yaj. IL 196 ).
Yaj. H. 193, Nar. IX. 4 and® Br. state that it is the duty of the
employed or servant to take as much care of the utensils
supplied by the employer as he would take of his' own, and
that he should not act in that respect wantonly ( or crookedly

)

and that if he did so his wages would become less. If a hired
servant, after receiving his wages, does not do the work agreed
to be done though able to do so, he should be made to repay
to the employer the wages received and a fine equal to double
of the wages and if he had not received wages but left thework without cause he should be made to pay to the employer

828. nwunw*«w*^ «*«*i=nTO*nc*fWr swAm*-<•** w-q by^fiN n. p a02 . „ , p s».»2p»r^^

?*2? c
p
*

"'•** '* *""»* H. 20
7™
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an amount equal to the wages ( Yaj n 193, Nar. IX. 5, Br. in **

SB,E ,vol. 33 p. 345 verse 15 ). Kaut (HL 14 ) presonbes a
fine of 12 panas for a hired servant who does not do the work

undertaken even after receiving the wages and that he should

be compelled to do the work. NSr. IX 5 and Eat. 657 provide

that that the king should compel him to do the work and then

the agreed wages may be paid to him ; but if he does not do it

he should be fined &1 The fine in such cases aco to Vrddha-

Manu was 300 panas. Manu VHL 215 and Br. ( S. B. E. 33

p. 345 verse 16) and Matsya 227. 9 provide that a hired servant,

who though not ill, does not arrogantly do,the work agreed

should be fined eight krsnalas and would not get wages at all.

This applies where a substantial portion is left undone, but

where only a little of the work undertaken is left undone then

the servant is not to be fined, but he would lose all the wages

( Manu VIIL 217 ). But if a servant falls ill, then he may do

the work after he becomes well and would get the agreed wages

even if a, long time may have elapsed (Manu VDL 216).

Kaut. (HL 14) also provides that if the servant suffers from

illness or is overwhelmed by a calamity, concession may to

given to him or he may offer a substitute. The Ap. Dh. 8. (B.

11 28 2-4 ) prescribes that if a husbandman who is not a slave

but 'is hired for work) gives up the work or a cowherd acta

similarly he should> punished with flogging and the animals

handed over to the cowherd should be taken back from him.

This may have been the ancient law, but.it was ™™m ™

later ages. Kaut. '(HI. 13) stetes that if the employer doe

not pay the wages he should be fined six panas or a tenth part

of the proper' wages or the wages agreed upon and if thehu

person denies the receipt of wages (though he really cexve

Jhem) he should be fined twelve panas or •;»*£££
wages » Kaut.(m.l4)furtberprovJdesthat 1ntoe wntta

of service it may be provided that the master is not to empJ 7

tone fr^^fc*!^*^? .^T5 « * «£• "'

wiaftsn* 111 - 13.
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another servant or that the servant is not to work for another

master during the period fixed.

Taj. IL 197, Nar IX. 9, Kat. 659, Visna Dh. 8.m V. 155-156

provide that if through the fault of a carrier ( and not through
act of God or the king) goods entrusted to him for carrying are

lost or become deteriorated, lie should be made to pay for the

loss. Vrddha-Manu specifies that if the goods are lost through
the negligence of the servant he has to pay only the price,

but if through spite then he should be made to pay double the
price. If a hired servant ( such as a palanquin-bearer or an
anned guard ) causes obstruction ( by refusing to work ) at the
time of starting for an auspicious matter ( such as a marriage ),
he should be made to pay double the amount of the wages
agreed upon and another servant may be engaged ( Ysj, II. 197,
Nar. IX. 8, Kat. 658, Yrddha-Manu in V E. p. 163). Yaj. IL 198,'

Nar. IX 7 provide that if a servant abandons his work ( as a
bearer or guard) after a start is made (when not seized by
illness) he should be made to pay 3f,i or the whole of the
wages according to the distance traversed and a master
abandoning a servant in similar circumstances should be made
to pay similarly.

If a servant agrees to take a lump sum for some work to be
done for a certain period and leaves the work before the period
elapses he would lose all the wages, but if he leaves in the
middle of the period through the fault of the employer ( such as
scolding without any fault of the servant ) he would be entitled
to receive a proportionate part of the wages (Ear. q. by V R
P. 161 >.« Visnu Dh. S V. 153-154 and ll7-158 provSe£m the same circumstances the servant would have to pay a fine

T&Z q- by^i^ II. p 203. ft.,, p. 162 . Jfal^ZS
«m «'q. br«ft*.u P m. VLV. m. v 337? ThTpVo^nfSr
breach of contact of personal serv.ce dnrmg a journey and the to s

°

cout here are very nuld as compared *Uh the severe punishment provided for.t under seet.on 490 of the Indian Penal Code ( repealed in 1925

>
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of 100 panas and that if the employer abandons the servant

before the period fixed has expired he would hare to pay the

whole of the wages to the servant and a fine of one hundred

panas ( except in the case of act of God and the king ). Eat

(660 ) provides that a master deserting on a journey his servant

that is tired or falls ill should be fined the first amercement if

he does not wait for three days in the village. If a trader after

engaging a vehicle or draught animals for carrying his

merchandise for hire, does not employ them to carry his goods

he should be made to pay a fourth of the hire settled and the

whole of it if be discharges them when only a part of the

journey has been made ( 2Tar. IX. 7 ) If the merchandise be

attached 836 (by the king's oflScers for toll &c) or be stolen

the servant engaged to carry the goods will receive a propor-

tionate amount ( out of the lump sum agreed to be paid fore

certain journey ) according to the distance travelled ( Kat. 661)

If the employer does not pay the wages of a servant even

though the latter has done his work the king should make him

pay the wages and also a proper fine (Br in S. B. B vol. S3

p 346 veree 18 ). If a man 837 having hired elephants, horses,

bulls, asses or camels does not return them even though the

work ( for which he hired them ) is finished he should he made

to restore them together with the hire (up to the day of return)

The same rule applies to a man taking on rent a house or

water ( reservior ) or a market and not giving it up at the ttae

fixed (Kat. 66Z-663) ffar. (IX. 20-31) provide*. &at if a

wrson builds a house on another's land by paying rent (*»»>

fe Se land, he may take away when vacating the land the

ScS the tnnber and grass (thatch) of &e house taK*
i« L,* w a man builds a house on another e lane wim«»

JS^iS^S-™* wishfcen^as^

atTEot 662-663 q by *SI?T* n P 205, W
\*f.„ the worf vft «« Mara'

^30-331. The «ri «M ^blCh^"^tZ ^^ of-*
S and other vernaculars) •W««%*V

1*S? £ goAnt ** «

£*-—*!—; £L"..^ Ss rent of a honse or **

or the like
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the materials of Ms house to the owner of the land when he

has to give up the land. An important rule is stated by ISv.

(S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 346 verse 17) that whon a servant 838 employ-

ed by an employer does some improper act { such as a theft ) ito

another for the benefit of his master, the latter would be held

responsible for the loss. Ihe, Matsyapurana says,that if a

teacher having agreed to teach a lore or craft for money which

he receives fails to do so, he should be fined the whole of the

amount 839 of the fee.

From the above it will be clear that contracts of service

and letting on hire are lumped together under one head by

the smrtis.

Kaut. IU. 14 provides that persons may be paid wages by a

guild or corporation of workers of which they are members.

The'earnings of such guilds may be divided equally among all

workers or as agreed upon among themselves. Yaj. EL 265 also

refers to the fact that rules similar to those of partnerships

may apply to guilds of husbandmen and artisans.

Certain rules are laid down in NSr. IX. 18, Yaj. II. 292 and
Mateyapurana 227. 144-146 about the monetary liabilities of

prostitutes and persons visiting them. Vide H. of Dh. vol; -EL

pp. 638-39 above. The Matsyapurana (227. 144-146) states

that a brahmana who visits a prostitute should be fined as
many panas as he paid to her, that if a prostitute after receiv-

ing her fee does not receive the visitor and goes elsewhere she
should be made to pay to the visitor double of the fee and a
similar sum as fine to the king, and that if one, after telling a
prostitute that she is to visit a certain person, takes her to a
different person, ho should be fined one gold masaka.

The Matsyapurana (227.147) further states that a visitor
who has had sexual intercourse with a prostitute and yet has
not paid her fee should be made to pay double the (agreed) fee to
her and a similar sum as fine to the king. Nsrada provides that
the chief prostitutes and the voluptuaries that stay with them

838- "5*1 HPi**' *t** 'Srat ft^utra ^ i sr^fersr* m% ^prpft jot-
«•«**»« • !?• q by irftet II. p 204 , ft x. P. 162 Compare section 238
of the Indian Contract Act as to the principal's liability for hlS agent's mis-
representation or fraud

*»5rS51 « TUMgwi 227. 6 q. by ft. *. p 163.

61
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should help in deciding monetary disputes in whioh prostitutes
are concerned" (q in Sm. C. H. p. 206 and others), flfe
( IX. 18-19 ) prescribes the payment of eight times the fee and
a similar fine in the case contemplated in Matsya 827.147.

Mki/upetitasitfiusS ( non-rendition of service after making
a contract to serve or obey }

M1
. Nar "vUL 1 defines it as the

title in which after having undertaken to serve or obey one

does not act up to it. The ancient dharrnasutras mention only

two kinds of servants viz. agricultural labourers and herdsmen

Vide Ap Dh. S.1L11.28. 2-3 andGaut. XII 16-17m. Aco.

to Nsr. Yfll. 2 and 3 there are five kinds of servers ( or atten-

dants ) viz. four that are called Icarmaktra ( performers of

labour ) and the fifth class comprehends slaves of fifteen kinds

;

and the four karmakaras are pupil (itsya), apprentice (aiMmrl!),

a hired servant (bhrtaka) and' one who supervises hired

servants (adhtcarmakrl). Not being free to do as they like is

the common attribute of these five kinds of attendants, but theie

is a distinction among them due to their castes, their peculiar

actions and their mode of maintaining themselves (Nar YDL 4).

A sisya ( pupil ) is one who desires ( from his teacher ) instruc-

tion in Vedic learning, an antevasin is one who receives instruc-

tion in some craft such as goldsmith's work or dancing, a hued

servant is one that does some work for wages, an adhikaimaktfc

is one who supervises hired servants. Work is of two kinds,

iubha (i. e. pure, done by the four kinds of karmakaras) and

aiubha i. e impure ( done only by slaves). Asubha acts com-

prise
813 (Nar. VUL 6-7 and Kat.720) sweeping the doors ot

houses, pits in which leavings of food are thrown, roads, rubbish

heaps; scratching or shampooing the private parts (of tw

masters); collecting and throwing away leavings ot ma,

ordure and urine and making use of one's limbs (hand &c )
at

the master's desire for wiping off the master's private parts, «»

other actions are pure Karmakaras do work for securing v«w

learning or mjnana,{ art or craft), some desire orjnomfrj^

> 840 §5TOTO™<TOH5'm3SnW?25TraiTT ' asSS^SW^ P"W
*

wmm 720q.byfl ^w
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maintenance from a sfeya. The antevasin ace. fc
' ^"J*KW 16-J1, Br. ( S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 344 verse 6
)
bJ»

TlTresideswith a master craftsman to learn w»" art or

Irft (ii goldsmith work, singing, dancing house-

EStoiTttwi to work under Mm for a' stated period,

SSStoan give9 him food and teaches him in h s

own hoi**, does not put him to any other work ; if the apprent ce

leaves the teacher even though the latter » triBnjg to teach

him he (the pupil ) should be made to stay with the teacher and

may he whipped or confined; the pupil eventhough he may have

become an adept has to stay v;ith the master till the end of the

agreed period and the teacher appropriates the fruits of the

apprentice's labour, if the master does not instruct the appren-

tice in the craft and makes him do other work, he would

be liable to pay the first amercement and the pupil may

leave him MS.

Hired servants have different grades among them arising

from the work they do, the wages they receive and the period

for which they are employed and they are distinguished from

apprentices in these respects and not as regards caste or mode of

maintenance. According to Mr. Tin. 22-23' and' Br. ( S. B. B
vol. 33, p 344 verse 8 ) a hired servant is of three kinds and his.

wages depend on the work he doss and his ability to do it.
' The

three kinds are the highest (viz a soldier), middling (an

agriculturist ), ttw lowest 846 (a porter) A. hired servant may

' 844. a^wjt ^sPirtst -rftui**ii<j^<ra ' R<*ifttfMWii»iPfi'i'3*i^fe •

n§fcr. ssSSraJ f&Di^nsfTOi n fen spft wsrcamrt utrngwrass'iTi i^
SflSW ifjpjfasrra^fliHT^ ' fiws**! Sifi i^S^rif^S^fii i ?^n-
%s^!tf%a=j.5'n5 !fW3!rt?&»l5 <J by ft x pp wtwi, ^jfihsr h.

p 195, «j n p 314, «<m;jm« p. 155 (the last three contain only the last

tV.O\CCSCS) ,'j

feaa n TSXtm q by swwri p. WO. TO *n HI. 338, ft(p 141

845 ^ora^jf Ji-rtiwm »rm'j3TSiPf 1 CpmivhtHi*^ siSnSai ^ftfSjira; 11

f?'i'nwrf<T™raft5iRns?^<Riw 1^ "g^fsRstiti vfj% irf^mfiitm « ^5 q by

Vtfkzt H p 196, to JIT HI. p 339-10.
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Wengaged for a day, a fortnight, a month or for longer periodsshould perform the work undertaken and get the wa«s aSyu; He may b* paid in cash or by gLg L'mf h Socrops or a share in the milk of the cattle he tends*'

A person who is employed and given authority overall
servants and also one who lookB to the affaire ( expenditure &c

)

of *he household is called ' adhikarmakita ( or-krt ), aeo. to NarVUL 24. All these four are called workers m clean occupa-'
turns, while the fifteen kinds of slaves are employed in tho
lowest and dirtiest work {Nar. VIII. 25) The difference

between the hired servants and slaves is this that the latter

surrender all their freedom and themselves entirely to another,

while the former, though dependent to some extent, do retain

some freedom (Kat ,715), but a brahmana was not to be a
slave 818

. In very ancient times the master's liability for the

acts of his servant does not seem to have been recognized. For

oxample, Gaut XII 11 states that if cattle entrusted to a

herdsman cause loss to crops, then the herdsman is to be held

responsible ( and not the owner who employs the herdsman ).

But Manu, VUL .243, Yaj. JL 161, Nar XIV. 29 appear to

hold the master liable to make good the loss caused by the

herdsman's default Vide Br. quoted above under lettmtwju-

rutpSkarma.

The kinds of slaves and the incidents of slavery have Icon

already dealt with in H. of Dh. vol. E pp 180-189. A few

matters not refened to there may ,be dealt with here ' Buddhist

India' p. 55 (by Rhys Davids) shows how slavery in the

Buddhist period was not as miserable as under the Greeks The

RajataranginI IV 39 state* that king Vajraditya of Kashmir

( in the 8th Century A D. ) sold many men as slavos to

Mlecchas. One cannot help blaming the British Indian Govern-

ment for the Assam Labour and Emigration Act ( VI of 1901 )

whereby a modified form of serfdom or slavery was legalised for

the benefit of the tea planters of Assam, Bengal and other

provinces and by sections 168-169 of which poor indentured

labourers who were induced to labour on the sumptuous monthly

wages of five rupees were liable to be sentenced to to« in

847 fi^t ™*r- stfWfcftw m- » "WW™?!.*"" "* "

WPP « «* 4 by qfiw H P. 196. *, * P 316. fi

J.
P Ml

tfatiK&n 715 q bysmwp 788,^* » P- w.
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default to imprisonment, if they left off the work to which by

agreement they were tied down in unhealthy districts and

unhealthier surroundings.

Kat. (725 } provides that 819
if a woman who is not a slave

marries a slave she becomes a slave since her husband is her

lord and is dependent on his master. If a person buys or sells

abrahmanawoman^asa slave the king should annul that

transaction and all persons ( concerned in it ) should be fined

by him and the same holds good in the case of a woman of a

respectable family who took shelter with a person and was

made a slave by him or transferred by him to another as a

slave ( Eat. 726-727 ). The punishment of first amercement is

prescribed for a person who has sexual intercourse with the

nurse of his child or with another woman who is not a slave

and the wife of his attendant as if she were a slave ; and a flue

of two hundred panas is provided in case a master who is not in

difficulties and is well-off desires to sell a female slave who is

faithful and weeps bitterly (being unwilling to leave him).

Har. VliL 40 provides that if a slave leaves his master and goes

over to another saying * I am your slave ' that would not help
the slave, as his former owner would be entitled to claim him
back. Uaauas states ssl that a guru ( elderly person ), a sapatda,

abrahmana and persons of the lowest castes ( candalas &c.

)

cannot be made slaves, nor can any one ( of the higher castes

)

who is superior in learning be the slave of one of the same
caste.

849 -4mMUi *4ur ^ *nfi srrtfi«H!<?pn?t i wtranrc*m*n ^n^nft*-
1>SW « ^fWT. q by ttjft^; II 201, nf V p 322, ^ f* p 294

OTW#H^r^*war^^^t«5^r^aflr^i^im5ra^«ra
«r»35rer*«!n-

^H^B^!tt»rT q Dya«<Rraip 789, f%. *. pp 154-155. s*r S p 323.
851 *»T^*^«**fWi;*P5'rifc!T!: I «rnmi<i *%«?{%;, ^ f^.

2- a if?n^q 5«5 P 296
'
Wh 'cb rapIams '"W^ ^sspftft*W Smftresr i o, wrain^tsror t Hs«"f3 ftaiftqtt *» <rra- 1 •



CHAPTER XXI

SAMYID-VYATIKRAMA AND OTHER TITLKS

( Violation of compacts or conventions)

N§r. (XIH. 1 ) employs the expression •nmayasyuaaiiSlimmn.

Manu VUL 5 employs the first expression. Manu (VIU. 218-219)

has both names in view, when he says ' I shall now declare the

rules applicable to those who violate samayas ( conventions

)

He who having entered into a compact (sniuad) under (the

sanction of) an oath with the inhabitants of a village or a

district or with a group of traders or other persons break*

it through greed should be banished from tho kingdom bj

the king.' In Ap. Dh. S. J. 1. 1. 2 and II 4, 8 13 the word

' samaya

'

B2 Is employed in the sense of 'convention or accept-

ed doctrine '. The same word is also used in tho sense of

' agreement * as in Yaj. I 61 { g&ndharvdh mnayanmUhah ) In

this title it means ' the acceptance of a certain rule or convent-

ion arrived at by many \ as explained by ^ ModhStithi on

Manu Vm. 219. It signifies a local or caste usage or convent-

ion made by groups of people ( such as guilds and corporations

)

binding on all members that form or join tho bovcrnl group*.

The Amarakosa holds that acara and samrtd are nmonir the

several meanings of samaya Medhatitbi explains that, if the

inhabitants of a village come to a decision that they would

oppose the inhabitants of a neighbouring village who *er*

indulging in grazing their cattle in the pastures of the former

village or diverting the watercourses and that if in doing •->

there was a riot or a suit were filed before the king. «» s->fJ > rt

jr/5 «rpri3*m*ri n mut * n " •» 3 * 3
_„.-., .^ -.

853 *w?n% nm tar t > *£« e* wr•»^' J^;:

Medb on Mam, VIII 220 «,Kcs tho »«rf 'webV bf J

•«
^W

» '

\S u c ,ol 25 p 293) a misled iprob^y by «"*""*'"
,^

i4n«5 *tft«l WP& ™ &«•* **?" '"-' , *
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be of one mind, that any one of those who encouraged this

decision would be liable to be punished if he backed out of it

through some inducement offered by the headman of the other

village. NaT. XlTl. 1 explains that samayu means the rules ( or

conventions) settled among heretics, itaifjamas ssi and the like.

Yaj IL 192 and Nar. TCrn. 2 provide that the conventions of

guilds, tmgamas, heretics, srenis, pugas, ganas and in towns

and districts should be enforced by the king and their traditional

mode of conducting their business should be protected Some

remarks have already been made on guilds and corporations

above (pp. 156-57 notes 196-198). Vide also H. of Dh. vol.

H pp. 66-69 for the guilds and corporations and the meanings

of words like irem, jmga, gayu etc. Some further informa-

tion is added here. The Sm. O. ( IL p. 223 ) has a very "^ interes-

ting note illustrating the various conventions of several groups

and its remarks are copied verbatim by the V. P. pp. 332-333.

It says :
' Even heretics have certain rules made for the benefit

of their monasteries Among naigamas there is a practice that

those who disregard messages brought by servants wearing a

specific jacket ( as a uniform ) should be fined. Srenis are

guilds of craftsmen such as weavers. They have rules that

certain articles are to be sold only by a certain guild and by no
other. Pfigas aTe groups of elephant riders and horse riders.'

Vrata is defined by Kat, as a body of persons armed with various
weapons, while the Mahabhasya on Panini V. 2. 21 ( watena
jivatt) explains it as a 'group of men of several castes and several
occupations who make a living by relying on their formidable
bodies '. Ace to the Mit. heretics are those like the Bauddhas
who do not regard the Veda as authoritative. Gana means, ace.

*f
4 ^ra is defined byq^m as follows. pWfrnrer »* mBF^T (§3-

»mn^^)^fr#g»i»ff^^^Hi^TOn^n;i^^iiq by «n f% p 13
Bat this sense ls not appropriate here The same work (p 14) quotes
skew's definition which is more appropnate ' srrar^mRKg ^irare*:
1*Urfd- I'

on q^ an 2 '<qmWWia*«nnBii»n&« i «^tomm JL %
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to Mifc ' an assemblage of armed persons subsisting by follow-

ing one occupation ', while Kat ( 680 } says it ib a corporation

of brahmanas. In the Bajat II. 132 reference is made to corpora-

tions of pwrohitas at temples and tirthas ( sacred places ). Hie

Sm. states that among pugas and vratas there is a convention

that they must go to battle all together and not separately.

Among ganas there is a visage that the lobes of the ear (of a child)

are to be pierced on the 5th day or in the fifth year from birth.

Among viahajanas in a settlement of brahmanas there is a

convention that a brahmana repairing to them for collecting

fees to be paid to his teacher ( at the close of Vedic study) should

bo honoured ( i e. should be paid some contribution ). In

certain districts there is a usage that either the seller or the

buyer should keep in his hand xSs of the price (probably for

finding out whether the article is useful for the purpose in hand

and resiling from the bargain if it is not ). In forts or capitate

there is a rule that corn taken out of it by a person with him

when going out elsewhere Bhould not be sold by him. In villages

there is a rule that in pastures no digging would he allowed. In

the hamlets inhabited by abhiras there is a convention that for

adultery by a male or female there is to be no fine. It does

credit to the ancient writers on dharmasastra that they were

tolerant enough to require the king, whatever his own religious

persuasion might be, to honour and enforce the usages of even

heretics among themselves. Theo^^'T^ttost
enforcement of their usages must not be opposed to the interest

ofle country or the capital and™'«^
and must not be plainly immoral** J?" ^J* f",

*'

856 IWCT ««WhHIMl< <»l.py ' f^ffS the follow..*

ssus^wi *•

.., r «ln hvtT.t P. 33+-
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honour them. "Whatever is obtained by any one sent on the

business of the group must be handed over by him to the heads

of the group ( also Br. in S. B E. voL 33 p. 349 verse 22 )
8SS and

if he doss not do so he should be fined eleven times as much.
Whoever goes against the heads of tbe group that are working

for its benefit should be punished in the first amercement (by the

group itself, ace. to Sm, C. II. p 224 }. Eat. (677) states the general

rule that whatever is obtained ( by the committee or advisers of

the group ) or is saved by them or whatever debts are incurred

by them for their group and whatever tiiey obtain through the
king's favour should be shared egually by all ( members of the

group). K5t. (674-675) provides that whatever debt was
professedly incurred by the committee for the group but was
misappropriated by them or applied to their individual purposes
must be paid by them and that those who subsequently join the
groups already formed become egually entitled to the property
and liable for the debts previously acquired or incurred. Mami
Vni. 220 and Br. ( S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 348 v. 14 ) provide a fine of
six niskas of four suvarnas each (or six niskas and four suvarnas)
for him who MIb out with his associates. Kat (671) provides
that that member ( of a group ) who opposes what is reasonable,
who gives no scope to ( i e obstructs or persistently interrupts

)

a speaker ( in a meeting of the group ) or who speaks absurdly
should be made to pay the first amercement. Yaj H 18?
prescribes forfeiture of all property and banishment for' bhn
who misappropriates the property of the group or corporation or'who violates the conventions made by the group ( or the king )Ab stated by the Mit this and other sentences depended upon

offendS.
tb6 °ff(mCe aDd the °apacity of *he

,,
KrWvitoayarMsaya (repentance after purchase or sale)Manummand Kaut.in.15 regard thfe as one title oflaw. But m* (XT and XH) splits this intotvHitS\J?mkriyasampHrfaTui non-delivery of a thine after iVfa ™

" ™« ^si** s «»rai*^t m-thH*!* iiRor«r Hafrrr- w£ nn & « >r~
* « P.3SMM. ft , p 187,^ Tp 227^'fp sla

" "*

62
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fVol,

or selling anything repents of having douo so 1,P ,„,, ,or take back that thing within ten d™ *£ 5377?"

Yaj II 254, Nar XL 4-5, Visnu Dh S. V 127 • if a man sells

between the time of Bale and delivery) and if at is movable
together with the price of profits arising*" from it (such asmilk in the case of a oow) Visnu Dh S V 128 prescribes a
fine of 100 panas against the vendor. Kaut EL 15 prescribes
a nne of 12 panas against the vendor who after selling a thing
does not deliver it and also against a buyer who having pur-
chased does not take delivery of it, except when the thmg
itself is defective or is lost by act of king or theft or by fire or
flood or unless the transaction was for inadequate price or
brought about in distress «« If the article sold is not deliver-
ed by the vendor after demand by the vendee and it is injured,
destroyed by fire or stolen, the Iosb will fall on the vendor
(Nar. XL 6, Visnu Dh. S V. 129, Yaj D. 256). These
rules apply when the vendor does not feel repentance for

having sold the thing, but if he feels repentance then Manu
VIIL 222 will apply and the vendor may pay back the price and
recover the article within ten days 863 from the sale Eat (684)

provides the same rule. No one, either buyer or vendor, can

rescind the sale after ten days and if any one uses force in

860 i^hr nr qy3* girpnT? ^ursgit t ^rcwM jpgft ^gmi i3>ii
-

tK^nsn^XI + ThefSfiri on tit II 254, fora^F? (p 50),wr n. p 3«
and others read ^«1H<^ 5rt and explain ' fi-f^H^H arret OT^PT sPF" ' (^

H )and 'f^tT 4Ui*u'3tfil'fiag»qn%l wmflilH.' (RwtM^ P 5°)

861 ' Udaya ' in Nar and Yaj may mean either the profits from the

property that the vendor enjoyed or the difference m price between the

date of sale and the date of delivery if the property became less in value.

fhis applies when both parties are inhabitants of the same place, but if

the purchaser is one who comes from another country then he may be

awarded the profit that he would have made in the other country by selling

it if it had been delivered to him at once

862. iflcwifiuiat it ?ri> ^nSffjfc *m ' f3«sqwg?tY 129.<R&i

gpffiqnn-
-4"ilirv? ^frft • in*** iwf^rni is.

863. <r4iri?;pn*r3 treftsgRrar * 3 1 *?n*>n 6S4q.by*tfita « i>-*"'

ft , p 192, TO «T in p 367
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recovering the article sold or bought after that periodJ,ho

king should fine him 600 panas ManuVm S2S extend* thw

rules about repentance and reooveTy within ten days to all

transactions whatever. Kat. (685) prescribes that the period

of ten days for repentance is allowed to vendors and vendees

only in the case of land, and that the period is 12 clays when

the parties to sale of land are sapindas of one another and

that in other cases the period is even shorter.m Yaj. II. 257.

Nar. XI. 7-8, Br. ( S. B. "S. vol. 33 p. 350 veTse 4 ) provide that

when a vendor having sold a thing to one man for a price

received sellb it to another or having concealed the defects of

An article sells it as free from defects he should be made to

return double the price to the purchaser and a fine equal to

double the price to Viie king. 865 The above rules apply where

the purchaser has paid the price, but if there is a mere agree-

ment and no price is paid, then the vendor or vendee is guilty

of no wrong if he resiles from the bare agreement to sell or buy

unless they have made an express stipulation that the agree-

ment cannot be rescinded (NaT. 33. 10 ). When at the time of the

agreement for sale, the vendee pays something by way of ear-

nest, then if the sale goes off through the fault of the vendor,

the latter has to return to the vendee double of the earnest; 866

but if the purchaser does not finally take it he loses the thing
and also the earnest. Nar. XEL 1 prescribes that when a vendee
after having purchased a thing for a price repents of the pur-
chase that is the title of law called * rescission of purchase.'
Nar XTL 2 prescribes that if the purchaser thinks that he has
made a bad bargain he may return the thing purchased to the
vendor on the same day in an undamaged condition ( and may
receive back the price paid); but if he returns it on the 2nd
or 3rd day after the purchase (including the day of purchase

)

he will have to lose respectively one-thirtieth or one-fifteenth of
the price and after the third day he cannot return the thing at
all (IS&r XH. 3 ). But Yaj. H. 177 and Nar.m 5-6 lay down

SKtem (6S5) q. by tro. *n. Ill p. 364

865. 5ti^tw?mi^mr«if^W}a ft'asnT. i a%t ttfjjoi ^rerefm f^t^
trarn<K<4> by^ra^ ii p. 220. <ro.*n m.p.37o.

866. *M£Htjri 5«i ftgor nfaam^< \ *{!%, II. 61 . vide the fou thereon

*^r Il.p 2z0.iTO.uT in P 370 ^ftwmtrtw^f^.^nfrf%:r%rr^,
wn-rarsi, on which ^nt^pft says 'stztf jt§b^ mnwfy ^jw^
*twnwr.> and for «nrfT* rehes on <nfSn% VI, 3. 70 '

gift .mumqg; 1.
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the following periods for examination of things purchased, viz

one, three, five, seven, ten days, half a month and one month
respectively in the case of iron (and clothes), milch cattle,

beasts of burden, jewels (preoioiiB stones, pearls and corals), all

sorts of grain, a male slave and a female slave It must he

supposed that these verees contain exceptions to the general

rule in Maim VET 222 cited above. Kaut. (HI. 15 ) allows only

one night, three nights, fivenights andseven nights forrepentance

to traders, hushandmen, cowherds, the mixed castes and higher

castes and provides that where the articles sold are perishable a

very short time only may be allowed. The above rules apply

only when the purchaser made no examination at the time of

purchase NaT.*67 XII 4 and Br. (S. B. B vol 33 p. 350 verse

3 ) recommend that a purchaser should himself closely examine

an article before buying it and also show it to others in order

to find out its defects and good qualities and provide that when

he has approved of an article after close examination he cannot

return it to the vendor Vyasa provides that hides, fuel, bricks,

yarn, grain, intoxicants, fluids, gold, inferior metals (like lead

and tin) and other wealth should be carefully examined then

and there i. e. when once bought after close examination none

of these can he returned even if some defect 8« is found therein

Nar (XII 5-6) cited above contains exceptions tothiB Nar

XH 7 gives an example of a purchase being not liable to be

rescinded when a defective article is purchased with open eyes

viz a worn garment which is soiled with dirt and is in ragged

londiton cLot he returned to the vendor if it was m that

stateatthetimeofthepurchaseie the maxim «^*g»

** V^pare sect.on « of the^ J*iSjS«
1930) for the vendor's nght of resale and sec

to bear the loss of goods
»«a7w<T 5^3 **** T K

o 345 ascribe it to f?
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worn or through intimidation or for an Inadequate price or by

Telois dependent nr by an idiot should be rushed b* -

Repurchaser; it still belongs to the seller K.at. (705 706}

lays down a novel rule to find out what xs ade^ate or inade-

quate price What'* is decided by tbe neighbours assembled

together, who know (the land &o and its value ) and who at*

afraid of committing sin, as tbe price of fields, gardens, bouses

and the like, of bipeds and quadrupeds, is declared ^ be the

proper prioe; a price which is less or more than it by one-eighlh

is declared to be improper; what is sold for an improper

price may be annulled even after a hundred years Kat.

(704) states that when the owner at a field absconds to-

gether with the surety 872 for the payment of the land tax, the

judges of the court may order a sale for recovery of the tax and

that such a sale may be set aside up to ten years and a com-

promise or exchange up to three generations, if it is inequitable

Bharadvaja provides that when taxes are not paid both by tbe

tax-payer and his surety even when called upon to do so, then

the king may order a charge on the land or sale of the land.

UktalSblm is defined as a conditional sale, where a man
borrows only a portion of the proper price of a land and

stipulates that he would return tbe money on a certain day and

that if he did not do so his ownership over the land would

come to an end sli Kat (711) adds that a sale of the uktalabha

kind will be valid if it is for more than half ( the proper price

of the land ), provided more than ten years have elapsed ( after

871 *w3&4 mfl*irftfs «nT*ft"rfS*t i Saiiwun^ fyf® ^ =3g«i-

3Hiwn<fi3s(3 *R wftfSwtt ' i^taHr^ 5 *?tfl gtwm^H '»^ ) sbkut q by m
f? p 325. sn* fit p. 352 , vide If q, by *i ft p 326 '

*jf*r ^mEn; wp
^Rii3P^ Wi.i *5»ri%f%»3^ tnistworr ?it*fa 11

»

S72 MrilPftl 5 gn$ WiWBg^T *T? I 3TOs} 9Ht{$U ftaffcfirg. w*m»;?.

»

*@w <«%f%*s ftsmr *r fVfi»ra: i airspnft si?wrfir ^ns? ftPpraSrri nmm
and ^thiMl respectively q by iff ft PP 324 and 320 , ^m fSf p 34S

reads slightly differently , a^l^nfEretSRtl^ *sS ?™3T WfT% I 3r*m«iw 1
VHMlBffi! wSft^J ftf. B HTt5ra q by*f ft p 324.

873 ftiflrc 5ji<wi<{i«i ^ife ^reirrfS ^ 3>i%*r. I ^ '

jfofctift^ orw ifi^rnc-

t*ff5 f. 3ST. I ^ y-*Al« ^tJiiK UiMi&SKMituihi • It^TSf q bys*fy f% p 351,

SET ft p 324. Tins is similar to the mortgage by conditional sale de6ncd m
section 56 of tbe Transfer of Property Act.
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the period hxod for repayment) An aoakrayam becomes valid

after possession for over three generations and a (regular)

purchase by mutual agreement becomes valid at once Kat.

(712) further 875 prescribes that the unpaid purchase money

carrieb compound interest after demand if no time is fixed for

payment, but, if a time is fixed, then only the balance has to

be paid up to the end of that period Br provides that in all

saleB, the sale deed should mention the wells and trees ( on the

land ), the water and ways and that the crops, trees and fruits,

wells, tanks and house standing on the land sold would belong

to the vendor if they are not put down in the deed of sale. 8™

According to Harlta the rules of sales are to be extended

to exohanges.m

From the EajataranginI VI 41 it appears that «t fraudulent

purchaser, who, by means of the heavy bribe of 1000 dwiBn*,

induced the officially authorized scribe to include a well m the

sale of a house when it was intended to be excluded from it,

was banished from the country by the king, his property

being confiscated and given over to the cheated vendor.

874. aroff&ifiKT- fir^f=<K3wt?5in^i.>3nai*ii4(flSfsfwa^fr^"
5KTfqT (711) <J by sire Rp 349 (which reads =Bun%ur at the end, thai maws

hardly any sense) and * ft p 326 The word araaW « explained m vsnons

ways TheMit on Y5j. II. 238 deBnes it as a transaction whereby a

bailee (e g a washerman) transfers an article ba.led to him (forMb*
&c.) to another for h.re Pimm IV 4 SO employs the «"*'«*«»'•

buttheS.ddhSntakaumudi explains it as the due to be recovered by a K«E

from a market (or the like). Gant XII 39 employs the ** «£"£
which is explained by Haradatta as meaning -what «P«*"* ,

j£
pr,ce of which isunpa.d or only partly paid' ^^Tpl^*
sense intended by Kat. who provides that a sale of to

*,J»
P«

whoUy or partly unparf. would become^defeasibleJ* J£ „
for three generations gr^ "JS?££jLL2.r!L«'

property Act.
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The Vyavaharanimaya, after quoting Br. and Vyasa, very

lucidly explains what is meant by sale, purchase, exchange &c.

Gold and the like which a man desires to render or pay is called

price, while land, house and the like are said to be ' panya

'

f saleable thing ) Purchase means acceptance of a thing pre-

ceded by the offering of a price { either paid or agreed to be

paid ) ; sale is the acceptance of a price preceded by the offering

of a saleable thing Paiwrth or panvurUma is the acceptance
of an article fot an article of the same kind ; if there is a
disparity in value between the two articles exchanged the
exchange is called ' avakraya '-, when there is an exchange of

two articles of different kinds but of the same value it is called
nnimaya *™ The Vyavaharanirnaya makes elaborate provi-
sions for sale of land at the order of the king for non-payment
of land tax It quotes PrajSpati ( p. 350 ) to the effect that the
purchaser at such a sale must offer half or at least one-fourth
of the real price of the field and that the original owner could
get back his property sold for the royal dues by paying the
full price to the purchaser up to three generations. Other
elaborate rules on the same subject are passed over here for
TeasonB of space These provisions indicate that ownership in
cultivated fields belonged to individuals and that the State had
only the right to levy taxes Vide H of Dh. vol. II pp 865-869
and KSt quoted above ( on p. 196 ) for a discussion of the theory
of the State's ownership of all lauds. Taking into consideration
the Purvamlmamsa texts, the Vyavaharamayekha and the verses
of Kat. and others it appears that the State was deemed to he
the owner of all lands as a general proposition, but that where
individuals oi bodies of persons had been in long possession oflands that they cultivated, the ownership of fhe State wasqualified and restricted only to the recovery of a tax or share

fcnmn to 1 3q*> fife*, ^ft ft& sft^™ „ J- ,^SL^S2

2S2SSLSyr modern Comparaseo 4o{the ™**£
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of crops and that individuals and gioups that had cultivated
lands in their possession were regarded practically as owners of

the land subject to the liability to pay land tax and to the right

of the State to sell the land for non-payment of tax. The
Vyavaharanimaya quotes Br and another smrti text that sfldras,

perborw excommunicated for grave sins ( paMn ), c&udslag and

desperate characters cannot be allowed to possess the lands of a

brahmana by sale, partition or in lieu of wages, 87' the flame work

further guotes Vy&sa, Bhavadvaja and Br. that when land is sold

there is a right of pre-emption in tavour of full brothers,

bapindas, satnanodakas, sagotras, neighbours, creditors and

one's co-villagers in order.^

Gifts of immovables were looked upon in very ancient

times with disfavour, though they were made even in the times

of the Upanisads Vide H. of Dh vol IL pp 740-41 But sales

of land must have been rarer still in ancient times owing to the

patriarchal and joint family systems. The Mit on Yaj 31 114

quotes a verse forbidding the sale of immovable property;*81

but sales of lands are mentioned in many copperplate grants.

Vide Paharpur plate grant of Gupta year 159 i e 478-79 A. D.

in E. I. vol 20 p. 59 ( where one kulyavapa of land is stated to

have been sold for two dinaras to a brahmana and his wife

named Baml by the city council for the provision of the

worship with sandal-wood paste &c of the divine m-ftato at

»„»aUiwl " P 3*5 (srant °f *» time fl*|l

f
,I

t
guptalin Gupta year 113), the Damodarpur plates (E 1 vo.

15 p 113 ),Faridpur plates (Ind Ant. vol. 39 p 193), B I ™
18 n 74 From these records of the 5th and 6th centuries A. P.

it appears that land was owned by private individuala orby

JTTgoonenK* compare the Sou.b Afncan tag** - p*-

of freedoms, a^nst Jnd.ans prevents the p-toe by *»>•

areas reserved for Whites
„ft-?i»

«fc «*»«" .«! *"« f* pp a^" oaT.
f „ „.
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jofal families or by the village comtmmity or by the king and

Lre was a feted procedure when land was to be sold^hat

hepurehaser approached the »«* «to« JjJJ
the ^p«te that kept a record of titles an

d
^*™a

gers andlieadmen were consulted and asked to
»«^J *J

land to be Bold. It appears that the smrtis recoinmended that

Si should be olotbed in live formalities of **£**
because giftswere frequent and sales were not A smrti quoted

by tbeMit (onYaj.fl 114) states 'land passes (le is trans-

ferred) with the assent of the villagers, the agnatic relations, the

neighbours, the co-sharers and with the offering of gold and

water ' The Mit explains that these** axe not absolutely neces-

sary formalities of a sale, but thatthey are recommended for the

sake of greater caution and convenience, that the assent of the

villagers is to be seoured for the publication of the transaction

of sale, as a text says that acceptance, particularly of im-

movables, should be made openly, that the neighbours* assent

should be secured for preventing boundary disputes, that the

assent of agnates and cwfcarers is desired for making it easy to

complete the transaction, that it "does not follow that without

the assent of these the sale of land Is not valid or complete.

Water and gold are to be offered because gifts being highly

commended, a sale should be clothed outwardly with the same

formalities. Vide Dr. P. N. Sen's 'Hindu Jurisprudence

'

pp. 76-78 for the opposite procedure of the anoient Boman Law
that gifts were to be clothed with the formalities of sale. For

water and gold in the case of gifts vide above under

dailapradanika.

Svarmpalaowada ( disputes between the •owner of cattle

and herdsmau who is engaged to look after them ) In ancient

times this must have been a prominent source of litigation

in a predominantly agricultural country like India N5r.

appears to have included this title under betamsijampS-

lnii ma. Yaj. H. 164, NSi. IX. 11 provide that the cowherd

has to bring back to the owner in the evening the cows ( and
other domestic animals ) handed over to him in the morning by

ftat on i[t II. 114. srfSa?: &c is *n, II 176

63
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the owner,,after grazing them in the pastures and making them
drink, water. Manu VUL 230 says that during the day the

lesponsibility for the safety of the cattle rests on the herdsman

and during the night on the owner provided they are in the

latter's house. When there is no express agreement as to wages

Nar JX.10 and Br (S. B. E. 33 p. 346 verse 19) prescribe that n

cowherd BM will get as his wages all the milk of the cows

tended by him on every eighth day plus a heifer (two years old)

eveiy year out of every one hundred cows tended by him or a

milch cow with her calf every year for every two hundred com

looked after by him Manu VHI 231 provides another method

when no wages are fixed by agreement viz. a hired herdsman,

who is, paid with milk, may milk as hire the best cow out of ten

with the consent of the owner It is the duty of the cowherd

to struggle as much as in him lies' to protect the cows from

accidentsand if he is unable to do so he must quickly inform

the owner (Nar., IX. 13). Br (S B. E 33 p 346 verse 20)

states 8S* that the cowherd shall save cattle irorn the danger of

worms (or reptiles ), robbers, tigers and from caverns and pits

and that he should try to protect them to the best of his ability,

should call out for help or
' inform his master. If the herdsman

does not struggle to protect the cows, nor raiBe a hue and cry

nor inform his master he must make good the value of the ww

lust and must pay a fine to the king (tfar. .EX. U )
Man, TO

232 and 235, Yaj H 164-165, Visnu Dh S V « 137-138, Nor

(IX 14-15) provide that if a cow or other domestic amnm

strays or is killed by worms (or reptiles) or slain by dogs an.

w£fanimals) or dies by falling into a pit or by any negl»Be

let of the herdsman, he himself shall make good th,WJ|
did not exert himbelf to prevent this happening or if***

IndXep axe surrounded by wolves and carried away whdt

«

heidsnan does not hasten to their help ***?*"**»
PonsSlity for the loss In these cases the herdsman has «J»

fr^ i w i b> ft T p " '

ascribes il to snr? ~_~mstf *t W^
885 f^1 15?" ^*t? *'

^R.B^V 137-138
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to pay a fine of 1%\ panas ** to the king ( Yaj. II 165 ) Ap. Dh.

S 11 11. 28. 6 makes 887 the herdsman liable to pay the price if

an animal in his charge dies or is lost (by theft &c ). Manu

VTH. 333, 236, Nar JX 16, Vyasa state exceptions to the above

viz where an animal is carried away 8SS by robbers though the

herdsman raised a cry, he would not be liable to make good 'the

loss provided he gave information to his master At the proper

time ( immediately after the animal is carried away ) and

proper place ; or when the herdsman himself is seized or the

village is attacked or the country is invaded, the herdsman

would not be liable for loss or seizure of any animal under his

charge ; and also where, while the herd is grazing in a proper

order near a forest, a wolf suddenly kills an animal. Manu
VHI 234, Uar. IX. 17 state that when cattle die through act of

God or king or die without any fault of bis while in charge of a

herdsman, he has to free himself from liability or from the

suspicion of himself having' 885 carried away surreptitiously the

animal by producing before his master their ears, skih, tails,

bladders, tendons and yellow bile or by showing their limbs
(viz. their characteristic marks). Vyasa states that if a
herdsman, who has received his wages, abandons cattle in an
untenanted forest and moves about in the village he should be
fined by the king. 8*1

Yaj, IL 166 provides that a portion of land should be set
apart at the discretion of the- villagers or that of the king as
pasture for cows Manu VOL 237, Yaj. H 167 prescribe

886 ^wr^q^T in ht. II. 165 means, ace to the Mit , Sm C. H. p 308
and wraifi p. 773, 13j. while TO m III. p 375 and «r. u. p 348 hay that it

means 12^. ' aafcreK|5tiror amft&raql<rerqtiT: ^SR"5W0I ^m^5 , at-

3Wfi(«li(l^«6mi*«(*KiiTi<{M<rtil44r.i^I|si|^ l» sir *. p 348. The EtriS^S
seems to be f*r£ 5 *Wraiffi«h<mira4,a •

fttfrTuntijinq arsKntpftq*, on <n
II 1 ^34 (Kielhora's ed ), where the n?r«n«l cites i-wfcr* ( Tjwn ^.rf^W*#.) as an example Vide p no and note 182 above on
Mvigarr.

S87. apremo^ xn^ smpd srt ^iftnfts^^g; 1 an \r % tl 11 28 6
sss. traatt amft swr wp» ««ft i ittob gar «rrm nrasra

T*tCT<« I «TO in ^Q-j II p 207, g\; 172, wrt^ p 773
s& ^15 ^ fig%: vn^Mtttf iHt4^»ngt ' »nr^ rx 17.

_
sao. ^>aqy«ft «ftuisrGite^Fc3t f=*#t «& 1 wir^rft ^m*r. raraSr <*tur^ n«ro q. by «r a p. 347. ^a^t means ' barber '.
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that on all sides round a village, a kliaiuita and a town

an uncultivated space for pastures (between it and the

fields ) shall be kept respectively of 100, 200, 400 dhanusm in

extent Kat ( 666 ) prescribes that the owner of a field

(which is near a forest) should construct a high paling

before the crops have grown , for animals ( or deer ) when they

have once taBted the .sweet 892 (crops) can be warded off with

difficulty. Manu VUL 339 = ( Matsya 227 25), Nar. XIV 41

prescribe that a hedge should be constructed for a field that

is near a public way so high that a camel cannot look inside

over it or a horse or cattle cannot jump over or so thick that

a dog or boar should not be able to thrust its head inside it

through holes Manu Vffl. 238 ( = Matsyapurana 227 26),

Yaj IL 162, Nar. XIV 40 provide that if a field situated near a

village or a pasture or near a public road is not protected by a

hedge and cattle straying into it cause loss, the herdsman is not

to be held guilty. It is provided by Ap. Dh. S II. 11 28 5, Manu

Vm 240, Nar. XIV. 28, Eat 664-665 that if cattle enter into

fields,f parks or pastures that are situated near a village or

a public road and are enclosed by a hedge, they may be seized

or beaten off, the herdsman is to be fined ( a hundred panas)

Yaj IL 159-161, Manu VUL 241, Nar. XIV 28-29, Kat. 667 and

Others lay down that where cattle enter fields (not near a

village or road) and cause loss, the herdsman is to be fined or

whipped, the owner of the cattle is to make good the loss ana

»1 A^ is 4 cubits (or^bout 6 feet) Manu VIII flj•**»

having* space of 300 dhanus rouad a city, it also says that Ae spac

^aviUagefor pastures should be throws £££*»£

!S (the ttag-s band) is ment,oned in an inscxipfcon dated

J*
Tcwahor ^v^^sbutOiere ™"^JJ^Un ri*
IL, onw II 106. K was but natural that in ancieni u

SnTow. nngers^^^^^TS^ "J
of Db vol H p 209 n 485 and n 2021 l*01 **1'^ . ^nBcer) and

Jr Ved, being as «h « length as the he,Bbt"^^a.
purusa as a measure of length in « w
P
2I_25 Vide also Hof Dbvrf " ' ^n^^-l-ri" '

_._. 666 q by sum* P "°> «»» B P _-__ ™« *T 3S*«* '
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jay the fine prescribed and the fines vary e g Yaj II. 159

prescribes fines, of 2, 4 and 8 masas respectively when a goat

it a cow or a she-buffalo strays and causes loss of crops, while

.at. (667) prescribes only i pana in the case of cows and

heep and -| in the case of she-buffaloes Vide Gaut. XII 19-22

and Kaut HI. 10 also. Those who purposely set cattle to eat

rir destroy crops were to be punished as thieves ( Nar XTV 34

)

Ancient India entertained tender feelings for certain

animals and in certain circumstances Nar. XIV 30, Yaj II. 163,

Mann VUI. 242, Kaut HI 10 sW and Usanas provide that cowt

within ten days after calving, a stud bull, a horse, an elephant,

animals let loose in honour of ancestors or deities, and cattle

that have strayed from the herd or that have no herdsman to

look after them and have met with an accident are to be

warded off when causing harm to crops, but the owner is not

to be fined. Usanas 895 states that the reason for this leniency iR

that horses and elephants are protectors of people Aparirka

( p 771 ) explains that this exemption applies only to the king's

horses and elephants. Usanas adds that (owners of) cows
Bhould not be fined when they cause some loss at the time of

festivals and sraddhas. The great veneration for cows led

Usanas to lay down that he who requires the owner of a cow
to re-imhurse the loss of crops that are eaten up or destroyed

by a cow will find that his pitrs and the gods do not receive the
offerings made 856 by him This iB explained by the Par. M. HI.

p 385 as referring to crops in fields near a village not enclosed
by a hedge and by the Madanaratna to crops eaten at the time
of sraddha Br., Yaj H 161 and Nai. XIV. 38 require the owner
of the cow to re-imburse the owner of the crops for the loss as
settled by the neighbours. Vide under ' steya ' for cases in
which there is no offence of theft even if a person takes certain
things belonging to another without his permission.

89-t ui^ia-it m 3if?Hpni3T *r ^a^wft >ftim«»i^ 3!nt i as^ra in to

AHK-W& gtk ^ n gsw^q byffen on tit II 163, ft. T p 240 Compare
iHT^XlV 31-32 where two half verses are the same as in Usanas Manu
VIII. 243 mentions^T^, which Sm C II. p 212 explains as '^pr^fl-

*TfW » y*M«^q. by 3mr% p. 770, ft. T p. 232.



CHAPTER XXII

SIMAVIVADA (boundary disputes).

This is called ksetrajamoada&' ( disputes relating to fields)

by Narada XIV. 1, who defines it as ' dispute with regard to

land in which questions about dikes or embankments, the

boundaries of fields, ploughed land aud fallow land have to be

decided ' Narada's idea appears to be that the word 'tflmavivfida'

in Mauu is only illustrative and is a compendious way of

mentioning disputes about land in general According to Kat

( 732 ) there are six causes* of land disputes viz claiming

more land, claim that a person is entitled to less than he

possesses, claim to a share, denial of a share, seizing possession

when previously there was none, boundary In all these cases

boundaries have directly or indirectly to be settled and there-

fore all these are included under the topic of nimSmvada A

boundary dispute may relate to the boundaries of a district

( janapada ), a village, a field and a house. Boundaries, ace. to

Nar., may be of five kinds. 8" They are described as follows:

dvhajinl is what is indicated by trees which are like a flag-

staff. Manu (VUL 246-247) prescribes that trees suoh as

asvattha, the silk cotton, sala, tela ( palmyra palm ),
that have

milky juice (like udumbara) should be planted to indicate

boundaries and also bamboo clumps, bushes, reeds to a

malsymi (lit. having fish) boundary is provided by nvers ftwmg

naturally and full ot fish and tortoises or by
_
tw*» *"

reservoirs of water ( Manu VIH 248 )
A^f^^T^

one indicated by concealed signs (just as nidhana i ete««

is concealed in the earth), such as pots filled «fli chaff, «rt

bricks, bones and similar things that the earth doesnotcQTro__

bolds kedara and mary&d* separate. ftfJSt OTIpWSaiV »

Vtf H p. 333 k^*-# sfflff ^ *€$

«? , p. 353. V.de the fftm »«* •* " «***^^^ ^ nmm
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and are buried inside the earth Mann ( VIII. 250-251
)
eimvue-

rates those objects that should be buried in the earth, which

would serve to indicate the boundaries of a village or field and

which are therefore called concealed (tiparehannii) by him. A
bltayatAjojitii (free from danger) boundary is settled by the

agreement of the parties) The fifth kind is the one that is laid

down by order of the king. Bt (S. B. E 33 p 351 verse B)

prescribes*10 that at the time of founding a village definite

boundaries should be erected or constructed by means of visible

or patent {ptalasu) and concealed (upamsu or upacchanna)

signs and the 3m G 11. 338 explains that a row of big stones

should be employed to indicate the boundary. Brhaspati (S. B.

E. vol 33 p 351 verses 3-7 ) states what patent and concealed

boundary marks should be and requires elderly persons to

point them out to youths and children who in their turn when

old axe to point out the boundaries to other youths and in this

way traditional knowledge of boundaries may be kept up. Mann
(Vlll 352-353) states that in disputes boundaries should be

bettled in accordance with the visible and concealed signs des-

cribed above, by reliance on long former enjoyment and by the

constant flow of water and that if there be doubt even after

observing the signs then the dispute has to be decided on the evi-

dence of witnesses. Witnesses could either depose to the marks
of boundaries or to the boundaries themselves. Those who
could not point out the marks but were to define the boundaries
themselves were to follow a certain procedure Manu VUL 254
states that the witnesses should be asked about the marks
of boundaries in the presence of the litigating parties and
groups (or families) of the villagers The witnesses on being
asked were to trace, point out and settle the boundary unani-
mously, being clad in red garments, wearing red chaplets and
being exhorted to depose truly by their spiritual merit 901 and
carrying clods of earth on their heads, by reference to mounds
or depressions, coals, bones and chaff (buried underground,

"*«*? qbysstjNt H p 227. which says 5iwQ.aw«,& srafmtEranrai-

901^ On 3$st snfiitt. ?&: ^:, f* T p 211 remaris : tpjf 3JWT* &t>tt

grsi«pjnrra(m frgfc. Wl. fS^tg^fa; t ;B$s«ff<rre5^RT- safest *x
atrrsn. fr^raiiigrtg^^ „r f*i#r ^hirlt^t frrfhfrn Smtf ^ i
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in a vessel ), embankments, anthills, platforms of stones or

bricks, (M.mu VIEL 255, 256, Yaj II 151, Nar XIV 4-C).

Vas 16 13, Kauf HI 9, Yaj IL 150, Manu \T1L 258, 260,

Jsar ( XIV 2-3 ) prescribe that on failure of witnesses of tlia

adjoining villages, neighbours (samanta),*01 old men, cowherds

husbandmen who plough the fields near the one in dispute,

hunteis, fowlers, fishermen, snake catchers and foresters should

settle the disputed boundary in the presence of the king The

Mit. on Yaj *» H 153 quotes Kat (743-745, 51) to show that

witnesses were divided into sUmania, mauln, hrrirllia and mMhjia,

each preceding group being superior to the succeeding The

Mit. further says that the neighbours as witnesses are to hs

arranged in the form of the layers of the petals of a lotus vit

the nearest ones ( tamialtaka ) are those most preferred, (but if

this group has faults ) then a second but a more removed group

and then a third group still more remote may be examined

Sankha-Likhita and Vas. 901 16.13-15 prescribe that in boundary

disputes the decision depends on neighbours, in the case of

conflict of witnesses on documents and then on the old men in

the town or village and the guilds. Ysj. H 152 and Manu Jffl.

258 require that the neighbours who are to settle the boundary

should be four, eight or ten ( even in number > andJ™"*
of the same village (if possible). Br. (S B B 33 p 35-

verse 14 ) requires that the witnesses
9* should know the source

of title ( to the disputed land ), the measurement (m mwta*

,

.ftnft* to. ), the length of enjoyment or V™^J***Z m̂
rf persons (in P^ess.on) and the character^goBraphyo

he of the hold The general role was (as stated fr Itojaw^

ST4 • m* wiww ' m"***** ww V ****

otun- n 151. ,™a w«=;[ii5 5;pfr TR**81

904. ^^ri^WWxPRW ' "rfSwS' 'T
«P^wirrar5< aw,r*^r!l^Ln<w^fl l» f«?rr «»

^
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that a single witness however confident he might be ( or how-

ever reliable) should not take upon himself to point out and

settle the boundary, since this ( boundary ) dispute being a very

important ( difficult ) matter, its decision should rest with many.

The Mit. < on Yaj. H. 153 ) explains that this prohibition holds

sood only if the single witness is one not accepted by both sides

as reliable. But Nar. ( 30V. 10 ) and Br. { S. B. B» 33 p. 352

veree 11 ) hold that where a single witness accepted by both

sides has to settle the boundary (in the absence of more

witnesses and in the absence of reliable patent or concealed

signs ) he should do so after placing a clod of earth on his head,

after being dressed in red robes and wearing red flowers and

after observing a fast. If it was a sudra who was to trace or

lay down a boundary Visvarupaw on Yaj. H. 156 quotes a prose

passage of Brhaspati that he was to be decked in red pieces of

cloth, his face was to be smeared with ashes from a cemetery, a
mark was to be made on his chest with five fingers dipped in

the blood of a goat and the entrails of the sacrificed goat were

to be tied round his neck and he was to hold a clod of earth

in the right hand. All this was to impress upon him the gravity

of the work and the necessity of doing his best impartially. If

no knowing witness or no patent or concealed signs are available

the king has himself to settle the boundary between the two
villages athis own discretion (Yaj. II 153, Nar.XIV. 11,Manu VUI.
265). He may divide the land between the two villages equally
and construct new marks of boundaries, but if the disputed land
will be of greater benefit to one village than to the other
the king may assign the whole of the disputed land to the
former Manu "V3IL 245 prescribes that when there is a
boundary dispute between two villages the king should decide
it in the month of Jyestha when the embankment (marks) become
quite clear ( owing to water being dried up in summer ). The
decision made by the witnesses or neighbours became final
only after the lapse of three weeks if no calamity ( from act

k

— —

—

— _—

_

I
*n*rair. *?iM-»m 8mi4 .{jfawt i *&. q by ^fiN n. p. 23i, to. hi. in,

, p 393, nr. si p. 359 Ms of 444«Kwl reads ^flm^d^
,

/ 907. ^gtoir g iiar? sswISr i ^ gjfj SrarrrrEi &»>HMjfti\uuri$t<t

64
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or find or tang) befell the witnesses (KM 751) * m-incRcnl)cs(VllI 261) tint «,» i.„ j
«i;.*s Manu

•should be flirf w tt kw rdary
?Wed * witnesses

containing the ni of *IL°l T^ V- ^*
the fixing of boundaries by tSlidatrv^5? -^Vl
1- tue_Bh stoueP^J^^—

-

evidence about the carrying out of all the details laid down in

SiTf'S? ™, « the settlement * boundaries. Manu
VIE, 263 Taj IL 153, Nix. XIV 7 prescribe the middle amer-
coment for each one of the oanmrdws that falsely settle Hid
boundaries, while Maim (VHI. 257) and Mr XIV. 8 prescribe
the first amercement only for other witnesses such as members
of corporations and elderly villagers. If through friendship,
greod or fear the witnesses who know the facts do not come
forward to settle the boundary they are each to bo fined in the
highest amercement (Kat. 909 750).

Br. (S. B. E. 33 p. 353 ven.es 19-21) lays down certain

interesting rules about alluvion and diluvion. Where a river

is the boundary between two villages and the river carries away
soil from one village and attaches it to another, the accretion

belongs to the village to which it becomes attached, but this is

so when the soil carried away has no crops growing on it; if

however soil with growing crops is separated from a village and

joined to another by a river in flood, the former owner can reap

only the crops and the land will belong to the village or field

to which it has become attached 9l0

908. ^i-a^v^u) ^}$ <iT3w4ftrfc ^ i fSwrerenntf s^miSraifitaft

'

qn^Tt 751 q. by (fen. on *n II 1S2 V. P {[p 350 ) adds ' TmnUojftR' $TO'
.'

909. qg^r g i&g'iriH r ? ?ref Fftfor qi% i §j5H*ngr cjfrnsr tnwmfrm-

WIS^PI. « SilcTT. 750 q by frrai on ?jt II 152. Sfmjk p 763.

910. « imifanftj* nTjrsT g^ar i^r i 5^r ^ttsto w^rmr^?rra-

otra i *T3>=r &5<rra a ^p^^ wf?«iffhi. '^ &% ^W 1̂*™ Br ^ ""'"V '

**

wmari^fc* 'sftfSsmr v^t h%i i snffefrsr.'pn%<>r s^nft vva ami s>?- 9 •*

wfih*. II P 234, TO JU. HI PP 398, 339, ft T 217, «7. *. P *<*• CM

latter explains a^ *?wi | tmHqj5*<« <rr srar >£f* *r G*n<ftn ***« §m

55^Sr^l. Tbe it < p 217 bold. . d,fferen t *«. ^3^
?rar(^iflSSC^ ,n^ Era 5?3Tm^ sr^rT^ '''
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ManuVIIL262,Yaj.II. 154, War. XIV. 12, Ktt
™J>*f-

cribe that the decision of disputes about the boundaries of fields,

wells, tanks, groves and parks, palaces, houses, cottages, temples

and channels carrying vain water is to be similarly arrived at by

the testimony of witnesses ( wmvUi* and others

)

Several rules are laid down by Nar., Br. and Kat. about

easements and water-courses

Br.(S B. E. 33 p 354 verse 24) prescribes that no 9U inter-

ference should be caused to the manner of the enjoyment of

houses (as regards doors, compounds &c), to the enjoyment of

water and markets in the way in which they had been enjoyed

from the time the village or house was established or built.

This means, ace. to the Sm. 0. II. p. 234 and V. P. p. 363 that if

a new mode of enjoyment is started in the case of these after

the village was established or the house was built then inter-

ference may be allowed. Br. (S. B. E 33 p. 354 verse 25)

further says that ancient windows, 912 watercouises, balconies

(pegs?), raised platforms on the borders of- streets, waterspouts

carrying rainwater from a square of houses (and cottages) en-

joyed from former days should not be allowed to he interfered

with, even if they might cause some inconvenience to the neigh-

bouring house Eat (752-753) similarly provides 'one should
not interfere with the base of the wall, a drain (or waterspout),
a balcony, window, watercourse and dwelling house of another.
These are not to he added to one's house after the first building*
of it (so as to cause obstruction or annoyance to another), one
should not open a window 913 (so as to command a view) in the
interior of another's house or open a spout (that will drain off

9" fflwht«KKm qwti4iTuuuQ,fai]
i

* ^ in-rarer 3j=ar ercr ?rec $*«n<s-

TO1=TO5l5lll? q. by3JTO& p 764, ^ra^. II. p 235, 5*r. st. p. 3G3.

* tR

'

^S^ II p. 235; fra§$ g^fe.,,,^^ ?Q 1RTOPTO^f^^{
,Bi^ {Sr^l } wf? "row****"** ^r^<rrr^^fnfrw *r& 1

"I. n. p 363 These words are taken from the +1,3.^3

912 Compare section IS of the Easements Act (Act V ol 1882) for
the acquisition by prescription f easements of light and air for a bmldine
of support or of right of way &c

913. -One should not open a window &c.'—This right of privacy is
recognized even now by the courts as enforceable in Gujerat Vide Nathu
b

l"u
V-

z^
ha^"lal 2 Bom L R «4. ir„„M.| „ Hofawfcrt 22 Bom
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water) on to another's house. One should construct places

(pits) for depositing ordure, urine and filthy water, a fireplace

and a pit at a distance of at least two cubits from the walls

of other people ( his neighbours ) and should not construct these

very near to another's house ' ( vide also Br S. B. B. vol 33

p. 354 verses £5-26).

Br. (S. B. E. 33 p. 354 verse 27) defines a samsai anam as the

road by which men and beasts pass to and fro without let "or

hindrance Kat. (755) calls it catuspatJia and defines iaja~

marga as the road by which people are allowed to paBsat

certain times ( and not at all times ). Several rules are

prescribed by Kautilya and others for obviating nuisances

on public roads or near private houses. Br. (S. B. E. 33 p. 354

verse 28) and Kat (756) provide that roads should not be

obstructed by parking 91* carts and the like thereon, that no

one should plant anything on a public road, that a man who puts

obstruction on the public road, makes pits or plants trees or

wilfully voids excrement thereon should be fined a masaJat, and

one who does not give"6 precedence on the road to his guru,

preceptor or the king should be fined. Manu'IX. 282 prescribes

the fine of two kaisapanas for voiding or dropping ordure on

the public road in the "absence of distress and requires the

wrongdoer to clean the road, but Manu (IX. 283) makes an

exception in the case of persons diseased, very old men, a

pregnant woman and a child, who are not to be fined but

Ly reproved for voiding ordure on the road. Vide Matoya

227 175-76 for the same two verses Kaut n. to P^
cribes the fine of f of a pana for throwing dust on a «***

and i for obstructing it with mud and a fine doubleoW

q. by ft. X. P- 221. . jr pp. J46-J47.

9,7 *^™*^^lt^^^<*^-
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for doing the same on a royal road ; prescribes a fine of one,

two, three or four panas respectively for voiding ordure on or

near a holy place, or a place whence water is taken, or a temple

or the king's buildings and exempts from fine such persons as

those mentioned in Manu IX. 283. Kat. ( 758-759 ) provides 9 '8

that he who defiles a tank, a garden or holy water ( or ghats )

by throwing filthy matter ( ordure &c. ) therein should be made
to remove the filth and fined the first amercement and also one

who pollutes by washing soiled clothes in holy and purifying

sacred places {ghats &c.) established by great or saintly persons.

Yaj. IL 155 prescribes the first, the highest and middling
amercements respectively for making breaches in the boundary
( between two or more fields ), for ploughing a field beyond the
boundary of one's field and for depriving a man of his field

by intimidation and the like. Vide also Visnu Dh. S. V. 172
and Sankha-Likhita 919 who prescribe a fine of 1008 panas for
transgressing ( the whole of ) the boundary ( of a field ). Manu
VUL Wl ( = Matsya 227. 30 ) provides a fine of 200 panas
for seizing another's field, garden or house through inadver-
tance, but 500 for seizing any one of these by intimidation
Nar. XIV. 13-14 and Kat. ( 760-761 ) state9* that the fruits and
flowers of those trees that grow on the boundary between two
fields should be declared (by the Judge) as joint between the
owners of the two fields and that if the branches of trees grow-
ing in one man's field spread over another man's field that man
should be understood to be the owner of the trees and branches
( together with fruit &c. ) in whose field the trees are born (have
taken root). The first proposition implies that if one owner

wnrtrctH ^mt q by aro p las, ^fh^ n. 235, «r. fl p 36s
"

„ „,
5
,
19, ,3w"ri»*S **xmm.\ sTgf&fias q . by *#&,. n . p . 236, m. „.

S? m *" 5I^^^t*'- The test ,„ M? Ghar; Ê

«K^\ *25^* ,*mpi*W'B* ****** 1 m* & * mm*^^
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tUe fimtS Ua * UM0 10 b
°
fin6d fur taking haif

A vtfw
( watercourse) is s,aid by Nar (XLV. 18) to be of

two kind*, viz that which h dug ( umja ) into the soil in order
to dv.un uff excessive water and that which is constructed
( hwlhijti ) as an embankment to prevent water fiom flowine
away. Y«y il. 15C and Nar XIV. 17 provide that a «ft> made
by the owner of one field in the neighbouring field should not
be forbidden by the owner of that field, if the loss of soil it

causes (to the latter) is small as compared with the great
benefit that it may confer Nar ( XIV. 20-£l } and Yaj II. 157
prescribe that one should make a dike or watercourse on an-

other's land with the permission of that man or with the permis-

sion of the king as otherwise he cannot reap the benefit thereof.

Kat ( 762-63 ) provides a similar rule about the repairs to a

house or garden or tank made by a stranger without the owner's

or the king's permission It is stated by Nai ( XIV. 23-25 ) that

when the owner of a field is unable (to cultivate it) or is

dead or is not heard of, if a stranger cultivates the field

without objection from any body, the stranger shall enjoy

the produce of the field, that if the owner (or Ms son)

returns while the field is being tilled by a stranger, he can

get his field back on repayment to the stranger of all the

money expended on making the land (ready for crops). If

the owner is unable to return the expenses, the stranger, may

retain 5 th of the produce every year for eight years giving

3th to the owner every year and should hand over the field to

the owner when the 8th year arrives Yaj II. 158 and Vyasa

provide that if a person takes a field from the owdbt on rent

foi cultivation, but gives up the cultivation after slightly

ploughing it and does not employ someone else to complete the

cultivation, then he should be made to pay the produce that

would have been recovered from the field if properly cultivated

and also should be fined and the field may be taken from him

and given to another tenantw.

^^««4 "yfS » P M l
«r.»p.S68.*B'« U-P

III. P 408 ascribe this to 5?



CHAPTER XXIII

VAKPA1U1SYA AND DAMDAPSRUSYA

( Abuse and defamation ; assault)

Vakparasya, dandap&rusya, steya, strTsangrahana, aahasa

are five titles out of 18 that aTe concerned with what may be

called criminal matters or crimes in modern nomenclature.

Vide under sahasa below.

Nar. XVIIL 1 defines mkparusija a8 ' abusive words that

loudly proclaim censure of another's country, caste, family and
the like and that cause mental pain or offence to that man.'
Kat. (768) defines it as 922 consisting in making the sound 'hum*
(of defiance) before another or coughing before him, of imitating
or uttering before another whatever is censurable according to

popular notions. Nar. (XVm. 2-3) says that abuse is of three
kinds, msthira{ reproachful such aB calling a man a fool or a
rogue), ailito (obscene or insulting), tlwa (mercilessly severe such
as charging a man with such grave sins as brahmana-murder or
drinking liquor) and that the punishment for each later one is
more severe than for each preceding one. Examples of the
abuse of country, caste and family are lespeotively ' the Gaudas
are quarrelsome ',

' brahmanas are extremely greedy ', ' persons of
the Visvamitra gotra commit cruel deeds '. Br. ( S. B. E. vol, 33
p. 355 verses 2-4) divided vakparusya into three kinds viz.
lowest (when the country, caste or family of a person is abused
or sinfulness is ascribed without specifying any definite act),
middling (speaking that the abuser will have sexual inter.
course with the mother or sister oi the abused or ascribing the
commission of upapatakas™ or minor sins to the abused),
highest (charging him with taking forbidden food or drink or
mercilessly exposing or ascribing the grave sins to a person).
Various fines are prescribed in the smrfcis that depend upon the
above distinctions and also on the castes of the abuser and the

^ft « ?mm (76S) q. by amra p. sos, ^f^r n. P e

Yuj in. 234-2«, Wdhatmasutra (37 ) which contain long l,sts J thenT
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abused
L
For example, ManuVffl. 267 (=N5r XVflllS-M~27. 66) prescribes the punishments nf inn 7

Mat*4

panas, corpora! punishment£%£ %&?£?*»
avaisya or a Sudra abusine a toawL i

,1Bto ™F« or

Vm 268 ( . NarbSS^T "* 00n«y Mum,

£j?i. T**
k
*
°f

*
h6 Sm

'
°- aMd the Madanaratna it^that these dwamnmatingprovisions™ based on the caste'" andthe ^onptron of minor or grave sins had becomeSd Jt"rand were not being enforced by the kings in India by tht

Siw ?J
A<^ l6asi °°e 0r two matters

- ^vevcr, maybenoted. Manu VJO. 268-272 and 274 are the same aS Mr.
AViU. 16-17, 22-24 Even the truth of an impmat}onte
afforded no complete exemption e g. if a peram angnlj-
calls a man a thief (who was oncB convicted of it) or
speaks of him as blind or cripple, the former raild
be fined at least one karsapana ( Manu VH1. 274 - NSr.
XVIH. 18 ). Kaut. ( in 18 ) provides in this case three panas'"
as fine and Visnndharmasutra ( V, 27 ) two panss. When the

924
' *? ^'^"I'^^^'t^W^ "»n iqn*n*mhra»*rl3 wnf'riiht

'raft mim^iimkr «sf^m arcmflrca *sfcrja ^wigsHfstefrarcfom-

*rrWT£3«Tr a«rfl«TO<ir%»jf ijfffii i wgf^rar i vgfa ll p in T*«

words from %;t i ffl >JH up to wifa occur also in ^r. ft p 479, «I>icl> winds ">'

as ' Baft 5rggsT!n»rrat? 3r?«rit«rer ( =*.. i

)

totftaigrcra;' j Tnft wwrcrt

xvr«r«rraT?*m% sfo^m > (h^to* at the end of qtym*"

)

925 Vide diHAmiflm 14 6. 6. tor an abuse as to vaa-a 'tw»; aw

fafim ^wh im i 3w fctm%r!Ki*'i*!<i»i)<3<'J)itr ^jns^ f'fi
'

'

926. Compare sec -109 oi tbo Indian I'cnal Code, ivccplwn tf«. vl
£^

provides that the mere truth of an imputation docsnoi cuoicitc irv-

Iromlnc charge o[ defamation, unless the imputation rsuiiin'J f« <

public good. _ .

S27. -rfhusras^r^^T^f srfhitanS* ^mrimffi "*'*'•",

g-r^rtrort 3*3: ' 3?&nra HI. IS.
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imputation is false all provide for a fine double of that pro-

vided in case the imputation is true. Ironic praise of a man
(such as describing one who is blind of one eye as one endowed

with a beautiful eye) ib made punishable by Kaut. (331. 18).

To warn928 a man against associating with a person who is

guilty of a grave sin or of theft does not entail punishment if

the truth of the imputation he established (Kat. 776). Ace to

Kaut and Kat (775) the king was to awaid only half the fine

prescribed if the accused said 'what I uttered in abuse was done
through ignorance, carelessness, rivalry or friendship ; 1 shall

not again do so' 929
. A pereon who abuses a king doing his

duty was to have his tongue cut off or forfeited all his property
(Nar XVHL 30, Taj. H. 303 ). Ap. H. 10. 27. 14 prescribed for
a sudra that abusad any one of the three higher castes leading
a religious life the punishment of the cutting of the tongue 930

.

DaydapBrusya ( assault). Kaut HL 19 begins his treatment
of this topic by saying that it comprises touching, threatening to
strike and actually striking another 931

. Nar. XV3JL 4 defines it as
injuring the limbs of another with the hand, foot, weapon or other
means (such as stones ) or defiling or causing pain by ( bringing )
ashes and similar substances in contact with another. The Mit.
on Yaj H. 213 explains that even causing injury to animals and
trees would fall under this title Mr XVHL 5-6 provide that
assault-maybeofthree kinds viz. mild, middling and highlyW
punishable according as a person merely makes preparations to
assault or attacks wrthout any qualm or causes a wound and that
this enme can further be divided into three kinds according as
tiie object attacked is low in value or middling 0I high A vers*
from the Parisista ( quoted by Sm. C. H. p. 327 and V P p 3W

)

states whoever causes pain or draws blood, wounds, breaks, cuts
off, purees (the hmbs or bodies) of living beings is guilty ofdandapamsya' According to Br. (S. B. E. vol. 33 p 357 verse

928. !RW%l5ilte5l!l (ilAt) «&.,«„.spft^^n^ (775) q . byiShL'^aTirr * *^
CompareevcepUQHs9 andl0o£sec.499oftheI.P.c. * P

'
"*'

WPPl* »*!*«. 775 q. by ft , p 246, S r^ o 70/^.^^ ^

65
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1 ) (turnluitiii usi/ii''*2 consists in striking (a peisuii) with thu hand,

with a stone, ,i club, ashes, mud, dust or a weapon. The Mit
onYaj 11 3U lollowiug N5r XVlil 7-12 1 ijk down eerUin

propositions .about bofcb abuse and assault A person who
does, not return abuse or does not assault when abused ur

assaulted, deserves to be commended , if he returns the abuse or

assaults in return, the person who began the quairel is to be

dealt with moie severely than the other When two persons'33

attack each othei aud there are no means, for finding who began

the quanel equal punishment is to be awaided to both, but

when tw o quarrel he who began the quarrel or he who persists

longer than the othei is to be fined more than the other party

and lastly it men ol the lowest 934 castes such as siapuha, meihi,

tundula, hunters, elephant riders, vratyas and dasas ( slaves)

absault respectable men and acaryas then they are to be

punished ( whipped ) by good men then and there, but if such

punishment is- not possible, then the king should award

corporal punishment (of various kinds accoiding to the

nature of the crime ) and should not take fines from them,

since they are the foulest among men and their wealth also is

foul Kat ( 783 ) and Br ( S. B. E 33 p 359 verse IS
)
arc to

the same effect The several smrtis lay down various punish-

,/ments for various kinds of assaults but no useful purposa

7
will be served by going into details Kat * (786>P«wiA»

that just as in abuse punishments depend on the castes of

t>
Iat the Undent foi the offence should he wunm^

.

q *«
,£^^^'~-^^ "*'

93< ^^^^J^STT^S S^^^^Am iisnett q by wwntP 8I3
- ™vL,p,_ Ja«ift « i'-

2"'

935. Mrt^ '^Sf^.kT^
936 ^^SiSrTST^ J-- ^^^«-
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the pain or injury caused by the offondct 1,o a man or bea«t. A few

examples may be set out. Probably the eldest reference to fines

for assault in Sanskrit literature is contained in Hie Taittiriya

Samhita 9J7 IJ G 10. 2 .
' He who threatens to all ike a brahmana //

shall be fined with a hundred (cows or niskas ' ), ho who sti ikes a v'v^
brahmana shall be fined with a thousand , he who draws blood

from him shall not behold the jnlrs for as many years ok there

are particles ot dust mixed with the blood that fallu on them *•

This passage is interpreted in Jai B3 93S 4 17 as being a rocom-
mendatary induction (/Mmsa/Ww) to all at all times to desist /
from assaulting a brahmana. Gaut (21 20-23 ) and Maim XI.w
206-207 appear to take theTai. S passage diffeiently and refer the
figures of 100 and 1000 to years Kaut in 19 prescribes various
fines for various kinds of assaults Br (S. B.E 33 p 357 verses 2,

3

and 7 ) says that if a person throws ashes or the like at another
or beats him with the hand the fine should be one mayi, but it

he strikes with a brick, stone or stick the fine should be two
masakas ; this however applies when both aie of the same castei
but if he absaults a woman who is another's wife or a person
of a higher caste, the fine may be higher and higher For
one who bruises the skin of another or draws blood by assault
the fine is one hundred panas, and for him who causes a
wound by removing some flesh the fine is six masakas and
he who causes breaking of bones should be banished (Manu V31I
284 = tfar XVIII 29) Kat prescribes the highest amerce-
ment for cutting off the ear, the lip, the nose, the foot the
eye, the tongue, the penis, the hand, and the middle amerce

"

ment for causing injury (or wounding) CUit XII 1 Kai.t

of the cutting of that limb with which a sfidr* Htfkw d person
of the three higher castes And the Mil on Yai JI 315 arolie.:
by analogy the same rule to a vaisya btr.ktn.r tl k-atriv/Manu VIIL2S0 extends the same puUll,mou , ta\ „^X

^5J«tr9 sro^s ^r^^OTf^r s^tg * li e m z

~

M« «JU«*qft»T<t*l3r HI 4 !7 apw, condoMOD >. *m*v„

***** XH i.^^m^.mrwRt^n^U ^;S' f̂
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ISZ2

:

ft -**-**£. "'JESSwith one of a higher caste was to be first branded on th«waist and then banished or his hips.were to be gashed ( in sul

onTe Wv
e

TSh
l
D
?

die)
'
that a *&dra deLtly'spiZg

vni^c ^ a brahmana had his lips cut off or a sudravoiding urine or faeces on a brahmana had those offending
limbs cut off, 01 a sudra defiantly seizing a brahmana by
the hair or the feet or beard or neck or testicles would have
both his hands cut off If several conspire and strike a
person who is alone, each one was to be sentenced to twice the
punishment prescribed for the offence (Yaj II 231 Kaut 5*m 19, Visnu Dh. S. V 73) Kaut. m 19, Manu VEL 287,
Yaj H. 222, Br., Kat 787, Visnu Dh S. V. 75-76 provide that the
king should make an offender pay a fine and also the expenses
of medical treatment and diet till the wound is healed up and
the person attacked is able to do his usual work (vide note 613
above) For mischief to property 9" and for killing or maim-
ing animals, Kaut., Manu, Yajnavalkya

_
and others provide

various fines. For example, Kaut. HL 19 prescribes that when
property of small value is destroyed by a man he should be

punished with fine equal to the value of the artiole and should

be made to restore the article or its value to the owner; but m
the case of articles of substantial value the fine is double of the

value. Manu Vin 288 is of similar import. Yaj n. 223 provides

varying fines if a person wrongfully causes damage to a wall by

knocking it (with a club), or pierces it or divides it into two

or demolishes it and makes the offender pay to the owner the

cost of restoring it Manu. VIH 296-298, Ya] H -125-226

prescribe fines for causing death or injury to animals of small

value (such as goats) and big animals like elephants, horses

and cows Yaj II 227-229, Kaut IH 19, and Kat 793 provide

fines for causing loss by injuring or felling trees, shrubs and

creepers Yaj ]X 214 holds 942 that if a person throws mud,

940 MiiM-n^ **rat srefo; %pft 3*3! i anfcnw in io.

5KR7H 792 q by TO *T. HI p 425. ft T 284; mwifoff wifoTHWn *"

rm i wr tm^ gmrf fihrrmfimT w*m i wsjvm 285. Th.s tat fa ««*

as qn^im's «n ft. t p. 284. ^^
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dust or saliva or filthy things on another or strikes with his

feet, he should not be fined if he is under the influence of

intoxicants at the time or is not in his right mind or does it

through mistake, while Kant. IE 19 prescribes half of the usual

fine in such cases.

An important question is how far the right of private

defence of person or property was recognised by the dharma-

Sastra works. This subject has partly been dealt with in H. of

Dh. toI. EL pp. 148-151 in connection with an atatdym (a desperate

man) who is an incendiary or a poisoner or is anned with a

weapon, is a robber, one carrying away another's wife or seizing

by force (a field). Although there is great diversity of views

about killing a brahmana atatayvn, there is no difference of

opinion as to repelling with force culminating even in death

an SttOSym. of any other caste. Gaut. YSL 25 allows even a

brahmana to arm himself when his life is in danger. 943
,
Baud.

Dh. S. JLm 2. 80, Manu VUL 348-349 lay down that hrahmanas

and vaisyas may oppose with force when they are prevented

from doing their religious duties by felons or when there are

disturbances caused by invasion or the like, for saving their

own lives, for preventing the seizure of their cows or other

wealth or for protecting women or hrahmanas. The Mit. 945 on
Taj. IL 286 remarks that these rules of Manu are applicable

when there is no time to report to the king or when delay in

opposing violence will mean loss or ruin. According to Hat. 9*6

( 800 ) no blame attaches to a man who kills wicked men that
are about to kill another, but when they have desisted from
their attempt, they should be arrested and not killed. Apararka
( on Yaj. UL 227 ) remarks that persons aTe to he regarded as
atatfiyin while they are about to set fire or to kill or they
are in the act of setting fire or killing and the like, that
where it is not possible to prevent them from doing what

943. Mumftiil arrgmftft wtw i^jfa i »ft vii. 25.

944. «wttf*T8P'nffq<T W^^'g^i'sft^nar KHRvU'^^qWq» «

*>• *• " 2- 80 ; sis Gfc»BPmttf Vrif^rahreej^f t ng VIII 348, which the
*<""» t™) explains ' n&ddHfli^-fl TO %St *tn§ V ^a^li^m,-

*s **ggu3l ra^-< ^raf?dm^ Wittmmas i anpw^ -wifl-

»^toc t to R^ imIh«i« Turif « jlu»wa i ^g i fftai on-jjr 11.286.

*S<rs b wn*n 500 q by ^EU . II, p. 315
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they intend to do except by killing them there only the

text", allow killing ; but that where it is passible to prevent

them by merely wounding them with a weapon or stick, killing

fheni would he an offence '" Medhatithi'"" on Maim VJJ1 348

differs from this and allows the killing of a desporado oven .iftnr

lfp has carried out his purpose and not only when lie is about to

carry it out or is in the act of carrying it out Theuewnf
the Mib onYa] 11 21 it that one has a light to oppose and

kill another in self-defence, in defence of women and other weak

people, who cannot defend themselves against a murderous or

violent attack and that even if a wrongdoer of the brabmana

caste was killed in the exercise of such right there ib no punish-

ment at the hands of the king and the prayascitta (for killing

a brahniana) is a light one Similarly a man cm kill with

impunity animals having claws, horns or fangs or horsos

or elephants if they attack a person (Kat. 805 q by 8m C 11.

p 316)

A* ***** * *^jw -TO*'^JSSSS^nn-
W r^TOTS H3 S Bpijiwmw plM ,u. defence rf

Indian Tcnal Code ,_n -ni5n"mP',« f*

* ", ...- .r„t of nrt^r n P 315.
and also that of *?r^ n P 315.



CHAPTER XXIV

STEYA (theft).

In the Rg. there^ is frequent mention of taskara, stem

aritayu In Rg. VI. 28 3 the sage 948 says *may the cows

not disappear from us, may a thief not injure them '. In Rg.

VIII 29. 6 it is said 'Pusan guards the ways and knows of

concealed treasures as a thief does ' From Rg X. 4 6 it appears

that thieves were desperate and hound people with ropes and

(fromRg 1. 191 5 ) that thieves {taskaras) appeared at night.

Tatju (thief) occuis in Rg I 50 2, IV. 38. 5, VL IS 5 and is an

Indo-Jranian word. The word ' stena ' occurs in Rg. VI 28. 7 and

means 'one who is a cattle-lifter". Rg. VIII. 67 14 indicates

that a stena was bound with ropes (when caught). In Rg VIL

55. 3 the dog is asked to run after a stena and a taskara, the

first heing probably a thief (who secretly carries away pro-

perty ) and the second a thief who openly carries it away. In

the Vaj 9«« S XI. 79 (=Tai. S. TV. 1. 10 2) we have the malimlu

in addition to stena and taskara. Atharvaveda IV. 3 contains

charms against wolves, tigers and thieves (taskaras).

Steya is distinguished from saham in Manu VIJL 332, Kaut
IIL 17, Nar. XVIL 12 and other works as stated under sahasa
below Kat 810 defines 9*8* it as ' depriving a man of his wealth
either clandestinely or openly and either by night or by
day '. Nar XVII 17 defines it as ' deprivation of wealth by
various means from people that are asleep, careless or

intoxicated'. It may be of three kinds according to the

value of the thing stolen viz. trifling (when earthen-ware, seats,

cots, wood, hides, grass, beans in pods or cooked food is stolen)

or middling (when the theft relates to clothes except silken

948 si si *roi5a 5t ?pn@ sres^t ^wiMiThiTi mRtti ^ffit i *f. VI.
as 3 . tin tpj; ^rrtrnr ereRft to? <pt^ PrJNto « ^ vm. 29 6 . a^n^
«**<( ^£<*Wlf*l34lf»4viy'ldl«U 5?. X 4.6 (explained in fSrewUI. 14).

948a *} 3i$g fltS»*M. ^il-H-Mt+K! ^ t % frSwmWdUiil ^OTW
*STvr3t n 5Rt. « XI 79. The com. on Tai. S explains . « «fats «jh^KTs

948b n^rtf^t stTOjt^t Rw«*w«t i^n m«nm«<m i4^ twfaflfiUn n

^KPft. 810 q by ?[pr«T«J VI. 9, p. 224.
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patent «*«• »" ^ders whoemploy false weights and balances, gamblers, quacks bribers^^.prostitutes, those who profess to areata,\E""£manufacture imitation articles, those who subsist bywst eating good fortune or portents or by magic or palmist

false witnesses &c Manu (IX 261-266) states that*
order to find out such thieves the king should employ
spies m various disguises at various places such as
meeting halls, refreshment rooms, brothels, wineshops,
theatres &e The concealed thieves are those who move
about with tools for house-breaking without being observed
and whose residence is not known , they are principally'50

of nine kinds viz. one who quietly relieves a man of his
money when the latter is attending to something elBe, a
house-breaker, a highway robber (who robs travellers), a
cut-purse, one who steals (or kidnaps) a woman or a
man, cattle, horses and other animals. Yaj n. 266-268
and Nar. (parisista 9-12) indicate the various ways in

which thieves may be detected and caught viz by the (police)

officers recovering a part of the booty from a man or by

tracing foot-steps, or by seizing one who has been often

found to be a thief, or by finding out that the man
suspected cannot state his place of residence; and they

recommend that on suspicion others may be caught, if on being

questioned they attempt to conceal their caste or name or if they

are found addicted to gambling, wine and women or if their

mouth becomes dry or their voice changes or if they spend

lavishly though they have no ostensible means of earning, or

those who sell lost or second-hand goods or who move about in

disguise or who are found making inquiries about others' houses

949. sHittiwwittira QRm^frh-u. ^rr ssmnw^anm'? spWtfr

«f**n H 1? Q by^©^ " P. 317, ar. *. p 386.
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or wealth The Mit. on Yaj 9M II. 268 quotes NaT and gives the

warning that the king must carefully examine whether the man
caught is really the thief and should not convict merely on

suspicion, since esen an innocent man may have stolen property

near him or betray some of the signs noted above. When pro-

perty alleged to be stolen is found with a man, it may be that

the articles came to his hands from another's hand or he may
have taken it up when it lay unclaimed on the ground or he may
have taken it as a thief ; liars often have the appearance of

honest men and nee teivt CNai I 71) 952 Naiada's dictum (I. 42)

that one who ib not a thief may be held to be a thief as in the

case of Mandavya has already been quoted above ( p 357n 549 ).

Vide Manu IX 270 ( = Matsya 227. 166 ) cited on p 355 above
When a peison i>» seized on suspicion of being a thief he could not
be acquitted on his mere denial d£ the offence He had to prove
innocence by oi dinary evidence (such as proof that he was>
elsewheie when the theft was committed) or ordeals (Yaj It. 269)
The general rule about the punishment ot patent thieves was that
the punishment was to be proportionate to the lightness or
gravity of the crime and not to their wealth ( "Vyasa

)

953 Br. (

S

B E 33 p 361 verses 10 ff) quoted in Par. M. IB pp. 439-440
and V P pp 387-88 prescribes various punishments for parti-
cular kinds of patent thieves e g. sabhyas giving wrong deci-
sions (toi bubes) oi those who deceive by betraying the trust
imposed in them are to be banished Manu IX 292 { = Matsya
227 184-185) holds that the goldsmith is the worst of all
deceitful persons (huntakas) and if he is found committing
fraud his limbs should be cut off bit by bit.

As regaids the concealed thieves the texts lay down special

ttL TT X
7
U a "*«**»thrftal the three kind, men-tioned above tne same punishments that are awarded in thethree kinds of sahasa Manu VUI 323 prescribes death sentence

for kidnapping men ot good family and particularly women

C.l>
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. ^817) provide impaleinent'«after cutting oiFlus hands. Y5j.lL274, Manu IX 277, Vism,

ciffhW If i
36 Pres«nbe

,

for the cu^«e the punishment of thecutting of the thumb and index nnger for the first oftence, the
cutting of the hand and foot if it is the second offence and
death if he repeal the same offence a third time Not only wai
the thief made to undergo punishment but he was also liable
tomake good the loss of property to the person robbed (Maim
VEI 320, Ysj.Il 370,Visnu Dh S V. 89, Nar. parisista 21)
According to ffar (parisista 23-24) for thefts of articles of

small value the fine was five times their price, while Maira
( VUL 326-329 ) said it was twice as much as the price. Gaut
XE 12-14, «* Manu VET. 337-338, Nar. (parisista 51-52) lay

down that the fine for theft is higher in the case of the higher

castes i 8. if the sudra thief is fined eight times of the value of

the article stolen, the vaisya, ksatriya and brSbmana thieves

were respectively fined 16, S2 and 64 times the price of the

article, as each is deemed to know better owing to his higher

status and culture. Manu V2H 380 lays down the general rule

that a brahmaua offender was not to be killed whatever the

offence might be but he was to be banished from the country

allowing him to take with him all his wealth. But there were

other provisions and exceptions also. Eat ,56
( 833 ) states that

954. giHi^qffii gren qjimWtoig i?5 <J °y«i « t sss

355 Mgprrg^uRii&w g^r i jgguii-cKiulltrtm vfam.* fis^flfa*

^^W< l "ft XII '2-14
^ ^

956 juwm wg *rtenr *mm i «fhrar*mftg yy^H
,

* . —_-.»rf should be proclaimed to tlie poWie.
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the school of the Manavas deolaTed that thieves caught with

the stolen things on them should he at once banished hut that

the school of Gautama disapproved of this mode, since it is

condemned because it entails loss ( reduction ) of people in the

country The V. B. p. 332 explains this verse as referring to a

learned brahmana. Two more verses of Kat. (834-835) are

quoted by V. R p. 332 and V. O. p 92 the first of which provides

that a brahmana who is not learned whether caught with booty

or not should be branded (with the appropriate signs) and

deprived of all his property, provided his guilt is brought home

with certainty and the second provides that a brahmana thief

who is neither learned nor rich but is strongly built should be

kept under guard with fetters on his feet, should be fed on

meagre food and made to do hard labour for the king till his

death Gaut. XH. 46-48, Nar. ( parisista 13-14 ), Manu IX. 271

and 278, Kat ( 827 ) hold that the punishment for those who
knowingly give food, fire (when they feel cold), water or

asylum to thieves or who receive or purchase stolen property

ot who conceal them are to be punished like the thieves

themselves 957 Yaj DL 276 prescribes the highest amercement
for any one who knowingly gives help to a thief or murderer
in the above ways or by directions or by supplying tools

or money wherewith to go to a place for committing the

offence.

In certain cases a person could take without being liable

to be punished as a thief certain things belonging to another
even if he had not the latter'B permission Gaut XIL 9SS 25,

Manu VIII 339 ( = Matsya 227. 112-113 ), Yaj IL 166 allow a
person of the three higher castes to take grass, fuel-sticks,

flowers of trees and plants for feeding cows and for the worship
of fiTe from any place as if they belonged to himself and also
fruits of trees that were not enclosed In such cases he would
not be liable to a fine nor does he incur sin (Kulluka on
Manu VUL 339 ). A srarti passage stating that if a man takes

957 Compare sec 212 (about harbouring an offender) and 411 (on
receiving stolen property) of the I P C

958 • ^"ns^wfgomvjpCuj^^wSwi 'g seinfSr m^ffa mril ft =grqft-
WMM(,nn XII 25 swtnsp 773 remarks that this is so only when there
is difficulty in getting these (aiprf? ) ^regrr^ffi^^oT at VT% m ifilg gmj iff

ftfl *t 'Mlu^aft^iWTC ^Rt t i5^t on*rf II 166, smrfe p 774 says
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grass or fuel or flowers or fruits without permission<Westo have his hand cut off is explained by the Mit. ( on YtaS?Apararka p. m and others as .eant'toapp,^^£Jan dv,m or as meant to refer to a case where they are taken

wL™?r
S°n ^A^ really n0 dimity in securing these orwhere these are not taken for the use of cows or for worship,

inis matter had been a subject of discussion from ancient times.
Ap.Dh S w (I 10 28 1-5) contains a discussion from which
it appears that Kautsa, Harlta, Kanva and Paskarasadi were of
the opinion that whatever (however trifling or m whatever
circumstances ) a man took without the consent of the owner, he
became a thief, that Varsyayam held that there were exceptions
to this rule viz. that owners should notforbid the taking (ofa small
quantity of) grain in pods (such as mudga or masa) or grass for

bulls yoked to carts, but that if large quantities even of these were

taken there would be theft. SSnti 165. 11-13, Manu XL 16-18

and Ya] HI. 43 state that when a brahmana or other person has

fasted for three days because he has had no grain with him, he

may on the 4th day take grain for one day's meal from any-

where he can get, whether from a threshing floor or from a

field or a house, and that if the owner questioned he should

declare to him the reason, but a person of a lower caste should

not in this way take grain belonging to one of a higher caste,

unless the latter pursues a sinful course or does not perform

the duties of his caste. Vyasa quoted by Sm. 0. 1 p. 175 allows

a man to commit even theft, when he is in distress for food,

first from a person of a lower caste, then from one of the same

casce and then from one of a higher caste Manu VJXL 341

( = MatBya 227. 110, 114 ), Nar ( praklrnaka 39 ), Sankha and

Kst ( 822A ) state that a traveller whose food has run out may

take from another's land without being liable to punishment

two sugarcane stalks, two mMlakas (esculent roots), two

cucumbers or melons, five mangoes or promegranate fruit

28. 1-5

960. smisititH^fcfiiHa'^''?**^^

\0m jntronS 5fi&qf»ffr Pwr 1
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and a handful of dates and of such corn as rice, wheat,

gram &o 9W

Saliasa (crimes of violence), ManuVTH 332, Kant III 17,

Nar.XVH l.Yaj H. 330, Eat. (795-796) define sahasa961 as

any act which is done with violence in defiance of or in spite

of the presence of royal officers or guards or people The word
sahasa is a derivative from 'sahas' meaning 'force' (Nar
XVII 1). Sometimes it is distinguished from theft (as in

Mann Vm. 332, Kant HL 17 and Nar. XVIL 13) by saying
that theft consists in depriving a person of his wealth stealthily

(without force), while in sahasa there is the use of force or
violence 963

. Nar. XVIL 2 and Br (SB. E. vol 33 p. 359 verse
1) state that sahasa 964 is of four kinds viz manslaughter, theft,
violence to the wives of others, and the two kinds of parusya
(treated as one head). Although these topics can be compre-
hended under sahasa, they are generally dealt with separately
in the smrtis and digests as a matter of convenience and in
order to provide heavier punishment for crimes of violence 965

,

since a man guilty of a crime of violence is a worse sinner
than one guilty of abuse, theft or assault (Manu TITT, 345 and
Mit. on Yaj. IL 230) and Manu Vm 244 enjoins upon the king
not to tolerate for a moment a man guilty of violence The

3tf*tw3ilVMi.<ft sfsfei ifi* floS- II q byfjfiJl on ^ II 275

m^ Jiff*^^ *** ** "*"*' ^^ ,*^ w^m^% =*

457,^{SfcMI p 316 and ft. 1 287 (th*!*.. .
PP '

-a, Tr ,,5 ,
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,
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V May. (text p 2) says that in differentiating steya from

Hithasa the maxim of 'cows' and 'hulls' is applicable'66.

Sahasa is divided by Nar. XVII 3-6 and Br (S B JC 33

p 363 veise 24 ) into three varieties, viz. the lowest (destruction,

abuse and trampling of fruits , roots, water, agricultural imple-

ments), middling (destruction &c of clothes, food and drink,

household utensils ), highest (killing with weapons orpoiBon,

violence to others' wives and whatever causes pain to sentient

beings) These three kinds are respectively punished with the

three kinds of punishments described above (pp. 393-94) The

principal crimes included under sahasa in its narrow sense are

homicide, rape and robbery Bape will be dealt with under

itiisanqmhana Br. 967 states the general rule that one guilty

of murder by violence should be punished with death and

not with fines ( S B. E 33 p. 363 v 29 ) To this the brahmana

offender was an exception (Manu IX. 241 ), who was only to

be banished Manu IX 242 introduces another exception viz.

persons other than brahmanas when guilty of the great

sins ( specified in IX 235) through negligence should be only

deprived of all thoir pioperty but if they murder a man inten-

tionally then only aie they to be sentenced to death. Manu

IX. 232 and Visnu Dh S V 9-11 provide the punishment

of death for those who fabricate false royal edicts, or who

tamper with the loyalty of the elements of the State
>
or who

kill women, children and brahmanas Baud Dh S I iu.

30-21 Br and Vyasa prescribe96* that if a brahmana is

k,Ued by a ksatriya, vaisya or sndra, the king should sentence

-nrro I «r JTTO P 2 When a man says m* strffimr suStaft** th

\
sep°

•givah'.sduetothe fact that bulls, tang more intractable «•»«•

specal attention must be paid to manage them, mmj £LLfa *
III 230) employs the same maxim m a Similar connects 4fcW*«Pm

p 394,^^^*3™^**"* '*£ T% p 105 reads «>l
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the offender to death in various ways and confiscate all his

property, but if a man kills another of his own caste or of a

lower caste then the king may punish the offender with some

punishment appropriate to the crime and the strength of the

offender In IV. 11 Kaut. provides sentences of death in various

ways for murder following ancient sastras, but remarks that if

murderers have not been guilty of cruelty they should simply

be sentenced to death without torture or the like 9*. One

special rule deserves notice Gaut 22 12, Ap Dh. S. I. 9. 24

6-9, Manu XI. 87, Vas 20 34, Yaj HI 251 prescribe the same

prSyascitta for murdering a brahmana woman who is an afrcyi

as for one who kills a brahmana male. The different meanings

of 'atreyi' given from ancient times are noted below 979
. Texts

!(%?(• II st&RTSl IV 11, last verse.

970 sn^wn^^ i »u 22 12 . mk$t ^ fire* i sin a ^ i 9 24 9.

sniHt is variously explained The word occurs as early as the Sat Br I. 4,

5, 13 where in explaining why the offerings to Prajapati are made in a low

tone a legend about the goddess 'Vac' is narrated and it is said thatm having

sexual intercourse with an atreyi, a man incurs sra' (tWU^iqiifcarr ^f^f^St).
Here the word appears to mean a woman who is in her monthly illness

Vas ( Z0 33-36 ) defines atreyi as a woman who has taken the punBcatory
bath on the 4th day after her monthly illness begins and derives the word
from sra ' 3W^f WSVRif VUMrimdMldlUljfcftng'. I 3tW BJST^iRT iHifiGl .

'

Vasistba either cites or summarises a Vedic passage { as stated by Visvariipa)

which means ' here (i e in the womb of this woman ) a child is to come \
In SBE vol. 14 p 107 the same is translated as ' if the husband approaches
her at that ( time } he will have offspring ' But this is not correct ' Esyat

'

qualifies ' apatyam' and is not in the masculine. Vas derives the word from
an* and tne root ^ Visnu Dh S 36 1 and 50 9 appear to hold that atreyi means
a woman of the Atngotra Haradatta on both Gaut. and £p explains atreyi

as Vaststha does and states that others interpreted it as ' snf=t»fnn >. on in-
III 251 (^iScTlPtijjJ*- ) TC*3^n explains 3tt§ift as a woman within 16 days
from the beginning of the monthly illness and quotes srfgS 20 36 and alio
says

' MlMf 3?fStff3T gvfvi% I tT?fi[ pSN I HSn ^H|i|; 3tm% *r*5P3^eg!Ksrr

WEm^nrr^n Tftw^tf%WTOf: 1 H^ft HJ.qj.qHimfl rjg \ i. From Sahara on
Jai VI 1 7 it appears that some derived the word as ' 3*=j ^!*rnren {SsEC

£<vr><Ff>, while Sahara himself preferred the meaning 'atfipTtep and
regarded the prohibition to kill an atreyi as simply meant for praising that
gotra 'ffirr ipmfonij W^m aBftw^l&H, l «t mutm-aW sitt^ i jjfc*

Tfcnt i ^% srererajrev gf^r srewar. 1 is*mrer fg tr%g gareS i st^ama*^
«I«i4hR*> (on%t VI. 1.9) TTtt quoted by irt *T II 1 p 103 gives two
™ranmgs'3j*wr>iRf*Pfl£ **£Ht argr^w I »if§<ft ^at *t 7[^ntrtnt€
i*ii-i(^5in,«< The3TO^^gues3ir%Tff asa synonym of t^f^jji
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like AP I 9 24. 1-5, Gaut XXII prescribe different praya-
scittas for mmder depending upon the castes and sexes of the
murderer and the murdered These will be briefly- dealt with
undei pi&yascitta later on In certain cases ace. to Manu Vm
291-292, Yaj II 298-299, Kaut IV 13, though death or injury
to persons or loss of property results, no punishment was pres-
cribed viz when the nose-string of bulls yoked to a cart snaps,
when the yoke breaks, when the cart swerves on one side owing
to the unevenness of the ground, when the axle or wheel breaks
<n when the leather thongs with which the several parts of the

cm t are tiod give way, or when the rope cast round the necks

of bulls or the reins break or when in spite of the driver loudly

calling upon a person to move aside from the way an accident

occurs But Manu VHL 293, 294 (=Matsya 227. 95-96) pro-

vide th.it wheie through the want of skill of the driver know-

ingly engaged by a master the cart is overturned and injury is

o.niBcid, the master should be fined 200 panas, but if the driver

employed be known to be skilful, then when injury is caused

the di ivei should be fined ( and not the employei ) Further if

the driver, though seeing that the road is blocked by cattle or

other caits, rashly drives and kills men and animals he should

lw punished (Manu VH. 295) It is stated by Nar (parusya

Al,S B. E vol 33 p 212) that the father is not liable for his

son's offence, nor is the owner of a horse, dog or ape liable to

punishment (for injury caused by any of these) provided they

.lie not set up (to do harm) by the owner. If a drivei kills

•i man by lash or negligent driving he is to be punished like a

tluef. if he kills any one of the larger animals (such as a cow,

a hoise, a camel or elephant) the punishment would be half of

the preceding, if he kills one of the inferior animals, the fine

would be two hundred Kaut 131 19, Manu (VIE 285), YSj.

Jl 337-229 and Visnu Dh S. V 55-59 pi escribe graduated fines

fur the destruction of trees* pUnts and branches, fkwers

and, fruits according to their .usefulness and sanctity fhe

«nntw made a distinction as regards punishments between

'dimes of violence and crimes due to negligence or mistak-e

"ample, Manu VIII 264 ( =Matsya 227 30) prescribes a

J: "panas for depriving a man of his house garden

-

Mdby tlueats of violence, but only prescribes afineofJwo

hundred if a man deprives another of his house &c by mistake
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Various rules were laid down about inciters or abettors

Yaj H. 231 and Kaut m HL 17 prescribe for the man who
incites another to crimes of violence double the punishment to

be inflicted on the perpetrator himself and four times for one

who incites another by assuring Mm ' I shall give as much
money as will be required '. Eat. (798) and Br 972

(S. B E 33 p 363
veis 31 ) prescribe that if several violently beat a man to death,

he who gives the fatal blow on a vital part is declared to be the
murderer and is to suffer the full punishment for murder. Kat
( 832-834 )

«3 and Br. (S B E. 33 p. 364 verse 32) provide that he
who commences a crime of violence, who is a helper, who givep
advice as to the way ( in which sahasa is to be carried out ), who
gives refuge ( asylum ) to the offender or supplies weapons, who
gives food to wrongdoers, who incites ( offenders ) to put up a
fight, who shows how the person ( killed ) is to be destroyed, who
connives ( at the commission of an offence ), who exposes the
faults (of the person killed), who gives his approval (to the
offence ), who though able does not forbid or prevent the com-
mission of the offence—all these are ( practically ) perpetrators
of the crime and the king should award punishment accord-
ing to their ability and their guilt. Vide also iLp Dh. S
IL 11 29. 1 »* For those who begin an offence or abet its'
coromission Br (S B.E.33 p. 364 verse 32) prescribes half
the punishment prescribed for the wrongdoer.ws Yaj (H.232-
242 ) enumerates several kinds of offences as allied "to «/,„*,and prescribes punishments therefor, such as breaking a house
that is closed under seal, causing harm to neighbours and AhMos

q b,*ft*.II p 312. ft,p ,„'""*«*"« ***** . vr.

shght differences in readings
P "^ * P 395 Thcre «e

^l s<z:jj°ij;7™:«™ mana i2n °' «- ** *
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( one's agnates ), abandoning one's parents or sons or brothers or

sisters even though they be not palita, sexual intercourse with

a widow, (intentional) defilement of the higher castes by

candalas, making counter-feit coins or false weights and

measures, giving quack medicines to royal officers or other men

These aw all passed over here.



CHAPTER XXV

STEISAKGRAHAtfA. (Adultery or unlawful intercourse

with a woman ).

The Mit. ( on Yaj. 3L'76 283 ) states that mnqiahana means

the unlawful coming together of a man and a woman for sexual

enjoyment. Br. (S B. E. 33 p 365 verses 1-2) says that sinful 977

santpiihaya is of three kinds, viz. brought about by toce, deceit

or sensual passion. The first ( which is rape ) occurs when

intercourse is had in a becluded place against the will of a

woman, or with a woman who is intoxicated or is disordered

in mind or is under a mistake or when she raises a cry ; the

second occurs when a woman is brought to one's house by

some trick or pretence, an intoxicant (such as Dhatma) is

administered to her or her mind is brought under control { by

chants or otherwise ) and sexual intercourse takes place ; the

third occurs when intercourse takes place by conveying

( passion ) to each other by means of the eyes ( glances ) or by
employing a go-between and when the parties are drawn to

each other by the temptation of beauty or of wealth This

last is again of three kinds ace to Vyasa and Br. ( S. B. E.

33 p. 365-66 verses 6-8 q. by Sm. 0. IL p. 8 ) viz. trifling,

middling and grave The first is characterised by winking
at a woman, smiling at her, sending a go-between, touch-

ing her ornaments or clothes; the second by the sending
of flowers, unguents, fruits, incense, food, clothes, and
indulging in private talks; the third is characterised by
lying on the same bed, dalliance, kissing and embraces. Strl-

sangrahana by force (that is rape ) is really included under

976 ^ifctffifigtirarc wa^i^ifSitn. on *n n. 283 ; ^u<im mrarai <h$

9i?.Tmq$ 4m»\ i=ra*K r*Nftncr i ^5frRr^r t S ^cfttng^pran; u atfSr-

Sfllwiilli «tt l S*t SUW-cflHH fr*r t)<tsWUm,l i?. q. by s&uxfc p 854,
spgflt^. II p. 8. bt. st p 397, ft. *. p, 379, «ro *T m p. 462. There are
many various readings The *%&? explains «Bt$oi as a&nn ^ll'tiW?,

Compare section 375 of the I. P. C with the first kind, sec. 493 with the
2nd kind and sections 497, 498 with the 3rd kind.
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Br (S B. E » 33 „ ?JT if f°r Mp" we™ ™yl"*vy.

was of a lower caste, then half of this punishment Sto be awarded and if she was of a higher caste, toTs to fcfenced to death tocher with confiscat.onWallZ^;
Kat (830) prescribes that when™ a man has forcibly hadw al ntocoursewia a woman capital punishment is to bo
infljcted inasmuch as it is a violation of (proper) conductWhen sexual intercourse was had by deceit the man was puni-
blied with confiscation of all property, with branding on |ho
torehead of the sign of the female private parts and banishment
from the town (Br. in S. B E 33 p. 366 verse »» 11) Han nlra
the rule of Br cited above (about the reduction of bcntonco
according to the caste of the woman concerned) applies. In the
case of rape and sexual intercourse by deceit the woman was
not at all punished 98* but she had to undergo a ponanco {praya-

scitta
) of krechra or pen Uka for contact with a male other than

her husband and till she performed the prayascitta she was to

be kept well-guarded in the house, was to remain dirty (i. c

•*q«ivi Compare sec 376 of the I P C winch prescribes transportation

for life as the maximum punishment for rape Vide Russell on Crimes (9<b

cd 1936) vol I. pp 613-614 for the ancient law of England (which prowdrd

death sentence and the sentence of castration and loss of eyes) and modern

law which provides penal servitude for life as the maximum.

^t 3r wint 3 tSHH i tifttaregcr i 5^ srnmfsiqTTnir g m% «mi««^ • &•

q id ^R^ II p. 320, «r if. pp 306-397, <ttr SI I" 4G6

980 #g T3}<j'Tt»i ^rmraBr 5^ft *r?r i srt)m shotm "jIwamuI f? wt

»

;fiTt»rr 830 q, by *gf^g II p 320, ^ M p. 397, nr v p W All lr*w

three works differ as to the circumstances in which this verse applin

spt q, by ilid-H - II p. 320, ft x p. 389.

982 st iWj-Ji a tt shki aCTrsrr !jnT^W ' «(5wi(/hra stwi ft-saw

trfnSrfl'i • •-hn.^iwt'i.ni %*% <rm> *t tt>* nan. ' rt'rasifaS'CT *r "^**^,

^r^,^ q by^S^r n P 32i. ft x ioo ror w»'«J^
H3 XI 212 and 216 The ^nf=3 II. V 32° "y5 ™^%T**r-'
jrrq? snroir i mrnnmnvrnn snrrR ««.wmifl* «wi '

woWa*""**

}fi» a?f%^t^I5' ftTWW I MH-iJ-ifl &c i
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not to deck herself or apply or use perfumes &c). to lie on the

ground { not on a bed-stead or couch), was to receive bare mam-

tenanoe. After performing prayascitta she was restored to her

former position. Ace. to Yaj. JL 286 and Br (S.B.E 33

p. 366 verse 12), for adultery (in which there is consent) the

highest fine is prescribed for the male in the case of a woman

of the same caste, half of this in the case of a woman lower in

caste (than the paramour), but when adultery is committed

•with a woman of a higher caste the male shall be put to death

and the woman shall have her ears and the like cut off. Vide

Shakespeare's Othello IV. 1, where Othello exclaims 'I see that

nose of yours but not that dog I shall throw it to ' There were

other sages who were humane and opposed to the punishment

of disfigurement by way of the cutting of the ear or the nose.

Yarna'583" states that in the case of a woman guilty of adultery

at her will, there was to be no punishment of death or disfigure-

ment, but only abandonment. Kat ( 487 ) lays down the general

rule that in all offences women should be sentenced to half the

fine in money which is prescribed for a male and that when the

punishment is death for a male the punishment for a woman
would be cutting off a limb (vide note 626).

Nar. (XV. 73-75 ) holds 983 that sexual intercourse with the
step-mother, mother's sister, mother-iu-law, the paternal or
maternal uncle's wife, father's sister, a friend's or pupil's wife,
sister, sister's friend, daughter-in-law, daughter, the wife of
one's, vedic teacheT, a woman of the Bame gotra, a woman
that has sought protection, with the queen or an ascetic woman
(pravi-ujila) or a wet-nurse or a virtuous wife(sadJwl) or a woman of
a higher caste is incestuous and the punishment to be prescribed
for this crime is the excision of the penis and no less. Vide
Manu XI. 170-71, Kant IV. 13,** Yaj HL 231-233, Matsya-

^^CT^^tom^ l^TJITJTgTqTreTO^iltFs^fet {fret giffi^nf: I

p 477 also

irerett *gn i g^at^^Tm ^ wnm ^omnrr i Tnjft jrafim urst *rreft vtf-

SS/.SST The
* * p 392 remarks:™ ***s;
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purana227 139-141, which latter (three) prescribe excision of

the penis and death by way of punishment ( except for a brah-

mana) and expiation and for the woman (if she was b. consent-

ing party) death sentence Brhad-Yama III 7, Ap (inverse)

IX. 1 (Jivanandaed. ) and Yama (S.nandasrama) 35 prescribe

that there is no expiation except that of ontenng firo for incest

with mother, teacher's wife, sister or daughter It is remarka-

ble that Kaut. SK and Ya] (II 293) prescribe only a fine of U
pauas for adultery with a femalo ascetic, while Nar XV. 74

and Matsya 227. 141 deem it a most heinous offence Tho

explanation probably lies in the fact that Kant and Ya] refer

to female ascetics of the lowest castes not following the

orthodox religion, while Nar. refers to nuns of a higher order

Vide Manu VEX 363 also. For forcible intercourse witli a

prostitute against 9sfi her will Kaut, IV. 13 and Yaj II 291

prescribe a fine of 12 and 24 panas. respectively For unnatural

offences or offences against the order of naturo, Kaut IV 13,

Yaj. II 289, 293, Visnu Dh S V. 44, Nar. XV. 76 provide line-,

of 12, 24, 100, 500 panas 957

Manu IV. 134 ( = Anusasana 104. 21 = Markandoya-purami

34. 63-63) forbids a man to have sexual intercourse with an-

other's wife and states that there is nothing so detrimental to

long life as that There axe stray indications mtheVedic

literature about sexual intercourse outside marriage. Vide H.

of Dh. n pp. 637-639 In Rg. I 92. 4 ( adhi peiamsi mjxite nriur-

iixx ) there appears to be a reference to a dancing girl or hetaira.

Wives hating ( or proving false ) to their husbands are believed

to go to Hell in Rg IV. 5 5 (patmpo m javatfo dureuih) J«

Rg 1L 29 1 the sage prays to the Adityas ' remove away l«m

me sin as a woman who gives birth to a child in secret remo.es

it
'

( aie maOata rahasur-ivagah ). The gambler (m Bg*..m *,

states
* others have intercourse with his wife '

<«"g^'
»WW>1 The word^to^ occurs m Va3

™-
We have already seen ( H. of Dh IL PP_576, 1098

)
how i

Varunapraghasa (one of the Cat™W-> ^" ĉn ate
sacrifice! had to confess ifjh^hada^ove^n^ow^ _
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she confessed to having had one she was allowed to co-operate in

the sacrifice on undergoing an expiation After a man perform-

ed the solemn sacrifice called Agnicayana he was enjoined (Tai.

S. V. 6. 8 3) 9SS not to approach a svidra woman and after he

performed Agnicayana twice he was not to approach another's

wife (H of Dh vol. IL p. 1255 ).

The punishment for sangrahana (rape and adultery) varied

according to the caste of the man and the woman, according as
the woman was married or unmarried and according as she was
guarded (gupta) or unguarded. Vide Gaut. XIL 2, Vas XXI,
1-5, Manu VOL 359, Visnu Dh. S V. 41, Ya], II. 286, 294,

Har. XV 70 (as to higher or lower caste of offender), Gaut. XII.

3, Manu VJH. 374-378, 382-385, Kaut. IV. 13 ( ahout offence

against guarded or unguarded woman), Manu VUI. 364-370,
Yaj. H 285, 287, Kaut IV. 12, Nar. XV. 71-72 ( ahout maidens ).

Further the ancient sutras and smrtis prescribe more severe
sentences than later smrtis. Details of these matters are passed
over here for want of space and as being now of academic
interest only. But some examples may be noted. Gaut. XXIII.
14-15 and Manu VUL 371 prescribe for an adulteress death by
being devoured by dogs, but Yaj IL 286 softened the rigour of
this Ap. Dh. S. (H 10. 26. 20-21) prescribed the penalty of
cutting the penis and testicles for the male if guilty of adultery
with a married woman, but only confiscation of all property if
he committed adultery with an unmarried woman. But Yaj IL
288, Manu VDL 366, Nsr. XV. 72 went so far as to say that if a
man had sexual intercourse with a maiden ( of the same caste )who encouraged his advances, then there is no offence punishable
by the king, but he was to bestow ornaments on her, honour her
and must marry her

/ vJt£a?£Urtlier to be noted that YaJ- B - 290 and Nar.
(XV 79 )*» make it punishable to visit a dasi kept by a manm his own house ot outside and Y&] prescribes the fine of
50 panas for so doing. Vide H of Dh. voL IL pp. 637-639 about
prostitutes. But Manu VUI 362 states that the rules making
conversation with others' wives in lonely places punishable
does not hold good in the case of the wives of actors, singeTs

ww gsftT t=a*9tt SJU ^ ^WURC I & * V 6. 8 3-4.
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among men ( while Ihey themselves remain0^5 *

Slrif«M™™{ duties of husband and wife). Most of thematter falling under this head have been dealt with inH ofDh

I h?*'?t™- Thelia^% of the husband or wife ft*

The*2Z?^ °tb".haS beena^dy dealt withunder„££The rights of partition, inherence and maintenance will be
discussed later on under dayablmga Nar. XV. 1 defines this
title of law as that in which the rules of the marriage of women
and men and other related matters are described Under this
head Nar. speaks of the essential ceremonies of marriage, the
rules about selecting a bride and a bridegroom, restrictions as
to the caste of the bride, the guardians for marriage, faults or
defects in a proposed bride or bridegroom, the forms of marriage,
women called punarbfiu and svainni, the practice of myoga, illicit

sexual intercourse, punishment of women for adultery, re-

marriage, uirnasankara, mixed castes. In IX 1 Manu promises
that he will dilate upon the obligatory duties of man and wife,

whether they are staying together or apart. Manu IX. 2 holds

that the first duty of the husband and the males in his family is

to keep women dependent and under their control if they become

attached to a life of pleasure and Nar. XVL 30 states that even

women of good family come to rum by independence The next

most important matter ace to Manu IX 5 and Br. ( S B. E. 33

p 367 verse 2 )
990 is to guard women against improper attach-

ments however trifling, since if they go astray they bring sorrow

to both families ( of the husband and of the father ). Ace to

Harlta,991 Sankha-Likhita,992 Manu (IX 7,9) and others the

husband has to guard the wife from the approaches of other men

in order to ensure the purity of the issue and by guarding her

the husband guards his reputation, family, soul and his dharma,

990 m&*0ifi sw% *qc fstapif ^t ^nrgr* i «5»anfW gssffft ira*far

f^nfsfepr." !?• 9- W 'FffnNr n p. 239, amp 405.Ho*11

991, atm^dlumdi^w *§ta; i =n*nsn$r $H<ii4i- *iMi& *&F™

!IW«lTit%^I5^Rr-, ^TflSt *»**»T5t:, *WT?T *mt*Vi< ,
sJlOTTRt *&™ '

agnfrn- wlflrit m»\ *reff^ gt*ta 1 • *>yW^N n p 239. ft * P «">•

«T T. P 405, W4«HW.

992 9»inn^sffes#>mJn^!PdHi5^^'^^D^l^l'
JTyS T. P «4.,rfh.. II. P 241.^P« (a« P «» «* ""
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since a woman gives birth to a son similar to the male with
whom she consorts or on whom she sets her heart during the
days after the monthly illness. Here there is some anticipa-

tion of modern Eugenics. Manu IX 10 was quite clear that
women could not be completely guarded by confining them
with force in seclusion, that their minds must he occupied in
family woik as stated by him in IX 11 and by Br. ( S. B. K 33
p. 368"3 verse 4 ), that the husband must try to deserve her
regard and affection and show her honour ( Manu IX. 22-24, 26,
Ysj. 1 82 ). Divorce has been already dealt with in H. of Dh.
vol. IL pp 619-623 Vide 'Selections from Peshwa's daftar

'

vol. 43 p. 112 where the divorce of a woman ( ghatasphota ) is
ordered because the husband was really a converted Mahomedan
who had been illegally admitted to caste after an incorrect
method of expiation

"3
* r^?i7W*^'**^«^ *»***
68



CHAPTER XXVI

DYUTASAMAHVAYA

( Gambling and pnze-fighting

)

Manu IX. 223, Nar. XIX. 1 and Br. (S B. E. 33 p. 385 verse

3) define dyuta (gambling) as that spoit which is carried on

with inanimate objects such as dice, pieces of leather, ivory and

the like and in which there is a stake, while sport carried on

with animate objects such as cocks, pigeons, rams, buffaloes and

wrestlers is called samalwcaja The attitude of Manu towards

gambling was uncompromising. Manu ( IX 221-222, 221-226

)

calls upon the king to suppress gambling and pnze-fighting

in his country as they cause the destruction of the State;

he states that gambling is open theft and therefoie the kmg

should endeavour to put it down and that the king should punish

with corporal punishment all those who engage in gambling

or who induce or help others to gamble, and that h* should

banish gamblers from the city because gamblers residing in

.the country harass wellconducted subjects by their deceitful

tricks. Manu IX. 227 ( « Udyogaparva 37. 19) states that

in ancient times gambling engendered great enmities ana

therefore a wise man should not resort to it even for amusement

or in jest. Kat (934) is to the same effect Y5j H. 203 and

Kaut. IIL 20 '« allowed gambling in a central place under'Matt

supervision as it led to the deteotion of thieves Br t& •

E 33 p. 385 verse 1 ) refers to this divergence of views: tram-

bl'ing that causes loss of truth, purity ^d^f"V£t
den oy Manu, but others allowed it because *«**££
tion of thieves, provided it was carried on n^

thep^n

of a master of the gambling hall and P^ *
tftto

Avenue to theking—I*ej^

ft % 611-612.
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gambling hall which gamblers made their haunt and who sup-

plied the dice and other instruments of gambling was called

sabhika and the stake or money agreed to be paid by the

defeated gambler to the winning gambler was called jxmu, or

glaha ( Yaj II 199 ) Nar. XIX. 8 provides an optional method

viz. instead 996 of gambling in a hall presided over by a

sabhika, gamblers may give the king his share in the stakes,

then indulge in gambling openly and if they do so they incur

no punishment. Ace. to Ya]. II. 199 as interpreted by Par.

M. HI p. 574 and V. P. p 565 the sabhika was to receive five

per cent or ŝth part when the stake was 100 panas or more

and 10 per cent or xsth when the stake was less than 100

panas. Apararka ( p. 802 ) explains that the sabhika was to

receive as his fee five per cent from the victorious gambler

and ten per cent from the losing gambler.- Nar XIX. 2 prescri-

bes a flat rate of ten per cent on the stake as the fee of the

sabhika, while Kaut. 997 in 20 lays down the fee as five per

cent and allows the sabhika to charge hire for supplying gam-
bling accessories ( such as dice, leather pieces ) and for sup-

plying water and accommodation The sabhika receiving protec-

tion from the king was to pay to the king the tax agreed upon
by him, was to lecover from the defeated gambler the stake
( by means of confinement or restraint order ) and pay it over
to the victor and was to be honest and forbearing 998 (Yaj. II

200, Eat 940, Nar. XIX 2) Kat (937) states that the sabhika 999

may give to the winner the money won out of his own pocket
and may recover from the losing gambler within three fort-
nights or at once if there is fear of losing themoney. Kat (935) 1000

holds that if gambling was to be allowed it must be carried on
openly with an arch constructed near the door in order that
respectable people might not be misled ( about its real nature )
and it should yield revenue to the king If the sabhika is

996. si'^raa^Tilr^^Wf^sfn^r^iJransj^RsliferfiTft^^!^,,
-il<<t XIX. 8.

--hHsht *Z I 3TO5ira III. 20.
*

998. srcnsi qii&t* afSw-wfa * <g-p*rsjr i f%?r § ^.sen* ^Pr^F.nn
TWTT ll qiuqj 940 q by 3HTO3J p 804, ft. x p 615

^
9" ^fondswi ?r^ T3nri5 srrer fsjtjsT^ i *ra* sit ttR^^ ffererspr-

WSftll smTTT 937 q. by 3UITI$ P 803, TO wr III 575, ft ^ 612.

SHItTI 935 q. by ft * p 611
'^
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unable to make the defeated gambler pay the stake to the victor,

the king would make the former pay to the latter provided the

gambling was done openly in the presence of the sabhika and a
group of gamblers and the king's dues were paid by the sabhika,

but not otherwise ( Yaj II 201 ). Nar. XIX 6-7 and Yaj 11 203

provide that when gambling is carried on secretly and without

the king's permission or with false dice or other deceitful tricks,

the gamblers and the sabhika would not be able to gain their

object ( i e. recovering bets won or the fee ) and would be liable

to punishment, viz. branding on the head ( with dog's foot and

the like ) and banishment Nar. XIX. 6 adds that the banished

gamblers would have wreaths of dice tied round their necks.

Kat. (941) and Br. (S B. E. 33 p. 386 verse 7) state that a person

ignorant of gambling should, if defeated in gamblingm private,

be released from his liability, but one who is an adept in

gambling should not be relieved when defeated , but even an

adept in gambling if he haB lost the whole of his wealth as a

stake should not be made to pay the whole. 1001 In disputes

among gamblers, in deciding on victory or m the matter of

gain to the winner, and as regards the question of false dice

the keeper of the gaming house, if honeBt, is the final authority

( Kat. 942 ). NSr. XIX 4, Yaj. II. 202, Br (S B. E 33 p. 386

verse 6), Kat. ( 943 ) provide that when there is a dispute as to

success or defeat the king should appoint gamblers to decide the

dispute and gamblers will also be'the witnesses in such a dispute

( in spite of the rule stated above on p. 335 that gamblers are not

competent witnesses), but if the gamblers are alleged to be

inimical to the disputants the king may then1*3 himself decide

the matter. Yaj. II 203 extends all the rules about gambling

to samahvaya Br. (S. B. E. 33 P 386 verse ^)
notes that the

stake is to be paid by the owner of the animal^* ****

The S V (p. 487) quotes a text of Visnu and a ( Bharuci s?
)
gloss

iooi smfSrsft 1

„i^r.nf<r-<i- byi*-* Pl6H'* RP
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thereon that the king gets one-fourth of the stake from each of

the owners of the fighting animals and that the animal that

is defeated ( except a wrestler ot a buffalo ) is to he made over,

whether living or dead, to the owner of the winner. The
Manasollasa ( vol. HI. p 229) contains an elaborate description

of a king's amusements by way of wrestling matches, cook-

fights &c. The Dasakumaracarita makes frequent leferonce to

gambling In Ucchvasa II. (p. 47 ) we are told that there are

25 kalas on which gambling depends, that legal proceedings

between gamblers were decided by reliance on the sabhika and
that out of a stake of 16000 dinai as, the successful gambler took

half and distributed the other half among the sablnbu and the
denisens of the gambling hall

Gambling is one of the most ancient vices. Rg. X. 34 is

a hymn which contains the lament of a gambler. Elsewhere
also in the Rg. gambling is referred to Vide Rg. I. 41. 9 ( ex-
plained in Nirakta III. 16 ), VH. 86 6 ( where it is said that dice
made of Vibhidaka tree are one of the sources of sin), Rg X.
42. 9, X. 43 5. In the Atharvaveda also dice and glaha
occur frequently. Vide Atharva IV. 16 5, IV. 38 { a hymn
for good mck in gambling) In Vaj. S. 30. 18 we have the
words 'aksarajaya kitavam '. In certain solemn sacrifices
like the Rsjasuya dice play was an important item. Vide
H.ofDh vol U. p 1219. Panini teaches the formation ofmany words relating to gambling In H.™s 1.

1

he teaches the
formation of Avyaylbham compounds like 'aksapari* orsalakapan m the sense 'that loss was caused by one dice beingcastm a way different from the way in which it was castin a prior game •. In IV. 4. 2 he teaches that « aksikl' meSone who uses dice in gambling or wins by using *» dice and

ST'ii ^f* that '^adyutika'™ means '(enmity^^"^^m*- videJopS
* "•"•»*• J-" ^5 12-13 prescribe that in the

^1007. ft^^j^
. mfWJIV 4 ID. I^ftf^^,
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midst of tho wiblia (hull) having raised a table for playing
tlico ono HhonlA place thereon dice even in number and made
from tho \ ilihltaka wood and that players should be men of the

throo higher caites, pure and devoted to truth. In the Maha-

bhSratn Yndhisthira ,ow is made to say that it was his vow not

lo rofuhe dice play when he was challenged to it. It was well-

known that gambling affects the minds even of the good, while

in tho case of thobo who were not ordinarily good it led to dis-

BGiifcioii'j and calamities Many modern people justify the action

or Yndhislhira on tho ground that tho code of ksatriya chivalry

and molality of those ancient days required that he should not

bo afmid to play with dice when challenged by an adversary

(Joncocling for the sake of argument that indulgence in gambling

o^cn on the part of biich a virtuous, noble and philosophic

warrior as Yudhislhira was justified or at least excusable, there

is nothing to show that tho code of ksatriya chivalry permitted

luni to gamble away his own spirited, devoted and virtuous

queen and his four valiant brothers It appears that the real

aim of the great author of the Mahabharata is to emphasize

that gambling is such a reprehensible pastime and so ruinous

and degrading that even the greatest and the best, when once

(hoy indulge in it, lose all souse of duty, morality and of the

claims of love and affection. It has already been seen how

gambling was looked upon as a great vice in tho king by

writers on politics and also on dharmasastra Even the Puranas

hero and there condemn gambling For example, the Brahma-

purana (171. 29-38) condemns it in stiong language It says

that the gambler's wife is always in enstress and the gambler

on seeing the condition of his wife is also worr ed (tb»»jn

almost the wmo words as T*g X. 34 10-11), that
J^

™a
condemns gambling and that there is no sin comparable to

gambling

OTriTl28 C-



CHAPTER XXVII

"DAYABHSGA

( Partition o£ wealth )

The word dutja has been used even in the oldest period of

the Vedic Literature Rg. II. 32 4 ( dadatu efram iafadayum-

ukUiyam ) has alieady been quoted above ( on p. 388 ) In Rg X.
114 10 (iiamasi/a d&ytan wbhujantijebhyah ) the meaning of the

word seems to be ' a shaie ' or ' reward '. In the Tai S and the

Brahmanas the word daya appears to be employed in the

sense of ' paternal wealth ' or simply ' wealth ' In the story
of Nabhanedistha1010

it is stated that Mauu divided his dai/a

among (for) his sons' (Tai S in 194) That' daya' here
stands for ' dhana ' follows from another passage of the Tai S.

(II 5 2 7) 'Therefore they distinguish (or establish) the elde&t
son by wealth'. In the Tandya Biahmana 10" 16. 4 3-5 also it is
said 'Therefore whoever among (a man's) sons secures the
best or major portion of wealth as daya, him they regard as the
son who would be the lord of all'. Another word viz. nkfha
occurring in the sutra and smiti literature is also employed in
the Rgveda"" III 31 3 ' the sou of the body does not give to his
sister the ancestral wealth, but makes her the leoeptacle for
the bon of her husband' The word dtofrh, (meaning a co-
sharer, one who takes a share ) occurs frequently in the Vedic
Literature In the Tai. S VI. 5 8. 2 *»» it is said ' Theieforewomen being destitute of strength take no portion (of Soma)

1010 «b 5WBJ1T ,^^, fj * III 1, 9 4, ^^ ^
«*« texu .hen combalu, the v™ that the eUest son ge?s fte«Bor thcstorj of HabhSnetato xuth sl,ght vanauon.Mile An rir >> a i .

" s,,8,u variation,

KB X «M2 ^ aUCmpt l° 6M?la,n the °bSC,,re h>™s

Th,, ,» cpWd » «» »„ (,H G) «, « „ „„ft^^ 3,r*L J

' » 2 «nn; « dem ed .i,^n^ (trom „»,«,„,, ^ " * *
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and speak more weakly than even a wretched ( low ) man \ In
the Athaivavecla V 18 6 Soma is said 1014 to be the dayada of the

brahmanas Visvamitra invites Sunahiepa to share in the

spiritual wealth ( daya ) belonging to him ( Ait Br 33 5 ), calls

upon his sons to follow him and states that he ( Sunahsepa

)

would accept them, his wealth (daya) and his learning 10,s

The Nir III 4 quotes or summarizes other Vedic passages m
which the words daya and dayada occur. In Panmi II 3 39 and

VI. 2. 5 the word dayada occurs.

The principal heads discussed under the vyavaharapada called

dai/abhaga are two, viz partition and inheritance. For at

least a thousand years there have been two schools that widely

differ on these two heads , they are respectively known as the

school of the Mitaksara and that of the Dayabhaga on account

of the pre-eminent position of these works in the respective

schools The latter school is predominant in Bengal while the

former prevails in the whole of India excepting Bengal. But

even in Bengal there are in modern times families governed by

the law of the Mitaksara This work in intention and scope

.does not profess to be a treatise on modern Hindu Law. It

concerns itself with pointing out what the law of the Smrtis

and writers of medieval digests was and has to eschew an

exhaustive discussion of the modern case-law and legislative

enactments that have made the Hindu Law appear in many

respects to be enthely different from the law of the commen-

taries and digests Generally speaking, only very important

divergences made by legislation and case law in the ancient

and medieval Hindu Law can and may be pointed out here

The principal Sanskrit works of the Dayabhaga school are

three viz. the Dayabhaga of JImutavahana, the Dayatattya of

Raghnnandana and the Dayakramasangraha of Srikrsna

Taxkalankara The Mitaksara school is subdivided into four

SSSSTfa which besides the Mitaksara, the supreme

authoritv other works are referred to as supplementary to it

Sr^molying ~-**-^*rJ5EJ?£
(which regards the Viramitrodaya as of high authority J,

T'iV.U.-rr-^.rri'r
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Mithila school ( whioli relies on the Vivadaratnakara, the Vivada-

oandra and the VivSdacintamani ), the MahSrastra or Bombay
school ( where the VyavahaTamayukha is of the highest

authority in Gujerat, Bombay Island and Northern Konkan
even superseding the Mitaksara in some matters and the Vlra-

mitrodaya and the Nirnayasindhu are also relied upon ), the

Dravida or Madras school (wheTe the Smrticandrika, the Vyava-
haramrnaya of Varadataja, the Parasara-mSdhavIya and the
Sarasvativilasa are also works of authority ) In spite of some
differences in the rules accepted in different provinces in all

of which the Mitaksara is of high authority, all the provinces
except Bengal are held to be governed by one school. Vide
AnMbai v. Keshav LL.R.( 1941 ) Bom. 250.

The words daya and vibhaga have been variously defined
in the digests Nar. ( dayabhaga, verse 1 ) defines the vyavahSra-
pada dayabhaga as one in which sons arrange for the partition
of their father's wealth. The Madanaratna as noted by the
V. Mayukha ( text p. 94 ) reads ' arthasya pitryadeh *

( wealth of
the father and others ) for ' pitryasya ' in Narada's verse The
Smrtisangraha quoted in the Sm. C. and other works states that
the word daya applies to wealth that comes to a man through
the father or the mother and the Nighantu defines daya as the
paternal wealth that is to be divided. »«« The Dayabhaga the
Mit. and others explain that ttie words ' pitryasya '( father's )and putraih'(bythesons)in Nar. are only illustrative the
real meaning being that the word 'dayabhaga' applies wherever
the wealth of a relative (father, grand-father &c ) is distributedamong his relatives (sons, grandsons &c ) simply on account

tLScVth'fm
t0 the/raS8d1017 oto b*"wST5the fact that Manu and Narada both speak of the distributionof the mother's wealth also under dayabhaea ThP Mif IT

introducing^ II m ^ that tZ^l^^Tewealth which becomes another's propertv simrrtv W t *
the fact of his relation to the owne^STV"SgiST?T^
defines daya as that wealth which is to be dividp/^ X^IV
not the wealth of re-united members *^^ *

69
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Z» V\
n0l!,CV" "ml lhing ' But in the caseofdayathe

tho idea of creating ownorslnp i„ another The two ( dSna and
<l*ya) mo analogous in thib that in both there is cessation of
tho ownership of a man m a thine.

The Mil., tho Par. M., tho Madanaratna, the V. Mayflkha,
Uio A

.
P. and other works that follow the doctrines of the Mit.

divide day a into two varieties viz. n^w/i/*W/ia(unobstructible) 101»

and ' sajffft/ilxoid/ia ' ( obslructible ). The first occurs m the
ease of sons grandsons and gieat-grandsons, who, by the very
fact of thoir being the sons or grandsons, obtain ownership
in tho (ancestral) wealth held by the father or the grand-
father. In this case the exibtence of the father or grandfather
presents no obstacle (piatthandha) to the son's or grandson's
taking an interest by the very fact of his birth in the family
property that is in the hands of the father or grandfather.

Thorofore this is called apxdibandha daya. But when a man
takes the wealth of his paternal uncle or a father succeeds to

tho wealth of his son because the uncle or the son dies issueless,

it is. sapmlibandha diiya, as in these cases the nephew or the

father has no right in the uncle's or son's property as long as

the uncle or the son is alive or as long as the uncle ot son has, a

son or grandson That is, the life of the owner or the existence

of a son presents an obstacle to the nephew's or father's succes-

sion. Hence it is saprahbandlia diiya.

It is to be noted that the Dayabhaga, the Dayatattva and

a few other works do not divide daya into two kinds According

1018 ^nr ?ra saarwrr «p<««q i ?Bpi&«r<fr>iw "for-, ^rafonfsr^-

Fi3fa»l&hMW<Ju'i'i
:am«wiwnn ' * 3 ^'#ff «w 5*rpth% • s<r«rs^rr#-

^ipvtnfr* a7*3riwf(<renr tst^ *rfr srw f*fessv ijwi4? i ^mm i *~s -

Vide snra** PP 161. ie3 lot almos.1 identical words The ctt 1 (PP- 4H-12)

quotes these words and criticizes them

1019 3rf *? ^pft fifty ^^qiwteriSN^aftsr t i% ip# *w^?"
rrar§«*mi*w mi *r m5c&®^ <™ fW^bn- Sgn%^t^P»«9'fl:

^RWtr^^raL i ***** < ** to!'° 89)
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to them, all daya is sapralibandha i e. ownership arises in

another only on the death of the previous owner**1 ox on the

cessation of the latter's ownership owing to his becoming patdv

or aM« (ascetic)."* The doctrine of this school is

called uparamasiatvavada{ ownership arising on death), while

the school of the Mit.-holds the view of janmasvalvavnda. Inis

is the great difference hetween the school of the Dayabhaga

and that of the Mitaksara. The former does not recognise that

the son, grandson or great-grandson acquires hy hirth any

right of ownership in the ancestral property held by the father

or other ancestor.

The two words ' sum ' and * soamtn ' are correlative, the idea

underlying both is the same and they are two aspects of tha.

same question. ' Sva ' means * what belongs to a person ' i. e.

'property'. It has direct reference to a thing and indirect

reference to the owner of the thing. ' Svamin ' means ' master

or owner * and directly refers to the person owning and

indirectly to the thing. Vide Salmond's Jurisprudence, chap.

XTT. pp. 339-340 ( 9th ed. of 1937 ) for the idea of ownership.

According to Siromanibhattacarya svatoa is a separate padartka

( category) by itself, while others Bay that it is a capacity.1022

1020. 3*5t gfoitih xk^5*t 5T°tr ^p=4 sjiRs-t fsr flu*d4iRi3 smstrS

^tiamt4ia«0 *wTfr«u*Hlsit«i-m*qicr. • ;mw I. 30-31, p is . the f^. at (foho

09) says' JH sfi^lgqi«Tli)^^frqfrH«-
'

-Hq'< 5IW tTr^rac FUm-HR*n»l -

1021. It is to be noted that becoming patita entailed loss of the ownership
of wealth, even according to Indian writers, only if the proper prayascittas

were not performed For example, theV P. (p 429) states 'TOlCTar iiKWtfRr-

?<IH{ I » Ancient and medieval Hindu jurists were very considerate if one
compares their prescriptions with the harsh laws against Non-conformists and
Roman Catholics prevalent only abont a hundred years ago in England and
Ireland as briefly disclosed m Pollard's work 'Conscience and Liberty"

pp 46-48 The Caste Disabilities Removal Act (XXI of 1S50) provide*
that so mnch of any law or nsage in farce in British India, which inflicts on
any person forfeiture of rights of property or may be held to impair or affect
any nghl of inheritance by reason of his renouncing or having been excluded
from the communion of any religion or being deprived of caste, shall cease
to be enforced as law in British India This act, therefore, did away with the
effects of beiagpaMa without undergoing^iwys.scj«a or of being excommu-
nicated by a caste for some grave lapse.

OROTttus^isra^irnraRr 3jpag;ta. st. (ms.) folio 96,
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Ita. fe »ta> .. ultete^^thl 35" ?*"*'"*•••

aSSHSSSSSS
brahmanas acceptance of gifts a an additionalsouLo^
service m the cases of vaisyas and sSdras respectively If

s:trHv: ^ehended from means *- *«

torf ?^
at areTmon to a]i v™ and^ <**p«*«

!l,7?L TMal YMnas would B6rve no US9M innpow and
would be superfluous. Further Manu ( VEL 340 ) states that if
a teahmana seeks wealth even by teaching or officiating as a
priest for a man whom he knows to be a thief, he would he
punishable like a thief. If «nfan is a matter of popular under-
standing then this is not proper, since the priest or teacher who
obtains the wealth from one who is in possession of stolen things
would hare to be regarded as guilty of no offence as he merely
pursues the methods of earning wealth specially prescribed for
him by the smrti texts Further, if svatva is not to be appre-
hended from sSstra, such complaints as ' a thing that belongs to

me lias been stolen by this man' would not be possible, as svatva
being a purely secular matter the thief would himself be ( or

would have to be deemed to be ) the owner of the thing, because
the latteT is in possession of it. Thieving is forbidden by sastra

and so on the view of svatva being apprehended from sasfcra

alone, such a complaint is understandable103. Besides eminent

1022a sjcrfflr ffefsr^mflvrnnifereiRpwS ti6)"Rq ifos gsq sfforei

fiforfJWg tjgym fl *.*» X 3j"42 The Mitjwgaiiis jrercifoait gift

1023 qaW^rpr^#irpT^pftgtrg^ i a<-<)H^<itj^ti g^w fSr t

Rl^'ft»i^BW5Ilim9ft^l!tl^t5 1 by nftf » £P 256-ZJ7. Up-
r?r(£oUoS9),wr JT p~«6 The last notes that '?TOnn*rg'q155r*ig> ,s ">c

reading of the n^ST, but in my ms of the wsjsrci* the reading is as

in the t^ftlM.
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work-Band writers like the Smrtisangraha and Dbaresvara"»

support the view Those who hold that svatva is known only

from sastra explain that riktha in Gautama s sutra means

simply daya and samvibhaga means partition of daya which

establishes the separate ownership of a person on a portion of

daya ( Tide V. P. p. 415 )
102S They further urge that Gautama s

text does not specifically mention birth as a souroe of ownership.

Others headed by the Mit. hold that seaiva is apprehended

from worldly usage and not from sastara Their reasoning is :

(1) just as "rice effects an ordinary worldly purpose, so svatva

brings about worldly transactions such as sale. What is not

owned by a man does not enable him to effect such worldly

objects and transactions as sale or mortgage. Such matters as

the Ahavanlya fire that are prescribed by the ssstras are not

useful in effecting secular purposes, but only sastric ones. The

Shavamya fire may be used in cooking rice, but that is in

virtue of its ordinary nature as fire and not in its sastric nature

of being the Shavanlya fire.
I026

(2) Even among Mlecchas and
lowest peoples who are quite innocent of the knowledge of sas-

tras, the ideas of ownership arising from transactions of sale

and the like do exist. Further (3) learned men well-versed in

1024 udtmj^HMd w*J3**rirrc5nrSra>^ i nqm^ (fobo 90). srcrfis

'•Sdisili^'UA.Run I ^iiiiM n. p 257 It is somewhat strange that Dharesvara

who is no other than the celebrated king Bhoja of Dhara should be sty-

led bhatta by the Madanaratna and acarya by the Mit (on Yaj. Ill 24

)

and the V Mayufcba (p. 89)

1025 When a man dies his wealth is the daya which several persons
may inherit In their case, it becomes their joint property. So their

ownership, being joint, is denoted by the word 'nklha' The joint owners
become exclusive owners of definite parts of the daya by partition , thus
partition is a source of ownership (in this case exclusive ownership of dis-
tinct parts by several) But if there is a single heir then there can be no
samubJiaga (partition) and so the source of his ownership is riktha and pot
samsibbaga. When there are several heirs riktha is on this view a source
of joint ownership only It must be said that on the hypothesis of Jlmula-
v'Shana. nktha and samvtbhSga rather coalesce with one another and cannot
be distinguished so well as on the theory of the Mit

1026. V.dctheMit (onYaj H 114), V P pp 419-422, v. Mayukha
pp S9-90, Par M. III. pp 482-483 for elaboration of this view. The S. V
p 39E ff while accept.ng the view that svatva is laukika does not accept
the reasoning of the Mit . particularly with regard to the Ahavan.ya 8re
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the Mlm§rhs5 mch as Prabhakara*027 { on Jaimini IV. 1. 2} and

1027. The Mil { on Yaj, II 114 ) qcofes a passage of Rrabfczfcara on
the Itpsisutra and erplains it Jaiinini's Sutra (IV. I. 2) is vjHb— -a^iPfe

i^HVJ STrSI Pil+iUi'i4Ji'.llN-J*-4K 1° *Ws sttra fbe word lipse occurs

Therefore this is called hpsasuira. The tror&s m-An r&H jhhijaJUS flg-

SfR^oscor «3 th« Dayabhiga also <JT. 67 p 49) and in Medhatithi on

*Jsen VIII 417. These words are qncted in tie MiL as iaiea from Piabha-

iara {called G»rsi) and so it follows that even Jledhstitbi qootes from

PrabhaLari. Tic earliest estant commentary of Sabaia offers three expla-

nations of this s5tra, vh'Ch deals with the qcestion of -xazl is Zreteartha

and vha! js puntsarihe The third explanation concerns itself -snth the

rales aboal acqninng wealth {which is necessary for performing every

sacrifice) snch as acceptance of gifts in the case ofbrahaaaas Theqoes-

t;on is Trhether these roles aboat the means of acqninng wealth are bat-

vartha or pnrcsartha If they are the forcer {i. e , if they are meant to be

d.rectly connected with the sacrifice) men a sacrifice performed with wealth

lot acquired according to the rales of fetta will be defective or a nullity.

Bet if the rcles arc pnrnsartba (i e addressed to the sacn£cer only or to

his cosscence and sense of dis*r:3} then e-en if the sacrifice is performed

-mthr.ealth not acquired in accordance with aslra there will be no defect

in the sacrifice itself, only the acqnirer -will be at fan! t and may have to

rerforn crara&iJis. Says Sahara. rtWltfHtWp-W ggy-w
%4&i4t. *g& i aigrc^r

s

fiwri^ i ii
^-.-^" zmrfrtihU^'i)'-Airmen

?P&?: ^g^ff^«mffer?^!g^rra^'.
*The -lit- paints out that in the plansiHe new tpjrvapaisa) and tte

established cohesion (slddh&ta) it is assumed that acquisition of wealth by

acceptance of gift is a matter Jaown froa worldly usage IhhasWha). The

coc*Lni<rfftabhiiara {called Gnrnjon thissitra isnotyet available in p^t

Theln S.1I P? 257-253. the Madanaratna. and V.P.p 420 quote a passage

ta^ sJ** - Sta*Bta on *ta«.-£^75J*

51 3T5f? <=>'i"s « •"a .w l _ - _- ~M.ee as printed in

ropl and hardly mates any «~ The J^g^SJwW"

VideH.oflA vol 11 pp
,

X
f , "' nX US enumerates seven sources of

dotmvanonsneansoimehhooa ff^J"*^,, ^* {mbentance),

pnrch.se. conqnest lending ^^JnandT X. 116 mentions ten

^eansof caintaintag oneself { a d^»

^

^ telbBrimrf

?£J«H* H 3 »*«^^JT^^by -change «^T^ ^
X by pnrcbase. by samx^J^L^, Itmnstbe remember-
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1U ,, „. „f tvie Navaviveka, bold that ownership

UatESworldly usage or science. Bhavauatfca say^the« of action such as birth and purchase &c. »»™
from2* world.

' The conception about tt» Bourses of ownership

have been known-from times immemorial ( long before fee

Sis). That is, the recognition of the sources of ownership

rSTioi and sastra only systematise* them subsequentty. There-

for* thesmrtiof Gautama (X.39) only assigns tbe.r proper

spheres to the several sources of ownership that are already

well-known (vis. five are common to all, acceptance of giftsi«

tveculiat to br&hmanas and so on). In this respect it is like the

grammar of Panini. Ptatai does not create or lay down new

words but he takes the words already current in the language

and introduces a system about their formation. Stoaarly

Gautama only voices a certain fixed system among the several

sources of ownership. The Mit. and its followers say feat

Gautama simply repeats the several souices of ownership known

in ordinary worldly life (as the V. Mayukba says 'lokasiddha-

karananuvadakam)*. The Mit , Pat. M. EL p. 481, S V. p 402

and others hold that riktha and samvibhaga in Gautama's sutra

stand for apratibandha daya and sapratibandha daya respec-

tively. ,0J8 The Mit. meets the other arguments of its opponents

by Teplying that in the first place that even ordinary popular

usage doBB not recognise that the thief becomes the rightful

owner by simply possessing the thing stolen and that in the

case where a person says 'this man baB stolen my property'

there is doubt and dispute whether the man charged has got

ownership by purchase or the like.

The purpose of this discussion of the topic whether owner-

ship iB only known from sastra or is a secular matter is, accord-

ing to the Mit., as follows:-^Manu XL 193 ( = Visnu Dh. S 54
28) states that when brahmanas acquire wealth by reprehensi-

ble actions (such as accepting a gift from an unworthy person

or engaging in the sale of articles wbich he should not sell}

1028, The word riktha is often used in the sense of saprattbandha daya
also as in Gant Xll. 37 (nkthabhaja mam pratikntyuls) and Yij II. 51 {nktha-

graharaamdapyah), Band (rlktham mjSyaa kanyayahj q. by the Mit. on
Yaj II. 146. Vide Bat Parson v Bai Semlt 36 Bom 424 at pp. 428-434
tot an exhaustive exposition ol the basic principles underlying the two kinds
of d»>a In the Mit. and the Yyavabgta-maynkba).
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they are purified from the Bin by abandoning that wealth, by
repeating the sacred texts (like the Gayatrl) and by austerities

If ownership springs from sastra alone, what is earned by a

person in ways condemned by sastra cannot become the pro-

perty of that man and so his sons cannot divide,what is not his

property. But if ownership is deemed to be a secular matter

(lauktha) then even what is obtained by condemned means

becomes the property of that man, his sons incur no blame

( though the acquirer may have to perform penance ) and can

divide that wealth (which is daya), since Manu X. 115 enume-

rates daya among the seven approved sources of wealth. The

Madanaratna does not approve of this. Its reason briefly is

that Manu XL 193 simply lays down a penance, but does not

say that wealth so obtained does not become the acquirer's pro-

perty, that it is on account of this that Manu does not prescribe

any special fine or punishment for one who acquires wealth by

fneans of a had gift, as he prescribes for a thief and that what

is acquired by theft does not become the property of the thief

and his sons cannot divide it and would incur punishment if

they do so. V. P. (pp. 433-424) refers to the views of the Mit.

and the Madanaratna and approves of the views of the former.

This discussion leads on to the next question, viz. whether

ownership arises from partition or whether partition takes

place of what already belongs to oneself (by birth) ltiis

subject has exeicised the minds of writers on Dharmasastra

from very ancient times. It should be noted that the difference

of opinion relates only to the case of sons, grandsons and great-

.irandsons All writers are agreed that persons other than

these have no rights by birth a. the wealth of their relative

Those who oppose the view that sons acquue right by birtu

argue as follows :

—

M sons have ownership by birth in ancestral property, then,

on the birth of a son, the father cannot enter upon such relu

Sous duties as .consecrating Vedic fires (i^"?**™
SndZe of ancestral wealth ) without the,„mt£*£»•

hair is yet dark and who has had a son, snouioiu

sacred Vedic fires" ™"ther. Smrti passages stating that

ade by the fat

d&yabhaga 6 ) »x », _,
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theory that sows acquire property by birth). Besides, there are

smrti texts like those of Devala 1025 which expressly negative

the son's ownership during the father's lifetime. Manu IX. 104

and Nar. ( d&yabhaga %) enjoining that sons should divide

wealth after the father goes to heaven (because the sons are

not masters when the parents are alive, as Manu says) indicate

that sons have no ownership by birth Moreover svalua is

apprehended only from sastras (like Gautama), which do not

expressly enumerate birth as a source of ownership along with

purchase and the like. Therefore the ownership of the son or sons

arises on the cessation of the ownership of the previous owner

( by his death or by his becoming pahla or becoming an ascetic).

When there is a single Bon, he inherits on the death of the

lather and there is no necessity of- a partition But when
there are several sons, they jointly inherit paternal wealth and
can become exclusive owners of separate parts of the paternal

wealth by partition alone As this last is the most usual case,

it is said that soatva arises from partition ( mbhugat soaloam )•

If this doctrine that ownership arises by partition alone were
literally interpreted, then an only son inheriting his father's

property will have no ownership as urged by the Vyavahara-
nirnaya, since there can be no partition in his case1030

.

The arguments advanced by those who hold that owner-
ship in ancestral wealth arises by birth are as follows .

—

It has been established that ownership is a matter of ordi-
nary worldly usage. It cannot be denied that it is quite well-
known to all ordinary people that sons acquire ownership by
birth. Besides there is the text of Gautama 1031 " the acaryas
hold that one acquires ownership by birth itself " Moreover
there are numerous smrti passages like those of Yaj. II 131,

1029. t^[5q^fSartWi^^Ti^g. <3TOT^{^^^jT ^I^ 1̂ 5rR ^^ |1

%^ q by ^pmpt I 18, p 13, ^fnresfSfatt ( on *jr II 114), ft * p 456
art nr in. p 480

ST 53151511^ ra^rtlH^4»J)fii 55[pi ^u^tH^q isn f^ p, 412

*tt II 114 This is variously read by the d.gests and commentaries The
Madanaratna, Sm C. II. p. 258 and bayatattva p 162 read «tq$^«^T^r^gr^rr The nr « p 89 reads npm, ^nrrarf.:, while * ftreads g^W <nww ami i^ranrt. • (p 402) Both Sm C and

^nrP^T on the ftKRTCT explain ^r^ as srn^.
70
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Br (S B B. 33 p 370 verse 3), Kafc. (839), Vyasd and Visnu
Dh. 1032

S. XVII. 2 whioh expressly state that in the paternal

grandfather's wealth, the father and the son have equal

ownership (and so the right of the son must be by birth).

Those who uphold the son's ownership by birth repel the

arguments advanced in favour of the opposite theory as

follows:—The Vedic text enjoining consecration of Vedic

fires at a certain age indicates that the father has the power to

spend for religious rites from ancestral wealth even after the

birth of a son. Similarly as head of the family and its manager,

the father has independent authority to spend ancestral wealth

( except immovable property ) for indispensable acts of religious

duty expressly enjoined by Vedic and Smrti texts and for

making gifts of affection, for maintenance of the family and

for ridding the family of distress. Further the father or the

manager.of the family can dispose of even immovable property

by mortgage or sale in a season of distress or for the benefit of

the family and for necessary religious purposes (such as

sraddhas 10*3 etc.)

Ownership has to be distinguished from possession and

custody. Farther ownership is of various kinds, such as

corporeal and incorporeal, sole ownership and joint ownership,

ownership as trustee and beneficial ownership, vested and

contingent. Even Western writers on Jurisprudence like

Austin, Pollock and Salmond, find it difficult to define the exact

mLing of ownership. Austin (Lecture XLVP) defines

*" °B W f "i havl bJn Jtc .« Ita I« reports. - - *

5U. A 129 voted on P.
4« above
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j„™^r,« as the Tight to ,use 01 deal with Bome

SSnX«™71™ orV an estent, which though £
v w»S L indefinite Pollock defines ownership as the

Sytf the p^efs^nse and disposal allowed by law. But

£ idTa of ownership does not reouire, according toSanstot

works on Dharmasastra, that the owner shouldalwayB be able

Tdo with his property as he pleases. On the "^O"
sastras lay down restrictions on the owner joining upon him

not to make gifts to the detriment of his family (Tide Yaj. B. 175

"svam kutumbUvnodhem detjam" and the verse of the Smrti-

sangraha "na ca soamucyale" quoted in note 963 above).

Therefore property does not comprise only what one can dispose

of at one's sweet will, hut what is capable (m appropriate

circumstances only) of being disposed of as one"* likes. A
person may be prevented from dealing with his property as he

likes by the king or by the rules of sastTa, by public opinion,

by his own inclinations and by the pressure of those around

him. But what he owns is theoretically capable of being dis-

posed off by him as he likes. The Madanaratna puts forth the

illustration that seeds Kept dry in a granary do not sprout,

yet they have the capacity of sprouting and so are as well

denominated seeds as others that Bprout. There are various

grades of the limitations on property, such as the father's

power, the widow's power and so on. What a person earns should

belong to him, should be his property. But there are passages

like Manu VHL 416 and Nar. ( abhyupetyasusrusa, verse 41

)

that state 1035 "three are declared to be without wealth viz. the

wife, the son and the slave ; whatever they earn is for him to

whom" they ( wife, son and slave ) belong ". It has been stated

1034. st -^ -sistefiiMlTqsi *«mn%i? iv sra f%gtf ^WCT'Ti^'m'imT^^'j.
i

tre^pWR^ i 'tot ig«{%%€ta33i^?<iT?5ras6&H'' '<£3}jMi^($uc!w ^ft^reT^ftsrr-

wn;iTK<M.§M'«'U<f< <tt',4Wi ' 3tb =3 -w?3j) i a>s=3 ?rnr a^f ^ iiffdfcn? i a^f

j^sfctsm^iwRNlirafofif^s^nra (f^RT^srpiTirreersTwnT ' ) ^B i

fef3reT3Tfl=[ HfWlTlf ' S^^fig^^Ta ' IlluiPlWiullti. • «3«KcH. 'sRJf^/VQ-

^•Z > is trriSrfsi III 3,169. The passage ^erafa ... gtmra ^t% occurs In

the a^^H (4H<Hrifrr*R series) part 1 p. 19. Vide w. V p. 41S for a similar
statement and p, 422 for the illustration of seed in the granary

">3S wit m** ^ra*r ^pr tf^thrt. 'Egcfr: « *r% wrf%r*urr% toSjW
tt^RtnstgVlII, 416 , s^ftTpif 33 64 reads sPT IHitHI TRst. wPTf STRRttTT
*ra: i ti% sx.

t
7<ix^ (3i»g 4i ) is 3hjstr»i? tnjhsr »nvr srurerar sh s i >& &c
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by such an ancient writer as Sabara-svamin1035 that this passage

does not deny the ownership of the wife or son in what she or

he earns, but is only intended to lay down that the wife or son

cannot independently ( without the consent of the husband or

father ) dispose of what she or he earns. This view of the text

of Manu is accepted by the Dayabhaga as well as by the Mitak-

sara School. The latter holds on the analogy of the interpreta-

tion of Manu VHL 416 that the tests of Devala, Nar and Manu

IX 104 which apparently deny ownership (siamya) iain to the

son during the father s lifetime over property in the hands of

the father are to be interpreted only as denying the son's power

of independent dealing with such property during the father's

lifetime or as referring to the self-acquisitions of the father

On the other hand the Dayabhaga and the Dayatattva try to

explain away such passages as those of Taj H 121, Visnu and

others (quoted above) that speak of the son's ownership by

birth The Dayabhaga offers two explanations of Yaj IL 121. ,03S

The first explanation offered by it and taken from Udyota is •—

If A has two sons B and C of whom O dies first, leaving a son D
and then A dies, then Taj says that both B (son of A) and D

( grandson ofA ) will be equally entitled to the wealth left by A
and not B alone, though be is nearer to A than D, because

both B and D offer pindas of the same efficacy to A in the

parvana-sraddha and so there should be no difference between

the two. The words " sadrsam svamyam " refer to this equality

of the son and grandson. The 2nd explanation is that of

1036 OntrVI 1 12^saysV*^'^^5[**f[tV2
«%<<!*. *vfi*Gl1> ««.«.*. VI 1.14be remark J^«™g

,„, ai m p 480 for similar remarks f*ff isn»<JW «w «'

loss ****«**«* *^22fe^S*i^ s^m
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Dharesvara viz. that when the father desires to make a parti-

tion, he may distribute his self-acquired property as he likes

among his sons, but as to the property he got from his own

father ( i. e the grandfather of his sons ) he has the same

ownership that Bons have and he cannot make an unequal

division at his sweet will. The Dayabhaga 1039 rejects the view

that Yaj. H. 121 enables the son to demand partition of the

grand-father's property from the father even against the will

of the latter or that father and son have equal shares in the

grandfather's property The same remarks apply to the texts

of Visnu and others viz. that in the grandfather's property

father and son are equally owners and that the words " tulyam
svamyam " or " samamamsitvam " do not mean that father and
son take the same share therein

From the above discussion it will be clear that the two
schools of the Dayabhaga and of the Mitaksara weie not started
by them for the first time, but each had respectable antiquity
behind it. Stnrtis like those of Manu, Narada and Devala and
eminent authors like Udyota and Dharesvara had put forward
the doctrine of upmamasoatoawda, while the Smrtis of Yaj.,
Visnu, Br. espoused the doctrine of janmasmluiwda Visvarupa
who commented on Yaj (in the first half of the 9th century )

holds that ownership arises by birthM«. The Mitaksara further
supports that theory by citing a sutra of Gautama { utpcUlyama
etc.) which is not found in the extant Gautama-dharma-sutra.
This sutra does not occur in Apararka and several other works
and is stated by Srlkrsna Tarkalankara ( on Dayabhaga L 21
p 14 ) to be not authoritative

( amula ). These facts emboldened

™ Sfi fVl
iaTJB *° mAke the facile suggestion that itwas fabricated by Vrjnanesvara or his predecessors (TagoreLaw Lectures p. 110 ). We have seen that so early a writer asVisvarupa was excited over the question whether ownership

Z
1Zr,r^0nOI^ hilth Tbe learned D**" has failed

to note that the ancient commentator MedhatitM ( about 900

Lml r°
UT

wf
16 Vi6W °f owner*hip by birth and quotes(without name) the sutra in a slightly different form (on Manu

^w«n^n^Rf3 **5<mftg^ ,^^ u . I8 p 31<

5TOt *
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IX. 156 ) «m So it was not necessary for Vijfianesvara to fabr

f^r^-T £' ^ °
ne elBei f0r even in t^ absence oiGautamas sutra U» texts of Yaj and others were quite capable

of the interpretation put on them by the MitSksarS. It haste
bo noted that the Dayabhaga^ does admit that in some (texts?

1

ownership is stated to arise by birth itself (hvaaljanmarmvelil
and it explains that the words are not to betaken literally
hut that birth is said to be the source in an indirect way, as
the relation of father and son is based upon birth and on the
death of the father the Bon's ownership arises (therefore though
ownership directly arises on death, birth may be said to be the
source of it as the son is the first heir because of his being born
as a son to the father). The Dayatattva does not say that the
sutra of Gautama is not authoritative, but explains it away on
lines similar to those of the Dayabhaga. It may be stated

hero briefly that the Dayabhaga differs from the Mitaksara
in fouT mam points:—(1) The Dayabhaga denies the theory

that property is by birth, while the Mit. accepts it; (2) the

Dayabhaga lays down that the right to inherit and the order

of heirs is t"etermined by the principle of religious efficacy,

while the Mit school holds that blood relationship is the gover-

ning factor in this matter; (3) the Dayabhaga holds that

members of a joint family (such as brothers or cousins) hold

their shares in quasi-severalty and can dispose of them even

when there is no partition by metes and bounds ; (4) the Daya-

bhaga holds that even in an undivided family the widow succeeds

1041. OnuglX 209 $Kn&f»I sa>s 'njjj^f^rim^y^^iiSlimt ,aW 15?rf

<$frpftf?fa i ... «3T fiKR?trnTrsr- *w>i,5*t4ife*uw ', on *3 i*. "6 he

saya?nn^!3i'twnT5tTsniPif?ft * 3*»3&<hiW3 dSJd^it. « sihUt^tWM-

jsrmc ' 3?<F»rf 5rr*rc>iiMjftwii-«n«I ?s '

1042. d,fe.»l4l3ia (sre^SfS 1) ^ SWMpl*M<««mq fldia^HHSUW "3~

WCTW ^ frM4.Hm<4 l ct TOT1T Ufa* ' 3PnflT I 20p 13 31*5? and some

of the commentators of the Dayabhaga refer these wonte to the sutra
:

o

Gautama vhich they read as '^fiWf^lf^IS^F'n'ara.' !!^J**"',?^

^wfM«Nti^l'»n'TO*gfgtfifeT 3R^l% 53T0IT snfjfc'n^r sff &K «rr*r-

*ords by the <r * p 414 and on p 418 the «r * appears to bold that the

explanation of the ^nn^ quoted above relates totbesutraof Gnttn

^STterefutaUon of the Dayabhaga passage (quoted above) and

Other passages that follow
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to her husband's share on his death without male issuo, while

the Mit school holds that she does not do so.

Various attempts have been made to explain why in Bengal

alone the laws of succession and inheritance should diverge

materially from the laws prevailing in the rest of India. In

two learned papeTs 'on the origiu and development of the

Bengal school of Hindu Law ' contributed to the Law Quarterly

Review (vol. XXlfor 1905 pp. 380-393 and vol. XXH for 1906

pp 50-63 ) Mr. Justice Saradacharan Mitra tries at some length

to advance a theory of his own :
' The commercial spirit of the

newly formed nation in the eastern corner of the Indian

peninsula with its deltaic character and nearness to the sea,

the new ideas which other nations trading with it were bringing

m every day, the necessary admixture of races in some parts

of the country, the religion of Buddha which for centuries was

here the religion of the sovereign as well as of the people and the

influence of the Buddhistic tantias combined to bring about a
law of property dissimilar in material respects from the rules

propounded by Brahmanical sages of old and explained and
commented upon in the Mitaksara and the books based on the

same '. His idea is that, as Buddhism profoundly affected the

position of women and as tantras like the Mahanirvana sub-
scribed to the exaltation of the feminine element in nature,
the ancient law of property, particularly in relation to women,
came to be affected and conceptions of individual ownership,
of freedom from restrictions on alienation and of the rights
of females arose in Bengal which were incorporated by Jlmuta-
vahana in his Dayabhaga. With the greatest respect to the
learned writer, it must be said that the grounds he urges are
far from convincing. A thorough examination of his thesis
cannot be undertaken here for want of space. But a few
remarks must be made. As regards maritime activity the "West
coast of India was far more in touch with seafaring and com-
merce with the West than even Bengal, as the mention of the
ports of Barugasa (Broach) and Kalliene (modern Kalyan)
by Greek writers, the finding of hoards of Roman coins and the
existence of Syrians on the West Coast clearly establish. Bud-
dhism had spread to central and western India as early '

( if not
earlier than) the period when it could have spread to Eastern
Bengal and Assam. Sanchi, Bhilsa, Bharhut, the Nasik and
Karla caves bear eloquent testimony to the influence of Bud-
dhibm in central and western India for centuries before and
after the Christian era. Besides as Mr. Justice Mitra himself
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admits 'Buddhism liad not ita own law of property' (Law
Quarterly Review vol. XXI p. 388) Buddhist countries like

Burma themselves borrowed their laws of succession and inheri-

tance from the Manusmrti. VijnSnesvara is far more liberal to

women than Jlmatavahana, who does not allow any woman to

succeed as heir unleBS she is expressly mentioned as an heir in

the smrti texts. The Mahanjrvana-tantra treats a sister and

stepmother as near heirs and allows even a paternal uncle's

widow and son's daugther to succeed, but under the Dayabhaga

these are not at all heirs. One branch of the Mitsksara school,

viz that of the V. Mayukha in Western India is far more liberal

about the claims of women than any school. The Marumak-

katayam and Aliyaeantan law in force in some districts of

South India and among certain communities like the Nambudri

brshmanas and Nairs go to the other extreme in their regard for

women but no one has bo far traced that law to Buddhist or

Tantric influence. The peculiarity of the Dayabhaga, viz the

principle of religious effioacy is far more remote from rules

of affinity given in the Mahanirvana»tantra than the principle

of consanguinity espoused by the Mitsksara school. Mr, Justice

Mitra is wrong in his estimate of the age of Jlmatavahana.

As stated above ( on p. 557 ) Jlmatavahana relies on authors like

TJdyota and the smrtis of Devala and others It is best to admit

that no satisfactory explanation can be given of the peculiar

doctrines of the Dayabhaga. They have an indigenous and

independent origin and growth,

VMSga (partition) is defined by the Hit. *» *> the allot-

meat to individuate of definite portions of aggregates of wealth

^which many persons have joint ownerslnp The Dayabhaga

tod several faults with this definition, the prmcipal critoan

Kngthawtis cumbrous and fetched £•» thaUhe

(mink) ownership of several (sons and the like) is tost pro-

duced in tirie wealth of the father and
I

«-»*»«**?

Stint ownership is subsequently destroyed Itsown defim-

i^rXmeans »*^J££gl£

•WW*"1*! *?22£K!5«*w» rl^r^ ***** «

aw,..*****
»*•*"•
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reference to a portion only ( of the heritage of land and cash ),

but which is indefinite because it is not possible (for one

man) to deal specifically with a particular portion (of the

heritage) since there is nothing to show for certain what
portion belongs to whom ". The Dayabhaga denies that owner-

ship jointly arises in all co-sharers (before partition) over

every portion of the heritage and states that it arises in portions

of it but there is no certain indication to show which part be-

Idngs to whom and that the portion of each is made definite and
ascertained by partition effected by casting a ball or pebble
on a portion (saying 'this is A.'s exclusive portion' etc.).

The Dayatattva 10*4
( p. 163 ) criticizes this definition. If before

partition each of the- co-heirs has ownership in part only of the
entire heritage, what assurance is there that the allotment of a
part to one co-heir by means of casting a ball will be as to the
same portion over which his ownership arose before the parti-
tion ? The Dayatattva, though differing 10« from the Mit. as to the
doctrine of ownership by birth, agrees with it as to the definition
of vibhaga. The differing definitions of vibhaga given by the
Mit. and the Dayabhaga lead to different results. Under the
Mit when there is a joint family of father and sons or grand-
sons, all these are coparceners and the ownership of the
coparcenary property is in the whole body of coparceners i. e.
there is unity of ownership while the family remains joint, no
coparcener can say that he is owner of a definite share, ,one
fourth or one fifth etc A coparcener's interest is fluctuating,
™ c

?*.
a*>l

% <* beinS enlarged by deaths and is liable to be
dmumshed by births. It is only on partition that a coparcener
becomes entitled to a definite share. On the other hand accord-
ing to the Dayabhaga there is no, ownership by birth, the sonson the fathers death constitute a coparcenary but the owner-
ship of the family property is not in all the sons as a body.Etory son takes a defined share, the moment the ownership ofthefather ceases (owing to death etc ). The share so takendoes not fluctuate with births and deaths. The sons arecoparceners m the sense that their possession of the property

^ 5ST*Kn*^ i<wn«i«i(Mw.nBwp 163.
""ww
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inherited from the father is joint i e. there is unity of possession,

though there is no unity of ownership.

According to the Mitaksara sons take by birth an interest

in ancestral estate. Suppose A is sole owner of an ancestral

estate and has no issue. In that case there is no coparcenary.

But the moment a son is bom to him, a coparcenary is started.

That is, under the Mitaksara the birth of a son starts a

coparcenary. Under the Dayabhaga there is no coparcenary

between father and sons as the latter acquire no rights by birth

even in ancestral property but it may subsist between brothers

or uncles and nephews Under the Payabhaga, the death ot a

man may start a coparcenary among his sons ( who will be

brothers ).

Partition has two senses, (1) division by metes and bounds

and (2) separation or severance in interest. Under the Mitaksara

it is possible to have partition in both these senses The

members of a coparcenary may define, at a particular moment^

the shares that each would be entitled to; but the actual

division of property by metes and bounds may be postponed

to a future date and in the intervening period they may enjoy

the property in common as before. This is clearly brought out

by the Vyavaharamayukha lD« when it says even m Hie

absence of joint (family) property severance (of interest
)
tafces

place also by a mere declaration in the form I am separate

from thee '
; for severance is merely a particular«^*»»

of the mind and this declaration merely mamiieste that state

or mode of the mind)". The S. V. (p. 347)>*****to

passage. It is here stated that an unequivocal declaration of

Son to separate effects the severance of a«*•*«£
oint family andtbatitis not absolutely »°" J**£
!LiU be any joint property or that the property be divided by

£s andbir This'last follows as a matter of course when

tee is a severance of interest This P^ittonhasheen^cept.

Id Dythe Privy Council'"' and this passage offeej^ahsra

,04V. Vide iW» S»r«J ™™ £iSminiaram««v Aruna-

of the V. Mayukha.
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maytikha has been quoted in Beveral oaseB. What constitutes

an unequivocal declaration of intention to separate has as usual

given rise to a good deal of case law -which has to he passed

over here. Under the Dayabhaga heirs succeed on the death of

the previous owner in certain definite shares and therefore parti-

tion has ordinarily only the first sense viz. assigning to the

copatceneTS Bpecific portions of the property inherited. Another

way of separating a member1048 is also mentioned by Manu IX.

207 and Yaj H. 116, viz. that when a member of the family is

able to fare for himself and does not desire to have a share in

the family property, he should be separated by giving him some
trifle ( as a token ). The Mit. adds that the trifle is given as a

piece of evidence to prevent his sons claiming a share later on.

The principal matters to be "discussed under Dayabttga or

JDUyaviblinga are, as Btated by the Sangraha and the Mit.. four,

viz. the time of partition, the property liable to partition, the

mode of partition and the persons entitled to partition 1049
.

Tvme for partttion. The evolution of the son's right to
demand a partition has been a process of ages. It would not be
out of place to say a few words on this topic here. In most
primitive societies where the patriarchal family system prevail-
ed, the father had absolute power over the son, it was the son's
duty to obey the father, alienation of family property was not
allowed, the father had power over the acquisitions of all
persons including the Bon and women were incompetent to hold
property. Faint traces of these can be detected in the Vedio
literature. The legend of SunahSepa narrated in the Ait. Br
(33 Iff), where we are told that Ajlgarta sold his son for being
offered as a victim toVaruna.thatVisvamitra adoptedSunahsepa
asbis son,thoughhehad already a hundred and one sons,andthat
he cursed and disinherited his fifty sons for their disobedience to

1048. ^ra^fapimir fSrf&sssn?^ itsm im n H6 on -winch the
nttr says <RSST$rcr ?nrawi mHm>, «* * P 449 notes that **,*,
explained „t II. i 16 anQ „, lx. 207 dlfferently [tak a^J^

these meanings. B l

JOT* « **? * fcy W«1^ iCp. 255. *. ft p. 349.^i^KSfoAwrvt^frm^^.^ ontrT. K . u4 .

^ ^^
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his order, indicates that in the days of the Ait Br. it was believed

that in hoary ages long before it, the father's power over Mb bods

was absolute. But a caution is necessary. It is possible to

over-emphasize the legend of Sunabiepa ; it has to be remember-

ed that it is a mere legend and that the Ait Br. itself shows

that the conduct 'of Ajlgarta was condemned as most unworthy

of a decent man even according to the legend, 10SB In modern

times there are rare instances where parents insure their

children and then poison them or maim them for earning the

insurance money. But no ong says that this is usual or that

modern law allows it. In Rg. 1 117. 17 it is stated that the eyes

of Rjrasva were put out by his father because the former gave

a hundred rams to a she-wolf. This is a solitary instance and

it is probable that the verse has some esoteric meaning or

refers to some terrestrial or celestial phenomenon. In the

Kathaka Samhita XL 4 it is said " the father rules over the

son" {pits pufrasyese). But it must be said that ideas about

the father's absolute power over the sons lingered on in historic

times. The Nir. ( in HI 4 ) puts forward the argument of some

predecessors that daughters did not succeed to the father's

wealth because women could be donated, sold or abandoned and

not men, ^hile others said that males also were liable to the

same treatment as evidenced by the story of Sunahsepa.

Vasistha ( XV. * ) states that1052 father and mother have power

to make a gift or sale of the son or to abandon him We saw

ahove ( n 1035 ) that Manu stated that a son's earnings belonged

tobk afcex The&p.Dh. S. (IL 6. 13. 10-11) emphatically

fays thtHhe right to give away or sell one's child is not

XgnXi and that the word - sale "used in connection with.*

Side is used only metaphorically. About the word sale in

Soirmarie vide H. of Dh. vol. *» 503-506.

On the other hand even in the Bg. we find that sons divided

tfce father's property^*»%^£JTJZ
„ia "O Agni! men worship you m many P""-BB

ffl,hB.»

wfys;they take(fromyou) wealth as from anjigedjath^
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( Kk L 70 5 )."» In the Ait Br. (
%<*. 9 ) the story of Nabhane-

dSL"*, the youngest son of Manu, shows «»*«£*£
brothers divided all the fathers property among themselves,

aDd excluded NabhSnedfetha during the father s lifetime app^

rently without any protest from him or m spite of it
;

to the

Tai S HI 1 9 4-5 MSS the version of the same story is ditterent,

since it is there said that Manu himself divided his wealth

among his sons and did not give any share of the paternal

wealth to Nabhanedistha who was away at a teacher s house as

a vedio student In the Gopatha Brahmana (IV. 17 ) it is said

"therefore in their childhood sons subsist on their father, while

in his advancing years the father subsists on the son ". In the

Sat. 1056 Br < S. B. E. vol. 44, p. 157 ) we read " whence in early

life the sons subsist on the father...whence in later life, the

father subsists on his sons". In the Kausltaki Br; TJpanisad

(B. 15) after describing the symbolical handing over to the

son of all his physical and mental powers by a father who its

expecting death it is said that if after this rite the father

recovers he has either to remain under the son's dominion or go

out as a wanderer ( a sannyasin )
1057 From some of the above

passages, it appears that in rare cases sons divided paternal

wealth even during the lifetime of the father and against his

will. The remark of Dr Jolly that " it may be unhesitatingly

set down as a fact that in the earliest period of Indian Law,
partition of property was an entirely unknown proceeding"

( Tagore Law Lectures p. 90 ) goes too far and is not fully

warranted by Vedic texts Just as the Tai. S. ( BI. 1. 9. 4

)

10S8

narrates that Manu distributed his wealth among his sons, it

also speaks of the eldest son being established with ancestral

1053. ft BtT IT" <J^3T WJ^PltJ,^ R)3W sf^t *PF3 I 3R I 70.5.

1054. sipuai^a fretffr ^rat3i%g 3to <*a*tt<T to^ graft fSrwunfts-

tt^Igsn. S-C. 1 ^ at 22 9 (V. 14).

1055. S53. ^^^^mrats^-flt^feBmgr^S^r^f^TTSRI^'iafiraWT
»n istwtStiW *t ^t m*K<sfflt*r3clh^ 1 1. ^ m i 9 <

1056 dwusJ^a s^t. fSsrestsfprfSs > awi^wQ 5^m*<rata3tai?? i

SIHiJwXII 2. 3 4.

1057 *r lajr?: ^in5^»^rrq3T sj%Enr* *a asfg; i t&. st*. n. 15,

S^ preropnri^fS «t+m*.^K s^ *^ iV-tw^Pd \ %. ^ n 5 2 7.
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wealth. The Ap. Dh.S. (B. 6. 14. 6 and 10-12) refers to both
theBe passages of the Tai. S. but concludes that equal division

among sonB is the proper mode and that giving a major part of

the estate to ,the eldest alone is forbidden by the sasfcras 1059
.

These lead to the conclusion thatequal distribution among all sons

was believed to be the rule and giving the major portion to the

eldest son was an exception (and a rare case) even, in the Vedio

age. The Ait. Br. (19.3) speaks of the right 1060 of Indra to

primogeniture ( jyaistfiya ) and pre-eminence ( sraisthya ) This

right of the eldest son to special treatment at the time of partition

persisted in the times of Manu (IX. 312 ff) and YS] (H. 114)

also and even in modern times it is recognized to some extent

in the case of impartible estates and even in ordinary families

on the ground of custom or from the nature of the grants made

by the former Governments or the British Government (such as

Jaghirs and Saranjams). Both Kau*. and Kat. declare that

customs of countries, castes, villages and groups varying rules of

partition and inheritance should be enforced by the king 1061
. Dr.

Jolly (ibid. p. 98) further relies on the fact that the Apastamba-

dharmasutra mentions no other kind of partition than that

made by the father. But this is far from conclusive. Apas-

tamba was a great purist and idealist He ignores several

matters which.are wellknown to have existed long before his

time. For example, he takes no notice of the several kinds of

secondary sons and he does not allow a brahmana to take up a

weapon even for examining it except when he is murderously

attacked ( 1. 10. 29 7-8 ), while Manu ( VEX 345-349 ),
Gautama

VII 6 and 25 and others allow a brahmana much greater

latitude.Therefore Apastamba'B silence cannotlead to thepositive

conclusion of the absence of any other method of partition. As

Ster of fact, Gautama (15.19) who is generally regarded

as^t to ipastamba states that brahmanas that had separated

SSeir fathers against the latter's will were not fit to he

X059. ^W?*ftu- *™%m^<™j^™]
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invited for dinner at a sraddha 1K2 That Bhows that paitition of

sons from the father against the father's will was wellknown

long before Gautama. Dr. Jolly also ( ibid p. 90 ) relies on a'n

anonymous smrti text ( quoted by the- Mit in its introduction

to Yaj. H 114) which absolutely prohibits the sale of land.

But this is irrelevant The text could not be taken literally

when we have seen that sales of land have been taking place

for at least two thousand years. All that the text means is

that a sale should be olothed in the form of a gift 1063
.. Similarly

the few smrti passages that include lands and houses among

indivisible properties ate to be explained as having in view the

fragmentation, of a field into small uneconomic plots or holdings

or the division of a single small house among numerous co-

sharers. It is impossible to believe that the texts meant that

houses could never be partitioned among co-heirs. All that we
can reasonably infer is that as a general rule such partitions

were looked upon with disfavour by society. One may concede

that this sentiment continued long after even Gautama and
Spastamba and even in the 20th century a Hindu son suing
his father for partition incurs great opprobrium.

Apart from the inference to be drawn from some of the
Vedic passages quoted above, it follows that partition did take
place, though probably rarely, during the father's lifetime and
even against his will, as indicated by Gautama's dictum. It is
now to be seen what the smrtis and the medieval writers say
about the time of partition. One time was when the father
divided the property among his sons during his lifetime as
evidenced by the Tai. S. HI. 1 9. 4, Ap Dh. S. II 6. 14. 1, Gaut
28 3, Baud DhS. H. 2.8, Yaj U. U4, NSr. dayabhaga 4. Another
time was after the death of the father ( Gaut 38. 1, Manu IX. 104
Yaj II 117, NSr. dayabhaga 2). The Dayabhaga10" admits only
these two times for partition viz. on the cessation of the father's

1062. 1«tel^..t^wkrft»riOT*l>&. 15. IS and 19
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ownership (by death or renunciation of. the world as an ascetic

or because he has lost all desires) and during the father's life-

time at his own desire. The V. P. (pp. 429 and 434,435)

strongly criticizes the Dayabhaga as to theBe two. Some
writers like Jimfitavahana went so far as to hold that even

though the father be dead there should be no partition among

the sonB during their mother's life 106s
. The Mit (following

Gaut. 28. 1-2) indicates three principal times for partition, i"*

viz (1) at the father's desire during his lifetime, (2) when the

father has lost all desire for worldly goods, desiBtsfrom sexual

intercourse and the mother is past the age of child-bearing,

partition may take place at the desire . of the sohb even against

the wish of the father (Gaut. 28. 2, Nar. dayabhaga3, Br S B 1.

33 p 369 verse 1); (3) after the death of the father. The Mit

relying on Sankha's 1067 text adds that even though the mother

may not be past child-bearing, yet the sons can partition at

loss v&tm f^snn^TRHfc^a'T1" ^"fo^ ^swra, &
*KT$- I ifpraUT II. S, p 37 £(%m was constrained to explain mm- as JRTC3-

thereby showing that this was only recommendatory V P (p 436) strongly

criticizes this new of the Dayabhaga pointing out that Manu IX. 104

mentwns the father and mother separately and indicates that partition

of mother's wealth takes place after her death Vide srpnTPT HI 9. P 60

also ' sR nfemft *fcrr?r font w w* fcns ww*** ' The*™"£l
(p 170) says wraf* sffofTf *fc?W ftarii w V* » ™ «n»m*«

Smw3> Th.= vwse » vanous,y readand explained b^e con
£!lt£>

V Rte 462) notes that Prakasa read e.ther firris}^^ or ft*# mft

La," The Dayabhaga (I 32-33 p 18) reads f^ wr«^ ^L'^!

ft^^rpi^ at«rf&Pfcr* ««»,«
( 90) omits

the passage If^^tstfwo^^ *** «•
the wordsWW^t&c. TbeWf*** ta. *«* ^ D5yabhSga , wl,h

v . r (p 460) has the««£»£^S^^^^T^ **
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their desire, ©Ten against the father's will if the father pursues

an immoral or irreligious mode of life or is afflicted with, a

chronic disease or iB very old. NSr. ( dayabhaga 16 ) is similar.

It should not be supposed that the Mit. holds that there are only
three times for partition ; according to it there are other times

also (as in the text of Sankha quoted by it). This is made
clear by the V. P. p 434. The Dayabhaga reads the text of

Sankha-Likhita differently and takes it to mean that as long
as the father is alive there can be no partition against his will
even if he be very old or suffering from a chronic disease or
has not all his wits about him, and that in such a contingency
the eldest son or with his consent the next younger brother
who is capable may manage the family affairs. The Daya-
bhaga quotes a similar passage of H&rlta (which is also
quoted by the Madanaratna, the VyavaharamayBkha and other
digests). On account of the remarks of

_
the Mit. some works

like the Madanaparijata (pp. 645 ff) speak of four times for
partition, viz. during the father's lifetime at his choice (Yaj. It.
114), even against his will when the mother is past child-bear-
ing and the father is free from all sexual desires and does not
care for wealth ( Ear. dayabhaga 3 ), when-the father is old or
follows the path of arftoma or suffers from au incurable disease
then even againBt his will (relying ,on Sankha as quoted in the
Mit.), and after the father's death. The V. Uir. (p, 408) is
almost of the same view.

The Mifeksara fa quite clear on tbe point that the son hasan absolute right of partition of ancestral property during his

SST
S
J-?-!

lme 8Ven a
v
galnBt the father'

a wish
- T1* discussionin the Mitaksara may be briefly set out here In Ysi 17 120

atter half
)
it is stated that in the case of grandson!fh££tion is according to (or through) the fathers i. e it is perSZsand not ver« The text of Yaj (o^faxp^S^pMobimgaMpana)* explained by the Mitaksara in

S

S wav
wf^JSfS ^and80ns have^*™K5
«™ if i

Efandfather's property, yet when each of several

^JzsrfSi'T? of bods <™>™
„«, -_ j. , . ' or when some sons are alivo ^j

^™^«wgrMto bnm of a particular deceased son

Pport thcrc^ne >^hrf^^t g instead of s^fif^ g 10 ^ i|£j
9 >
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<* fatherwould have got if l,vmg i.e. grandsons to get partitaof property through the son (their father) and nofdlSjEtwelves On this a doubt arises as follow .-If the father

of several sons is separated from his brothers as to the grand-

2£"S "7m* ,?
if

-
he father haB no brotIier and«with his father (i.e. the grandfather of the grandson) the

grandson cannot demand a share in the grandfather's wealth
(since Yaj H. 120 has been explained as meaning that when the
father is dead then the assignment of shares among grandsons
is according to the share of the father) Another doubt is —
even if a partition can be had by the grandsons in these cases
it will be only if the father so desires To this the Mit replies

emphatically 10W that in the grandfather's property the owner-
ship of father and son is wellknown in the world and therefore

partition (in the above two cases of doubt) does take place.

The Mit. further on expressly says that even when the mother
is not past child-bearing and the father still cares for wealth

and worldly affairs, partition of grandfather's wealth does take

place at the desire of the son even if the father is unwilling.

The Mit. makes it clear that the rule of division per stupes is a

special rule laid down by the texts ( vacantia vyavaslha ) for a

special case and that in other cases the primary rule of owner-

ship by birth applies. From Manu IX. 209 the MitaksarH

further draws the inference that even against the father's wish

a son can demand partition of property acquired by the grand-

father. This is the modern Hindu Law in the MitaksarS school

generally recognised by ther Courts in British India. In Apaji

Narharva0 v. Ramchandra a majority of the Bull Bench of the

1069. qauuwfl jptt fiM^hnfit'iTO w# wi°gn*^3 *rewr i si^n ffo%

Wafi3«nHaTg$ *i ^Href «mm| g*3 fSvrroi "u% s»<B<mt*t ffaf* ftgat nm-

n 122)... sra figs gsrcir =* wtwt i»i»ma-$iftft sot fonftasn

ajarcr fiaWfr* fonft *nft fn^'mztt. ' ?wt ^r ««HP«i waft w&
=er fiat? ftwmf^ssiff ^rsgrcr qsrasssrttwpfir *nrt?f i ftw. rbe

ttj^dt (pp. 151-152. of Gharpure's edition) very clearly explains this passage.

The m. s (p 460) also says ant ^ 5§I«jPn it ^tofcafit iwnafrrii^qqfr-

?_j^ H, p 279 lor a similar passage

1070 Vide 16 Bom 29. where Telang J . who was great as a SMrtnt

f.„i« « well as a wage, differed from three learned jodges On pp. 43-51

tzr£"^»* e3ipianation °f the ,vords °f *• M,t -
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Bombay High Court held that a son cannot in the lifetime of his

father sue his father and uncles fot a partition of the family

property and for possession of his share therein, when the father

does not assent to such a snit, although the son has a right

by birth in ancestral property. The other High Courts have
dissented from this view of the majority of the Bombay
Full Bench and have followed the dissenting judgment of

Telang J.™1
.

When the son's right of ownership by birth in ancestral
property came to be recognised by such smitis as that of Yaj„
it followed as a logical consequence that any person who
acquires a right by birth can demand partition and separate
possession of his share at any time It has been already seen
that even before Gautama sons separated from their father
against his will, but this was condemned by the sages and
obloquy and infamy attached to such conduct. Some of the
smrtis recognised the son's right to partition even in the father's
lifetime under great restrictions More than fifteen centuries
passed (from Gautama to the MitaksaTa) before the son's
right to separate from his father during the latter's lifetime and
against his desire was clearly, ungrudgingly and emphatically
recognized The Vlramitrodaya also clearly recognizes this
right of the son. But even among writers that generally follow
the Mit. there were some that could not bring themselves to
admit this right of the son. Vox example, the Madanaparijata
(p. 663) asserts that merely at the will of the son there can be
no partition. Under the Dayabhaga, these questions cannot
arise, as tbe son has no Tight by birth in ancestral property. '

This evolution of the son's right to demand partition even
during the father's lifetime received,a fillip from certain'reli-
gious sentiments entertained in ancient times. Gaut { 38 4

)

remarks that if, instead of remaining united, brothers separate

uZ^uTT ?
* ,<*"it«al merit ( vAhage tu dharnwrddhiK ).ManuIX.lllstetes"they<thebrothers)may stay united or maystay separate if they desire an increase of dlinrma\ by living

separatedftarmainoreases; therefore separation ismeritorious".^

^^^t:JTcJttrz^Tm 5m 43
° (f *•> **™-

i"
2, ** 1X

' m ls <J»°ted as *str<tfit!s by «nr. S> n 40s Th„
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This shows that there was an option either toremain joint after the

father's death or to become separate, Sankba-Likhita say that

brothers may stay together since being united they will prosper

( materially ).
1073 Br. provides that in the case of members of a

joint family that live together and have a common kitchen the

worship of gods, Manes and brahmanas is single for all,

while when they become separate such worship will be separately

carried on in each house. 1074 Nar. ( dayabhaga 37 ) lays down

that when brothers are undivided the performance of religious

acts iB single for all of them but when there is a partition, the

religious acts are separately performed by each Dh'arma

means here mainly such religious acts as the performance1WS

of the five great daily sacrifices (panca rnahSyajnas ). When

the family is joint, worship of gods, Vaisvadeva, honouring of

family guests are only single for the whole family and all

participate in the spiritual benefits derived from such acts, but

when the members become separate, each performs these reli-

gious acts separately. Mami'm 67 lays down that each house-

holder has to perform with the grhya fire kindled at the time of

marriage all grhya rites such as morning and evening offerings,

the five great sacrifices anlTthe daily cooking '
of food. The

Sangraha seemB to have held that dharma refers to the perfor-

mance of agmhotra, but the Sni. 0. II p. 259 and V. P. ( 437-438

}

do not accept this and hold that even when joint any coparcener

ban perform all srauta and smarta rites like agnihotra with tbe

help of the undivided joint estate and so dhatma means only the

worship of gods and Manes and the honouring of guests. Vyasa

also has a verse similar to Mr. and Br.

1073. wnrf *fcrfesr *trm tfirWk* ' ^^ "» » * p 45S '

The H3-STC5* reads WTOS* a°d aimftTO

1074. ^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^fJ
n. q. by *TO* P «9. -W ft- P ««. W*& •» " lX

' J"'
TO*

'

28 4.8T p. 459
, , , ^^

1076 T? IS « «i^% p «09. inm* m. «.
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Partition was generally made when all the coparceners

were major,107' but from Kant (HL 5), Baud Dh. S. (n. 3 42) and

Kat (844-45) it appears that the minority of a coparcener did

not operate as a bar to partition. Kaut. (IEL 5 ) says 'partition

takes place when the persons separating have attained majority

;

but ( the separating coparceners ) should keep in the custody

of the mother's relatives of those coparceners who are minors
or of the elders of the village the share of the minors after all

debts of the family are paid off, till the minor coparceners
attain majority. The same rule applies to a member ( of a joint

family) that has gone abroad'. Baud, employs almost the same
words. Kat. provides " partition is ordained among coparceners
who have attained (years of) understanding of worldly affairs

and in the case of males they attain this understanding ai the
16th year. The property ( share in joint family estate ) of those
who have not attained years of discretion, being made free from
expenses (debts etc.), Bhould be kept (by the other major copar-
ceners) with the relatives or friends of the minor members.
The same should be done to the share of those who have gone
abroad. " This shows that partition could take place even when
some members of the family were minors and even a single
member could demand at his will a partition of his share as
expressly stated by the Dayabhaga ( HL 16-1? ), the V P and
other workers, Thera is a controversy among oommenjators
whether minority terminated at the beginning or end of the

till the 16th year. ITrom a verse ( attributed to Angiras by Mit

2U n S* ^Hted Witb°Ut name ^ HaradStfon
Gaut. n. 6 )

it appears that one was to be regarded as a bala till

^PTg**** *****^ ^^KtSLK^!
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the beginning of the 16th year"® A verse of KM appears to
hold that minority ends at the beginning of the 16th year, many
commentators also hold this view, but several such as Haradatta
( on Gaut X. 48 ), V. E p. 599, V. P p. 263 expressly state that
minority ends at the end of the 16th year."81 It may be stated
that according to Gaut X. 48-49, Manu VHL 27, Vas. 16. 8,
Visnu Dh. S. m 65 the king was to guard the property of

minors, women and helpless people In modern times under the

Indian Majority Act ( Act IX of 1875 ) the age of majority is 18
( or 21 in certain cases only ) except in matters of marriage,

dower, divorce and adoption. In these last matters the ancient

Hindu Law will apply to Hindus 1061
". Similarly a partition

could be made even though the wife of a coparcener was

pregnant It was therefore that Vas. 17. 4L advised postponing

partition till the delivery of the pregnant wives of coparceners,

or Yaj. H. 122 and Manu IX. 216 provide for a son born after

partition between father and sons

The next question is what property is liable to be partitioned.

A few preliminary remarks on property must be made here

Property is generally divided by most smrtis into two kinds,

sth5va>a( immovable, such as lands and houses) and jmiqama

( movable) For example, Br. ( S. B E. vol. 33 p 323 verse 17

)

andKat (516) speak of both kinds of property as subjects of

pledges or mortgages. There is another classification in Y5j,

II. 121 and a few other smrtis viz. property is of three kinds.

1080. ^ant»fo^3'ncn^'g?«rte5r! ' wtfcnttvmTZt^ 0®°'

qq ^ n 5rm1|Twmi i*fcn> on t hi > z43

iosi ^TRipf) wnnrrwra utemnt'usrffi zvpt °n rf> x «
.
^li&snft

*,-MKWtfi i HranPvnrrW V& ' Tnra«nnrft £inNn?*<rf**prraw-

nisp 263.

1081a in Bengal minority was held to terminate at the end of the

lSlhyear, vide Catty Churn v BhuSeab„tiy 10 Bcnp.1 L R »>(r.B.J

.ip 240 and Uatkoamotonv *mn*» I Ca. 108 (F B )
In Bomba

a Madras it has been he.d to terminate a. the end of A. I«
,

,-r
. J*
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bhu (land including houses), Mi&iKd/ia 1083 (inaccurately ren-

dered as 'oorrody') and draoya (gold, silver and other mov-
ables ). SometimeB however the word " dravya" is employed in

the sense of all property, whether movable or immovable, as

in Br. ( dravye ptt&mahqpatte jangame sthavare tatha } quoted in

note 1032 above. Property, according to ancient Hindu Law,

1082. ^twgjft f3fti*«r *t ^sre tfcs* g »h"^< • wpiriSwiwitaqK^HH
mffer. II T(?r !• 3 18. The wr H^sr p 27 states that it occurs in f?. also. In
gjrsjt (882) w e have 3^;^ qra*t \%*&sft it 5RWRP ( q by 3TOcre> p. 725,

^•^•p f *)^ '
'*^"gt mflWii^hiRifr. srataS st&htct *t Rifa«[*n«$ jrr«r-

WRvO# *rsnf^S fSmjgnrir. I s*r n^a p 28 and ^iq^^t C reading
PNiUT^H.)

s <tHtM P 166 states that this was the explanation gwea
by jnym-,. jSfrreft <ismti,**5+RH< q«fowMKmimdimQ<tfir I>»tf^f5r
%*JT«fti?J SlW^'Mqi^ 3T%r>7 ^N* ttf^fit 1 «T 1 P 445

The word "mbandha" means a periodic payment or allowance
in cash or kind permanently granted by a king, a corporation or a village or
a caste to a person, a family, a math or a temple. The Mtt (on YSj I 318
and 11 121) explains it as a delivery or payment o{ so many leaves (of betel
or the like) on each bundle of leaves or so many rupees on each load of
merchandise or so many betelnuts on each load of betelnnts; the Sm X.
explains it as the wealth to be obtained under the order or direction of a
king or other authority that dealers in commodities should pay every year or
month a certain amount to a certain bribmana or shrine, the V. Mayukba
<P 28} explains "v,hat is granted by a king or the hke, to be obtained at,

^
e

rtt,»

me
N,t^h

mir "H
lh/'hke " ^ °D P "1 paraphrases it as

butasobsertd* ?„V ^ SS COrr°dy by Colebrooke in his Digest,but as observed by the Pnvy Councl in *W««„g„ „. Desai KMMa^
Mayukha is construed Lj^.LtLtTTZ Z f*•""!» by ** V '

make a grant of a mbandha and ft t hlV! i £"» aUrae who «»

Bombay Regnlation V of 1827 sefL f T " imm0vabIe P"**"?-
offices among immovab.e propel

~ £j*»" } 1****** he«^
«<r«,5Bom 322 at pp 331-32 ftZ,^° °f. Thana v R>«W

that an annuity',i£JZl^Z^t^ £ *"£^
of iakc 1058 (J167A^Vlll ?, ?"" mSy COmPare an «^«ption
vol. 20 p. iw« p », ; 2HL21 ft

ot Dbarwar Dislrict ln * I-

a hundred Uaies for one cart IoT T'S "j
tbe dealerS in betel le*"*-

aman-sload")
l0a<1, a hundre<1 for a bullock load, fifty for
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may bo divided into two classes, {1} joint family property, (2)
separate property. Joint family property is either ancestral
property or property jointly acquiredim with or without the

aid of ancestral property or property acquired separately but
thrown into the common stock ( Manu IX. 304 ) The Mit on
Yaj 1 120 states 'among unseparated brothers, if the common
stock be improved or augmented by one of them through agri-

culture, trade or similar means, an equal distribution neverthe-

less takes place and a double share is not allotted to the

acquirer.' This contains the doctrine of merger of estate by

blending. Vide Slnlxiprasad v Ptayag Knman'L.'R 59 LA. 331=

34 Bom. L B. 1567. Ancestral property (apialtbandhadaya)

is all property inherited by a male from his father, paternal

grandfather or paternal great-grandfather, in which according

to the Mit, School, the sons, grandsons and great-grandsons 1081

of the person who inherits it acquire an interest by bath. Sepa-

rate property also includes what is called self-acquired property

( svSrjtta ), which will be discussed a little later on If a person

obtains a share of ancestral property on partition, it has been

held that it is his separate property if he has no son, grandson

or great-grandson, but if there be any of these then it is ancestral

property in his hands so far as he and any of his male descen-

dants are concerned. Under the Dayabhaga, as the son does

not acquire ownership by birth in ancestral property, there is

hardly any distinction between ancestral property and separate

property so far as the father's powers ofalienation are concerned

A few of the outstanding features of the Dayabhaga system have

already been set out above and some mayhe discussed later

1083 ami^nfosrer^ Emptcs **' W* '** n 120. **j^3^
wra.ft P 424. ft.* p 4si,»iTinfl8wOTW'TOatm ware t« swot tw*t

f^^ra!*OT»«gix ai5(=«35tRPOTlio5'°i3). .,..„..
1084 The Mit. speaks only of tbe son's and grandson's ngbt by hrth

,n ancestral property and does not expressly menhon the great-grandson.

But other Jttm Id* the anthor o£ the Vmumtrodaya quoted above m note

f069 ien,o" the great-grands* as havmg a nght by«^J-*'£3
accepted by tte«m The words ancestral property nave a Mhwri

nrooertv vX Muhammad Husazn • ***** *«** « * * _
2J

,°
property, viue m

f p^t 23 p^^ 599 (F B ),

waere th» :s mde c*^»"^^ makes . pft of his se.f-aeau.red

„ has been held flta t. rtw » P£«« ^^^^ rf &s

property to Ins son (^ «*>. <££* Ultesm ift waieslt

ancestra.I«*"^ *££££?» doU's benefit only,

clear that it was made exclusivelyw ««
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A person while he is a member of a joint Hindu family

under the Mit and has an interest in joint family property may

have separate property of his own acquired in various ways. The

different sources of ownership have been already mentioned

above (pp. M.7 and 548) The different kinds of separate property

are mainly these ; (1) property taken as obstraeted heritage,

that is, property inheritedfrom any person other than the father,

father's father or father's father's father ( such as a brother,

uncle etc.)
1085

; (2) a gift of a small portion of ancestral mov-

able property made through affection by the father to his issue

(smrtiquotedbyMit.) 1036
,(3) gift or bequest of separate pro-

perty made by the father 1087 to his sons; (4) gifts aud bequests

made by other relations and friends and gifts at the time of

marriage ; (5) ancestral property lost to the family and recovered

from a stranger by a member of a joint family with his own

efforts without assistance from 'joint family property; (6) sepa-

rate earnings and gains of learning or science ( wdyadhana). A
few remarks will be made on some of these in the sequel.

It is a remarkable fact that the smrti texts on separate

property do not expressly mention gifts received from strangers

by a member of a 3oint family as the separate property of that

particular member The only gifts mentioned are those from
friends, or those received at the time of marriage ( called audva-
lulai in Ysj. II. 118 and Manu IX 206 ) or at a madhuparka in

1085 A decision of the P C, from Madras held that properly inhe-
rited by two brothers living as members of a joint family from their maternal
grandfather became joint property in their hands with rights of survivorship
Vide Vcnkatyamma v. Venkataramanayamma L, R 29 I A 156 See 27
Mad 300 (F B ) and 29 All 667 for the difficulties caused by L. K. 291 A.
156 But it may be taken that even in Madras such property inherited from
the maternal grandfather will now be beld to be the separate property of the
two brothers Vide Muhammad Husatn Khan v Kishva Nandan Sahm
X. R 64 1 A 250 which explains away (onpp 264-265) the case of L. R.
29 1. A 156

10B6 «fi<Twifa>^ftr<qvV ftmvp, ^ t ?flP>fcrp*rrS*T5Vrf3} j^rr^
<t*r 1$*: U q by f*rat. m mtro. to m. n. 114 ; «nr. fa P 443. ft x. p. 501
ascribe it to Narada ( it is ^tmj, ^PTOPJ 6 ).

1087. In Bombay, Allahabad and Ondh such gifts by the father of his
separate property are held to be separate property of the son or sons Vide
Ju&,ohandas v. S,r ManSaidas 10 Bom 528, 579 Bat in Calcutta they are
held to be ancestral {HasarilUU v. Abonmcth 17 C W. N. 280) and in

Mat^Y* *
9U6Sl,0a °! inlent'°D lN"gal"^a"t v.*«W*W*« 24

73
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honour of a learned man, a priest etc. It is probable that

gifts from strangers to a member of the joint family that did not

fall within the several classes of separate property mentioned

above belonged to the whole family The concept of the separate

property of a member of a joint family was of slow growth.

Originally all property however acquired by any member might

have been held to belong to the whole family. This is indicated

to some extent by Manu VIII, 416, which was ( as shown above

on pp. 555-556) however interpreted by Sahara, Medbatithi,

the Dayabhaga and others in subsequent times, as meaning that

the acquirer ( son or wife ) had no independent power of disposal

though he or she was owner of what was earned by him or her

It is noticeable that so late a writer as Haradatta 1088 relies on

this verse of Manu and remarks that while the father is alive

whatever is earned, by a member, whether learned or not,

belongs to the father (on Gaut 28 29) The Dayabhaga «*>

(IL 66-73) quotes a text of Kat. (851) "the father gets two

shares or half of the wealth acquired by the son" and explains

it in two ways. If thb son acquires wealth with the help of

ancestral funds, the father takes half of it, the acquirer gets

two shares and the other sons one share each, if the son

acquires wealth without using ancestral funds, the father and

acquirer take two shares each and the others take nothing
Another

meaning is that if the father is learned he takes half,
but if he

»

not so, he takes only two shares. TheV P.(pp ^\\™«fl
criticizes the Dayabhaga for these remarks The first inroad an

Z conception that the earnings of all m the&mly belonged to

the head of the family was made in the times of thebM*
the recognition of mdtjadhana as separate property. »*"»

IX MST~ Vienu Dh. S. 18. 42) states that what one (msmtej

ajomVtamilyja brother.etc.) may acquire by his own abour

wSout using ( or without detriment to ) paternal estate he shall

*&9vttkSa'*™™™V^n 66-72, PP 49-52

,„,. 1- ciQ5elv resembles ag IX w>
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not share with others if he does not desire to do bo, because that

acquisition was made by his own activity. Manu IX 206

mentions besides vidyadhana, gifts from friends, gifts at the tmie

of marriage and at vtadhuparha as the separate property of a

person Yaj. (H. 118-119 ) prescribes : 'whatever is acquired by a

person himself without detriment to or expenditure of paternal

wealth, gifts from friends, gifts at marriage, these are not

liable to be divided among a man's coparceners ; similarly he

who recovers ancestral property lost to the family (and not

recovered by the father and others) would not have to share it

at a partition with his coparceners nor his gains of learning*.

The construction to be put on these words was a bone of

contention even before Visvarupa. The Mit. understands that

the words ' whatever is acquired without detriment to the

paternal wealth ' are to be understood as qualifying each of

the following four kinds of property.1091 The result is that if a
gift is acquired by a member from a grateful person who was
placed under obligation by spending family wealth, if property

was acquired by gift from a father-in-law who was paid from the

family property some wealth for securing the bride for that

member ( as in an asura marriage } ot if the property lost to the
family was recovered with the help of paternal estate or if a
man learnt at the expense of the family and made gains from
that learning, then these kinds of properties were liable to be
partitioned among all members. The result of taking the first

half of Ygj 31 118 as a qualification of the subsequent four
kinds of property ( as done by the Mit ) is that if a man receives
a gift from a stranger even without detriment to the paternal
estate the gift was liable to be divided among all members.
The reason of the Mit is that, if the first half of Yaj U. 118 is
not a qualifying clause of the four kinds of property, then the
following four kindB need not be expressly mentioned at
all. If whatever is acquired by a member himself without

1091. ant^fi^pyag^ ^ifr.wmfiuiSfa ^rffo*. i . . tot flia-
«««»H«a3grer^wwi^ Rd.tminafrT »Bm<;rt*fcmft ffrrapft^m fSfcrr on
Vt. II. 118-119. The word $w is used here in tbe technical sense of Jat-
tnlmlH 1 2 ( sUsah parirthaUat ) on ^hich Sahara says ' r^g 3n*r*T «ra$*j*
*$ 3i* *ft to . f|«re<t is opposed to this ' ft3if^m<mffi SawraVt,^ ,

airenmrrorct; > s^ a iUitfatu Frgn vawi«ifluwni*4i.»qw^ t*. , on
**,n "8 the 3r»mur remarks ^(141^ ul n^Nrra^and again (VI. 1 39
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detriment to paternal or joint estate is by itself separate property
then the following four will only be particular illustrations of

the proposition contained in the first half of Taj JI 118

It would be opposed to the usage of sistas to say that gifts from

friends or gift? at the time of marriage or gains of learning

acquired at the expense of the family estate become the separate

property of a person and, as to ctdiJadMm acquired from learn-

ing at the expense of the family, opposed to the express text of

Nat. ( dayabhaga 10) " when one brother maintains the family of

another brother who is engaged in studying the sastras, he shall

receive a share of the wealth gained by that study, though he

(the supporting brother)be ignorant himself ". Further, if the first

half of Yaj H. 118 were taken as a separate and independent

clause by itself then it would follow that what is acquired by

ftialigialia ( as a gift to a learned biahmana ) without detriment

to the paternal estate would be indivisible but the usage of the

itsias is the opposite of this That there was such a usage

about prattgraha is admitted by the Diyabhaga ( VI. 1 54 p 121)

It must be stated however that this view of the Mit, about the

first half of Taj II 118 is not shared by several writers and

works such as the Dayabhaga VI 1. 8 p. 106, Dipakaliks,

Visvarupa, T.Ep 501, AparSrka p. 723.

As regards family property lost to the family by the

adverse acts of a stranger but recovered by a member with his

own efforts without using ancestral estate, certain Prions

deserve notice Manu IX. 209 (-Visnu Dh S. 18 43), Br

(S B E 33 p 371 verse IS) and Kat «» (866) lay down the

special rule that if the father recovers property losttothe

fS whether movable or immovable, with his o*n effort

wSo^uJng joint family funds he may
J^j£££*

it as his self-acquisition The rule of Y*3 . II 119 appl* on*

where the property lost and recovered by one member ( not the

Sher w4 5s own effort and without ass.stance ronijo n

State s movable (which then becomes wholly his «KjJ*
£ftS£f<b. **«* » recovered by one memb^whojs

fctpcrt mam ««" * ««* * '**'^ P

in.p 49S
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not the father } is land, then the recoverer gets one fourth of it

as Wb reward ( according to Sankha

)

1093 and the remainder is

divided equally among all members of the family including

the recoverer. TheBe Tules have been followed in modern times

by the British Indian Courts 109*.

Vulyudltana (gains of learning) has undergone the greatest

changes of fortune since the earliest times to modem days.

It was probably the first kind of self-acquisition recognised in

very early times Though the Ap. Dh S and Baud. Dh S. say
nothing about it, yet Gaut 10,4« ( 28. 38-29 ) lays down that all

members ( of a joint family ), if not learned, should divide
equally whatever is earned by them ( by agriculture etc. ) but
what a learned man himself acquires by his learning he may
not share with his unlearned brothers if he so desires. Hara-
datta says that this applies only between brothers that are joint.

Vasistha 17. 51 appears10*5 to give two shares to the acquirer of
wealth at a partition among brothers and his rule probably
represents a very early stage when the acquirer could not retain
the whole of his self-acquisition but got only two shares

1093

««W" HHfal^WT f^wae ^n^ 1 Impure* p. 166 and p. 177. The fftBl .

(as printed) readsa^to^ (which seems to be a misreading for znm)
and remarks 'm^ g«««nri 3*& ftf 5 tffcf *«** ' and it requires
that the recovery must be „,* the consent of the other members Vide
«*<«I «« and ^^r, VI. 2. 38-39 p 1Vt The ft ,. (p. 499) attnbutes i,

W SgfogTOTWirtrs^rre^ Th„ remark of
ft T.is quoted by the^^ fe 177> and disseated ,„,„,, M ^ ^^and i^n c,teth,s verse. As the verse is stated by the ft ,. to be M
T"' *^7 and as lt ,s quoted in the^«^ *™°- **toe qiR^HH is a different work from the *%, ,rr.

250a
l

tT',l!.tf
eXaraPle

'
5^ H

-
C R

-
15° « P- "2-153. 4 Mad250 a, pp. 25O-260

. Bajaba v Tr,mbak 34 Bom. 106 at pp. no-lU

88 29
. ffcrouifcsfifWIW) ^a^ IV. , 59 „ linm^

JZr^r1^^!!^11 U9 -a ^^.".P 275 read as above*VHPI II. « p 42 as ^rgsnfK TO. „ m s60 ,„^^j ,
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in ifc and the rest of the joint family memberB took one share

each in it. Manu IX. 206, Yaj. II. 119, Nar ( dayabhaga 11).

Kat 1096
( 868 ) and Vyasa say ' generally that mdyadliana is not

liable to be divided at a partition. Among writers of smrtis Kat

contains the most elaborate treatment of vidyadhana and of self-

acquisitions in general. It will be set out in the sequel. But

some of the smrtis point out that even vidyadhana is partible,

if learning was acquired at the expense of the family funds (as in

Nar dayabhaga 10 referred to above ) or when the learning was

acquired in the family house itself from the father or an elder

brother (Kat 1097 874). The Dayabhaga (VI 1 42-49) dis-

cusses at great length the views of Srfkara on Ya] II. 118 and

Manu IX. 208 and dissents from them and states his conclusion

as follows- A. man since his birth depends upon his family

for food and maintenance and so if the words "without expen-

ding ancestral estate " were literally and widely interpreted,

hardly any man can say that no paternal wealth was expended

on him and so earnings of whatever kind would have to be

deemed to be partible and there would be no propriety or purpose

zn the words of Manu IX. 208. Therefore it must be under-

stood as done by Visvarupa that the detriment meant is not the

expenditure of food in maintaining a person in the house from

infancy, but that when a member acquires estate by his learn-

ing or in any other way without giving or spending paternal

wealth for acquiring that, 'then only it becomes his self-

acquisition 1"8
.

1096. srqwrcifsigai fHrur <ms*RT. i fiwni* 5 stSwi? frm* *

fforit II WW!. 868 q. by SPVClk P 724. 55^ on 03 IX 206. W™™
2 i P

i22.fiwnmr^MTO^n^^i^nran^«raw'n^E^ *rR-

f^rfJr. 1 sfffl q by amw p 725 W^'f n
- p 274 -

1097 te*OT«r«iii»<«**wftwn?'fiwf*^«,n*,, " <?*

JSuT 7™ *™ «- — * a"pear3 that Kat echoes

vxews of Br. In the ^ftp. 447 this verse >s ascnbed to f*

corresponding passage.
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Kat. (867-873) defines 1099 and illustrates vidyadhana as"

follows :

—

_
That wealth is Baid to be the gains of ddya which ra

acquired by means of learning received from another while

subsisting on food furnished by others, when a matter ( a doubt

or difficult point) has been placed (before an assembly of

learned men ) with a wager, whatever is gained by ( the display

of) one's learning is known as iidyadhana, which is not divided

at a partition. What is acquired from a pupil ( i . e. by following

the profession of teaching ), by performing the work of a priest

at a sacrifice, by propounding a question, by solving a doubtful

point, by exhibiting one's knowledge, by disputation with a

rival, what is gained by deep learning-all these are declared to

be ttdyadhana, which is not divided at a partition. The same

is the rule in the case of artisans and as to whatever is obtained

( as a reward ) over and above the proper price of an article

(which surplus becomes the self-acquisition of the member
selling it ) After vanquishing a rival in a wager whatever is

obtained by ( superior ) knowledge should be known as vidya-

dhana and it is not liable to be partitioned. This is the view
of Brhaspati. What is earned by an assertion of one's learn-

ing, what is obtained from a pupil ( i e. by teaching > and what
is acquired on the analogy of priests officiating at a sacrifice-

all these are known as vidyadhana, according to Bhrgu. What
is obtained by the superiority of one's learning and from a
sacrificer and from a pupil-all this is declared to be vidya-
dhana ; acquisitions other than these are common ( i. e. jointly
owned) with others.

Kat distinguishes between saw uadlian.7. (reward given by
the king or a master when pleased with a soldier or servant

1099, twjfti'ft'ta fen *trai*nrtta *rr ( *ret ani *nf^ S«nn t srfsntu

g!R»ngg*nn ^ftHgTO i f§tf#Terft i? *mH ^qi^-^u^ *Hi?r. n n* fSfcxt
*iS-<Ht<enrr "m^^i it?ntpr a snfsrwt S»n3<f i§^rfe?- n R^mfl^t <*E*i

?i*<i<it<i4r i xnn^nvR *n§•. *rrer?T vaptemin n *e&m 867-873 q by 3hto«k
P 724. f» T. p 502. ai.il p 125, s*r*. ft. (pp. 444-45) quotes all
czcept H*fSm*, the first is quoted by the ^=rr on m II 118-119. all except
the first and last are quoted m the «{T*rorT VI. 2 1-14 whtch remarks at the end

W^^^rof^^tTOre^i ant. ^rp^,,!^^ ^ sffcnrss*i <Rrm
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who putting his life in danger did an act of valour) and
dhutjahrta (what is recovered in a battle after putting one's

life in danger of death and after putting to flight the army of

the adversary ) N&r ( dayabhaga 6 ) and Br (S B E vol.

33 p. 381 verse 78 ) appear to put both under saiuyadham. Kat

divides the bhuryadliana of Nar and Br into two, viz

hanyar/ata ( what is obtained at the time of marriage with a

maiden of the same caste) and lanahha ( wealth that comes

with one's wife ) So it is the same as the imiahia ( of Manu

IX 206 ) and the audialnka (of Yaj H 118). Vyasa mentions 1100

a limitation that even wealth acquired by valour does not be-

come the exclusive property of the acquirer if he used a horse

and weapons belonging to the joint family; in such a case the

acquirer gets two shares and the other members of the family

one share each

In modern times vidyadhana has been a fruitful source of

litigation The first verse of Kat quoted above has been cited

in several cases such as Dm ga Dal v. Ganesh DatZZ M. 305

at p 312, where it is said that Katyayana's definition of vidya-

dhana is not exhaustive, but only illustrative ( the same is the

view of the Dayabhaga

)

The leading cases that discuss the texts and lay dowD

propositions are noted below 1!ot
.

Two propositions were well established by the cases, viz

(1) that money earned by a member of a joint Hindu family by

the practice of a profession requiring special training was joint

family property, provided such training was imparted attHe

expense of joint family property; {%) that gains made by per-

sonal labour and without the use or help of joint family funds

by a member of a joint Hindu family, who was maintained out

of joint family funds and received no more than an elementary

or ordinary education suitable to his position as a member of

Pauhtmv P*'*™*-*^
3Z ,

Netl,ara,nv J^cW^I.A «
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Gains of Learning Act (Act XXX of 1930) which provides

that, notwithstanding any ouBtom, rule or interpretation of

Hindu Law, no gains of learning ( i. e. education whether ele-

mentary, technical, scientific, special or general and training

of every kind which enables a person to pursue any trade, in-

dustry ox avocation ), whether made before or after the com-

mencement of the Act, shall he held not to he the exclusive and
separate property ofthe aoquirer merely by reason of his learning

having been wholly or in part imparted to him by any member,
living or deceased, of his family or with the aid of the funds of

the joint family or of any member thereof or by reason of

himself or his family having, while he was acquiring his learn-

ing, been supported wholly or in part by the joint funds of the
family or the funds of any member thereof. This Act is thus
retrospective

All property of a joint family other than the separate
property of individual members is liable to partition, i. e as
stated by Kst., property of the grandfather, of the father and
whatever is acquired by each member (by the use of joint
funds 1"* is so liable). Separate property is said to be impartible
( ambhnjya ) on account of the source from which or the manner
in which it is acquired. But there are certain kinds of property
which from their very nature are not allowed to be partitioned
and have to be enjoyed in common or by turns.

/ c^J dff* J* ***" «» 1Mb point is contained in Gautama""
(28 44-45) that water (well), (property set apart or destined
for pxous uses or sacrmces and food prepared (for festivals etc.)
shall not be dmded nor women connected with individua

^* P *«. «, *r. in. P 556 .^^ f^j^^^,,;

"»•«««".«* toHaraaatta. to the c0nc»W9 not only of the faJbut aSo to those or a„y meaher o£the]0int
* « £*«

«»**.*. 55 ,. A 1S3 , 159.160 wh„e Gam Md I qnoJ"
g"6m "•
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as~^s). Sankha-Likhita™forbid the pardon of a building,^ water vessels, ormnlts

Similarly TJsanas eayB »°s « there fe no partition amo
e*

even up to the thousandth generation of what isacKdJ
officiating as priests, of a field, of vehicles, prepared food, waterand w»en». PrajSpati (quoted by Sm. C. H p OTjiawh
that there is no partition of houses, fields and temples (yajva)
gifts made through favour by the father or mother. The prohi-
bition against dividing a house or a field is explained in three
ways. The Mit. on Y*j. H. 119 explains that it has in view a
brahmana's son from a wife of the ksatnya or vaisya class,
when the brahmana acquired it as a religions gift made to him
for his learning, since Br. (S.B. E. 33 p. 374 verse 30) states
'land bestowed" 011 as a gift on a brahmana should not be given
to the son ( of the brahmana ) from a wife of the ksatnya
caste; even if the father gives it to the son of the ksatriya wife,
after the father's death, the son of the wife of the brahmana class

r

* 1Q* «r nK,iR*(ift 'n^errsraifrftag^wrcraT'* i ?rffeftw q. by aura*
p 726, 5*r«mpr VI. 2. 29 p 127, wj. *, p. 129, ft, x P. 503 This sutra

is variously read The ^PWPT reads * wg^Hnrt ^i«rRTt^TO315^ft-
«rw«i«ui M'^iwi-urHf ft*rPT*t<it jrerr<n%., while smri; reads *r ^rflj f$m-
^s«ft^n^ragrnwg«i^lwrawra^^r«CTkr fim«r^ i5ir«n%-, the ji x
reads mostly Hire the ^pwr'sr .. ^3.qimtfftt<r3qji

'
ffi<ifarcitiW'« **<*

*sSHi«f3*rrn:^: isnufir: ' and explains ^pn»T ^rrftvrrsm, anwtrdfnnB
"3, 3T3T3*ks<I31

<k ^S«i»f)>ri3si*S1<(i'H«r t ftwpt %fit mate 1 sm t-amiifai

531 VWWpnWr. 1 1. $«rr on Jig IX 219 seems to have this sufra in view

1£ the reading is waMii"* it means '-what is of no use (as books to an ignorant

member)', ace to sftfpnr. $ft refers to women dther than female slaves

1104a Compare sections 2 and 4 of the; Partition Act (IV ot 1893)

about the division of a house and Vamait v Vasudcv 23 Bom 73,

1105. 37(^137 n>fcrr<7(*rw$ti$c9i5ii} » ^pnf Star <» <ra ^ ^awa^-h
Snrillsnrs^acc to fAaron*jr. II. 119, ^^j II. p 277. q*r J?r I"

p 564, and «*rnt ace. to ^rwpr .VI. 2 25 p 127, f| t., *T fl. P- 130

,irrsT it-st'-t***!**^ ' fltai> ; tit totiwr ^?ai iiri j vrasrsfflr it irer

ftoi«srs5^?»nilfev?t' ^fpmrff Ace to the Dayabhaga, yajya means "an

idol or place of worship'. Three explanations are given in the «r W

P 130 ' *r^rsr^fi>n3^Higw^,

«foi*d*ito-*(rc$teii*{ ,wt ' if&mjiirrayr-

«|3«I^HIdHtMltf. » ^TTOPT P 128

1106. si MMmsiifoi yi^^iKti^H t 1 TOT^firf fan qwrs* r^nsa?

5%r«q. byj5sn. omrt.H 119 (without name J,
ascribed to 5?-, by 3ferr»

on jrg- IX. 153. *K* f*t. P. «*. **• *• P 1M
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may take it away ". Another explanation is that the prohibition

refers to a rite or dwelling for religious purposes and to a field

that is meant for grazing cows. The third explanation is that

the prohibition implies that when the house or field is of small

value it should not he partitioned by metes and bounds, but

there should be partitioning of the price only. The DayabhSga

gives yet another explanation ( VL %. 30 p. 138) that if during

the father's lifetime any of the sons builds a house or lays out a

garden on a family site, then it should not be divided at a

partition but assigned to him only.

The basic verse on things impartible from their very

nature is Manu IX.219"07 ( =Visnn Dh. S. 18. 44) which

says " clothes, vehicles, ornaments, cooked food, water (well

etc ), women, yogaltsema and ways—these are declared to be

impartible". All commentators explain that clothes ordinarily

worn by the several members are impartible; provided they are

more or less equal in value but not costly ones nor new ones.

The same remark applies to vehicles and ornaments. Pracaia
means either " wayB leading to the house, garden and the like

"

( Mit , Apararka, and V. P. ) and also ' ways and pasture lands
for cows and the like ' ( Sm. C. H. p. 377, Kulluka ). The
Mifc. ( on Yaj U. 118-119 ) states a special rule from Br. that1108

the clothes and ornaments worn by the father, the bed and the
vehicle used by him should on his death be donated to the
brshmana invited at the father's sraddha. As to ornaments,
the Mit. following Manu IX. 200 says that those ornaments that
are ordinarily worn by the respective members or their wives
should not be divided, but those that are not so used everyday
should be divided. A well is to he enjoyed by turns and not to

U07. *wi <v=wa$T* ^eri«*i4* ftnfc » -5t«tSW jtsh* =«r t wrrsif jt^j* ii

*3 IX. 219, ftws reads ^ ft*ns*r >* g^iran*. The express menHon of books in
VisnuDh S is an indication of its posteriority to Manu Several meanings
are assigned to n-j, ,ftn§p, and srerrtby different vmters All commentators
of Manu except Handana explain m* as vehicle (i. e a horse, cart &c. ),
while jp^n reads m^ (water vessel ) and a»n^r% p. 725, ft. x. 504. *t%. m'.
p 685 explain n? as document evidencing a debt.

?ri*
' iwirtifrKM'-mft fta^-ut^i irerrnfti wt** WRprt*s» **$*-

f?f8 1 S*m. on rrr. n. 119.
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be partitioned by valuing it.'
109 If there be a single female

slave ( not a concubine } she was to be made to work for the

divided members by turns, but if there be several slaves they

could be assigned to each or their price could be divided. The

expression " yogdksema " has been variously explained from very

ancient times. Laugaksi ( quoted by the Mit. ) states " those

who know the truth say that ' yoga ' means ' sacrifices ' and

ksema means purta ( i. e. works of charity like wells }. They

both ( i. e the money set apart for these or the merit derived

from theBe ) are impartible, as are also the bed and the ( wooden

)

seat (used by the father or other member ).
" From this verse the

Mit. concludes that yogdksema means sacrificial acts performed

with srauta or smarta fire and charitable gifts such as construct-

ing a tank or park etc. For ista and purta vide H of Dh. vol. II

pp. 147, 843-844 and pp. 914-915 n. 3112 for theMit.on yogaksema.

The words " yoga " and " ksema " occur even in the Bgveda

VH. 86. 8, X. 89 10, X. 166. 5 and in Tai Br HI. 9. 19. 3 and

Ait. Br. 37. 2. Even though joint family funds are spent for these

still they are impartible. The Mit. further states that according

to some yogaksema means 1110 "royal ministers and purohita"

who bring about the welfare of people, while others hold that

the word means "umbrella, chowne, weapons, shoes, and the

like ". From Gaut IX. 63 and XL 16 it appears that yogalesema

came to mean even before Gautama's time " comfortable life
"

or "easy and happy way of maintenance" (particularly for

a learned brahmana). The V. B. p 504 tells
11" us that,

1109 Vide Shantaram v. Waman 47 Bom 389 for tbe propoalion

that, both according to tbe Mit. and the Vyavabara-maySkha, a piece of land

reserved as a common passage at the tune of partition cannot be subse-

noently dmded and Nathubhm v Bat Hansgavrt 36 Bom 379 ana

Govtnd v Tnmbak 36 Bom 275 for the propositions that rights of way and

n^ts to wells and water belonging to a joint family are. .f nnmencally un-

efa tnI.vL.ble. that there xs a preSnmp«.on that they cont.nue pint and

undtded even after part,t.on. unless ,t ,s proved that at the I**"-"*"

of WW or to water was exclusively allotted to a smg.e member (at p. 277

and p 282 the texts about water are quoted) ^m*-,

SL.HC.B. (».<:. I.) »!«•"• ""
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according to Frakasa, yogaksema means " maintenance or

annuity descending from the father (to the eon) at a royal

•palace " and that Halayndha explained yoga as meaning a ship

or the like and ksema as fort. The Sm. C. II p. 277 after quot-

ing Laugaksi gives an alternative explanation that yogaksema

means the wealth gained by a learned brahmana resorting to a

rich man for his maintenance. 1112

Kant. ( III. 5 ) states 1113 the view, of the aoaryas that those

who are poor may divide even their water vessels and Kaut.

adds that this dictum is fallacious or contradictory. Kat.

( 882-884 ) brings together several things that are impartible 111*

" money that is entered in a document and is set apart for a
religious purpose, water, women, a tvibandha ( periodic gain ) that
descends hereditarily, clothes worn ( on the body every day ),

ornaments, whatever else that is not fit to be divided—these
should be so employed by co-sharers that they may be enjoyed
( in common by -all) at the proper time. A. pasture for cattle,
ways, dothes worn on the body ( every day ), money lent and
what is set apart for religious purposes—these should not be
divided This is the view of BrhaBpati."

Brhaspati ( S B. E. 33 p. 382 verses 79-84 ) has a good deal
to say about things impartible. He finds fault with Mami IX
^19 for his somewhat wide proposition that clothes, ornaments"

J^^r . *», n. p. 277. *. IX 63 and ft*^ „, , pres^e

really Rffesa^ he can have no -water pots even.

"" .ZJf^.^^^'^^^^
H JT3TORTPP 725-726, S » pp 504-505. wrfiha- TI „ ™,refers to tbe first and last, sp™, vi , „ „ .„ .

***** "• p in
S.c and reads »A»V and££? i P

' ™ *** the verse *i*IW<
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and the like are impartible. He saysms " those who declared

that clothes and the like are impartible have not given proper

thought. In the case of the rich, their wealth may consist of

( valuable ) clothes and ornaments. If these ( clothes and orna-

ments ) be kept joint ( i. e undivided ) they cannot yield subsis-

tence nor can they be assigned to one alone ( out of many
co-sharers) They should therefore be distributed with skill,

otherwise they will become useless Clothes and ornaments moy

be divided by selling them ( i. e. by dividing the proceeds of

sale ), debt consigned to writing is divided after recovering it

( i. e. the bond itself is not divided ), cooked food ( may be divid-

ed) by exchanging it for uncooked food. The waters of wells

that have flights of steps and of other wells is to be enjoyed by

drawing it out according to the needs ( of the co-sharers ); m tho

same way a field or a water course is to be enjoyed according to

respective shares ; a single female slave is to be made to work

in the houses of the co-sharers according to their Bhares; if thoro

be several female slaves, they are to be allotted in equal shares

( to the sharers ); this very rule applies to male slaves also; the

income derived from a yogaksema grant is to bo equally divid-

ed and pasture lands ( or ways ) are to be used by tho co-Bharcre

according to their respective shares.
"

The next points to be dealt with are what persons are entitl-

ed to partition and what is the modo of partition But boforo

doing so some preliminary remarks must be made on tho express-

ions coparcenary and 'joint family \ which occur at every stop in

modern works on Hindu Law. In the smrtis and commentaries

we come across the words hrtmnba (Nflr., dattaprad&nika 6 or

Y&j H 175 ), or atMahta-hitumba ( Yaj. II. 45 ). A joint Hindu

family consists of all males lineally descended from «.common

maleancestor and includes their wives and^^^i^
A daughter on marriage ceases to bo a member of bar fatlier i.

b„l here he criticizes Mann IX. 219-
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*,™n* and becomes a member of her husband's family. Under

SU formV the time being a coparcenary. The diagram

and the note below"* will explain the limite of a coparcenary.

A coparcenary is purely a creation of law ;- it cannot be

created by act of parties, except by adoption In order to be

able to claim a partition, it does not matter how remote from

the common ancestor a person may be, provided he is not more

than four degrees removed from the last male owner who has

himself taken an interest by birth.""

Some characteristic features of the Mitaksara coparcenary

may be briefly stated. There is in the first place unity of

oamership i. e. the whole body of coparceners is the owner and

no individual member can say, while the family is undivided,

that he has a definite share, as his interest is always fluctuating,

being liable to be enlarged by deaths and diminished by births

in the family. There is also unity of possession and enjoyment

i. e all are entitled to possession and enjoyment of the family

1116 Vide Commissioner 0/ Income Tax v Laxmtnarayan 59 Bom.

618 at p 621.

A. Here all are to be assumed to be males A
I and his sons B and C may form a coparcenary.

I I So also, if B and C have each a son, then A, B,

I
C, D, E, will form a coparcenary. If D and E

jj E have respectively F and G as sons, all persons

I I from A to G will form a coparcenary But here

^ the limit is reached If X is born daring the

3£
lifetime of A, he being the son of the great-grand-

son of A takes no interest by birth and Is outside

the coparcenary during A's lifetime Bnt if X is born after the death of A,

then he forms a coparcenary with B, X>, F. Suppose that B dies before A,

That will not however introduce X into the coparcenary of which A is the

head, as X being the son ot A's great-grandson F takes no interest by birth

in ancestral property held by A. Suppose that B C D E F and G all die in

the lifetime of A, then A becomes the sole surviving coparcener and X is not

a coparcener along with A, because be is Sth in descent (counting both A
and X] from A. Suppose A the only surviving coparcener dies ThenX
will take A's property as an heir and not by survivorship as a coparcener,

311?. Vide ilforo o. Ganesh 10 Bom. H C. R p 444, pp 461-468
where Mr Justice Kanabhai Hindus very lucidly explains by several dia-

grams the limits ot a coparcenary and what persons are entitled to demand
a partition and from whom.
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property and the possession of one is ordinarily possession on
behalf of all Surther, while the famHy is iT^T "om
coparceners have many children and others have few or none orsome are absent, they cannot complain at the time of partition
about some coparceners having exhausted the whole income and
cannot ask fos an account of past income and expenditure Kat.
(88S) expressly states so w,« Moreover, the joint family
property devolves by survivorship i e on the death of a
coparcener his interest lapses and goes to the other coparcener*,
subject to this that if the deceased has left a son, grandson, or
great-grandson, the latter represents and occupies the place of
the deceased coparcener when a partition takes place A female
cannot be a coparcener ( even if she be the wife or the mother

)

Another characteristic is that each coparcener has a right to

enforce a partition. The affairs of the family are managed by the

father and if he be very old or dead, by the senior brother or

member or by any other member with the consent of the senior

member (JN&r., dayabhaga 5 and Sankha quoted above in note 1067).

The manager is called IccaiS ta modern times though the smrtis

and digests employ words like kiittmbtn (Taj 2145), grlrnt,

qrtopati, prdbhu (K&t 543) and not hat 13. He has special

powers of disposition ( by mortgage, sale or gift ) of family

property in a season of distress (for debts), for the purposes and

benefit of the family ( maintenance, education and marriages of

members and other dependents ) and particularly for religious

purposes ( sraddhas and the like ),
,IM The father has the same

powerB as manager and certain other special powers, which no

other coparcener has The father can separate his sons from

himself and also among themselves if he so desires, even if they

do not desire to separate"20
{ Yaj. II. 114

)

; while an ordinary

1118 «r*gsn«!5H sH *rat&r i^r^ i «wj5H«f?*i-*wi h»t ^r v%it&t(»

SCRSIT. q by qprxpl XIII 7 p 222, f» T, p. 52G The ipwr esplams

'srrflrnV* t?r«r> *s *m% siil*r*s 3 <»Rjftw gw a^-ft * gi"f' and ft. x.

'<n£wm5<m*(®tit™Km ** *ta <"»ridm s?wi '
The sjprrt p. "3

says ' smnnpn? **?'« . „ r.t «*.
1119. trt^ wpft g?n%T*TraH*nfsB*Pi. 1anw^wwi *» «*-

to nwffi i«wi* ' swhs^^s sag <^3 «g;ngwi<tH*raffg HI?Urr

a«nf*Vrftw**ft ^twtwi^ iCMwi^ ^n^«m^S <*
«J-

w^t^^'n^^^r'nTO'^m'iSa^^w.gr'nBCifra'inar °n*n 11. in.

The verse ijijftft is ascribed to «rw by «w ft P «*•

1120 This power of (be father has been recognized even m raoderrt

turn 'vrieJGm***^ Dora.scm Z H* 317, 321-322, JV»m«« *

M MS 178. But >t has been held that the grandfather fa. no po*cr
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coparcener can only separate himself from the family. The

father can make within reasonable limits gifts of ancestral

movable property without"" the consent of bis sons for

performing indispensable acts of duly and for purposes laid

down by the texts, such as gifts through affection (to wife,

daughter, son or the like), the support of the family and relief

from distress. The father can make a gift of even immovable

property within1"2 reasonable limits for pious purposes only

( such as to a family idol or to an idol in a temple at the time of

obsequies). The father can sell or mortgage the joint family

property to pay off an antecedent debt contracted by him foT his

own personal benefit, provided it is not illegal or immoral { vide

p. 448 above ). No coparcener ( except the father or manager

as stated above ) can dispose of his undivided interest by gift»

sale or mortgage according to the strict theory of the Mitaksara

e^-ept with the consent of the other coparceners. This right to

objec \ to alienations made ' without consent or made without

legal necessity is another characteristic of the jointHindufamily

under the Mitaksara. Br. ( S. B. E. 33 p. 384 verae 93 ) says*123

" whether kinsmen are joint or separate they aTe alike as Tegards

immovable property, since a single one from among them has
no power in any casetojnake a gift, sale or mortgage of it."

But in modern times the courts in Bombay, Madras and the

Central Provinces have loosened this strict rule by holding that

mi nftiife-«M»Hiriwi aSvl-i ffrar *ngi > www g trl^r * ran i f^ar-

both quoted by the ftat. omjt. H 114, on. HI III.484, (the first) by qpraw
II. 22 p 33 ( attributing it to *rr. } and the first ts ascribed to «jRt by *tm R
p 411 and to ftc^ by &u«fo|T6q foho 100. Vide note 1033 abo\ e

1122 Vide Ramdmga v. Sivachidawbara 42 Mad 440, Gangi
Rcddt v. Tamnn Scdd, 54 I A. 136, 140, Sn Thakurji », Natuta 43
All 560 lor the validity of gifts of small immovable property by the karta for
religious purposes. But in Jmnapfa v. Chtmmava 59 Bom 459 a gift of
a small poruon of joint family immovable property by the father to his
daughter on the ground that she looked after him m his old age was set
aside at the suit of bis grandsons

?r^^r^ if^rjfrcrores f^rmrgnMi^i^^^ 'Wttfa.-'fawS*mmh a-w««.ft*re»nat f^rmgtrflmrtS^infi mw?n. fin*?^ *to3to 1

Si Tv,
* °;

1H
-

The ^^' " P 309
'
the * * P "6 and

75
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a coparcener may sell, mortgage or alienate for value his

undivided interest in coparcenary property without the consent

of the other coparceners 1124 and the courts have allowed the

undivided interest of a coparcener in joint family property to

be attached at the instance of a creditor for the individual

debts of a coparcener. This is one of the most serious

departures from ancient and medieval Hindu Law made by the

Courts on the ground of equity. One more right of all members

of the joint Hindu family is the right to be maintained from

the property and income of the joint family Such matters as

the remedies of the purchaser or mortgagee fiom an individual

coparoener are here left out of consideration as appropriate only

in a treatise on modern Hindu Law.

The conception of a coparcenary under the Dayabhaga

system is entirely different from that of the Mitaksara. Under

the DayabhSga, sons do not acquire any interest by birth m
ancestral property, but the son's rights arise for the first time

on the- father's death and the Bons take as heirs and not by

survivorship There is hence no coparcenary in the sense of the

Mitaksara between a father and his sons The father has

absolute power to dispose of all kinds of ancestral property by

sale, mortgage, gift, will or otherwise in the same way as he can

dispose of his separate property. The son has no right to demand

a partition during his father's lifetime. A coparcenary .starts

on the death of ,the father between the latter's sons or grandsons

i. e. between brothers, uncles and nephews, or between cousinB.

If a coparcener dies without male issue, there is no right of

survivorship in the other coparceners but the deceased members

widow or daughter may succeed to his share and thus even

females may become members of a coparcenary under the Paya-

bhaga. Each coparcener takes a defined share under the Daya

bhaEa (not an indefinite one as under the Mitaksara) Any

coheir under the DayabMga can sell mortgage, ^or dispoBe

off by gift or will his share ( Dayabhaga II Z8-J1 )

UZ4 Numerous cases lay down th,s proposition .
vide, for *"*&*•

FJ5i. "M—* * Son, H C B P 1»**«

»

*££
by the Full Bench in Faktr«J>J>a *• Chatiai>a 10 Bom H C P

v,^B„«W ».y~~8J^d.H C.R6

ms .
on ^i^Sr^SSJnKr i£4n^-

remarks ' qra**t 3 ^^t^^S^TS^ft - &**~
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Every coparcener is entitled to a share on partition. It has

been already stated (on pp. 570-571 } how in Bombay a son is not

entitled to a partition if the father is joint with his own father,

brothers or other coparceners and doesnot assentto the son's claim.
There is a volume of case-law about a suit for partition brought
on behalf of a minor, hut it has to be passed over heTe, as there is

hardly anything corresponding to this in the works on dharma-
sgstra. The texts provide for the case of a son who was in the
mother's womb at the time of partition but was horn after it.

If A and his sons B and 0, who are members of a joint family,
come to a partition and take one third each of the family
property and six months later A's wife gives birth to a son D,
then the partition has to be reopened and D will get J ( i if the
mother is given a share) of the family property that will remain
after meeting all proper charges since the first partition and
taking into account all income' and accretions during the
interval. The same rule applies to a partition among brothers
when the widow of a predeceased brother gives birth to a
posthumous son conceived before the partition hut born after it
Vide Y*.« JLW and yfemi Dh. s. 17. xr^Z^tm
therefore recommends that when it is known that the wives ofsome toothers (predeceased) are pregnant the other brothersshould postpone partition till the deliverv „f «,„

lmaeta

mere a son is born as well as conceive XplrtSZT"'a father and his sons the rights of the Jf~L
between

(dayabhaga44),Br.(S B E 331 4?\ 3 « 138
'

War*^^^ «) that

****• vwp^t^mm^ . « n. m . on whl0h t . ,^ '

f"*'
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acquisitions of the father made after the partition «» The irounderstands that the first half ( nf Vim tt i«n * .
lfc

tion during the «i-Sffitj^ff^*° * >"*

after norfiffcm >r««T-,"T^ """"""^^"'s'wonsoiwe fathermadeafter partition (fctfa MagoUaralcalam pdra yal faftat arjto u«« «MaM»«M
) and the Mit. relies « ManuK STanl

J;?"
thl&

,-?
6 Mit

"

tekeS *• 2ndMf of Ya* n Ml as refeSim to a partition made after the father's death and states that
if a son was in the mother's womb when the brothers separated
alter the father s death and was born subsequently, the posthum-
ous son would be entitled to reopen the partition and would
get a share out of the property (not as it stood at the date of
partition

) that would be there after allowing for proper expendi-
ture (e.g. payment of debts etc.) and accretions. The Mit.
extends the same rule to a posthumous son born after partition
to the widow of a brother who died before the partition and

1129. In Nateal Stitgh v. Bhagman Stngh 4 All. 427, where after

the father separated from his three sons he married a second wife, had a son
from her and died leaving certain property inherited by Mm from a third

person, it was held, relying on Manu, the Mit . Br. and the Viramitrodaya,
that the son born after partition was entitled to the whole of the property

acquired by the father to the exclusion of the three sons that had separated

from htm Id Chetlgama t». Muntsamt 20 Mad 75 (where a father partitioned

His ancestral property half and half between his two sons, reserved no share

for himself and subsequently another son was born to him) it was held that

the subsequently born son was entitled to one-third by partition not only in

the property as it stood at the date of partition, bat also in the property

acquired by the two sons by means of the produce of that property (relying

on the words of Yaj. II 122 "ayavyayavt'sodhtlat") The dates of the

partition and of the birth of the son are not clear from the report. In

Ganpat v. Gopalrao 23 Bom 636 (where in 1875 a father separated his

son born of his first wife by giving him one third of the estate and gave two

thirds to his two minor sons from the second wife and lived with them and

another son was born to him in 1880, who sued m 1894 claiming one-fourth

of all property) it was held that the one third given to the son by the first wife

could not be affected and the plaintiff was only entitled to claim a share in

the property given to the other two sons, and fuither that the texts of Visnu

and Yajfiavallya are somewhat vague and are applicable only to the ease of

posthumous sons who have no provision made for them. Vide also Shivaji-

too v. Vasantrao 33 Bom 267 for further limitations on this rule in favour

of the after-born son.
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when the fact of the pregnancy was not known to the seating

Others. Visvarupa regards the whole verse as laying down

one proposition, the first half declaring that if a son ( who had

heenTeady conceived) were horn to the father after partition

with the sons, he would he entitled to the share taken by the

father, while the and half declares that if the father took no

share then the son so horn would he entitled to reopen the partit-

ion and take a share of the property remaining after taking into

account accretions and expenses. The Dipakalika seems to he

of the same opinion as Visvarupa, hut it adds that Manu IX. 316

provides for the case where the son is hoth conceived and horn

after partition The Sm. C. { D. pp. 306-307 ) holds that when

in the father's lifetime partition takes place the sons separating

should give a share to the after-horn son, hut the father should

retain his, while the whole of Yaj. IL 122 applies to the case

where partition is made after the father's death and a posthum-

ous son is born to the mother or to the widow of a brother

dying before partition. In such a case the partition, should he

reopened and a share given out of the property as it stood at

the first partition or out of the property as found to exist at the

reopened partition after allowing for accretions and proper

expenses { for payment of debts, for samskSras of brothers and
sisters ) ; vide V. P. p. 463 for explanation of ' drsyad ' etc.

The Vyavahara-mayukha (p. 105) follows the Sm. O. and
V. B. ( p. 539 ) in explaining the whole of Yaj II. 122 as refer-

ring to the case of a posthumous son conceived before partition
made on the father's death hut bom after partition from the
mother or step-mother of the separating brothers or from the
wife of a brother dying before partition.

An adopted son, if adopted by a coparcener in a joint
family or by a sole surviving coparcener, becomes under the
MitaksarS law a member of the coparcenary from the moment
of his adoption and has the same rights to demand a partition
as an aurasa son has. Under the Dayabhaga even an aurasa
son cannot claim partition during his father's life and so an
adopted son would he in no better position. If after a person
adopts he has an aurasa son, the adopted son's share becomes
reduced according to most commentators, but this subject will
he dealt with later on under adoption.

The smrtis and some of the medieval and later digests ever
enter into elaborate discussions about the rights of a son or son!
born from wives of classes lo ,-er tban that of the father. Vidi
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Gaut 28. 33-37, Baud. Dh. S. H. 2. 10, Kaat. in. 6, Vas 17. 48-50,

Monu IX. 149-155, Yfij. II 125, Visnu Dh. S. 18. 1-33, Na>.

(dayabh5gal4),Br.(S.B.E 33 p 374 veraes 27-29), Sankha

( quoted in V R, p. 531 ) It is not necessary to deal in detail

with the varying provisions made in these works, as marriages

with women of a lower class have not been in vogue for several

centuries ; but a few remarks will have to be made. Manu
IX. 153 and Yfij. II. 125, Br. ( S. B. E. 33 p. 374 v. 27 ) clearly

state that if a brfihmana has sons from wives of the four classes,

the whole property should be divided into ten parts which

should be distributed as follows :—four for the son of the wife

of the brahmana caste, three for the son of the ksatriya

caste wife, two for the son of the vaisya caste wife and

one for the son of the sudra class wife Manu IX. 154

( almost the same as AnusSsana 47 21 ) further provides

that whether a brahmana leaves sons or no sons born ( of wives

of the three twice-born classes ) the heir shall give, according

to the law, to the son of a sudra class wife no more than a

tenth part of his estate. V. P. p. 487 and the Mit ( on Yaj. H-

133) after quoting Manu, make this quite clear. But as remarked

by the Mit on Yfij U. 125 the son of a brahmana from a wife

of the ksatriya or other lower class was not to share in land

obtained by the brahmana by way of gift (vide Br. quoted in

note 1106 above) though he could share land acquired by

purchase or the like. A verse (attributed to Br. by D5y IX 22

and V. R. p. 534 and to Devala by V. P. p. 46G) denieB altogether

a share in land to a sudra class wife's son of a brfihmana, while

Manu IX. 155 ( the son of a person of the three higher classes

from a sudra woman gets no share in the paternal wealth )
is

variously explained, the Mit saying that it applies only where

the son has already got some property from his father wMe

the Mayukha and some others say that it applies to toe son of

a sudra woman who is not married to the person of higher

J2Tout is only a mistress Kaut HI 6 and Br (quoted*

later ones like
J««-J-^** ^ofate ^nations of Manu

pp 464-466 enter^^ 1Dto^abor^
reg^^

IX"
153
Cd 251 Wicable in their days, though there
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are a few other medieval works like the Sm. C. II. pp. 288-289

and the Madanaratna1130 that either do not explain these

verses at all or say that these verses are applicable to a different

age. According to Mann ( IX. 178, 160 ) the son of a brahmana
from a sudra class wife is called saudra or parasava, while

according to Y&j I. 91 he 1

is called both nisada and parasava

( vide H. of Dh. vol. IL pp 86-87 for nisada and parasava ).

But he is one of the secondary sons (gowna-putm) according to

Manu (IX. 180), Vas. 17. 38 and others. Writers from Apararka
downwards quote certain 1131 verses from Saunaka on matters
forbidden in the Kali age (katviaTjya.) one of which is the
acceptance of sons other than aurasa and dattaka. ,132

^raR-n,^; grasn^wt »ftai^r^ fsfifrmi; ^foft jfrqt iWKim^ Ttfi^n»rf^^-WW *narf^sc«ft i j^trh (foho 93a); aw miwiFn^^^mir Wfc-

2«T^ 3J«lR«lTO<l^i i ^jfeh?. II p. 289
x

*»J*™Sp 739 Vide also TO. „ j. 2 . p.W?,^«*5?wT5

1132 In Natha v. Chotalal 55 Bom. 1 the son nf =, h™t,„ t
a sudra **, was held eut.tled to a tenth share Vn thTe/Jte rf^TL "^

uncle and that the remauung mne-tenths won d « T^,
*

and Mann and Y3j are rehed C» BuH^ * S 1 "^^ "S^"'
v,ewoftheMa/ulha thatJ^^^J^ be opposed to the

agamstthe sp,r.t of the^,^1^1^^ »ow and ,s also

modern tunes over 75 yearly "n£Z£JZ ¥"* " '°^^ °f

12 Moo. I. A 397 at p 436 "the d« 1 of7 p ° " ^"^ ««"*"«
an obbgatlon to adapter Hindutw tZ ^T^^^ ™"^
d.spntcd doctrme „ fa.rfy drtnabtotom iST, rT ""^^***" *
tarn Aether rt has been recTve til Z *TT mamnb~> as to ascer-

thed.str.ct »,«, wh,c£ h^L ,o d~I *??*" ^^ ^^ g°verns

"Europcan") .s quoted bvtnepT ,„ ?? ******* <°m,tt5ne *. word
where U ts further held tha^ .n ,1/7" "• ^»— « L A 139
.Mors the op.n.on oC the la^ prevWfc tteT^ **> *"* C°mmen-

m> » recognized I,atha , ch2l l « «
P ',nCeS WhCre the,r aut1"'-

C«te6t-.J,WflI f6 Bon, 67^1 ^B°m
-

X P"P°^ to follow Ba.671 ln boo, cases the paj.

t
.

es came frota

(Coi«.n«ed on the next Page)
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An illegitimate son has in certain circumstances rights of

partition in the property of his putative father. An illegitimate

son may be a son by a concubine who is a ddsT (i e. who is in

exclusive and continuous keeping) or he may be the son of a

woman who is not a dasi. The first is called daslput)aV3i and

the second is hardly ever dealt with in dharrnasastra works ,1M

(Continued from the last page)
I IK %

Gujerat where the Vyavaharamayukha is of paramount authority In both

cases not a word ts said about the proof of the usage of marriages between a

brahniana and a s'udra woman taking place in Gujerat but reliance is placed

solely on the recognition of annloma marriages by Mann and Yajnavalkya,

the strong condemnation of pratiloma marriages by both and the inference

drawn from the comment of Vijfianesvara and the remarks of Nuakantba

that anuloma marriages are not prohibited With the most profound respect

for the learned Judges who decided those two cases, it has to be said that

tliey took up the position of legislators and did not merely interpret the

Hindu Law in accordance with usage and ignored the text of the Mayiikba

itself stating that all secondary Sons (among which the son of a bribmana

from a s'udra caste wife is included by Mann) except aurasa son (who is

defined by Yaj 11.128 himself and the Mit. as the sonofatw/e °/ »»

same class ) and dattaka are forbidden in the present age The decision in

Bat Gttlab v Jivaiilal was opposed to the considered view expressed by

Chandavarkar J. in Bai Kashtv Jamttadas, 14 Bom. L R 547 at p 552

From this gloss of the M.taksara from which Nilakantha expressed no-

where any dissent it is reasonable to infer that, according to the leading

iuthorit.es on Hindu Law as recognised in this Presidency, »*»***

,s not permitted to a brahmin, a kshatnya or a vaishya • and to the dec.SM.ns

of some other High Courts in India (vide » All
««J**"2.

J

JJ
should not be supposed that the present writer is ^J*"™
marriages What he is concerned to emphasize is that *°^&ls™ '

should deal with these matters, that Judges should not assume
'

*•«*£
Waters and give rise to confl.ct of laws which are inevitable if _thesame

S of marriage ,s held valid by the Bombay High Court and invalid

by the Allahabad or Madras High Court

lM 3 Pisiputra occurs ,n the story of^^J^JS
and SankhSyana Brahmanas '«r*m ««*™ ?3£E*2,7S.W.

re the com. of the Mit video 1S95 below
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Irom ancient times it had been settled that the daeipatra of a

person belonging to the twice-born classes is not entitledJo a

share on partition or to inherit, but is entitled to maintenance

only Gaut 38 37 provides 1"* that even the son of a brahmana

who is issueless from a sudra woman (a concubine) should

^receive the means of maintenance provided he is obedient m
the manner of a pupil Br. ( S B. E. vol. 33 p. 374 verse 31

)

contains a similar rule for the maintenance of an illegitimate

son born of a sudra woman after the father's death. But as

regards the son of a sudra from a dasl Manu IX 179 provides

that such an illegitimate son may take a share in the father's

property if the father allows him to do so. The olassical

passage on the rights of the illegitimate son of a sudra from a

dasl is Yaj n.133-134 which verses are introduced by the V.

Mayukha 1136 with the words "Yaj declares a Bpecial rule as

regards one begotten by a sudra on a woman ( of the same

caste) not married to him" and which may be rendered thus

"even a son begotten by a Sudra on a dasl may partake of a

share at the choice ( of his father ). But, when the father is-

dead, the brothers should make him the recipient of a half

share ". This passage and the comments of the Mit., the V.

Mayukha, the Dayahhaga have been cited and explained in

numerous cases The following propositions as deduced from
the texts and the ease-law may be set out here :—(1) the illegi-

timate son of a sudra even under the Mit. does not acquire by
birth any interest in the estate held by the father and so cannot
enforce a partition in his father's lifetime, hut the father may
give him a share in his lifetime, which may even be equal to
that of a legitimate son ( 4 Bom. 37, 44-45, 23 Mad 16 ); (2) on
the father's death an illegitimate son of a deceased sudra

"35, ^pftg^Rtreren g^SS^S^tt ff%5j5H*?t!m%ftftRT H?t 28 37

,

3ni^wg^gg<>rara;gjnm'SfeT iw^tsfM^^ftiogtiwrarigg-iiw q by
3rT*rPT IX. 28 p. 141, sajst ft p 430

Ji
1
i
3ia_^^ft0fetr'nH*''^ fi?[tra^' *I5*?W • 3tKftft ?rc*rf ^»t gsiH-

smicw -fl^ I- sit ftaft ggsr Hnmstifmfitei* i 3»w^t sffc^ 5^^
F^" *? **?* pp 1

f-10*
•

** ** *?!***% f&snfitai nmm*™- tW
H^i-m,. «t suit sjpsjS ^cr 55 sre^ra; 1 fSFHg^sBfhrsrarsi g»fe « tJfirt.

.

r*«H£tr quotes a prose tett of Erhaspafi to the same effect '
srsjRr l«jwfc» I

In Rah, „ GownJ 1 Bon, 97 at p 113 and ,n "other oases the word
_apatn.itaj.o- la the V Mayukha has been wrongly translated as meaninKan naoamea woman', «hen it really means 'a «oman not married (to the
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becomes a coparcener along with the legitimate sons and theformer ls ent tied to seek partition ( 4 bSd. 37 ?. BJ (3fon I

would have taken"* lf he were ft legitlmate BQn
.

&
there be one legitimate and one illegitimate son, the latterwould take one-fourth and the former three-fourths, (4) if D0
partition takes place and the legitimate son or sons all die
without partition, the illegitimate son would take the whole as
the last survivor of the coparcenary (L. E 17. 1 A. 128); (5) if
therebe no legitimate sons, grandsons, or great-grandsons of
the sudra father, the illegitimate son takes the whole estate ;

113a

(6) as the text of Yaj refers only to a son, an illegitimate
daughter is not entitled to, any inheritance or even to main-
tenance ( 32 Bom. 562); (7) if the sudra father be joint with his
collaterals such as brothers, uncles or nephews, the illegitimate

1137. The decisions establish that dast is not to be taken in the strict

literal sense (a female slave), but means a woman kept as a concubine, tho

connection being continuous, exclusive and lawful. In order that the illegi-

timate son of a sudra may take a share or inherit, it must be shown that

the connection between the sudra man and the woman was not incestuous

or adulterous or though adulterous at the beginning had ceased to be so

when the illegitimate son was born Vide Ralit v Govmd 1 Bom. 97 at

p 110,Sadu v.Batztt 4 Bom. 37 (F. B.) at p 44, Vtlhabai v. Pandit

28 Bom. L R 595, Soundararajan v Arunachalam 39 Mad. 136 (F. B.)

pp. 152-159, Tukaram v. Dtfikar 33 Bom. L. R 289 But even the son

of an adulterous intercourse has been held entitled to maintenance ( 1 Mad
306,34 Mad, 68, 47 Bom. L. OR. 5 F. B,). The earlier cases m Calcutta

(as in 1 Cat. 1, 19 Cal 91, 28 Cal. 194}, held that dasi meant only a female

slave and as slavery was abolished in India, there could be no dastputra

strictly so called. Bnt in Rajamnath v. Nttm 48 Cal 643 (F. B ) the

former Calcutta decisions were overruled and the Bombay High Court's

interpretation of dasiputra has been accepted. The passage of the Daya-

bbaga (IX. 29 p. 143) which was to be correctly interpreted in the Calcutta

cases runs " 53^* WJlVfldl^miQ^ilSW f5rJtg*WI SsU'tWiMi*"** '

ft^nr *3" ' ^twr sro («3 IX. 179) t argjriaWfcT vctfmz*- * fr^re-Tngra???* i

STfiftft iVT- n 133-34) The Day. passage Is quoted on pp 680 and 783

of 48 Cal. 643 (F B
)

'

1138. arer ng^-tHii^ywi«w rr«|3 ^« iTQ *r »ffer«r»r. < HurnnftfS-

HflH^Wt^Twfiri^ f PP- 487-488 ft«r«<t on *jt II 138 (Tn edition)

quotes the view of some expressed by ^prSr in a prose aphorism according

to which the Illegitimate son succeeds, when there is no legitimate son.

grandson or great-grandson, to the whole estate with the king's permission

,
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BOn cannot demand a partition of the *»tat.^hJSSS
Sough he is entitled to maintenance as a member o^etoly
provided the father left no separate estate (L. R. 58 L A. Wt).

It has been held that if a sudra keeps a woman of the brahmana

caste as his exclusive mistress and has a son from her, he
?
s not

a dasiputra (but ace. ancient works a candala) and is not

entitled to inherit the estate the sudra father as an Ulegi-

timate son Vide Ramcliandra v. Hanamnmk 37 Bom L. R. 920

followed in 18 Lucknow 585. Further rules about the inheri-

tance of the illegitimate son when in competition with the

widow, legitimate daughter or legitimate daughter's son will

be dealt with later on (vide n. 1356 below).

An absent coparcener stood on the same footing as a minor

( vide note 1077 above); in modern times he would be subject

to the law of Limitation (Articles 127 and 144 of the Indian

Limitation Act of 1908)

The wife cannot herself demand a partition, but if the hus-

band himself separates his sons during his lifetime or if the

sons claim a partition during the father's lifetime, the wife was
entitled to a share equal to that of a son, according to Yaj 3X

115. If there be several wives each gets a share equal to that

of a son. There is a proviso that the wife or wives must not
be in possession of sh Idliana property given by the husband or
by the father-in-law and that if there is strldhana, then only as
much more will be allotted to her as will make her share equal
to that of a son ( as stated in YaJ EL 148 ). The Mit. on Ya]. II.

52 states that at the husband's will the wife also gets a share
of the family wealth but not by her own will 1139

. The Madana-
ratna explains that the meaning 1140 is simply this that the

trerfS *rf% a
'

<ii< ?f& ' fftttr. on *n n 52.

^ttifsft %r « -ii«iuc<ii5 ftwiifr ftsrlt ?tet gi&H ^-tfafonTra: 1 t^-k^ (ms.

foho 91 b) It is curious that the fft|m,n ascribes siHiUoftw f^tpft ft*& to
srrtfcr

}
this sutra is srjt *t %ZI 6. 14. 16, vide above p 451 and H. of Dh

vol. II pp 429 and 518 for quotation from 5p and p. 556 for a verse from
Tal Br. quoted m M»t on qr n 52 about husband and wife enjoying
togetherinheai, en the rewards of religions acts sTrsj- SITOTCr^tlWr ssrwflt ^st

*T. n pp 441-442 It is worthy of note that the jrt. si. p. 510 elsewhere

(Continued on the next page)
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father when separating from the sons should take for each of

his wives a share equal to that of each son, but it is not meant
that the husband is to carve out separate portions of the joint

property and hand them over to his wives, since such a proce-

dure would be opposed to the dictum "there is no partition

between husband and wife". The V P (pp 441-42) after

quoting this view of the Madanaratna refutes it by saying that

Ya] is not here speaking of the partition between husband and

wife but between the father and sons and that the husband

assigns to the wife a share as he may give a gift of affection to

his wife It deserves to be noted that the ancient commentator

Visvarapa ( on Ya] II 119 of Tri edition ) anticipates modern

legislation as he states that the widows of pre-deceased sons

and grandsons also should be given the shares that would have

been taken by their husbands if living along with his own

wives by the father at the time of partition with his sons

Recently by the Hindu Women'a Bights to Property Act (Act

XVIII of 1937 as amended by Act XI of 1938), it is provided

that when after the Act comes into force a Hindu governed by

the Dayabhaga School dies intestate or where a Hindu governed

by any other school dies living separate property, his widow

will be entitled to the same share as that of a son and the

widow of a pre-deceased son or grandson shall inherit in the

same manner as a son or grandson and further where a Hindu

governed by any school other than the Dayabhaga dies having

an interest in joint family property his widow will succeed to a

Hindu widow's estate as regards the interest he himself had

This last provision brings the law of the Mitaksaia into line

with that of the Dayabhaga and makes the widow of a deceased

coparcener a member of the coparcenary and at one stroke

does away with the fundamental doctrine of the Mit about

( Continued from the last page )

refers the sSlras mnrtrf ftwft ft* ****?*& «Jf **>£^ "

fqBTCCT on ill H 119
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male coparceners alone taking by survivoiship joint family

property.
tMt

The mother ( or step-mother > also, when the sons come to

a partition after the father's death, is entitled to a ah.are equal

to that of a son in the coparcenary property
.««<• But she cannot

compel a partition so long as the son* choose to remain joint

But her share is liable to be reduced on account of her possession

of strldhana as in the case of the wife Vide Y*j H. 123 Visnu

Dh. S. 18.34 and Ear. ( dayabhaga, 12 ) The Mit. (onYaj

II 135) combats the view of some predecessors that the mother

does not take a share but only as much wealth as would be

necessary foi her maintenance, by relying on the words " equal

share" occurring in Yaj , Visnu, and Nar which would be

meaningless on that view It alBO refutes another view that

the mother takes an equal share with the sons when the ances-

tral property is small, while she takes only as much as would

be necessary for her maintenance when the property is large, by

stating that this view is liable to the fault of mdhwaiiupya

according to the conclusion established in the Purvaralmamsa,

that is, here the same sentence will be interpreted as laying

down two different propositions in different sets of circum-

stances, which is not a legitimate or reasonable way of inter-

pretation . The Sm C ( II p 268 ) held the same view about
the mother having no right to a share and was criticized by
the Madanaratna ( by name } Saveral works like the Vyava-
h&Tasara(p 225) and the VivtLdacandra (p 67) 1U2 hold the

1141. Vide Saradambalv S Subbarama I L R (1942) Mad 630,
Jodu Rosamma v Jodu Chcnchtah ( 1943 ) 2 M L J p 172 for the effect or
the Act XVin of 1937 on the status of widows

ii4ia. sa-i^g^jlrcl^pfa itra g^ ^fS yreomt i 3Ksro*n 5*rfSf%rej-

268. This tent and the explanation are given also in the ^H<c=l (folio 92 a)
in the same words

„„
U4

% ^'"rt *rcfon»r*5R3&f i -«f5fpsjsrBocm ftg^tS Srxznft nutM»i *m
^%nr^fErarf^ftif|r^nTf^iw3^i aiffa sfintgi^ sr ^nr f%ftfhpn a^nrr
ft Rj$t *nrr—irra <traravwm-ti< i f^rV^rr ft *rsn ff^ n^tra, t anjm
3W5TT -5^- I R^I^gffl p 67 The ^©^ (II p 267) also relies on ^pn
n.I'

,C *" q- * after the verse &** wSr .. =r TSi ^ra^iB^m has the sntra
rmnP.jJ.lBI^nfr^ t&rft HKT ?& gf&: (n. 2. 53). In the § tf. VI. S. S. 2

vV"i*T W°rds ' **"*** ft'^r^jT «VWfhtR <nTCg*r *r<ri%<r* *rf%

.

"USe Butter's note in S. B. E vol 14 p. 231 on the confusion abot

tl»

. about

0" Inch ^vrff3f3 explains ' cftf* ifif lWn?TrtHIf% >

.
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view that no woman (whether wife or mother) should get a

share of the ancestral wealth hut only as much wealth aa la

necessary for maintenance and rely on the words of Baudhs-

yana " there is a Vedio text that women are devoid of strength

and take no share ", which refers to a passage in the Tai S. VI

5 8 2, occurring in the context of the ritual of the Soma sacri-

fice "therefore women being destitute of strength take no

portion (of Soma drink) and speak more weakly than even a

wretched (low) man". Manu IX 18 also contains an echo of

this passage of the Tai S and of Baud Dh. S. There was an

intermediate stage m the evolution of the rights of the wife or

mother. The highest she could get in the husband's wealth

was two thousand panas, according to Vyasa, 1143 which ia

variously read and explained, the Sm. 0.(11 p 281) saying

that it means as much wealth as would every year yield an

income of 2000 panas

In modern times some High Courts such as those at

Bombay"1* and Calcutta allow wives and mothers to have a

share when the husband or the sons divide ancestral estate by

metes and hounds, while in Southern India the practice of

allotting shares to them has gone out of vogue long since ana

the Madras High Court does not allow a share to the
i

mother

but only maintenance The DSyabhSga seems to have s hew

that a step-mother who was herself sonless was not entitled to

a snare when her step-sons came to a partition, hut was only

entitled to maintenance (vide Snmali Hemangm v. Kedarnalh

L.E.16I A. p. 115 at p 117)

H43. fg*n*r. n* «ra ftft %* «w <* ' «*w « "y^* H

P 28i.*tra.f* P 4So,ft<TOnon^r n U9

1144 V.de Dular Keen v Dm***** » Cd "^ZTjla I

Devanna 4$ Bon 468 tot cases of a share allotted to the *

m6tber But see Sutovnun-m v A^"/^^etween the

cement thatthe "ght of a mother to a share «. £rtt ^^
sotts „ not enforced * the Madras ms^^Jffij£^^ on]y

J^SiAU— - Merest«—

-

sons but no partition by metes and bounds
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If a person had several wives and several sons from each

wife, some of the texts prescribed from very ancient times that

the sons should divide according to the wives or mothers ( i e.

palnibMga, or which is practically the same thing, matrbhaga

was recommended ), though the generally recognized rale for-

merly as well as now is to divide according to the number of sons

i. e puhabttga ( ignoring the-fact of their being horn from 1M6

different mothers). For example, Gaut 28 15 recommends
that partition should be made by grouping the sons according
to their mothers and then allowing a special share to the eldest

among each group of sons Both Br. (S. B E 33 p 372 verse 15)
and Vyasa 11 '7 lay down that if there be many sons sprung from
the same father, who are equal in caste and number but who
are the sons of different mothers, a division according to mothers
may be legally made Such a partition on the basis of mothers
is Tecognized in rare cases even now on 1148 the ground of custom
in certain places and among certain castes

A paternal grandmother or step-grandmother cannot herself
demand a partition, but when a partition takes place between
her son s sons, her own son being dead or when it takes place
between her son and the sons of a deceased son she is entitled
to a share A test of Vyasa says«» "the childless wives of
the father are declared to be entitled to a share equal ( to that

«JL *°? ^^K Sf°dm°thers are declared equal to the
mother The Allahabad and Bombay High Courts hold thatthe grandmother is not entitled to a .hare when a partition
takes place between her son and his sons, while the High Courts

11« «rf5taigmSTO5t»riTOri3%q-l,ft 28 15

p. 102, ft. x p 475(^ only)
.WW! III. p 503. *q J,
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of Calcutta and Patna hold that she is entitled to a share even
in this last case 115°

On account of certain bodily, mental or other defects and
certain conduct also persons were excluded in ancient India

from demanding a share on partition and also from taking by

inheritance Gaut 28 41, £p Dh. S. II 6 14 1, Vas. 17 53-63,

Visnu Dh S 15 dS-39, Baud Dh S H 3. 43-46, Kaut DI 5

speak 1151 of various grounds of exclusion from partition (and

inheritance) such as lunacy, idiocy, impotence, excommunica-

tion for grave sins or lapses of conduct, blindness, incurable

disease, entering a different asrama (viz that of forest hermit

or samujU^a ). These grounds of exclusion probably arose from

the fact of the persons labouring under them being regarded as

incompetent to perform religious acts and from the close

connection between property and its use for religious purposes

Jaimini 11" (VI 1. 41-43) lays down two propositions, viz that

one who m suffering from an incurable or irremediable bodily

defect is not entitled to undertake vedic rites, such as Agni-

hotra, but that one who has some defect which is remediable

may engage in them and Sahara gives a blind man, a deaf man

and a cripple as persons who are incompetent to engage m

Vedic rites The story of the brothers DevSpi and Santami ( vide

1150 Vide Vilhal v Prahlad 39 Bom 373 (partition among grand-

sons), Kanhatya Lai « Gaura 47 All 127 (partition between grandsons),

Babunav Jagat Naram 50 All 533 (paration between one son and his

predeceased brother's son), in all of which the grandmother was held entitled

to a share See Sheonaram v Jankt Prasad 34 All 505 (F B ), J«>»»«-

ba,v Vasudev 54 Bom 417 for tbe proposition that m a suit for partition

between father and bis son only the paternal grandmother is not entitled to

a share, but vxde Badn Roy » Btogoat 8 Cal 649. *mfc«fc<J-

Senator 4 Pat L J
39,42-44 (for the opposite P™P°^°n***

grandmother would be entitled to a share » a partition between her only

£». flatter's son). In -w of the fact that Yyasaf*^*^
mother to be equal to the mother it appears that all grand-mothers, whether

sonless or not, should secure a share

17. 52-53, m«Rt»>5<" T"'n"^" '" v
i. . ™£™»,TTr 5

U52. «|*«lwft«W*ft««W^
l *r- VI l ^'
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states that the
/

d
^ t™Lm which went to bis younger

?ZSSSr^SSSTto MahahMrata that Dhrta-

XySid on twosmrti passaged "allc^/a (a kinds o

iSfc or movable property) has been created fox the Bake of

Bactmce-, therefore allthose who are not competent to perform

sacrifices are not entitled to share ancestral wealth tat are only

entitled to food and raiment. Wealth has been created for

'

sacrifices; therefore one should employ it {or spend it) on rmr-

Tioses of dharma and not on women, fools and irreligious people .

Kat. (852) and Br ( S. B. E. 33 p 371 verse 10 ) contain similar

remarks. The Mit. does not accept this proposition, which argues

that on that hypothesis no gifts (apart from sacrifices) that are

recommended by the sastraswillbe possible, nor can one accom-

plish two of the ptMUs3rt?MS 1156 viz. aittta and K&ma { as required

byGaut.IX.46,Ya].L115) and that the verses quoted above

only mean that whatever wealth ib collected for sacrifices

should he spent only for that purpose even by the sons of the

man who colleoted it, since a smrti text condemns generally

everyone who does not spend wealth collected for a sacrifice for

that purpose to becoming a crow or a bhasa ( a cock or water

fowl) in the next life The Mit. further argues that the view

would be opposed to the conclusion of Jaimini III 4. 20-24

that the 'Vedio injunction "one should wear gold on one's

person" is merely purusurtJia and not" Jcivtvaitha'. Aparaxka

1153. ^s^TOr^^^re^oissfts^i $&<«» VII 156, ^ w^g -

1154. sjsa .h<!Jhfl«MWi % XfStt ffottirat atftnqj 147 39, vide srrf|<ll

106 (chap 100 o! cr ed.) for the congenital blindness o! %tUltj

U55. TT?rr5 i4'ia«*i sratnfS^HRis % i wfbwwren& ^gKH-asnyr-
strsfsti it TjrrS ftn?<rfW awrs? fcfafm^ i swr%g vrfglrg i shjjift3«rf$g ti

q. byfJrcr oowr. II 135, to *T HI p 534; compare snfsSrtpr 26 25.*r$n*T

SKTWI f^S s^ret^VI. The *v J^JK p. 157 appears to ascribe the verse *rav5 to

%^5 and the ^prenst p. 172 ascribes it to j,^^ Vide inn ^TOI i%wnffw TOtmw^nxi H*n <rsn f^rtf^ rasfSptfrnfo^ >i 551^ S52 a by m&a
II p. 265, to. m. Ill p. 430.

^
1156 Vide H of Dh. vol. II. pp 8-9 for the porusitVhas.

77
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also holds the same view 1157 and adds that women have the

authority to perform purtadharma (acts of charity suohas
construction of wells, temples &c. ). Vide H, of Dh volf IL

pp. S44-45 for ista axiipuila

The most famous passages on the grounds of exclusion from

inheritance are Manu IX 201, Ya] II. 140 and Nar. ( dayabhaga,

21-22). Manu IX 201 provides 1158 " impotent persons, outcasts

( patda ), persons blind or deaf from birth, insane persons,

idiots, the dumb and those deficient in any organ ( or sense ) are

1157. m*m <pr Hrcft<r%%r<5# mrp>romni i ^r ©-s^ tr^rrlraT

3»<Rra P- 743

.

1158. sj^tl #hnffit^ 5ffi»F«ifiR} sir i 3->inras^frai

>

rr%f%ffrfi-

fhnr « S3 ix 201 , #sfta MSa^^ ! uanj^j^rat sm i ainnst%ffet^ft»iraT

wfctX ?S^RI!ST. n TT II 140 , ^ fWl sfa§«WfB^3in*eraT • offcn

OT^^W^RIT nqroq by^nPTPtV lip 102 (which explains fisffl as

nai3rari^), ft * p 49° (re?** MrSrsr^r *>««»<i !3r<i), *?f?Nt n- p 272 -

(m. 21-22) fqgfifST is variously explained , ft * P 489^' fro Waft aiWa

*^ft*are p 364. m qror, ihe ftm., ^nmnT. aro, arrow and iv

read s&WlfeRT (which means 'one gmlty ofOTTCras )
Vide ug XI 59-66

and ftngilr&i* chap. 37 for long lists of OTtmras such as nfrw,
tn^rg,

3,TTF*raT3m&c. Tfae^feNr.II.P 370 reads srnififti and explains smTfl^i-

a^rnffe . . 3mn%^«?mt^^s*nit«s^r and quota vfRimvr »

support <«mrf?&K* ftriif*A««Jltt ft-W '
wh'ch M read as monsn

^

thearawmV 3.p 100.and3m*&P 720. ThewrTC*and*j WJJ3P 1M

read^Tf^.n^, whi.ep^ read «<r^ and explained ,tas j*-

*orfcSr>°T *n«£fc<r TOm*T «««.' («de qpfflff) The ^«p* gave

SRSlSSoTte ««** The ft , reads^^ (p «) «
-^rjrr^^-rTni£:»£»
S£^«nTcXis not Panned and that ^Jj

—
•oL who goes to another continent or country hy sea ma *"**££,
3nd the Ife Constantly engaging* sea voyage ««^J /J*
£orbj£rrc^iit d^rot^t^rSvo^ni.;
bv sfltWS. which v q

V . — Ja!«r I ?o 1-41 declares that

p!SX** .—«*SJJ
~

'.jj-SciL desert a

one should desert even one . «**«•
|

s
J" '

[ a

g
sIave or servant from

!Uony in^L*t^Xto" a « cal^ by a fema.e slave and



m i Persons excluded from share W*

entitled to no share".^i *™™ZZZ%g$£;£

In outcast^ do also Baud, and Devala. NaT. (dayabhaga SMS)

sis 'one hostile to his father, an outcast (j*Ma ), an impotent

Son, one ^no goes to another continent by sea(ftom India)-

E^enthoujh they be a»o» sons stall not get a share;

now can a ksetraja (a son of the wife raised by another person

by appointment) get a share (if be bas these defects) and

persons afflicted with long standing (like phthisis) and severe

diseases (like leprosy), persons who are either idiots, insane or

lame—these must be maintained by the family, but their sons

are entitled to a share". These verses of Manu.Yaj andNar.

have been quoted and explained in numerous decisions d^ the

courts in India, but all such cases are mostly of academic inte-

rest now since the passing of the Hindu Inheritance (Disabi-

lities Eemoval ) Act of 1938 and hence need not be dwelt upon

here. The Act ( XII of 1928 ) applies to the whole of British

India except to persons governed by the DSyahhSga school and

provides that no person governed by the Hindu Law, other than

a person who is and has been from birth a lunatic or idiot, shall

be excluded from inheritance or from any right or sbare in

joint family property by reason only of any disease, deformity

or physical or mental defect. This Act is not retrospective

and does not confer on any person any right in respect of any

religious office ot service or any right to the management of any
religious or charitabl3 trust which he would not have had before

the Act. Therefore under the Act the only defects that would
disqualify a person governed by the Mitaksara school from claim-

ing partition or inheritance are congenital lunacy andcongenital
idiocy. Under the Dayabhaga school the grounds of exclusion

will still remain as before except as modified by Judicial deci-

sions and by other Acts. An important question under the
Mit school arises in this way. What is the exact position of a
son that is congenitally idiotic or insane Both Manu (IX. SOI
and S03) and Yaj (n 140, 141) declare that they are anamsa or
mrcaniaka ( not entitled to a share of the ancestral estate ), but
must be given maintenance and if maintenance be not given
by those who are liable to give it, they would incur sin (as
Manu IX. 202 expressly says ) and that the sons of disqualified
persons take a share, if they are themselves free from defects-
If A has a son B who is congenitally idiotic, is B still a copar-
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cener of A (though not entitled to ashare or to claim partition)
so that A cannot make a gift of the whole or a portion of the
property or a bequest thereof to his widow ? This question arose
in Annrtliammal v. Valhmayd I L R ( 1942 ) Mad. 807 ( F B )where it was decided that, when A made a will jn the above'
circumstances bequeathing all family property absolutely to his
widow and two sons were born to the disqualified man B after A's
death, the father had no power to make a will as the disqualified

member B was still a coparcener (though not entitled to a share)
and that he transmitted the heritage to his sons The chief

ground of the decision was a passage of the Sarasvativilasa

( explained on pp. 817 and 828-830) which is quoted belowlls*.

The grounds of disqualification apply to males and females

alike, as stated by the Mit. on Yaj H. 140 1160
. A few remarks will

be made on patita and his son The commission of every sinful act-

did not make one patita as the word was technically understood.

There were various grades among sins, which will be described

in the section on patakas The grave sins were differently

enumerated by different ancient writers In explaining11*1

H59. 3H^H gftaqfddii'3'i'ci Qvii&iii ^nn^aigPi: ft5V4n3"« <IVfas{*ii(Ui

3wr?r3raq5ir«?r^ «5frgqtec<iT Sf&: irfcrr inr tow ' fi^uuf «r^fi^n.

'

^T it p 364 The S V does not appear to be laying down any novel

proposition All that this passage appears to mean is that thongh these

disqualified persons cannot themselves enjoy a share, yet they do have a share

( in theory) and if they can marry or are eligible for marriage their sons that

are free from defects do take a share and that one cannot lay down a sweeping

proposition thai all congenially dumb or insane persons or idiots can marry,

but that there are degrees in these defects and in certain extreme circum-

stances these disqualified persons cannot marry Vide Madras Law Journal for

1942 (Journal portion pp 63-83) for a reasoned criticism of the F B. case.

1160 n idgtf%gB S'e3Jf'^ft <<fa'' Ji. 1 s^** n8figt"'Sd,m*'lj'HW-a''"i'
c<'

fet5rrn*filt3 3rt3""* i fiforc on *jr n 140

wafer sbwt *ras ^' ' tiwiA^inft? wRnrsasj si^tr. *w<3
1

«ra*r *?mxm

1SZJ****" Rgveda verse ,. doubtful The Mr distingu.sbe

between sratfWT and »0nFc*r. »» tbm various meanings of pi, «de H. m

meanl-foetus'. as it does in Gaut XXI. 9 '^*£*™ ^JL Tr „ on n itxsam 3s*nwt snsr°issn sorer w^rm»rni ^ «nw

â ;Sre.,eUse
(nS^o^' («*r of a bra-hmana or ,l.er of a

foetus when Us sex is not known )
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Grave sins

ml

Tto X 5 6 "
the wise made seven boundaries ( restrict!ons )

by

Bg. A. a o *ne WJBD
. mhicli a man becomes sinful i

transgressing even any one of *^L* ^ „ «
theft, violat-

tbeKirukta VI M enumerates the s^^L^Jm^del f a

^\^«Ef^^-£ tbe Wer of a brabmana

nih^vesd:^^rrtS ass?
5, vaJmeLV^lners axe declared to be to tbie

of gold, tbe drinker of lioiior, fee violator of to guru s bed the

mufderer of a brEbmana and one wbo associates witb torn.

Gaut (XXL 1-3) declares that to rmvrdeier o£ a brahmana, fee

drinker of liquor, one guilty of sexual intercourse with to

wife of bis qum (elder or teacber) or with women wbo are

tbesapindas of bis fatber or mother, a thief (wno steals a

brshmana's gold), an atheist, one who continually does forbidden

acts, one wbo does not abandon a pattia ( son or the like tbrougb

affection) and one wbo deserts bis relations tbougb they are

not pottta are pcdttns and so is one wbo incites anotber to commit

a grave sin and also one -who associates with a patita for a year

(as regards a vehicle, a seat and bed). Ip.Dh.S (1.7.21.8-11)

contains a longer list of grave sins ( palaniya ). Vas (1 19-31)

states that there are five grave sins {mahSpdtalxts) viz. violating

thebtsdof the gwu, drinking liquor,murder of a learned brahmana,

robbing a brahmana of gold and contact with, a patrfa by being

bis teacber or pupil or priest or by contracting a matrimonial

alliance with him. The Baud. Dh. 8 II. 1. 50-56 has a somewhat

different list of patawya actions viz. sea voyage, robbing a

brahmana of his wealtb and misappropriating a deposit, per-

jury for land, trading in (forbidden) articles, service under

a siidra and having a cbild from a sfidra woman. Manu XI
54, TS] HI 2S7 and Visnu'Dh. S 35 1 enumerate the five well-

1162. ^t S&i«nit«i §*r fipNf srJetsimrra«t3t5i ^fit qstfe "s^sw.

xrepwtfl TH'&Kia I gpqfrqfo V 10 9,^ giq; IV 3 22 mentions as great

sinners the thief and the wt$t- Though some later srartis employ the word

^far,it is alwajs restricted bj the commentators (e. g Mit on Yaj til,

227) to the theft of brabmana's gold. Vide H, of Db, lol II p 580 for

ancient texts asking a person to desert one's lather -nlio is pahta or a regicide

&e , but ne\cr bis mother even thongh she be patita. Vide {tc^jvrfeg'
5V 1-5 'smwRvr i tsmr « itStrf i Urg^s nigs. f4?Er«jrg^t i w^rwf-
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known mahapatakas, viz. murder of a brahmana, drinking of

liquor, theft, incest and continuous association for a year with

these. Association with any sinner of any sort for one year

made the associater guilty of the same sin ( Yaj. HI. 261).

Samsarga or samyoga ( contact or association ) was of various

kinds. Manu XI 180 ( =_Santi 165.37 = Baud. Dh. S. H. 1. 88=

Vas. 1. 22 ) states that a person who associates with a pattta

for a year as regards using the same vehicle or seat or taking

food with him in the same row becomes patita ; but lie becomes

patita at once by being his sacrificial priest or by being his

teacher of the Veda or by entering into 1163 a matrimonial

alliance with him. Vrddha-BrhaspatiliM ( quoted by Mifeksara

on YSj HI. 261 ) states that association ( sanlcaia ) with a patita

is of nine kinds viz. occupying the same seat or bed, takiDg

dinner in the same row with him, cooking food in his cooking

pots, partaking of cooked food prepared by him, being a sacri-

ficial priest or employing him as a priest, being his teacher of

the Veda or making him one's teacher of the Veda, giving him

one's daughter in marriage or taking his daughter in marriage,

taking food with him in the same pot. Devalaltts declares that

sin is passed on from one man to another by conversation ( with

a sinner), by touching him, by his breath (coming in close

contact with one's nose ), by occupying the same vehicle (horse)

or seat, by eating ( in his company ), by being a priest for him

or by making him one's priest, by being his teacher of Veda or

making him one's teacher or by matrimonial alliance, ine

same causes that led to a male being patita operated in the case

of a woman to make her pattta-, there was one additional cause

via a woman became patita by sexual connection with a male

o a lower class than herself (Gaut U 9, ?kj HL 297 and

launaka 1"6
) The ancient sages were very considerate even

s,sw*a*P*rra**' war o; vt in. 26i ^^j^^^l,—
, ^mm-

III. 261 (F..ledW^^*'7 587 (both wcnbe

we look at the explanation), 3PTO* *•»». JLVL 0Q ,

Toss.) Thesever^^cr^d^-^^P^^.

1166 OTWwWi ' vrW' s" .„ „,.
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to fallen women. They provide that even women that are patit

a

and have not yet performed the proper penanee were not to be

oast on the streetB, but they were to be given a hut ( near the

house ) foT residence and bare maintenance that would keep

body and soul together and were to be guarded against further

lapses ( Yaj. HL 296 ). Vide H. of Dh. vol. H pp. 571-573.

How far unohastity will debar a female from inheritance

will be discussed a little later on. Adultery in general was an
upapataka only according to Manu XL 59 and the ordinary
penance for it was candrayana or gowata ( Manu XI. 117 }. But
if the adultery was with a person of low caste, the woman
became patita and would not have been entitled to a share on
partition ( as a wife or mother ) under the old Hindu Law.

In the case of those guilty of grave BinB who did not
perform, the prSyascittas prescribed for such sins there was a
peculiar procedure called ghataspliota prescribed for excommuni-
cating them and severing all connection with them and treating
them as dead, which has been described in H. of Dh vol H
p, 388. Vide Gaut. 20. 2-7, Manu XL 182-184, Taj. m 294.
But when the sinner performed the appropriate prayascitta
(penance), the smrtis declare that he became fit to be associated
with {vvamharya), he was to be welcomed by his relativeswho were to take a bath along with him in a holy river or the
like and who were to throw in the water an unused jar filledwith water he should offer grass to cows in the midst of Msrelation^ they were not to find fault with him later on. VMeManu XL 186-187 Yaj DX 295,299, Vas. 15. 20, Gaut 20- 10-14
( which prescribes the recital of certain Vedic mantras and tit

there is no return for him to his relatives «» Tn f£ w-

1163. Vide Appcnflxx,
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sequences of the Bin altogether but the sinner became fit to be
associated with ( Yaj. JR. 226 ). In the case of the patita, even
his son born after he committed a grave sin was held to be

patita by most writers of smrtis ( YSj H. 140, Visnu Dh. S. 15.

35-36, Kaut HI. 5

)

116». But in the case of the daughter a

difference was mercifully made. Vas. ( 13 51-53 )
1,TO states "the

sages say that one born of a patita becomes a patita, except a

female child, since she is to go to another (person as his wife);

one may marry her without accepting any wealth ( of her

patita father ) along with her ". Yaj IEL 261 also says that the

daughter of a patita may be married after making her fast and

after making her leave everything (belonging to the patita

father ) in her father's house. Visvarupa ( on Yaj HI. 257 ) quotes

a prose passage from Harlta to the following effect : the daughter

of a patita should have fasted one day and night, should take

a bath without clothes, should put on white and new garments

in the morning, should loudly repeat thrioe * I do not belong to

him ( my patita father ) nor is he anyone to me ' and then she

may be married at a Bacred place ( river etc. ) or in one's (the

bridegroom's) house.
,

These rules about a patita led to this result that if a Hindu

changed his religion or was excommunicated or was made an

outcast for some lapse that his caste looked upon with great

diBfavour, he was deemed to have lost his rights of partition or

inheritance. The Caste Disabilities Eemoval Act (XXI of 1850)

abrogates these rules of the ancient»» Hindu Law
...

.

U69 Stat «ltert: sstT *rpnrn%i uawfiwwW*J^ W1^
Xfrm. I fSNSWBC* IS. 34-36. On UT II. 140 the wr. qr 681 explain: ton

257 ThefJrar on the same verse olm quotes this passage (with slignt

Var

im }"SZESmL t, Go*,** L B. 38 I. A. P 87 .here A and

B „"£ Jht S "n ana ftnu. a^ W* "***—'
i£Si the Moslem reUg.on ^^^fJJ^iK!
,t operated as a severance of A from the **»V »

vrfa m
^ertv<~^"E£££ r^setaL'e theP—sof

Where the P C ^** *» £*£„t by^Hata as a great hardsb.p

5tt
IT^iSiSl«.i* »>** the »*-,

Act of 1698 is still m to"*.
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All the Bmrtis Bay that those who ate deprived of their

rights to partition on aeoount of the several defects mentioned

are entitled to maintenance out of the family property

as long as they are alive (Gaut, 28. 41, Vas. 17. 54,

Visnu Da. S. 15. 33, Manu IX. 202, Yaj.IL 140 etc.). H the

disqualified persons want to marry or are married, then their

sonless wives that are chaste shouldbe maintained (Yaj. Q. 142),

but those that are unohaste should ha driven out and so also

those wives that ate hostile to the family; but the Mit. adds

that even hostile wives of disqualified heirs must be maintained

provided they are chaste. If the disqualified person has an
aurasa son or fcstfraja Bon11"" who is frea from the defects

mentionsi above ( suoh as impotence ) he becomes entitled to

a share of the joint family property and the daughters of dis-

qualified persons ate entitled to be maintained in the family
and ptovisionmust be made for their marriages (Manu IX. 203.
Yaj. H. 141). It follows that disqualified heirs could not adopt,
since Yaj H. 141 mentions only aurasa and ksetraja sons.
Many of the smrtis did not allow even maintenance to the
pakta and his son (vide Baud. Dh. B. E. 2. 46, Kant m, 5
Davala, Visnu Dh. S. 15. 35-36 ). Coparceners were prevented
from claiming a share at apartition if at the time of the partition
they were labouring under the defects mentioned above But
if after partition^the defect which disqualified a member be

WWfWW^ I vm "> *«. II. 141. In f0rnier ages a^ soa was
posabte^a the case ot an tmpottnt person. Tb* snfemj aiso (HI. 5)

^RTOfs&a^ftt sfit I ^3*531-5^^^,^^,^ ». Bg IX 203

STr?^P° ° JF°? *
mny

'
*""& he »»*» » have dtepprov-cdoUt. A#* is indicated.^ to *m?*m, by the following^-&

man and in verses U-13 speaks of 14 kinds of im™,™,
Bnsraa P°'en '

> „_. .„ , ,
•"•»»«• if mnas ot impotent persons. The«mHRa IIT 8 iKtaHhtth <n«"«>Qij.>ds,ng abo Hn,p teDC8

'

Kit. umy bo noted.
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removed by medical treatment or the like then the disqualified
member was entitled to reopen the partition on the analogy of
a posthumous son born after partition. So also if a person is

quite free from defeot when he takes at a partition a Bhare in
joint family property or inherits, subsequently supervening
defeot does not divest the property once vested in him.

Some of the smrtis contain rules that appear to be only
recommendatory. S.p. Dh.1173 S. 1L 6. 14. 15 says that if even the
eldest son or brother were to waste joint wealth in immoral
or improper ways he should be given no share ( by the father or

brothers at a partition). To the same effect are Gaut. 28. 38 and
Manu IX. 214.

Gaut. 28. 43 and Visnu Dh. S. 15. 37 provide 1I7t that the sons

of prahloma unions ( i. e. of a man with a woman of a higher

olass ) are to be dealt with like the sodb of a brahmana from a

sudra woman i. e they would be entitled to maintenance from

their father, though pratiloma unions were condemned. Est.

( 862-864 ) provides that the son of a woman married out of her

order, one who is born of a sagotra union and one who is an

apostate from the order of ascetics do not obtain ancestral

wealth ; but the son of a woman married in the wrong order

lakes the ancestral wealth if he is of the Bame class as his

father, and the son of a woman who is not of the Bame caste as

the huBband ( but of a lower oaste } and is married in the proper

order takes the wealth of the father. But the son of a woman

6, 14. 15; 3Hufia=ftmi"U^Tfr »T g^astanrj »ft. 28 38.

am. mmwuaamq i «a- as- « . "fastens *s jftywwifl

*

J

^tfet « 3j».agitid^*ft ?wfa *T5T figs i srcreafagjrer^sm*
Jfffi

"

p. 103, ft. «. P. 491. ft. f*. PP 133-134, «r.m PP l«-l«w Tbejmrt^^ is interpreted in «--!-«(•) « » "TSTSlS
Vsatrivaeul first and then married a brahmana girl, both women »«»

JS 5. the procedures against Manu in 12) ""ff*?"^
SoLnlnsachacase &d not take the wealth of heather»«£
IhTsToHhe other woman toot it. The other interpratafaon (pven by

t^^lman) U based aponthedoctrine of TrRfcr*, for which «*H. cif

2?T?H^? 54W47andMann.nl. 172. The son of a yonnger drier

Ph vol. U. PP !>io-3t» »n« ""— ..._,_„«_ —-rrirf after a younger one

#tfh* v. ChofaM» Boa. 1 »t P- 8*
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united with a man in the reverse order of castes does not take

the ancestral estate ; but the approved view is that he should be

given food and raiment till his death by the kinsmen. In case

there are no kinsmen such a son takes the whole wealth of his

father and if the father left no wealth kinsmen are not bound to

maintain him.

Provision must also be made before ordering partition in

a suit for partition by a brother for the marriage expenses of the

unmarried sister or Bisters of the brothers Here there has been
a great divergence of views among the writers of digests and
commentaries. Kaut.III.5 (quoted below in » 1181),VisuuDh.S.18,
35 and 15. 31 and Br. Bimply state that wealth for the marriage
expenses of the unmarried sisters must be set apart But Manu
IX.'118,Yaj.n.l24andKat.(858) 117s state that the brothers
should get their unmarried sisters married by giving them one
fourth share. The Mit. explains 1"6 that this does not mean that
each brother is to give one fourth of his share to the sister ( for in
that case if there aTe five brothers and one unmarried sister she
may get more than each brother ) but that the unmarried sister
is to get one fourth of what she would have got if she were a
male and that if a person hae sons and daughters from wives
of different classes then the unmarried daughter of the wife of
each class will take one fourth of what her brother from the
same mother would have taken. The Mit. further adds that
one should not explain that the word "one fourth" is not to
be taken literally and that the unmarried sister gets only asmuch as ls necessary for her marriage, since such an ^pTana-
turn is opposed to the express words of Manu IX. 118 and sinceManu declares sinfulness as the consequence of n^giX*one fourth share. The Mit. informs «B tllatits eXplanationTasthe same as that of Asateya and Medhatithi and that Bhiruci

S«d1 eXPlan
f°

MvJz- thatan -«^«ied sster wasentuled to as much wealth as: wouhib^essarv for w

P.««. This text is cUedin 53 Ma*. 84 at p. 97.
'

*** * P
'
**" ft *

-war

11

.
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; ?S!?*^ "** ' *' 3**^ *W**mifc*r *ft
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marriage and not to a definite Bhare ). The DayabhSga held the

opinion 1177 that if ancestral wealth was email, the provision for

the marriage of the unmarried daughter should be made by
giving her a fourth share but if the wealth was ample then she

should get only as much as was necessary for her marriage. The

Sm. a, V. R. p 494, V. C. p. 134 follow the view of Bhflruci,

while the V. M, (p. 106), Madanaratna and V.P. (p.456fi)

follow the Mit. The former group particularly relies on the

texts of Devala1178
( wealth necessary for marriage should be

given to unmarried daughters from the paternal estate ). Sankha

< when partition of heritage takes place the unmarried daughter

takes the maidenly trinkets, wealth for her marriage expenses

and strldhana ) and Visnu Dh. S. 15. 31. Jn modern times the

Courts allow no share to unmarried daughters but only provi-

sion for marriage expenses and this top is restricted to the

unmarried sister of a person who requires or sues for partition

and does not hold good as to the daughters of brothers or other

collaterals n7i. In Bhagaeali Shulail v. Bam Jalan 45 All. M? it

was held (at p. 399) that "quarter share" in the text means

as much money as will suffice for marriage expenses, and that

where the daughter was a cripple and blind and all the property

was worth Es 500 an alienation of the whole of it by the

Widowed mother for raising a dowry 'for the daughter was

justifiable. >

^ptmu III. 36, 39 pp 69-70." The gpnnf P 171 says. t# gftWSPMTa'nS"

1178 ifi*n«r*r fH&r>* %*W *S iWnwr^ «R«n *&* S9^"

fea*sq by*#hr.n P„a«. «m ft p .«i. »m *t m p
«o»

V 269. ft t. p. «s. *a> m in. p sn -, m?™ *rB*ras***™ 5^
ftWStpftj? 15. 31. ,

,,». VrfeSta»*W'* 4«^S3Mad.84,WhereAhad B softS^

of the suit, f
e-*,rd

/_/^a^„S8 le-thitd of the marri*ge «P«"



Mode of partition and allotment of sham.

Before allotting shares provision must be made <*&<f®*
joint family property for the payment of joint family debts "»,

for the personal debts of the father that are not immoral or

illegal, for small gifts of affection made by the father, the

maintenance of disqualified coparceners and female dependent

members and for marriage expenses. Vide Mann VHL 166 ( as to

family debts), Yaj ILU?,Nar. ( dayabhaga 32 ) and Kat. 850

(for payment of father's debts and gifts of affection) and 542-43

(for the various legal necessities 1180
) If brothers want to

separate and some of them aTe already married and others are

unmarried then provision must be made for the samskaras (such

as marriages) of the latter from the joint family property.

Even Kautilya makes provision for the marriage of unmarried

brothers and sisters1181 . Yaj II 124, Hfir. { dayabhaga 33 ), Br.

( S. B. E. 33 p. 373 verse 31 ) lay down that the safttsl&ras

( upanayana, marriage &c ) of younger brothers must be provided
for out of paternal wealth 1182

.

1179a. guiKJwTi' gflr ft»nn; i affaire HI. 5 ; satf dfflnqt-t **^m^t
ftvu^a, \ *f&m. 850 q by ViQkH H P- 273, mpf. ftr. p. 446 (reads ffcit

for^roj). The verse is quoted in Ponappa v Pappuvayyangar 4 Mad.
1 (F. B ) at p. 49.

1180. ^4i!fajHfoT qigte .irifadwst lamwHft^ *g ftg i<flntg«g?iir.ii
*^wm©=fi ^?iid«hi*r ,5 'jtiHK' law's stq'tds<i si*^-1 lizt 'wfc i wrar.
542-543 q by avmk P. 647, SESfif*. II pp 174-175, ft. *. p. 56 n^i
means i4«^un

H81. •«Pn~y-H«-H*iP<R6+'jl 35si3* ^st. i 5T5Tn»-^9j nqiH^ i s«t«

stwin. 5: 3RRsant»ttiT?a^^5^ni^hm:i*^rnjlHraf»*^ ^nwnai»ir-
ffiuai ' %? q- by|g^f n P. 269 (sranSfcif&iglig w§g). ft. ^. p. 492,

%tT q.bywr.T^jjip 106, attributed to wrraby snmSrp. 731, «ro iff III. 508.
^t.v p. 454 (alt these read ^ ot^i^ % *rsrnt or w^TRp. H&BtXt trftopnutl
<"iW«*<k+i<*«iHi wryn tfirin i . aiwrajir ^ $rt*i?r ^miiw^m^ ft^

wyn wppfrit *a fcrorort^m trarfirwrn! sRw^r ^nv: m?. trr p. 648

1182. Tbis rule, according to Yaj. II 124, ^Yaa restricted to brothers
only and was not to be extended If, for example, there is a joint family
consisting of several cousins with their sons and the marriages of some of
the sons of the constns are performed at the expense of the joint family, then
when a suit is filed for partition no provision can be made for the marriages
of other sons of the cousins. Vide Ramhnga v. Naraytm I.. R. 49 I. A.
108 lajairam v. Kathu 31 Bom. 54, it was held, that in a partition suit

( Contiftticd on ihc next page)
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It lias already been seen that a father could during his life

time separate his sons from himself and also among them-

selves 1182* and that he could assign shares of property to his

sons. This power of the father is indicated even m tho Tai.

S. III. 1. 9. 4 ( quoted above in note] 055) which refers to the

story of Manu having distributed his wealth among his sons.

It U argued by &p. Dh. S. II 6. 14. 11 that, as this Vedic te\t

( Tai. S. ) does not expressly state that any difference was made

by Manu as to the Bhares of his sons, the division must have

been equal, that therefore the preference of the eldest son is

forbidden by the sastras and that when the Tai. S. II. 5. 2.

7

states that " they distinguish the eldest by ( a larger share of

)

the wealth " that is not a rule, but a mere anuvada ( a statement

of fact ) and the Vedic passage only Tecites what some people

do in spite of the rule of the sastias. The general rule, in the

absence of express provision to the contrary, is equal distribu-

tion, as stated in Jai. X. 3. 53 {samam syad-airiiMuit) which is

relied upon by the prima facie view in Mit on Yaj. II. 265.

ITrom the Tai S. it appears that both practices viz. equal

division of property among all sons and giving a larger share

to the eldest were wellknown m those far-off ages. Ap H. 6.

[Continued /torn the last page)

between father and sons, a minor son is entitled to have provision made for

his thread, betrothal and marriage ceremonies out of the joint family pro-

perly before the property is partitioned. In S«»<fm6B. v Shtv Naraynn

32 Bom. 81 tt was held that marriage Is one of the samskaras **«**«

Y5, and Narada refer to. In 38 Mad. 556 the same principle *as establish*"

BUlnVmkatarayuJu v Slvaraminshnayya SB Mad. 12C end in Pnm-

jSanv **«* »B«» L R "12 It has be« :
held that the dec, 1

,n 38 Mad. 556 and fa. 31 Bom. 54 must be regarded as overruled by th«

E>.C ta-»»l R 491 A. 168. and In 5B Mad 126 •'™*«
an unmarried brother Is not entitled to have pronnm *•'*«' """££"

a decree for partition. It » submitted *!lb great respect bat b»=

MadnTand Bombay deeisions are wrong so "£%££$££
concerned, that they go aga.nst to'***™ "**f6Zn* L ""
nwllva Narada, Br., Visvarilpa, Madanaparljala (p 648) ami »'•"

SSBd««-A 168 .as dealing .rth the prov.s.on for marriage.

of the children of coparceners and not of brothers

U84a H ha, been held In EMU, «««««*... »•«- «<•«
. m.«;.M t. J * HI that the paternal grandfather has no

JTJSli * it-—— - -"•* "

father who has this po*er-
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u 7 clearly"83 states that in eome countries gold rablack

LVbSproduce of the eat* is the fecial ) share of the

eldest Almost all the sfitras and emrtis prescribe the rule of

equal division among the sons of wives of the same class as the

father (vide S?. Dh. S. II. 6. 14 1, Baud DhJS. B. 2.2-3,

ManuIX156, Yaj. H. 117, Visnu Dh. S. 18. 36 Kau*. EL 5,

Br S.B.E.33p.37Lv.l0,'K&t.838). Some of these no doubt

refer to the special share or provision given to the eldest (called

vMWia). Kaut. says "the father in a partition during his

own life should not give a special share to one out of (several

sons, nor should he deprive a son of a share without any

cause"** (such as blindness etc. )." Kat, 843 says the same

thing in almost the same words. Bat from certain passages when

construed literally (such as Yaj. H. 116, Far, dayabhaga 15 ) it

appearsthatthe early Indianfather often distributed the ancestral

wealth among his sons just as he pleased. Nar ( dayabhaga

15}
U8S says: "When a father has distributed his property amongst

his bods that is a lawful distribution for them ( and cannot be

set aside ), whether the Bhare of one be less or greater than or-

equal to the shares of the rest ; for the father is the lord of all ".

To the same effect is Br. (S. B. E. vol. 33 p. 370 v. 4) who adds

that if they try to alter the arrangement ( made by the father

)

they shall be punished. But later on these passages were

either held to apply to former ages ( V. Mayukha p. 99 Says so >

or to the self-acquired property of the father (Mit. on Yaj.

EL 114) or were so interpreted as to mean'that the partition

made by the father could not be annulled jf it was legal, but if

illegal it could be set aside ( Mit. on Yaj.H 116, Madanaratna,
MadanapSrijata p. 646). Mar. ( dayabhaga 16 ) himself denies
authority to the father to give shares to the sons as he pleases

U83.
^
Wfiw^n§ AqrW i ., ^^n^^% i ^ifNtt^^on

«IWt i&rftW ^BW » ... tTSSmfluwfclvsrq; 1 Jig. 3=}«ft spr* E?TM^t'%t<u'S5|«i"t

Wrf»fc». 1 SOTS, tt ^. II. 6 14. 1, 6-7, 10-13.

us*. 5fcri%»nSt fen ^*fi%q^ i n 4hmsswriftsi$v*r i sjfianst xa

hti n imnn 843 q. by qr<wt»r 1. 84 (p. 56), «r, n p 439.

lias f^ai5»»w^^!m%frs^!i^twtr*OT:wi¥B^i ^ fetr
^'^ftrwro 15>; jjusgym^inrnii, fiWiSWjraftitroia&r Jt<n<5'fNr'WWP^^wnur. q. by amt^ p. 717, igfct. It. p. 261, wrr.i^.p. 413,'R* p. 468 (ascribes to *n<& w. and m0< Th, *, _,, (p. 99)skys.
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when he is Buffering from diseases, is angry ( with a son or
sons ), or is engrossed in pleasures or pursues paths opposed to

sSstraB.

The eldest son has received special treatment in all ages
down to modern times (vide p 566 ahove ). That treatment took

various forms Sometimes the texts say that the eldest son

took the whole estate. £p.H 6. 14. 6, Manu IX. 105-107, Tffar

.

(dayehhSga 5) refer to this view. Manu (IX 105-107) allows the

eldest son to take the entire paternal estate, provides that the

other sons should depend for their maintenance on the eldest

eon as on the fathor, remarks that the eldest hy the mere fact

of his birth enables the father to free himself from the debt to

the ancestors and that therefore he ( the eldest ) deserves to

get from the father the entire estate.
1186

Another mode of dealing with the privileges of the eldest

son was to give him some excellent or valuable article and

then to distribute the rest equally. The Tai S. H 2. 2. 7 seems

to have been understood by Sp. Dh. S. H. 6. 14. 1 and Baud.

Dh. S. H. 2. 2-5 11W in this senBe. Manu IX 114 says that the

eldest may get the best of all the items of wealth, whatever is

the most eminent and the best of a group of ten cattle. Br.

( & B. E 33 p. 371 verse 8 ) is to the same effect. Kaut. HL 6

points out that according to Usanas among the sons born of

the same mother, goats shall be the special share of the eldest

among brahmanas, horses among ksatriyas, cowb among

vaisyas and sheep among sudras, that if there be no quadrupeds

the eldest was to take an additional share of one-tenth of tie

whole property excepting precious stones, since he releases toe

father from fetters ( of Hell ) by offering sraddha. Km*.bra-

self holds that the eldest should get the vehicle and ornamento

ofhisfather (after the latter's ^ath); the mid^most
J«

bed, seat and the bronze plate from which the» tookhi

meals ; and the youngest should get black gramjhk^me;,

U86. Compare the Vedic passages abon. the *»«*--»*
ancestors and sages quoted in H. of PL. vol. II. PP 270 (

(n. 1008). 560 (n. 1302).
^s^uhm* , rf w «*-

&&*** ' l***^& ,M?T^Kfn. P 260 and OTT also

f^Pa is explained as *rf*Jg^£^JLl (having satisfied the
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iron, domestic utensils and the bullock cart. Harlta 1188 says

:

" at a partition tbe eldest should get a bull, the meet precious

wealth, the images for worship and the ancestral house, the other

brothers should go out and build new houses or if there be a single

house the eldest should get the southern (or best) portion ". This

special allotment to the eldest is called uddhma ( lit. what is

first taken out ) in Manu IX. 115-116 and Visnu Dh. S. 18. 37,

and Baud, employs the form "uddharet". There were other

methods also prescribed for special distribution of wealth.

Gaut. 28. 5 says that the eldest should get one-twentieth of the

whole as a special share, a bull and a cow, a cow, a chariot to

which horses, asses or mules are yoked and a bull. Manu IX.
112 provides that the special share of the eldest was one-
twentieth of the whole property and whatever was the most
valuable out of the ancestral property, the middlemost son
should get half of this ( i. e. one-fortieth part ) and the youngest
one-fourth of this ( one-eightieth of the whole ). Manu IX li7
states that when no valuable items are taken out for the eldest
the latter should get two shares, the son next to him one share
and a half and the other sons one share each. Vas. 17. 42 ITar
(dayabhaga 13), Br. (S. B. B. vol. 33 p. 371 verse 9 ) also' give
two shares to the eldest, the latter"*> making it to depend on the
possession of learning and good qualities by the eldest. Similarly
Nar (dayabhagal2), Br. (S.B.E. vol 33p.370 verse5) provide 1"
that when the father makes a division during his lifetime he
may retain two shares for himself. Sankha-Likhita allowed this
right to the father only when he had an only son 11M

use. ft^^^^^tq-flftraj^^Rs^ sftsnr^Vaf ^^
Pm I u

Uambdar*™ v. Uttamram 17 Bom 271 288 LI
SM^EST" the custody o£ tbe fami* Zi -* 2?'XS

1189

^^^^rs^SSnT^r^i sparser
wfl£ n f%FZ?&" ****** «**

'
i* * * *mn

^7,., P< in
,
|BW ^ ?• t

14
- «l U P 144. ft.,p >65.

^^, P

sis^3rp.^r^44^b

P
yi^ ii - 3sp- 36 -

^irtvrtir does not tale the word iranr^ .,« « ^j-.q JL. "1
,1 !

t0
.

5t^ '• a
X.
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f„Jl
Cm™\0t ,?™ tUere was a IevuIsion <* Popularfeeling awunrt allowing a special 8hare to the eldest son andeven to the father. Kit. (838)»» states that where the parentsand brothers divide the whole joint property in equal shares

tfiat IB a just ( or legal J division. Br. (S. B. K 33 "'3 p 370
verse 2) declares that the father and sons are entitled to equal
shares in lands and houses that are ancestral, but in property
acquired by the father the sons cannot claim a share against
the will of the father. The V. M (p. 95) remarks on this
that it follows impliedly that in the wealth acquired by the
grand-father or other (remoter) ancestor, the sons can demand
a partition even against the father's desire.

According to Manu DC 125,»M if all wives of a person are

of the same caste, then the son who is born first (even from a
wife who is junior i e married later ) is the eldest son and
that among twins the one that is born first is the eldest

(verse 126), just as in the Subrahmanya 1193 texts the invoca-

tion of Indra is made by the name of the first-horn. But if

he has wives of different castes then the son of the wife of his

own caste is the eldest (though born later) and the son of a

wife of a lower caste though born first would be postponed.

Devala1155" quoted in V. E. p. 477 and V. 0. p. 128 says the

H92. ^rae* spspsira q^iftij&f^r rran^ i f9^ anrc^r Rwfi n*5

a^ u gnnrr. 838 <j by ^fiiv. n p zeo, n$nm (folio 9i t>), or^
p 98, wj, 5| P 44S which last remarks ' « <j«Kwt^tl<(ilt<(l<l'H'-«'fig wfar

1193. ssjtpi^ T!^r ffeism- *mi5Nr- i ^*rfrmnftjpnft3T-

P)^«iT ttgg. q by wr *rs?s v 95 which adds ' smfilramsTsns!* agft^-

U94. m^^^^mmfi^.^^'&a*^*^ $mt

n(li«B 125, lb. ft. A. p. U8 .tat qaot,ng ^T"""^j£

P 35i says 'for frfasw afore q^^gt * gSrem "«i-"d s^**

1195 For Subrahmanya invocation, vide H o£ Dh vol II PP. lH+-«

and note 25SO as to how the names of descendants by the sen.only of toft

are included in that invocation.

Sridhsra (»> biscommenton the HPPST).
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same as Manu IX. 125. Maim IX. 123 and Gaut. 28. 16 appear

to conflict with Maim IX. 125 and probably refer to some

other ancient text or opinion The V. MayQkha (pp. 97-98) notes

that in Bome medical works and in the ( commentary on the

)

Bhagavata Furana HI 17. 18, it is said that among twins the

one born later is deemed to be the elder, bat that this, being

opposed to the indications contained in the Vedic Subrahmanya

formula and in Manu IX. 126, has no bearing here ( but only

in medical matters ). The Nirnayasindhu (IH PfiTvardhap. 251)

makes a reference to the Bhagavata.

General feeling went so much against allowing a special

share to the eldeBt or allowing the father to make an unequal

division among his sons, that such action was condemned in the

same breath with myoga,1196 or the sacrifice of the cow called

Anubandhya. It is very instructive to follow the agruments of

the Mit. and other writers on this point The oldest extant

commentator, Medhatithi, on Manu IX. 112 shows that even
before his time there were writers that held that the
texts of Manu on myoga and on the special share to the eldest

at a partition were in vogue only in bygone days and not in
their dayB, that the rules of the smrtis were conditioned by
time and country, just as sattras of long duration, though
declared in the Vedic texts committed to memory by Vedic
students, were not being performed and just as Manu ( I. 85 )
declares that the dharmas were different in different ytigas. But
Medhatithi 1197 does not accept this reasoning, denies that
different dharmas are prescribed for different yugas and holds
that there is no restriction as to the dharmas to be performed in
a country. Though sattras may not be performed now still it is
possible to perform them. The argument of the Mit. on Y&j.

1196. For myoga vide H. of Db vol II pp. 599-607. The ann»
bandnya (or anubandhya. a barren cow) was sacrificed after the Odayantyi
tstt performed at the end of the Agnlstoma Even In the times of the
Sutras (sneh as 5p Srauta XIII 24 10 and Kat Srauta X, 0. 14-15)
Smtksa (curds mixed in heated milk) was optionally offered. Vide. H. of
Dh vol. It pp. 1200-1201.

w^ra* t Srer&a on xcs. IX. 112.
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1L 117 5s briefly as follows1"8
.*—Unequal division though found

in the sastras ( e. g. Manu IX. 105, 112, 116, 117, Yaj. U. 114

)

should not be practised because it has come to be condemned
( or has become hateful to ) by the people, since there is the

prohibition ( in Yfij 1 156 ) that an action, though prescribed

in the sastraa, Bhould not be performed when it has come to be

condemned by thepeople, since such an action does not lead to the

attainment of Heaven. For example, though Ysj. 1 109 prescribes

the offering of a big ox or a goat to a learned brahmana guest, it

is not now practised because people hare come to hate it; or just

as, although there is a Vedic text laying down the sacrificing of a

cow " one should sacrifice a barren cow called anubandhys for

Mitra and Varuna ", still it is not done because people condemn

it. And it has been said " just as the practice of myoga or the

killing of the anubandhys cow is not now in vogue, so also

division after giving a special share ( to the eldest son ) does

not now exist". Ipastamba alBO (H. 6.14. 1-14) prescribes

equal division, refers to the view of some that the eldest takes

the whole estate, shows that allotting a special share to the

eldest is the view of some and refutes it as opposed to the

sSstras by quoting the Vedic text " Manu divided his wealth

among his sons ". Therefore unequal division though found in

the sSstra should not be practised as it is opposed to popular

sentiments and to the Veda and so Ytj. (H. 117) gives the

restrictive rule that in partitioning there must be equal divi-

sion. The Sm. C. (Up. 266 ) tells us that Ebaresvara also

did not discuss passages like Manu IX. 112 since he said that

the practice ( of uddharavibhaga ) had been altogether given up

by the people 11*9
.

U98 art (»pft fomr- ^m&mafS

^

m^niA*!*****

S« i emfcrrtft«mfcft^^J*^JESSESK
!l!2-flWto 92a ) sad xr.XP 4* and to tte #Sf by fgffo ?A *•

z™Trrs^ 3**ri^ *»r^r^. £•

and others attribute it to was**.nd Dthers atfnbate xt to wa^nv n»__« * ftaf-

^sr. II. p. 266.
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The Sm.O. finds fault with Visvarnpa for saying" that just as

the offering of an ox or a goat to a learned brShmana is not

practised because the practice of the sistas is against it, so

uddhara is not practised. It says that when there is a conflict

between a smrti text and iistacara, the latter is the weaker ( of the

two ) and cannot refute the Bmrti text as laid down by Vas.

X 4-5. Further not offering a bull cannot be said to be sist&eara,

but it is really the' absence of sistaeara. The Sm. O. finds fault

with the Mit. for saying that people have come to condemn a

special share for the eldest. It says that, on the contrary, if a

special share is given to the eldest who is endowed with learn-

ing, good qualities or holy actions then people commend such a

procedure. The Madanaratna1200 quotes the verse "yatha

niyoga &c, " and a verse from the iLdipuTana The V. P. 1SM

(pp 442-443) generally follows the Mit., but criticizes it by

saying that there is no real iruti-wrodlia ( opposition to a Vedic

text). If that were so, as Sruti (the Veda) is promulgated for all

ages, unequal division would be forbidden in all ages and it

would follow that the particular sruti' passages speaking of

i r

woo. trmrcfh^ fjttnRm»in î vn^th-iP> Trenrjfrsnuffi qnSgtimGHViK -

fiVJTtSt I sw 113 ^iOT Rt|Hltl*WlftQ'* aut%g<twt I <4)SI4>: &*W£|if «^at?i ira^r

wxt • wot is i &4T<i mi^iii waijH n s*^^ •a-HRwtR^jctAa'srtitM'-ij't-

'i'ST'i: i «ji3*l«^R < T«rt f^pnmf ... *nfit *&> ii^fi} i ^gr ^fo^t » w^sim
(folio 92 a). The verse 3;5ptn » quoted in the Sm C (II. p 266) also

from a gtroi (without naming it) Rao Bahadur Rangaswarm Aiyangar
(in Introduction to V Nir XLDC-LI) wrongly thinks that by ^Q^tmr is

meant the wnt ft of <u<4<iif which quotes the verse ttsjt f^msmf ^fr from

»Ml4fi. He failed to note that the verse T^n f*tfta«mf3t &c is quoted by
the Mit. on Yaj. II. 117, the MitSksara being one of the authorities quoted in

the V. Nir. Therefore the ^g^i^ from which the verse is said to have
been taken is the work of that name also called ^Jjjg-.

1201. 3H5pn$ sfcEftfeg urfw.oi-4'bi a i 5© ^*»ftena=*5n^ i ssnr ste-
"^ HUHr^ ' yii-<ft *J**rft g«rra% vrgrfri niafig &*&*&£*$ i arwun
^riw^gt^HnHny t stwRQ^i wjriisfilifeift irfcra tj* « sr<ptf%in*rc3R-
fc^rcs -i.v.-U»Hi<l«; 1stfWift4jinffi*H4wra««s iRwnlj ^ wnj i «i. it.

P 442. It should be noted that ft*g^T reads the verse of Y5j. as sb&$
gfaftfoS and takes aj^jt as (a, + 5 + aro past p participle of a*^)
W^nt ssginpr. I atCTftfttftaftfrf: >. He then notices anothej reading

31*15* which means arjWmaJi ( not bringing about welfare in the end ) He
further explains « sjt* qr^rrrt * 5n^T St *£«»* T^r^,:^H *ri)q; I ».
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unequal divisJon are without authority, since it (unequal divi-sion
) could not have been practised in other ages also (but™a matter of fact it was); besides Baud, sets ou! another VedS

text winch mentions unequal division. The V. P. desiring to
guard against tho rather wide statement that whatever is
condemned by the people should not be practised holds that the
word loka-In Yaj.1. 156 means "yuga"; otherwise there
would be confusion about what is proper conduct and what does
not load to Heaven. The condemnation by low or ordinary
people who are quite innocent of sastras cannot make an action
incapable of leading to Heaven, since such people might con-
domn the hitnsa{ slaughter) of the animal offered to Agni and
Soma. The above discussion illustrates how practices once
recognized by Vedic passages and by the people gradually
fell into disuetude and how reason and the common sense

of ordinary people asserted themselves even against Vedic
and smrti texts. The Mit. is very clear in its statement

that whatever comes to be hated by the people in

general should not be practised, even though it was once

practised and has the support and authority of Vedic and smrti

texts behind it, Those who desire change in social customs

and the practices of the people in various directions rely on

this text of Yaj. and on similar texts15"2 of Manu IV. 176 and

Vi3nu Dh. S. 71. 85 and on the Mit. for authority. Orthodox

writers like Mitramisra therefore have to twist plain words

like " loka ", since they cannot tolerate the idea that common

people can have anything to say in what these writers believe

to be the injunctions of the sastro. Instead of candidly saying

that ancient practices came to be modified by common people,

writers like Mitramisra say that common people should not

be listened to in these matters, that each y«#ahasite own

peculiar practices and that common people have no authority

to change sastric practices prescribed by the texts for a

particular age It is sheer quibbling to say that not offering^

bull is not sistacara, but absence of sistScara; what is clear is

that common people ahhorred the practice of niyoga and the

killing of a cow in a sacrifice and writers of sutras and srartis

fell into line with them and prohibited such practices in the

1202. ^^s&jm^wntf **>&bI « <** =3iw?<rft#^^
«j, 71. 84-85; **#) f» S3** *** '

^l^'**** X 9S
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Kali age, though they were either permitted or ( even ) enjoined

by the Vedio texts ; that is, the voice of the common man or

his revolt was allowed to prevail over the word of the

sacred Veda.

Though the assignment of a larger share to the eldest son
or giving him the whole property ceased to be generally
prevalent, vestiges of it are still found. There are certain
estates in the nature of eammdanes or a raj that are impartible
and descend by the rule of primogeniture to a single heir.

Vide Baboo Gfunesh Bulla v. Mahaiaja Moheshui 6 Moo. I A. 164,
Neelktsto v. Beer Chunder 12 Moo. 1. A. 533, Mohesh v. SattugJian
29 I A. 62, Bam Nundun v. Maliaram Janla 29 L A. 178 , for
examples of impartible estates. Sometimes by custom certain
estates such as Deshmukh and Deshpande wtans have been
held to be impartible. Vide Ramrao v. Yeshmntrao 10 Bom. 327
and Gqpalrao v. Tnmbakrao 10 Bom. 598. In certain other cases
a larger share ( called pjestham&a or motap ) has been allowed
by custom to the eldest son at a partition. Vide Mamltcluind v.
Hiralal 20 Oal. 45 { P. O. ), PrUIusmgji v. Umedsmgji 6 Bom!
L. R. 98, Malubhai v. Sursangji 7 Bom. L. R. 821.

The following propositions may be laid down about the
allotment of shares on a partition: (1) When there is a parti-
tion between a father and his sons each son takes a share equal
to that of the father ; (2) where the partition is only between
brothers all of them share equally; (3) on the death of a
member leaving male issue his right to a share on partition
passes to and is represented by his male issue ; (4) when there
is a partition among members who are uncles and nephews or
cousins, the allotment is per stirpes (according to the stock)
as regards each branch and pS) - capita among the members ofthe same branch. This rule is expressly laid down™* by Kaut-

andafcw other d.gests V.de n. X068. OT^^m^^^^.^ *^Z
ft^-.ltWJTT. ^Tt: *m q by^ p 727. *j£TlI p^T

( Continued on the next page)
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HL 5., Yaj. 11 130, Br. (S. B. E. 33 p. 372 v. 14 ) and KM.
(855-56). This last rule requires to be explained and illustrated.

YS], II. 120 concisely states :
" in, the case of those who claim

through different fathers, the assignment of shares is according

to the fathers ". Eat- says :
" if an undivided younger brother

dies, he ( the elder brother or the other brother ) should make
the son of the former a partaker of the ancestral wealth, when

he has not obtained from his grandfather livelihood ( 1 e. Bhare

of heritage ) ; he should obtain from his paternal uncle or the

uncle's son the share which his father would have got (if alive)

;

that very share would be the share aocording to law of all the

brothers ( who are the sons of the deceased brother ). Or even a

son (of that son of the brother dying) would obtain that share

;

beyond this (i. e. beyond the grandson of the deceased brother)

there is cessation (of the right to demand a share)". It was stated

that in the ancestral property (padamaha dramja) sohb and

grandsons equally have rights by birth, but in the case of the

grandsons assignment of shares is made to them through their

(Continued from the last $age)

lucidly explained m Mora v. Gcmcsh 10 Bom H. C R. 444 (at pp 461,

466-67 ) and are quoted m Debt Parshad v. Thakur Dtal 1 All 105

(F B. ) at p 111 On these verses of sfiTcfPTT the *q *%® (p. 101
)

*iys

that they do not refer to undivided coparceners, bat rather to those

who are re-united Why it says so is not clear The first verse of Kat. starts

with the words &$&%*& and therefore the topic is that of undivided family

and there is no express induction that it has changed to reunion in tae

following verse. The reason appears to be that sffeSTO takes the vewoi

L&. . as referring to re-un.on on account of the word *p in it. The woras

ZSZ sojSv^SL^ that they referred to the «,subject

The mterpretation of %-* (by «ff> ) » «"«* *nd
v
" i^T „ <«

Jianaaonof most woSe the f^gm P «»££ expound_i_ II p. 279 They take sfRnns^WT as a dvanda ™*V°

2ESg those who are undivided and • those who are divided '•«^°
fa L word to mean those who being once «dr«««£-£
(, e.as a^TCT) WW«r-«» «

dedtand Co c ' ' (m the

dwell together- (m the^«j^™%^„^tm* «r S*"

case of the divided) • atfhr^Rli*%*K»f«V P«* - *&'

rr?rsa - £-£.*- --—a of Dcv"s 5

verse offered by NHatentha.
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fathers and not in their separate individual capacity. This

may be illustrated by some examples.

A Suppose A, B, C, D,

!

'

E, F, G, H, J, K formed
I I I

, a joint family and that

V 9
]

A, B,C,D all die with-

U -][ "~j "j
j

[ out making a partition,

F G H J K B leaving one son E, G
leaving two sons F, G, and D dying leaving three sons H, J, K.

If E, F, G, H, J, K. want to partition, then these six will not

take one-sixth each, but the partition will be thiough their

fathers i. e. E the only son of B will take one-third, F and G
( the two sons of C ) will take one-third ( i. e each will take

one-sixth ) and H, J, K will together take one-third ( i. e. one-

ninth each ) The same will be the result if only A, B, C die,

leaving D to K. Here D, the uncle of E, F, G, along with his
three sous H, J, K will take one-third only.

To take another example.

A ( dead

)

, | 1 pB C(dead) D (dead) E(dead)

^ ^ %
F(dead) G(dead)

T j | H (dead)
Fl F2 F3

j

K.
Suppose A the head of the joint family dies leaving a son

B, two grandsons 01 and 02, three great-grandsons Fl, F2,F 3, and one great-great-grandson K. Here K cannot demand
a share, as he is beyond 4th from A the common ancestor A
that died last. Therefore the joint property will be divided
per stupes into three parts, B taking one-third, Cl and C2
together taking one-third and F1.F2.F3 together taking
one-third

One more illustration may be given.
A (dead)

1

I A "-I 1BCD E

Bl B2 B3
so
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Suppose A, the head of a Hindu joint family, dies leavingfour bohb B 0, D, E and five grand-sons, B 1, ft i 3, cTm

£1 /
onc^°ur^ =one-twelfth

), goes out of the fannly andhe ^continue jomt Then C dies, then D, then E, and thenB ~. Then B 1 Mies C 1 and D 1 for his share. Here if we againapply the rale of per slope., division, the property that
remained at the date of the suit of B i will be divided into three
parts and B 1, 01 and D 1 ( who represent three stocks, B,0, B)
will each got one third of that property. This was so decided
in Pianjumidas v IcMtatam 39 Bom. 734. The Madras High
Court, however, holds that the rule of per sfirjxs applies only
whon all the coparceners desire a partition at the same time and
that if only some members separate at one time and others on
a later occasion, regard should be had to the share allotted at
tho first partition in computing the share to be allotted at the
second partition That is, according to the Madras High Court
in tho above case B 1 will be entitled to one-third minus one-
twolth (which latter was allotted to B3 when he left the
family ), Tho Madras High Court says that its views are based
not on strict principles of Hindu Law, but on necessary con-

siderations of equity Vide Manjanatha v Narayana 5 Had. 362
and Narayana v Shankar 53 Mad. 1 (FB at p. 6 ).

Manu ( IX. 47 ) emphatically states

:

1203<I " once is a parti-

tion made, once is a maiden given in marriage, once does a
man say 'I shall make a gift of this or that '; these three are done

only once by the good ". This means that a partition once made
is final and cannot ordinarily be reopened But there are excep-

tions to this rule. One viz. about the posthumous son born

after partition has already been mentioned above ( pp. 595-597 ).

Br. H0* (S.B E 33 pp 373-74 verses 24-26) says, "If a man

1203a. ws&fr f«i'tcriifW55«n*rc£ta3t fif^is «Ffrflft ^ft»%nt*? saf

^$5 n sg IX. 47 which is the same as *rc? (fftSH'fi'r 2B) and

«Rni294 26.

1204. lihrcuwuui <*rssn *rN%« ^surifctJ. i agw«'M«hr '̂i

v wm«u 4W gnrerr: ^rfr^ fig- ' ««i*HWi«uq 3™*™ ^^fS *Jl
q by wmm VHI. 2-3, *sfifc* n pp. 307-308, 3TOHT P MO. ft *

pp 540-541. Theft f%. p 132 seems to asonbe these to^jMM* *°r

tSiiS^L Seyweonceae.ghboucs bu, Ja.er rn.gra.ed Md

hence they we so called.
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leaving the country common to himself and his co-sharers goes

to another country, his share must undoubtedly he given to his

descendant when the latter comes hack to the original country.

.Whether he ( the descendant ) be the third or fifth or even seventh

in descent (from the man who.left the country) he would get

the Bhare that descends hereditarily provided his birth and
family name are ascertained. The gotiajas (agnatic members
of the family) should allow (a share in the ancestral) lands
to the descendant of a man whom the maulas and neighbours
know to" be a co-owner ( in the lands ) by descent, when he
comes ( after a partition ) to demand his share ". The V. R.
explains 1OTS that the rule of Devala ( given above ) about a
claim to a share being allowed up to the fourth applies when all

the members stay together in the same place or country, while
the above rule of Br. allowing even the seventh in descent to
claim his share after a partition has taken place applies where
such descendant and his forefathers had migrated to a distant
land. These rules of Br. indicate that, even after a long time,
a descendant could claim his share in a joint family estate and
no bar of limitation was allowed.

Another rule is that where some property of the joint family
had heen fraudulently concealed by one member and was dis-
covered afterwards, or where some property was left out from
partition either through mistake or accident, such property
should be divided according to their shares among the persons
who made the first partition. In this case there is no reopening
of the partition once made, but there is another partition
Manu IX. 818, Yaj IL 126, Eaut. HI. 5 and Kat 885-86 lay
down""* this. Kat. says.: ' If ( joint ) wealth was concealed, but

law. *re*tj^^^**^cf^ti%l^^
3pjm*ret^WVfWiiJ:lft *• P 541, The^fihr. n. p 308 states that
the last verse applies only to lands (i. e. a partition can be reopened only
a
**°J

[mmova"e Pr°Perty>- ™&* IWWjWh ***BT5Tfcrft<??§Tr^t-•W^* *««IU««t *BPJ»JJ ^m VHI 4 Compare Art. 127 of the Indian
Limitation Act.

ttt _
1206 S^^n^^wga^ilgt^wfti^nK ^ jjrf!,*^ , a,^ni /^"snf?* Trrjm samara eresmr.!^^a^ *T$m*ftfsfita- stf,. n

885-886 q by a,^ pp 732-733 (which reads last half as jnr in* =sr *S$
S^JESS'* **** " PP

*
308_309

- ^^ X1» 4 P- 221- St
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is afterwards discovered, the sons should divide it equally with

their brothers in the absence of the father { i. e. even after his

doath ). Whatevor is concealed from each other ( by the co-

sharers ) or what was divided in an unjust manner and whatever

was recovered (such as debts) after (partition) should be

partitioned in equal Bhares. This is the view of Bhrgu '.

In the Ait Br. (VI. 7) 1JW it is said- 'He who deprives a

person entitled to a share of his share, him he (who is deprived)

punishes (or destroys). If he does not punish (or destroy)

him (the depriver), then he punishes his son or grandson; but

he does punish him '. Manu IX. 213 declares that even the

oldest brother who through greed deprives his younger brothers

(of their shares) ceases to be the eldest (i.e. forfeits his posi-

tion as tho eldest), is deprived of his (special ) share (as eldest)

and should be punished by the king. From these passages it

follows that fraudulently concealing joint property or depriving

a person of his share is condemned. This leads on to a

divergence of views among commentators and digests. If a man

conceals joint property at a partition, is he a wrongdoer or

not ? What he conceals is partly his own. Therefore the

Dayabhaga"88 (XIII 8) holds that there is no theft in this case,

since a thief is commonly understood to be one who knowing

that some thing belongs to another, makes it his own without

any ground for so doing; while a co-sharer cannot be said to

be no owner at all of the joint property. The DSyabhaga

(XIIL 11-13) says that Visvarupa and Jitendnya both held

the same opinion that even if technically it may be called theft

still there is no sin attaching to it as smrtis^™*™»^°

Apararka (p. 732), V. P. P- 555 hold that in view of Manu IX. 213

I207 **^*^^*j&*zTSr?z*'£
-a3»»rS i S srr VI 7. This :s cited as iflas s « »e jbsi mi

pp. 224-225
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( which declares even the eldest as punishable by the king if he

deprives his younger brothers of their due share ) and the Ait.

Br. there ib the fault of theft in case a co-sharer fraudulently

conceals joint property. The Mit. and V. P. further rely upon

an example derived from the Purvamimamsa in support of

their view. When a caru { boiled food 1

) of mudga pulse is

prescribed and mudgas are not available, some substitute must

be employed just as when rice is not available nluara grain

may be employed. The parts of niasa resemble those of mudga
and some one may plausibly say that in the absence of mudgas,

a oaru of masas may be used. To this Jai. VI 3 20 12M replies

that, since inasns, vai akas and kodraoas are forbidden as being

unfit for use in sacrifices, one cannot take parts of masas as

substitute for parts of mudgas though both may be so similar

as not to be easily distinguishable. So the general prohibition

against depriving another of his wealth holds good even in the

case of goods that belong jointly to oneself and to others. The
D&yabhaga ( XIII. 16 pp 237-228 ) tells us that a predecessor of

it named Balaka relied on this very nyaya of Jaimini and finds

fault with him It should be noted however that Kat. ( 888 ) re-

commends that the king 1210 even if a complaint be lodged
about fraudulent suppression by a co-sharer should not use
force against the fraudulent suppressor but should'make him
give up the concealed property by persuasion or trick. Br. and
Kst. 1JU declare that if there is a suspicion that some joint
wealth has been concealed by a co-sharer, the hoia ordeal may
be resorted to.

1209. JriliTOS **nft?fttr[ ft *F^t8: 1 §c. VI. 3. 20 . aw *Rj»f$tffc£ 3d,
®m% *w *rann. sm^nnt «ra?Sigi ^s^*W3ft Wiffatirawrgam t f% *ifl stiitft&qfiWJr i . . ta 3ft y. , nftft-t ^ „ !,af^itra«ff«lr i

sm -, "wi *ft%^ fSqft
Jgpnnn grfrg 3nri|raT %*m gtS Pftnft * sift^

u*i-»M^wtTOiwn«\Qfc ^ri^r%a^^n w^im-A-fi^cwwhto
=*ft rarer vfrsfgrg-^^^f fevfartac > wmraiA •mwv *nm°r-
i4»'jiti<si< ^raRE44M ra^r. i war. on vt n. 126

1210 ^-tl^d 3P»f *TST&r J*5tTfct 1 WfVI q. by ^prapr XIII 7
(P2Z2), «JPRT« p. 183, ft *. p. 526, «r. * 556 which says «^ a v^Rsf

1211. ^mt^wiow ftnimunhtaui. i «ww formal ^« nts*^r-
VBL- I WRVt. 842 q by *%$& H. p. 273, ft ^ p. 498. The nrSra
quotes a vary simuar ver6e ol^ft (oa the £ame

} ^j^^s^S!
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If there was a dispute whether a partition had already taken
place, Yaj. JI 149 mentions some of the indications that lead

to the inference or proof of partition viz. ' the determination of

the dispute follows from the testimony of kinsmen, cognates

( like maternal uncle ), other witnesses, a deed ( of partition ) and

by ( the fact of ) houses and fields being separately held '2?Sr.

( dayabhaga 36-41 ) gives more lM2 elaborate rules on the subject

viz. that the status of division can be determined from the

f.ict of their transactions ( agriculture &c ) being separate, that

the separate performance of religious rites is another indication

of beparation * Keceiving and returning a debt, the beasts

(kino &c ), food, houses and fields and servants must be separate

in the case of those who are divided, as also cooking food>

performance of religious rites, income and expenditure. It is

only divided persons ( and not undivided ones ) that can become

in respect of each other witnesses, sureties or debtors and

creditors People should regard them to be divided even though

there be no deed of partition, in whose case these transactions

are entered into openly with their co-sharers' Yaj H 52 also

declares that between brothers, husband and wife, father and

son there cannot be, as long as they are undivided, the relation-

ship of being sureties or witnesses for each other or of being

debtor and creditor. Nar. ( dayabhaga 41 ) and Eat ( 893 )
state

that when for ten years brothers (and other members of a family)

reside ( separately ) doing religious observances separately and

have separate transactions, they should be known as separate

feo far as the ancestial estate is concerned «» It is on account

of these passages that the courts say that presumably every

TImdu family is joint in food, worship"" and estate and that

cesser of commensality is an element which may PWly »

considered in determining the question whether there has been

tais Vide Deb, P*r***l v Thakur Dtal 1 AH J05 r n fat P W»

)

forthevJrseofNar about rehg.cnsrl.csbo.ne angle »h«. U-» *« »—

, . *noi the verse of Kat. Is referred to.

at p. 191
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a partition of joint family property, but it is not conclusive \ 121s

Br. says that where there are no witnesses nor a document to

prove partition, a conclusion may be arrived at by inference.

'

A. few words may be said about the self-acquired property

of the father or grand-father. According to the strict theory

of the Mit the son 1216 acquires by birth an interest even in the

self-acquired property of the father, but the Mit. makes it clear

that the son has no power to prevent his father 'from disposing

of his own self-acquisitions, but has to 'give his approval
to his father's alienations of his' self-acquisitions. The Mit
sets out two smrti texts via. ' though immovable property and
bipeds may have been acquired by the father himself, there can
be no gift nor sale of them without (calling together or)
consulting all the sons. Those that are born, those that are
unborn and those that are in ( their mother's ) womb expect
maintenance ( and therefore ) there can be no gift nor sale \
But these have been treated by the Mit. and the Dayabhega
also as more or less recommendatory If the father alienates
his self-acquisitions without his son's consent he may be held
guilty of transgressing a smrti precept but the transaction does
hold good and is valid, 12" since a fact cannot be altered by
even a hundred texts (as the Dayabhaga puts it). It should
not be supposed that the Mit. was the first to propound this
right as to self-acquisitions. Centuries before, the Visnu Dh S
17. 1 expressly declared that as regards self-acquired property
the father has absolute discretion to divide it as he pleases

1215 Vuie Ganesh D„U v Jewach L. K 31 I. A 10 at p. 13. smn,

*r q by ^wrn xiv.s.p 231. ^„ n P.3io (reads ^m****),

**
"-16, ~
W^W| "* **^^^' - writ ««**» r^rf%-

lirm^p&ron ^Tf^m^iffert omrf. 11 U4. The first JS q by
the snmtn n. 29-3 { for wh,oh seB note 1125). The first „ ascnbed to «r
°y«ra f*. p. 4ii.

^

w *
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Eat. (839) also says that the son has no ownership in the

father's self-acquisition. 1218 When Taj. IL 114 allows the father

either to give the best share to the eldest son or to make an equal

division among all sons, the Mit. explains that this unequal

division holds good only as to the self-acquisitions of the father.

Similarly when Nar. ( dayabh&ga 12 ) or Sankha-Likhita say

that the father, may take two shares for himself, that is with

reference to self-acquisitions, ace. to the Mit. Manu IX 104

stating that sons have no power over property during the life

of the parents refers to the self-acquisitions of the parents In

modern times courts have followed the view that a Hindu

father (or any Hindu person whatever) may give, sell or

bequeath by will his self acquired property ( whether movable

or immovable ) to any body he likes ( vide Rao Baluxmt Singh v

Rani Ktshon 25 LA. p. 54 at pp. 67-68 where the two verses cited

by the Mit were held to contain only a moral precept and not

a rule of law capable of being enforced ).

Mr Kishori Lai Sarkar in his Tagore Law Lectures on the

Mlmamsa rules of interpretation states ( p 21 ) that '
Mitaksara

bears the impress of Buddhistic influence '. For this proposition

he advances hardly any substantial evidence that will bear

scrutiny. His reasons are mostly subjective and he refers to

no ancient or medieval Buddhistic texts that elaborate the

principle of taking property by birth or the rule of propinquity

in deciding questions of inheritance, which two are the most

fundamental tenets of the Mitaksara system It appears that

the evolution of the son's right to partition, of his equality

witb his father, of the absolute rights of a person to me jwlf-

acquisitions was a gradual indigenous growth and had nothing

to do with Buddhistm thought. Buddhists had hardly any

Tndtndent set of iunstic ideas or works different from th

of the Brahmanical jurists and in medieval tunes country k

Burma P^ing Buddhism turned to Brahman* codes keS Manu for regulating succession, inheritance and aHied

^^ft » *iwt. q. by WW* "• pp -
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matters. 1219 Vide pp. 559-560 about ike origin of Dayabhaga

doctrines.

' In the preceding pages reference has been frequently made

to sons, to their rights in ancestral property by birth and to

their shares on partition. It is now time to refer to the various

kinds of sons, principal (miikhya) and gauna (subsidiary or

seoondary ).

In H. of Dh. vol. II. pp. 560-561 passages from the JJgveda,

the Tai. S , Sat. Br., Ait. Br., the sutras and smrtis emphasising

the importance of a son for the spiritual welfare of a man have

been cited. The principal purposes served by the birth of a
son are succinctly stated in the Ait. Br. 33. 1. via. the son

enables the father to pay off the debt he owes to his ancestors,

to Becuie immortality ( amrtatva ) and heavenly worlds These
were the main purposes deemed to he served by a son in most
remote times. Manu ( IX. 106-107 ) and Yaj L 78 also mention
these benefits. The desire was to continue and perpetuate the
family (va/hiasya awcchedah as the Mit. has it) and to provide for

the performance and preservation of religious saaa and offerings.

This desire was common in ancient societies almost everywhere.
The Sat. Br. XJX 4 3. 1 (B B. E. vol. 44 p 157) states 'the father
in later life subsists on the son and the son in early life subsists
on the father \ The Nirukta 12*" ( HL 4 ) quotes a rfc verse,' thou

1219. Vide • Notes on Buddhist Law by John Jardme and • Principles
of Buddhist Law 'by Chan-toon (Rangoon, 1894} for the Dhammathats
IDbarmasastras), their origin from Indian Codes and works and contents
and Mah Nhtn Bww v. 0\ Schwe Gone L. K. 41 I A. 121 pp. 131-139 for
detailed remarks on the 36 Dhammathats of which theMaon Kyay is the most
important and which *ere derived- in the* remotest origin from the laws of
Manu. In • Champa < by Dr. R C Majumdar in Inscription No 65 of Jaya-
Indravarman II dated sake 1010 it is said He followed 18 titles of law pre-
scnbedbyMami(,Mannm5rga ,

> Manu VIII. 3 employs the words wbwbt
*!tg Rt«l<lR Vide also 'Indian influence on -the Literature of Javaand Bal,' by Himansu Bhusban Sarkar pp 93-94 and 104 for the influence
of Manu on Javanese and Bahnese codes and Dr. Mammdar on
•Smarnadvipa' part II pp. 1-23

3 giHWIlg wafo jrep. m*t.U f»ro IK. 4 This *erse is found in afWrafi3«yiW 4 II and Ss prescribed as a mtmira m the Sp. Mantrapitha II II

H rf^T
W
,'V

if"*"""*'
™W n ' " " and""^ *• »• « VideK oIDh Mfl n V 235 n 537. It occurs also m «&. * - II 2 15-16

~i:^T^vr<7*1r% by * * pp 35*-ss5*^^
WiW»+?63.

r conncctl0tl and *• «bole of ,t ,n

81
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art born from each of the limbs, from the heart ( of the father ),

thou art indeed one's own self called son ; maysfc though live

for a hundred autumns 1'. Gradually the idea arose ( probably

suggested by etymologists ) that the son saved the father from

the Hell called put, 1221 as stated by Mann IX. 138 ( =£diparva

229. 14 = Visnu Dh. S. 15. 44 ). The son's close connection with

the offering of pindas to the ancestors is not much emphasized

in the oldest works. But in the sutras, in Manu and the .other

srartis this aspect of the benefits derived from the son is far

more prominent than the others. In speaking of the putrika-

putraManu (IX 136) declares 'he should offer pinda'( to his

maternal grandfather ) and take the latter's wealth . Ab three

descendants (son, grandson and great-grandson) presented

pindas to the ancestor, all three had extravagant praisesbesto-

wed on them Manu IX 137 says :
' a man secures the ( higher

)

worlds through ( the birth of ) a son, he obtains permanence

( in those worlds ) through a grandson, through the son of a

grandson he wins the world of the Sun '
12». The Visnudharma-

sutra 85. 67 declares1223 'A man should desire to have many sons

( with the thought ) that some one out of them may go to Gaya

or offer the Asvamedha sacrifice or let loose (in honour of the

deceased father ) a dark bull '. Br (a, in Par M. I. 2 p. 305

)

states
:

' the pitrs afraid of falling into Hell desire to have sons;

( they think) one of them may go to Gaya and that one will

save us; he will set at liberty a bull, he may perform sacrifices

and execute works of public utility (like tanks, temples and

parks), he will take care of us in our old age, he wiiroffer

sraddha day by day '. The Matsyapurana 204 ( 3-17 )
contafos

verses (that are called pUrgathas, verses sung by pitas) wmcn

breathe the hankerings of deceased ancestors after w&at

12Z1 The^ Wrffcmt I 2 S quotes 'ggft*™™* »**^
afar ra Trftt *Nr-- ftd*«d<a*<sKt ' v*ww^ w<wnw iw ffl3w>"

llH3lX. 137. Tins verse occursmVas 17. 5. *ft. V %..

£-33 (
Wh,ch reads .ftft<^g^J^L SU*flW»•"•*£'
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they expect their descendants to do such as offering water in

holy livers, sraddhas, going to Gays, gifts of various kinds,

construction of tanks, &o.

It is not, however, to be supposed that purely secular bene-

fits to be derived from sons were not thought of at all. People

were alive to them but those benefits were submerged under the

flood of extravagant ideas about the spiritual benefits derived

from Bons. For example, the Br. 1224 Up, L 5. 16, after mention-

ing the three worlds of men, pitrs and gods, declares that the

world of men can be won only through the son ( while in I, 5, 17

there is eulogy of the son and instruction to him that he is

Brahma, he is yajfia, he is the heavenly world). Nar. IV" 5

says 12a " fathers wish to have sons on their own account think-

ing in their hearts 'He will free me from low and high debts
*

".

Slat. (551) has a similar verse and makes the meaning of Nar.

clear12* Vide above ( under rnadana pp. 416-417 ).

Besides the aurasa, eleven or twelve kinds of subsidiary
sons are mentioned by most ancient smrti ' writers. Ap.
Dh. S. does not recognize any son except the aurasa. Ap.
quotes certain verses which express the view of an anoient sage
called Aupajanghani and which are also quoted by the Baud. Dh.
S. according to which the aurasa was to be recognized as the only
son (vide H. of Dh. Vol. H. p. 602 n 1417 for the quotation)
Ap. n. 5. 13 10 emphasizes that there can be no real gift or sale

of one's child ( dUnam krmjadhai maicapatyasi/a na mdyate ). But
Ap. Dh. S. clearly shows that it knew that ksetraja sons were

&m^ gpfri qsfott rtMt ftgghft r^-ar -tii \^i«i i fg. gq. i. 5. 16.

^«25. y^rf?a ffcro 5*re^&iHhrera> 1

g

smmlntiafaft ^^ *r**-
f*"!ft«'TO5(^<iTCF=i5) . ^isyGto^sR^riasftora! 173. 54 '

g^pg
ffc<* "ai.wini&fli&s'kjpariW aUwft ^5 snPnnif^ *fen.«'. '*&,-
»rtt» ?i% ggfc ra^m-aAma t \-nnnH<tu i fot*i$: 1 > f» tn foho 181.

S^ttSRfPn. q ljy tS^ia , II, p xeg, tRf. nt. in. 863.
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raised and forbids that practice. In H. 6. 13. 1-5 1227
it states,

' sons begotten by a man, who approaches in the proper season

a woman of equal caste that has not belonged to another man

( as wife ) and that has been married to him according to the

sSsiras, have the privilege to follow the occupations (peculiar

to their castes ) and to inherit property ; if a man has sexual

intercourse with a woman who had been married before to

another or was not married legally to him or belongs to a

different caste, they both incur sin and through that ( i. e their

sinfulness ) the son also becomes sinful '. In U, 10. 27. 3-6 Ap.

condemns the practice of myoga 'a huBband ( or his elders

)

shall not appoint a wife who occupies the position of a tagUta

to others (who are not sagotra), for they declare that a bride

is given to the family ( of the husband and not to the husband

alone). This {practice of appointment) is forbidden (now)

on account of the weakness of (men's) senses The hand of even

a sagotra is ( deemed in law to be ) that of a stranger, as well as

that of any other person (except the husband )
If fl* aaBugj

Vow is violated, both ( husband and wife ) go to Hell. Chart. 28.

30-31, Baud. DhSE2. 14-37, Vas 17. 13-38, Arthasjta

m.7, ^ankha-Likhita (a by V.B.P MUHWU a *•*
v.m), Manu IX. 158-160, Yai. H. 128-133.**.( *****

irttjl* (a- by V. Hir PP. 434-435 ), B, (S.B. E vol 33

1 37-376 verses 33-35, 39-41 J,
Devala ( q by Haradato on

£T» 33, Dayabhaga X 7-8 , 147, V.R P W\^ma

£t S'lSo, Jah.bh.rata (*diparval30 31^ £»
»urana ( Q by Apararka p. 737 ), Yama ( q. by V. B P- 147 »*»

TcTp^O-81) enumerate the several son, in «
orderintheManusmrtiasthe basis, the louowmt,

•tt hoped, convey some idea about their number, ranked

importance. . __ —

—
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Kind o! son ( ace.

to Manu
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1 Aurasa 1 1 '1' 1 1 l!
. *>

J 1 1 l| 1 1

2 Pntnkaputra 10 2
1

2 3 5 3 2 3 2 21 3 3J 3 2

3 Kselraja 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 2' 3 31 2 3 2 3

4 Datta 3 4 9 8 7, 9
1

7 9, 4
t

!

9j 8
1

7' 9
1

4

5 Krtrtma 4 5 11 9 11 7 » 12 9 10 6

G Gndhotpanna . 5 6 4 G G G 4 G|12j 5 6 G 6 9

7 Apaviddha G', 7 5 11 9 7 12 S 5' G 11 7 S

8 Kanlna 7' S
1

G 5 4; 5 5 4 ' 10
i
4 5 5 5 10

9 Sahodha 8,
9J

7 7 10
j

8 11 SJU' 7 7 11 8 11

10 Krita 12 lo' 12
i 1

9 s'10
1

8 10-6,12 9 8 U 7

1 1 Taunarbhava 9 11 8
1

4 3 4 6 7 9' 8 4 4 4 12

12 Svajamdatla 11 12 10 10 11 12 10
J

12 jio 10 10 12 5

13 Saudra 13 • 12 - 11
i

1

8'. .

1

12 ... 13

1228. The 3^ is called w'silS in aii»%qw 120 33 1 understand
u«fra, uRaShr and ^ffcfftS*! in the anf^ri to be the same as sfirengsr Sfsra
<£*ni&t respectively, ^ps^.. jraffosa n^asj „. ^. , frnfo, WrfN.

yT? ' 3*f%"€l20. 33-35. I take gvrfifen. as an adjective of wrfcT and
SfmfiSlipr: as^fcr It has to be noted that the 3jgfn*fit€ (49 3-11)
mentions 20 sons ,n all and emplojs a peenhar ternuonogy m several
cases, vu forfrha called www), f^* (for 5^-^^^ ( raKmJngSRWilOwi }, Ufiter^^tprntt *TO, and speaks of ^sr,^^ r-^sfcr ) 6

ZT"!! f
"^''^^ and e *««*» <*WIB,m«l *», „m,'™ an*^ The Anu&ana ( 49. n ) expressly stales that It » not pos-

sible todenj altogether the status of sonshlp to these sons ( ;~,M „„~£
b, hu parents and he vsbrongbtnpbj another and bis natural parents are

l^V." "*?

°

nES W the caste °f the ™« *» bnngs h,» up and thateven for^„ and 3^^ (5Enffe) ^^ samskiras ^ be fthej were one's sons (49 25-26)
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not
,
w ae son of a man from a sudra woman not married to

Manu ix. 178 and Ya]. I 91 define as the son of a sudra tafefrom a brahmana). Harita as quoted in the V E p SSL
to be probably the same as krtrima The saudra is omitted by
several writers (even ancient ones) like Gautama, Xauiilyaand Hsnta Manu speaks of only twelve sons (IX. 158 )'and
does not enumerate the putrikSputra among them, though he
speaks of the putrika: ( IX. 127 and 134 and elsewhere ) as egual
to the son It is therefore that Br. { & B E. 33 p 375 verse 33

)

states that of the thirteen sons mentioned in succession by
Manu the legitimate son of the body ( awrasa ) and the pulnla
(the daughter appointed as a son) continue the family. Vas.
1?. 12 emphatically declares (doadaia ttyemputtah purunadr^ah)
that only twelve sons have been noticed by the ancient (sages)
and it is no doubt true that most writers generally enumerate
twelve. A Bmrti text quoted by Haradatta on Gautama and
by the Dattaka-mlmamsa mentions 15 kinds of sons. Vide note
below 1*29

. The number is arrived at by counting the putrika

^
1229 aW gftrair »fK3rstereft sfagiigt: c «ite*r«r «m*ftfr m&\

^Sft <t9T ^ n ^rf& q by tj<Vg^ on i^. 28 32, Jjip 68. Tho compound

wHst^hr^t Is to be taken as ORm and §r^3?. The word 67jm is the epithet

of the man who is appointee! to beget issue la the practice of tityogtt. the

•ODlJH being the son begotten by socb a man, who (the son) is deemed bj

some to be the son of both ( of the begetter and of the husband of the wife).

Dr Jolly in Tagore Law Lectures on partition &c. p 1+6 is wrong in taking

'bijitt'as "the son procreated with another man's wife". 'Bijin'isem

ployed by Gant. IV 3 and Mann IX 51-53 in the sense git co nboi e Vide

H. of Dh II p 599 a. 1409 for bijio, ksetra (meaning wife) and kiclnta

agtiufaqft gar fft 5^ $"«s'TirtjD i *r& ?faft 5°s. CTt*tf> »*«ft 'fter <•

^ntt gErap^r T^' gBPKSi %"•• ' 4«ii»nm ftm wfrg gut e^EKRT H%t» ^wyt

IV. 23-21. Laghu-wsvalajana (21 H-15) sajs that though certain

sages provide that the Krnida and Golakn sons should ha\ethe samsHr«

performed on them, that was the practice in other afies and that it h p-oM

bheo in the Kali age.
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( daughter appointed as a son ) and the putrikaputra ( the son of

the appointed daughter ) as two, dividing the ksetraja into two
viz. as the son of the hegetter ( bym ) and as the son of the wife

( i. e. of the husband of the wife ) and the son produced any-
where ( as mentioned hy "Visnu Dh. S.) is 15th and the last. The
Paiasarasmrti (IV. 83-24) mentions, besides Kunda and Golaka,
only five kinds of sons.

It is necessary, before proceeding further, to give brief definit-

ions of the twelve or thirteen kinds of sons from Manu and other
writers The legitimate son (aurasa) is one begotten by a man on
his own wedded wife of the same caste. The putrikaputra 123° is

of two kinds; (1) a sonless man may appointhis daughter as Ins
son ( she ib then called putrika and treated as a son ) ; (2) or she
may be given to a person in marriage with the stipulation ' I
give you in marriage this brotherless girl decked with orna-
ments; the son born of her will be my son'. In this case the
son born of the daughter so given becomes the son of his mater-'
nal grandfather. The ksetraja (the son of the wife) is one who
is begotten on a man's wife (or widow) by a sagotra { agnatic
kinsman) or by one not of the same gotra, according to the
rules of mvoga, when the man himself is either dead or impotent
or sufibrmg from ( an incurable ) disease. That is the son given
( drift*, or daitnma ) whom his father or mother gives as a son
affectionately m a time of distress with water and who is trf

ITTT (a8thead°pt6l)
-
He iB tte ^ called Wnma(made) whom a man makes his son, the latter being of thesame caste being clever in distinguishing between right andwrong and being endowed with the qualities a son should

ITC! ^ ? fST b°rn Secretly
< «WMP»«a or cWwa

Z™ IT-
h
Z J*"*'

a*d Ya
> >' **> iB b°™ ™ a man's

tZ fr n0t
-?
nr ^° fa hi6 ***>«'' *-d he belongs

\Z?^^^famanreceives as his son after he has been

den s son J fa one whom a maiden bears secretly in the house of
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The sahodlm ( received together with the bride ) ia the son born
of a woman who was pieguant at the time of marriage, whether

that fact was, known or unknown ( to the pennon marrying her)

and lie belongs to the person who weds the ( pregnant ) woman.
The krttu ( son bought ) is one who is bought by a person from

his father and mother for making the boy his son, whether tho

boy be equal or unequal ( in qualities ) The paunarbluiva { the

son of a remarried woman) is one to whom a woman, being aban-

doned by her husband or being a widow, gives birth after slie

contracts a second marriage of her own accord. He, who,

having lost his parents or being abandoned by them without

proper cause, gives himself to a man ( as a son ) is called

suayamdatta (a son self-given). The son whom a brahmana

begets through lust from a sudra wife is called pSrasava ( or

saudra ), since he, though living, is ( like a ) corpse.

The list of twelve or thirteen kinds of sons looks rather

formidable, has puzzled and misled even great scholars into

making all sorts of sweeping assertions and putting forward

untenable theories about the origin and necessity of so many

sons. For example, Dr. Jolly in his ' Becht und Sitte '
( English

tr. p. 156 ) observes * The twelve kinds of sonship, which to some

extent are based on the illicit connection of the mother and for

the greater part have nothing to do with the blood-relationship

of the son with the father, are probably the most striking feature

of Indian family law. The cause of this abnormal importance

being attached to male issue is to be sought, according to the

smrtis, in the offering of sacrifices to the manes which depends

upon the male issue; 5 et, however, originally an economic

motive was perhaps a more important factor in *£££»
the family as many powerful workers as possible The iearnea

w Spears to hold that the smrtis regarded all the.secondary

Tons as equally competent to confer *^ *£*?$££
at one and the same time a man could have all or most of tUem

2 son, But he is»I^ *^^^to *^*
definition of putrikaputra ks•**£"£<J^^LJ
many of the smrtis show that one who has aireaay

J*,* *.*»»»* **'**"•
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Bon, grandson or great-grandson could not have a putrikaputra,

a fcaetraja or an adopted son. If the definitions of all the 12

or 13 kinds of sons axe carefully analysed, it will be quite

apparent that the long list is due to the ancient writers' great

penclumt for divisions and Bub-divisions based upon very slight

differences of circumstances The several kinds can be classi-

fied into three or four groups as done by Devala. 1232 All the

five sons called dutlaha, ki-Ua, hrtrima, svayafadatta and apaviddha

axe sons who are affiliated by a person under various circumst-

ances. There is no tinge of any illicit connection of the mother

in any one of these, the one thing common to all of them

being that they are the Bona of one man and are treated by

another as his. Similarly the paivnarbhava and icatdra are the

legal Bons of the man himself, but there is opprobrium attaching

to them, because in the first case the mother contracted a re-

marriage ( which was very much condemned by the smrtis ) and

in the other a brahmana married a sudra woman ( which also

was looked down upon, if not absolutely forbidden as done by
Yaj. 1 56 ) The paunarbhava son of a dvtja is still called a
dvija by Manu HL 181, but Manu only provides that he is not

fit to be invited at a sraddba. The putrika (the daughter
appointed as a son ) is the man's own child and the putrika-

putra also is the man's own grandchild and both these are

special cases of adoption and no question of mother's illicit

connection arises in these. So out of 13 kinds of sons, nine were
entirely free from any taint of illicit connection. There remain
only the four viz. ksetraja, gadhotpanna, kanlna, sahodha.
The ksetraja was in a class by himself and was a survival of an
ancient practice prevalent in many countries all the world over,

which had been condemned in India hy 5p. ( as shown above on
p 644) and his predecessors several centuries before the Christian
era. It may,however,bepomted out that some medieval writers
held the view that several secondary sons like the dattaka,
krita &c. could be had by a man having no aurasa son,1232«

1232 git gr^ sang; -t^wflaqurtr. \ anrn^rr- mm&tf gwn qig-
fi3*lWJl II %SS5 q by ^T*I*n«T X. 7 p. 147, f%. ?c. p. 550, %T&X on ^
28. 32. The 3«t^r, <^i3i4ii, tfctJra and 55^5 would be stRJTSl, the^rg^j would
be utsi, the ^pff, $f=pT, rffcr, W$-?rt and sraj^ would be gnj (and also
«TC30 and «J?3r, Sfinft* and ^fts may be called Vtrivklffi,

1232a. Vide ihe H^^Wwa^Q of sjnj^toi (D. C. Ms. No. 203 of
1336-92. fobo lib )

' a^SThmuXuIUftfr. 5K«remHpregm vH^m^tfflf^-
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The chief oonoem of the smrfcis as shown clearly by the

Anusasanaparva (chap. 49 quoted above on p. 645) and the

com. of NHakantha was to provide for the maintenance and

the performance of the samskaras of those ohildren that may
be either abandoned by their parents or may be under the

cloud of illegitimacy.

There is great confusion and contradiction among the

Butras and smrtis about the place of the several kinds of eons

and about their rights. For example, Gautama ( probably the

most ancient ,among extant sufcrakfiras) assigns the 10th

place to the putrikaputra, while Band,, Kaia\, Yaj , Br. and

Devala give him the 2nd place and Vasisflia, Sankha-Likhita,

Nfir , and Visnu put him 3rd. The MtaJca is placed very low

in the hat by most works except by Manu, G-aut , Baud., Br. and

Brahmapurana (which put him 3rd or 4th). The 1% kinds are put

in two groups by some works. Gaut. ( 28. 30-31 ) provides that

the aurasa, ksetraja, datta,krtrima, gudbotpanna and apaviddha

are nktfiabliBjah (take the wealth) and also belong to the gctra of

the man whose sons they are, while the other six take only the

gotra but not the wealth. Baud. Dh. S. ( H. 2. 36-37) employs the

same words nktliabliaM afid pob ao/wjafc but differs fromGaut in

including putrikaputra among' rikthabhajah' and omitting him

from the group of 'gotrabhsjah'. 1233 Another division (each

having six kinds) is into bandhu-daySda or myMcMrdham

(Manu IX. 158-159 and NSr. dayabhSga 47) and adayndabnndham

{Manu IX. 160, Vas. 17. 38, Nar. dayabhBga. 47) The.first

eroup, ace to Manu, comprises aurasa ( also putrika ),
ksefcraaa,

datta krtrima, gudhotpanna and apaviddha They are i» called

Wsethe^tkke the wealth of their father and also of Ms

S(to the absence of nearer heirs ). whue the members

ofSd^vm^^^^J^^^

' tbe7tfm^h of the.r father alone and of no oaeeto" j*|
. they take the «*»"* «t *n&m&l»
appear, to hold thatnwmF^

'

h°
Boih the^ on w „ utwd
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saho&ha, krita, paunarbhava, svayamdatta and saudra) are

only bandhavas ( i. e belong to the gotra of their father ), but

cannot succeed to the wealth of their father's kinsmen. Here

also there is no agreement among the smrtis. Vas. ( 17. 5-25 ),

Sankha-Likhita ( q. in V R p 247 }, NaT. dayabhaga 47 and

Hartta include in the firBt group aurasa, ksetraja, putrikaputra,

paunarbhava, kanma and gudhaja and the rest in the 2nd group.

Kaut asserts that only the auiasa son succeeds as heir to the

kinsmen of bis father while the others ( that are not procreated

by him ) succeed only to the father who brings them up, but

not to his kinsmen Yaj II. 132 states that each of the twelve

kinds mentioned by him takes the wealth of the father and
offers pirujn to him in default of the preceding one and further

requires that this is so only if it is certain that the sons are of

the same oaste as that of the father. Gaut. 28. 32 states that 123*

the kanlna and the other sons called yotrabhd.jah ( in 28. 31 ) take

only one fourth of the estate of the father if no aurasa nor any
of the other sons called nltihabhajuh exists ( and the rest of the
estate is taken by the sapindas ), while Kaut , Devala and K6t.
( 857 ) state that the dattaka, ksetraja and other kinds of sons
are entitled to one third share only if an aurasa is born
provided they are of the same varm and that if they are of a
different caste, they are only entitled to food and raiment. If a
man, having no son, made his daughter a putrika or thinking
himself to be impotent bad a ksetraja son or adopted a son
and then an aurasa son was born, difficult questions of the dis-
tribution of his property arose on which there was no un-
animity. Manu IX. 163 says that only the aurasa son is
entitled to all the paternal wealth and all the other kinds
should be given maintenance in order to avoid the fault of
being cruel. But as regards the case where a putrika is first
made and then an aurasa is bom Manu (IX. 134) prescribes
that these two should divide the paternal estate equally.^s w}jjie

^1234^ gg?flffe%anWfi < «a. 28 32; *qf m*$ % «pn*>5cfata-

T5ftAtf

k
1^<A'<

J

':fe"'*"^K-^'grc- « tro q by biwi x 7 . p 147.

q. by ftar. on „t u i32 ^^^ x 13 p HB anfl ft , ^ p uo read
-

W5BWIII.7. The j^rpt (folio 936) says «s^re read' gft^ro-
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Manu IX. 164 asks the aurasa to give 1/5 or 1/6 of the paternal
wealth to the ksetraja This confusion and contradiction about
the places and the shares of the several sons leads one to infer

that the institution of several hinds of sons was not very
common or generally recognized, was rather confined to some
localities or communities and was dying out even in the times
of the ancient smrtis, if it ever existed in full force at all

at any time.

As regards gudhaja, ksnlna and sahodha there is this to

be said. They were the result of illicit connection ; but some

one had to maintain them, to bring them up and be their

guardian. The smrtis when they assign these as the sons of

the husbands of the women of whom they are born are really

providing for these matters of maintenance and guardianship.

Br. says that dattaka, apaviddha.krlta, kxta, and saudra, if of pure

caste and pure actions, are middling, while the ksetraja, paunar-

bhava, kanlna, sahodha and gudhaja are condemned by the good

(S B. E. 33 p. 376 verses 40-41 J.
1*6 The kanlna was to be

under the guardianship of the father of the girl ( Yaj. 11 129

)

till she remained unmarried, but when she married the damsel'B

son came under the dominion of the person who married her

( Manu IX. 172 ). The very fact that the kanlna was assigned

to the husband who married the girl shows that this was done

because it was deemed that by marrying such a girl the

husband condoned her past lapses. Similarly in the case of

«//«#«, it was deemed that either the ohild must have been

procreated by the husband himself before marriage or that he

condoned the. conduct of the wife. It appears to have been

thought that when the husband ( the party most concerned )
did

not openly object it was not open or allowable for any one

else even by proof that the child was kanlna or sahodha to call

J*,,,
Tho^ver^sq^edby^P «»J£J

I

dialresS fc over
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for "the abandonment of the child. Similar remarks apply to

the gfidhaj'a As shown in EL of Dh vol. H pp. 571-573 if the

wife was guilty of adultery the husband had certain powers
of correction over the wife, but if he chose to be complaisant,
then the smrtis did not compel him to disown or abandon the
child. These very smrtis ( like Gautama, Vas , JSTar. ) that are

very harsh on women for adultery allow the gudhaja, kanina
and sahodha to be secondary sons. So the only way in which
these two attitudes can be reconciled is by holding that when
the husband condones moral lapses on the part of the woman
whom he had accepted as his wife the smrtis provide for the
maintenance, guardianship and succession of such offspring of
illicit connection. Even among medieval commentators there
was divergence about paunarbhava, kanina, sahodha and
gudhaja; Medhatithi on Manu IX. 181 holds that they are
entitled to nothing but food and raiment in any case, while
the Mit.( on Yaj.IL13Z) holds that even the kanina and the
rest take the father's wealth in default of aurasa and the other
kinds of sons. TheMit. (on Yaj. I. 90).however holds that
kanina, sahodha and gudhaja being the outcome of adultery
cannot be Bavarna with the husband of their mother, are really
different from savarna sons and even anuloma and pratiloma
sons.

A good deal can be said about the spiritual benefit supposed
to be derived from secondary sons.

The high eulogy bestowed on the son in the Vedic and
smrti literature has reference only to the ain asa sou. Manu IX
180 asserts that the eleven kinds of sons viz. ksetraja and the
resfc"( except aurasa and putrika ) are merely substitutes for the
real bou, admitted to prevent the cessation of religious rites
and in IX. 181 Manu states the final conclusion that such sons
as the ksetraja that aTe procreated from the seed of others really
belong to him from whose seed they spring and not to the
other man ( who takes them up ). Br liffl (8 B E33p 375
verses 35-36) declaiss ;' thirteen sons were enumerated in

"JFW&^rf^ssfc^^ "wsmiism l proves: ^,jT
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order by Manu, out of whom only the aurasa and putrifca are
the cause of propagating the line. Just as oil is declared by
the good to he a substitute (in sacrifices) in the absence of

clarified butter, so the eleven kinds of soub in the absence of

aurasa and putt-tha**® ( are admitted merely as substitutes and

not the real thing ).' Although Yaj. U. 132 declares that each

succeeding one out of the twelve kinds of sons takes the estate

in the absence of eaoh preceding one and offers pmda to the

deceased owner, yet the efficacy of the pindas offered by the

several sons was deemed to differ very much. Manu leaves no

room for doubt on this point when he says (IX. 161 ) 'a man
desiring to oross beyond the gloom (of bad worlds, hells) through

(or with the help of) bad sons (such as the ksetraja ) secures

a result similar to what a person crossing ( a sheet of ) water

in a leaking boat secures '. The idea is that secondary son*

cannot confer the same spiritual benefit as the aur<m son can

Medhatithi on Manu IX 166 and the D. M. explain this very

dearly. An aurasa son confers the highest spiritual benefit.

The substitute sons (as indicated by the very use of the word

prahnidhi) confer a much less benefit. Even a man's widow

aan perform his srSddba if he be sonless, but as Bhe

could not offer the paruana iraddha her act was not deemed to

be as efficaoious as a srsddha performed by a son."39 Jaimini

devotes several sutras to the subject of prabmdh ( a substitute)

in VI 3. 13-41. The main conclusion established is that gene-

rally speaking there can be no substitute as regards the dxmla

(the deity to whioh a particular offering is directed by the Veda

to be offered in a particular saorifioe), the fire (shavanlya

and other consecrated fires), the mantra (which is to accompany

a particular offering) and certain rites specifically prescribed

to be done in a sacrifice (such as 'samidho yajati' nDarfa-

pOnumfiMOand the svUmm ( the saorificer) OnJaimimYI,

1238. .wdHwVfo 'toh.Tww gft*gg!lg?^^?^i

vnutteai)
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3. 35 Sahara makes1M0 it clear that in employing a pmttmdhi

the vedio rite becomes deficient and does not yield the full

reward of the religious act. The Satyasadha Sr S. Ill 1.

asserts 12*1 that there can be no substitute for the sacrifices the

wife, the son, the place, time &c. (prescribed by the Vedio texts

for any rite) Therefore it is clear that there was difference of

view among very ancient writers about the spiritual benefit to

he derived from substitute sons. The natural human tendency

to simplify matters and water down strict injunctions prevailed

and it began to be thought that even subsidiary sons conferred

some spiritual benefit ( though not as much as the aurasa son

)

For about two thousand years the ksetraja and other sons have

been prohibited by the smrtis. For example, Br states that

Manu first describes the procedure of niyoga and then forbids it,

that it is impossible to practise niyoga in the diiSpara and hah

ages owing to the deterioration in man's knowledge and topers

( vide H. of Dh vol. n. p. 603 n. 1418 for the quotation ). The
passage from Saunaka forbidding sons other than aurasa and
daUaka in the Kali age quoted by Apararka and others has been
cited above ( n. 1131 ).

A few remarks will be made on each of the several sons.

Aurasa. Baud. Dh. S. n. 2. 14, Manu IX. 166, Vas 17. 13,
Visnu Dh. S. 15 2, Kaut. BX 7 and others define the aurasa as
the son procreated by a man himself from his wife married
aoc. to sacramental forms prescribed by the sastra From Ap
(quoted above in n. 1227 ) and Baud it follows that the aurasa
is only the son procreated on a wife of the same varna as that
of the husband ; but this was the purists* view. Others including

1240 aiwn% ft SapngsBcm JlftfSWS: I «jt {? *PRST npaPTS I urafaift
H^ril : I 5I5R on §r VI 3 35.

^ JHaPtf5lW«ftr I <B?«irera«ffir m. 1 The D. M. (pp 33-34} evplams
this sotra about there being no *fijftf9 in place of a son by saying that it
is restricted to certain sraula matters only such as the ' Pilaputrlya saman
or the uttering of a benediction m the words 'tantave jyotismatim &c

'

and that if the sutra Tsere taten as forbidding a substitute for a son«erj«here itjvouldbe opposed to Manu (IX. 180 !J3*ferpHiNnr ) and
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such medieval works as the Mit. ( on Taj H. 133 ), the PSrijata

and Apararka hold that even the son procreated on a wife

married in the anuloma order 1242
( e. g. the son of a brahmana

from a ksatriya wife or of a ksatriya from a vaisya caste wife

)

was also aurasa The exception was the son of a brahmana

from a sudra wife, who was called saudra or parasava and

distinguished from the technical aurasa. From the definition

of aurasa given by all smrti writers ( and the dicta of such

commentaries as the Mit ) it follows that in order to be an

aurasa the procreation and the birth of the son must both be

after the marriage But the Privy Council held long ago in

Pedda Amend v Zemindar of Marungpun (1 L A. 282, 293)

that procreation after marriage is not distinctly necessary for

legitimacy as a son even according to the ancient texts, that

to hold so would be an inconvenient doctrine and that the

Hindu Law is the same in that respect as the English Law. 1243

From the times of the Rgveda people prayed for the birth

of an auinsa son and did not like to adopt the son of another,

A Rgvedic poet exclaims (VJI. 4.7-8) 'As the wealth (son)

1242 snren<r: g?a i3.-wmW: » sn5?ira nr 7, wmnt mgmi-d *&-

stawtgrorpr sngmft sfsnrer tsfkm, 3^<n- «i9iuiHi*-fldm-^niai3«ffi|
~

S5n*^***nfpr«nfomr if* <r. p- 554, ' twigijiwsTPtr^'^^T

Lim The xszx&lioho 93a) however remarks, '«*W^w«i«€W

sraravn^Snr **%*' V.den U30 above The poS,fon cf the.H.t »

i^T-narUbte TtoMxl. adapts .bat aqW » ^*Z?»£
IwtfihK* (vide above p 628 ) and ,t quotes a wrb text to that

!^f tatu allows the sons of anuloma mamages to be avrasa and to

Sdta
bet:t:ry otber fa*, of son, Therefore ,t ft*, that e

Mi, e,ther_ «*« ? «££ ™fJ^ „*

S22^ta (.JTSS^-2i . the Kah age ««-.«
SeTtobe^ontative frm*^**"*"™- ^«^^'

fflUSt be taken to»^"J£JZL « the sahodha The de^on ..

^•h-^^^rST^-cUon 11» of theTndiannude„ce

o{ the P. C decision
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of another ( who is unconnected ) is to be avoided, Bo may we
be masters of wealth of our own ( i. e. son of our body) j Qt
Agni, the child of .another cannot be one's offspring ; it may be

so in the cans of the fool ; do not spoil our path. A stranger,

born of another's loins, thongn very pleasing, should not be

taken, should not be even thought of in the mind (as one's son).

Then he goes back to the same house ( from which he came )-,

may a vigorous, victorious, newly born son come to us 1

" 13ii

In modern times the courts generally recognize only two
kinds of sons, viz aurasa and dattaka, the other kinds-of sons
being held to be long since obsolete. Vide Nagiwias v. Backoo
43 1. A. 56, 67. But two more kinds of sons have been recognized
in modern timeB in certain provinces only, viz. the krtrSma in
Mithila (modern Tirhoot) and the putrikaputra among the
Nambudri brahmanas of Malabar, both of which will be dealt
with below.

Putnlwputra. The two meanings of this word given by the
Mit. and others relying on Vas. have been stated above (p. 647 )
Kaut 1H 7, Yaj. n. 128, Manu IX. 134 declare the putrika or
putrikaputra to bB equal to the aurasa son. The conception
underlying the putrika has a hoary antiquity. There are traces
of the putrika in the Rgveda itself. Vas W* XVIL 16 refers to

1244. iReini 6k<j««j ^tofrftmq tprs narc: ^jxtf i «t §rer a^ airsraift-

ra<41*J5WI tn«n if Hl»<*m4&,l "P"?: n =R. VII 4. 7-8. The verses are
rather obscure, particularly the first one The meaning given above is that
of such an ancient writer as Yaska in Nir. Ill 1-3 He says that these two
verses support the view that the son belongs to the begetter (and not to
the adopter): • SRHU ST^- Tpsn tjroilft tK -amwfoum I Trfcro- ,.

'

Compart«m.*«n 6 13. 5 'vmqfia BW *« ft -tdm* I The ftifcr-
Sfcsg says that the verse (* f^ Trwi) does not really mean to prohibit the
adoption of sons but is intended to extol the aurasa, as otherwise it would be
opposed to the indications contained in the story of the acceptance of
Snnah&pa as a son and to the words of the latter • may I become jour son *

!?.*. "^""gf^'^g Q<»mM». I *Hnt m ssrerftogfte i i%. ft. m
Sjrta p 250 ^r*qf ?t«t $*3P£ are the -words of sst.Sm in jj? «rr 33 5

S3
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$g. 1 184. 7 fa connection with putriks. That verse contains
four similes in describing tho advent of CTsosfDawnJ'Affa
woman that has no brother comes back to (her) male relations,...

like a smiling tiamsel the Dawn unmasks objeofs (or her beauty)',

The Nirukta < JU. 5 ) explains the first quarter as meaning that

a brotherless maiden (after marriage) comes back to her

paternal line for continuing that line and for offering pnnjas

( to her paternal ancestors ) and does not go to ier husband's

line. The fig. in several places refers to the difficulty of getting

brotherless maidens married and to- the fact of their remaining

in their father's house as old maidens; vide Bg H 17. 7 * amujUr-

ion piiroh sacu. soli ' and IV. 5. 5. The Atharvaveda 1. 17.

1

states ' like brotherless. sisters let these stand still with their

splendours gone '. Xaska explains that, as brotherless maidens,

when married, bar the way to the continuance of the family

of their husbands and to offering of pindas ( through their son ),

bo are these red arteries &c. Yaska ( Nirukta JUL 4 ) relies for

the appointment of a brotherless daughter as a son upon

another very obscure verse of the $g. (111. 31. 1)°16 'the

husband declares ( or promises ) that the father may regard (the

daughter's son) as his son's son '. The Nirukta«» (HL 5) quotes

a Vedio text * one should not marry a brotherless (girl), for

she becomes (her father's) boh' and holds that it expressly

prohibits marriage with a brotherless maiden and also declares

that such a girl becomes a son to her father. The brotherless

maiden is appointed as a son by express agreement, bnt accord'

ing to Gautama 28. 17 the opinion of one school ( which he does

not approve ) waB that a brotherless girl became a putrikS by

the mere unilateral intention of the father and therefore one

should not marry a brotherless maiden for fear that the father

< without expressly stipulating so) might intend her to be

outrika Manu IIL 11 contains a similar caution. This re-

commendation not to marry a brotherless maiden continued

down to the days -of Y5j. (I. S3 'aroginlm Wnttanatim fc

though in modern times many would prefer to marry such a girl,

-provided the father was well-off. Mann IX. 140 states that the
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three pindas that the putrikaputra offered were respectively

to his mother, to the mother's father and to the mother's

paternal grand-father.

The putrikaputra is no longer recognised anywhere in

India except among the Namhudri hrahmanas of Malabar. Vide
Tnakoor Jeebnath v. Court of Wards UA. 163, 167, Babui Rtla v.

Babu Puran 1 Pat. L J, 581, Kumaran v. Narayanan 9 Mad. 260,

Chemmuth v. Palaltuzhu 25 Mad. 663, 31 Mad. 310. It appears
that even a Madras authority like the Smrticandrika 12*8 was not
aware of the prevalence of the putrikaputra in Malabar.

Ksetraja This kind of son arose from the practice of
niyoga. The origin of this practice and the limitations under
which it was allowed have been dealt with at length in H. of
Dh. vol. II pp 599-607. One matter not mentioned therein is
this that the BrahmapurSna states that ksetraja sons were very
common among ksatriyas since they had no progeny either
because they were cursed (by sages for their misdeeds) or

- because they were constantly engaged in war. 12W The Baud. -

Dh. S. 1L 2. 2L-23 and Kau^ IIL 7 declare the ksetraja to be"
the Bon of two fathers, to have two golras and to offer pindas
to both fathers ( provided there is no aurasa son born subse-
quently ) and to take taeir wealth and that in offering each
pinda they have to associate it with two names l2S0 It is to be
noted that the Mit. on Yaj. II. 127 introduces the ksetraja as
dvyamusyayana, although that word, as will be seen later on,
has another significance also The Madanaparijata (p. 651) also
regards ksetraja and dvyamusyayana as synonyms. The
YivadatlUdava

( folio 182) states that the dvyamusyayana and
sons of intercaste marriages being forbidden in Kali it does
not enter into any discussion about the rules of allotting shares
to them.

WSrjWar quoted b} 3)7W5? P 737. * ^ ""^ '
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Dattdka. This will be dealt with separately later on.

Krtrima—( or krta, as in Nar. dayabhaga 46 ). According to

Manu IX 169, Yaj. IL 131, Baud. Dh. S II. 2 25 and
the Mit. and other works a krtrima is a person (of the same
caste as the adopter) who has no parents and who is adopted

with his own consent by the tempting offer of wealth He is

distinguished from the daltdlca by the fact that he is not given

by the father or mother and by the fact that his own consent is

necessary ( so that he must be major according to the ancient

Hindu Law ). Such a son is recognized in modern times only

in Mithila ( Tirhoot ) and the adjoining districts and among the

Nambudri brahmanas of Malabar ( as held in Vasudevan v

Secretaiy of State 11 Mad. 157). Considerable case law existB

about the krtrima adoption, for which Mulla's Hindu Law

pp 563-564 ( 9th ed ) and Mayne's Hindu law (lOthed.) pp

293-294 may be consulted.

Gudltaja. There is probably a reference to such a son in

the Rg. II 29. 1 12» *OI Adityas, that uphold the moral law,

that are always active, keep away from me sin as a woman

giving birth to a child in secret ( removes it
)

'.

Kantna. This word is derived from the word 'kanys'

(a maiden). Panini IV. 1 116 (kanyayah kanhia ca) derives

the word in the sense of " child of a maiden " and the Zasiks

gives Kama and Vyasa as instances of kSnlna sons The word

kanlna occurs in the Atharvaveda V. 5. 8 and kumuriputra occurs

in 'the Vajasaneyasamhita 30. 6. Nar. ( dayabhaga 17 )
«» sayB

that the kanlna, sahodha and gudhaj'a are the sons of the man

who marries the mother of these and they take the wealth of the

husband of their mother. The Parijata ( q by V. B. p. 56a
i

)

states that the kanlna and Bahodha become the sons of their

mother's father if the latter is sonless, but if he has a son then

they become the sons of the husband of their mother and u

both have no sons then they become the sons of both

IBto-Kthe son bought). Vas. (17. 30-32) states that

Hariscandra purchased Sunahsepa from Ajfearta and that

1252. «ripnr *p*S^pTs states 'mqA«nn«V
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Sunahsepa was a krita son. Soayamdatt-a—Vas. (17. 33-35) says

that Sunahsepa became the svayamdatta son of VisvSmitra as

stated in the Ait. Br. (referred to above in n. 1244). Pautiarbhava

( the son of a punarbhu )—vide H. of Dh. vol. H. pp. 608-610 for

the meaning of punarbhu and the remarriage of widows

( pp. 611-621 ).



CHAPTER XXVIir

DATTAKA ( adopted son )

No branch of Hindu Law in modern times has been so

fruitful in litigation as adoption. There are instances, where,

fifty years after a point in the law of adoption was deemed

to have been settled by a Full Bench decision, the Privy

Council intervened and overruled the Full Bench decision

in spite of its usual practice to follow the rule of staie decisis.

The medieval digests are full of varying interpretations of the

same smrti texts and the law of adoption differs from province

to province according to the authoritative medieval works and

modern case law. Voluminous works like those of Shastri

Golapcbandra Sarkar and of Mr. Kapur have been written on

the subject of adoption in all its details. There is so much

bewildering confusion and so much case law on the several

aspects of adoption that it is only legislation that can resolve

the tangled skein of the modern law of adoption. In this section

an attempt will be made to present the law of adoption as

evolved by the smrtis and medieval works and only some im-

portant cases bearing in varioua ways on the ancient law will

be cited.

It has been shown above (pp. 641,657) how even in the times

of the Rgveda the son of the body was eagerly sought for and how

the adoption of another man's son was declared to be not worthy

of being thought of. Even so late an author as Sukra (11 31

)

says that the adopted and other secondary sons should never he

thought as one's sons, since on seeing a rich man they desire to be

adooted 12»«. Yet Vedic Literature contains some references to

adopted sons. In the Tai S. VII. 1 8 1 we come across the

the story of Atri«s» who gave an only son in adoption to

AuTva in these words : ' Atri gave his son in adoption to Aum

S3. X. 7 and OT». «»•« *• 16_26-
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who desired Ao have a son. He (Atri), having become empty

taa it were, by giving away his only son), thought himself to

be destitute of strength, to he weak and worn out (lit. Btale),

He-(Atri) saw this catV/ratra Ca sacrifice of that name lasting

for four days ). Ha made preparations for it and performed that

sacrifice. Then he had four valiant Bons born to him, a good
Hotr, a good Udgatr, a good. Adhvaryu and a good sabhcya

(skilful speaker in an assembly )'. The story of Sunabsepa in

the Ait. Br. (33 ) shows that Visvamitra, though he had already

one hundred and one sons, adopted Sunabsepa under the name
DevaT&ta, with the consent of his fifty-one sons (wiihMadbu-
cchandas 1253 at their head ), though the elder 50 sons disobeyed
their father. It must be supposed that the later rule allowing
only a sonless man to adopt did not apply to Yisvamitra.

The sutras and Bmrtie contain hardly anything about the
dattaka except his name (among the 12 kinds of sons) or the
definition, as in Baud. Dh. S. II 2. 24, Mann IX 168, Yaj. 31. 130,
VisnuDh.S 15 18-19, Nar. (dayabhaga 46) TheVas Dh,S is an
exception. It not only gives a definition ( in 17 28-29 ), but iB
one of the earliest smrti texts to dilate on the rules about
adoption (in 15. 1-9). "What it says may h3 sat forth in one
place. "Man produced from seed and blood owes his birth to
his mother and father. (Hence) the mother and father have
power to give, to sell or to abandon him. But one (should not
give or accept an only son, for, he is required to continue the
line of his ancestors. A woman should neither give nor receive
a son (in adoption) except with the permission of her husband.
One about to take a eon in adoption should, after having invi-
ted his kinsmen, having informed the ruler (of the intended
adoption) and having performed in the middle part of his house
a homo, with the wjSfcrfcs, take only him who is closely related
and who is a kinsman not remote ( in habitation and speech )
If a doubt arises (as to the family of the person to be adopted)
he (the person desiring to adopt) should treat one whose
kinsmen are in a remote place as if he were a sudra; for it is
declared (in the Brahmana or Vedic works) ' by means of one
(eon, aurasa or adopted) he (the adopter) saves many' If
after a son is taken ( in adoption ), an aurasa is born (to the
adopter) the adopted son shall he the recipient of a fourth
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bW-«* ManuIX. 141 refers to the adoption of am who
Is not of the same gotra as the adopter and IX. 143 sets out the
results of adoption. The other principal ancient texts quoted
hy the D. M. and V. MayGfcha are those of Atn, Saunaka ™*
Sakala and the Kaiikapurana. The Mit. does not contain mote
than a few lines on the daltaTca. It is only in such late works
(belonging to the 17th oentnry and later times) like the V;
Mayukha, the DattakamhnamsS, the Samskara-kaustubha, the
Dattakacandrika, that the dattaka receives an elaborate treat-
ment. In modern times the D. M. and D (which is- branded
as a forgery by some Bengal writers)1256 have been regarded by

ftg uifliftcto iratir: i «T «sN> jpj ^wnni&'jifhnsT t w f§- o-anii sjfcrrac 1 1 *&

S* ^wnnm^ffhnsinTTng^rpTrjrg: 1 5* uOh^ewi I'^ii^ ttsh% ^ ^v

«9)m*fWnrt^iJwTOTi^if5gfriltiiT%5T<i5)Hnnr *© 1 irtw^wfir^nit

afters s* i?tj«N -d^HHiHiift wt^rb t ^t%b 15. 1-9 The Band.

Grbyas'esasTitra II 6 has the first five and the last sutras out of these. Io

Apararka pp. 737-738, V R. p 568, the V, Mayukha p 112, V. P pp,

477-478 and in the D M this passage is quoted The V Mayukba reads ^rif-

*T*J& S'rf for w fg- .y&UZ , while the fi BT. ( folio 124 ) reads « fj£ ..^n[.

The Mit on Y5J II 130 quotes a portion of this passage. On sj (§• «*HT-

STPT the V R p. 569 explains ' ^«rJM"i»Jj f? ffiufl^ilfiTri^SraWjrSfta

5?Sr JTBJW » Apararka pp 737 and Sm C II. p 192 read snff^^n

and explain respectively ' Sj^^Hp^T^T ' and ' jji?t5peOTS3*n%«TfitffcR»ta

U^fl^ltt '. but these explanations are not good, since the brother's son is

recommended as the best for adoption according to others Therefore the

explanation of V R. p 569 .that sHJft^Hfc^ means smfrajOTfS »*

preferable. The whole of this passage of Vas except the last sutra is quoted

in Gcmga Sahai v. Lekhraj 9 All 253 at p 300 and the first five sutras in

Tulsht Ram v. Behart Lai 12 AH. 328.338 and Jogesh Chandra v NntyaiaU

30 Cal 965 at p 972.

1255 Vide Appendix tor Saunafca's verses on adoption and for Baud

grhya-s'esasulra

1256 As to the tradition among Bengal Pandits that the Dattaka-

candrika was fabricated by a pand.t called Eaghuman. to support the claim

0/ an adopted son to a RSj, vide Golapchandra Sarkar's Tagore Law Lectures

on adoption (2nd. ed. of 1916 pp. 122-126) It may. however, be noted

that «.**•*«"" »*«» *>• ZM > 313 Mr. Justice Banerjt refused

to place any reliance on the tradition.
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the Privy Council as of the highest authority in matters of

adoption. In Collector of Madura v. Afootoo 12 Moo. L A.

397 at p. 437 the P. 0. observe :
' Of the DattakamimarhBa of

Nanda Fandita and the Dattaka. Candrika of Devanna Bhatta,

two treatises on the particular euhjeot of adoption, Sir William
Maonaghten says that they are respected all over India ; hut
that when they differ the doctrine of the latter is adhered to in

Bengal and by the southern Jurists, while the former is said to

he the infallible guide in the provinces of Mithila and Benares*.

But Jolly (T. L. L. p. 166) gives a far more correct estimate
of the value of the D. M. when he says ' It is simply a mis-
fortune that so much authority should have been attributed in
the courts all over India to such a treatise as Nanda Pandita's
Mimamsa which abounds more in fanciful distinctions than
perhaps any other work on adoption and it is high time that
the numerous other treatises on adoption should he thoroughly
examined and given their due weight*. In Bhagwan v. Bhaoimn
26 1 A 153 at p. 161 the P. 0. observe ' To call it (the Dattaka-
numamsa ) infallible is too strong an expression and the esti-
mates of Sutherland and of West and Buhler seem nearer the
true mark; but it is clear that both works must he acoepted as
bearing high authority for so long a time that they have be-
come embedded in the general law '. Yet even these works have
been set at naught and departed from by Courts in India on
many points as will appear in the sequel.

The principal matters to be discussed under adoption are:
object of adoption, persons that may legally take in adoption,
persons that may give in adoption, persons that may be takenm adoption, the requisites and ceremonies of adoption and the
results of adoption.

fto^erfs of adoption—Atri (verse 52) quoted above in
note 1Z31 declares that that man alone who has no son should
always secure a substitute for a son with all possible effort for

Sift*
°* Beou*inS the ^ring of pindas (funeral and sraddhacakes) and water. TheD. C. quotes this verse and also an-

tZTTf ? *>
to Manul2W in whioh thB 0b160* <* ^option

Sn£™. a .
°?°ld '

Vfe 8ecMine spiritual benefit from the

STamUv
W
2

9
L
(0ffrdbyhim)and "-**«•*« the name

61
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ton that revolutionized the law the Privy CWiims -the peculiar religious sii?n!fiMr»!,T * t.

oil em$*mi

nf nm»»f- «T^ t
thafc In fchls doctrine the devolutionof property, though recognized as the inherit Ti«,w .7 «/

is altogether a Becondary conaideraton
g °f &9S°D

'

Persons who can give m adoptum-The primary risht to .*»

tt!Z e

*5S
of^ fathw

- who oan ?°»*££is
oe?mtL J' 1

Themoft«<«i without the husband'srj . T ** 8°n iU ad°P^ Wiethe father fa aliveand capable of consenting. But the mother alone can f as said

SSL ft ?
rf

5" ^ in0apabl6 0f eivin* consent or has

SSSi ?fe *""«<* Pr0Tided ^ has not expressly or
Impliedly prohibited her to do bo. If both parents are dead no
one else, not even the paternal grand-father or the step-mother
or a brother, can give a man in adoption. If A has a son Band fa then given in adoption by his mother into another
family, it was held in Mwrtandv. NamyanthfA A still retained
his power as father to give away B in adoption (J L. E 1939
Bom. 586F.BJ. This decision has been dissented from by the
Nagpur High Court in Sharadaekandra v. Shantabai (I L. E 1944
Nag. p. 544, F. B. ). But the reasons given by the Nagpur
High Court ate not oonvinoing and the judges seem to be
influenced by the diotum of the P. C. that the adopted son is

1258. Vide Amaretidra Nan Singh v Sanatan 60 I A. p. 442.

Though it may be conceded that in the majority of cases the object of the

adopter is religions, the object of the giver and of thefer$on adapted ( if he

is grown up) is far from religious The main object of the latter two at

least in modern times is to secure .wealth without effort and hardly any reli-

gions motives enter into their minds No one gives a son in adoption to a

poor man, though a poor man has a soul to save as much ss a rich mas.

Besides in adoption by widows, their motive is very often far from religions.

They often adopt out of pique against their husband's brothers or nephews

and for benefiting themselves monetarily by making agreements with the

adopted sons to share the property with them,

1259, wsTtawarftHr^r $u idiffl3 *ta?n wa$&wu»wuft{iMi«^i*<ftf

3wWwflfla
*t far-# pp. ii9-m.
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just like an aurasa eon except in a few well defined cases.

It cannot be supposed that the P. O. knew all the texts of the

mbandhas dealing with adoption. Though the Bombay High
Court held in Pvkdabai v. Mahadu 33 Bom. 107 that a mother
did not by her remarriage forfeit her right to give in adoption

her son by the first husband, that decision was subsequently

overruled in Fakirappa v. Savttretva 23 Bom. L R. 482 (F B.)

which deoided that after remarriage a widow has no power to

give in adoption her son by the first husband. The same High
Court held in Shamstng v Sluxntabai (25 Bom. 551) that a Hindu
father, who, after the birth of a son, became a convert to the
Moslem faith, did not by reason of his conversion lose his
power of giving his son, who remained a Hindu, in adoption
though the physical act of giving in adoption, being accom-
panied by religious ceremonies, may have to be delegated by
him to a Hindu. This decision was based on the GaBte Dis-
abilities Removal Act of 1851 (for whioh see above p. 547,
«, 1021 ). This decision is against the spirit of the ancient
Hindu Law.

What persons may adopt a son.—Every male Hindu, who is
Of sound mind and has attained the age of discretion though he
may be a minor according to the Indian Majority Act (HI of
1875 ), can take a son in adoption provided he has no boh,
grandsonor great-grandson, natural or adopted,living atthe time
of adoption The word 'aputrena' in the verse of Atri { quoted
above in n. 1231) is explained by the D. M. as meaning "6°
one who had no son at all or whose son is dead and as in.
eluding the grandson and great-grandson. It would appear
from a Bombay decision that even if a Hindu has a son, grand-
son or great-grandson disqualified from inheriting on the
grounds mentioned above he cannot adopt (vide Bharmappa v
Ujjangauda 46 Bom. 455). In the Dattasiddhantamanjarl of
Bslakrsna (folio lib) it is stated that if the aurasa son of a
person is congenially blind, dumb or deaf he can take a boy
in adoption. In Knshnaji v. Raghavendra LL.B. (1942) Bom.
492 it has been held, relying upon 46 Bom. 455, that a widow

1260. wrftmrawftTOfc «i *rt **s*tV ««!« *5Fifev ^-^ft
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idea is that the permission (amjaana) of the husband is not

required to be given just at the time of the adoption and that

it may be given long before the actual adoption. (3) In

Madras a widow may also adopt without1263 her husband's

authority, provided she secures the consent of the father-in-law

or (if the latter be dead) of all the co-parceners of the husband,

if her husband died as a member of a joint family, and if the

husband was separate at the time of his death, then the consent

of the father-in-law or (if he were dead) of a substantial majo-

rity of her husband's nearest sapindas. In this view the word

' of the husband' ( in Vasistha) is taken as only illustrative and

not literally. (4) The Vyavaharamayukha, 1264 the Nirnaya-

sindhu, the Samskarakaustubha, the Dharmasindhu, that are

regarded as authoritative inBombay and Western India, hold that

the passage of Vasistha refers only to a wife whose husband is

alive and that a widow may adopt without the husband's autho-

rity. According to this school the husband's authority to adopt

is always to be presumed, unless he has prohibited his widow
expressly or by necessary implication from adopting. The D. C.

appeals to the general maxim 'another's (or the opponent's) view
if not dissented from may be taken as having been approved '.

1263 In Balsubratnanya v M Subbayya L. R 65 I. A. 93 at p. 99
the Privy Council say . ' their Lordships are not laying down that the
requisite authority must necessarily be express but they agree with the
District Judge that in order to constitute an implied authority there must
be circumstantial evidence of a cogent character '. Vide ZVie Collector of
Madura v. Mootoo 12 Moo. I. A. 397 pp. 435-36 where three of these four
interpretations are pointed out.

^1264. vnfggrt a ^rarer re ttmA-tM, i f^frrnroQ at f^rft ftgwapn^

Prihnfr i arat RtmreT ^trgt wmm^if i *<r *^tsp,ii3j wS^trftrst'

*?« yf^«nB«qFErr€>T»5g: ?ng; » qra sriSniQuriiHum ' f3nf<rf?lrnr in sj&l
p. 249 . Owitd ssfisrfft wfR d<&«ift • Jiiftt^ <rt w^g5Tt f^itft i i«n *phV i

""^J -5T ""L
p 18, ''^'*"^^*^'«'"''4^mw 5* ssnutwgra SJT-

*VlnHn«M-«itijfa$i<W«uud. ' tf «& P 160, It will be noticed that the tf !J^.
reads urjarr «rr 5£5g*r <Tt for 3»j£t ^dbiJl ^T in STAR'S text which is the
reading of all other works, the former being probably a fabrication Inserted
to support widow's claims to adopt. The D. M p. 3 notices the reading
ws^i *i«»t^ *rft in Saunaba's text. For the maxim 3?qfri%£ &c. vide
TnJH.Hl"! on ^mrsjl II. 4. 12.
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There is a large volume of case law about the construction

of the authority to adopt, about the rights of co-widows in the

matter of adoption, about the limits of a widow's power, which
are deemed to be outside the purview of this work.

As regards the power of a widow to adopt in the Bombay
sohool, when her husband was joint at the time of his deaths

the case law has fluctuated from time to time Only a few

cases may he referred to here. In Bamji v. G-hamau 6 Bom.

498 (F. B.) a Full Bench of the Bombay High Court held that a

widow, whose husband was a member of a joint family at the

time of his death, could not adopt when she has not the

authority of her hushand or the consent of the husband's un-

divided coparceners. After this deoision had stood for 50 years

the Privy Council held in Bhimabai v. Gurumahqouda™*

L. B 60 1 A. p. 25 that the Full Bench decision had already

been overruled in Yadao v. Namdeo { 48 1. A 513 ) and that a

Hindu widow can adopt without the consent of her huBband'B

1265. In Bhimabal s case the Privy Council purpoit to follow the

case of Rakhmabat v. Radhabat S Bom H. C. R (A C. J ) p 181. Ent

in that case the husband was separate at the time of his death The P C.

however point out that in Yadao v Namdeo (48 1 A 513 at p. 529) it

was said that the decision in Rakhmabai's case was not based on the fact

that the husband was separate at his death or on the fact that the widow

when she made the adoption had the estate vested in her and it was held

that that decis.on was equally applicable where the husband was jomt

Apart from the fact that the decsion of the P. C is opposed to the general

utunent of Hindu society at present, w.th the greatest respect two

criticisms have to be offered against the decision in Bhimabai a caw The

Sraiof the Vyavabaramayokba relied upon in Bakbmaba. s case and

ST&iS* case has not been correctly understood IW.^
combating the view of others that a widow cannot adopt at aU Ttoefor

u .„»* in establish that a widow can adopt without her ousoana

Z»Z£ BoTSL%» did not say expressly that she can adop

Soutaoy bodys author,* or that she can adopt^ even .« * ,«£tag

without the consent of the coparceners or even aga,nst th«r «*

£Contrary if we loo, at the whole context where he£.. *££ the

a verse of Tit. (930) it would appear that *£»££ lCSSSNy.

consent of the father of the husband «*£*££J° n

'

er^p f the

Further, no one drew the attent on of the *££• J^ ^^
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co-parceners, when the husband was a member of a joint family

at the time of his death. This decision was carried further by
Amarendra's oase ( 60 L A. 242 ) by holding that when a widow,

who had authority to adopt, adopted even after the estate had
devolved on a male collateral heir such adopted son would
take the estate and deprive the heir of it. As any widow was
held to be able to adopt in Bombay without anybody's consent,

hundreds of adoptions have taken place, which came and are

coming before the courts. Another Full Bench case held that

when a Hindu coparcenary came to an end on the death of the
last surviving coparcener and the family property became
vested in his heir, a subsequent adoption by the widow of a
predeceased coparcener was valid, but it did not revive the
coparcenary nor did it vest the property of the former co-

parcenary in the adopted Bon ( Balu v. Laltoo I. L. R. 1937
Bom. 508 ). "When a co-parcenary was broken up by partition
-mong the members, it was held 1266 that the widow of a co-
parcener who died long before the partition cannot make a
valid adoption and reliance was placed on a passage of the
Vlramitrodaya ( quoted below ).

12fi7

But these decisions have been dissented from in Bajirao v.

Bamknshm I. L. R. (1941) Nagpur 707 and in K. It. Sankarhngam
Pdlai v. Veluchami Ptllai I. L. R (1943) Mad. 309 ( F. B. ), where
it^ has been laid down that when the surviving coparceners of a
joint Hindu family were in possession of the joint family
properties which they obtained in a partition among themselves
after the death of a coparcener and subsequent to the partition
a valid adoption was made to the deceased coparcener by his
widow the adopted son was' entitled to reopen the partition.
They rely by way of analogy on the provisions of Yaj that the
posthumous son can reopen a partition already made and
also on that of the disqualified heir when the disqualification is
removed and on the dicta in some cases that an adoption dates
back to the date of the death of the adoptive father. But no
smrti text and no digest has extended the exceptional rules
about the posthumous son and the disqualified heir to a son

1MB V.de Htrachand *. Syfial I. L. R. 1939 Bom. 512 and Irabbav. Rachayya I. L R. 1910 Bom 42.
grappa

^'"•ww f 5 ^^i«q<lwi^cmn im *. pp. 431-33.
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adopted after partition. Their reasoning as regards the Bombay
cases is not satisfactory. It amounts to this that as between
the separating co-parceners the coparcenary may be extinct

but as to the subsequently adopted son it exists i. e. a co-

parcenary is extinct and existing at the same time, which,

to use no stronger expression, appears rather strange. Besides

the general rule is (hat partition is made only once(Maira

IX. 47 }. The cases of the posthumous son and of the disqualified

heir are expressly provided by way of exceptions. The usual

rule is that exceptions are to be strictly limited to the matters

expressly stated and are not to be extended by analogy to cases

not covered by the words of the exception and that other cases

are governed by the general rule. It is a canon of interpreta-

tion in Hindu Law that a special text forming an exception

to a general text should be construed strictly and applied only

to the oases clearly falling within it ( Gangu v. Chandrabhagdba%

32 Bom. 275, 283, Hanmant v. Ganesh 43 Bom. 612,624). Further,

a Hindu widow is not compelled to adopt at any particular

time ; she may adopt at any time during her life. In Baje

Vyanfcotrao v. Jayaoartlraa 4 Bom. H. C R ( A. J. ) 191 it is

noticed that the widow an that case adopted 71 years after her

husband's death. If the reasoning of the learned Judges of

Nagpur and Madras is correct then when three or four genera-

tions have succeeded to the separating coparceners, an adopted

son can reopen the partition after three quarters of a century

This result, to say the least, would be most unreasonable. The

Nagpur High Court observes that every Hindu widow is a

potential mother. This is a fiction which has been carried too far

by that court and by the Privy Council A woman in the order

of nature can hardly ever have an omasa son beyond the age oi

fifty or so, but when a fiction is employed a womantcan brmg

^existence a son even when she is 80 or 90 *taft£

Council have approved of the Nagpur and Madras decisk»

recently in Anant v. Shatter 46 Bom. L. B 1. ™. to£J?r
ThS family cannot he brought to an end

1
while it » p£U.

L nature or law to add a male member to it «*%*£ £
6tm a potential«»^^£5^^W
L. B 121 U? »'"*"'" , ,, .T,nf fhe deci«ion in Bam v.

h88 been followed and it is hald that the dec^

,

^
Sato has been«B^'»?£^Z m̂* disastrous
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must be some limit to the power of a widow to adopt or

some conditions in which it would be contrary to tbe spirit

of the doctrine to admit its continuance or inequitable

in the face of other rights to allow it to take effect ( L. R. 60

L A. 242 at p. 249 ). In Madana Molutna v. Purshatfiama L. R.

45 LA. 156 the P. O. approving of Bamlcnshna v. Shamrao
26 Bom. 526 ( ¥. B ) held that, when a man dies leaving a
widow and a son and that son dies leaving his own son
or a widow to continue the line by adoption, the power of

the former widow comeB to an end and cannot be revived ; that
is, they were prepared to hold that the grandmother succeed-
ing to her grandson who died unmarried could not make a
valid adoption and allowed the grandfather and bis ancestors
to remain without the religious benefits that a son adopted
by the grandmother would have conferred ( in spite of the 9th
chapter of Manu on which they rely in Atnarendra's case ).

According to the recent rulings any widow whose husband died
a member of a joint Hindu family may adopt at any time even
when the other members become separate and may remain
separate for 50 years or more and yet a large slice of the estate
may be taken away after several generations have succeeded,
laboured and acquired a vast estate. Further, it is not clear
how far the P. O. will go in their solicitude for the adopted son.
Suppose three brothers separate and one of them sells the pro-
perty that came to his share. If the partition is to be opened
for the benefit of a son subsequently adopted by a predeceased
member's widow, will the purchaser be affected or not {supposing
the sale is within 12 years of the adoption)? Supposing that
the last surviving member of a family dies leaving a married
daughter and a predeceased son's widow and the daughter inhe-
rits an absolute estate (as she does in Bombay) and remains
in possession for 30 years, is it meant that a son thereafter
adopted by the widowed daughter-in-law can divest an estate
vested for thirty years in a married daughter who is not a mem-
ber of the family at all after her marriage? The recent P.O.deCKionin-touSWw appears to indicate that whatever
the length of fame the adopted son will oust a collateral to whom
the estate may have gone by inheritance. Intending purchasershave become afraid that there is no knowing how far the

of JT* g
°.,

hMe deolsions "HI ^ad on to hurried sales

bmlllTJj
y Pr0PWty at whatev<* P»ce may be fetched

oTZ™t^V°^Cener dkB leaving a widow
- *»» resultof the several decisions of the P. O has been that properties of

85
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f^J^lX^d™ °f **«*-* coparceny

about adoptem, sec 39 of the Transfer of Property Act »

SST ° S^^f *^8 h3S b8en abro^d, if all the ££vatioHS induced by legislation and judicial decfczonsare to beKept intact.

ni*u

A
T
idr^h° haSattain8d years of discretion may adopt

although she ar a minor according to the Indian Majority Act
1011875; It has been held in Bengal that an unchaste***
widow cannot adopt, but in the Bombay Presidency it has been
iield that a sSdra widow, though unchaste, may make a valid
adoption.w» if a man dies leaving a widowD and two sons A
and B, who form a joint Hindu family, and subsequently A
dies leaving a widow C and his brother B, and if B dies un-
married and the mother D succeeds as heir to her unmarried
son B, she has still the power to adopt a son. The duty of
continuing the line was cast upon both A and B and not on A
alone and therefore when A dies that duty is cast on the survi-
ving coparcener B Therefore the proposition laid down in
Bamknshm v Shamtao cannot apply and the mother of B can
adopt (vide Anant v. Vnyaneshwar 46 Bom. L. B. 353)

Who may be adopted.

The person to be adopted must be a male according to the

VyavahSramayukba1270which relies on the analogy of upanauana

(that only a male undergoes, as stated in the ancient text

'asiavarsam brahmanam-upanayiia). This has been followed by

1268. Vide Sayamalal t> Saudamtitt 5 Beng L. R. 362.

1259. Vide Basvartt t> Mallopps 45 Bom 459

1270 e^rawg»n3w»R&i3iTTni^iHl??3pr. S3 <*3 V »$*)—*&

tfetigw—ma uqjw?'>'nniQtf«a.afg< <&raafo ' *r »s^ pp- ios-io9

For aispft «l#niS^^,
v'de ^tt.H TV JO. 2 and 5jr^rrOT'»s'<>»s

thereon The 531^5 says i& qm^nm srffi gffart grSfSfom *W ' T*

tn'ii<i.u*PTf gg»t f*n? -iWwH Jn**t • <r*R"i^raw **»«*'
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the Indian Courts. 1271 But the D.M. (pp 112-116), Sam. K.

( p. 188 ) and DhaTmasindhu 1272 relying upon such instances

as that of SSnta, the daughter of king Dasaratha ( who was
adopted hy king Lomapada) and of Prtha, who was the

daughter of Sura and was adopted hy Kuntibhoja, say that even

a girl may be adopted Pannalal in ' Kumatm local customs

'

states that a girl may he adopted as a daughter in Kumaun
hy custom The person to he adopted must he of the same
caste as the adopting father Yaj. II. 133, providing that the
twelve kinds of sons that offer the pinda and take the wealth
one after another in order, applies only to sons of the same
caste. Saunaka also requires sameness of caste. Manu IX 168
employs the word ' sadrsam \ which was interpreted hy Medha-
tithi as meaning ' similar to the adopter in qualities and not
in caste', Medha.tithi127S expressly states that a brahmana
may adopt a ksatriya hoy. But Kulluka and the other com-
mentators of Manu, the V. Mayukha and other works hold that
the boy must he of the same caste The Sam K. p 150 and
DhaTmasindhu go a step further hy saying that even a
brahmana should adopt another of the same country. The Vayu-
purana (99 137-139) narrates that Bharata, son of Dusyanta,
adopted BhaTadv5]a, son of Brhaspati and a brahmana, who
then became a ksatriya. 12" The courts accept the view of
Kulluka and the rest. It is likely that courts may allow a
boy from a subcaste of each of the four principal varnas to be
adopted by a man belonging to another subcaste of the same
varna, 12"" Saunaka and Vrddha-Yaj q by D. C provide

1271. VideGrago&OT-v Anant 13 Bom 690. -where the VyavahSra-
mayukha is expressly referred to and followed m preference to D M and
SamskaraUnstnbha. Vide also In re 8lKt.s7i.mm 12 Lahore 658 at p 661.

1272. For the quotation from the ^ g?J. vide H. of Dh vol I. p 449n 1119. The D. M. adds passages from the H»d!HHil fog miu r .rr*^

"l3^ Vide *n%* 111. 2-3 (cr. ed chaT^irS^tlort
5*3t, and u*u«mi, *tlri*|us, 9th cbap. for that of ^n^rr

^|J|^3 4 tn, 99 157. f^^r^ seems to bTcorr^t form

1274a In Raj Nandtni v Aswim Kumar I. L. R. {1941) 1 Cal 4S7 the
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that the daltalca may be of a different caste, but that such a
con will not take the wealth I27s In spite of the words of

Vas. 15. 3 and of Saunaka ( that one having an only son should

not give him ) the courts have held that even an only son may
be given or taken in adoption and that the words of Vasistha

are merely recommendatory. Vide Sn Balusti Ouruhngasimmi

v. Srt Balum Ramalahshmamma 26 I. A. p. 113 and Vyas

Chimanlal o. Vyas Ramcliandra 24 Bom. 367 (ft, B, ) In connec-

tion with the force of the words of Vas. 15. 3-4 stating why an

only son should not be given or taken, Jaimini's rule contained

in what is called the ' hetuvan-nigadadhikarana
' ,276 ( Jai. I 2.

26-30 ) came in for very exhaustive discussion in Bern Prasad

v Harden Btbi 14 All. 67 (F.B.) and Radha Mohun v Hardm

Btln 26 L A. pp. 113, 146. There are several Vedic passages

like this, * he offers the grains into the fire with a^ wmnowing

basket, for food is prepared with the help of it ' (Tai Br. 1 6. 5)-

The question is whether such sentences put forward a reason

for what is enjoined in the preceding portion or whether they

are intended merely aB arthavSdas ( i. e. for the praise of what

is stated in the preceding part of the passage ). Jaimini con-

cludes that they are for the purpose of praise"" alone.

1273. ^wrg^ranff^u^ftftg^Bjf^c s^m^^w^^
»m it tra;«~. <*rgmreym lamam ' srerrtfta sparer f*>a^a^wwmg«

JLj ^ p 7,^s. *ft. quotes the verse ^ WKt & as WTO " IP «»
)
ana

nm *gnrew w-'s'1 fa*5 '3 l

tj --^- - -»

—

7.-j;.i_a.

1277 N.gada means 'a sentence or sacnficial formula' and herovat

means contaming a word or words (like 'hi') which are generally nsed to

£r^te a reason 'for a statement already made. In prepanng food from™ theK ,s reou.red for wmnow.ng them to free them from husk£
^so are reared the pan or pot for bo.hng the grams and aladlefo

{Continued on the next page)
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The eldest son also should not be taken in adoption, since,

astheMit.(on Yaj. IL 130) puts it, it is the eldest son alone

who Is the foremost in serving the purposes of a son as regards

his genetive father aco. to Manu IX. 106 which says ' a man
becomes one haying a son (a father) by the mere faot of the-

birth of his ( first) son and becomes free from the debt owed to

( Continued from the last page

)

prepared) may equally be used instead of the surpa. But the object of the

tatter half is not to assign a reason, but rather to praise and recommend the

sarpa as the means of making the homa and so nothing but the sin-pa can be
employed in making the offering. The Veda is the final authority in all

matters pertaining to sacrifice ; it does not stand in need of giving reasons
for its prescriptions but it may eulogise an act to induce people to perform
it. Therefore in the hetuvan-mgadadhikarana Jatmim does not lay down
( as thought by Mandlik and by the High Court in 14 All. 67, pp 73 , 84, 125)
that when a text is supported by a clause containing words of reason, it

should be regarded as merely recommendatory (and not obligatory), bat
what Jaimini lays down is that clauses containing words generally meaning
' reason * are to be construed as arthavadas ( praises ) of the obligatory rule
contained in a previous clause. Mr. Mandlik says ( p 499 of his ' Hindu
Law') 'It is a rule of the PurvamimSmsa that all texts supported by the
assigning of a reason are to be deemed not as vtdhi but simply as arthtxoada
(recommendatory). "When a text is treated as an arthavada it follows that
it has no obligatory force whatever. Sabarasvamin constructs an adhi-
karana on this head which he calls • hetuman-nigadadbikarana (quoted in
14 AH. 67 at p. 73). This is entirely wrong as shown above and the adhi-
karana Is not called hetuman etc » but ' hetuvan etc. \ Ace to Taimini's rule
the words of Vas 15.3 • naikam putram contain a vidhi (an obligatory
rule), while the following clause containing the word -hi' (indicative of

.V"^*" *' ?"*****•**™*" • is merely an arthavada, which praises
the vidhi by emphasizing the importance of a son. Sarkar in his 'Mimamsa
Rules' {pp. 175-176) correctly represents the meaning of Jaimini, though
somewhat obscure language The decisions in 14 AU. 67 and 26 I A 113
are correct so far„ the M,t. and the Mayiikha are concerned, though

SL^m m
*T CaSe "™ Wr°nB ,n What is **«** o be the

T«m5„, 4k.» it
' p- 146 refer to the supposed rule of

^r«^ PrTP
.

tSSUPPOrled * the as™e=t ofareksonaretobe

mi the^^uLL^ "«

St
°.
dy

°
f th<! SmrHS The C<,mmentariM -»u.^.. me i urvamimamsa position clear. 3wjjot& tm- «rff »>,% , a,_^a

2S5^w«fc»ii^ST'a ?o^he^^LTOnta^TOI-
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thepifrs'. But, in modern times this rule is taken to be only

recommendatory and the adoption of the eldest son is held valid

as also that of an only son 1"8
. The V. Mayukha (p. 108) states:

aeo. to the Mil the prohibition to give the eldest son affects

only tne giver hut not the adopter and he criticizes the Mifc that

Manu IX. 106 does not forbid the giving of the eldest son, but

only provides that by the birth of the first son a man becomes

free from debt (to pitrs). So the V. Mayukha goes a step fur-

ther and holds that there is no prohibition at all either to give

or take in adoption the eldest son, while the Mit., though it

does not hold the adoption bad, seems to hold that the giver

incurred blame. The Sam. K. p. 150 also does not allow the

adoption of the eldest son. Two or more persons cannot adopt

the same boy and if they do so the adoption by each iB invalid12".

The DvySmusyayana adoption, to be described later on, is an

exception.

The texts contain rules about preference in selecting a

boy for adoption, when several are eligible The Mit. 1280 on

Y&i H. 138 declares that the verse of Mann IX. 18£ stating

that 'when out of several brothers who are sons of the same

father one has a son all of them become, through that son per-

sons having a son * does not provide that he becomes really the

Bon of all but it indicates that when a brother's son is avauawe

1278 Vide liashtba, v TaU* 7 Boo. 221. Tukaram v. B*g

IBM. L. R. W (for vahd adopton at oldestm<). *here»t p. Kara

mmn P^go from lbs MayuUu. m"^l^^^lS-

St of tUe Mayukha « referred to in Vy«S OhmmM

Ratnchwdn 24 Bom 367 (F. B } at p. 375.

1279 »«»W*wi»IWW «! 1PW »M W> W. »^ V« *«

rr:r oisi^ss^SsM^
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for adoption another boy should not be adopted. A similar

explanation had been given by an ancient commentator Deva-

svamin. The D. M., D. O. ( PP: 5-6 ) and Sam. K. p. 150 quote

passages of Saunaka"8* and Sakala that a man should prefer

a sapinda or a sagotra to one who is not a sapinda or of the

same gotra. The D. M„ D. C, the Sam. K p. 150, the Dharma-

sindhu recommend the following order: the full brothers son.

then a sagotra sapinda, then a sapinda though not of the same

gotra ( such as a boy from one's maternal uncle's line or a

paternal aunt's descendant ), then one not a Bapinda though of

the same gotra, then one who isneitber a Bapinda nor a sagotra.

This order is purely recommendatory and an adoption in breach

of it is quite valid. It has been recently held that an adoption

is invalid if the boy adopted be congenitally and incurably

deaf and dumb though not an idiot- Vide 8m endra v Blwlanath

1 L. R. (1944) 1 Oal. 139

As to the age of the boy to be adopted there is great diver-

gence among the medieval writers which is also reflected in the

case law. In this connection certain verses of the Kalikapurana

assume 1288 great importance The V. Mayukha and the D. O

1281. 4iat»iH? *rre»is sjsfsr- j^nrsi i ?t5*ri^s*ifWe si a**«rer 3 sr

ttftEK5U$5 1 ttHH'IUMlTfc mrf^^lfa-Ui t OTR5J; both q. by ^r. #. p.

41 and 48, and ^et. <st. pp 5-6. A comparatively late work called s^r-

PWwflstS^tTUlS^mfrt (composed after about 1700 A. t> , since tt

mentions the ^^^h^i-Hi-tft and ^^etWnE^vf ) after an elaborate discussion of

Rg. VII 4. 7-S and the above passages o£ Sannaka and Sakala states the

following conclusion (DC College Ms No 133 of 1886-92 folio 16 b)
' *roi ... q t&ati& t nnf&d ?nga3i«!Wftora* ... mrr ami»iu«i«»ft=mTUi«int

1282. R#f/Sm fi 5*. =a^a- sf^fcre? 1 air^si** irtus gsrat *rrfo

s?S 3 qnftm&ciTw q-4i4ii: ^sar ^<r 1 •irfkM TaRfi"} !pH§ s*rt -jft<t it *ifS*i-

STt«r q. by ^t- *ft p 122, fsfc f&. in sjfrS p 250, wr. u^a p. 114, ajrt. **.

pp 31-33 ( reads *rf| ^KfrdMfrhtft^ WflB&W 313-0} M*HtgqI<tg3ft?,
# *&. P 16° (reads -^mi <rf% and at^m 3T3Tg) Thecuda was usually

performed in the third year and the locks that were kept on the boy's head
depended upon the number of thepraoara sages of the gotra of the father.

Vtde H. of Dh vol. II pp 260-265 for cadakarana. So if a boy ( whow ara*lte) 'was adopted after cuda, his position wonld be this that some
<H**Ks wonld ha\ e been performed with one gotra, while others wonld be
performed with another gotra 1. e. he wonld thns belong to two gotras. To
prevent this and to complete his affiliation into the adoptive family the
pntrestf had to be performed.
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hold that the passage is of doubtful authenticity (as the verses
are not found in several mss. ), while the D. M. and the Nirnaya-
sindhu hold them to be genuine and the Sam K, pp. ( 169-172

)

after referring to these views states that those verses are opposed

to what is stated in the Ait. Br. about Sunalsepa who was adopted
by Visvamitra as a son even after upanayana. The verses are.

'O King I that son, whose samskaras up to (including) the cufa

( tonsure ) ceremony are performed with the gofcra of his

( natural ) father, does not (i e. cannot) attain the status of the

adopted son of another When the ceremonies of cuda and

upanayana are performed under his own gotra (by the adoptive

father) the dattaka and the other kinds become (recognised as)

sons ( in the adoptive family); otherwise they are called dSsa

(slave). After the fifth year the adopted' son and the rest can-

not be (recognised as) sons. Having taken one who is five

years old, one ( the adopter ) should first perform the putresh ',

These verses state four propositions: (1) If all samskaras

from jatakarma to cutfa (Le including it ) have been performed

in the family of birth that boy oannot be adopted in another

family ; (2) if a boy's cw#5 and other later ceremonies are per-

formed in the family of adoption he is fully an adopted son;

(3) a boy over five years of age cannot be adopted at all, (4) a

boy whose cuda has been performed in the family of birth may

be adopted up to five years, provided the rite called putresti 1253

- is first performed in the adoptive family before any other cere-

mony is performed on the adopted boy. The D. M. says that

the best time for adoption is np to three years, then from three

years to five is the next best ( gauw ) and that after five no

boy can be adopted. The D O. ( p. 36 ) holds that a boy of the

three higher classes can be adopted up to upanayana and that a

sudra boy can be adopted till his marriage The Nirnaya-

smdhu seems to be of the same opinion The V. Ma3Tukha"

1283 About tbe irtf&, the jpT. ift p 132 says ' 3Tjr35^ S*'«",J,='*

ftaflraonto ' '• Tbe**» 173 containa tbe *ords *"* "^
vides»«? *fr n. io 'g*<h iftn%iw® s^ '

real opinion ; be only concedes that that passage may, tf »t^^
tolbft adopuon of an asagotta boy. * * ^m x^^S**"**™™
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and Sam. K. both hold that even a boy not of the same gotra

may be taken in adoption after upanayana 01 after marriage

and even when the person to be adopted has himself had a son.

In Bengal, Benares"85 and Bihar the courts hold that the boy
•must be adopted before upanayana. The same rale holds good
in Madras 1285

; but there it is farther held that if the boy to be
adopted is of the same gotra as the adopter, the adoption may be
made after npanayana but before marriage. In Bombay a

person may be adopted at any age, even after marriage and
even after he has had children and he may be even older than
the adopter. 1237 In the whole of India, a sudra may be adopted
only before his marriage, but in the Bombay Presidency the
adoption of a, married man and of one having even a child is

allowed also among sudras 1288
.

1285. Vide Ganger Salim v. Lekhraj 9 All. 253 (at p. 306 the transla-

tions of the Kahkapurana Verses by 'Sutherland and Colebr'oolie are quoted
and at p 318 the authenticity of those 'verses is held to be extremely
doubtful); Raja Mukuitd v. Jagannath 2 Patna 469, 477 { where the
passage of the Kahkapurana is quoted), in which it was held that a boy
may be adopted till upanayana and that it does riot matter if the cad5
ceremony is performed m

'

the family of birth and the putresti is omitted at
the time of adoption ; Chandreshwar -o. Bisheshxcar 5 Patna,777 at p 844
(where the passage as to five years was held not binding) ; vide Surabata
Devi v. Sudhirkum'ar AIR. ( 1944 ) Cal 265.

1286. Vtraragavav Ramaltnga 9 Mad 148 (F B ) for the validity
of the adoption of a sagotra after upanayanya and PichUvayyan v.
Subbayyan 13 Mad 128 tor the invalidity of a married man's adoption

1287. V,deDte,m85 Ramkrishna 10 Bom 80. 84 (where ,t is said
that though Nilakantba's explanation that the Kahkapurana verses refer to
an asagotra causes a difficulty, yet it does not follow that' he adopts that
interpretation as his own) ,n which the adoption of a married asagotra
brabmanawas upheld; Kalgavda „ Somapja 33 Bom. 669 ivbere the
adoption of a mamed man having a son was upheld, but it was decided thatthe son born before adoption remained for pnrposes of mheritance ,n thenatural family; Bataboi * Mahadu 48 Bom 387 (where the adopts manwas older than the adopter

)

12SS. L,„gayyav. Chc«galammai 48 Mad. 407 *here it was held

^:;iv.
5

c
a

>

caoDotbea,lop,ea4ftcrhis marrias°- (which de^"
88
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Saunaka required that the boy to be adopted murf be

puiracch8yavaha nes (one who bears resemblance to or is a reflec-

tion of the aurasa eon). This has led to differing explanations

by the commentators and contradictory decisions in the several

Indian High Courts. The D. M. and D. G ( p 21 ) both explain

that the resemblance consists in the possibility of being pro-

created by the adopter himself by niyoga and the like. The

meaning of the D. M. is : A brother's son or a sapinda's son

or a sagotra's son can be adopted because the adopter could

have procreated a son by the praotice of niyoga on the wife of a

brother or a sapinda or a sagotra (according to the" rules of

niyoga ) ; but he could not have done so as regards his mother,

or grandmother, daughter or sister or his mother's sister. There-

fore a man cannot adopt his own brother, paternal or maternal

uncle, a daughter's son or a sister's sonand the like One strange

thing is that, though myoga had been forbidden for many

centuries before the D. M., the author of it brings in the rules

of the long obsolete practice of niyoga'*
39* to find out who could

or could not be adopted. But stranger things were to happBB

Sutherland who translated both the D.M. and theD.C explained

in his notes the word ' niyogadina ' as ' by such an appointment

or marriage and the like'. Vide Stoke's Hindu Law Texts

p. 590 ( DattakamlmSmsa, sec. V. plaaium 16.note ). There was

no warrant for introducing the word"' marriage ' after ' niyoga'

The rules of niyoga are different from those of marriage

The judgesmost ofwhom were generally ignorant of Sanskrit and

had yet to decide cases among Hindus according to Hindu Law

as understood by them ( vide 36 I A. 113 at page 138 about the

ignorance of Sanskrit among judges ) seized upon this explana-

tion and evolved the curious rule that no one could be adopted

whose mother the adopter could not have married in her maiden

state (i. e the relationship has reference to a time pnar to

^tm̂ i . wn «& RlWWIgWW'W «W
' ™„ ^fae words

HIW ^^ «"* * H
. .„„, The half verse <ffcrm

n^^^w almost like airi^ 1°5. 2

im For the ru.es ol «*. vrfe B of Dh. vol. H.» ***•
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marriage ). This is still the lawin all Presidencies"91 except

Bombay. Although the T>. M. stated that the hoy to be adopted

must be capable of being procreated by niyoga, at another place

it remarks, after quoting verses of Saunaka 129* and Sakala, that

a boy of another gotra may be adopted except a daughter s son,

a sister's son and a mother's sister's son. The Bombay High

Court holds that any one may be adopted except these three

(vide Ramcliandrav Gojpal 32 Bom 619, Walbai v. Beerbai 34

Bom. 491 holding that a man cannot adopt his mother's sister's

son, Bamkrtshna v Chimnaji 15 Bom. L. E 824 holding the

adoption of father's sister's son valid ). Very strange results

have followed from this viz. the Bombay High Court has

upheld the validity of the adoption as a son by a man of his own

half-brother ( vide Gajanan v Kashmath 39 Bom. 410), of his own

maternal uncle's son, and the adoptionby a widow of her deceased

husband's son-in-law ( vide Stlabai v. Parvatrbai 47 Bom 35 ). It

should be noted that the Dvaifcanirnaya or Dharmadvaitanir-

naya 1W3
( of Sankarabhatta, father of NJlakantha ) and the V.

Mayukha both hold after a very abstruse reasoning based on
several Mlmamsa rules, that men of the three higher classes may

1291. Vtde Mtnaishf v. Ramanada 11 Mad. 49 (F B.), Bhagwati
Stngh v. Bhagwati Singh L R. 26 I. A. 153, 160, in the latter of which" the

texts of Saunaka and Sakala are relied upon.

1292 sr»n =5ww « .« 4fii*l *nwSnj«r ^sj f%?<nt sat i srTgpjjif^

aiyoiNwi. ' gH%3 »rrt»{Sr4 'g mg-wattrf ^t ' grit i g&r mPl&iuj ^N*
WtMc4tii.iq9.4t PP 80 and 101.^ *3 p 8, ^g. ^ p 6 quotes sire's
verse. Thesp5T. *ft elsewhere

( p. 98 ) and the ^.^. p 158 read ^TUt
©§SiT: ^?: and the 9. isfc p 175 reads 'qlfesj vtrpr^''} *T ^reit ^glffr qiM^ri;,'

while the ^rS^rTpWhT (p 105) and the r»r. jj^® p. 110 read ifittsft *ttfftJfcT33

^•Wlftt *5 ^Rt. ^S*ncT« q by the qw. -jft. p 146 reads ' vti&mT$M% *rffltT

1293. Vide the text of the V. Mayukha p. Ill and notes pp 173-179
in my edition of the V. Mayukha for explanation. The Dvaitanirnaya
(p. 105) coneindes. S^sfrsTorrfli^fi <rNtsmrp£r^ S3*nrreit8nt flr^t

»

ST^T TitS 9**!% ^ti5=imn^^A^ 3rre?r. • The V. Mayukha pill follows
the Dvaitanirnaya and states that usage is m accordance with its explana-
tion ' f^sj ~hj^ tafMSr 3ltiM«ui. i?iat^Kt^^ I » In Gopal v Hanmant
3 Bora 273 at p 2S0 it was held that Nilakantha also interdicted the
adoption of the daughter's son and of the other two by the regenerate
clmsejr It is submitted that this iiew as to the position of the V;
Mayukha on this point is entirely wrong
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adopt a daughter's son, a gisters's Bon or a mother's sister's son and
that a sudra must adopt one of these if available in preference

to any one else.
^
The Bombay High Court follows the inter-

pretation of Saunaka's verse given by Nandapandita in

preference to Nllakantha's, but in its ' tDrn disregards the

authority of Nandapandita who forbade the adoption of a

brother or uncle. It would have been far better if it' had
generally brushed aside everywhere the dicta of Nanda-

pandita and preferred the interpretation of the Mayukha.

Popular sentiment is in favour ' of the daughter's son

or sister's son being adopted, as they are the nearest and often

the dearest relations, and yet the High Court shuts the

• door against them, while it opens it ajar for the adoption of

a brother or maternal uncle or his son or one's own daughter's

husband, whioh appears absurd to people. Besides the High

Courts have recognised the adoption even of a daughter's

son 12'1 on the ground of custom by Desastha smarta brahmanas

in the Dharwar District (vide Sundrdbai v Hanmant 56 Bom.

298 ), by Telugu brahmanas ( Visivasurwlma v. Somasundwra

43 Mad. 876 ). Sudras can adopt a daughter's or sister's or

mother's sister's son all over India. The D. M. went so far as

to say that a widow could not adopt her brother's son. 1295 The

D. M. ignored. the fact that the widow ,adopts to her husband

I and not to herself ) who bore no relation to his wife's brother's

ivife and who could have himself adopted that son. The Bombay

High Court and the Privy Council have discarded this absurd

proposition of the D. M Pannalal in ' Eumaun Local customs

1294 It may be noted that the question of the adoption of the daugh-

ter's son cropped up even in the times of the Peshwas. In 'Selections from

Peshwa's Records' vol 43 No 146 pp 116-117 the opinion of KSmsastn,

the Chief Justice of the Peshwa's conrt. is sought on the adoption of a

daughter's son from the Ratnagin District The Prthviraja Rssau states

that the famous Chohan hero PrthvTrSja had been adopted bjr b.smaternat

pand-father Anangapaia of the Toman, dynasty of Delhi B» moder

Ltonans say that this is imaginary (vide 'History of Medieval Into W

prof Ishwan Prasad p 9 » ).

IMS. mint ts*"« .mmi**"*' 'T^J'fiir*

(p 161).
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notes that in that part of India a daughter's or a sister's son

maybe adopted (p. 14 para 56). It has been recently held that

the adoption of the illegitimate son of a woman even among
sudras is invalid. Vide Apya v. Ramakka LL. R. (1941) Bom.
350. This was relied upon for holding that a woman cannot
give in adoption an illegitimate son among Lingayats in

Ttrkangauda v. Shimppa A.LB (1944) Bom. 40.

It is now necessary to say a few words about the duyamu-
symicma. A daltakj is of two kinds 1296

, lcevala (simple or

ordinary) and duyamusyuyava ( the son of two fathers). When
a man gives his only son in adoption'to another under an agree-
ment that he is to be considered as the Bon of both the natural
father {janalca or janalta-pitr) and of the adoptive father
(palalca), the son so given is called dvyamusyayana. The
Bombay High Court has held that in order to constitute a
dvyamusyayana an express agreement as stated above must be
proved even when one brother adopts the only son of another 1297

,

A dvyamusyayana inherits both in the natural and adoptive
families. The word dvyamusyayana was employed in some of

swprfrwrSrRt *f*rf ^resisw. t «r. «^^ p 114. The ^r.^ ( PP 61.66)
employs the word §jvl4-<** for Surf^tK Vide Laxnupattrao v. Vetikatcsh
41 Bom 315, Huehrao v. BJumarao 42 Bom 277 It has already been
seen ( p, 659 ) that the Mit employs the words dvyamusyayana and ksetraia
as synonyms. Nar. (dayabhaga 23) appears to use .tin the same'sense
•i^ns«nwf^5f'irt ft^* SWI5' ^ro^r* ^s^fNttifctfreroT «'

In this verse Nar. does not employ the form dvyamusyayana. bnt the
Rord amusyayana with the adverb dvilj • meaning twice '. The word
dvyamusyayana ,s made up of dvi ' (two) and ' 'amnsyayana ' (Issue
of this man. issue of so and so ) The word amusyayana occurs in the Tal
Br
i" I V.. t^? 3^ w«wwi ansmpronr 3?t3ratW?^OTm%)

and in the Atharvaveda IV 16 9. X. 5. 36 and 44, XVI. 7 8m theform
' amusyayana amnsyah putra \ In the Hir gr. I. 9 19 we have gdHgnmM,,.

J»rti mutWH«.jffn^
I
where Matrdatta explains: anjnrrf augwrpror fffo.Similar words occur in the BhJradvSja gr II. 19. Katyayana has vartiki

2

angwntmigntsfJrin^H-Hirei^ » on Pan. VI. 3 21. •Smnsyayana' is
formed from • amusya

' (of this or that man ) m the sense of apatya • ace
to Panini IV. 1. 99 ( narfSrf.&ftya* phak ) In the^ Sr> s ( mtMMatka
5 13) the word 'dvipravacaua • is employed for dvyamusyayana. 'aw*
Ig lK^^jit 'TO?J5%^,wr- t on which Narayana explains, n nfc femrrastt

b;..wL «tSST1tr"° B Vtnha,"h n Bom 315 and *"*«« ••
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the smrtis as applicable to all such sons as the dattaka, krlta 18'

The V. Mayukha quotes a prose passage from Katyayana
( which is attributed to Paithlnasi in D. ) and the

V. Mayukha, D M. and D C. all quote a verse ( which is

ascribed to Pravaradhyaya by the first and to Parijnta by the

D. M. ) that supports this. The D. M and D C. both quote

two sufcras of Satyasadha and Sahara's gloss (bhu$ya) thereon

in which the ksetiaja is called ndifa dvyamitst/uyaxta and

the dattaka and others are called amtya dvyamusyayana Yaj

11 127 and Baud. Dh. S. II. 2. 21 provide that a ksetraja is the

son of both the begetter and of the husband of the wife on whom

the .sou is procreated. Therefore such a son is called mlya

dvyamusyayana ( because he is always the son of two fathers).

When the ksetraja became obsolete and forbidden, the only

dvyamusyayana was an only son taken in adoption with a

stipulation as described above. About the dattaka Manu IX. 142

states the general rule that the dattaka loses the gotra of his

genetive father and assumes that of the' adopter. But a dattaka

belonged to two gotras according to some, if his samskfiras up

to ixaila wore performed in his natural family and the samskara

of upanayana and those that follow were performed in to

adoptive family/ Therefore it was not a general proposition

that a dattaka .always belonged to two gotras. If all the

samskaras from jBtakmma were performed by the adopter,

then the dattaka would take the gotra of the adopter alone

Hence the sons called dattaka and 'the bought' were styled amtw

dvyamusyayanas (who were not in all cases dvysmusyayonos }

TheD M. states this 12W twofold division of dvyamusyayanas

and employs the words nttuautt or m/t/a and amtuat,al or amUa

^umfea^S^ """"SSb^SS?. ^Tm«™ by « ov

«*nW*^"f*J _V4? or the «l <* *"""*
on. 188-89, vide ST*. **• P "> *
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to denote the two varieties and restricts the former only to a

son adopted with a stipulation as stated above. The ksetraja

became quite obsolete many centuries agoandthe courtshaveheld
that the anitya dvyamusyayana is also now obsolete 130° It is

now held that every adoption is presumed to be in the simple

( kevala ) form, unless a stipulation that the boy will be the

son of both is proved ( when it will be a dvyamusyayana
adoption ).

When a man is adopted in the dvyamusyayana form, his
son born after such adoption has been held to inherit as grand-
son to the adoptive father, if the • dvyamusyayana son died
beforo the adoptive father. 1300"

Ceremonies of Adoption.—The most essential ingredient in
adoption is the giving of the boy by the natural father and the
taking of the boy by the adopter with the intention to transfer
the boy to the family of the adopter. Another requisite {in
some oases ) is the homa called dattahoma*3** which as described
by Saunaka and Baud, is given 1302 in the Appendix. It is not
necessary that the dattahoma must be performed immediately
after the giving and taking, but it may be performed later and
its performance may be' delegated to others when the giver or
taker is a widow or a sudra or is ill &c. Although in Vedic
times women composed hymns and although Harlta and Yama
stated that woman had the upanayana performed on them and
could study the Veda (H. Db. vol. H pp. 293-295 ), in later times
it was held that women could not study the Veda, could not
repeat Vedic mantras and therefore could not perform any
homa (including daUahoma). Therefore some writers said that
a widow could not adopt at all, while others like the V. MayC
kha said that women are to be assimilated to sfidras and so
just as a sudra can get the dattahoma performed through abrahmana, so a widow, though she cannot herself engage inhoma may employ a brahmana to perform the dattahoma
Vide H Dh. vol H. pp 365-368 (for deterioration in the

«n^?^'
r
-
deB? ^ff '- G"rt",g0WO S7 Bom

- 74 ' ".where the twofends of dvyamusyayana* are mentioned and it is stated that the anityadvyamosyayana is now obsolete.
,

»»«>«

1300 a. VideG«mj>«rtrm>„ Balkrishna I L. R (1942) Bom 340

1302, Vide Appendix.
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position of women), and note 1362 above and V. Mayukha
quoted below. 1303 It has been held that the datlahoma is

not13*1 necessary among twice-born classes if the boy to be

adopted belongs to, the same gotra as that of the adoptive father.

Jolly ( in T. L L. p. 160 ) states that the Dattakadarpana refers

to a text of Yama from the Sarasvatlvilasa to the effect that homa

is not absolutely essential in all cases. From Colebrooke's Digest

V. 4 CCLXXHI it appears that Jagannatha held the same view

The Dbarmasindhu remarks that in certain countries an adop-

tion of a sagotra sapinda boy can be validly effected with the

mere assent of the giver and adopter without Vedic ceremonies

There is a good deal of conflict in the case law on this point, which

is passed over Among sudras no homa is necessary. The

ceremony of adoption as described by Baud, gr sesasutra II

6

4-9 ( which is probably the oldest on record and which was the

one to be followed ,by the Taittirfyas or followers of the Black

Yajurveda, according to D. M., Sam K. p. 177 and the Dharma

sindhu p. 161 ) is as follows • When about to take ( in adoption)

the adopter makes ready (or collects) the following viz two

pieces of cloth, two ear-rings, a finger ring, an acarya ( officiat-

ing priest) who is well versed m the Veda, a bundle of kuSa

grass, fuel sticks of palasa (Butea Srondosa). Then m the

midst of invited relatives, after informing the ruler, he seraa

food to.brahmanas in the assembly hall or m the middle of tho

house. He (the adopter) makes (the brahmanas) pronounce

the benedictions 'May the day be, auspicious' May you fare

welll May there be prosperity!' and performs the acts (usual

inallhomas) from drawing lines on the altar up to carrying

forward the Pranlta Water. .Vide H of Dh. vol H pp 309-312 for

the procedure common to all homas. Then he goes into the

1303 ?tt{&mxtt§f&^™*&™* u*«G*J ^^aH^S.

Jf 594-595 notes 1392-1395 for other texts tnatdg women (of higher castes)

ati'd iSSras alike

1304 Vtde Votete v Gcvmd 24 Bom. 218 Bal *«*?*£ "

SHrZZ's 39 Bo* 441 (P CJ. ««f^ 1\?'S£%/
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presenee of the giver and begs of him ' give me your eon '. The
other one (the giver) says 'I give'. He (adopter) then take*

hold of the boy with the words 'I accept thee for the continuity
(of my family)'. Then he decks (the boy) with the pieces of

cloth, the ear-rings, the finger ring and performs the acts from
laying fuel etioks round the altar up to the offering of oblations
into fire ; he offers boiled rice into fire with the mantra 'yastva
hida' (3Jg. V. 4. 10 or Tai. S. I. 4. 46 1) as a put onumlcyn 13°3

(prayer of invitation) and with the mantra 'yasmai tvam
sukrte' ( Rg. V 4. 11, Tai. S. I. 4. 46. 1 ) as a yajtja ( prayer of
worship or offering ). Then having offered oblations of clarified
butter with the vyahrtis 1306 he performs the acts from the offe-

ring to Agni Svistakrt down to the giving of the cow and pre-
sents. He (the adopter) gives as daksina (fee) to the priest
these very pieces of cloth and rings (with which the boy was
decked ).

The procedure laid down by Saunaka, who appears to be
much later than Baud., is somewhat different ( though there is
a good deal common to both ) and is meant for the students of the
Rgyeda (aco to Sam. K. p. 175 ). A few salient points may be
noted. The adopter should fast the previous day, he should
offer madhtiparka to the officiating priest, should perform all
the details from the placing of fuel sticks -on the fire up to the
purification of clarified butter with the blades of kusa grass
The giver recites (when begged) the five verses beginning with
ye yajnena' (Rg X 62 1-5) and the adopter holds the boy with
both hands while repeating the mantra * devasya tva '

( Asv gr
1
^k

4
?' TttBTS tha rk ' angad-ang3d' ( quoted above on p 641

n. 1203) and smells the boy on his head The adopter offers boiled
nee with Sg V 4 10, X. 85. 38, X. 85. 41-46. A much more
elaborate procedure is set out in the V. Mayukha (pp. 120-123
text

) and the Dharmasiudhu (m purvardha pp. 160-161 ).

The lesults of adophon—Adoption has the effect of trans-
ferring the adopted person from his natural family into the
adoptive family. Adoption confers upon the adopted person thesame rights and privilegesputtie family of adoption as the son

vol. II. p 1060 „ 2372 and pp 1058-59 respecuvcly For the off«in^AgmSv.su^uieH of Dh vd. H p 20S and app/ndU p 1257 J 481
1306. Tbc %jahrtis are the taysl.c syllables bhT.l... bhuvah a„d *t,ah

*i« - 1* :V"* «?»P»«a »«h these syHab.es as ronc^: .1 bht

87
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of the body (aurasa) except in a few well defined oases. The
basic test on this point is that of Manu 1307 IX. 142 which may
ba lifcarally rendered as follows : 'The son given should not take

the gotra (the family name) and the wealth of,his natural father;

the pinda (the cake of boiled rice offered to deceased ancestors in

sraddhas ) follows the gotra and the wealth ( i e. is invariably

concomitant with them); of him who gives (his son in adoption)

thesuadha (obsequial rites) ceases (sofar as that son is concerned)'.

The preceding verse (Manu IX. 141) states that the adopted

son takes the wealth of his adoptive father and all that this

verse says is that, after adoption, the son given in adoption

does not take the name of his natural father and has no right

in the wealth that then is the natural father's and that he does

not perform the obsequial and sraddha rites for his natural

father. But from this verse a learned Hindu Judge derived

the sweeping proposition that 'the theory of adoption depends

upon the principle of a complete severance of the child adopted

from the family in which he is born, both in respect tothe

paternal and maternal line, and his complete substitution into

the adopter's family as if he were born in it'. There is no

warrant for the idea of complete severance emphasized here.

This dictum was followed in many cases and was accepted by

the Privy Council"08
. Another great Judge went so far as to

1307. tf^i»3T*f$!rrfi^5?nr* atf^ • «ft*»wnw «-* «^»
BHH-.srerllWSlX "2 TheM.t on Yaj K 132 and V Mayukha p. 115

read ' * W3r? <r3m. gn:'. But the read.ng makes no change whatever ,n the

meamng. since in anc.entsBtras and smrt.s. the roots '«.<?; and hr ana

derivatives from them are used prom.scnoasly » the same sense
,

writ regard

to gotra and nktua V.de the words gotra-bbajah and ""ha-bhajah d ed

above (on p 050 ) torn Baud. Dh S II 2 35-37 and Gant 28 30-31 the

28 Z6 ),Vas 17 84 (tayoraHbhe raja haret). V^II132 C^fJW"* j£
l

.**JFS£2L*T*~» 'fould steal * -.«**£* J
V£, II 138 only tn the sense of 'sbonld take or claim f

anav"

V.de also fern*!* Manu IX. 1SS) and „*« («£
JJ).

the learned Judges* D<»« - ^a, !p 1340- ) unneccssanly

Kesarba v. Shtvsanfr 34 Bom L R 1332
(J
W "^ >

several ,„»*.

-nter lata a long djscussion ofl haret and onajet ana in

SL ofthLlordsbyGoUpchandra Sartor and others

.tp 260. V.de/f«/»/rom,.?» D*« Stow*" 1 R 10LA ».

the acceptance by the P. C,
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say that 'an absolute adoption appears to operate as birth of

the hoy in the family of adoption and as civil death xn the

family of hirth, having regard to the legal consequences that

are incidents of such adoption' »». But then the P. C felt

that matters were being carried too far and administered the

warning 1310 that "As has been more than once observed the

expressions ' civilly dead or as if he had never been born in the

family' are not for all purposes correct or logically applicable

but they are complimentary to the terra 'new birth'." We
have to see what construction was put upon the verse of Manu

by authoritative digests. The V. Mayukha explains Manu IX.

143 and arrives at the conclusion that the four words gdra,

riMa, pinda and soadlta are not to be taken literally but they are

only used to indicate all those consequences only in relation to

the natural father and the like that are brought about by their

connection with the pinda and the verse of Manu conveys the

cessation of all those consequences only. It further adds that

the eon on being given away in adoption ceases to have similar

relationship to his brother, paternal uncle ( in the family of

birth). It Bhould be noted that the V. Mayukha does wo* say

that the son given away is dead to the family of birth or ceases

to have any connection whatever with the members of the

family of birth, but restricts the cessation of relation to the

offering of pinda and the taking of the estate after he is

adopted. The D. M. quotes 1311 the Sm. C. ( IL 289 ) and holds

that by the gift the adopted son ceases to have the same gotra

as the,giver. The D. C. ( pp 23-24 ) states 1312 the same proposi-

tion, without naming the Sm. C. The learned Judges who had
to decide cases of adoption, even if they knew Sanskrit, do not

generally appear to have consulted authoritative works other

than the few that had been translated and were quite unaware as

1309. Per Sir A.EUtosh Mukerji J. in Birbhadra v Kalpataru 1C U
J 388 at p. 400 (where Manu IX 142 is cited in the original tor tins)

1310. Vide Raihttraj Chandra v. Subliadra L. H. 55 I. A. 139, 148

followed In Martand v Nitrayan I. L R 1939 Bom 58G (F B ).

*i1j 'BfiSjpKISi T. 1 3^r. tit PP. 163-164. The words 5^^(tnif — f%i%«
»«St occur In the ^fa^. II. p. 2S9,

13 12. aur *rg- 1 »iV3fcffi . . ^rar i ?f£ i*N 313^ ?pn%* s^tst?i%-

«i5twfi-stj qspjr *» S=ras»*JT !sa^rY 3tf^ ft^erW?«rr: i ^. <qr. PP 23-24
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to whether even the cessation of the pinda and goto and of the
right to wealth when a son was given away was so universally
accepted by the leading Dharmasaetra works as they thought
The Sarasvatlvilasa (p. 394) quotes a text of Visnu 1^ that even
the adopted son should perform the obsequial rites of the natural
father and explains that Manu IX. 142 applies when the natural
father has no issue at the time of his death. Kudraskanda on
Khadira gr. ID, 5. 16 says the same. Kamalakara, the author
of the Nirnayasindhu 1314 and a first cousin and contemporary
of Nilakantha expressly states that Manu IX. 143 only applies

when the natural father haB a son or sons (other than the one

given away) and quotes Katyayana and Laugaksi cited in the

Pravaramafijarl (p. 146) in support. The Dharmasindhu1315

also says that when a boy of another gotra is adopted after hjs

upanayana is performed in the family of birth or when only

the upanayana is performed by the adoptive father, the adopted

boy should repeat both gotras at the time of bowing at the feet

of elders or in srSddha and .other rites; but when all the cere-

monies including the ouda are performed by the adoptive-

father then the adopted boy has only one gotra ( viz. that of

the adopter ).

The plain meaning of the verse of Manu (IX 142) is that

when a man gives away his son in adoption, then that son is

transferred into another family, does not perform the sT&ddha

and similar rites for the giver and cannot claim to take the

wealth of his natural father as a son on the father's death

or demand a partition from his father. The other son or'sont

1313. sTRft—«frsft*Jr
'

. ggf—%&t wgrerei^ qflfrw ^snwrfaw-

f*wrh%^ sw qisriWS sremfag: sror fpjn^ftr Rtg^nn^ -Js-^ <
a*r

^a*3R«« SfCTwA W^B^H*.! *T. fa. P. 394 J HOT TOPh^ 3P»f$3: JWI'

sattuftKnawrrft^rff^s* i **«** oihwQtoi ni. 5. w
i3i4. apgqCTg seeest gsrrerarer %*mmr&*&ft& ? „,„TS

'

'

rrawma*-n*<flW **«* «rowt1 grer»™tan«3»qt mam *

^SSm *%£**> ««*** ** to* ^nasw V&««*

ritoOTlfflftl ft. ft HI ***$ V m. The passage quoted occurs on

Srt»w i*«ijinff*» J6i.
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of the giver are to perform the sraddhas for the father and to

succeed to the family wealth. Bat this verse has been twisted

by some High Court decisions to yield another rule. Suppose

A., a Hindu, has an only son B. On A's death B takes the whole

ancestral property as the only surviving co-paTcener and then

B is given in adoption by his mother to X. Suppose B has a

daughter C born to him before his adoption to X Does B forfeit

the estate taken by him as the last surviving male with the

result that on B's adoption to Xhis daughter G takes the estate

(which had already vested absolutely in B) as if he was dead

in the family of A. The Bombay High Court has held in two

decisions that on B's*316 adoption to X in the above illustration

he loses or forfeits the property he took as the last surviving

co-parcener in the family of A and his daughter C would take

the estate of B as if he were then dead ( though he is actually

living ) The result of these decisions is that the verse of Manu
is construed as laying down that though a man may have been

absolutely entitled to certain property _ as a member of one

family, on his adoption into another family he loses that estate

which then passes on to his heir as if he had died on the day of

adoption This construction of the verse of Manu has not been
accepted by the Madras and Calcutta High Courts, 1317 which
hold that an adoption does not divest any property which has
vested in a man previous to his adoption into another family.
It may be noted that the Bombay High Court itself gave a deci-

sion 1318 which is inconsistent in principle with the two decisions

1316 Vide Dattatfaya v Govttid 40 Bora 429 (where Manu IX 142

is relied on for this proposition at pp 433-434 ) and Mamkbai v Gakttldas
49 Bom 520

1317. Vide Vcnkata Hatasimha v Rangaaa 29 Mad.. 437 . BeharC
Lai v Katlas Chwider 1 C \V N 121 : Shyama Charnn v Sricharan
56 Cal. 1135

1318 Vide Mahablcsliwar v Subramaitya 47 Bom 542 In Mautk-
bat i- Cokuldas 49 Bom 520(atp 525 ) both the cases viz 40 Bom 429
and 47 Bom. 542 are apparently quoted with approval, but it ts extremely
difficult to reconcile the last two cases If on adoption a separated copar-
cener is not divested at the estate already taken by him at a partition

because the share taken by mm cannot be said- to be the estate of his
natural father within the meaning of Mann IX 142, the estate taken by a
sole surviving co-parcener also cannot be ducsted by bib subsequent adop-
tion, because at the adoption it bad ceased to be the estate of his natural
father long before the adoption, because v.hen a co-parcener dies his rights
lapse to the other ca-parccners and because the root cause of being entitled
to piruiion and tal/mg as surviving coparcener is the same \iz the birtb
-ightof a sun under the Mitaksari
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cited above, when it held that where a father and his four sons

partitioned ancestral family property and one of the sons was
subsequently given in adoption into another family, the son

so adopted was not divested by the subsequent adoption of

the property already taken by the son on partition. la a still

later case the Bombay High Court approves of its first decision

in 40 Bom 429 and observe?

:

1319 ' the verse of Manu refers not

only to the nhUia of the natural father but also to the gotra of

the natural father. It is quite clear that the gotra of the natural

father is vested in the son by his birth. The gotra so vested in

the son ceases after the son is given in adoption. It is difficult

to understand why the riktha which is spoken of in the same

manner as gotra in the verse should not cease by the entire cessa-

tion of connection with the natural family. The gotra and

riktha are inextricably joined together in a dvandva compound

and it would follow logically as well as grammatically that the

adopted son must lose both together and cannot lose the

former and keep the latter.' In this passage the premiss

that there is entire cessation of connection with the natural

family is entirely wrong as has already been shown and will

be shown a little later on. The adoptee's connection with the

gotra of the natural family does not cease for all purposes at

all. Therefore the reasoning of the passage quoted above is

entirely misconceived and is further opposed to two well known

rules of the Mimamsa evolved for the construction of texts On

the interpretation given to Manu IX. 142 by the Bombay deci-

sions that verse lays down two rules ( vidhis ), viz. (1) a person

adopted into another family will not take the wealth of his

natural father or any one in that family after adoption
;
W

that a person adopted into another family loses or forfeits on

adoption wealth that he may have already taken absolutely in

the natural family as a member of that family ^adoption

These are two entirely different propositi«bb and the rule tf

minims* is that one and the same sentence^ should notbo

construed as laying down two rules
<f»>Z$ffi?J&,

rent sets of circumstances. To so construe a text is to oe guw

,319 VlaeB«*KcS«rbav Sh^a,^ 3* Bovn. L R U3J
I

wtaj

Uh.BC-' Mayukba on *» ~- *g PJ g{
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of the fault of vSkijabheda ( splitting up of a sentence bo as to

yield two distinct rules). The V. Mayukha construed Manu
IX 142 so as to indicate only one sense and avoid the fault of

vakyabheda on the analogy of two examples diacuBsed in the

Purvamlmamsa. 1321 works, but if the reasoning of the Bombay
High Court were followed the same fault to avoid which Nlla-

kantha strives hard would be committed. There is another

nura£msa rule 1'22 which will be violated by the Bombay High
Court's interpretation of Manu IX. HZ viz. when an already

existing, thing or entity and something to be accomplished 01

brought about in future are spoken of together in a sentence
the thing already existing or accomplished is mentioned simply
for the sake of the thing to be accomplished The accomplished
fact is adoption itself. Manu who mentions adoption or the
adopted son which is an accomplished entity also mentions
along with it the taking of property (rikthahaiana); hence
that taking must have reference to the future bringing about
and not the undoing of rikthaharana which had already taken
place long before.

That the gotra of the natural family persists in some
matters even after a person is adopted is made clear by the
digests. The Sam »» K. ( p. 182 ) says that every dattaka must,
when entering on marriage, avoid the gotra of his natural as
also of his adoptive father. The Dharmasindhu (III. p. 161)
says the same and states that the prohibition against marriage

, "?i: J*!" J'HSUJ

*

wi**Wtar**i—pin, trftawrStra:, *»*n *n—

^«^'4fJllR?<R ftRft M!*nt I wr. W^r p. 115. Vide my notes to V. M.
pp. 189-191 for explanations J,u <ui 7.13-14) deals with the 2nd example
The bhisya ot Sahara and the TantravSrlika explain how there vwtl be
vakyabheda it the sentence (ardbam &c ) is literally construed.

"?2
' SfllUHHMKPt # M«u4"m!3tvA » *m on It. UI. 4. 40. p 976

*«.,<«, f?^*rRpra^ Tiimi. I iSJWnrWSsjnot ^ _j H^n^fe™^.S^iX
'

1- 9
Lifff ' It*"**1**** **^ *3 *"»* ftSwH-^T^WtSSS^l 5>5^il on %. IV 1 IS p 1207. This is called «*.

J»«M«a»^K«l.<n«J in thea^RtfS-R on III 4 24 and H. 1 12 and ,t has

emL«P
!t
yed elSewhete^ thB ^|TO^B (P. HI text) ^ very frequentlyemploys this maxim , vide e g on %. II. 1. 4
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with a girl of the gotras of the natural and adoptive fathers is

absolute and not restricted to seven or five degrees Thus if

there it- no total or absolute cessation of gotra relation with tfw

natural family for all purposes there is no reason why in the

caw of wealth already taken before adoption there should

Do a cessation or forfeiture or why the cessation of relation as

to nktha, should not be restricted to the future. As regards

s,apinda relationship there is some conflict among the digests

The D. M. lm states that the dvyamuqiiuyana has to obsene

the prohibitions against marrying a sapinda girl up to three

degrees in the families of ^he natural father and of the adoptive

father, while the simple dattaka has to observe sapinda rela-

tionship based upon the presentation of rice balls in the adoptive

lather's family for three generations (since the adopted son can

generally have no particles of the body in common with the adop-

tive father) and in the natural family sapinda relationship based

upon particles of the same body for seven generations. The

Nimayasindhu (III pp. 290-291} sets outthe various conflicting

views and gives it as its own opinion that the sapinda relation-

ship must be looked to in marriage up to seven generations in

the rwtural as well as in the adoptive family ( in the latter it

being based on the offering of balls of rice) According to the

V. Mayukhafp 119) the simple adopted son has sapinda rela-

tionship in the adoptive father's family for seven generation?

and in the adoptive mother's family for five generations and it

seems to hold that there is no sapinda relationship in the

natural family ( owing to Manu IX. 142 ) The V. C { pp. 61

66 ) appears to hold that the dvySmusysyana has to observe

sapinda relationship (as stated in the D. M.), while as tothe

simple dattaka there is sapinda relationship only in the adop-

tive family for seven generations (as indicated by Manu 1A

142) The Dharmasindhu (111 p. 161) states that sapinda

relationship depends in its degrees on the question whether e

adoption is made after upanayana in the"^^ff "*
fore upanayana or whether all samskaras from juhOm ma are

performed in the adoptive family.

t»\JESZ* . *<«<«. « *** y«77
«^va*nrf*«**»>" ™***" *****^
***&& m*i • »• «r- in *& p m '
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The Bombay High Court 1325 has held that the adopted son

oannot marry within prohibited degrees in the natural family,

that to that extent an adopted son oannot be considered as not

to have been born in hiB natural family and that the sapinda

relationship is recognized in both the families for the purpose

of prohibition of marriage.

The Nir. S., the Dharmasindhu 1326 and the D. C pp. 48-49

deolaie that the adopted son can perform the sraddha of his

natural father if the latter has at his death no son or other

qualified person to perform it. The Nir S. and the Sam 1327 K.

( pp. 185-186 ) both say that the adopted son has to observe

three days' mourning on the death of the natural father and

nee vetsa; but the D M. and D. O ( p. 68 ) differ and state that

the simple adopted son has to observe no mourning for his

natural father or other relatives in the natural family. If a

married man having a son is given in adoption (which is possi-

ble in the Bombay Presidency ) the son (born before the adop-

tion ) remains in the natural family and does not acquire the

gotra and rights to property of the family into which his father

is adopted. Yet the father who has gone into another family
by adoption has beenheld to retain his right to give in adoption
his son who was born before his own adoption and who Temains
in the natural family 1328

.

From the above discussion it follows that the person adopted
retains the tie of blood with his natural family (so that he
cannot marry a girl within the prohibited degrees from that
family ), the samskaras already performed in the natural family
are not repeated on him after adoption, he still retains the gotra
so far that he cannot marry a gixl having the same gotra as his
natural father and further he has according to most writers
to observe mourning for his natural father. Therefore it is
clear that the severance from the natural family brought about
by adoption is only partial and restricted to pinda and riktha

1325 Vide Sat Kcsarba v. Shivsangji 34 Bom. I,. R 1332 at p 1352
and Basappa v Gttrhngawa 57 Bom 74 at p. 81.

1320.
Jj***d

^snKreg- swrouft 'srsrafag: *n^; f§Mi^ ^t Tigin^. i

** «uwiw**iH«rt: *g*int < emrapg'm ^-tttto p 371.

I? T*?** f
524 ^q*wr ^«n»&5 'm'TOsrhi *rr??^ 1 «iURudFla -w

1328 Vide Slartand v. Narayan I. L, r. (1939) Bom. 586 (F ij,,

83
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:^:°St^T
rs aDd not "*"• aa stated or a— »

Hie adopted son is entitled to inherit in the adoptive faraU;as fully as rf he were a natural born son i. e. he may inherit notonly to ha adoptive father, but also to that father's brother o
cousin if the latter have no son or no other nearer heir The
adopted son also inherits to the adoptive mother and her rela-
tions 3» viz. her father and brother. Conversely, the adoptiv
mother and her relations in her father's family are entitled to
inherit to him.

Vas. and Baud, both laid down that if after a son is taken
in adoption an amasa son is born to the adoptive father the
former takes a fourth share. There is conflict among the smrtia
and the digests about the share of the adopted son when an
aurasa is subsequently born, and about the meaning of 'a fourth
share'. The Dayabhaga (X. 13 p. 148) and V. C. p. 150 Quote
a verse of Katyayana 1*30 that when an aurasa son is horn,

other kinds of sons, if of the same caste as the father, take only
a third of the estate. It has been held in Bengal that in these

circumstances the adopted son takes one third of his adoptive

father's estate. In Benares and among Jains 1331 the adopted

son gets one fourth of the estate. The S. V. p. 393 holds

that he gets 1332 £th. In Bombay it 1333 has been held that the

adopted son takes not £th of the whole estate, but £th of the

share of the aurasa son i. e. £th (the aurasa son taking fths). In

Bombay the same rule applies among sudras 133i But in Bengal

and Madras it has been decided, relying on a passage in the

1329. <jwhijtar witrwtf r srfr nfilaH^t vt jtistt af!*rar i^ flflniiw

Hidi«er<wft VHMtfici i i?rr *St p. 198 ; g^^as^o g ufttewfteTr W H^!

ft>*niffil"dfe{N<< l ^r *S p. 61. Vide Dattatraya v. Gangabat 46 Bom.

541 for the proposition that an adopted son is competent to inherit tho

property of his adoptive mother's ancestors. ^
1330. ;j?ir£ ^§- 5% gtfhtfsreW' ?53Tt I SPPTf 3TO?on% witn-aU-1

"

wrPftr. nm&n q bygprnprx 13. P 348,it f%. p. i5Q,1$n&F3 p. 80

Vide note 1234 for various readings and Kant

1331. Vide RuMiah V. Vhumlal 15 Bom 347 (holding that among

Jams an adopted son is entitled to Jth of the estate of the adoptive father

when an aurasa son is subsequently born). __««»
1332. Hsrfg sfiiiqKH • srw#<lter S^ <s^JfeRra- 3*n•

'
'^Rlf

1333. Vide G,r,aj>fia v. NuigafP* 17 Bom. 100 (where the te*ts »»

exhaustively reviewed by Telang J), Bala Krishnayya v. Ventata 43 mm.

39S. 402 (where KSt , Vas. and Baud are referred to).

1334. Vrfe Trtaram v. Jtemeftamh* 49 Bom 672 (*«M that among

ftdras an adopted son takes one fourth of the natural born son's share).
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Dattakacandrika (p. 98)
133S that the adopted son and the subse-

quently born aurasa son of a sudra sbare equally. 133S If the estate

is impartible property or an estate to be taken by lineal primogeni-

ture and the owner first adopted a son and then he had an aurasa

son, it has been held that the subsequently born aurasa son

takes the whole estate. 1337 If there are two brothers who form
a joint Hindu family and one of them has a natural born son

and the other adopts a son, the adopted son of one brother gets

on partition a share of the family estate equal to that of the
natural born Bon of the other 1338 brother, since the rule of Vas.
applies only as between the aurasa and dattaka sons of the
same maw. 1338*

1335. aratpt-^rsttmrm^ss^rf^^^ft^ i ffcr^rsppr <tnfe*r *rsftr

wwrffcu « ^«rP); *ra3 igffifcUiq r& 'srfctsfan » ^tT. sgf. p. 98.

1336. Vide Asita v Ntrode 20 C W. K. 901 : Perrasu t>. Suiba-
rayudu X.. R. 48 I. A 280 (equal share among sSdras).

1337. Vide Sahebgouda v SMddangouda I. L. R (1939) Bom. 314
(F. B.). Manu IX 163 would support this decision.

1338. Vide Hagtndas v. Baeltoo L R. 43 I, A. 56 where a passage of
the D. C. is explained (at p 65) which is as follows: tpf trfJUfi girr^n;-

5irarcrerwnj«ir ^wi*rt«rr5i*ra TumKWt *rrg 1 ^-r. ^ pp. 89-90
1338a It appears to me that the V. Mayokha went far beyond the

spirit of the ancient smrti texts and of most of the medieval digests when it
allowed the adoption of a married man or even of one who had already had

V°« JhS T 1°'** aaopted
' " was d«=Ia«a by Saunaka and others.

shouldbeareBectloi. of an aurasa son. Therefore he must be adopted atan age when by proper training and environment he will come to entertain
towards the adoptive parents the same feelmg that an aurasa son has.Hence it appears to me that the Legislature should intervene and prov.de
that no one can be adopted after bis upanayana, or at all events after his
marriage, in the natural family. It is natural for a sonless man or a widow
to feel, apart from religious considerations, the necessity of a yonng reran
as a solace, security and help in old age, and to adopt a person. Even inEngland by the Adoption of Children Act (16 and 17 Geo V chap 29) theadoption of a minor is now allowed after observing certain formalities.Further, no adoption by a *!dow who has not become major according tothe Indian Majority Act should be held valid. An agreement or a transferof the surest property by a person who is a minor according ,o tL A« i*held to be absolutely null and vo,d. There is no reason whVanadowionbypidowotisoria should be upheld when that adopJon d£sts^er ofan (or now half of) the propertj of the husband held by her



CHAPTER XXIX

ORDER OF SUCCESSION AFTER THE SON

It has been stated above that dSya is either aprahbandha or

saprahband7ia and that sons, grandsons and great-grandsons take

the first kind of daya. If a man has no son either aurasa or

secondary ( viz. the dattalca, the other kinds of sons being now
forbidden or obsolete ), then his property devolves in a certain

order. When a man dies sonless and is a member of a joint

Hindu family then on the surviving coparceners the whole

estate devolves except that after 1937 { by Act XVUI of 1937

)

his widow takes his place as to the joint family property Bat

if he dies separated and has male issue ( from whom also he is

separate ) then his male issue will succeed to him in a body

viz. his son, grandson ( son of a predeceased son ) and great-

grandson (son of a predeceased son's predeceased son) will

together take his separate property per stirpes* From Manu IX

137 ( which is the same as Vas. 17-5 and Visnu Dh. S. 15. 46 ) and

186 and Yaj. I 78 it follows that the son, grandson and great-

grandson equally confer great spiritual benefit and so are the

principal group of heirs. According to the strict theory of tlie

Mitaksara as stated above, son, grandsonand great-grandson take

by birth an interest even in property acquired by a man him-

self, but they have no power to prevent him from alienating it. If

one or more out of a man's sons, grand-sons or great-grandsons

are separate from him then on his death his self-acquired

property will first be taken by those sons, grandsons and great-

grandsons that are joint with him and if none of these jb joint

with him, the separated son, grandson and great-grandson will

succeed per sttrpes to his estate. 1339

This view is at least aB old as the Baud. 1318 Dh. S. L 5. 1M-

115 which speak of the three ascendants of a man, of mroseit,

1339. Vide Q*ngmP*r ». IBraH.m 47 »»•
*?•*f^£

Vorri-

«,«« 30 Mad 348 In Ramafta v. Stthammal 2 Mad. 182 \*.»-i

STi. 5. 37) and^ P- 189 q**» W , /**J^Ji-X
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of his full brothers and of his son, grandson and great-grand-

son from a savaraa wife as one group called ambhakta-daya

sapindas and that in the absence of these only, the wealth of a

man goes to his Bakulyas.

On the succession to the property of a man dying" without

male issue ( i. e. without son, grandson or great-grandson ) the

basic texts are two verses of Y&jnavalkya 1341
(II. 135-136 ): 'The

lawfully wedded wife, the daughters and ( the daughter's son ),

the parents, the brothers, their sons, gofrajas (agnatic kinsmen),

bandhu (cognatic relation), a pupil, a fellow student—on

failure of each preceding one out of these each succeeding one

iB entitled to take the wealth of a man who is dead ( lit. who
has gone to heaven ) and who leaves no male issue. This rule

applies to all varnas'. The Visnu Dh. S. ( 17. 4-15 ) is almost to

the same effect. The word ' aputrasya ' in Yaj. is taken to mean
one having no son, grandson or great-grandson ( at the time

of death ) by V. C, Raghunandana and Mitramisra 1342
. The

Mit, explains the words ' to all varnas ' as applying even to all

that are the offspring of anvloma or piatiloma unions

We have separate rales for inheritance to the property of

males and to that of females. Then there is great difference

as to the rights of women as heirs. First, inheritance to the
property of males will be taken up. Here again the fundamental
principles are different ace. to the Mit and the Dayabhaga

Among the heirs (apart from male issue) of a man as
regards his separate property the first is the widow The wife's
right to succeed to her deceased husband's estate, when he died
separated and un-reunited, was acknowledged only after a long
struggle extending over centuries The passage of the Tai. S.
VL 5. 8. 2 speaking of women as ' adayadsh * has already

1341. Jresft 5<5fl !«fcn (<<«•§ tU4<aritj{ I n?Q3T «ir^srf Tfgfaaq-tMgj -

<dftjf n HHIMhA Sjfct lHMl{i*l^l'AV. t ^qitttl n^4<l H^ufii*} ftfSr; It in.
II. 135-136. The first Is also rtSflnfld 64-65 Translations of these verse*
are cited in many cases; vide, for example, Lallttbhat v. Mankartbai
2 Bom 388, 416

i!<s*aifln wnf*Rft Rret nmnH»T)a*i R*mu«m?mft a«hrtfW*ftr£i i

ft fijt P l51 ' 3W 3*S*rr$ g^qUgifigt «TEW* Shtf m j"u|rUm^ t^^l ra»>Tt

8

^ I

p. 503.
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been quoted (on p. 606). The meaning of that word ia somewhat
dubious, as -will be shown later on. The 5p. Dh. S. H 6. 14.

2

states generally 1343 that in default of a son the nearest sapinda

succeeds but does not expressly mention the wife as an heir,

though it mentions ( in II 6. 14 4 ) the daughter as a possible

heir. Baud also omits the wife as an heir Vas mentions

no woman as heir. Gaut 28. 19 appears to state that the wealth

of one who dies without issue should be taken by his sapindas,

sagotras and sapravaras or his wife (i. e. according to Haradatta,

the wife takes a share only along with the nearest sapinda or

sagotra and not exclusively ). Haradatta himself was of this

view. Manu does not declare that the wife is the heir of a sonless

man and there are certain passages which impliedly exclude

her, as e. g Manu IX. 185 ( the father takeB the wealth of a

man dying sonless or his brothers take it ), IX. 217 { the mother

should take the wealth of a sonless man). Sankha (q.by theMit.,

Dayabhaga XI 1. 15 ) prescribes that the wealth of a man dying

without issue goes to his brothers, failing them the parents

take it or the eldest wife. 134* Devala ( q. by the Dayabhaga

XI. 1. 17-18 andV.Rp 593 ) arranges the heirs in order as full

brothers, daughters, father, half brothers, mother and wife. It

may be noticed that in the days of Kalidasa the sonless widow

did not succeed to the wealth of her deceased husband, but was

only entitled to maintenance and that the estate escheated to

the king. This is clear from the letter written by the minister

to king Dusyanta about the wealth of a merchant who perished

in a ship-wreck ( Act VI ) Yaj. and Visnu among smrti writers

were probably the first to clearly enunciate the rule that the wife

was the foremost heir of a man dying without male issue. Br.

makes the wife the first heir of a sonless man and supports MB

!343. sW *: *™««: **"* ' ** » « "' * " 2
' ,***"£

WW f**4 «*** <n*l*W « * 28. 19 on Wh,ch^W tfU **

fPrtWlflH^ K\ ^. Qn „.„. n . 6 14. 2 hegwwfiw
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opinion with reasons. He says: 13is 'In the Veda and in the

doctrines of the smrtis and in popular usage the wife is declared

to he half tha hody of the hushand, equally sharing the consequ-

ences of good and evil acts. Of him whose wife is not dead half

the body survives. How can another obtain the property, while

half the body (of the deceased) lives? Although kinsmen,

although his father, mother or his relatives may be alive,

the wife of a man dying without issue succeeds to his share.

A wife dying before her husband takes away his sacred fires

( i. e. she is cremated with the sacred Vedic fireB, if he he an
Agnihotrin ) ; but when the husband dies before the wife, she

takes his property, if she be chaste '. Even when Taj. proclaim-

ed the paramount right of succession in the case of widows
there were other smrtis and some early commentators who did

not subscribe to that view. Nar. ( dayabhaga, 25-26 ) provides

that if among several brothers one who is childless dies or

becomes an ascetic the others should divide the property except-
ing strldhana, that they should make provision for his women
till their death in case they remain faithful but if they are
otherwise ( L e. unfaithful ) they may cut off the allowance '.

Nar. ( dayabhaga, 50-51 ) provides that on failure of sons, the
daughter, sakulyas, bandhus, a man of the same caste, the king
succeed in order and thus omits the wife altogether. VySsa 1316

(quoted by Haradatta on Gaut. 28-19 and by Sm. O. H p. 281

)

holds that a wife may take the whole of the husband's property
if it does not exceed 2000 panas in value. The Mit. tells us that
Srlkara espoused this position that the wife takes the whole if

if45- 3"*r,I> **fa»*a f *sterrerA^ ^S: t srffctf ^3i ^p„ ^„.

S? S<rr srfjfcrhr^ >nrf% aspr* i ft^^^ *r% rfw S5n5nn „ „. q . b,
3THTRI Pp. 740-41, ^prepr XI. 1 2 pp 149-*50, §5335 on j*gIX 187
^5^.11 pp 290-91 (ascribe* the last to ssrprfi). The pfcr,. reaas the
third verse as g^g Srcmnig . ^Rrftrg. The § tf. VI. 1. 8. 5 reads ' amf
JtWWOT»«ft'. Vide H. ot Dh. vol. II p 428 a 1015 for passages
from the Veda and Mahabharata for the ttita being deemed to be half of thebody.pp OT 536-57 for husband ana wfe enjoying the frmts of their
actions together, and p 558 for vnle's cremation with the Vedic fires and the
eacriecialntensilsoJ the husband. Both-<r«rar21. 15 and TO5re X 2fl se»
«ww*» 5rfhw to »nri^ f5^ i irffcrnftrfrn*, fSp^fitf &<&$ „

,

twiVL^T™*"* T* **^ a •^ ** ** «*m™*t™-2^^£ y
!P*I°l*L

28 "• «"«;»» ^O.fS^^p 72, Tha«3OTBR 47. 23 reads, ft***** ^....>ra? ir«r ttf^ Vrrf *&**$* II.
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the property is email, but only maintenance if the property is

large and refutes it by saying that it is opposed to the spirit of

Yaj. who allows a share to the wife and the mother even along
with eons when even joint family property is being partitioned

and that the view is also liable to the fault of vidhixusamya on

the analogy of the MlmSmsS rule stated ahove on p. 605. 13s7

The same text of Yaj. will have to be held as laying down only

maintenance when the husband left great wealth* and also

laying down a share equal to that of a son when the husband

leaves inconsiderable wealth. ivn<* Another view was maintained

X347 ffasir *hmw i «Jfcsr «rr flrefcr i »rr 28. 19-20 This is

explained by qft*rc as '^ sjr ffcra T&rl if? *fN l&^tf'' Thf> ftai- say*

that this really means that there are two courses open to the widow, viz. she

may remain cbaste and succeed along with the sapindas or she may resort

to niyoga.

1347a Jji. VII. 3 19-25 as understood by the Mit. may be briefly

explained as follows: The CaturmSsyas {seasonal sacrifices) are four,

VaisVadeva, Varuaapraghasa, Sakamedha, Sunasliiya (vide H of Dh vol II.

pp 1091-1105 for description). In regard to these the following texts

occur in the Veda and are cited by Sahara and others : ffiri imPtPit >

tTCHT? 5T"TT if?*! 3*5 IT «ST> 1*R1 1KWWIW *79i*r«W » *&T% &*$

11% 1.. 3t,ra^Jf%i«rt»^3^r^!^sira^fftr'rgm^K^ • i™*? «"»

forward the fire in these two; therefore tbey march on two, maeeo

the Varunapraghasa and Sakamedha are the two thighs of ya}Ba:

therefore they (are said to) march on two: they fill with earth (the

ttttaravedt) here, but not so in VaisVadeva nor in Sunaslriya). Sahara

wd.'««hmft"*i« «"• reads asabove
;

PrT*Tn-T-
•carrying towards the east fire from the Garbapatya fire to the -Sbavanoa

There is pranayana » the DadapurnamSsa which is simple (and
,

v.,tho«

details) and there » also pranayana » Agn.s.oma wh.ch »Mio detad

(and not simple). An item* ( videH of Dh vol. II pp. IWM»» '"

21) is not required in DarsapTimamasa. but it ,s nqnnd * »W
sacrifice The citurmSsyas are mod.ficat.ons («»*) of the Darsapurna-

lay down expressly a simple pWna ™J^^£^JLib« to «

prescribed in 'dvajoh prana>aBu must *£'%£££„ ValAavcda and

Ua sacrifice Further the prolub.Uon o a

u^ ^^ aSa:^---— <°"owcd and6,flcca0

(Continued on the next page)



hy the Smrtieangraha and Dh5re*vara, viz. that the wife would

{Continued from the last page)

uttaravedi is required only in a Soma sacrifice. Therefore the pranayana

prescribed ia • dvayoh pranayanh * is of the Somapranayana type. To this

a partisan of the siddhaiitin (siddhantaikadesm) replies as follows:—The
real view is that in dvayoh pranayanti the pranayana is of the simple dars'a-

purnamasa type and the prohibition about Vaisvadeva and SunasTriya is not

to be explained as you do ; in the words ' upatra vapanti ' an uttaravedi is

generally (without exception ) prescribed for all caturmasyas, but ia the

following two sentences na vaisvadeve &c. ' the preparation of uttaravedi

is forbidden in the case of Vaisvadeva and Sunasirtya , therefore the partisan

says that the idea is that, though the pranayana is of the simple dar&purna-

masa type, yet an uttaravedi is prepared in the 2nd and 3rd but not in the

first and fourth of the caturmasyas. The purvapaksm retorts that even on

this construction vidhivaisamya would still be there as follows : as there is

prescription oi uttaravedi in all four and prohibition in two (viz the first

and fourth of the four caturmasyas), there is an option of uttaravedi in

these latter two (as the rule is ' tulyabala-virodhe vikalpah ') and there is

no option as to the other two and there will arise the fault of vidhivaisamya,

the same sentence viz ' upatra vapanti ' being taken as an unqualified and
independent rule about the 2nd and 3rd of the 'caturmasyas and taken as an
optional rule as to the 1st and 4th, -

'

<

The proper siddhanta view is as follows: Though the words ' dvayoli
pranayanti ' are very general, they are to be narrowed down so as to refer to
only two (viz. 2nd and 3rd of the catormasyas) on account of the recom-
mendatory passage that follows ( speaking of Varunapragbasa and 'Sakamedba
as the thighs of caturmasya yajfia) The vidhi and the following arthavada
form one syntactical .whole (ehavikyo), as laid downbyjai 1.2 7. The
arthavada passage means that just as a man marches on in strength if his
thighs are strong, so the caturmasya sacrifice readhes a successful close bv
means of Varunapraghasa and SaLamedha in which an uttarvedi is specially
prepared and fire is laid thereon (being taken from the ahavaniya fire bv the
adhvaryu and pratiprasthatr) Therefore the meaning is that there is prana-
yana in the 2nd and 3rd ont of the four caturmasyas and uttaravedi is pres-
cribed in those tuo alone and the words • there is no uttaravedi in Vaisva-
deva and Sunasirrsa are a mere auuvSda (repetition of what is already
known) and not a prohibition, as in the words ''fire should be kindled on
the earth and not m the sky norm heaven". On this interpretation there
is no vidhivaisamya Sahara makes two adhtkaranas of lai VII 3 19-25
while Rumania makes one adhikarana of these seven eutras He'further
differs as to the siddhanta, which, according to him, is that in dvayoh
pranayanti there js a special (apvrva) kind of pranayana prescribed,
prakrla (of darsapurnatnasa type) and saamtka pranayana being the two
other views which be rejects. The Subodhini on the M,t. very lucidly
explains this ducnstion and concludes, w, ST%K%f|m& ftRrW trrTCTOr

^ww^ww^, &*mm***te:imm «1U,wu«..iihwi-
•rfi

' ™«**"J» S«rt irft I. The Balambhatti repeats the SubouTnni almostword for word This fijSjB occurs in Dayabhaga XI. 5. 16 also.
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take the estate of her soilless deceased husband if she submitted

to myaqa and procured a son for the husband. This view derived

support from Gautama 28-19-20, Vas. 17 65 (who prohibits

niyoga if resorted to through greed of wealth ), and Manu IX-

146 and 190 ( which call upon the surviving brother to pro-

create a son on the widow of his brother and to hand over tlio

deceased's share to that son ). This view is refuted by the

Mit., 1318 Sm. C. H p. 294, V. P. pp 495-497.

Even MedhStithi, 1349 generally a liberal writer, holds that

the widow is prohibited from inheriting her husband's wealth.

The Mit. after an elaborate statement and refutation of the

views of Srlkara, DhSresvara and others due to the conflict

among sinrti texts on the question of the widow's right of

succession, establishes the proposition that the widow, if chaste,

is entitled to the whole of her deceased sonless husband's

wealth. 1350 Almost all writers since the time 'of the Mit. accept

the widow's right to succeed to her husband's wealth Many

writers note that the smrti texts on the heirship of the widow are

in conflict. 1351 They explain verses like those of Nar. (dayabliaga

35-26) providing only maintenance for women either as

%«#rer

1349. ^^r^wiBtSm'R^i^OT^f^^wa??^^''^^''"

TV 1 87
J

*

1350. mmsw ^*«^ f***rm«rsfe** ***«* **" «**'

i3Si. mmv« * ™£™ZF?hLrTS^^w XI. 1-!'™^
ina 6nlall treats cal ed ^pg^*nf

It may. however.be noted teat ins "
h„_,a .. SarasvaU Mahal Library

of whfch there are three Ms*. "*««»
-J

**
* ^.^

at Taajore (No* 19003-S *««** » vol. XVIII of^

i

^^
<**^">*^»^»Z^to£^-B» •»«** <* 'he



jjji Widow as heir 'W

referring to exclusively kept concubines of the deceased or to

the wives of re-united coparceners.

Pafoii means a -woman who is married to the deceased, the

word being formed from 'pati' with an affix in the sense of

' being fit to join with the husband in the performance of sacri-

fice
'

( Panini IV. 1. 33 ). The Sm. O. II. p. 390 quotes a verse

that a woman who iB procured for sexual intercourse in

exchange for money is only a c?Sst and is not a paint and

therefore is not entitled to inherit to a sonlesB paramour.1352

The Baud. Dh. S. I 11. 30 quotes a similar verse. Several texts

require that the widow must be chaste before she can claim the

inheritance of the deceased. A text attributed to Vrddba-

Manu 1353 says, ' The wife alone, being sonless and keeping the

bed of her lord unsullied and leading a life of religious obser-

vances, may offer pinda to her deceased husband and take his

entire estate*. Kat. (936) also declares that 'the wife who

is chaste takes the wealth of her husband \ The widow must be

chaste at the time the inheritance opens. The courts have held

that once the husband's estate is vested in the widow, it will

not be divested or forfeited by reason of unchashly subsequent

to the death of the husband. 135* If the widow remarries after

inheriting,, then, though the remarriage of a widow is legalized

by the Hindu "Widows' Remarriage Act (XV of 1856 ), she

forfeits the estate of the husband taken by her or the estate

which she took as a widowed mother of her deceased son
and it passes to the other heirs of the husband or son as

if she were then dead and this applies to widows of all castes

according to almost all High Courts ( even when remarriage

1352. apreftata»n *»rft im T?«ft Strait i *r *n %*« *n ffe^ ^nsfr ar

m) fif* » q. by *sfifca. h. p 290, «t. *. p. 488, iRm ipfri ti *n$ vt

*t «reft fofofo > ^r *t ?fe *tm ffrsfr qnfi at »ww1«Ja< > <&• n. ^. 1.11.20

This U cited aa Mann's In xq^ f^ p. 397, which quotes a similar verse o£

Yam* on p 398 mi u. 488 says ' arar ^ swRsHKmWfgnfadlB mtfWq -

1353. MsmSW* »T§- qT3RT&H5* {feErtHR^^TOl gK**s $ct-W^

3*i 'H I T5*t3 q. by ffett. on in. 11.135, ^r«r«n»T XI. 1. 7, ft. T. p. 5S9 ;

irft nfrJrft m klWifaKTlipft l <M<<» q. by the firen. on in. II 135.

1354 Vide Mortiram v. Kerry L R. 7 I. A 115; Scllam v Chiima-
mmal 24 Mad, 441 ; Hthalo v. FOshen 2 All. 150 (F. B.)
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is allowed by the custom of the caste to which the widow
belongs). 1355

^ According to the DayabhSga there being no apratibandha
daya, the widow of a sonless member even in a joint family
succeeds to his share in the family property and there is no
difference between joint family property and separate property.

In the case of sudras, if the owner dies leaving a widow or

a daughter or a daughter's son and an illegitimate son, it has
been held by the courts following Yfij. H. 134, the Mit. and
DayabhSga IX. 31 that the widow at daughter or daughter's

son takes one half and the illegitimate son takes the other

half. wss

The rights of the widow in property inherited by her from

her husband are limited. Kaut. HI 2 was ,357 probably the first

to propound cleatly the characteristics of the Hindu widow's

estate and the verse of Est quoted below is remarkably close

to the words of Kaut. The MahSbharata (AnusSsana 47. 24)

states that women have only the right to enjoy the estate of

their husbands and that they should not waste or destroy the

1355. Vide Vtthtt v. Govutd 22 Bom. 321 (F. B,J and tturttgayt v.

Vtramakah I Mad, 226; but Bhola v. Kausilla 55 AU. 24 (F. B ) holds

that a woman belonging to a caste »n which remarriage of -widows is allowed

by custom does not forfeit on remarriage the estate of the first husband

-which she took as his widow, the principal reasons being, that there is no

express text about forfeiture on subsequent unchastity ana that it would be

absurd to hold that a widow, who, on the P c/ ruling m 7 I. A ,
does not

forfeit the estate taken as heir by subsequent unchastity, should be liable to

forfeit it by remarriage (which presumes that she wants to live a decent life).

Looking to the expressed object of the Hindu Widows' Remarriage Act,

section 2 should not have been so interpreted as to apply to widows who

could remarry according to caste custom before the Act.

1356. Vide Shesgm o. Gtreva 14 Bom'. 28Z ; RUataksht v. APpaMit

33 Mad. 226 (in this case the original authorities are mentioned and discussed).

Mde awrpif sWJ S&S"* serrsfr i^ n «4
:
m^*«^™ 3.

fc*nr ^nfHnrrw^n^ • ^mm IX 31 p 143.

SnrU p. m. ft fl» p- 152
-

lhe* " p 491
'
"^

three quote it as from the wsrero )•
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husband'B estate ( by gift, sale &c.). Br. 1S3s ( S. B. E. vol. 33

pp. 377-78 verses 50-51 and 53 ) states : 'when the husband is

separate his -widow takes all hie various kinds of property such

as a pledge, except immovable property. After having received

movable and immovable property, gold, inferior metals,

grain, liquids and clothes the widow shall cause (her husband's)

monthly, Bix-monthly and annual sraddbas to be performed.

Let her honour with funeral offerings and pious charity hev

husband's paternal uncle, gurus ( elders ), daughter's son, sister's

son and maternal uncle as also aged or helpless persons, guests

and women'. Madhava (Par l/C. III. p. '536) explains that

' except immovable property * means that she is prohibited

from making a sale of immovable property without the consent

of the male kinsmen. The V. MayQkha ( p. 138 ) accepts thiB

interpretation and modern courts have done the same. In

JDamodardas v.* Purmanandas 7 Bom. 155 it was held that a
widow to whom movable property was bequeathed by the will

of her husband takes it absolutely But here the movable
property was riot vtih&tted by her and as it was a bequest by
will it became her strldhana according to Nar ( q. by V. M. on

p. 155 ), Besides, this was a case from Bombay Island and
was governed by the law of V. Mayukha. In some early cases
in Bombay it had been held that a widow in Western India
under the Mit&ksara had absolute power over the movable
property inherited by her from her husband. In Oadadhai u

Chandiabhagabai 17 Bom. 690 ( F. B. ) it -was held that under the
law of the Mit&ksara a widow has no power to bequeath move-
able property inherited by her from her husband and that to
that extent the decision in Damodar v. Purmanandas must be
treated as of no authority if it be interpreted to have decided
the point in that way. In Slia Cliamanlal v. Dosln Ganesh
28 Bom. 453 it was decided that even under the Mayukha a
widow inheriting movable property from her husband has no

fiWtaftpT! n%?. q. by ^jfiha It p. 291, ft. * p. 590 (last two), mmj&
(folio 99b). TO. m. m p 536. «r. «£*3 pp. 137-138. The ^^fjh* , „^.
icw and wj. *rar« ascribe the last two to JrsmrfS The *%nm says that the
«rse irfg»rft was ascribed to 5*. by the ^.^44,;. but ,t should be
disregarded as it is opposed to the verse sqpi «n* quoted in the sresnreand othetsas that ofW.

1
' wtrt 5*ArtfStui* ^HHId^H,^ W«fl*nr-

rWTOnti JTprfft f*UTT«n«ft*»TOT- 1 > «4?HrSt (folio 99b).
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power to dispose of it by will. Lastly in Pandharinath v. Govind
32 Bom. 59 it was held, after an elaborate examination
of authorities, that a widow is not under the Mitsksara

competent to make a gift of the movables inherited by
her from her,husband and it was said ,( on p. 75 ) that possibly

with the spread of education amongst, and the general emancipa-

tion of, their women Hindus may be led to call in aid the relief

of Legislature. In cases arising under the Mayfikha a widow

may dispose of movable property inherited by her from her

husband by gift inter vivos but not by will. Eat. 13S9
(921, 924-925)

propounds the limitations of, the widow's rights as follows

:

'A sonless widow, preserving the bed of her husband (unsullied)

and residing with her elders and being self-controlled, should

enjoy (her husband's property) till her death; after her the

( other ) heirs ( of the husband ) would get it. A wife who

preserves,^ the honour of ) the family would get the Bhare of

her husband when he is dead till her_death, but she has no

power ,to make a gift, sale or mortgage. A widow engrossed in

religious observances and fasts, fixed in the vow of celibacy,

always intent on restraining her senses and making gifts goes

to heaven even though sonless '.
13W These verses show that the

widow was to enjoy the income of her husband's property till

her death ; that she could not sell or mortgage or give away

immovable property without the consent of the heirs that

would come after her and ,that for religious and charitable

purposes or those that conduce to the spiritual welfare of her

husband a widow had large powers of disposition. These rules

£%m P "8. The D. B. adds. ' «n ** S®***™f& » *$™™
r

quoted tn Bhue-"*"** **"« *"« " **
*I tj££ refold

8 Mad. 290. 292. 5 Patna 646. 678. These verses are qnMed «
r

to in 8 Mad. 290. 292. ftrt««*» ^"V* £T 1 em of lb.

that according to the Mlt aHindu *«« «n«ol make . tfft «

.novaMes inherited by her from her husband), 42 Bom. 136

1?60. It *as believed .bat one to »fco» «»
son «h«

JJ £
beave« (vide Ait B, •-*-^f."»J:*£ ST\3^S rerpc.^

-d=^-^ -^
(V. 159-160). Vide Vf«nn Vh S. 25. 17.
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have been accepted by modern decisions; vide Collector of

Masidtpatam o. Cavcdy V&wuta 8 Moo. I. A. 500 at p. 551 for an
oftquoted passage about the widow's powers of disposal. There

ifj a large volume of case law on the widow's powers of aliena-

tion, on what are religious and charitable purposes and about
the consent of the kinsmen, which have to be passed over here-

The heir or heirs expectant on the death of a widow are called

reversioners or reversionary hens in the decided cases. There
is no exact Sanskrit word to convey the same idea except
' day&da ' that occurs in Kat quoted above and in D. B., which
makes it clear that the reversioners take the estate after the
widow's estate ends ( by death, remarriage, surrender &c. ). The
doctrine of the surrender by the widow of her estate in favour
of the next heirs ( the reversioners ) whose estate is said to bo
accelerated is based on meagre foundations viz. the words of
Kat. and the D. B. quoted in n. 1359. Judicial decisions, how-
ever, have raised a stupendous structure on these slight founda-
tions; but they are passed over here.

If a man dies leaving several widows then they may
partition the property equally among themselves, as stated by
the Mit. 1361

If after partitioning among themselves, one of the widows
dies, the portion given to her comes to the other widow
or widows i.e. there is survivorship among them and no one
else can succeed to the husband* property as long as there isany widow alive and not remarried. Hindu Law does not
favour the distribution of a deceased man's estate among
his several relatives, as some other systems (like that ofthe Moslems

)
do It giYes the whole estate to one heir or one

class of heirs to the exclusion of all others. It is greatly to
the credit of the ancient Hindu Law that .it boldly gave all
the separate property of a deceased male to women, viz. to thewidow and after her to the daughter in preference to the man'sown father or brother or nephew. Attempts are now bS*made through the Legislature that even when there Je *>nsthe wadow and daughters of the deceased should be given shares'Though these efforts spring from the laudable moXvTcrf en

flnTS the rgbtS °f W°men '
the* d0 not deserve nnaualified^ourag^er^Theyj^roduce fttettol>|^ fra

™e

^

vn^S^g* *********' &™fcn*<*V wtf f^Tr^rf^ i ftar.
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tion of lands, make holdings uneconomic and it « „„*
doubtful whether they are in the be7£IteistV2Knation as a whole and whether the vast mass of SiXLthem hM» says that the king should pun£h asl™hose sapmdas and relatives that oppose or obstruct a widowin succeeding to her husband's estate.

The words of the Tai S. quoted above ( p. 606 ) about women
being without strength and not entitled to daya (adaysdlh) really
occur in the ritual of Soma offerings and should mean that
women are not allowed to share in the drinking of Soma. But
the Baud. Dh. S. ( 8. B. E vol. 14 p 231 ) appears to have taken
them as excluding women from inheritance. Manu IX. 18 also
relies on it and declares that the sansMras on women (except
marriage

) are not to be performed with Vedic mantras, as the
Veda declares them to be 'nirindriya' and 'anrta'. Later
writers like Haradatta ( on Gaut, 28. 19, 5p. Dh. S. H 6. 14. 1

)

and V. P. pp. 517 and 554 base the exclusion of women from
inheritance on this passage of the Veda. They say that, though
the Vedic text is very sweeping and general, it is meant to
exolude only women other than those expressly mentioned in

the smrtis as entitled to inherit. For example, the Dayabhaga
XI 6. 11 quotes Baud, and remarks that the wife is entitled to

inherit because of special texts ( like those of Yaj and Visnu

)

in her favour. The Sm. C IT. p. 294 13« Bays that the Vedio
passage is only an arthavada ( meant for praise ) and not an
absolute rule and it must be taken as not referring to those

women that are expressly mentioned ( lit. by being seized by

the horn ). The V. P. says the same. AparSrka ( p.743 ) holds

that the Vedic passage is merely an anuvada and excludes

women only when there is a son. It should be noted that the

Par. M. (III. p. 536) holds that the Tai S passage merely means

that the wife of the sacrifioer is not entitled to partake of Soma

1362. qgtu'ifrdi snmwir ^ «rit «rfW*i«!5' (g*a$*i f5 rnnrar^N?^
9Tr«r9^i"rarnn%q by*^fiNr. n p 294, f# fV p isi

1363. Tg s^ ,5hB awiEwfli raRPSpiT 3*?nn?T %Gt a^ft " T|"

wtfliVfrimifa i i ?r«ift qraigjiH «i? awl+d^ii$*»ifoR*flwJ^T
u*iP»*«IsS*Vftf^ipn-- foirfafr ffrrffr .» rf* ware* p,r^ *"**

«»MiB* <n tpnrar°? *frft Hiw<nwfrwi « ifliwPuwunl g^j^"'VZ!i;

'
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taken in the Patnivata cup and that 'indriya' means -Soma
drink.1361 But Madhavacarya in his comment on the Tai. S. I '4. 27

quotes Tai. S. VI. 5. 8. % and explains it somewhat differently

as .meaning that -women being without strength- do not take

the heritage when - there are children: ' 'It is" very remarkable
that both the Mit. and the V. MaySkha do not at all refer to

the Tai. S. or Baud. Dh. S. in speaking of the rights of women
to inheritance. It cannot be said- that they were unaware of

them, but probably.they took the Tai' S. text in the sense in

which the Par. M explains it -The result of the reliance on
the Tai. S. and on>* Baud, by-most medieval digests 'has been
that .in the whole of India except in the Madras and Bombay
provinces only five females are lecognized 'asheira viz the
widow, the . daughter, the mother, the father's 'mother and
paternal -grand-father's mother, because they' were expressly
mentioned as heirs' An the smrtis or early commentaries. This
subject will be pursued further a little later on. >

'
'

The tight of the wife to maintenance during her husband's
life "time has already.beek dealt with in H of ph. H. pp 568-^569.
If'the'wife was guilty

1

of unchastity but repented of her lapse,
she was still entitled to be' maintained by the husband \ vide
H.'of Dh. n. pp. '571-573 ). As regards the rights of mainten-
ance of the widows of deceased members of a joint Hindu family^
there is a good deal of base law which is .passed "over here\
One or two points'may be noted The right of the widows in a'

joint Hindu'fainily are conditional upon their' leading a life of
chastity. Male members are often unwilling to maintain widows
who are often compelled to g6 to court. In the ' Selections from
Peahwa Daftar ', vol. 43, there is an order ("letter No 143 ) of
Ramasastrl, the chief "justice of the Peshwa's court, calling
upon one Bapuji Tambavekar under threat of penalties to
restore the ornaments of the widow of his elder brother ( that
had died only seven- days after marriage) and to give her a
yearly maintenance of Us. 125. •

. ..

Daughters.—Daughters do not inherit as long as any widow
of the deceased owner is alive The daughter also had to

*tT *rr. III. p 336. Th.s 0JtplanalIO0 of theW . ^ ls noted by the *r ,
of fhV^"- .

iha
,

1 lUe SCnleaco ,s on,y meant t0 «*» the .mportance

sssr-z

£

soma} The^ *• p- 45s *»—

^
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struggle hard for recogmfcion as heir just as the widow had.Gaut Baud and Vas omit the daughters an heir. Ip%i
S. IL 6. 143 recognizes the daughter as an optional heir
{ probably with sapindas ). When Manu IX. 130 declares 'one's
son is like one's self and one's daughter is egual to one's son-
how can another person take the wealth ( of the deceased ) when
she who is the very gelf (of the deceased) liveB', it appears
from the context (IX. 128-129) that it is the *»rfn*5(the
daughter appointed as a son ) that is intended to be referred to
therein. Medbatithi, Narayana and Kulluka interpret the word
' duhita

' in Manu IX 130 as applicable to the putriks only In
the Nirukta,1** Yaska cites ftg. IIL 31 1 as relied upon by those
who support the claims of the daughter to inheritance and also

derives the word ' duhita ' in various ways, but from his expla-

nation of Ug. HL 31 1 it appears that he is referring to the

putrika's right of inheritance. As the usage of appointing a
daughter as a son became gradually obsolete, the ordinary

daughter came to be recognized by analogy as the heir of a
sonless man after the widow. Yaj. and Visnu both recognize

the daughter aB an heir after the widow. Nar. ( dayabhSga, 50

)

recognizes1366 the daughter as an heir after the son on the

ground that she continues the lineage (of the deceased father)

just like a son. When Nar. ( dayabhSga, 27 ) speaks of the

daughter being entitled to maintenance till marriage, the con-

text shows ( as remarked by the Sm. GEp, 296 ) that he is

referring to the daughter of a person who was re-united at the

time of his death. Br. declares 1347 (S. B. B. 33 p. 378 verses

55-56 ), ' the wife is declared to be the inheritor of the husband's

wealth and, in default of her, the daughter ; the daughter, like

a son, springs from the limbs of a man : how oan another man

inherit her father's property while she lives?'. Though the

words of Yaj , Visnu and Br. were clear enough ancient com-

1365. sntarfitsgTTra ^i^Pa ' ,a*K"W *&$ • WWffft^O'^

1366. ;W g star dfr'nwi^Kuu-l SI** gfc" "ft** *:g
1367. ^frnrfrtrfVaffrrr s^ n^V**™^*™*^,

135,*sfiran.P.29*.frtP 591.
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mentators were~hot prepared to accept them in their literal

sense, Visvarupa holds that Yaj. means only the putrika and

employs the plural in order to convey that several daughters

may be appointed as sons. The Sm O. II. p 295 informs ns

that the same opinion was held by Dharesvara, Devasvamin and

Devarata. 1368 The Mit rightly refutes these views by saying

that the word ' duhitaiah* in Yaj. cannot Tefer to 'putrika',

riinee Yaj , has himself stated the putrika as equal to the aurasa

eon ( in 31. 1&8 ), as the putrika is included among the sonB

by Vas and as the widow and the daughters are declared by

him as hews in the ahsence of all the sons, principal and secon-

dary Ya] , Visnu, Br. are silent as to whether any discrimina-

tion was made between daughters as heirs. Kat. { 926 ) gives 1369

a preference to the unmarried daughter and the Mit. and the

subsequent digests follow Kat. The - Dayabhaga137D (XL 2. 4

p. 175 ) quote* a prose passage of Parasara preferring an un-
married daughter as an heir to a married daughter. Among
married daughters the Mit., pressing into service a text of Gaut.
on succession to Btrldhana, holds by analogy that among
married daughters the indigent ( or unprovided for ) one is to

be preferred to one who is well-placed. 1371 Herein the Mit.
follows common sense and the natural, inclination of a father

to feel more concern for a poor daughter. The Dayabhaga
prefers the unmarried daughter to the married daughter as is

done by the Mit., but among married daughters Jlmutavahana,
following an author called Dlksita, prefers one who haB had a

1388. iit &ii<tfVi<£i trenivn^ j^«ni*rat sraar ggwfa%3 v% gfi^'ufii

VF©ri3 fett^ K^-tMiit H.t!ife*ii3*-MtU n s^mTtHiiffidl^I^w *tft««-

II. p. 295.

1369 *^»ri^ 5 fit?n *wi?t h^s^t i scnrt. q byf*rai.on in li. 13S,

Vi.Q.%. II P. 296 (reads ^^{tm'faiadl ), V%. ttt. p. 672 , q^j. W III. p. 524.

1370. ra swtfw^W flld.<M<!iUuft i *r«jt ««rerfc < a*5P"pr ^geref 5«r0
ft*** ^afhngLtryri^ ^atar i aarof aJfafiH«r<aq. < ^nmur xi. 2. 4 p. 175.
Vide Jamtsabai v. Khimji 14 Bom. "1, \1 (for preference o£ rmmarried
daughter).

H7i. gun ^dfadiMiafad i-tV HH4& sraiSffSste n^^ft urafen i ^>t=t
SfiJyum^wwatB.nHt «*—yift *tw w^*t<< ftyfiift ^renretTit i ftfcn. on
Vt.U 135. 'jftqsf... . fiirfHl ^> is rft 28. 32. trai means 'given to
raarnage\ aptftft&n means fSffcn ace. to the flm , «*. DTC P. 141,
"V V p. 520,
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Z^Wh
° ?

'likelF t0hava & aon ' to awidowed or barrendaughter or to one who has given birth only to daughter* This

J™, beD
uf* Is the

.

governing factor in succession Thebarren daughter or widowed .daughter fa unable to confer
spttrtual benefit on her father sinceshe will have no son that
will offer pindas to the deceased owner ( who will be the mater-
,nal grandfather,). The Mib on'the other'hand relies on near-
ness of blood (prattyasattifjja's the guiding' principle But
as pointed out by the Y:F..p. 519, the DayabhSga is inconsistent!
There is^no reason on.itswn principle why the unmarried
daughter should be preferred to a' married' daughter who has a
son. The latter is then and there capable of conferring spiri-
tual benefit 'while 'it- is problematical whether the unmarried
daughter will confer spiritual benefit (since she may after all

be blessed with no son after marriage ). Apararka ( p. 721 ) and
V; R (p. 517') give three "meanings of the word ' apratisthita.

'

viz. 'childless, poor, widowed V In deciding whether a parti-

cular married daughter is indigent as compared with another,
the Courts refuse 1"? to go into nice or'minute questions of the
respective monetary positions of their husbands and prefer one
to the other only if there is great disparity or marked difference

between their positions. • .' <

£' - , '
'

,
According to all High

, Courts in India except that of

Bombay a daughter's' estate is similar to that of the widow.

She takes only a limited interest, can only enjoy the usufruct

of the"property and "cannot alienate it. On her death the estate

passes not to her heirs, but to the next heir of her father In

Bombay, 5
,

37* however, the daughter takes an absolute interest

i37t fftmftwft ^mnnyatf fogm Emffot srerrw ffrgttfirer, wfi-

«fr>twia«MiK<ii«>* 'jw»4«»ai»irif<i*n i '««-<ififliBfl,ri

i $ftw HfVwpwj"'

g*T aHUlftmifiV/ttft $fk«H<Wt*<»!)l* t qrprypr XI. 2 _l-3_ P *M- *•*

p 518 quotes this and remarks, $&* «W# (Mffifas r f'lgUfllf*>wR'flt |<''1 BT*'
"

tmifoeH^awfo I «T. I» P 529

13«, Vide Toltneu v. Basawa 23 Bow 229; Mankt v. Kuttiatt *1

All 403. " . . - ,

'

, .1374 See BhagMhtbai v. Kahaujtrav I 1 Bom 285 (P. B.) :
v^^f

v.Sevttn 3* Bom 510 (daughters take nbsolnU estates to tbeBoniM}

Presidency).
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in her father's estate when she succeeds as heir and on her death

the* estate will' go to her own heirs.

A. daughter is entitled to succeed, according to the decided

oases, to her father's estate even if she be unchaste at the time of

his death ( except in cases governed by the Dayabhaga ),
137S The

reason assigned is that Kat. and other smrti writers do ' not

expressly mention the requirement of chastity in the case of

the" daughter' or mother as they do as regards the widow.
According "to 'the 1

""

7* Dayabhaga ('XL' 2. 8 ) Br. declares': ' a
daughter equal in" casteto the father and married to a husband
of the same caste as her own, who is virtuous and intent

r

bn
' serving her nusband;"inherits her father's property '. Therefore
a daughter who is Unchaste cannot inherit.' Further a daughter
succeeds not because she is' the daughter, but because she
satisfies all' conditions laid down by Br. The' Dayabhaga (XL

' a. 31 ) further says that the word ' wife ' (in XI. 1. 56) ismerely
Illustrative and whatever restrictions are imposed on the wife
apply to all women as heirs." The illegitimate daughter, even
"of a sudra, has no right of inheritance to her father. 1377

By virtue of local or family custom daughters have in some
cases been held to be excluded from, inheritance. 1378 - ,

It may-be noted that in his Yaijayanti ( on Vismi Dh. S.
XVTL 5-6) Nandapandita appears to have, preferred a daughter-
in-law to a daughter ; rbut he stands practically alone in this
Vide Jolly's T.L.L. p. 199 and p 286 for quotation which
however is not found in the D. O. Ms.'No. 69 of the Vaijayantl
The daughter-in-law is not an heir at all in the whole of India,

o V"; yliS Adv**te" "*• »«<*"«,« 4 Bom 104 (where the original

SMad "»£?"
an! C'ted M !<!n8th aDd dlsCUBSea

> ! »»»*»*• *• takshmi

fTOlfltaftCTW *fcr«r *ft *to^, ^prop, xi, 2. 8
•

3 3ri?£*«m«««,«f v. «<»tf»;«>r» 22 Cat. 347 for the excision „f the ancb.stedaughter from inheritance -
nncoaste

1377. Vide Bhtkyav.Babu 32 Bom 562 (holds that the illeritimaf.
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except in Bombay ( where she inherits as the wid™ * „ _m#+) The B3,ambhattt ^"ftg^'jgEnaming Mm and holds that a daughter-in-law innXjyt agotraja and not bsfore a daughter.

Raghunandana in his comment on the Dayabhaea mafeaa
the position about unchaate daughters quiteTar^ Th

St g
-

Ve PrefTn
°!

am0Mg daught6rs t0 an "^rried
daughter i.e. to a daughter who is a virgin ( kumari) It has
been held by the Indian High Courts that though chastity
s not required in the case of daughters to entitle them to

inherit, yet in a competition between a married daughter and a
daughter who was never married, but became a concubine or
prostitute, the latter would be postponed to the former as the
latter is not a virgin though unmarried. Some smrtis like
Parasara 13*1 employ the word kuniarl in speaking of daughters'
succession, while others employ the word * kanya\ but both
words are synonymous In Gomnd v. Bhlcu 46 Bom. L. R. 699,
where a man died leaving as heirs a married daughter juid
another daughter who never married, but was living as the
permanent concubine of another man, it was held that the latter

cannot inherit the property of her sonless father to the exclusion
of or along with his married daughter. The old texts speak of

only unmarried daughters and married daughters and prefer

the former to the latter. Medbatithi on Manu IX 13a says that

kanya means a girl who has had no sexual intercourse with any
man. The Mit. makes three classes of daughters succeed one

after another via (1) unmarried daughter, {%) indigent married

daughter, (3) well-to-do married daughter. Judicial decisions

have added a fourth variety via unmarried daughter who has

become a prostitute. This fourth class being a new one must be

placed after the other three classes expressly mentioned by the

texts and commentaries on the basis of the maxim ( intruders

or uninvited persons must be seated at the end of or after those

1379 «u«fl<3u« iauii3{a i wsgrsrcti *&• ^iwsvSmigg-^w*'^

Sftrtf s.ls <& % tws «» straw ifo "lift* i?«ifSrasre, wf a «<*"$*!' sn^rtr

In Tnalohya Rath v Kadha 30 C. L. J 235 (about mother) at p 240.

1380. wsstwswrftftui WHira?^ =*fct %fit it<«i«-«wrw* **

tftvmt: " $• fc- P li3 • ««"tra*w£ralso 9aotes ""^ aIlD0St J"
, ,

ttme words. Vido Tare v. Krishna 31 Bom 495 (where the enjlnsu

*uthoritiea about the word 'tanya ' ace txbmstivdr dMlrwitb).
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tiiat are specially invited ) noted by Sahara on Jai. V. %. 19

and X 5. 1 and by Sankara on Vedantas&tra IV. 3. 3 and

employed by tbe V. Mayukha ( text p. 143 ) for settling the

place of tbe paternal grandmother after tbe brother's Bon.

The daughter's son ( dauhitra ). On failure of daughters tbe

daughter's son inherits. Gaut., 2Lp., Vas., are all Bilent about
the daughter's son and so are Yaj. and Visnu. But it has been
plausibly urged by Visvarupa that, since 1381 YSj, himself has (in

EL. 134 } stated that the illegitimate son of a sudra takes the
whole estate if there be no legitimate son provided there exists

no heir up to the daughter's son, the latter must have been
intended to be an heir by Yaj. taking after the daughters. The
Madanaparijata ( p. 672 ) relies on the word ' ca ' in Yaj. to
bring in the daughter's son. Though the printed text of Visnu
Dh. S. is silent about tbe daughter's son, the Mit., the Daya-
bhsga and others quote a verse of Visnu, 1382 ' when there is no
continuance of lineage through sons and son's son the daughter's
sons take the wealth (of the deceased owner); in offering
fcr&ddha to the ancestors, daughter's sons are regarded as son's
sens'. The V. Mayukha (p. 142) includes a sutra about the
dauhitra in Visnu Dh. S. Govindaraja, a commentator of ,Manu,
issaid by the DSyabhaga, to have held, relying on .this verse of
Visnu, that the daughter's son inherited the estate even before
a married daughter of the deceased. But the Dayabh&ga did
not approve of this view. The DayabhSga (JXL g 27) notes
that B&laka held that as the daughter's son was not expressly
named by Y&j he came in as an heir after all those that were
eX
?
r
v
S
?L,T?

ti0ned M heirs
* Baud

- m- S. 3L 2u 17 distin-
guished«« between the putrikaputra and daughter but it is not
clear whether Baud, intended to lay down that the dauhitra wasan heir. In IX. 131-133 Manu expressly says that the dauZm

W
)ii,^aW.a 1it ' and smp for ^J.

.

P
' "" ^m' rcad*

3&££? p - 181 «"" this and^»**&<*i£
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should inherit the entire wealth of a soilless man, that he should

offer one pinda to .his father and another to the maternal grand-

father and that in religious matters- there is no difference

between a son's son and a daughter's son, since their father and

mother (respectively) spring from the body of the deceased

owner. The context and the wording of these verses show, as

held by Kullufca and other commentators", that the daughter's

son here referred to is the son of the appointed daughter.' But

Mami IX.136 is somewhat clearer. It says, 'through' a son born

to a daughter from a- husband of the same blasa, whether'

she be appointed ( as a son ) or not, the maternal grand-father

becomes one having a 'son's son; that son should offer pinda'

and take the wealth of the maternal grandfather'. The Mifc

'

takes the word ' akrta ' in this verse as referring to the ordi-

nary daughter, while Medhatithi ' and Kuilflka hold that this'

verse also only refers to'the son of the putriks' and that krta'

means an appointed daughter with regard to-whom an'expreBS

agreement was made with' her husband, while akrta means' 'one

(who is intended mentally to be appointed as a son) about

whom there is no such express agreement Br/K B. B.E.J 33

p. 379 -verse 58 )' provides : *3ust-as (the daughter) gets,

ownership in her father's property (as an heir 7, though there

may be other relatives, so her son also'become^the owner of nis

mother's and maternal grand-father's property'. 138*

\ .The daughter's . sons inherit per capita and not per'stttpes-

Suppose that A has two daughters BandO, that B 'has three

eons and ,0 has two'sons, that then both B and die in A.

lifetime ; on A's death his estate will be divided into five part*

each daughter's son-taking one
-

fifth.
'•

^daughter's son fcreally a bandhu and *;*»*«£"»

^4, but owing to historical causes and to***?*"
Saoy of the sraddha offered by him be has been given a wry

high plaoe-among heirs by express texts.-
-

'

.

Pa.e.Us tptoti Great divergenceS^«g«-£K
digests on the position of , the father and themotheras^

be preferred if both are alive whentt«rsondie^The^e«^

1384< w^^™^^"';f
«^--**»

va»w/q.by*™nXi.Vi7: P I8o,*r *?*«•
. .
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Visnu Dh. 1385 S. as read by most digests places the father before

the mother Mann IX 217 states that when the son dies

issueless the mother takes his wealth, while Manu IX. 185

provides that the father takes the wealth of a sonless man and

the brothers also. So Manu is not definite about the preference

among parents. Kit. ( 927 ) observes, 13S6 ' of a sonless man (the

heirs ) are declared to be the wife of good family, the daughters,

the father on failure of them, the mother, the brother and ( the

brother's ) sons'. Br. ( S. B E. 33 p. 379 v 63 ) says, 1387 * when
a son dies without leaving his own wife or male issue, his

mother is to be considered as heT son's heir or a brother may
succeed with the consent of the mother'. In this conflict it

may be stated that the Mit , the Madanaparrjata, S. V (p. 416 ),

the V. C, the V. P. prefer the mother to the father , while the

Dayabhaga, the Sm. 0., the Madanaratna, the V. Mayukha
prefer the father to the mother. Srlkara i388 held that both

parents, if alive, succeed together. But the Dayabhaga, Sm. C

1385. The fynamfcjfl 17. 1-16 read srcfsrtpr n^jf^irrfS 1 a^nf^ ffih|-

a^*ri% swprrfSr i ci<4*ift Bgcftrtft i tt^rftr h^imiPi'iiiJi i 3?*rt^ wTgrorspT-

^*$ <iyui1i i »ii61uii*iY"=(ihi«ihih. 1 ^ti'retsm«WMi^T Jstsn-mi^!i«<iV^rr i . These
passages ate cited as ^rs«S in the ^fl^,, tt^sto*! (folio 100 b). sir. u,
and some other digests and as fraRma by the fjfin , the xm m , *T3?rorK
(p 252). Tho^f. S^ap 142 and *jr*™z* add f^vjft qlQ-w tfR after

fftfimft. The f% x p. 595 and ft f% p. 151 reverse the order and read
H?*tr% 44ld.'llffi rt<f*»"5l ittg'uft But the «r n p 524 notes, that such an order
is found in no other work and so mast be taken to be a mistake. Even the
printed fJETf reads ftgrrfrt first. 3wnes(%^p3jOT^^E3^r^^ix?w-<n5Tr-
^-qrfe»a*W3*EffoT jsgaw f^*rfc ins. ssrercrfSranr ^$to Rrgifm > srra-

&r iWtPWO srw 5^:rR d4idtV*a<^ <r»n m.wiiSmig siiPdi^riftMfor

'

«tr. n. p 524. It is, however, to be noted that in the printed ft ^ (p. 592)
the father 1S placed after the mother (^rgvrft ftsrr?rsTrflfSpRTT*r T^irsrm: ).
So it is probable that the text of the ft *. was tampered with after the
time of f¥r=ifSra

„„
13S0 «ga*<ira 5W3t »R*r if??raftt m 1 jrcp^ft ft?n wrar sm gsttst

^W*n:«sRTPrr. q by ffcat on ^ II 135 (reads ^ti^ri^i ), raft.*. II
p. 299, TO m. III. p. 526, *u. rpgs p 141.

5TO 8 55. q. by 3HTO& p. 744. ipjft^r II. 299, ^j^r^ir XI 3. 2 p 186.

{^rn"!!:.r
*** ^ "^^ ft*^**!l*t 'l^nr^s; .nrcng^n 1 fld t^^

^l«WKt«lRt*«(fl!t. 1 3gftm . II. p, 297,

91
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of her husband. So (the Mit. says ) the mother has LS

S^ flTTat
.

aUbllaVatall, is inte^ted anditisstatedthat the first oblation is offered to SarasvatI because the Yajysand Anuvsfcys verses as first set out are meant for SarasvatI(and not on the ground of the method in which the ekaiesa is
dissolved;; therefore as to pitarau also no reliance should be
Placed on the dissolution of the compound Nflakantha m the
V. Mayufcha denies the assumptions based upon grammar, says
tnatFSn does not direct that in dissolving the compound the
word mata must be employed first and there is no authority
for doing go. »• But the V. P. says that though Paninimay

^fa-4 II p 297.

1390. The general rule is that several words that would be io the sane.

case when separately used may be compounded together to form a dvandva,
when theyare employed to convey the sense of 'ca', as said in 'csrthe dvandvah'

(Pan. II. 2 29 ). Such a compound is called dvandva and matx-pitarau Is an

example of it Another sutra (I 2 64 ) of Pamm states that when words

denoting several individuals of the same kind are to be compounded together,

only one of them may be retained and that is called an efcas'esa compound,

which ts of two kinds, sarTipa ( e. g, hamsasca hamsasca hamsau ) and mrSpa

(-when the two words are of different genders) The latter kind of eLa^esa

is of restricted use In Snch a compound when a mate add female are asso-

ciated together only the word in the masculine gender remains or the word

•pitr' when compounded with matr (vide Pan. 1,2. 67 and I 2 70). There

fore we have two forms to denote the idea of parents viz. matapttarati ot

pitarau. In dissolving this compound (pitarau ) we employ the phraseology

' mata ca pita ca * and m the word ' matapitarau * the word for mother comes

first. Therefore among parents as heirs mother should come first Vide

pp. 242-244 of my notes to the V. MaySkha (ed. of text ) where both the

Mit. passage and its criticism by the V. Mayukha are explained at length.

In BalMshna v. Lakshman 14 Bom. 605 both the Mit. and Mayukha's

criticism thereof are set out (pp. 608-609).
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contain no such direction, all grammatical works like the

Easika dissolve the compound as 'mata ca pits ca* and gram-
matical usage for centuries supports the argument that the

word mata comes first 1391. The argument about the mother
being nearer is quite specious Looked at from the son (whose
inheritance is in question), the mother and father are both
equally proximate. The Y. P. holds that according to the

maxim that even a slight ground of difference leads one to

determine (priority) the mother should be preferred to the
father (since we dissolve the compound as mata capita ca).

The V.P. (p 525) further tries to get over the text of "Visnu
(putting the father before the mother) by explaining that if the
mother is most worthy as a pahurata and the father an ordinary
man she should be preferred but if the father is more worthy
than the mother he should be preferred. Hardly any one sup-
ports V. P. and the courts have not followed this. Owing to the
difference of opinion among the digests on the question of the
preference between parents as heirs, queer results follow. Por
example, in the province of Bombay itself the father is pre-
ferred as an heir to the mother in Gujerat, the island of Bombay
and in Northern Konkan (because in these regions the V.
Mayukha has been held to be of paramount authority ), while
in the rest of the Bombay Presidency the mother is preferred to
the father as an heir. The mother takes a limited interest as
an heir which is the Bame as the interest taken by a widow as
heir to her husband. The father would take an absolute inte-
rest. The word mother includes an adoptive mother; that is
if an adopted son dies leaving no son, widow, daughter ox
daughter's son, the adoptive mother would succeed 13'2 to him
as an heir (and even in preference to the adoptive father in
those provinces where the Mit. is the supreme authority) In
the case of a dvyamusyayana adoption, if the son adopted in
that form dies leaving only his adoptive mother and natural
mother, it has been held that both the mothers take his estate

2!**^,,,I<* ,nR *»'*''*«<«««» ««**„» if* 3«m^
«tfitiM-lui3H tpa^R. ^*»! 1 Kf. n. S25.

1392 V.de A«and, „ Han Suha 33 Bom. 404 (where, in the case ofatupt, adopted son. the adophve mother was preferred to the adoptive
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as co-heiresses 13n It has further been held that if, after suc-

ceeding as adoptive mother to a dvyfimusyayana son, the adop-

tivo mother again adopts a son, the latter does not deprive the

natural mother of the half share taken by her as heir of the

deceased dvyamusyayana son.

The word ' mother ' in the Mit. does not include a step-

mother. The latter is not recognised as an heir of her step-son

at all in the whole of India (except in Bombay) on account of

the rule of the exclusion of women from inheritance 1394 except

where texts expressly mention them as heirs and the property

would go to the crown instead of to the step-mother, if the

latter alone were left, but she would be entitled to maintenance

In Bombay the step-mother would inherit as the widow of a

gotraja sapinda, but she is assigned a remote ,39s place among

gotraja sapindas If a widow remarries and then her son by

her first husband dies without leaving a child, a widow, a

daughter or daughter's son his remarried mother is allowed to

inherit to him by the 1396 Bombay High Court, though if she

inherited first as a mother and then remarried, she is held by

the same court to forfeit the inheritance taken (on account of

section 2 of the Hindu Widows' Eemarriage Act of 1856).

The mother succeeding to her son takes only a limited

estate i. e. she cannot alienate it except for legal necessity If

Vijfianesvara's definition of strldhana be literally interpreted

even property inherited from a son would be strldhana. There

is a striking example in E. I. vol. XIV p. 83 (the Srlrangam

plates of Mummadi Nayaka in sake 1280) where a mother in-

heriting a village granted to her son Farasarabhatta made a

gift of it to the god Ranganatha at Srlrangam.

1393 Basappa v. GurUngawa 57 Bom. 74 (winch holds that the

adop.ve motter and natural mother inherit eoually). ™°™ £
Satlt^a I. I. *• (19«) Bom 303 for the effect £**£»
the adoptive mother on the estate taken by the natural mower

dvyamneyayana son. Tahaldm v. Goya
1394. Vide Rama Nandv Surgan^16 All 221

.
™« ^

Pttshad 37 Cal 214; Seethm v Nachtaf 37 Mad. 286, all boim g

,tep-motber does not inherit to her step-sod
(for holding that

1395. Vide Kesserba, v. Valab 4 Bom. 188 at p. 208 l*o

• step-mother',* not included .n the term • mother in theMH

,he would inhent as the widow of a gotraja sapinda and^o as got

£
herself). latbiscase ---^•«^""2'^*

flrirf--*-
1396. Vide Basappa v. R^ava29 Bom. 91 £"X°reoarrlaBe.

inheriting to her son (by the first husband) dying after her
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Brothers (bhratarah) and brother's sons. Aoc. to bothtY«.

and Visnu, on failure of the parents the brothers succeed and

on failure of brothers, brother's sons inherit. Therewe appa-

rently conflicting texts, Sankha, Manu(IX. 185) and others

giving the inheritance to the brothers even before the parents.

All these are somehow reconciled and almost all digests from

the Mit. downwards are agreed that brothers inherit after the

parents But again a conflict of views ensues. The Mit Bays

that among brothers, those of full blood inherit in preference

to half mothers ( i. e. sons of the same father but sprung from a

different mother). It then says that on failure of both kinds

of brothers, the inheritance goes to brother's sons; but even

here the sons of full brothers are preferred to sons of half

brothers This view of the Mit. is shared by the Dayabhaga

and almost all eminent writers of digests except the author of

the Y. Mayukha. The Mit. prefcts thB full brother to the half

brother on the ground that the full brother has particles of the

bodies of both the father and the mother of the deceased, while

the half brother has only the particles of the father's body ( the

mother being different ) Therefore the full brother is neaTer

than the half brother. The Dayabhaga argues 1397 that the full

brother offers pindas to the Bame three paternal ancestors and

the same three maternal ancestors to whom the deceased was
bound to offer pindas and is to be preferred to the half brother

who offers pindas to the three paternal ancestors of the deceased

alone (but not to the maternal ancestors of the deceased). This

view of spiritual benefit being the governing principle in pre-

ferring the full brother to the half brother is accepted by
Apararka (p. 745

)

13?s The reasons of the V. Mayukha for pre-

ferring even the full brother's son to the half brother are : the

word* brothers' principally stands for 'brothers of the whole
blood' (sodara) and only secondarily for brothers of the half

blood. The general rule of Mlmamsa. 1359 is that the same word is

ym^d-m -dH'-yt'titj i ^fivnt xi. 5 12.

sirijnw w*iw«'<< i'ti4*iQ.iijt'>i< 1 spjKf^ p 745.

1399 3pre m Rpi

J

iV-amil raft *t »f>nt gft « ^r;wiwkiwh 1 swr
onSr. III. 2 1. Compare qmni'T III. 30 p 67 (quoted oa p 606 «. 1145)
and st »?airenjm,tul qginjm? qrefr itaRi sts^s mfrf^fta) igf»T: 'Htvropt:
W^hjw Tsf%^oj g<«w«ra stfwc > 3«jn;<wtg id. > 5n%3t*n«i on
wjra^H •» 3. VJde6Cal 119. 126 {F. B.) quoted In 41 I. A 290,303-4
lot tWs nutm,
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not to be understood in the same sentence or rule as used in the

primary and also in the secondary sense. Just as the word
'mother' applies only to the natural mother (and not to the

step-mother), so bhratarah should not include both full and half

brothers. The V. Mayukha is however wrong. As pointed out

by the Dayabhaga, when Yaj wants to speak of the full brother

he employs the words 'sodara' ( Yaj. II. 138) and when he wants

to refer to the half brother he employs the word ' anyodarya' or

'cmyamatrJa
,
(Yaj. IL 139). Therefore the word 'bhratarah'

applies to both full and half brothers in the primary sense.

There are other smrti texts suoh as that of the Smrti-sangraha

stating that brothers are of two kinds viz. those of full blood

and those of half blood, 1100

TheSm. 1401 C. n.300 refutes the view of some that the

word ' bhratarah ' in Yaj. is an eka&esa dvandva compound

that it means ' brothers and sisters ' according to Fan. J. % 68

( bhrutr-pulrau ivasT-duhtrbkyfim ) and that on failure of

brothers sisters inherit. The V. Mayukha 1402 also does not

accept this interpretation of ' bhratarah ' advanced by some,

since there is no reason why 'bhratarah' should be taken

as an ekasesa of the verupa kind ( which is restricted only

to rare oases ) and not of the sarupa kind. The Bslambhattl

supports the wider interpretation of ' bhratarah ' and at one

time the Bombay High Court was inclined to accept this

1400 jfts^if: 3*m«l5<ff graft ifrfoff vf%-i ffhaw3>.<Hfl<i¥ #yf 1*

«nP^:n*3r?q- byEgfiH5ii P 300, wr s p. 527

1401. -jrerft srggsn ^agftdmifaft w«4^wi s3*r *w* i3«WX

%m ggguiWilwMlg 3>i WP& <r«nf* swteft S^T f ftrr.—B*nrf?W*ftft-

f5pn sKtPffifr-^gra ^R^j ft*** v&fafiKK ' ^^^ " p-
30° ***"

refers to £p Dh. S. II. 6. 14. 1. Bhratarah, if It means only brothers,

would be an ekasesa of the sarupa kind, but if It meatus - brothers and sla-

ters '. it will be an eka&sa of the vtri&a kind. The latter is to be resorted

to only where there is a special reason to do so, as in the sentence 'bnng

tWoknkkuta6,weshaIlmakeapa^^ofsponses• (and then knkkutan mean,

a cock and a hen. while ordinarily it would mean ' t»o cocks • ). «H«ot.iT(»

ft 5*5CTrpm i*g*taf<«rra i$n*t# Bd»awifo i *ffi*r n. p- 3oo.

M02 mm »rat %*& wmSi «^ga^'fl'«w« ĴT**??

mam^r o» «ra*rt p. 209.
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interpretation.1403 The above shows that some at least of the
medieval and later Hindu jurists were more sympathetic and
well disposed to the enlargement of the rights of women, though
their views failed to secure general acceptance It has been
held that brothers by the same father ( though by different

mothers) are preferred to brothers by the same mother (though
by different fathers ), it being pointed out that " there is no
provision in the Mitaksara or elsewhere for the sons horn of
the same mother after her remarriage being treated as brothers
of the same womb for the purpose of inheritance so as to be
included in the meaning of the word ' bhratarah * used in the
texts." 1** But Nandapandita expressly provides in his
"VaijayantI the following order of succession among brothers
and sisters of the whole and of the half blood • (1) brothers of
the whole blood, (2) sisters of the whole blood, (3) brothers who
are sons of the same father, (4) brothers who are sons of the same
mother ( vide Jolly T. L. L pp. 208 and 287 ). Because Manu
IX. 217 says that the wealth of a childless man is taken by the
mother and that if the mother be dead, the father's mother
would take it, the Sm. C. 31 p. 299 places the paternal grand-
mother before the brothers, but it Btands almost alone in this
and the Mit. observes"05 that Manu does not lay down the
order but only provides that the paternal gTand-mother is an
heir capable of inheriting. The V. P. (p. 527) expresses its
dissatisfaction with this method otthe Mit. whereby only Ya3and Visnu are deemed to lay down the order in which heirs

Mayukha, Nandapandxta and BalambhattI on the mterpretaUon o£ • brothers -

•nYa,. are referred to), but vide M»lj> v. Cursandas 24 Bom 563 and

£TTZV
J< Z {* B°m 30° f°r^ P"*°si'«>" ttat the tnterpreta-lion of the Balambhatt, has not been accepted by the courts a, anthoXiveso far as the districts governed by the M,t. are concerned

1404. ViieEkobav.Kash.ram 46 Bom 716 at p 718. In N«ra*anv. Laxm™ 51 Bom. 784 U Was held that the sister of a proshtute Is enjledo succeed to the prostitute's property as a sapmda before the property
"^

10 the Crown by escheat, relymg (at p. 793) on the analogy Lorded by^passage from the Vaijayanfi of Nandapandua on the V«nudharmaS3^gaoled in Dr. Jollys T. I.. L. on -Faction &c.- pp 2 8 ^7 287

***«?** «rbr*r m*rF*r(W*mnta amft^m,^ , $wft.
* '

"*"*
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take, while Mann, Sankha and others are deemed to be only

oonoerned with declaring the right of certain persons to

inherit.

The V. MaySkha proposes a special order of inheritance

as follows:—(1) full brothers; (2) then full brother's sons,

(3) the gotraja sapindas of whom the first is the paternal grand-

mother, (4) then the sister, (5) then the paternal grandfather

and the half brother at the same time, (6) then the paternal

great-grandfather, paternal uncle and the half brother's son

together. It should be noted that this conjoint inheritance by

heirs of different degrees of ascent and descent which ib

peculiar to the Mayukha has been regarded by the Bombay

High Court as unknown m practice and obsolete 14<* Therefore

it is probable that even in districts governed by the Mayukha

the order of heirs after the paternal grandmother and full

sister would be half brother, then half sister and then half

brother's son and then it will be the same both according to the

Mit and the Mayukha.

The Mit. does not expressly mention the sister at all but

the Bombay High Court has held her to be a veiy near hen-

even where the Mit. is paramount, placing her after the brothers

(whether full or half), brother's sons (whether of the whole

blood or half blood ) and paternal grandmother, the difference

from the Mayukha being that under the latter the full sister

comes only after' the full brothers and full brother's sons

and paternal grandmother and before half brothers and half

brother's sous.

One passage of the Mayukha, being wrongly translated by

Borradaile, has led the courts (including the P.O.) to

decide that full brothers succeed along with the sons o

a deceased full brother wherever the Mayukha » ^eme. The

passage of the Mayukha as translated by Borratol
C

jd»

Stokes H. L. Books p. 88, IV. 8. 17 ) runs "the"Jj^jj
also, if themselves fatherless, at the time of

^f*f
™* ™°7,

death, provided they are capable of«»*«g^J^i£
property, will divide the father s^^S£.^««-»
brothers, after the example among^?n7tothe fathers'",

fathers, the allotment of sharesisaccordmgjojheja^^

"^06 Vlde MftJ. v. »!*» 3 Bon, 3 S3 at p. 363 ,
*««•» "

Valab 4 Bom. 188 at p 208.
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The text of the Mayukha is given in the note below. It is 1407

almost the same as a passage of the Mitsksara, which has not

been misunderstood. Both passages contemplate a case like

this A dies leaving B, C, D, his brothers, as his nearest heirs,

so that A's estate vests in interest in B, G, D. Before the

estate of A is actually divided by metes and bounds, B dies

leaving three sons E, F, G-. The last three had no right to the

property of A at their uncle A's death because their father B
was living at the time (i. e. pitrvyamaianakSle jivatpitrkataiiU

asanjata-dhanasambandfiah ). Yet when the property is later on
actually to be divided they ( E, F, G ) will take the share which
their father B would have taken if the property of A had been
divided at the moment of A's death. Here a distinction is

drawn between vesting of property ( dhamsambandha ) and its

actual partition. Bat, in order to entitle nephews to take by
actual partition, their father should have survived the deceased.
This is the real meaning.

The Privy 110* Council, following a wrong translation, held
that, under the law of the V. MaySkha, brothers and the boub

*T. 1^5 p 142 , it appeals that Borradaile read °mm.faiSfrJriMnUd4iaqr and
misunderstood sgranjraTOmsTO. Compare 8ferr. ' ^Tip *rg*t vrraft snrft

Videws.s p 528 for a passage siraiUr to ^ Mlt ^ ™^ (foho
101 a

)
and ^. irf. p 672 have also a similar passage

an^ed^A^rff""
Z
"""" L K' 29 * A. 70 where tins rule Wa,appUedtoAbhanThakurs that had migrated from Gujerat to the UmtedProvinces of Agra and Oudh before the V. Mayukha *as composed, on heground tha the Maytfcha only embodied and defined pre-e„sLg cnsloms!

l£r*Z nit :
a?°m°r

-
TUe May,Ikha — ""-amtoodwd fur

loLb
a
Ml-

a
-
a n

r-
WD8

*° d° W"h Gujeral »**<* ** .t -as com-posed by a Maharastra brahmana vAose family bad migrated to Benares

and digest liters embody pre-erisung customs of the districts ,vhe«Th^
due to individual opimons For example, the Mayukha provides for Le

(Continued on the next page)
02
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of a brother that died before the propositus ( the brother inherit-

ance to whom is m question ) shared the estate of the latter.

This erroneous decision has been persisted in to this day on the

principle of ska e decisis The view of the VaijayantI about the

sons of the same woman from different husbands being eapindas

of each other has already been noted ( p. 727 ). GovindarSja on

Manu DI 11 says that it is wellknown that children of different

fathers but of the same mother are spoken of as brother and

sister. Kulluka on Manu IH 11 refers to this .view of

Govindaraja-1109

A question arises whether the distinction between full

blood and half blood made by the Mifc in the case of brothers

and nephews was to be carried beyond them Though a

Full Bench 1410 of the Bombay High Court held that the dis-

tinction was not to be carried Beyond brothers and nephews

and that paternal uncles of the half blood inherited along

with paternal uncles of the full blood, the Privy Council over-

ruled this decision and held , that the preference of the whole

blood to the half blood extends to all sapindas of the same

degree from the common ancestor ( and therefore a paternal

uncle of the whole blood excludes one of the half blood )
Tho

Madanaparijata"" p. 674 expressly extends the preference of

the whole blood to paternal uncles.

{ Continued from the last page )

places the mother before the father ( {ohos 139-140 ). Following this case il

Lsbeldm JMas* Item*..*. 5 Bom L R 516 that thescm *»

predeceased brother inherited along »ith the brothers of the deceaseo.

This rule is not to be earned beyond brothers and brothers sons.

Kesarlalv J«g<M<n 49 Bom ZS2 thediffemng translates oi£^£™
preferred to (at p 286). ,t ««. held that the pnnc.pto, f rtW* «*«

reqmred that the Pnvy Council decision should *•/^* ".^j£Xt
of* deceased brothers a.lowed to devote on the sons o a brother th

had died before the deceased along with the surviving brother.

U09 f*^^^»^ . *****-«^
tfce

,410 V,de Shankar v. Kashmath SI Bon. 194 (F » h

r*L* t-ts are discussed, over-rn.ed m «M «-"*"» »*~*

Laldas L R 60 I A 189
swfcnrrroir

trf. P 674.
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It is noteworthy thatfhe VSramitrodaya which generally

follows the Mit invokes the principle of spirited benefit in

preferring the Ml toother's son to the half brother s son

The heirs from the wife to the brother's sons are spoken

of as "baddhakrama' (lit whose order is feed) in theMit.,

the Y Mayukha ( p. 143 ) and other works and as the compact

series' ( of heirs
)

' in the case law For example, in rejecting

the view of some that rely on Manu IX. 217 that the father's

mother succeeds immediately after the mother.it is said that

the heirs from the parents to the brother's son being mentioned

in a feed order (by Taj.), no place can be found foithe

father's mother in the feed series of heirs and that Manu IX. 187

indicates only this that the father's mother is an heir.*413 The

V. Mayukha relies on the popular maxim that when certain

persons are specially invited for a meeting or a dinner they

are seated on seats definitely allotted to them but that those

who come uninvited are assigned places at .the end of the row

of those who were specially invited MM

The question arises whether the brother's son's son inherits

immediately after the brother's son and before any other heir.

There is a conflict among Sanskrit writers on this point. The

Sm. C. II p. 300, 141s the SubodhinI, the Madanaparijata (p. 673)

say that the compact series ends with the brother's son, while

ApaTSrka, Taradaraja ( V. Kir. p. 453 ) and the Vaijayantt of

Nandapandita hold that the brother's son's son comes immediate-

1412 s^ft Qtiti 1 3*flV3X*n$j!jiTt fs *rtt?i *u*R Rgii *HTiic<iut/i{3i$>e{V

VpuĈ f$"£ <44l<fi® •H\<t<.<JI^=(i-»-Ht|'<(W4'ltt'+S')lfil*K'l|
/

3 I «T 1. P. 528.

1413. HW<f(5 'St Srfllt fthjHiat U*I ?%f%fS WI=*HtdT PfaHflglt *WJf^3]

135. inriW (fecm^T) iiaw*rt im awft *i-£*HiUtiSMin{& »nft f3Nrt-

'Jfi|l3W-<i1-UH'(t fi&5t ;<l§*i. BTSS^Tnt f^%>n 1 «J Wi£U p. 143.

1414. ror anna^HM'H nfirsr., vide^pr^ on % X. S 1 ' TOT ^STO^S

^thr*5^ % sw*tA *r*P3 i* sffqwaHd'^Sa fW3^*3 mft^i rfr 4U°mh. i »

Vide also 5FTt on ^.V. Z 19, ^llOt^tWun on 3^^ IV. 3 3 and JimS*
' wi*3-ri iS& »tfr5 ^r=trMHW, umiSta '- I" Mohandas v Krishndbat 5

Bom. £97 this maxim is quoted and it is said that it applies only to the

compact scries of heirs and that it does not applj to the list of bandhus

enumerated by Xilafcantha (p 602) The maxim is also relied on in

Gomirf Bl.mishct c Bfttfcn 46 Bom I. R. 699

1415 iftasn ^g tpwrs; 5a Ire* \ ftH+m*$is* 'ftitfis^rTi^ gjfns-
fi^ftrjd^.«.

'

c^vsphm<;aa
'

il%<tueig *ript 1 Sm C ll p 300 . vide v. p.
f. 52$ fcr almost the same words.
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]y after the brother's son. A Full Bench of the 14" Bombay
High Court holds, basing its decision on the usage of the

province, that the compact series ends with the brother's son,

while the Privy Council would seem to lend colour to the view

that in the Benares school it ends with the brother's son's son.

The DSyabhSga ( XL 6. G p. 208 ) places the brother's son's son

immediately after the brother's son on the ground of the

superior efficacy of the pjndas offered by him.

Golrqjas (lit. 'those born in the same gotra' or agnates).

Yfij. says that on failure of the heirs up to brother's sons the

gotrajas succeed. Though one's father, brothers and brother's

sons oIbo are really gotrajas, they are expressly assigned cer-

tain fixed places in the order of heirs and other persons born

in the gotra are included in the term gotrajaB on the analogy

of such an example as ' let the cattle be brought and also the

hullB' where the bulls, though really included under 'cattle'

(gamh), are separately mentioned in order to emphasize that

special attention must be paid to them on account of their in-

tractable nature. Vide p 536 note 966 above. Ace. to the Mit

gotrajas ore the father's mother ( as the first among them ),
then

other sapindas and samanodakas. The V. Mayukha (p 143)

also says the same thing and places the father's mother as the

first among gotraja sapindas. It may be remarked that Yaj.

avoids the word Bapinda and employs the word gotraja. The

Mit. and MayQkha state that sapindas succeed as heirs and that

sapindas are of two kinds, viz. gotrajas (horn in or having the

same gotra as the pt oposttus ) and those that are born in ( or are

of) a different gotra. These latter (viz Wnrniagtitra sapivVfJ

are designated as handtim by Yaj. Therefore it comes to tta

that, though Yaj. does not employ the word sapinda, the inheri-

tance goes after the brother's son to the nearest sapinda x«j.

knew the word 'sapinda' (I 52) and defines the limits o

sapinda relationship for marriage (in I 53) *«**»*£
follows that he does not use the word sapinda m the sense given

Jo the word by Jfmutavahana In I 68 Y&, «f«JJ
sapinda and sagotra ( in the matter ofmm* -^J*^
oates two things viz. that the words were not synonymous

that sagotra had the same sense as gotraja

—
rt ei; . / rf t> i hi which

eround that it was not an express deciaon on the qn<*"o

compact ser.es of heirs ended mfh the brother s son.
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3p. Dh. S. H 6. 14. 2 provides1*17 that ' on failure of sons

the nearest sapinda' (inherits). Manuu18 IX. 187 is the classi-

cal text on this point, which appears to mean literally, ' whoever
is nearest from among the sapindas, to him the estate (of the

deceased) Bhall belong*. This verse has been variously ex-

plained by the commentators and digests and variously trans-

lated by eminent Judges and writers on Hindu Law. The
chief difficulty lies in the expression ' sapindadyah' and the
words 'tasya tasya'. Some take the first as equal to two words
'sapindat yah ' and others as one word ' sapindadyah *

( sapinda
and the like ). Some take one ' tasya ' ( of him ) as referring to
the deceased and the other to the inheritor; while others take
'tasya tasya' as both referring to the inheritor alone, corres-
ponding to ' yah * ( one more ' yah ' being suppressed for the sake
of metre) Though the printed text and most of the commen-
taries read the half verse of Manu as in the note below there are
several digests that read it differently. lor example, the Sm.
C H p. 301 reads it as 'yo yo hyanantarah pindat* and quotes
DharesvaTa'B explanation that 'pindat' means 'sapindaf.
Kulluka and the Dayatattva p. 195 explain * sapindaf as
' sapindamadhyat ' ( from among sapindas ) and this appears to
be the best explanation. Br. 1*19 (S. B. E. 33 p. 379 verse 62)

1418. stotc. ^ftosrsTCtRT STCT S^H%{ I Manu IX. 187. Vide Buhler's
note on this in S. B. E. vol. 25 pp. 366-368 for the varying inter-
pretations of commentators. Buhter is not right when he emphatically
says- "On philological grounds it seems to me improbable that « anantarah
sapindaf can mean anything else than 'nearest to the sapinda • and that
this sapinda can be anybody else than the deceased". In the first place
the singular' sapindaf can be easily interpreted as used m a generic sense
Ijatavekavwnam) i. e. as meaning • sapindebhyah • (from among sapmdas).
in Ap

,
Br. and other -works wherever inheritance is spoken of. it is the

.nftmfor ,vho is required to be the safitnda or bandhava or sabulyaand the deceased is hardly anywhere spoken of as the sapinda of thejn-
hcr.tor bnt rather as 'mrta'. 'svarySta'. ' dhamn • &c. The >crse of

fLT,
""

ry, ^^ v*™'- '««*^ TO « ^ . ^ J5,.

!£;T!Sm!! readsa~* !lm tn*^ '*-«* ^U
vmmftfafsnKi ^^WSpftp. 71.

^rat»pr. q- 1> *5^ n. P 301. trt^ (foi.o ioia ). to m in IjZg
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says, 'when there are several annates ml,,h,n* ™a ;- j,
(cognates), whosoever of themfc flie^S Sfll fl'f'Twealth of him that dies without issue' '

taket,,e

w^* ™?°*tan
J:

gestionis- what is the meaning f theword sapinda'. The Miteksara and the Dayabhaga ProLndtwo different meanings of the word that have beenSS aongth in II. of Dh vol. II, pp. 453-458 and 472-477 Wo"it m not necessary to repeat those explanations The word

with the technical definition of p*,,* (pan . IV. 1. 163) given by,

- - /"<* i"aiv.i. ids ; given byDim. It appears to have been used in the sense of blood rela-
tionship as stated by the Kasika. According to the Mit the
right to inheritance depends upon blood relationship ( connec-
tion through particles of the same body, ekaiarira,auav!inravn)
and the preference among those who are blood relations is deter-
mined by nearness or propinquity (pi-ati/asath) According to
the Dayabhaga, sapinda relationships is based on religious
efficacy i. e. on the capacity to offer the cake or ball of rice in
sraddha and it has evolved a peculiar method of determining
preference which will be explained immediately below. That
there appears to have been a close connection between taking
the wealth of the deceased and offering sraddha to him
may be admitted But the question is whether a person was
deemed to be an heir and entitled to take the estate of

the deceased because he offered sraddha to that person or

whether the heirship was originally determined on other

grounds and whoever took the estate was saddled with the

responsibility of performing foaddhas for the benefit of the

soul of the deceased. It U difficult to give a convincing

answer to this. It appears, however, that ancient sutras

do not emphasize the religious efficacy of pindas as the

determining principle in heirship. Sp., Manu, Br. ( particular-

ly the first and last ) speak only of nearness ( which more

naturally means ' nearness of blood ' ). Ysj omits the word

sapinda altogether in mentioning heirs Manu IX. 142 states

that pinda follows the gotra and riktha ( wealth ) Visnu Dh.

S. XV. 40 declares, ' whoever inherits the estate (of the deceased)

has to offer pinda to him '. This rule is emphasized even by

those works (like V. Mayukha)'«° that make blood relationship

1420 grrc*! fer«mri?on ^«r %snft Trsra^jhrMtftur (jsmrrsr st**

**Hfa

*

?p& wss^ns =5 f*s*<* sprrg < *ffS q by stop ™>>

Stn on VH IX 132. fl T P 599andsngn?#n p 207(asci.bos:to S5f
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the test of heirship by saying that whoever evon inking the

king ( who takes by escheat on failure of all heirs )
that takes

the estate of the deceased must perform or arrange for the

performance of the funeral ceremonies of the deceased up

to 10 days after death and the sraddhas, as bdld by the Brahma,-

purana 280 79 (tadabhSve ca nrpatih kRrayettvakniumbinanU

taftatlyair-uaTaih samyak-dahadyah sakalah kriyah ) The Mit.

view is upheld by V. H , V. G, Par. M., Madanaparijata, baras-

vattYilaBa, V. Mayukha, Balambhatti and many other works. 1 he

theory of the Dayabhaga is propounded by only a few medieval

works, and writers like ApaTarka ( quoted above on p 7*-5 ),

Eaghunandana, Nandapandita. The Vlromitrodaya generally

follows the Mit. but in certain cases it relies on or refers to the

principle of religions efficacy in preferring one heir to another,

as for example, in preferring the full brother to the step-brother

(compare note 1397 and V. P p 5&8) or in preferring three male

descendants to the widow It is therefore that the Privy Council

remark,tm ' now it is absolutely clear that under the Mit&ksara

while the right of inheritance arises from blood lelatiouship or

community of blood, in judging of the nearness of blood lelotion-

ship or propinquity among the gotrajas the test to be applied to

discover the preferential heir is the capacity to offer oblations '.

Its position is peculiar. 1422 It says that the capacity to offer

pindas is not the governing principle as to heirship, but it is

only useful in finding out the preferential heir among gotrajas.

Vjsnu quoted by the Mit (not found in the piinted

Dharmasutra ) prescribes ' If there be no son or . grandson

left for continuing the line, the daughter's sons shall take the

wealth, for m regaid to the obsequies of ancestors daughter's

sons are regarded as son's sous '. This is in line with ManulX.
136 ( cited above on p 720 ) which says that the daughter's son

should offer the pinda ttnd take the wealth. Therefore it appears

that Mami, Visnu and others relied upon the capacity for the

offering of pinda as the reason for being entitled as heir, hut
that this idea was vague and not elaborated in any way. The
idea that blood lelationship settled the right to inheritance is

implicit in the order of heirs in Yaj Taj. ( 31. 1&7 ) in speaking
of the ksetraja son says that he inherits the wealth of both ( the

1421 \i(le BtuhUut Smg/i v LtiUii Sin$h 42 I. A 208 at p 227.

H22 Titr; fia uc^Hifttw* tn aminrift n^Vi-h-, s^nfa qwrTOraHf3-

vrenrria^ ir^g'mfbTrra-K'n n g ?r§^ mii^-t^ i «r. st p. 401,
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begetter and the husband of the wife on whom he is begotten

)

and offers pinda to both. He does not state that because lie

offers pinda to both he inherits the wealth. So this verse also

favours tho view that offering of pinda was a duty laid up-

on him who took the wealth ( except in the case of male issue).

Hence it appears that the theory of the Mifc. also has a very

respectable antiquity and further it has been followed by most

medieval writers throughout India ( except in Bengal ).

The argument of the Dayabhaga ( which was propounded

beforo it by a writer probably named Udyota 1423
) that the

taking of a deceased person's estate depends, upon the spiritual

benefit conferred on him is briefly as follows. It relies princip-

ally on Baud Dh. S and Manu. In the section on the partition

of wealth { which begins from IX. 103 ) Manu (IX. 137) declares

the super-eminent spiritual benefits conferred by tho son,

grandson and great-grandBon; furtbor ( in IX 106 ) Manu states

that tho son gets all wealth from his father because he frees

the latter from debt, that ( in IX. 139 ) the daughter's son also

is spoken of as saving the grandfather in the next world and

as therefore entitled to the grandfather's wealth, that the verse

immediately preceding Manu IX. 187 (declaring that the

nearest amongst sapindas inherits ) speaks of the offering of

pinda to three ancestors; and since it i'b reasonable to presume

that the blind and the like are excluded from inheritance

( Manu IX 201 ) because they are incapable of performing

religious rites, it follows that Manu and others regarded the

taking of wealth as dependent on the conferring of spiritual

benefit. This point of view the Dayabhaga emphasizes at every

step It"2* says: "There are two purposes for which weaun

is acquired, viz. for worldly enjoyment and for the unseen or

spiritual benefit derived from making gifts and the lite!
:

«»

when the acquirer is dead, he cannot have «W™w*rf™
wealth and the only purpose that remains is the unseen purple

or benefit. It is therefore that Br. says, from
^
the weaM

inherited, the inheritor should carefully set apart half for^
benefit of the deceased for defraying the «p»jfj*»

,*#Shr ******* «n«™it **mfNr*^£*f^1*43. 4HTOWWnH HnM—— . „ .__^,1I fi 31-3Z V' "»•
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monthly, sis-monthly and annual sraddhas ". The subject of

sraddhas will be dealt with in another volume.. But here it is

necessary to say a few words,for making the position of the

Dayabhaga clear. Among the several kinds of sraddhas two
deserve notice, viz. Ekoddtsta and Parvana. 1*25 The first

( ekoddtsta ) is performed for the benefit of a single deceased
person. There "are sixteen such sraddhas performed for the
benefit of the deceased during the course of one year after his
death or on the 11th day of death And every year on the
anniversary 'of death an ekoddista sraddha may be performed
for a deceased person. The parvana sraddha is performed on
certain specified days, such as the amavasya of a month, or
particularly in the dark half or on the amavasyU of Bhadrapada
or on a sankranti. In this sraddha the three deceased paternal
ancestors of <the performer are principally invoked and the
three deceased paternal ancestors of his mother aTe also invoked
but their invocation is secondary and is dependent on the
principal invocation. TheTe is one more word that must be
explained here viz. sapmdana or sapmdikarana. This is a sraddha
rite performed one year after the death of a person or on
the 13th day from his death. By this sraddha the person
recently deceased ceases to be a preta ( a departed spirit ) and
is elevated to the rank of pitrs (Manes). , The widow and daughter
can perform only the ekoddista sraddha, while sons, grandsons
and great-grandsons can perform the parvana sraddha also.
The Dayabhaga refers ( XL 1. 34 p. 162 ) to the fact that the three
male descendants, by performing the parvana sraddha, confer
great spiritual benefit on the owner ( compare note 1343 above )
Elsewhere (XL 7. 17 p. 211) ft designates the parvana as
traipnrusika 1

(i e. performed for the benefit of three ancestors)When speaking of the right of the widow to inherit it empha-
sizes ( XL 1. 43 p 165 ), by quoting verses from Vyasa, 1*" that

t „"25,
< l^^p-^^»^r^ftSi «U.nnfrm > te on ^

T*3t on*n I 217. trrsm means • performed on a farvan day - Ace to jL
JJWWMJ"• »» «» parvan days are. 3WramT, ^^^ ^
fd ^Wgf TWrnswor q in wrqpra p 192 deBnes the £&l£na as

WJ*U ^wrq XI. 1. «-44 p. 165. This 13 quoted in *tj. * p 509
93
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a widow by leading a chaste life, by offering water mixed with
sesame every day to her deceased husband, by making gifts and
observing fasts saves himselfand her husband in the next world-
It adds that if the widow misbehaves 8he makes her husband
fall, as husband and wife share in the fruits of each other s
good and evil deeds. Therefore the widow takes her husband's
wealth for his benefit Brhan-Manu (q. by theDgyabhaga
XL 1. 7 and by the Mit. ) declares that a sonless chaste widow
should offer pinda to her husband and take his entire estate

Similarly Prajapati (cited above on p 709 and quoted by
even the V. Mayukha and other works of the Mitaksara school

)

requires the widow who inherits all the movable and im-

movable property of her deceased husband to perform the

monthly, six-monthly and annual sraddhas of her husband.1W

Similarly the Dayabhaga allows the unmarried daughter or a

married daughter having a son ( or who is likely to have a son

)

to inherit because her son will offer pinda to the owner who

will be the maternal grand-father. It prefers the daughter's

son 1428 as an heir even to the father because the former offers a

pinda to the owner himself, while the father offers pindas

to two of the three paternal ancestors to whom the owner would

have been bound to offer pindas. The D. B. winds up by

saying 142' that the order of inheritors must be followed in such

a way that the wealth of the deceased may be most beneficial

to (the soul of) the deceased. In certain respects the D. B,

does not strictly and logically follow its own theory but is

compelled to twist it by reasoa of the places assigned by special

1427. On 3l«ir*r frift^lg Jjr«m«(in%«n%«^ ( vxie o 1358 above),

ft. t p 590 says : 3ifia'&<n nt*ro«nf5E3i*f«jnr wrsri^ qfowifa *ra-

1428. ffi«s?ra»r <* ff3ft* ftftswanqfa ss*<»nf- ' tw fta^ sn"?

ft^S.^nwrXi. 2. I? p. iso. ^^
1429. B^Wf^lW^^W"*™"*^,

ana 30 p 215 The last sentence Is quoted 6y the «r>nm P 197.
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texts to certain heirs."^ For example, the order of heirs

according to the D. B. is ; son, grandson and great grandson

;

.widow ; daughter ; daughter's son : father ; mother ; full brother

;

half brother; full brother's son; half brother's son. But the

persons entitled to perform the sraddha of the deceased in order

are somewhat different. In fact the order of succession does not
strictly follow in any sohool the order of those that are called

iraddhadhilcanns. The order of those who are entitled to offer

sraddha to a deceased separated male ( iraddhadlukarm ) given
in most works is as follows; son (aurasa or adopted); grand-
son ; great-grandson ; widow ; married daughter ; unmarried
daughter who has succeeded to the deceased's wealth ; daughter's
son who succeeds to the wealth ; full brother ; half brother ( son
of a different mother); full brother's son; half brother's son;
father; mother; daughter-in-law; full sister; half Bister; full
sister'E son; half sister'B Bon; paternal uncle ; paternal uncle's
son ; other gotraja sapindas ; sodaka; any gotraja ; cognates such
as maternal grandfather, maternal uncle, maternal uncle's son
(i. e. the bandhus of the three kinds in order); pupil ; son-in-law

;

father-in-law
; friend ; any brahmana who takes a hrahmana's

wealth or king who takeB by escheat. Vide Nirnayasindhu HI
uttarardha pp. 382-386,Dharmasindhum uttarardha pp. 368-369,
Sraddhaviveka p 48. If the principle of the capacity to offer or
of the offering of pindas regulating the right to succeed iB to
be strictly and logically followed, there is no reason why the
mother or the paternal grandmother should succeed immediate-
ly after the father or the paternal grandfather respectively
Her recognition in the D. B. school is due to the fact she is
expressly mentioned in Manu as an heir. Similarly in the
rules about the succession to re-united coparceners, the school
of D. B. gives preference to re-united co-parceners and
does not apply the theory of spiritual benefit. IPurther
the Dayatattva says that all that is required is the capacity

1430. Vide Akshaya Chandra v. Hondas 35 Cal 721 at p. 726 and
Nalmaksha v. Rajamkanta 58 Cal. 1392 tor the propositions' that the
doctrine of spiritual benefit cannot be applied consistently in all cases such
as the succession of females to males, the succession of samanodakas &cand that in cases not contemplated by Jimutavahana or his followers in theBengal school, the principle o£ propmqmty and of natural love and affectionshould be followed The Dayatattva p. 195 after quoting Br. cited aboveobserves that both the superiority of pindas offered ana nearness oUmexo

i
e^rsl

..

,niohcnlancc
•
'^^—*t«—™-
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to receive pinda or the capacity to participate in the pinda
offered by* others and not the actual offering of pradas.

For example, if a man performs sraddha for his ancestors,

then dies, but no one performs his sapindana and therefore

he does not participate in the pindas given to his ancestors,

still his wealth will be inherited on the principle of

Teligious efficacy M31 Owing to considerations of space it is

not possible to go into great detail about the several proposi-

tions established in relation to, the theory of religious benefit

as the determining factor in matters of inheritance. But the

following propositions may be set out in one place:

(1)
' Benefits are conferred on the deceased by means of thD

ekoddista or the parmna baddha. The capacity to perform the

parvana sraddha is not the sole ground on which rests the right

to inheritance to a, man. Therefore the widow, the daughter

and the pupil were recognized as heirs though they perform

only the ekoddista sraddha. But those who are competent to

perform the parvana sraddha have a preferable claim to those

who are entitled to perform only the ekoddista sraddha There-

fore the male issue of a deceased person are preferred to a

widow or daughter.

(2) Spiritual benefit is conferred on a man by presenting

pinda directly to him or by offering pinda to one or more of his

paternal ancestors to whom he presents pindas during his own

life time and with whom he participates in pindas offered after

his death by others or by offering a pinda to one or more of his

maternal ancestors (mother's father, mother's fathers fatter

and the latter's father ) to whom he was bound to offer pandas

dnring his life (but with whom he does not participate in tne

pinda offered to them 143* ).

(3) The pinda offered to a man himself directly is of greater

efficacy than the pinda offered to a paternal
««*J»»

~
he participates after his own death as one of «»¥*«*^
fore the son, grandson or great-grandson is preferred to every

one else Tnfbrother offers a pinda to the fafterandjwo^oro
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paternal ancestors of the deceased ta which he' ( thedeceased

owner) only participates after Mb death. Therefore the brofcer

b postponed to the boh or daughter's Bob (who offers a pmda

directly Wths deoeased himself as his maternal grandfather ).

'

(4) The pindas offered to paternal ancestors have greater

efficacy than those offered to maternal ancestors (hence a brother s

son is preferred to,a sister's son because the former offers jandas

to his own and the owner's paternal, ancestors, while the.
r
latter

offers pindas to his maternal ancestors who are the
;
paternal

ancestors of the owner ).
,

(5) The pinda offered to the owner's father is of greater

efficacy than that offered to the paternal grandfather or great-

grandfather. Therefore a brother's son or grandson is preferred

to a paternal uncle« Hence it should follow that all agnatic

and cognatic descendants of the father of the deceased would be

preferred to any descendant of the paternal grandfather or great-

grandfather. '

" "

(6) Where the number of pindas offered by two claimants

is the same, he who offers a pinda to the neareT ancestor is to

be preferred

The Dayahh&ga, strarting with Baud. Dh. S, (1, 5. 113 ff),

Manu (IX. 186-187 } and the MatsyapurSna elaborates its own
definition in the following 143' way. A man's son and a daughter

are both born in the family The daughter's son springa from

the family of his maternal grandfather but he belongs to

another gotra ( viz his own father's gotta ) ; similarly, a mail's

sister ( i. e. father's daughter ) is born in his family but her son,

though mediately sprung from the deceased owner's family,

belongs to another gotra ( viz that of the sister's husband ) : the

same is true' of a father's sister's son and the paternal 'grand-

father's sister's son. A sister's son offers a pinda to the father

1«3. fojnft ft Hft^: ffcOTSfiriSwnsr^T! ft«3^! «T5- 5^8 VlfSpJ SP*F*

»nitXi 6 5-6.

fii"a<i^if awAtOmw-dithSwira -h ifl 'fr^it i ^tn>nn xi 6 19-20 p. 212.

mwiRKva 5<rr5 is Manu IX, 1S6 and sptnrc ^fit"Bt«l . fe Maw IX. 1S7,
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of the deceased, as the owner's father is the former's imbm-i
grandfather and therefore he is connected as «S2S S
father of the owner, who (paternal grandfather^KmaE
grandfather of the father's sister's son. A maternal unSSosprang even mediately from the family of the owner, but he
offers a panda to his own father who is the maternal grandfather
of the deceased owner. Therefore the maternal uncle or his son
or sons son being connected with apindatbatis offered to the
maternal grandfather or maternal great-grandfather respectively
of the deceased owner is a sapioda of the deceased owner. A
maternal aunt's son also offers a pinda to his mother's father,
who is also the owner's mother's father and so the maternal
aunt's son is a sapinda of the owner. The pindas offered to
the maternal ancestors by him are inferior and secondary.
Further, one's own mother, the father's mother, father's father's

mother were associated with their respective husbands as to the
pindas offered to the male ancestors and the same holds good
about the wives of the maternal ancestors also. 1®5

The result of this way of defining a sapinda is to obliterate

the distinction between a gotraja and a bandhu. Ysj (II 136)
expressly says that a bandhu can succeed only on failure of all

gotrajas and so according to him a bandhu is one who is not a
gotraja. The DayabhSga brings in the sister's son immediately

after the the brother's son's son and before the paternal grand-

father (i. e. even before a near agnatic ancestor} who is

literally a goltaja, while the sister's son is literally not a gotraja.

When the DayabhSga designates one's sister's son as sprung

from the kula of the owner though not of the same gotra, he

does violence to popular usage prevalent throughout India. An
ordinary person in India hardly ever says that his sister's son

or father's sister's son is born in his own hula The Dayabhaga

only quibbles over the word 'gotraja' inYaj which it reads in

the singular ( gotrajah ) and not in the plural ( gotrajah ) as

the Mit, does. Under the Mifc. the sister's son is only a bandhu

and cannot succeed before a paternal uncle or his son or a

paternal grand-uncle or any other gotraja. The DayabhSga

thus gives the go-by to the text of Yaj and shuffles in several

1435. mm'kwHi *tsmiR-#t5si*rfHitom<**XTtto 5*2"^? *

XI. 6. 3 p 207,
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cognates as very near heirs The D. B. regards Mami IX. 186-

187 as the crucial text and-Yaj. 31. 135-36 as only secondary.

The following diagrams will illustrate the working of the

theory of religious efficacy. A person is a sapinda of those to

whom he is bound to offer a pinda while he is alive, of those

who on his death are bound to offer pinda to him ( viz his three

male descendants, his daughter's son, his son's daughter's son
and his son's son's daughter's son) and of those who are bound to

offerapindato the ancestors to whom he is bound to offer a pinda
viz. to his three paternal ancestors and his three maternal
ancestors and all of these are his sapindas The last of these

three groups has four sub-groups .—sub-group No. 1 comprises
those who offer pindas to their own paternal ancestors who are
also the paternal ancestors of the owner . sub-group II contains
those who offer pindas to their three maternal ancestors who
are all or some of them the paternal ancestors of the owner, to
whom he was bound to offer a pinda; sub-group HI comprises
those who offer pindas to their paternal ancestors all or some
of whom are the maternal ancestors of the owner; sub-group IV
exhibits those who offer pindas to their own maternal ancestors
who are also the maternal ancestors of the owner. Each of
these sub-groups contains 9 persons ( as the minimum ) who are
all shown in thick type. If the owner has several brothers,
sisters, uncles and aunts &c. the number of possible sapindas
will be much larger. All heirs in the three sub-groups H-IV
will be bandhus according to the Mitaksara and will be post-
poned to gotrajas undeT the Mitaksara. It should be noticed
that Jlmutavahana brought in the father's daughter's son
immediately after the father's great-grandson, the paternal
grandfather's daughter's son after the paternal grandfather's
great-grandson and the paternal great-grandfather's daughter's
son immediately after that ancestor's great-grandson on the
analogy of the rights of the owner's daughter's son and on the
basis of Manu IX 139 that the daufutm ( daughter's son ) saves
an ancestor in the next world just as a son's son does. 1*6

(Continued on the next page)
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( Continued from 'the last page )

daughter's son and tbat the latter though a sapmda of the owner add an

he,r was not to be preferred to the great-grand son of the paternal grand-

father of tbe proposes Sarvadh.kan (T. L. L on Inheritance, 2nd ed.

of 1922 pp. 701-702) criticizes this decision as wrong, but it docs no

appear tbat the Calcutta High Court Is prepared to follow h.m A.mmtar cc
,

_-

fifct arises as to several cognate heirs For example. *'™*%f%J
son and the son's son's daughter's son offer pmdas to he own« »,

self drrectlyas a maternal ancestor (just as the daughter's son do«0«*

herrfore should be placed immediately after the -^J^SS
BnttheCalcotta High Court would refuse to do so if the_

M

Cat 780 be followed. Sarvadbikari (p. 709) however would place

\mmediately after the daughter's son.
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The D. B. Bays 1*37 that the word ' gotrajah ' (mas. singular)
is employed by Yaj. for excluding all sapinda women ( except

1437. qifl3S»'fo'St fu-jli%,flljj^irtUjUMhK1 Rud^Hn^j^u,,,^.

™n*n *t* « *fnr»u>;XI. 6. 10. 12, 13 ^pnra p. 196 has a sim.lar passage
9<
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those that are expressly named as heirs by special texts

since they are not born or ( even mediately ) sprung from Hi

family of the owner, as the sister's son or the father's bister'

son that is held by it to be so sprung, that the word ' bandlm

'

employed by Yaj to include a maternal uncle and the lik

among heritable sapindas, since they are not sprang evei

mediately from the hula of the owner and are also not of th

same gotra, that the maternal unele and the like come in onli

after all descendants, in the lines ,of the paternal ancestor

inclusive of the great-grandfather up to" the latter's daughter''

son are exhausted, 1138 and that Mamuhad not to enter mt<

these details as its two verses ( IX 186-187) were quite enougl

to lead to all that has been 'elaborated by the D. B about th.

working of the.tbeory of religious efficacy.

It will have been noticed that no female except the hv<

expiessly mentioned can inherit under the Dayabhaga scheme

and the result is that a man's own son's daughter or daughter'

daughter does not take as heir, whereas a distant-rolativo like th

father's father's lister's sou takes it. The same is also the cn«

even under the Mitaksaia in the whole of India ( oveept m

Bombay and to some extent in Madras for which see a little

later on

)

A man offers only the leavings or remnants of the pindas

that stick to his hand (when offering pindas to hit three

paternal ancestors ) and that ( leavings ) aie cast on knsa gw*

to three paternal ancestors above the paternal greal-grandfaUior

(ManuIU. 216). So also the three male descendants beyond

the great-grandson offer the leavings ( called pmMvn ) to.the

owner; these three remote paternal ancestors and he three

remote male descendants (spoken of as •dbhaktadayad,>

n

Baud. Dn.S.1.5 114) are designated sakulw by Sw^nm.

l438. V»de Kmhuha CW.« »• »«*»« *'«"' IS

Vm.mm"
wllcre the above pas*^ are centered at ta** » • » *» «m .

eternal pand-unc.e's daughter', son (thorn* not «^\™**™"
Ih DB^ , .Udrf to preference over the n.m* «* £•£«
pr ssl 5 n,ent.oncdasan "-r — a -»"* by V " »'

" r" ;^

^Lbonndtoorferap^ » .h-* *
.
«««£-^, „.

ow0 death. .1.1. the Utter of*. . prf. » *• «•*•«£ r§^
owncrto.homth o,Qcr«aS bo-nd W «T.r . P-^ «

owaer Ad not participate rfi« *»* *»*•
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the D. B.14B ( XI. 1. 38 ) According to D. B sakulyas succeed

after all sapindas are exhausted Just as a man participates

after Mb death in the pindas offered to his paternal ancestors

so he •would participate in the leavings also offered to his

paternal ancestors from the 4th to 6th by their descendants

( from 4th to 6th ) The D B. remarks that this difference

between sapindas and sakulyas is made only in the matter of

inheritance But in the matter of the periods of mourning
both the sapindas { stiictly so called in the section on inherit-

ance) and the sakulyas aie designated sapindas by Manu
( V. 60 ) and by the Markandeya-piuana { 28. 4 ).

1410 According
to Manu IX. 187 sahvlyas succeed on failure of sapindas, while
Visnu Dh S ( XVII. 9-11 ) prescribes 1441 that on failure of

bandhus, sakulyas succeed It appears that Visnu employs the
word bandhu in the sense of sapinda Nar (dayabhaga, 51) states

that on failure of daughters and sakulyas, bandhavas and
persons of the same caste succeed Here it appears that sakulya
and baudhava are employed in the sense of gofaaja and
bandhava as done in Yaj. The Balambhatti says that gotraja and
sakulya are synonymous. The Dayabhaga appears to be some-
what inconsistent in its references to sakulyas. In XI. 6 15
and 33 it includes samanodakas among sakulyas, while in XI.
6 %1-2-Z it defines sakulya as stated above. The Mit. on the
other hand comprehends the sakulyas of the D. B. (as definedm XI 6, 21 ) under its gotraja sapindas

H*m t^^rymmn;; ffrreficfprnn- :st^tt snw^ i irnww XI l 38
p~" ' aat? gwwng^FRr^ i>3S<t5i%ort^5<m^i5^ig:a^Tft ** t^-WWints^tim. ^Hf*>sgtwti?p?ft grgrmtiiWiSli^W tW<TmcH« i >prf5n-
sSF^t^^OTP^^gj^TORi^an'i^nmpiXi 6 22-23 p 213.

1?S*fc Sf*R sff^;. *vw ^,^1^ II ni^i^^ror 28. 4-5 quoted byT™ XI
' V 1 The WJW (220 85-86} reads •frnttf^^

55 17. 9-11 Tlnsts ihe reading of an^r* p 741. ft ,. p. 595. The
** «f p.«Osay«thatinVwnubandbu and !akolja stand for sapmda and

^T? *~°7J
toh*»'™ra <P- ,B5 >- ?« <X1.1 9.p 151). „

g^yy^^^W'.-'tH.^ftwro t.Rto mn^ ^^
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The Mit. states that the gotrajas are the paternal grand-
mother, the sapindas and samSnodakas of the deceased. It then

proceeds to say that the paternal grandmother is the firat

among gotrajas, then comes paternal grandfather. It para-

phrases the word gotraja ( born in the gotra ) as samanaqolra

( having the same gotra ) and then proceeds, ' on failure of the

father's line { sanla-na ) the heirs are the paternal grandmother,

the paternal grandfather, the paternal uncles and their sons in

order ; on failure of the paternal grandfather's line the paternal

great-grandmother, the paternal great-grandfather, his sons

and son's sons inherit. In this manner must be understood the

succession of sapindas belonging to the same gotra ( as the

deceased) up to the 7th degree'. According to the Mit. sapinda

relationship extends up to the 7th degree ( reckoned from and

inclusive of the owner) Therefore the owner's sapindas for

purposes of inheritance according to the Mit. are the owner's

(1) 6 male descendants in the male line, (2) 6 male ascendants

in the male line and the wives of the first three of them { that

are expressly so declared, viz. mother, paternal grandmother

and paternal great-grandmother) and probably the wives of

the next three also, (3) the six male descendants of each of his

six male ascendants in the collateral male lines. Besides, a

man's wife and daughter are treated as his sapindas and the

daughter's son, though a blnnnaqolra sapinda, is placed high

among the gotraja sapinda heirs

Even under the MitaksarS in the whole of India { except

in the Bombay and Madras schools), no women succeed as

gotraja sapindas ( except five expressly named and cited t*mt

on p. 713 ). In Bombay the sister (full or half )
is hrough

"asagoUa by the V May'akha (though the JMjJ»»
entirely silent) and placed by it immediately after *«P«
grandmother. It relies on the general words of Maim ff . «'

«J

the inheritance goes and then proceeds.""JShe »
also a g ;

as being born in the goto in which her briber (£J-^
owner) was born. She is, however,^ «£g*^ *„ (in y„ )

brother ), but being a sagotra is not ™«£ ™ Jth of fl0

as the condition that leads on to the taking °5
â L>«/« and

Leased'.^^^^^^Z^X^ *"
takes its literal-meaning. But

t

tbat

a

ageaw^I-, __

1442. JTipTPr V^^ > i^J^l^%ft1
,Tq.V^SP 143 '
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widow and mother are not gotrajas(in this sense of being born in

the gotra) hut on marriage they enter the gotra of their husbands

and become sagotra Further, on the same reasoning, a son s

daughter, brother's daughter, father's sister
and other women born

in the family of the deceased will become his gotrajas (though not

sagotras because on marriage they pass into the gotra of their

husbands) But these other women are not expressly recognised

even by the V. Mayukha as gotrajas. Even though she was not

mentioned in the Mit the sister has been recognised as a gotraja

sapinda by the Bombay High Couit in parts of the Bombay

Presidency where the Mit. is the paramount authority. The

order of heirs under the Mit would be as follows :—Full brother,

half brothei, full brothel's son, half brothel's son, paternal

grandmother, sister, (full being prefeived to half), paternal

grandfather. According to the V. Mayukha the order is slightly

different, viz full hrothers along with tons of full brothers

that are dead, full brother's faon, grandmother, full sister,

halfbiother, halfsister, paternal grandfather. The unmarried

sister had been recogniaed as entitled to a share when brothers

came to a partition and they had to provide for her marriage

expenses Vide ahove pp 619-630 and Nar 1143
( dayabhaga, 13 ),

Visnu Dh. S. 18. 35, Manu IX. 118, Ya3 II. 124. In Madras the

sister had been recognized as a bandhu The Legislature has

intervened and laid down ( Hindu Law of Inheritance Amend-
ment Act II of 1929 ) that in territories governed by the law of

the Mitaksara and in respect of the property of males not held

in coparcenary and not disposed by. will, a son's daughter,

daughter's daughter, sister and sister's son shall be entitled to

rank as heirs in the order specified in the Act next after a
father's father and before a father's brother The first three of

these were before this Act not at all recognized as heirs in the

whole of India except in Bombay ( where the sister was recog-

nised as a gotraja sapinda and the first two as bandhus ) and
except in Madras ( where the first three were recognized only

as bandhus ). The sister's son was given a very high place as a
sapinda under the Dayabhaga and was treated as a bandhu
elsewhere in India. This enactment does not affect the Daya-
bhaga scheme and so the three females mentioned in the Act
are not heirs even now under the Dayabhaga The sister's

place as settled by Bombay decisions is after the paternal

tffirSV S«3T « =tK^ { <|l|H|ll 13 )
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grandmother and before the paternal grandfather, while the

above Act places her after the paternal grandfather. In Bai

Mahataxtm i> The Deputy Na<u 45 Bom. L, R. 434 it has for this

reason been held that the Act does not apply to the Bombay

Province. Jf it be held that the Act does apply to Bombay

( except as to the sister ), then the same Act will have to be

deemed to be laying down two different orders of succession as

to the same four heirs in different provinces, which, to say the

least, is not a reasonable or desirable way of interpreting

statutes (just as in the case of texts).

Some difficulty is caused by the use of the word saxtamt in

the Mit. as legards the father's, giandfather's and great-grand-

fatber's line. It has been seen above (p 731 ) that the compact

series ends with the brother's son (father's son's son i. e after

two descendants of the father ) according to the Bombay High

Court, while elsewhere in India it is supposed to end with the

brothel's son's son ( i, e after three descendants of the father).

The Mit expressly mentions only two descendants in the grand-

father's and gieat-grandfather's line. The general rule is that

sapmda relationship extends to six descendants of each line

(excluding the man oi ancestor from whom the counting is

made ) The further general rule gathered from the meagre

words of the Mit. is that the nearer line excludes the moTe

remote ( e. g. the grandfather, his son and grandson are expresB-

ly mentioned by the Mit. as taking before the great-grand-

father, his son and grandson ). The question is whether the 3rd,

4th, 5th and 6th descendants of a nearer line would exclude

even the 1st or 2nd descendant of a remoter line e g whether

the great-grandson of the grandfather would take before U»

son or grandson ,of the greafc-grand-father or whether the Mm

descendant of the grandfather would take before the son of m
great-grandfather. There were three views"" on to point-

M44. VideM. **» * Z*m»*£J
«*£»» "S

for the three v«ms and their expounders. The t .
<Z «•

|0

view and he.d (p 227) that the doscendan* »^«^j£j. J*,
the fixed limit should be exhausted at any rate to the «^MK

Si the ascent to the*>S^£ZZ*S^&
T

cT^ 300 the pastas printed » «~ hat
e« ^ ^

aiB0 says 'ftswarrr «mmBW*«>' p- 74 ' *

for the same view.
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The first view, lelying upon certain words of the Sin' C, held

that,after two descents in each line, one should ascend' into .1

remoter line and after the two descendants of that line are

exhausted, one should revert to the 3id to 6th descendants, "of a

nearer.lme The 2nd view was that in each line three 'genevif-

tions were to he first exhausted, because the word pud<r in

several places in the Mit.includes-the tin ee male descendants^

The 3rd view w4s was that in each line" six descendants weic to

he exhausted before 'ascending to the next 'remoter line ( a<*

Bapinda relationship extended to six 'degrees.) •> - -
1

Another question is whether the 'widows' of agnatic relations

(such as the son's widow, brother's -widow, step-mothev "or

paternal uncle's widow) are 'included in the 'toi'm ' gqhajah '

for pmposes of inheritance Under tlie Dayabhaga, as well

as under the Mitaksara throughout India '(except in 'the

Bombay School ), the widows of gotraja sapindas are not heiis

at all, since according to almost all writers . women do not

inherit except when expressly mentioned by itexts i In , the

Bombay School the position is different. According to -both

the Mit and the Mayukha. wives enter by marriage the gqtra

of their husbands and become sapindas of their husbands. The
Balambhattt declared the son's widow to-be an heir-.^even

before the paternal .grandmother and includes females also in

the word goltajuh When got} aja was rendered as santixnaqotnit,

the term became wide-enoughrnot only to include those 'born in

the gotra but even those who entered .the gotra by mariiage.
Besides, it was argued that if the paternal grandmother oi

paternal great-grandmother succeeded as a gotraja theie was, no
reason why other widows of otheT gofaaoas should not succeed.
From the earliest days of British rule the* gotraja sapindas
( such as the son's, hiother's, paternal uncle's Widows ) have'
been recognized as heirs in the Bombay Presidency, Tliey take
only a limited estate like the owner's widow or mother or

1-N5 The third \ic\ «as propounded by Tclang J m Raehava •

Ktitiugappo 10 V.om 716, vhichis referred lo bj the I" C in *2 I. \. 208,
at pp 220 and £26 The V C do not dissent trora Telang J but do not
exoresilj approve of his \ie\ s as it was not ncccsstry to do 1.3 m that case,
wl.cTi: the question was whether the great-grandson of the aiandfalher of
the decc-ised vias to bs preferred to the grandson of the t;rcal-grandfatlicr
and it v a\> held b\ the I' C that he was to be preferred The 2r>d msu
appc-irs lo be supported by the v ords of \pararka p 745 " m sjrai SR^s-
*''"<<^^ f!i|H4«rfj *rq srrernpn HTO^Jt I rnj TOnrn:srf?pft npiTm^Tj^sfr
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paternal grandmother. Tliey are recognized rather 011 tho

ground of 'positive acceptance and usage ' by the Privy Council

than on the ground of any texts 1*16
. They occupy the same

place as their husbands, succeed after the compact series, the

efeter and half-sister and only after all the male gotraju

sapindas (up to the 7th degree inclusive of the ancestor)

properly belonging to the line to which their husbands belonged;

e g the son's widow would succeed before the brother's son's 14"

son, tho brother's widow or step-mother would succeed after all

the six male descendants of the husband's father, but before tbo

father's, father, paternal uncle or his son &c These widows of

gotraja sapindas succeed before any bandhu. Since Act XVIII

of 1937 a man's own widow, hif> predeceased son'*, widow and

the widow-of a predeceased son's predeceased son succeed along

with his sou or sons throughout India.

Samanodakas According to the Mit gotrajas are either

sapindas or samanodakas. The word 'samanodaka' ha<! a

technical meaning Ace, to Manu V.60, 'the sapinda relationship

ceases with the seventh person, the relationship ofsamanodaka1"8

ends when birth ( in the family ) and name are no longer

known'. This occurs in the chapter on impurity. The Mit

declares that the samanodakas comprise males seven generations

beyond the sapindas or all males ( beyond sapmdas) whoso

birth ( in the same family as that of the deceased ) and name

are known. It quotes a text of Brhan-Manu, 'the sapinda

relationship ceases with the seventh person; the relation of

1446 Vide Lnllubhat v. Maninvarbat 2 Bom 3S8, 447. which »enl

up to the Privy Council as Lallubhoy v Cnssibm L It 7 I A 2ii
*\

p 237 In Gandhi tlagantal v Bmjaiab 24 Bom 102 {lf. B ) * P •«-

it was observed : * The grandmother's claim was indeed found so strong »>»

it served to help the widows of collateral sapindas lo be also recognizee »

gotraja sapindas'.

1447 Vtde APPaji v MohanM 54 Bom. 564 (r Si )
for the daiieM"

.a-law being preferred to a brother's grandson .
KasJuba, iJ^J^,

Bom 389 (where the paternal n-cte* ff«-« ZolTl^T^
uncle's vrfdow because be »as a male gotraja sapinda of the «£ "

seven degrees, to which the widow's husband belong). *££
Basangavda 39 Bom. 87 where the brother's widow «» Pierre

paternal uncle's son { as she belonged lo a "<**">"*>
-«-«*» '

attributed to fCPtfc br **• «* p-
5
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Bamanodaka ceases after the 14th ; according to somo it extends

as fat as the memory of name and family (or birth) reach,

the gotra is said to extend up to that*. The eamanodakas

comprise the 7 ascendants of a person after the great-grand-

father's great-grandfather, the 13 descendants of these seven

ascendants, the 7 descendants after the 6th descendant of his

6 male ancestors from his own father; and descendants of

himself from the 7th to the 13th. The Privy Council have

ruled1449 in a recent case that, according to the Mitaksara

school, samanodaka relationship does not extend beyond the

14th degree (from and inclusive of the common ancestor of the

claimant and the propositus).

The word* samanodaka ' literally means ' those who offer to

or receive water from the same person \ The word is employed

by Vas. 14s0 17. 79. But in the law of inheritance it has a

technical meaning as stated above.

Bandhu ( cognate ).
wst It has been seen above ( on p. 742 )

bow tbe DSyabhaga shuffles cognates among the gotrajas

1449. Vide AHnaram v. Bajirao L. R. 62 I. -A. p. 139 where it was

said that in the event of a conflict between the ancient text writers and tho

commentators the opinion of the latter prevails in the provinces where their

authority is recognized on the ground that the commentators only voiced

the usage of the time and of the country in which they lived. The case of

Bat Dcvltoro v. Anmtram 10 Bom. 372 where the word samanodaka was

interpreted to include any agnate without any limit of degree was not over-

ruled but was distinguished on the ground that it was governed by the law

of the VyavabSra-mayukha which quotes only Manu V. 60 and does not

quote Bthan-Manu,

1450. ant -3?£ HKHm^ vnifrja"l5ItinH i°n $3s '^tfn^mn i nf%s i? 79-

1451. The word 'bandhu' is a very ancient one and has been used m
various senses throughout the ages In Rg. I 113. 2 Night and Dawn ( Usas)

are called sainanabandlifi { bound together or having a common relative ).

In Rg 1. 154. 5 (urttkramasya set hi bandHur-tttha) the -aord appears to

be used in the sense of ' friend '. In Rg I 164. 33 • nabbi ' and • bandhu

'

are employed one after another. The sage Vasistha tells Asvins(Rg VII,

72. 2) that their mutual friendship is ancestral and their relation is common
{yitvorht nah sathya fttryam sainano bandhuruta titsya vittam).
Vide also Rg. V. 73 4, VIII. 21. 4, V11I 100. 6, IX 14. 2 In the Atb-rva-
veda V 11. 11 Albarvan is said to be the bandhu of the gods and Varuaa is

said to be both the friend [sakhii) and bandhu (relative) of the sage. In
Atb&rravcda VI. 15. 2 and VI 54. 3 the same half verse occurs, ' whoever

( Continued on the next page

)
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literally B0 called. According to' the Mit bundW ar»sapindas of th deceased bel duS^taBandhus succeed under- the Mit:,, the V.^ MayukJa
J*

iother authorities except those, of the Dayabhaga sch5 on*on failure of samanodakas (or BodakaB ).„It will have been
noticed from the discussion above that gotrajas, whethersapmdas and samanodakas, are all agnates (and in some cases
tbeir wives; i. e. persons related to the deceased by unbroken
male descent. The bandhus are persons, related to the deceased
through one or more females The basic texts on the inherit.

arice of <bandhus are three verees attributed to Vrddha-SstStapa

r ( Continued from
)
the last page

)

whether our relative or not attacks us ' sabandhuscasabaiidliusca yosman-
abhtdasatt ) In the Vaj S IV. 2z ( asme ramasvasme te bandhuh ) < the

poet prays that the god may find delight in them and find in them his

bandhu. Among sutras Gaut, IV. 3 and VarShagrhya 9 speak of pitrbandhus
and matrbandhus (persons related through the father and mother) la Yij.

the word bandhu or bandhava occurs many times and has at least three

senses viz relative in general (in I 82, 108, 113, 116, 220 ; II. 144, 280;
III 11,239), agnate (II 294), cognate (II. 135, 149, 264). Mann IX,

158 and XII. 79 employ the word bandhu in the sense of relative m general.

The 2"p. Dh. S. I 7 21. 8 and II 5. 11. 16 and Gaut 14 18 employ the

word 'yamsambandha ' for persons 'connected through a female On the

other hand Pamni V. 3. 23 frto vidyayoaisambandhebbyah ) appears to em-

ploy the word in a general sense viz ' blood relation * (whether paternal or

'maternal ) Another word frequently used from Vedic times is 'jfiati " »bieli

generally means ' agnate ' or ' relative ' Vide Eg X 66 14, X 117 9 I»

the Atharvaveda IV 5 6 a man desirous of a clandestine intercourse with a

'woman prays ' svapanivasyat jflatayah' svaptvayam-abhtto janah'. In 1.

1. 35 Panim appears to use the word jiiati in the sense of agnates '*TOHI-

reftHH?<Um«J. '. In Gaut II. 43, Ap Db b. I, 3 10 3 'jfiati' occurs and

is explained by Haradatta as agnatic relations In Manu III 31 0««''Wl>'°

dravtnam dattva) jfiati appears to mean paternal relations. In Manu III.

264, iv' 179, Yaj II. 149 jfiati is distinguished bom bandhava orbandbu

and so means 'agnates' Two other words are ' sajata ' and 'sanibhi .

The first occurs in the Tai S I 6 2 1 and I 6 10. 1 {ugrohatii sajalcsu

bKiyasam) and in the Atharvaveda 19 3, III. 8. 2, VI 5. 2 and means

' agnates or kinsmen '. The word sanabbi occurs in Eg IX 89. 4 and means

also the same thing as ' jBati ' in Ap. Gr. VII. 20. 18. Manu V. 72, Br (S

B. E 33 p 310 verse 11), but in the Nirukta IV. 21 and in Kit. (q. h
Apararfca pp. 669-670) the word sanabht is used in a wider sense (as In-

eluding paternal and maternal relations). The Amarakosa gives sapintta W
a synonym of sanabhi. srrwrTW£ t 1*rF ajni^r gg'tlH?d*Hl%» j*^ fls
5tur^ra^i»Wf?<a^if5rtr3J rv. 21. srfrwrpft (on awwftM "P"""

OTFtt qffiX^gftqi & WTTOTs and relies on irrfBrfr VI. 3. 8$.
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or Baudhayana. They may be translated as follows: 'The

sons of one's father's sister, the sons of one's mother's sister

and the sons of one's maternal uncle—these are to be known

as fflniabandlrus ( one's own bandhus ) ; the sons of one's father's

father's sister, the sons of one's father's mother's sister, the

son's of one's father's maternal uncle—these are to be known

as one's pitrbandhus ( father's bandhus ) , the sons of one's

mother's father's sister, the sons of one's mother's mother's

sister, the sons of one's mother's maternal uncle—these are to

be known as the mBtitoandhua ( mother's bandhus ).
M52 The Mit.

states on this text that bandhus are of three kinds viz. atma-

bandhus, pitrbandhus and matrbandhus and that atmabandhus

succeed before pitrbandhus on account of their greater propin-

quity to the deceased and pitrbandhus succeed before the

matrbandhus 11S3 The treatment of the rights of bandhus in

the Mit and other commentaries and digests is very meagre.

This has led in modern times to a bewildering mass of case law
on the inheritance of bandhus.

The first question is whether the enumeration of bandhus in

the verses quoted is exhaustive or only illustrative. The V. P.

expressly 1451 states that if the enumeration be held to be
exhaustive absurd results would follow. For example, a
maternal uncle's son is expressly named as an atmabandhu in
the verses quoted above, but his father ( the maternal uncle )>

being not mentioned, would on that hypothesis be excluded.
Therefore it was held by the Privy Council in a very early-

case us> that the enumeration of bandhus is only illustrative,

that the maternal uncle though not mentioned is a nearer

52 3?um%wti- gsn atitmtiBungi -Eat » awnsigsssrre ^m snw-
nfig. fife* s^i- Rawing! gnr; i fagjnaBggtsj f5^m ftg--

1452

ir«wr n frig w£*rt S^rt *ng»ri^esrg- gar t sfngnfgsjgsnasr fi^hrr Tnsrwtnn: n

q. by the fSren on it,. II 136 These are ascribed to schnrt by the opcr iff,

III p 523 and «t j?t. p 455 and to g-^WId mm by tt? ot. p. 674 and

1453. ara MixU$T4»iiwwi<n«Fq$T u.<nu^m< Rgi.m^n^ *n*r-
,»*U3t lfl& SR«t wf^H**). I fjfctr on *jt. H. 136. Almost the same words occur
in the Tn$ ttT. p 674

1454 <qtifr»sr<5rl33f5 TfgTr^t wt3OT«Rra?r»w«ror »«arsrafimmi<ui5q

WI. * pp 530-531.

1455. Vide Gnrfftart Lall v. The bengal Government 12 Moore's
I A. 44S.
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bandhu and would succeed in preference to his own son wl

is expressly mentioned. In Balasubrahmanya v. SuWmjya 65

A. 93 it was held that under the MitSksara the principle t

proximity of blood relationship applies to the succession o

bandhue, that in determining which of two Stmabandhus is entit

led to succeed nearness of degree and not religious efficacy is tbi

proper test to apply, that when the Stmabandhus are equal k

degree the test of religious efficacy may be applied to determine

preference and that the maternal uncle of the deceased is

entitled to preference over the deceased's father's half sister's

son. This was followed in Virangauda v. Yellappa I. L R (1943)

Bom. 359 ( F. B, ) where the mother's brother of the deceased

was preferred to' the father's sister's son. So also the mother^

father would be a bandhu. It is strange that the deceased^

own descendants through a female or the deceased's father's

descendants through a female such as the son's daughters son,

daughter's son's son, daughter's daughter's son, sister's son

or sister's daughter's son, are not mentioned in any authoritative

commentaries or digests as his bandhm. Further, the bandhus

enumerated in the three verses do not go beyond the 4th degree

from the common ancestor. But bandhu relationship extends

up to five degrees at least. There is an ancient instance of the

sister's daughter's son having succeeded to a Buddhist bhhsn

in Cambodia ( in sake 586 ). This would be so only according

to the principles of the Mit. Vide ' Indian Cultural Influence

in Cambodia ' p 55 by Dr. Bijan Baj Chatterji ( Cal.1928 ),
Ml

the above (such as the son's daughter's son) have been

recognized by the Indian Courts as stmabandhus entitled »

inherit. In Umted Provinces' v 'Kanfmtua Led 16 Lucknow i>Di

ithasbeenlieldthatthe father's. father's daughter's sons son

would be an atmabandhu of the deceased. In an early^case

in British India two propositions weie laid down, viz. (W ton*

must be mutuality of sapinda relation between the
,

decenta

and the claimant (i. e. each must be a^^.""the
(2) that in order that a man may be an heritable bandhu o

t

deceased they must be related directly through themselves^

14SG. V.deUm«.rf Bahadur v. »CW Cjri. US>& JMJ

but a remark was made (WI»ch ™* « *
** JJJ^|M becilll5e .to

or mother.
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through their mother or father. These propositions were accepted

by the Privy Council, 1457 which further said that sapxnda rela-

tionship extends in the case of bandhus only up to five degrees.

The first proposition about mutuality has some support m the

interpretation put on the famous verse of Manu IX. 187 by the

BalambhattI and the Subodhinl ( vide above note 1418). But

difficulty is created about mutuality by the unwarranted

assumption that the common ancestor must be a member of

one out o£ four families as stated by Sarvadhikari. The other

propositions, however, are not supported by any texts^ or sound

reasoning. Since the enumeration of bandhus is admitted to be

not exhaustive, no sound inference can be drawn from the list

of nine bandhus that a heritable bandhu must be connected

with the deceased in any particular way All that can be

required is that he must be a bandhu as defined by the

Mit ana connected with the deceased by having particles

of the body of a common ancestor within the limits of

sapinda relationship as laid down by the Mit. The limit of five

degrees categorically laid down by the P. O is not, it is sub-

mitted with great respect, based on very sure or strong founda-

tions. The Mit says that sapinda relationship extends to seven

degrees when traced through the father, that wherever the word
' sapinda * is employed this meaning has to be understood and
it extends up to five degrees when traced through the mother.

Vide H. of Dh. Vol. II. pp. 454-455. What is material is

1457. Vide Ramchandra v. Vtnayak L, R. 41 1. A 290 (
= 42 Cal.

3S4 at pp. 418-421) for tbe propositions about mutuality, relationship

through himself, father or mother and restriction to five degrees Dr. Sarva-

dhikari (T. L. L. p 6306E) is not right in inferring from the nine bandhus
cxpresslj mentioned in the verses quoted above that the propositus must be

a descendant of a common ancestor who is a member of the following fami-

lies, viz (1) claimant's agnate family, <2) claimant's mother's agnate

family, (3) claimant's father's mother's agnate family, (4) claimant's mo-
ther's mother's agnate family. Following this opinion, tt was held in

Lmeji v lltthabai 2 Bom L It S42 that the great-grandson of a sister is

not an heir under Hindu Law But this decision is against the de&mtion
of sapinda given bj the Mit and is wrong Vide Chinna v Padmauabha
44 Mad. 121 pp 12S-130 for a reasoned and trenchant criticism of the re-

quirement of mutuality laid down without any discussion or explanation in

the case of G Cal 119 and the \tews of Sar\adbikari. It is to be regretted

that owing to the ignorance of Sanscrit on the part of most judges that had
to decide cases of Hindo Law, the opinions of individual learned authors
lite Majne and Sarvadhikari were followed without personal examination by
judges of the authorities on which the opinions of authors were bised.
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not whether a female intervenes somewhere, but whether the

person about whose Bapindaship a question is raised traces Ms
descent to a common ancestor through his father or through

his mother. In the P. G. case the claimant claimed sapinda-

ship with the deceased through his mother, and it was rightly

decided that he being 6th from the common ancestor was not

a bandhu But to lay down as a universal rule that a bandhu

in order to inherit under, the Mrb. should not be beyond five

degrees from the common ancestor is against the definition of

sapinda given by the Mit. itself and unduly narrows the

express words of the Mit The words of the P. 0. ' the sapinda

relationship, on which the heritable right of collaterals is

founded, ceases in the case of the bhinna-gotra sapinda with

the fifth degree from the common ancestor * { L. R 41 1 A. 290

at p. 312 ) are very generally expressed and aie susceptible of

the interpretation that they lay down the rule of five degrees

even when the claimant claims 1458 relationship with the

deceased through his own father Some support for the Privy

Council rule that sapinda relationship ceases with the 5th

145S Vide B»i} Mohan v Ktshttn £<rf (1938) A I, J 670 where the

Allahabad High Court held that, even when the claimant traced sapinda

relationship through his father, heritable bandhu relation ceases after the

fifth degree But in Kesar Sitig/t v. Secretary of Stalefor India 49 Mad

G52 at p. 690 it is said that, though in the P. C. decision there are some

observations which at first sight imply that sapinda relationship of bandbus

for inheritance ceases with the 5th degree in all cases, there is nothing to

suggest that the Privy Council intended to do a«ay with the «cl!lno»n

distinction between bhmnagotra sapindas that claim relationship throu^

their father and those that trace it through their mother There itgMi

diversity of view yet about what the P. C meant in 41 I A. »» »

thatDr Sarvadbikar. » wrong >n his restriction,
•
* ^^JJ^

the hues he propounds, that 54 Alt. 698 is wrongly deeded and that « mm

652 is down tne correct law On tbeother hand, m Ha,»»an< v. 1W<

I LB (IMS) Bom 465 it has been held that the P. C ^°sAat *C"

ibttndL
1

whether claiming^^f^X^—
within five degrees from the common ancestor. VideM ,D* ^^
B*fLL.* <««> A" P 131MXTuXtn of ho. the

from an examination of numerous cases As an Uu tra«o ^
,„, of the succession of bandbus is »*£££«££\%9 (F B > it **
cases may be read. In Sakharamv RatMa^
heId that a father's sister's son is to »£**££%^ v .

»»*»*
tto maternal uncle, but the P C ^^J^ preference over the

L. R. 65 I. A 93 that the maternal code is entitle" v

father's sister's son.
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degree from the common ancestor in the case of bhinnagotra

sapindas may he 'found "in 'the words of Mitaamisra in his

commentary on Yaj'l. 52, in the implication of the words of

Kulluka 1459 on Manu V. 60 and in the remarks of the

BilambhattI ( p 191 ). But this' view is opposed to other

weighty authorities such as the Nirnayasindhu and the Dharma-
sindhu

The whole law about the succession of bandhus is in a
confused state owing to conflicting decisions, but the, P.,0. has
laid down certain propositions which may be set down here

:

(1) atmabandhas succeed before pitrbandhus and pitrbandhus
before matrbandhus ; (51) the nearer in degree in each class of

bandhus is preferable to the more remote ; (3) as between bandhus
of the same class, the conferring of spiritual benefit would be
a ground of preference, as the Yiramitrodaya invokes that
principle m several cases ( and so the father's half sister's son
would be preferred to the mother's sister's son, though both axe
atmabandhus and of equal degree );' (4) if the above three rules
fail, bandhus ex parte paterna ( on the father's side ) succeed
before bandhus ex parte materna (onthe mother's side); (5) the
bandhu between whom and the propositus a lesser number of
females intervenes is to be preferred. As a corollary of the 2nd
rule it should follow, that the descendants of the propositus
would be preferred to ascendants and collaterals and that ban-
dhusof the same class that are descendants of a nearer line
would succeed in preference to descendants of a remoter line
though of the same class. But this last proposition has not yet
been settled by the Pnvy Council. It has been, however, held in
Debt Uas »M»*f Belmn LL.B (1943) All. 131 that a sister'ssons son should be preferred to the deceased's cousin's daugh-
ter s son, since the former belongs to a nearer line.

Barv^w«l
P^P0S8

f^ thiBWOrkitis *™^™* «* unneces-sary^ wade through the mass of case-law on the succession of

1459. g^jB after quoting thevm&m on the question ot saplnaasl«p
based on the offerings of pmdas remarks. •s^ *, *ft^ !«„„-.
«rh tot. '««*«b «rf*e*«**,ma«* i *» ^wmim -rra-1T*W » • and remarks 'g, mrmniirftwn «ft fc^, rtn# * ft**,!
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bandhus. One or two matters, however, call for remark. If the

theory of spiritual benefit be strictly applied, many of those

who would inherit as bandhus under the Mit. system would be

barred from inheritance. For example, the daughter's son's

son"5'" or daughter's daughter's son would be a heritable bandhu

under the Mitaksara, but under the Bsyabbsga he would not be

so, as he offers no pinda to the deceased or to any of the latter's

ancestors. It is probably to obviate this unnatural and unjust

consequence that the Dayatattva refers to the text of Br. (quoted

above in n 1419) in which the word 'bandhavah' occurs,

remarks that the relatives of the father and mother of (the

deceased ) inherit in the order of their nearness to the latter and

quotes the three verses about the three classes of bandhus,

indicating thereby that spiritual benefit is not the sole test,

but that where it fails the test of blood relationship may

be applied."60

Very elaborate rules have been evolved by Sarvadhikan in

his Tagore Law Lectures on the Hindu Law of inheritance {2nd

ed. of 1932, pp. 571-640). The author devoted great industry, labour

and ingenuity in evolving those rules. But one regrets to say

that he raised a stupendous structure on very slippery and

meagre foundations And the pity of it is that many Judges

have more or less followed his lead, though emphatic
disapproval

of his views, whereby the list of bandhus capable of ™en
™f

has been very much restricted, has not been wanting.1' it «

not possible to examine here in detail his reasonings andresulte.

But the futility of much that he has evolved can and must be

briefly shown. The only solid foundations that we have in fbs

Mit. are : (1 ) the definition of sapinda given by it onY&j 1»
(3) the remark that bandhus are bhinnagotra sapindas

>

(as

contrasted wiHi gotrajas); (3) that the bandhus of a man maybe

described under three classes; (4) that those that may be calkd

Shandhus succeed before those called »*J«Jtaj
««*-

latter inherit before mstrbandhus. It is agreed on all hands

son's son's success^) and 31 All 454, 58 H>o. *
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the nine bandhus enumerated in the verses of §alatapa or Baudba-

yana are only illustrative. Therefore, the nine bandhus ex-

pressly mentiond Bhould not have been used to exclude aDy one

as not a heritable bandhu, as we have not got anywhere an

exhaustive enumeration Any one who satisfied the first two

requirements stated above was a bandhu. Of the nine bandhus

enumerated in the verses quoted above, none is connected by

direct descent with the propositus, his father or mother; but one

is a descendant of his paternal grandfather, one of his paternal

great-grandfather, two of his maternal grandfather, two of

hiB father's maternal grandfather, one of his mother's paternal

grandfather, two of his mother's maternal grandfather. Sarva-

dhikari makes a different classification of these ( p. 627 ) viz.

' two are connected through the father, three through the mother,

two through the paternal grandmother ' and two through the

maternal grandmother '. The whole trouble has been caused by
this latter grouping. Instead of emphasizing lines of direct

descent, he catches hold of females who are never spoken of in

ancient works in connection with tracing descent ( except in the

case of the mother of the man concerned ). If, because the

illustrations given happen to be connected only with four lines

of families, persons connected with the propositus through other
lines are to be excluded, there is no reason why a man's own
daughter's son's son, son's daughter's son, Bister's son, or sister's

son's son should be held to be bandhus. They bear no close

analogy to the atmabandhus enumerated by Satatapa. But it is

admitted by Sarvadhikari that they are atmabandhus. The terms
atmabandhu, pitrbandhu and matrbandhu are mere labels or
devices to show nearness and preference among bandhus. Ace.
to the V. MayukhaM« the words pitrbandhu and matrbandhu are
to be dissolved as sasthl-talvurnsa compounds ( pituh bandhavah

f%i*w f*5HTS*T*sftesft iftifl* asnrSrawft ^*ff?tH**5irchnn^*pJr<rr%: i

ft«tsrt^5t^5<Sf f%$; I nr jngjg p. H4 In Gajadhar Prasad v Gauri Shankar
54 All 69S (F, B ) Mukerji J. (at pp. 725-26) prefers to dissolve the
word %«isgor Jri^g as either <rarrffa<g*«t or gflmd^-bT (f^J- **g: , f^rr
^J ) rather tban as qflat lfrS No Sanskrit authority is quoted for doing
this and this vie%\ of his is opposed to the view of the ttj. j?^f

the ^rmrfr-
Rf!TS and some other v.orl:s.

86
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or matuh bandbavah) i. e. according to it pitrbandhus or

matrbandhus are bandhus of the father or mother and must also

be bandbus of the propositus if they are to inherit It is not

known in what context the three verses quoted in the Mifc. and

other digests from Satatapa or Baudhayana occurred. In Manu
V. 81 it is laid down that one should observe mourning on

the death of a pupil, sacrificial priest and bandhavas for the

duration of pdkstnl. It ia possible that the three verses only

illustrate what is meant by bandhavas in such a connection.

The BalambbattI ( vyavahara p. 214 ) here also explains

that females are included in the word ' bandhu *, although tho

verses quoted speak of 'putrah* only and the Bombay and

Madras High Courts have allowed female bandhus to inherit,

though in Madras the position assigned to female bandhus is

very much lower than in Bombay.

Strongei-a as Hetis—In default of even bandhus, the Mit

states 14*3 that the teacher (of the veda)is the heir of the deceased,

in default of the teacher the pupil (and relies on £.p. Dh. S B. 6.

14.3) and that in default of pupil a sabvhmacaiin (fellow

student whose upanayana was performed by the same teacher as

that of the deceased and who studied the veda under tho same

teacher)"" inherits. In the absence of even a tellow student

the wealth of a brahmana was to be given to some irofriya (a

brahmana learned in the Veda ) as laid down by Gaut ( 28. 39)

and in default of a srotriya in the same village, as said
i

by tho

Dayabhaga XI 6. 27, to any brahmana, since Manu (IX. 188-1SJJ

Bays, 'in the absence of all (heirs), brahmanos that have

studied the three vedas, that are pure and restrained, take tho

wealth ; in this way dharma does not suffer : the rule is
i

that the

wealth of a brahmana should never be taken by tho king-

Uar.«« ( dayabhaga, 51-52 ) is to the same effect To the same

1463. <^n^ *t*fJ- » *¥>& f^« W""** ItnmWi ***m'
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effect are Visnu"*6 Dh. S. 17. 13-14, Band. Dh. S. L 5. 130-122

and Sardrba-Likhita, Devala (q. by V. E. p. 597 and V. C. p. 155).

This direction of so many ancient Bages has not been respected

in modern times. 14W Manu (IX. 189) and Br. M68 ( S. B. E. vol. 33,

p. 380 verse 67 ) Bay that the wealth of ksatriyas, vaisyas and
sudras escheats to the king in default of heirs np to a fellow

student. When the king takes by escheat heirless property he
has to set apart a portion of the wealth of the deceased for the

maintenance of his concubines and servants and for the per-

formance of his funeral rites and araddhas as stated by Kat M69

931. Kaut HL 5, Har. (dayabhaga, 52) provide that the king (when
he takes heirless property ) should provide maintenance for bis

women and both the Mit. and the V. Mayukha explain that
the word * women ' stands for aoaruddhastri ( exclusively kept
concubine) and not for his wives ( who would succeed as heirs

and then there would be no escheat), because the word
'patnV is not employed in the verse. These verses of ITSr.

and Est. are the foundation of the right to maintenance of a
concubine against the heirs of the deceased paramour in modern
times.1"

H66. cr^qft marnwra^ <wni*l i wiarorof Minimum ' fl'swiSg,*
"' """' 3ffysjggtfSa

' "3^ awUi»l BmH*ifa«i g?< \ *t ft«r ftsrfjfe^j-
«r8re* S^GSfKh HwrjEratr *ism& *r^fhr «rw ifatft* ^ mffluiwffiia i

^.tt.^.I. S. 120-122 : this is q. by ft. ,. p. 597 (except the half verse
Tffcf' ). ft. f*. pp. 155-156; nft^ft q, wlftr^nf „ ^pjrta , ^m.

fofisGT q. by ft. * p. 598.ft.fc,. p 156. Tins is quoted as û nft rs by
ami* p. 746.

1467. Vide Collector of aasul^atam v Cavaty Venkcta 8 Moore's
I. A. 500 at pp 526-527. -

1468. SfcSPHi <Sra&933?ri: <R^twaftd^lt: I ^ ^tff^ ^rf^rfj}..W *•• » SS q- *>y 3TTO^ P. 746, ft. x. p. 598.

"°9- a^n'?t* ti-miffl ^tfMH^e^lg^,^ « sxmn *ftftror<4 *?ffift-
*«t^q45^ It W1WI q. by Rm. on Trr II. 135. «rtr. VI. III. p 53S, «r. jr^w
P. i39

;
sr*«.w*«nR«t*r ^ft^nrma: i ftm.. a^pn^^ ^^ ^ ^^.

^r^fiwfe^sr tftf^rormnt t ag; fffirt** jru^ i a^^rm in. s.

1470. V«e2Bom.573, 607. 12 Bom 26 (in both Kit. is quoted)
26 Bom. 163. 1. R. 53 I. A at p 163 for the concubine's ngbt. In 48 Bom'
203 a woman whose husband was all™ TOS not treated as a concubine" entitled
to mamtenance from the heirs o! her deceased paramour, but this decinon
has been recently overruled by a F„H Bench in 47 Bom. L. R p 5 (F B )
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Ysj. (EL 137) states a special rule 1W1 which is an exception to

the general rule of inheritance laid down in II. 135-136 viz.

'
( the heirs } who take the wealth of a forest hermit, a ga/t

(ascetic), a ( perpetual )vedio student are inorder the (vedic)

teaoher, a virtuous pupil, one who is looked upon as a brother

and belongs to the same order '. According to the Mit. the

heirs mentioned are to be taken in> the reverse order of the

words of the text i, e. the acarya ( who is mentioned first among

the three heirs ) Is to be taken as the heir of the last of the

three mentioned in the first half of the verse, so that the teacher,

good .pupil and the person looked upon as brother are respec-

tively" the heirs of the perpetual student, the ascetic and the

forest hermit. According to the Dayabhaga also the reverse

order has to be taken, but it says that the wealth of the forest

hermit, yati and perpetual student is taken respectively by odb

looked upon as brother, a worthy pupil and teaeher, but that

in the absence of these, any one who is in the same asrama as

the deceased may take it According to the Madanaratna"'2

the order of heirs is the direct one, that is, the teacher, good

pupil and accepted brother take the wealth of the forest hermit,

ascetic and perpetual student, since the Visnu Dh. S. (17, 15-18)

expressly says bo. The Mit. adds that a brahmacSrin is of two

kinds viz. perpetual ( ma§tht!ca ) , and upakurvSya ( who intends

to remain as a student for some time and then marry in order

to confer the benefit of male progeny on his ancestors), that

ttW and In «n»**£***
J*JJ£ worf fS&* ^«S t. 24

»ot«, » 28, 16 and sm H.> 1Z employ *a
explains

view of the Madwaratna « "ferred to by ih* «j. w??3 p
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Ya)5avalkya's words apply only to the former, that if the latter

( upakurvana ) leaves any wealth of his own it is taken hy his

mother, fatheT and the other heirs- The Mit. further says that

a worthy pupil is one who is capable of studying the philosophical

parts of the Veda, of understanding them and of acting up to

them, that a badly behaved pupil will not succeed, bo also a

badly conducted teacher shall not succeed. The Mit explains

that Yaj HE 47 allowed a forest hermit to accumulate materials

that will be enough to meet his needs for a day, a month or

six months or a year and so he may on his death leave some

wealth Similarly, though an ascetic was required by Gautama
( HI. 10 ) to make no accumulation of wealth, yet even an

ascetic requires clothes to cover his body, he has his sandals

and books on Yoga and the like ; and so also the perpetual

student requires these.

The heirs enumerated above succeed to persons in those

religious orders in priority of their kindred. It has been held

that members of> the three twice-born classes alone can be

ascetics with the result that tbeir pupils inherit and not the
kindred and that in the caseM73 of sudra ascetics their kindred
succeed unless some usage to the effect that a pupil inherits is

proved. For the foundation and administration of matkas and
properties attached to them, the selection of the heads of matbas
and their powers and duties and about ascetics and their pupils,

vide H. of Dh. vol. II. pp. 906-914 and pp, 944-952.

Reunion.—A reunion properly so called can take place only
between those who were parties to the original partition.

Reunion, therefore, postulates three stages, viz. (1) joint family,
(2) partition between members of a joint family, (3) an inten-
tion and an agreement, express or implied, to reunite in estate
among members who were parties to the partition. If persons
who had separated in interest merely stay together, that is not

1473. Vide Dharmapuram v. Vtrapandtyam 22 Mad 302 (holds that

tho ordinary law at succession applies to a sudra ascetic ) ; Ramdas v,

Bolricvadasji 39 Bom. 168; Somasundaram v. Vatthiltnga 40 Mad 84G,

at p S69, Hans Chandra v Attr 40 Cal. 545 ; but see Sambastvnm v. Secre-

tory of Slate 44 Mad. 704 (holding that the disciple of a sndra ascetic who
dies without leaving an> blood relations is an heir under the Hindu Law,
but that strict proof would be required of the claimant's spiritual rela-
tionship)
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reunion in law, as said by the Sm. O. JL p. 302 and Vivada-
candra 1*7* p. 82. The Vivadacandra quoting VisnupurSna saya

that reunion may be implied from a course of conduct, even

though an express agreement cannot be proved. There iBa

divergence of views as to who can reunite. The Mit., the

Day&bhaga ,47S
, the Sm. C. hold, literally construing a verse of

Br. { S. B. E. 33 p. 381 verse 72 ), that a member of a joint family

when once divided can reunite only with his father, brother or

paternal uncle, but not with any other relation (such as a

paternal uncle's son or paternal grand-father), while the V. G.

( p. 157 ), the V. MayQkha (p. 146 ), the V. P. ( p. 533 ) hold that

the members expressly mentioned by Br. are only illustrative

and that a person may reunite with any member who was a

party to the original partition. A reunited person is called

samsrsta or sarhsrstinU76 (who has reunited wealth). The

subject of reunion has a comparatively ancient history. Gaut.

28. 26 states the general rule that on the death of a reunited

co-parcener the surviving reunited member succeeds to the

share of the deceased Kaut. (HL 5 p. 160) states"77 that those,

who live together though they may have no ancestral estate or

do so after dividing their ancestral estate, may divide their

reunited estate again in equal shares. Manu IX. 210 ( =Visnu

Dh. S 18. 41 ) is Bimilar to it.

igrprifcgErwit* ffrmret twif^f aft3«,<i»nn.wi$-g ^wf* S^- ««•

wtft® v*™*. ' ***** n> p 302
' a**"***™****1* wSTPwntOT

f%gi**i3fe?tera'***< v*mmG**g<i ««™ *« w*

e^ro* rnita smfaranj «r. * p 533
- _

(vOJl«^,fta, nTii n i38
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The verseB of Ysj. <H- 138-139 )
i47a on succession to a

deceased reunited person are understood by the Mit. to be au

exception to the rules contained in Yaj II. 135-136 laying down

that the wife and others inherit the property of a person dying

sonless. Therefore it follows that where a person reunites

with his brother and then dies leaving a son not reunited with

him, it is the son,who will inherit and not the brother, though

reunited But if A separates from two sons B and O of whom

B reunites with him and O doeB not and then A dies, then the

reunited son B succeeds to A's interest and O takes nothing.

This is expressly stated by the Yivadacandra p. 85 that relies

on the Srnrtisara1479. The two verses of Yaj ( II. 138-139 )

are variously read, and interpreted by the Mit. and other

commentators and it is not possible nor quite necessary to set

out all these readings and explanations. Ace. to the Mit

the two verses,mean: 'in the case of a deceased reunited per-

son, the (surviving) reunited member should give (to the

posthumous son of the former ) the share of the deceased but

may take it himself if there is no son ( but only a wife ) ; but

from among the reunited brothers, the full brother, if reunited,

should similarly give to the posthumous son of the deceased

the latter's share and ( if there be no son ) he should take

it himself to the exclusion of reunited half brothers ; a re-

united half brother takeB the wealth of the deceased reunited
member (dying Bonless) and not another half brother who
ib not reunited; a full brother, though not reunited, may
take the wealth along with a half brother who is reunited
but the latter will not alone be entitled '. In this interpreta-

tion the word * asamsrstl ' in the latter half of II. 139 has
to be taken in two connections, once with ' anyodaryah ' in
the first half and then again with ' samsrstah ' ( in the 2nd
half ). This last word is to be understood in two senseB, viz.

1478. -H^r&M^ ^tLsH ^i<{w a ^fft^i: i <jeii4iit;<:-t^ri$T sitot =?r <im>i
*z « 3*-Mlii-5'(4 -HttsH -H-«ii<i<Iif'«3T ?\s[ i sTwrffsrw- tU^ltq^gl Hl^ilHlj :* - II

*IT. II. 138-139. The first 13 fSTOjqrfe^ 17 17 also amiji (p 747) reads
'ni-fl<{4«s}^'and 3H4ln t«J4<jT«n*«mig5K. ft>«re«j, (Sjit^r and f^n^-
*tm p 84 read ^pantfr^f ni^*Kg5T; '

1479 Vide Faktroppa v. Yellappa 22 Bom. 101, 104 for the proposi-
tion that a reunited son has a preferential right of inheritance to a grandson
v>ho remains separate. Vjd'e Rii,}-^ p 85 « nm ffcrr gsfSfc ^R^gg.
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(1) full brother (with the preceding word asamsrsti) and (a)
reunited ( with the word ' anyamatrjah ' ). Further, aoo. to the

Mifc. we have to understand 'era' after * anyamatrjah \ Apararka

{£ 748) reads differently and he, VisvarGpa and Srfkarahiisra
(DayabbSga XI. 5-16) explain that a full brother though not
reunited takes the whole esfcatB and not the half brother though
reunited with the deceased. The V. Mayukha differs from the
Mit. when it says that the word apulias?/a (of one dying sonless)
is not to be understood with Yaj (II 138). It derives two
propositions from the first half of Yaj E. 138, viz (1) the wealth
of one dying reunited is taken by the surviving reunited
member or members ; (2) in a competition between reunited

full brother and reunited half-brother, the former takes the

whole. The latter half of II. 138 is an independent sentence

(and not joined with the preceding half as the Mit. understands)

and applies where a reunited member dies leaving a wife who
is pregnant but that fact being unknown the other reunited

members divide the estate. In such a case if a son is born the

surviving members should hand over to the son the share of

the deceased reunited member. But if no such son is born then

the survivors may take the estate. In II. 139 the Mayukha
holds that the words ' anyodarya " and ' anyamatrja ' are not

restricted to brothers only, but apply to a paternal uncle or hia

sons or other persons who were reunited, because their mother

is also different from the mother of the deceased The Daya-

fahaga discusses Yaj H. 138-139 under the topic of succession

to the separate property of a sonless man and its treatment of

succession to reunited property is very meagre ( vide XH )
M6°

The V. P. p. 533 notices this and levels against JlmutavShana

the criticism that he got confused. Aparfrka (pp. 748-749) seems

to be of the same opinion as the Dayabhaga. The V. F. follows

the Mit. and criticizes the explanation given by Srikara, Sm. O

and others ( pp. 535-538 ). It says that the texts of Sankha,

Narada and others conflict with the text of Yaj. II 135 and that

the order of heirs as to a reunited co-parcener is based on express

texts and not on Yaj, H. 135 Msl or logical reasoning. Accord-

ing to the V. P. the order of succession to a deceased reunited

1480. x$* jtatt^mafFmtemfrrt BrsfSrarwrar* toiPrj *«#
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person seems to be: (1-3) son, grandson, great-grandBon ; (4)

reunited full brother ; (5) reunited half brother and separated

full brother; (6) reunited mother; (7) reunited father ; (8) any

other reunited member; (9) half brother not reunited; (10)

mother not reunited; (11) father not reunited; (12) widow!

(13) daughter; (14) daughter's son; (15) sister. The V. Mayu-
kha gives the order as follows: (1) Bon if reunited, (2) son

not reunited, though there may be reunited members (other

than a son); (3) the parents if reunited in preference to other

reunited persons (other than a son); (4) full brother if re-

united ; (5) full brother not reunited and half brother reunited

;

(6) half brothers and uncles, if reunited ; (7) other male mem-
bers reunited (in preference to wife though she be reunited);

(8) wife if she be reunited ; (9) full sister (or daughter accord-

ing to another reading );
1482 (10) any other sapinda who is

nearest. It is to be noted that Manu IX. 212 prescribes a
peculiar rule of succession for reunited co-parceners viz. that
full brothers (not reunited) and full sisters of the deceased
reunited co-parcener equally inherit along with half brothers
that are reunited the wealth of the deceased. This verse of
Manu has been variously explained by Kulluka, Apararka
p. 749, Sm. O. ( H pp 304-305 ), Nllakaniha, Vivadacandra
(p. 83 ) and others.

It may be Btated here that cases of reunion come very
rarely before the courts.

^ * **i?J'? **• T^t p 152'*T *• P 539- The mi*. w. says %r%^ *rrf IWnio^J I ffc5Hffi**ITWt<S*PWT- JKfto*.. Vide TO. *n in. p. 541
tor similar words

97



CHAPTER XXX

STRIDBANA

i>h hlhana ( woman's property ). This subject abounds with

differing views on several topics that fall under it, as will be

feeejj below

The gorms of the topic of strldbana can be traced to the

Vodic Literature. As Sir Gooroodas Bannerjee remarks (in

' Marriage and Slrldhana ' p 370 ),
' nowhere were proprietary

rights of women recognized so early as in India; and in very'

few ancient systems of law have these rights been so largely

conceded as in our own '. The wedding hymn in the Bgved»

(X. 85 ) contains two verses*483 { 13 and 38 ) which indicate

that gifts were sent to the bridegroom's house with the bride.

They are .
' the bridal gifts of SfiryS that Savitr sent off have

gone forth; in the Aghas ( Magha constellation ) are struck the

kine and in the Arjunls (Phalguni constellation) is carried

(the bridal gift); for thee in the beginning they carried about

Burya together with the bridal gifts &o.\ Ssyana explains

' vahatu ' as ' cows and other objects given for pleasing the

girl to be married ', while Lanman ( Harvard O series vol. Till

v 753) renders it as 'bridal caT'. Sayana's interpretation

suits the context much better. In the Tai. S 71 Z. 1 1 we

read, 1*8* 'the wife (of the saorificer) holds on (to the cart),

for the wife is the mistress of the household gear '. Mami IX.

11 uses the word « pawnahya *
( household gear ) and states that

the wife should be entrusted among other matters with tae

eupervisian over it. Jaimini"*5, according to Sabara, refers to

H83. ^^xrmt^wm^*^*^'"^-^*
13 and 38 These are almost the same a* WB?? " * » ana M

1484. ^PWRrt «*» *!«*** » ^ H VI 2. 1. 1 ( » ««"<*«

Withsnft**i§)-
s nn%par^6 ts^mns-

mold mew •«&>* «*• ^^Jvll L^phernaha. min»« *»d

says: «f*m*n«« m^k^m^!^^^^ *™*

<rf8fr^!R!fSPP^
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this passage of the Tai. S. for establishing that women do own
certain property. Medhatithi 148S on Manu VD3 416 (cited

above on p 452) quotes this passage of the Tai S. and argues that

if Manu YU3 416 ( saying that whatever a wife earns is her

husband's ) were literally understood passages like the one in

Tai. S would have no scope and that therefore Manu simply
means that though women may he owners they ,oannot dispose

of the property independently It appears from these ancient
passages that the properties, which in early days were held to

be owned by women, were presents made at the time of marriage
{ such as ornaments and costly dresses ) and household articles

that aTe generally under the control of women and that the
later smrti rules about the devolution of strldhana in the female
line arose from the peculiar nature of the articles over which
dominion was conceded to women This early state of things
is indicated by some of the early sutras. Up Dh ""g

( jj g.

14.9) states the view of some predecessors (which iLp himself
does not approve) that the ornaments belong to the wife and also
such wealth as came to her from her agnates ( father, brother
&c ). Baud. Dh S. H Z. 49 says that daughters get the orna-
ments of their mother and whatever else it is customary for
them to get. Vas 17. 46 prescribes that women ( daughters )should divide the nuptial presents given to their mother.
Sankha ( q by Sam. Pr. p. 851 ) prescribes that in all forms of
marriage ornaments and strldhana should be given to the girl
It may be that Manu VHI 416 only gives expression to an
ancient opinion, that the literal meaning of that verse was
given up long before and that all that Manu meant was that
during coverture a woman was subject to the control of thehusband as regards her strldhana.

Three principal topics have to be discussed under strldhana
viz what constitutes strldhana, woman's dominion over her

€fa «o>*<r<ra«ftVTfttatannt,itvr mSgvin^ **mm *

Tl Z wPPtamwt to tte preceding sutra atout u» special sl,arc

^WI«rlnV» -d«pla,aaSqR^v,^ v„or <»^W rip«c tavSy
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strldhana and inheritance to strldhana. On each one of these

topios great diversity of views prevails and the subject has

become very complicated, as the DayabhSga remarks 1488
.

Gautama contains three sutras about the devolution of

strldhana, but he does not define or describe it.
148So Kant ( HI 2-

p. 152 ) defines 1489
:

' means of subsistence and what could

be tied on the body ( i e ornaments and jewellery ) constitute

strldhana. The means of subsistence should be fixed at 2000

( panas ) as the maximum, while there is no limit to { what may

be given ) as abadhya ( ornaments Sea, )'. This may be com-

pared with a verse of Kat. (902) and a similar 1490 verse of

Vyasa viz. * the father, the mother, the husband, brother and

kinsmen should give strldhana to a woman according to their

means up to two thousand (panas) except immovable pro-

perty' The Sm. C. and V. Mayukha explain that this limit of

2000 applies to gifts made every year, but that if a gift is to be

made once for all, then more may be given and even immovable

property may be given.

The term strldhana literally means 'woman's property'.

But in the ancient smrti works the word was restricted to

certain special kinds of property given to a woman on certain

occasions or at different stages of her life. Gradually suoh

kinds of property went on increasing in extent and value. We

have to follow this evolution of the meaning and content of the

word strldhana. One characteristic feature of stridhana from

the times of Gautama downwards has been that it devolved on

females in the first instance The oldest extant definition of it

1488. giqia'iiHS-ai ,wift3thra*

'

stpwit vr 3 42p 99.

1488a. For exbanst.ve treatment oX strldhana the Mlomng works may

be consul. Or Goorooda*, *»£** ^^ - -*%»£
strldhana' (5tl. ed. of 1923) pp. 319-519. Pr Jolly T t" *°°P

Inheritance and Partition ' { 1885 ) pp. 226-270.

1489 fftonri *T^^ • <*&*?*!« «BP •
"WHiP**

'

w

„ bv wfj»^. n p 281, ami* P ?52 - TV™* " ^^ .-ftiS^ Tl.m-1 ni P. 548 .notes *«ft *«« * <**
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in DhaTmas&stra works is that of Manu 1*91 IX. 194- 'what (was
given ) before the nuptial fire, what was given on the bridal

procession, what was given in token of love, what was received

from her brother, mother or father, that is called the sixfold

woman's property'. The Mit. on Y5j n 143 explains that the

number six is intended to exclude a smaller number of the

kinds of Btrldhana and does not exclude a larger number. In
IX. 195 Manu appears to mention one more kind viz. 'anw-
dheya' ( gift subsequent)' Nar. ( dayabhaga, 8 ) has the same
six kinds as Manu IX. 194, but reads 'bhartrdaya* (the hus-
band's gift) for Manu's 'what is given in token of affection',

the latter being thus wider than Narada's words Yaj. (1L 143-
44) enumerates"92 the several kinds of strldhana as follows.-
' what was given ( to a woman) by the father, mother, husband
or brother or was received by her before the nuptial fire, or
what was presented on her husband's marrying another wife
(adhoedamlca) and the like—these are denominated strldhana; so
also what is given by the cognate relations ( of the woman ),
the iulka (fee), and gifts subsequent to marriage'. The Mit.
and most of its followers read ' SdhivedanikSdyam ca\ while
Apararka and the Dayabhaga read ' adhivedanikam caiva', the
difference being that if one reads as the Mit. does, several other
kinds not expressly enumerated can be easily included under
strldhana. But it should be noted that even without reading— kadyam', Apararka explains the verse in the same way as the

^VT, tTu
W<'3

£h S
;
17> 18 "»>««*» almost the same

kinds of strldhana as Ya3 , but omits the word ' adya *.

Among smrti writers Katyayana gives the most elaborate
treatment of strldhana in abont twenty-seven verses. He

*jaK«flaIX »« WJI. 1894) ace to in^PT UV. 1 4 p. 72). fi x5Z2
^ U?- P "8

,

had ?""* ">e «™ verse (read.ng rfftfcj. «A,

SX^^'i^r* *****^«5E?S?-

~st <°
*1BW'* romaTks ' ** ""Wi* *5«: 55iwJa 1 14
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defines several kinds of strldhana enumerated by Manu, Yaj

,

War., and V"isnu(inall six) as follows 149*: what is given to

women at the time of marriage before the nuptial fire is declared

by the wise to be adhyaomUK strldhana. That again which a

Woman obtains when she is being taken (in a procession) from

her father's house (to the bridegroom's) is declared to headhya-

vahamka strldhana Whatever is given to a woman through

affection by the father-in-law or mother-in law and what is

received by her at the time of doing obeisance at the feet (of

elders) is said to be prlhdatla (gift through affection) strldhana.

That is declared to be sulka ( bride's fee ) which is obtained as

the price of household utensils, of beasts of burden, of milch

cattle, ornaments and slaves Whatever is obtained by a

woman after marriage from the family of her husband as also

from the family of her (father's ) kinsmen is said to be anvadheya

( gift subsequent ). According to Bhrgu whatever is obtained

by a woman after marriage through affection from her husband

or from her parents is anwdhmja\ It may be noted that Katya-

yana's definitions of adhyagni and adhySvahamka are wide

1494. S^nnsrc* **£*** fraS SJ©HPrar i «rspr«ifir*rf «Rp sfte* w^-

sfarr *& 3 Tffer%a: -wr *r *sg>r nt i Tn^^^_*nr^%^ *

^nrwes^ranit jituimuHitifapr, i??«^3 ^farra^as* ^
-

^*"aw^'

3^^a*f§Kf%3SR*r<ta[ *^rawr i «m «**• ^nst *•«»«

*«raT« *RR*T 895-901 The ftar quotes all except two (vu S98 and 900 ,

S"lV) quotes an except 897. It <, to
J»
.** « -

Lmmorao 237 *T * P 543 read ^rarPWrawn* ? 7* W P "'

^.s^p 133 read *7fgq gtggrg«)T; WrTt , * T* P 380 «*a *?T* "3

^tfltwr. <ff«nrpr reads »?f: ?r9TRT15
ft^W

'

1495. S-. of the ;0rfs deserve*^ *«*£££ ."JJ

r3sa^TrtS«*fP-i ™"^™4
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enough to include gifts made even by strangers on' those

occasions

These definitions given by Katyayana have been accepted

by all digests including even the Dayabhaga,

" That is known as saudaijika which is obtained by a married

woman or by a maiden m h.er husband's or father's house from

her brother or from heT paTBnts *' (Ka-t.). Some of the divergences

in readings and in interpretation deserve to be noted Ace. to

the reading adopted by the Mit adhyavahamha includes all

gifts made by any one when the newly manied girl is taken

from her father's house in a procession, while the reading

adopted by the Dayabhaga 1496 and some others ( imtrkql)

restricts the adhyavahanika to gifts made by the father's or

mother's family only. The V. R (p. 523) includes under

adhyavahanika also the gifts made by the father-in-law and
others when the girl is taken back to her father's house and
the V O. ( p 138 ) says that it is what is obtained at the time

of ' dvtiagumana'. The Dayabhaga 1"7 (IV. 3. 19-20 p. 93)
explains ' dohy&bharana-karminam ' differently as 'the gratifica-

tion paid by house-builders or goldsmiths to induce heT to press

her husband to engage them* or as Vyasa says 'what is given' to a
woman to induce her (cheerfully) to go to her husband's house '.

The Sm. O. and V. P. explain sulka as the price of the articles

which the bridegroom was in the habit of presenting to the bride
at the time of marriage or when he started a house.1498 The V.

fsnsHTj ?TT»mt iv l j6p 73. ' tj^icj^i ft^sj i^ra ?n?r «rg*n%rSt^r-
mm<ii<{Pi<*iiIJni ^mOili! tr^ft irns *qn<mmitt i> i% x. pp. 522-52J:
f6n|i|««t<nWi <4c$alc*ra«tSf^E1WU5pl<*1iiui ,

<5. 1 fi. T%T p 138. The printed
editions do not contain tbe comment o£ S[£rrttH% on ng IX. 194 and the
following verses

a^tH at^qffT iSx»nfeti5 i "Trot^rm vv\ i T^rr ^ »^r§- ^f* trj «rtV-

ssSfStPij ^a*4iiiq<twiut^<«i -jiQ *i^i sr^3 eWSJiT^i«tnfSm«r. i sr*wr iv.,3.
20-51 p. 93

149S The change in the meaning of siMtt xs interesting One mean-
ing of sulta is 'ta\ or toll on merchandise'. Vide Vtsnu Dh S III 29
Yaj II 173. 261, Vas 19. 37 Panint V 1. 47 uses that word in that sense
(tlc{R>t'il^><JI4ril«lg}tr&ii|iil ^TTS) and the Kas'iki explains it as tsrrf'Ti^ft
trsrwn g?gi Another sense is ' the fee paid to the bride or her parents
bj the bridegroom m consideration of marriage'. The fiord occurs in

( Continued on the r.cxt page)

1496
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Kir. (p. 468) states that sulka has two senses; (1) what is

given as the price of the girl to the guardians of the girl which
goes to the mother and brother ( on her death ) ; (2) what is

given ( by the bridegroom ) as the price of the ornaments for

the girl and of the household gear. IM9 Another verse of Est.

(904) has been quoted by many writers, which restricts the

literal sense of the word 6trldhana, ' over that wealth that is

obtained by a woman by mechanical arts (snch as spinning)

or from a stranger through affection, the husband has ownership)

{Continued from the last page)

Gaut. 28 23 and in Sankha (svayam sultam voi/hn) q by V. K. p 321

In very ancient days there appears to have been a practice to offer in some

cases considerable wealth to tbe father of the bride to induce him to gtve

her in marriage. Rg I 109. 2 refers to this .' O Indra and Agni/ I have

heard that you are more liberal than even an unsuitable (or deficient) son-

in-law or even a brother-in-law \ YasAa (VI. 9) in explaining this verse

remarks that the southern people speak of the husband of the bride that i

purchased as ' vijamatr ' ( fystwraf ffif 5Wf ^tSfrXGn: rflHWRiMW) «8-

«nra I* wWftff: ) But this verse also shows that tbe bride's brother [h&la)

had to give wealth to his sister's husband. Vide H. of Eh. Vol. II.

pp 503-506 for passages about the sale and purchase of girls in marriage

from ancient times right down to 1800 a. d. Though sometimes girls were

purchased for marriage, popular feeling gradually asserted itself against this

In theVanaparva (115. 23 ) Gadhi claims as the custom of his family one

thousand horses of the best kind from Hclka when tbe latter prefer-

red his suit for the hand of Gadhrs daughter (?ftr* Ti g& 5*^*1

jyf»R*Pwtffe*« ww: vnw^r1^t.ttr»5xrerr mfam. r we* <m*rt s=*#fit

»ftr ft*rhl* « ) Vide Anusasana 4 12 ( for a similar statement )
and 2 31

.

Mann III. 51 forbids the taking of even a small gratuity through greed by

the father when giving away bis daughter in marriage and says that .tie

does so he would be guilty of the sale of h.s child and in III. S* {
aImo.t

tbe same as Anu&ana «. 1-2 ) Mann sa>s that when agnate, do not appro-

priate to themselves the gratuity paid (by the bridegroom ) for the bride tat

LdU over to tbe bride then it is not sale, but -"J««*»«»J
*r, and lS merely kindness to he,

TJ.
™

c^^££l
after getting which tbe girl is given The V. C p.iu ««»

SLed from the husband on condit.on of furmshmghou.ehoKl gearne.

m.ff.P- 468-
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the rest is declared to bo strldhana'."00 The prima facie

view (purvapaksa) in Jai. VL 1. 12 urgeB that what a woman
gets by serving cooked food or by cutting clothes does not

belong to her. The gifts from strangers here referred to are

other than those made by a stranger before the nuptial fire or

at the time of the bridal procession. This definition makes it

clear that what is obtained even from a stranger by a maiden

or by a woman who is a widow at the time of the gift is pure

strldhana Devala says, ' maintenance ( what was given for

maintenance ), ornaments, sulka ( bride's gratuity ), the profits

of money-landing are a woman's strldhana. She alone is

entitled to enjoy it and the husband is not entitled to enjoy it

except in the case of distress'. 1501 Manu IX. 200 states, 'the

heirs of the husband should not divide ( among themselves

)

the ornaments worn by women during the lifetime of their

husband ; if they divide them they incur sin '. In the printed

editions of Manu there is no comment of Medhatithi on this

verse, but the V. B (p. 509 ), V. C. p. 139, Dayatattva p. 184

all say that ace. to Medhatithi even ornaments, though not
donated expressly, become strldhana, if worn with the husband's
consent. 1502 According to the VaijayantI such ornaments should
be assigned to the share of the woman's husband so that she alone
might put them on and that it is not meant that such ornaments
are not to be taken into account at all at the time of partition.

1500. ure t$i<&bi *&$ 4forr^ *r^ra-s < «$ wri ?rst *rar ft«i g
^hr*^Rna;ngin?n. q. by ^nurtn IV. l. 19-20 p 76, ^1%^ 11 p 281,
tm tu ui 550. <*r. Ti^ja p. 154. ^rom explains: ajnnr^ i^raigvrfgjj-
*<«3R-*l<^g«* f2fi&*T 1! U.tfSfcf tnt *ii S3T*T <md~<nt , 3TOTOW *W(f

VI. 1 12.

1501. u&*miui 5{5!R HWSJ ^5n3 V)5^ I *rhF^V <Z ^q^tf Mra^^t<i<ll-
"H?«^q by 3mi% p 755, ^f^ II, p 283, ^rWHT IV. I. 15 p. 75,
f^. x. P 512, nj srgT3 p 56, Sft.p 141. Some read %fer. («,. i,. p." 545
does so ) wr*t is variously explained. 1&1& %& &p*. 1 TfajB? »^W 1 TI&*m%-
4}?t5 aarft^ i%rin s^iit ^f? sfrersriSrfS i ^^fiter. n. p. 283, wj. *. p sas
and flt^STOH follow this, 'rSTVjrsisgnft t5*SPI.> ft *. p. 512, f* f^. p. 14} .

' gfa isfiq* it5 figrQfrs' gml %^i ' *?. *T%q p 156

^1502. ^'a^f^TSH^Hifril^*^ »qr wvrSt^^rii^r ^rsmratt
«rat*» » n *ig IX. 200, which is almost same as finamlm 17. 22 tngrgfrrttaT-
( Sn*«nunAui^ift ^ wrssuS <JH; *if* Tfmk* <r£v ifft 5«Tf!htift&

"twR ^Jrrctfil: » ft f%. p 139 and ^rom p 184.
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SaudatMa is not a special kind of strldhana. It is rather

.

comprehensive term for several kinds of sttfdhana asS M
SSL,'. ?

^^sy^nymous with strldhana in the tecli.nwal sense Aco. to most writers, it is w^lth received by awoman, whether, as a maiden or as a married woman, inL
father s or husband s house from her parents or relatives of the
father and mother. The Sm C. 31 p. 282 and V. E p. 511 hold
that saudayika is all wealth obtained by a woman whether as
a maiden or as a married woman from her mother, father or
paternal relatives only, while the Dayabhaga IV. 1. 23 pp 76-77
and V. 0. hold that saiulaytlcu includes also all, property donated
by the husband except immovable property, which latter she
cannot alienate even after her husband's death. There is a
yerse of Vyaea ls« that defines saudSyika similarly, 'whatever
is obtained by a woman as a maiden at the time of marriage
and after marriage from the house of her father or husband, is

termed saudayika' The word 'saudayika' is derived flora

'sudaya* and means, according to the Dayabhaga IV. 1.22

p. 76, 'received from affectionate kindred'. The Amarakosa
says that 'sudaya' means 'gifts of yautaka and the like'

and that saudayaka is merely a derivative without change
of meaning t505

Another word requiring explanation is ' yauiaka \ It occurs

in Manu IX. 131, 'whatever is the yautaka of the mother

goes to the maiden daughter * (and not to the married daughter

or son). So yautaka seems to be a synonym for strldhana in

1503. tr# tfltH ifl *nri% i r&nfrc OMi ^ifoh hvj ^ sfirpmr* • aiarer

... m^ i «^fte«rarfa q& %Gt h*srt i . - stgRtgrereroRC' &* *8*rm si sssti

<rr ftgSt <n atrial m tt%«gt «n *rsai aw§ h^tu wcjifi)*PwS l

J***~
mma-iii i4^i«c<)a<»it5gi t f% fii. p. 139 , ^rawr rv. l. 21 reads »?3' usirsnst

fefef 5 ' Hsfi -H'WlillR'tt) 5J5tErar?J «TI3S ' «T 1. P 543.

1504. 4cainm f^flij- <g fontj FWrfg*^ ' fipiw^ *** tJWiiS*

^st^ti nrrw, q. by ?£&*% II p 282, *T. re. p 378.

1505. ggm«*«ifta»ft <j*4 ^S^ii^R i <srwr iv. 1. zz , v\a*it$ if

t^sgPUg^^T35'3Wt^;^g'^?Tr%gsjg? ggrft wr ^m'

II p 282 The quotation from Aroara seems to bc^corrapl as printed by

Mr Gharpore, the Mysore edition correctly reads *mranft 3 *J5*f »*''

eft ft^irora; ( v°i in. 2. p. ,655 )
' s^nr n* wnrn%j vnfox&t. < ^«'

«re. H. H3
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the technical sense The Sm 15°5 n p. 285, Madanaratna

( folio 105 h ) and V. Mayukha remark * yautaka is that wealth

that is received as a gift from anybody by a woman while she

is seated together with her husband at the time of marriage and

the like*. It is derived from ijula ( joined ). It should, however,

ha noted that Yaj II. '149 employs the word yautaka as^ an

adjective in the sense of ' separated ' and that Medhatithi on

Mann IX 131 explains ' yautaka ' -as the separate property of

a woman, her strldhana The Sm O H. p 285 remarks that

DevasvamI derived ' yautaka ' from ' yu ' (to separate ) and

held it to mean 'wealth obtained from the family of the

woman's father which is separate iu its characteristics '. The

V. O. p 142 and Vivadacandra p. 74 read ' yautaka ' and the

former explains it as gifts from the father and the like at the

time of marriage The Dayatattva ( p 186 ) states that both '

forms ' yautaka ' and ' yautuka ' are in vogue and relies on

Vacaspati and Rayamukuta in support

Kaut (HL2.p 153) names sulka, anvadheya, adhivedanika
and bandhudatta as kinds of strldhana.

The above are the principal smrti tests on the question of

what constitutes strldhana. It will he seen that the smrtis only
enumerate and describe certain kinds of property as strldhana,
which word is not used by them in the etymological sense of
' all kinds of property possessed by a woman '. They do not
attempt a comprehensive definition of strldhana. 3?rom the
texts of the smrtis it follows that strldhana was a technical
term, which at first included only six kinds of property, then
nine and ultimately by the time of Katyayana it included all
property (whether movable or immovable) obtained by a
woman, either as a maiden or at marriage or after marriage,

1506 imps f4<u3iuj*ul tf5f3ra3r<nfep«jT B^ra. i sra tnrhfr faqu^-
«fat^4<ti<%«fll<3 * «<£*<«•! folio 105 b

5
vq, jtrj^ p 158 qnoles the u^snPT-

T5. * p. 517 explains ' <U*«^ q!\ui<l-^i5> ffcnfSfRr. ffcff T«P*'j "TO. m.
III. p 552 explains as fQ^fctamS, Al-fi Hm-<W«?i tA4l.W<im%i<j"|judJ<?i -

^. ^rer«ft b Rgggwrt *q£jKia«m%>ni gqnrayn 4ra£ jngu** (w^q^l)
*teng- > Brere^t i uwit^^iPt^fmwM^iii t^ii^. ii p ass. Vide «r. jj.

p 548 for most of these being brought together, wj^ f^. p. 463 explains

"'^•i' 3^3+rtijm*ita eutiwwfort tnt it «w ^ i^fa^H » S-jt on

<ntBi«.^^m(J^ji!BR5 ^ ^ *f*r*TRrn*mriirftsrrssrRft faron) f^pr: • m-
ST* p, 1E6.
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from her parents or the family or relatives of the parents or

from the husband and his family ( except immovable property

given by the husband) and that what was obtained by a

woman after her marriage by her own labour or from strangers

did not become stridhana. Most smrtis employ the word 'datta'

(donated), but Kit. and VySsa sometimes use the word

' obtained ' (prapta or labdha ), which is ordinarily wider than

' datta '. But it is clear that the commentators do not expressly

say that ' obtained ' includes ' inherited ', though from their

general remarks to be quoted below it is arguable that they

probably included inherited property under properly obtained.

This is stridhana in a technical sense.

It is now necessary to find bow stridhana was defined by

the several commentaries and digests that are held authorita-

tive in the several schools. This is a most important matter

for practical purposes, since the courts have to follow the

opinions of commentators 1507 that are authoritative in each

school and are not at liberty to put their own construction upon

ancient smrti texts, if such construction wonld run counter to

the express opinions of the authoritative commentators. lfJrst

then comes the Mitaksara. Its gloss on Y&j. IL 143 maybe

translated aB follows1508
: 'whatever is given by the father,

mo&er, husband and brother; what was presented by the

maternal uncle and the like at the time of marriage before the

nuptial fire; and adfaoedamlca, that is, giftmade (by the basbandj

at the time of marrying a second wife as will be described

subsequently in the words * he should give to the wife that »

superseded ' ( Yaj. H. 148 ) ; by the word « adya ( meaning and

the like '
) is indicated property that is obtained by/»«w**\'

purchase, partition, seizure or finding-all this is declared by

Em and others to be stridhana. The word strldnana is employ-S in its etymological sense and not in a ***££*
since, when the etymological sense is possible, it is«cr °

£5? the technical sense ' The^MitMj^P^ndedJto

1S07. V,de Collector of IMura ,. ««*°
*™'"f*

M M°° *'*

397 43S, quoted » AUwrmn v. Baj.rao 62 I A. 139 at p 1«

«m«' ir^ti apou in TO. m I- * P- 30°>
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definition of strldhana so as to include under it the five kinds

of property of which a man becomes owner in various ways

according to Gautama X. 39. The result is that, according to

the Mit ,
property of any description belonging to a woman be-

oomes strldhana even if it be inherited by her from a male as a

widow or as a mother or even if it be obtained at a partition

by a wife or mother (ace. to Yaj. II 115 or 123 respectively).

The same interpretation of the word 'adya* has been accepted

by several works, such as the Madanaparrjata (p 671 ), the B. V.

(p 379), V. P. (p 542). the Balambhattl. Apararka without

reading 'adya* gave the same explanation ot 'ca' as stated

above ( on p. 773 ). On the other hand, the Dayabhaga gave a

restricted meaning to the word. Jlmutavahana reads Yaj II. 143

as 'adhivedamkam catua\ quotes the verse of Devala (in note

1501), remarks that strldhana is not restricted to the six kinds

of Manu (IX. 194) but includes other kinds mentioned by

other smrtis and finally «°» observes : ' that alone is strldhana

which a woman has authority to donate, sell or enjoy indepen-

dently of her husband's control*. The Dayabhaga does not

expressly state the kinds of property that a woman can dispose

of independently of her husband, but immediately after defining

strldhana it quotes the texts of Kat. (about earnings from

mechanical arts and gifts from strangers) and Nar. (IV. 38),

' what has been given to a wife by her loving husband, she may
spend or give away as she likes even after his death excepting

immovables*. From this it follows that, according to the Daya-

bhaga, all gifts from relations except a gift of immovable pro-

perty made by the husband and gifts from even strangers made
before the nuptial fire or on the bridal procession constitute

strldhana, but property inherited by a woman or obtained on
partition, gifts from strangers (other than the two kinds noted

above ) and property acquired by her by mechanical arts or by
her labour are not strldhana. The DSyatattva closely follows

the Dayabhaga,

The Sm. C. does not give a defintion of strldhana, but it

does not adopt the interpretation of the word "adya* given by

__

1509. a%wen* ifradfl<i«<rflfrrei?if»tnB
j
fgri<w f*ri?nn f% g *sSfor*r-

f£itK*li3 ' — swpftfil vjj<Jt1mi3 f&Tf «5istitTJif9*ii: i a^rrj wjt^: i »rar tRifa
ti^sj ffc§ ?rRjf*$Stf cig; i m *nttiKrafl3rffar% ^nrst wren$Si • sr^rfSS-
•fatt^ ^4<uvr4uj!» ai>nij, tore* % qftn *ht3 t qi-wi IV l. is and 23.
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the Mat, Therefore it may be said that it is in line with the

Dayabhaga. The Par. M. IE p. 547 1510
( another Madras autho-

rity) appears to follow the Mife., since it Bays' "'adya' in-

cludes 'adhivedanika' and what is acquired by inheritance, sale

and the like." The Viyadacintamani (the leading authority in

MithilS ) does not define stridhana in general, but enumerates the

several kinds of stridhana described by Manu, Taj., Visnu, Eat,

and Devala and so is on a par with the Dayabhaga. The V.

Mayfikha divides stridhana into two kinds, panbhasiha (tech-

nical ) and apanbhasika ( non-technical ). The former comprises

properties expressly stated to be stridhana by the sages, while

the latter includes all other property belonging to a woman

(except what is called technical) and acquired by her by parti-

tion or cutting (sewing or other meohanical arts).
1511 This

division is peculiar to the V. Mayfikha. The Viramitrodaya

(the paramount authority in the Benares school) agrees with

Mit. as stated above.

It is beyond the scope of this work to go deeply into modern

caselaw. But it is necessary to show how the Indian Courts

have in modern times dealt with stridhana as defined by the

commentators. It may be said at once that the inclusion by the

Mit. of property inherited by a woman or obtained at a parti-

tion under stridhana has been totally discarded by the Privy

Council for all provinces in India except Bombay «". A woman

may inherit property from a male, such as from her husband,

father or son or she may inherit property from a female, that

is. from her mother, daughter &c. Both these kinds of property

1510. areRJ^r awuntfr-fa*^&™ * ***rft*ra *'**.« l»

p. 547. .. ~
1511. ** GMft^: ffcfrS«8 A*"** «**» W**« «***

1512. Viie Shea Skadar .. DeH SaHa, L R. 30 I *;**££
from AnLbad ) for the propose* .bat accords to££ of » J--
dhana and does not pass to her hmrs The £»«£ groan ^
sion were that as regards property Rented by a female£°ra

d tfd

dednc.Me from the gloss of V«j55n«vara haaaW^ been ^ ^
that even as to property .nhented

q

«°>*^^ZZtrao „ Baj, H-
apphed in most High Courts (p. 208). V.de also i»< ^
LR. 47 I. A. 213. 223 where the Fnvy Conncl £•£,££ dauglller

Hlgn Court's decision in BHau .. **»"**»%» *
t Idh30a I. *•

fucceedtng to her father takes the property absolutely

Bombay Presidency.
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are stridhana according to the Mifc, but the Privy Council has

held as to both those kinds that they are not stridhana ; e g if

a daughter inherits property from her father or inherits the

stridhana property of her r mother, it does not become her stii-

dhana, that on the death of the daughter, the property does not

pass to hei heirs, but to the next heir of the person from whom
6he inherited it The Bombay school makes a distinction. If a

woman enters a family by mamage and then inherits to a male

of that family ( as e g a widow succeeding to her husband, a

mother to her son or a predeceased son's widow to her father-

in-law ), the property she inherits is not her stridhana, she takes

only a limited estate in it and on her death it passes to the next

heir of the male from whom she inherited But if a woman
inherits from a male belonging to the family in which she was
born ( e. g a daughter succeeding to her father, a sister to her

brother ) or if a woman inherits property from a female, the

property so inherited becomes her stridhana ( in Bombay ). As
to property acquired by a wife or mother on partition 1513

, it has
been held by the Privy Council that it is not stridhana even in

provinces governed by the Mitaksara (including Bombay).

Kat ( 903 ) declares .
15U ' whatever was given to a woman

for wearing only on some occasion (or on condition) or with
fraudulent intent by the father, brother or husband is not held
to be stridhana. ' The idea is that if the father or husband
gives some ornament to his daughter or wife for wearing on
some special occasion ( upudhi ) or if a father or husband in
fraud of his co-parceners gives some family property to his
daughter or wife it cannot become stridhana.

Dominion OLer shitlhana.—What is stridhana and what
dominion a woman has over stridhana depend' on three things,
viz the source of acquiring the property, her status at the time
of acquisition (1 e whuther she was a maiden or a man led
woman whosB husband was living or a widow ), the school of
l.uv by which she is governed Certain verses of Kat and War
are the principal texts on this subject Kat ( 905-907, 911

)

1513 \uIeD<.J. Mai-gal Pr.iuui v. Naha Ko Praia I I K 39 I A
1

1
1. 131-132 (r.bout tlie slinre of in)moiab!t> properl} on pirt-Hon not bei"^

sir ilnini anil not passing on her death to her Mudhnna heirs)

qvotcd b> utt ST. Ill p 5 J9, *>j 5?sp p 15! ( P-id* T3 Tfjuf} 1T1 >
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ared (lit desired) that women have independent poir JT
it, Boos it wag given by them (the kindred)uZ£ZfZ
maintenance

)
in order that they ( women) mayltTxli"tea terrible (or wretched) condition. It £. been declSt awomen always hare independence in «udfrfa prop8Ity asr8 .

gardsBale or gift at their pleasure and even in ^movables
(if saudayika). A woman, when her husband is dead, may
deal with the gift (of movables) given by the husband as she
pleases, but she should preserve it as long as he is alive or she
may spend it on his family. Neither the husband nor the bod,
nor the father nor the brothers have power to use or alienate the
strldhana of a woman \ The verse of Est about property acquir-
ed by labour or about the gift from strangers through affection
and that of JTarada about the gift of immovable property made
by the husband have already been quoted From these texts it

follows that a Hindu woman during her maidenhoodw* could

dispose of her strldhana property of every description at her

pleasure, that during her widowhood she could dispose of every

kind of strldhana including movable property given by the

husband but not immovable property given by him and that a

married woman whose husband was living could dispose of at

her pleasure only that kind of property called saudayika (i e.

gifts from relations except those made by the husband).

Under modern decisions the distinction between saudayika and

15Z5. »%rf%5r ipr sir«r dim ssnassqRfcnnfr i <Hnn .jiawi3 srt^S''*

s3to^n#?rf%He;r#nnmi3s^ijR!^frqi flare -^sqft^ *r5rs ^ot

?«*i5 it Wjferr qk i<$( itet&t ^r ^ear: i ftewr^ g w*&ac *?o3w$£s«iwi n

^H?rf^^s^'rfi!irsfRKlH'ari3».^^rft«n''?r^)ti3!m&oR ikbrtt

q.amtsRP 752 (except ijfijpi &c >. iFsifNr II p 282,a^rwrIV 1 22 and

24 and bit. H^JS p. 155 ( except vrfem &c. ), % T pp 510-11, 5H (all),

<3. f%. pp- 139-140. On 3)RKR*ir3 ft t says. ' wreapptsrcwffT 8* <«>»%%

f^Rra^reoni wHrt&c' (p sn). 'srosTtrS wa^rf' (wfanw)

On^rtlie *%fa3 says '<rpj> fSwmSft wra^JS* ^^^'L
vj^nr the ^=«r says ' »T^a;nJi vj£;rTf*c. 1 a=m3 g fra^rwn^'ww-

sffisftr^:'. f» * p.SU and f» i%. P. "0 take ifcll l»«
husband's own properly and the former says that (jars'* *zi WW"*

explained it as $Slnsr given by the husband

1516 So long as a Hmdn maiden is a minor she cannot alienate bet

properlv or dispose of it by will, only her guardian can alienate it for P"-

poses laid down m Hnnooman Pershad's case, vide fi Moo I. A 393 («<

above on p 449),
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non-saudayika is retained,1517 but the distinction between sau-

dayika given by the relations and that given by the husband is

not kept.1518 Now the woman's power to dispose off as she likes

depends on the question whether the gift was meant to pass an

absolute estate or a limited estate even if the husband was the

donor. During marriage when the husband is living her domi-

nion depends under modern law upon the character of the stri-

dhana. If it is of the kind called saudayika she can dispose of

it by sale, gift or will as she likes without her husband's con-

sent; but as to other kinds of strldhana property ( such as

gifts from strangers, property acquired by mechanical arts

or property inherited ) she cannot dispose of it without her

husband's consent. If she disposes of it without such con-

sent the alienation is void According to the D B IV.

1. 20 property acquired by a married woman by mechanical
arts or by gift from a stranger is subject to the husband's

dominion during his life and may be taken by him even
when there is no distress No one else ( except the husband )

has got control over even such strldhana After the hus-
band's death, she can dispose of even non-saudayika strldhana
as she likes But even as regards saudayika the texts
coucede certain rights to the husband in certain circumstances
Yaj IL 147 says :

* the husband is not liable to return
to the wife her strldhana taken (i e used) by him in a
famine, for ( indispansable ) religious acts, in disease, or when
imprisoned ( by the creditor or by the king or an enemy )

lsw

1517. Vide Bha-t c Ragkunath 30 Bota 229 (where it was held that

properl> inherited by a woman from her father could not be bequeathed by
her without the consent of the husband who survived her) Bequests to a

vi omaa are on the same footing as a gift for the purposes of strldhana

Vide Dai-iodar o. Purmanandas 7 Bom 155

151S. Vide Shattg Rat,, v Chararjtt Lai 57 I A. 2S2, 289

isrj ff5^TU!T5^f'3E5rraV#jradii%t^fra ^hrf *nrf t f&?r ^13-
sr^nimit II 147. on which fast sa>s. »ra?ro»ift«»H «lg

C

% ^Slftt. ' *t^f^K%ot
St!»';*< l {%n;j vr=i %nTTO ^PTT^f *5 JT^id^H •, some hke nj j( p 546 read

*mFTKt^rg=*, 8 % p 513, fSr f% p 141, f^et^a*? p. 73 regard ^rajStrfttis

as an adjective of nrpft, ' JfrtS'tN^iret ^irtjfS^roi hlMdam rtlft ^rt H^S; I

ft. Pa.
;

' -Msniift ^rgs^ifiTirre ^TTTgiida'i^ivTrgtagy^igg^, 1 Tim 5 ^mreif

fvi«.iS<-,ia i qwis^ctr^praft ir?g?5 TPTpjTsrsorrra^nT 1 sra^TJj %sttt itsit-

99
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KBt, (914) l5JO has a similar verso which says that he may
return Btrldhana wealth if he chooses to do so when it is used

by hitn in a disease or in calamities or when harassed by

creditors. Kaut, ( III 2 p. 152 ) is closely similar toYsj. and

adds that the woman can spend it without blame for the

maintenance of herself, her son and daughter-in-law or when

the husband has gone abroad without making provision for the

maintenance of these. Kaut ( III. 2. p. 152 ) further provides,5M

that there should be no complaint ( by the wife ) as regards the

expenditure of stridhana made more than three years before

by joint action of the husband and wife when they have given

birth to two children (or to twins) and when the marriage

has been in the most approved forms { brahma and 1he other

three ), that when stridhana has been expended by { the husband

and wife) that are married in the gandharva or nsura form

both should be made to restore it with interest and that what

is expended when the marriage is in the raksasa or patiBca form

the expenditure of Btrldhana should be dealt with as theft.

The meaning of 'mithunam prajatayoh* and 'trivarsopa-

bhuktam'inKaut iB not quite clear. It is probable that Kautilya

lays down a rule of limitation. If more than three years are

allowed to pass without complaint, then no complaint made

later (than three years after the expenditure ) would be enter-

tained. So also if there be no children of the marriage and

the husband expends stridhana without objection by the wim

then also no complaint would be entertained as the restraint

on alienation of stridhana by the husband and wife wasmeant

for thebenefit and advancement of the children None of the later

smrtis like those of Y«. Nar. °r Kfit. makes toesedzstmotto

and so Kaut probably represents an early stage mM*£*
of the husband's dominion over stridhana. TheseW?"^J
that the husband and wife may be entirely separate as regards

heir properties and as a general rule the **$£»££
not binding on the wife's properties nor are *»«*•**&*

debts binding on the hu.band_«W8_^

"^^^

1521. «**** .ptmffcg* "^id^^ZJZZ** *r flU'
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Visnu Dh. S. VL 31-32 }. But the Bame smrtis make it clear

that under certain distressing circumstances the wife's

separate property was liable for the maintenance or debts of

the husband. The Mit. expressly states101" that if the husband

uses his wife's strldhana under any other circumstances ( than

those specified by Yaj. IL 147 and Kat ) then he has to return it,

that no relation except the husband has any right to use a

woman's strldhana during her lifetime even in distress or

disease &o. and relies on Manu VIIL 29 which requires the

righteous king to award the punishment for theft against such

relatives as appropriate the wealth of women. The Sm. O. and
V. Mayukha follow the Mit., but the V. B. and V. C. hold that

K&tyayana's verse applies not only to the husband, but also

to the son, father and brothers of the woman. Kat. ( 912-913 )

provides 1521'* that if any one of the four persons { q. in n. 1515

above) forcibly consumes strldhana he Bhould be made to

return it with interest and should be also liable to fine ( or

punishment ) and that if any one of these consumes strldhana

amicably after securing her consent then he would be liable

to return only the principal amount, when he becomes well-

off ( i e. able to pay ). DevalalsM also states, ' if the husband
makeB a gift of strldhana without cause or enjoys it, he muBt
pay it back with interest, but he may use the Btxldhana of his
wife for relieving the distress of a son ( and also of the family,
aco. to V. Mayukha ). Kat. (908) lsfl adds a speoial rule, ' if the
husband has two wives and he does not reside with one of them
( i. e neglects her ), he should be foroibly made to return ( the
strldhana of his neglected wife ) by the king even though she
bestowed it upon him through affection.' The texts of Kit.,
Devala and Nsr. quoted above about the dominion of the woman
over her strldhana and about the husband's power over it are

VWR <ftn * «R^I. q by sum* p 755. ^rTOTO IV. 1. 2* p. 78. CTft^V.
II. p 282.

tszz. iw^>5iMft^f|A^im«t<%i»^i5*rtwrt9tw»rtw*»ft^x
wfta » %*S q by *3&^. II. p 283 ( sponr* gfS'JMeWmk ), amwS
P 755, *tj. *^( p. 156.

15Z3. a»«j %Hiihn%: *mm ^ ai *ran* st: i rftort f3r«enfa ^iufaqinl;

*«HC*SKt« WTttTT q. by strtxvi p. 755, qmmn IV. 1. 24 p. 78, ^nh*. II,

p. 283. Tlie «j * p 156 ascribes this verse to %to.
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authoritative in all schools even now. Maim IX. 199 l*2 < provid eg:
'wives Bhould not spend (for their own benefit) from the
property of their families which is common to many, nor from
their own property without the husband's permission.' The
V. Mayukha interprets this as meaning that she has no
independent power even over adhivedanika and the like, but
this would be opposed to the express texts of Est, Vyasa'and
Devala. Therefore the words must be taken as only recommen-
datory,

K(it. (916) delivers a special rale viz ' strldhana 1HS which

was promised ( to a woman ) by her husband should be paid

to her as a debt by the sohb ( i e by her own sons or stepsons

)

provided she resides in the husband's family, she should

not reside with her paternal family. ' The Sm. C and V P.

(p 546 ) explain that even grandsons and great-grandsons are

liable to pay just as sons are. According to'Kat. as understood

by the Sm. O and others a wife who is full of evil acts, is

immodest, wastes property and is given up to adultery, does

not deserve ( to dispose of ) strldhana and V, P. and V. C.

explain that it may be taken away from her in each & case tsM

In modern times this rule of forfeiture of rights would not be

enforced by the courts as regards strldhana Some explain

this verse as referring to the widow as heir and separate the

words as ' strl dhanam.' 1527 Vide Ganga v. Ghasita 1 All 46

( F. B ), 48-49.

Succession to £>tridhana.-—The several schoole'of Hindu Law

differ from each other perhapB more widely on this subject than

1524. * fSfirf* Sro w£ SfWRptiwwmigc • wsrnjfr ^ f^rri§-*RT

wHt^isrntt^aJX 199 This verse ,s various,y en>Ia,ned g^pr' itItrai
*

s<~3 and others explaw p*frfr as ' ^leHiHUjS *RH3rt,' wh.le tn^KH")

and «r. fl^jT explaw as'ar*> and «%« explains ^BT<5[ as ' wOTTCrrenT-

^n «mr q byVtf* » p 283 ( fest harf)
' * * p 514, ft ^ P "

The «r Tf. P. 153 quotes the first ball as ^c5*s
_

ni^^ «,
ancient and medieval Hindu »»«

*£ ,srrris= »** ». -

—

• Marriage and stridbana ' PP. 394-399.
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on any other. But one thing is generally common to all schools

viz. that as regards succession to strldhana daughters are prefer-

red to sons, though, in later days soub were introduced by some
writers as heirs along with daughters or even as preferable to

daughters for certain kinds of stridhana. This was probably

due to the fact that the value of strldhana property became
considerable in later times and society which held to the doctrine

ot the dependence and inferior position of women could not

tolerate the idea that large estates should go to women alone.

The causes of the variance among writers on tbe devolution of

strldhana are historical. The text-writers wrote at different

times and in different countries and probably reflect the

popular sentiments of their own countries and times tinged
now and then by personal predilections also. The digests
sometimes expressly say that their interpretation follows the
usage of their times (vide V Mayukha in note 1529 below).

The succession to strldhana varies according as the woman
is unmarried or married, according as the marriage was in an
approved or an unapproved form, and also according to the
species of stridhana and the school of law to which she
is subject.

First, the important texts of the smrtis on succession to
strldhana may be brought together. The oldest extant text is
that of Gaut 28.23 which provides,"28 'stridhana devolves (first)

on daughters; (in a competition among daughters) it goes to
those^ that are unmarried (apratta, lit. not given away in
marriage

) and { in a competition among married daughters ) to
those that are not well provided for ( i. e. that are indigent ).

'

Manu(IX 192-193 ) provides :
« when the mother dies all the

full brothers and full sisters should equally divide tbe mother's
estate. Even to the daughters of those daughters some
thing should be given (that is) as much as would be seemly
out of the estate of their grandmother on the ground of
affection". InManu IX. 195 it is said that the six kinds of
strldhana, as also anvadheya stridhana and gifts made by the
husband through affection, should go to her progeny if she dies
in her htibband s lifetime. The verses of Manu (JLX 192-3)
are variously explained by tbe commentators, Sarvajfia-Nara-
yana holding that mothers estate means estate other than
technical stridhana. Most of them rely on a text of Br and

1528. ^'.J* l^J!t5WIT3t»Wftf3?rRt *3 lA 2S 22.
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hold that full brothers and unmarried staters succeed together
and married sisters (i.e. daughters of the woman whose heirs
are to be found) get some trifle (i of each brother ace. to
Kulluka). Manu IX. 196-197 further provide that when a
woman wab married in one of the five forms of marriage viz.

Brahma, Daiva, Area, PrajSpatya and Gandharva and died
without issue her strldhana goes to her husband and if she was
married in the 5sura and the other two forms it went, if she

died issueless, to her mother and father. Taj. n. 1529 117 pro-

vides that daughters take the strldhana estate of their mother
and on failure of them the (male) issue. In H. 1530 144 Y&j
again says that strldhana goes to daughters, hut that if the

woman dies without issue then it goes to the husband if she was

married in one of the four forms (brahma, daiva, Srsa, praja-

patya ) but to her parents if she was married in the other four

forms. Visnu Dh. S. (17. 19-31) and Nar. ( dayabhaga, 9

)

contain the same rules as Taj. H. 144-145, while Nsr. ( daya-

bhSga 2 ) states that the mother's wealth should be divided

among the daughters and in the absence of daughters the letter's

issue takes it. Sankha-Likhifca 1531 declare that the mother's

estate is taken in equal shares by the full brothers (sons of the

deceased mother) and their unmarried sisters. Br. 153* (S. B. B.

1529. »Udjfi£<K: ^llgTHH*? q&OTV: I *f. H. 117 on which the ftai.

says, ' J%5»JT»roiSr ar»ra SBlQ4<P<il4, •
»
; some construe the word aw* »

meaning the issoe of the daughters (x. e. daughter's daughters and

daughter's sons J. Vide «r. *r. p 159, "^ q tSHgW ' Wiafft'— 5"s ' 1&
nxvwHuni «A><H«+di3mffiE> %f%^ i «j%aift^ria gar w q^g > «*j^

n^f wrgfar mw ill^iig; • MFwrofcrntf 5*r* «tw v *mr (^wm. 2)iswrj-

ffilTCtori* f%yn* gyro I, abont which the ffrarr. on *n*. H. 145 remarks

' <TOri%ir ^ftgaffid.'UWlfeE '. The *%. trr {p. 667) explains wftig a»*flp*

5*fcrc Mt^EH^n* jit^t iffiMwt aq*n* ***& * *m fft»"Hf
"

WW&: 1 3 the {^i^»? p. 75 says • |gwu»44HT^ «3*««<MlQ«
r»i*$OT>.>

jrffe»*^pr'sN^5fiTiri»iT5»ir. a M4-i« • wnRifts ,*35*™?;

ftnantfqg 17. 19-21. *fhrst tuq^nit w#h*«.jmih a ' *r#iifS 'a'"?8T
nti!hft5'Wii«nt?(?Pi»n»r,verse9). ... __-

i53i. «>f fiyJM-wa* ftwHJfti »«»** ' ^HW** q bYJT£
tv. 2* p. 79. TO*tr

;
m. p. 551. wrawjtf o» **. n. ws **r* °» fl **

reads *ro »• JFTWrft *5*TT&aj. „&, „—

.

p. 552 ( reads *r T *npi*>s ft*»*T P- 75,
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33 p. 383 verse 87 ) declares, ' strldhana goes to her progeny, but

the unmarried daughter is preferred, while the married one

gets only some trifle as a token of regard'. Parasara holds

that the unmarried daughters take all the strldhana, but in a

competition between married daughters alone and sons they all

take equal shares. Devala 1533 states, 'on the death of a woman her
strldhana is taken in equal shares by her sons and daughters

;

if she leaves no issue it would be taken by her husband, mother,
brother or father'. Paraskara 1534 (q by Par. M. HL 552) states

that strldhana devolves on the unmarried daughter, that the
son does not get it, but that he 'shares equally with a married
daughter. Kaut ls3s

(HL 2 p. 153 ) prescribes that if a woman
dies during her husband's lifetime her Bons and daughters
divide her strldhana; if she has no son then daughters divide
it, on failure (of both sons and daughters) the husband takes
it and that the sulka, anvadheya or any other kind of strldhana
given by her relatives is taken by her relatives. KatySyana1SM
(917-920) whose treatment of strldhana is the most detailed of
all smrti writers has the following verses on succession to
strldhana: 'SiBters whose husbands are living should share
with their brothers the strldhana ( of their mother ); this is the
rule of law about strldhana and partition (among brothers and
sisters) is prescribed. On failure of daughters the (strldhana)
wealth devolves on sons (of the deceased woman ); the wealth
given to a woman by her kinsmen ( paternal or maternal ) goes
in the absence of the kinsmen (that gave it) to the husband

^'i to^toEZ^S***** **"*' 3W5n,n *** *«« "W

rarrs^jr 1" IU - p- 552 '^^^^^^- »

"i£« **>,R T p 518 and ft. F*. p. 143 (first two); ar*™ JV 2 12
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Wliatovor immovable property was given by the parents to their

daughter always goes to her brother if ishe dies without issue.

Whatever wealth was obtained by a woman from her parents in

the forms of marriage beginning with Ssura is declared as going

to her parents on failure of her progeny.
' 1S3' The first two verses

are apparently in conflict and must be read with Gaut 28 22

So probably the following propositions were laid down by Kat.

via (1) unmarried daughters are preferred; (2) married daughters

whose husbands are living share along with their brothers, if

there bo no unmarried daughter ; (3) widowed daughters take

or.ly if there are no daughters whose husbands are living or if

there are no sons : (4) wealth given by paternal and maternal

kinsmen goes to them and on failure of these, to the husband

;

(5) immovable property given by parents goes to the brother

of the woman on failure of issue; (6) wealth given mtbe

fisura, raksasa and paisSca forms goes to parents on failure of

issue Yamahas a verse very similar to Katyayana's about

a woman married in the Ssura and the following forms The

commentaries and digests make valiant efforts to reconcile the

conflicts among the smrti texts quoted above It is not quite

necessary to go into that question here in detail for fear of

encumbering this work too much.

How the devolution of etrldhana was dealt with ly the

commentators has now to be seen. They all prefer daughters

to sons for certain kinds of strldhana. Why the devolutionj*

strldhaua property should be different from that of the property

of a male is not clearly explained anywhere. The Mit on

Yfij 1HS II 117 gives the reason that woman's property goes w

the daughter because in her more particles of the m<*te,/*2
inhere than in the son Probably the daughters were jw&w«

as heirs to strldbana as a sort of equity, whet.sons were

allowed to exclude daughters in the inheritance to the fathers

wealth. ,

According to the Mit. there are two lines of *™™*™£
strldhana, one for sulka and the other for allother kinds of £
dhana Solka^tojt^^

1538. nnM **«!^,J2S!» *Sa^
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on the full brothers, then on the mother. iSS> Some like the

SuhodhinI, the Dlpakalika, HaTadatta on Gaut. 28. 23 hold that

it devolves on the mother first and then on the full brothers

;

but many works such as the DSyabhaga IV. 3. 28 (p. 95), Sm. 0„
Par. M , V. P., V. 0. follow the Mit. It is somewhat strange

that the MadanapErijata. p. 668 ( which was really composed
by the author of the SuhodhinI in the name of his patron

Madanapala, holds that the sulka is first taken by the brothers

and then by the mother. This raises a doubt whether the
printed SuhodhinI is correct or whether the author changed
his opinion.

As regards succession to the property of a maiden there is

no difference at all between the Mit. and otheT works. The
Mit. quotes a text of Baudhayana 1SM that the wealth of a
deceased maiden first devolves on her full brothers, then on the
mother and then on the father. The V. P. adds that on failure
of the father the maiden's wealth goes to the parents' nearest
sapinda.«" Yaj. H. 146 provides that if a girl who had been
promised in marriage dies before marriage, the intending
bridegroom was entitled to take back the sulka or other gifts

tt ,«f '

Vfii*¥* *5«>WJ!* WBi #.** I *T». 28. 23-24, far. (0n „.

« « »*TT*_S" *-fo?7* ilS*"1* J?**wfa«*4 '&hm on

««» carried ,„ an^^ fc^SSS 0f " *
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The MitSksars order of succession for all kinds of* dhana, other than sulka a„d maiden's pro"fe a

who xs aidigwitj (3) married daughter who is well

S°Iot %i «.d»*ta

S*««««; (5) daughter* I
(6; sons; (7) sons sons (here also the rule of per slirm
applies); (8) husband ( if the woman was married in oneV*
the four approved forms ) ; (9) sapindas of the husband in the
order of propinquity

; on failure of any sapinda of the husband
her mother, then her father and then the sapindas of the father
( before it goes to the Crown ). But if the woman was marriea
in one of the unapproved forms, then on failure of her descen-
dants her stridhana went to her mother, then to her father and
then to the father's sapindas in the order of propinquity. On
failure of the sapindas of the father it would (by analogy) go to
her husband and then to his sapindas (before going to the
Crown ). When grand-daughters directly inherit' the stridhana
of their grandmother they take per stirpes (aoc to the Mit
which quotes Gfaut 28 15), if they are the daughters of several
daughters. *»* The Mit (on YSj. 1L US ), Apararks (p. 721) sad
aeveralothersprovide (followingManuIX198=Anusasana4M5)
that if a woman of a lower caste dies issueless leaving stridhana,

then the daughter of her co-wife of a higher olass inherits that

Btrldhana and on failure of such step-daughter, the son of the

latter inherits. It may be noted that as regards succession

to stridhana, the' rule of representation which holds good in

relation to succession to males does not apply. When a male

dies leaving separate property and a son and a grandson ( son

of a predeceased son ) both succeed together, the grandson re-

presenting his deceased father. But if a woman possessed of

stridhana dies having only a son and a predeceased son's son,

the son will take the whole of thB Btrldhana excluding the son's

son. Vide Bat Raman v Jagjwandas 41 Bom 618.

It is not possible nor necessary to deal exhaustively with

the' devolution of stridhana according to the various schools of

Hindu Law. But a few indications from the important text

is«. Brat flpsmrawtf «tw°if v**rtmite hups?**'
'

siSw^
*T wrifwroiNto'—^ iftwwwia; > ft**- oa "• "• 14S'
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books having authority in the different provinces will be offer-

ed. According to the Sm. O. ( which is the leading authority in

Madras after the Mit. ) strldhana includes only those kinds of

property that are so described in the Bmrtis ( i. e. only technical

strldhana ) and the lines of devolution are as follows : (1) sulka

devolves in the same way as laid down by the Mit. cited above

(Sm. O. II p. 287); (2) Yautaka devolves on unmarried

daughters first ( Sm. O. II. p. 285 ) ; (3) Anvadheyaka and

Bhartrdatta pass to sons and married daughters whose husbands

are living, all inheriting together in equal shares ( Sm. C. U.

p. 284); (4) other kinds of technical strldhana such as

adhyagni &c pass first to the maiden daughters and married

daughters who are aprattstlttta, isi3 then to married daughters

that are provided for ; then to daughter's daughters, then to

daughter's sons, then to sons, then to son's sons &c., then to the

husband or father ( according to the form of marriage ). The
Madras High Court follows the Mit. ( in preference to the Sm.
C. ) as to the devolution of Anvadheyaka and Bhartrdatta and
holds that certain kinds of non-technical strldhana ( such as
gifts by strangers during coverture ) devolve ace. to the rules of
the Mit. Vide Salemma v. Iwtchmana 21 Mad. 100.

The VivadacintSmani, the leading authority in Mithila,
restricts strldhana to the technical strldhana recognized by the

smrtis and lays down the devolution of itas follows : (1) Sulka ,s"
( defined as property received by a woman at the time of her
marriage, if in an unapproved form ) passes as under the Mit.
cited above ; (I) Yautaka passes first to unmarried daughters,
then in the way laid down by the Mit. for all strldhana ; (3) all

technical strldhana other than the two preceding varieties
passes to sons and unmarried daughters together, then to sons
and married daughters jointly, then to daughter's daughters,
then to daughter's sons and then as under the Mit system ( for
strldhana in general.

)

The Vyavaharamayukha which is held to be of para-
mount authority in Gujarat, Bombay Island and Northern

1343 The -uord stufJVfSftn is explained by the Sm. C as follows. '3ro (if

-

ffcat wtTcvf ftifot j&tt t3w*n ^i i Tywuu h'id'HKrit 'iWm^tH **rn?vra*r.i 3^v

ft. ftr. p. 147 also says ' aro^ftsTf 3PT<re<»T i3h**w^Rr jprnt *tfef u-u.tiitqq: i

»

154+ ittas. i yrfiHVs?*^qqimryS W131 > s? ^h3fc « 3Ugtn%Rvnr-
«Ht}>uft4<Uta<l 1 ft f%. p. 143,
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Eonkan 15*5 proposes various lines of succession to strldhana. Its
treatment Is based on the Sin. 0. and the Madanarafcna. ft first

divides strldhana as stated above into technical (paribhasika)
and non-technical ( apSribhaslka ). The firBt is subdivided into
four classes for the purpose of inheritance; (I) sulka which
passes as stated above under the Mitakgara; (H) yautaka goes
to unmarried daughters, (if there be no unmarried daughters)

1545. For tho territory la which the V Maytikba is supreme, vide

Latlubhat v. Mankuvarbai 2 Bom. 388 (F B ) at p 418, Janitbm v. Sundra

14 Bom 6I2atpp 623-24 , Vyas Chtmanlal v Vyas Ramchandra 24Bom

367 (F IS.Iaip 373, How the Vyavahitramayulcba composed by a Maha

rastra brahmana. whoso family had settled at Benares came to be regarded

as a work of high authority in Gujarat is explained in Lalhtbhat v. Man-

kuvarbat 2 Bom. 388 at pp 418-419 and in Bhagirthtbai v. Kahmjirm

11 Bom 285 {F B ) at pp, 294-95 As there is divergence between the

vieus of the Mit and the Mayiikha in the rules of succession, it becomes a

matter of great practical importance to settle with precision the exact limits

in Northern Konkan up to which the Mayukha must be regarded as a wort

of paramount authority. It has bean judicially decided that Karanja, as

Island opposite the Bombay harbour, is governed by the Mayukha (in Sakha-

ram v, Sttabai 3 Bom. 353), that Mahad, the southernmost Talukaoltne

Kolaba District, is not so goi erned and that toe predominance of the Mayii-

kha cannot be taken further south than Cheu! and Nagotbna in the Kolaba

District (vide Narharv Bhait 40 Bom 621) Similarly difficult questions

arise whether Kathiawar which is quite contiguous to Gujarat and some

territory bordering on Gujerat towards the north or east is governed by tho

views of the Mayukha in preference to those of the Mit, Some parts of

Kathiawar which were (and even now are) under the domination of the

Gaikwad of Baroda may, on the analogy of the grounds on which the Mayu-

kha is held to be of paramount authority in Gujarat, be deemed to begovsraed

by the Mayukha It appears to me that the tendency of courts should be

to restrict the extent of the territory «i which the Mayukha is supreme and

to hold that everywhere the Mitaksara is supreme, except in those territories

where the Maytikba has been expressly recoginsed as supreme by the feuda-

tory States connguous to Gujarat or by judicial decisions The M.t « •

paramount authority ,n the whole ot India except in Bengal, therefore o

Tanalogy of the maxim that a genera! ru.e is applicable and«j-«-
a„ cases except where an exception cUarly covers the matt-££*£
Iteitovnm***®*®:) districts outside modern Gujarat hut border!

on ,t should not be held to be governed by the Mayiikha.
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then probably to the married daughters; (HI) anvadheya 1445 "

and bhatrpriti-datta (husband's gift of affection ) are inherited

by sons and unmarried daughters together in accordance with
Manu (IX 192 and 195 ), ( if there be no unmarried daughters

)

by sons and married daughters, then daughter's issue, then son's

sons; (IV) other"*6 kinds of technical strldhana devolves as

under the Mit ; (V) non-technical lst7 strldhana is inherited in

the following order; sons, son's sons, sons' sons' sons, daughters,

daughters* sons, daughter's daughters. When there is no issue

of the woman the succession- depends to all cases as under the
Mit on the question whether the woman was married in an
approved or an un-approved form. The V. Mayukha employs
language somewhat different from that of the Mit. in speaking
of the inheritance to strldhana when a woman dies without

1545a Vide Sttabai v. Vasantrao 3 Bom t, R. 201 ( where a long
passage from the V. Mayukha is quoted in translation and it is held that
anvadhevi includes g\(ts or bequests from parents after marriage as well as
from the husband and that sons and daughters succeed equally to anva-
dlieya)

. Dayaldas v Savitribat 34 Bom 385 {F B ), where it was held that a
passage of the Mayukha wherein the view of the Mit was first stated and then
the view of others really meant that the latter was the view of the Mayukha,
that sons and daughters inherited anvadheya together and that if there were
both married and unmarried daughters, the unmarried daughters and the
sons inherited together ^apfr- f%WT *tf ^S^fim *mh» WISP* I g«T <?

w^«wnfemaffr w fNsu vmfhms WRrnni, i h^ww (foi.o
105 b) Vide tk w text pp. 157-58 for the two views. It will be noticed
that the Mit construes the verse of Manu distributive ly , e sons take equally
*hentbey succeed and daughters do so when they succeed and that Manu
does not mean that sons and daughters inherit simultaneously

*Tra * *T. *5*ps p. 159

1547. Vide Uamlal Rewadat v B« Rewa 17 Bom. 758 (as to lnherl-

TZ°LTZ'
i

^?*i sWdhana
>
* here * ™» held that as regards strldhana

under the Mayukha the woman is recognized as a fresh source of devolutrao.
that the wom3 • sons mA thc resl , me3a nQ more tban sons> grandsons Md
ESbST TS

'
'hataS «»Ma«PW»P«ty which does not class as pSrlbbasika

,£ r«, ?' n.*"™
and th" "St tatc P™"*"** <™* the 'daughters and

MfiriT. I. *,! '
SSUe r ' tbat fa,Ung sons and daughters the heirs to p5n-

LtTpLb^tl V? ! ° PnaS th° laHer haV° a Prcf«en'>=" right«to NtaU, * hlIo the (0Tact toe a similar right as to apSnbharite
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In the Dayabhaga school the devolution of various kindii

ofstrfdhana according to ,the Dayabhaga and D K. S,isas
follows: (I) sulka devolves*549 in the following order: (1) full

brother, (2) mother, (3) father, (4) husband; (D) Yaizfcalca da-

volves lsS> in the following order: (1) unmarried and unbBtrothed

daughters, (2) betrothed daughters, (3) married daughters, who
have or are likely to have sons, (4) barren married daughters

and ohildleBS widowed daughters taking together in equal shares,

(5) sons, (6) daughter's sons, (7) sons* sons, (8) son's son's

sons, (9) step-son, (10 and 11) stepson's son, stepson's grandson

Then if the marriage was in an approved form, yautaka passed

in tho absence of any of the above in order to husband, brother,

mother and father. If the marriage of the woman was cele-

brated in an unapproved form then her strldhana passed in order

to mother, father, brother, husband. (IU) Anvadheya gifts 155'

(gifts or bequests) made subsequent to marriage by the father

1548. Vide Tukaram v Sarayan 36 Bom 339 (F. B ), where (hero

is an elaborate discussion about the following passages of the Mit. and the

Mayufcba, a^iRTssffrrsT ftg»m%i aranr i ffcrr <* fte&$ i^nfifii ftjjwfB 1

f(%*tik <wmw <nhI vwu$utn i ftar. on trr« n 145 , >rfwit &§h awtf

nrrtw? shS- i fqw# ^ ft§$& «m iww ' • "^ ftmsrcm wit*

WRtrcwetf *[(&%&# ftvnft ** wwnKWMf *rfa»er*rffifi> srarfo stetWi

nwtRi«uw<HH»t f«affltt irc^S jrwrawi *ft 'jnf^ra wrraM <
«*•

fl^SP 161,

J543 3w.(g5a{) irow «r?wrr w?Hft sigjrrawfa figs t w $aw*

!RC5f>73-isrr«pn>rrv.3.29p 95
- ju—

1550. a?f«f nRoi«R3«rafM jifafcr f gsrmrt at* <sr amro ™™"j

^rprf smrf jejuna* erarfa: «tf 9F*rnm?i?*Tft uwrrenpri* ,'**™!*?J

and 25, pp 85-86. It win be noticed that the D B. distinguishes totww

an-betrothed, betrothed and married daughters. Vide Bannerjce's_'M»rrlap>

and Slridhana • pp 477, 489-491 for order of inheritance to y°B(a*a

MyabbagalV. 3. 10 and 29 Vide
*»•"*..-J«J f^

< son befng held the preferential heir to a married daughter to
,

t

Cal. 315 {mother held entitled to preference <T^JX*,**!.}
woman «fa» d.ed leavmg property gifted to her by 1 rfathe,*

F

^
in both these cases there ,s an elaborate cxajnmahon Jj«« „,„

Dayabhaga and .t « Sbo*n how Srfcrsoa and even modern

created confusion by offering varying explanation*.
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{ D&yabhaga 1Y. 2.12-16 pp 92-93 ) devolve in the same order as

for Yautaka except in a few 'respects, via. the son takes before

married daughters and in case the woman dies without issue the

brother, mother, father and husband succeed in that order IV-

As regards Ayautaka ( i. e all technical stridhana other than
the above three) there is a conflict of authority between the

Dayabhaga (IV. 2. 1-12 pp 79-81 ) on the one hand and Raghu-
nandana and Srikrsna on the other. Ace to the former the
order 1552 is: son and /cumaj i daughter (or to either on failure

of the other) , ( on failure of both) married daughters that have
sons or are likely to have sons ; son's sons ; daughter's sons ;

barren and widowed daughters. But Raghunandana and Srl-

krsna interpolate son's son, son's son's son, stepson, stepson's
eon, stepton's grandson between daughter's sons and barren and
widowed daughters. In the decided cases the latter order has
generally been followed.

If there be none of the above both Yautaka and Ayautaka
stridhana pass in order ( ace to Dayabhaga IV. 3. 37 p. 98

)

to six heirs lsa viz. the husband's younger brother, husband's

***m. < - - faglnrs** msik thi^ftm ...w 3 ^^ ,^=nrf

.

^TOTOt.i^PT IV 2 1-2, 9 , u_„. Dayabhiga employs the «ord
afiratta elsewhere in the sen.e of unbetrothed - and so betrothed daughters
cannot tale along w,tU sons. The last passage » the quotaUon shows that
the doctrme of .pimmi beneEt «as not to be r,g,dly employed m success.on

^£ST*£* ,
tot^?i^^ *%"* "marks („ h,s comment on

SS^S^*

*

"^ ***** ftS.^^Sr^

S^^S^^^ \«* ™« ** «^^Sffi^
*•**»« ***—

'^hSSSS??SK
( Con<«nHe<t on (fie next />ofie)
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brother's son, sister's son, husband's sister'^ son, brother's son,

daughter's husband. Br. says that the mother's sistar, maternal

uncle's wife, paternal uncle's wife, fa'hor's sister, mother-in-

law, elder brother's wife are declared to be like one's mother,

that when these women have no aurasa child or a con of their

co-wife oi a daughter's son or a son's sou or stepson's son, then

the sister's son and the rest may take their wealth. This text,

ace. to the Dayabhaga, simply declares that a sister's son and

the others may be heirs to the strldhana of the maternal aunt

and the rest but the priority is determined among the six heirs

mentioned above in Brhaspati 's text by the principle of reli-

gious benefit. Though the sister's son is the first jn Brhaspati's

text, it is the husband's younger brother who stands really the

first among the six if regard is had to the principle of religious

benefit. The Vlr. ( V. P. p. 554 ) states that in the atwer.ee of

heirs up to the stepson and stepson's sons, the sister's son and

the rest (mentioned in Br.) are the heirs to a woman's stir

dhana even when sapindas like her father-in-law are alrre,

since mere sapinda relationship would not count when in conflict

with a special text It does not appear that the V. P. holds that

the six take in the order stated in the text of Br ;
15si it Tatar

states that among these six the choice of the preferential heir

( Continued from the last page )

The verses of Br. occur m Sm C II p 287, \
.
>w P *"•

p 555, V MaySkha p 161. V. P PP 553-55,. The above ver*^J*

Lan that male* «*°« » »°™»'s «*""' S°°
,

W
,f.^ „rVXgb-

son or her husband's brother's son or her •«^"*"££ ££,,
ter's hatband or her husband's yotmger brother are like her son

her stndhana in certain circumstances

t, -.1 w « i A 176 toe above text pi

1554 In B» Kessarbat v. Hunsraj US 551IA 170

Brhaspat, was discussed in a Bombay case at f^fn ,, ,

P
J w SB«eed

2d it was heid that under the Maynkha a "T^X^ t>ther or bto-

to ,he strEdhana of a^ » *^J^2££,. «- * *"
.ber's son, that the text ol Br. must be tak»

J ^ m„ snK«a

the marriage « ,n an approved form Ifl. V*"*^
form the brother's son or

and that when the marriage v. la \"
U"^°„dlca,e the order of s«cas

iter's son «>U succeed, that the text does *«
uflder tne U.t *

«on Wh,ch is governed by tb- pn-e.^ *£<"* ^ expressty„« h

he Mayukba. It may be noted that tbe V N- ^ ^^ w „ t e «,

dist,ib»tive
order Ace to*<^^ *'

T*. Da-yab«*ga does not **

f Br. take m the order stated therein

this view.
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would be determined by greater or less propinquity lssS
. On

failure of these six the husband's sapindas, safculyas and

samanodakas take and then the father's kinsmen.

The question of an unchaste daughter's succession to strl-

dhana would be decided in the same way as her succession to

her father's property. Under the DayabhSga an unchaste

daughter will not succeed. But under the Mitaksara as inter-

preted by modern courts an unchaste daughter who is a kept

mistress or a prostitute may succeed but only after virgin

daughters or mamed daughters as the case 1556 may be. The

Mit. on Yaj. II 290 relies upon the SkandapurSna for the

proposition that prostitutes are a fifth caste descended from

certain apsarases. issi

It has been held by the courts that though prostitution

entailed degradation according to ancient Hindu Law, it did

not sever the tie of blood. So the stridhana of a nailcin (

a

dancing girl ) or of a married woman who becomes a prostitute

may be inherited by her brother or sister or her husband or her

husband's relations. lsss

It may not be out of place here to suggest how stridhana

should be dealt with when Hindu Law comes to be codified as
it is likely to be in the near future. It may be urged that all

distinctions on the ground of sex should be altogether done
away with and whenever a woman succeeds to any property
whether of a male or of a female she should take an absolute
estate. But if this change iB opposed by a large volume of
opinion as it is quite possible, then it should at least be provided

1555. a%qrmn3 jh«wW vgtr^g ^P^m-Kwfi&.i.^mrn^ ft sft
-

«W*U*Wt I M-4*tfA<{5 •«PW«i<WRia«-^Vt«ft.*<»WHtt > wj. *. p 554.

1556. Vide Tars v. Knshna 31 Bom. 495 and Govmd v. Bhtku 46
Bom. L R. 699.

1557 vtt ft *3i*<wifl lapjjsr jits qram&nwdtt^aiyk<n<; «tt

<t**ft
'

.JuraftiS i firat on m. n 290.

1558 Hiralalv Trtfiura 40 CaJ. 650, F. B ( holds that brother's son
Inherited the stridhana of a woman who had become a prostitute ),
Nitrayaiiv. Laxman 51 Bom. 784 (sister of a prostitute was held to be her
heir), Noro.« Dos « Tirlok 29 All 4 (husband held entitled to properly
acquired bj a woman after she deserted him }. Subbaraya v Ramasamt
23 Mad. 171 (stepson was held entitled to succeed to a woman's property
bough she had deserted her husband and led a life of unchastit} ).
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that all property which awoman inherits from a female should be

her absolute property. Then aB regards inheritance to'strldhana

one simple and straightforward rale should be laid down that

the woman's sons and daughters should succeed together taking

equal shares. A third suggestion would be that when there are

no descendants of the woman herself, then the husband should be

the next heir. When the stridhana is that of a maiden, the

heirs in order should be her brothers and Bisters, then her mother,

then her father and after the father the latter's nearest heir. It

is not quite necessary at this stage to specify what further

rules of devolution should be prescribed, <



CHAPTER XXXI

MAINTENANCE AND OTHER TOPICS
'

The subject of maintenance occupies an important place in

modern Hindu Law. A brief statement of the law of the

smrtis and the digests on this subject must be made here.

The liability to provide maintenance for certain persons

arises under the ancient Hindu Law in either of two ways viz.

(1) on account of bare relationship between the parties or (2) on

the ground of the possession of property. A verse lss* quoted

by Medhatifchi on Manu III. 72 and IV. 251, by the Mit. on Yaj.

I. 224 and 1L 175 and occurring in some mss. of the Manusmrti

after XI 10 provides, ' Manu declares that one must maintain

one's aged parents, a virtuous wife and a minor son by doing

even a hundred bad acts. * From this verse it follows that

irrespective of the possession of property there is a personal

legal obligation on the father to maintain his minor son, on the

husband to maintain his wife and on the son to maintain his

aged parents. Baud. Dh. S 01.2. 48) goes further andprovides*560

that a son is bound to maintain a mother even if she be patita.

To the same effect are Ap Dh. S 1 10. 28. 9 and Vas. 13. 47.

1559. T^^nraiftdil «i«ft'n*rf53• Rig* « 3tcth>wm g <sn»wmaw-

^fcfRTWT on asIV. 251 quotes part of itas^u.tH, while theforr onin.II 175
ascribes it to Mann. This verse is cited in Savttrtbat v Luxmibai 2 Bom. 573
(F.B ) at p. 597 (which holds that a Hindu widow voluntarily living apart from
her husband's relatives is not entitled to a money allowance as maintenance
from them if they were separated from him at the time of his death and
that she is not entitled to snch maintenance from them whether they were
separated or unseparated from him at the time of his death if they have no
ancestral estate belonging to him in their hands). The texts of Mann,
Vaj \ 76 and Har. are held on p. 598 of that report to impose a personal
obligation enforceable by the State Vide Raja Rama Rao o. Raja of
Ptltapur 45 1. A. 148 at p. 154 where it is stated that the grandson is not
included under the word * son and a grandfather is under no personal
obligation to maintain a grandson if there is no ancestral property in
bis bands

1560 trfihrmpj g »n?rt f^n^rf^wnrorT! « wK u. «. n. 2. 48 ; tjfihr:

ftat itRt<ii«<Ti wrat a st * *ra# i hths 13.47; srpjrsvr hrtt ««rr t"5ai trftor
&>*'& *fi mt<u«tii: i wsfirrinjTt^iflfcnn: *t ??=# mm«<n iteof wp*,
STjgTrffiSt q. by 3)«nr% P E23 on -sn. II 2*7.
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Mann VEX 389 prescribes that the man who ^ adoea not maintain his Darpnk Jul *
wbo abandonB and

tn £ 1!? f ^r0f a fl0a and agreeable- in speech he T
maintain her, if he had no property, Visnu Dh. S. V 163 madethe husband punishable like a thief if he abandoned hfe blamt
ies wife. Eaut IL 1 prescribes™ that if a man being it
fails to mamtaia his child or wife, parents, minor brother*
and sisters, unmarried daughters, widowed daughters, when these
are not pahta, should be fined twelve panas. ' These dicta have
been followed even by modern courts in India In Subbaramna
v.Subbakhu^ it has been held that a son is bound to maintain
iiis aged mother whether he has inherited property froin his
father or not

The manager of a joint Hindu family Js under a legal
obligation to maintain all male members of the family, their
wives and children flterada states 1*3 that if any one among
several (undivided) brothers dies without issue or becomes an
ascetic the rest should take the estate and give maintenance
to his wiveis till their death, provided they keep the ,bed of their

husband unsullied but that they may out off the maintenance
if they/ wives ) behave otherwise. This is because the surviv-

ing brothers sucoeed to the eBtate'in which the deceased had

an interest during his lifetime. This is made quite clear
lsM

^1561. avw&px *?wif*M« 3»a;Hm»m4ijKr< v&rfi-. nam fltrowftsas

sri%ifleft gYtjwi) <^iii~nn nfSkr^js^m wnr I *$. II. 1. p. 48.

1563. 8 Mad. 236, referred to in Sitrampalh v. Surautpalh 31 Mad.

338 at p, 342.

1563 This verse of Nai ts quoted in Bhtkubat v, tfaftia 49 Boa.

459, 463, 27 Bom. L R. 13 at p. 16. '

1564. am ** qreg;- t*n. <refr ftwmrreft '*?§*< *qgfor*n 'tfaftrrfl

m^frr »<3*<nwi^w^: n *renn>3nlT qfrsr stgrlr 3wt gg^n '
wn«r»ifti8n"

^T^MTnwisrar^mmtf ^nnmi'T' i gr<mt mftft *ft g iiwwi^'wtfi^ '

3tfaWtmNr 8 5wH*mnwn%B^ \ g^f mm ^f *KHsfM «wim* S

Pkq$ffiHi=Mi4 3Ti«f mrf%i& t%^n% *&%*&&& ' a5P^W5i^r«f '
•• W'

M^wm i gMsiihlti it JroMfrroi • xffiz n. p. Z9Z and nr. ». p- 5ie.

{The passage of 7SJX% w Mr, Gharpure's edition is rcUher corrupt) Tie «J

vt$8 p. 139 quotes »mnn»M
}
this rerce of Kityayana is quoted In Laithmttn

V, Satyabfiamabat 2 Bppi. 494 Bt p. Slli
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in the Sm. a explaining a .verse of Nar. viz. widows that are

virtuous must be maintained with food and raiment by the

eldest brother ( of the deceased ) or by the father-in-law or by

any otheT gotraja* on which it remarks: "The words ' by him

who takes the estate ', must be understood before all the words

such as ' the eldest brother * ". Kat. { 922 ) states, ' when the

husband goes to heaven the wife is entitled only to food

and raiment if he was unseparated or ,she may set a share in

( ancestral ) property till her death *. The Sm. C. remarks that

as maintenance depends upon taking wealth, Kat. provides two

alternatives. "Iri cases too numerous to cite this has been

followed by all High Courts." Similarly an heir is bound to

maintain out of the estate taken by him those persons whom
the deceased was legally or morally bound to maintain. Those

persons who are excluded from inheritance or partition are

entitled to maintenance and their virtuous wives and unmarried
daughtprs also are entitled to be maintained ( Yaj. II. 140-142

Manu IX. 202, Vas 17. 54 ). The Baud. Dh. S. ( IL 2. 43-46
)
,5«

provides that those who are past undertaking transactions ( i e,

are very old ) should be given food and raiment and also those

who are blind, idiotic, impotent, immersed in vice and suffering

from ( incurable ) diseases, and those that engage in prohibited

acts, except the patita and his issue. Devala { quoted in the V
Mayukha p. 165 ) has a similar passage, ' when the father is

dead ( or even when being alive he makes a partition ) the
impotent, the leper, the lunatic, the idiot, the blind, an outcast
and his offspring, a person wearing a heretical sect mark—these
are not entitled to a share of the .heritage ; to these except the
pahta food and raiment are to be given *. These persons suffer

from a personal disqualification and maintenance is given to
them in lieu of a share not because their status is denied
but because they are incapable of management and enjoyment
of property. Vide Raja Ram Rao v. Raja of Pdtapwr. ls66

The general principle is that an heir is legally bound to
provide out of the estate taken by him as heir maintenance for
those persons, male or female, whom the late owner was morally
or legally bound to maintain. For example, if there is no
ancestral property the father-in-law who possesses only self-

1565 Vide nolc 1151 above for ^t.tt ^. II. 2.43—16 This and the
leal of Dev.ila are quoted in ilurarji v. Panattbat 1 Bom. 177 at p. 183.

1506 AS I. A US at p 151.
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acquired property is not legally bound to maintain his daughter-

in-law ( widow of a predeceased son ) ; but on the death of the

father-in-law, his heir i. e. son, widow, or daughter -would be

legally bound to maintain a widowed daughter-in-law. 1S*» The
Bombay High Court, however, adds the condition that the

predeceased son must have been in union with his father when he

died ; vide 23 Bom. 603.

By Act XVIII of 1937 it has been provided that in a family

governed by the Mitsksara the widows of deceased coparceners

such as the daughter-in-law and the grand-daughter-in-law are

entitled to their husband's interest. The Act does not expressly

state that their rights to maintenance are taken away. In

many cases such widows may prefer to take a share instead of

being allotted only maintenance and so far the law of mainten-

ance will tend to become obsolete.

Another important question is what is the effect of unoha-

stity on the right to maintenance ? As regards the wife's right

to maintenance and the effect of unchastifcy thereon during the

husband's lifetime, vide H. of Dh. vol. H pp. 571-73 above.

Manu XL 176 says that a wife guilty of adultery Bhould be

confined by the husband in the same house and should be made

to undergo the same penance as a man guilty of adultery has

to undergo ; Ysj I 70 also says- that a wife guilty of adultery

should be deprived of her status as a wife as to wealth and

religious observances, should be given bare maintenance and

should be confined to a part of the house. Unohastity on the

nart of a Hindu widow disentitles her to maintenance under

certain circumstances Vas 31.10 provides that_four c asses

of wives must be abandoned viz. one who yields herself toner

husband's pupil or to his guru and especially one' who attempta

the life of her husband or ^o commits adultery wito a man

of a degraded caste and in 31. 1* Vasistha states that the whj

of brshmanas, ksatriyas and vaisy^s, who c^nm a£ultay

with a sudra, may be purified by penance rf «o*ja » £«
(of the adulterous- intercourse) but not -°»»™ '

*

provided by Y». I ™ that if •«»<** ?££%
Ltes ) conceives through *^ ™^ **

nJ r

°-

B ^nty of

foetus or attempts the death of her husband or wga ^
grave sins ( such as brahmana-murderJjhfiAaU^__

v . Hanubat 23 B m. 608.
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Maim IX. 188 provides that when women beconv pxt-ta, the rite

calUd gkatasphoia ( the procedure of which may be seen at

p. 388 of the H. of Dh. vol. II and in note 1168 in the Appendix
to this volume) may he performed, but they must he given
food and raiment and they must be provided with a hut near
the family house. Yaj.HI. 296 has a similar provision. The
result is that there is no text which provides that a widow who
is once unchaste must be deemed unchaste for ever and must
for ever forfeit her claim even to a starving maintenance even
if she repents, reforms her ways and gives up an immoral life.

On the contrary the texts, say that widows guilty of adultery
aTe purified by penance and may be restored to all their social
privileges. For example, Manulsw XI. 189 says generally
about all persons that after they perform the appropriate
VrUyaictfla, they should not be rebuked or avoided ( but should
he restored to all social intercourse ). The Mit. on Yaj. L 72
expressly says that the abandonment of even Buch women aB
are referred to in that verse consists in not associating with
them conjugally and in religious matters, but does not mean
that they aTe to be driven out of the house.1568

On Yaj.HL 397 (which states that in the case of women
there are three peculiarly grave BinB viz. adultery with a low-
caste man, killing the foetus and attempt to murder the
huBband) the Mit sums up the whole position as follows : (1)
total abandonment of women for the four grave sins laid down
mVas. 21. 10 takes place when they do not perform penance:
(2) women guilty of adultery not of the aggravated, kind
mentioned in Vaa 21. W are to be given starving maintenance
that would keep body and soul together and are to be lodged in

»„^mX >

h™B° an* to *• aff«d^ protection ( Yaj. X 70

t > !? IIV'™?
rf they do not V***™ fce requisite penance.

But the Mvt. is silent as to the claim to maintenance of widowa
that at first led a life of incontinence ( but not of the aggrava-
ted kind

)
and subsequently reformed their ways. But fromManu XL 189 it may be inferred that widows not guilty of

Tkw ,*^nrt v^^Prtf ... Kffr^-Ttftm„^ ,
* 70> *****
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aggravated adultery that have undergone the proper prayaseMa
and that "return to decent life would have been entitled to

ordinary maintenance from the period they turned ovsr a

new leaf. 1569

A brief reference to the modern case law on this point

may be made here. In Bhvkubai v. Bhrtba'isn Sir Lallubhai

Shah ( after an elaborate examination of ancient and medieval

authorities and decided cases ) held that a widow who had been

unchaste, but who is proved to have given up the life of un-

chastity is entitled to bare maintenance. In Lalclimtchand v.

Atiatuh the Privy Council make the general observation."71 'It

is true that the right of a Hindu widow to maintenance is

conditional upon her leading a life of chastity and that sho

loses that right if she becomes unchaste '. In Ktsanjt v.

Lakshm lsn it was held that subsequent unchastity disentitled

a widow from recovering maintenance, even though it is claim-

able under an agreement made with the deceased ,'hUBband's

father and brother. In Mummmal Ganga v. Ghasita I All. 46 (F. B.)

it'has been held that unchastity does not incapacitate a daughter

from inheriting strldhana. In Angammal v. Venlaia 2G Mad

509 the same rule was laid down.

The illegitimate son born of a sudra concubine to a man

of the three higher castes appears to have been held entitled

to maintenance from very early times. Gaut. 28. 37 pro™68 -

•the son from a sudra woman of a man (of the three higher

varnas ) who is without issue receives maintenance ( lit source

of maintenance ), if he is obedient, in the same way as a pupil

might receive'. And Gautama (28 43) extends the same rule

to the offspring of praldoma unions. Vide p. 601 above and

note' 1135 for the text of Gaut and Br. on the point. Miami*-

1569. V.de Sathyahhama v XummO*n* 39 Mad 658 «( P 6»

where iUS sad. -But ,» «»• of th« t«ta Is the* »JP»» '"

Si JLotarented and « *^*™££%^ J
i3 not to be preyed lh» »eo« to prober «. « J^
that the res.impt.oa once inade .* lob. »^oc

^ n(Iowincc -. Vida

.oman ,!.. had reformed ,s to be *»«*?**
',tS ««d *r**»™"

al.o Bh.iuba, v Haf'be 27 Bon. V R U •* PP » on0

V BhagavfantaiiAU 392.39*.

1570. 27 Bom L R.13~<PB°» *»•

1571." 62 1. A 250 at p. 255 „,,, .„„
-, o _s t r sio Bat this "« scerae tom •«

the d
«" on .a »»» - *« «-» " B°a U "'

^
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155 also provides that the son of a man of the three higher castes

from a sudra woman (not married to him) is not entitled to share

in the ancestral estate. Br. (SB.E. 33 p. 374 v. 31) states ls73 that

an obedient and meritorious son born from a woman of the

sudra caste to a man who has no other child should get main-

tenance and that the sapindas should divide the rest of the

wealth of the deceased. Both the Mit ana the V. Mayukba,

while explaining Yaj. IE. 133-134 about the rights of the

illegitimate son of a sfidra from a sMra Woman, remark that

one who is begotten on a dasin7i by a member of the regenerate

classes is not entitled to a share even at the father's choice nor

to a' half share after his father's death but that he is only

entitled to maintenance. 1S7S

There is a good deal of case law ©n this subject, but much
of it is irrelevant in this treatise. The right of maintenance

attaches in the first instance to the separate property of the

putative father and if the latter leaves no such property but

was a member of a joint family it attaches to the property of

the joint family of which the putative father was a member. 1576

It has further been held that it does not matter if the woman
was not a dasl ( a slave ) or a permanent concubine in the

exclusive keeping of a man or that the intercourse was adult-

erous. 15"7 It has been also held that the illegitimate son's right
to maintenance is a personal right and cannot be transmitted
to his son 1578 and that maintenance has to be provided for him
till his death1579 (and not merely up to his attaining majority),

1573. 3Wiu*H«i . . WSR?ttgg: n sjgr. cited above in n, 1135 and q. by
^prwr IX. 28, «r. wg^ (p 103). This verse of Br is cited and translated in
Krxshnayyan v. Muttusamt 7 Mad 407 at p 412 and in Rajant Nath v.
Ifttai 48 Cal 643 (F. B } at p 686.

1574. For the meaning of dast vide above p. 602 ». 1137.
1575. are -g 3i«W»< • i% W;t&a«>4frM«nf <5*rk > fftaT on in II.

133-134 q. above in n 1136 Vide sir. jtj^ p 104 and sir. j( p, 488 for
almost the same words The word *4fa«wrft does not mean * bare main-
tenance' or 'bare necessities of life,' has no reference to the amount of
maintenance but is nsed to distinguish it from atnsa (share). Vide Hiralal
v. MeghrajX. L. R. (1938) Bom 779 at pp. 787 and 794.

1576. Ananthaya v. Vishnu 17 Mad. 160; Subramama t). Vatu 34
Mad. 68 . Vellaiyappa v Uatarajan 58 I. A 402. Hiralal v. Weghraj
I. L R. (193S) Bom. 779 = 40 Bom X.. R 935.

1577. Vide Raht v Govtr.d 1 Bom. 97.
1578 Rashan Singh o. Balv/ant Singh 27 I A. 51 «= 22 All. 191.
1579. Hargobind v Dharam Singh 6 AH. 329. Hufipa v, Sin£aravclu

8. Mad. 323. Hiralal v. llcghraj 1. 1,. R. (1938) Bom. 779.
102
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except in Bengal. 1580 The fact that the texts employ the word
"sudraputraV (in the masculine gender ) has been interpreted

by the decided cases as involving that an illegitimate daughter

is not entitled under Hindu Law to maintenance. Vide Parvatt

v. Ganpalrao 1591 and Vellaigappa v. Natarajan.*5*1

Another frequent subject of litigation in modern times has

been a concubine's right of maintenance under the Hindu Lav.

It has been held that a concubine has no legal right to claim

maintenance from her paramour during the letter's Iifetimei

as he can discard her at any time and as she cannot compel

him to keep her. 1583 So also a Hindu is not entitled to transfer

joint family property to a concubine for her maintenance during

his lifetime. 1584 But on the death ol the paramour a great

difference is made in the rights of a concubine that was in his

exclusive keeping HI ha death. Such a concubine has been held

to possess a legal right to maintenance payable out of the

estate, ancestral or self-acquired as the case may be, m the

hands of those who take it after the death of the paramour The

rights of women, who are not wives, to maintenance are based

mainly on two texts, vie. of Tfarada and Katyayana, that are

explained in the Mit, the V. Mayukba and other medieval

works. NSrada says; 1SBS ' A king devoted to dharma should

give maintenance to the women (stri) of a deceased person

( when the king succeeds as heir by esoheat ), except when the

deceased person is a brahmana'; while Kftt (931) states,
*

' heirless property goes to the king after keeping aside ( wealth

sufficient to provide ) for the women {yosil ), the dependents (or

servants ) and the funeral rites and sraddhas (of the deceased)

1580. Ntlmoney v. Batteshur 4 Cal. 91.

1581. 18teora 177.183.

1582. 50 Mad 340. *«***»*

1584. ThaUurRab Prasad ^^^^Tl^ZL^'

1586. surf**«*n»^*n«^W« ^. ni. p s». " *

„ 130 Tins verse is quoted in Savtmom

J:S Yo*Hva»tr*o v. «***» »»«»• 26 '
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Kaut. also similarly prescribes (EX 1SS7 5. p. 161), 'the king

takes heirless property except that of irotriyas, setting apart

( wealth ) for the maintenance of women ( of the deceased ), for

funeral rites and for poor or wretched (dependents of the

deceased
)

'. The Mit, the V. Mayukha, the Par. M. and

others state that the verses of Nar. and Eat refer to avaruddha-

stri alone, since the word patnl (duly wedded wife) does

not occur therein, but only the words * yosit' and l
slri \ 1SS8 There

has been a great divergence of views in the decided cases about

the significance of avca uddha strl. It is generally rendered as

a concubine or mistress in the exclusive keeping of a person

till the latter's death". Several conditions are necessary to

constitute a woman an avaruddlia strl capable of claiming

maintenance from the estate of her deceased paramour in the

hands of his sons or other heirs. In the first place, she must
have been continuously and exclusively in his keeping till his

death. How long she should have been thus in his keeping

cannot be fixed by any hard and fast rules. She must have
been so long in his keeping continuously till his death that it

can be said that the connection had become permanent. In
Box Nagubai v Bai Mongfabai a period of five years was deemed
to be sufficient In the second place the concubine lss» must
observe sexual fidelity to her deceased paramour after his death
in order to be able to claim maintenance from the estate in the
hands of his heirs or successors. In Bai Monghibai v. Boa
Nagubai1*'* a third condition was laid down viz. that the con-
nection of the concubine with the deceased paramour should be
perfectly open and recognized and she must have been kept
practically as a member of the family. But in Bat Nagubai
Bai Monglnbai'lsn the Privy Council overruled the above deci-
sion and held that in order to entitle a mistress to maintenance
it is not necessary that she should have resided in the same

1587. a<jmi<jJi Tisrt »i^"i4iM-Sa,

-^4^.4^M.^ai »ftBi^3«qi< i wq; trfirfrnr:

Hil-^H. 1 *$. HI. 5 p 161. t>r Sham Shastn's translation (p 205) 'pro-
perty for which no claimant is found shall go to the ling, except the pro-
perty of a woman, of a dead man for whom no funeral rites have been
performed or of a niggardly roan ' is clearly inaccurate and hardly in con-
sonance with the actual -nords of the text.

15S8 tjtjJ} 5EMi«i-3.Hl-*-3mf2i+ uSf^-yiS tf<tM^<-4<iiwy?
«fif«l*iii{uiitt i mwt^T ** w«r* ^pt—g^-t^ViRqqan i *fhn*»-
n<«u< i nrsn. on ur. n 114.

1589 Yashvantrao v, Kaihibat 12 Bom. 26 at p 28.
1590. 24 Bora. L R. 1009 = 47 Bom..401.
1591. 53 I. A. 153 = 50 Bom. 604 = 28 Bom, L, R. 1143,
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house with the deceased together with his wife and the ordinary

members of his family. And in Dayavah v Kesarbw*3*1 it was

further held' that the concubine need not prove that she was
recognized by the family of the deceased ot that his relationship

with her was known to the family. A further restriction was

imposed by the case of Ananddal v Gliandrdbat'isa that the

intercourse with the paramour should not have been adulterous.

But this case has been overruled by a recent Full Bench deci-

sion in AJcku v Ganesh*59* which holds that a permanently kept

concubine is entitled to be maintained out of the estate of her

deceased paramour, although she has a husband living ( who

was examined in the case as a« witness ), provided she observes

sexual fidelity to the deceased paramour after his death. It

becomes, therefore, necessary to examine the Sanskrit medieval

commentaries and digests in order to arrive at a correct inter-

pretation of the expression
x avaruddha stri\ Strangely enough,

the Mit. does not define the word in the section on dSyabhaga,

but only under ' strf-sangrahana '. Yaj II 290 provides, ' a man

should be awarded a fine of fifty payas, if he has intercourse

with dSBls that are avaruddlia or that are bhup^ia and also

(other women such as prostitutes and sixunnis), even though

ordinarily they ( i e dasls and others ) are approachable (with-

out incurring the consequence of punishment)* The Mit

explains that the word 'ea' placed after 'bhujisyasu| in Yal.

IL 290 is meant to include vesyas and sixunnis along with bhirji-

sySs. Ace. to the Mit. the verse prescribes the same fine for

intercourse with three kinds of women, viz. dasls that are ava-

ruddha, daBis that are bhujisya and other women such as veiyas

(who are ordinarily approachable by all males of their own or

higher castes) and svairtnis (who abandon their husbands ana

resort at their desire to some other male * *efrowno«g;M

defined by Ya3. L 67 ) A woman though origmally .
^« °

a simnv* may be known to be kept by a man In to
i

««

another man approaches her, Ya5 H 290 declares^ho vh»U

be liable to be fined in the same amount as if he

gfi££*
avaruddhs dasi or bhujisya, because^»™

JXto»
another at the time she would be like ***£* f^
classes do ) so far as punishment forWJJ^X,*^
fe concerned. This verse is not concenwdj^^ma_n

159Z. 36 Bom. L. R. 61.

1593. 48 Bom. 203 = 26 Bom. L. R. 63

1594. 47 Bom. L. R. 5 (F. B ).
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of women at all. The'Mit here defines ' avaruddha das*
'
as " a

slave woman who is prohibited by her master from intercourse

with other men with an order to stay in the master's house alone

in order that there may be no loss of attendance ( on the mas-

ter ). " The Mit. defines a bhujisya dasi as ' one who is restricted

(as to enjoyment) to certain definite males' (puru^amyaia-part-

grabd. bhujisyah )
1S9S It is worthy of note that the Mit employs

different phraseology in defining the' two words. In defining a

bhujisya it employs the word 'ruyata', which generally means

'fixed or definite', while in defining 'avaruddha' it employs

the word 'niruddhah' meaning 'prevented or prohibited'. If

the two words were intended to convey the same meaning,

there is no reason why the Mit. should not have employed the

same word {mraddha) in defining a bhujisya. The difference

between an avaruddha dasi and a bhujisya is that the former is

ordered to stay in the master's house, while the bhujisya is not
so ordered and secondly the avaruddha is forbidden to have
sexual intercourse with any one except the master, while the
bhujisya is not so forbidden, but she is to restrict herself to

enjoyment by certain specified males ( friends or men of the
master's family ) and not necessarily by the master alone. This
is the meaning assigned to those words by Mitramisra in his
commentary ls,<s (not his digest) on Yaj IL 290. The Mit. itself

indicates the meaning of 'niyata'by saying elsewhere that owner-
ship springs from certain fixed sources {myatqpayakam svatvam
on Yaj II 114). It is respectfully submitted that the Privy
Council gave a wrong interpretation of the word ' avaruddha *

in Bat Naqubai v. Bai Monghibcn ls>7
. Though slavery is now

abolished in India there is no reason why the two characteris-
tics of avaruddha ( viz staying in the master's house and being

^159S. Vvdenotc 1134 for tjt II 290. xf-rf,riwrr qtffatfl gt^j^ir W
!$5T. ' Ji^fa^tuijRHST *if3ic*jt i *r^t qi^ffosregr gfSiCTn srt H^aw«t« are ' am
^4i«4K 'I'Frrwifefl'nui^ ^mtrcoraW gtSjcnort *g aqum i f^T on va-
il. 290.

tRstfter ^ r%f*wi « <i%si ^§01 5H»ft»ir3 s*<nnrc*r>raJ f^s^, gfStmrr %vn

ww ^ijiHR
, n*ri'foi'jprererr%nt ffiai<Kiww i fJrafSwt m com. on in

H. 290.

159" S3 I. A. 153 = SO Bom. 604.
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exclusively kept by the master) stated by the Mit. should not

have been strictly adhered to by the Privy Council, particularly

when they were holding heirs liable for the maintenance of

kept mistresses, which is hardly ever allowed in any other

system of law. With the greatest respect to the Full Bench, it

must be said they went wrong in holding that bhujisya means
' a mistress who is restrained from intercourse with other per-

sons ( other than the master
)

' and in holding that the only

distinction between an avaruddha and a bhujisya is that the

former is required to stay in the house of the paramour, while

the latter is not ( 47 Bom. L. R. at pp. 13 and %% ). The learned

judges have not correctly interpreted the word 'niyata' and

also the explanation of 'bhujisya * given by the Balambhattl ,5M
.

The meaning of the Balambhattl was misunderstood on account

of the wrong meaning attached to the word 'niyata'. What

the Balambhattl means in explaining the definition of bhujisya

is 'one who is to be enjoyed by certain definite males only other

than the master* (i. e. by the master and also certain defined

males) and it does not mean 'who is forbidden to be enjoyed by

males other than the master'.

The F. B. further rely upon a passage of the Mit. in support

of their conclusion (47 Bom. L. E. at pp. 14 and 22) On the

question of what properties are impartible, the Mit. on Yaj. B-

119 quotes Manu IX. 219 viz * clothes, conveyances, ornaments,

cooked food, water (wells &e.), women, yogalcsema and pastures lor

waysHhese they declare are impartible The Mit explanation
(

of the word * striyah • may be translated as follows :
stnyah

here means ' fanuie slaves ; if they are uneven in ™»*»
™J

should not be divided by taking their price into ^""""J
but they are to be made to work in turns (for *««*£
members of the family), but as regards ™f^g
father such as svairinls and the rest, they are not to be fcndjl*

the sons ^flun^thvlNi^iJ™^-^,. ^
to see how this passage supports the Full Bencn QB

on vi. II. 290. ^^ ^^ ^ mtftwj
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passage can be explained in two or three different ways. In the

first place, the Mit. having itself clearly distinguished^ and

defined three classes, viz avaruddha, bhujisyS, and Bvairinls

( together with vesyas also ) it cannot be lightly supposed that

elsewhere it gives up that distinction. Therefore it would be

difficult to say that here ( on Yaj 1L 119 ) the Mit. means that

svairims are also the same as avaruddhas. Hence the inter-

pretation should be that women who are avaruddha (kept

exclusively by the father ) and even other women also like

svairinls ( who had sexual connection with the father though

not as avaruddha ) should not be divided i. e. a ' ca ' should be

understood after ' svairinyadyah '. Or it is possible to hold that

the word ' avaruddha ' in that passage is not employed in the

strict technical sense ( as defined by the Mit. on Yaj. 31, 290 ),

but in its etymological sense meaning 'women who are svairinls

and the like that are taken into his harem ( or under his protec-

tion ) by the father should not be divided ". This interpretation

derives support from the explanation offered by the Subodhinl

( which is repeated almost verbatim by the BalambhattI ) about
the text of Gautama quoted by the Mit. that * samyukta

'

in Gaut. means ' enjoyed ' or ' confined ' ( in the house ).

This shows that the words 'ruddha' and 'avaruddha* were
used in the etymological sense by distinguished writers. The
Sm. O. II p. 331 while explaining the word ' ruddha * in Manu
IX. 12 applied to a wife guilty of adultery explains it as mean-
ing ' confined in a part of the house '

( grhe avaruddham ).

When the Mit. states ( p. 811 ) that the verses of Nar. and Kat.
refer to avaruddha strl it follows that these verses do not refer
to bhujisya, who would therefore be deemed not entitled to
maintenance at all.

There is a large body of caBelaw about the right of a
widow in a joint Hindu family to reside in the family house,
about the right of a daughter-in-law against her deceased
husband's father who has no ancestral property in his hands
and against the heirs of the father-in-rlaw, about the amount of
maintenance to be allowed to a widow and about the rate at
which arrears of maintenance are to be allowed, about the
period for which arrears may be awarded, about making the
maintenance a charge on the estate in the hands of the heirs,
about varying the rate of maintenance fixed by a decree or an
agreement &c. rhese are not quite germane to the present
volume, particularly because most of the decisions on these
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matters are not based on the words of the smrtis or of the medieval

digests, but are based on logic and principles of justice and
equity. But there is one matter which deserves a passing

reference. Ancient Hindu Law attached the higheBt spiritual

importance to the payment of dehts ( vide pp. 414-417 above ).

Therefore debts contracted by a Hindu are held by the Courts to

take precedence over the right of maintenance of a man's wife,

his infant child or his widow after his death. 1600 Similarly debts

contracted by the manager of the joint family of which the

widow's husband was a member would take precedence over the

widow's right of maintenance, provided the debts were for the

benefit of the family or were for legal necessity.

The last vyauahaiapada is prakirnaka, which is denned by

Visnu Dh. S. 42 ' 1 as ' miscellaneous *
( yadanuktam tat pra-

kfrnakam ) or by Nar. as matters that were to be set in motion

by the king himself ( vide note 331 ). These have been dealt

with above and do not require any further treatment here.

At the end of this section on Vyavabara it would not be

out of place to say a few words about wills. Owing to the joint

family system and the custom of adoption testamentary die-

positions did not come into vogue in ancient India. Among the

many kinds of documents (lefjiya) mentioned by Kaut,, Br ,
Kat

and others cited above there is no term for a document which can

convey the idea of a modern will. But it need not be supposed

that the idea had not at all dawned upon the minds of people

before the advent of the British 1601
. Wills were known among

Mahomedans and contact with them would naturally suggest

the idea of a will. Oral or written instructions by a man

expecting death to his heirs intended to affect the disposal of

his property must have been given occasionally and should not

1600 Vxde Lakshman v. Satyabhamabat 2 Bom. 494 at pp 199. SM

.

Radhabm v. Gopal 45 Bom. L. R. 980 at p. 991.

p 309ttaP.C.«d(-p.344): 'It must be f*^*"££"££
H.nduLaw.as.twas understood through the whole of ««*"**"

"entary indents ,n the senseM by^*S£$£L
sion were unknown : and ,t » stated by»- <*^ WL« «. mean

Strange ) that the Hindoo language »«»'« ^fB effect lhoush nol

by a will. But it does not necessanly follow that *»"
„„„„

J form are testamentary mstruments *«* ™£
*J?££

*

LL were

and affect property after the death of the maker «

equally unknown.
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be supposed to have been entirely unknown. Verses 341-359 of

the Kajataranginl IV. appear to embody the political testament

of king Lalitsditya of Kashmir in the first half of the 8th

century. Kat. (566) makes a very near approach to the modern
conception of a will 1602

. He says, * if a gift was promised by a
man for a religious purpose whether when in good health or

when afflicted with disease, the son should be made to pay it, if

the father dies without giving it over.' Here the mere declara-

tion of the intention of a person was made enforceable after his

death against the son or other heir. Brhaspati's verse saying
that a promise or direction to take effect after the death of the
promisor was not ordinarily enforceable has already been
quoted above ( n. 823 ). In the quarterly of the Bharata-itihasa-
samsodhaka Mandala of Poona, vol. XX p. 210 ( for May 1940 )

there is a letter ( dated 1775 A. D. ) written by one Haro Babaji,
who, after referring to his illness, provides on a generous scale
for his funeral and sraddha expenses and makes dispositions in
favour of his daughter-in-law, of another widow, and for the
marriage of his kinsman's soub and distribution of the balance
of hiB assets1603.

1602 wa^qr*!^ wifttf H^anmsisi^g^e^*^^
ffcPT. 1 55RTI q by 3«l<(<£ p. 782, ©. f%. p 16, s*f. jj^JS p. 206. «

=Hreftc*n

itawfo frfS 5H«mism& p. 782

1603. ,ntf f^rtafrrTOrsa*,,^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
*T3T mroi *n£r arret *ror«n 3*srarmm^ 3*rat ant at 3frw5> :

nS s^cnr <ffcr«refc>s

h.». antroiSmawaf *w3 ^ *n„fo « i%^^ro nfera ^ft ^
s««o «rfS^ twstr^ BtkU
X X

(Continued on the next pace)
103
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One of the earliest wills to come before the British Indian

Courts Was that of the notorious Umichand 1604 (who died in

1758 A. DJ. Bengal Regulation XI of 1793 recognized by

section VI the power of a Hindu proprietor to make a will or

declaration giving, prior or subsequent to 1st July 1794, his

entire landed estate to his eldest son or next heir or other son or

heir or to any person or persons. In a Bombay case the will of

a Hindu made in 1789 is referred to 160S
. A Pundit of the

Recorder's court of Bombay gave it as his opinion in 1812 AD.,

'there is no mention of wills in our S/iastm; therefore they ought

not to be made '
( vide Strange's Hindu Law, vol. n p. 449 )•

In I. L. R. (1940) 1 Cal. 415 at p. 434 the Privy Council observe

that the Hindu will in its present form is a development since

the middle of the 18th century.

It is beyond the scope of this work to dilate on the modern

Acts dealing with Testamentary dispositions such as the Indian

Succession Act ( Act 39 of 1925 ).

Now that the foregoing lengthy 'presentation of the ancient

and medieval Hindu judicial procedure and substantive law has

been brought to a close a few general observations may be

indulged in here. The Hindu Law of pleading and evidonce

compares favourably with similar laws of many other countries

and has extorted the admiration and encomiums of such

( Continued from the last $age

)

x x

sRRita Ji# anirat an<r3 «mrr3 *t€r tnffcS a* »w «* «"*

3»« EfteftTCT ?T3J% fill*^^ ., b

srnfc* fan tftar «n%

v^°° g»# aiw&dW sbt% saw w4ww

?he rest gives a history of the fanuly and how

f

°T6

e

04 T.o mn „ set out - - -**«-y - W ^ M°Dlr,08,t

i605. V.do jutmohantc* v. 5»r *«*•**« " Bon1 '
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eminent Jurists and Judges as Sir William Jones, Sir Thomas

Strange and others. For example, Sir Thomas Strange in

• Hindu Law ' (1830) vol. I observes { at p. 311 ), " sufficient be it

to observe that Hindu pleading was noticed with commendation

by Sir William Jones and that, with some trifling exceptions,

the Hindu doctrine of evidence is, for the most part, distin-

guished nearly as much as our own, by the excellent sense that

determines the competency and designates the choice of wit-

nesses with the manner of examining and the credit to be given

them ; as well as by the solemn earnestness with which the

obligation of truth is urged and inculcated ; insomuch that

less cannot be said of this part of their law than that it will be

read by every English lawyer with a mixture of admiration and

delight, as it may be studied by him to advantage. Even the

pious -perjury which it has bsen supposed to sanction*605" being

resolvable after all into no greater liberty than what our juries

(not indeed with perfect approbation ) have long been allowed to

take, where the life of a prisoner on trial before them is at

stake ; credit is to be given to the pregnant brevity of the Hindu
oath viz. 'what you know ..declare at large and with truth*(Manu
VIIL 80 ) ; as also to the noble warning, with which the subject as
detailed by Manu is ushered in, that ' either the court must not
be entered by judges, parties and witnesses or law and truth
must be openly declared' ( Manu VHL 13 )." The medieval
digests made a very near approach to the modern ideal of
equality of all men before the law. How even in the 20th
century the much vaunted equality before the law of all people
in England is far from being achieved and how it often proves
quite illusory where the poor or the labouring classes are
concerned is well brought out in a book entitled * Justice in
England ' by a Barrister published by Victor Gollancz in 1938,
especially in chapters I and VI. The Hindu jurists evolved
tolerably clear and sound ideas about contracts, debts, deposits
and pledges, sales, mortgages and gifts of immovable properties,
developed a system of joint family rights and liabilities and
laid down a peculiar law of inheritance and succession to males
and females. The Hindu system of inheritance and succession

1605a This is a reference to the texts of Gaut. 23 29, the Mahabharata,
Manu, YajSavallja and others cited on p 353 above Sir William Jones rd
marls (in Worts, tol.VIU p. 445, ed. o! 1807)- 'In the great system of
contracts and the common intercourse between man and man, the Poolee
{Po'hti) of the Indians and the Digest of the Romans are by no means
dissimilar'.
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pursues a middlo course. It does not distribute the estate of a
deceased person simultaneously among several heirs asunder
theMahomedan Law (where the widow, the father, mother,
sons and daughters of a man take the estate together if they are
all alive at the time ). Nor did the Hindu system confine the
descont to a single person among a group of heirs of the same
degree and sex as in the English system before 1926 ( where the
oldest son succeeded to the real estate of an intestate person).

It has further been seen how the ancient and medieval
Hindu rules as to debts, adoption, partition and inheritance
hare been moulded for over a century by Legislation and by
decisions of the Privy Counoil and the Courts in India Many
persons feel that the time has now arrived for the codification of

Hindu Law. A Committee presided over by Sir B N. Rau has

prepared a draft code which attempts to codify certain branches

of Hindu Law From several quarters there has been vehement
opposition to this draft code The objections raised are many.
It is not possible to deal here with the several objections in

detail. But some of them which raise questions of fundamental
importance will have to be briefly stated and answered. The

first objection is that in view of Queen Victoria's proclamation
of 1858 the Indian Legislature should not interfere with the

customs and usages of the people that are part and parcel of the

Hindu religious system But this objection is hollow and

unsubstantial and conveniently ignores what has happened

during the last hundred years or so. All that the Queen pro-

claimed was • ' Firmly relying ourselves on the truth of

Christianity and acknowledging with gratitude the solace of

religion we disclaim alike the right and the deBire to impose

our convictions 6n any of our subjects. We desire it to be our

royal will and pleasure that none be in any wise favoured, none

molested or disquieted by reason of their religious faith or

observances; but that all shall alike enjoy the equal and

impartial protection of the law ; and we do strictly charge and

enjoin all those who may be in authority under us that they

abstain from all vnterference with the religious belief or worship of

any of our subjects on pain of our highest displeasure not-

withstanding the noble sentiments expressed here, the Indian

Legislature both before and after the pr°olamation_passed

numerous laws that more or less mipingednpon or affected the

religious theories, sentiments and practices of million*
;

01

Hhfdus ! The following is a list of some of theWjJgJ
tfSrfs character which will convince any one of the fact that
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people have always submitted to laws passed by the Governor-

Genetal or the Legislature that prevented them from carrying

oat their cherished ideas and practices : Regulation XVII of

1829 which declared the practice of Sati illegal and a crime

punishable by the courts ; the Caste Disabilities Removal Act
( XXI of 185Q ) ; Hindu "Widows' Remarriage Act ( XV of 1856,

which legalises the marriages of Hindu widows notwithstanding
any custom or interpretation of the Hindu Law to the contrary);

the Indian Penal Code (XLV of I860, which makes sexual inter-

course by a man with his own wife that is under thirteen years
of age punishable as rape ) ; the Child Marriage Restraint Act
(XIX of 1929), which makes the marriage of a male below 18 and
of a female below 14 punishable as a crime ; the Hindu Inheri-
tance (Removal of Disabilities) Act (XII of 1928) which Bets aside
the Mitaksara, rules about exclusion from partition and inherit-
ance except in the case of those that have been lunatics or
idiots from birth ; the Hindu Law of Inheritance' Amendment
Act (H of 1929, which enables the son's daughter, daughter's
daughter, sister and sister's son to succeed under the Mitaksara
in that order after the paternal grandfather and before a
father's brother ) ; the Hindu Gains of'Learning Act (XXX of
1930); the Hindu Women's Rights to Property Act (XVHI
of 193?, which enables the widow of a deceased member of a
joint Hindu family to succeed to the interest of her husband in
the joint family property and to succeed to her deceased
husband s separate property for the same share as that of a son )The Privy Council claimed more than 70 years ago that * the
British Government by virtue of its sovereign power asserted,
as the former rulers of the country had done, the right to visit
endowments of this kind (viz temples) and to prevent and
redress abuses in their management' ( Rajah MvUu Ramaltnga v.
Pertanayagum 1 L A 209 at p. 232 ). Non-Hindu Judges of thePnyy Council and the High Courts have been interpreting andlaymg down the Hindu Law for over a hundred years and onmany points the law declared by them has thoroughly changed
the law of the smrtis and digests H all this has been allowed
to happen without hardly a demur, there is apparently no
satisfactory or convincing reason why an elected Indian Legisla-ture the majority of whose members are likely to be Hindusshould not pass an Act dealing with Hindu Law.

n. ^,°th
!,
r ob3ec«on raised even by some retired judges ofthe Hlgh Court is that the present system of laying^own thl
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Hindu Law by means of judicial decisions is quite satisfactory

and there is no need of a code of Hindu Law. This objection

merely shows that change is rather a painful process for most

men. The present method may be a veritable El Dorado or

paradise for lawyers and busy bodies fomenting longdrawn

litigations One must stand appalled at the colossal expendi-

ture of time, labour and money which must have been involved

during the last hundred years or more in fighting out doubtful

points of Hindu Law from the lowest court to the Privy Council.

It not unfrequently happens that after a point had been settled

by a Full Bench decision of a High Court and after common

people and lawyers had followed the law thus settled for fifty

yearB the Privy Council upsets the decision on an appeal by an

enterprising litigant. For example, the Bombay High Court

decided in 1879 in fiamji v. Qhaaum (6 Bom. 498 ) that the adop-

tion by the widow of a deceased co-parcener, who had not her

husband's express authority to adopt, was invalid, if made with-

out the consent of the surviving cfo-parceners. But in 1933 the

Privy Counoil held that Bamjt v. Ghamau was wrongly decided

and that a widow can adopt without her husband's express

authority and even in the teeth of the opposition of the sur-

viving members of her husband's family. And when an appeal

was made to the principle of ' stare decisis ' the Privy Council

was pleased to observe, 'It was pressed on their Lordships that

Ramn v. Qliamaa had been accepted and acted upon in the

Presidency of Bombay since 1879 and that the decision should

not be disturbed. But this is a belated appeal It should

have been made when Yadav v Namdeo was before the Board

To ordinary minds this dictum, speaking with the utmost

respect, appears strange. H for some reason or other a certam

JinTof argument is not placed before the Privy ftwjJ*

he counsel of a private party and a wrong doctornug}
fa it to be supposed that all litigants a£ *oUj^*
from taring to set the wrong decision right for ai *""

SrX Privy Council has not seldom setrighta wong

decision given by the Board in a prior^*£ft-5"
BkupA* 44 I A. 136 the ****»££*££* debts

does not attach while the father or &«
privy

but in Brij Nmnn v. Mangla iJf^^A, always there

Counoilheld (at p. 134) *a
*f7S&e7or grandfather is

irrespective of the question whether the father

alive or dead.
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Others opine that one Code for the whole of IndiaJsnot

and cannot be a practicable proposition. In support of their

objection they rely on the existence of the several schools of law

now prevalent in the whole of India. K India desires to be a

self-governing political nnity in the future, there is a con>

pelling reason why it should be governed by a single Code of

Hindu Law, as it has been governed and will be governedm
other substantial provinces of law by codes applicable to all

alike. That will help in the direction of solidarity and win be

of some use in doing away with fissiparous tendencies. There

are really only two schools of Hindu Law. And th.e unification

of Hindu Law will henelped by the abolition of the right by

birth which is the cornerstone of the MitaksarS. school and

which the draft Hindu Code seeks to abolish. Many people

are vehemently opposed to the change But they forget that,

what with the'rule that any member of a. joint Hindu family

may alienate his interest for value, what with the Gains of

Learning Act, the Hindu Women's Eights to Property Act and

other enactments, the real cotb of the ancient Hindu family

system has been removed and only the outer moribund shell

remains (vide p. 604 above ) Some are opposed to giving along

with sons a share to daughters, particularly to married daugh-

ters. But here a compromise may be effected by allowing a
share to unmarried daughters alone ( as Yaj 31 134 and the

MitaksarS thereon expressly provide ).

Another provision in the draft Hindu Code which has come

in for severe animadversion is the provision that a -woman

even when taking by inheritance an estate from a male or by
partition should be held to become absolute owner thereof. In

the first place, if a man's agnate of the 13th degree or a male

cognate up to the 5th degree takes an estate absolutely and may
squander it away as he pleases, one fails to see why his own
widow should not have a like power in the 20th centwy, what-

ever may have been the view of ancient works. In the second

place, this objection can be met by means of a compromise, viz.

that a widow inheriting her husband'B estate will take only a
limited estate if at the time of her husband's death any one of

the compact series of heirs or any direct lineal descendant of

her husband (such as a son's daughter or daughter's daughter)

be alive, but she will take an absolute estate if none of these

exists. Such a compromise should allay all fears about the
widow unfairly disposing of the estate against near relations
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like the daughter or daughter's son or husband's brother &c.

There are numerous other objections, but they are in ma&eiB

of detail and if once it is agreed that there should he a Code of

Hindu Law passed by the Indian Legislature these matters of

detail may be adjusted to the satisfaction of most people.

i

Similarly serious objections are raised to the provisions of

, the Code as regards marriages and divorce. The draft code

proposes to do away with the prohibitions based on sameness of

gotra and pravara. This is a desirable change and being

optional should not be opposed Some reasons for this change

have been advanced in H. of Dh. vol H p 498. Besides, this

provision will affect only a small percentage of the Hindu popu-

lation Similarly the insistence on monogamy is opposed by

many. In this case some compromise may be arrived at as

regards classes to whom two wives are an economic advantage

The provisions about divorce have been overdue. Among the

higher castes no divorce has been allowed on any ground what-

ever. Many hard cases ooour where there is no redress and

the draft code proposes to give relief in such cases.

On the most contentious subject of adoption the draft code,

it is satisfactory to note, has made certain provisions which are

in line with the suggestions put forth by me in note 1338a above.

Compelling reasons exist why Hindu Law should be codi-

fied as early as possible Men naturally desire that they

should have easy access to the laws by which they are to be

governed in all their actions, dealings and relations » »

hardly a commendable or desirable state of tilings tbat-people

should be forced to consult lawyers or bulky textbooks every

now and then and even in small and simple ma tern T»

general outlines and provisions of Hindu ^m^tb^thn

easy reach of every intelligent or -W*™*^ TLt is

only happen if there is a code for all Hindus
'

«• =

deemed impracticable for the present, at least for a large pr

vince or for a number of provinces.



CHAPTER XXXII

SADACAEA

CUSTOMS AND MODERN CUSTOMARY LAW160*

From Gautama 16060 downwards many writers dilate upon tbe

sources of dharma. Gautama L 1-2 states: * the Veda is the

source ( mula ) of dharma and also the tradition ( or smrtis )

and practice of those who know the Veda*. Similarly S.p. Dh. S.

(11.1.1-2) says: 'we shall propound the acts (that produce
merit) which are evolved from conventions and practices ; the
authority ( for finding out the dharmas ) are the conventions of
those who know the dharma and the Vedas '. Vas. L 4-7 pro-
vides: 'dharma is declared by the Vedas and Smrtis; on
failure of these two the practice of the sistas is the authority
(for finding out what dharma is); a sista however is one
whose heart is free from ( worldly ) desires and ( only ) such
acts of sistas are ( to be held as ) dharma for which no ( worldly

1605. This chapter and the next represent, with a few minor addrhons,
two of the four lectures I delivered in November 1944 at the Bombay Uni-
versity as the Sir Lallubhai Shah Lecturer. I am thankful to the Syndicate
of the Bombay University for permission to incorporate these two lectures
in this volume

<fc

tr
t**<
i^!!"?

'"y"<Jt
' ^ !̂f̂ - **ri ^rt*f 1 stn, v. ^. 1. 1. 1. 1-3

,

^^"^ iw%b 14-7: sfii.^fS- itracrarc. ^pj ^ fJfcmRjr*. i vm-

vfifoH. I =rtr«rnc<a* HrSWrHtCTR^fS^^ -?migl.6. 5*^3 explains mSla in
Gaut^as pramSna and ^rfPPqrPgrR^C as '

qfefr-ftb^^ ^t,, „ _,. js,^,
ftr^^ gpvn^ i «*m«jj5t snRmr, wt»n^rn-. ftg -flu ^rrsnrt^lr^i. tni-
^tmrrrt^tia >JS»»st^ts^yn^^^^A^fmr awirgoft qfi; '. According to
bim«in<ll^iR*K means relating to practices based upon agreements or
conventions Manu distinguishes between iila and acaro The first means, ace
to KulKta and others, such moral qualities as • devotion to learning, to'
SOds and to parents' &c mentioned in Harita (quoted by XalluLa) All
commentators connect 'svasya' in Manu II 12 and Yaj I 7 w>ti,pnyam'. but Pandit Gattulal connects it with 'sadaciira' which means

cd;

a
i942

g
).

t0 h,m ' san,Prad5ya ' C'OSatsiddhantamSrtandal. 5p. 49, Sir.

101
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or secular
) cause ( or motive ) can be assigned *. 16°? Manu H.and Yaj. L 7 declare that Veda (orsruti), smrti and the

practices of the good are the principal sources of dharma Th«
words employed in these works are iikt, samaya, acara or sadacar
or ii&tacara 1607 (the latter three meaning the same thing}
Ap. employs both words viz. samaya and acara, the first of which
probably means ' agreement or convention or usage', while the

latter means ' custom '. The word ' custom ' now conveys the

idea of some antiquity, 1608 while usage or convention does not

necessarily convey that idea. A usage may be recent or it may
be established by agreement among a certain class of persons

C such as traders or craftsmen ) We have to see what is meant
when it is said that acara or hstacara or sadacata is the source

( nulla ) of dharma. An indication of the meaning is furnished

by the word pramana employed by Ap. and VaB. The meaning

is that just as the revealed books (Veda) and the smrtis

authoritatively lay down what dharma is, so also in our ques*

to find out what dharma is in the varying circumstances of life

the practices of those who may be called sistas furnish us with

the necessary criterion or norm i e. sistacara is the touchstone

for judging whether an act is in consonance with what the

sastras require us to do. The theory of the ancient writers was

that the smrtis were based on parts of Veda ( that consists of

mantras and Brahmana texts ) which though formerly existent

are not now extant or available, that similarly the practices of

those who were learned in the Vedas and were deemed to be

sistas must be inferred to have been based on portions of Veda

not now, available. This theory was advanced by such ancient

1607. As to the qualifications of sistas, vide H. of Dh. vol. II. pp. 971-

72 where references are given to Baud Dh S , Manu, the Matsyapurana and

a few other worts. The Ta£. Up. I. 11 contains perhaps the oldest extant

indication as to who should be regarded as s'isias, though that word itself

is not used, sm *ri% & q>4ftf^l%sgT an a^BPlQiWT 5T *TI3 » * «T=? ""STOP

^ntRigTijtang^TsKssn^fenu. ^ t*t & ?ra sift* wn era «rifrr •
s»w-

wrrorrSs i % en? arnjrons • • wmiwh *g* tot ft Sgiafa snn $3 «raw ••

1608. Vide Dalghsh v. Gauffer 23 Cal. 427, 429 and Sar,BtulUh v.

Pran Nath 26 Cal. 184, 187 for the meaning of usage .n modern enrolments

as distinguished from 'custom'. In Juggomof.UK Ghost v ««***•"

7 Moo I A. 264 at p 282 (mercantile) usage ,s sharply d.st.ngmshcd fro«

custom in that the former need not possess the charactcnst.es ofWlT.

uniformity and notoriety that the latter must possess.
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writers as S.p. 16W and was taken up by many subsequent works.

Manu H. 7 alBO states that whatever dharma has been ordained

for any person fay Manu, all that has been entirely declared in

the Veda for the Veda is full of all knowledge. But it does

not follow from this nor is it ever meant that all practioes of

sistas are authoritative in matters of dharma. The qualifica-

tion was added that where the practices of sistas are clearly

referable to or are prompted by a seen motive or by the desire

to secure pleasure, there they are not authoritative. Manu
( II. 18 ) restricted the word sadacSra to the customs handed
down from generation to generation among the four varnas
and the mixed castes in the country called by him Brahma-
varta ( IL 17 ). But many other writers did not so restrict it in
this way.

We have to distinguish between what are called the sources
( mula or pramUna ) of dharma and the stim-nas of dharma ( Yaj
I 3 and 7 ).

16t0 The former indicate to the inquiring spirit
what dharma is ( i e. they are what are called jmpdka lietu ),
while the latter must be studied as aids by the expounders of
dharma in order to correctly graBp what dharma is, i. e. the
-different lores (other than Veda andsmrti) are not directly
the sources of dharma, but are only mediately so. This distinc-
tion is an ancient one as even Gautama XL 19 provides that
the king is helped in his administration of justice by the Veda
the dharmasastras, the auxiliary lores (angas), the TJpavedas
and the Purana 1611

The position of the Purvamlmarnsa in relation to the
authontativeness of smlfcis and customs requires careful and

1609 ^ri^pft IjHWlHWibHBi. \ ... WW*™ f^m^TSWn: WI.

WWiaiW W.*.1.4 12. 8. 10-13 The first sutra may be iedfor
r<Sd'r'!

EJaS /WW*"""""" -that has . k00wn or pera.pt.ble*ortaly «to, such as covetousness'. v.de note 1653 below Compare £J. 3 7 sum St qjfKorrjrgSt &c quoted below
1610 WWnnwflWjB^^fl^ , ^s^^ -^ ^

tSS&ZUi
M
,!
h'hfr says' "*"

*

<*£*««» fc» » «mrfc *

1611 «^^ I^?rd^u^nav«^ps^t
. 5TrotH14 xl(1^
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detailed consideration. In I. 3. 1-2"l2 Jaimini considers tba

question whether such smrti injunctions as ' one should perform
the AstakS sraddhas', 1613 or 'one should construct a tank or

set up a prapa ( place for free distribution of water to thirsty

travellers' ), or ' tufts of hair should be kept on the head ' ( at

cmtla according to the gotra ) are authoritative and establishes

the conclusion that the? are authoritative, since sucbsmrti

injunctions equally with Vedic ones are addressed to the same

persons ( viz. the followers of the Veda ) who have to aot

according to them The idea is that those who perform the acts

expressly enjoined by the Veda are also seen to perform the

acts enjoined by such smrtis as that of Manu and therefore the

principal reason why these smrtis are authoritative is the faot

that those who know the Veda accept these smrtis as authorita-

tive and hold fast by them, as Medhatithi on Manu JL 6 says

citing some vers>es from his own work called Smrtiviveka 1M4

Sabara endeavours to show that there are indications ( hnga ) in

the Vedic texts pointing to the existence of what is prescribed in

the smrtis, e. g he cites the Vedic verse 'yam ]an§h' as indicative

, 1612. vkm ^.c^rirti^K^q- van. i srf* <*r *^ |« 1
*4" iilHlu"'3

:

Wpf^mr.1 & I 3 1-2 The wordsigHl^ is here used inthe smwol

wot 'aifigtT^^fRE^umror^-^: ' .^«Ragrfft3 5>fBini«rn^«-

tf^q^i^- i ^<rat t^nfhr^Mgfmra «

' sm, »*»* *«» ***£

This occursmm * m II 10 27. in mK^vm I" 2 *f ".TtI
III 10 Z where we have m ^Tf etc Ace to imraT the topic of Jai u
is not such smrti texts as those on AstakS. but the Vefl.c™""''™*r
The *W,T p 126 adds 'mrf ^^^^^^^^.

*T*T 5?*rai '• ,,,, psr . Gr.Iir.3

J613 Vxde £*V. Gr. II. 4. 1 ff . Sw. Cr. HI. 1 »• F
je ,

ssr-rs „Tcsr ="-~ -- ---*
H Of Dh. vol II PP. 261 and 264.

jit^T""
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of astakas, Bg X 4. 1 of prapas, Bg. VL 75. 17 of tufts of

hair The objection may be Btated as follows r—The smrtis

are composed by human authors {i. e. they are ptmruseya)

and so have no independent authority in matters of dharma,
as a man may say what is either false or mistaken. If it

be said that the smrtis really propound what is Btated by
the Veda, then they are practically superfluous and useless,

and not being Veda they should ba- discarded ( anapeksa

)

To this the reply is that smrtis are generally authoritative,

as they must be held to be based on Veda because they are

composed by men ( like Manu } who were followers of the Veda,
because what the smrtis lay down has been consistently
followed from generation to generation by the sistas and
because it is possible to regard the Veda as their source. To
the question why the Vedio passages on which the smrti rules
are postulated to have been based aT8 not Been or found by "us
several answers were proposed by different writers One view
was that just as Vedic indications about locks of hair lead to
the inference of sruti texts enjoining the keeping of tufts on
the head, so the fact of the existence of such rules leads to the
inference that sruti must have contained injunctions corres-
ponding to all smrti prescriptions KumSrila raises objections
to this view, Inference is based on perception {pratyaksa)
and invariable concomitance {vyapfi). There is no vyapti
between the smrtis and sruti texts that are never found pro-
nounced by any one, so no inference is possible and it would
be like one blind man following another.16" Mann must have
composed his smrti on finding that acaryas preceding him
performed certain acts as based on Veda These last must have
believed that their predecessors also acted on the same belief
Hence there is what is called an ' andha-parampara ' on this
hypothesis And further this hypothesis of the inference of
Sruti mall cases is opposed to perception, since as a matter of
fact hundreds of Sruti passages are known that can he the basis
of corresponding smrti texts Another view is ( and Kuraarila
holds that it is somewhat better than the preceding view) that
one should infer that the Vedic passages that were the basis of
srartis are lost { utsanna or pralina ) Some support is lent to
this by such Vedic texts as ' ananta vai vedah ' (Tai. Br. in 10.

I! I. 3 2
'^

'
*"* "a^WH* > ^Winfe p 1M on
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11 ) and by £.p. Dh. S 14 12. 10. Even this view ie not

acceptable to the Tantravartika and most of the MlmSmsakas
The objection against the 2nd view is raised as follows. Even
Bauddhas and other heretical sects 1616 would advance the

argument that their works also are based on sruti texts that are

now lost, and any one may regard anything as authoritative by

pretending that the basic vedic texts are lost. Further the

Mlmamsa view that the Veda is eternal (mtya) would be

refuted if it were admitted that some portion of the Veda is lost.

There is not much difference between the first view and the

second view. Therefore Eumarila propounds the third view viz.

that smrtis are to be inferred as based on Vedic texts that are

already in existence 1617
. If an objection is raised against this

hypothesis that it must be explained why such Vedic texts (the

bases of smrtis) are not seen or found, the Tantravartika

replies in a famous kariica that as the Vedic salchas (the several

branches of the Veda) are scattered about (in various countries),

as men ( followers of the Veda) are negligent and unmindful

( I e they do not visit all the countries and so are unable to

have a complete knowledge of all Vedic texts ) and as several

rules are declared in different contexts even when occurring in

the same sakha ( and not at one place ) it is not always possible

to point out the Vedic sources of smrti texts. If an objector

were to ask: 'why were not the Vedic passages themselves

(that are the sources of smrti rules) embodied bodily into the

smrtis,' Kumarila replies that this was not done from the fear

of the loss of the correct arrangement of the Vedic texts as

traditionally handed down. The Veda is principally concerned

SSV^esXng^*www. i rtwwww *** ™«

$?&it?fiRta<i fcy Star, on nan. 6 ~^> ,

* j n < i < and for sreHTW ««• a «•• "
, .

%Til P 803 n 1911 aaa P.151».346
reSpec.,vely) .
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with sacrifices, though now and then there are rules addressed to

men for regulating conduct only. People would only study the

Vedic sentences contained in the srartis ( that are concerned

principally with conduct) where they would he arranged in a

different order according to subjects and there would thus he

loss of the arrangement of the Veda as originally delivered.

Visvarupa 1618
( on Yaj.'I. 7 ) quotes the above verse of Kumarila

and states that there are thousands of smrti rules that have

their source in the Veda ; he and Kumarila instance the rules

against talking with ( or coming in contact with ) a woman in

her monthly illness or the rule against assaulting a brahmana,

or the rule about the sin of killing an atreyl woman &c.

Medhatithi on Manu IL 6 has an elaborate discussion on this

very topic and quotes several verses from his own work called

Smrtiviveka161'. He does not approve of the first two views and
follows Kumarila's view. Mlmamsa writers and commentators
like Medhatithi say that Manu and other authors of smrtis

brought together for easy comprehension matters that are

scattered about in the various Vedic texts, that are either not
known to the students of the several sakhas or that cannot be
brought together hy men of ordinary or weak intellect. 1619"

The general proposition that smrtis are authoritative heing
established, a further question arises. What is to happen if a
smrti rule conflicts with the rule of the Veda ? Jaimini deals

w ^ i&rii fih?ni «n4{!u<ra^i te^m^ =§4 Hi3?rrar ^rasim t?«pkt on m
I. 7. pp. 14-15

1619. 5WT: SRIi3»?Mii<;«Ml- TO! $H *fi?T JTO I qjr^WMHIut flj *g^H

*hn. on wg. II. 6.

1619a. jwra^iKpraipgr. smai- f**g rasranWrer *mf: srcmPa^n-

Wmwa-hl^iar S^n^mflr: iK^tra^if gf^g^gr «fa-war ip^t w^Tto
«-4L4*i\{p|iMfcic 5WWTOt»J =s*|R. I Jwr. on s*g II. 6. srs^mfcan TsiSqjj^T.
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with this question in L 3. 3-4, 1M0 which, form a topic that states

an exception to the general rule contained in Jai. L3.1-2. Sahara
gives throe instances where there is apparently a conflict

between the prescription* of the sruti and those of smrtis. The
Veda Bays, ' the priest should chant {the stohra) after touching

the audumbari post', while smrti says ' the whole of the audum-

bari post should be covered with cloth'. * The Veda says 'one to

whom a son has been born and whose hair is still dark { and has

not turned grey) should consecrate the Vedic fires ', while smrti

says 'a man should observe Vedic studenthood for 48 years' 101
.

the Veda says ' whon the Agnlsomlya rite is finished then one

may eat (the food prepared) in the house of thesacnficer',

while smrti says ' the food of one who has undergone diksa for

a sacrifice may be eaten after he purchases the soma plant'.

In these cases the proposition enunciated by Jaimini is that 'in

case of conflict ( between an express sruti rule and a smrti rule)

the smrti rule should be discarded, for when there is no conflict

( wifcb an express sruti ) inference may be made ( that a smrti

rule is baBedupon some Vedic text).' The examples may be

explained as follows : The * audumbari ' is a post of udumbara

planted in the sadas in the performance of the Agnistoma ;
the

Btotras (other than BahispavamSna ) are chanted near the

audumbari post in the Badas. Vide H. of Dh. vol. 11 p 1135 for

the fixing of the audumbara post in the sadas and p. 1185 for

the chanting of stotras near the audumbari. IS the whole of the

post be covered with cloth, it would not be possible to touch the

post, but only the cloth would be touched. So there is contra-

diction. If a man is to consecrate Vedic fires when he has a son

and his hair is dark, he must be between about 20 and 40 (i. e a

young man), but if a man were to observe brahmaoarya for

1620. fi^^^wwif^^ram^ila^^wr^^iJJ^^^

tbatann. mentions also several oth«* ™"s

Qsrtmmti^te** ***' ll - 6' 18'
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48 years, he would be about 53 to 56 years of age before lie

married ( as the upanayana of a brShmana was to be performed

generally in the 8th year or from the 5th. year onwards at the

most ). Only a married man couia consecrate Yedio fireB. But

a man's hair when he iB fiftytwo years of age or more can

hardly be all dark. Therefore there is contradiction between

the rule derived from the Veda and that derived from smrti.

In the Jyotiatoma (which generally occupied five days), the

dlksa (purification and initiation of the sacrificer) takes place

on the first day in the afternoon ( vide H. of Bh. vol. 31 pp.

1134-1136 ). Soma is purchased on the 2nd day of the Jyoti-

stoma( ibid. 1140-4) and the animal is sacrificed for Agni and

Soma on the 4th day (t&tt pp. 1158-59). According to sruti

therefore the food prepared in the house of a dlksita may be

eaten only after the 4th day, while smrti says that it may be

eaten after the purchase of soma on the 2nd day. In this way

there is contradiction. Kumarila 16*2 does not agree with Sahara

as regards these examples in particular and as regards the

general attitude towards smrtis that are accepted by Vedie

followers. He makes great efforts to explain how there is

no real conflict in the cases cited by Sahara. As regards the
i

cloth covering the audumbari ae says that it may cover the

bottom and the upper portion of the post and leave a space of

two or three finger-breadths in the middle uncovered ( so that

the audumbari post can be touched in that particular por-

tion), that (p. 188) there is a passage in the SatySyani

1622. The sntra (Jai. I. 3 3 ) is read as affile; or ar$rc4 and with

both readings it has been explained in different ways from ancient times.

The a^smlh; says ' wlawicfa*HR<i3 ^<HM¥W'itlM(5^w wftwtfm-

wfiliB » (p. 193), '«ftf¥BSr TjmpTRTO'ft** gfSwwt nfa mm* vtmn
*nilu*$ Wl«t«»3«l S*5§ *S?t: <t*<amiWiWS » ^WhNil On this

interpretation the sotra means 'in case of conflict between sruti and
tmrtt, the former which is independent is authoritative, for only when there

is no conflict does an inference arise that smrti is based on sruti ', The
a-S-ufiS iji when it explains Jai. I. 3 3-4 as referring to Bauddhas and the

hie takes anapclsya » to mean ' deserting to be discarded '; 'wftiTzfi srfet

wfktwa^sosfrWK UlupiUiMiM tmi^fa ftrapt * P 196. 3t?f* in his until on
341-tlM H 1. 1 appears to adopt KnmSnla's 2nd interpretation of Jai. 1.
3. 3. 'RuRiuft ^ waTmwq»atiU-'Mw'<a£v<j <HMRwi) =ar «*q.gwR"q --

v&m- "swiuwsftHprt xnxt: i af* smtTgwu) ftftt* r^-.g nmffUS t.> spFqjr? on
"an. ;< quotes ^13.3 and explains ' «fi[f%§ H'Qw <*'» ite <"Wmm -

105
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BrShmana whioh refers to the cloth covering the audumbail
( and so thore may at most be an option ), that as regards

tho taking of food in the house of a dlksita after the

purchase of soma there in a sruti passage in the Atharvaveda

( pp. 181 and 189 ) similar to the smrti passage ( and thus there

is no conflict between sruti and smrti, but between sruti

and sruti, which would lead to an option ) and further the

Bnirti rulo may apply in the case of a man in distress ( Spad-

dharma), that smrti does not prescribe an absolute period

of 48 years for the study of Veda, but Baud. Dh. S. itself allows

several alternative or optional periods and so no question of

conflict with sruti arises. KuraSrila's own position is this : In

the case of apparent conflicts between sruti and smrti, various

methods of interpretation and reconciliation are possible. Eaoh

of the two may be given its proper scope as referring to different

subject matters ( which is called vt&nja^vyavastha ); it is also

possible to hold that smrti is based on some sruti texts already

existing but not found at the time of discussion, but which may

ultimately be found, in which case there will be an option,

though the latter jb to be avoided as far as possible as it is

liable to eight faults (vide TantravSrtika pp. 174-175 ); or the

two may be reconciled even when referring to the same subject

matter e. g. a man may have dark hair even when he is 52 or

more and the smrti may be taken as meant to refer to such a

man, while the sruti states the general rule about the age when

consecration of Vedic fires was to be made Therefore Kumartla

holds that all that is meant by Jaimini and even by Sahara is

that there is a great distinction between sruti and smrti m that

the former iB apauniseya and an independent authority, while

the latter has a human author ( liable to err ), is either a°tlJ^
baBed on the Veda or is inferred to be so based, that the two

therefore can never be said to be quite alike each other as

regards their authoritativeness and that lastly smrti is notm

itself to be regarded as unauthoritative*». Kmnarila therefore

suggests that the proper subject of discussion in^AJT
the works of Bauddhas, SSnkhya, Yoga, Pa^*tf £e
and other heretical sects and the practices rf "^JJJ
works contain some matters such as the «a-*J»*5
truthfulness, restraint of senses J^-^SE^S
are also emphasfeedinJfceJPeda^^
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generally accepted by the followers of the Veda. Phased on

specious and false reasoning only (they are touSas rathe

words of Manu), that they deny the authority of the Veda.

Therefore Jaimini means that these works of, heretic sects are

not authoritative in matters of dharma as they are opposed to

the Veda and should be discarded. For want of space it is not

possible to set out in detail the interesting discussion in the

TantravSrtika. The Jaiminlya-nyaya-malSvistaTa also gives

another explanation of Jat I. 3. 3.

Sahara ( on Jai I. 3. 4 ) explains that the three smrti

passages stated above are not authoritative since it is possible

to point out how they originated in a visible woridly motive such

as greed. When a visible motive can be pointed out for any

smrti text, it is not proper to infer that it is based on the Veda

and has an unseen spiritual motive. Sahara1624 postulates the

reasons in the way of a modern man finding fault with priests.

Some priests covered the whole of the Audumbarl post with

cloth, because they covete'd the cloth as part of the fee ; others

who desired a free meal when hungry took food at the house of

a dlksita even after he had purchased the Soma plant; certain

others in order to conceal their absence of virility went in for

Veda study for 48 years. The TantravSrtika tries to show that
in all these cases there is really no visible motive such as
covetousness ( pp. 188-189 )

Sahara giveB an alternative explanation of this sQtra { Jai
1. 3.4) andmakes a separate topic (adhikarava) of it. The reasons ltes

for giving an alternative explanation of a sutra or adliikarana are
two, via. dissatisfaction with the explanation already given or
the wide scope of the subject under discussion. In L 3. 3
passages from srartis were cited which were apparently in
conflict with sruti. If they were really in conflict, that one
reason alone is more than sufficient to render the smrtis invalid.
Therefore to say further that those smrti passages originate in
worldly motives like greed does not add any very substantial
reason for the abandonment of smrtis as authoritative. There-
fore Sahara makes another adhikarana of sutra 4 of Jai. I 3.

reayg: %r%5 1 anq3VfsHt i aainmuji - %f%r. *flgM«H»w Mlsnitmffg.
"ret- i^&gi tvtii^ti-rtvmiMwiPtya^fii ^«y«t$ *5tWat i arenswr wft-

t«5.jawnnvmftnivnurt5^ *$&*&. « sjnmr^nft *r r5*ror£ftv
«i * nm«i(S<h p. 156.
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He cites smrti passages which are not opposed to Teda at all

and says that such passages have 'seen a worldly motive such
as convetousness and it is not proper to suppose that they aw
based on Veda and are therefore authoritative, when a visible

purpose or motive can be ascribed to them. The result .of the

explanations of J. 3. 3-4 given by Sahara would be that smrti

rules that are opposed to sruti rules and' smrti prescriptions

that can be shown to have a clear worldly motive are no*

authoritative or absolutely binding, while the rest of emiti

texts are authoritative. 163*

Sahara cites on Jai. 1.3.4 (when taken as a separate

topic )
1H6<» two examples; (1) the adhvaryu priest takes ( as his

fee ) the cloth used in the Vaisarjana homa; {%) they perform

the gift of the elephant (i. e. the cloth covering) of this

sacrificial post. Sahara says that these passages are not opposed

to any sruti text but instead of inferring a Vedic text as their

basis it is far better to hold that there is a manifest worldly

motive for these rules ( viz. covetousness of the adhvaryu) and

so these smrti passages need not be looked upon as authorita-

tive. 1627

This discussion raises an important doctrine which frequ-

ently figures in dbarmasastra works. The doctrine is expressed

16Z6. **S:££t5t*3T!3HPiwm!? i sewr* ww t£ ggRS «• Wi

T£* wiw.ato.wft refers to this "™&±*j£LlgiS

16,T For the VaWna homa. vide H of Dh II P 1158 Jajto

:Xu). the^cnficerWefwho toncheS ^^S^TS-l
^ofthc^riflc-fwhotonchthe^O

^ J £j»^]ored t0 pro-

pOStwaS
J7*r/rf»&mheightanai7meoesotc.o ^-^

Jarethe appearance o£ a tnrbar. o* the^jj

«

P
lhe y5pa waS

*,th a prfle. The figure presentefl by the etolh co ^^ a„
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-
in this form viz. when a visible motive or purpose is obvious in

the case of a rule or prescription it is not proper to ascribe an

unseen or spiritual purpose or reason for it. This doctrine is

older than even- Sp. Dh. S. I 4. 12 11 which says, where men

act because they find pleasure in so doing, there sastra has no

scope '. Sabara also says,"28 'those rules (in the smrti) that have

a seen purpose derive their authority from that fact, while those

that have no visible purpose may be inferred to be based upon

the Veda ( and derive their authority from that ).' These words

of Sabara are quoted by Kulluka on Manu HI. 7 where Manu

states that a girl should not be selected as a bride from a family

that neglects the samsKaras, in which no male children are born,

in which there is no Veda study, the members of which have on

their bodies long and thick hair, that suffers from such diseases

as piles, dyspepsia, epilepsy, black and white leprosy. Kulluka

remarks that the works on medicine hold that such diseases are

inherited and so if such a girl be married the progeny might

suffer from these diseases, and thus this prohibition is based on

a visible motive. From this a very important conclusion is

drawn by dharmasSstra writers viz. if one while performing a
rite or when engaged in any matter acts contrary. ,fco a rule that

has a seen purpose, the rite or matter does not become invalid or

void, while where a rule is based on an unseen or spiritual

purpose and it is infringed, the act itself becomes void or

invalid. Yaj J. 52 and 53 16K prescribe among other things

that the bride to be chosen by a man must be free from ( incur-

able) diseases, must have a brother living, must not be a
sapmda of the bridegroom or must not have the same gotra or

pravara as that of the bridegroom. On this the Mit. remarks

that if a man marries a girl who is suffering from an incurable

disease, the marriage is valid, only he does an act which runs

counter to seen results ( i, e. he may suffer the consequence that

1628. ttar ntyrfl»nrfo«HHHTi'«Kr''rt «n&ni^i wmmm t

!ta $ ggrafcifr as <T* smmiH i $ ?reemftj?g §i3«$L«5i3HT*«Rrfa » sm on

St. I 3 2, quoted by $c^h on *tg HI. 7 , 3TSE it
- WW «*ig«r-fr3 Fng; lT>sstT-

srrt ^t wnrefSi » ?wk on 3r. ix. 3. 3, snr fcE^wteragessT* swrase
JtTfqfatFU 5WC on If X 2. 23. The wjptgw on §• I. 3. 4 p 158 says, ' ^St

tfv*rc<4,iii*r4*mii'<t»fHi<l niiWj Tsr g iihgiraSuH: n?f%K war ^iiwkw i

ami tj ^.i. 4. 12 li.

1629. jwui^mamtf d«u«i remtt&Sn. i «t=p^jS«t *n»«n»r«fo»Rt
i-flmfll > wftRi^f viawn^w^Miq'iraiirm » m. i. 52-53 . *rf5»eremrsT-
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hfe children may be diseased), but if he -goes through a cere-

goto or pravara there fa no valid marriage and the girl fa mhxs legal wrfe. No clear visible purpose can be associated with the
prohibition against marrying a sapinda or, sagotra girl; hence
mere must be a spiritual purpose in .that prohibition and
"° .»«?«**»««** «» act itself (viz. marriage) becomes
void. ™

The Tantravartika of Kumarila has as usual a very long
note on this discussion. He does not see eye to eye with Sahara.
He says 1631 that the Mimamsa is concerned with the investiga-
tion of dharma, that sruti iB the prime authority in matters of

dharma, that MlmamsS has concern with smrtis only so far as

their authoritativeness in matters of dharma goes, that just as

agriculture and'the like are not disoussed in Mimamsa works
because they have a purely secular purpose, eo all acts that

men do for a visible worldly purpose have no bearing on the

investigation of dharma and that therefore the bhssyakare

(Sahara ) was not quite right in saying that such practices as

rising to receive an old man or a teacher have a visible purpose

and are authoritative on that ground. He further remarks that

visible and invisible or spiritual purposes are often inextricably

mixed up. When the Veda prescribes ' he pounds the grains

of paddy ' or enjoins a sacrifice like the Kariri for bringing

down rain, there is a visible purpose therein ( e. g. the rice

grains have to be freed from husk before boiled rice for obla-

tions can be prepared ). So even when an act has a seen purpose

it may still have Veda as the basis; so also an act such aB

rising to show respect to a teacher may have a seen result

(such as the teacher being pleased teaches the pupils with

enthusiasm ) as well as an unseen result ( viz. completion of

Veda study without obstacles ). Therefore he argues that all

1630. Tn a very recent case (tiadhooroo v. Raghtwrndrarao 48 Bob

L. R. 196 ) the Bombay High Conrl bas'expressed aonbls about the logic or

reasonableness of this doctrine of thePnrvamimams*m relation to marriages

of sagotra parties

1631 seiwstre^JmrjmrfSrfS i <ma*tt « «* *fc larifc; «««>"« "JP

t^h: i
-twic&^ir^maM^wl *3^" * ft ,*^?RW m

jf!!
^i^ JWroffl^jS I *mW3lwft*l<lef ' *ft«&&***$****f

******

^TRRt: S^rffogg SKTSTfWnftiKa^iftWC • •' * «««Hnl4W i*8w»-

inm$r*rt <* ggmfomfifrtfap* i awmfSui pp- i«m««
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smrtis"32 are authoritative according to the purpose they serve,

that whatever portion of the smrtis is concerned with rffozraa and

moksai final release from samsara ) has its origin iirthe Veda

and whatever is concerned with wealth and the satisfaction of

desires ( artha and Kama ) is based on worldly practices. In this

way are to be explained the didactic portions of the Maha-

bharata and the Puranas, the episodes in these being useful as

arllwmdas ( eulogies of what are prescribed as religious duties ),

the description of the several divisions of the earth being

useful for indicating what countries are suitable for the per-

formance of dharma and the enjoyment of its rewards and

being base'd partly on Veda and partly on direct experience.

Similarly the auxiliary lores (a?igas) of the Veda (such as

phonetics, grammar, metrics &c ) are partly based on the Veda

and partly on worldly experience. Mlmamsa and Nyaya (logic)

are necessary for the correct interpretation and understanding

of the Veda ( as stated by Mann in XIL 105-106 ) He is even

prepared to concede that systems 1633 like the S&nkhya ( which

postulates a prime cause of the world called Pradhana) ,or

Vedanta ( which postulates Purusa as the cause of the world ),

the theory of atoms ( propounded by Kanada ) serve the purpose

of explaining the creation and dissolution of the world, lead

one to understand how the performance of sacrifices gives rise

to the subtle apurva which leads on to heaven and also exemplify

how human effort and fate have their own spheres of .operation

( i. e without human effort the world is produced and in spite,

of human effort it may be dissolved ). Kumarila goes a step

farther and states that even the Buddhist philosophies of

vtjflana ( cognitions being the only reality ), of the non-exis-

tence of the soul or oE eternal flux arise from the arthavada

1632. Sfct jS^JN sj^rtsj^V mmmi ltlfel: » cRJ <JH<&ftiHtt+>H'Sti

»t<m< i4H itHii^pki'5i^jmHn^nm'Sat>nA4ft,.'tTOT 1 1 f% giETqffi mwitaw-3
gRK«Rc!ra5<rtfcc3 «*• i <sta «<u«R<jg{ «inifa > U'sWiff* pp. 166-167.

wvtat3 'g^mwmwtfIltm it^UKPi^rrTS.1 wmrf4it«mwn{ii %4av«-hHmwt-
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parages of the Upanisads and serve the purpose of inducingmantosiva up extreme Mtachment to sensual pleasured
therefore may be useful in their own way. He wincfe m, 2saying that in the case of all knowledge or works wherever the
result (or reward) of the course laid down in them is to take
place m the future and there is no possibility of experiencing
its happening in the present such work may be deemed to be
based on the. Veda; but where, as in the science of medicine,
the result can be seen taking place in other people, that know-
ledge is authoritative only because of the visible result

This discussion about smrtis based on the Veda or on
perceptible purposes or motives is taken up in the digests on
dharmasastra For example, AparSrka"» ( pp. 626-627 > quotes
long passages from the Bhavisyapurana dividing the contents
of smrtis into five categories and exemplifying that division, viz.

(1) those based on a visible purpose or motive, (2) those based
on unseen or spiritual' motives or purposes, (3) those based on
both visible purposes and unseen or spiritual purposes, (4) those
based on reasoning, (5) those that' merely re-iterate what is

already well-known or determined. All these except the first

variety are based according to the Bhavisyapurana on the Veda.
The examples of the five kinds given by the same PurSna are

respectively as follows: (1) the smrti (viz. Arfchasastra or

Dandanlti) in which there is a discussion about six gunas
(sandfutice), the four upayas (sama, dana&cc), the various

superintendents of state departments (adlitjaksa) and othantalas,

(2) the prescription that one should perform the sandhya worship

or that one should not partake of dog's flesh; (3) a bralimacunn

1634. tTsir^ar *rfa<nregtTnpr i ^etti ^ ssra: W^genri a«n ifl'

ttar 5?>if3r«ei€{»&?) <i^i; h qifra»mv< TwJi»r «<n<ii«»it<J<i(«iit. •

(scftn: sRra-?) i fnnijfaisqprraT *rfrft «mi*t«iwd « wwwmt ^f5**"

$pft »n% *r hw^5 1 3jeeT«ir *%&. *sr *<3ftflb*ftfij|. • "raT*} *^?2J
5»nnS fii33r: ift^ a iNiCT:^nsrawins^ ,!i«n» gaJse f«r *m x&n

H«S5t ^I W^^4> gTg TrpRTTS'T W WW: « W«<W PP 626-627.

ffrgfrrsr in Jus comment on *rf 1-3 quotes the first two verses and m In*

nffcnTWRTST P 19 quotes all 55,33? on flgXH. 7 quotes (torn ibc •rfhnr*

the half verse « **f ... BimA lf?*W3 '• The *#** H. P M quo"*

from *rS«r« the two verses *r*S«r*T ... msnm and remarks efftOTT

sbonld we not read ' *$ft «* icgH »

?
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should carry a staff of pala&a ( the staff serves for one's protec-

tion, which is a seen purpose, but that it should he of palasa

and of no other tree is based on an unseen motive); (4) -when one

text declares that homo, should be performed after sunrise and

another declares that it should be performed before sunrise,

reasoning requires that there should be an option ( vide Manu
II 15), (5) when Manu declares (inVI 38) that a brShmana should

leave home to become a wandering ascetic he simply re-iterates

what is laid down in such Vedic passages as Br Up. Ill 5 1

( vyutthayatha bhiksacaryam caranti ) or Jabala Up 4.

In I. 3. 5-7 Jaimini as interpreted by Sahara1635 deals with

the topic of the authoritativeness of certain usages laid down
in the smrtis in relation to Vedic rites. Sahara states : iistu11

say that religious rites should he performed after sipping water
( l. e. after acamana ), one should wear the sacred thread in the
npavita way in the worship of gods, one should do with the
right hand all religious acts The question is whether these
acts should he done if not opposed to the sruti or should not be
performed if opposed to what is taught in the Veda. The put m-
paksa view is that these acts should not be done because they
run counter to the sequence of the aots laid down in the Veda-
For example, the Veda says, ' after getting ready a bundle ( or
handful ) of kusa grass called veda one should prepare the ted*
( altar

)

' Here the preparation of the vedi is declared to follow
immediately after the getting ready of a handful of kusas. If
after the handful is got ready a man has a sneeze he has accord-
ing to Manu V 145 and Vas m 38 to sip water before going
on with the preparation of the vedi. This would be against the
sequence ( Icrama ) of acts laid down in the Veda. Strangely
enough Mr.K L Sarkar in T.L.L (on Mlmamsa rules) translates
the words vedam krtva vedim karoti * as ' make the vedi and

«*^mA<s«wftwiiroifitm fftStarfii «6titactft * ^b^ttA ;rmnn>*nfr

^SS!!^ ^nsStwSr^ i%r*w 5«rRr **»mrfifcrsrfh% >%£* ,

gf?^r3ifrRw»TnreTn%i m . itenj£=mt<hrc*fjr *r **rn?. i . 3,ft ,1

^^SSSKT e>e The words*^ "^—*
106
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then recite the vedas ' (p. 241), thereby committing two mistakes

He misunderstands the word * veda' whioh in this passage only

means a 'handful of kusas' and inverts the sequence of the

acts denoted by the gerundial termination ' tva '. On account

of these two mistakes the discussion on pp 240-242 iB mislead-

ing and obscure If a man were to do the things required in a

vedic rite with both hands, he would be able to do them quickly

The smrti rule that every religious act should be done with the

right hand alone interferes with the quick performance of

religious acts The established conclusion is that these religi-

ous acts ( such as acamana ) are performed by the sistas, are

prompted by no visible motive ( such as covetousness ) and are

therefore to be looked upon as authoritative, being not opposed

to sruti. Kumarila does not like this way of explaining the

sutras, since the instances given by Sahara really do not

deserve to be put forth as even prima facte opposed to Sruti.

The Tantravartika (p. 201 ) sets out Sruti passages wherein the

wearing of the sacred thread in the upavita form1636 (Tai. S. II. 5.

11. 1 and Tai Sx. II. 1 ), acamana ( Tai. 5.. H. 11 ), are enjoined

Therefore it explains the sutras in a different way. It splits up

Jai I 3. 5-7 into two adhikaranas. The first two constitute one

topic The purvapaksa«» is . those precepts of Buddha and other

founders of sects, such as the construction of monasteries and

parks, the insistence on desirelessness, the practice of meditation,

ohiThsa, truthfulness, restraint of senses, charity and kindness,

are such that they are also laid down by the Veda, are not

opposed to the ideas of sistas or do not run counter to nor rouse

those who know the Veda to anger and therefore they must be

held to be authoritative. This is denied by saying that tne

Bauddha doctrines even on the abovesaid matters are not to

l636 V.deH. of Dh. vol II PP 287, 288, notes 671, 677 for th«

passages of Tai S and Tax S.

1620 above.
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be accepted as authoritative since only a limited 1638 number

(14 or 18} of vidyas(the four vedas, the upavedas, the angas

of the veda, the 18 smrtis, puranas, Dandaniti ) have been

accepted by the vedic sistas as authoritative on matters of

dharma and the works of the Bauddhas and Jainas are not

included therein Just as milk though originally pure becomes

useless and unreliable when put into a bag of dog-skin, so the

doctrines of Bauddhas such as abimsa, though based on truth,

aTa useless and are not authoritative in themselves for the

followers of the "Veda.

The Tantravartika holds that Jai. L 3. 7 is an adhikarana

by itself and is concerned with the authoritativeness of sadacaia

( the customs and usages of sistas ). Its position is that those

usages are authoritative that are not opposed to express Vedio

texts, that are practised by Vedic sistas under the belief that

they are Tight conduct ( dharma ) and for which no visible

motive ( such as pleasure or the satisfaction of desires or the
acquisition of wealth ) can be predicated. Sistas are those who
perform the religious acts expressly enjoined by the Veda They
are not so called because they practise what is said to be
sadacara ; otherwise there will be an argument in a circle (in the
form ' sadacara means what is practised by sistas and sistas are
those who practise sadacara * ). The practices traditionally
handed down from generation to generation which are observed
by sistas ( as stated above ) with the idea that they constitute a
part of dharma must be regarded as dharma and as leading to
heaven %iV> Practices do not become authoritative by the mere
fact that no such motive or purpose can be postulated for them,
but they become so only when they are observed by sistas as

1638. Vide Yaj 1 3 for the 14 Vidyasthanas For the four upavedas
which raise the number to 18 vide n 17 p 10 above Ace. to the Nyayasudha
(p 183) Ajurveda, Dbanuneda, Gandhan aveda and Arthasastra are four
Upavedas, MimSmsa and Nyaja (logic) are t«o cpangas, siksa (not the
Vedanga on phonetics) is separately mentioned because there are works on
phonetics like that of Katjayaoa la>ing down special rules for distinct
sakhas Dandan : ti is the same as Arthasastra

^<39. i£Vl4JKUl^snit *nfSr 5WTi&r ^rgPJ- I srgrETm *$fa?S. v&H&f;

^f^.T?^ '^S"''* g,*"**^ ' ^^ *iinu<MJI-3q r wfE^ffcc^ n ...

5""-1 ^ft TT^m^TOJ^ 1 HnmfttR pp 205-G
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part of dharma. Tie Tantravartika (p. 205) gives certain

illustrations of such practices viz gifts, japa, matryajna

( offerings to the mother Goddesses ), the festival of Indra's

banner, fairs held at temples, fastis by maidens on the 4th day

of a month, gifts of lamps on the first day of Karfcika, the

spring 1610 festival on the first day of the dark half of Phalguna

&o The Tantravartika is careful to point out that many
activities such as agriculture, menial service or trade that are the

means of securing wealth and pleasures and that give rise to

several fixed and varying acts and also such actions as eating

sumptuous food, drinking, sleeping on soft beds, possessing a

charming house and garden, engaging in painting, singing and

dancing, enjoying the fragrance of sandalwood and flowers, all

of which are common to mlecchas and Atyas, are not deemed by

any one to be part of dharma and that it does not follow that,

because a few actions ( of sistas ) are accepted as dharma, all

their actions are to be looked upon as dharma 1641 la ordinary

life certain practices only are deemed to be sistacSra, while

there are certain other acts that are common to all human

beings ( including 'sistas ), but are not so regarded Certain

practices such as worship of gods and honouring brahmanas are

seen to be common among all people and yet do constitute

dharma, because that is deemed to be so by the sistas. Those

practices alone are dharma that are' observed by sistas only as

obligatory on them and not other practices that are common to

all beings The TrantravSrtika then refers to the Dharma-

1S40, For the festival called Indramaha. v,de H of Db. vol II PP

825-826 The spring festivalm one i» which on the first day of the dark

hSof Phalguna people went about drenching each other in ordinary or

cotonred tafer digged from syringes and the l.U <M^
Modern practice combines this with the lighting of bonfi^on «

moon of Phalguna The mythical ongm of*^
(
^"££*U1

}

raoon day of Phalguna is derated in *&**%*<* (3™* chap J

%& <rf3min a*5mf&r? p 206
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sutra 16* of Gaut. ( L 3 ) and Ap. Dh. S. (IL 6. 13. 7-8) which say

that ancient ( or great ) men in several instances were guilty of

transgressions of dharma and of committing desperate acts,

that on account of their spiritual merit they did not incur sin

but if a man of later days were to follow them in the same actB

he would sink into hell It tnen gives twelve instances of lapses

from good conduct (attributed even to avatars) that were trans-

gressions and either explains them away or says that they were

due to wrath, hatred or other passions, were not intended by the

authors ( of those acts ) themselves to be dharma and are not to

be looked upon as sistacara by modern men. The instances are :

(1) Prajapati who is said to have approached Usas, bis daughter

( Sat. Br. I. 7 4. 1 or Ait Br. 13 9 ) ; (2) Indra, who is described

as the paramour of Ahalya ( in the Subrahmanya litany ); (3)

Nahusa, who occupied the position of Indra, made approaches to

Sad, the wife of Indra (Udyoga.chap. 13 ff ) and was transformed

into an ajagoia (Boa Constrictor) ; (4) Vasistha, who when his 100

sons were devoured by a demon, was so struck with grief that he
threw himselfbound intothe Vipasa river(NiruktaIX.26,Adiparva
chap 177 l-6=cr. ed. 167. l-6,Vanaparva 130. 8-9, Anusasana3
12-13 ) ; (5) Pururavas who thought of dying by hanging or by
being devoured by wolveB ( Bg. X. 95. 14, Sat Br. XL 5. 1-8

)

when separated from TJrvasi ; (6) Visvamitra, who officiated as
priest at the sacrifice of Trisanku that had become a candala
through a curse (Adiparva 71. 31-33 ); (7) Yudhisthira who took
Draupadl as wife although she had been won by his younger
brother Arjuna by his skill in archery and who prevaricated in
order to bring about the death of his brabmana teacher Drona
( Dronaparva 190 55 ) ; (8) Knroa Dvaipayana ( Vyasa ), who
thought himself a perpetual student, procreated by myoga at
the request of his mother SatyavatI two sons on the widows of
his brother Vicitravlrya; (9) Bhlsma who lived on without be-
longing to any ( of the four ) asramas and who is said to have
performed several Asvamedhas though he had no wife; (10)

1642 TOt Htfant^H WITH ^ Xi«X*k ' am4"'^'HI< « ift. I 3-4 ; gs>

"m tsntj vr ^,. U 6 13 7-9. WFmsndX <^Hii33. 30) has a versa

«o tfce same effect.
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Kama who performed Asvamedha accompanied by a oifa,

fices, (12) Vasudeva and Arjuna are described as baing drunk^,h7^fa««dBukmm5 and SubhadrS respectively whowere their maternal uncle's daughters (such marriages being
forbidden

). Kumarila, like a modern comparative mycologist!
explains ( Tantravartika p. 208 ) that Piajapati means « the San •

Who approaches (i e. rises after ) the Dawn. This explanation
is as old as the Ait Br. 13. 9 where it is said that there are two
views viz. it is either *Heaven ' or ' Usas ' that is meant by the
word 'daughter.' Similarly Indra and Ahalya respectively
mean the Sun and the Night and jam means literally 'one who
makes to disappear or wither away ' (and not paramour) in that
passage. Vide H. of Dh. vol II. p. 1145 note 3550 for the epi-

thet 'Ahalyayai jara' in the Veda and quotation from Tantra-
vartika The story of Ahalya and Indra varies in its details in

the epics. Vide Bamayana I. 48, Udyoga 12. 6 These two are

instances of transgression of dharma (dharma-vyatikrama)and
the next case of Vasistha is an example of saliasa (through

sorrow) Kumarila says that Visvamitra was piomptedbybis
hatred of Vasistha and his pride, that the sin accruing from Mb
act would be neutralized by his great austerities. So hie

actions cannot serve as a model for imitation by others. Vyasa,

who was a son of SatyavatI from Parasara when she waB a

maiden, had Vicitravlrya as ( his uterine ) brother after Satya-

vatI married Santanu. In the case of a brahmaoarin, sexual

intercourse is most reprehensible ( vide H of Dh. vol. It p 374)r

But Vyasa agreed to rnyoga because of his regard for hiB mothe,

as allowed by Gaut 18 4-5. Kumarila adds that VyaBa could

do so on account of his great past and future austerities, that

another person with similar qualifications may do so even in

spite of all prohibitions, since the Mahabh&rata ( Asramavaaika

30. 24 ) says ' sarvam balavatam pathyam ' ( to the strong every-

thing is wholesome or allowable) He gives an apt illustration.

An elephant can devour branches of trees without harm, but

others doing so would meet death. Daksa V.10 prescribes 'anafra-

mlnatistheta ksanamekamapi dvfjah' (a twice-born person

should not stay even for a moment unattached to some Sarama).

Bhlsma remained unmarried out of filial devotion to his father

and Bama could not think of another wife as he was so mu*

attached to Sits. Kumarila boldly asserts that Z™*™}™*
wife only for the purpose of the sacrifices he perfbrmed(«'
this is mentioned in no Itibasa or Furana ) and relies «P™ the
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inode of proof called arlhapatti for this 164* . His word8 are given

below. This and some other explanations offered by Kumarila
shed a vwy interesting light on the theological apologetics of

Mlmamsakas. Vide H. of Dh. vol. XL pp. 558 and 684 for Rama
and the golden image of Site As to Yudhisthira's bringing

about the death of his brahmana teacher the explanation is that

the former performed Asvamedha after the end of the war by
way of prayascitta ( vide H. of Dh. vol. 11 p. 147 n 333 and pp>
1236-37 notes 2674-75 for Asvamedha as the re mover of all sins).

As to Draupadl being the wife of five brothers Kumarila quotes
Adiparva 198. 14 ( =ot ed. 190 14) and offers several explana-
tions ( p 209 ), the most astounding being that there were five

wives of the five brothers who were so similar that they were
all referred to as one. As the Hyayasudha, (p. 194) remarks,
these various explanations were offered to show off great re-
sourcefulness of interpretation ( parihara-vaibhav3rtham ),
the proper one being that the practice of the Fandavas was an
evil one and was not to be imitated. A blind man could not
perform sacrifices and was excluded from inheritance. Vide H.
ofDhyol. IL p. 157 n. 369 and vol. EI. p 609 n 1154. But
Kumarila says that as Dhrtarastra -was blessed with sight for a
while and saw his deceased Bons through the miraculous power
ofVyasa(Asramavasiparva chap. 32-37) he might have been
endowed with sight at the time of the sacrifices or what is
meant is that he made gifts which are spoken of as sacrifices-
As regards Subhadra, Kumarila asserts that in spite of the fact
that Subhadra was said in the Adiparva (219. 18 = cr ed 211
18 )

to have been the daughter ofi Vasudeva and mter of Kama!
she was really the daughter of Krsna's step-mother's sister or
the daughters daughter of the sister of his step-mother's fatherUfemaismmbewg often called a sister among the Latas).
VideH.ofDh TO1. IL pp. 459-460 and notes to my edition of
the text of V. Mayukha ( pp. 200-202 ). Krsna's marriage with
Rttkmint ib to be similarly explained. It is somewhat surprfs-

nra^nn trafcsr?^ wmi sre. ? 20s , 310^^u „» m?—ZJ, 1,
'
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ing that Khandadeva states that it is nowhere found that

Subhadra was the daughter of Vasudeva Probably he bad a

corrupt reading of the Mahabharata passage before him As to

the charge of drinking spirituous liquor (vbhau madhtasa-

vaksibau in Udyogaparva 59. 5 ) against both Vasudeva and

Arjuna, they were both ksatriyas and only brahmanas were

prohibited from drinking any kind of intoxicating drink ( Gaut

IL 25 ), while to ksatriyas and vaisyas two kinds of wine called

madbu ( liquor from honey or madhuka flowers) and sldbu (rum

)

were allowed and only paisti ( spirituous liquor distilled from

flour ) was forbidden ( by Gaut. E. 25, Manu XL 93-91 ).

Kumarila offers some ptber explanations of Jai 16" I 3 5-7

which need not be set out here.

Kumarila mentions certain practices of his times and

concludes that they are to be condemned and not to be followed

or regarded as authoritative. He says: 1645 even in these days

brahmana women of Ahicchatra and Mathura drink wine;

northerners ( northern brahmanas )" engage in such transactions

as the gift and sale of horses and mules that have a mane, assos,

1644. $ I. 3. 7. will have to be read as 'srft «rt *K«IHii{»> *S™&

stifft^ a°^Hlfeftre?' ace. to Kuminla. Khandadeva and others il

Sahara's interpretation of the sutra is to be accepted. '^| 3"^^?

ztr&ntQft zmat&f ira^^rm *3i«S: 1 m w^n^irnfewre ^7

1

^t^^H on I. 3 7 p. 36 Kominla .mpl.es a purvapato and MW

that I. 3. 7 is the sutra giving the final conclusion only ana as a

independent adhikarana by itself.

1645. ar^^rft^rawgrrRmi^rrsrofNT s^nrre* 1 ^^^j*!'"

ftgM4<HMMM..U*^4falW I'fru4lrUU>. "l ' '^ ft""'''**?SSL

in Rohilfchand V.de JRAS for 1903 p. 292. The tor ^ ^
occurs in a Pabhosa Inscript.on (E I. vol. II. « P ^ „ rp

different views abont m&npwfrr** "ae "• "

canrl„|5W
458-463 KUIGfai on Mann XI 95 notes that eefl»n M^

^ ^

fcdd that the proh.b.t.on against dnaL.og » the_«--
.

?fij^^^
not apply to brShmana uomen. V.de H.

.

rf^h *
^

V ^
with wife and ch.ldren and pp. 181 and 839 wo B ^^
and animals «.lh t« rows of teeth <*« To! S.

3. It. 1. and J*"- «* «• z8-31 are e,,e
'
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camels and animals with two rows of teeth and eat from the

Bame plate with their wires, children and friends; brahmanas of

the south enter into matrimony with the maternal uncle's

daughter and take their meals while seated on a couch (of

wicker work); both (brahmanas of the north and south) take

cooked, food (kept in pots) that remains after their friends or

relatives have partaken of it or that has been touched by them

(at the time of eating); they chew betelnut leaves that have

been touched by persons of all varnas, do not perform sipping

of water ( acamana ) at the end of the chewing of betelnut, wear

clothes washed by washermen and brought on the back of asses

;

they do not avoid contact even with persons guilty of grave

sins ( except of brahmana murder ). There are everywhere an

infinite number of very obvious transgressions of the subtle

dictates of dharma laid down for each man, caste or family,

"that (transgressions ) are contrary to sruti, smrti and each other

and that have a visible purpose behind them. It is not possible

to regard such practices as authoritative * Similarly Varadaraja,

(1600-L660 A. D.) a pupil of Bhattojl Diksita, in his work styled

the Glrvanapadamafijari in a dialogue between a Kanyakuhja
brahmana and a sannyasm hailing from VtjayanagaTa makes
the brahmana host say that each country has certain practices

which are rfwrScaj-os such as marrying a maternal uncle's

daughter in the south, marriage of girls among southerners

even before they aTe four years old, sitting down to a meal
without bathing in Karnataka, in Maharastra-the marriage
of a younger brother before an elder one, in the hilly country
the practice of myoga ( vide Mr. P. K. Gode's interesting paper
in ' Bharatlya-vidya 'vol VI pp &7-30 ).

According to Sahara, Jaimini in I. 3. 8-9 deals with certain

words like yam, varaha and velasa, that have different signi-

ficances among Sxyas and Mlecchas ( and therefore these sutraB
constitute what is called yavavarahadhikarana ). But Kumarila
does not like this view of Sahara and proposes another topic for
these two sutras, viz. the relative strength of smrti and sadacara
where they are in conflict. Here there are three 1"6 possible

<WT3t n aw smarts fg Piilbwa^ina i -au^Htd *Jjf3 grren hQQ«i^ to n

**jw+hT*S ant writ Ru4,K*<t t ^pstK- ^snf «w4amd iwft

«

^TO«aHftTarn5a5wTTOr<^C " »wwmft»«fr 'EaiWkffi ^riV^r^fit I

W* pp 220-221.

107
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views, viz. that both are equally strong and so there is an option

in case of conflict, that acara is stronger, that smrti is the

stronger of the two The prima facie view is that both are

equally strong, since smrti and sadacara are both inferred to be

based upon Yeda. Kurnarila's own final conclusion is that

smrti is of greater force than acara, that is, where they come in

direct conflict smrti should prevail. His position is that, though

both smrti and acara are to be deemed to be based on Yeda,

there is a difference between the two. People have full faith in

such smrtis as that of Manu and Manu and others are believed

to have been inspired sages and are the propounders of the rules

of dharma scattered about in various Vedic sakhas, while the

same cannot be said about modern men and their practices

cannot claim or possess the same weight and allegiance that

the practices laid down by Manu and other sages can. Irom

the practice of sistas one may infer a smrti as the root thereof

and then further one may infer a sruti as the root 01 the smrti.

Therefore acara is removed by two stages from the Veda, while

smrti is removed only by one stage from the Veda. Hence

Kumarila says that in case of conflict smrti should prevail over

acara. The practices that are discussed here ( ace. to Kumarila,

Parthasarathi and others ) are such as the marriage with a

maternal uncle's daughter or with a paternal aunfs daughterand

the like that are in vogue among certain people and that are yet

opposed to smrtis (suoh as Manu XL 171-73) and for which a

visible motive oan easily be found ( IcamMihetoantamm
spasla-

mem dr&ijate, as the Sastradlpika says ).

Kumarila gives another (and so a third ) explanation of

Jai. I 3. 8-9 1617 which need not detain us here.
_

1647. «ht i%ufaif%. ^m. » sirawr «n <rf3rfJrasmt « ^ *• 3- 8_9 Acc w

«rfta here ^m means *&. white acc. to Sahara's gloss «anwrr*«

§Z S.r G. Jha in • Purvamimimsa » >f> sources' p. 226 *«**"

^ng and accepting m gift and buying and se.hng hens »^*E
nLis 'a hon'also. but ,t .. hardly possible to »**£***££%£ J tf

made to brShmanas or that they accepted them
^J»^

b^™ ^.
adjective of 'asW here. The „£Mtar

f̂iXST«
prohibition against the gift of kesann ^ (ha

ibaraon ,« VL 7 4 ma.es *«^« «^*Tj'JUb. h-
Vis'vajit where the sacnBcer had to make a g»

{ Continued on the next Page)
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Jai I 3. 15-23 constitute what is called Holakadhikarana,

or SamanyasrutikalpanadhikaTana. The first two and the last

two sutras are the most important. Certain practices 1*48 like

the Holaka (spring) festival are observed by the easterners,

certain others like Shninaibuka (worship of growing Karanja

or Arka or other trees as handed down in one's family ) by the

southerners, and the Udvrsabhayajna ( honouring oxen on the

lull Moon of Jyestha and making them run a race) by the nor-

therners. The question is whether, in making an inference

about these practices being based onVeda, one was to suppose that

the inferred Vedic text also should be restricted to the easter-

ners and the like 1619
. The purvapaksa view is that the sruti to

be inferred as the basis of the respective practices must be

deemed to be restricted to certain persons only ( Buch as the

easterners i. e. praajas &c. ). The established conclusion is that

( Continued from the last $age
)

should not be gifted on account of th* prohibition contained in ' he does not

give kesann '. TR ft fifoft*i<HPffWt ^wft *nFtf q& Jlfafirwi% sr%flftui)

^ti«r *ft*rotftc£tt Mw-y^irfiia Hxrf&ftita w«i*^(jjvf. The jffarcrrw. (pp eo-6i

)

explains the ^=ts- ' anrergn Tfsr <Mri4l< — *T??rfftarc$t g <it ^rjrr f%afTcnri% :

M^*rg?55{Sm«t5^f?i#^rtw. i RracPcrgt tfi&^rngR^r s»f^,irTpfsr«Rft i »

-

on HfttfftxRsng; the ssrnj^qr observes
'

afeffitum i^id WI«to<tu*u«i).i "%tlc4l^
h<H<*i ?ra <P=irs^T »ra^pr £Sn|sret tgwref a^ra^t: ^^ir^git^ smi
fWfifr siH*-»<i*)wm-«iKi«n s^ Jiyint'<i<*(*,Jt5'3t ' (p 212)

1648 3<!i*<M«'ii<utJr'iFtregg,ai itfmt ^tim; 'i anfr *rr ^Hrtrnt va-a^Hisi'-

T^tnrpi 1 • sE&mf*t 1*01*3; 1 a** g mi<zifa • §r. I. 3. 15-23 ; aigurjiRr

g^Bigti*irti*i4^ st^ft* ^tf.dts, 3tr£r%g*hut<ft q
'lRm ijSft* , ^^hm-w^j

gfrafct > ... srtw qfS trgs^rrarV. 1 nfl-d idi^; *t&roi ^rg;i gjtrj srsnrnri^nr

*tf«ll I WX ;
tIje word srgtrpr means fei^r- or 3Tg»no<R or ERpug;. The first

teojggs may be briefly but closely paraphrased as ' 3i^H<i) SfieirsfftTr

nWRV5HTOTTroiTO|jrf g(§-. t«|t)^m*l«iir^ryaji ^rra; i „s^^-^^ ^g,
*wi ^ a

!!&
: ^^ ' ^^ re«rmr«rra3 ^rfa^nm^Bw *vtv&i

«-rtK" ^mfcSYW PP 100-101. Thisawferartnt is called î,j,i^ | because the first
example 10^mmmr refers to thepractice of sfteiraiT *tW. on Jtg VIII. 46 refers
lo ^a^rnrrgT as a practice of the northerners The $. njj jjr explains

1649. Vtdo the following remark about the demand for the divine
origin of laws and usages from Berolzbcimcr. " historically political power
legal regulauon and customs were popularly conceived as expressions of theD,»fle\Mtl" (Author's Preface, p. XLIV, in ' the World's Local Philoso-
pbies').
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such practices must be deemed to be meant fnr »u „,-„» «.
general rule about vedic injunctions isZl^SZtoalL The performer specially meant by ** VeSSESJ» known in either of three ways «so viz. by C3paba^J*
attribute. When it is said 'svargatemo yajeta' then only the
three twice-born classes are meant, for, they alone are capable
of tending the sacred fires and of possessing Vedic learning
sndasudra is not a fit person to whom that injunction can
apply. Those who are guilty of grave sins (pattta) and the
impotent are prohibited from performing Yedic rites. When
the Veda says ' iSja rajasuyena yajeta ' there is aBpeoial attribute
of the performer ( viz. being a ksatriya ) prescribed by the sruti
and so no one else can perform BSjasuya. When none of these
three exists a Vedio udhi is in general meant for all (sarvadharma).
The practices of Holaka, Vrsabhayajfia and the like should not
be held to be restricted to certain countries or people only, but
should be inferred to be applicable to all. When a man leaves
the east and goes to the south, he may still perform the Holaka
festival ; while a man from the eastern country itself may not

perform it at all. Further the words 'southern, eastern and
northern * are relative. A country that fa called southern may
be to the north of another. Therefore Holaka and other practices

are not invariably concomitant with particular countries or

peoples. Nor can it be said that those practices require those

particular countries for their performance in the way in which

sruti expressly requires the Vaisvadeva rite (one of the four

cSturmasyas ) to be performed on a spot that slopes towards the

east. The Tantravartika 165' points out that persons receive

appellations from names of countries on various grounds as

being born in a country or as residing therein or as coming

from that country or as going to that country. Medhatithi on

Manu VHI. 46 says the same.

1650. i%$t grp& qaf ftjfon affif^qq i fliwiMt^^fiftflwa^jfc''

5JT5T. p. 245 ,
-WHa^mjl gw fttm»h<<Mi«ra<h< i ftl -WlllR* fiw-iMW

H^wretg «3fl«fl£foft » <n<*riHc<i

&

i -^nvyn p 2*6 (explaining ir*ttohc

©www ) „
1661. qwplSgBffwwKwi il ircSfr i ftTOr-w^nOT^fl^i'i"^^*

firar. p. 251. The last half refers to Pamm IV, 3 &% W.J »3-^'

3.25, IV. 3. 74 respectively: m-qifl««HMfft -qfrMrffoft o^iJI-W'W

JWfihHWm « f^RPphtS3^l#n=OT^Wf5 '^^f^J
of Jw. 1.3. 23).
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The Tantravartika explains that the first two sutras are

meant to refer to another question also, viz. whether the rules of

the grhyasutras 1652 and of such dharmasutra works as the sutra

of Gautama are authoritative only as to certain groups or are

meant to he authoritative for all He hegins hy saying that

the Puranas, the Manusmrti and Itih&sa ( i. e the Mahabharata)

are equally authoritative for all people and then points out that

the Gobhila-grhya and Gautama-dharmasutra are traditionally

accepted hy the students of the Samaveda, that the dharmasutra

of VaBistha is accepted by the students of the Rgveda, the sutra

of Sankha-Likhita by the followers of the white Yajurveda and

the sutras of Apaetamba and Baudhayana by the followers of

the Taittirtya Sakha. The Sastradlpika explains that an author

who was a student of the Samaveda taught his own work to his

pupils who also learned theSamaveda under him, that these pupils

in their turn taught that work to others and in that way there

arose a tradition among the students of the Samaveda to study

the sutra of Gautama. Therefore, to say even as to grhya

works that they are restricted to particular groups of persons is

not correct Similarly in the case of practices there is no

epithet or attribute that is common to all those who practise

them or which distinguishes those who do not observe them
from those that observe them and therefoie it is not possible to

restrict such practices as Holalca to particular countries or

groups of people.

The requisites of valid customs as laid down by the emi-

nent writes* of the Purva-mlmamsa school may now be sum-
marised Such customs must he ancient, must not be opposed

to the express texts of the Yeda or of smrti, must be such as to

be regarded as obligatory by the sistas and must be observed

1652. ^itmf;i<ti(i<q Ji^ttiS"*^ ' t% greforaqania f#r ftar *Hh*waT «

u»rir3r 53 mi^%m.j iidiH''i'«wIt!"-<Ku'i mi-*Nt*Twwnit( ' ?rarwr i OTdwftfocift

Pianii i fit sttr Sri^t mumiPl , ^ *refi3i ^luffm i ht^ pp 243-244 ,

fittt 1% u»<{Im. ^i|i8m»=ji\»iflt^ x3'U'U3VH4<4mi4{ S^j^nsg'^'nPr^iw

•vPsu-iwtuHii^*, n n,f^^im; i ^pnpt v^ '4i^iq ctenrrafirmt f%fiievt^ 1

T!T*rf(T«Fn p 42
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by thorn with tho consciousness that they are so, they mustnot have a seen or visible purpose, and they must not beim-

"f"' Ifc *as to bo remembered that the purvamlmamBa
writers did not lay down anything about the binding character
of usages that wore peculiarly secular but restricted their
remarks to customs and uBages that had more or less an unseen
or spiritual purpose Khandadeva emphasizes this by stating
' only those customs can be deemed to be based on the Veda
that aro not opposed to the Veda and smrtis and that are obser-

ved by respectable people under the belief that thereby they are

carrying what dharma dictates' 1651
. Medhatithi on Manu"»

II 18 makes this position quite clear after quoting a versB of

Rumania ' a emrti that is opposed to the Veda or is self-contra-

dictory, or haB a visible secular purpose or expressly states a

motive (for observing its precepts) cannot be deemed to be

based on the Veda'. The Mlmarasa-kaustubha (p. 51 onJai.

I 3. 7) quotes a verse to the effects that 'only those whose

ancestors also observed certain usages handed down from gene-

ration to generation would not incur blame by observing them

( if they are opposed to sruti or smrti ), but not others ( who

3RI: ' grgingwq'dim;,
" ^SUTOT Refit .. §B*Jn1 ' ?ft UgsrspJTa foPTOCT

ihiTfa nP-iiiu^rrtrt'R> i i%ifa ?rw i arw - wrqttim-q«t g ^PRRfrnqxani

3^8311%»-«t*HW'4Ui<l'tHUJ<Hl'<mN&i I *ft. ijft. p. 51 (on ir I. 3. V).

1654. %8Uqiqfifrnawr firHa»j<friidiR<i*iHHi*i 'q*i''ir ^^^'

grTO i sraaCT^nrrmfa gfil^jOTi«?RJunr<nfN«n%! i *a«i«i*rt3,r pp-

(on It. I. 3. 7).

II. 18 This verse refers to five classes ot smrti texts that cannot W »»

,s the fifth class, but the meaning is not dear Sir Ganganatn jna

translation of Medhat.th, does not say whence this verse aj**'"^
does he correctly render the words i?»frai and ^aiWlRatflW ana

altogether the fourth pads. The words vr $*T *wresW ««*"''
te

• that smrt. wh.cb declares its promulgation (by a sage) •

deemed to be based on Veda (since otherwise Veda mil be heW

ootttttya).
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cannot rely on such a state of things ) *. In a learned discus-

sion on badha Rumania in his Tantravartika ( on Jai. 331. 3. 14

pp. 859-860 ) brings together many badhas out of which those

that are relevant to this discussion are given in the note

below 1656
. It says that inference is set aside by direct percep-

tion, smrti by sruti, a smiti not composed by an authoritative

parson and that is self-contradictory is set aside by a smrti that is

authoritative and not self-contradictoTy, a smrti that has a
visible worldly purpose by one that has an unseen spiritual

purpose, a smrti based on inference drawn from a sruti or based
upon a commendatory vedic passage is set aside by a smrti
based upon ( a direct ) sruti text, a usage is set aside by a smrti
and one usage is set aside by another usage that is accepted by
more respectable people &c.

1S5G 3TOM<RT3r a=fraf?j ^vpr srreiir ( *m)-TO$mnjHPr ... mm



CHAPTER XXXIII

CUSTOMS AND DHARMASASTRA WORKS

It is now necessary to see bow DharmasSstra works have

dealt with the authority and binding force of customs and

usages. Sadacura is defined by HSrlta as follows 165' .— the

word' eat' means 'good' and the good are those who are free

from (moral) taint; the practices of such people are called

mdacara. Vide Manu H. IS, which also defines sadacSra.

Even the most ancient sutras testify to the fact that numerous

customs and usages had arisen in different countries and vil-

lages. The Asv. gr. ( L 7. 1-2 ) says, 1658 ' various indeed are the

observances of ( different ) countries and villages; one should

follow those in marriages; what, however, is common (to all

or most ) shall be declared by us '. The Sp. gr. ( IL 15) declares,

' people should understand from women what procedure is to be

observed (according to custom)* and the Ap Dh S. provides

(1.7. 20. 8=11. 11. 29 14) that one 1659 should regulate ones

course of action ( in difficult or doubtful matters) according to

the conduct which is unanimously approved of in all countries

by the Aryas ( men of the three higher castes ), who have been

properly disciplined, who are aged, who have restrained then-

senses and who are neither covetous nor hypocritical and con-

cludes with the aphorism (IL 11. 29.15) 'some teachers hold

that the rest of the dharmas (not set out in this work) may
^

understood from women and from men of all castes . W
Dh S"60 (1.5.13) states (on the subject ofsraddha) &e us-

Ss of people should be followed as to other «*-**£
formed' Several grhyasuteas(lik^as^jmi^

"""J 31? jv„LS™^n «t I. 7 as from that jjnw.
quoted by the SW9nsraS7 on "" *' ' *" _r * e_a ^fam \ *ps **"*

onm . *w *.i.» 1-2 •
videH °fDh - vo1

-
p*

less ^nwts^^f^^T^S JwRfifcprtS? i «n*« *«<?'

the same as sm- «T %•]^r*\
, ^ » «. I. 5. »•
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gr.I.4.6) refer to the practices of people that should be followed

in such matters aB commencing agricultural operations, holi-

days &o. It is needless to set out these in detail here. Manu1661

IV. 178 pronounces the general prescription for all men, 'one

should walk in the path of good men which their fathers and

grandfathers trod -, by so doing one will come to no harm *

For ordinary men this procedure is easy to understand and to

follow This dictum Bets a premium on the attitude of no change

in any matter for fear that change may lead to some unexpected

harm and has been throughout the ages up to the present the

motto of most people in India. Ab acara or sadacara is tangible

and requires no effort to decide between conflicting views, we
find eulogies of it in the earliest smrtis and puranas. Vide
Manu IV. 155-158, Vas. VI. 6-8 (the first and last of which are

the same as Manu IV. 157-158), Anusasanaparva 104. 6-9, Visnu
Dh. S 71. 90-92 ( which are almost the same as Manu IV. 155,

156, 158 ), Markandeya chap 34, Brahmapurana 121. 6-9, Visnu-
purana 1IL chapters 1 1-12, KurmapurSno, (uttarSrdha, chap 15).

The general rule about the binding character of customs is

set out as follows Gaut (XI. 20) observes, 1KJ 'the dharmas
(customs) of countries, castes and families, which are not
opposed to the Vedic scriptures, are authoritative and binding

'

Gaut provides in the next two sutras that cultivators, traders,
herdsmen, money-lenders and artisans can lay down conven-
tions or usages that would be binding on the respective classes,
that when a dispute arises as to these usages the king should
learn affairs from those who wield authority over those classes
and decide the dispute accordingly Vas 1.17 states, ' Manu has
declared that the (peculiar) customs of countries, castes and
families may be followed in the absence of mles propounded
by the Veda", and in XIX. 7 prescribes that the king should

1651 ^nwftercrTt<n^t*rrar wam^r. t Hsruunasrai w»S sta tnum
U«IWlt*3 IV. 178 The sp=Rri&fr p 211 (on Jai I 3.7) quotes tins
reads jnrft for fte^fK and remarls '

3»«tf a T ^[^M strife- ra*u-
*tTWfi?ftqf«J ir <? <tfur*Wta. ' StUt «er> appositely explains, erf^-itf q^,.
=irsitstra«it5U^ffttS t v 5rf% fqiiwra?tf%f»* tRiSrsjrof^ijin, Mr^{^| ^ _,

swroTpJ 1JRI OTI SpifSwntT « Vide also fiutr on in I 254 where HnW. 178 is quoted and H of Dh vol II p «i() « 10S6 «hnre 5hn. on »
II. 18 ts quoted

*3

WTO
**
J««tf ! *r,«t TOKTOnwtfsqwijFq TTHTrnTCUT , >, XI J _2£

IDS
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oniorce those among the four varnas Ap. Dh S U 6 15 1appear* to lay torn that the customs of countries and families
( if not opposed to Veda) are authoritative and are to be follow
od in the respective countries or families. But this view seems
to bo unacceptable to Baudh Dh. S (J. 1.19-M) which
•Miys, ,(" tlioro is difference of opinion regarding five (practices)
in the South us well as in the North We shall explain those
peculiar to the south. They are- to eat m the company of (in
Hie tamo plate with ) one whose upanayana in not performed, to
ont in tlio company of one's wife, to partake of stale food, to
marry the daughter of a maternal uncle or of a paternal aunt.
Nov ( the customs peculiar ) to the north are : to sell wool, to
drink rum, to deal in the Bftle of animals with an upper and a
lower row of teeth, to follow the profession of arms and to travel

?jy wa He who follows (these practices) in any other country
than where they are generally in vogue commits sin. For, in

respect of thcfc customs the authoritativeness must be lestricteil

f the respective countries Gautama declares that this is false.

And one should not appiove of ( accept ) either ( of the two sets

ot practices ), because they are opposed to the tradition of sistats

(or opposed to the smrtis and the views of sistas)'. The

Tantravartika 1664 (p 311 ) mentions the argument of some con-

oerning these passages of Ap and Baud viz. that Apastamba's

very general statement that practices of countries and families

are authoritative in the respective countries cannot be accepted

16C3. qgWT RuQsRtji|lUKHd*h TKcl: , TijfSf ^^Rren<^ *qi*<IWIW

t. p 10 explains, fad ?r^»rre7: s^rftA* %?* *^fc*ffit 3^1^*^ ¥**

gB^nr *T tat%f» I ®H %?TOWI«n5 gS^*t«WWlWW^^g'^ i
Compare

sgrar^Q by vsftu (wfasp 130) ' swBrarffiinro l*™*rs1S!J
i

1
!

• Hiasntsnttr ^ fihmr- ^retron > ^& sjrflmiprnnwft >to (*"

Tikwg food in the same plate \uth one's wife is forbidden by Mann

43 nnd VS.) I 131. Vide if. of Dli vol, II p 765 « 1833

16G4 ^qiimi^W'^5I^^'rml3W'E^Hr'fSSlfEra«^TO»

quotas the versa vqt TOWP and remarks 1 30*13. « i"B
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as valid, as it is opposed to the views of Gaut. (XI. 20) aB

Baud, expressly state* that certain practices though prevalent

in certain localities cannot ha accepted as valid and binding

even in those localities because they are opposed to the express

words of such authoritative and highly venerated smrtis ( a?

those of Manu ) Manu in several places provides for the enfor-

ceability of customs and usages. In Manu VH. 203 it is said,

' the conqueror should hold as authoritative and binding Uie

lawful customs of the conquered country, just as they are stated

to be' and in Manu Vm. 41 and46 166s it is provided, 'A king

who knows dharma ( sacred law ) should carefully inquire into

the customs of castes, of countries, of guilds and of families

and settle ( or enforce ) the customs peculiar to each Whatever

may have been practised by the good and by twice-born men
devoted to dhaima, that shall be established (by the king) a^

the law, provided it be not opposed to the ( customs of ) coun-

tries, families and castes '. Medhatithi adds that tbe king has

to see whether the customs of countries, families, castes and
guilds are directly in conflict with the Veda or are harmful to

others or utterly immoral ( such as marrying one's mother) and
only those that are found not to be so are to be enforced by the
king and he ,CS4 adds on Manu II 6 that the practices of sis>taB

( persons who are well conducted, free from greed and leacned
in the Veda ) on matters on which the Veda and smrti are hilenl

and which they observe with the consciousness, that they (prac-
tices) are right (dharma) should be deemed to be babedon.
Veda. Ho offers certain illustrations of fcuch practiceb and also

1665 :»5TQ.*u-i<i<4(*qjfa sMnrai«j tmf^i^r^ ^cswfisj ^ra*? srr^in^-

^5 n Ttg. Vin 41, on which fen. remarks ' ^nyr re'Stri f%nr*nTtfi5^T 3"!
*? SplT «fUl*<f: =n*lP!j£H T <J# I5-dl3 ^sR-ij4MK aia>||tf*l ri; 3^Jf?5l^1'V >

. w iii*3i iof?.*nywf£H fSFntoifa i . . (HifrmfrretT -i iui^ r^-H' i ti ^Hg-
H4H<4*<. gtji «mi =&afnrof: '. It should be noted lhat in other v orkb also
the Farasikas were credited with the highly immoral practice of marrying
one's own mother Vide ^ifori^-^ ' HF* t? H^fSTcg^ ^qrs^PJRl^rs^re-
*^nrin nrcm^g *a ^^w^tH'fR f%s^g il-^rffergfeirjjitn ^fa < ' { ith
«l«3RfP 95). The ^h-3 (I p 10) and ^fSg ("Turnip HO) quote
scleral \erses from an anonvssous smrli one of 'vhich is ^m nt7fNr^ft

Hrrg ijjreret trjargrc. ^n"q q%»gr^ t ^r^tft -•&&<. wg^r* ttst grassf^-

w^'^ <ri-w-u«iii^«i^fKgv35j^ Bfnri* *n^ ai-><t<<K-<<ii; it 'Uiirii>.<<m->U'j i;

^"-.maws *rergcr«ni|s?rt ^yJi^vj trot *{d i<w*rr ^ii><<a(^rg;) ^r *3rf3-
^"•"ii-!- T3i^bns?3i<% f^fga;-<-iti>Ui<HU3«iiyil%t;uT t fen. on ijg n. $,
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relies^ upon the words of the MahabhSrata ( Vanaparva 313.
117 ;, what is true dharma is concealed a3 in a dark cave; the
(only) path is to follow great men'. In 1. 118 Mann declares
that the ancient (or long enduring) laws (or customs) of
countries, castes, families and the rules among heretics and
companies (of traders and the like) have been dealt with by
him in the saBtra (Institutes). Yaj. I 343 provides that when
a conqueror reduces a country to subjection he should preserve
intact whatever customs, laws and Judicial procedure, and
family usages are handed down from generation to generation
therein ( provided they are not opposed to sastras and, as the

Mit. says, he should not oause confusion by imposing the us-

ages of his own country on the conquered country). Yaj. 21. 192

( like Manu and Gaut. ) provides that the varying usages and

conventions of srenis (guilds of artisans), naigamas (traders),

heretics and associations ( of soldiers and the like ) should be

respected by the king in the same way as he honours the usages

of learned brahmanas. About the latter Yaj. H. 186 says that

the king should sedulously enforce the conventions of learned

brahmanas which are not opposed to the dictates of the Veda

and smrti (such as about pastures, water-courses and wells and

the preservation of temples) and he should also enforce his edicts

that are not opposed to Veda and smrti ( such as making pro-

vision for travellers and prohibiting the sale of horses to an

enemy &c. ). Kautilya prescribes 1668 that the king should

follow as regards inheritance and partition the customs that are

in vogue in a country, a caste, a sangha (company or guild) or

a village. Devala 1669 and BrhatparSsara (X. p. 381) have a verse

very similar to Yaj L 343. The Mahabharata remarks that

there is no custom or praotice that can be said to be beneficial

1667. wsin^nf **rpft ustsrfi ^t >mt h twir srft»- ' i^aftA ww Pl«niMri

on W3 n. 1. The whole verse is : 5P»r&rniBt ga*ft RnNrr ^fir itikfor **

the words ' wfer «rarW 3?nrr ' «" i" "*3 b* &>*& ™ w. *• *

1668. ^&vt*ri*n*%wifnpm srfl v, i aSBW^^
iran^nwftnwin. ?. p. ks. a^rrc^vw - j»my«i4H «*'

«nra^q tm$3 ' WsJsnW II. 7 p. 62.
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na.U alike"' From this it follows faat variations in piac-

5££ to beSated by the king. Brhaspati«» advises

Kg to keep intact the customs of countries, castes and

families that have been long in vogue »«^a
^.

B^*"*
otherwise the subjects become irritated and disaffected and there

is loss of wealth and army. He gives certain striking illus-

trations of peculiar practices: 'members of the twice-boru

classes in the southern countries take in marriage their mater-

nal uncle's daughter; in the middle country (the country

between the Himalaya and the Vindhya lying to the west of

Pray&ga and to the east of, Vinasana where the SarasvatI dis-

appears, as said by Manu IL 21) artisans and menial workers

eat the flesh of a cow; in the eastern countries people ( all in-

cluding brahmanas ) eat fish and women are given to adultery;

in the north women drink liquor and contact with them even in

their monthly illness is allowed ; the people of the Khaia country

take as wives the widows of their own brothers ; theBe several

people are not liable to undergo punishment or penance because

of their doing these things in the respective countries'. Medie-

val writers differed about the meaning of the last half verse.

The Madanaratna said (aoc. to V. P. p 22) that there is neither

punishment nor prayascitta when the above practices which are

opposed to smrti texts are indulged in by the inhabitants of the

countries specified, while the Y. P. p. 22" holds that there is only

absence of punishment at the king's hands for these people in

those countries, but they are still liable to undergo prayascitta

and that if these practices are followed in other countries both

punishment and prayascitta have to be undergone

1670. st it ^cinjsri ywttmc. w«&t i sm% 261 . 17

1671. %3wura&riHt ^ ^ qrfwwfifarp i ufo t* m«3mn ngfmrwmt

»nn 1 3r*n<iTf%rfen* *ra wftw? -*vuR * ^aioS ^riTsroiwjftasij^ gar fjfrS. t

nvr^si 5» S'ti'ci; fsitc'w*! »wiRi*t: » hhvrjtw <ro» ^jf *<H*H-«m*<m lihTs
«
'Bmft

qpSon ^?t St^f^ERfRT^fiT: « 15- 1> in ^{^-4 ? I. 10 (except gprrc ... »npri&

tad last half), «l. fst. p. 16 (except first verse and a half), t^H-w (folio 5a

except half \crsc^t33mrr.),f»r(?S (s*ort«S P 130), ^pRsftfr IV. 5. 48-52,

«< W^g p 7 ( except the half verse 13^ &c. and jnentfons srtJT: ^pfas v. 1.

)

ti; s;p 2: i3-tc represents the Khalcba tribe in the Vitasta valley gpir '

*rft i rRfa oa m. ?. n. lO. 27. 3 ("Bfihler's ed. ).
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KSt. 1*73 defines what is meant by the customs of countries

and families and states how and when they are to be enforced.-

'That is said to be the custom of a country, which is in vogue

in a country, is of long standing and is not opposed to the Veda

and timrti That is called family custom which has come down

hereditarily in a family as right conduct (dharrna) to b«

observed ( by members of that family ) ; the king should pre-

serve it as it is. ' In disputes between the residents of the same

country or capital, hamlet of cowherds, town or village the

decision should be based on their own conventional usages, but

in disputes between inhabitants of these and others the decision

must be in accordance with the sacre'd texts Therefore the

king should decide the causes of people according to the rules

of sastra : but in the absence of texts he should carry out { the

administration of justice) according to the usage of the conn-

try Whatever conventions are settled in accordance with the

consent of ( the people of a ) country should always be preserved

in writing sealed with the royal seal. Such convention* should

be sedulously upheld as if they were the dictates of sastra and

the king should decide (disputes) after carefully consider-

ing them ' Here Kat is principally concerned with the

decision of legal disputes on the basis of the customs of

countries and families, but his rules also have a general

application. He also states that in the case of the conflict of

laws by which the parties are governed sastra prevails Pit*"

maba1613 has a similar verse about the usages of towns, villages

and guilds and mentions that Br held the same view. Mami

also ( VIII 3 ) requires the king to decide the disputes of pooplc

according to principles drawn from local custc^(/^
Jul*) and from the Institutes of law { iMradrsta )

*«*««J
[on Mann VUL 3) gives some interesting illustrations of low

LlmT™ in certain southern localities a scales^

«WwflM^««iw.«
;

«v«j« H
5
»

J ^ m <b5J lit

**£ ^w*^*™ •
—*- «** "•

«fiblf^w^l»«•^v^»«•
^ ' ,i,

•*6
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eupies a square low table in the hall of justice, when she is

rack with dice by the judicial officers and then she gets hex

sband's property (this iB a reminiscence of Nirukta BL-6

)lainingSg.I.35.7), in the north thete is a custom that

xen certain persons come on behalf of a bridegroom seetong

a virgin in marriage and they are fed at the house of the

•l's father then it is implied that there is a promise to give

at girl in marriage to that particular bridegroom. These two

iBtomsarenot opposed to any sruti or smrti (and even the

P. p. 10 refers to the second as prevalent in the north and

ladhyadesa). But Medh&tithi mentions other local usages

at are opposed to smrti e g grain is lent in spring and in the

itumn of the same year double of it is taken. This is "opposed

> the Tules of smrti laying down rates of interest.

Very difficult questions arise in regard to the relative force

E sruti, smrti and sadacSTa and numerous rules have been laid

awn in cases of apparent and real conflicts among them. As
.ami n. 6, Yas I. 4-5 and Y&3 I. 1 mention the sources of

hamia to be sruti, smrti and sadacara in that order, the Mitak-

w5 remarks 5674 that ' in case of conflict, each preceding one of

lose three has more force (or binding character) than each

ncceeding one.' Sruti or Veda is recognised by all smrti writers

s the highest or supreme authority {or those who desire to know
/hat dharma1675 is (vide Manu II. 13 and Yaj. 1. 40 ). If two
redic_texts of equal authority are in conflict, then Gaut1676 I 5,

danu U. 14 and Jsbali declare that there is an option. For
ixample, there are two Vedic texts ' he takes the sodasin cup in
he Atiratra sacrifice' and 'he does not take the sodasin cup in
he Atiratra*. In this case there is an option Similarly Vedic
;exts say that the daily Vedio agnihotra may be performed
after sunrise, or before sunrise or when neither the sun nor stara
we visible. Therefore there is an option, viz. the daily agni-
hotra offering may be made at any one of the three times speci-
fied (Manu IL 15 ). But a vedic text which is in apparent con-
flict with another is not always of equal force with that other.
In such a ease there is no option, and various rules are laid

1674. tfifat mt$ S&Jw H&qfr-qq;
t fSrett. on Tjr. I. 7.

=^2
675J_^ &*i««wwl "nt* nwi aft: « sg « 13 . wS .. qv« ^.

,

tt*W3^5WRtW^i«Ic?t^HII?:>I?^TOnfrXIV. p 599. vide *rt. I 40.
^"76. Hc^R^a ffcflj,. |^I5; af^w g^j^^ y^f,^ „
'WSpJ 3 tWJ* SSPt^tat 2U9§ $«I^ n STRiBj q by t^ft^l 11 p 496. Tins
trsl half f JSblH's verse is the same as JIaau II. l*
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Such texts -a/beISi V hoSVa?o^T^general rule { s&mSnva 1 mhtu Ju .^ one lm dawa B

rule ( visesalnr^iSn o^w ^ ^ downa ^oial

passages For example, Manu VUL 381 feagenSleS-

J^- J
WfDethekiIIinB 0fa ^^ana in self-defence isa special rule or may be regarded as a mere arthavsdafvfe.

Tt
n
n !^ Wh° is reaIIy nofc to be kmed on any account may

to iciHed when he is an atatayin, what of others, as the Hit m
xaj & 21 explains). Similarly Manu VUL 351 saying that
inere is no fault ( i. e. no sin, no punishment and no prSyasoitta)
msjayjng an atatayin has restricted scope as applying only to
an atatayin who is not a brshmana. A few more examples w31
be given immediately below.

In oases ofconflict between srutiandamrti, tlie rules laiJd<wn
by the PurvamtaiSmsS have already been explained fpp 832-34)

Jaimini VI 1. 13-14 and Sahara furnish an example If, relying
on Manu VUL 416, the purvapaksa were to argue that women
own no wealth and so should not engage in a vedJc sacrifice

then as that smrti so interpreted is opposed to the Veda it may
be discarded by women 1Bn

. Smrfis also lay down certain gene-

ral rules on that point Laugaksilm and Jstela lay down that

in case of contradiction between sruti and smrti, the former has

greater force and that if there is no contradiction then what is

laid down in the smrti should be observed as if it were laid down

by the Veda The Mit on Yaj ID. 46 admits that a proposit-

ion of the Veda cannot he set aside (badlata) by even a special

proposition in a smrti text. But in spite of the general proposi-

tion commentators like VisvarBpa, Medbatithi and Vyfianesvara

aCTi3SwT(&*Tr gift^/axnninj?j.t^ g^ iflmflmi&a SB > 5m
1678 sjSrctima&s sRfcr nfiitf < sit**ft wp^ T^J^Z

*m& « KJTrfit q by %*& on >rr I 5 and 1$fc* *• P '» j""^
p 191, SrsiJfeT jnbis commentary on vt II 21 tta&s i«ithaat awing v>'
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had to admit that what was laid down by sruti texts was set

aside or contradicted or abandoned by smrti texts or by popular

sentiment After the TTdayanlya (concluding isti) in the Agni-

stoma sacrifice was finished, a rite was prescribed by Vedic texts

in which a barren cow (called Anfibandhya) was sacrificed for

Mitra and Varuna But later on this was condemned and in

lieu of a cow amiksa ( mixture of heated milk and curds ) was
substituted. Vide ft. D II pp 1200-J201 for the anubandhya
cow and p. 628 n 1198 above for the verse quoted by the Mit. on
Yaj. H, 117 condemning cow sacrifice in Kaliyuga. Yaj, HI.
234 puts govadha ( slaughter of a cow ) at the head of upapa-
takas. Medhatithi on Manu IV. 176 after stating that even
such acts as donating all one's property in the Visvajit sacrifice

or killing a cow should not be done (though sanctioned by the
Veda) remarks that he gives that explanation following his
predecessors' views but that to him it appears that an express
sruti text cannot be set aside by a smrti passage 1679

. Visvarfipa
also ( on pp. 25-26 ) after adverting to the fact that Yaj HI 234
places govadha at the head of Upapatakas remarks that this may
apply to the killing of cows spoken of in smrtis such as at the
time of samavartana ( vide Mann HI. 3 ) and that the rule must
ba upheld that a smrti that is in conflict with an express text
of the Veda is to be set aside. Sometimes even a smrti text
though theoretically weaker than sruti was allowed to prevail
over a sruti. For example, the Veda prescribes the filling of the
cups of wine in Sautramani isti, but this is one of the matters
prohibited in Kali'*80 (vide chapter on Kalivarjyas below).

The general rule is that when a custom or usage is opposed
to the text of the Veda the latter must prevail So early a
writer as Apastamba states this rule emphatically in several
places. In Ap. Dh. S. 1 1. 4. 8 it is stated1681 : 'For, an ex-
plicit sruti test has greater force than acara (usage) from
which a sruti text (on which it may be supposed to be based

)

1679 ti^!iT<r?tsi?tiM&trPT^Tn«mii?TiitTr'i^gr on *g Iv.ne-
** *rr4*sr«rr v&fci %(H Rorft. i Rm^, p. 26 on *n i. 7.

i6Sfc vf^jpfemfttmtl sro i w-flWu wmi* TO«ft

«f« » iftHniPnsreT p 27.

"ramnt sn^a « «tj w ^. ii. o. 23. 3.
-««»•»
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conflict of duties *. Similarly in Ap. II 9. S3. 8-9, ' It is the settled

view of those who are deeply learned in the three Vedas that

they are ( highest ) authority. They consider that the rites which

are there prescribed for performance with rioe, yam, animals,

clarified butter, milk, potsherds ( in conjunction ) with the wife

and accompanied by loudly or inaudibly recited ( mantras

)

must be performed and that a usage opposed to these rites is

without authority*. In spite of this and the doctrine of the

Purvamlmamsa stated above (p. 843) usages sprang up that

were opposed to or gave the go-by to the prescriptions of the Veda

as will appear a little below and particularly in the section on

Kalivarjya

The conflict of smrtis among themselves presents much

greater difficulties. From very ancient times authors of smrtis

differed greatly among themselves. A few striking examples

may be cited. Ap. Dh S. ( L 6. 19 2-12 ) cites the views of ten

predecessors on the question of the persons whose food may be

partaken of by a brShmana {ha aiyanruOi). The difference

between Gautama and Baudhayana on the one hand and Ap. on

the other on the question of the validity of certain usages in

certain localities has already been referred to (p 858). In 1U »

Manu mentions three views ( and four sages )
on *»««*«£

the position of a brahmana who marries a sudra mfc « »»

sonorachildfromher. Baud. Dh. S. I. 8 2, Manu ffl. 13, Visnu

S, S. 24. 1-4, Par G, I 4, Va, 1 25 show that Wta-J«££
allowed to have sudra women as wives But Y«* 1 *>* v

tically dissents from this by ***?'*»"»* ^Sufc*.
this state of affairs the medieval ff^^n One rule

were hard put to it to evolve rules of
»*g"J^ „ 0ODfljct,

early evolved was that when two smr**"*£»£
of „..

(Continued on th* »*** ***1
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tion may take the form of holding that one text lays down a

general rule and the other lays down a special rule (whiohprevails

over a general rule ), or the text may be held to relate to diffe-

rent sets of circumstances or in the last resort it may be held

that there is an option, but in arriving at these conclusions the

practice of the old or of siatas who follow the rule in one text

and discard or avoid the rule in the other text is the guide 1683
.

Br.WM gives the following warning to those who do not take

reasoning into consideration :
' The decision ( in a cause ) should

not be given by merely relying on sastras, for in the case of a
decision devoid of reasoning Iobs of dharma results'. Nar.
( I. 40 ) provides in a strain similar to the Mit ,

' when there is

conflict between two texts of dharmasastra, it is declared that
the method to adopt is to resort to reasoning/ for the practices

( of sistas ) are of great force and the strict letter of the law is

overruled by them (ot properly understood through them)'.
These provisions remind us of the working of the principle
of wqutUis applied by the praetors in Rome to the rigid older
legislation or the influence of Equity in English Law. When

{ Continued from the last fagc

)

•jiwct wwns !5*fi? *r*rret ^ i mHW«4^«nfi'*«ift«qmnrtft.
^R^rorrrar^FPT! **K*t «n* 1. Rto reads wiffiNft ana gives three
interpretations of th.s One is the same as that of the M»t. The other two
are. (2) when there is a conflict between smm and reasoning, smrh
« stronger^ approves of th,s) , (3) ,„ case £ confllct ny5ya ,„ „ r Jban

SZJ?*™*^b,

4!l
mmeUlary

°n ^ H 2l exPlain5 "•*"* d,fferently

»
U
t\

ltt

f
h
"u

V S,mdrabm P
" J- {or ™< p. 250. «here the quest.onM. whether daughters Were eluded from inherence as regards theUtpat family of priests at the temple of Vlthoba at Pandbarpur) Y5, « 21«as tranced (at p 252) as follow. Mf t.o texts be opposed j£» offorce for their construction 1

. In Chunilal v Surajram 33 Bom mZP.«0YSj n 21 is rendered as We there ,s a c^B "t betS t4 omore smrtis that one should be accepted. »h,ch is conformable toeW
IT,ST rC

T,
CnnB tS ralh" °bSCUrC and the !a»er *«* nottranUaten~ y

,
tmeamngofequuy in this translate „ not clear^

It certainlj does not mean « eqmty • ,D the strict sense of English Lav.
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old rules become too narrow or are deemed, to be not in harmony
with the views of a changing or progressive society, it was
thought to be the privilege of the king or the judge to adopt his

praotice to the existing state of society and not to decide a case

by a too strict adherence to ancient dicta.

Another rule that was laid down was that in case of con-

flict between dharmasastra and arthasSstra, the former is of

more weight or authority or that one should discard the rule in

the ai-thasastra 1685
( Ap. Dh. S. I. 9 24. 23 ; Y«j. H. 21 ; Nar. I.

39 ; Kafc. 20 ) Vide pp. 8-9 above for an explanation of thiB

rule The rule of the arthasastra has the accomplishment of a

visible or worldly purpose as the goal, while the dharmasastra

rule has as its purpose the securing of unseen or spiritual results.

Therefore the latter from a spiritual or ethical point of view is

superior to the former.

Several other methods of resolving conflicts between smrtis

maybe mentioned here. Br. 1686 states: 'Manustnrti occupies

a pre-eminent position because it puts together the purport of

theVedas; thatsmrti which is in conflict with the purport of

Manu is not commended*. Angiras also stateB that to follow

the words (of another smrti) disregarding the unrivalled

dharmasastra of Manu would not be beneficial to a person. Ibe

Mit. on Ysj IH. 300 speaks of the Manusmiti and others as the

Seat smrtis ( maM-smrti ). Some writers"" **J»™»
5*t'whatever Manu said is indeed medicine in this tonne*

5. Lreby identifying the author of the M-=^£

1686. ^^^ ?S2tt^^^;

(otIot)p 6 _«.— , «ffls (Www) P- 6
-

.(w
1687 . ?f**«T!rS&tt ^— «-

-
text js in ff. * «• *

words.
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^Brhat-Parasara L p. 55) himself says that the dtenra

dttr according-to which of the four yugas is current,m£»
fethe highest dharma in the Krta age, knowledge in Trete,

^bMi» «d only «*« in Katt This verse only

means that in a particular yuga the predominant or easily per-

formed dharma is the one indicated hut the verse don
i

not.mean

that a dharma predominant in one yuga was V^MeA in

anotto. Parasaral U*°* ( - Brhafc-Parasara I p. 55) declares

that in the Krta age the dharmas (to he ohserved Were those

promulgated by Manu, in Treta. those of Gautama,m Dvapara

those of Sankba-Likhita and in Kali those of Parasara This

also did not solve all difficulties, since the medieval digests and

commentaries found that even what was allowed by Parasara

came to be disapproved of or condemned by the people: Many

prescriptions of the smrtis were therefore included under Kah-

variya (acts forbidden in the Kali age) on the ground that action,

though at one time prescribed or sanctioned by the s&stra,

should not be resorted to, if it has become hateful to the people,

since it would not lead to heaven1689 (if persisted in). This

was the dictum of Yaj. L 156 { = Brhan-Naradiya-puraha 24, 12 ),

Manu IV. 176, Visnu Db, §, ( 7L 84-85 ), the Visnupurana (HI.

11. 7 ), §ukra HI 64, Barhaspatya-satra ( on ArthasSstra ) V. 16,

Vide p. 630 and n. 1202 above. These texts were relied upon

for prohibiting certain acts (though done in former times ) by

theMit. (on Yaj. 31 117, UL 18), V. P. (p. 442) and others.

But these devices of interpretation also proved futile in certain

cases. On the question of the periods of mourning due to death

for ksatriyas and others the texts are go various and so conflic-

ting that even the great Vijfiauesvara declares (on Yaj. 111. 22

)

that he is not going to furnish any .orderly presentation of the

smtti texts assigning to each its proper province, since it would

be useless to do so in view of the fact that the usage of sistas

did not agree with most of them 1*
. Visvarupa also (on Yaj.

HI. 30 J is in the same predicament. The commentators (such as

1688 # a *n*Eft 'stfoaret tffcro sga-t i aw* sirgiSRw- ^ qrcnsri!

^SHiUIWCl 24 q. by *£t8=3. I. P 11. This is ascribed to 33-. in the

SKrarrcsi p 12 quoting from the iRt T»
1689 irft<4*t«ffa|ii| u&ftgrarar 'ST i *i&<Mti«><ri; a*faft%t&.< *sttt

ffcaswn m. u.7; ttfofa wfaBqai *5^Btasf^'rr^i«n^E<reT-
53 V 16,

*w?£wtin5WIRi *ir=t «wot M^ja 1 fSar. on ?rr in, 22.
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Madhava in Par. M. on 1 1. p. 84 ) were aware that peopl e would

not go in for religious practices that called for great effort and

would seek for such rules as would be easy of observance 1W1

1 In some cases it was provided that where there is a conflict

among smrtis the view of the majority should prevail Gobhila-

smrti ( III 148-149 ) provides 1692 that where there is a conflict

among passages ( of smrtis ), authoritativeness rests with that

view which is supported by a majority of the texts, but whose

two passages are of equal authority then reasoning has to be

employed. The assumption or axiom was, according to Medha-

tithi 1693
( on Manu H. 29 and XL 216), Mit (on HI 325), Sm C.

(I. p. 5), Apararka p. 1053, Madanapanjata (pp.11, 91) and

others that all smrtis form one sastra, that if some srarti texts

on the same subject are in conflict there is an option and when

there is no conflict all rules from all smrtis should beheld

applicable to the subject matter; this was based on the analogy

of the maxim called 'sarva-sakhapratyayanyaya* or'aakban-

taradhikarana *
( vide Jai. H. 4. 9 and Sahara thereon

)

It is further provided that works of heretical sects were to

be left out of consideration. Manu calls them smrtis, but they

are outside the pale of Vedic orthodoxy. Manu lf&™>
declared,"

9* 'the smrtis that are outside the ( pale of )
Veda

and all false or fallacious doctrines are of no avail after death,

Because they are all based on ignorance \ In the Vedantasutra

(H. 1 1) also the word smrti is applied to the works on the

16W. ^^'^tw^*^*!^^^^^ 33^'

S^TSSA!2SS of . va,sya »«*») XI-—
-^.s. ««, to nnated ( without name ) m *R3"I«t)*i P 76/ -

*^- • **• ° 2n liersss««ft««i* ««? * |2T,,

1 ,
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Sankhya philosophy. The Tantravartika ( p. 195 ) says that

the Bauddhas and other heretical sects do not admit that their

doctrines are based on the Veda, like a bad son hating his

parents ; the prescriptions contained in their -works are opposed

to all the 14 mdyas except in the case of a few sentences laying

down restraint of senses, charity and the like; they were

promulgated by persons like the Buddha who had given up the

path of the Veda and did acts contrary to the Veda and they

were propounded to persons that were beyond the pale of the

three Vedas and that mostly were sudras and persons outside

the system of the four vamas and asramas. Medh&tithi on

Manu IE. 6 adopts this and remarks 1695 that the Sakyas, Bhojakas

and Ksapanakas do not admit the Veda as authoritative, they

openly declare the Veda to be unauthoritative and they teach

doctrines directly opposed to the Veda. TheCaturvirnsatimata 16'6

states that the words of Arhat (Jina), of Carvaka and of

Bauddhas, should he abandoned as they lead to delusion.

Then comes the question of the conflict between smrtis and
puranas. It has been shown in the H. of Dh., vol. 1 pp. 160-167,
how the Puranas are rich in Dharmasastra material. The sutras
and early smrtis do not look upon the Puranas as a source of
dharma, though Gaut. XI. 19 and Yaj. [. 3 mention Purana as
one of the classes of works on which the king or any one else
may draw for knowledge of dharma and though the Ap. Dh. S.
quotes from a Purana in I. 6. 19. 13, 1. 10 29. 8 and II. 9. 23 3
and names a Bhavisyatpurana in II. 9. 24 6. It is to he noted
that the views quoted by Ap. from the Puranas in the first three
passages are opposed to the views of the Kalivarjya section
alleged to be taken from the Adityapurana in medieval digests.
The passage of the Tantravartika stating that Puranas,
Manusmrti and Itihasa are universally accepted throughout
India has been already quoted (on p. 853). When Manu states
that smrti is a source of dharma he does not obviously com-
prehend Puranas under smrti as Manu IL 10 clearly shows
(.dliarmaiaslram tu w» smrUh). Manu EL 232 and Yaj HL 189
employ the plural 'Puranani' and so those smrtis obviously
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hat one should strengthen the Veda by (the study ?)t
knowledge iB insignificant 'this man willharmrne' Air-ing to the Bhagavata-purana I 4. 25 the purpose"'" of the
composition of the Mahabharata was this that as the Veda
cannot be leaint by women, sudras and hrahmanas who are so
onlybybir,th(anddo not study) the sage VySsa took com.
passion on them and composed the Mahabharata for their bene-
fit.

^
The same must be deemed to be the purpose of the com-

position of the puranas. The Daksasmrti n. 69 prescribes 1"9

the recitation of itihasa and purana in the 6th and 7th parts of
the day (divided into 8 parts). The Ausanaea smrti (HI.
P. 515, Jivananda ) prescribes the study of the Veda in the
bright half of the months from Magha after utsarjana and the
study of the Vedangas and of Purana in the dark half. It

appears that some at least of the extant PurSnas were composed
in the first centuries of the Christian era and that from early
times they contained dharmasastra material. In another section
the pauranadkarma will be separately dealt with hereafter.

Gradually the Puranas became very popular in the course of

centuries, some of the original rites prescribed by the Veda and
the early smrtis went out of vogue and new modes of worship

and rites provided by the Puranas came into general obser-

vance. The Vedavyasa smrti 1'00
(I. 4) and the Sangraha state

that in case of conflict between smiti and purana smrti is to ho

1697. 3#jrw5j«urrnn §f wanggqq i i%imvq&m&$ *»f*w nfRnrfS

(v. 1 3JtriW&)llsmi%<I#l. 293-294 (=f^tfs cbap 3 p SO, Jivananda,

= 3igg*H>Tl 201, «n%ff27. 6). It is ascribed to sffWI^ «" ">c ^B'S- *•

P 3. jjgs^n? II. p. 320 (Jivananda) reads the first half as l^nfelST^t

1698 ^Tr^ufcwij'n- spft «t aRtnt^ci %B utothnmiM 15111jrfStor

srramr wmrtthmH tct. 11 q. by the qfhntrpnsrsi (p ™) fram thc wmsipr.

1699. tftmvpmfemmctiAciq*!1 69 i TwA* ls7-

1700. gfl^taa<Mni ftfnft ** gyta » re *fa a**" ^"5 **ff* **&~

l^n^^mi 1.4, sfitrftarts f^tg toto ' ^rf-Hftr wfl»
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preferred. Apararka (p. 9) quotes"01 a smrtitext 'that is

highest dharma which is understood from the Veda, that is to

be known as inferior dharma that is declared m the Puranas

and the like'. Apararka (p. 15) further tells us that™ accor-

ding to the Bhavisyatpurana the puranas are of authority in

declaring dharma that is uyamiira ( i. e. mixed up and not

purely Vedic). Medieval wiiters were often divided as to the

authoritativeness of puranas. Mitramisra ( in his commen-

tary"<» onYaj. II. 21) asserts that dharmasastra (viz. smrti)

is not more authoritative than purana and that in case of con-

flict hetween a smrti text and a purana text recourse must he

had to reasoning as in the case of conflict hetween two smrtis.

On the other hand, the V. Mayukha, 1704 after quoting Manu IX
126 and Devala ahout the first horn among twins being regarded

as the oldest and after referring to a half verse from the

Bhsgavatapurana ( rather from the commentary of Srfdhara

thereon) which holds that among twins the one horn later is to

he deemed as the elder, remarks that the Purana passage is to

he set aside in favour of the smrti passages and that in the

puranas usages opposed to the smrtis are very frequently met

with. It further says that this view is preferable to that of

some others according to whom in this matter the custom of

the country should be followed. The Nirnayasindhu (BL
p. 251 ) also says the same. The respect for the puranas carried

away late medieval writers so far that relying on some pro-

phetic passages in the puranas about the disappearance of

four vamas in the Kali age and the subsistence of only brah-

manas and sudras therein, they denied the existence of ksatriyas

and vaisyas in the Kali age, in spite of the fact that all smrtis

(like Manu, Yaj , ParasaTa) andmany commentaries (including

the Mitaksara) hold that the four varnas exist in the Kali age

1701. agp. ig qtrit qrflfv\ 3<n4(ti'i+q5 am: ^t b Ra^R v w»<%a
*%*'. H «ro q by 3mn£ p. 9, «lft*Hqim> l»l P 29, ^?uk. p 39.

170Z. ^ uRai-uwR &iicnT3%Ki<i)t<"ir{i inftji *tft'n i t)M&<* 'Binfftsrajf-

wrett Mi3etj<ii'iiut qU^MrJi^ i aura^s p. is.

H«m.R<iv> 'Wi<4i^riHriK< ffc-afts* on tn it zi . -jra ^faii-u uiflnitfcrea'?

0<tre»l- ' £Sil« 1<C toho 14 a (part of ^WijWI< ).

^roft rnnjw fr3n? %<^ \ ^rs a ^nift » «J W^TjJpp 97-58, Vido XTST-
sWOT. pp. 37-39 for a similar view.

110
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Vide H. of Dh. vol. H pp. 380-382 about the existence ofksa.
triyas in the Kali age.

The case of conflict between smrfci and customs has now
to be consideied. The general rule deduced from Vas, I. 5,

Yaj, I. 7 and supported by the Mit. ( on Yaj 1. 7 and IL 117),

the Sm. C. ( IL p. 266 ), Kulluka ( on Manu. n 10 ) and several

others is that smtri is of superior authority to the usages of

the sistas. But from early times there hare been dissenting

voices. Visvarupa on Yaj. HL 250 states that that purport of-the

smrtis is to be followed which is in accordance with the settled

practice of the sistas resident in iLryavarta 1705
. On Manu IV.

176 Medhatithi points out that niyoga is permitted by such

smrtis"06 as Gaut. 18.4-14, Yaj. I 68-69, Vas 17. 56-65, but

being condemned by the people it is not practised. There-

fore the principle that may be deduced from these is that

the prescriptions of smrtis (and even of sruti) need not be

observed and should not be observed when they are vehemently

condemned by the people. The chapter on Kalivarjya will make

this clear. Commentators like Medhatithi ( on Manu II. 10 ) went

bo far as to say that Dharma&astra is that which prescribes what

is to be done for attaining dharma, that is smrti from which

dharma which one performs as a duty is understood and there-

fore sistacara 1707 also is smrti. The smrtis themselves embodied

the practices of the people current in their days, as Manu 1 107

declares, ' in this work dharma has been fully stated as well as

the good and evil qualities of ( human ) actions and the ancient

customs and usages of the four varnas.' im Manu adds (1. 108),

' acara ( customs and usageB ) are transcendental law, and so

are the practices declared in the Veda and tthe smrti; therefore

a twice-born person desirous of his own welfare should always

1705. ^^^^^^^J^^^'f^^^^
1706. J^iSSWWW'W^^^^^^

HOT. on Jig IV. 176.

stw. n «3 I i". on wbu* 5NT. *?* w*» ^^
JflllWft''
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make efforts to follow it '.
1709 This has been the basic text in

modern decisions that recognize the binding nature of customs.

It is therefore necessary to understand the exact meaning of

this verse. Two constructions are possible ; ( 1 ) that the word
acara is qualified by the words ' srutyukta ' and ' smarta ' and
thai the first half declares that usages declared in the Yeda or

,smrti are transcendental law ( this is the meaning given by
most commentators of Mann ) ; (2) that acara by itself and
other rules of conduct declared in the sruti or smrti are transcen-

dental ( i. e. here in the first half of the verse there is a reference

to three kinds of acaras, as Govindaraja and Nandana explain ).

If we look to the preceding verse and the following verses ( that
eulogise acara ) the 2nd construction looks more natural and has
been accepted by the decided cases when 1710 they lay down that
' immemorial usage is transcendental law ' ( Sir William Jones*
translation of Manu L 108) and that "undeT the Hindu system of
law clear proof of usage will outweigh the written text of the
law". The Anusasana (141. 65) and Santi 354. 6 expressly
state that dharma is threefold viz. that declared in the Veda,
that declared in the Bmrtis and the third is what is practised
by sistas. Sumantu 1'11 emphatically declares that family
usage should be preferred to the prescriptions of sastra. The
Kurmapurana 171z

( Uttarardha 15. 19 ) appears to support the
2nd interpretation when it Bays, ' one should observe that acara
which is declared by the aruti and smrti and which is rightly
followed by the good '. The exact import of the word acara ( or
sadacara) has been shifting from age to age and among com-
mentators. In the earliest days, as shown by the Tai Up
Gaut.(28.48,51), Baud Dh.S.1.1. 4-9, Manu XH. IO8-IO9'

Wf3-4\i«i,
' «?3!w"tf5irhtif<Jnf?: ^nffsBEKri%: 1 gn?«^^ » q^. compare

wtf **KRf « andWj% 259 3 *^m, ^iS^iMM wfapq* I

«»
1

.

71°„y^ CWte!fc,r 0/ *Iad"ra " M0Oi0° Raml»>e« 12 Moo I. A.

aii 390
R"m Sl"fift "*' Bhy"h Vs"r S,"^,, " Mo°- *• A> 373
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S^^s^st 1rr m deciare

°

d

that of sistas learned inTe Vedat Grated
*"* 5CSrafa

that had no visible secularm!^^1Z?&J7*™m
binding and lastly the Mai™STrf J£» JT

D as

ovon of heterodox sect,*£££%£g%ZTiSenforceable by the king. As observed in 39 Mad Vs 30?

S

—entanos indicate an attempt to reconcile the£&£the actual usages of the people.

The requisites of valid customs, according to the smrfcis and
commentaries and digests, are similar to those laid down by the
writers on PfirvamlmamsS i. e. they must be ancient, must not
oo opposed to sruti and smrti, must be such that they are regard-
ed by respectable people as obligatory on them and such as are
observed with that consciousness by the sistas, they must be
strictly construed and cannot be availed of by others not within
their purview and must not be immoral or severely condemned
by popular sentiment Customs once in vogue may be abandon-
ed by the people as the chapter on Kalivarjya will show.

From Gaut., Manu, Br., Eat and other writers quoted
above it follows that the customs and usages of which account
has to be taken are those of districts ( desa or janapada), towns
and villages, castes, families, guilds or corporations or groups

( gana, sreni, sangha, naigama, varga ). A few words on each of

these and on usages of gotras and iakhas will be said later on

and a few illustrations of each will be given. But first of all

certain preliminary observations have to be made about customs

in general. The medieval writers on Dharmasastra make it clear

that customs that depart from the generally received smrti

prescriptions must be strictly construed and that they cannot be

extended on the ground of analogy to other matters outside the

specific acknowledged customs For example, both the Sm (I-

71 ) and the Smrtimuktfiphala 1713 (on Varnasramap 31) say that,

though one's maternal uncle's daughter can be married (by

custom ) yet one's mother's sister or mother's sister's daughter

1713 w?ft ^rsTiQwigg iHd*wraug*rrem jna^5"ac^Hidrittjiw-

^:^5^ 3 JlST^P »«). ** H. Db vol II.

p. 467 n. 1090 for the passage of the Sm. C. almost ia the same worts
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cannot be mawied, because popular sentiment is opposed to the

latter kind of marriages and popular sentiment has to be

respected as Manu declares (in IV. 176}. Similarly the Samskara-

kaustubha"1* and the Dharmasindhu provide that where there

is a local or family UBage for narrowing down the limits of

sapinda relationship in marriage, only those who belong to tnat

locality or family can avail themselves of such narrowing down,

but if a person in a different locality or belonging to a different

family were to follow the practice of narrowing down the

sapinda relationship, he would incur blame. Owing to the

vastness of Bharatavar9a it was recognised that what was

sadacara in one country would not be so in another, as is noted

by the Par. M. ( I. 2. p. 65 ) in relation to marriage with one's

maternal uncle's daughter.1715

A few words may now be said about customs of countries.

That usages about details of ritual varied a great deal even in

the Vedic times is quite clear. The Sat Br. (LI. 4 13) notes

that -in former times it was the wife of the sacrificer that rose

at the Haviskrt call, but that in its own day the wife or a

priest (the Agnldhra) rises in answer to the call. Vide H. of

Dh. vol. 1L p. 1027 and n. 2311 on the Haviskrt call. For

similar differences in practices vide the same Brahmana 2CJL1. 3.

5. 1 and XLl. 6 1. 41. The Ait. Br. frequently refers to one view

and refutes it by saying that one should not do so ( tat tatha

na kuryat ) or one should discard it ( tat tat riadrlyam ) e. g. vide

chap. 13 7, 17. 1, 18. 8, 28 1, 29. 5. ' Vide also Tai. Br. L 1. 8,

L 3. 1, IH. 8 8 for similar words. That different districts had
different customs about marriages and other matters even

before the times of the grhyasutras and dharmasutras has been
» ~ .—

:

1714 Vide H o£ Dh vol, II p 463 ft. 10933 for ihe quotation from

theDbarmasradira. The ^. tfit p 613 remarks 'tt^j ^rrgisfr°r sg/rWctoT
'gtg&r,iffr?T^r «<j4 <U*i i wif^r^sraratoi* « -silt nra'fenlmirr*^ i §iftvr

»n^si ^p*it^fM i^reaw \ ftm^^ug itrj <jtowRs?jti tbi » ^fii ^tf*sswi-

qtir-d l<S<litWgW3Hw;g3 ' ' and adds (p 620} 3UT: %g?ttt5r. I 3ii5rctf$ ^qi

<W$<£Ihw ftsmf *TC?3ft -fRt l. The two verses 1R3 ^0 and %€pft ate

quoted by the ^RprnS on R^vrHg? 24. 10.

1715 irafa «I(Jc;t5ctl<<R<iKH<i
,

<[\*<lf5Ui<Hiiti STOrR 4lR|UU<<J?$|5i<l'5f?

<iiUr*« uR«ii4*<«ji5 1 Higca<&mi3ni;*3 3tfl»n*» uiti iM iXm lifer:"

ITt >n I. part 2 p G5.
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noted above (pp. 856-857) Baudhayana made a distinction about

the customs of the northern and southern people ( countries ).

That customs of the northern and southern countries differed

is emphasized by many commentators and writers of digests.

For example, the Mit. on Yaj. I 256 refers to the differing views

of daksinatyas and udlcyas on Ekoddista-siraddha. Sankara-

bhatta in the introductory verses of the Dvaitanirbaya (or

Dharma-dvaita-) expressly states that he will furnish solutions

of knotty points in DharmasSstra after abiding by the views of

southern writers. 1716 TheNirnayasindhu in its section on sapindya

speaks of Sulapani, Vacaspati and Suddhiviveka asGaudas

and Maithilas, and points out that Sulapani in the Sambandha-

viveka and the Sambandhatattva (a Gauda work) allow

marriage with a girl separated by three gotras from the bride-

groom, while the southern writers ( daksinstyas ) do not accept

the view. But in those days there were no rigid territorial

boundaries for certain practices or doctrines. For example,

VijnSnesvara, Madana-ratna, Farijata, Vacaspati and Sfllapani

accepted the view that sapindya arises from community of the

particles of the body, while AparSrka, Smrtioandnka and

Madhava ( though they were southern writers like Vijnanesvara)

held that sapindya was based on the offering of pmda in

sraddhas. The fashion of dividing Hindu works into schools

and assigning them definite territorial limits started witn

Colebrooke and has been perpetuated by decisions of the
s
Privy

Council and of the Indian High courts Vide Collector of Madura

v Mootoo 12 Mad. I.A. 397 at p 432 (for reference toMf™**'
p 435 (as to how schools arose), pp. 436-437 (as to different

schools ) Strange results have flowed from this. The Vyavatora-

mSttkha, written by Nilakantha, whose family longed to

San 'in Mah5rfra and migrated *£«-.£
himself wrote under the patronage of

!

a»«
J^{

°*

n^jaTat

to be regarded asawork of the high*«*££i }
^

and North Konkan (even «*^« £J£^,iU the

in Mah^stra Propex ite**~^{S£SZ£L sect.on

Mitaksara. The Mit ( on Ya* H. 1W > "™"
wpeat what is

on the partition of heritage the texts generally rep

(i

sifted l""" -
verses 5"8,
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already current among the people in? and that if 2aj. H. 118-119

were interpreted to mean that the words ' what is acquired at the

cost of paternal estate by a person himself stand by themselves

and do not qualify the other clauses, then what is acquir-

ed through friendship even at the cost of the paternal estate

would not be liable to partition, which would be opposed to the

practice among people. The Vyavahara-mayukha also 1718 says

on Manu IX. 210 ( about reunion } that the law and administra-

tion of justice are generally based as is the case with grammar

on people's usages. The Vlramitrodaya also states that all

writers of digests are agreed that smrtis on Vyavahara generally

re-iterate recognized popular usages.

Customs of countries and families have been specially

recognized from very anoient times in the sphere of marriage.

The Ssv. gr. (1 7. 1-2 ) has been already cited above ( p. 856 ).

The commentators on Asv. gr., HaTadatta and Narayana, both

mention that in certain countries sexual intercourse is com-

menced immediately afteT marriage, that this practice is oppos-

ed to the rule in S.sv. gr. 1 1. 10 that the married couple should

be celibate after marriage for at least three nights ( if not for a
longer period ) and that one should follow the rule laid down
in the grhyasutra and not the usage of the country. The £p.
gr. (n. 15 ) remarks, 1719 ' people should understand from women
( and others ) what procedure is ( to be followed according to

the oustom of the country )' and the commentator Sudarsana-
carya notes that certain rites like the worship of planets,

aftkararopana and the tying of prattsara ( a string or ribbon tied

round the wrist) are usual and are performed with Vedic
Mantras The Kathakagrhya (25. 7 ) allows the usages of

countries and families to be observed in marriage and the

1717 srsnrsnHw uf^«- fl?s f%^*n3srfr<T'*.
*l'"5|* Hli)B» i3t<,n5ivit 5=-Htifr i W3T on in II 119. Vide note 1091 above
about partition of what is obtained through friendship, uprot «^n(?r<K^Rir«5t

^taSfc^roig'n^BsnWa «*«w*3£f*rcf*isrRTa; ' ">>»•? 420

nmw4 ^'Ji^'iuHtMi'luu^mHji'mHW-iiu! 2 ijr i tit *njj3 p. 146.

* 719- an^HT «Tr«t. stfft'F* i »w. 5j. II is , arertlfrat . fsr*rc. 3n$ct
* "'*'«

' 5*^pa s
afl «l«* w^rofrt. aaswiit 3m*T snffwi &*tch, fWrert. >
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mg the purpose of the visit, announcing the name of the maidenworship of family deity, striking with flowers a5 crSt'The com. BrShmanabala states that in Kashmir at the MmT ofmarriage the mother-in-law or some other woman whose husbandM alive ties an auspicious wreath on the heads of the bride and
the bridegroom, that the mother-in-law places flowers on
the feet, knees, shoulders and head of the bridegroom and on
the same seven plaoesof the bride's body flowers are placed
but in the reverse order (i.e. first on the left limb and then
on the right).

Haradatta on Gaut. 21. 20 (cited above in n 1663) mentions
the following usages : in the Cola country while the snn U in
the zodiacal sign of Aries maidens draw with powders of

•various colours on the ground an orb of the sun together with

attendants and offer worship in the morning and evening; on
the full moon day of Msrgaslrsa maidens putting on ornaments
walk about in the village and offer to a temple idol whatever

they get in their wanderings ; when the sun is in the sign of

the Crab, maidens worship the goddess UmS while the moon is

in the constellation of the FurvS Phalgunls and offer to the gods

mudga beans that have put forth sprouts and salt ; when the

snn is in the sign of Pisces, house-holders worship the Goddess

of wealth while the moon is in the constellation of TJttara

Phalgunl. £.p. Dh. S. H. 6. 13. 7 notes that in certain countries

the special portions of the eldest son in paternal wealth ate

gold, dark-coloured oattle and black-coloured produce of the

eoil(i. e. black grain). Vide Br. and Tantravartika quoted

above ( as to customs of certain countries).

Several such illustrations may be furnished from other

writers, but considerations of Bpace make it necessary to omit

reference to them.

The Par. gr. S. I. 8 states 17* that the usages of villages

may be followed, since a text says 'one should enter a village

( i. e. follow the opinion of village elders ) in case of marriage

and funeral rites ' and Bince the Veda says that the village is

the authority in these two.
*

1720. tm * sSfrmssw**'** "ft*™^
t**t*otw*
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Numerous caste customshave teen recognized from ancient

times to these days. Gaut. XL '20, Vas L 17, Manul.118,

VUL 41 and 46, Kaut. IE. 7, Sukra IV. 5. 47 emphasize the

validity of caste customs and call upon the king to enforce

them. Yaj.L-361 advises the king to punish those who swerve

from the usages of their family, caste, guild, or group. Katya-

yana (40) enjoins"21 that the king should not disregard the

fixed usages even of praltloma castes and of the inhabitants of

inaccessible placeB (mountain forts or habitations), even if

they be opposed (to the rules of smrtis). In the Paribhasa-

prakasa Mitramisia holds 1722 that the usages of good sudras

free from moral defects are binding on their sons and others

even though they do not know the Veda.

Compared to Western Christian countries very great

religious tolerance prevailed in ancient India Vide H. of Dh.

vol. IL pp 388 (n. 928 a), 7X3-724 for some remarks on this.

Asoka in his Pillar Edict Vll \E I. vol. If. p. 272 ) says that he

looked after sanghas, brahmanas, Sjlvakas and all other sects

( pasanda ). The Bhagavadgita ( IX. 23-25 ) proclaims that the

devotees that worship other gods do worship Krsna himself

though in an irregular way and that those who offer worship to

the Manes or to the elements reach the goals they desire. The
M&nasollasa enjoins 1723 that one should give up condemnation

of or hafaed towards other gods, that one should show reverence

on seeing an image or a temple and Bhould not pass it over ( in

contempt). People of different countries no doubt twitted each

other on the customs and usages peculiar to each; but it rarely

went beyond the bandying of words. For example, even such a

1721 nRatwngig n«n i^PtariSg i it^s fa*** "ii^t *& *t R-'tiriV n

SRRtjt q. by «t Jt. p. 89. The «sr, ft p. 16 reads mirtcM*^ u^h! . fSfcn-

flRWt. I 4uil^t f*RS *l3 *»IT'Jfa?f *? =qrg<tet It. Ace to the Vyavabara-.

Kalpataru, %$. read the verse as ' nQriiHMt^iHl ... f%?lfijwrn.i 3HW3, iWift

X&n 5ETH^t WPt 5 «T » { quoted in ' Rajadharma ' p. 155 by Prof. K, V.

Rangaswami Aiyyangar).

H<*il?l p. 9.

1723. uAumft ^rti^ 1W <* ?rf^ x %3 ^53 fwtx vm-t$-^Tit

*MJ«hj n MH«Vdl«, verse 105 p. 11.

Ill
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philosophical work as the Jlvanmuktiviveka remarks 1"* that
brahmanas of the south condemn even the learned brahmanas
of the north as flesheaters and brahmanas of the north condemn
southern brahmanas because they marry their maternal uncle's
daughters and because they carry earthen vessels in fairs or on
pilgrimages. It was on account of the general attitude of

religious tolerance that the Bmrtis and digests prescribe that

even the usages of heretical sects should be enforced by the

king. Yaj. II. 192 prescribes l72S that the king should guard

against breach of the distinctive usages and conventions of

guilds ( of artisans ), of traders, of heretical sects and bands ( of

soldiers ). Narada ( samayasyanapakarma 1-3 ) states 1726 that

the king should uphold the conventions of heretical sects, of

traders, guilds and other groups and that whatever traditional

usages, activities, mode of attendance and means of maintenance

were peculiar to them should be permitted to them by the king

without introducing any change. Among the matters of which

the king was to take cognizance suo motu and included under

praklrnaka by Narada (verse %) was the transgression of the usages

of heretics, traders, guilds and ganas. Brhaspati provides 172'

that in disputes among husbandmen, artisans, wrestlers, money-

lenders, guilds, dancers, heretios, thieves, a decision is to be

given in accordance with their conventions. It is no doubt true

that certain smrtis present a sterner treatment of heretics and

1724. aqfij-^rftJfr'T're'w iSr^fprrgg^STg^g. i ^gnmW^wi

$%&$ fair urowlfoft ft**i*a t aftxrafsi maHg?rfeu?*ft *mrt5 ^gp»^r-

1725. ^foi3n*<jn3i35>T<TPTPTc*rw fires • $?^«rr5,ftrefc9?ti^
,* <n5J

'

^ ii *rr. H 192 . ^tut. ^ ^mranfta^T imwvtesr* <ns,^kL't^
fairft 5> tiffs Mmr^ra 5^% *wt mm^n < "^^^j£,HI

j£
xt$*mvrtvftT&KlTim°, the ifhpfftifciT explains *mT fJ^'*™\"
^^i ™- ^fifcU *r^ defines *T* asj*™g*5
*kWr ^flffe:' ™& ^ q^.^FRcf defines m^s as *m^J*)*

nlpm: wR«it. i (q. by «r. «*• p- i3).wd«"»ro* pp m 72 tor qaot

from fi«Owfl%T and ft«gsw«r about uwr^J.
_

1727. ^ammrna^mV^^ '**?«?*«*«*
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the like Gaut. IX 17 provides 1728 that a snataka should not

talk with mlecchas, impure persons and sinners. Manu IX. 225

prescribes that the king should banish from his capital gamblers,

dancers, heretics, vintners &c. ManuIV. 30holds that one should

not honour as guests even by words ^persons who are heretics,

rogues &c. and recommends that one 'should not reside in a

country which is overrun by groups of heretics. Yaj II. 70 and
N5r. (rnadana 180 ) say that a heretic ( pakhandi } or an atheist

iB not a proper witness These passages may be explained in

various ways. Probably the prescriptions of Gautama and
Manu refer to an age when the schism caused by Buddhists and
Jainas was not very old and feelings between the followers of
the Veda a'nd the heretics ran high. But most of these prescrip-
tions are addressed to the followers of the Veda as individuals.
They do not negative the requirements laid down by Nar., Br.
and others that the king ( though of a different persuasion ) was
to enforce among heretics their own usages. It can be said
without any fear of contradiction that at least from the 4th
century A. D. onwards the policy of the State in India was '

to
protect all religions, but to interfere with none '.

M2»

Customs of families will be briefly referred to later on in
connection with modern law cases Among family customs the
customs about the year when caula was performed and the locka
of hair kept on the bead in the caula ceremony are frequently
mentioned in the grhya sutras and other works Vide H of Bh
vol. II pp. 260 and 265

^ ,

The digests contain numerous examples about the customsand usages that were adhered to among the followers of the
several Vedic branches (saktes) and the grhya sutras in perform-ing several religious rites A few examples may be set out hewby way of illustration. According to YzHUZ the offeringof pinias to the prfrs in a sraddha takes place after the bmhmanasinvited at the sraddha are fed, while Manu m. 261 siowlrtthey were offered also before the brahmanas were fe7 5£Sm C (on sraddha p. 471) 8ayS that one should foUowlnepract.ee of one's own Vedic sakhs Among tfae T°Vtsacrifices (mahnyajitas) one is pitryajfia vfoit-h L„ 7 7
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III 81 it moans sraddha and the Sm. 0. (I p 208 ) provides that

one should follow one's sakbl. The same remark applies to the

number of handfuls of water offered in tarpana ( Sm. C. I p. 191

and MadanapSrijata p. 286 ). About the month of pregnancy in

which the ceremony of slmantonnayana was to be performed

each person was to follow his own grhyasfifcra ( Sm. L p. 17,

and Par. M. L part 2 p. 22 ). The same holds good as to the day

of namakarana ( Sm. 0. 1 p. 21, Par. M. I. part 2 p 25 ). It is

not necessary to multiply examples. According to Gaut. XI.

21-W and others already cited above, the king has to enforce

tho usages of guildB < sreni ) and corporations. Several such

usagos havo been oited above ( pp. 487-488

)



CHAPTER XXXIV

KALIVARJYA

( ACTIONS FORBIDDEN IN THE KALI AGE. )

It has been stated above (pp. 865-866) that one of the

several ways in which the conflict between several smrti toKtB

was got over was to hold some of them as legislating for a

bygone age ( yugantara ). For example, when Harlta allowed

upanayana to women, both the Sra. C. ( 1 24 ) and Par. M. (12.

p. 83 ) hold that the text refers to another fcdpa ( aeon ). In H
of Dh. vol. 1L (on pp. 151, 162,424,451,603,612,620,750, 790, 796,

938, 929, 934, 953, 1005 n, 1201 n) reference has been made to

several matters forbidden in the Kali age. It is remarkable in

this connection to note that, though the Parasarasmrti ( in 1. 24

)

claims par excellence to lay down the dharmas for the Kali age,

several important provisions contained in it, viz. the remarriage

of a married woman 1730 (Parasara IV. 30), the variation in

the period of impuv'.ty due to births and deaths depending on
the learning and character of a brahmana ( Parasara HI. 5-6 ),

permission for a brahmana to partake of the food of five classes

among sudras (33. 21 ) are included among Kalivarjyas by the
Adityapurana (as quoted by writers of the 12th and later

centuries ). It is necessary, therefore, to investigate into the
origin and development Of the Yuga theory and of the topic of

Kalivarjya.

From the Mahabharata ( Santi 59 ), Manu ( L 81 ), Narada
(L 1-2), Brhaspati and the Puranas it is clear that they all

believed in the existence of an ideally perfect community in

the dim past followed by gradual degeneracy and decline in

morals, health and length of life. But they also believed that

a cycle of decline would be followed in the far distant future

1730 Some of the printed editions of Parasara ( IV. 30 ) read sift^ ...

TRtt^ri^nt But the Par. M. on it (vol.11 part 1 p 53 ) makes it

clear that this reading was fabricated by orthodox people and that Midhava
at leasi read it as qfauJi iWttit, M ho remarks 'art s* S-iTg lft
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by another of moral perfection. The only pity is that all worksthat are extant think that they are in the midst of a very
sinful age and there is not a single work which thinks that theera of perfection may dawn in the very near future

Tlrc germ of the theory of progressive deterioration in
morals is found even in the Rgveda. In the famous dialogue
of Yama and YamI the former exclaims in one place 1731 (RgX 10. 10) ' those later ages are yet to come when sisters would
do what is not sister-like '. The word ' yuga ' occurs at least
33 times in the Rg., hut the exact meaning is somewhat doubt-
ful. In a few, places it means 'yoke '

( Rg X 60 8, X 101. 3

and 4). In several places it appears to stand for a very brief

period of time ( e. g. Rg. m. 26. 3 ) Generally it means * a
generation ' (as in Rg. I 92 11, 1. 103. 4, I 124 2, II 2 2,

ILL 33 8, V. 52 4 ) In Rg. I 158. 6,
* dlrghatama mamateyo

jujurvan dasame yuge ' i/iir/a probably means ' a period of four

or five years ', while in Rg. VI 15. 8, VI. 8 5, X 72 %, X. 94

12, X 97. 1 it should mean 1732 ' a long period of time ' In the

Atharvaveda VIII. 2, 21 yuga appears to mean a period of

several thousand years, two yugas being indicated as longer

than 10000 years ( iatam tesyuiam teyanan di& yuge hint catvaii

krnmah ). Here there is a clear reference to four yugas and to

the fact that yuga meant a very long period of time. What-

ever he the meaning of the word in each passage, the Rgveda

does not contain the names of all the four well-known yugas

viz. Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali. The word ' Krta ' when

used in the Rgveda appears to mean ' the best throw of dice

or of the seeds of vibhltaka in gambling * ( X. 34. 6, X 43 5 ).

In the Atharvaveda VH. 52. 2, 5, 6 krta has the same meaning

Kali is the name of the author of Rg. VHI. 66 and in verse 15

1731. an «ir tir TEsngrTO gmr^ *ra *mn »'uh*mh3 i st. x io. io.

The Nirukta (IV. 20) understood this verse in the sense given above

I 113. 13 and III 33. 8 make it clear that g^T must mean 1 future'^^g^r

*S*ra %«r<dt Ma* ^rar wrh& awt ^sti^i 3.3^15*1 ^t@ *wiff-

SIT I 113 13. Here the occurrence and sequence of gn, 3RT and vuU*

leave no doubt about the meaning of the last word.

meant by f>3* to doubtful The f*. IX 28 explains %W* *nm

TO «b*l m** says vnftpOT*. I- *•«"". Yg B E. vouTl
means 'three seasons of spring, rains and autumn (S. B. *

pp. 339-340).
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of that hymn we read ' kalayo ma bibhltana ' ( O descendants

of Kali I do not be afraid ). In B,g. X. 39. 8 the Asvins axe

said to have rejuvenated Kali who had become old. Vide also

Rg. L 112. 15 ( where Kali is said to have got a wife from
Asvins ). But Kali as a throw of dice doeB not occur in the

Rgveda In the Atharvaveda VII 114 1 Kali 1733 means a

throw of dice. The words krla, treta, dvapara and ashrnda

occur in the Tai S. IV. 3. 3, Vaj S. 30. 18 173i and in the Sat. Br.

XBX 6. 2. 9-10 (S.B. E. vol. 44 p. 416). In later literature

Kali is also called Tisya ( as in Bhtsmaparva 10. 3 ). In the
Tai Br. EL 4. 16 the word Kali is used 1735 in place of Askanda.
In all the above places Krta and the other three words denote
throws in gambling, Krta being the most lucky and Kali being
the most unlucky. In another passage of the Tai 1736 Br. (1. 5. 11}

we read ' the four stomas (Trivrt, Fancadasa, Saptadasa and
Ekavimsa) are Krta and the five are Kali; therefore the
calustoma (should be performed in the Jyotistoma )

*. This
shows that Krta meant a throw of four or any multiple of four
and Kali a throw which when divided by four left one aB
remainder. The Aitareya Br. employs the words Krta 1737 and
the other three in a metaphorical sense as representing progres-
sively more desirable states of human activity, ' one lying down
becomes Kali, when about to leave the bed he becomes Dvapara,
when rising he becomes Treta, and when he moves about he

S$tllWRVII 114 1.

"34 saUKlMlH f§^ ^mnlSpT^ %K& 35!^ STTO'nftiSfetsrarSfi-

*?ni fprrcarcpsc I *ra .H 30. 18

1735 5am twri^i %tir<Ti anf%^^ snnm ii%-^ s^w«msns3

1

S wt III 4. 16 For 3irj%^ vide wrf VII 114. 4 '
3jri%sn* vGt$r&

**»n*j?f srfim \ Hmor explains ' sni^tfsrS wrf^prt ^rcw jtbr trfhsra^>.
The meanings o£ these technical expressions in gamblinB are extremely
uncertain

1736 s> % ^rerre 53tJTfj ^^ i w, i,99gnS *. i cRBr^ae^ ,

a.*il5 li.

17" qrfe. snrnTHrefir^fSnrrsrtg grnt i ^rflrs^ttT vtt *s*m**8t
^J^jrt 33 3 The 5Tryrcw*fcr (15 19) toads^ vm 5^?- and
*l*ra*n >*rfc. *g IX. 301-30Z seem to bo remin.scent of thts verse
oJ the $. kt.
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becomes Krta *. The Sat. Br. V. 4. 4. 6 speaks of Kali 1'38 as
* abhibliu ' ( the vanquisher ) and suggests that Kali is a throw

of five that vanquishes all others. In the Chan. TJp. IV. 1. 4 it

•is said 'aB (in a game 1739 of dice) all the lower throws are

included in the Krta throw which becomes victorious, so to him

( to Baikva ) comes ( the merit of ) all the good acts that people

do '. Here Sankara explains that Krta is a tbrow of dice having

four marks, while other throws that have three, two or one

mark are called Treta, Dvapara and Kali respectively. The

Mundaka Up. I 2. 1 refers to Treta 1"
. 'This is the truth; the

sacrificial rites which the sages saw in the mantras (i, e. as

prescribed in the hymns of the Bgveda and other vedas) have

been performed in many ways in the Treta \ This last word is

explained by SankarScarya in two ways, first as referring to

the threefold priestly duties ( of hotr, adhvaryu and udgatr

)

which are based on the three Vedas and alternatively as refer-

ring to the Treta age. Irom this resume it appears that even

up to the times of the latest period of Vedie literature (i.e.

Upanisads ) the words Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali were used

in the sense of throws of dice in gambling and that it is very

doubtful whether they were used in the sense of different ages

of the world. Even in the Mahabharata Krta"41 and ^apara

are used also in the sense of throws of dice (vide Virata 50. 34 J.

IntheGopatha Brahmana (I 28) there is a reference to the

beginning of the Dvapara age.

Eveninthe Vedanga Jyotisa"«(ofBgJ the word yuga is used

in the sense of a period of five years (
pancasaravatsaramayam

It is impossible to say definitely how the game was played. Vide &. a

vol 41 o. 106 for a note on the various explanations

1740. afrtWl ^l^l^5gWllB"^W," •»"'««*<g"

-IK*^ ** «** *** ««< «* '

"* so-

"

<c"

ed< St"U*«*^,- ,f" *"* ™** "*"

verse 5 of S^iyrfH^r
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yugadhyaksam praj&patim). The ancient Pitamahasiddhanta

which iB not now extant, stated, according to the Pancasid-

dhantika of Yaiaaamlhiia (XIL 1), that j/uga means five years

of the Sun and the Moon ( ravisasinoh panca yugam varsani

Pitamahopadistani ). This Bense of the word is still found in
the Sahhaparva 11. 38.

The Nirukta (L 20) distinguishes between ancient sages and
those of later days in the words, 17*3 ' the (ancient) sages had an
intuitive perception of dharma and they imparted the Vedic
mantras by instruction to later ( sages ) who had no intuitive
perception of dharma*. But it does not mention or refer to any
theory of four yugas. Both Gaut. L 3-4 and Ap. Dh. S. H. 6. 13.
7-9 give expression to the view that among sages of old
transgressions of dharma and violent actions are observed, but
that on account of their distinguished spiritual greatness they
incurred no sin, while a person of later days, being weak in
spiritual merit, should not imitate them, otherwise he would
come to grief. Here a distinction is drawn between very
ancient sages and later sages as regards the endowment of
spiritual merit, but nothing is said about the names or the
theory of the four yugas. Ap. Dh. S. 1. 2. 5. 4 further says 1'41

that sages are not born among men of later days {avaresu) on
account of the transgressions of religious ordinances <( prevalent
in later ages ). Therefore, it would not be quite wrong to assume

'

that the theory had not been fully developed even in the times of
the early dharmasutras of Gaut and Ap. even though both
held that they were living in an age of decline and that sages
coming aftei the authors of the mavhas were inferior.

Here epigraphic evidence affords some help in fixing the
lower limit of the period when the theory of yugas must have
been developed.

In the Rock Edicts of Asoka No. 4 and No 5 we have at
Kalsi and two other places the wordB 'ava kapam' (yavat
kaIpam)andatGirnar the words 'ava samvata kapa' whichmean up to the end of the kalpa' or * up to the end of the
kalpa when the clouds or fires of destruction called samvarta

T5WW i. 20. Almost the same words occur m <j5ftr| 183. 67

112
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will arise '»« videCTT ™i t
cates that the idea of a£L fl *f

8
'.10, 3°"33

' This in*-

of which the universe JSaI i ?*1? °f tim° at the "*

fiJ?Tl ^"fSf
00

" dat9d in the 96th year of the <*«*» era(4id 16 A. D ) Dhruvasarman is praised as following the path
of righteous conduct which prevailed in Erfcayuga,*™ while
the Chammak copperplate of the Vakataka emperor Pravara-
sena IT also speaks of Krtayuga ( Gupta Inscriptions No. 55
P. 237 at p. 340) The Talgunda inscription of the early
Kadamba king Kakusthavarman refers to Kaliyuga < E. I. vol.
VIUp. 34) It is not necessary to adduce passages from ins-
criptions of a later date, From the above it may be said that
the theory of yugas and kalpas had begun to take shape at
least in the 4th or 3rd century B. C. and that in the first cen-
turies of the Christian era it had been fully developed. It must
have gone through several stages in the course of its develop-
ment. For example, Brahmagupta (Brahmasphuta-siddhanta
XL 10 ) states that the theory of yugas, Manus and kalpas Bet

out by Sxyabhata was not like that of the smrtis.

The same conclusion is arrived at from a consideration

of the classical Sanskrit literature. The theory of yugas and

manvantaras as detailed in the MahsbhSrata ( Vanaparva chap-

ters 149, 188, Santi chapters 69, 231-232), Manu chap. I, Visnu-

dharma-sutra XX. 1-21, the Puranas ( such as Visnu I. 3, VL 3,

Markandeya 46, Brahma 229-230, Matsya 142-144) and astro-

nomical writers from Brahmagupta is briefly as follows: Erta,

Treta, Dvapara and Kali comprise together with the period

1745. Compare : <ra: sfa«Nt <rf$f*fgsnW *mm ' «1*«lWat H<f«l/^-

vreriftcPi i wr? 188. 69.

1746. ^iflmtigMHWiUfr?* 513^ «° E - * voh vnr p-
36 a£ p< 43,

1747. Vide ^a^i^^HflW ^̂W^re^^r-wh-eh occun mm
epithet of YuvamabSraja Vismigopavarman in I A vol V. p. SO at p. 51 ana

of Suhmnmn in the PIkira grant m E. I. vol. VIII p 159 at p. 163.

1748. ^'.Mim^k^U «5I^T l» Gupta HKcr.pt.on

NO. 10 pp. 44-45.
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called sandhya (that precedes each yuga) and the period call-

ed sandfojamta (that follows each yuga) 12000 years, i e. Krta,

Treta, Dvapara and, Kali extend respectively over 4000, 3000,

2000, 1000 years and sandhya and sandhyamsa of these font

extend over 400, 300, 200 and 100 years each (i. e the sandhya.

of Krta is 400 years and the sandhyamsa of Krta is 400 years

and so on ), But these are divine years. Each divine year is

equal to 360 human years. Therefore we have to multiply 12000

by 360 to arrive at the number of human years in the four

yugas ( i. e. the figure is 4320000 ). The Krtayuga -with its

sandhya and sandhyamsa comes to 1728000 human years,

Treta to 1296000, Dvapara to 864000 and Kali to 432000 These

four yugas are together called sometimes caturyuga (Manu
I 71 ) or simply yuga also ( Yanaparva 188. 27, Santi 232. 29 )

;

1000 of these four yugas constitute a day of Brahma, which is

called Kalpa. The night of Brahma is of the same duration. At
the end of a kalpa the universe is resolved into Brahma ( and this

is called p> alaya ) and at the end of Brahma's night the world is

created again In one day of Brahma there are 14 Manus and
therefore each Manvantara is equal to about 71 caturyugae{1000

divided by 14 ) The life of Brahma is 100, out of which half is

gone and therefore the present is said to be the 2nd or latter half
(dwtiya paiaidha) of the life of Brahma and at present the
kalpa that is running is called Y&raha From the above it

will be seen that, according to the Puranas, the universe has
been created and dissolved many times and there have been
numerous Manvantaras also (vide Manu 1 80) The four
yugas in various ways differ in their characteristics. Krta is

so called because it is an age in which everything is fulfilled

by every one and nothing is left to be done "« The symbolic
colours of the four yugas are respectively white, yellow, red
and dark ( Yanaparva 189. 32 ) In Krta, Dharma prevails in
all its perfection and it stands with all its four feet ( dhanna
being figuratively spoken of as vrsa, i7S0 a bull, in Manu YTTT,

16 and Yanaparva 190. 9 ) and it declines or deteriorates by a
quarter in each of the following yugas (Manu L 81-82

=Santi 232. 23-24 ), so that in Kali only one quarter ( or one
foot ) of dharma remains and adharma occupies three quarters.
In Krta people aTe entirely free from diseases, secure all that

1749 ^H?T* * SRHHJ Hf|5R iStrS ^Tf(% I *FW§ 119 II.

t
1750. ^ vj^m^i^vj{ Pi'-ywwu%tf% i i& stt^feai'smf tj3^;tct-W B «r?pi5 190. 9.
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they desire and the length of human life is four hundred years.

all of which decline by one qnarier successively in the follow-

ing three yugas ( Manu L 83=S5nti 232 25 ). The dharmas in

each of the four yugas are different ; tapas was the highest in

Krta, philosophic knowledge in Txeta, sacrifice in Dvapara and

charity alone in Kali ( Mann L 85-86=Parasara L 22-23

=Santi 232. 27-28 ). Manu L 85, SSnti 232 27 and 261. 8,

Parasara L 22 all hare the same verse stating that the dharmas

prescribed for men in each yuga differ.

In Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali the dharmas ( tbat should

be observed) are respectively declared by Manu, Gautama,

Sankha-Likhita and Parasara ( Parasara I 24 ) In Krta there

was a single varna but at the end of Kali almost all will

be sudras (Brahma 229. 52, Matsya 144.78) Parasara (I

25-28 ) points out other characteristics of the four yugas, which

need not be detailed here. Manu IX.301 and S02, however,

indicate that the yugas are not watertight parts of Time. lb

is the king who can by his conduct introduce the characteristics

of one yuga into another. Medhatithi on Manu IX. 301 explains

that the king should not be misled into thinking that Kali is a

historical part of Time and tbat he ( the king ) cannot therefore

be Kali or Krta, but that it is the king's way of conducting

himself that" will produce the conditions of the several yugas

among bis people.

In Vanaparva 149. 11-38, Vayu 32 and 57-58, Linga 39

Matsya 142-144, Garuda 223, Naradapur&na (
purvardha 41>

^several o4er pur-anas there are descriptions of the natoe

of the four yugas, which are passed over here But is is

natareofKaliyuga.
^naparvachap 188andl90 the^ug^

chapter of the GargasamhM < publish-"J^*^
vol. 14 pp. 400 ft by K P. **»£& *££!Z* » »*"
chap. 3.5 ff ), the Brabmapurana 22 >

»£W.
Bhagavata

428, Matsya 144 32-4.^^1.«»««.m Z,
Bra^mandalL^af^al oiners present, often in

Linga 40,l?isimha ^"^^.f^xaud harrowingaccount

1551. Vide Appendix.
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the IMi age substitutes wiU be invented for yajfias, gifts and

vrntas; brahmanas will do actions prescribed as peculiar to

Sudras and s&dras will be acquiring wealth (which is the

peculiar privilege of vaisyas) or they will maintain themselves

by following the profession of arms; brahmanas giving up the

study of the Veda and the performance of sacrifices and devoid

of the staff and deer skin will eat anything (i. e. will not

observe rules about bhalcsySbhaksya) ;
brahmanas will not

engage in japa (muttering of Vedic mantras ), while sudras

will be intent on japa; when the world will be turned topsy-

turvy it will be the first indication of coming destruction; many

vdecclia kings will rule over the earth, who will be sinful, will

issue false edicts and will be engaged in fruitless wrangling

;

there will be Andhras, Sakas, Pulindas, Yavanas, Kambojas,

Bahlikas ( from Balkh) and valiant Shhlras (as rulers); no

brahmana will maintain himself by pursuing his own dharma;

ksatriyas and vaisyas will indulge in prohibited or bad acti-

vities; people will be short-lived, have little strength, their

valour and prowess will be insignificant, their spirits will be

low and their bodies diminutive and they will speak words

that have very little truth; countries will be mostly untenanted

and the spaces will be occupied by beasts and Bnakes: people

will be engaged in dry discussions about brahma ( they will have

no realisation or experience of brahma), sudras will employ

the word 'bhoh' (in addressing others 1752 of higher classes)

and brahmanas will employ the word arya ( in addressing peo-

ples other than brahmanas ) ; swarms of insects will abound ;

all perfumes will not smell as fragrant as before and fluids

will lose-their sweet taste; women will have numerous progeny,

will be of short stature, devoid of character and good conduct

and engage in sexual intercourse against the order of nature

;

countries will suffer pangs of hunger 1753
, squares where four

1752. This would be against the rules of dhafmasutras and smrtis

about abhivadana Vide H. of Dh vol II. pp 336-339.

1753. Nilakantha notes that the verse 3lg^4l sHUt^l . &o was vari-

ously explained before him , aig meant either ' food ' or ' sulka ' ; ?gj5 means

Q,hjj , f?ra means Veda, targcqtl means srrgror or the square where four roads

meet, %5T means *jrr. «5te° himself explains differently. According to him
the explanation is . 3rgjrs? fr^^ f-'sf? ^JT ^ g^riRnrEHT , fs^r- trf-

<n- %5R$f5T: Tggl^'nreTiTBjysrf The $A£4iUc4l<n< p 244 quotes the verse

stdy^l and then remarks ' 3H«nJni<{ qtg{<(H - l"!MSJm fsmfr 3? ^jj f*ar» <!*
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roads meet will be full of luiutch girls, and women will give
up their chastity ; cows will yield little milk ; trees will pro-

duce few flowers and fruits and will abound in crows , brah-

manas will receive gifts from kings that are guilty of brah-

mona murder and that falsely accuse others of grave sSns,

people in the various spaces will bB dunned for alms by brah-

manas steeped in greed and ignorance, who falsely make a

pretence of their being religious; householders afraid of the

burden of taxation, guilty of thieving and subsisting on trade,

will remain concealed under the false garb of ascetics; brSh-

mana*? pretending to be brahmacarins will, through greed of

wealth, fraudulently allow their nails and hair to grow; persons

in the various stages of life, that observe false rules of conduct

but are drunkards and indulge in incest, will desire mundane

objects and the increase of flesh and blood, the asramas (forest

dwellings) will be full of various heretical opinions and will

extol the merits of food provided by others ( out of charity )

,

Indra will not send down rain at the proper season and all seeds

will not put forth proper growth; people will take delight in

killing and will be impure and abundant will be the fruit of

adbarma; whoever will then be acting according to his dharma

may be regarded as having a Bhort time to live, since there

will be no dharma whatever (in Kaliyuga); people will sell

goods mostly with false weights and measures and traders

will be full of many tricks; the righteous will wither away,

the sinful will prosper; dharma will lose its strength and

adbarma will be powerful; those who follow dharma will

have shortlives and will be poor, while those who g» UP

trust will mostly be read,'**£.*„ ^ting grounds of

saying 'it was never so depositedJ P .^^ ^
towns and temples belonging to towns wUl ^
heasts and birds that preyJ^S?vS of ten or twelve

or eight years will become pregnant an<im ^ ^

^

years old will have eons born to them J P
deoline in the
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will deceive worthy husbands, will be of bad character and

will have intercourse with slaves and even beasts ; wives of

heroes will resort to other men and will be guilty of adultery

even while their husbands are alive. 17Si

The dates of the composition of the Puranas not being

beyond controversy, it would be difficult to point to a particular

period as the time when the full-fledged theory of the yugas

was developed. But this much can be stated with certainty

that by the 4th century A. D. at the latest the theory had been

completely developed. Sjyabhata1755
( in KalakriySpSda 10

)

Btates that when three padas of the yuga ( i. e. Krta, Treta and
Dvapara ) and 3600 years more had elapsed, he was 23 years

old i e { accepting the calculations current at present

)

in 499 A. D. Aiyabhata was SS3 years old and so was born

in 476 A. D In his Paficasiddhantika VarShamihira 1756 (505

to 587 A. D ) summarises the data of several astronomical

1754. It would be interesting to compare the descriptions of Kali

given in the Mahabharata and the several Puranas. Some verses are com-
mon to several of them and the ideas are almost the same throughont.

The principal counts in the indictment are that there will be sudra and
Mleccha lings, that heretical sects will predominate, that the ordered
duties and pmileges of the several castes will be turned topsyturvy and
there will be great physical and moral decline. After Vanaparva chap. 188
there is an additional description in chap 190 of what will happen in the Kali

age, which appears, from the express words of Vanaparva 191. 16, to have
been taken from the Vayupnrana. So this chapter is a later interpolation

The verse ar^jjir £.c. occurs again in Vanaparva 190 52 and also in

Harivamsa(Bhavisyaparva 3. 12), Brahmapurana 230. 11, Matsya 47 258-

Two characteristic verses are- ^.j.tu f§rar«T*j gosr. qiwwiMq i

^t V$ srfB>rf5& *ll*li^iJu^f|vi. II ( *fl!i<im 230. 13, wr? 58 59,
4&\ug II 31 59-60, Hanvamsa, Bhavisyaparva 3. 15) and i^nr^TT
4^g m<iinwiri*!g ^ i i^P^gu gf5j^ ^ j»qms^ffi,H n ^^ 190 67.

The first says that sudras with white teeth and (professing to have)
curbed their senses, with the head shaved and wearing ochre-coloured robes

and maintaining themselves on false doctrines will propound dharma.
This is a direct attack on Bnddhist monks taken from the class of sudras.

The 2nd sajs that the earth will be coveted with edifices enshrining bones
(of Buddha) and not with temples of gods. The idea about girls of 5, 6
and 7 being mothers occurs in Yisnupurana VI 1 41-42, Brahma 229.
41-42, Naradiya Punsrdha 41. 64 and elsewhere.

1755 qu-nitjlii nf54<{l ^dldl ^Tl giim<(l- I b<4|£)<hl PRlfS^iqrwtfc
*W ^•"WliSTai e ^lriTfcftiiim,* 10. This docs not necessarily mean that
he composed this work when he was only 23.

17J6. Vide J. A. S, B for 1912 pp. 275-278 for the dato of Varaha-
mihira.
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Siddhantas of which Bomaka is one, about which Brabmagupta
remarks that the Bomaka siddhanta is outside the pale of

smrtis because 17SJ it omits all mention of yugas, manvantaras
and kalpas that have been regarded by the smrtis as useful in

measuring time. Kslid£sa 17S8 in Baghuvamsa 15. 96 speaks

of dharma as having only three feet ( in Treta ) when Rama
made up his mind to depart from this world. No scholar will

assign to Kalidasa a date later than the middle of the 5th

century A. D. Therefore the theory of yugas must be deemed

to have been perfected long before 400 A. D. K. P. Jayaswal

holds that the Yugapurana chapter of the Garga-samhita was

composed about 50 B. O. ( J. B. O. E. S. vol. 14 p. 399 ) and he

is probably right.

At present it is the practice to hold Kali 5046 ( expired ) as

equal to 1945 A. D, or salce 1867 or satitvat 2001-2. But it appears

that there were several views about the date of the beginning

of the Kaliyuga. The exact starting point on the above computa-

tion was Briday, 18th February 3102 B. C. One view was that

Kaliyuga was about to begin when the great Mahabharata war

was fought out. 1759 This view is expressed in the Aihole

Inscription which appears to equate the beginning of Kali with

the Bharata war and states that 3735years ( expired ) from the

Bharata war are equal to 556 years of the saka era."60 Arya-

bbata knew this computation, since he says that he
,

wm

23 years old when three parts of the ( great) yuga and 3600 ibaa

elapsed ( Kala-kriySpada, verse 10 ). Another view set forth m

the Puxanas is that Kaliyuga began when Krsna finished m
avamra and went to heaven.»« This would putth^gnmng

1757 m**™**™ ™&ti&&FBr**OT i f™.^ *5K*
.

a
„g..i..T 1 13 a by S.B. Diksbit(2nd ed of 1931) in TO

• 1758. s^mr^3S^^^^!',fitĝ ,xmmm

E. I. vol. VI p. 1 at p. 7. ^j. »,_(» , jrfatm! WlSST*^^
1761. IS****VT^^^f Th^U XII- » « reads
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of Kaliyuga several years after the date arrived at on the first

view.1*2 Yide Mausalaparva chap. 1. 13 and 2. 20 for

reference to the lapse of 36 yeare before Krsna's passing away.

The Yugapurana appears to make Kaliyuga start on the day

DraupadI died ( vide J. B O. R S vol. 14 p. 400 ). Another

view is that of Yarahamihira who says that the constellation

of the Great Bear was in Magha when Yudhisthira was on the

throne and that that time is arrived at by adding 2526 years

to the saka year. 1763 This would place Yudhisthira in 653 of

the Kali age ( as calculated at present ) and not at the end of

Dvapara and the beginning of Kali The RajataranginI I. 56

quotes the Brhat-samhita and holds that Kurus and Pandavas

flourished in 653 of the Kali yuga ( L 51 ). Great efforts have

1762. Vide J R. A S for 1911 pp 479ffand 675ff about the Kaliyuga

and its era; 'Five thousand years ago, the Mahabbarata war' a paper

by Dr. D. S. Tnveda in Festschrift Kane pp 515-525 in which after

setting out many divergent views and criticizing them, it is held that the

Mahabbarata war was fought outm 3137B C , 'Puranic date of Mahabharata',

a paper by Mr. M. Raja Rao in the Bulletin of the Ganganath Jha Research

Society, vol II pp. 125-143, -which mentions numerous dates suggested

by various scholars I am not at all convinced of the correctness of Dr.

Triveda's conclusions, in spite of the great learning that he brings to bear

on the problem. Vide also his paper in "Bharatiya Vidya', vol. VI (1945)

pp. 117-120.

1763. srrere *ratg g?nr. srarrer gs€r gr^cg* ^re& i q^fg«hTO(gad ^m-
tbrtf-WW <l^m H ^^l^ai 13 3 This is not a verse of Garga as some scholars

assert. In 13 2 VarShamihira promises that he will dilate on the movements
of the seven sages(muricsra) according to the opinion of Vrddhagarga. It

appears that 13 3 is his own verse. Garga held the opinion that the Great
Bear remained in one constellation for one hundred years That is all

TJtpala quotes the %erse of Garga, but it is tn the Auustubh metre It was
believed by the authors of the Puranas and even by such astronomers as
Varahamibira that the constellation of the Great Bear remained in each
rutksatra for a hundred years. Vide Br. Sam. 13 4, Bhagavata XII 2

27-28, Matsya 273. 40-44. Vayu 93. 421-422, Visnu IV 24 33 Mr Velandi
Gopal Aiyer in " Chronology of Ancient India' (p 75) holds that *sad-d\ika-

pauca dvi ' means 26 times 23 i e 650 years and that we should read

•sakyakaa* or "sakyakala' (p. 73 ) instead of 'sakakala' in Br. Sam. 13 3
in order to correct the error of one matra in the 4th quarter of the verse
In this last be is in error ; he forgets that, according to works on chandas-
sxstra, a short syllabic at the end of a pada is deemed to be prosodially
long (and therefore the last syllable m Br. Sam 13. 3 is long) Besides,
he is not able to cite a single example to show why the usual rule of arrrsri'

3Ts?5ft Tret: should not be followed here also or that VarShamihira clscw here
enp1oys a similar method in a compound word,

113
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been made by several scholars to meet this discrepancy by
explaining tbe word ' sad-dvika-panoa-dviyutah ' ( in the Brhat-
samhita) in various fanciful ways, whioh are far from
satisfactory. There is no reason why dvtka should not

straightforwardly be taken in the sense of 'two*, 176* as the

Lllavati and Br. Sam. 71. 5 itself do.

It is difficult to believe that the Sakaksla referred to in

that verse is different from the Sakendrakala or Sakbhupakala,

which the PaficasiddhantikS (J 8) and the Brhat-samhita (8.

20-21 ) make use of in several places At least Varahamihira

gives no such indication. Mr. 0. V. Vaidya in his 'Maha-

bharata, a critioism' pp. 80-81 holds that the Sakaksla referred

to in the verse 'asan maghasu &c.' is the era of Buddha's

Nirvana. There is hardly any warrant for this assumption.

His interpretation of ' sad-dvika-panca-dviyutah ' as meaning

2566 (and not 2526) is not bad and does not seriously affect the

argument about the date of Yudhisthira. On that interpretation

Yudhisthira would be placed in 2488 B. C. (instead of in 2448

B. C). But there is no reason why the usual values of sat

(BiXL),dmka(iwo) and other words should not be understood

to be meant here.

The data contained in the Nidhanpur plates of Bhaskara-

varman (E. I vol. 331 p. 65), when properly scrutinized, appear

to favour the position of Varahamihira. Those plates in sett-

ing out the genealogy of Bhaskaravarman start with Naraka,

whose son Bhagadatta fought on the side of the Kauravas m

the Mahabharata war and was killed by Arjuna (videlfcoim-

uarva chap 29 ) Bhagadatta's son is said to have been Vajra-

datta. After Vajradatta his descendants ruled over Kamarupa

for 3000 years and then Pusyavarman, a scion of tin.Bhaga-

datta family became king of Kamarupa. King Bhaskara-

v: In was^thfrom Pusyavarman and wasaconteni^ary

of Emperor Harsa ( first half of the^JT^J^JES
an average of 20 years for the reign of each

^
ruler,*«£££

should be taken as^^^S^i^ilr
the 5th century A D. Adding 3000 ?%™™C

n and Vajra-

the plates to ?ave intervened^ etwee» Pg-"™ Vajradatta

datta, we arrive at about 2500 B. c «M
< ww> ms

and therefore approximately of theJYiano^___ ____

1764. The tia^<*C«K****™?*l*'
W"IV f|pTO^f|

where the co*. says ST* W* •
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corresponds rather very closely with tlie statement of VarSha-

mihira who puts Yudhisthira's reign at 653 Kaliyuga ( i. e.

2448 B. a ). On the other hand, if we assume that the Maha-
bharata war was fought in or that Kaliyuga started in 3101

B. C.then Pusyavarman who flourished 3000 years after the

Mahabharata war would have to be placed about 101 B. C. and
there will be an interval of about 700 or 750 years between

Pusyavarman and Bhaskaravarman. A period of 700 or 750 years

for 12 rulers would work at about 60 years for each ruler, whiob
is a very improbable average Therefore the Nidhanpur'plates do

not support the hypothesis that the Mahabharata war was
fought about 3101 B. C , but rather support the statement of

VaTahamihrra that it was fought about 2500 B. O.

Another epoch for the Mahabharata war and the beginning
of Kaliyuga is indicated by some passages of historic impor-
tance found in some of the Puranas The Vayupurana (99. 4-15)
and the Matsyapurana ( 273. 36 ) say that from the birth of
Parlksit to the coronation of Mahapadma (Nanda) a period
of 1050 years elapsed, while the Bhagavata XH 2. 26 assigns
1015 yearB for the same. There is some mistake in the Purana
texts here. The Matsya ( in chap. 271. 17-30 ) enumerates the
kings of the Barhadratha dynasty of Magadha descended from
Sahadeva, son of Jarasandha, and Btates that the dynasty will
rule (i. e ruled) for a thousand years. Then chap. 272 (verses 1-5)
speaks of five kings, who will be followed by the Sisunska
dynasty, that together reigned for 360 years and the last king
in which was Mahanandi ( verses 6-13 ) whose son from a sudra
wife was Mahapadma ( 272. 18 ). So if the years of these three
dynasties are added we get the period of about 1500 yearB. This
j'b supported by the Bhagavatapurana ( IX. 22. 48 and XII 1-2 )
and Vayupurana ( 99. 308-321), which latter says that 32 kings of
the Barhadratha dynasty will rule for 1000, then five Vltihotra
kings for 138 years (Pradyota and others) and then the
Saisunaka ( Sisunaga in the Bhagavata and in the Brahmanda-
purSna HI 74. 134-135) dynasty for 362 (in all exactly
1500 years ). The same periods are given by the YisnupurSna
I IV. 23 and 24 ) and by the Brahmandapurana 111 74. 121-135
Srfdhara in his comment on Bhagavata XII. 2. 26 states that
the interval between Parlksit and Nanda is 1498 as the
Bhagavata holds that the Saisunaga dynasty ruled for 360 years

„ w 7 '" Th6tef0Te tte PI0P« fading in the Vayupurana
or Matsyapurana or the Bhagavata should be 'paficasatottaram'
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instead of ' pancasaduttaram ' or ' pancadasottaram. ' Taking
the interval between Pariksit and Nanda to be 1500 years and
holding as most modern scholars do that the Nandas flourished

in the 4th century B. c, Pariksit, the grandson of Arjuna, the

Mahabharata war and the beginning of Kaliyuga would have

to be placed in the 19th centuryB Thereforetherearesofarthree

main different epochs for the Mahabharata war viz. 3101 B.o,

2448 B. O. and about 1900 B. O. All the three are well attested

by evidence dating at least from about the 5th century A. D.

One cannot dogmatically say that a certain tradition alone out

of these three is the only correct one. All that one can say is

that one prefers a particular tradition to the other two. Since

the epoch of 1900 B. O. is supported by the PurSnas in great

detail by citing the names of the several kings and their regnal

years I personally regard the epoch of 1900 B. 0. for the Maha-

bharata war as more probable than the other two It is best to

acknowledge one's inability to assign a certain date to the

Mahabharata war rather than twist plain words or ignore al

together inconvenient passages or put on them fanciful or fax-

fetched interpretations. The first desideratum is to prepare

critical editions of the important puranas from the bestmss

material. Even then it is,doubtful whether unanimity among

scholars can be secured. A scholarly beginning was^ made by

Pargiter in his book ' The Purana texts of the dynasties of the

Kali Age '
( 1913 ). He compares the material available in tM

printed editions of several PurEnas and Mss on the subject of

royal dynasties. One cannot or may not agree with many of toe

assumptions and inferencesthathemakes or draws, yet one cannot

ShoW admiration for his industry and method, gr^mpfc

Tcannot agree with him when he takes •WwWfJ» f
the Mateyapurana or 'bhavisye pathrtan of Jayu 99 267

as referring to the Bhavisyapuraxm.J many JjgJ^
Puranas we have references t bbavw..^

Mahabharata .

to
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furnished by the Mahabharata and relying on the far-fetched

and wrong interpretation put by him on the words of the Brhat-

samhita ( quoted above ) and on the fact that the, Kollam era

in Malabar appears to take 1177 B. as the starting point for

Kaliyuga arrives at the conclusion that the Mahabharata war
took place in the latter part of 1194 B. C. This theory goes

against all the three other starting points which are supported

by comparatively ancient and authoritative evidence.

The information derived from the fragments of the work
of Megasthenes on India are supposed to shed some light

on this vexed problem xn one fragment ( p. 115 of ' Ancient
India as described by Megasthenes &c. * ) occurs the passage

:

' From him { i. e. Bacchus ) to Alexander the Great 6451 years
are reckoned with three months additional, the calculation
being made by counting the kings that reigned in the inter-
mediate period to the number of 153 *. An extract from Pliny
makes out the number of kings to be 154. As against this we
have the statement in the 'Iudika' of Arrian ( 2nd century
A.D., translated by McCrindle, p. 203): 'iiom the time of
DionysostoSandrakottus, the Indians counted 153 kings and
a period of 6042 years, but among these a republic was thrice
established another to 300 years and another to 120 years.
The Indians also tell us that Dionysos was earlier than Heracles
by fifteen generations and that except him no one made a
hostile invasion of India'. This passage is of very great im-
portance for one reason, viz that it proves that in the 4th
century B O there was a persistent Indian tradition which
carried back Indian civilization and ordered government to
6000 years before the 4th century B. O But there is great
doubt as to what Megasthenes actually wrote and there is some
divergence as to the number of years and kings also. Besides,
this has no direct bearing on the date of the Mahabharata war
or the beginning of Kaliyuga, unless Heracles is taken to be
Han-Ersna, as some scholars t76s do. The account of Heracles
(PP 201-203 of McCrindle's work ) agrees in some respects with
the legends about Krsna viz. that he was honoured by the
SourasenoKSSrasenas), an Indian tribe who po>sess two large

»bere,gnoriag the Egures of total >earS (,„ 6042 or 6451, he comes »othe cowtawn that Krsna flounshed about 310! b c since 138 Km-
™ >W.W 2/60 jears tafcng ZO jears as the average for each reign
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cities Methora (Mathura) and Cleisobora and that Heracles
had many wires; but then there aie otbBr anecdotes about

Heracles which do not at all agree viz his having a daughter

Fandaia with whom when she was only 6even Heracles had

intercourse for raising a mighty race. Here there iB some confus-

ion with the Pandavas and KuntI or with the Fandyan kingdom

in the South. Moreover, 6000 years for 153 or 154 kings is

rather a very long period. It cannot be said that a king is only

a unit of time in these computations ( 40 years on an average),

since such PurSnas aB theVayuand theMatsya expresslymention

the number of years that each dynasty held sway, the number

of kings belonging to each dynastly and the lengths of the

reigns of several kings It is no doubt true that the detaita

of the names of the several kings, the number of kings and the

duration of their reigns do not always tally. It appears that

the Puranas that contain historical material were recast at diffe-

rent times, e. g. the Vayupursna( 99. 383) refers to the Guptas

while the Matsyapurana is silent about them. The extant

Furanas cannot be supposed to have given imaginary details

about historical dynasties, but they must have had before them

older records or traditions. The PurSnas do not appear to have

inventednames ofnew kingsor givenhnaginarylengthsof reigns.

The authors surely knew-that the total of the several dynasties

between Parlksit and Nanda did not square withJfre total of

the lengths of the reigns of the several individual kings. But

Sey ive both these without trying to solve the d»crepancieB

Sth5Wanted to record all the traditions they had got before

KlTanyr^tconnecJd history and chronology of

ancient times.

references in the Epic

of them only are notedhere. *»£»?»
rf Indian Astronomy

ta bis exhaustive volume on *»*%&,, 8uMect at pp. 1«-

(in Marathi, 2nd ed. of 1931 ) deals wi
ig(tf

,d ^s

1« Mr. O.V.Vaidra to 'Mahabhara
,ta. a<or

g to^
•iUto»^l?^SaKittft. traditional

date of the Mahabhiirata war.
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view that the Mahabharata war was fought in 3101 B. Mr. N.

Jagannatha Rao writes a book on ' the Age of the Mahabharata
war* (Bezwada, 1931), in which he disputes the identity

of Candragupta Maurya with Sandracottus mentioned by
Megasthenes, holds that Sandracottus is the Gupta Emperor
Candragupta, that the date of Candragupta Maurya would be
about 1535 B C, that the word * Sakakala ' in the Brhatsamhita
refers really to the era of the Persian Emperor Cyrus about
550 B. o. and that the Great War was fought in 3139 B. O. The
work doeB not go deeply into anything and is rather superficial.

There is a lengthy and interesting article by Mr. K. G. Sankar
on 'some problems of Indian Chronology' in Annals of the
B. O. R. Institute, Poona, vol. XII pp. 301-361 in which he seems
to favour 1198 B. G. as the date of the Mahabharata war.
Mr. J. S. Karandikar, editor of the * Kesari * (Poona), contribut-
ed certain articles ( in MaTathi ) which are now issued as a
booklet (1939), in which he examines many of the astronomical
references in the Mahabharata and the Pauranic lists about the
dynasties of ancient Indian kings and arrives at the conclu-
sion that the Mahabharata war was fought in 1931 B. c. Though
I differ from him in important details, I think that the date
arrived at by him appears to be one of the two probable or best
authenticated dates among this-several dates proposed by various
scholars Prof. P. C. Sen-Gupta contributed a paper to the Journal
of the Bengal Asiatic Society in 1937, vol. Ill pp 101-119, in
which he discusses the date of the Mahabharatawar and arrives
at the conclusion that the Bharata war was fought about 2449
B c. This also is a very probable date and has the authority
of the tradition mentioned in the Brhatsamhita that the saka
era is 2526 years after the era of Yuddhisthira. In J. A, S. B.
for 1938, vol IV pp 393-413 Prof. Sen^Gupta again examines
Bharata battle traditions' and confirms the date 2449 B. C

already arrived at by him. Dr. K. L. Daftari delivered some
lectures in the University of Kagpur on 'the astronomical
method and its application to the chronology of Ancient India

'

which are published in book form ( Nagpur, 1942 ) This work
exhaustively deals with almost all the passages of astronomical
importance contained in the Mahabharata and is characterized
by great industry, patient calculations and ingenious explana-
tions of conflicting passages His conclusion is that the Bharatawar was fought in 1197 B.C. Although one feels nothing but™S *or tbe authOT*s great learning and acumen, it isnot possible to agree with the date arrived at by him or with
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the method and theories adopted by Mm. Apart from details

one cannot accede to the following theories propounded by lnm
viz, his division of the astronomical references into two groups,

-his assumption that a passage in the Dronaparva ( chap 184

)

about the rising of the moon at about 2A.M is an interpolation

( because it does not square with his explanations of the other

passages ), his bold expedient of changing ' citram ' to ' caitSm

'

in Bhisma 3 12 and his transposition of Sravana and Pusya in

Salyaparva 34. 6, his taking ' angaraka ' to mean Venus ( and

not Mars ). Dr. Daftan's work was reviewed by Prof Sen-Gupta

in JASB for 1943, vol. IX pp. 221-328 and after submitting it

to a searching analysis and calculations, the learned Professor

arrives at the conclusion that he cannot accept Dr. Daftan's

method, which is useless for all practical purposes. Prof K. V.

Abhyankar contributes an article to the Annals of B. 0. E. J,

for 1944, vol. XXV. pp. 116-136 on 'the date and time of the

Bharata war ', in which he takes into account only the material

available in the Epic itself and bases his conclusions on

the principle of following the voice of the majority. He

furnishes a useful table in an appendix that shows at a glance

some of the important astronomical passages of the Mahabharata

with their interpretations given by the commentators Arjuna-

misra and Nilakantha and by Mr. Karandikar and himself and

finally gives his opinion that the traditional view of the date

(3101 B c ) is approximately correct. It appears that he had

not, when he wrote the article, the work of Dr Daftari before

him nor Prof. Sen-Gupta's devastating criticism of it. It will

be apparent from the above that the attempts to settle the exact

date of the Mahabharata war on the strength of the ««r«KHi»Bl

materials contained therein are dismal failures Hardly any

To B"hoLrs agree on the exact dates so

«J-*^J«
from 1193 B O to 3101 B 0. and even beyond. There are many

re^ons for this disappointing result In the first place, several

TSTaHrfa menfconed in the epic are hopelessly "»«**
as wJl be made clear a little below by a few «Jj5**gS

56. 32 ) after the war Many (^^^^ da k about

Ascribe to this view. Besides, we-etotally n
rf

the details of the system of the calendar ge
Wed

the period of the war Manyjrapp-££ !«£
}
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ended with amavasya (i. e whether they were amaida) or whether

they ended with Full Moon ( L e. whether they were

punfttnanla ).
1766 That a purnimanta month was in vogue in

Vedio times is beyond dispute. For example, Tai. S states

that Purva PhalgunI is the last night of the year and Uttara

Phalgunt is the mouth (i. e. beginning) Similarly Tai
S V£L 4. 8. % declares that the citrapurnatnasa is the mouth of

the year ; while San Br. 1Y. 4 declares that the PhalgunI Paurna-
m§sl is the imikha of the year. The author or authors of the

Mahabharata, in describing the evil portents of an impending
tragic or catastrophic event, often assemble together ( as in

TTdyoga 143.5-29, Bhlsma 2 16-33 ) all of them irrespective of the
fact whether some of them are possible in the very order of
nature For example, it is stated that Aiundhati went before
Vasistha ( Bhlsma 2. 31 ), that a mare gave birth to a cow calf
and that a bitch gave birth to a jackal (Bhlsma 3. 6 ) and that
images of gods trembled, laughed and vomited blood ( Bhlsma
2. 26, which may be compared with Brhatsamhita 45. 8 and the
verses of Garga Quoted by Utpala thereon ) ; it is several times
said that the Moon and the Sun are seized ( i e. eclipsed } at
an unusual season ( aparvani } or simultaneously by Eahu ( vide

1766 That the months in North-west India were pBrnimanta in the
Kharostht records drawn up In Kamska's era is shown in E I. vol. IB p 266
and E. I. vol.^19 at p. 10 Apararka (p. 423

) quotes a verse from 3^5^
* vtNv^^^t 3 *TOJ*n? ^ %. and remark* that Bhadrapada dark
half is in that verse said to be the dark halt of SsVina. In the Bhavisya-
P*rana(Uttara-parva, chap. 132 17) the Full Moon of Fhalguna is said to*^«*tf the month- (fetf ^3^ ft^ ^^ ,^
*nra 3?S ** Jrr&££ n > In the Matsyapurana { 159 4-6 ) a ,s sari that
Skanda and Vi£kha were born on the 15th of the dark half of CaUra that
.a the bright half of Ca.tra itself on the 5th Iadra made one boy oat of thetwo and on the 6th crowned him as Lord This shows that in the MM,™
TTT FOn"'m5ma aDd O0t am5nta

"
Whea the m°n"» is P«»im5nta.

the first fortnight endmg with amavasya is assigned to a month which «one month in- advance o£ the SmSn(a reckon
.

ng x e ^ „^^^naifwtthamanta reckoning becomes MSrga&sa dark half with the pumi^T^L^ V1,5 - 31 ^^ qD°teS S Ved 'c F—ge about

cf C*t. and that the pHmimanta reckoning was not unknown.
114
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Bhlsmaparva 3. 28 and 32-33 and Asvaraedhikaparva 77. 15 ).«*»

Further, these very verses state that the eclipses of the Sun
and the Moon took place on the same dan and on the 13th and

in the same month. Dr. Daftari interprets ' ekahna ' as mean-

ing on the same week-day and ' on the 13th tithi *
{ pp. 5-6 of

his work) calculated according to the wrong method of those

days. It ib extremely doubtful whether week-days had been

known or named at the time of the Bharata war or even at the

time of the composition of the Epic. It is too much to assume

that the astronomers of the Mababharata war days, while they

could predict eclipses and state accurately the position of the

planets, were so clumsy as to allow a mistake of two hMs to

occur in their calendar with respect to the occurrence of a solar

eclipse. The words in Bhlsmaparva 3. 28 and 32-33 appear to

be a mere exaggerated statement of portents. If real observed

eclipses are meant they would have to be taken in the order of

the words in the text, viz. first an eclipse of the Moon (on

Kartika paurnima ) and then an eclipse of the Sun ( on Kartika

amavasya) and further it must be assumed that the dark half

of Kartika contained only 13 days. Dr. Daftari (pp. «htt of

his work ) holds that fiiBt there was a solar eclipse on. Asvina

amavasyfi, then a lunar eclipse and then again a solar eclipse.

In that case we should expect the order to be sury^candrau

and not « candrasuryaa ". Besides, hardly any ofcer scholar

holds that there were three eclipses one after another. There-

fore it is hardly possible to say with certainty feat the author

Srately staL astronomical facte observed by him or even

tSSly handed down as definite facts and does not draw

Swn imagination about the portents or doesnot exaggerate

•d.p*.«dti» fortmght of

*«*»J^ ^wo, in note 1779. In

Sun look aark even when there,*» ^"g^,^ *&*?. > ««*»
The savers, ofPara&ra'^nr^^^^X^ that «be wntar

- f.« nlhers
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as a rhetorical device. In Brhatsamhita 5. 26, 97-98 VaTaha-

miliira states the evil consequences if a moon eclipse precedes

or follows a sun eclipse in the period of one fortnight.

Most of the important astronomical details will now be

set out from the time when Lord Krsna is said to have started

as a peace-maker to the Kauravas. In Udyogaparva 83. 6-7ms
it is said that Krsna started in the month of Kartika (Kaumude
masi) at the end of tlte iarad season and about the advent of

winter, when the moon was in Revatl naksatra and on matt) a
muhurta. Asvina and Kartika are at present said to form the
season of iarad, and Margaslrsa and Pausa form luemaitta. This
verse itself presents a difficulty On the Full Moon day of
Kartika, the moon is in Krttika naksatra and the moon would
be in RevatS three' days before i. e. on or about the 12th of the
bright half of Kartika. If we take this alorig with the words
'at the end of sarad' it follows that the month was puYmmunta ;

otherwise ( i. e. if the month were amanla ) it would be highly
improper to say that the 12th of the bright half of Kartika was
at the end of Sarad After Krsna failed in his mission he returned
to the Pandavas ( for all of which we must allow a few days
after the 12th of Kartika sulda ) and reported what Duryodhana
and he himself said. Two of the statements reported by him
are very material Duryodhana said to his allies": 'March
towards Kuruksetra (for battle); to-day the moon is (in)
Pusya naksatra \"69

If Krsna started on his mission when the
moon was in Revati ( on the 12th of the bright half of Kartika

),then these above words must have been uttered in his presence
on or about the 5th of the dark half of Kartika ( or of Marga-
slrsa if the month was purnimanta ). Another important state-
ment is that Krsna in his conversation with Kama ( whom he
had tried to win over) stated to him: * this is a mild month in

1768 ^ts^^i^^i^i^ra^i^^jnRi^EqT^^tfijn^,,
^ttnirtr 83 6-7. 15 muhurtas of the day and 15 of the night are referred

niHn
m

, !

h
,

e 5Rm*t5ro
!

X 4 Z
-

18
'
2S

- » and the ^f^^rsror
JHI 10 H) mentions the names of the 15 mnhurtas of the day
(such as Citra, Ketu &c ). In the Kumarasambhava VII C themmtrc, muhurta ts mentioned in connection v>ith cercmon.es preceding
marnage. The commentators explain ma.tra as the 3rd muhurta after
sunr.se. In the Atharva Jyolisa fifteen muhurlas of the day are enumerated
of ivmch the first three are Raudra, Sveta and Maitra
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which fodder and fuel can be easily had, which is neither too
hot nor too cold; on the 7th day (from 'today) there will be
amavasya ; battle may be joined on that day ; they regard it

as having Indra for its (guardian) 1770 deity'. Therefore this

must have been said on or about the Sth of the dark half of the

month But what was the name of the month ? If the reckon-

ing was purnimanta, the month must be Margasirsa, but if

the reckoning was arnanta, the month must be Kartika. The

words ' this month * taken along with Udyoga 83 6-7 would

indicate that the month meant was Kartika Further, Indra

was the deity of Jyestha naksatra and the amavasya ( as stated

in Udyoga 142. 16-18 ) had Jyestha naksatra. In modern times

this is possible on Kartika Amavasya, while there cannot be

Jyestha naksatra in modern times on Margasirsa amavasya, but

only on or about the 13th of the dark half of it. But this passage

itself ( Udyoga 142. 16-18 ) is in conflict with Salya 35. 10

where Krsna says: ' the Kauravas do not act up to my words,

being driven to do so by the Time Spirit; O ' descendants of

Pandu, go out ( for battle ) together with me when the moon is

in Pusya '. If the moon was in Jyestha on amavasya when

Krsna had proposed to Kama that the waT should be begun,

this passage of Salyaparva would put the beginning of the

war 16 or 17 days after Kartika amavasya, which is not war-

ranted by any other passage and which no scholar puts forward.

In Udyoga 143 11 it is stated, 177' ' the spot on the moon has

turned away (disappeared) and Rami approaches the Sun

The exact meaning of the first quarter is not quite clear, borne

interpret it to mean that ' an eclipse of the Moon has already

taken place '. The moon looks beautiful with the spot thereon

(compare Sakuntala I ' mdummapi Inmufn&o, lalsm ItAwtm

lund.) The disappearance of the spot might have been looked

pon a, an evil portent Even supposing that the first quarter

refer, to an eclipse of the moon, it does not matter much The

econd quarterns that an eclipse, of the Sun «.,«gcW

«ton Kama addressed these words to Krsna, H« envoy of the

1770 "^^£^^r;. f3^S,5,

S'

1771. anwaw «W« «E*"^,JTocwr .» ««< 2 32 («*rH
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Pandavas. Lateron in Bhlsma % 23 it is stated 1772 that the Moon
had become devoid of brightness, was without its spot on the Full

moon day of Kartika and assumed the colour of fire while the

sky retained its original hue; so that if there was an eclipse

of the moon it was on Kin ulna, Paivrmma and an eclipse of

the sun was yet to take place. On the whole, therefore, one
may assume, though not without hesitation, that the months
were amamta, that possibly there was an eclipse of the moon on
Kartika Full Moon when Krsna had gone as a peace-maker and
that there was a solar eclipse on the amavasya of Kartika just

about the time the war began. In Salyaparva 56. 10 we again
meet with the words ( at the beginning of the mace duel

)
' Rahu

swallowed the Sun at an unusual season'. This passage and
Ssvamedhika 77. 15 ( Rahur-agrasadadityam yugapat soma-
meva ca) rather suggest that the eclipse of the sun at an unusual
time had become a stock example of an evil portent without the
actual occurrence thereof. The words in Salyaparva refer to
the last day of the war before the mace duel between Duryodhana
and Bhlma and the passage says that Rahu seized the sun and
there was an earth-quake also Hardly any one ( except Dr.
Baftari) holds that there was another eclipse on the last day of the
war, when just before the war there already had been an eclipse
on Kartika amavasya.

As to the exact M/it and naksali a on which the Great War
began, there aTe many conflicting statements. In the Bharata-
bavitrl it is stated that the Bharata war started in the first
month (i e Margaslrsa ) of Hemanta on the 13th of the bright
half when the moon was in the naksatra presided over by
YaraM i e Bharanl )»», The Bharata-savitri is no part of the

1772 ^i-inmifrTimofHnK =5 iRriSrqfri. i ^Srasfn^fa «Wm-
(v i iRram- ) »rew% n tfnro 2. 23.

1773 The following verses of the urcrarfN* are malenal for the
days of the .mportant events of tho war : ' §*% „fc^ ^.^ ^~ -

,^^Wa ^5^3 ^-^a^.11 Tfi^r^riJ^^^oT frrant^^jS, , 3^^
S iter* Tr**-1

.

1^ ™?*&™F&ft^- > wnwpnhnir

W!!^^^a*?**S**"*« '

,«B*P* 3 Vft *« s.«rp» ^. ,

^t*t ^iftnit tfftsirmanm . ^^ ffapft *^ ,«^^^ ,

(.set out at the end ol tfftnpr ,n the C.lrasSIa cdil.on). There are some
statements here that are opposed to the text of the Mah5bl.5r.ita Abh.manyu

( Continued on the next page)
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Mahabharata, yet it has some traditional value, being probably

earlier than all the commentators of the Mahabharata and later

than the text of Sauti. In conflict with this passage of the

Bharatasavitri we have the words of Udyoga 143. 18 (quoted

above ) where Ersna says to Kama that battle may be joined

on amavasya when the moon is in Jyestha. The Mahabharata

itself states that after the disposition of the vast armies were

made and commanders were appointed, Duryodhana called

Uluka and sent him to the Pandavas to inflame their feelings

with the words"'4 (Udyoga 160. 93) 'the worship of steel

( weapons ) has been performed, the site of Euruksetra is dried

up (has no mud), your horses are well fed, warriors are hired

by you; fight tomorrow'. This Lobabhihara (or-sara)isthe

same as the rite of nirajaria ( according to the AmarakoSa]
I

or is

performed immediately after nlr&jana (for which see pp. 230-231

above ). Kautilya (II 30 p. 135) prescribes a nlrajana rite at the

start of an invasion and when two seasons meet. So a nirajana

rite on Eartika amavasya would be most appropriate (both

because a battle was to be begun and because at tht.end of

KSrtika the season of Sarad ended). TheBrhatSamhita(«

1-2) prescribes a nlrajana rite for horses, ^^ »™

men on the 8th or 12th of Eartika bright half or on toe 15th rf

Eartika (Full Moon or amavasyUl » is extremely doubtful

(
Continued from the last page

)

was k.Ued on the tb.rd da, after P««—«—5"~

—

™l
bB „oted that Nilakantha explains *"^jT™

t „„ be noted

that th.s text of thenmM«F°£
-^?

^ ^mt^mmt'
m bis commentary on tiV* 17. 2. reao^J^LSelaj i for ' tfTif^tT •

^: , If these readings bem*k£- • W ^ Dr(jna „

rss-"^^2--—

^

days on

of dark half. -_^^&». , tn?lTeK*n «ir 'ftw •* 3***;

^ft ft* (v. 1 *«*n«J£ Devrpnranathatonthe^hof^'-

rj^ananda p 35) a passage from the DP ^^_ The^^ n

sLnBaistobe^orsh^dand^^J^fcgM
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whether Mi. Karandikar is right in saying that LohabhihSra

(or-sara) refers to Skandasasthl. In the first place, the worship

of weapons can he done at any time, particularly when a
battle is to he commenced. In the second place, it is not

necessary to postulate the lapse of six days and more for the

sending of Uluka and his return from the time when Krsna
said that battle may be begun on amavasya. The armies had
taken up opposite positions on the field of Kuruksetra and
Uluka could have come and gone in a day or two. Further, we
have,no evidence that Skanda-sasthi was performed in northern
India in Margaslrsa, though very late works composed by
dak&ifStyas like the Nirnayasindhu say that Skandasasthl is the
same as CampSsasthl in Mahaiastra and is observed on the 6th
of Margaslrsa. Raghunandana quoting Devlpurana places
Skandasasthl on Caitra 6th of the bright half and is supported
by the Matsyapurana quoted above in n.1766. There is no reason
why the actual fight should commence so late as the 13th day
of Margaslrsa (or even 11th as Mr. Karandikar suggests ) when
Krsna Baid that it should he joined on am&vaBya. It is quite
possible that the war began on or about Kartika amavasya.
The observance of 'Iohahhihara* does not lead to the certain
inference that the war was not begun till several days after the
6th of the bright half of Margaslrsa. Similarly, Mr. Karandi-
kar says that the moon is ordinarily in Bharanl on the 11th or
12th of the bright half of Margaslrsa. It may be so. But it is
possible to have the moon in Bharanl even on the 13th. I am
inclined to hold that the BhSratasavitrl dates of the beginning
of the war embody a different tradition altogether from the one
contained in the Mahabharata itself. The Bharatasavitrl is
silent about naksatras on which the piincipal events of the
war took place except at the commencement of the waT It
mentions no Mhksaya or Mfovrddhi. Krsna Bends a message
with Uluka to Duryodhana (Udyoga 163.57) 'tomorrow you
will be seen' (in your true colours) and Arjuna does the same
(Udyoga 163. 14).

The Mahabharata nowhere states quite explicitly the Mlu or
naksalra on which the battle actually commenced We have torely upon various indications to arrive at the tain or naksatra.

SdBZr^ 11?^*0866 ^ fiBM ^weenDury^Znaand Bhlma both of whom were his pupils in mace-duel andweutona Pilgrimage(Ddyogal57.33-35andl58 39). Balarama
returned on the !8th day of the war and (in SalyaparVaTH)
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he remarks, ' it is 43 days since I left (on a pilgrimage); I start-

ed when the moon was in Pusya and I have come here again

oh Sravana'ms. In Salya 35. 13-14 it is stated that Balarama
went to the river SarasvatI on pilgrimage on 'maitra-naksatra-

yoga' (i.e. when the moon was m AnurSdha). This conflict

may be resolved by holding, as Nllakantha does, that Balarama

left the Pandavas on Pusya, reached the SarasvatI on AnurSdha

and returned on Sravana. If we follow Salya 34.6 the war

commenced when the moon was in or near Mrgaslrsa (18

naksatras before Sravana ). ThiB would be in direct conflict

with a passage in Bhlsmaparva 17.2 that"76 'on the day of

battle the moon was in the province of Magha' and also other

passages that will be indicated later on. This last passage

should ordinarily mean that the moon was near Magha. Mr.

Karandikar looks upon Salya 34.6 as an interpolation and

takes Bhlsma 17 2 to mean that the moon was in an inauspici-

ous naksatra of the category of MaghS. This would suit

BharanI but not Bohini or Mrgaslrsa. His meaning is far-

fetched and he does not explain why BharanI was not directly

mentioned in the Epic, when in several other places the epic

doeB mention directly the naksatra concerned. His explanation

gives the go-by to the 13th MM. Dr. Daftari boldly asserts

that we must transpose the naksatras ( in Salya 34. 6 )
and reaa.

'sravane samprayatosmi pusyena punaragatah'. If we once resort

to these methods followed by these two learned writers, there

is no knowing where one should stop. There are scholars who

mightS equal or greater plausibility claim that most of tee

them. WemusUntheabsenc^of goodmss^ev ^
contrary, either accept thm ««J™.^^ „ a hopeless

— —'
—

~

^ aeZZTt i trim tfsmnft#»*^ &*'

me. iwd^w^i^J^'J^^i^RBB^
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Bhsratawarasbestas we can. We saw above that Jywtf*

2T£TSSta on Kartika at^va^a aDd, « to wax began

ta,tonate*traonto 18th day from ton would he Pusya.

Martha, following to iftaamsa rules of interpretation

holds that to oonclnding passage {upasamterauakya) is superior

in strength to passages tot occur at to beginning of a work,

that to passage in Salya 34 6 is to dominant one and other

conflicting passages must> either brushed aside or explained

away in conformity with Salya 34. 6 and gives an explanation

of
' Maghavisayagah soman' which is quite unsatisfactory.

Dr Daftari also holds, relying on Atharva Jyotisa, that the

passage means ' the moon was in Mula' (p. 27 para 62-65 of

his work 'Astronomical method' &c.) The explanation is

ingenious but one' fails to see why this round-about way was

resorted to andwhy the text did not simply say 'mulanaksatragah

somah', which violates no metrical requirements. InAnusSsana

parva ( 16? 2G-28 ) Bhlsina, while on to bed of darts, Btates .""

'
the sun has turned ( towards the north ) ; 58 days have passed

by since I laid myBeif down on this { arrow bed ) This is the

mild month of Magha that is now current, three parts of it

remain and this fortnight should be iuMa '. Bhisma was struck

down on the 10th day of the war ; so 67 nights had passed from

the day when the war began to the day in Magha on which this

was uttered The difficulty is how to connect ' tribhagasesah ',

whether as an adjective of ' mSsa ' or of ' paksa '. If we take it

in the first way, these words were uttered on 8th of Magha
sukia .* if we take it as an adjective of ' paksa ', then they will

have to be taken as uttered on the 4th of the bright half or on

the 4th of the dark half which may be regarded in its astrologi-

cal effects as equal to iuldapdltsa { though the tithi itself is in

the dark half ) If the words were uttered on the 8th of Magha
sukia, theBbarata war began on Kartika amavasya {which
will be in consonance with Udyoga 1 48. 18 quoted in n 1770).

Tne passage in Anusasana (167. 26-28) is supported by two other

passages. AfteT the war was over, Yudhisthira went to the

capital and stayed there for 50 nights and when he found that

the Sun had started on its apparent northward path {utlarayana)

he came to Bhisma ( AnnsSsana 167 5 ) In SSntiparva 51. 14
Krsna says to Bhisma : ' You have yet to live 56 days ' Nlla-

kantha, who takes Salya 34 6 as the dominant passage, puts a

SfWst t iWratj <t?nv safi Tfisae® " siat iw 167, 26-28.

115
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SS5i,^f?
flM

?
Oan8tr

?
0Ho,,<m the word 'astapancasatam',

which he takes to mean one hundred minus 58M e. 42 nightsand explains pancasatam sat oa ' as equal to 30 This shows
to what straits commentators' are reduced .when conflicting
passages have got to be explained away. One more indication
about the titTu on which the war commenced is afforded by
Dronaparva chap. 184, where it is stated that a grim fight
went on till midnight when Ghatotkaca was killed, that the
fatigued armies then snatched some sleep, that then the moon
rose at about U.M. ( verse 46 ) and that the fight was then
resumed 1778 (chap. 186. 1 ' tribhagamatrasesayam ratryam
yuddham-avartata ) This description of moonrise Bhows that
Ghatotkaca was killed on or about the 11th of the dark half.

We know from the Mahabharata itself that Ghatotkaca was kill-

ed on the night of the 4th day of Drona's command or on the 14th

day after the war began. This would establish that the war
began on the 12th or 13fch of the bright half and ended on the

14th of the dark half or on amavasya of Margasirsa. Dr. Daftari

holds that this description is an interpolation.

If we try to find out the naksatra on which the war began,

we have one sure criterion in Salya 34, 6 viz. that the war

ended on Sravana naksatra when Balarama returned from

pilgrimage. 2Tow the moon cannot be in Sravana at all in

Margasirsa dark half, but may be in it on the first or 2nd of the

bright half of Pausa. So between the tithi and naksatra as

disclosed by the Mahabharata itself there is a slight dis-

crepancy of a day or two. There is another way of looking at

the data. Bhlsma was waiting for uttarayana to begin and we

know that he passed away on the 59th day after he was

mortally wounded on the 10th day of the war. Therefore, a period

of 67 days ( 58 nights of his lying on arrow-bed plus 9 nights

of the battle when he slept on his usual bed ) elapsed between

the beginning of the war and the beginning of Uttarayana,

which undoubtedly occurred inMsgha in thatyear(as Anusasana

167. 28 expressly states) The real difficulty » to find out flat

MM of the commencement of Uttarayana But if we accept the

approximate tithi and naksatra ( as stated above )
of the end of

^1 mr. I ». He supposed thatmm* **s *,uea

dark half.
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the war (ie. Margasirsa amavasya or 1st of Pausa arid Sravana

naksatra ), uttarayana began 49 days thereafter i. e on or about

the 4th of the dark half of Magha. According to the Vedanga-

jyotisa, 4th of the dark half of Magha is one of the tithis on

which uttarayana may begin ( vide Dikshit's work pp 75, 91 ).

How scholars accept one of the data and reject others is well

illustrated here. Ace. to Salya 34 6 the war ended on Sravana

( and so should have begun when the moo^ was in Mrgasirsa ).

Ace to the Bharatasavitrl the war began on BhaTani and on

the 13th of the bright half of Margaslrsa and ended on Ama-

vasya, ( and therefore the naksatra was Mula or Parvasadha )t

Arjunaraisra gives up the naksatras and sticks to the tithis.

Mr. Karandikar gives up the express verse about Sravana (and

regards that whole chapter as an interpolation ), he giveB up the

13th tithi of the beginning of the war as given in the Bharata-

savitrl, holds that the war began on 11th instead and sticks fast

to the BharanI naksatra given in the Bharatasavitrl. Dr.

Daftari altogether changes the reading of Salya 34 6 by
transposing the naksatras mentioned

The difference between the day of Uttarayana in Magha
stated in the Mahabharata and the day thereof at present

is utilised by scholars for arriving at the date of the Maha-
bharata war.

There aTe other data in the Mahabharata from which also
the date of the Mahabharata war is sought to be deduced. Before
entering into details, some matters that are accepted by most
scholars may be stated here. It is generally held that there
were two eclipses, first, one of the moon immediately followed
by a solar eclipse, that there was a fortnight of 13 days which
was looked upon as very unusual and a very evil omen. Vide
Bhlsma 3 28 quoted m n 1767. In Bhlsmaparva 3 31-32 Vyasa is

reported as saying, ' I have known amavasya occurring on the
14th, 15th or 16th day ( of a paksa ), but I do not know an
amavasya occurring on the 13th day ( of a paksa ) ; both the
moon and the sun were eclipsed in the same month on the 13th
day '. In the Mausala-parva 1™' 2 18-19, when Krsna, 36 years
after the war, beheld certain portents it is said, "on observing
those portents on the amavasya occurring on the 13th day he
declared

' Balm had made this { 13th day ) appear as the 14th
and 15th (when usually there is amavasya ) when the Bharata

^K^SSr*'*^ ,tT^S*'^*Ttf^,raT=*ra£JnI
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war took place ; to-d<iy it has again occurred for our destruction '.

From these words it is clear that the occurrence of am avSsya at the

end of a iw/.»i of 13 days was looked upon as a very evil omen-

Then many scholars hold that a comet had also appeared at the

time of the great war Bhlsma i 13 1780 states, ' a -very frightful

comet stands in the sky covering the constellation of Pusya'

There are grave doubts whether the stateme nt is made from

actual observation The appealance of a comet has always

been associated in ancient times with great calamities Compare

Kumarasambluva II 32 ' upaplavaya lokanam dhfimaketurivot-

thitah '. As indicated above, the Mahabbaiata gathers together

several possible and impossible things to emphasize their

significance as to impending calamities. Therefore the inclu-

sion of a comet among portents does not establish that a comet

had actually appeared at the time of the Bharata war. Supposing

for argument that a comet had appeared, that circumstance is of

no help at all in settling the date. A large number of comets is

included in the sun's retinue. Thenumber of cometsoflongpenods

that approach the sun m a centuiy,is said to be 300 There is

nothing to show what particular comet appeared at the time of the

war and no one has data 10 connect the MahabharaU oomet with

Halley's comet or any other comet well-known in modern times

Therefore the datum about a comet is entirely worthless for

purposes of chronology According to Brhatsamhita 11. 5 and

TJtpala thereon the ancient writer ParSsara held the view that

there were 101 Ketus and Garga said that there were a thousand.

The description m Bhlsma 3 13 states that the perihelion of the

comet was m Pusya In Udyogaparva 143 10 it is said since

a giaha specially afflicts Citra, a great calamity is indeed

approaching the Kauravas' This may probably refer to a

comet Two other verses appear to have some bearing on this-

Bhlsma 3. 12 states"81 that the white_£ote ^ndsjraversmg

Diftar. proposes to read <tm for ftrar*(P 64 para
"°L .^^ _ _».-

i/oj. a** -> v

^ ^^ compare giffwn?<tf

11 39 'stfT WRI««* **' 3tn5" W ' __jf , ij 1S remarkable Ihrt

closely with *ft«w 3 12
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ntru, ( i e it is about to enter into siah ) and Terse 16 says, ' the

white graha is fieiy like fire emitting smoke and stands occupy-

ing Jyestha -which is a bright star presided over by Indra'.

"What is meant by ' white graha ' ? The words ' sveto grahah

'

sliotild ordinarily denote Venus Nil&kantha takes them to

mean Ketu ( node ) in Ehfema 3 12 and another comet in 3 16.

If this latter explanation be accepted there were two comets

seen at the time. Even if we hold that Bhisma 3. 16 describes

the tail of the comet mentioned in 3 13, that is of very little

help All that would be meant would be that the tail of the

comet was a very long one Bhisma 3.17 has been taken to

refer to Bahu by Nllakantha, while some modern scholars hold

that it refers to a comet It means, ' a cruel comet standing

between Citra andSvati, afflicts Bohmi and also the sun and the

moon' The description of the Ketu called Sveta in Brhat-

samhita 11 39 agiees very closely with the description in the

Bhlsmaparva and Parasara quoted by Utpala thereon states that

the Ketu called ' Sveta ' becomes visible after 115 years and
portends the destruction of two-thirds of the population

Then theTe aTe several passages which state the positions

of several planets just before the battle or on the day the battle

began. Here again at least two different positions are assigned
to each planet except Mercury, It is first to be noted that at
the beginning of the war all the seven planets excluding Rahu
and Ketu are declared to have been near each other < Bhisma
17 3, q in note 1776 above ). We know from the Mahabharata
itself that tixe Sun and the Moon on Kaitika amavasya were
in Jyestha It the war began on amavasya or a day later, the
planets must be near Jyestha If the Bharatasavitrt be follow-
ed then the war began on M&rgasirsa bright 13 and on Bharani.
If that were so, the sun and the moon cannot be together. Mr
Karandikar takes 11th of the bright half of Margaslrsa to be
the tithi of the beginning of the war and holds that the Sun
was in naksatra Jyestha and that the moon was in Bharani
(following the Bharatasavitri as to this last) I should hold
thatwe are not at liberty to take one datum from one group of
statements and another from another group and then say that
it is proved that the war was fought at a particular time It is
further noted in Karnaparva 37. 4 that on Kama's death ( i e
17 days after the war began), the seven planets were seen soinsaway from the Sun »« The positions of the planets at the
beginning of the war were as follows :—

17S2 fkW3> «rss^t ^j??mro tnmnn- « *& 37. *..
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SUN— Udyoga 143. 11 ( Rahu approaches the Sun

)

Bhlsma3.11 ( „ „ )

Bhlsnia 3. 28, 32 ( q. above in n. 1767 )

The Sun was either in Jyestha or near Mrgaslrsa.

MOON

—

Bhlsma 3 17 (parusagraha i e Rahu afflicted

both the Sun and the Moon ) and Rohinl

Bhlsma 3. 28, 32 ( q above in n. 1767

)

Bhlsma 17. 2 ( the Moon was in the province of

Magha q. above in n. 1776 ).

MERCURY— Karnaparva 94, 49 says that on Kama's death

the son of the Moon ( i. e. Mercury ), the white

luminary, rose slantingly resembling m hue

fire and the Sun The Salyaparva 11. 18 states

that Mars, Venus and Mercury were in con-

junction 17s3 If Mars was in Magha as stated

in Bhlsma 3 14 and Mars and Mercury were

in conjunction Mercury would be in Magha,

which forebodes destruction of people by war,

as stated in Brhatsamhita 7 3

MARS— Udyoga 143. 9 states, ' Mars having made a

retrograde motion in Jyestha seeks ( to reach

or afflict ? ) Anuradha, the naksatra presided

over by Mitia, as if bringing death (to friends)'

Bhlsma 3 14 states: 'Mars is retrograde in

Magha * What is the meaning of this » Literal-

ly it means that Mars was m Magha and was

retrograde in motion Mr Karandikar holds

that Mars had only rhsh on Magha and was

in Pusya Supposing this is correct, Mar? was

not near the Sun but far away

Bhisma3 18 declares: 'Mars, ha.mg
:

changed

its motion after being retrograde and with the

lust?* of fire, stands covermg Sravana, the

" mansion of Brhaspati *. 17»

17S, ^^r^^f^J%^^
5R?* 11 - 18 -

, rtMl aartrsttW^WW^"

^143. 9. wmWKti « ** * *"*"
„ .

(ConHnued en the »e*t M*)
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We find that the Mahabharate employs two classes of expres-

sions When it UBes words like ' tiisthati ' ( stands ),
' akramya

'

( having traversed ), 'samvrtya or samparivaTya * (having cover-

ed or concealed ) it means that the planet was in or very near

that naksatra When words meaning ' afflicts ( pidayati ) are

employed, the meaning is probably that the planet has only

drsti on the naksatra It is impossible to say whether the rules

and theories about drsti or puma drsti and partial drsti had
been evolved at the time of the Mahabharata War. If the war
was fought about 3101 B G or even 1931 B C there is nothing

to establish that the theories about drsti contained even in

the Atharvajyofcisa ( which is certainly later than the Vedanga-
jyotisa of the Rgveda i e much later than about 1200 B. o )

were known then Vide under Venus for further difficulties

JUPITER— Bhisma 3 14 states that Jupiter was retrograde
in Sravana ; Bhisma 3 27 states, 17SS ' Both
JupiteT and Saturn that had stayed together
for a year are neaT Visakha and are both fiery '.

Jupiter cannot stay for one year in one naksatra

;

it traverses 21 naksatras in a year. If at the
time of the war Jupiter was near Visakha. it
could not have been near it for a year. Eleven
months before that it would have been very
near Citra. If it was near Visakha at the time
of the war and the Sun was in Jyestha, it can
hardly be correct to say that seven planetshad
come together in the sky (there being a dis-
tance of about two naksatras or about 26

{Continued from the last page)

WffTiTOW «*rr,3 18 3^ on ^j^, u 10< exp,ainS[ ^^ ^_
««9w* < s*fniSfOT^ 5p. «rer<rftonftiflt a^nfet 1rES^. ln lhese
verses there u probably some reference to the verses of ParS&ra and Garga
qwttd byUtpala on Brhatsafthtta 6 1-13 ^'quoted on 6. 13 says that
tt.Mtato.faaPtas^sua t0 A^nT are to be o{ dak
the movements of Mars in them cause danger.

S«.». ' **"* *"^ *^ ^ *"n*paft*fr.
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. degrees between the two ) Even if we hold

i< the meaning to be that Jupiter and Saturn had
i i remained near Visakha. for .one year and are

( now at' the time of the war ) fiery, that does

not solve the difficulty In the first place, it

• is not a natural construction This meaning

,
- would leave the exact 'position of the two

planets at the time of the war unspecified But

Jupiter and Saturn must he supposed to be

in or near Jyestha if the Sun was in Jyestha

at the beginning of the war If Saturn was in

Jyestha at the time of the waT it could have

been one year in Visakha about two years

before the war. What is the propriety of men-

tioning Saturn's position two years before the

war ? The relevant point is to state that posi-

tion at the time of the war Therefore it must

be held that Bhlsma 3 37 states their position

at the time of the war and adds one more

circumstance that they were there for one

year,

;

Karnaparva 94. 51 says : ' Brhaspati having

entirely covered Bohinl has become like the

Siinandthe Moon', If at the beginning of

the war Brhaspati was retrograde and was

near Visakha, it passes one's understanding

"
how in a fortnight it came to EohinI Mr.

Karandikar suggests that Rohml here is the

name of Jyestha as in the Tai S IV 4 10 l-i-

Again in this explanation there are several

difficulties There is nothing to show that at

the time of the Bharata wwmor of tte epic

Jyestha was called Bohini The Tai S doe

not employ the name Jyestha m its lis

I

Sneaks of Bohinl once as having Prajapati for

Sorting deity and then as havingInto

as the presiding deity Jyestha is well-known

to the MaMbMrata and the word is «£*£
by it in other passages »*™«' *"M

£ect

had covered Jyestha it can *^ *«£,
or even useful (for theV*V~£g°***"

to say that Jupiter was near VisSkha.
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VENUS— Bhlsma 3 15 states that Venus17K having ascend-

ed (i. e. occupied) the Purvabhadrapada

naksatia shines charmingly and it looks up

to Uttarabhadrapada together with(?) The

meaning of ' parikramya Babitah' is not at all

clear. However the first half is as clear as

possible. Venus was in Purva Prosthapada.

If the Sun was in Jyesthaon Kartika amavasya.

it is impossible that VenuB could have been

in the 8th naksatra from Jyestha. Venus is

never more than four naksatras from the Sun
in the sky. This would completely knock on
the head the principal statement that seven
planets were near each otheT Mr. Karandikar
in desperation suggests that we should under-
stand Parvasadha, for 'Prosthapade Purve'
and also that the word ' Prosthapade ' was an
interpolation inserted by some busy body later
on. As I have frequently said above, this is a
most unjustifiable way of dealing with the so-
called astronomical data in the Mahabharata.
' Prosthapade Purve ' can never mean * PQrva-
sadha'. IntiieTai.aiV.4. 10. 1-3, and the
Tax. Br. I 5. 1 and HI. 1. 1 the word Prostha-
pada is expressly employed for Purva Bhadra-
pada. Why should one word in a verse be
held to he interpolated ? Is it because it does
not agree with one's hypothesis ? In Salya 11.
18 Venus and Mars are said to be in conjunc-

Bharamas the Bbjtratasavitri says, then at
the fame of the mace-duel the moon might be
in Jyestha and therefore both Mars and Venus
will have to be in Jyestha. But this is oppos-
ed to two of the passages cited above referring
to the position of Mars. If the war began on
Jyestta and Kartika arnavasya, then on the

llf^l 2*
m00\wi11 *e in I"«sya or Aslesaand both Venus and Mars would have to be inone of these two. In any case, if Venus was— _m Furva-bhsdrapada at the beginning f the

116
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war
,

on the 18th day it can neither be inJyestM normPusyanor in ls]eSa. Besides,
* is debatable whether Bhlsma 3. 16 (where
sveto grahah

' is mentioned ) refers to Venus
or not VemiB is often called *Sita' in
ancient astronomical works (e. g in Brhat-
samhife 9. 42, 45 ).

SATURN— We have four statements about Saturn. In
Udyogal43 8 we read,™ - A Iefuigent and
malignant planet, Saturn, afflicts the naksatra
presided over by Prajapati (i. e Eohmi)',
Bhlsma 2 32 states, ' Saturn afflicts Eohmi':
Bhfsma 3. 14 says, 'the naksatra presided over
by Bhaga is covered and afflicted by Saturn *.

Jupiter and Saturn aTe near Vi&akha (Bhlsma
3.27 considered above). In the first tbsee passages

the root 'pid.' occurs and therefore it is possible

to argue that some land of aspect (drsti or

ledka ) of the naksatra mentioned in the text is

meant. But in the third passage both 'skramya'

and 'pidyati' are used about the same naksatra.

ThiB makes that passage inexplicable in the

usual way The ' piajapatya naksatra ' must
be Eohmi as in the 2nd passage Robml is

expressly named All authorities agree that

Prajapati is the deity of RohinT ' Prajapatya

naksatra' cannot he taken to mean Mula,

since the presiding deity of Mula is ' pitarah

'

in Tai. S. IV. 4. 10 1-3 and Nirrti { m the Tai.

Br. I 5. 1 and in the Vedanga-jyotaa ) and

Prajapati only in some later works Bhaga is

the presiding deity of Uttara Phalgunl m the

Tai S IV 4 10. 1-3 and Tai Br. 15 1, and

IIL 1 1, while in the Vedangajyotisa (Rgvoda,

verse 25 ), Visnu Eh. & {78 16), San. Gr (L 26

9, SBB vol 29 p 53) Bhaga is the deity of

P&rva Fhalgmu. The 4th passage about Saturn

being near Visakha has been already dealt

with under Jupiter
_

1787 ^^ it <nm «««*«* «*S*- ' **"•f"*^rS'
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The above detailed statement about the astronomical

passages of the Mahabharata -will induce any unbiassed reader

who has no axe to grind that they are hopelessly inconsistent

and that no certain chronological conclusion can be drawn

therefrom In the above discussion 1 have generally not cited

the various explanations indulged in by several scholars, as that

would have involved me in a very lengthy discourse -without

any adequate benefit To me it appears probable that the final

redactor of the Mahabharata had two or more sets of astronomical

data about the war before him and without trying to examine

and sift them he included them all in his work. The Bharata-

savitri probably represents one (and a later) tradition about
the positions of the planets at the time of the war. As I hold
that either the Mahabharata passages on the positions of the
planets ware interpolated at a very late stage or are hope-
lessly inconsistent I deem it unnecessaiy to enter upon an
examination of the mathematical calculations made by several
scholars to find out the date of the Bharata war from the shift-
ing of the solstices and the position of the planets.

Since only 5046 years have elapsed (in 1945 A. D ) from
the beginning of the Kali age and as Kaliyuga extends to
432000 years according to Paur&nic computations we are just
on the threshold of the Kaliyuga and it is beyond one's com-
prehension to visualize what will happen towards the end of the
vast penod of about 427000 years that are still to pass before
Kaliyuga ends It is very sraau consolation to read in the
Puranas in a prophetic strain that at the end of that colossal
period Visnu will ba incarnated as Kalkin in a village Sam-
bhala, will destroy all Mlechhas, sudra kings and heretics and
will establish dharma, so that the Krta age will then be ushered
n. Here again asm almost all matters thaw are differences

SSf"?"^^ VSyU (58 75_90) and the Ma*sya (U450-64
)
state that it will he Pramati Bhargava who will be theavMra of Visnu and uproot the Mlechhas! heretfcs3 *£a

S-X'st^T^ T~m and " 39U Yanaparval90
ti M£fVat^n

*
16'23 Stafca ^ Kalkin will conquer

SeSr,2 ' ,
6C°me a uniTOrsalemP«or(cafcmmrte)ofthBdhar,naiyaytn type and will start the Krta age. 'In some
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some passages he is said to be the son of a brahmana Vfsnu-

yasas who will bathe headim of the village called Sambhala
( Btegavata X1L 2. 16, VisnupurSna IV. 24. 26, Agni 16. 8,

Nrsimha 54. 3, Kalkipnrana %. 34 ), while in other passages he is

himself Btyled Visnuyasas ( Vayu 98, 104, Vanaparva 190. 93,

Brahma 213. 164, Vismidharmottara 1. 74. 40) 1788b In some places

l?88 jwjinst^ wrgr°re? ><giitiw i ysrSr fi«m »re. qrfgy *ng$-

wratrxn. 2 16-23

1788a Various efforts have been made about finding germs of history

m the legend of Kalkin In 1 A vol 48 pp. 123-128 Prof. H B, Bbide

tries to show how Jain authorities about Kalkm are conflicting Mr K. P.

Jayaswal in I. A. vol 46 (for 1917} p. 145 holds that Kalkin must be

identified with the great hero Yasodharman who ruled over India -from the

Brahmaputra to the Western Ocean and from the Himalaya to Mabendra

and who conquered the Hun Mihirafcnla and made him pay homage to his

feet as stated in the Mandasor Inscription (vide Gupta Ins. p. 149).

Prof Pathak on the other hand relying upon certain Jama sources identifies

Kalkm with Mibirakula himself (I A for 1918 at p. 19). Otto Schraoer

,n BrahmavidyS vol I pp 17-27 discusses how the names Kalfan or KaUi

came to be given to the saviour of India from Mlecchas, heretics and the

hke. Kalka means ' sin ' or ' sediment ' and Karka means • a white horse .

Therefore he thinks that Kalk.n ,s a form of kartm ( one r.d.ngj
»
white

horse). Vide also N I A vol. IV pp 337-343 (on Kalk. from the Kalk.

purina). It is probable that the dismal accounts of KaHyuga were put

thirsty invader who in his long career of '^^ "^^J o{ mm

--—
•vs?sissrc » iss**-«-

zstnkoHhan) and 322 [™ n*"
h their hnsbands, brothers and

of women of respectable ^*f%*£% *L.m_lM ) narrates that

sons ) Hiouen Chwang ( Beat B. R vv vy

•

rf iD

Mlhiknla either slaughter^ -^a were ^ded about the time of

Gandhara Passages » a proph tic^ v ^^ ^^^ l0 Kah.

ya&dharman to those already ex. Ung about ^^^ ^ a„y

yuga Th,s will of course necessitate that aUP J^ Thera are two

work whatever were put in ^^mouenChwang's account gives

Agones as to who defeated M.hiraWa »° p R w ,v.

t«.-:tbe—^XrS-eare three mscpt.on, the

PattI' PP' 16

(ft,*—-*— **»
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he is said to have already flourished ( V&yu 98. Ill, Matsya tf{

255 ), in other places the texts employ the future ( Vayu 99. i»b,

Bhagavata XH 2. 16). This last discrepancy is probably

due to the fact that the writers sometimes forget their role ol

prophets. Further, it has to be remembered that according to

the Puranas the four yugas (and therefore the Kalki avatara)

have been repeated again and again. The Kalki-purana ( L %.

33 and I 3 3S-33) states that Kalki was a contemporary of

Visakhayupa king of Mahismati, while the V|,yu (99. 312-314),

Matsya ( Z72. 4 ) and Visnu (IV. U) state that Visakhayupa waB

the 3rd of the Pradyota dynasty that preceded the SisunSga

dynasty. Though the Kalki-purana several times uses the paBt

tensa about Kalki, yet at the very beginning it says (110)

that what is narrated is an akhyana (story) of the future

It is interesting to note that in the Parnalaparvata-grahan-

akhyana17886 of Jayatama composed about 1673 A.D. Bahlolkhan,

( Continued from the last page

)

Gwalior stone Inscription ol Mihirakula (Gupta Ins. No. 37 p. 161), the

Mandasor stone Pillar Inscription o£ Yasodharman (Gupta Ins. No. 33

p 142), and the Mandasor Stone Inscription of Yasodharman Visnuvar-

dhana (Gupta Ins No 35 p 150) in none of which is Baladitya referred

to. But in the Sarnath Stone of Prakataditya, son of Baladitya, another

Baladitya is referred to ( Gupta Ins. No 79 p. 284 ) In the Mandasor
Stone Pillar Inscription (Gupta Ins p. 147) occur these words relating

to Mihirakula '3HhS*!Tft VW 'JmH^OrfHj-Hli^aJjwf -^(it"^^-

fEnt^c5^Finf%cS It^'HH'- Io tne Mandasor Stone Ins (Gupta Ins.

No ^Sjtf p^ 153 ) lines 4 and 5 read aw spttfit *ft*3'. 3pr*J^tor*RTOT t

3?i^ fSraT wai'u'Si ssptS sto sftf%«5«r^rtrf&trgr! ?r^ n. Dr. Fleet
held that Yasodharman and Visnuvardhana were different, but the reasons he
assigns are unconvincing and Jayaswal appears to be right m holding that
Visnuvardhana is the same as Yasodharman (in 'Imperial History ' pp. 39-
41 ) and that Visnuvardhana was the overlord of Baladitya. It appears
likely that the compters of the extant Puranas combined the two principal
parts of the two names Visnuvardhana and Yasodharman and that the con-
queror of the Mlecchas was said to be Visnuyasas Vide I H Q. vol. XII
p 531 and vol XV pp 302-306 for Yasodharman, Visnuvardhana ana
Mihirakula and Dr R. G Basak in 'History of North-East India' (1934)
pp 97-101 (who holds that Yasodharman and Visnuvardhana were two
different Kings), Pargiter's ' Ancient Indian tradition ' and 'Dynasties of
the Kali age' and Dr Fradhan's Chronology of

*
Ancient India ' maybe

read with advantage in connection with the historic material ux the Puranas.

fe-JI
8Sl3^%^^^^ItfiS** '

«5aSt f%**GtTOutf <J5m:*«T-

p» * ^^WI^dlMWWUHf^a -. « Uulfou.StUlguiK.qp, V 6-8. publishedDv ""W-SCTfrcrHSthnir-TTOg at Poona, 1923.
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commander-in-chief of the Brjapur araiy, is made to say to

Khawaskhan, the Vazir, as follows, 'In the Hindu sastras some

say that Kalkin, the 10th avatara of Visnu will be born and he

will destroy the hordes of Yavanas. Shivaji appears to be the

first harbinger of that Kalkin'

.

Even though the Puranas are carried away by their over-

zeal in condemning the moral and physical decline of the Kali

age, almost all of them exhibit no verses about matters for-

bidden in the Kali age. We have to see when the topic of

Kahmrpja attained prominence and what the matters are that

were once practised by people without objection and that later

on came to be prohibited or condemned.

The Ap. Dh S (II 6. 14. 6-10) condemns the practice

of giving all or most of the ancestral property to the eldest son

as opposed to sastras. The Ap. Dh. S ( II 10 27. 2-6 ), after

referring to the view of some that a woman when being married

is given to the whole family of the bridegroom, condemns the

practice of mi/oqa.1™9 Both these practices (of uddhaiambhaga and

of niijoqa ) are among those included m the texts on Kahvarjya.

Among the earliest references in the smrtis to practices once

current, but forbidden in the Kali age is a passage of BrhaBpati

quoted by Apararka p 97, where myoga and the numer0"6

secondary sons are said to be impossible owing to the decadence

of spiritual power among men of the Dvapara and Kali ages.

Apararka p 739 and the D M quote a passage of Saunaka to

the effect that sons other than the aurasa oi dattaka are not

allowed in the Kali age"'1 Piajapati ( verse 151 )
refers"' to

the ancient practice of offering meat and wine in swddhas, bui

prescribes that these should be eschewed in the Kali age

Vyasa 1™3 quoted in the Nirnayasindhu and other works forbids

3«T W. * II 10- 2? -
2"e

1418 for the quotation

1790 ^ H l?l^i^Swrt»*A*f*r««"*
1791 ara W 3ic5t T**nra «««»«' ;',__ snrf&wsnor «"» sevcral

qftor-** '
ww* p- 739

-
TU,S ls c,t »«Wr

^

other works chafer mrwrraffi nf wA^ 3»I«f,:Bm^

q(^-l#«n^^™"^j5TIsS«.«ai for other reference*

^nrpSS V.deH of Dh. vo! H. p.

to this text.
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the setting of the three vedic fires and of resorting to aannyasa

after 4400 years of Kali. The Laghu-Asvalayana 17'* smrti

( 21 14-15 ) states that the two kinds of sons called Kunda and

Golafca were permitted in former ages and had the samskaras

performed on them, but are condemned in the Kali age. Visva-

rupa and Medhatithi, it is worth noting, do not quote a single

verse about Kalivarjya. On Taj. HL 30 Visvarupa tries to recon-

cile Parasara HI 5 (saying that a hrahmana who is learned in

the Veda and keeps the sacred Vedic fires becomes free from im-
purity in a day ) with ParasaTa HI 8 ( that for ten days on
impurity due to birth or death the food of that family becomes
unpaTtakahle for others). He does not accept the idea that

the period of impurity is only one day for a learned man, but
explains that Parasara DDL 5 is only an arlhavUda meant for

glorifying the study of Veda and the keeping of sacred fires.

Among later commentators it is stated that the narrowing down
of the periods of impurity on the ground of Veda study is

forbidden in the Kali age. As this explanation is not offered
by Visvarupa it is not unreasonable to infer that Visvarupa
was not awaTe of the passage on this point quoted from the
Adityaparana. Medhatithi"'* also ( on Manu IX. 112 ) refers to
the opinion of some that the smrti passages about niyoga and
uddbara-vibhaga were applicable only in bygone ages, since
smrtis are restricted to certain ages ( vide Manu 1 85 ) ; but he
refutes that view and explains Manu I 85 by saying that the
meaning is that the dharmas (i e qualities or natures of things)
change from age to age as they do from season to season Srom
tins it is clear that he did not accept that certain practices
currant m one age were forbidden in others Vqnanesvaia 1^
quotes a single verse which condemns the practice of niyoga
the giving of a special share to the eldest son and the killing
of a cow in a sacrifice as not allowable in the Kali age That

StTSSiS V£3 « 3SIT»:rssr<nj 21 14-15.
"*«PIT ^ rettng.

s*ST3;insss^KSS^ssstrrsJL J* *? J
,
85 *** 3^3* W* he says vrfstsaV _ ^J L̂,m^

SlSSr*^' • •™^«**^SaW»TSETSE
im, V.de above p, 628 „. U98 for the verse^^^^
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verse is said by the Sm.G II p 266 to have occurred in theSangraha <i e the work called Smrtisangraha ) The Sm Gquotes a verse of Kratu which forbids four acts in Kali, vizmyoga, remarriage of a married girl, kilhng a cow in sacrifices
and the taking of a jar.™ The Naradlya-mabapurana contains
four verses about Kalivarjya stating that certain practices which
were onoe allowed are forbidden in the Kali age, viz. sea voyage,
the carrying of a jar of water, marrying a girl of a class lower
than one's own, myoga, killing of an animal in Madhuparka,
offering of flesh in sraddhas, the stage of a forest hermit,
remarriage of a married girl when the marriage was not con-
summated, perpetual student-hood, human sacrifice, horse sacri-

fice, starting on the great journey, the sacrifice of a cow 179*.

Apararka ( pp. 15, 63 ) quotes one verse and a half from the

Brahmapuiana about certain Kalivarjyas viz. perpetual student-
hood, the carrying of a kamxndalu, marriage with a sagotra or

sapinda girl, the killing of a cow, human sacrifice, horse sacri-

fice, drinking intoxicating liquors 1799
. This could not be traced

to the Brahmapurana, but the Prayascitta-tattva ( p 520 ) ex-

1797 sf&rn i f^i^ssftqf^! ^tr *r*n*fT*& i T*j§-»ffcnj g>r4'

qra^ ^ sr sfiwigg- n q m sgirt-3 . i p. iz, *rgtf3r 's wfan on ^a(5*na«a p 49

*hkM5*fR folio l, wnwsrer p. 261

1798. wgipnsrresffoirc ^'^s^vrmH. ' fihipmnreoiTs *mmjw«-

•IH3 «rtdw9 stsit to i qa-R vmfa ^Jfafa5* *ns'jfaTg»fa?t3<T. « ^t^NrgnT,

yffi, 24 13-16. These are quoted as from the f^WT^lTSWT »n
^
he «s«<n^

p 112, the f?p*qi%sg p 367 (reads ^a^^ld' ^frsT*), <fi(&+»$R- fol,° z

(reads flra^TH and ^s^n^OTI:). the ^enwsu P 2 contains the half

verses ^ss^nsrr • uRoractnrt nxw ^, «>a »?5Tawr*rTO<t Ti>r3« wmff*

(but without name) Thew* m p. 16 has the first half (without name)

and also the half ^i^Rre *&=%$ <**ftal«l3'ra?f
_

1799. s^i^^r^wvn^^^s^i-' ff-rhrrgr wft-snn^rgt «iw-

p 133. Tl»<gfifr.
l
i*lftni *<*'™>-lT™ ^JZXZi£

read tfhn*HS> *ft°Z& ftnr «»** -<*ns W,age W.th a d,.*„WofUJ

paternal aunt or with a glrl»ho is a sapinda of one's »«**"£«*™
uncle's daughter' The^^ ""TnrSBS
fSnfctfi™ p 286 ascribes them to «f$VO«r The ^res*^]™* «*" «W

^rr.r^r,= * ™^~ <—
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ffi
, Kalioarjya,

ISka (p. 233) quotes two verses from a smrti (without

£Ste &riS which prohibits sk aote, vis. kilUng a cow in

S* niyoga (of husband's brother), the performance of« taSawato )**» of wine ( insau».), being

an ascetic (of theparoma/wTTm type) ana the Becona protabite five,

vfe. human sacrifice, cow sacrifice, the taking of akamandalu,

rdyoga, and the remarriage of a girl whose marriage has not

been consummated. AparSrka (p. 333) quotes a passage from

the Maikandeya recommending the offering of a golden vessel

in place of the cow in Madhuparka and stating that Bhrgu laid

down that no animal was to be sacrificed in Kali. TheSm.0.

(Ip.B) quotes a Purana passage that 'the remarriage of a

married woman, special share to the eldest son, the killing of a

cow, niyoga and the taking of a kamandalu—these five are to he

avoided in Kali 1801
. Hemadri and the Sahyadri-khanda state,

'Agnihotra, the killing of a cow, sannyctia, offering of meat in

,sraddha and raising of a son 'by the husband's brother—these

five were 180 to be' avoided in Kali. Hemadri in Danakhanda

quotes a passage from the Garudapuraaa in which seven matters

are mentioned as forbidden in Kali, viz. Asvamedha, Gosava,

human sacrifice, RajasSya, remarriage even of a girl whose

first marriage was not consummated, the carrying of a kaman-
dalu and procreation of a son on a widow by hei husband's

brother. The Smrtyarthasara ( p. % ) mentions twenty-six Kali-

vaTJyas without expressly citing the name of any work. In the

Sm. C, the Caturvargacintamani of Hemadri (HI. part 2 p, 666 ),

the Par. M. 1 part 1 pp. 131-137, the Madanaparijata (pp. 15-16),

isoo. afar sar&rares %4<frg3(iam{3: i gmre*r ^ gff&aft mfa * g^r-
'STI 1ST Iffiri3i<5t sjt^r «TO. ^T 3!OT *J>* ' *grg*roi q byWOT&P, 98

1801. snfitft > sbpji. g^sito9ara»ihw5isiri ific^narsrg^kr »i?-
3n*lt «H"B^) ^rft'a-. I p, 12 Tins is quoted from the snf^gtPT in the'

*5?m*. Vide n, 1700 above and SRJ&FisJfo., *$nfg. (trotfsrtr) p. 13 quotes
it as from qu»u.

1SQ2. 3nt^n^^#m^'^^it^r^gsfettf%ggaqga9rs{-
*r.»*sra5. (wim» p i76).^raww3nrp z, wnri^are (*rerc*n»r chap.
V. 6<-«) The first two read stiRffttr^. The ft i'Ufava' p. 370 qnotes
tbe-rerscasaf3*tpR

117
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263),Ihe mZLtniuTm***** Mitra*^ (PP- 261-

other works quote long passages from a purana { which in some

so?aSvtrs
d ««-.»*««-.) thatuuz

50 KaliTarjyas'to There is a work called Kalivarjyavinimaya

Zrt n
7??"11*73

-
oomP°aed h* Damodara elder brother ofmiakmtba (fet half of 17th century A. D. ), who in his Samaya-

mayukha refers to it. It quotes the Adityapurana, Brahma-
purana and other texts that are quoted here from HemSdri and
other older digests 180

*.

In the passage quoted the several Kalivarjyas are not
arranged on any systematic basis. Here, first of all a few
Kalivarjyas that have a bearing on law will be mentioned and
then the rest will be taken up one after another in the order in
which they appear in the extract and lastly those that do not
appear in that extract will also be dealt with. The first verse states

that certain actions were discarded by the wise though this was
unauthorized ( by sruti or smrti ) after arriving at a convention

among themselves through fear of the loss of dharma { if they

were persisted in ), because in the Kali age there is absence of

good men. The last verse and a half again state that at the

beginning of the Kali great men arrived at certain conven-

tions and discarded certain actions in order to guard the people

( against harm and gin ) and ( it is well known ) that the conven-

tions of good men are authoritative like Veda 1805
.

1. Giving a larger share of ancestral property or the whole

of it to the eldest son ( this is called jyestMmia or uddhSra or

uddharavibJiaga ). Vide pp. 624-631 above for this. 1**

1803. Vide Appendix for the passage.

1804. A ms. ol this work existing in the Central Library at Baroda

was very kindly lent to me through the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute at

Poona. There are eleven folios with ten lines on each side and about

«

letters in each hne. '

ZS05. Compare 5p 3>b. S. 1. 1. 1. 3-3 ' vfmw. *mm ' *?«
'

aDd

Vas, I 4-5.

1806. The earliest reference in English to Kafivarjya matters Is

fotmd in a translation of the passage of the Samayoddyota «"'°n of(hB

Madanaratna .contained in Sir William Jones' Works vol. VTIX (rf of

J807). Generate, vide also "-P***^ ££?«£• 2
for reference in a modern work on. Hindu Law to several *

Kalivarjya.
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2. Appointing the husband's brother ( or a sagotra &c.

)

to raise issue on the •wife of a sonless man. Thfe is called rdyoga

and has been dealt with at length in H. of Dh. vol. II. pp. 599-

607. It may be added here that in the K. V. N. there is a long

discussion on the question whether an elder brother of the

deceased could have been appointed to raise issue on his younger
brother's widow and gives it as the opinion of some that he could

not be so appointed, but that only a younger brother could be
appointed to raise issue on his elder brother's widow. They rely

on the Mit. on Yaj. I. 68 where' devara'* is paraphrased aB
' fcanlyan bhrata '. The K. V. N. ( folio 5 b and 6 a ) relying on
Manu IX. 62 and the words of the Mit on Yaj. II 127 { where
Manu IX. 69-70 are cited and explained as * devaras-tasya
jyesthah kanistho va ) holds that any brother whether elder or
younger than the husband could be appointed.

3. The admission of several kinds of secondary sons
other than the aurasa and the dattaka. For this vide above
pp. 647-653.

4. Remarriage of widows. This subject has been dealt

£
ith £ S °f

?
h< V°L H

- pp'
608ff

'
Some texts such as

vas. 17. 74 make a distinction between the remarriage of awoman whose marriage was not consummated and of a woman
whose marriage was consummated, remarriage being allowedm the first case but not in the 2nd. The Kalivarjya texts forbid
remarriage in both cases. 1807

inHrfS^vnTn^xf^ This8tt̂ °t^ been treated of

( pp. 599-600
) that the decisions in 46 Bom. 871 and 55 Bom 1

NLkrntha!
P°naraiSUnaer8taTldiDg ab°Ut the rsal ™™ *

6 Marriage with sagotra girls or with girls that a.™

Vide H. of Dh. vol. II, pp. 452-478 for prohibition on the gWnd

1807. stroma^ wrar %^s 'p^^bt i m ^znnnm- vn?**. «==«
*fra I sffcr 17. 74. The half ™se *f$Z^^'J^ ***%'
refute botht^ of widows™ *^EEZZ££ t^JT"?«*>«a tmtift (whose manage .. consummated) TkTl^Z
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of sapinda relationship, pp. 497 ffi. for prohibition on the ground
of gofcra and pp. 458-463 for marriage with maternal uncle's

daughter. The custom of marrying the maternal uncle's daughter

has persisted to this day in many castes in spite of the inclusion

of it among Kalivarjyas. An inscription at Nagarjunikonda

( 3rd century A. D.) shows that Vlrapurusa-datta, son of Santa-

mfila, married three daughters of his paternal aunts ( E. I. vol

XX p. 1 ).

7. Slaying a brahmana who comes as an Statayin in a

properly conducted fight Vide H. of Dh. vol. IT. pp. 148-151

and p. 517 above for this subject

8. Awarding of fines against witnesses who depose in

disputes between father and eon 180s It has already been seen

( p 299 ) how ordinarily suits between husband and wife, father

and son were not encouraged in ancient India. But when such

a dispute came to the king's notice he could take action suo

motu, as NSr. includes ' pitaputra-vivada ' among the miscella-

neous matters ( praklrnaka verse 3 ) which the king was to set

in motion. Even in ancient times this rule must not have been

strictly enforced. As time went on and separation of father and

son became frequent the rule must have appeared to be un-

reasonable. Vide Mit. on YSj. IL 32 referred to above in n. 418.

YSj. IL 239 ( = Matsya 227. 198) prescribed a fine of 3 panas

for those who ( instead of composing the quarrel between father

and son and being able to do so ) undertake to be witnesses.

Visvaruparead 'a fine of two hundred panas . Vis*.l Dh. b

V 120 prescribes a fine of ten panas. This shows that at tbe

timeofL Mateyapurana this act was probably not mcluded

among Kalivarjyas.

9 Taking (or stealing) of corn even from one whose

18. 88-29, MwuXL 18 and T«- ™".P™^
on rf»
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words of Manu XI. 16 'bhaktani sad-anasnata .. hartavyam

hinakarmanah ). In ancient times theft of such a minor nature

was permitted when the brahmana was famished. But later

times took a stricter view of the matter.

10. 'The admission to intercourse of a brahmana who
undertakes a sea voyage, even though he may have performed,

the penance prescribed for the same *
( I. 7 in the appendix

)

Here the word used is ' dvijasya '. It may mean either any
person of the three higher castes or a brahmana. If a man who
has made a sea voyage took prayascitta he expiated only the
sin, but did not become fit, according to this dictum, to be
associated with by others. Whether the Vedic Aryans knew
the sea has been doubted. Vide ' Vedic Index * on ' samudra ',

vol. H. pp. 431-433. The Nirukta II. 10 refers to the fact that a
doubt arises whether the word ' samudra ' in a particular vedic
verse refers to the sea or to the sky. In some verses as in
Rg X. 98. 5 'he discharged divine rain waters from the higher
to the lower samudra* both the meanings of 'samudra' (viz.
Bea, sky

) are pointedly brought out. Vide also $g. VII. 6. 7
( a samudrad-avarad-a parasmst ). In $g. V1L 95. 2 SarasvatI is
mentioned as going from the mountains to the sea In Rg. X.
136. 5 the two seaB, Eastern and Western, are mentioned (ubhau
saraudrava kseti yaica purva utaparah ), In Jig. VJII. 6. 4 it is
said,

'
all people bend down to him, as the siridhus (rivers ) flow

to the Ocean.' fcg. L 116. 4-5, X. 39. 4 and X. 143. 5 refer to the
story that Asvins saved Bbujyu from the waters of the sea wo9

1he Atharvaveda XL 2. 25 refers to eastern sea and northern sea
There is no doubt that in the Brahmanas the sea was well-known.
The Tai Br. IL 2. 5. 6 remarks, « there is no end to desire and also
to samudra (neva hi kamasyantosti na samudrasya). The
Ait. Br 40 2) remarks 'just as the sea stands surrounding
the earth (tabhl rajanam parigrhya tisthati samudra iva
bhutnim). It has already been seen that among the fivo
practices peculiar to the north the Baud. Dh. S (LI 22

)

enumerates sea voyage ( samudra-isainyana ) as the
'

lastand condemns it. Baud. (IL 1. 51) places sea voyage at
the head. of grave sins (patanhjam) along with misappro-
priating a brahmana's wealth kept as a deposit. The Mit.

1809 V.de'Vedu: Hymns' by Mas Muller (S B E vol 32 no 57-
62 )

tor » Dole on the quest.on whether the Ind,aOS of 'the Ved.c IIIWthe surging sea ( terrestrial ).
S knew
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on Y&j. III. 288 quotes the sutra of Baud. Manu (DI158
and 166-167 ) provides that a brahmana who had been on s
soa voyage was sinful and was not to be invited at a
sr&ddha. But it is clear that Manu does not say that such

a brahmana altogether loses caste or that he becomes alto-

gether unfit to bo associated with; all that Manu provides is

that such a brahmana became unfit for invitation at a sraddha.

The Ausanasasmrti ( IV. pp. 525-526 ) declares that those who

sell the Veda, who marry a widow, who undertake a sea voyage

are paitla and are not to be invited at a sraddha. These passages

show that the prohibition against sea voyage affected only

brahmanas and even then they did not apparently become alto-

gether unfit to be associated with. That brahmanas crossed the

ocean and went to such distant countries as Siam, Cambodia,

Java, Sumatra and Borneo can be easily proved ,w °. E. I. vol

17 p. 314 gives references to inscriptions from Borneo to show

that brahmanas from India migrated to that country about 400

A. D. That kings and merchants undertook sea voyageB iB also

clear from several considerations. The Baveru Jstaka ( vol. HI

JSo 339,Fausboll) tells us that merchants from Benares went

to Babylon in order to sell Indian goods. The 'Questions^ of

Milinda' S. B. E. vol. 36 p. 269 Tefers to a ship-owner voyaging

by sea to distant countries 1811
. The Rajataranginl refers to

the sea voyage of an envoy of king JaySpIda <J
Kashmir'*>

Ceylon (IV 503-506). Manu Vm. 157 prescribes that the

king should allow that rate of interest which those who are

Septs in ia voyages and land journeys and who understand^

wlS is required to be the interest at certain times and n. certain

dvtpa' (1937 and 1938): 'Ind>an «««* « *"*£
'£,. Bjan Raj

BaH' byH.mansu Bhnsana S.tta. *&»«* J^J* ™ Jm Bah -

Cha«criee (1933).G Gores' Bah and Angkor^ * ^ „naian

cd.tedbyM. Sylva.n Lev. in G. £•
s
^ „ ol BrandeSl Ber-

Arcbaeology. vol. IX. PP. 39-50. The^ „„ Java/ charcpa and

gaigne, Kern. Xro». ParmenUer and other a=noia ^^
*ber countries o£ the Eastern^*« ™ ,„ and others.

are not in Enghsh. Tbey arereterred to by D..M, •

„„. The Who.e passage is *£***£*£^Bg ,relgM .

as a sh.powner. 1A0 bas become wealth* by con
y ^^ „

Si -port town. w... be-*£«££?. ^oromande, coast or

Takkola or Ch.na or Sovira, Sural <« m
e , fc (s . B . E

Further India or any other place where sb.ps

vol. 36 p. 269).
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places determine to be the proper one. Yaj. II. 38 provides

for very high interest ( 20 per cent per month ) from those who

engage in trade by sea. Nar. IV. 179 says that a trader (eamu-

dra-vanik ) who makes sea voyages is not a proper witness.

The Vayu ( 45. 78-80 ) and other puranas state that Bharata-

varsa 1*'2 has nine divisions called doipas, all of which are

separated from each other by the sea and are not (easily

accessible, that Jambudvlpa ( India proper ) is the 9th dvlpa and

the other eight are Indra, Kaseru, Tamraparnl, Gabhastimat,

Naga, Saumya (Siam?), Gandharva, VSruna (Borneo').

Therefore Bharatavarsa according to Pauranic Geography in-

cluded modern India and also Greater India. Hone of the

ancient works at least says" anything against sudras under-

taking sea voyages; but now even sudras, probably in their

desire to emulate the brahmana and rise higher in social esteem,
think that sea voyage is forbidden to them also.

When during the latter half of the 19th century some
brahmanas went to England on a political mission or for study
and returned to India, the question whether after taking the
appropriate prMyaiatta those brahmanas could be associated with
fully as before was referred to many orthodox and learned
JPanrftfe (such as the late TarSnatha Tarkavacaspati ) and
it is creditable to the Pandits and gratifying to note that
many of them came to the conclusion that they could be asso-
ciated with by others. The two principal texts referred to were
those of the Brhan-Naradapurana (note 1798 above) and the
one from the Adityapurana translated at the head of this parti-
cular Kalivaijya. Very interesting and hairsplitting argu-
ments and explanations were advanced by the learned Panditsm 1872. Some of them may be noted here. As regards the
Naradlya passage, it is argued that only that seavoyage is for-
bidden in the Kali, which was a righteous act (dharma) in
former times. In Parasara-smrti XE. 58 the following praya-
scitta18* is prescribed for brahmana murder : "the sinner should

S 1""™"* **• **"*?* « *T3 45.78-80. The «„, verses
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be^directed to perform the penance of going to the seta on the

ocean ; lie should beg for alms on the road to the sBtu from
men of the four classes that are free from improper acts, should

walk barefooted and without umbrella, should declare his sin

in all towns, villages and hamlets of cowherds on the way
while resting there or in forests, sacred places and rivers and

after reaching the sea and on seeing the sefcu, 200 yojanas long

and 10 yojanas broad, constructed with heaps of stones at the

bidding of Rama by Nala he will get rid of the sin of brShmana

murder '. Here brahmana murder being a most heinous offence

it cannot be supposed that a mere sight of the sebu from land

would absolve the sinner and the words about the length and

breadth of the setu would be otherwise meaningless. Therefore

what'is meant is that he must undertake a sea-voyage and go

along the whole length and breadth of the setu an a vessel.

Such a voyage was religious conduct in former ages, but in

Kali this is forbidden. The word 'holding a kamandalu"

( which also was prescribed as dharma in former ages ) conveys

that a similar or analogous practice is referred to in the imme-

diately preceding words. The words ' dvijasyabdhau &e. are to

be interpreted as follows : * nauyStuh ' is the genitive singular of

* nauyatr '. The affix * tr " is not the ordinaryV but it is fan

used in the sense of * one who habitually does a thing ,
accord-

ing to Panini m. 3. 134-135.im Therefore the words of the

Adityapurana apply only to a dvija who habitually «>*««»

a sea voyage either as a trader or as a helmsman or sailor. When

Narada(Dayabhaga21) states that even an aurasa son who

is hostile to his father or who is patita ( guilty of one of the

five great sins) or is impotent or is ' apayatrita he doe, not

get a share of ancestral wealth, the Vyavahaxamayukha
^xplams

prayascitta merely for going
J

arejrt^J ^^^
were intended in thisP^*^L *J «££ .

fetag bave teo„

ly viz. 'samudre
naugamanabb§v^&c^^__^_____

1814. a^^flsasfcOTn^S • 3*' -"ft* IIL 2
"
^U$'
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crossing the sea to Ceylon for purposes of trade. In dramas like

the Katnavali (where the kancuhn Babhravya undertakes a
sea voyage and a merchant from KausSmbI is said to have gone
to Ceylon ) and in romances like the DasakumSracarita frequent

references are made to sea voyages to Ceylon and other countries.

What is aimed to be hit when prayascitta for sea voyage is

prescribed is the fact that on such voyages a man may give up
for long such daily duties as the performance of sandhya and may
have come in very close contact with mlecchas as regards food
etc. If he has done these two, then only he is not fit for inter-
course even though he may have undergone a prayascitta If
he performs his daily duties wherever he may dwell and does
not come in too close a contact with mlecchas he may have to
perform no prayascitta, much less would he become" unfit for
social intercourse. The view of Medhatithi on Manu n. 23 that
any country by itself is not unfit for the residence of an arya,
that if mlecchas overrun a country in India and permanently
reside there it may become a mleochadesa, that even a mleccha
country, if it be conquered by an Indian king and if the system
of the four varnas be introduced therein, would be a fit one for the
performance of Vedic sacrifices, has already been noted { in H of

HK
Y
ti? *V

6i ?
hM *° be remembere<i ^at the Adiparva

(85. 34} Btates that mfcccfcos and yavarms sprang from Anuand Turvasu, sons of Tayati. The Sabbaparva notes that Bhlma

tribute ( 30. 85-87) and that mlecchas came to see the Rajasuva

2 fhfr^ P
• ^Sltl°nS f°ll0W fr0m the ab°™ discussion

: (1Asthe word dvija'jsusedasudra or aperson of the mixed castes
( sanktrm-jatt ) does not become unfit for social in^Z ,

tag or «o> any oth« pnrpo,. has to matago a „IJT1L £
would become unfit for intercourse Rafter2 •" *^
brahmanas,5iK^?SlShuS T**** *
tors, has in view the story fa £nti jS to2 ^ ??

mm™**-
say whether this story had antTnflfl ^ 2t * difficult 4°
Wbition against sea voyage

°6 ™ Ieadbg to the V*
118
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The Smrtikausfcubha explains that ' samudrayatra ' means
' tlrthayatra * i e. pilgrimage to holy places beyond the sea and
that is forbidden here. But this seems to be wrong, as stated

by Krsnabhatta on the Nir. S. The latter sayB that expiation

is to be undergone only where a sea voyage is undertaken from

worldly motives, but where a sea voyage has to be undertaken

for reaching a holy place like the SankhoddhSra-tlrtha, it is an

inseparable part of the pilgrimage and therefore there is no

necessity to undergo a prayascitta, 1815

11. ' The initiation for a sattm ' (1.8) Sattras were sacri-

ficial sessions the duration of which varied from 12 days to a

year, 12 years or even more. Only brahmanas could perform

them ( Jai. VI 6 16-23 ). Ace. to Sahara on Jai. VI. 2. 1 per-

sons who engaged in them must not be less than 17 nor more

than 24 All of them were both saorificers ( yajamana ) as well

as priests. Vide H. of Dh. vol. H pp. 1239-1246 for sattras.

The prohibition against engaging in sattras is a clear indica-

tion that people had become tired of the ancient Vedic sacriBceB,

of the great demands they made on time and wealth and had

begun to prefer other and easier modes of worship.

12. 'Carrying a jar of water' (1. 8). The Baud.DLS

I 4 devotes numerous"16 sutras ( 1-27 ) to the sublet of carry-

ing an earthen or wooden jar full of water. Every snataka was

always to carry a 3ar of water from which he was to take water

for imwa He was to wash it with water and rub it w.tl his

hand. This was declared to be equal to pxryagmtoram I encir-

cling with fire for purification, vide H. Dh. vol. 31M^
n 250U He was not to go to another^ house or to the viUoge

boundary or on a journey without the jar.^ \^
•worm TV 36 Yai L 133 contain similar provisions vis\a

STJ55 S. i. —*. »— -yt°r. »»
«W >— V. carri*. Jjl-J

-
-J,

» -£ „d .
brance, gave rise to ™Wn» ™

Thfe tice was

gradually it came to be disp nsed wrfh. ™* >
ater]arwas

regularised by declaring that in the^a»^b^____
__

1816. a,w ^^msS^/^SS^ ^s «*Mg«
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that 'kamandaluvidharana refers »s«^*

»*«£»("» ^ ^^ ^ sorae plained^i^W^ndiU 'dfcghakalambrahma-

earyam' ( studenthood foi long periods).

n 'Starting on the Great Jouruey'(l.H TheBrnan-

SgTSSuVI.aiandYai.ia. 55 a forest hermit when he

2£ta an incurable disease and could ^Perform the

duties of his order,« allowed to start towards,
the norfe-east

on the Great Journey ( mateprastbana ) till the hody fell down

to rise no more. Similarly, a man guilty of brahmana murder

was allowed to meet death at the handts of archers or to throw

himself head foremost into are. Vide H. of Dh. vol. IL pp. 924-

928 for Mahsprasthanagamana Apararka™ (p. 877-879)

quotes long passages from the Adipur&na to the effect that if a

man suffering from an incurable disease starts on the Great

Journey in the Himalaya or commits suicide by entering fire

or water or by falling from a precipice, not only does he not

incur sin, but on the contrary he goes to heaven. It is rather

inconsistent that the Adipurana ( or JLflityapurana ) should in

one place extol the starting on the Great Journey and in another

place should forbid it in the Kali age. The K. V. N. cites the

instance of the Fandavas that are said to have started on the

Great Journey. This makes one suspicious about the authenticity

of the passages on Kalivarjya quoted from the Adityapurana

by some and from Idipurana by others.

14. 'The killing of a cow in the sacrifice called GoBava

'

(1.9).

There were various occasions on which in ancient times

a cow was sacrificed The Anubandhya cow killed at the end

of the TJdayanlya isti in Agnistoma has been referred to above

(on p. 627 a 1196). In the Madhuparka which was offered

isw. ami swfoawo fTWfoiftMgifttk <ftfetrg5»n«rft) af%s3SK53

^W ^ititiHiiW snm » sdnwifhrtnS =** 'iij'WiM asn > >ix§*n£iq'jj wrf5 grn>

3<*«WUW*Jltil

[iK|'«lWsrin *ftaif*Kl t q. by SURI^ p. 877 aod by <ro. StT.

1. 2. 328 (as from «tfi{Wgmfl awtpft (p. 879) further quotes 'wglHWHTW I
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Kbadira gr. in. 4 1, Gobhila gr.m 10. 16 ) In m s T? *«^ that if cow's flesh is offered"*££££££

"

£ t T^ ^T^ th3t WM ^Ukthsra in which thefees were ten thousand oows and which according to some could
be performed only by a vaisya ( Eat. Sr. 22. 11 i«s 3_8 ) A
bull was killed as an offering in the rite called sfilagava ('videH.of Dh. vol. H pp. 831-832). As flesh-eating came to be
looked down upon, oow sacrifice became most abhorrent and
Kalivarjya texts only register a prohibition which had been
acted upon centuries before.

15. 'The employment of cups of wine in the Sautramanl

'

(1.10).

The Sautramanl is not a soma sacrifice but it is a combi-
nation of an ish with an animal sacrifice. It was so called
from|sutraman' (an epithet of Indra). Its peculiar charac-
teristic was the offering of sura m cups. In modern times milk
is offered in its place and £p Sr. allowed it even in ancient
times 1819

. It was included among the seven hewirt/ajnas by
Gaut. ( VHL 20 ). At the end of the Rajasuya it was performed
or in Agnicayana or for one who suffered vomiting or purging
from the excessive drinking of soma. For sautramanl and the

preparation of sura in it, vide H. of Dh. vol. H. pp. 1225-1228.

Bhattoji (in com. on Qaturvimsati-mata p. 53) and the Nirnayo-

sindhu construe this to mean 'having social intercourse with

one who employs sura in Sautramanl' but this is not satis-

factory. The Dharmasindhu explains as above (lit pfirvardha

p. 357)"20
.

snsftft5ft*f s**s$ta»siRiir s# 23. a 3,6-8.

1819. ^iwiS JTrsfffonrcfiB'* w* gtra?ra -owl** ' •• i^nrcr «i r$ i

wru. «ft. w. z< "• "•

1820 STUmortT gtHW«WJ: *°*. "WW * "^ °° ^^"^f
p S3 , tftewirt^ft wmTOsra '

wfittnr nI * 3S7 ne *®***™
(folio 6b) remarks. ' sswffm^r **& srifrrfartrcigBFm ' T5 ««Jii-.4«iT-
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16. ' The licking of the Agnihotrahavani and the use of

it even after it was licked *
( 1. 11 ) In the Agnihotra the sruva

ladle is held in the right hand and the sruc called agnihotra-

havani is held in the left and the milk is poured into the latter

from the milk pot with sruva. After the Agnihotra homa is

offered the agnihotrahavani is licked twice in order to take out

the remnants of the milk and after wiping it with darbha blades

it is used again. Ordinarily a vessel when it is once licked by

a man cannot be used again in a religious rite unless proper

purification is resorted to. But this did not apply to the Agni-

hotrahavani and camasas of soma. Vide H. of Dh. vol. II p. 1002,

n. 2663 for agnihotrahavani, p. 1005 for its licking and p. 1177

(n. 2598) for the drinking of soma from the same camasa by

the several priests. The licking of the agnihotrahavani and

its use constitute really the subject of the prohibition. 1821

17. ' Entering on the stage of forest hermit as laid down
in the texts about if (1. 12). Gaut. HI 25-34, Ap. Dh. S
(II. 9. 21. 18 to H. 9. 23. 2 ), Manu VI. 1-32, Vas IX 1-11, Yaj.

HI. 45-55 lay down elaborate rules for the stage of forest hermitB.

Vide H. of Dh vol H pp. 917-929 for a description and remarks
on sannyasa to be made> later on.

18. ' The narrowing down or curtailment of the periods of

impurity depending upon the Vedio learning and the mode of

life of a person ' ( 1. 13 ).
' Agha ' means ' asauca '

;
' vrtta

'

(mode of life) refers to tending sacred fires or maintaining
oneself in the way described by Manu IV. 7-10. The general

rule about the period of impurity for a brahmana on the death

of a sapinda was stated by Gaut. 14. 1, Manu V. 59 and 83 to be
that it was ten days and Angiras quoted by the Mit. on Yaj IIL 22
prescribes impurity for ten days for all varnas, but Manu V. 59
also spoke of the period being four days, three days or one day
which, ace to the Mit. on Yaj. IIL 28-29, refers respectively to*

kumbhldhanya, one who has collected food for three dayB or one
who collects nothing for the morrow. Daksa VL 6 and Para-

1821. nH4Ud4i<t<4"a<i i ^t ^gi firTT=3iufif nf*» faSnt i *rwt 4t m 7

Bra *rH^nfa- qftgggg i ^siagikspi p 471 . stffcf)* <£$h *rft yarr m
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day, one who has XtiSTA^Z^Vr*
Bacred fires

) becomes free in three lys wile Ln / v "^
both becomes free after ten days IpalaS Tn JSf 1

of the period ^iSlZ^^l^ZSZ
to certain special matters viz. the receiving of giffa fteperformance of Agnihotra, the study of the Veda and such
matters m which distress would he caused if the period were
not curtailed This explanation clearly proves that VijnaneS-
vara ( end of 11th century ) was not aware of the prohibition of
the curtailment of the periods of impurity or treated it with
scant respect. The curtailment of the period of impurity was
laid down probably because curtailment led to confusion, since
a person may claim to be learned, while his neighbours may
not concede that claim.

19. ' Prescribing death as the penance for brahmanas

'

( 1. 14

)

Manu XT. 89 provides that if a person intentionally murders
a brahmana there is no expiation for it. Manu XI 90 prescribes
death by drinking boiling wine for the sin of drinking sura,
while Manu XL 146 providesim that if a man knowingly drinks
wine there is no expiation for it, but only death. The Visnu-
dharmasutra ( chap. 34 ) states that incest with the mother,

daughter or daughter-in-law is atipataka, such sinners have to

1822. ijsRnrfsgwRi fWt qlB&innifrrat i ^i^d^td f£#ft ^rfSJ-

ffSr l ?r$ VI. 6 and rrmn III S, quoted by re»req on *n. HI, 30,

«t u$n% «3ir% =3 «rsy. ^t* ^g; i f?-. q by surasS p. 894.

1823. 3W -MlW-^4H^I-<ri ^>T yicJUtJII^HI WHlRwQi|»n 1 Trf=RWFiT-

?5»lf!»JJH#*f » RlHI> °n VI™. 28-29

1824 *ffis<J»lj5%f stFrrrerafmi* ffcrft i *g XI 146 Most of the com-

mentators of Manu explain this half differently as meaning 'a penance

destroctive of We should not be prescribed'. Bnt this explanation is

opposed to Gaut 21.7 ( Aft minimi*jVnftjfe ) and lo Medhahlhi

Videgrfggs^ folio 7a '^%£l?J*TOr<Jra'riM • flfrBtSft wa^^ia^-

«rt5 *4<&*tf *wi%* A#*aJ hs xppm^pmvwsvU^i^im
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enter fire and there is no other penance for this sin. Vide Gaut.

21. 7 also. Some smrtis held that there was no-prSyascitta for

certain grave sins except falling from a precipice or into fire.

An a brahmana's person became more and more sacred with the

march of time, death ceased to be a penance for a brahmana

sinner, however grave the sin might be But this did not apply

to a ksatriya or any one else ( other than a brahmana ).

20. ' Pollution through contact with a sinner *
( 1. 15 ).

Manu XL 180 ( = SSnti 165. 37 = Baud. Dh. S. H. 1. 88 ),
1825

Visnu Dh. S. 35. 2-5 provide that if a person continues for one

year in close association ( samsarga ) with one guilty of the

grave sins ( enumerated in Manu XI. 54 }, in respect of occupy-

ing the same conveyance or seat with him or dining in the

same row with him he becomes patita ; but he becomes patita

immediately if he officiates as a priest for such a sinner or

performs his upanayana for teaching him the sacred Gayatrl

and the Veda or if he enters into a matrimonial alliance with

him. ParasaTa ( L 25-26 ) states that in the Krta age a person

became patita by speaking with a patita, in Treta by seeing him,

in Dvapara by partaking of food prepared in his house, but in

Kali by actually committing a ( sinful ) deed and that when a
grave sin was committed by a man, in the Kita age the whole
district in which he lived was to be abandoned, in Treta the

village, in Dvapara his family alone and in Kali only the

perpetrator.1826 Parasara { XIL 79 ) no doubt1827 says that ' sins

( i. e pollutions are caused ) are transferred, as a drop of oil

( spreads ) on water, by sitting or sleeping together or by using
the same conveyance, by speaking with or by dining in the same
row with a sinner '; but this only means that to associate with a
sinner is bad, but it does not mean that to associate with & patita

immediately makes the associator himself a patita. The Mit. on
Yaj HL 261 quotes Devala 1825 and Vrddha-Brhaspati to the effect

1825. «=k«\°i irafa iu&«t y<jii*«. i qM^tvynwiiitara g ^wiwhtst-
«H5 1 ng XI ISO, «ft «. ^,. It. I. 88.

1UW I. 25-26.

1827. 3U«-U^4JtU4JHktUHmici. ^^vJiMWI^ I ^RTJttSct fff mmft %&-
Rr*fR^«tRr tl 1*15!* XII, 79, which is the same as ^vj q by tj^t JTT II. 1

p 2S (where ^rfim^ is read for W"IP?nt).

l828 *rarasi5ft5.'i3nm5TiPTrastT5T*m£ » <H»i»us»n<piiqfciti'tr4 ifo^a
^HXt sNci P. by (5tat oa *n. III. 261, 31TOI& p. 1087
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JKf? sapie air (l e- by ig * *«~ £J5
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8ame 00m°**™ « on the same seat or bed bydmmgm the same row, by being a sinner's prieBt or vedicteacher or entering into matrimonial alliance with him. ThePar M, SayB that Parasara held the view that there was nojwMyaby the various kinds of contact in Kali and so provided no
prayascittafor stmsarga. The tfirnayasindhu 1^ andBhattoji
make similar remarks. The Udvahatattva says that Parasara
135 is to be interpreted in this way that merely speaking or
touching a pofefa or receiving money from him does not make
another liable to any prayascitta, but that if the association
with a patita goes quite beyond these, then sin may be incurred
by association. So almost all the digests are agreed that the
rigour of the very Btrict rules about samBaTga in Marai and
Band, was modified by declaring that speech with or Bight of a
sinner involved no sin in Kali.^

21. 'Undergoing (secret) expiation foT the grave sins

(mahapatakas) except theft ' (1. 15). Harlta ( q by Par. M. H m
part 2, p 153 ) prescribes secret expiation for a bTahmaua who
has studied dharmasastra and committed a sin without anyone

knowing it. Gaut. ( chap. 24 ) prescribes certain expiations to be

undergone secretly ( without any third person knowing of such

performance ) for even mahapatakas such as brahmana rmrrdeT,

drinking sur5, incest and theft of gold. Vas. (chap. 25) also does

the same and states ( 25. 2 ) that only those who have kept the

sacred vedic fires, who are disciplined and old or learned are

entitled to secret expiations for sins and not other people The

Yisnu Dh. S. 55 deals with secret expiations. Parasara IX. 61

(last veree) laid down 1832 the general rule that one should openly

2p 90. it may be noted that the ,*if<riVk<P 132) gaoto tto passagc

and criticizes it ;^ 3T& fi^-Wft *W&%: <tifcWR* $<re*rfi «ff«W

?tor&- 1 f*inn%^ nr. p 368.

1830. *& *fo nsadi ~ s^*^wrm**^^'**1" f«ra '

JWRfflLlm m II part 2, p. 153.

1832. wmw^ *** ^ifihwi««W«ft^ ftr*
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declare one's sin. The Kalivarjya text provides that secret expia-

tion is allowed as regards only theft among the mahapatakas in

the Kali age, though in earlier ages it was allowed as to other

mahapatakas also The Nimayasindhu says that secret expia-

tion is allowed only to brahmanas According to the Dharma-
sindhu, in the Kali age if a man is guilty of the murder of a

brahmaua or of other mahapatakas he does not avoid the conse-

quences of falling into Hell when he undergoes an expiation but

he becomes only fit for social intercourse, while as regards theft

of gold ( a mahapataka ) by undergoing prayascitta he avoids

the fall into hell and also becomes fit for social intercourse.

The Kalivarjyavinirnaya appears to hold that all secret expia-

tions are forbidden in Kali. 1833

22. 'The act of offering an animal with the recital of

Vedic manli as to the bridegroom, to a guest and in honour of

pitrs'd 16) lBM Madhuparka was offered in ancient times on
several occasions and to several persons such as to rinks at sacri-

fices, to the king, to a snataka, to one's acarya, father-in-law,

paternal or maternal uncle and to a bridegroom. Vide H. of Dh.
vol. H. pp 542-546 for details about Madhuparka. Originally a
cow or a bull was killed for an honoured guest, later on when the

cow came to be extremely sacred the flesh of some other animal
was offered; when flesh-eating itself came to be looked down upon
then only payasa and other vegetarian eatables came to be
prescribed Vide H of Dh vol. H pp. 777-782 on flesh-eating.

This half line forbids the offering of flesh to a bridegroom or to

an honoured guest (in madhuparka) and the feeding of

1833. The grfg^ssnt (folia 8a) notes, ' sa T& ^<j<HH4?<n'3BggTIorri%-

^5^ci5§'i'»wi f%>«5TtW tra* *&n;—^rstrt^. snt tra h^ih^h ^tidd^ Ptt^-
5TT, l ' It should be noticed that the Nirnayastndhu and a few others read

««Jltf(iK£tJl^«iil'.llrf«hM<i4ra as one word meaning "secret expiation for
mahapatakas other than theft and other than association with those guilty
of grave sins' The ^jurtRrtx (p Z), srj m p. 16 and ugi^a^ (p.
112) read this half line as -twlgm ; uftg wgn# nstftTO:. 'wBRRtnrV-
"SWt&a Hnif8J%5T Vt«hf3l4ftra HSfiit f% f&S c!i% "mifidm ij 9k& HSTOT I

^*stan%g 3 Jnif«3%K »u.<1fiafa«<faji4tH ^ i wfrtFar in, s<rra p. 358.

1834. si4l*<.u| has a technical sense It means 'touching the am-
mal to be sacrificed with several mantras' Mann V 7 employs the word in
that sense and Kulloka comments, * n^mnft ^M^'rS-i «T5IT. CTlfl.<am«hW J< ».

The ^(grnfS. ( 9a ) quotes ^Rrmtf%?^fS<& *z\ ^Egsrqrftfrt Wi th reference
to sraddha the word nplkarana is osed in a secondary sense and not in the
literal sense For the upikarana mantra 3»gsft 5nfn»T, vide 3TT*9 5. 1 11.2

119
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brahmanas with flesh at sraddhas. Comparatively so late a
miter as Taj (I 258-259 ) extols the high gratiBcation that the
Mattes feel when flesh of various animals is offered in sraddhas.
This one prohibition includes in itself several prohibitions that
are separately mentioned in other texts such aB 'govadha' { in
notes 1797 and 1799), the killing of an animal in a Madhuparka
(in n. 1798), 'gavalarabha' and 'palapaitrka* { in note 1802). It is

noteworthy that even so late as the first half of the 17th century

Visvanatha, a great logician, takes up the cudgels on behalf of

flesh-eating by brahmanas in sacrifices, sraddha, madhuparka,

in danger to life and when ordered by a brahmana and charges

those who totally forbid flesh-eating with being the followers of

the doctrines of Bauddhas, while the latter at the same time

prescribe expiations for even murderers of brahmanas through

greed of money and marry their maternal uncle's daughters

or other sapindaB of their mother, though both of these latter

are t forbidden by the KaliVarjya texts. ls3s

23, 'Association with those that are guilty of intercourse

with women who are not of the same varna, even though the

former may have undergone proper expiation for the lapse*

<1. 18). There was great divergence of views as regards the

pr&yascitta for adultery by a male with a female of the same

class, of a higher class or of a lower class Further the ancient

sfitras were rather hard on the guilty parties, the harsh rules

being relaxed by later smrti writers. For example, Gaut 23

14-15 and Vas. 81. 1-3 prescribe for a male of a lower caste

having intercourse with a woman of a higher caste death in

various ways. If a brahmana had sexual intercourse with a

csndala or svapaka woman Parasara (X. 5-7) prescribes that he

has to undergo a fast for three days, tonsure of the head together

with the top knot, three Prajapatyas, Brahmakurca, feeding

brahmanas, constant recital of the Gayatri, gift of two pairs of

cows and then he becomes pure, while a sudra doing the same had

to undergo the expiation of one PrSjapatya and had to mafce a

1835 nm^^^^^^^^^I^S-
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gift of two cows. If a person of a low caste lias intercourse with

a woman of a higher caste ( e g. a sudra has intercourse with a

brahmana woman) Samvarta ( verses 166-167 ) prescribes the

expiation of subsisting for a month on cow's urine and yaoaha

(barley gruel) for him If a brahmana commits adultery with a

sudra or candala woman Samvarta (verses 169-170) prescribes the

expiation of candrayana, while Parasara (X. 17-20) prescribesa far

more severe expiation The present text prescribes that, even after

undergoing expiation, men guilty of intercourse with women of

castes other than their own cannot be allowed to have social

intercourse with their oastemen. The Dharmasindhu 1836 says

that siidras that have intercourse with brahmana or other women

of a higher caste are hereby deolared to be unfit for social inter-

course even after they undergo expiation. This no doubt made

for strictness in morals, but it also led to the preservation of

caste exclusivenesB.

24. ' Abandonment of a mother (or other woman who is to

be honoured owing to relationship ) because she has had sexual

intercourse with one of low class' (1. 19 ).

The provisions of the Butras and smrtis on the subject of

expiation for adultery by women varied from time to time.

Gaut 23. 14 and Manu VBL 371 prescribe that a woman who
has intercourse with a man of low caBte is to be punished by the

king with being devoured by dogs. But other smrtis and Manu
himself (XL 177) are not so harsh, but are rather humane in

their treatment of adulteresses. Manu XI. 176 says that the

husband should keep confined to one apartment his corrupt wife

and compel her to perform the expiation which is prescribed for

males in cases of adultery. Manu XI. 59 and Ya;j HL 235

regard adultery by a male (paradarya ) as an upapataka and

Manu XL 117 and Yaj. HI. 265 prescribe candrayana as an

expiation for all upapatakas. Vas. XXL 12 prescribes that the

wives of men of the three higher castes who are guilty of

adultery with a s&dra may be purified by an expiation if no
child is born of the intercourse but not otherwise Yaj L 72

provides that a woman becomes free from the taint of adultery

when she has her monthly illness after the adultery but if she

conceives in adulterous intercourse she may be abandoned.
The Mit. on Yaj. L 72 states that both Yaj. and Vas. are to be

1836. flurc^frtitfi'tT SBrri ^trCwr xi<ji*i£i1i $m( l^l^S i mf-
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understood in the same sense and abandonment does not mean
driving out of the house but only not allowing her to participate

in religious acts and not having sexual intercourse with her. Vas.

XXI. 10 states that only four kinds of women are to be abandon-

ed, viz. one who has intercourse with the husband's pupil or with

the husband's guru, one who attempts to kill her husband or

one who commits adultery with a man of a degraded caste. YSj.

( HI. 296-7 ) provides that to women that are patita the same

rules apply as to men, but they should be given food, raiment

and protection and that intercourse with a man of low caste is

one of the three gravest sins for women. Vide Mit. on Yaj. III.

297. The present text states that a woman ( such as a mother

)

who is entitled to honour from a person because of her relation-

ship ( as mother, elder sister etc. ) is not to be abandoned and

cast on the street by him, although she may be guilty of

adultery with a degraded or low caste man, in spite of Vas.

XXL 10 and other texts (such as Br.). 1837 That is, this text

was more humane to such women than ancient texts. Krsna-

bhatta explains that ' gurustriyah ' means* of a brshmana

woman '. Vide H. of Dh. vol U pp. 571-573 to tatt" Temaibi

on adulterous women. &p. Dh. S. 1 10. ZS. 9 requires the son

always to serve and wait upon the mother even though she may

bawt&fe. Atri 1®8 (195-196) and Devala (50-51) contain two

verses ( almost in the same words ) which are lax as compared

with other ancient texts. They say: 'If a ™man conceives

through intercourse with a male who is not of her caste she

becomes impure till her delivery. When she is««
she has her monthly illness after the intercourseishe becomes

becomes purified by that illness'. This compared laxity of

1837. ^S^^S^'SCS
p, 360 (last half).

- .. ^^ ^

S*fc fig* g am sn*r***f*S2^Xfw *«« ** w 1

"

«A (05-198
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the later smrtis of Devala and Atri is remedied by this Kali-

varjya text which forbids abandonment of only such women as

the mother, but allows the abandonment of others when guilty

of intercourse with a male of low oaBte. Devala prescribes

expiation by sanfapana in the case of those women that are

raped by mlecchas and conceive ( verses 47-49 ) Vide also

Atri 201-303 The Sm Kau restricts this half verse to the

mother alone. Farasara (X 24-25 ) prescribes that if a woman
be raped once she becomes free from pollution by undergoing

Prajapatya after she has her monthly illness and in other cases

of rape she has to undergo Santapana.

25. ' Sacrificing one's life for the sake of another ' ( 1. 20 ).

The Visnu Dh. S IIL 45 states 1839 that -those who are killed in

saving the life of a cow, a brahmana, the king, a friend, one's

wealth and one's wife go to heaven and XVI. 18 provides that

even those ( untouchables ) who are outside ( the pale of the four

varnas ) and sacrifice their life for brahmanas, for cows and for

women and children attain heaven The Adityapurana quoted
in Rajadharmakanda ( p. 91 ) has a similar veTse. The Samaya-
mayukha and Bhattoji quote a smrti, ' one should at once sacri-

fice one's life for cows and brahmanas '.18W This text forbids

self-sacrifice of one's life simply for the promised reward of

heaven in the cases specified. The K. V.N. (folio 9b) offers

two more ( rather far-fetched } explanations of this phrase, one of

which is ' offering one's services as a serf to another'. This is

prohibited to members of the three twice-born classes in Kali,

but not to the sudras, ace to K. V. N.

26. 'Offering (of food) to another that remains after one
has partaken of it * (1 20). In the Madhuparka the honoured
guest used to partake of a part of the offering of honey, milk

1839. iffargrui iiuRR 5* =w4 1 i-rtifinrcsftorra; enr# ^ifrnsr: i f^sjerfc-

3=? in 45
; m&miC iwf «cr Sfc8<m*ld'»ft''U ' ^rerai^i^ ^ tow

f«l'^*K«l<ll »6lrf XVI 18, Mif^s^tnr- .afrgion?*T i^r% *sn«J ^Ttir if?

'

^ ?rji trfira^ f%sci 3"-g<Ai<£ sprair « wju&fifg p 91.

1840. <iW sTfBrrgrnreniCwi^^Ni 5r?r<itlrJtl?Tr3 utoremn '»rera arrgr-

«n»f s*r ^ra- siroiin lf<M<3tt'-s;Muf$Ht-*- ' *tStt^ on ^5T?5TranH p. S4 Almost
the same words ' ifttjx ... g^pr ftxhlFl 5T?I . . jwsktS ^fegi . ^^mr*; »

occur in gj(^»ifit. folio 9a We find in the q^nrrar ( I, verse 205) this verse
quoted,

'
nirm»T wrsr°rr« Wf«i»j tfr^- <ror i w»ra wr^wtorrerer tfnriT.

*P»U|tI' It J and I 420is 'j
I?Tir5rrgi0Tro

,

''qTpnEm»r ^>^lfS 1 I S?for U»ss
Wfl ^ 'rtra mtir »rn»»r. ».

»
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and curds and was to give the remainder to a brahmana (or a
eon or a younger brother) This is prohibited by this Kalivarjya
text Vide H. of Db. vol. IL p. 544 for this practice. 5p Dh.
S. ( I 1. 4. 1-6 ) provides that the pupil may partake of the

leavings of his teacher's food, but the teacher should not give

him honey or meat or other food which will be opposed to the

observances of a vedic student The Nirnayasmdhu reads

'uddistasyapi varjanam' 1841
, which means 'not accepting what

has been donated.' Yaj. I 213 says that if a person worthy of

accepting a gift does not keep it for himself (but passes it on to

others ), he secures the highest worlds obtained by those who

make generous gifts Bhattoji gives another explanation Vas

( 14. 21 ) forbids a man to eat the remnants of his own food or to

eat food that comes in contact with the leavings of food. This

Kalivarjya text sets aside for the Kali age the prohibition con-

tamed in Vas. 14. 21 (aco to Bhattoji) The J.TH.I folio 10

a) states that this is the explanation given by some, but does

not approve of it. The Sm Kan. gives yet another but extremely

far-fetched explanation. ua These several explanations of the

same half verse indicate how some of the Kalivarjya texts are

comparatively recent and have no settled meaning even accord-

ing to comparatively late writers of digests.

27. 'The resolve to offer worship (throughout life) with

various details to a certain idol ( 1. 21

)

It is not easy to see why such a resolve should have been

prohibited. Therefore this explanation given by Bhattoji, *-. v

.

N. (folio 10 a), the SamayamayQkha and others is «*»*»£
tory It is better to accept the explanation of theJVir S. that

this forbids the undertaking of the worship of a P"*J«^r£
for wages Apararka (pp. 450 and 933) quotes a smrti t xt defin

ng a loalaKa as a brahmana who ^orrasj^ worship o^an

image for wages for three years and who thereby becomes una

1841. .IM ***** '^^^^i^fSS
m

'

P 368

^«*te& ftm**»« <^ ****** "*

'
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to officiate at sraddhas.1843 Mann HI. 152 declares the devalaka

to be unfit for being invited for sraddhas or rites in honour of

gods and Kulluka quotes Devala to the effect that one who
maintains himself on the treasury- of a shrine is called devalaka.

It is remarkable that Vrddha-Harlta (VIIL 77-80) says that only

the worshippers of Siva for wages are called devalaka and those

of Visnu are not. Aco. to the Sm. Kau. what is forbidden is the

resolve to worship an image for securing a direct vision of the

Deity.1814 This is rather pedantic and far-fetched.

28. ' Touching the bodies of those ( who are impure on the

death of a relative ) after the collection of the bones ' (1 22 ).

The day on which the bones were to be collected after the body

was cremated differed greatly according to various writers. The

Mit. on Taj. HX 17 notes that according to Samvarta181^

(verse 38) the bones.may be collected on the first, third, seventh

or 9th day, that the Visnu Dh. S (19. 10-11) prescribes the 4th

day for it and recommends the casting of them into the Ganges,

thatsome did it on the 2nd day and that therefore everyone should

follow his own Grhyasutra. The Mit. on Yaj. HL 18 quotes

Devala to the effect that, after the lapse of one-third of the period

of impurity prescribed for members of the four varnas (as in Yaj.

HL 22 ), persons who lost relatives become touohable, that

members of the four varnas become touchable in three, four,

five and ten days respectively. Samvarta (verses 39-40)

states that, after the collection of bones, touching those who
are under pollution due to death is allowed on the 4th, 6th, 8th

and 10th day respectively in the case of brahmanas, ksatriyas,

Vaisyas and sudras. The present KaHvarjya text forbidB this

and becomes stricter as to the rules about impurity.

29. ' The performance by a brahmana of the duties of the
killer of the victim in a sacrifice ' ( 1. 23 ).

1843. ^rwfs^i^efr^rEj*^ Ararat sramftttet i foi-jmrft f^ft
Q^crf?BRsara^« swat%^m *n*r sswirg »riS*t i ami^ p. 923 ; fog^nq-

^pft *ar twi %*a^f *&* atxtq^ta. h w^prs qjqstia *rf?t n^j q . by ^vcpk
p 450 and fjwgjj; on sg III. 152 { first half).

r
1844 . mgfoffiffSrerefoqfiiaqUiniu: i ... Tra**%5RrraP5maRTTOtft *r. srfrt-

^di«HMi«*i«*^ wr<TO^ficifNTi^g!^3-ilr^TOc i *ii«*h. p. 473.

1845. 3roi% gcftfr *g ^mrt ^reft ttot i ^agffgfi safrmRg^rapp? g$ n

To! 'B^rarftTfetinFPRTT iWWw i stg^foft ftsH «iS § stRptft =» n are**

VidW^ Wlhv^tO i 1 tN3 38-40.
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The animal in a srauta sacrifice was to be killed by choking
it and strangling it. The person who did so was called samitr

Different views were entertained as to who was to be the samite

Ace. to Jai. IE. 7. 28-29 18« the adhvaryu himself was to be the

samitr ; the usual opinion was that he was to be some one other

than the Hoiks. The Asv. Sr. (XEE. 9.12-13) shows that he

may be a brahmana or a non-brahmana. for further details

vide H. of Dh. vol. IL pp 1121-22, n. 2504. As animal sacrifices

themselves came to be looked down upon or even forbidden, this

text forbids a brahmana from being a samitr.

30. ' The sale of the soma plant by brahmanas ' ( 1. 23 ).

Soma beverage was to be drunk only bybrahmanas. The soma

planthad to be purchased and there was a symbolic haggling for it.

The vendor ofsoma in ancient1847 timeswas,acc.toKat. Sr. VH.6.

2-4 and Ap Sr.X 20. 12, either a brShmana of Eutsa gotra or any

brahmana or a sudra,1817 In later times, though Manu XL 7 {

=

Santil65. 7 ) and Nar. ( dattapradanika 7 )
1MB allow a brahmana

who has wealth sufficient for the maintenance of himself and has

dependents for three years or more to perform a soma sacrifice,

yet Manu HI. 158, Yaj 1 165 and Vas 14. 3 hold that a brahmana

who sells the soma plant is unfit to be invited at a sraddha and

that one should not partake of food at his house. ManuX 88

forbids a brahmana to sell water, arms, poison, soma &c Vide

H. of Dh. vol. H. pp 1141-1143 for purchase of soma and the

dramatic haggling for it.

31.
' Allowing a brahmana householder to eat food at the

houses' of four classes of people among sudras viz his slave,

his cowherd, a hereditary family friend and one who titivates

his fields on the basis of paying a half or other portion of tUe

produce to him" ( 11. 25-26 ).

Gaut. 17. 6, Manu IV. 253 <=Visnu Dh- S.»» 57 16 ),
Yaj

L166 and Parasara XL 19 say that a brahmana may eat the

1846 sm°n%.IH. 7. 29 remarks, 'snfraflft3n*H&fm**™?^

^847. .fc.n^rftfr**-^

S^U^t^T 7). Th.s is the same as ** XI. 7. «W

1849. «fti &sm^ snwhnpnftm i t^S ***<«*"

fSfr^^ IIRSS^? 57. 16.
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food of these four and of hfe own barber. Haradatta on Gaut.

17. 6 and Apararka ( p. 244 ) remark that a brahmana can take

the food of these peiBons among sudras only in the event of

extreme calamities. Sxom this it appears that up to the 12th.

century A. D. the peremptory prohibition contained in this text

was either unknown or was not much respected. The exclusive-

ness of caste in matters of food and marriage was made more

strict by the Kalivarjya texts. Vide above ( pp. 869 and 885 ) as

to how Parasara hunBelf was overruled by this text.

32. ' Pilgrimages to very distant holy places ' ( 1. 26 ).

A brahmana was called upon to tend his Vedic or grhya

fires. If he went to distant places on pilgrimage this duty

would be interfered with. It is provided by Ap. 18S0 Sr. IV 16._ 18

that even when on a journey the agmhotnn has, after turning

his face in the direction of his fire altar, to go mentally over

the whole procedure of his daily fire worship and the Darsa-

puinamSsa. The Gobhila-smrti IL 157 says the same. The

Smrtikaustubha 1851 says that this prohibits pilgrimage to holy

places beyond the sea or on tbe borders of Bbaratavarsa, This

text prohibits a brahmana from going to distant places on

pilgrimage, but it does not prevent him from undertaking a
journey for earning wealth for performing sacrifices. K. V. ST.

(folio 10a ) quotes a text of Satyavrata to this effect.

33. 'The rule that a pupil should habitually observe the

same behaviour towards the wife of the guru, as towards the

guru himself ' (1. 37 ). Ap. Dh. 18a S. 1 2. 7. 27, Gaut. IL 31-34,

ManuII. 2L0, Vismi Dh. S. 33. 1-2 prescribe that a student
should perform the same acts of honour and obedience towards
the wife or wives of his teacher as towards the teacher ( except
holding her feet in doing obeisance and eating the leavings of
the food). As students were often grown-up young men and
the teacher's wife might often be a young lady, Manu H. 212,

1 8S0 SSW* f%iH«ftg«ih 4MH1* ssitlRr i ssm- s*fc. IV. 16 18 . imm
**!* <k# y^Hwtwi?^. i srcfoir gi%. wf qqpsian^q; i "RPfis II. 157.

18^ Tt^t HM'nfenraJr'farei "^wft m^^rfif i *$nNft. p 478;

HWdd'Wt'JUtj. t 5iiS,if3yR. folio 10a

1853. ^<tsi'intt^Ji^mi^i%eBwtiac^m%4wi^ sjfrT. \ swt. *r. i. 2,

w^nfnr^Tiiw^vrnfW'it «5V. n. 37-39.

130
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216, 217 ( that are the same as Visnu Dh. S. 32. 13-15 ) provide
that a pupil full twenty years old should not show honour to2young wife of his teacher by clasping her feet, but that he may
prostrate himself on the ground before the teacher's young wife
in performing obeisance and that he may hold her feet in
obeisance only (once) when he returns from a journey. This text
accepts the principle underlying the special rules laid down by
Manu and Visnu and prohibits the daily touching of the feet of
the guru's wife on the part of the pupil. The Sm 18B Kau. and
Dharmasindhu ( HI p. 35S ) hold that thiB sets aside the rule laid
down in Yaj I 49 that a perpetual student may stay till his
death with his teacher or with the teacher's son or ( in default

of both ) with the teacher's wife.

34. 'The modes of maintenance conceded to brahmanas in

times of distress (or calamity)' (1. 28),

The special modes of maintenance prescribed for brali-

manas were receiving gifts, teaching the Yeda and officiating

as priests (Gaut. X 2, £p. Dh. S, H, 5. 10. 5, ManuX 76, 1 88,

Vas. H. 14, Yaj. I. 118). But it was recognised from very

ancient times that if a brahmana could not maintain himself

by following the above modes of earning wealth be could in a

season of distress pursue the avocations peculiar to a ksatriya

or vaisya (Gaut. VDT. 6-7, Baud. Dh. S. H. 2. 77-81, Vas IL 22,

Manu X. 81-82, Yaj. HI 35 )
18St

. Vide H. of Dh vol. IL pp. 118-

133 for detailed treatment of this matter and for the restric-

tions imposed even when brahmanas were allowed to follow the

avocations of kaatriyas and vaisyas. The Kalivarjya prohibi-

tion is merely one on paper. From anoient times till now

brahmanas have pursued all sorts of avocations and hardly any

importance has been attached to this dictum.

35. 'Not accumulating any wealth (or grains) for the

morrow ' ( 1. 28 ). Manu IV. 7 and Yaj. 1. 128 provide that brah-

manas are of four kinds, viz. those who accumulate grain of

the capacity of a kusiila, those who accumulate grain of the capa-

city of a kumbht, those that accumulate grain enough to satisfy

1853. 5^«^^^w^i^^^^t3r«Tf^^ , ',

n
a
i^

ni

2;

mm. «i*i **n *&&* wnQi&r- «
*«" ^^^ m '

Prat w£W?*t n if.ni. 35.
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their needs for three days and those who do not collect grain

even for the next day. The smrtis prescribe that each later

one is superior in merit to each preceding one. The commen-
tators differ as to the meaning conveyed hy kusuladhanya
( some holding that it means one who has accumulated grain

for three years, while others say it means one who has grain for

12 days) and kumbhldhanya (a person accumulating grain for a
year, or grain for six days). Vide H. of Do.- vol. H. p. 110, note

234 and p. 641 note 1502. The Mit. on Yaj. L 128 says that the

advice not to accumulate corn even for three days or one day is

not addressed to all brahmanas, but to those only who are called

ysyavara1855
. This explanation of the Mit. indicates that the

Kalivarjya text on this point was either not known to the Mit.

or was not much thought of hy it. The Kalivarjya text provides
that the ideal of extreme poverty and absence of acquisitiveness

for brahmanas was not to he insisted upon in the Kali age.

36. ' The acceptance of the kindling of a log of wood ( L e.

settingup sacred Vedio fire) at the time of the homa of Jatakarma
for the purpose of securing long life to the child horn to a
person* (1. 29 ). The aravis are two logs of Asvattha tree from
which fire is produced by attrition, which ( fire ) is used for
kindling the garhapatya fire. In certain sakhas, it is the prac-
tice to kindle fire from aranis and to use it for the homa in the
Jfitakarma rite. This fire was to be used in the subsequent
rites for the child such as cuds, upanayana, marriage. It was
supposed that this enabled the child to live long."56 The Sam
K quotes a parisista text to this effect.1857

37. 'Constant journeyB by brahmanas' ('l. 30). The
Mahabharata ( Santi 23. 15

)

18S8 says, 'As a snake swallows mice
hiding in holes, the earth swallows two persons viz. a king who
does not fight (an invader) and a brshmana who does not engage

1855. For the two kinds of brahmanas, viz salina and yayavara, vide
H. of Dh. vol. n pp 641-42 n 1502-1505,

1856. wRrmnsm srrasn&fft inmfa^wnfaiTfffcnr* fcfar: i ™twr
onfSr.fa. pp. 1299-1300.

S

ST q« under STRRRW.

„
1858

' ^^ ft®*® «tfRronfe i *i=n* ^ftafti*Wt srnm-^nwi%23 15. Vide also SabbS 55. 14 S5nti 57. 3 and Ano&sana
36 16 for almost the same wards.
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in travel* ( for acquiring learning from famous teachers ) This
text; only forbids taking aimlessly to long journeys but not

those for study or for religious purposes.

38. 'Blowing on fire with the mouth' in order to kindle

it into flames (I 30). Gaut. IX. 32, Manu 17, S3 and

BrahmapurSna 221. 102 forbid the blowing on fire with the

mouth (aB in doing so it is likely that drops of saliva from the

mouth may fall into the fire and pollute it ). Haradafcta on Ap.

Dh. S. I 5. 15. 20 notices that in fee V&jasaneya Sskhs it is said

that fira should he kindled into flames by blowing upon it with

the breath from the mouth since it Bprang from the mouth of the

Creator (as stated in the Porusasukta, &g. X 90. 13). Therefore,

ace. to Haradata and the Gobhila-smrti (1. 135-136) 1859 the irauta

fire could he kindled by blowing upon it with the mouth, but

smarto fire or ordinary fire should not he kindled in that way

(but only by using a fan or a bamboo cylindrical piece).

The Kalivarjya text forbids blowing with the mouth even on

srauta fire.

39, 'Allowing social intercourse to women who have

become polluted by rape and the like (when they have performed

prayascitta) as prescribed in the sastras' (1. 31}.
18M Vas. 28. 2-3

state/ when a wom'an is polluted by being raped or kidnapp-

ed by a thief, she should not be abandoned; one should wait

till her monthly illness (making her undergo certain expiations

till then) and she becomes pure after it.' Atri ( V. 2-3
)
has the

same verses, which are quoted (from Vas.) by Visvarupa on

Yaj HL 256 (p 133. Tri. ed. ) and explained at great lengta.

The Matsyaparana 227. 126 is liberal enough to say that the

man who commits rape should be punished with deatt
t
but the

woman raped incurs no blame. Parasara ( X. 27 )
provides that

ffTwoman is raped by an evil-doer only once she becomes pure

by undergoing the Praiapatra ***» «f 3£* Jjj
ins monthly illness. Even so late a amrta *«fer

,

a
, 1»A!SK a woman of any class is raped by >£*«•*

HTcoLives she can he purified by th^ation^antapwrn.

4Ssm ws*K« ¥® 48"49-
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But this text is haTsher on such, innocent and unlucky women

when it says that they cannot he restored to social intercourse

even after undergoing expiation.

40. ' Begging of food by a sannyasm from members of all

varnas ( including sudras ) according to the rules of the saBtra

'

(1.32). The Sm, M. p. SOI (on varnasrama) quotes Kathaka

Brahmana, 18*1 Aruni Up., Parasara ( in prose ) to the effect that

a yah may beg for food from members of all varnas. Baud. Dh.

S. 3X 10 69 18S2 also quotes a verse which allows the begging of

food from all varnas to a yah. Vas. X. 7 requires a yati to beg

at seven houses not selected beforehand and in X. 24 states that

he should subsist on what food he gets at the houses of

biaamanas.1863 The present text requires even the yati to observe

caste rules as to food.

41. * Not using for ten days fresh rain water ' ( 1. 33 ).

Haradatta on Ap. Dh. S. L 5. 15. 2, Bhattoji on Catur. (p. 54), Sm.
Kau. p. 479 quote a verse, ' she-goats, cows, she-buffaloes and
brahmana women become free from impurity ( due to delivery

)

after ten nights and so does fresh rain water accumulated on the

ground '. According to this the long period of ten days in the

case of rain water is set aside. But Bhattoji notes that accord-

ing to another smrti * rain water falling at the proper season

is pure, but it is not to be used for drinking for three days

;

when rain falls at an unusual season rain water is impure for

ten days and if a man drinks it within that period he should

abstain from food for one day and night '. Bhattoji remarks
that the Kalivarjya text only sets aside waiting for ten days,

but does not set aside the rule against drinking it for three days.

42. ' ( Payment of ) the fee demanded by the teacher * at

the end of the period of brahmacarya ( 1. 33 ).

^li^umuitiwiifl fn *>4"liQl4 sh*uI »
« ^rf^s (^"if. ) p. 201.

1862 tfcpf *t ttferSfo tmmr 5t ilpsnfeig i 3?Pr *n h&uTuB ^t 4ni i tt

f&snfltg i mt. tr. ^. n 10. 69.

1863. .HaiHKIuj^fciMllJl ^IfewW. I WWH&5 ^regftg 3gg«fa
*n3 VM&H'rtW«fn I qfeg X. 7 and 24.

^1864 aisrr »iwt *f%**r«? »mpoft ^ ngj eUtn i fsrer^t g**if% -*tfk6 ^
"^piK»q: by irt^ec on stto. n. ^. I. 5. 15 2,'«i§ ^flfcr* gp£ * fSfc*
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The ancient practice was to make no agreement as to fees
for teaching. Vide Br. Up. IV. 1. 2. Gaut. (H 54-55) prescribes""*
that at the end of his studies the student should request the
teacher to accept the wealth that he could offer or ask the
teacher what should be given and after paying or doing what
was required by the guru, or if the teacher permitted him to go
without demanding anything the student should take the

ceremonial bath. Vide Manu IL 245-246 and H. of Dh. vol. JL

pp. 360-361 for details. Taj. I 51 provides that at the end of

his studies the Btudent may give to the teacher what he desires

( or a cow ) according to his ability or may with his permission

take the ceremonial bath (without paying anything). On
account of these provisions we have stories in the ancient litera-

ture that very rarely teachers or their wives made fanciful

demands. This Kalivarjya text only sets aside the require-

ment of paying what the guru demands, hut does not prohibit

the voluntary gift of a fee by the student. 1866

43. * The engagement of a sudra for such acts as cooking

and the like in the houses of brahmanas and the rest' (1. 34).

Ap. Dh. S. (H. 2. 3 1-8 ) requires that 1867 the food for Vaisva-

deva should be prepared by pure men of the first three varnas

and also optionally allows a sudra to be a cook for an arm pro-

vided he is under the supervision of men of the first three

varnas, provided he sips water whenever he touches the hair,

any limb or his garment, provided he cuts the hair ( on his head

and his body), the beard and nails every day or every 8th day of

the month or on the new and full moon day and provided he

bathes with the clothes on. It is this permission that is set

aside by this Kalivarjya text.

44. ' Suicide of very old people by falling into fire or from

a precipice ' ( 1. 35 ).

This is analogous to Ho. 13 above. Atri did not condemn

suicide in certain cases. He states,
1868 (verses 218-219) if one be

1866. ^5^»^^f^ ,l^i
'
^'^

M67. sn^^mrl^^sw^^-^'-f^^y^Sl

wro* p. 9+2
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old (beyond 70), if one cannot observe tbe rules of bodily puri-

fication (owing to extreme weakness), if one is so ill that all

medical help is discarded, and if one in these circumstances

kills himself by throwing himself from a precipice or into fire

or water or by fasting, mourning should be observed for him
for three days and sraddha may be performed for him.' Apar-

arka (p. 536 ) quotes several smrtis to the effect that a very old

man or one suffering from very serious illness, one who has no
desires left and has carried out his tasks may bring about his

death by entering fire or water or falling from a precipice and
he will incur no Bin. Vide H. of Dh. vol. H. pp. 986-92? for

further details. This text may also be taken as forbidding

suicide by falling from a precipice or into fire as an expiation

in the caBe of those that are guilty of mahapatakas knowingly
committed. The Mit. on Yaj. HL 236 quotes a smrti to this

effect 1*9 The Suddhitattva holds (pp. 284-285) that suicide

by entering water and the like is allowed in Kali only to

sudras and forbidden to brahmanas and others.

45. 'The performance of acamana (purificatory sipping of
water) by sistas in as much water as is sufficient for slaking
the thirst of a cow' (1. 36).

Manu V. 128, Vas. m. 35, Baud. Dh. S. L 5. 65, Yaj. L 192,
Vianu 23. 43 provide lsro that water collected on the ground iB

pure (and may be used for acamana) provided it is sufficient

in quantity to slake the thirst of a cow. But this text forbids
on hygienic grounds the use of small quantities of water collec-

ted on the ground for sipping and similar purposes.

46. 'The residence of an ascetic in the house near which
he happens to be in the evening' ( 1. 38 ).

Aco. to Ap. Dh. S. H. 9. 21. 10 and Manu VI. 43, 55-56, an
ascetic was to kindle no fire, was to be houseless and was to
beg only once a day in the afternoon or evening when no smoke
ascends from the kitchens of people, when the embers have been
extinguished, when people have finished their meals &c. Vas. (X-

STTigtn q- by fen. on tit. IH. 226. ^«wfruQji Z*& %3^« i *lflun,fHrg
sqRwauiito tmuimttUmrtMii-frt fsftrai^ i sparer pp. 284-285.

^1870. gt% ni<iiH6TihT spgfoi fliftrap* i ir. I. 192 ; infOirft m
WdfruwtiT. <b t «rf?w in. 35 ; «ni *R« ^irat «ffcn1fcfe «m%i
v. n «,. I. 5. 65
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12-15) provides 1871 that a samyasm was to change his residence

frequently, was to stay at the hotmdary of the village or in a
temple, or in an empty house or at the bottom of a tree and

should constantly live in a forest. Sankha (VII- 6) states that an

ascetic should stay in an empty house or he may stay wherever

he may he when the sun sets. This provision of Sankha

is set aside by the Kalivarjya test Another meaning of

the words, according to Krsnabhatta on the Nir. S. (p. 1310), is

that this runs counter to the recommendation of Manu "VI. 56

that an ascetic should go for begging to the houses in a village

in the evening when all smoke from kitchens has ceased i e,

by this text he is allowed to beg in the noon. In a way this

appears to be a better explanation.

The above is a complete list of all Zalivarjyas quoted from

the AdityapurSna (except one or two). Some of the Kalivarjyas

not included here, but included in other texts cited above will

also be now set out for the sake of completeness of treatment

47. 'Resorting to sanrasrosa'. Vyasa quoted above ( n. 1793)

forbade sannySsa in the Kali age after 4400 years of it had

elapsed, but then Devala 1872 made an exception to this extent

that as long as the division of society into four varnas existed

and as long as the Veda was studied sannyasa could be resorted

to even in Kali The Sir. S. explains that what is forbidden is

the sannyasa with three dandas and riot the sannyasa with one

danda. Baud IL 10. 53 ( ekadandi va ) gives an optaon that a

sannyasin may carry three stafe or one, while Yaj EL 58 speaks

of aS as only tridandL Danda meas a staffand also 'restraint

*pt II ^St5 1' bf *f-
VS *** S"" f

it as from *m ), <?»«*WW W* z"3'

jlTrft -. -, ft«tft»

-^.^ VII 29 Several verses of **VII are q
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the spiritual restraint in him (v. 29) In L 13-13 Daksa says that

just as a girdle, deer skin and a wooden staff are the outward

signs of a vedic student, so three staffs are the peculiar sign of a

yati. Vide H. of Dh vol H. pp. 937-938 for further details. H the

Kalivarjya text were meant to forbid sannyasa altogether, it

must be said that it was never honoured and even now thousands

become sannyaBins every year. If, as the Nir. S. says, this text

only forbids the carrying of three dandas, it is a meaningless

prohibition, giving importance only to outward symbols and
not to the substance of the matter.

48. 'The observance of agntftoim' or ' the acceptance of
three fires'. Vyasa ( n. 1793 ) forbade the performance of srauta

agmhoira along with sannyasa in Kali, but an exception was
made by Devala in favour of its observance as also of resort
to sannyasa on the grounds stated above (in No. 47). Some
digests and authors such as the Nirnayasindhu 1874 and Bhatty>ji

explain that agnihotra of the sarvadhana type is forbidden in
Kali, but that of the ardhadhana type is allowed. Agnihotra
means 'adhuna\ that is, setting up of the srauta fires. When a
man consecrates the three srauta fires he may do so with half of
his smarfca fire and keep up the other half of the smarta fire. This
is called cadhUdhana. If he does not keep the smarta fire

separate, it is sa> oudlwtna Laugaksi quoted by the Nir. S. ( HL
p. 370 ), Bhattoji and others states this. The Mit. on Ya]. HI. 45
mentions thesetwo modes Therefore, according to these explana-
tions, sarvadhana was allowed in former ages ( and ace. to one
interpretation up to 4400 years of Kali ), while in Kali ( or at
least after 4400 years of Kali) only ardhadhana is allowea

49. 'Human sacrifice* (vide note 1798 giving extract from
Naradapurana ).

The Tai. Br.^s (m, 4 ;i_19 ) oontains a ,3eBCription of the
procedure of human sacrifice. The oldest texts even do not show
that a human being was killed. The whole procedure is

S^OTT'shnwq.in^fc*. ace. to ftifagfrg iii. p . 370. sra trfW-

J21
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symbolical. The Vfij. S., (XXX. 5 ft ) has many passages in
common with the Tai. Br. The Tai. Br. BX 4. 1 ( = Vaj. S. 30. 5

)

begins, ' the brahmana should be offered to brahman ( spiritual

power ), the fcsatriya to ksatra ( military power), the vaisya to

the Maruts' &c. Aoo. to Up. Sr. XX. 24, a brahmana or ksatriya

performs this saorifiee, whereby he attains power and valour

and all prosperity. There are eleven sacrificial posts and eleven

animals to be offered to Agni and Soma. After the rite of

paryagmltarana is performed on the brahmana and others, they

are presented to the several deities and then discharged from

the sacrificial posts, eleven goats are killed and oblations of

their flesh and limbs are offered. Ace. to the com. on V&j. S.,

it is begun on the 10th day of the bright half of Oaitra and goes

on for 40 days, which are occupied with 23 dlksas, IZ upasads

and five suiyas (days on which soma is extracted). After

this yaga, the yajamana usually resorted to a forest aB a

sannyasin. 1876

50. *Asvamedha ' ( n. 1798 ). The Tai. S. V. 3. 12. 2 states,""

'he who performs the Asvamedha becomes free from (the sin of)

brahmana murder V In spite of this Vedic authority the Brhan-

Nfiradlya and other puranas prohibited it. But no one heeded

this prohibition and numerous hiBtoxio kings performed this

sacrifice from at least ZOO B.C. to Jayasing in the 18*h cMrtaxy

A. P. Vide H. of Dh. vol. IL pp. 1235-1239 and .pp. 70-71 above

for numerous historical performers of Asvamedha.

5L ' Ksjasuya ' ( ace. to the GarudapurSna, p. 929 above ).

This was a very complex rite extending over two_years and

could be performed only by a ksatriya. Vide H. of Dh. voLH.

PP 1214-1223 for a brief description. The Bajasnya wasper-

Smed by the Kalinga Emperor Sharavefc as he proclanns m

hi* Hathieumpha Inscription (B. I. vol. XX p. 71 at p. <» )•a™

W. I vol. V. p. 60).

52 'Pernetual studenthood' (n. 1798). Vedic students

Were^f tSfi^Z^l^^ S5S
fee at the time when they^ned^e

{Jil UM *»*
( who remained students till death ).

V"»eP-
.

1877. a^*m*rt'f»'***5I,fSI*
, 'f'*
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Harita, Daksa1878 (17) and others mention these two varie-

ties, while Ysj. I 49, Vedavyasa L 41 and Visnu 3>h. S. 28. 46

name and describe the vcasthika, Manu B. 243-244, Yaj. I.

49-50, Vas. VIL 4-5 provide that a perpetual Vedio student

should stay with his teacher till his own death, that on
the teacher's death he should stay with the teacher's son
or the teacher's wife or should tend fire, that if he curbs

his senseB till his death, he reaches the world of brahma
(immortality) and is not born again. This was a very diffi-

cult mode of life, there were great temptations as the fleBh

is weak and therefore the Brhan-Naradlya and others prohibited

perpetual studenthood. Some works such as the Madanaparijata

(p. 16), the Kalivarjyavinirnaya of Damodara, and the Nir. S.

read 'dirgha-kalam brahmaoaryam ' in place of 'naisthikam

brahmacaryam ' in the Brhan-Naradlva.

53. * Brahmacarya for long periods ' ( n. 1799 ). The Baud.
Dh.S. (L2.1-5) declares, "the term of studentship for Veda study
as observed in ancient timeB lasted for 48 years, or 24 years, or
12 years for each Veda or at least one year for each kanfa ( of
the Tai.S.) or it lasted till the Veda was committed to memory,
as life is evanescent and as the Veda ordainB * let him kindle
the sacred fires while bis hair is still blaok'. " The Xp. Dh. S.
(1.1 2. 11-16) provides that the student's stay with the
teacher's household should be 48 years, 24 years or 12 years at
the lowest. Manu BL 1 also stateB that the vow of studying
the three Vedas under a guru must be observed for 36 years or
for half of that time or for a quarter of it or until the student
has mastered (the Veda). These long periods of 48 years, 36 or
24 years for Veda study (before a man could become an house-
holder ) are here forbidden in Kali. This was nothing new. Yaj.
J. 36 had allowed 12 years for each Veda or five and if a man
did not want to study all vedas but only one he could finish Mb
studenthood in five years. Only an extremely small number
could have spent 48 or 36 yeare in Veda study. Sahara on Jai.
1. 3. 3 held that this text of Baud, was opposed to the indt about
kindling fires when a man was a young householder with black
hair and was to be discarded. Vide pp. 832-834 above for a

„ *87S J%fWl *0"4lG Sq^afoTf ^TBTCSSJ 1 cWUn&4u|4vt "TTOUni- I f3jgt
Hl-^y srcrcffrmn^ ;pcprnfoM infht q.by aw^ p.7i; fcfty* wgr*rf*
^WifttW^nnR. i fgifcift^&iKlra srfaft*a% Rtm. n jpsr I 7 q. by
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dfaouBsion of thfe The authors of the Samayamayukha and

«* ?- ,

Kau
-,
both of whom had before them the reading

dlrghakalam brahmacaryam' held that this prohibition was
aimed at the words of &p. and Baud, and that the vow of
perpetual studentship which was undertaken with a special
purpose in view ( viz. realization of brahrna and non-return
to scuhsara) was not prohibited by the Kalivarjya text and that
there was nothing wrong in the practice of perpetual student-
hood among the Dravidas.

- 54. 'Animal sacrifice.* In the Markandeya as quoted in
Aparaxka p. 929 above animal sacrifice was forbidden in the Kali
age. Though popular feeling had gradually veered round to the

view that meat should not bB offered in sraddhas, in madhuparka
(No. %% above), yet animal sacrifices were performed at all

times and are even now performed, though very rarely.

55. 'Intoxicating drinks (madya)\ There were startling

vicissitudes in the attitude to intoxicants.

In Vedic times soma was a beverage drunk by the priests

and sura was a beverage for common men and usually not

meant to be offered to the godB. Soma and sura are sharply

distinguished (vide Tai. S. JL 5. 1. 1, Vaj. S. 19. 7, Sat. Br. V. 1.

5.28). The Sat. Br. (V. 1. 5. 28) has the striking antithesis

'For, Soma is truth, prosperity, light; and sura is untruth,

misery, darkness '. Tn the SautramanI isti a biahmana had to

be hired for drinking the dregs of sutS offered in it and if a

br&hmana could not be found the sura was poured on an ant-

hill (Tai. Br. L 8. 6 and Sabara on Jai. BX 5. 14-15 ). It appears

from the Kathaka-samhita XH. 13 that1879 brahmanas had by

that time oome to regard the drinking of sura aB sinful. From

Chan. Up. V. 10.9 it appears thata drinker of sura was enumerated

among five grave sinners. In the .Ssv.gr. H. 5.3-5 it is said

that in the rites of the Anvastaka day when pindas are offered

to the male ancestors, the female ancestors viz. the mother, the

paternal grandmother and great-grandmother are °f^f^
and the scum of boiled rice in addition"* The Njr.S.(UL

n, HI, 4. 31, _____
1880. f^R5^f^^»f^H3««^f!^^n!t, *8"T'' aW,W"
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p. 367) refers to this passage of the Isv. Gr. and holds that the

Kalivarjya text against intoxicants forhids this also.

Madya is a generic term applicable to all intoxicating

drinks ; sura is said to he of three kinds, viz that prepared from

molasseB, that from honey ( or madhuka flowers or from grapes)

and that from corn flour (Manu XL 94, Visnu Dh. S 22. 82 and

Samvarta 117 ). The Visnu Dh S. (22. 83-84) specifies ten

kinds of madya, all of which a brabmana was not even to touch.

Gaut. IL 25 1**1
, £p. Dh. S. L 5. 17. 21, Manu XL 95 forbid all

kinds of madya to brahmanas at all stages of life. JLp. L 7.

21. 8, Vas. L 20, Manu XI 54, Visnu Dh. S. 35. 1 hold that the

drinking of sura is one of the five grave sins (mahapatakas),

while Yaj. HL 227 employs the word 'madya' in place of sura

in this connection. Baud. Dh. S. L 1. 22 however notes that

among the five practices peculiar to the brahmanas of the north

was that of drinking rum and Baud, condemns it. The verses

of Manu XL 93-34 about the three kinds of sura have been the

subject of frequent and varying interpretations. Visvarfipa on

Yaj. EEL 222, the Mit on Yaj. HL 253, Apararka p 1069 and

others establish that the word 'sura' primarily applies to patsti

( liquor prepared from flour ) alone, that paistl is forbidden to

all brahmanas, ksatriyas and vaisyas, that it is the drinking

of paistl alone that constitutes a mahapataka, that all intoxi-

cating drinks are forbidden to brahmanas in all ages, but in-

toxicants other than paistl ( such as those prepared from molasses
or madhuka flowers ) are not forbidden to ksatriyas and vaisyas.

Manu XI. 93 says that sura is the refuse of cooked food ( rice )

;

therefore members of the three higher castes should not drink

sura. This clearly shows that Manu took sura as meaning
only paistl ( liquor prepared from rice flour ). The Visnu Dh.
S. { 22. 84 ) expressly says that ksatriyas and vaisyas are not

polluted by touching the ten kinds of madyas specified by it.

In the Udyogaparva (59 5 ) both VSsudeva ( Krsna ) and Arjuna
are described as intoxicated by drinking the liquor prepared
from honey and the Tantravartika establishes that there was
nothing wrong in this as both were ksatriyas. Intoxicants were
not forbidden to sudras. Brahmacarins of whatever varna had
to abstain from intoxicants of all kinds. Apararka 1682 (p 63)

1881. irdi^T^wisniR*^. n. 25, ^rf *toh3t»* i aire, xt. ^.i 5.17. 21.

-**U«* p. 63
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after quoting the Brahmapurana states that intoxicating drinks

were forbidden to the three varnas in Eali and to brahmanas
in all yugas (ages). But this is opposed to tradition. The

Adiparva ( chap. 76 ) narrates 1883 that SukracSrya prohibited for

the first time brahmanas from drinking intoxicants (vide H. Dh,

vol IL pp 792-799 for detailed discussion of this topic ). The

Kalivarjya text forbids the drinking of intoxicants to all the

three twice-born classes. But ksatriyas and vaisyas pay soant

attention to this prohibition and even some brahmanas in these

days have taken to drink aB a fashionable indulgence The K.

V. N. (folio 5a), Krsnabhatta1884 and Sm. Kau. note that in the

flakta treatises (called Vamagama) madya is allowed to be

offered to the idol for all the three varnas and to ksatriyas in the

propitiatory rites for VinSyaka and for birth on the Mfila con-

stellation but this kalivarjya text forbids all that.

An analysis of these 55 kalivarjyas yields very interesting

results. About one-fourth out of the above 55 relate to Srauta

matters. There are several texts forbidding Agnihotra,

Asvamedha, Rajasuya, Purusamedha, sattras, Gosava, animal

sacrifices, while a few others are concerned with matters of

detail in sacrifices ( vide No. 11, 14-16, 29-30, 38, 48-51, 54)

The first nine of these 55 are-concerned with legal matters and

relations. Some prohibitions are due to growing caste exclusive-

ness ( No 5, 10, 31, 40, 43 ). Others again spring from ideas of

greater insistence on the sacredness of the marriage tie, a

stricter morality and a demand for greater decenoy and party,

particularly in women (No. 2, 3, 4, 9, 15, 23, 24, 33, 39,55).

A few are based on notions of compassion, justice and equity

'So 1 8 24 25 42). Some owe their origin to the growing

sacredfof thetohmana's person and his^°°«™
;No. 7, 10, 27 29 30). Some ™^£%™ZTLol
hveienio considerations (No. 12, 16, *», ao, *j., *>/, "

£mTict ideas of sin, expiation and ceremonial pur ty and

ta£rity<No 13, 18-21, 28, 44). Two o^e^henjhey

1884. ^^P^J^^f^T^T) i^i^^^ ^^
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piohibit the stage of forest hermit and of sannyasa, strike at the

very root of the ancient Boheme of asramas.

The chapter on Kalivarjyas can be employed as a very

effective answer to those who trot out the theory of the 'unchang-

ing EaBt\ Social ideas and practices undergo substantial

changes even in the most static societies. Many of the practic-

es, that had the authority of the Veda (which was supposed to be

self-existent and eternal) and of such ancient smrtis as those of

fip , Manu and Yaj , had either come to be given up or had

become obnoxious to popular sentiment. This fiction of great

men meeting together and laying down conventions for the

Kali age was the method that was hit upon to admit changes in

religious practices and ideas of morality. The Kalivarjya texts

are also a complete answer to those who hold fast to the notion

that dhawna ( particularly acaradharma ) is immutable and un-

changeable (apanvarlcmlya). This chapter on Kalivarjya

unmistakably showB how the most authoritative dicta of the

Veda and of ancient sages and law-givers were set aside and
held to he of no binding authority because they ran counter to

prevailing notions and furnishes a powerful weapon in the

hands of thosB who want to introduce reforms in .the incidents
of marriage, inheritance and other matters touching modern
Hindu society. One can further see how some practices still

persist in spite of the prohibitions in the Kalivarjya texts viz.

marriage with one's maternal uncle's daughter, sannyasa,
agnihofcra and even srauta animal sacrifices (rarely).

Some works add two more to the Kalivarjya verses which
mean, ' imprecations, omens, dreams, palmistry, listening for

supernatural voices or messages, promises to make presents to
a deity if a certain prayer were granted, prophetic replies by
astrologers to questions,mayrarely turn out to be true. One should
not, however, resort to these through the desire to secure results
from them Similarly there are other actions also (thathave to
be abandoned) in the Kali age, beoause they have come to he
included (by people) under improper acts (adharma)

'

16S5

(Continued on the next page

)
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From the fact that no ancient smrti speaks of Kalivarjya,

that the ancient commentaries of Visvarupa, Medhatithi and
even Vijfianesvara do not cite long lists of KalivarjyaB, that

such lists first make their appearance in the SmrtyarthaBara,

the Sm. G. and Hemadri ( works and authors of 12th and 13th

centuries), the most probable inference is that these lists of

Kalivarjyas were first put together at the earliest in the 10th or

11th century A. D. 18B6

( Continued from the last page

)

*t sifeffor ?nwria> *l8i&- P 4". Tho passage ' s^«i <&m - rf* ' »*

quoted by yg<l^l4 on ^Wcmfl III. 2 4. The 5jfo«N<?R . (folto nb^explaina

5ram(feraan^K" prawiraHiftoi^ ( flN-m ca-t) «rfi3vwi>iWS <rs?Rn

i$kt *m£l l. ' flfshi means here the trRnrrffor of $«lRa and f^^referato

the work of Prabhakara, who was called fsmstrsreiTt by the tn«$n«I

on lr. II I- I-

1886 An attempt at a systematical collection of the Kalivarjya

texts and elucidation thereof was made by me in a paper submitted to the

8th AH India Oriental Conference held at Mysore in December IMS. The

paper was published ,n the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, vol. 12 PP 1-18 (New Series). 1936. f^**43 *

Mr Batnknath Bbattacharya has published a book which contains a

full treatment of Kal.varjyas. He states in the preface that it » m
exact reprint of the thesis for Jogendrachandra Ghose Research Pn« in

CompXe Indiana for 1933'. that thef^-^^2
ana nnexolored and that the treatment is on lines marked out by the wmer
and unexplored

^

.„ ^ as a whoie except one sec-

1943, so long after the y^r of the pme»o^o
^ ^^ ^

published so far back as 1936 It i
appearsm q

igjy ^
printed that it was P"bably retouched if^tactuany^t^^

Sample, on p ™ he qnotes a passage f™m«heSmt P
r ^^

on Varnasrama p. 201 ). which ~ ^Jf *J was
P
wnt.cn or rev.^

only ,n 1937 m Devanagan If the ong. ^ been mcatloned.

,n or after 1937 my paper published in
,

1M« s
o£ dharma and their

Mr Batnknath Bhattacharya in b,s paper ^he on ^ ^ i0fhOncntal

comparauveauthonty'pnbli.h d .n the *r ^^ K

Conference at Tirupati held m
,

W« «
that he knBW my paper

£ 160> as 'brief and compact'. ««. sho ^ „„„„ snb]Ect being

yLs beiore he published his wori in »«•
, hwa a(jmisslblc.

•unexplored' and the thesis being oripna



CHAPTER XXXV

CUSTOMS IN MODERN INDIAN IAW

Though an elaborate treatment of customs in modern
Anglo-Indian Law is far beyond the Bcope of the p>3sent work,

yet a few words on customs in modern times may not be

altogether out of place here "When the British began to acquire

political domination inIndia they realized the importance attach,

ed to customs by all persons in India and the Charter of the

Mayor's court at Bombay in 1753, unconsciously following the

ancient dicta of Manu ( VII. 203 ) and Yaj (I. 343), contains the

earliest trace in British royal charters of a reservation to the

peoples of India 'of their laws and customs. 1887 The British

Parliament and the Indian Legislatures have allowed customs
to occupy a very high place in the administration of law and
justice. The preamble to 21 Geo. HI chap. 70 ( 1781 A, D.

)

recited that one of the purposes for which the Act was passed
was that the inhabitants of Bengal, Bihar and OrisBa Bhould he
maintained and protected in the enjoyment of all their laws,
usages, rights and privileges and sec. 17 of that Act provided
among other things that, in the case of the inhabitants of

Calcutta, their inheritance and succession to lands, rents and
goods and all matters of contract and dealing between party
and party shall be determined in the case of Mahomedans by
the laws and usages of Mahomedans and in the case of Gentus
by the laws and usages of Gentus 1888 and, where only one of

the parties shall be a Mahomedan or Gentu, by the laws and
usages of the defendant. 37 Geo. HI chap. 142 ( 1796 AD),
sec 13, Bombay Begulation IV of 1827, sec. 26, the Government
of India Act of 1915 ( 5 and 6 Geo V chap 61, sec. 112 ), Gov
eminent of India Act 1935 ( 25 Geo. V chap. 2, sec 223 ), the

IS87. Vide Lopes v Lopes 5 Bom. H. C. R. (O C J.) 172, 183.

1SB8. The word 'Gentu* (or Geotoo) was the Portuguese -word for
' Gentile ' and appears to mean a pagan inhabitant of Hindustan who is not
a Mahomedan. Its use in a judicial document first occurs in the judgment
of Lord Chief Justice Willes tn Omichand v. Barker (Durnford's Reports
of cases, 1737-1769, p 538) Vide on the word Gentoo *Khojas and
Mcmons case' m Pcrrj's Oriental cases 110, 123 ana Lopes v Lopes
5 Bom. H. C. R. (O, C. J.) 172, 185-186.

322
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seo. 37), Central Provinces Laws Act (Xxtf 1875 1 ??

/*??? f ,6e° 5) enaott^t the custom of the parties
or of the defendant shall be the rule of decision in matters o
succession and anhentance, marriage, caste, religious nstitu.
tions and the like.

The burden of proving a custom opposed to the general
law or in derogation of the ordinary Tights of another lies
heavily on the person alleging it."*9 The decided cases lay
down several essentials of a valid custom In order to make a
particular custom valid it must be proved to he immemorial or
ancient, uniform, certain, reasonable, obligatory and it must
not be immoral or opposed to public policy or to any express
enactment of the Legislature. What antiquity must be proicd
before a custom can he accepted as valid depends upon the
circumstances of each case tm When it is said that a custom
must be ancient it is not meant that the antiquity must be

carried back to a period beyond the memory of man. According
to the Mit. on Yaj.IL 27 smarfa-liSla (time within living memory)
in relation to possession means a period of one hundred years,

while according to "Katyayana and Yyasa it is only n period of

sixty years 1SM On evidence of the prevalence of a custom ovon

for 20, 30, 80 or 90 years the Courts have held that n

presumption may arise that the custom is ancient and that if

the presumption is not rebutted the Court may accept it as ii

valid and ancient custom, ,SM Many instances have generally

to be adduced for proof of a custom. No hard and fast rule can

be laid down about the number of instances required to prove a

1889. Neclktsto Deb v Beer Chundcr 12 Moo, I A, 323, 542; Stubs

Prasad v Prayagkumait 59 I. A. 331, 345; Baba Krrayan v, Saboosa

46 Bom. L. R 312 (P. C). 314.

1890. Subhetn «\ Naicab 68 I A 1, followed in Pm.chanon Ro; c.

Factor Rahman 76" C. L. J 479.

1891. zmT^m^^^t^^'™^^™"™*™,

«mt q. by^^. n. p. 75.

1892. Mahama,a Deli v. U*fi*n 42 Cat. 455. 472
f«>™»*f

v. Stfarandkvafa 27 I. A. 238, Bate** ft Brtjraj 62 I.A.1E0,1JJ.

Pershottam v. Vtmehand 4S Bob. 75*. 707.
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custom. 1893 In certain cases it has been held that specific

instances are not absolutely necessary, but the opinions

of persons likely to know the existence of the custom

is entitled to great weight, even though they may not be able

to cite specific instances. 1893° Customs once prevalent,

particularly family customs, may come to be dis-

continued on account of accident, change in popular sentiment

or by the concurrent will of all the members concerned. 1891

Customs must be strictly construed and cannot be extended by
analogy or parity of reasoning. Because in a particular caste

marriage with a maternal uncle's daughter is allowed by custom*

it does not follow that marriage with a maternal aunt's or

paternal aunt's daughter will necessarily be valid. Vide H. of

Dh, vol H p. 467 notes 1095-6. The evidence about a custom
should be such as to prove the uniformity and continuity of the

usage, the conviction of those following it that they were acting

in accordance with law and the consciousness of obligatorines

and the custom should not spring from mere habit, imitation

and ignorance or mutual arrangement. 185S
A. custom muBt not

be unreasonable. A custom of excluding daughters from
inheritance was held to be not unreasonable according to the
ideas of the Hindu community. 1896 A custom that only
members of certain castes ( and not of others) were entitled to
make use of a temple and to worship therein was held not
unreasonable in India, though it may appear obnoxious to
cultured people at the present day. 1B97

Customs must not be immoral. Whether a custom is

immoral is to be judged by the Bense of the whole community 1898
,

1893. ViieRaUlal v MoMal 27 Bom L R 880; Chandtka v.

Iluna 29 I. A 70.

1893a Vide Ahmed Khan v. Chaimi Bt&t 52 I A, 372; S. K. Wod«-
yar v. Ganapati 37 Bom. L. R 584 ; Ajm Verma v Vtjat Kumar* 41
Bom. L, R. 700 (P. C ); Madhavrao v. Raghavendrarao 48 Bom. L. R 196.

1894. Vannia Kane v. Vannichi 51 Mad. 1 ( P. B. ) , Rajkishcn
Singh v Ramjoy I Cal 186, 195-96.

1895. Nathura v. Est* 4 Bom 545, 557 , Gopalayyan v Raghupah-
ayyan 7 Mad. H. C. R 250 (F. B.), 254; Ramrao v. Yeshvantrao 10
Bom. 327.

1896 Bhaa v Sundrabai 11 Bom H. C R. 249, 277.

1897. Anandraa v Shankar 7 Bom. 323; Sankaralntga v.Rajc
shwar 31 Mad 236 (P C } ; S. K. Wodeyar v. Ganapati 37 Bom L. R
584 ; hut vide Narhari v Bhimrao 39 Bom. L R 1295 (about a tank).

189B Dctvanayaga v Muthu 44 Mad. 329, 333.
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A. custom which authorizes a woman of the lower castes to

contract a second marriage without divorce on payment of a
certain sum to the caste was held to he immoral 1899 and the

Bombay High Court refused to recognize the authority of the

caste to declare a marriage void or to give a woman permission

to remarry without a release from the husband. 1900 The adop-

tion of girls by dancing girls ( nations) has not been recognized

by the Bombay High Court, 1901 though the Madras High Court

would recognize such an adoption if there was no intention to

make it for purposes of prostitution. 1902 Dagger marriages are

practised among oertain castes. The Brahmapurana (chap. 111.

15 and 44-46 ) states that among ksatriyas there are several

forms of marriage such as forcibly carrying away the bride

( which is the form called raksasa ) or marriage with the weap-

ons ( of the bridegroom ). In modern times dagger or sword

marriages have not been held' valid by the courts even among

sudras; vide Maharaja of Kdhapur v. Sundaram 48 Mad. 1,

Earn Saran v. Mahabir 61 L A. 106.

Many customs and usages have been expressly forbidden

by the Central Indian or Provincial Legislatures e. g. SaH™*,

female infanticide, 190* slavery,
1905 marriages of children under

a certain age, 1906 the dedication of women as devadaeis to tem-

ples or idols. 1907 This being so, no court will allow a party to

plead a custom against these positive enactments. It was

recognised in a number of cases that in the Bombay Presi-

dency 1908 a vatandar joshi had the right to recover by suit from

1899. Reg v. Karsan 2 Bom. H. C. R. 117. 125; Oft X). Baths 1

Bom, H. C. R. (A. C. J.) 133.
'

1900. Keshav v. Bat Gandt 39 Bom. 538, 543. „„_,,-..
1901. Bathurev.Esu 4 Bom. 545. H,ra v Radha »»*««.

Gtrimall*®* v. KencHava 45 Bom. 768. 784-5; 0ft«* Umuo v.

*^*?iVS^--f- « Mad. 393 ; »---*^r?
19 Mad. 127 : B^^y'^^^^^^TSMSk

1903 Vide Regulation XVII of 1829 and sec. 306 of IP. <C.

SS Vrfe ^Female ****** *««*»*« <yfp
Of

c
1870) -

1906. The Child Marriage Restraint Act (XIX ot i*»

Act XIX of 1938). ..„„»«
1907. Bombay Act X of 1934, sechons 3 a.

^ ^ DManalh „.

1908. Vide Vithal •/jfJ^^Bom.ija. Wamanv.BW
SadashwaZ Bom 9: Rajav,Knshwm<n

14 Bom. 167'
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&yajaman who had employed another priest to perform reli-

gious ceremonies the amount of the fees which would properly

be payable to the vatandar joshi if he had been employed to

perform such ceremonies and also the right to recover damages
from a person who intrudes upon his office. But Bombay Act
XI of 1926 (the Invalidation of Hindu Ceremonial Emoluments
Act ) now enacts ( by sec 4 ) that no person shall be entitled to

claim as a matter of right any ceremonial emoluments from any
Hindu who does not call in the services of the person claiming

those emoluments. Therefore, suits of the nature described

above cannot be brought now in Bombay by a oatandar josh

How customs and practices once prevalent may come to

be discontinued or abrogated is well illustrated in the section

on Kalivarjyas Some of those that have a legal bearing have
been already discussed above.





APPENDIX

Note 191

Long lists of high functionaries and other officers occur

in several inscriptions. Vide E. 3. vol. VH at p. 91 ( Kahla
plate of Sodhadeva ), E. I. vol. 231 at p. 40, E. L vol, XIV at p.

327 ( grant of MahlpSla ). There are about 40 titles in some ins-

criptions. They are generally arranged in order of dignity

and importance, the highest coming first. Sometimes several

offices are held by the same man. For example, in the Jesar

plate of Sfladitya ( dated in Valahhi year 357 ) the high officer

Mammafca is styled ' aandhivigrahadhikrta, divirapati, maha-
pratlhara, samanta * { E. L XXII at p. 120 ). It is not claimed
that the following is a thoroughly exhaustive list. It is, how-
ever, exhaustive enough. Titles and dignitarieB in South Indian
languages have been generally omitted. Vogel stands for Dr.
Vogel's work on 'Antiquities of Chamba State' where, on pp.
120-136, he furnishes informing notes on some officers. There
is difference of opinion among scholars about the exact mean-
ing of oertain office names. The individual functions of several
officers are not quite clear. The references given here as to
where an office occurs are not exhaustive. Chronologically
older references alone are generally given and they are mostly
taken ( bo far as inscriptions are concerned ) from the Epigra-
phia Indica ( E. L ) and the Indian Antiquary (LA.). Many
official titleB have the word 'mate" prefixed without any
change in meaning in some cases. Vide India Office Plate of
Lafcsmanasena in 'his 27th year (E.I. XXVI. p. 1 at p. 7)
for many official titles beginning with ' maha*.

sf^refe;—Vide Mahaksapatalika below. 'Aksapatala' means
^Account office' (Stein) or 'Record office '(Fleet). There
is 'grSmaksapatalika' mentioned in the Harsacarita(VII,
para 2 ). Vide Chandela plate dated saAtvat 1108 (E L XX
at p. 12S) and CandravatI plate of Oandradeva dated
saftvat 1148 (E L IX at p. 305 ). Kautilya has a section on
the superintendent of ' aksapatala' (II. 7).

3<3*i»it^s>ci—This is synonymous with 'aksapatalika'. This
word occurs in Gupta Ins No. 60 p. 257 and in Rajataran-
ginl V. 301, 397-398.
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aJTOreraj -Superintendent of reoords and accounts Vide
Kautilya H. 7 and p. 143 above for his duties.

3«iElrf&!> or BWgRirfeqt—Officer in charge of the gambling-hall.
Vide Komanda plate of Nettabhafija in E. L XXIV p. 172
at p. 173 ( about 4th century A,a )

ej^raH—Superintendent of gambling. He was one of the
' ratmns ' mentioned in the Tai. S and Sat Br. Vide H. of
Dh. vol. II p. 1216 and above p 112

atgqfa—> Market-master \ Vide BSjat. V. 167.

BTftwri^a*—Official recorder or scribe (who drew up deeds

of sale and the like after having the land sold measured in

his presence ). Vide Eajat. VX 38 and note 436 above where

Visnu Dh. S. VII. 3 is quoted.

aptHW—Officer in charge of boundaries. Vide Kautilya I 12

( one of the 18 tirlhas ), H 21, V. 1. and Ksmandaka XH 5.

The word occurs in the Malavikagnimtra, Aot I

grermflflflW

—

Officer in charge of the inner apartments or

of the harem. Vide Masulipatam plate of Ammaraja H in

E 1 XXIV p. 268 at p. 276.

3Rt:gRai—Officer in charge of the king's inner apartments or

harem of the king. Vide Candravatt plate of Candradeva

of Kanoj ( in sathvat 1148 ) in E 1 IX. at p. 305.
,

3P5R^—A class of royal servants very intimate with the king

(probably same as abhycmtara) Vide Parikud plate of

Madhyamarajadeva of Sailadanta family in E.I XI at

p. 286 and grant of Laksmanasena in E. I. XII p. 91 ( of

1122 A. D. ).

gpgfiW-Officer in charge of the inner apartments or harem.

Kautilya 1. 12 mentions this officer among the 18 tirthas.

The word occure in the Kadambarl (para 88), the Dasa-

kumsracarita Iff. p. 71 and is defined by the Amarakosa.

~_ a, mfiawmffer The word occurs in the Nslands

*^^£ZELr£ E. 1 XVH at p. 321 (the word*

J{f'Steprli^^
and

£ the Khiimpur plate of»-^ <V.TJm* Se
atp 250). Vide also Ohamba Ins. No. 15 p. 166 for the

same and Vogel (pp. 125-126).

•pMEMkrit *«*** Vide Nasik Ins. Nos. 4 and 5 m

E.I.VDIpp.71,73)
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sffliw-—Minister. Vide p. 104 and note 150 above.

ap^tro-^pRsr—A petty officer in charge of the fodder for horses.

Vide Kajafc. HL 489.

apgtjft—A cavalry officer. Vide Gupta Ins. No 61 at p 259 ( in

the Gupta year 106 ).

an«EWa(^i—Officer in charge of the account or record office. Vide

E. I. vol. I pp 316, 318 {grant of Kama I dated samvat 1148).

afWfti^;—Officer in charge of an agralfara or agraharas. Vide

Gupta Ins. No. 12 ( Bihar stone Ins. of Skandagupta > p. 47

at p. 52 and Mallasarul plate of Vijayasena in E. I. XXHI
p. 155 atp 159 The word may also be 'agraharika' or

'agraharin*. Vide E I XXIV at p. 127 for a note on

'agrahara*.

3{lf[f£r—One who communicates at the order of the king the

details about alandgrant to local officers (probably the same

as dutaka) This word occurs in some of the earliest Ins. of

Pallava Sivaskandavarman { in E. I. VI p. 84 at p. 88 ).

Vide also E I VHI at p. 146 ( plates of the great Pallava

queen CarudevI), JBBRAS vol. X p 365 of iake 532

( where the ajfiapti is Durgapati ), E L XII p. 3, E. I XV
p. 70 ( plate of Sundara Cola } In the grant of the eastern

Calukya king Amma H we have 'ajnaptih katakadhlso

bhattadevasca lekhakah' ( E. I. VH at p. 188 ). Vide p. 184

of the same for a discussion of the meaning

3H§T—a synonym of snuffr. Vide Parle plate of Indravarman in

E I. XIV p 360 at p. 362 ( of the Ganga year 149 ) where
the words are 'ajaamahamahattara-Sivavanna'. "When in
the Gupta Ins. No 25 at p. 115 ( of MahaTaja Sankaobha )

or in the plate of Dronasimha in the Valabhi year 183 in
E.L XVI atp. 19 the words at the end aTe 'svayam-ajna' the
meaning is that the king employed no dufaha to convey the
details of his grant to the local officers but that he gave the
details in person.

anSRITO—Probably the same as 'ajfiapti' or 'dutaka'. Vide
I A 14 p. 161 in the record of Vakpatiraja of Dh&ra dated
safitcat 1036.

ensftiB—Officer in charge of forest tracts. The word occurs in
Kautilya L 12 amcng the 18 lirthas

erf^sifel—Officer. The exact function cannot be indicated.
Vide grant of DharSvarsa in icke 702 ( E. I. XXIV p. 176

133
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an^-An officer. The exact duties are not clear PSn ;ni rr
3 40 MdwatoB that he knows the word inT sSe of aservant or officer. Vide Gupta Ins. N f la? 1 I

eflfW-Same as™. The word occurs in KSmasutra V. 5.

5

and Xamandaka V. 83 {<j. in n6te 73 above). Vide Omgudu
grant of Vjjayaskandavarman (E. I. XI at p. 250), Pabar-
pur plate ( E I XX p. 59 at p 61 in Gupta yearl59)

f plate
ofDrouasirnhainValabhiyear 183 (B.I XI p. 17), grant
of Dharasena H in Valabhi year 252 (in I. A. vol. 15 p. 187)
the Maitrafca plate in Gupta year 252 ( E. I XI p 83 ).

3n%r-{ Prakrit a^-oocurs in Brahmagiri Rock Insorip-
tion of Asoka ( in Corpus 1 1 vol. I p 175

)

sjRtraFS-lifc. guardian of quarters. Aoo to Sukral 192 he is a
chief ruling over 10000 villages

3^—A subordinate officer Kautilya II 5 has that word The
duties cannot be specified

•iig-wi)—Probably the same as ' upayukta '. The word occurs in

Earhad plates of Krsna IE dated Sake 880 (E IIVp 278,

at p Z85 ), the Cambay plates of Govinda IV in iake 852

(inLIVflp 26atp 40).

3qfa>—A very high officer, somewhat like a Governor of a

province. Vide Damodarpur plate of KumSragupta I in the

Gupta year 125 ( i. e. 443-44 A. D ) where an uparthi in said

to have been selected by Emperor KumSragupta to govern

Pundravardhanabhukti and where the uparika is said to

have appointed the kumaramatya Vetravannan to govern

the district (visaya) of Kotivarsa (E. I. XV p 130). He

is sometimes styled maharaja and rSjaputra. Vide also

Gupta Inscriptions pp. 213. 216, tiie Bhagalpur plate of

NSrayanapala (L A 15 p. 304 at p. 306), the Banskhera

plate of Harsa (E. I IV p. 208 at p. 211) where uparika

occurs after 'kumaramatya* and before 'visayapati

VisvarBpa on Yaj. L 307 quotes a prose passage from
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Brhagpati where the qualities requisite in an upanka are set

out. Tide Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar Festschrift pp. 231-333 for

note and Vbgel p 123.

tfKtW—The Bxaot meaning is not certain ; probahly an officer

belonging to a body organized in military fashion for

collecting revenue or performing police duties. The word

occurs in BSjat V 249, VH. 1604.

3SJ}i5t or 3&$<M or ^H^r^t—Superintendent of the royal camp

Vide E L VII at p. 185 (grant of Amma II who ruled from

945 to 970 A. D.).

q^—Exact function not known. The word occurs in two Tale-

svara plates in E I Xm at p 117. Vide *fel*&+ below.

^wwl^fe or ^pww{% or «w?fc|—C!ommander-in-chief Vide Bajat

V. 447, VH 1362 and 1366.

W^l^~An officer connected with the army Vide RSjat.

VBX1430

3?FI—A clerk. The word occurs in the Irda plate of Kamboja
king Narapaladeva in E. L XXII p, 150 at p 155 ( about

10th century A. J> ).

^UHPPRT--A scribe of legal documents. Occuts in Chamba
Ins No 25 p. 187 at p. 194. Vide Vogel p 133

<K<PH»—Officer in charge of a State department or office. The
word occura in the Nalanda stone Ins of Yasovarmadeva's
reign about 530 A. D. in E L XX p 37 at p 44, in the

Chatsu Ins. of Guhilot Baladitya of about the 10th century

in E. I XIIp. 10 at p. 17, in a grant dated samvat 1203 of

Govindacandra's son in E L VEtt p 158 ( where we have
' karanika-thakkura-srlvlvlka), in E I XX Appendix p 52

No. 350 of satiwat 1228 ( about the donation of a karanika-

br&hmana-Ghahada

)

qa^PC—Same as ' kaianika '. The word occurs in the Harsa-
carita Vfl paTa 2 (sakala-Jcaram-pankarah ).

*$tfft4—Executive minister. The word occurs in Rudradaman's
Junagadh Ins of 150 A D. in E I. vol. Vm p 36 Vide
p 105 above

4WW—A scribe or writer in the revenue department of the king.
The oldest references are probably those in Yaj L 322,
Visnu Dh. S. VIL 3 and Br. Sam 86. 12. Vide Asvagh&sa-
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kSyastha above and gramakSyastha in Kajat. V. 175 and
Indian Historical Quarterly, vol. IX p 12 (a grant of

Gupta year 120 i. e. 439-40 A. D. ) Vide H. of Dh. vol. H.

pp. 75-77 for a note on Kayastha.

3>fflft"jref?—Superintendent of all mines and State manufact-

ories. Kautilya L 12 mentions him among the 18 Grthas.

Kautilya H 12 in headed ' Skara-karmantapravartanam

'

i. e. 'conducting mining operations and manufactories'.

<§HR—A prince younger than a YuvarSja (the heir apparent).

The word 'Kumala' occurs in the first separate Book Edict

of Asoka at Dhauli (Corpus L I vol I pp. 93, 97). Vide also

Corpus 1. 1. vol. II pp. 40 and 48 (Mathura Lion Pillar

capital ).

fHRWTW—A high offioer below a provincial Governor. Vide

'uparika' above. In the Allahabad praiash of Samudra-

gupta, Harisena is described as kumStUmmia and also

sandhivigrahtka and nrnhadav4amya1ca (Gupta Ins. No.l

at p. 16 ) Vide Gupta Ins. No. 46 p. 213 at p. 216, the

Banskhera plate of Harsa ( E. I. IV p 208 at p. 211 ), 35. LX
at p. 72 in the reign of Kumaragupta in Gupta year 117 (

a

brshmana is described as mantrin, kumaramStya and mah5-

balaahikrta ) Vide Dr. U. H Ghoshal's paper on kumara-

mStya' in the proceedings of the 6th All India Onental

Conference pp. 211 ff, p 117 above and Vogel p. 123.

_**-* hereditary clerk or officer. The word occurs in the

Sudi ms. of sake 981 in E I. XV p. 85 at p. 91.
.

«&*—An officer in charge of ten villages who was granted a

*w5£5 to his salary. Vide Mauu TO W «*

TT«Ufika thereon In the Damodarpur plate of Gupta year

tasevakSdln (H-l.-^vii « v
'Eulika' is a tribe

No. 15 at p. 166. Vogel says ^ ^ . offic8M in

(pp. 126-127) Probably fl» PJ

«

& bMIbib rf

Orissa, Khasa and MSlva andJto -^ ^^ .M arbi.

Karnata and HQna origin • W ^ .^ajjto
fcrator as a tabuna . Vide pp -

yide ^^$0*
Historical Quarterly, vol. 19 P- w a "
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<fc!£4l6—Officer in charge of a fort. The word occurs in the

Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala ( 1 A. 15 p 304 at p 306)

and in the Halanda plate of Devapaladeva in E L XVH at

p 321 where the word is read as kotapala

fgR—Chamberlain Vide p 111 above He is one of the 'lalmns'

According to Manu X. 16 and Yaj L 94 the offspring of a
ksatriya woman from a sudra male was called ksattr and
it is prohable that such mixed offspring were employed as

door-keepers or chamberlains

?f?R—A provincial chief. The word occurs in Corpus I.X vol. II

p XXXIV and pp 23, 28 (Taxila plate of Patika of the
year 78 ) and in the plate of Vidagdha in ' Antiquities of
Chamha ', Ins No. 15 p. 164 at p. 166 Vogel says it must
be read as 'ksetrapa'. Vide 'mahaksatrapa* below. The word
is probably a Sanskritized form of Persian ' satrap '.

eft?—The word occurs in the Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala
(I A. 15 p. 304 at 306).

gfrw—Occurs in the Nslands plate of Devapaladeva ( K I.

XVII at p 321)

^03^5—The word occurs in the Bhagalpur plate of Harayanapala
( I A 15 p. 304 at P- 306 ), in the JNalanda plate of Deva-
paladeva { E. I XVII at p 321 ) and in the Chamba Inscrip-
tion Nos 15 and 26 In * Antiquities of Chamba ' Ins
No. 25 the form is ' khadgaraksa '. Vide Vogel pp 127-128.

^osqis—Occurs in tbe-Kahla plate of Sodhadeva of samvot 1134
(E I VH p. 85 at p 91). The form *mH\<* occurs in
the Panohobh plate of 3wt3fl (JBORS. vol. V p 582 at
p. 588).

^55—Occurs in the Khalimpur plate of Dharmapaladeva ( E I
vol IV p. 243 at p 250 ). The meaning is uncertain

"Wife—Officer in charge of the elephant arm in an army. The
word occurs in the plate of Jayacandra of Kanoj dated
samvat 1225 in L A vol. 15 at p 7.

*rsml—Occurs in the Talesvara plate (6th to 8th centuries A. D

)

inE LXfflL p 109 at 115. ans on I^i^t 52. 13 says

nsnrc—( a Persian word for * treasurer *)—occurs in the Ins of
Mahaksatrapa Sodasa found at MathurS (in E I IX n 247)
Vide Eajat V. 177.

P
'
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TOTOfoF-The meaning is uncertain It probably means some
kind of messenger. It occurs in Bhagalpur plate of Kara-
yanapala ( 1A 15 p 304 at p. 306), the Nalanda plate of
Devapaladeva (EIXVH at p. 321), the Rajor Ins. of
Mathanadeva in samoat 1016 ( in E L vol m p. 263 at

p 266) 3?T55 on fg^itaT 85. 34 explains igj as *ramfe. In the
Khalimpor plate ( E. I. Vol. IV pp. 243, 250 ) the words
<3£»<aiw<wi«iiii«fcii%rcJjP7 occur one after another.

Ilgte—Same as gramalaita below Vide Ins. from Hottur in

E I XVE p 74 ( of sake 929

)

flljjug—Same as above It occurs in the Batta Ins from Saundatti

of sake 902 ( in JBBRAS. vol X at p. 208

)

jj<?H4k}—Officer in charge of a gw, for which see p 205 above

It occurs in the Fanchobh plate of Sangramagupta ( 12th

century ) in JBOES. vol. V p. 582 at p. 588

a
ffiffij

—Secret service men. Vide Irda plate of Kamboja king

Narapaladeva in E. L XXHp 150 at p 156 (about 10th

century ).

?fa—Officer over five or ten villages. Vide Kant. H 35 and

p 143 above.

^f^—'Superintendent of woods and forests* (Sleet) The

word occurs in Gupta Ins. No. 12 p. 47 at p. 50, in the Nslanda

plate of Devapala (E I. XVH at p 321), Bhagalpur plate of

NarSyanapala (I A. 15 p 304 at p 306 ), in the grant of

Laksmanasena ( E. I. XII p. 6 at p 9 ). The word is formed

from ' gulma ' ace. to VSrtika 13.( ayasthanebhyasthaka

)

on Panini IV. 2. 104 Vogel (p. 127) boldly asserts that

* the words saulkika and gaulmika are unknown in Sanskrit

Literature ' in spite of Buhler's note in E 1 vol. I p. 2 at p. 7

that saulkikas ate frequently mentioned in inscriptions. But

saulkika also occurs in Yaj.II173 and both words occur

in the Mahabhasya. Gulma means a post of guards. Yido

p 141 above The word 'gumike' read in the grant of

Pallava Sivaskandavarman (EL vol I p. at p 5) »

correctly held by Buhler to stand for gaulmika .

JTPFSPKS-Village scribe. Occurs in Bajat V. 175

__ ^ vh« n 154 for reference from
^-Village headman^ Vri. Pj™* ^ M

Paithlnasi /^f^^^Jvrtti ' as 'gr^akuta
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IV p. 278 at p. 285 ), the Sanjan plates of Buddha-varasa

(E. I XIV p 144 at p. 150), the grant of Karka Suvarnavarsa

in Sake 746 ( E. I XXIV p. 77 at p. 84 ), Cambay plates of

Govinda IV in sake 852 { E. I Vn pp. 26, 39

)

iM-frH—Same as above. ThiB form occurs in Kauthem plate of

Vikramaditya V dated sake 930 (L A. vol. 16 p. 15 at p. 24).

smpft—•Village headman. Vide pp. 153-154 above for ancient

references Panini V. 2 78 has thiB word.

SB^I?—-Same as above. Occurs in Sukra H. 120.

nrcnfo—Occurs in the Mit. on Yaj. n. 271.

HWWi|—Occurs in Yaj. H 271.

stRflfaqft—Vide KamasQtra V. 5 5,

mGfti—Village headman. Occurs in Manu VTL 116, Kaut. III.

10 and in Bhumara stone Pillar Ihb. of Hastin and
Sarvanatha in Gupta year 189 ( Gupta Inscription No. 24

p. 112 ).

*tgqfit—Officer in charge of quays or landing places {glials},

Occurs in Kahla plate of Sodhadeva in saihoat 1134 ( E.L VH,
p. 85 at p. 91 ). For ^ifqjss vide JBORS vol. V pp. 582, 588.

=3K—-This word has given rise to various opinions. Fleet and
Buhler translate as ' irregular soldiers'. Vogel (pp. 130-132)
points out that Ohamba iB the only place where the ancient
word 'cata' is still extant in the modern form 'chat*
meaning * head of a pargcma '. Grants of villages are often
expressed as * acatabhatapravesya ' ( not to be entered by
cstasandbhatas)'. For example, in the Surat plate of
Maitraka Vyfighrasena (E.I. XI at p. 221) it is stated
that the granted land was not to be entered by catas and
bhatas except for (seizing) robbers and those guilty of
harm or treason to the king Similar words occur in the
Betel plates of Sanksobha in Gupta year 199 ( aoatabha-
tepravesyam coradrohakavarjam ) in E. L VIII p. 287.
The words occur also in the Ehoh plate of Maharaja Hastin
in Gupta year 191 ( Gupta Ins. No. 23 p. 106 ). Yaj I 336
states that it is the duty of the king to protect people from
the harassment caused by catas, robbers and kayasthas and
the Mit explains cata * as persons who deprive people of
their wealth after producing false confidence in them. Three
quarters of the same verse occur in the Paficatantra I p. 72
verse 343 Apar&rka (p. 792) quotes Brbaspati that ' dangers
common to all are those arising from catas and thieves '.
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Prof. Pathak while editing the Abhona plates of Sankara-
gana dated in Kalacuri samvat 347 in E. L IX p. 296 quotes
the words of Sankaracarya ( tarkika-oata-bhatarajaprave-
syam

) in his Bhasya on Br Up. and Anandagiri's explana-
tion thereon viz. cotos are those that transgress the rules
of conduct for decent people and bhatas are servants telling
falsehoods. Vide the Valabhi grant of Dharasana H in
252 Gupta year (I. A. 15 p 187) and the Palitana plates
of the same king and of the same year in E I XL p. 80 at

p. 83 and the Banskhera plate of Harsa ( E I. IV p 308, at

p. 211 where we read ' bhatacata-sevakadln ) for other early

occurrences of the word In the Naihati grant of Ballala-

Bena we have the words ' cattabhatta-jatlySn janapadan

'

(E I. XIV p. 156 at p. 160)

^hpn?—Thief-catcher. The word occurs in ITSrada ( parisista

verse 18 ) and in Kat. q by Apararka p. 844

3l«»»^i*—Probably an officer whose duty it was to secure robbers

with ropes. Kaut. IV. 13 mentions this officer and II 6

refers to ' corarajju' as one constituent of 'rastra'.

•§l<)*lPl%—Thief-catcher or one who exterminates thieves This

word occurs in Gupta Ins Ho. 46 p 213 at p 216, the

Valabhi grant of Dharasena TL in Gupta year 252 ( L A. 15

p. 187 ) and the Palitana plate of the same king in the same

year ( E. I XI p. 80 at p 83 ), the Rastrakuta grant of sake

697 (JBBBAS vol 16 p 105 at p 108), Bhagalpur plate

of NarSyanapala ( I A. 15 p 304 at p. 306 ), the grant of

Laksmanasena ( E. I XI p. 6 at p 9 ).

^^—Same aB above The word occurs in Yaj IE. 271 and in

Katyayana quoted by Apararka p 844

gstgtfe—Umbrella bearer This word occurs in ' Antiquities

of Chamba \ Ins. No. 15 at p 166 Vide Vogel p 128

3^-It appears to have been a mere title and not an office

whereby the holder was entitled to wield son, kirn
I

of

power in the State The word occurs m samvat 1005 (EI-

XIX p. 243 ), in the plate of Govindacandra m*^"«
(in EL XBI p 295 at p 297), the S^di plate of CSbamana

Batnapalain samvat 1176 (E LXlp 304 at p 310) It

occurs as a title in Rajat VII. 290, 706, 738

aS5r,ft-A Judge (dharmadhikarin) Occurs in Rajat VIE

2422.
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tpjjqis—Seems to mean some officer like "Charged* affaires".

The word occurs in a reoord at Sudi in Ron Taluka of

Calukya Somesvara I in sake 973 ( E. 1 V at p. 77 ) and in

Partabgarh Ins. of PratlhSra king Mahendrapala in stnhvat

1003 ( in E. I SIV" p. 176 at p. 185 ), one Madhava being

styled ' tantrapala-mahSsamanta-mahadandanayaka'.

^^—Superintendent of all ferries. Vide Nalanda plate of

Devapsla ( E L XVH at p. 321 ) and Kahla platB of Sodha-

deva in saihvat 1134 ( E. L VIE at p. 91 ). In the Nalanda
plate ' tarika ' and ' tarapatika ' come immediately after

one another and must be distinguished as to meaning.

3ft$—Probably means ' one who plieB.a ferry boat '. Occurs in

Nalanda plate of Devapala ( E. L XVH at p. 321 ), Bhagal-
pur plate of NSrayanapala ( X A. 15 p. 304 at p. 306 ).

3^TC or ?ra«ir—Meaning uncertain. The word occurs in the Ins.

of SamaTasimha of Mewar in sarhvat 1330 ( E. I vol. XX.
Appendix No. 579 p. 82 ). In Punjab a subdivision of high
class khatns, is called Talwar.

qwiqte*—Meaning not apparent. Bhagavanlal suggested that

it is the same as modern 'Talati' ( petty revenue officer ).

It occurs in the Deo-BaranaTk Ins. of Jlvitagupta ( Gupta
InB. No. 46 p. 213 at p. 216 ).

^n*T—Commander of an army. In E. I. voL V. p. 28 at p. 31
mention iB made of a Dandanatha Sahadeva under the
Yadava king Jaitugi or JaitapSla ( about 1200 a. d. ).

<<>s«ii*i*—Various meanings are assigned by several scholars.
Stein on R&jat. VH. 951 takes it to mean * prefect of police '.

In many cases it appears to mean a ' General or Magistrate *.

In E. L VH, Appendix No. 291, 292 and 296 Ins. of the
years 1178 to 1181 A. D. there is one Kesimayya styled
'dandanayaka* lower in rank than mahSmandalesvara.
Vide also Ins of JayakeSi Kadamba of 1125 A. D. in E. LXm p 298 and p. 317 (Dandanayaka Lakkharasa), JBBRAS
Xn p. 11 in sake 1145 (DandanayakaPurusottama of Yadava
Singhana), the Abhir Ins. in E. 1. V p. 234 where one Maha-
devarasa is styled mahasamantadhipati and dandanayaka
and his subordinate Mayideva is also called ' dandanayaka*
( about 1153 a. D. ), in several Kalacurya Inscriptions (E I.V p. 24 at p. 28, E L V. p. 213 at p 215 ). Lakanna and
Mfidanna were dandanayakas of Devaraya n of Vijaya-
nagara ( about 1388 sake ) in E. L XV at p. 15. Vide p. 115
and n. 152 above. E t XIX p 265 at p. 269

( grant of
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Dharmaraja ) reads ' dSndanayaka '. In Br. Sarii. 73. 4 the
queen, yuvaraja, senSpati and dandanayaka are placed on
the same level in the matter of the staff ( danda ) to be
prepared far them.

^05«lfilr—Commander of forces or a governor. Vide Abu Vimala

temple Ins. dated sammt 1378 in E. L IX pp. 148, 156.

^osqic5—An officer in oharge of all branches of the arany. Vide

~Sjho.% L la and p. 112 n. 147 above.

qujqiRnh—Officer in charge of punishment i. e. criminal justice.

The word occurs in the Palitana plateB of Dharasena D
dated in Gupta year Z52 (ElXIp 83), in the Valabhi

grant of the same king in the same year ( LA 15 p. 187 )

in the Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala ( I A 15 p. 304 at

p. 306 which reads ' dandapasika ' ) and Laksmanasena's

grant (E. I. XII at p. 9 ), also in Vasastilaka I o. 50.

ijsgicrfoir—( a prakrit form of dandapasika ). Occurs in Cbamba

Ins. No. 15 at p. 166. Vide Vogel p. 139.

^og^%—Meaning uncertain. The word occurs in Khalimpur

plate of DharmapSla in E. I. vol, IV p. 343 at p. 250.

CT3lfrn*T—Same as dandapala. The word occurs in the Chittar

plates of Kullottunga Oodadeva (LA 14 p. 55 in take 1056).

aosriSq—Same as above. The word oocurs in a quotation in the

com. on Vasastilaka I. p. 91 and the Abu Vimala temple

Ins. dated samvat 1378 in E. I IX p. 148 at p. 181. Vide

note 148 above for quotation.

4*Ate» as 'dandavasika-. Vide Chamba Ins. No. 15 at

P* 166'

t„ t -r "R M A S vol 15 p. 386 (of

in the Nalanda plate ofD^Vfi r, 129
TT I XIX P 265 at p. 269. Vide Vogel p. 129.

E. I. A1A p. «" f ,,_-_ ^e word occurs in
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(E. L XV3I at p. 331). In this last 'dandika' and

* d&ndapasika' come immediately after one another.

Zj<&;—Appears to be the same as 'dfitaka'. The word occurs in

the grant of Paramara king Slyakadeva dated sanwat 1026

( in E. I. XIX p. 177) and in E. I. XIX at p. 243 (dated

sar'mxrf, 1005 ).

^Rimi^—meaning doubtful. Probably an officer whose con-

oern was with the ten aparadhas of which the king could

take cognisance suo motu. The word occurs in the Nalanda

plate of Devapala (E L XVII at p. 331) and in the Bhagalpur

plate of Narayanapala (L A. 15 p. 304 at p. 306). Vide p. 264

above for the ten aparddkas.

fc«WR5—Probably officers in charge of the borders of a kingdom.

The word occurs in Narada ( Dr. Jolly's edition, parisista

verse 17 ) q. by the Mit. on Yaj. E 271 and Kat. ( 813 ) q. by

Apararka p. 844.

f^r-a clerk. The Rajat. VUL 131 makes it clear that ' divira'

was distinct from the 'kSyaBtha'. The word occurs in the

Gupta Ins. No. 27 at p. 122 of Maharaja Jayanatha in Gupta

year 177 (where one of the donees is a divira Sarvavadha ).

fefoqRt ( or fcfcUMRt )—chief of clerks. In the grant of Slladitya of

the Gupta year 286 a certain officer is styled ' sandhivigraha-

dhikrta-divirarjati'tE. I. XI p. 174 at p. 180); vide also

Jesar plate of Slladitya in 357 Valabbi year (E. L XXH p.

114 at p. 117 ) where a person called Mammaka is styled

'divirapati* and also sandhvtgrakika-mahaprahhara and

sanranta '.

§^n«raw^>—Vide ^:grTOrafi^> below.

gtfqres—Superintendent of a fort. Vide p. 112 note 147 above.

gggtq.?;—meaning uncertain. The word ocours in the Kahla

plate of Sodhadeva of samvat 1134 (E. I. VH at p 91).

^S—Messenger, envoy. Vide Visnudharmofctara IL 24. 13-14, 28

for his qualifications and pp. 112, 127 above. In the 13th

Bock Edit of Asoka at Shahabazgadhi we have 'duta' (vide

Corpus I. L vol. I p. 67).

5—A high officer or delegate who conveyB the king's

command about the grant of land to local officers The
word occurs in the Betul plate of Sanksobha in 199 Gupta
year (Gupta Ins. pp. 286-289), and in the plate of Maharaja
Jayanatha of Gupta year 174 (Gupta Ins. No 26 p. 117 at
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p. 119 where the 'dutaka' is Uparikadiksita Sarvadatta), in

the Banskhera plato of Haisa in E. I. IV p. 208 (dutakotra

mahapramatara-mabasamanta-srl-Skandagupta ) and also

m the Madhuban plate of Harsa (E I, VH at p. 158 ). In

the Daulatpur plate of Bhojadeva I in Harsa samval 100 the

dutaka is said to be 'Yuvaraja-Nagabhata'. Vide also E. I.

VI p 385, E. I. VHI 387, XI p 80 In the Khalimpur plate

of DharmapSla ( in E. I. vol. IV p. 243 at p 250 ) the king

states that ho was requested to make a grant by Maha-

sfimanlsdhipati NaTSyanavarman through the Prince Tri-

bhuvnnp&la as dutaka.

JKtlhf&re.—Meaning doubtful. The word occurs in the Nalanda

plate of Davapala (E L XVII at p. 321) and the Bhagalpur

plato of Narayanapala ( I. A. 15 p. 304 at p. 306

)

^mi%3—(Prakit 'desadhikata')—Governor of a Province The

Prakrit form occurs in the Ins. of Pallava Sivaskandavar-

man in the year 8 ( E L vol. L at p. 5 ).

ahsnraraiSfc—Meaning doubtful. Probably means 'those who

catch dangerous robbers whom it is difficult to secure'. The

word occurs in the Banskhera plate of Harsa ( E I. IV p.

208 at p 211). Theform'duhsadha-sadhanika' occurs in

the Sovadi plates of Cahamana Ratnapala in samvat 1176

( E I. XI at p. 310). Vide also E. L XXVI at p. 206 and

'mahasBdhanika' below.

a-arito-Pr.°bably the same as above. The word occurs in the

grant of Laksmanasena in the 3rd year of his reign ( i.
e.

1132 A. D. ) in E. L XII at p. 9.

S^-Doorkeeper. Vide Kautilya L 13, Lalitavistara p. 136,

Visnudharmottara IL 24. 30.

^^fficer in charge of ***-£«;
collecting customs duties ttW m ^.^
i

SS
-

nB
RiafvS' ?010 - Se word occurs in Valabhi

( as m Rajat. VHI. *n»h
253 (L A. 15

plate of Dharasena H in Wbi s
rf

p 187 ), Gupta tos. No. 38 at p. 1M£
^

Iimhadityain355 ™2*^(

f£ S3« yefr 310

Bhavanagar plate of ^J.f^hasena (E.I Xffl at

< E. I XV p. 257 ), Wala P ate g™^, L^ at p. 179).

„ 339 ) the Navalakhi plate of Sfladitya to. x.

P'"9,,m
. v,ja fitaia's translation of Bajat.
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amm , gRflfit, §R1^fa—Superintendent of passes leading into the

kingdom (Stein). Vide Rajat. V. 214.

stfalWTsI—Superintendent of morality. Vide Asoka's Edicts in

Corpus L L vol. I p. 96 ( first Book edict at Girnar ).

fjfiftfWT—Judge. Vide Visnudharmottara II. 24. 34-35.

^i#F5tf3fcfc-"Judge. Vide Matsyapurana 215. 24 and note 167

above,

qufoej—-Vide p. 126 above.

m—Collector of the royal Bhare of grain. The word occurs in

the Bhinmal Ins. of samval 1320 (Bombay Gazetteer, vol, I

part 1 p. 477 ).

^snf^vd3^—Probably the same as above. The word occurs in

Gupta Ins. No. 38 pp. 164-166 ( Maliya plate of Dharasena

JL in Gupta year 252), thB "Wala plate of Guhasena (E. I.

VIE at p. 339 of Valabhi year 246 ).

5tfTWf&—City Prefect The word occurs in the Silara grant of

take 1016 ( I. A. vol. 9 p. 33 at p. 35).

sUKwiHfelfoi—City Magistrate. Vide Kautilya L 12 for Paura-

vyavaharika and note 147 on p. 112 above. The word
' Nagalaviyohalaka * occurs in the First separate Bock Edict

of Asoka at Dhauli ( Corpus I. L vol. L p. 92 ).

spRSilqt—City Banker or guild president of the town. The word
occurs in the Damodarpur plate No. 4 of the time of Budha-
gupta ( E. L XV at p. 115 ) and in the Paharpur plate ( E.

LXXatp.63).

Wlfcttf or spirrf^l—City prefect. Occurs in Rajat. r7. 81, VI.

70, Vm. 3334

sRtjfit—Exact function doubtful. The word occurs in the plate

of Jayacandra of Kanoj in santval 1225 (LA. vol. 15 p. 6

at p. 7 ) and'in the Panchobh plate of Sangraraagupta in

JBOKS. vol. V p. 582 at p. 588.

*WK«fe—Chief Officer of the city. The word occurs in Kautilya
IL 36, Kamasutra V. 5. 9 (the com. on which explains

nagarahat as daqdapaiika ). Vide p. 149 above for his

functions.

stmfe;—Chief of the police. The word occure in the Vikramor-
vaslya V ( after verge 4 ), the Dasakumaracarita JL pp. 58
and 59. The Vaijayantl explains the word as 'karapatii
( Jail Superintendent ).
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JJiq^—Head of (ten) villages. The word occurs in Kautilya I

12, Sukra 1 192.

!%**—An officer, whose exact function is not known. The
word occurs in the grant of Karka dated take 746 (E I XXIV
p. 77 at p 84), in the Kauthem plate of VikramadityaV
dated iake 930 (I A. vol. 16 p 15 atp 24), intheRajor

Ins. of Mathanadeva dated samval 1016 (E. I HI p. 263

atp 266).

f^strf^—Governor of Boms part of a kingdom. In Ghamba Ins.

No 15 p 164 at p 166 we read in Vidagdha's plate ' Visaya-

pati-nihelapati-ksatrapa'. VideVogel p. 124 In Gupta

Ins. No. 80 p. 286 at p. 289 the * data' of the grant is ' nihila-

pati ' Kusala-prakasa. So 'nihila' and 'nihela' prdbahly

mean the same thing.

5^1^;—Probably 'soothsayer or astrologer*. The word occurs

in the plate of Oandradeva of Kanoj of samval 1148 ( E. I.

IX p. 302 at p. 305).

qg^ss-—An officer over a certain number of villages. The word

occurs in the grant of Arjunadeva of AnahfllapStaka in

Vikrama year 1320 ( L A. vol. 11 at p. 242, where we read

'SrI-AbhayasIhaprabhrti-pa5cakulapratipattau'), in the

Bhinmal Ins. No. 12 dated samvat 1333 (Bombay Gazetteer

vol. I part I p 480) where we read ' tan-niyukta-mabS-

Gaiaslha-prabhrti-panoakula-pratipattau'). In E.LXXLV

at p 89 (in an Ins. from Udaipur) we have a Paficoll of the

Gug'havata family. Here, it appears that 'paficakula' was

a board of officers of whom Gajasimha was one (or the

chief). Vide ^qrap§^ below.

Mnmfi-A board of five officers or a panchayat. The word

^curtin the Sanchi Stone Ins. of OandraguptaH in Gupta

year 93 (vide Gupta Ins. No. 5 at p. 31 )

.. a =„ The word occurs in the Malva plates

qgftg-Village headman The word occu
rf

^of ™*^*tt%^3£* Jayasimhaof

pp. 51 and 53 , » the MauAMt^P ^ ^ fa^
Dh» in s**™1 U1l (\;L Sdavavarman of samvat J256

,#83—Vide note 150 above.
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RfWi&E—probably means ' an officer who drives away undesir-

able persons with a cane'. The word occurs in the plate of

Mahabhavagupta I ( E L XI p 93 at p 94 ).

<fil&felR?l—Meaning uncertain The word occurs in the Belava
plate of Bhojavarmadeva (EI. XTt p 37 at p. 40 ).

gw—means 'inferior servant' (as in Kautilya H 5 ) or a bailiff

attached to a Court of justice ( as in Br. ). Vide p. 278 above.

gfrflct—Vide pp. 111-112 and 117 above. The purohita occurs
in the list of functionaries in the Oandravati plate of Can-
dradeva of Kanoj in safiwat 1148 ( E I IX at p. 305) and in

the grant of Laksmanasena (EI. XH p 6 at p. 9 ).

5$wwiw~Keeper of land records The word occutb in the Damo-
daTpur plates dated Gupta year 124 and 129 (EI XV p.

113, at p. 130 ) and in the Paharpur plates ( E. L vol XX.
p. 61 ).

4K<^W4lR*~Vide p. 112 note 147 above. Compare ' nagala-

viyohalafca' above under 'nagara-vySvahSrika '.

5lf<S#5—Herald This word occurs in Gupta Ins No. 39 p 171
at p. 190 dated 766-67 A. D ( The words are * tan-niyukta-

pratinartaka-kulaputramatya-Guhena
' ).

HRlftft—Vide note 150 above.

S%5R—Chamberlain or 'inditer of grants '. In Nasik Ins. No. 5
the word patihara. (pratihara) occurs (EI V3H p. 73).
Brhaspati quoted by Visvarupa on Yaj. 1 307 states the
qualifications of a 'pratihara \ Vide Adiparva 85,28-29,
Visnudharmottara IL 24. 12, Sukra L 121 for definitions.
In the grant of Dhruvasena dated Valabhi year 206 the
dutaka of the grant is pratiliara Mammaka.

JlcfifR—Same as above. The form occurs in the Vasantagadh
InB. of Varmallita (E I IX p 187 at p 192 ), in the Candra-
vatl plate of Candradeva of Kanoj in scanoat 1148 ( E L
IX at p 305); in E I IX p 117 at p. 119 Paramara king
Jayavarma H causes pratihara Gangadeva to give a village
to three brahmanas (in safitoat 1317 ).

JMwwS—Chief Bcribe The word occurs in the Damodarpur
plate 1 of Eumaragupta in Gupta year 124 (E.L XV at
p 130).

sfcsf—Police Magistrate. Vide Kautilya L 12, IV. 1, IV, 10
(last verse). The word occurs in the Irda plate of' the
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Kamboja king Nayapaladeva (of about the 10th century)
in E. I. XXH. pp. 150 at p 456.

S^R—Vide note 150 above. The word occurs in the &ISra plate
of Mah&mandalesvara Anantadeva (I. A 9p 33 at p 35
where Wntrin', 'am&tya* and 'pradhana* are mentioned)

5WRIK—Vogel (pp. 122-123 ) holds that this officer was concern-

ed with tbe administration of justice The word occurs in

the Banskhera plate of Harsa ( E. I IV p 208 at p 211 ).

STO^—Probably 'civil judge'. The word occurs in the Nalanda

plate of Devapala (E. I XVTI at p. 321 ) and in the grant

of Dhruvasena HI in the Gupta year 334 ( E L vol. 1 p 85

at p. 88 ). Vide also E I vol. I at p. 115

HsEIwrfJfcs—Meaning doubtful. Stein conjectures that he is a

subordinate officer of the treasury who received cash pay-

ments. The word ocoura in Eajat. VUL 278.

JRFR5—Probably chief magistrate. The word occurs in Kaut. L

12 ; vide p. 112 n. 147 above.

smFH^—Medical adviser to the king. Vide Visnudharmottara

H 24. 33-34 for his qualifications.

sn#TCF5—Chief Justice Vide Manu IX. 234 and p. 272 above.

srtf^TRS—Meaning doubtful. The word occurs in the Valabhi

grant of Dharasena JDE dated Gupta year 252 (L A. 15

p. 187

)

Sl^tra-CsiftBreh-An officer under Asoka, probably the same as

"to SEKta. Th* word occurs in tbe 3rd Bock Edict of

Aioka at Girnar ( Corpus L L vol. I. pp. 4-5 ).

SFOTW-Gownor of a Province or guardian of the frontiers

Reword occurs in tbe Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala

U vol. 15 p 304, at p. 306) and in 'Antiquities of

Ohamba' Ins. No. 15 at p. 166. Vide Vogel p. 124.

«MNA«H»« who watched those that had resolved to

fast unto death. Vide Bajat. VL 14.
_

ranga'. Vide Bajat. VIIL 426, 680, 1542.
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flgqRtfi—Great Governor of a province. Tlie -word occurs in

the grant of Laksmanasena ( E. 1 XII p. 6 at p. 9 ). See

'uparika' above.

H2—The word occurs very frequently in conjunction with 'cata'

for which see above. ' Vide also Dudia plates of Pravara-

sena II in E I III p. 258 at p 261 and Banskhera plate of

Harsa (E. I. IV p. 208 at p. 211), grant of Sivaskanda-
varman ( E. I. vol. I. p 2 at p 5 ) where 'bhada ' stands for

'bhata'.

*jpij|qf—Vide p 112 above.

MWi}l—He who recovers the king's share of the produce of

land; one of the six officers of each village, ace. to Sukra
H. 120

*nftRv—Meaning uncertain. The word has something to do with
' bhaga ' and ' bhoga* which frequently occur in the Gupta
Inscriptions (eg 1 bhogabhagam ' in Gupta Ins. No. 40 at

p. 194 and No. 41 at p. 198 ). Vide two Talesvara plates
( E. I Xm, p 109 at p 115 ) and ' Antiquities of Ohamba

'

( Ins No. 15 p 166 ) where both ' bhagika ' and * bhogika

'

are found. Mr. Y. R. Gnpte renders it as ' owner of land

'

Vide Vogelp. 130.

*fl«siiiKn*m—The chief of the royal store-house or treasury. The
word occurs in the Ambarnath Ins. of Mamvani in sake
782 ( JBBRAS. vol. 9p. 219).

WsnnKSfr—A storekeeper or keeper of royal treasury The
word occurs as ' bhandskarikaya ' ( ' bbandagarikasya ', of
a Btore-keeper ) in Nasik Ins No. 19 ( E I vm p 91 ) and
in the Candravatl plate of Candradeva of Kanoj dated
samcat 1148 ( E. I IX p. 302 at p. 305).

fi^—King's medical adviser Vide E. I IX p. 302 at p. 305.

afrmft—Head of a district It occurs in the Mitaksara on Yaj.
L 320, in E L IX p 296 at p 298 plates of Sankarkagana
where we read ' anyairvagaminrpati-bhogapatibhih

', as
contrasted with a king and in ' Antiquities of Chamba' Ins
No 45 at p. 166

*ft3ta—Head of a district or Collector of the State share of land
produce taken in kind ( Bombay Gazetteer I part 1 p 82

)

The word occurs in Gupta Ins No. 21 p 93 at p 96 and
No 22 p 100 at p 104 (of the Gupta year 163), No 23 p. 106
atp 108 (of the Gupta year 191 ), in the Kavi grant of

135
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Jayabhata about the beginning of 5th century a.d.(1A.
voL V at p 114 }, in the Talesvara plates { E L XHI p 109
at p. 117 )

*ff<lte<l«W-The same as ' bhogika * above

stfcTC—A village headman or * freeholder ' ( Buhler ). The word
occurs in the Deo Baranark Ins. of Jlvitagupta II ( Gupta
Ins. Eb. 46 p. 313 at p. 216 ) and in the grant of Pallava

Sivaskandavarman ( E. I vol I p 2 at p 5

)

?T3S>I
—

' Lord of a mandala', a provincial governor Vide Rajat

VI 73, VH 996, Vlit 1228, 1814, 2029.

3Fst^—Same meaning as above. The word occurs frequently

In the inscriptions of the Rattas of Saundatti. Vide Bombay
Gazetteer, voL 21 p 354 and ' mahamandalesvara * below

^kltfftq—Councillor. The word occurs in the Inscription of

Rudradaman. Vide p 105 above.

*ri^—Minister or councillor. The word occurs in Xaut I. 8,

Yaj. I 312 and in CandrSvatI plate of Candradeva of

Hanoi dated samvat 1148 ( E. L IX p. 302 at p. 305 ). Vide

pp. 105-106 and n. 150 above.

g$a<5—Meaning uncertain. The word occurs asMahSmahattaka

in the Bodh Gaya Ins dated in the 74th year of the Laks-

mana-sena era ( i. e about 1194 A. D. ) in E. I. XII p 27 at

p. 30.

jjftpf—Meaning uncertain. The word occurs in the Bhagalpur

plate of Jfamyanapalaa A. vol. 15 at p. 306) and the Rajor

grant of Mathanadeva in sanwat ] 016 ( E. I HI p 263 at p

266 where both 'mahattara' and 'mahattama' occur one

after another ) and in Rajat V3L 438.

JBTO-lft meaning 'elder' (of a town or village). Stein on

Rajat VH 659 translates it as 'chamberlain' The word

occurs in the Kavi plate of Jayahhata of the beginning
:

of

in the Gupta year 255 ( E L 23 SP-iV *
187 }

Vjde

of DharasenaHin Gupta year 252aA. 15>i> 1* )

also E. IVm p 26 at p. 39 ( sake 8o2 ), E. L IV p. *i ,

(£ke880),KIIIIP.^.266(Vikr
amayear 1016), I A-
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vol. 16 p. 15 at p. 34 ( sake 930 ) In the Dasakum&ra-carita

Hip 77 there is 'janapada-mahattara'. Vide note 148 above.

HSmffifii—Vide 'karanika' above. The word occurs in the

Benares plate of Cedi king Karnadeva in Cedi era 793 (i e.

1042 A D ) in E. L vol II p. 297 at p. 309.

*W**fe(&E or *)3H5 ld?*ld9»—Meaning uncertain. The word occurs

in the Bhagalpur plate of N&rayanapala (I. A. vol. 15 p. 304

at p. 306 ) and in the Nalanda plate of Devapfila ( E. I.

XVII at p 321 ) and the Wala grant of Dhruvasena I in

Gupta year 216 (I A vol 4 p. 105 ).

Mgi3»HKWIW— v"ide ' Kumaram&tya ' above. The word ocours in

the same two plates as aTe mentioned under ' mahakarta-

krtika *.

jJlHgsTC—The great satrap or provincial Governor. The Mathura
Viion Pillar capital (Corpus I. L vol. II p. 30 at p. 48 ) and
the coins of Rajula are the earliest to mention this word.

Vide the Mathura stone Ins. of Sondasa ( E. I IX p. 247 )

and Eudradaman's Ins. ( E. L VXU p. 36 at p. 44 ).

flU^lS^i?—Vide ' aksapatatika ' above. The word occurs in

Gupta Ins No 39 at p 120 (in 766 A D ), in the Bhagalpur

plate (L A 15 pp 304, 316 ), Benares plate of Karnadeva
(A D. 1042) in E. J, vol II p. 309, in Laksmanasena's grant

(EIXHp 91), E I X at p. 100 (Vikrama year 1253 ). In
the Madhuban plate of HaTaa (E I VH p. 155 at p. 158) we
have ' mahaksapataladhikaranadhikrta '.

jjfPiui^r—meaning uncertain. The word occurs in the Naihati

grant of BalMasena ( E L vol XIV p. 156 at p. 160 ).

?T5RR53<—The functions of this high officer are not clear. See
the Nagarjunikonda Ins. in E. 1 XX at pp 6 and 16 where
a person is styled mahSsenapati and mah&talavara. Has
the word anything to do with the modern word * talvfir

*

meaning a sword? If it has then it would mean ' a great
swordsman * The word 'taravari' in the sense of a double-
edged Bword occurs in the Yasastilaka L p 50.

JTWMH*—Vide ' dandanayaka' above and p. 115 note 152. In
the Gupta Ins No. 1 pp 10, 15 Harisena, the author of the
praiash, is Blyledsandhivigrahika, kumaramatya and maha-
dandanayaka", vide also Gupta Ins No 46 pp. 213,
216, Mathura (Kusana) Ins of the year 74 (EL
IX p. 242), E L XVI p. 230 the Kankhera stone
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Ins. of the year , 201 •( 279 A D ?) where we read
' mahsdandanayakena sakena srldharavaTmana* ), in

Nagarjunikonda Ins (3rd century AD.) inlLXXat
p 7; in'theWala grant of the Valahhi king Dhruvasena I

in the Gupta year 216, there are five titles applied to

Dhruvasena of which mahadandanayaka is one (I A. vol 4

p 105 ), the other four heing mahasamanta, mahapratlhara,

mahakartakrtika and-maharaja

JfiJl^FTCRi—The great lord of gifts The word, occurs .probably

as a title only in the Taxila plate of Patika of the year 78

( Corpus I I. vol. II p. 23 at p 28

)

JTgF^TpPB—Officer superintending the great gifts of the king

called mahadanas For mahadanas vide H of Dh. vol II

pp 869-870 The word occurs in the Kahla plate of Sodha-

deva (,E I. vol. VII at p. 91 ).

jjgj^ft—The first wife of a king. The mahadevi or maharajai

often heads the list of persons to whom royal grants are

addressed Vide Karnadeva's plate dated in 1077 A. D.

(E.I XLatp 141)

HStfNrasraflw-VHe dauhsadhaBadhanika• above The word

occurs in Narayanapala's plate (I A 15 p 304 at p. 306)

and Devapala's Nalanda plate (E LXVHp 310 at p 321).

nsiwfifeEri^—The chief justice. The word occurs an the Bena-

reTplate of Karnadeva in A D. 1042 (E.I. lip 309) and

also in his Goharwa plate ( B L XI p 139 at p 141

)

agp^W-Vide 'dharmadhyaksa' above. ' The word occurs in

' Laksmanasena's grant (E. I. XH p. 6 at p. 9

)

raqraSlSs-Vide'rafS above The word occurs in Sangrama-

ISa'sPanchohh Plate (JBORS vol.Vp 582 atp 588)

^^soft-The great superintendent of elephants Mahapilu-

JI5IW«o J-QB &*«»« ° *
Ahhona plates of

pati Pasupata was the dvtaka of tbe Anno
.

p

LLLaniena'siantCELXIIp 6atp 9).

p**H*P— officer above all doork=j* *-
berlain The word ««» » ™J^ fa the pIateS of

para 97, in the Eajat IV. 142. It occurs
fa^

Sangamasimha ( 541 A D ) » * **J^ fB j. XXII

Jeear plate of Siladrtya in SB7 ^lao ) ^ of

p. 117 ), in Gupta Ins No « »J* 3

'

09 ,.

Lrnadeva in 1042 A. D. ( E. L vol u v
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jj^uraR—Great Minister ( or Prime Minister ). A mahapradhana

and dandanayaka Brahmadeva is found in an ins of Kala-

curya Sankama's time in 1178 A. D. ( E. L V p 26 at p. 28)

Vide also E. I XV p 32 at p. 36, 1 A. vol. 9 p 33 at p. 35

( where a mahapradhana Mahadevaiya under mahamandale-

svara Anantadeva is mentioned in sake 1016.

)

j?|I5RJ—Governor. Vide Ehura record of 1173 A. D, ( E. L XII

atp 335)

qglM*WR ( *HTHJjraiO—Vide the Godharva plate of Karnadeva

dated 1047 A. D. ( E. L XI p 141 ).

HglHqidiK—see vm^K ahove The word occurs in the Banskhera

plate of Harsa (E I IV p. 208 ) and Benares plate of Karna-

deva (1042 a D.)inE L vol. lip 297 at p. 309.

J*lT33rf§I>a—;Great commander. Vide Gupta Ins. No 23 at p. 109

in 191 Gupta year, the same person being also the dutaka

of the grant; E I. X at p 72 (valabhi samiat 117 in Kumara-

gupta's reign), E. I VI p. 294 at p. 299 (609-610 A. D. ),

E. I XI at p 83 ( Maitraka grant of Gupta year 252 ), E: I

XII p. 30 at p. 35.

il5WI»«IHli<«tr-Vide Bhandagarika above. The word' occurs" in

Karaadeva's Benares plate (in 1042 A. D.) in E I. vol II p. 39

and in his other plate in E I,XI p. 141 ( in 1047 A. D. ). For
the Mahahhandagara office, vide Bajat ' IV 142.

^mtPfi;—Vide Txtifcs above. Vide Laksmanasena's grant in

E.I. Xnp 6 at p. 9.

SRjirps^RIsr—Same as mahamandalesvara The word occurs in

the Waghli ins of Seuna dated sake 991 (E I II at p 227

)

H5OT>335fa—Same as the next. Occurs in Silara plate of Ananta-
deva in take 1016 (L A vol. 9 p 33 at p 35 }.

HSWSsKTC—•Lord of a great territory. This title is borne by-

many of the Rattas of Saundatti ( vide Bombay Gazetteer
vol. 21 p 354 for Belgaum), by Silahara chiefs of the
Konkan, by the Kadambas of Hangal and other cities and
several other chiefs throughout central and south India
Vide E I.Xm at p 16 ( for Eattas of Saundatti, 1204 AD),
E L XTTI p 299 (for Xadamba Jayakesi II being so called
in A. D 1125 ), E L V p. 234 at p 236 and p 238, EIXH
p 250 (for Bhandup plates of Silahara Chittarajadeva in
1026 A D ), J B B RA S vol. 9 p 219 ( Ambarnath Ins
dated sake 782 ),L A vol 12 p 119 (Bassein plates of
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Yadava Seunacandra 11, sake 99J ), I A. vol 11 p. 9 for

Kskatlya Maha-Rudradeva in take 1084, E. 1 VHI p. 805
for the Vaghela chiefs LavanaprasSda and Viradhavala

being called Maha- ), E I XIV pp. 265-«6 ( Sinda chief

RScamalla n of Kurgod in fake 1095 and 1103), E I. XIX
p 75 at p. 80 ( Haihaya king Prthvideva I is styled MeM-
though he ruled over 20000 villages of Mahakogala.

fl?TJ#5PC—'Great Minister or councillor'. Occurs in the Benares

plate of Cedi king Karnadeva (E I. vol II p 309 in 1042

A. D.) and his Goharwa plate dated -1047 AD. ( E I XI

P 141)

mIH^R>—v*de mahattaka above. The word occurs in the Bodh

Gaya Ins. dated in Laksmanasena yeaT 74 ( E I XSI p. 27

at p. 30 ).

asmsm—Vide mahattara above The word occurs in the Purle

plate of Ganga year 149 (E. I. XIV p. 362, where we read

ajfia mahamahattara-Sivasarnia

^UH^^—Occurs in the Eahla plate of Sodhadeva in iaf/ml

1134 (E I. VH p. 85 at p. 91)

ygtm-' Great or Prime Minister'. Vide note 148 above and

Vogelp 122. Occurs in Ambanvaft Ins of sake 782 (JB

BRAS, vol. 9 p 219 ), Bhadana plates of SflaTa Aparapto

in Sake 919 ( E I. HI p 267 at p. 290 ), plate of K«?°a£
a

in 1042 AD. (E. L vol. Up 309), LA vol.11 p 242

in Vikrama year 1320 equal to Valabhi year 945 where

mahamatyatanaka-Maladeva is said to have done all ttw

business of the seal of Veraval Ins of ^™a™™*T™
Anabillapataka and where a Mahomedan donor from

H^aSrante some income to amas* builtbyhim Mussul-

mrSnlregations of Somanafta being appointed trustees.

at Dhauli are addressed to ft. ^matr^ of

(Oorpusllvol I PP 9
f'

95
' ^jl^e 'Mahematas'

Sohagpurplate(of about 300 B.^ako the ^ ^
of 'Savastl are mentioned <B t^ * ' B G ) the word

No. 22 in E I Vffl P 93 *«*"23g«i in Bombay
'mahamatena' is interpreted as mahanwty

ft ^
Gazetteer vol 16 p 592, ™* Ye word mahamStrSh

mahamStrena. Manu employs ft* wo
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(in IX. 259, which Medhatithi explains as 'mantrins,

purohita and others ', while Kullfika explains it as meaning
those whose profession is to tame elephants )

*Kl&4lft$d—Officer in charge of the Royal seal. Occurs in the

grant of Laksmanasena in E. 1. XH p 6 at p. 9.

JIIKTSV
—

' King or feudatory*. This is not an official under a
king, hut in some inscriptions an emperor addresses his

order as to a grant of land to ' maharaja mahaiajfil-mahara-

japutra' &c Vide Banskhera plate of Harsa (E. L IV p.

208 at p 211 ).

<WRW»!j3
—

'Great prince'-occurs in Benares plate of Karnadeva
(E I. vol. II p 309 of 1042 AD) and his Goharwa plate in

1047 A D (E I XI p 141 ) and Kahla plate of Sodhadeva
in samuat 1134 (EIVHp 85 at p 91

)

fllTOlS—Vide E I. VH p. 85 at p 91.

HIRfR;—Vide L A vol 18 p 214 ( of sammt 1216

)

Uli^Flfit
—

' Chief Master of hattle arrays' Occurs in the plate
of Bhojavarmadeva in E I XH p 37 at p 40

s^it^—Great banker Occurs in Kahla plate of Sodhadeva
(E LVnpp 85,91)

JlSPsrerres—One of the five high offices instituted by Lalitaditya
of Kashmir. Vide Rajat. IV 142

flfl'TOTsrtJft;—Commander of a cavalry force Occurs in the
Benares and Goharwa plates of Karnadeva ( in E I vol II

p 309 and E L XI p 141), Kharha plate of Yasahkarnadeva
( E. L XH p 205 at p 213

)

4tsWteri^J#&--Great Minister of peace and war. Occurs in
Benares plate of Karnadeva in 1041 A. D. ( E. I. H p. 309 )

J^fcri¥l?n%a—Great minister of peace and -war Occurs in
the Palitana plate of Dharasena n in Gupta year 252 (E I
XI p. 80), in plate of Buddharaja (E I VI at p 299 in 609-10
a. D. ), in the Pimpari plate of Dhruvara3a (EI X at p 89

)

in sake 697 In the Harsacarita (VI) Harsa is said to have
dictated his proclamation of digvijaya to

lMaba. .krta' who
sat near him. In E I IX at p. 290 (plates of Sankaragana)
and E I. XH p 30 at p. 35, we have ' mahasandhivigra-
hadhikaranadhikrta

*<ircn*?SR;—Great Commander Occurs in Kahla plate of Sodha-
deva in Vikrama 1134 ( E I VH p 85 at p 91 ).
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mWIKRWn—One of fiye high officers instituted by Lalitaditya
- of Kashmir. Vide Rajat. IV 143-43 ,

JJira^tiqWfl^—Same as JJSiHi&ffajiilsR Occurs in Gupta Ins

No 22 p. 100' at p 104 { the Khoh plate of Gupta year 163 },

the Ambarnath Ins dated Sake 785 '(JBBEAS vol 9 p 319),

the Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala (I A 15 p 304 at

p 306), E.IXIp 141, E.LXHp.6atp 9 (Laksmanasena's

grant ). -

H^TClIJpa—-Great chieftain The Yadavas of Sindlnagaia ( vide

E I It p S17 of sake 932, 1 A. 17 p 120 of Sake 948) and

the Rattas of Saundatfci were often bo styled (Bombay

Gazetteer vol. 21 p 354) The Valabhi king Dbruvasena

is called maharaja and mahasamanta in E I XI p 107 ( in

Gupta year 206 ) and E I. XV at 256 ( in Gupta Year 210

)

and E I XIX p 302 and p 304 The word occurs in the

Bauskhera plate of Haisa in his 22nd year i e about 628-29

A. D ( E I IV p 208, at p 211 ) and in the Madhuban plate

of the 25th year of Baisa's reign (E I vol.Ipp 63
-
67 )

Vide also Bhagalpur plate of Harayanapala (I A vol 15

pp 304,306), RSstrakuta grant of sake 679 (JBBRAS

vol 16 pp 105, 108 ), E I XV p 85 in sake 981 ( where one

NSgadeva is both mahaeamantadhipati and dandanayata

of Somesvara I), E I vol. H P- 309 (Benares plate of

Kamadeva)

BgraiJ^ariSr^-Prohably means the same thing as tffOTH &»

E I IV p 359 one Bhogadevarasa is styled mahasamanta-

dhipati and dandanayaka (Kelavadi Ins °* ^e *™e
°I

Somesvara I in 1053 A » ), E I VI».285, 292 I[plate o

Maha-Dandivarmaof Gujerat in sake 789), E I XXpJi
'

(one Kesavayya 1b dandanayaka and maha- of B*d»
J

in sake 934), E I. Vp 234,LAvol 48 p I.E. I IV p.

at p. 250
'

SMpulumavi (Bombay 0-*-

£

^» «&£, „
Nagarjunikonda Ins of M"**** ' ^^ and
^dtohavebeenmar^dtoapejon

^ ^ ^ fa % ,

mahatalavara (E-LXJS- P;**^ .r
XII P 6, 9 ( Laksmanasena s g*a»* >•
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twlqfa—Guardian of frontiers or passes Occurs in Nalanda
stone Ins of Yasovarmadeva's time about 530 A D. inE L
XX pp 37, 41.

Hi«i4iw—Same as above Occurs in Narada quoted by the Mit
on Yaj JX 271. Vide dikpala above for tbe reference

*fl£re;
—

' staff bearer \ an attendant on a king Vide Rajat VI.

203. The word is derived from ' yasti' ace. to Pan IV. 4 59

( meaning ' yastii praharanani-asya ' }.

gtn—An officer, whose exact function is not known ; but in the

inscriptions of Asoka it is said that yuJUas are to receive
orders from the partsad ( council of ministers ). Vide the
3rd Eock Ectfct at Girnar ( Corpus I. L vol I p 4 ). The
word also occurs in Kautilya TX 5 and 9.

<f?ft;—Same as above Occurs in the Cambay plates of Govinda
TV in sake 853 ( E. I VTJ pp. 26, 39 ) and the Karhad plates
of Krsna III of sake 880 {EL JV. pp. 278, 285 ).

fOTsr—Crown Prince. Occurs in Kaut. 1. 12 among the 18
tlrthas. The word occurs in the Mathura Lion pillar capital
( Corpus L I. vol. n p. 40 ) and in the CandravatI plates of
Candradeva of Kanoj ( E. L IX p. 302 at p. 304

)

^B ( or 55333; ) or ^asp—An officer of land survey and revenue
department The word occurs ( as rajuka ) in the 3rd Rock
Edict of Asoka at Girnar in Corpus I. L vol I pp 4-5 and in
E L XXIV p. 52 (under Vskataka Emperor Pravarasena H.)

^nfiifa—Private Secretary. The word oorars in the Pallava
Sivaskandavaiman's grant ( E. L vol. I p. 2 at p. 7 ), in the
Vilavatti grant of Pallava Simhavarman (E L XXII p. 296
at p 298), in a Kadamba plate (E.L VI p 13 ).

V313WV-"A prince. Occurs in the grant of Sivaskandavarman
(E LvoLIp 2atp 5)

*P5r$3—(modern Raval or Raul). Vide E. I XX Appendix
No 324 for the Ins of mahamandalesvara-r&jakula-Rana-
sldeva in Vikrama year 1223, E I. XXV at p. 156 Mayiira-
bhanja grant (where rajakula Heramba is said to be the
lekhaka )

Wsrgs—Occurs frequently in the Inscriptions of the Rattas of
Saundatti { Bombay Gazetteer, vol 21 p 354 for Beigaum )and in the plate of Yadava Seunacandra ( I.A vol, 12 p. 119

126
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??3Fi.—-Either a mere title or ' a feudatory ' This is often the

first among the several peraons addressed in several grants.

The word occurs in Abhona plates of Sankaragana in 595

A. D. { E. IX p 297 ), in the Candravata plate of Candra-

deva of samval 1148 ( E I. IX p 305 ), in Laksmanasena's

grant ( E I XII at p 9 ) Vide Vogel p. 121

<M^%'—a ksatriya chief. It occurs in Laksmanasena's grant

(E I 23Ip.6atp 9).

^(5TO3f—W. 'a prince', but in many inscriptions it has some

technical meaning such as ' nobleman ' or ' knight '. The

word occurs in the N&landa plate of Devapala (E I XVHat

p. 321 where the order is 'raja-raDaka-rajaputra-rajamatya),

in Gupta Ins. No 46 at pp 213, 216, Bhagalpur plate of

Narayanapala (I A vol 15 pp 304, 306), in Laksmana-

sena's grant ( E. I VH p 6 at p 9 ). Vide Vogel p 121 and

Fleet's note 1 on p. 218 of Gupta Ins

^3j5rtH—King's banker or chief of hankers Occurs in Com. on

Yaiastilaka I p. 91. Vide note 148 above

?raHn*r—Exact function uncertain. In Gupta Ins No 35 at

p 157 he appears to be a high officer, but a low one m

Gupta Ins. No. 38 at p. 170. In the Rajat VD1JOB he

appears tobe chief justice BuhletinLA vol Vp 207 takes

the word to mean 'an officer who carries out the object «

proving the subjects'. In J B A. B 1895 , W££U> Bhatti is the dutaka of the grant In the plates of

Simhaditva in Gupta-Valabhi year 255 (574 A D) «»

S%aUa-^asthamyamatya'. ^IheBanskbej

Sate of Harsa (E. L IV pp. 208, 211), Gupta Ins. No 46

Safest*-"— 2

E.LXIp.176—A^f7
er

26

T
i)

er^si"^
Kashmir brahmanas The word occurs m* ^ ^ fte

plateofNsrayanapalatLAvoii w
Sailodbhara

Parikud Plate of *^Stf*%£ *<*&.» » *h0

dynasty (E.LXI PP. 281, 286). we
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remarks that the vassals of the Cbamba king designated

themselves in this way.

^srRicq—King's minister. In the Nasik Ins. No. 19 (E.LVBI
p. 91 ) this -word occurs in the Prakrit form 'rSyamaca\

The word also occurs in Gupta Ins. Ho. 46 (pp. 213, 216 ),

Nalanda plate of Devapala (E 1 XVII at p. 321), Bhagalpur

plate of Narayanapala (LA vol. 15 pp. 304, 306 )

q$—Queen. Vide CandrSvati plate of Oandradeva in saihvat

1148 ( E. L IX at p 305 ), the grant of Laksmanasena in E.

L XH at p. 9 ( the order being ' asesa-raja-rajanyaka-rajnl-

ranaka-rajaputra-rajSmatya &o ) and the plate of Vijaya-

sena (E L XV at p. 283 ).

^PHr—A nobleman. Occurs in Nalanda plate of Devapala ( E. L
XVH at p. 321 ), in Laksmanaeena's grant (E L XH at

p. 9 ), in the Ins of Kalacuri Narasirhhadeva of Dahala in

Vikrama year 1216 (II vol. 18 p. 214 ). Viradhavala and
Lavanaprasada of the Vaghela line are styled mahamanda-
lesvara and ranaka in Abu Ins. No. 2 dated 1123 A.D,(KL
Vm at p. 205 )". Vide J. B. O. B. S. vol. V p. 583 at p 588.

^jHfS—Head of a district ( on the analogy of gramakfita ). Vide
J B B R A S voL 16 at p. 117.

^qin—Ruler of a province. The "word occutb in E L Vii p. 39

in 852 A. D„ in the Karhad plates of Krsna HL dated sake
880 (E I IV pp. 278, 285 ), in the Kauthe'm plate ofVikram-
aditya V in sake 930 ( I.A vol. 16 pp. 15, 24).

<1"S<IM—Head of a province. The -word occurs in Kaut V. L

^It|^r—Ruler of a province. In the Prakrit form * Tatthika ' the
word occurs in the grant of Sxvaskandavafman ( E. L vol. I

p 2 at p 5 ).

Knt^i—Ruler of a district or province. Vide p 117 and note
155a above and Santiparva 85. 12.

<?H*5*—Examiner of coins. The word occurs in Kaut. H. 5, for
which see note 184a. InELXXHp 30 there is a state-
ment that in the Jogimara inscription rupadahha (rupadarsa
or rupadaksa ? ) occurs. Prof. D. R. BhandarkaT takeB it to
mean' banker'.

Rsi5*v—Writer of an edict or order. The word occurs in the
Bs-ahmagM Rock Ins. in Corpus L L voL I at p. 176. Panini
EL 2. 21 teaches the formation of ' lipikara *.
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§WB—Scribe or clerk in a public office The word occurs in
Nasik Ins No. 16 and No 36 ( Bombay Gazetteer vol 16

VjP 582 and 605 ), in the VisnudbarmottaTa H. 24 26-28,

Sukrall 120.

^ire?—Letter-carrier. Occurs in Kajat VI 319.

&sn$rat%.—A Secretary. Occurs in Rajat EL 206

R3|lfa*'[R«t—Director of education. In the Kondavldu Ins one

Srlnatha is said to have been the Vidyadhikarin of Vema in

E L XI p. 313 at p. 314

fcftgj-fr—An officer, whose functions are not clear The word

occurs in the Bhavnagar plate of Dhruvasena I in 529 A D
(EL XV p. 256 ), in the Valabhi grant of Dharasers II in

Gupta year 252 (L A vol 15 p 187 ), in the Gupta las No

38 p. 164 at p. 169 ( the Maliya plate of Dharasena n in

Gupta year 252 ), the Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala (I

A. 15 pp. 304, 306 ).

ffif^trti—Same as above. The word occurs in the grant of

Dharasena II in Gupta year 252 ( E I XI pp 80, 83 ), in the

Nalanda plate of Devapala in E I. XVH at p. 321 ( where

the word is preceded by 'ayuktaka'

}

ftqqtrf?t—Ruler of a district The word occurs in the Kavi grant

of Jayabhata (I. A 5 p. 114, in the beginning of the 5th

century A D. ), in the Abhona plates of Sankaragana m E.

L IX p 297 ( in 595 A D ), in the Banskhera plate of Harsa

(E LIVpp 208, 211), in the Karhad plate of Ersna M
dated sake 880 (E.L IV PP. 278, 285), in the Bhagalpur

plate of Narayanapala ( I.A 15 pp 304, 306 ), in E L VII

p 39(in85SAD.).

^%I-Same as above The word occurs in the grant of Siva-

skandavarman (E I vol. I at p. 5 ).

^fffite^-Probably elder of a vithi ( a district ).
Occurs in a

"^ntrf Way,arl20(lndian Historical Quarterly vol.

19 p. 12 at pp. 16, 21)
f

^^-.Person belonging to ^fjf^^^ Vo^
word occurs in Ohamba Ins Nos. 15. *>, <">•

P" 129
'

•
» v, fcntitmaymean'bearerofaVitika'

|3fi
^Meaninguncerta1nbatitmayn. ^ ^
(betel) It occurs mChamba ins. J*a >-

Vogel p. 12&
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^va iRt!
—'Meaning uncertain. The word occurs frequently in the

Rajat. ( V. 226, VI 73, 106, 127 ).

%%%—Function unknown. It occurs in E. I XXVI at p. 206

( six Saindhava grants from Ghumli ) of ahout 9th century

A D
5?Rf]^-—Meaning uncertain It occurs in the plate of Jayanaga

from Kama-suvarna ( E I. XVIII pp 60, 63 ).

sJ5Iij|fo>—Superintendent of cowpens. It occurs in the 12th Rock

Edict of Asoka at Girnar in the form 'vaeabhumika'

(Corpus! I. vol. I p 20).

3jp?nqR! or jtimw ifeh—Guardian of the bBd-chamber. Vide 'Inscrip-

tions from Baroda' edited by Mr. A. S Gadre p. 72 (a
village was donated to a N&gara-brahmana Prabhakara

who was 'sayyagrahaka of Karpuradevi'

)

W&W—It occurs in the Nalanda plate of Devapala ( E T XVII
at 321 ) and in Ohamba Ins. No. 15 at p 166 ( where it is

read as 'sarobhanga' Vide Vogel p 123 and ' Indian Cul-

ture* vol. VH p. 305 at p 309. Has the word anything to

do with the words 'sarayantra' and 'sarayantrl'? The
latter was a title bestowed in Mithila upon a very learned

man who faced the ordeal of answering satisfactorily all

questions on any sastra put to him by learned acaryas and
also the questions put by common people. Vide a paper
' Declaration of sarayantrl ', contributed to the All India

Oriental Conference at Benares (in 1943) by Pandit
Ramanatha Jha of Darbhanga.

g5$RT|>—An official who recovered tolls or customs duties.

Occurs in Sukra 31 120.

5tti?$3>—Superintendent of tolls or customs duties The word
occurs in Yaj. H. 173 and in Gupta Ins. No. 12 pp 50, 52,

in the grant of Dharasena H of Gupta year 252 ( I, A. 15 p.

187 ), in Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala (I A 15 pp 304,

306 ). Vide note on ' gaulmika * above

sltavt—A scribe. The minister Hemadri is styled 'sarvaisrlkaTa-

na-prabhu'. Vide H. of Dh. vol I p 356 n. 849.

Ml^^mf^I or sfonpiwn—Head of all scribes or head of all depart-
ments In E L XTTI at p 17 one Bicana or BIciraja is said
to have been the Srlka- of mahamandalesvara Kartavlrya
IV of Hangal Hemadri is styled ' samastakaranadhlsvara *

or ' samastakaranadhipati'. Vide H. of Dh. vol. I pp. 356-
357 notes 850-851.
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tiBlf^—Officer who collected the royal share viz. 6th of the

crops. IE ooeurs in the Khalimpur plate of Dharmapala in

E I IV p. 343 at p. 250.

gf%?—Minister. Vide p. 105 and note 150 above.

*fWd*—A spy. It occurs in the grant of Sivaskandavamian

( E. I. vol. I p. 2 at p. 5 ). In 1 12 Kautilya speakis of

sancaras ( wandering spies like tiksna, rasada &c. ).

3sr£tf—'Vide p. Ill ahove.

^PfciRa î
—Minister for peace and war. This form of the word

occurs in Visnudharmottara n. 24. 17 and in Santiparva

85 30.

gf^n^—The Superintendent of the construction of the royal

treasury, store houses &c. The word occura in Kaut H. 5,

1. 12 and in the plate of Mahabhavagupta (E. L VEtt pp 138,

141 and E L XI pp. 93, 94 ). Vide p. 143 ahove.

CTTTf^—Collector-General The word occurs in Kaut 1. 12 and

IL 6, Sahara on Jai. XII. 1. 28 and in the plate of Mahahhava-

gupta ( E I VIH at p. 141 and XI at p. 94 ). Vide p. 143

and note 184 above.

^sqPRI—Commander-in-chief of all forces. The word occurs

in L A vol 8 p. 19, vol. 9 at p. 167, vol 10 p. 129.

QcSfotifor-'PiMie Minister. Occurs in Bajafc. VII. 568.

^rite-Probahly the same as above The word occurs in the

Purle plate of Indravarman in the Ganga year 149 J e. 60S

A.D. ( E. I XIV pp. 360,362).

SfeaK-Astrologer. Occurs in Visnu Do. S VL 75, Brhateam-

hit&2.9. Videp 126 ahove

gfe^-Astrologer. Occurs in Paithlnas, Vide note 193

^-Bailiff who summoned parties and witnesses. Vide

p. 278 ahove.

dharmottaraH ^^^^^nSgrahaterin'is
quotes a verse to «-•»*«£mTK ffa 1 at p. 15

to issue a royal grant ) and m uupi-a ±u

(thepmsos^ofSamudragupta).

p. 354 for Belgaum ;. J-ne woru u

«wa-
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Sankaragsna in 595 A. D. ( E. L IK p 297 ), in Madhuban

plate of Harsa ( E. L VII at p. 158 ), E. I. VI p. 298 ( plate

of Buddharaja in 609-10 A. D. ).

mgaifiqRl

—

Occurs in Sukra L 120.

^5^—Officer who looked to the work of boundaries. Occurs

in Gupta Ins No. 46-pp 213, 216.

g^Rf—Vide p. 114 and note 150.

^gt—One of the ratnvns. Vide p. Ill above.

WMiKHIcl

—

Head cook. The word occurs in Talesvara plates ( E.

L 2m pp. 109, 115)

$H<4lPtei—Meaning uncertain. It occurs in the plate of Danti-

varman of Gujerat in sake 789 ( E. I VI p 285 ).

jfriiqffi—Commander-in-chief. Vide p. 127 above and Br. quoted

by Visvarupa on Yaj I. 307. Fusyamitra, the founder of

of the Suiiga dynasty and Bhatarka, the founder of the

Valabhi dynasty, and his son Dharasena were styled

senapati ; vide L A. 15 p 18? ( plate of Dharasena n in

Gupta year 252 ), E. I vol. I p 2 at p 5 ( grant of Pallava

Sivaskandavarman ), JBBRAS vol. 16 pp. 105, 108, E. I IX
at p. 305.

^tatffo—State goldsmith. Vide pp 144-145 above.

H*^*—A petty officer, probably head of the village administra-

tion. Vide Bajat. V. 175.

^wiy^WW—Officer superintendent of the harem The word
occurs in the 12th rock Edict of Asoka in a prakrit form
( Corpus L I vol. I at p 20 ).

^p#—Architect. Vide Visnudharmottara H. 24. 39.

**Wl5*IWI£—Chief architect. Occurs in Karitalai plates ot

MahSraja Jayanatha ( Gupta Ins. No. 26 of the Gupta year
174 at p. 119 ).

WW11*s—Officer in charge of a police post. Vide p. 149 above

WlisfaJ—An officer in charge of a ward of a city or a district.

Vide pp. 143 and 149 above.

SPral£**°W!M+—Officers in charge of the elephant arm, cava-
lry, camel corps of an army. This occurs in Chamba Ins
Kol5 at p 166. In the Nalanda plate of Devapala ( E. I.

XVHat p 321) we have ' hastyasvoatra-nau-bala-vyapr-
taka\
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Note 343a—m ^g ftmr i

«wn&dw: n wsfinmn ft*® xftfci*! msjh ^^<mj ii ^ra^jn^r: sprt^^ a^r ? ) i *ra*rrei*Ri^*mHte ii ummmrfl wm&Rfmm i eretm?>tit% ^qRqpjg; n

^rar^iwr^g^risqgPsg: i fti%f*Rnw: ^^tori^: it fa.

tk-w**? spff-twifeHtra: i ssfHRnft WRn?#a ^qgffipfi- » quoted m
Flf?R II pp 27-23, gspffffto IV. 5. 73-82 (except the name and
the first verse ) with variant readings.

Note 492—

sns|g«m?>wt *nnr q ggrcn q %Ri\: i ^ ?s^n: as^n: m^t: ara#ar: h

»ifn^raRn^3f^sB#raig?r: i &^|*4ill^i-m^fl^f«i^itVim: u

sn*i$&<(l |>&ta$iRm«JM fiidP*m • i Jw.«tiiH^*?«iiy^ijti5i5i44iRi*i. n

^ra?n5R)«byi*yi^J^i^Jwgil%i- 1 f^3MKi*MTM«$RM>^p>*i: h

Note 509—

sift 305: vita wsfc m®& ' "nflsnsewrt %* >^ *W3*5 "
*

jfT tfMfefar tjft art%wrafta: « ti =* wafiraHf#r jphw «r atw*
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*T5T 35153 PR3T g^R #i^q% I g?Rqig3 ^t^ft SR^ Sl^q^W U 1$

5R%5 =5% ?p^rfig^5t wit- 1 sffaft: 5n#i«$tf gfesn qtirai^r: n i«

#felf% =3BEHI ilfaFWKWWHj aig^ra yji^yi ^tP5 ?rf pRR " 'J*

aig*£i =3 grcflrart^rc «tt.+3<*rii: 1 55 ^iwRi "Trans ;csRn*ri^.4li^g 11 1^

fiRltfWid $inio$i«ii h^ *n t^ir^i «c4 «*k<j<«i« sn^w tot ^prq.u ^°

feS^as^l 5J& OT^RWT^ l «l<1^«jfii (WKHM»(ftwftHM.') ft^

itfet s^rrFrcr^ inaTPTRFf; to^i ^1%^ i^&i yyjite g^aa: u ^$

5TR3[( ^15^1201-228)

Seven verses out of these occur elsewhere also. Verae 1

is the Bame aB Manu 8. 93 and Vas. 16. 33 ; verse 3 is the same
asTTdyoga 35. 31; verses 7-9 are the same as Manu 8. 97-99,

while verses 8-9 are the same as TTdyogaparva 35. 33-34 and
verse 8 occurs also in Baud. Dh S. I. 10. 35 and Vas. 16, 34 j

verse U is the same as JLdiparva 74. 103, Santiparva 163. 26 and
Anu&asana 75. 29 ; verse 25 is almost the same as Manu 8. 89.

Note 1168 on^ra^Bte—

^w«3«til<t s?nq srsSsw t «R: s^^'R^^ aiqi^ ^^tt-iti ?Wf&fe » Q

^Prrjttw^m^ti^^i^^a ^rt<3t ^ww-°it^ $3*31 ^rCT ^refw gi

127
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mw ;i^nft gn& i^ qftag?^ i srSffcs, i$%5 III, smi^ p 453.

This is a summary of a longer passage on the same subject

from the fttfgftpg, ^#=35 in 3trcrer p. 567.

As to taking hack into the social fold a man who

repents after ghatasphota is performed the following pro-

cedure id prescribed in the Dbarmasindhu

:

gasraf%# stride* fo-^i^ ^n?u *fti3re^i ^teh gfe i nwwuft

^na; i ddwv-j awwiKsa^^rren R«n^wi *n $&w- *5roV
' <& ^ sf

f* i eft tf&ra: saqasSlaaft. i «*%*m wro* p- «* Th0 &*'

fa?g ( HI 3mr$ P 568 ) has a similar but more elaborate note,

quotes and relies on Gaut. 20. 10-11, Mann XL 186, Y5o. 111.

295, Vas. 15. 17-21, the Mit , Apararka and Hemadri.

NOTE 1302—The 9. v, %<&& (H 6. 1-10) is as follows r-
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NOTE 1302—

jraq^i #^r *r=rft =<* i|5rp>3x(faj sf|: 3?wT%r irana 3*fl*fcf ^ u ^

^jwh^t «P^ iti^^n^r i^ra < ^^^t wfcr snpnfe &Na= u v

apqrawt^ aftM & iiwwil<H«Hi ifrw. ' 5ig- *m# *icn g g3Mfo M N&i, U ^

^ftw5f*acn^r^'#tft'raft- 1 |g^r ^f% fl^i ^n^rt stfe^r =?r us

?frit^f *nftSte{«j ^piift =3 #sra ' snfpJirRspj iifta *nft^r.ua: srf^W X

%B$Fl *$fc% gsiETPT ^F^t ' qgS^l 3#4 35RW SRJSfa: II 1*

The above text of Saunaka is based on the sjg. wgs, ft. ft.

( which does not quote all verses ), ^a. *fi.. epcf- =*r.. & ^. and Dr.

Burner's text prepared from several mss. and published in the

Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, vol 35 at pp. 158-159

The ffatfter text printed at Trivandrum, 1935, has 14J verses on

gsPiffrf^r (L 8) The principal various readings are noted below.

Verse 1—3. $1. reads ' span m lagsfl *n *
; sfr. reads spsajt 31. The

half verse 3a qgfefrn &c. is omitted by Buhler, <3R. t^, ft. ft.,

& ^t. In 5a ^a. *ft and ^{. % read ^MimwriVb' ?m, and sift., s. ^t.

and Bchler aj5B^rgpfrt^; and ^f. reads "w^irr^. In6a?ft. reads

^^Wt <&tt& The ft ft. omits 7b and 8a and ^. ^. reads Sst-

SRiPras^inTb and m. ysjywi^H. In8b&€t. and #. read

g£t)$«KTOiW|. In 9a ^ ^. and ^t. read ?re?l ^[ft 5t«}t ^ and in 10a

R*i*<yRSl<4 ^ ?55l 5lH. In lib ^g. ^t., Buhler and ^a. =g. read
35»fiwtft. In 13a Buhler and & ^r. read ^4 3?iFft4 ^l ^JfErtT ^rfi
5TC%; ^vf. »ft. reads?g^ i%?ra ga: and also recognizes the reading
SSFlf ftfla: IBB. The ^^g (^«m) p. 102 and %. read ^i|it
*tivd® *n W*$ tqiq^t^ and omits Engpnfc... gd^q,. 13b (mp ...

si^.) is omitted by the s^. j^., ^. ^r„ and Bahler. In 15b
3. ^1 and ?at. read ^PRRPPPJ, The order of the verses also
slightly varies in some of the works.
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KOTE 1751—spwf 188. 30-64
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NOTE 1783

HtlMWH'IW '"fastis %fo I S,

nwiwiisi*wtfifi s^rat HfiNfrf^i*. i i^

jjraJ^tQ^i^armnwnScHi^i 1*

gyi?^i^q#;&& gilfSftfcfl i i«

Hl$J°H«tf nmi%c4 *{<euftfcw®>m 1 X°

i%^ g^ls ftgml f^nrati: i V>
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**lqftwi^ qqift RiatHmftqr i \$

5Pm; ?i^ir: ^ar: WiiR^gft. i vh

A few important readings have already been noted in the

text and notes there. The most extensive lists of Kalivarjyas

occur in Sm C , Hemadri ( parisesakhanda, vol. HI. part 2 pp.

666-668 ), Par M. vol I part 1 pp. 134-137, Madanaratnapradlpa

(Samayanirnaya) Ms. No 146 of Vis collection I (now in

the Govt. Mss. Library at B O. R. Institute, Poona), Udvaha-

tattva (p 112-113) and Saddhitattvapp 273-274 (Jivj, Nirnaya-

sindhu, Samayamayakha, Bhattoji on CaturvimSatimata and

Smrti-kaustubha. Detailed explanations are given in the last

four of these and in Krsnabhatta's com. on the Nir. S.

2. Some works such as the qfasfsffil. read ^1$ ft&MM,

which qsi&ERffo explains as SR^WW^Wl^r and §wp(lf onR f§.

p 1292 explains similarly.

4. *K«HrW<&q ( folio 209a) reads «rrapnga^n^.

18. The5gjwsrarareads'g^PitciS)T§%:'^-
, &o-

20-21 These are omitted in &$&., TO. *{!., gftHKrrt and

some other works, though found in ^(ig, *ifti%, ^f^^R. and

26. ^g^rea( strife P. 447) reads #nn^^^ffl>to

33. »Tfn% and ejjfa^ft- read Ef^iflaT forg$°.

38. TO- W.,mWW P. 109. tfa^ft and *$ft read mm-

42-45. These are omitted by many of our authorities,

though they occur fofetit. WPmqpr^W- WPPWra.
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Abettor, who is, in case of a crime 529.

Abhaya, a hymn 75,

Abhilasitarthacmtamani, ( see under

Manasollasa ) 13

Abhimanyu, learnt Dhanurveda from

his father Arjuna 49.

Sbhlras, usage that adultery not puni-

shable among 261, 488.

Abhisecaniya, principal rite in Raja-

suya 73

Abhyankar, Prof. K V 904.

Abuse, defined 511, three kinds of 511

Acara, import of, fluctuated from time

to time 875-876

Acararatna 869n.

Acaryas, views of, cited by Kautilya

2, 201, 223, Z25n, 232, 392.

Accountant, an officer m a court of

justice 278

Accounts, how kept 199 ; year of,

ended on full moon Of Assdha and
comprised 354 days in Kauttlya's

day 144

Activism, philosophy of 169.

Acyuta, commentator of DayabhSga
558n

Adam Smith 186n

Adhivedanika, a class of stridhana 774

Adhyagni, a class of stridhana 774

Adhyavahamka, a kind of stridhana

774, 775

Adiparva 10, 22n, 30, 37, 42n, 43, 49,

59,68.78,118,134,168, 177, 204,

205, 214-15, 255, 353a. 359n, 369n,
371n, 416, 609n, 640n, 642, 644,
645n, 675n, 6S2n. 845-847, 872,
896n, 937, 966

Adipurana 629, 928n, 939.

Adityapurana610n,871,885.927,928n,

939. 949.

Adityas, as observers of rta 415;
ttteHe. 368.

Adjournment of a suit, when allowed

296, 297.

Adoption , age of boy to be taken in

679-680 , an only son now allowed

by courts to be taken in 676 , Bom-
bay High Court allows any one to be

taken in, except a daughter's son,

sister's son or mother's sister's son

683 , boy of same caste to be taken

in 675 , boy must be taken in,

before upanayana or marriage

except in Bombay 681 ; boy to be
taken in a. must be reflection of an
aurasa son 682 , ceremonies of 687-

689, confers same rights in adoptive

family as those of an aurasa son
689-690 , daughter may be taken in

a ace to some writers 675 , daugh-
ter's son or sister's son may be taken

in a on ground of custom 634

;

eldest son may now be taken m 677;
foundation^ of the doctrine of 666 ;

giving and taking of the boy is a
necessary requisite of 687 , gotra of

natural family persists tot certain

purposes even after 695-697, if

aurasa son born after a , the adopted
son takes a lesser share 698 , in the
dvyamusyayana form 685-6S7, male
alone can be taken in 674-675,
mother alone can give away her son
in a it father be dead 666 , mother
cannot give away in a if she has
remarried 667 . objects of adoption
665-666, one who has no son, son's
son or son's son's son can alone
tale in 667, only a man's widow
can take a boy in a after his death
668; primary right to give in a is
that of the father 666, principal
matters discussed under 665 , resnlts
of 689-699 , severance from natural
family not complete for all purposes
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691-697, sndras cannot take in a

ace to Rudradhara and VScaspati

668, views abont widow's power

to take in 668-669 , who can give a

son in 666-667 , who may be taken in

674-683 , who may take in 667-674

Adoption of Children Act (in England)

699n

Adultery 531-535, fine as punishment

for, when the adulteress is of same

caste or of a lower caste 533; praya-

s'citta for, varied at different tames

946-47, punishment of cutting the

ears or nose of awoman when award-

ed for, 533 , punishment of death for a

paramourwhen awarded 533', punish-

ment of light fine for a with a female

ascetic, 534, some sages prescribe

hnmane treatment of women for

533, 535, 615, 947, was only an

upapatalia except when a woman

had intercourse with a man of low

caste, 615, 947

Agastya, story of, 53.

Agmcayana, a solemn Vedic rite, 180,

535

Agnihotra, how far forbidden in Kah,

961

Agmtmtra, 103, 116

Agmpurana, 13, 17n, 21n, 22, 45, 46,

48, 49l, 50-51, 59a, 60, 71, 77n, 78,

84n, 107, 111, 118. 120, 127, 132,

141, 160, 172, 179, 200, 208, 215,

217, 219, 224-227, 230, 231, 924.

Agnistoma, 469

Agmvarna, queen of, sat on the throne

after him 41.

Agriculture 51; great attention paid

to 162, superintendent of 147

Agriculturists, exempted from arrest

in execution of decrees m modern

times, 384.

Ahalya and Indra 845-846,

Ahicchatra, 848n

Aihole Inscription 896.

Aila exacted excessive taxes and peris-

hed, 52

Aindrl S«nfc, in coronation 79-80.

Aitareya Aranyaka 227.

Aitareya Brahmana, 20, 25, 41, 64-6GI

73, 104, 117, 125n, 135, 190, 229,

414, 416, 543n, 544, 563-566,588,

600n, 636, 641, 657n, 680, 710n,

845, 846, 877, 887, 933,

Aiyangar, Prof. K V. Kangaswami,

9n, 15, 120, 629n.

Aiyei, Mr Velandi Gopal, 897n,

900-01.

Aja, son of Eaghn, 101

Ajabindu, king of Sanvira 52

Ajigarta 660

Aksapatala, office of records and

accounts 143.

Aksautnni, subdivisions of 204-205;

total number of troops in 204-205.

Alberum 166, 376n

Alchemy, as a means of filling royal

treasury 189, 198.

Alexander the Great 24, 103.

Ahyasantana Law 560.

Allies, see under mttra , fonr kinds of

216-217, may become enemies, if

their interests so require 222 , neces-

sity of making 216; qualities of

fnendly 217

Alluvion and diluvion, rules about 506.

Amarakos'a, 7, 47n, 66, 105n, 121n.

124n, 133n, 134n, 138, 140n, 147n,

159n, 190, 419n, 454, 486, 491n,

527n, 754n, 778,910n

Amatyas, see under 'ministers', three

kinds of 107.

Ambarisa, a king 53

Ambassador, see nnder data.
^

Ambhiyas, school of, on Atthassstra 2.

Amhomuc mantras 75.

Ams'uman, son of Asamania, 43.

Anantadeva 13.

Anarchy, state of, in the dim past 24*.

Ancestral property, see under 'pro-

perty •; has a technical sense 57Cn

.

rules about, ^hen lost to the family

and recovered by a s.nglc member.

580-81

AnB.raS.394,573,868,941.

AngultaraniUya 135.

Anils, fines for causmg injury

death to 5161 owners of certain!'-
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not liable to fine or punishment for

injury caused by them to crops or

men, 501, 528

Animandavya, 255n.

Anjana, Mr 20.

Anu, mlecchas sprang from, 937

Anubandhya cow, sacrifice of, forbidden

in Kali, 627-62S, 9+1.

Anusasanaparva. 2, 6, 8, 26, 37, 49,

53n, 59-61. 168, 243, 255d, 359n,

416, 421, 534, 576n, 578n, 598, 645n,

650, 652n, 703n, 708, 776n, 794,

845, 857, 875, 913, 914.

Anuvada, 705n, 712

Anvadheya, a class of strldbana, 774.

Anviksiki, meaning of, 46-47.

Aparadhas, are ten, of which the king

may take cognisance without any

one's complaint, 264.

Aparauta, a hymn, 75

Aparajita, a Sitara king, 196n

Aparanta had very great rainfall, 147.

Apararka, 7, lOn, 17n, 38, 48, 96, 121n,

124n, 154, 156n, 159n, 247n, 248n,

255n, 259, 260. 270n, 272, 273, 275,

277n, 278n, 280, 286n, 287-88, 293,

294n, 297, 298n, 300n, 301, 304, 305,

310, 312, 313n, 314-15, 317-18, 321-

22, 323n, 326, 327n, 331, 332n, 333-

34, 337, 340-41, 344n, 347n, 348n,
;

349-351, 352n, 358n, 362n, 364n,

366, 380, 382n, 383, 387n, 403, 410n,

419n, 432n, 434n, 436n, 437n, 438n,

439n, 445n, 464n, 465-66, 467n,

468n, 473n, 479n, 483n, 485n, 499n,

500n, 501, 502n, 506, 507n. 508n,

509n, 511n, 514n, 517, 518n, 521n,

522n, 523n, 526n, 531n, 538n, 539-

40, 554n, 556n, 557, 560n, 563n,

572, 573n, 575n, 576n, 580, 582n,

5S3n, 5S4n, 586n, 587, 589n, 590n,

593n, 599, 607n, 609, 610n, 614,

621n, 623n, 624, 625n, 631n, 634n,

635n, 636, 63Sn, 644, 652n, 653n,

635,656.6590, 664n,702n,703n,712,

716, 725, 731, 734n, 735, 747n, 751n,

754n, 777n. 781, 784n, 786, 767n,

791n, 794, 803n, 807n, 817n, 840,

127

862n, 868n, 872n, 873, 882n,-905n,

926, 928-29, 932n, 939, 941-42, 943n,

950, 953, 958n, 959, S61n, 965.

Apastamba, dharmasutra of, 1, 3, 9,

19, 23, 40, 41n, 44, 58. 60, 61n, 104,

117, 119, 167, 190, 194, 209, 211,

245, 246. 250, 271, 342. 351, 355.

360,362,387, 397, 402, 405, 417,

428, 438, 451. 478, 482, 486, 499.

500, 513, 524, 527-29, 535, 541,

543n, 564, 566, 567, 603n, 608, 613,

615, 618, 622, 623, 628, 643, 655,

657n, 702, 710n, 712, 714, 726n, 733,

754n, 762, 771, 803, 825, 827, 832n,

837, 845, 856, 858, 865-66. 868,

371, 880, 889, 926, 930n. 940. 948,

953-54, 957. 958, 963, 965.

Spastamba, grhyasHtra of 674n, 754n,

856, 879

Apastamba • dharmasutra specially

studied by Tatttiriyas 853.

Apastamba-mantrapatha 641n, 828n,

Apastamba, s'rautasutra of 28, 627n,

940, 952, 962.

Apastamba, versified smrti of 534.

Apaviddha son, definition of 647.

Appearance, of parties to suits through

agents 288 , persons excused from

personal a in court 286-287, persons

excused from personal a. are not

liable to asedha 291

Apprentice, characteristics of 483.

Apte, Prof. V M 245.

Aptlrva, due to performance of sacri-

fices 839

Arajaka, meaning of 30-31.

Aranyakanda (of Ramayana) 37n,

62n.

Aratta, country of five rivers 88n,

Arhat 871.

Aristotle, on end of State 237.

Arjnna, of the Haihaya dynasty 53.

Arjuna, (a Fandava) digvijaya of 68

;

imparted Dhanurvcda to his son

Abhimanyn 49; married Subbadra
his maternal uncle's daughter 846;
upbraided BhTmasena for being

enraged with Yadhisthira 42.
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Arjunayanas, were conquered by
Samndragupta 89.

Arms, superintendent of 145

Army, see under • troops', consisted ot

four arms 202 ; doctors and surgeons

of 208 , formations of, in battle 208

,

eight elements of 206-208 , organiza-

tion of 203 , regulations about the

camp of an 207; results of the

possession of a powerful 200 , system

of passes as to a camp of 207-208

;

troubles with a caused by thirty-

three matters 233, vast, kept by

Indian kings 203-204.

Arrian, a Greek writer on India 89,

183, 901.

Artba, meaning of 7 ; great emphasis

laid on, by Kautilya, 9.

Arthapatti, a mode of proof 847.

Arthasastra, a synonym for Dandanlti 6,

is drstarthasmrti 7, 840 , meaning of

6; relation of, to dharmasastra 8,

was treated as an upaveda 10, 843n ,

writers on, did not shrink from giv-

ing crnel or immoral advice 12-13.

Arthasastra of Kautilya, see under

Kautilya; refers to several schools

of and authors on rajadharma 2 , sets

the highest value on dharraa 9

,

quoted on 2, Sn, 6-8, 10, 49n, 5Sn,

61, 95, 97. 105, 120, 121n, 207. 412.

434n, 477n, 503n, 617n, 621n, 644,

650n, 651a, 659n, 860n

Arthavada 712.

Aryabhata, theory of, as to yugas 890 ,

was born in 476 A D. S95-896.

Aryavarta, limits of 137.

Asabaya, commentator of NaradBSmrti,

288. 334n, 379n,442n, 619,

AsamaBja, eldest son of Sagara, was

banished for his misdeeds 43.

Asauca, period of imponly due to death,

492.

Ascetic, see under ' jati
'

isedba, four kinds of 291: *aS

restraint under ting's order 291.

Asoka, administrative system of 14!i:

claimed to be a "" '
"dharmavijajin

emperor 69, constructed hospitals far

men and animals GO . edicts of 3SJ,

390, 406, BS9 , extent of the emjw
of 69 , is said to hi\e died desluue
of power 102 , irrigation «etks el

63. promulgated Ihrredms" respite

for prisoners condemned to dcvii

406, sent his son Kunala to Taktw'ili

_to pacify popular disturbances 116.

subjects of the edicts of 100 , «ss

tolerant to all sects 881, \aj cruel

in his youth ace. to Yuan Ch*i*g

406 , was sent to Taksa&la to pacify

citizens 116.

Ss'ramaxistkaparva 8, 17, 37, 101, 16S,

171, ISO, 181, 201, 215, 217, 846,

847,

Assam Labour and Migration Act 4S4,

Assault, bj men of lowest castes ni;sint

respectable people to be punished

with whipping then and there 514;

causing injury to animils wis includ-

ed under 513 : comprises lottchtnj

,

threatening to strike ard nctnslljr

striking 513 ; defined 513-514 ; three

imds of 513-514.

Astaka s'raddha 828, 829, 940.

Astras, science of 215

Astrologers, ndu'ce of, taken h'h'i"

starting on an invasion "S, v-e*«

to urge on soldiers in a battle sajiri;

planets favoured their tide 21?.

Astrology, views of K-iujilya art!

Tiajfiavall >a about reliance on 126.

As'vagho'n, author of IJuddl'WVia S.

XsvalSynna. grlijaOtn of JIB. ""•

641 n, 6S9, SJ6, 1>79. 9«n, 964

As'valajana, sVautasutra of Ofi-n, O'Oi,

685n, 95?.

Asvamedha. thoie joinhs "" ,,,r lft

of the kmr »l cnii c( '
v e' f' P*""" '

of all rms 57, remoted a!l «i». t- t:

A«3mcdhlkap-rin 53n, 113a, 13J, n.

906, 93?

AiSnpa'i.limtefKei^alW

Jx|«-Sftl'OE.llll
, 9FIPf -'I*''''

*

a b»Wr»?» «.*»' e*7l-* v-''- 19
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defence of person or property if not

a brahmana 9, 517

Atharva-Jyotisa 907n, 913.

Atharva&ras, Upanisad H9n

Atharvaveda 28, 29, 32, 58n, 04, 75.

92, 119, 125n, 132, 133. 150u, 163,

213, 228. 361, 414. 415n, 519, 541,

544, 657n, 658, 660, 685n, 753n,

754n, 770n, 828n, 886, 887, 933.
^

Alirgtra sacrifice, taking of sodasin

cup in 863.

Atoms, theory of 839.

Atreyi, meaning of 527n.

Atri, gave to Aurva lus only son in adop-

tion 662-663.

Atri. stnrtf of 57, 59, 642n, 665, 668n,

948-49, 956, 958-59.

Auditor 199

Aupajangham 643.

Aurasa, de6ned as tlie son of the wife

of the same class as the husband's

600n, 647, 655-56.

Aurva, adopted Atn's only son 662-663

Ausanasas, school of, on Arthasastra

2, 48, 106

Ausanasa—smrti 872, 934.

Austin 554.

Avakraya, meaning of 494.

Avantlvarman, king of Kashmir 100,

162.

Avaruddha (atri), meaning of, discuss-

ed 811-815; difference between

bhujisya and a 813,

Avesti, a sacrifice that was an isti in

Rajasiiya 38, as an independent

sacrifice may be performed by a

brahmana 38.

Avid, formula recited in the Rajasuya

64.

Ayodhya, description of ancient 177.

Ayodhyakinda 21n, 29, 30, 42, 47n,

50, 70, 78, 101, 105, 107, 111, 112,

116, 127, 179. 20C.

Ayusya,ahymn75.

Babylon, 3S9n.

Bacon, Lord, confessed to taking

bribes 276.

BSdba, examples of 855.

Bahndantaka, said to be an abridgment

of Brahma's work 4.

Bahudantiputra 2.

Bailments, care required in all kinds

of 433.

Bala (strength), five kinds of 215; of

intellect is the best of all 215.

Baladitya, of Magadha, is said to have

defeated Mibirakula, 924n

Balaka, a predecessor of JTmiitavahana

637, 719,

Balakanda (of the RamSyana) 106, 107,

164 675n

Balarabhatti, (a commentary) 43, 76,

553n, 569, 570n, 705n, 718, 726,

734n, 747, 755n. 757, 759, 762, 772n,

773n, 774n, 778n, 781, 790n, 791n,

793n, 814, 815.

Balarupa, 718n.

Ballalasena, king of Bengal 126

Balutedars, are village servants in the

Deccaa 156, 285.

Bana 69, 85, 115, 182, 229, 362.

Banavasi, a province of 12000 villages

139.

Bandhus, are, ace, to Mit , bhinna-

gotra sapmdas 754; as heirs 753-

762; enumeration of, in texts. Is

not exhaustive 755; female b are

allowed to inherit in. Bombay and

Madras Presidencies 762 ; rules of

preference among 759-762; sapinda

relationship of b. extends according to

P C. only up to five degrees 757-759;

several meanings of 753n; succeed

after samanodakas 754 ; test of religi-

ous efficacy when applied to succes-

sion of bandhus 756 ; three classes

of 755. treatment of, under the

DSyabhaga 760

Banerjee, Dr Gooroodas, author of

' Marriage and strldban ' 656n, 770,

772n, 798n.

Banishment, as punishment for officers

and judges taking bribes 253, 404 .'

as punishment for brahmana offen-

ders 404 ; as punishment for perju-

red brahmana witnesses, for those

guilty of embezzlement or of playing

with false dice 404 ; as punishment
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for witchcraft 406, as punishment
for gambling in secret 540, often
associated with branding 404,

Barhadratha dynasty 899.

Barhaspatyas, school of, on Arthasastra

2, 48, 106

Barhaspatyasutra, 13, 48, 80, 172, 240,

630n, 869.

Barnes, Mr Harry E , on * story of

punishment ' 25Sn, 388n.

Barnett, Dr L. D. 146n.

Barua, Dr. 94.

Basak, Dr. R G., author of ' History

of North-east India* 925n

Battle, ancient procedure for making

a king ready for 228-229 , distribu-

tion of booty acquired in 212 , per-

sons that were not to be attacked in

209-210, rites to be performed by
king before 212, victory in, doubt-

ful 225

Baudhayanadharmasutra, specially stu-

died by Taittmyas 853

Baudhayana, Dharmasutra of 27, 36,

154, 166. 175, 189, 194, 209, 250.

276, 343-44, 403-4, 417, 420, 443,

517, 526, 551n, 567, 573 ,598, 608,

613. 614,, 617, 623-24, 641n, 642n,

643-44, 655, 656n, 659, 660, 663,

668, 690n, 698n, 700, 702, 707, 712,

719, 736, 741, 746, 747n, 763, 771,

805, 832n, 856, 858, 866, 875, 878,

933. 938, 943. 954. 957. 959, 960.963.

Baudhayana, grhyas'esasutra of 76,

135, 664n, 688.

Baudhayana-grbya-panbhasa 642n

Baudbayana-pitrmedha-sutra 104.

Baudhayana, smrti of 755, 793.

Baudhayana, s'rautasiitra of 28, 61n.

Baverujataka, 934,

Beal's 'Buddhist Records of the Wes-

tern World • 30, 40, 143n, 164, 204,

376n, 924n

Benefit of doubt 360.

Bern Prasad, Dr. 16, 31, 49,91,94,

ll7n.

Berolzheimer on 'the World's Legal

Philosophies' 15n, 245, 851n.

Best on 'Evidence' 33ln, 338, 356n
359n.

Bhaddiya, cousin of the Buddha was
raja of Kapilavastu at one time 90.

Bhadrabahu, a great Jain sage conncc-

,
ted with Candragupta by Jains 102.

Bhadrasena, a king killed m his queen's
chamber 85

Bhagadatta, king of Pragjyolisa 203,

937.

Bhagavadglta 8, 22, 57, 169, 211, 881.

Bhagavatapurana 24. 26, 60, 183, 627,

872. 873, 892. 896n, 897n. S99,

923-25

Bhaisajya mantras 75

BhamatT, com. on Sankara's Vedanta-

sutrabhasya 781n

Bhandarkar, Prof D. & 16, 20, 90,

92, 103.

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute, Annals of 164, 245, 307, 316,

904

Bhandin, cousin of Harsa, proposed

the latter's election as king 31.

Bharadvaja, expounder of rSjadharma

2,3,4, 11, 12, 83. 232, views of

criticized by Kaulilya 12

Bharadvaja, grhyasutraof 685n.

Bharadvaja, or Bharadvaja, smrli of

429-31,441,493,496

Bharasivas, dynasty of 70, 76

Bharata, son of Dusyanta, adopted

Bharadvaja, a brahmana 675.

Bharata-itibasa-samsodhaka -mandate

81, 817

BharatasavitrT, astronomical data in

909, 915, 917

Bharatavarsa, aspirations to bring the

whole of, under 'one umbrella' 137

,

dimensions of 67 , is the first of the

nine varsas of Jambudvlpa 134, 935,

is karmabhumt (land of action)

134, king conquering whole of, is

styled samrat 67; Puranas wax

eloquent over J37, regard for, as a

unity from a religious point of view

137.

Bharuci 44, 393n, 451. C19.
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Bbasa 211n.

Bhaskaracarya 122n.

Bhaskaravarman, Nidhanpsr plate of

898.

Bhat, Mr BhaskarVaman 378

Bhatarka, founder of Valabbi dynasty

202

Bhattacharya, Mr, Batuknath, 966

Bbattoji, author of a commentary on

Caturvimsatimata 926n, 928n, 930,

940, 944, 949-50, 957, 961.

Bhavabhuti 243

Bhavanatha,authorofNayaviveka550n

Bhavaprakasana 136

Bhavisyapurana 7, 737n, 840, 844n,

873,905n

Bheda [an upaya) 174.

Bhrie, Prof H B 924n

Bhikkhus, some of whom were styled

dhammapamkas 290

Bhima 79, 172, 203, 210, 232, 937.

Bhisma, 79 , advice of, to soldiers 58,

had a golden tala tree as flagstaff

208 , performed Asvamedha, though

not mamed 845-46

BhTsmaparva 58, 135, 203, 205, 208-9,

211,903,905,906, 908n, 909, 912,

915, 918-920, 922.

Bhoja, author of Yuktikalpataru 13

Bhoja, see under Dandakya 52

Bhojakas, held Veda unauthoritative

£71.

Bhojas, kings of Satvatas in the south

were so called after coronation 73

,

mentioned in Asoka's Rock Edicts

65.

Bhrgu 183, 282, 283.

Bhujisya, meaning of 813-814

Bibhisana69

Bible 36

Bihar and Onssa Research Society,

Journal of 265, 892

Blasphemy Act (»n England) 616n
Bluntschli 20, 237.

Bombay Agriculturists Debtors Relief

Act 425

Bombay Gazetteer 102. 198, 225, 26S,

366n

Bombay Pleaders' Act 290.

Bombay Regulations 290, 575n

Borradaile 728-29

Boundary dispute 502-505 , five kinds

' of, ace to NSrada 502-503 ; king

last resort in settling 505; proce-

dure for witnesses who were to

define boundary in 503-504 . several

kinds of witnesses as to 504 ; single

person was not ordinarily to under-

take to define boundary is 505

Brahma, is deemed to have appointed

Mann king 34 , is said to have

composed a work on the four

purusartbas 4, 33

Brahmacann, heirs of 764-765:

of every varna forbidden to drink

madya 965 , sexual intercourse for-

bidden to 846 , two classes of 764

Brahmacarya, for long periods, for-

bidden in Kali age 863-64

Brahmagupta 890, 896.

Brahmana, can perform Avesti as an
independant sacrifice, though not
in Rajasuya 38 ; could be sentenced
to death, ace. to Kautiiya and
Katyayana, in certain cases 398-99

,

could wield arms in danger 517;
empires and kingdoms 39; gifts

made to a b. are inexhaustible

treasure for the king 228 , "guilty of
murder, tbeft of gold, forcible sei-

zure of land was to have his eyes
covered over with cloth throughout
life 397 , guilty of perjury banished
352, killing an atatayin b not
punishable by king 518, learned,
was exempt from taxation 190 , liable

to pay under a decree was given
easy instalments and not made to
work 384 , limited authority of king
over 25, living m Braomavarta,
Knruksetraand a few other countries
was to be looked up to by all as
to actions and practices 137, may
perform Vajapsya sacrifice for
Svarajya 65 , not to stay in a city,
but in a village abounding in water!
fuel, Lusa 154 , not to staj in the
1-ingdom of a sudra 39, offender
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not to receive corporal punishment,

but may be banishd 396, 522, 526;

offender can be kept confined in

,a secret place 397, 398n ; was for-

bidden from being a samttr or sell-

ing soma plant 952 ; was forbidden

to engage sudras as cooks in Kali

or eat at their houses 952-53, 958 ;

was not to be a slave 484 ; wealth of

heirless b. was not to escheat to the

king bnt was to be given to other

brahmanas 762.

Brahmanabala, com of Kathakagrhya

880,

Brahmanas, alone entitled to drink

soma 952; hating, opposing and

calumniating b are indications of a

man's approaching fall 228, not

studying or expounding Veda or not

keeping sacred fires become equal to

sudras 344n, punishment of death

for b forbidden in Kali 942 , separat*

ing from their fathers against the

latter's will were unfit to be invited

at a sraddha 566-567,

Brahmanaspatl m the Rgveda 415.

Brahmandapurana 10, 892, 895n, 896n,

899-900.

Brahmapurana 67. 75n, 82, 134, 135,

228, 234, 642n, 857, 890, 892, S95n,

896n, 923-24, 955, 966.

BrahnraBphutasiddbanta 896 n

Brahmasutnii (seeVedantasutra), 725n.

Brahmayamaia, a Tantra 215.

Brahmi alphabet, origin of 306-307;

why so called 306.

Branding, as a punishment 403, 340 ,'

on the forehead with certain marks

in the case of certain offences, if

offender did not perform prayas'cftta

397, 403! practised in Rome and

Britain against offenders 397, 403.

Brew, Dr. J M. 391.

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 97, 135, 162,

176, 6l3n, 641n. 643, 841. 957.

Brhad-devata, a work 42, 359n, 609.

Brhadratha, last Maurya king killed by

his senapati 86.

Brhad-Visnu 721n,

Brhad-Vama 534,

Brban-Mann 738. 752.

Brhannaradlya-pnrana (see under Nara-

diyaparana), 869, 928n

Brhaspati, writer on Rajadharma 2-4,

6,167, 178, 208, 255n, derives the

word rajan 28; held that fighting

should be avowed as far as possible

173 , is alleged to have abridged the

work of Brahma 4 ; on land tax 191

Brhaspati, smrti of (on vyavabara not

yet recovered) 121n, 156, 158, 206,

244,258-61, 272, 273,275.277-78,

281n, 282, 284, 286, 291, 294, 297-

299, 303-4, 306, 308-310, 312-13,

317, 3180.322, 326, 327, 331-32, 334,

340-343, 345n, 346-348n, 352, 355,

357-359,363,364,370,375,380,385n,

387, 391, 393n, 396, 409-10. 417-20,

423-25, 428-29, 431-39, 442-45.

451-52, 456-58, 462-63, 465-469,

471.472,474, 476-78, 480-81,483,

488-89, 491-493n, 494, 496,498, 501.

503-08, 5110, 513-16, 520. 522. 525-

26. 529, 531-32. 537-38. 540, 554,

568, 572, 574-76n, 580, 584. 586,

587, 589, 590, 593n, 596, 598. 501.

607, 609. 619, 621.623-26, 632. 634,

637,639, 642, 644', 646, 651U, 652-

53, 655, 702, 709. 714, 717, 720. 721.

733, 736, 748. 752n, 754n, 760, 763.

766, 769, 772n, 790, 799n, 800. 809.

861. 867, 868. 882, 885, 926. 942,

948.

Brhaspati, smrti of, holds Mann m

high esteem but rarely criticizes il

also 590n.

Brhaspati, work or (in prose) 4«n,

602n. „„

Brhat-Parasara 13. 98, 170, 173,197.

209, 211. 391. 860, 869.

Brbat-satnMta of VaiSbamibira 82.

85.89.122.126.
136.146n.180..

407, 897-98, 906n. 907, 916, 917,

919n, 922.

Brhati, coo. of FrabhaUra on Ji»-

mini 836n.
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Bribe, defined 473 , person taking b.

or the intermediary was fined but

not the man who offered it 473.

Bricks, baked, required in Agnicayana

180.

Brothers, are heirs after parents 725 ;

of full blood preferred to those of

half 725

Brother's son's son, position of, as

heir 731-32

Brown C. J. 122n.

Bnddha, knew 64 scripts 308 ,• Suddho-

dana, father of, was rsja of the

Sakyas 90, wheel of dbarma of 66.

Bnddhacanta of Asvaghosa 5.

Buddhist countries took their law of

succession from the Manusmrti 560,

640.

Buddhist doctrines about monasteries,

abirasa, charity are not to be

deemed to be authoritative 642-843.

Buddhist inSuence, on the Mitaksara,

examined 640-641 , on the Daya-

bhaga 559-560

Buddhist philosophy, some tenets of,

may be useful in their own way
839-40.

Bndhabhusana 13, 107, llOn, 117,

163n, 184, 203n. 215, 400n.

Buhler, Dr. 195n, 307, 486n, 605n,

733n.

Burden of proof, of an affirmative

proposition is on him who asserts

it 304 ; rules about 304 , sabhyas
to consider the question of 304.

Burma, indebted to Mauusmrtt for its

laws of inheritance 640-641.

Caesar, Julius 24.

Cakravarti. Dr. P. C. 213.

Cakraxartin 24, 66, territory of 66-67
Cakravartins, names of six 67 ; said to

be seven in Harsacanta 67,

Calamities, among divine c floods are
more devastating than fire 233 ;

divine and human 118, 120; natural,
are six 163 : removal of divine c.
how effected 228,

Cambodia 756.

Canakya, 5, 7, 86, 120 ; killed one of

the Nandas 86

Candesvara, author of Rajanitiratria-

karal3

Candragupta, a Gupta emperor 44

Candragupta, a Maurya Emperor 192 :

abdicated in favour of bis son, ace,

to Jain tradition 102.

Capital, (see tiagarctka, palace) 178ff;

administration of 149, 182, census

of the inhabitants of 150; ditctt

constructed round 181, gates of,

should face south 1 ; how and where

to be built 181 , loss of, more

serious than the loss of some

territory 178 , may be inside a fort or

outside 181 , officer called nagaraka

to look to affairs of 149 ; position of

palace and offices in 181 ; rendered

gay by players and dancers 180

;

storing of necessary commodities in

181 , temples and shrines of certain

deities in 181.

Caritra, meaning of 260-261,

Caritrabandhaka 435.

Carrier, liability of, for loss or

deterioration of goods 479.

Carvaka 871.

Caste Disabilities Removal Act 547n,

667 , abrogates the rule of ancient

Hindu law about pafita 616.

Cattle, even princes went to enumerate

and supervise 161, straying into

fields 500-501, superintendent of

148-149.

Catttratra, a sacrifice 662n
Caturmasyas, seasonal sacrifices 676n,

704n

Caturvargacintamani, of Hemadri 929,

Caturvimsatimata 122n, 871.

Caula, usages about 883.

CauroddharamLa, an officer 168, 464,

Ceylon, sea voyage to, frequently men-
tioned in literature 937,

Chalas, were fifty, for which the king-

could punish without a private com-
plaint 265

Champa, a work by Dr. R, C, Majum-
d« 64ln.
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Champerty, not encouraged bj ancient
Hindu Lawyers 288.

Cbandogya Upanisad 49n, 92, 135
163 , 167, 226, 362, 387, 613, 888

Chan-toon, on ' Principles of Buddhist
Law ' 641

Chariots, of great warriors were drawn
by four horses and had two wheels

205

Chanties called purta 451.

Chatterji., Dr Bijan Raj 756, 934n

Child, no gift nor sale of, allowed, ace.

tolp 643.

Chownes, symbols of royalty 82

ChuJIavagga 91, 246.

Ci'na, country of 53,

Cities, ancient Indian 183 , frequently

mentioned in the Rgveda 179-180

,

gates of, were named after cities

which faced them 180, of asuras

constructed with ayas, silver and
gold 180.

Civil Procedure Code (of India) 301 n,

303n, 306, 345n, 3S0n, 384, 404n

Clergy, benefit of 398n

Clothes, declared impartible by Manu
589-90.

Codification Of Hindu Law, objections

to, considered 820-823.

Coins, examiner of 144, fines in re-

lation to 253 : weights of Indtan,

varied at different times and in diffe-

rent countries 121n

Colebrooke 447n, 575n, 688, 878.

Comet, appearance of, portends im-

pending calamity 916-17.

Commander-in-chief 127, must be a

Isatnyaora brahmana 127, quali-

fications of 127.

Commentators generally embody pre-

existing customs of their countries

729a

Commerce, duties of superintendent

of 145.

Compact series of heirs 731.

Concubine, right of. to maintenance

763, 811-815.

Confiscation, of all property as punish-

nwnl 404 ; for perjury and for judges

IVcl.

tating bribes 532; for rip 5J5,
tools of trade or cr,-« rn to U
seised when c o"dcrcd 404,

Conflict, in case of c hetv-cen Ho
srnti texts, there is an option E61 ,

in case of c between srarlis and

authoritative digests or corarttnis-

ries courts hvc to follow litter

599n, 753n, in case of c bctreea

smrli and sistacara the latter is

weaker ace. to Punamimanisa 629,

S74 , in case of c betneen lavs or

usages governing the tno rartics,

sastra prevails 862.

Conqueror, duties of 71 : dntj of, to

place on the throne of the conquered

country a brother, son or daughter

of the late ling 40, 231 . three kinds

of 69, should sow dissensions amors

chiefs and the people, corporations

and their leaders 174, to respect the

customs of the conquered coomrj

71,231,859,860,

Contracts, (sec under 'tranriclton-i')

;

analysis of the conception of c in

general bySanslm «nters411, made

by incompetent persons are in\ilid

412 ; not to be entered into with

soldiers and ling's servants 207,

persons incompetent to enter into,

such as minors, depending e'e 412,

Contract Act (Indian) 312n, 4Un,

427n, 433n, 457n, 458n, 4G0n, 4SIn

Coparcenary, characteristic; of t.

property ace. to Dajabhigi 561-

562 , characteristics of e propcly

ace to Mrtal«ar5 591-92. tnierrs!

of members in c property 15 flucta

ting 561 , is smaller tlnn a jonl

family under the Mitsksara 591 ,
ect

cxistingbctnccn fatherand ton urle'

the Dayabhaga 594 , owners! 1,
»<<••

propctts is joint and in «hole ("Kir

of co-owners 561 ,
iwn p1 ''

'

InrthofamninvlerthcMil.
.-">'•

starts on fathers Jeclh i**-'

Diiyabhig* 562,59'.

Copperplate, pri sntson.wt'es''''""
"'*

forged 314-315 ;
So'iWJf lsta'P-
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tion on, is eailiest on c. yet dis-

covered 307.

Corarajjuka, an officer 168.

Coronation, materials for 73, 76.

mantras to be recited at 73, 74 , of a

king ace to different works 72-82

,

of Indra described in Aitareya

Brahmana 73 , of crown prince, com-

mander in chief etc 79 . of Sambhaji

81 , of Shtvaji 81 , part of principal

virtuous ladies in 81 , Puranic rites

of 79, to be performed one year

after the death of the previous king

77-80.

Corporations, administration and work

of, 157 , as tribunals 280-281 , of

porohitas at temples and sacred

places 488 , were powerful and had

a measure of self-government 97

Corpus Inscnptionum Indicarum, vol. I

(on A&kan inscriptions) 60, 69, 94,

100, 112n, 139, 190, 246, 390, 406,

890

Corpus Inscnptionum Indicarnm, vol.

Ill (vide also under ' Gupta Inscrip-

tions) 213

.

Council o! ministers, consultation with,

to be m secret 108 , king or chief

minister presided over 91 , mention-

ed in Asoka's edicts 107.

Countries, long lists of, in the

Mahabharata 135 , names of c are

same as those of people residing in

them 134, mentioned in the Rgveda
and the Atharvaveda 135, m in the

Brahmanas 135 , m by PSmni 135n,

m by Mahabbasya 13 5n , m in the

Kavyamlmamsa 136.

Country, land of Knruksetra, Matsyas,

Surasenas is chosen as one's 134

,

qualities of the soil of a good 133
,

same c has sometimes two names
135, Sanskrit words for 138 , wealth

of, consits in food crops and abun-
dance of cattle 161.

Court, house was to be decorated
with flowers, paintings 277 , king as
original as well as appellate c, 268,
270 , presided over by ling or chief

129

justice was highest 280 , some

merchants were associated with c

in the task of deciding cases 275

,

time for holding c 277, -was to cal'

in the aid of outsiders in deciding

certain cases 284 , was constituted

by the pradvivaka and the sabhyas

274.

Courts, civil and criminal matters tried

in ancient India by same c 259

,

classes of State c 281 , could be

attended by learned men, who though

not appointed as judges could state

their opinions 274 , dharmasthiya

and kantakasodhana c. 252, four

kinds of 277 , grades of 280-281

,

holidays for 277 , inferior c recogni-

zed in the smrtis, 280, law and

equity administered by same 259,

judges of, to give unanimous deci-

sion 274 , matters within the purview

of kantakasodhana c. 252 i opinion

of majority of judges of c. to pre-

vail 275 , people present ( except

learned brahmanas) were not to

interfere by speech in work of, 274 ;

punishment for clerks of c for

wrongly taking down depositions 276.

should be established for groups of

10, 400, 800 villages 273 , to consider

burden of proof after defendant's

reply 304.

Court fees, fines taken from defeated

litigants in civil disputes virtually

were 294-295, 382 , whether payable

in ancient and medieval India

294-95

Cow ; called AnCbandhya was sacri-

ficed at end of Agmstoma m ancient

days 627, 865 , occasions on which c.

was sacrificed in ancientIndia939-40

:

sacrifice of, condemned in Kali age

627, 865.

Cows, owners of, not to be fined for

loss caused by c at times of festivals

and sraddhas 501.

Creditor, (see 'debts' and 'recovery

of debts
' ) . a brahmana c bad pri-

ority o\er one of another caste 441,
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duty of, to pass a receipt for part of

debt paid 442 , if creditor refused to

.pass a receipt on request, he lost

balance of debt 442, should tear

off bond when whole debt paid or

should pass a document of release
442

Criminal Procedure Code (Indian)

39Bn, 402n,

Crime, ancient law of, was drastic 390,

child under five was not deemed to

be guilty of crime 395 , definition of

380; fines came to be ordinary

punishment for many a c 390 , five

titles out of 18 are connected with

511 , law relating to, not found in

one place in ancient worts 413 , list

of capital crimes was much smaller

in ancient India than in the mediae-

val West 390, was also a sin in

many cases and entailed religious

sanctions 387.

Criminals, comparatively humane treat-

ment of 388n.

Criminology, divergent views on 393.

Crops 162 , harm to, by animals stray-

ing into 301 , two, grown in the

year ordinarily 500 , various ways of

raising 163

CMa (tonsure), ceremony of 679n

Cunningham, General 121n, 122n

Customs (see under 'usages'), and

Dbarmasastra works 856ff, burden

of proof of, 970, cannot be ex-

tended on grounds of analogy

876-877, difference between usages

and c 826, differing c of the

North and South 858, enforceabi-

lity of 859, essentials of valid c

970-71 , instances of local 862

,

meaning of c of country or family

862, 863 , must have characteristics

of antiquity, uniformity and notoriety

8260 , of countries, castes and fami-

lies are binding if not opposed to

Veda 857. once in vogue may be

abandoned by people 876 . of several

counir.es differed 878. of castes,

881
, strength of, in conflict with

smrfi 849-850
, requisites of, accor-

ding to 'PurvamraiSrasa writers 853-

854, 876, c , ace to smrfis and com-
mentaries, that were opposed to Veda
or were immoral or harmful to others

were not to be enforced 859.

Dagger marriages 972

Daftari, Dr. K L. 903-4, 906, 912,

Datva, relation between human effort

and 168-169, success depends on

both, effort and d 169

Daksa, smrti of 403, 471n, 846, 872,

941,960,963.

Daksmapatha, is a fourth of Bharata-

varsa 136.

Dambhodbhava 52, 202

Damdupat, rule of, 422-424 , rale of,

acted upon in modern India 425.

Dana (an ufaya) described 174.

Danakhaada (of Hemadn) 154.

Dancing girl, refered to in the Rgveda

534

Danda (a king)53n.

Danda (an upaytt) 175 , 238 , absence

of, leads to chaos and anarchy 238,

if foolishly wielded recoils on the

king's head 26, if properly handled

advances three purusarthas 26, im-

portance of 21-22, 51 , raised to the

position of a divinity 22.

Dandakya Bhoja, a king who perished

through lust 32, 53n, 55.

Dandanlti, a wort of Kesava 13, Z6t,

265n, 403

Dandaniti5, four objects of 6 , identi-

fied with Arthasastra 843n, identified

with rajadharma by Santiparva 5:

meaning of 5 , said to be the support

of the world 6, said to have been

produced by Sarasvati 6 , was special

concern of ksatnyas 5.

Dandapirusya (assault) SUB.

Dandaviveka, a work I24n, 176n, 191,

243n, 391a. 392, 393n, 394-5, 400,

403

Dandi MabadevI, a queen 40,
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Dasakumaracarila, 7, 45, 48, 55, 144,

171, 203. 222, 276, 277. 390, 400,

440a, 541, 936, 937.

Dasaparadhika, an officer 264.

Dasaratba, desired to mate Rama
Crown Prince with people's approval

29, 42 , bad eight ministers 106.

Dasi, who is 602n, 707. .

Dasiputra 600-603.

Date, Mr G T. 213.

Dattaka son 662-699, definition o{

647 ; even Rgveda is against having

d. s 662; instances of, in Vedic

Literature 662-663 ; oi a widow
held entitled by P C to open up a
partition made several years before

671 ; placed very low in the list of

secondary sons by several smrti

writers 650 , smrti texts and digests

on 664; Sutras except that of

Yasistba and smrtis contain very
little abont 663.

Dattakacandrika 644, 648n, 664-65,
667n, 669, 675, 679-80, 682, 6S3n,

685n, 6S6, 691, 696.-9Sn, 699 \

branded as a forgery by certain

writers 664, regarded by Privy
Conncilas of highest authority on
adoption 66*-655

Dattakamimatnsa 644, 646n, 648n,
654, 655nr 663n, 664, 666n, 667-68,
675, 676n, 67Sn, 679-50, 6S2-E4,
6S6, 6S7n, 6S8.691, 696-9Sn, 926.
regarded as of highest authority on
adoption 664-665

Dattanapakarma or Dattapradanika
471-475 { see under 'gift' ).

Daltasiddhantamanjari of Balakrsna
649a, 667.

Daughter, as heir, 712-719. illegitimate

d does not inherit e\ en to a sudra
father 717, indigent married d.
preferred to weH-to-do married d.

715; takes a limited estate like a
widow except in Bombay Presidency
716-717; unchastity no bar to
succession of daughters (exceptunder
Dayabhaga) 717-718 ; unmarried d '

preferred to married d. as an heir

715.

Daughter-in-law , not an heir in the

whole of India except in Bombay 717.

Daughter's son, as heir 719-720

Davids, Mr. Rhys, author of

Baddhtst India ' 90,91, 123, 135,

156, 159, 183, 307. 484.

Day, was divided into eight parts, in

the 2nd of which justice was adminis-

tered by king 242.

Daya, meaning of 543-44, two varieties

of 546.

Dayabhaga, a wort, 475, 519n, 545,

546n, 547n, 550n, 553n, 554n, 556-

58, 560-61, 563, 567n, 569, 572n.
573, 578, 579a, 580, 58ln, 582, 583n,

584, 585n, 586n, 587,589,592,593n,
594, 595n, 598, 601, 6Q2n, 606, 607n|
610n, 617n, 618n, 619n, 620, 623n,
625n, 634-37, 639, 649n, 650n, 651n,
698. 700n, 702, 703n, 705(1, 7Q6n.'

707n, 708, 7I0n, 712, 715-718n, 719,
720n, 721, 725, 726, 732, 734, 736-
38, 740n. 741-43, 745-47, 749. 753,
760. 762, 764, 766, 768, 77ln, 772.
772n. 773, 774n, 775. 777n, 778,

781. 7S4n, 785, 787n, 790n, 791n.
792n, 793, 798, 799, 809n.

Dayabhaga (see under 'doctrine of

spiritual benefit', 'sapinda'); differ-

ence between the Mitaksara and
D. 558-559 ; holds that ownership
arises on the death of the previous
owner 547, obliterates distinction
between gotrojos and bandhus made
by Yajfiavalkya 742-43 . origin of
peculiar doctrines of 559-560 , out-
standing works under D. School 544,
school named afterD. ispredominant
in Bengal 544 , school, not affected
by the Hindu LaW of Inheritance
Amendment Act 7«.

Dayabhaga (partition of wealth) 543ff

,

partition and inheritance are main
topics under 544.

Dayakramasahgraba 544, 798,
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Dayatattva 544, 546n, 553n, 556, 558,

561. 567n, 56Sn, 572n, 575n, 581n,

592n, 609n, 610n, 620n, 634n, 637n,

700n, 701n, 733, 738n. 739, 745n,

747n, 760, 777, 779n, 781.

Death, all persons except brahmanas

could be condemned to sentence of,

for certain grave offences 400 , argu-

ments against sentence of 399, as

expiation for grave sins forbidden to

brahmanas in Kali age 942, day of

collection of bones after 951 , gene-

ral rule that one (except a brah-

manaj who causes death by violence

should be sentenced to 526, in-

fighting for the protection of cows

and brahmanas is specially commen-

ded 58, in protecting property of

brahmanas led to heaven 1 , in vari-

ous modes as punishment 256, 400

,

no punishment for accidental d. 58,

. no sentence of d for crimes due to

negligence 526 , punishment of, not

inflicted on women and brahmanas

in early British rule 397, punish-

ment of, for murdering a man, for

abducting human beings, women

or for theft of jewels or for rape,

sexual intercourse with a woman of

higher caste 256, 401, 522. 526, 532

,

sentence of, to be avoided even in

great offences 399-400, sentence of,

for a woman guilty of poisoning,

incendiarism, attempt to kill her

husband, elders or child 401.

Debts, (see under 'damdupat', 'reco-

very of debts'), distinction between

antecedent debts and other debts of

father drawn by P C. has no basis

,n the texts 450, father, husband

and wife are not bound to pay res-

pectively son's, wife's or husband's

personal d. 451 , five classes of.

ace to Anusasanaparva 416 .
four fl

owed by all men, ace to Sdiparva

416, grandson's and great-grandson's

liability to pay ancestor's d 443-444,

..rounds on which liability' to OT

another's d. arose 442,.dea of three

d. owed to gods, purs and sages

414-416, idea of liability to pay off

one's d. was det eloped ei en in very

ancient times 414 , incurred far the

purposes of the family by anyone

such as a son, brother, wife, slave

were payable by the head of the

family 451 , modern law about liabi-

lity of sons, grandsons and great-

grandsons to pay d 444-446 , must

be paid by him who lakes the wealth

or widow of the deceased 443, 448>

449; 453 , no basis for distinction

between secured and unsecured debts

of father in smrhs 449-450 ' non-

payment of, was believed to lead to

being born as a slave or a beast in

the creditor's house 416-417, order

in which persons were liable to pay

another's d 452-454 , owed to the

Crown or learned brahmana have

precedence over all other 441-442 ,

propositions about son's liability to

pay father's 444-445 , sale of de-

btor's property for recovery of 441 i

sanctity of monetary d. arose from

the obligatory nature of d, owed to

gods, manes and sages 416 , son's

liability to pay father's suretyship

debts 447 son not liable to pay

illegal, immoral or avyavahanka

debts of father 446-448 , son's Iiab>.

lity to pay father's d during latlcr's

lifetime 445-446 . son's pious duty

to pay off father's debts even if he

received no property 417, 442-443,

445 , time when d. must be returned

425.

Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act;

adopts the rule of damdupat for all

agriculturists, whether Hindus or

not 425.

Decision (see 'judge ', 'law-suit') ,
by

carttra 260-261. by dharmaito*

ttated 260 , by oaths and ordeals

when no witnesses available 358!

b» royal command 261, byfym-ff-

Mw.wptaw* 260, four modes of

arriving at 260-262, is notaM*
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of a law-suit, ace to some 379

,

parties were asked to leave court

when chief justice and sabhyas were

considering the d to be given 379 ,

precedents employed in arriving at

380 , presumptions as means of 355-

356 , should not be arrived at by

mere reliance on sastra or texts bnt

should also be based on reason and

equity 259, 357 . usages as means
of 260-261 , was based on eight

sources 379 , when unjust d. given,

one quarter of the sin falls on each

out of the litigant, witnesses, judge

and king 276

Decree (see 'brahmana', 'judgment ')

,

different ways of executing a 383-
384 , for satisfaction of a d , a poor
debtor (except a brahmana) was
made to work for creditor 384 , when
debtor was sent to jail in execution

of a 384.

Defamation, truth of implication ""in,

did not afford protection 512,

Defendant, cannot raise a counter
claim in some cases 302 ; cases in

which d. must make a reply at once
296 , characteristics of a good reply

of d 300 , fines against d. for not
being ready with his defence 296",

not giving a reply even after time
is allowed may be declared to be
defeated 302 , rules about adjourn-
ment granted to 296 , roles about
putting under restraint thed 290-
291 , rules about summoning a d.

286-287 , was to reply in writing to

the plaint 300

Delay, in the disposal of law suits 296
Democracies, of Oxydrakoi. Malloi,

Siboi and others referred to by Greek
writers 90

Democracy, true, did not exist even in
Greece or other countries of the
West, 15, 20, 93

Dependents, what persons arc 412.
Deposit ( see under 6ne ,

1
• interest')

454-458
, care required as to a d

is same as that in a pledge 456

,

differs from pledge or mortgage 455 ,

duty of person holding a d 456 , if

d not returned on demand, loss of

it falls on holder who is also liable

to be fined 457 , must be returned

in same condition and to the deposi-

tor himself and not to his co-owner

456 , person accepting a d, is estop-

ped from recognizing the title of any

one except the depositor 457 , return

of, to whom to be made 456-57 ,

rules about, extended to other bail-

ments 458-459 , smrtis extol the

undertaking to accept a deposit 455

Desa, extent of a d varied 138, gover-

nor of, was called rastrapati or ras-

triya 138

Deshmukhi vatatt 631

Deshpande vatan 631

Deuteronomy 389n

Devabhuti, a Suhga king, was killed

by his minister 86.

Devadasts, that had stopped temple

service, were given work by superm-

tendent of weaving 146,

Devala, srorti of 553, 556, 610n, 614,

617, 620, 626, 632n, 644. 649, 650n,

651n, 702, 763, 777, 787, 791, 860,

873, 943, 948-49, 951, 956, 960

Devapala, com on Kathakagrhya SSO

Devapi, story of 41-42, 608-609

Devarata 715.

Devasvatmn 679, 715, 779.

Devipurana 181, 234, 910n, 911.

Dhammapada 185n.

Dhammathats, Burmese Law books
641n

Dhanurveda 49, 179, 215,

Dhanus, as measure of length 500n

Dharana, a, silver com 122,

Dharesvara, an author on dharmasastra

549. 557, 704n,705 715, 733, held

the mow that ownership is known
from sastra alone 549, held the view
that the allotment of a special share
to the eldest son was given up by
people 628

Dharma, meaning of, in parlitton 572
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Dharma, aids to the understanding of

827 . d and truth are identical 97,

260 , flourished id perfection in Krta

age and declined progressively m tbe

succeeding yugas 244, 890-91 , idea

of, took the place of the conception

of rta 244 ; mtances of the trans-

gression of d, by ancient heroes and

sages 845-849 , is more powerful

than the mightiest 97 , observance

of, was tbe great social and political

ideal in India 97 , parisad, final

authority la matters of 101 , sources

of 825-827, 863 , usages as source of

823-827, 863 , was the supreme

power in the State and was above

the king 241.

Dharmadhikaramka or—dhikaranin,

qualifications of 126.

Dharmadhyaksa, exercised the same

/unctions as Pnrohiia did in ancient

India 126.

Dfcarmadvaiiam'raaya 1220, 878, 944n

Dharmas, differ in different yugas 627

628, 869, should not be practised

even though sanctioned by sastra, if

condemned by people 628-629, 869.

Dharmasistra, and customs 8S6ff, illus-

trations of conflict between Artha.

sistra and D. 9 , in case of conflict

of D. with, practices or secular

matters, king to decide ace. to D. 9,

relation of, to Arthasastra 8-9, 868 ,

was called smrti 10 ; waters on, had

a low estimate of human nature 238,

writers on, insisted that Dharma

was king of kings 176.

Dharmastndhu, a work 615, 669, 675,

679, 688-89. 692, 695-97, 739, 759,

877. 930, 940, 945, 947, 954.

Pharmastba (judge) 273; should

possess the qualifications and status

of anamatya273.

Dbarmasutras, authority of 853.

Dhrtarastra 10 , did not succeed to the

kingdom because of Kindness 43,

609. performed sacrifices though

blind 846 , recovered sight for a time

through tbe favour of Vyasa 847.

Dice, made of vibhidaka wood 541,

playing with, in Rajasiiya sacrifice

541.

Dickens 60

Dtdda, a notorious Kashmir queen 40,

Digests, grouped into classes by pro-

vinces 878.

Digbanikiiya 135.

Digvijaya 69: description of 68, of

Harsa 229-230 , of Kaghu 230.

Dikshit, Mr. Si). B. 896n, 902, 915.

Dikshitar, Prof. V R 120, 213, 254n,

407

Diksita, a predecessor of Jimutavabana

715.

Dfnira, of gold, silver and copper 120,

122n, value of 122n, was a

synonym of ntska 121n; was also

called suvarna 121a.

Diodorus 103.

Dipakahka 247n, 344n, 370, 3S3n,

540n, 553n, 554n, 575n, 580, 597n,

614n, 7fi4u, 774n, 793, 856n, SS2n,

Dirgbacarayana 2

Dfrgnatamas, story of 361.

Discipline {mnaya) 51-52; based

upon danda 51 , is of two kinds 51

,

to be attempted by giving up six

evil tendencies 52

District, officer over, -was helped by a

board of advisers 141.

Divodasa, given as a son to

Vadbryasva 415

Divorce 537.

Divya (see under 'ordeals'); definition

of 363.

Divyatattva of Raghunandana 362-63.

367n, 370n, 378n

Divyavadana 102, 116

Doctrine, of spiritual benefit, ace. to

the Dayabhaga 737-741 , of spiritual

benefit illustrated by diagrams 744-

745; propositions as to 6. of

spiritual benefit 740-741, unjust to

the claims of women as heirs 746.

Document 308-316, can be supersed-

ed only by another d. 312. class*

cation of 309, conflict of document,

of vanous grades 313; custody of. to
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be explained 313 ; executed by

ordinary people need not be in

correct Sanskrit 309 , fabricators of

d deceive women, children and

ignorant people 314, genuineness of,

bow established 314 , Held invalid

when executed by certain persons

312, is an indubitable and superior

means of proof 30S, 312 ; latent

defects of, must be pointed out

by disputant when produced 315 ,

loses validity in certain circumstan-

ces 3 IS , marked with royal seal,

presumed to be genuine 314

,

minimum number of witnesses re-

quired on 312 ; oral evidence to con-

tradict a d not allowed 312, require-

ments of a valid 311-312 , sentence

of death for fabricating a private or

public d. 315 ; secondary evidence

of the contents of, when allowed 313,

when even a voidable d, ceased to be
so 315.

Dramma lZ2n,

Dranpadi, strange explanation of the
story of D being the wife of five

brothers 847.

Dravida.worksof authority in D. school
of Hindu law 545.

Dreams, portending good or evil 226.
Drinking, is worse than sexual vice in

the case of a king 233.

Drona, commander of the K&uravas
79, 204

Drona (a measure of corn ) differed for

various purposes 146n

Dronaparva fi, 8, 79, 127, 131, 134-35,

168, 205-6, 203-9, 211, 214, 232,
643n, 845, 898, 904, 914.

Durga (a fort or capital ) 178ff.

Durgi 3GB

Duryodbana 203, 210, perished through
conceit 52

Dustaritu, a king, was expelled from
his kingdom 26.

Diita (ambassador or messenger) 127-
129

; duties of 128 ; person of, not
to be harmed 127, 129, 209 , quali-
ties of 127-128 , three kinds of 128 ;

to be distinguished from a spy 129 ;

to be sent after a line of policy is

settled 128

Dvadasaha, sacrifice, gave seniority to

Indrs 41.

Dvaipayana 53

Dvaitamrnaya (same as Dharmadvaita-

nirnaya) 683, 878.

Dvaraka 208, 214.

Dvipas, seven 134 ; said to be thirteen

and 18 also 134

Dvyamusyayana, adoption of a boy
as 685-687 , ksetraja son was so

called by Mit and some others 659 ,

succession to, by both mothers 723-

724.

Dyuta (gambling) defined 538.

Earnest, what becomes of, if sale goes

off through the fault of the vendor
or purchaser 491.

Easements, as to doors, windows &c. 507
Easements Act, Indian 507n,

Edgerton, Prof 7.

Education, expense on 164-165.

Egypt, usury condemned in ancient

«5n.

Ekavrsa, a hymn 76.

Ekoddista, a srSddha 737.

Eldest, rights of e. son or daughter
jealously guarded in Vedicage41,
son sometimes got all wealth of bis

father 41 , son was passed over if

he suffered from mental or physical
defect 43 j to pass over the e. son
or daughter in marriage or succession
was held to be a grave sin 42.

Elephants, do not figure much in the
fighting described in the Maba-
bharata 203 , if not well trained
cause loss of hfe to their own side
203n , lights to be waved before, at
certain times 230, monopoly of
kings in 197 -, superintendent of 149,
training and medical treatment of
149

. victory depended upon e. in
ancient India 203.

Elphmstone, author of 'History of
India ' 203n, 397.
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Emperor, distinction between e and

king 'made in the Satapatha Brah-

mana 65 , idea of, in the Vedic

Literature 04-65 , supreme e did

not generally hanker after territory

so much as after admission of

superior prowess 68

Emperors, long lists of, in the Brah-

manas, Mahabhirata and other works

66-67 , titles of 69-70

Enmity, of five kinds 225

Epigrapbia Carnatica 377

Epigraphia Indica 17, 24, 30, 39-40,

44-5, 4g_ 66, 69-71, 76n, 105, 113n,

115, 116n, 117, 122n, 124n, 125-26,

135, 138-39, 142-43, 150, 153n,

154-56, 159n, 162, 164, 168, 172,

182, 194-197, 201. 246, 260. 264,

280-81; 283, 308, 315, 366n, 376n,

377n, 393n. 406, 422, 439, 496, 500n,

506, 575n, 7^4, 848n, 881. 890n,

896n, 898, 905n, 932, 934, 962

Evidence ( see means of proof ' ) ,

circumstantial 356-57 . exceptions

to the exclusion of hearsay 331 ,

rules about late production of 349-

50 , taken on commission 33 1 , what

is hearsay 330

Evidence Act (Indian) 313n, 314,

331n. 340n, 341n, 349n, 355n. 457.

656n

Exceptions, are to be limited to the

matters expressly stated and are not

to be extended by analogy 672, 796n

Exchange, if inequitable may be res-

cinded493 , rules about sales apply

to 494.

Exclusion, both males and females may

be liable to e from inheritance 62 ,

grounds of a from inheritance and

partition 608-616, Hindu Inherxt-

ance Disabilities Removal Act

abrogates most grounds of «I .

persons liable to e cannot adopt,

bntmaymarry 617. persons liable

to e. must be maintained 611. 617 .

sons of persons liable to • take a

share ,f they are free from defects

611, 617, wives and daughters of

persons liable to e are entitled lo

maintenance 617

Expense on education in the first

decades of British rule 165

Experts, opinions of, to be taken 284.

Expiation, secret, for grave sins, forbid-

den in Kali 944-45.

Ezektel 425n

Fa—Hien 50. 91, 183, 390

Falsehood, penance for telling an

allowed f. in a judicial trial 353,

when allowed 353-354

Family, customs of 883.

Famines, measures to be taken against

163 , references to ancient and

medieval 163-164

Fate, cannot accomplish anything

without human effort 170

Father, could once make unequal dis-

tribution of estate among sons 623 .

has the power to separate his sons

from himself and from among them-

selves 592, 622, partition made by f,

if unequal could be set aside ace.

to medieval works 623 .
position of,

as heir to his deceased son 721-22

,

some smrtis allowed two shares to f.

at partition with sons 625.

Fausboll 50, 91,934

Fees, distribution of, among sacrificial

priests 469-470

Femes, charges at 193 ,
persons that

were given free passes to use 193,

FiCk. 36, 158, 190, 268, 399.

Fields, duty of owners of, to construct

a high paling or hedge 500. mean-

ing of texts that forbid division of

586-587 , rules about f taken for

cultivation on rent but not cultivated

510

Figgis, Mr. J H. author of 'Divine

right of kings' 35

Finder, of lost articles, rules applicable

to 462 ,

Fines (see under brabmana ',
punish

ment'), against art.sans, carpw

ters tailors causing unreasonable

delay 252. against goldsmiths p»«-
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chasing gold from menials or slaves

253, against washermen for negli-

gent washing or disposal of clothes

252, against traders using false

weights and measures or adulterat-

ing grains, oils etc or raising prices

beyond those fixed by officers 352

,

discrimination in matters of f based

on caste ceased to be enforced from

about 12th century 512, divergent

views about the metal in which they

were to be paid 393n, either fixed or

vanahle393, for giving false evidence

352, for manufacturing counterfeit

coinsorpassiogthem off253,fornon-

appearauce in court though summon-

ed and able to come 287 , for not re-

turning a deposit when demanded or

demanding a deposit when not made

458, for theft 522, had to be paid

by parties defeated in suits 382,

half of the prescribed f awarded if

accused promised not to commit

offence again 513, higher f for

thieves of higher castes 522 , not

imposed upon brahmanas, if they

were first offenders and learned and

of good family 398n , not to be taken

by ling from men of lowest castes

such as Cindalas 514 , oldest refer-

enced f for assault 515, ranged from
a lakrai to confiscation of all wealth

393, rates of f paid by litigants 382,

recovered from those guilty of maha-
patakas were not to be taken by ling

but were to be offered to Varuna or

distributed among learned brah-

manas 407 ; three kinds of fixed I

393-94
, were deemed to be lesser

than corporal punishment 394,
were to be paid in copper panas,

when no metal mentioned 394

Fire-arms, whether known in ancient
India 213-214

Hcet.Dr 102,139, 140n. 315, 925n
Flesh-eating, condemned in Kah 944-

Food taking of, ,n the same plate v,ith
w«e, forbidden S5Sn

Forests, superintendent of the produce

of 145.

Forts, are meant for safety of the king,

the people and the treasury 178; .

kinds of 178-179

Fraud, vitiates all transactions 312n,

Freedom individual and national,

happiness lies in 102, 237

Gadre, Mr A S 196n

Gadyanaka, of gold and silver 122n

Gagabhatta, officiated at Shivajt's

coronation 35

Gains of learning 581n, Ap and

Baud say nothing about 581 , defi-

nition of, ace to Katyayana 583 ,

Gautama on 581 , law about, now
settled by Hindu Gains of Learning

Act 585 , meaning of the words in

Yaj ' acquired without detriment to

paternal estate' 582, propositions

established by case law as to 584

,

Vasisfha gave two shares to the

acquirer 581 , were partible if learn-

ing was acquired at family expense

or from the father or elder brother

582

Gams of Learning Act (Hindu) 674.

Gambling, 538-542, condemned t

Brahmapurana 542, in disput

about, the keeper of g house is t

final authority or gamblers appoint

by king 540, is one of the m
ancient vices 541 , Manu's unc
promising attitude to 538, spe

cause of dissensions among son
233, those who engaged in s

gambling were liable to punish
540

, worst of vices in a king 51

Yajflavalkya, Kautilya and
allowed g under restrictions

a source of revenue 538-539,

Gana, meaning of 281

Ganapatideva, a Kakatiya km
a charter of security for sail

Ganarajya ( republic ) 87, inte

sensions are the root of thi

87

Gandhara, country of 135

Gandharvaveda 49,
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Ganges, throwing bones of cremated
body into 951

Ganika, devolution of wealth of 148

,

duties of 148 , qualifications of 148

,

salary of 148 , was a vesya who was

honoured for her accomplishments

148n.

Gargasamhiti 892, 896, 919n

Garudapurana 13, 160-161, 892. 962.

Gathasaptasati 154

Gattulal, Pandit 825n.

Gaurasiras. expounder of rajadharma

2,4.

Gautama 17n, 553, 557.

Gautama, dbarmasStra of 3, 19, 21, 23,

25,36n, 37, 45-6, 49, 56, 59, 66,

97-8, 100, 117, 119, 165, 167, 175,

185, 187, 189, 191, 192, 194, 209,

211, 212, 244-46, 250-51, 270, 272,

275, 284, 296, 307. 317, 320, 327,

330-33, 336, 343-44. 3480. 353, 389,

391-92, 395-97. 401-4, 409, 418-20,

422-23, 425, 428-29, 433, 435, 443,

446, 460, 474n, 482, 484, 494n, 501,

515, 517, 522-23, 527-28, 535, 548,

551, 566-68, 571, 573-74, 578, 581,

585, 588, 589n, 595, 598, 601, 607-

lOn, 6I2n, 613, 614-15, 617-18, 625,

627, 644, 646, 648, 649n, 650, 658,

690n. 702-704O, 706, 712, 715, 754n,

762, 765-66, 772. 776n, 781, 789,

793, 808. 815, 819n, 825, 827, 845,

848,857, 863, 871, 874, 875, 880,

881, S83-.84, 889, 932. 940-44, 946-

47, 952-55, 958, 965

Gautamadharmasutra, specially studied

by Samavedins 853.

Gaya, tax on performance of sraddha

at 198.

Gayatrt, a mantra 76

Geography, Pauramc 134-135, 935

Gharpure, Mr J R 197n, 509n, 778,

804n.

Ghatasphota, for fattta women 807

,

for those guilty of high treason 610n,

for those guilty of grave sins 615.

Ghatotkaca 205, 214

Ghoshal, Dr V. N 16, 32

Gbotakamukha, an author 2.

Gift, by stinting one's family or ser-

vants condemned 472, certain objects
cannot be the subject of, because of
want of owneiship or beeansc of
prohibition 471, eight things that

cannot be the subject of 471, non-

acceptance of g may be made 474,
ingredients of a 474-475, not deli-

vering what is promised as a g or

resuming a g led to other worldly

consequences 473, of land looked

upon with disfavour m ancient India

496, of only house forbidden 47Zn

,

promised to a brzhmaaa or for a

religious pu rpose should be enforced

by king and fine awarded 474 , pro-

mised to an irreligious man need not

be earned out 474 , resiling from

promise of gift of all property when

allowed 473 , seven kinds of g , that

cannot be resumed 472 , sixteen kinds

of invalid g 472, that may be set

aside by donor himself on account

of incapacity due to minority, lunacy

Ac 472-73, what may be subject

of 472.

Gobhila, smrti of 870, 953, 956.

Gobbtlagrhyasutra, 940, specially studi-

ed by Samavedins 853.

Gocarma, a certain extent of land 432

Gode, Mr P K 849.

Golaka, a kind of illegitimate son 646n.

Gold, superintendent of 144-145,

value of, in relation to silver 121n.

Goldstfickor, on 'Panim' 306

Gopa, an officer who looied after five

or ten villages and kept a register of

the number of cultivators, traders,

animals &c 143

Gopagin (Gwalior) 159.

Gopala, founder of Pala dynasty u>

Bengal was elected a king 30. was

asudra39

Gopalan. author of 'History of Palls-

vas * U5
GopathaB»hmanal35,565,888,on

coronation 74-75

Gorer.G on 'Bali and Angkor '931n.

Gosavaorgomedha940
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Got 285

Gotrajas, as heirs 732-752, are either

sapindas or samanodakas 752, mean-

ing of, ace to the Mit 748 , pecu-

liar meaning ascribed to the word g

by Dayabbaga 741-742, three views

as to preference among 750-751 ,

-widows of male g as heirs 751-52.

Government, (see under 'king', 'pro-

vince ', ' ruler
' ) , function of, did

not end with the keeping of peace

and order 59,

Govindaraja, commentator of Mann
730, 875, commentator of RSroayana

112, 719

Grama, meaning of 140n, 153, 182n.

Gramanl and Gramatuta, see under
' Headman of village

*

Grandmother, paternal, as heir 727-

728, 731 , when entitled to a share

at a partition 607-8

Grant Duffs' 'History of the Maratbas'

106, 156, 164.

Grants, mention the exemption from

taxation that went with tbem 195

,

of land called ' yogaksema ' 588n ; of

land could be made only by the king

and not by a district officer 139

Great Bear, constellation of, was sup-

posed to stay in one naksatra for a
hundred years S97

Grhastharatnakara 354. 420n, 525n,

614n

Grhyasutras, authority of S53

Groups, committee of two or more
were to took after business of 488,

conventions of such g as guilds,

naigamas, heretics were enforced by
king 487 , member of g who goes
against heads of g was liable to

punishment 489 , rights and liabili-

ties of members of 488-4"89 : what-
ever is gamed by one or by heads of

g on the business of g belongs to

4 89

Guardian, deities of quarters 368
Guardian and Wards Act (Indian} 461.

Qvdhaja son, denned 647, 660.

Guilds (see tinder 'groups' ) , adminis-

tration and compacts made by 157 ;

eighteen, in Buddhist times 159;

had power to condemn those who
broke tbeir conventions and to ex-

communicate them 157 , of ksatriyas

in Kambhoja and Surastra and of

workmen 158 ; rules about partner-

ship apply to 481 , usages and con-

ventions of, were upheld by king in

certain circumstances 158, 487.

Gunas, definitions of, 223, proper em-
ployment of, leads to peace and
exertion 217 , six 217, 223 , sub-

divisions of the several 224-225;

theory of mandala brought in relation

to the doctrine of 222-223.

Gupta dynasty 902.

Gupta Empire, administrative system

of 141-142, provincial administra-

tion under 150.

Gnpta Inscriptions 44, 45, 49, 68, 70,
72, 108. 115, 117, 122n, 124n, 159.

202, 213n, 264, 281, 506, 890, 924t>,

925n.

Guru, payment of fees to 958.

Halahala, poison drunk by Siva 372n.

Halayndha 568n, 588n, 589n. 636, 784n.

Hamlet 296.

Hammurabi, code of 389n

Happiness, individualand national, ties
in freedom 102.

Haradatta, commentator of Gant. Db.
S , Ap Dh S , and Ssv. gr. 48, 60.

98. 121n, 192, 344, 3S7n, 395n. 4I9n,
428n, 433n, 460. 527n, 572n, 573-
74, 578, 581n, 585n, 595n, 644, 646,
649n, 650n. 702-3, 712. 754n, 790n,
793, 825. 856n, 864n, 879, 880, 942,
953, 955, 957.

Harappa, excavations at 307.

Harbours, charges on ships calling at

193 , confiscation when foreign boats
are driven to 193 , to be guarded by
king 193

Hanhara 508 n.

Hariscandra, purohascd Sunhsepa 660,
Harita, (versified) smrli of 150n, 247n.

259n. 263. 276-78, 285, 304. 312,
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420n, 436, 473, 494, 524, 536, 569,
581n, 651, 652n, 764n, 856, 885, 947.

Harfta (prose) 616, 625, 644, 646
825n.

Hanvamsa 39, 40, 214. 892, 895a

Harsa, ling of Kashmir, plundered

many temples 188n.

Harsa, ling of Kanoj 67, 69, consoled

by his dying father 63 , elected as a

king by the people 31 ; gave all in

charity once every five years 164 ,

preparations on dtgvtjaya of 229 ,

vast armies of 204.

Harsacarita 63, 67, 69, 85, 108, 115,

182, 206, 229, 390

Hart, Dr 295, 407 '

Hasta (cubit) measure ofvarious lengths

for various purposes 146n

Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela

49, 60, 66, 69, 94, 135, 162, 172,

195. 246.

Headman of village, (see under 'vil-

lage '), came to be appointed by ting

alone and office of, 'hereditary 154,

could inflict fines 155 , food of, for-

bidden to brahmanas 154 ; great in-

fluence of 154 , had many appella-

tions 154 , love adventures of the

son of 154.

Heaven, as the reward for all soldiers

killed is battle 57, 58, as the reward

for ascetic endowed with yoga 58, as

the,reward of kings who die fighting

57.

Hebrew, ancient code 389n _

Heirs ( see under inheritance).

Heirship, principles of spiritual benefit

and blood relationship in determin-

ing 734-736

Hemadri 122n, 146n, 154, 610n, 928n,

929. 931n

Heracles 901-902.

Herdsman, duty of 497-498 , liabili-

ties of 498-500; not liable in certain

cases when cattle stray into a field

500, wages of 498. .

Heretical, sects 834 , treatment of, in

ancient India 883, worls of. not

authoritative, even though thc> -g^c 1

in some matters with the Veda 834-
835, 870-71 ; usages o£, werctolera-
ted by the king up to a certain ex-

tent 871, 881-82

Heretics, are those like the Bauddbas
who do not regard the Veda as autho-

1 ntative 487 , conventions of. were
to be enforced by ling in certain

cases 487.

Hetnvan-mgadadhikarana 676.

Himalaya, regions of, had immense
rainfall 147

Hindu family, is presumed to be joint

m food, worship and estate 638.

Hindu Gains of Learning Act 585.

Hindu Heirs Relief Act (Bombay) 445,

453.

Hindu Inheritance (Disabilities Re-

moval Act) 611

Hindu Law, codification of 820-824,

Hindu Law of Inheritance (Amend-

ment Act) 749.

Hindu Widows' Remarriage Act 707,

724.

Hindu Women's Rights to property

Act(XVHI of 1937) 604,700.752,

806.

Hiouen Chwang or Thsang 30, 40, 143n,

268, 924n.

Hiranyakesm 214 , grhyasutra of 685n.

Hiring entered into three titles o5

law 476

History of Dharmasistra, vol, I. 305fl,

871

History of Dharmasastra, vol II, 3, 7,

9, 25-26, 28-29, 39, 41, 47n, 49-50,

59,61,68, 70-71, 73-75n, 97,101.

104, 112, 117, 124n, 134, 137, 145o,

146n, 148, 159, 164, 175, 189n, 194.

196, 202, 234, 240, 310, 333n, 334n,

3S7n, 398n, 401. 402n, 408n,411,

416, 425g, 453, 471n. 472,474-75,

481 , 483-84, 487. 495-96, 500n, 308n,

517, 534-37, 541, 546, 550n. 564,

588, 599. 603n. 609n, 613, 615, CISn,

624n, 626n, C27n, 641. 643, 653.653,

661 675n, 679n, 6S2n, 687-89n,

703n, 7010, 713, 734, 757, 765, 77«n.

806, 807. 824, S28n, 830n, 8"»
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836n, 842n, 844n, 846-48n, 856n,

857n, 858a, 8S5. 874, 876n, 877.

883, 885, 926n. 931-32,937-41, 945,

948-50, 952, 958-59, 961-62, 966,

971.

Holakadhikarana 851-52

Holdsworth. author of "History of

English Law ' 296.

Holika festival S44n, 851.

HopUns 126, 173, ISO. 190, 213, 229n.

Horses, countries from which good

breeds of h came 149, 206, 232.

lights to be -waved before 230 , sale

of, forbidden 848, superintendent

of 149.

House, partition of, not allowed by

some writers 586-87.

Human sacrifice, symbolical 961-62

Hunting, benefits ot 54 , defects of

54-55

Husband (see * wife ' ) , and wife enjoy

together the rewards of religions

acts 603n, 738, duties of h and

wife 536-537, first duty of h, to

keep wife dependent and nnder con-

trol 536, not liable to pay wife's

debts except in some cases 4Jl-52,

must try to deserve wife's regard

and love and must honour her 537,

Huviska 24, 70

Hypothecation , without possession

419n,431.

Ideal, the great social and political i

was the observance of dharma 97 ,

belief in i. perfection m the dim
past and the distant future 885-86,

Illegitimate daughter, ot even a sudra,

is not entitled to inherit or to main-

tenance G02, 810

Illegitimate son (see under 'main-

tenance') 601-603; from adasior
concubine born to a dvija is not

entitled to a share on partition or to

inherit, but got only maintenance

601 , 809 , of adulterous intercourse

is entitled to maintenance 602n, 809,

of sudra from a brahmana woman is

not entitled to inherit to his father

603 . of sudra from a dasf may take

a, share in father's property if the

father so chooses 601 , rights of a

sudra's i s. after his father's death

601-602, 809.

Images, weeping and dancing of, as bad

omens 227

Impalement as punishment for theft of

horses and elephants 522.

Impartible property (vide nnder * pro-

perty ' ) 631, house and land said by

some to be impartible 586-587,

illustrations of 585-590

Impotent person, could marry and

have a ksetraja son 617n , fourteen

kinds of 617n , signs of 6l7n.

Incest, sexual intercourse with certain

relatives was held to be 533.

Income-tax levied on interest 192

Independent, three persons are i. va.

the
-

king, the vedic teacher and the

head of the house m his house 413

India
;
a certain unity of religious and

philosophical doctrines, literary

forms and ideals existed m ancient

and medieval 136; divided into five

parts in Aitareya Brahmana 135

,

divided into two parts 135 ; no sen.

timent of nationhood m ancient and

medieval 136-137.

Indian Antiquary 102, 138, MOn, 154,

168, 283, 315, 366n, 405n, S90n,

924n

Indications, eight, of a man's approa-

ching fall 228

Indra, coronation of, described in Ait,

Br 73 ; festival in honour of 844n ,

gods are said to have agreed to treat

him as the eldest 41 , Killed dasytis

and destroyed their cities of ayds

180; paramour of Ahalya 845-846;

raising banner ot 231, 234, 367n

,

regarded Maruts as his sacivas 104

,

secured his position by energetic

action 169 , took an oath 359n

Inheritance { see ' brother, bandhu,
daughter, daughter's son, gotraja,

parents, vidow
' ) , close connection

between t and offering of rice balls

to the deceased 734, 739 , goes to
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the nearest saprada, according to

Mann 733, 748 , order of, ja to be

arranged in such a way that the

deceased's wealth may conduce to

his spiritual benefit ace to Daya-

bhSga 738, order of, nnder Daya-

bbaga 739, order of, nnder Mitsiksara

749 , order of, to a sonless man
79 Iff, sister's son preferred as heir

to the man's own son in Vahika

country 88n, strangers as taking i.

762-763, to forest hermit and ascetic

764-765; whoever takes i has to

pay debts of deceased and offer

pinda to him 443.

Interest, at 5 percent allowed after

demand on deposit, purchase price

He 458, circumstances under which

interest stops running, such as when

king dies 425 . debtors of all castes

may pay i ace to rate stipulated

419, fonr, five or six kinds of 418-

419, maximum recoverable at one

time from a debtor 422 ,may be either

stipulated at time of loan or not so

stipulated 419, may be stipulated

with reference to article pledged or to

whether a surety is given 419-420

;

none allowed m certain cases 406

,

rate of, differed acC. to mercan-

tile usage in different countries 421

;

vrate of, varied also according to the

nature of the article lent 422-423 ,

rate of, first laid down by Vasietha

at ^th p?rt of principal every month

if something be pledged 420, rate

of, very high in ancient and medieval

India 421-422, rate of allowable i. laid

down by smrtis 420-422. rates of.

were two, three, four or five percent

per month ace to the varna of thfr

debtor 421: starts in certain cases

even on articles loaned through

friendship 426-27: taking even

agreed interest beyond the rates

prescribed by smrtis or taking com-

pound interest condemned 420,

those taking exorbitant interest con-

demned to Hell 421. very heavy

interest charged to debtors that

carried on trade through forests or

across seas 422

Interest Act ( Indian } 427n

Interpretation , rules for i of vedic texts

863-64, rules for i of vedic texts

have been applied to smrh texts also

864

Invasion, (see 'nirajana'); ambassa-

dor to be sent before starting on

226, auspicious and inauspicious

sights before 227; proper time for

207, religious ceremonies to be per-

formed before starting on 226

Irrigation 162-163, Megasthenes on

Indian 162.

Isbavan Prasad, Prof 684 n

Itthasa, includes both Dharma&slra

and Artbasxstra 10, 51.

Itihasaveda, 48

Intoxicants, were altogether forbidden

tobrahmanas thoughnot to ksatnyas

848.

Jabala Upanisad 841.

Jabali, smrti of 863-64.

Jagannatha, compiler of Sanskrit digest

of Hindu Law 688

Jagannath Rao, Mr. N. 903.

Jail, construction of, ace. to Mami and

Kautilya 406, 407 , doty of nigaraka

to release on the birth-day of the

king or on fall moon day prisoners

that were young, old or diseased

406, separate accommodation for

men and women prisoners in 406

,

special occasions on which prisoners

were discharged from 406, 407

Jatami (see under Purvammratnsi)

.

20, 38, 72, 121n, 143n. 275, 443n,

470n, 471, 515, 527n, 550, 556n,

579n, 608-9, 622. 637. 654, 676,

677n, 694n. 695n, 7O4~05n, 719. 722,

725 731n, 770. 777, 827n,62B, 8300,

832n. 835-837n, 841. 843. 848n,

849-51, 855, 864, 870, 905n, 938,

952. 963. _
Jaimimya-nyaya-malavistara 8.5.

Jains 698.

Jamadagnya 53.
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Janamej'aya, perished because he

attacked brahmanas through hot

temper 52, 53a.

Janamejaya, king of the Nipas 55

jardme, Mr John, author of 'Notes on

Buddhist Law* 641n.

JarStha, king of Ayodhya, was killed by

stratagem 85.

JStakas 36, 50, 91, 140a, 159, 399.

Jayabhiseka description of 227.

Jayamati, queen of TJccala 80

Jayapatra (document embodying the

judgment of the court) 380 , ancient

j from Java 381 , distinguished from

hinapatraha 381 , distinguished

from pascalkara 380.

Jayaswal, Mr. K P., 6, Mo, 20, 28, 29

,

30, 32, 65, 66n, 73,80,90,93-95,

103, 268, 381, 892, 896, 924n,925a.

Jayatsena, king of Kas'i 86

Jenks, Dr. E , author of ' New Juris-

prudence' 266.

Jens, usury was condemned amongst

425n.

Jha, Sir Ganganath 850n, 854n

Jimutavahana 246, 475, 544, 549n, 568,

715, 781.

Jitendnya, a predecessor of Jimuta-

vahana 636, 769n.

JivanmuUiviveka 882,

Jninesi-ari 122n,

Joint family (see 'property', 'self-

acquisition' and 'separate property'),

characteristics of, under DayabhSga

594-595 , inroads on the Mitaksara

system of 674 , is larger than a co-

parcenary 591 , manager of, is called

karta in modern times 592 ; member
of, may have separate property of

his own 577 , Mitaksara doctrine of

survivorship rights of males in j. f

abrogated by HinduWomen's Rights

of Property Act 604-605 ; modern
Courts have allowed individual mem-
bers of j f to alienate for value
their interest in the property 593-
594; no individual member could sell

ot give properly of j f. for hm own
purpose under medieval Hindu

Law 593 ; persons that constitute

a Hindu j f 590; powers of manager

592, powers of father over property

of 593; worship of gods, manes and

brabmanasis single for all members

of, when they live togetner 572

Jolly, Dr 122n. 303n, 340a. 379n, 381,

417n, 426n, 443-44, 557, 565, 567,

646n, 648, 665, 688, 717, 727, 772n.

Jones, Sir William 819, 875, 930n.

Judge ( see under 'courts' ) ; country

that has sudra as j. meets rum 273 ,

duty of British Indian j. 599 , fines

and punishments of j. for doing cer-

tain thiags 275 , five causes of the

charge of partiality in 269, impartia-

lity in, insisted upon in smrtis 273 ,

not to hold conversation in private

with any litigant 275, punishment for

a j., who threatens, unjustly silences

or abuses litigants 255, qualifica-

tions of 271 , should look into causes

of idols, minors, women, brahmanas

even if they did not complain 298 ;

sudra potto be appointed as 273;

was styled pradvivaka or dbarma-

dbyafesa 272 , was to hear a suit

again if decision brought about by

perjnred evidence 353 , was to be

preferably a brahmana 272.

Judgment (see law suit'), contents

of 380 , document embodying j. was
called jayapatra 380 , exceptions to

the finality of the j. of the king's

court 385, obtained by fraud or

force was to be set aside 385 . review

of, when allowed 382, 385 ; should

provide for the recovery of interest

on the claim decreed and the accre-

tions 383.

Judicial procedure, appreciation of

ancient Indian, by Western jurists

817 , smrtis lay down a high level of

268

Juuagadb, inscription of Rudradaman
at 30. 89. 105, 117, 185, 890.

Jurists
j
ancient Indian j. were consi-

derate as compared with Western
ones 54 7n.
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Jury, trial by 284.
|

Justice ( see ' king ', * law snit
' ) ! ad-

[

ministration of, as depicted in Mr-

cchakattka 279-280, administration

of, personified as Pharma 242 , ad-

ministration of, the personal concern

of (he king 242 ,' court of, bad ten

<nigos'277-278 , court of, was called

dharmasana, dharmadhikarana or

dbarmasfhana 243, 277, court of,

was to be to the east of the palace

277 , delay in administration of j 3s

denial of justice 297 , dharmasastra

rules preferred to arthasastra rales

in administration of 283 , distinction

between civil and criminal 258,

impartial administration of, yields

same rewards as Vedic sacrifices 242,

king dispensed j. not by himself

alone but with aid of judges, brah-

manas He. 268-269 . primarily dis-

pensed by the king 268 ,
purposB of

administration of j is very high viz.

the quest of truth 247 . qualifications

of scribes m a court of 278, seating

arrangements for king and others in

a court of 278 ; secular and spiritual

consequences of doing, 386, two

principles in administration of, are

'fulfil your promise* and 'causeinjury

to no one 1 258, was to be dispensed

openly in the court 269

Justinian 326

Jyotistoma 469, 470n, 833.

Kadambari24n,277, 362,

Kadambas 39, 70

Kakavarna, a king 86

Kakrai, was medium for purchasing

goods 126n.

Kala&, king of Kashmir 184

Kali, meaning of 886-887

KaH age. actions forbidden in 885-968,

acceptance of secondary sons
(except

dattaka) forbidden in 599, 653, 659 ,

cups of wine m Sautramam isti for-

bidden in 865, date of the begmmng

of 896ff. decline of dharma m 891

.

description of what will happen »

892-894 , marriage with women of a

different varna forbidden in 599

,

myoga not allowed in 627, 656

,

sacrifice of Anubandhya cow forbid-

den in 627, 865 , special share to

eldest son condemned in 627

Kalidasa, 28, 37, 49n, 52, 54, 56, 63,

82, 101-2, 112, 223n, 229n, 230, 243,

269. 407, 702, 896

Kahkapurina 13, 42, 230, 372n, 679,

6Sln,

Kalivarjya 885ff, chapter of, refutes

theory of unchanging East 967.

Kalivarjyavirnimaya928n, 929n, 930,

931n, 939, 940n, 942n, 945, 949-50,

953,963, 966, 96Sn.

Kalkin or Xalki, avatara of, 923-925,

identified with Yas'odharman, 924n,

Kalkipnrana, 923, 925.

Kalmasapada, story of 359n,

Kalpa, extent of, 891

Kalpataru, a work 156, 575n, 581n,

6l0n. 651n, 770n, 928n.

Kalyanabhatta 288

Kama, ten vicious tendencies due to 53,

|
Kamadhenu, a work 39, 58ln

Kamalakara, author of Nirnayasindhu

and Vivadatandava 246, 692

Kamandaka, author of Nittsara, 8. 13n,

170, 18, 19. 21-22, 25-26, 37, 44-46,

48, 49n, 52-55, 58, 83, 84n, 85, 97,

105-107, 109-111, 116-18, 126-29,

131-33, 142, 160, 163n, 170-74, 179,

181 184,186-87,200-202,208.212,

216-219, 221, 224-25, 230, 232n,

238-40, 399, 400n.

KamasStra, narrates that Vtrt*

composed a work in 100000 chapter

Iht was abndged b, *».
Brbaspatiand Nand,4 sUtes to

aharmaisthe highest of »c brcc

p
«usarthaS andkamatheowe

S 9.

4 7 9,47n.53n,86,148, 150, 154

KanfemantrinofDhrtarastralO

the girl. 652, 660

KanmkaBharadvaja2.
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Kanisk&24,9Q5n.

Kantakas, meaning of 1G2 , supported

generally by the queen, the Prince,

Ling's favourites 162.

Kantakasodhana—see under ' court '.

Kanva 524

Kanva, smrtv of 943n,

Kanviyanas, successors of the Sungas

39

Kapalikasastra 48.

Kapur, Mr , author of a work on
'adoption* 662.

Karahata, a 10000 province 139,

Karate., king of Videha 52

Karanaikar, Mr J S 903, 911, 912,

917-918, 920-21.

Karirl, sacrifice for bringing down rain
838

Karmavrpaka, doctrine of 392

Kama 204 , a kanina son 660.

Karnadeva, a Cedi king 126.

Karnaparva 88n, 127, 205, 208, 209,

214, 216, 917, 918

KSrsJpana, of silver was in vogue in

the Sooth 123 , ordmanlj means a
copper piece used as a com 121

Karusa, king of, was killed by his own
son 85

Kasi, king of, was killed by his queen 85
Kasil5.com on Pimm's sutras 126n,

145n, 156, 359n, 660, 723, 734, 775n"
Kathakagrhja 879

Kathaka Sambita 64, 564, 86Sn, 964
Katyayana, siitra of 692.

Kavjayana, author of Arthasastra 2.

Katyayana, smrti of 22, 88, 96, 105,

118, 119, 167-68, 189, 196, 199, 243,
246-47, 251, 258n, 260-263n, 264,
268, 271-76, 277. 2S1, 283, 286,288,
291-94, 297-98, 301-06, 308,310-
15, 317, 321-22, 326-28, 330-34.
336-37. 339-44, 346-349, 351-52,
354, 356, 362-67, 380, 382n, 3S3-S5'
357,394-95, 39Sn, 403n, 410,413,
417, 419, 421-23. 426. 427n. 428.
431-445, 447, 44Sn, 449, 451-53,
453-CO, 462-66, "6S , 471-74 , 479-SO,'
4S2-S5, 4S7-S9, 491-9'!, 500-502*

504.50G-5U. 513-15, 517-19,522-
131

25, 529, 532-33, 53S-40, 554. 566,

573-75n, 57S, 5S0, 5S2-S5, 5S9, 592,

609, 617n, 637-38, 640,643-44. 651n,

670n, 69S. 706n. 707, 70S. 710, 715,

721, 754n, 763, 772, 774-78, 7SG,

788, 791, 805, S10n, S17, 862, S6S,

881, SS2n.

Katyayana, author of Vartikas on
Panim 415, 685n

Katyayana, srautasiitra of, 470n, 500n,

627n, 662n, 836n, 940, 952.

Kaunapadanta S3.

Kaundinja 409.

Kauravas, army of 204.

KausSmbT, merchant from, went to

Ceylon 937.

Kausikasutra 74n, 75n, 77, 361n, 435,

Kausltaki Aranyaka 641n

Kausftakt-brahmana-upamsad 565.

KautiHya (see under Arthasastra) 5,

6,27

Kauulya, advises employmen t of poison

,

herbs and incantations 12 , advises

king in difficulties to deprive even

temples of their wealth 13 , does

not advise people to eschew plea-

sures altogether 240-241, 1,9, 10,

12, 17-18, 20, 21, 24, 28,31,42,
44-48,50-52, 54-56, 58-61,66,69,

83-85, 87-89, 95, 98, 99, 102, 104-

109, 111, 112, 114n, 116-121, 123.

124, 127-131, 134, 140, 142, 151-52,

154-55, 160-61, 163, 166-67, 169-71,

174-76. 178, 179, 181, 184-85, 188-

89, 191, 193, 195, 203n, 208, 211n,

212, 216-18, 220n, 221-23, 228, 230,
232-33, 239-43, 248, 250, 252, 255,
257-58, 273, 275-77, 282, 284, 293-
296, 298, 302, 303, 307,310,330,
332-34, 336, 342, 343, 345, 347, 349,
356-57. 380. 391-92, 394, 396, 399*

400, 405-06, 409n, 412, 418-422,
426, 42S, 430, 433-34, 440-42, 447*,

450-51, 454, 459, 464, 469, 471-72*

476, 478, 4S1, 489-90.492, 501, 504*

503, 512-13, 515-17, 519, 525, 527-
29. 533-34, 538-39, 566. 573, 589,
598, 60S, 616-17, 619, 621 , 623,024,
631,635, 655, 657, 659, 708,763,'
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766, 772, 779, 786-87, 791, 804,

821, 860, 881

Kantsa 524.

Kavadidvipa, 1J lakh country 139,

Kavasa Ailusa, story of 600n.

Kavya, expounder of rajadharma 2 .

is said to have abridged the wort of

Brahma 4

Kavyamimariisa 47n, 66n, 67, 134n,

136.

Keith, Prof A. B 122n, 388.

Kerala, conntry of, 261

Kesavapandita 13, 403.

Khadira-grhya-sutra 692, 940

Khandadeva 848. 854.

Kharavela, king of Kalioga 962, ac-

complishments of49 , followed policy

of danda, sama and sandhi 172 ,

Hathigumpba Inscription of, 17, 49,

60, 65, 69. 94, 162, 172, 195, 246 ,

performed Rajasuya sacrifice 70 , was

crowned king in his 25th year 80 .

was styled Kalmga-cakravartin 66

.

was yuvafaja tor 9 years 116

Kbasa, tnbe 861n

KIcaka, was met by Bhlma dressed as

Draupadi 172

Killing, of animals forbidden for ten

years in Kashmir 100

King ( see under ' battle ', 'brahmana',

'coronation', 'ksafnya', "land", 'raja-

dbarma', 'ruler', "taxes') , adhvarju

priest deputized fork when latter

engaged in Asvamedha and got three

.times hisordinary pay 28, administer-

ing justice and punishing the guilty

were two among the prime functions

of 242 , all sons of a k do not suc-

ceed to the throne but only the

eldest 42, 87 , appointed a hierarchy

of officers over one village, ten,

twenty, 100, villages and so on 141

,

appointed as many superintendents

as were required for several depart-

ments of State 142 , aspiring to be a

samrat (emperqr) performed Asva-

medha andKajasuya70, authority of,

over brahmanas was limited 25, busi-

ness of, to see that proper weights

and measures are used 166 ; calami,

ties in a, are six- 46 ; characteristics

of an ambitious (vijigisu) 218 , com-
pared to tne performer of a sacrifice

61 , consultation by, with ministers

should be in a secret place 108

,

consultation by, with three or four

mantnns 107 , coronation of 72ff

,

could not be cited as a witness 176,

336 , daily routine of 60-61 , depend-

ence of, on samvatsara (astrologer)

126 , deposing a bad k , allowed by

Mann, Yaj and others 26 , described

by some works as servant of the

people 27-28, 36-37, disputes

between parties should not be started

by k or his officers 251 , duties and

responsibilities of, 56-60 . duties of

are either drsiartha or adrstartha

8 , duty of, to donate fields and

money to brahmanas ace to their

worth 1 , duty of, to guard property

of minors, women and helpless people

574 , duty of, to prevent danger from

thieves in villages and forests 1, 167.

duty of, to protect arises from the

taking of taxes 39 , duty of, to punish

those who swerve from the usages of

their family, caste, guild or group

881-882 , duty of, to save subjects

from internal calamities such as

famines and floodsandepidemicsl63,

duty of, to see that people act ace,

to rules of dharmasistra 3, 57 . duty

of, to support students, learned

brahmanas and saenficers 59, 164 .

duty of, to tolerate and enforce vary-

ing practices of people 861 .
edicts

of, how promulgated 99 , education

of 46-53 , election of 29 .
eldest son

of, generally succeeded 87 , enjoined

to inflict heavy fines on himself for

illegal exactions 97 , entitled to tale

a sixth part not only of land produce,

bnt of many other things 19..

eulogy of the office of 25, faults a«d

Mcesof, are due to ignorance «*

Kck of training 233, faults to fee

m o,dedby<6.fi<ecb,cf d U!.« °f
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57 , foremost duty of, is protection

56, 57, 242 , fountain of justice 242

,

fruits of the policy of 216 , functions

of, were religious and secular 101

,

gambling the worst of vices in a 54

generally a man alonebecame a k 40 ,

grand policy for a k is avtsvasa 12

,

grounds of obligation to obey the 37

,

had monopoly as to elephants, saffron

&c 197 ; had to provide for sraddhas

and concubines of the deceased when
he took by escheat 763 , harmony
between k and brahmanas 25 , has

parts of gods in him 23 , has no
friend 216 , high .deal placed before

61-63, 96; hot-tempered k. fell

victim to popular fury 98 , how fc

should deal with his officers 114 ,

how k. should spend first and latter

part of day 51 , incurred sin, if he
did not punish the guilty Z . is the

maker of his age 3, 892 , is the State,

ace toKautilya 18 , is to look into

lawsuits in the 2nd part of the

day 95, 242; killing of, when
sanctioned by ancient works 26,
legislative action of, very limited

in ancient times 98 , levying an
unjust fine was to offer thirty times

thereof to Varuna 176 , may prohibit

export of foodstuffs in a famine 100 ,

may inflict bodily punishment on
candalas and other low people but
should not take fines from them 408,
may. take cognizance of matters

called chalas, aparadhttb of his own
motion without anyone's complaint
263-264 , measures to be taken by,
for safely against his own sons 83 ,

measures to be taken by, for safety

against fire and poisons 84 , most
important of the seven elements of

the State 18 , neccessity to a fc for

curbing his senses and not falling

a prey to kama and krodha 53 .

necessity of moral discipline in the
case of 52 . necessitj of the oUicc of,

cmphaiised 20-22. not showing
himself to litigants, sutlers like king

Nrga 243 , no1 to run away from

battle 57, oppressing subjects is

made of parts of raksasas 25

;

oppressing subjects may be destroy-

ed by brahmanas 27 , orders that

could be issued by 58-99 , orders

on certain matters could notbe issued

by k in ancient India 98-99 , patta

( tiara ) for the k 82 , person

abusing the k had tongue cut off

513 , policy of, settled in consulta-

tion with ministers may be divulged

by birds and dogs 108-109 , policy

of, should not be known to an out-

sider 109, 111. procedure followed

in issuing orders of 115, public

durbar ot, howairanged 114 , puni-

shing thos.e that do not deserve to

be punished and not punishing the

guilty goes to Hell 242 , purposes

for which office of k was created by
God 21 ; qualities of a good k. 44-

45, qualities of a k. are 36 ace to

Sanhparva 45, qualities of a k are

96 ace to Farasuramapratapa 46)

reasons for raising the k to the

position ot a divinity 27 , responsi-

bilities of 161-168, right of, to

mines and minerals 196, shared in

the spiritual merit and dement of

his subjects 37, 195 , should consult

pwrotuta after consulting ministers

110 , should honour and protect

cha*lc women 59, should listen to

the recital ot Itihasa 10, should
maintain ksatnyas, vaisyas and
sudras that cannot maintain them-
selves 59 , should not make litigants

wait long 243. should perform two
lakta-homas every year 228 , should

possess characteristics of certain gods
23, should save a portion of his
yearly revenue 228 , sometimes
selected a younger son to succeed
him 44 , sources from which law
was to be found by 100 , stages In

the education of 51 , three greatest

qualities in a k. are liberality, truth-

fulness and \alour 46, throne of 82

,
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that takes tuxes without giving pro-

tection goes to Hell 191 , to avoid

gambling and hunting 55, to celebrate

festivals in honour of certain deities

234, to decide ace to dbarma in

ca»e of con6ict between dharma-

sastra and practices 9, to found a

district of villages on old sites or

on new only 134, to gnard hts

finances with great effort 184, to

help agriculturists in various ways

J91 , to learn every mgbt from his

spies the intentions and actions of

his enemies, officers and subjects

129, undergoes a ceremonial bath

before invasion 227; views on the

vidyas essential for the education

of 48 , vyasattas of 232-233 ; was

to appoint chief justice and sabhyas

271 , was to be like a father to his

people 62; was to decide ace. to

rules of dharmasastra and usages

270; was to look personally into

income and) expenditure 184 ; was to

punish castes and guilds that swerve

from their dbarma 238, was to

puaish even the highest functionaries

if they go wrong 120 ; was to pro-

tect and guard all minors, helpless

men and women 665-666 ; was to

show himself to all people every day

61 , was to support the aged, the

blind, the cripple, widows, orphans

and pregnant women 59; was to up-

hold the dharmas of families, castes,

guilds and even heretical sects that

were not opposed to the Veda 158,

238; whoahouidbe 37-38.

Kingdom (see under State) ; description

of a flourishing 177.

Kings, abdicated in favour of their

sons and became hermits 101-102 ,

assumed other names after corona-

tion 82 , checks that regulated and

mitigated the absolute power of 96-

97,176, examples of k. killed by

their subjects 52, examples of k. that

suffered from some failing or other

53 ; historic examples of the election

of k, 30-31 , ideal of vytgfsw placed

before 218, manyk are mentioned

mthe Rgveda 63; most harmfol

vices of 53-54 , of three grades 70,

persons of all varnas became 38,

privileges of 175, relative barmful-

ness of different vices of 53-54 , rise

and fall of, depends on planets 126

,

seven principal vices of 54, should

take care against treachery from

ministers and officials 85, six evil

tendencies of S2-53 ; stones of k

killed for their tyranny 26; stones

of k. that perished through lack at

vinaya 52, 53n , that met death in

their queen's chambers 85; that

met death or misfortunes through

their carelessness or the stratagems

of those around them 86, vices oi

kings 53-54 , warned against being

poisoned 83 . will be mostly s5dras

mthe Kali age ace. to the Puranas

40.

Kingship ( see under ' monarchy ' )

,

germs of several theories abont 28ff,

germs of the theory of divine right

of, go back to the Rgveda 32 ,
germs

of the theory of divine right found

m the Bible 36 ,
glorification of 24

,

glorification of k did not result in

the view that every king, however

bad, was a divinity 25, ideal ofk

was to be a rajarsi 52, propositions

mvolved in the full-fledged theory

of the divine right of 35, symbols

of 82; theory of divine origin

of 23, 26, 32-33, 35-36, theory of

divine origin of, supported on the

ground of the doctrine of karmai" ,

theory of divine origin of, applies

only to the supreme ruler {maha-

raja) 25

KiBjalka 2.

Kiratas, dwelt to the east of BharaW-

varsa 67

Kitatarjuniya 8.

Kollam era, in Malabar 901.

Komatis 252n.

Konkana, province of 900 villages 139.
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Korkunov's "General theory of law' 20n,

93.

Kosa (see treasury J, is the root of the

tree of State 184.

Kosa, ordeal of 373, 637, prescribed

is charges of concealment of joint

property by one cosbarer 637.

Kotihoma 228.

Kottapala, an officer 168.

Kottaraja, an Abhira king 86.

Kratn, a smrti writer, 928

Krotvortha rules 609.

Krlta, son, defined 648, 660-61.

Krodha, vicious tendencies due to 53.

Krina, death of, started Kaliyuga 896.

drank wine 846 , had spies in the

army of Duryodhana 131 , manned
his own maternal uncle's daughter

846, presided over the sangha of

the Vrsnis 88, tried the several

upayas in the case of Kauravas 173 ,

went as envoy of the PSndavas to

the Kaurava court 226.

Krsnabhatta, 938, 948, 960, 966.

Krsna-Dvarpayana, author of 1 8 Pnranas

872

Krsnala 121, 125n.

Krtaor KTtnma (see under 'son') 647,

660 , distinguished from dattaka son

660, son,nowprevalentonly mMithila
and amongNambndn brahmanas 660

Krta age, belief in, was probably depict
ed to induce men to nse morally
higher 244 ; dharma flourished in

full perfection in 244 , had no king
and no punishment 4, 33, 244 , ideal

description of, is sometimes asso-

ciated with the picture of anarchy
244.

Krtyakalpataru (seeKalpataru), a work
13, 301n.

Krtyaratnakara. 873n

Ksapanakas, held Veda unauthorita-
tive 871

Ksatravarman, a Maukhari king killed
by bards B6.

Ksatrlya, corporations of, in Kam-
bhoja and Suraslra practised both
husbandry and profession ofannsS9;

dnty of, to fight without regard for

gain or loss 57, existence of k in

Kali age denied by some works 873 ;

highest ideal of, is to die on the

battlefield 57 , most proper person

to be king 37 , not to drink wine

prepared from flour 848.

Ksetraja son, definition of 647, 659 ;

common among ksatriyas 659 , was
called Dvyamusyayana by the Mit.
659.

Ksfrasvamin, com. of Amarakosa 48,

66, 117n, 134, 140n, I47n, 163n, 454,

491n, 754n

Kula, of land, meaning of 142, 150n.

Kullnka, commentator of Manusmrti
39, 132n, 142, 150n, 178, 191-92,

220, 247H8, 251n, 272n, 280, 322,

383, 406,421n,429,439n,465,470n,

523, 572, 582n, 587, 590, 653n, 675,

703n, 706n, 714, 720, 730, 733, 759,

774n, 788, 7S9n, 82Sn, 833n, 837,
840n, 863n, 874, 945n, 951n.

Kumiramatya, meaning of 117

Kumirasambhava 229n, 907n, 916.

Kumarila (see under ' Tantravarlika.'
)

;

38, 705n, 829-31, 833-34, 838-39,

841n. 846, 848, 850, 855.

Kunda, a kind of illegitimate son 646n
Kundatnala, a play 277n.

Kurmapurana 857, 875. 892.

Knrnksetra, brahmanas residing m,
glorified by Mann, Vasistha and
others 137 , land of K.. Matsyas,
Pancilas was called ' chosen
country ' 134

Kusmanda, mantras called 353

Laghu-Asvalayana, smrti of 646n, 927.
Laghu-Harita 701n

Laghn-Visnu 764n.

Laghu-Vyasa 872n.

Laksahoma 228.

Lalitaditya, political will of 817
Lahtavistara 308
Land (see under 'grant'); gift of,
may be made to higher officers, but
without power to sell or mortgage 152

,

gift of, should not be made by king
as emolument to any servant 152 ;
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lessee building on another's 1. has
(o remove butfdmg when he vacates

480; of brahmana not allowed to

be taken by cSndala.pattta &c. 496

,

portion of 1 , set apart for pastures
•199-500, sates of, revenue officers

were consulted in 142, 497,
share of king in produce of 191,
six causes of disputes about 502

,

theory of king's ownership of all 1

IS9, 195, 495-496. trespasser buil-

ding on 1, of another without paying
rent had to leave materials to owner
when vacating 4S0-4S1.

Land grants, were written on cloth or

cngtaved on copperplates 3Q7~30S.

Land Revenue Code (Bombay Act V
of 1879) 196,441,

Lanka, description of 180, 214.

Lanman, Dr. 770.

Lash, Prof. H„ author of 'Grammar
,of Politics

1
137.

Langalsi 5SSn, 692, 864, 961n,

Lavana, a demon 203.

Lavanaprasada, a Vaghela king abdi-

cated in favour of bis son Vfra-

dhavala 102, made a treaty with

Yadava king Singhana 225.

Law, Dr N, N. 14d, 67, 222.

Law, equality of all people before 819

,

differential treatment before I. allow-

ed only in exceptional cases and had

gone out of vogue at least from 12th

century 39Sn, favours minors 328,

rule of, was the ideal of smrtis 398n,

MD , helps the vigilant 465n , sources

from which the king was to find the

1 100, taking the 1. into"one's own

hands punishable 388, 408, two

schools of Hindu 544.

Law Quarterly Review 559, 560

Laws, classification of, in modern works

265-267, affecting Hindu ideas and

practices 821, conflict between sis-

tncl and usages 283,

Law-suits, adjournment of 296, are

either sapana or apana 263 , bet-

ween husband and wife, father and

son. teacher and pupil, master and

servant, discouraged 299, coopro
mise of 303-304 , death of partes
to 302, delay in disposal of, not

allowed in ancient India 396, nay
bo decided by courts of several grades

280 , of two kinds, according as they

originate in wealth or injury 258

,

place of inference and presumption

in the decision of 355, retrial of

385 , stages in 297-298 , third stage

in, is adducing evidence 304 , trans-

fer of, from one judge to another

386

Lawyers, existence of, in ancient India

288-290

Lea, author of 'Superstition and Force'

405n.

Lead, was supposed to destroy sorcerers

213.

LegalProcedure, four stages of 297-2)8,

purpose of, is very high, viz, quest

of trnth 247.

Legge 183, 390.

Lekhapaficaaka 225.

Levi, M, Sylvara 934n.

LewHcus 389n, 425n.

Lex Talionis 388-389.

Licchavis, Vesall was capital of 90.

Litavati, a work 122n, 145a, 370n,

898

Limitation, for claiming share when

cosbarer absent 635, law of, in

ancient smrtis 408-410 , law of, plays

very small part in ancient warns

408, none applicable to pledges,

deposits and property of minors,

idiots, the State, women and learned

brahmanas 409, periods of, *"d-

down by smrtis only in a few cases

409-410, very short periods of, pre-

scribed by Marici in some cases 409,

Limitation Act (Indian) 325, 3«,

328a, 635n.

Lingapurana 40, 227, 892.

Liquor, superintendent of 147.

Litigant, grounds on which I. became a

losing party 303.

Livelihood, means of 560n.
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Loan should not be given to minors,

slaves, women 413, time when 1 has

to be returned 425.

Local administration 153-159.

Lohabhihara, meaning of 910-911.

Lokayata. meaning of 46-47; views

ascribed to 47n.

Lost property, owner of, has to prove

title, possession and that he had sot

abandoned, mortgaged or sold it 464;

rights of owner of 465 ; rules about

175-76, 464.

Low castes, eighteen, that were beyond

the pale of the four varnas 285.

Lummini, village was exempted by

Asoka from the payment of bah tax

190.

MacCrindle 89, 103, 115, 162-63, 183,

204,308,901.

Macbiavelh 10, holds tbat all men
are naturally wicked 238n.

Madanapala, patron of the writer of

Madanapanjata 793.

Madanapanjata 569, 571, 581n, 587,

607n, 6l6n, 621n, 623, 656n, 659,

660n, 715n, 719, 721, 729n, 730-31,

750n, 755n, 781, 790n, 793, 870,

884, 928n,929, 948, 960, 966. differs

from Subodhini 793,

Madanaratna (on vyavahara) 247n,

286, 299n, 330n, 333n, 334n, 344,

350n, 354n, 355n, 372n, 379n, 382n,

383n, 417n, 427, 464, 501, 505n,

507n, 512, 517n, 518n, 532, 536n,

545-46, 548n, 549n, 550n, 552, 553n,

555, 568n, 569, 571n, 572n, 599, 603,

605, 610n, 620, 623, 625n, 628n,

629n, 651n, 656n, 709n, 721, 729n,

733n. 764, 777n. 779, 793n. 797n,

£61, 928n, 929n, 930.

Madhava 120, 713.

Madhucchandas, son of Visvauutra 663

Madhuparka, to whom offered 940, 945.

Madras (see Dra\ ida). School of Hindu
Laft 545.

Madras Debt Conciliation Act 425.
Madya, meaning of 965 : rules about

drinking of 965-66; ten kinds of

965 , touch of , forbidden to brahmanas

965

Magha, author of Sisupalavadha 313n.

Mahabharata 2-4, 10, 18, 21, 28. 33,

53, 61, 68. 78, 87, 101, 103, -127,

134, 152, 161, 168, 170-71, 180, 203,

206, 208, 213-16, 226, 243, 353, 542,

609, 644, 708. 819n, 853, 860, 885,

888, 904-921 , astronomical data

in 904-921 , Machiavellian advice

in 10-11 , purpose of the composi-

tion of 872, Santiparva of, deals

with rajadharma at length 2.

Mahabharata war, date of 902ff.

Mahabhasya 38n, 46n, 88, 104, 135,

140n, 141n, 144n. 161, 183, 190,

487, 499n, 541n, 550n.

Mahaksatrapa 49.

Mahamatras, are officers mentioned in

Asoka's edicts 112
(

Mahanandin, a king of the Sais'unaga

dynasty 899.

Mahapadma (Nanda), 899.

Mahaparlmbbanasutta 90, 91.

Mahamrvanatantra 559, 560

Mahaprasthana, meaning of, 939

Maharastra, works of M. school of

Hmdn law 545.

Mahaafhana (ancient Fundranagara

}

164,

Mahavagga 66, 90, 246.

Mahavastu 91.

Mahendra, as founder of rajasastra 2,

Indra became M. after slaying Vrtra

65.

Maiden, became fititrtka, according to

some, merely by father's unexpress-

ed intention 658 ; brotherless m.
came back to her father's house after

marriage ace. to the Rgveda 658

;

marriage of brotherless m. was diffi-

cult in Vedic age 658
Maine, Sir Henry, on * Early History

of Institutions * 15 ; on 'Ancient

Law' 387.

Maintenance, debts of a man take

precedence over his wife's or widow's
right of 816 ; effect of unchasttty on
right to806-808 ; liabilityof manager
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of joint family as (o 804-805 , fattta

and his son not entitled to 805

,

persons excluded from inheritance

or partition are entitled to 611, 805

,

perrons that are entitled to m, even

when a man has no property 803-804,

right of concubine to 810-815 ; son

of a dvija from a s'udra concubine

entitled to 808-809, sonsof^whtomu

unions were entitled to 618, 808

;

two grounds on which liability to

provide m arises 803.

Maitrayantyapansisla 653,

Mattrl Upamsad 66.

Majority Act (Indian) 574, 667, 674,

699n.

Majority, age of, was sixteen, ace. to

Narada 395n

Majumdar, Dr. K. C. 82, 158, 159,

641,9340.

Malamasatattva 870n,

Maiavas, oligarchy of 68 , were defeated

by Samndragupta 89.

Malavikagwmitra 70, 102, 109, 116,

269, 407.

Mallinatha 49a, 229n, 252n.

Mamaliharo, modern Maval m Poona

District 139

MSmsatattvavjvelia of Visvanatba 928n,

946.

Manasollasa (same as Abhilasitartha-

cintamam) 13, 19, 21, 44, 46, 54,

106, 107, 109, 111, 118,127,133,

141, 174, 179, 188, 191, 192, 197-98,

200-201, 203n, 206, 208, 212, 224,

227, 242, 250, 251, 271-72, 400,

541, 881

Manavagrhyasutra 641n, 856

Manavas, school of, on Artha&tra 2,

48, 106

Mandala (meaning 'country'), extenir

Of 138-139

Mandala (interstate relations) 217

,

differentviewsconcermng the number

of elements that go to make up 221 .

four categories that are the basis of

the theory of 220, theory of 217-222,

theory of, is related the theory of

wktis and the six gunas 222.

theory of, is set out in relation to

an ambitious ling 228 , the element

of truth in theory of 222 , to keep

balance of power among several

States was the central idea of the

theory of 222.

Mandavya, story of 255n , though not

a thief said through fear of torture

that he was a thief 255, 357, 521

Mandhk 197n, 677n

Manimekhalai, a work 164

Mantra, has five elements 111 , is the

root of victory 111.

Mantrasakli 171.

Mantnn (see under minister).

Mann, composed science of Arfha 6,

Pricetasa, an expounder of raja-

sastra, 2,4.

Mann, Vaivasvata was. made king by

Brahma 34, Vaivasvata was made

king by the people 21, 31, 52.

Mann, divided his wealth among his

sons 543, 622.

Mannsmrti is authoritative for all

people 853 ,
pre-eminent position of

868,

Manusmrti 6-9, 17-23,25-27, 32, 36,

38, 49, 42-44, 48, 51-54, 56-61, 71,

80, 83, 85, 95-98, 100, 102, 104-109,

115, 118-121, 123, 127-129n, 132-34,

137, 141-42, 146n, 150, 154, 158,

161, 165-67, 170-72, 175-76, 17S,

179, 181, 184-86, 190-92, 194-96,

199, 205, 208-12, 216, 217, 221-22,

224, 228, 237, 242-45, 247-48, 251,

257,261,268,270-74, 276-77, 280,

284-85, 295-96, 298-299, 303, 307,

312n, 315, 317, 320, 326-27, 330-34,

336-37, 342-44, 347, 351, 353, 355,

358-61. 363, 369n, 382, 384-87, 389-

393n, 394-398U, 400-409, 412, 418,

420-23, 428-29, 437-439n, 440, 443,

447 449n, 451-458, 460, 462-64,

469,'471B.472,478.484, 486, 489,

491-92, 498-509, SUn, 512, 514-

528 532n-38, 548, 550n, 551-53,

555-56,558,563,566, 570-72, 574,

576-580, 582, 584, 58fin, 589n, 595-

599,601,602n, 605n, 606,610-11,
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613, 61S, 617-19. 621, 623-24, 626-

28, 630, 634-36, 640-642, 644-46,

648n-655, 657-58, 660, 663-64, 666,

672, 675, 677-78, 686, 690, 691n^92,

694-95, 699n, 700, 702, 703n. 706,

710n, 712, 714, 718-21, 725, 727,

731, 733, 734, 736, 741, 743, 746-49,

752, 753n, 754n, 759, 762-764n, 766,

769-71, 773. 776n, 777-79, 787-90,

792n, 794, 797, 803-808, 814-15.

825n-27, S33n, 837, 839, 841, 848,

851n, 852, 854, 856, 857, 858n, 859-

862, 863-64, 865-66, 868-871, 873-

877,879,881,883,885, 887n, 890-

92. 927, 931-34, 937-39, 941-43,

945n, 947, 952-5, 958-60, 963-965.

Manvantaras, extent of 891.

Marici, smrti of 306, 326, 409, 465.

MSrkandeya-purana 3 , 13, 24, 53, 62,

134-35, 137, 170, 237, 239, 255n,

534, 747, 857, 890.

Marriage, customs as to 879-880 ; son

of anutoma m held to be aurasa by

the Mitaksara 656 . with brotherless

maiden disapproved of in the Rgveda
and in some smrtis 658 , with girl

who is a sapmda, sagotra or sapra-

vara is void, ace toMit. 837-38,

with maternal uncle's daughter

876-77, 932 . with paternal aunt's

daughter 932.

Marshall, Sir John, author of 'Mohenjo-

daro' 180.

Marumakkatayam Law 560.

Maruts, seven 358.

MSsa, equal to 16th or 20th part of

pana 12In, 4Z0n , of silver was equal

to 2 raktlUs 121n, 420n

Maskartn, a commentator of Gautama
Dh S. 121a.

Master and servant ( sec under 'herds-

man ') 4 76-4S4 , care required of servant

as to utensils of m. 477 , liability

ofm for improper acts of servant

481, 484 , liable to fine if he does

not pay servant's \vages 478, liable

to fine if he abandons a servant that

is tired or ill on a journey 4 SO , pro-

Msionsfor servant's falling ill after

132

undertaking some work for m. 478 ;

servant not doing work after receiv-

ing wages was liable to fine and to

compensate m 477-478 , time -when

wages may be paid 476 , what was

to be paid to s when no wages

settled beforehand 476-77.

Matrdatta 685n

Matsyapurana3, 9,13, 17n, 18n, 22-

24, 30. 40. 51-53, 59-60, 67. 83, 84,

86, 104. 105, 108, 112n, 117, 126n,

127. 133, 135, 160-61, 170. 172. 174.

175, 179, 181, 190, 226-27, 315,355,

385, 389n, 401, 403, 406, 474n, 478,

481, 500, 508-509, 512, 521, 524, 528,

533-34,642, 741, 890, 892, 895n,

896n, 897n. 899-900, 902, 905n,

923-24, 932, 956.

Mattavilasa-prahasana 276.

Mauryas, conferred a boon on traders

that for certain offences they were

not to be sentenced to death 390

,

founded images for public worship

for the sake of wealth 124n, 188n,

Mausalaparva 897.

Mavjee and Farasms 377.

Maxim, about the respective scopes

of rule and exception 796n; caveat

emptor 492 ; circumstances cannot

he 357 , conventional sense to be

preferred to etymological sense

780n; de minimis non curat lex

300 , omnia praesumnntur contra

spoliatorem 305, 348n; of bhuta-

bhttvyasamuccarana 695, of brah-

mana and sramana 38: of crow's

eye 841n . of ekavakyata 443 , of
' dvayoh pranayanti ' 704-705 ; of

goballvarda 147n, 355, 526, 732;
of matsyanyaya 21, 238; of recon-

ciliation of apparently conflicting

texts 322 . of same word not to be
used in a literal and a secondary
bense in the same sentence or con-
text 725n , of sarvasakbapratyaya

S70, of uninvited persons being
placed at the end of a row 71S-719,
731; what is not dissented from
may be taken as approved 669,
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MaxMfller 16, 306, 933n.

Maya, on the constituents of Mandate

221.

Maya -(an upaya), illustrations of 172.

Mayamata, a work on Vastnsastra 182n

Mayne, on ' Htndn Law ' 660, 757n.

Mayukbamalika, com on Sastradipika

S28n, 833n, 836n, 844n

Measures, differed in different countries

and at different times 146n, 500n

Medhatithi, com. of Mannsmrti, 7-8,

20; 25n, 37-40, 58n, 59, 85, 95. 98,

100, 107, 129n, 150, 162, 165-66,

170, 176, 178, 192. 196, ZI0, 2Z2,

242, 248, 280, 295, 322,325,330,

337n, 338, 344, 363,383, 390, 392n,

398n, 406, 429, 443n, 464n, 469,

471n. 486, 488, 518, 550o, 557,

586n, 598. 605n, 619, 627, 653, 654n,

6S8n, 675, 706, 714, 718, 720, 734n,

764n, 771, 777, 779, 788n, 803, 828,

830n, 831, 851n, 852. 854, 857n,

859, 860n, 863, 865, 868n, 870-72,

874, 875, 892, 927, 937, 942n, 958n

Megasthenes (on India in MacCnndle's

work) 115, 162-63, 180, 183, 192,

197, 203-04, 206, 210, 243, 308,390,

403. 418, 901.

Mehta, Mr. R. N. 31.

Mtbirakula, a ruthless Hiina invader,

924n, conquered by Yasodharman

925n.

Milinda, questions of 289-90,

Mimamsa, (see under Jaitnini and

Furvamimantsa) 550, 694, 704, 725 ,

is concerned with the investigation

ofdharma 838.

Mimgnisakaustubba, a work 847n,

85tn, 854n.

Minakshi. Dr 31.82.

Mines, everything dng np from, belongs

to king 144, 196 ; king was to guard

all 196-197 , superintendent of 196.

Ministers, change of portfolios among

114 , council of 107 . duty of. to

prevent king from following «vd

course 109; eight, appointed by

Sbivajt 106 ; faults that disqualify

persons from being 107 ;
matters »

which m should be consulted 110 ;

necessity of 104 : number of, varied

106 ; of two classes, advisory and
executive 105 ; often rose from low
birth 116 , opinions of absent in. to

be secured in writing 109 , qualifica-

tions of 107-108 I second out of

seven elements of rajya 104 , to he

chosen from the .three higher varnas

108 , to be hereditary, if ability

exists 108 , view of the majority of,

to prevail 109.

Minor, age up to which a person was

deemed to be 573-74 ; person under-

taking to be guardian of, has to tale

as much care of property o{ m as of

his own 460, property of, to be

guarded by Ling 165

Minority, age of, determined by old

Hindu Law even now id marriage,

dower, divorce, and adoption 574 ;

terminated after 15 or 16, ace. to

diSferent authorities 164, 573-74.

Mint, superintendent of 144.

Misarumisra, author of Vivadacandra

246.

Mischief, to property punished with

fines 516

Mitaksara, is predominant in the whole

of India except in Bengal 544 ,
school

of. divided into four sub-schools 544-

545 ; theory of Buddhist influence

on, examined 640-641, variance

between the doctrines of the DSya-

bbaga and the Mit 558-559; view

of, that ownership arises in the son

and grandson by forth 546-557.

Mitaksara, com on Yajnavalkyasmrti,

7-8, 10, 44, 48, 119. 120n, 121, 123.

124n, 128, 129n. 132n, 139, loO, 167,

173. 175-76, ^95, Z09, 219-220, 223,

242,247.Z48n.251n,260n,261.263n,

268. 271n.272n,273n.
274, 280,286,

2870. 291-93, 299, 300n, 301-02.

304-06, 309-11. 314-15. 318-lM'

323 325, 328, 334n,338n, 339-41",

3«344n. 346-50, 352. 358, «0n.

3
63n.364n.3«,366n.36B,372n.
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373, 380-81, 383.385.394-95,397,

402n, 408, 410n, 424, 426-429n, 430,

432. 435-437n, 438n. 439n, 442n,

443n, 444, 447n, 448n, 459n, 462n,

4630, 464. 470n, 471n, 482n, 487-89,

491n, 49411, 495, 497, 4990, 500n,

501n. 502n, 504, 506, 513-15. 517-18,

521,523n,524, 525o, 531, 545-^6,

548-50D, 551, 553, 554n, 556-57,

560-63, 567, 569-70, 573, 575n, 576-

77,579,5810, 583o. 535-88, 592n,

593, 5950, 596, 601, 603, 605. 609,

610o, 612. 6130, 614. 616n, 617,

619, 622-23, 627. 629-30, 634o,

635o, 637, 639-41, 647n, 650Q, 651o.

653, 6540, 656, 659-60, 664. 677-78.

685n. 690o, 701-703n, 704n. 706,

707o, 708. 711, 714o, 715, 718-19,

721, 725. 727, 731-32. 734, 737n,

748, 742, 743, 747-48, 750-53, 755,

760. 762-68, 771n, 773, 774n, 775,

776n, 7«0, 785n, 787 , 790n, 792-94,

7950, 801, 803, 807, 809, 811, 813-

15, 823, 827n, 828, 857n, 863-64,

866, 868-870, S74, S78, 882, 931, 933,

941-43, 947-48, 951. 955. 958n, 959,
961,965,970

Mitramisra, com. of Yajfiavalkya 864n,
867o, 873, 881.

Kieccbas, came to see Yoddhistbira's

RSjasuya 937; dvieltonaU borders

of Bbaratavarsa 67 , paid tribute to

Bhima232; sprang from Ann, sod

of Yay*ti 937.

Mohenjo-daro, excavations at 180, 307;
waits found at, were bnilt with burnt
bricks 180

Monarchy, did not descend to eldest

son, if he suffered from defects 43 .

hereditary m. was the norm of

government in ancient and medieval

India 87, 235 , order of succession

to 42-43 , was generally hereditary

and descended by the role of primo-
geniture 41-42.

Money-tending ( see 'interest' } ; called

kustda and vardhusa 417; was not
condemned when interest was charg-
ed at &th of the principal per month
418.

Monopoly, of kings as to elephants,

saffron &c 197

Month, whether it ended with Full

Moon or Amsvlsya 906.

Montrion,W A. on • The Hindu will

in Bengal' 81Sn.

Morals, theory of progressive deteriora-

tion in 886.

Mortgage (see under 'pledge', 'transac-

tion' ) . creditor fined as a thief if

he did not allow redemption, when

debtor has the right and is ready

to redeem 433 ; particulars such as

boundaries must be given in deed of

431 ; redemption of, on the death or

in the absence of mortgagee 435

;

submortgage, not allowed by some

429; when executant of m. may

lose his ownership 433-34 ; when

holder of m can sell property for

recovery of dues either privately or

through court 434; when redemption

of, can be secured 433-34.

Mother, cannot be legally abandoned

by son, though she be £atita 613n,

804. 948 ; divergent views atout the

right of m. to a share on partition

605-606; does not include step-

mother in the matter of inheritance

724 ; entitled to a share when her

sons or stepsons come to a partition

but she cannot compel partition

605 ; Inheriting to her son takes a
limited estate 723 ; Madras High
Court does not allow a share to a m
on partition 606 ; preferred to the

father as an heir to her deceased

son by the Mit. and some other

works 721-22

Mrcchakatika 121n, 255n, 271, 275.

277, 279, 290. 2930,344-45, 357, 362,

389, 391, 399, 407. 456

Mrttikavati 108.

Muhurtas, fifteen of the day aod 15 of
the night 907n.

Mula, sonti for birth on 966.

Malta, Sir D. F. on ' Hindu Law
660.

Mundakopanisad 888,
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MusicfaflB, and actors were not to take
excessive gifts or indulge in extrava-

gant praise of patrons 253.

Nabhaaedistha, story o£ 543, 545.

Nsgaraka, duties of 149, 40fi

Nagasana 108.

Nahusa 52-53, 55, 845.

Nsigama, meaning of 487.

Nmktns, adoption of girls by 972.

Nsla53,55.

Nambudn brahmanas 657.

Nanabhat Handas, Mr. Justice 591n.

Nana Phadnis 386.

Nanaghat Inscription 66.

Nanafca, 121n,

Nandaoa, com of Mannsmrti 587,

774n, 875.

NandaPandita 192,403, 684, 717, 727,

735.

Nandas, Mahapadma, the first of 900 ;

one of, was killed by Canakya 86,

Narada, author of work on politics 70,

Narada, is a thoroughgoing advocate

of the theory of divine right of kings

35-36.

Nacada, smrti of, 3. 9, 17, 23, 27, 32,

35/57, 95.r98rl21n,123, 146n', 158,

I59n,l66-d7,487!il89,195,206, 242-

46, 248, 250, 25». 259, 260n,""26'2-64,

269-76, 278, 279n, 280, 2S6-288n,

289n, 291-94, 296, 299-305n, 306,

308,309-15, 317-18, 320,322,327,

330-334, 337-39, 342n, 343, 346-

350a, 351, 354, 356-59, 362-68, 370,

372n, 373-74, 376n, 379-80, 382-

83. 385-86, 388-89, 394-96, 402-

404, 408-409, 413, 416-18. 420-

22,425-28,431, 433, 434n, 435-36,

438,440, 442-43, 445, 446n, 447,

449n-52, 454-58, 460, 462-63,466-

67,469. 471-72, 474,476-92.497-

502, 504-505, 507, 509-16, 519-26,

528, 533-36, 538-40, 545, 552. 555-

56,567-69, 572-73, 577n, 580, 582,

584, 590, 592, 595,598.605,610-

11, 6l7n, 621, 623-25, 634n, 638,

640, 643-44, 6S0~652n, 660, 663,

665a, 703n, 706. 709, 714. 747, 749,

762,773,790, 803b, 804,810,816,

[Vol

*67, 868, 882-83, 885, 932, 934
936, 952.

'

Naradiya-pnraaa 656n, 892, 895n, 928
939.

Narasimha, avatara of Visnu 214.

Nirayanacommentatorof Asv sr. 685n,
856a, commentator of Mannsmrti
714, commentator of AsV gr. 879,

Nationality, merits and defects of

sentiment of 137-138.

Nationhood, sentiment of, how far

prevalent in ancient India 136-138.

Nayaviveka of Bhavanatha 550n, 555n,

Nibandha, meaning of 575n.

Nibandhanakara, a writer 258,

Nietzsche 215n.

Ndakantha, commentator of Mahi-

bharata 161n, 202, 221n, 650, 893n,

908n, 9Un, 912n, 913, 914n, 917.

NHaEantha, anthor of Nitimayiikha and

Vyavabaramayukha 13, 610n, 658,
' 722, 878

Nflakantha Sastn, Prof, K A„ anthor

of ' Studies in Cola history '
rand

'PSndyan kingdom' 156, 196, 400n,

Nimt 52,

Nirajana,* the rite of waving lights be-

fore armies, horses, elephants, wea-

pons &c. .230-231, 910n, 911.

'Nirnayasindbn 236, 545, 615, 626n,

627, 657n, 668n, 669, 679n, 680,

688n, 692, 696, 697, 739, 759, 873,

878, 910n, 911, 926, 928n, 929n,

930, 931n, 938, 940, 944-45, 950,

960-61, 963-964.

Nirnkta 28, 41. 104, 164, 276, 415,

519n, 541, 543n, 544, 613, 641,

657n, 658, 714, 754n, 845, 863, 886n,

889.

Nisada, (same as Parasava) 599.

Niscalapnri, as adept in Kntnc rites

81.

Nitimayukha of Nilakantha, 13, 38,48,

72, 74, 75n, 79-Bln, 82, 170,

217, 227.

Nitiprakas'lkl 4, 13, 60, 62, II2n, 2<»-

208, 214.

Nitiera (see under ' Kamandatiya'

nitiwra also J,
5, 6, S.
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Nitisastra, meaning o{ 8

Nitivakyamrta, 19. 43, 47n, 50-51. 69.

8S-86. 105. 107-08, 110-113n. 119n,

128n, 133, 166, 171, 172n, 174, 179.

203n, 217-18, 220n, 221. 232, 240.

Nivartana, extent of 141n ; why so

called 145n

Niyoga, practice of, condemned by
Apastamba 644, practice of, prohibit-

ed in Kali age 627, 814.

Non-conformists, harsh laws against, in

England 547n.

Nrga, story of king 243, 296.

Nrsimhapnrana 892, 923-24.

Nuisances, rales for preventing, on
pnblic roads and near private

houses 508.

Nyasa (deposit) 454-455.

Nyayasndha, com. on Tantravartika

828n^837n, 843n, 847, 851n, 852n.
Nyayasutra 46n, 589n.

Oaths, special, how taken 3^0 , special,

taken by Vasistha and others 359 ;,

were taken not only in judicial

proceedings but also in ordinary
dealings 3*58. ' \ •

Oaths A« (Indfen)34*n,

Offenders, had (o,pay-fine"lo-Ung and
bear expenses of medical help and
food of the injured 516,

Officers, emoluments of, in charge of a
village, ten villages &c. 150-151

:

forty ways of embezzlement of Govt,
money by 144 ; grades of 113 , high,
different at different times 111-112 ,

king not to side with o but with the
people 114; liability of, to catch
thieves and make good loss 1, 167

;

pay of 113, 120 ; pensions and
gratuities to, provided by Kaurilya
152 ; qualifications of o of several
departments 142 ; rules about casnal
leave, sick leave and pension after

40 years' sen-ice for 152: special
functions of certain high 114 , tak-
ing bribes were deprived of wealth
and banished 161 , ten principal o.
ol the king 113 ; transfrr of 152 ;

very high salaries paid to high 152-

153.

Oldenberg 229n.

Oligarchies in ancient India 87

;

became rare after the 5th or 6th

century A.D. 89.

Oliver Twist, by Dickens 60.

Oppert, Dr. 213.

Ordeals ( see under ' divya ' } ; all

allowed to all castes, except poison

which was not for brahmanas 365*

all,, to be administered by Chief

Justice in the presence of king,

sabhyas and brahmanas 367 , are to

be resorted to only when none of the

human means of proof aTe possible

or available 304-05, 363 , brief

history of 361-362, by whom not

to be undergone 365 , Candaladevi,

a Ratta queen, underwent the ordeal

of striking a snake in a jar 366n

;

Dharma, the principal deity in the

procedure of 368 , earliest reference

U>. in Fancavimsa Brahmana and
Chandogya Upanisad 362 ; generally

end in immediate decision 358;
generally to be administered to

. .defendant 3 64, 365, may be admi-
nistered to any litigant by mutual
agreement 364 ; mentioned in epi-

grapbic 'records 376-77, of balance,

description of 369-70, 376n ; of

balance to be administered to minors,
women, very old men, the blind, the

cripple, the diseased and brahmanas
365, of balance, fire, poison and
water to be administered in claims
of over 1000 panas and in charges of
treason and of a grave sin 365; pf
dharma described 375 ; of fire, des-
cribed 370-71. 376n; of kos'a,

allowed in all claims of whatever
value 365 , of kosa, described 373-
74 , of phala 375 , of poison, des-
cribed 372-73 ; of snake in the jar
367 ; of tandnla 374 . of taptamasa
374-75

, of water, described 371-72,
376 ; of water and poison had gone
out of vogac in the age of the
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Smrticaudrika, 371 , persons of

higher castes to be treated as Sudras

in o if they follow profession of

cowherds, traders, artisans, domestic

servants 365 ; persons who could

undergo o through deputies366, pre-

valence of, tn judicial systemsof most

countries in ancient times 375-76,

procedure common to all 368-69 ,

proper place for o. 367-68 , proper

times and seasons for several 367,

to be administered to mlecchas, un-

touchables, slaves, offspring of

sankara are those customary among
them 366 , undergone byMahometan
litigants under Maratha rule 378,

were in vogue during Maratha rale

377-78 ; when not to be administered

to certain persons 365-366 r when
optional with human means of proof
305.

Ornaments, ordinarilyworn by members
of a joint family and their wives

were not to be divided at a partition

587, 596; property of women in 771.
777.

Ortolan, author of 'History of Soman
Law' 389n, 441a.

Othello 533.

Outcast ( see under ' Batita' ) ; excluded

from inheritance or partition 610-

611 ; son of, excluded from share or

inheritance 611

Ownership, arises, ace. to Gautama, in

fiveways in the case of all castes3 17,

548 , arises by birth in the case of

sons, grandsons, and great-grand-

sons 552-554, eight modes of acquir-

ing, ace. to Vasistha 317; exact

definition of, is difficult 554, how

partition is a source of 549n , is of

various kinds 554, long possession

is not expressly mentioned as source

of o. m ancient worts 317; mode of

transferring o. isby transfer of posse-

ssion 319, of coparcenary proprety

under Mitaksara 561 ; reasons for the

view that o. arises from partition

552-553 , special wurces of o. among
|

brahmanas and the other castes 317

,

to be distinguished from mere posses,

sion 554 , whether understood from

sastra alone 448-451

Oxen, bow many were to be yoked to a
plough 150n.

Padas, 32, of which the king could take

cognisance without a person's com'

plaint 265.

Padmavafi 108

Pala, was equal to 320 rakttkas 121.

Pala, dynasty ol Bengal, founded by

Gopala 30.

Palace, gate of, should face south 1

;

bad dancing halls 180, had seven

or eight storeys 180, measurements

of, ace. to Brhatsamhita 180, posi-

tion and extent of king's 181 , should

be in the centre of the capital 1.

Palate, a king 399,

Fahbothra (vide Patahputra) 204.

Fallava, dynasty in- South India 31,

69, 162, 890.

Pana, is ordinarily of copper 121 , ol

80 or 100 rakttkas 121n ; weight and

value of 120ff.

Paucasiddhaqtika 889, 895, 898

PaBcatantra 5. 8, 25, 78, 111, 160u,

161, 171n.178.949n.

Fancavunsa Brabmana 361.

Pauchayats 280-281.

Pandavas, army of 204 , started on the

Great Journey in the Himalaya 939

Pandita, supplanted purohita in course

of time 126.

Pandn (see under Dhrtarastra) 55,

68, 609.

Panini 19, 38n, 46n, 47n, 66, 88, 117n,

124n. 125n, 134, 140n, 141n. 144n,

145n. 156, 183, 190. 330, 415, 4340,

435. 464n. 487, 491n, 494n, 541.5".

550n, 551, 555n, 581n, 660. 685fl.

707, 722n, 726, 734, 754n, 76Zn,

774n, 775n, 852n, 936,

Pannalal, on ' Kumaun local customs

675
>
684'

. , ™
Parasara, author oi a work on astrology

and astronomy 906n. 916. 917.919a.
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Pariisara, author on Arfhasastra 2

Parasara, author of a work tn prose

715a, 718.

Paraiaras, school of 2, 83, 233.

Parasara, smrti of, 58, 124n, 18Sn, 2H,
432n, 646n, 668, 703n, 791, 869,

892, 935, 942-44, 946-47. 949,

952, 956.

Parasara-Madhaviya, 38, 124n, 185a,

247, 258n, 259n, 260-61, 263-265n,

270n, 275n, 277-78, 281, 282n, 283,

284n, 285n, 286n, 287n, 292, 297-39,

302, 303n, 305n, 311, 314-15, 317,

326n, 328, 331n. 336n, 337n, 341n,

342n, 345n, 346n, 347n, 348n, 354n,

355a, 357n, 358n, 366n, 367, 373n,

380n, 383a, 385n, 386n, 387n, 410o,

412a, 4I9n, 421, 424n, 426n, 429,

431, 432n, 434n, 438n, 439n. 441n,

442n. 445n, 449n, 451n, 455n, 456n,

457n, 458n, 460n, 462n, 463n, 464n,

465a, 466a, 468n, 472n,473a, 477n,

478n, 479n, 480n, 483o, 491n, 499n,

501, 505n, 506a, 510a, 514n, 516n,

521, 527n, 529n, 531n. 532n, S33n.

539n, 54Dn, 545-46, 549, 551, 553n,
556n, 580a, 581n, 582n, 585a, 586a,

593n, 599, 607n, 609n, 620n, 621n.
623n, 628n, 636a, 642, 709, 712,
713a, 715n, 721a, 733n, 755n, 763n,'
769a, 772n, 777n, 779n, 780a, 782,
783n. 790a, 791, 793. 800a, 810a!
856a, 862a. 867a, 870, 877, 884-85,
927, 928a, 929. 939a, 943a, 944.

Para&va sob (saute as saudra) 599.
Parasikas, custom of marrying one's
own mother among 859n.

Paraslara 791.

Psraskara.grfiyasiltra 828n, 856, 866
880.

Parasurama, enjoyed earlh for a long
time by conquest of six evU tenden-
cies 53.

ParasBramaprafipa, a work, 46, 179
J89n, 196. 215

P«g>ter, author of 'Dynasties of the
Kah age' 900. 925n

FanbhSSprakaJa (part of Viramitro-
daja) 840n, S65n, 872n, 873n, 881.

Parijata, a work, 581n, 589n, 625n, 656,

660, 686, 784n , different from

Madanaparijata SSln.

Pariksit, grandson of Arjana 900.

Panplava 415.

Parnalaparvata—grahanakhyanaof
Jayarama 925

Partition {see 'father', 'grandmother',

' mother ', ' son
' ) , chief matters to

be discussed under, are four 563 ;

Dayabhaga admits only two times

for 567-568 , definition of 560-561

;

definition of p by Dayabhaga criticis-

ed by Dayatattva 561 , divergence

of views about giving a share to un-

married sisters at a partition 619-20

;

evidence of 638 , four times for,

ace. to Madanaparijata 569 , general

rule that p. once made is final 634 :

grandmother's right to a share at

607-608 , grounds of exclusion from
608-616 ; in certain cases allowed

ace, to patnibhaga 607 , in the sense

of mere severance of interest may
take place by mere unilateral declara-

tion of one member 562 , minority
of a coparcener was no bar to

573 ; mother's right to a share
at 605-606, no share allowed to
nnmarried sisters in modern times,
but only marriage expenses 620,
of concealed property 635-637 ; per
stirpes, explained 569-70, 632-634

;

provision for marriage expenses of
unmarried sisters 619, provision for
sai&skarasof brothers 619, proposi-
tions about 631; re-opemng of,
when allowed 634-636, 617, 618,
right of absent coparcener to claim
634-635. rule that all sons divide
equally irrespective of whether tbey
are sons of different mothers 607 .
rule of equal division between father
and son or brothers favoured by
most smrtis 623; safeguarding
minor's share at a p, 573 , son's nght
to demand partition from father took
ages to evolve 563-564; son's right
to partition encouraged from reh-
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glous sentiments 571-72 , son's right

to p. in father's lifetime existed even

in Vcdic age 564-565 , three main

times for, according to Mitiiksara

568-569 , time for 563ff , two senses

vi7. division by metes and bounds

and severance of interest only 302 ,

under Dayabbaga no p. can be claim-

ed as Jong as father is alive 569.

Partition Act (Indian) 5S6n,

Partnership 466-170 , ancient dharma-

slitrasare silent about 409, duties

of partners in 400-67 , liabilities of

partners in a 40fi , Manu extends the

rules about distribution of fees

among sacrificial priests to partners

in 409 ,
qualifications of partners in

467-468 , rights of partners in 467-

46S, shares of artisans in profits of

p 468.

Partnership Act (Indian) 467n.

Farvan days 737o

Pitrvana sraddba 737,

Passage (see 'way') 737

Passports, superintendent of 149

Past, diametrically opposite views

about 244,

Pastures, superintendent of 149 ,
pro-

vided round villages and towns 161,

499-500

Pataliputra, administration of, as des-

cribed by Megasthenes 183 ,
bad a

wall of wooden palisades 180 ,
Patau-

jali's references to 183.

PatafljaH, author of Mahabhasya 46n,

88, 1240, 125n, 144n, 183.

Pathak, Prof K B 924n

Patita (see under partition), being j?

entailed loss of estate or inheritance

only if no prHya&itta was performed

547n, 615, daughter of p « »«*

treated as p. 616. gbatasphota for

outcastmgap 610n . 615 .
son <H

p was excluded from partition or

Inheritance and even •namtenance

011. 616-17. who was p.
612tt

women, even if they performed no

praya
icitta,werenott

becastouthe

!LL. but were to be given mam-

tenance 615.

Patni, meaning of 707.

Patriarchal family, father's powers in

5G3.

Faunarbhava, a subsidiary son G61

,

definition of 648.

Faura-janapada 93-95.

Penal Code (Indian), 300, 395, 47Jn,

479n, 512n, 513, 518n, 523n, 529n,

531n, 532n.

People ( see under ' subjects
'

) , also

spoken of collectively as Visnu 25

,

calamities of, have graver conse.

qnences than those of the capital 233,

protection of, consists in preventing

external and internal aggression 56

,

protection ot, highest duty of ruler

56

Perjury, entailed secular and also other-

worldly consequences 351.

Peshwa's Diaries 377.

Philosophy, purpose of all branches of

Indian is the quest of truth 247.

Physicians, punished with fines for

being careless or for not lmforming

officers in senons cases 149

Pigeons, employed to carry official

letters 149.

Pilgrimages to distant places, forbidden

in Kali for brahmanas 953

Pindas (see under sraddha)

Piprahva vase, writing on 307. _

PisSma.authorofaworkon rajasastra

2,83,233.

Pisunaputra, a writer, 2.

PJtamaha, smrti of 262-63, *B-«.

269,281-82,285,288.291,296,
8,

327.362-65,367, 369n. 372n, 373.

379, 862,

Pitimahasiddhanta 889 _

Pitreathas, from Matsyapunma 64Z

J2f (se'e under 'pleadings') ;--

tents of 293-294, faults m »>.

"Uwhichmakeap unaccep.a-

1^299 rulesabout amendment of

S^ies about P^7
e

:re

time 298 ,
ten

sanslrit words
for 292, was
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down with all details when defendant

-ippaared 292

Plato, approved of slaierj unreserved-

ly 15n; author of 'Republic' 50,

author of "Laws' 114n. 244n : end of

State was good life, ace. to 237.

Flea, of former judgment how proved

301.

Fledge (ffi/ftf) . classification of. ace to

Narada and Brhaspati 42S ; duty of

person who accepts a p to take pro-

per care 432-33 . debtor is respon-

sible for the loss of 4i2-433 , general

rale that a p to be enjoyed carried

no interest 430 , if p lost or deteno

rales without anj fault of the

creditor, debtor to bear the loss.

132-33 , person making a p of the

same thing to two different people

was punished 432 subject of p is

lost if not redeemed within the period

of grace 429, three rules of YajSa-

\altya abont 42S-29 . what is

sapratyaya p 430

FUny 901

Poison, effects of, on various birds 84

Poisoned food and fire S*.

Poisoning of Lings, measures against

S3

Pollard, author of ' Conscience and
liberty' 547n

Pollock 554. 555

Portents, in the heavens, sly and on
the earth before an invasion 227.

Possession (see under 'title') , adverse

p against minors and others 32S ,

divergence of views about the rela-

tion of title to 317 , exception to the
rule of loss of ownership, by long
J27, for three generations without
break prevails oier bare title 319,
long p not mentioned m ancient
works as a source of ownership 317
meaning of trtp trsisa p 31S, raein
ingoflong p 320-321. must hue
five characteristics m order to be
valid 318. of agnates and cognites
ts not nccessani} idiersc 326 of
one co-o.?ntr is ordinanlj to- ill co-

133

owners 327 , one who pleaded mere

possession and no title was deemed

a thief 318, periods of adverse p
that gave rise to ownership ace to

different writers 323 , principal modr

of transfer was delivery of 319

some texts prescribe for loss of

ownership short periods of 325-326

was nine points of law in ancient

India 431.

Power, corrupts a man 114

Prabandhacintamam 19S, 283.

Pr&bhakara, a wnter on Mimsmsa , 55Q,

was called Guru 53Cn

Prabhakaraiardliana 63

Pradesh? , an officer 252

Fradhin , Dr , author of ' Chronologi

of Ancient India, ' 925n

Prldiivska 272

Prajapati, smrli of 369n. )_"! 495,

571n, 586, 712, 738, 926.

Prajapati. story of 845.

Prajiiapanopanga, a Jain work 140n
Prakasa, a work 568n, 588n, G05n

Frakirnaka, meaning of, 251 , meaning
of, ace. to Kautilya 258

Pramati Bhargava, an avatjra of

Visnu. mil uproot microtias and
heretics at end of Kali, 92i

Prana, i hymn 75

FranNalh.Dr ]34n, 140c

Prattbliu, see nnder * surety

'

PratvjfrS-yaugandharaj ana, a play 21 1 n
Pratima, a nataka 78, 277n.
Pratimdhi (substitute), rule' as to, in

the MlroSmsa 654-655

Pratiakalita260.

Pravahana, Jaivali, a king, asked
Svetaketn fiie questions ".>

Pravaradhyaya 6S6

Pravaramafijari 692

Praiarasena, a Vakataka emperor nho
performed four Aviami-dhaj, 70

Prajascitta, for murder depended on
caste of murderer and of the mordcr-
cd 528 ; for woman raped 532 , for
adultery 946-47

Pr5>ascittatattia, 92s
Prayascittaviveka 94Sn
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sagotras,

Pre-emption, r.f.hl of, allowed in favour
of brothers, sapindas,

neighbours &c 496 "

Price inadequacy of, how determined
493

Priests, distribution of fees among 16
sacrificial 470o , three kinds of
sacrificial 469"

rnmogemtnre, in succession to xmmn-
dart or raj 631

Princes, went to famous seats of learn
ing for study 50.

.Prisoners, set free on coronation SO.

Prisons Act (Indian) 403.

Private defence (see under 'atatavin)

,

right of, as to person and propertj

517-18, right of, should not be
exercised if taere is time to report

to king'!, officers 51

7

PriT-e-fightmg (see under 'sarailuaja')
Proof, circumstantial evidence as 355-

557
. comparative strength of the

several means of 306 ,' divine means
of, are ordeals 304 , divine means
of, when employed 363-364 , human
means of, are documents, witnesses

and possession 304 , means of, are

either human or divine 304 , means
of, appropriate to several lands of

disputes 305-306 , of part of claim

may in some cases be held p of whole

claim 34Sn, rules about variation

between pleadings and p. 347-349.

Property, (see under 'self acquired

property ', ' separate property ' )

,

ancestral p , explained 576 , diverg-

ence of views as to concealment of

joint p by one co-owner being theft

636-637 , impartible by its very

nature 585-590 , is of two tinds,

movable and immovable 490, 574 ,

is of three kinds, land, mbandha and

movable 574-575, joint family p„
what is 576 , may be joint family

or separate, 576 , no distinction

between ancestral and separate under

Dayabbaga as to alienation 576,

persons that acquire by birth an

interest in ancestral p. 576 , rules

I Vol.

about partition of joint p concealed
by cosharer 636-637 , separate p.
includes self-acquisitions 576,

Prostitutes, a fifth caste ace. to Mitifc.
sara80I, do not sever tie of blood,
ace. to modern decisions 801 , rules
about persons visiting p, 4S1-48J

Province, administration ol, in a State

141-142
, each p kept a record of

good and bad events 143n, Governor
of p was called Upanka 141.

PriliS, adopted by Kuntibhoja 675
Frthu, levelled the earth 183 , oath

administered to 33, secured King-

dom through vmaya 52 , Yijrni

entered P 281

Prthviraja, Chohan hero 684n

Prthviraja Rasan, a nork 684n

Psalms 425n.

Public roads, nuisances on 508-509,

Piiga, meaning of 28)

Pulakesm, a Calukya ling 70,

Punishment ( see ' banishment ',

'brahmana', 'death', 'impalemeut'),

alternative p of fines in lieu of (he

cutting off of a limb for thelt &c.

256 , award of, depended on motive,

sex, nature of offence, time and place

&c 391-92 , banishment as 404

,

branding of several marks on fore-

head as p for several offences 397,

403, by cutting off fingers, hands and

feet was common in case of tmeves

and pickpockets 256, 402, by cutting

off the limb wherewith a low man

offended against a brahmana 389,

by cutting off the tongue in the case

of a sudra who abuses a brahmana or

ksatnya or loudly repeats the Veda

402, confiscation of all property

as p 404, corporal p. assumes

various forms 395-396, enhanced

for repeating offence 404-5, 522.

exemption from p. on certain grounds

such as intoxication, lunacy, mistake

417, fear of p keeps all beings under

control 292, fine and corporal

punishment was to be pronoiracrf

by the king on recommendation of
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chief j'litice 391 . fines, were the

ordinary p tor many offences, in

ancient India 590. for accidental

death none 52S, for abetting a

crime 529, for abuse and defama-

tion was less for offenders of higher

castes 395, for adultery 256-257.

for adulter} and rape depended on

caste of the woman and of the

offender 395, for adultery very

severe in ancient texts 401, 533, 535,

for a person charging an innocent

man with theft 255 , for committing

nuisance on the public road 508,

for defiling water of holy tanks,

rivers etc 509 , for incest 533-34 , for

judges taking bribes and for minis-

ters disposing of a matter wrongly

3bS, for making breaches in a

boundary 509 , for misappropriation

of the property of guilds and other

groups 489 , for moneylenders

charging interest exceeding rates

prescribed in smrtts 422 , for rash

driving 528, for theft more severe

in the case of offenders of higher

castes 395, for unnatural offences

534, for witchcraft 405-406, four

methods of 391 , fourteen places of,

ace to Brhaspati 396, imprisonment

for life as p 403, may be inflicted

on offenders of lowest castes by the

persons offended 40S, mild p pres-

cribed on account of the doctrine of

karmavipaka 392, most important

purpose of, is dclerrant 389, no

corporal punishment for a brShmana

ollcndcr except shaving of head,

branding 396 . of death not inflicted

on brahmanas and women under

Bombay Regulation 14 of 182?, 397

,

of death prescribed even for

brahmanas by KatySyana and
Kantilya 398-99, of death pres-
cribed for certain offences 400-

401 ; one purpose of, was reform and
redemption of offender 390 , proper

p. for a brahmana offender 397,
purposes secured by p, for crimes

388-90, rigour of p. lessened by

Yajnavalkya and later smrtis 390.

seventy of, depended on caste also

395 , shaving of the bead as p 403 ,

ten places where p may be inflicted

396, that could be awarded by

inferior tribunals 391 . whipping as

p 403-404 , women were awarded

lesser p than men 394, 533 , women

were to undergo cccission of a limb

where death sentence could be

inflicted on males 394, 533.

l
Jupil, rules as to his behaviour towards,

his guru's wife in Kali age 953-54.

Parana, a silver coin 122, 420n

Purana 10.

Purinas, are rich in Dbarmasaslra

material 871 , are authoritative for

all people 853 , conflict between

smrtis and Purinas 871-873 , pro-

cedure of coronation m72; state

that in Kali age kings will mostly be

siidras 10 , wa\ eloquent over the

importance of Bharatavarsa 137,

dharma which is declared in, is misra

873, several p must have been known

871

1 uranas, passages, of historical impor-

tance m S99ff

Purchaser , buying from one not the

owner in open market is not liable

to punishment 463 , duty of, to

closely examine the thing to be pur-

chased 492 , from one not the owner
is liable to be punished if he purchases

in secret 460 , gets indefeasible

title only after three generations it

pnee wholly or parllj not paid 494
,

has, in order to escape punishment,

to produce vendor or prove purchase

in open market 463 , liability of, if

he does not take delivery after pur-

chase 490, 492, may resile from
purchase within a certain time 490-

491 ; period allowed to p for exami-

nation of thing bought 492.

Purohita, called saviour of kingdom
117-16, included among mantrins
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by some writer* 119. had full juris

diction over penances 119, made
the king ready for battle lis, most
eminent of the high functionaries of
the fang 113; must know ritual- of
five kinds 119, quaIi6cation"s of

117-18, saravatsara took oier some
of tbe functions of 126, to be con
suited by fang after ministers were
consulted 110,119, to be distingui-

shed from rtvtj 118, waning of the

importance of 126 , «as expected to

remove calamities, dmnts and human
119; was often hereditary 119

Puru, though youngest son, was made
fang by Yayali 42, 14

Pururavas 53, 845

Purusa (bailiff), duties and qualifica-

tions of 278,

Purusakara (human effort), and <&»tnc

(fate) 168-169, is superior, ace to

Matsyapurana 170,

Purusartha rules are recommendatory

and violation of them does not

vitiate the sacrifice 550n, 609

Purutirthas; artka is the chief among
three p ace, to Kautilya 241

,

dharma is tne highest among three

and kama the lowest 9 , three p are

secured for people by righteous fan;;

239

Purvamimamsa (see under 'Jaimim')

38, 605, 637. 695, 864.

Puskarasidi 524.

Pusyagupta, a vais'ya, was governor oJ

Surastra under Candragupta Maurya

117.

Pusyamitra 32, 116, founder of Sungs

empire 39 killed his master Brbad

ratha, last Maurya king 36 , perfor-

med As'vamedhas ?0.

Posyasoana 407

Putresti, sacrifice, 680n

Putnka, (seennder 'Maiden , 'putti-

kipotra ') 647, 657.

Puttikiputra 657-659, definition of

647, 657, divided property with

subsequently born auraza son 651

.

offers piads. to his maternal gtaad-

father and lakes latter's ireilth SK,
659. recognized in modern times
only among Nambtdns in Malabar
657, 659 ; said to be equal to the
auraia son 657, traces of, found
even in Kgveda 657-58.

Queen, qualities of principal 80.

Queens, of vanquished fangs had to per-

form the duties of maids at the

time of emperor's coronation 69

Kaghavan, Dr V. 252n.

Raghu, Kings of the family of, became
minus in old age 101.

Raghunandana, 246, 322, 37Sn, 544,

668, 701, 718, 735, 799, 91Qn, 911

Raghuvamsa, 8, 17, JS, 41, 44, 49n,

52, 56, 63, 78, 82, 101, 112, 135,

187, 223n, 230, 269, 407, 896.

Rainfall, amounts of, in the severs'

provinces of India, ace to Kautilya

147

Rijadharma 1-241 , discussed in

works from ancient times 1 energetic

undertaking said by Brhaspatt to be

the root of 169, literature on, is

extensive 13 , proximate ends of 238-

239 , purpose of the study of 236-

237, said to be the root of all

dharmas 3 , ultimate goal of 238

.

Kajadharmakanda 13, 23n, 28, 42, 61n,

75n, 125n, 160, 178n, 179, 181,

191n, 228, 234, 277n, 949.

Rajadharmakanstubha 13, 3S, 43, 72,

74, 76n, 77n, 79-81n, 82, 107, 118,

I19n, 179, 182n, 183.

Rajan, meaning of 37-39, 63

Rajaniliprakass (part ofVIramitrodaya)

13, 18n, 25, 38-39, 43-44, <8. 59-60,

66, »l-7*. 76n, 79-81n, 82-83, 99,

105, 107, 118, 120, 125n, 1320, 160,

163n, 170, 178, 181,191-92,211,217.

224, 227, 228, 230, 234, 243, S73n.

Rajanitiratnakara 13, 25, 39, 70, 96,

107, 118, 160, 187n, 189n, 201. 271n-

274n, 277B, 278.

Raja Rao, Mr M.S79n

Rajasastra, expounders of, *ec. tt

AnmaBaM-parvs sad Siailpsn* 2.
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56 . expounders of, aec to Kauttlya

3. expounders of, ace Ntliprafca-

siil*

Rijasekhara, author of Kavyaniiniamsa

47b, 67, 136

Rajas6ja64,m, 962, Abmsecaniya

is the pnncipa! nte is 73 : isti called

Avesli therein can be performed only

by Rsstnyas 38, performed by

emperors 70

RajataraiguiT 31, 40, 80, 100, 113, 115,

120, 163-64, 1S4, 18Sn, 198, 270,

374, 393, 396n, 397,403,457,484,

488, 494, 817. 897, 924n, 934

Rajya, compared to the body with its

various orgars 18 , elements of,

generally said to be se\ en 17 , mean-

ing of 19-20 , presenatlon of the

elements of 17-18 , relative import-

ance of the elements of 17 , several

elements of, ate complementary of

each other IS

rUjy&vardbana, murdered by Sasanka

31.

Rata {full moon) 388.

Raktika, weight of 121s

Rama, 42 , education of 49 , ideal

Ktag 96 ; performed Asvamedha in

the company of a golden image of

Sifi S45-S46, virtues of 62, was

to be made Crown Prince with

people's approval 29.

Ramasastnn, famous jndge at Peshua's

court 386, 402o. 684n, 713

Ramayana 2, 6, 21, 24. 29. 37. 42, 46,

470, 49. 53n, 62, 71, 77, 95-96, 105-

6, 108, 129. 171. 177. 180 190. 195,

203, 209n, 214, 2*3, 846

Raaafie. anther of 'Rise of the Maratha

power' 106

Rape, punishment for, differed ace. to

caste of offender 532.

Itapsoa.on ' Indian coins ' 89, 121n,

122a, 305

Xifjra (territory of a State) 132ff

,

composition cf the population of133

;

Is most important of the seven ele.

menii of a State 132 , what consti-

tutes 136.

katnnali, a drama 937

Ratmns, give the kingdom to the king

29, 112, headman of village was

one of 154 , twelver, enumerated

111-112

Raftaraja, a Silara king 194.

Havana 52, 55.

Reasoning, to be followed rather than

strict letter of the text 7, 867.

Receiver, appointment of 291.

Recovery of debts , agncaltunsfs and

king's servants were not to be arrest

ed for, at certain limes 440-41

,

creditor employing modes for r

other than a suit, when debtor deni-

ed the debt would lose his claim

and was liable to be fined 439

,

creditor coald hold debtor in

restraint openly, if custom of country

allowed 440 , from debtor unable

to pay was made by making bim
work in the house of the creditor if

of same or higher caste 440 , from

debtor of brabmana casle to be made
by easy instalments 440, harsh

legislation in ancient societies for

441 : imprisonment in civil jail of a

debtor in modern times 440 ; modes
of 438-441 , modes of, differed

according as debtor admitted Ua-

bility or not 441 ; priority among
creditors as to, depended on time
and caste of creditor 441; seven
principal topics of 418. sitting at
the door of the debtor for 438-39

,

when debtor admitted debt and yet
complained against creditor who
employed proper mode of, be was
liable to be fined 439-440.

Registration Act (Indian) 314, 431n,
432n

Religions efficacy (see under 'doctrine
of spiritual benefit ').

Religious rites, incompetency to per.
form, owing to bodily or mentM
defects 608-609,
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Reply of defendant, faultsof302, four
| Routes

kinds of 30D.

Representatives, of parties to suits,

wben allowed 288 ; rules forpayment

of -wages to r, 289; who is to

appoint r of partiesand whom 289.

Republics, eleven, mentioned in

Buddhist worts 90 , in ancient India

87 , procedure of, was the same as

for the deliberations of Buddhist

Saugha 9th

Restraint of senses, is the whole

purpose of all sastras 52, necessity

of, for kings 53; why man must

practise 55

Re* Judicata, (see 'plea of former

judgment' ) 300 ; how proved 332,

rule of constructive 306.

Re-union 763-769; devolution of

estate after 767-769 , who can enter

into 766

Revenue, levied on crops varies ace. to

the -way in which wafer was employed

163.

Reversioner, on the death of a widow

711.

Rgveda, 28-29, 32, 41, 58, 63-65, 75n,

77n, 92-93, 104, 118, 124n, 125n,

127, 132, 135, 153, 162, 179, 190

200, 205, 212-13, 228-29, 244-45,

276, 353, 359, 361, 388, 414-15,

519 , 534, 543 , 541, 564-65, 588, 6I2n,

656. 657n, 658, 660, 679n, 689, 714,

753n, 754n, 770. 776n, 863. 886,

887, 933; morals in 534.

Riktha, meaning of 543, 55in.

Road, cess, recovered by king's, officer-

197, width of 181.

Romaka, an astronomical Siddhanta

896

Roman Catholics, harsh laws against

547n.

Roman Law 326.

Bomapada, king of Anga 16*.

Rome 339b.

Re* 16.

Rousseau 31

land r, tupenor to water r,

225 , to the Dcccan and south more
profitable 225.

Royalty (see under kingship'},

Rta, conception of 244-245,

Rudradaman, accomplishments oH 9;

a Ksatrapa, was elected ruler bj the

people of Surssfra 30, 44 , lnsenp.

tion of 94, 105, 117, 162, 185, 890,

repaired Sudarsana laic at great

cost 60, 162 , restored kings to their

thrones 71 , treasury of, overflowed

with gold, silver and jewels 197,

uprooted the Yaudheyas 89,

Rudiadhara 668

Rudraskanda, commentator of KliSdira

Gr 692.

Rule, acting contrary to a r, liaiinj

an unseen or spiritual purpose ten

ders the principal act itself null and

void 837-838.

Rulers, grades of 63, mentality ol

foreign 102 , women as 40

Russell on 'crimes' 432n

Sahara, commentator on Jaimmi's

sutras 20, 38, 72, 121n, 143n, 471,

515n, 527n, 550n, 556, 637n, 655,

676n, 677n, 686, 695n, 704n, 705,

719, 725n, 731n. 770n, 828, 83Zn,

835-37. 841, 849, 851n, 864,870,

905n, 938, 963-64.

Sabh5(sec 'court of justice'), 276-

277 , three kinds of 278n

Sabbaparva 2, 42, 46, 50, 53n, M.

56n, 59, 61, 67-68, It, 100, 108.

111-12, 127, 135, 152. 154, 162. IK,

172,179, 200, 206, 232, 3J0, 5«n,

8S9, 937, 955n.

Sabhyas (puisne judges) 273, at'"**!

three to be appointed to associutt

with the chief justice 273, duly of.

to bring round the king to Hep*

of right 274; must be preferably

brabmanas273. qualification ot

273 were w be distinguish two

tauod hShawM **• •«««

court ana teadcred adv.ee 27* ;*««

fined IfOv decided through P»«
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ality, greed or fear 383 , who wer»

not to be appointed as 273-274

Sacbau, Dr (translated Alberuni's

•work) 166. 376n

Sacred Books of the East 66, 282, 289-

90, 60Sn. 733n, 886n, 887, 922, 934,

Sacrifice, performer of, was supposed

to be endowed with a celestial body

32 , of animal forbidden in Kali

945-46, 964.

Sadacara (see under 'custom') 825ff,

meaning of, ace to Mann 827, 856.

Sadhyapala (sec under Purusa).

Saffron, monopoly of king in 197

Sages, difference tn spiritual merit

between ancient and later 889

,

seven, suspected each other of theft

359n, transgression of dharma among
ancient 889.

Sahadeva 69.

Sahasa (crimes of violence), 525-530,

deGnition of, 525, distinguished

from theft 525 , four kinds of 525 .

heavier punishments for 525, king

not to tolerate one guilty of crimes

of violence 525, principal crimes
included tinder 526

Sahasa (meaning 'fine'), throe varieties

of, lowest, middling and highest 526

baliodha, son, de6mtion of 648

,

become; the son of his mother's
husband 660

Sabyadrilhaorla 13S, 929

Sai&unaga dynasty, see Sis'unaka,

Saka king killed by Candragupta (a
Gupta king } 86

Sakala, smrti of 664, 679, 683

Sakta works prescribed wine as offer-

ing in worship 966,

SakUs, doctrine of three 171 , relative

strength of 171 ; theory of, in rela-

tion to theory of mandates 222
Sakulya, meaning of 746-47.

Sakuntala 37, 52, 54, 63, 243

Sikyas(sce under Bauddhas), busi-
ness of State how earned among
90

, capital of. was Kaptlavastu 90

,

openlj declared Veda to be unautho-

ritative and taught doctrines oppos.

ed to it 871.

Salaries, divergence of views about s.

mentioned by Kantilya 120. 12S ; of

officers over 10, 100 or more villages

142 , of officers and servants stated

by Kauttlya 151

Sale of Goods Act (Indian) 465a,

492n, 495n.

Sale, (see under 'pre-emption*,

'purchaser') , by one who is not the

owner 462-465 , by one who is not

the owner, should be rescinded 462 .

conditional s. defined 493, deed of s.

should mention thcwells,trees,houses

on land sold 494 , definition of 495

,

for arrears of land tat 493, 495.

liability of vendor if he does not

deluer property after 490, periods

for rescission allowed in s of \nnons

things 491 , procedure as to s. of

land 496-497, rescission of 4S9-491

,

was clothed with formalities of

gifts 497, 567, what becomes of

earnest if s.'goes off through default

of vendor or vendee 491 , when
inoperative 492-493.

Salic Law 40

Salmond, author of a work on 'Juris-

prudence' 238, 3l9n, 120n, 547,
554.

Salt , State manufactured s and levied

a duty on salt imported or manufac-
tured pmately 196

Salva, besieged DvaraVa 208, 214

Salya 204

Salyaparva 58, 79, 112n, 210. 214.
S96n. 904, 908n, 909, 911-12, 915,
918.

SSma (an upaya) . is of five kinds 174,

Samaharlr, duties of 131, 143, 253,
276

Samabvaya 540-41. rules of dyiita to
be applied to 540

SamSnodakas 752-753 , limits of. as
heirs 753

Samatata, a counliy 68

SSmaveda 76, 77n.
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Samavidlizna Brakmana 66, 76

Samayaprakasa, part of Viramitrodaya,

92Sn, 930,

Samayamaynkha 930, 94 tn 949, 964,

Sambaadhatattva S78
Sambandhaviveka, a wort 878

Sambara, as a writer on ttajasastra ir

Saotiparva 2

Sambhaji-raje-caritra, a work 8In

Sambbata, village, where KalUn will

be bom, 923

Sambhuya-samutthSna (partnership)

466-470,

Samraj, meaning of 63

Samsarga (association) , with smnei

was of nine kinds 614, 944

SamsiUiya, mantras 75.

Samskarakaustabha 669, 67S. 678-80,

683n, 688-89, 695, 697, 877. 955

Samskaraprakasa 771.

Samskarasara S73n.

Sam?ravya, mantras 75.

Samudragnpta 44, 68-69, 71 , 89, I0S,

115, 213 , accomplishments of 49.

Sariwarta, smrti of 264, 277, 312, 313n

947, 951, 965,

Saihvatsara (astrologer) 126, king

depended on, in all matters 126.

Samvid-vyatikrama 486-489,

Sandar 326n

Sandfci (treaty) , different kinds of

224 ,
, with whom should be made

225 . with whom should not be made

225.

Sandrakottos 204

Sangha, four qualities of the wise lea-

der of 88 , gambling causes dissen-

sions among members of 233 , in-

cluded in the Vahika country brah-

manas, ksatriyas and others 88 , king

was allowed to take away wealth of

heretical 188 , of Licchivikas, Vrji-

kas and others 89, of Vrkas, Tri-

gartas, Yaudheyas, Pars'us 88, two

kinds of, known to PSnim 88

Sa&graba, a work. 309, 311, 379n, 435,

548n, 563, 573, 628n, 629n, 872, 928

Sangrahana 531-535. of three kinds

531 ;
punishment for, varied ace. to

caste and other circumstances 515,
Sankara (see ' samsarga '),

Sankara, author of Bbasya on Vedinta-
sutra and several Upamsads 46n,227,
669n, 719, 833n, 888. 964n, 96Sn.

'

i

Sankarabhatra, author of Dvaitamr-

naya 878,
*

Sankaravarman, king of Kashmir, plun-

dered 64 temples under pretext ot

supervision 188n

Sankha 101, 160, 209-10, 277, 316,

320, 338n, 393, 398n, 401, 524, 568-

69, 581, 592, 598, 620n. 702,725,

t
771, 776n, 960

Sankha-LUhita 44, 45, 59, 135, 137,

165n, 175. 242-43, 246, 332,346,

354, 355n, 358, 366, 371n, 372, 389,

393, 398n, 403-4, 4D9, 504, 509, 536.

568n, 569, 572, 586, 598, 610n, 625,

640, 641. 642n, 644, 651, 759n, 763

790, 803n, 932n

Sankha-Likhita-dharmasiitra, spcrial

ly studied by Vajasaneyins 853.

Sanfchayana Brahmana 600n, 905

Sankhayana-grhya-sutra 922.

Sankhiyaua-srauta-tutra 887n,

Sankhya 169.

Sanmdhatr. duties of 143.

Sannyasa, whether forbidden in Kali

960-61

Sannyasin, see under Yati

Santa, adopted by Lomapada 675

Santann, younger brother of Detapi

became tang 41, 164, 609.

Santatiya, mantras 75.

Sanhparva, 2-6, 8, 10. 12, 13b, 17n,

18n. 21-28, 30-31. 33-34, 37,40,

44-45, 48, 50n, 51, 53n, 56-59, 61s,

6~2, 67-68, 70-71, 78-79, 87, 101,

105-107, 118, 127, 131. 138, 141-42,

150-51. 167-68, 173, 175, 179-M.

185-86, 189-90, 199, 202. 203. 20?,

209, 211, 215-16, 221 n. 222. «"D<

239. 244-45. 2730. 353, 3S9, 392o.

399, 400n, 404n, 521, 524, 609n,

614, 861fl, 875, 685, 890-92, 9».

937, 942, 952, 955
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Sapathas (special oatlis) ; employed in

disputes of small valne 338 , take

time for decision 358

Sapinda, aco to Dayabnaga 741-43,

747 : two meanings of 733-736.

Sapindas, are of two kinds, goti-aja and
bhtnnogotra ace to Mitaksara 732

Sapradikaraoa, a sraddha 737

Saradacharan Mitra, Mr Justice 559.
560

Sarama, bitch of the gods, was sent
by Indra to find out treasures of
Panis 127

SarasvatmlSsa, a work, 17, 118n, 119,
171-72, 184, 200, 219n, 220n, 221,
223. 243n, 258, 263, 264n, 265n,

272n ,273 , 276a-278, 281n, 282n, 283

,

285n, 286n. 297n, 300n, 302n, 303n,
310, 312, 318n, 321, 326, 332, 342n,
352n, 358, 367n, 382n, 393n, 413n,
419n, 423n, 429n-32n, 434n, 441n,
451, 455n, 464n. 472n-74n. 476n,
477n. 479n, 485n, 489n, 492n, 493,
494n, 512n,525n. 540n, 545, 549n,
551, 553n, 554n, 562. 563n. 610n,

612, 636u, 638n, 678n, 692, 698
721, 761n, 774n, 778n

'

Sardesai Mr G S , editor of -Selec-
tions from Peshwa's Daftar ' 400.

Sariraka-bhasya of Sankan 725, 73ln
Sirkar, Mr Golap Chandra, author of

•Hindu Law' and of a work on
Adoption* 44In, 662, 664n, 690n

Sarkar, Mr Himansu Ehushan 641n
934n

Sarkar. Mr Kishon Lai on 'Mimamsi-
rules' 640, 677n, 841-42

Sarkar, Prof. B K 20. 94
Sanadhikan, Tagore Law Lectures of,
on inheritance 744n. 757n, 758n'
760-61.

'

Sarvajfia-Narayana, commentator of
Maousmrti 150n. 7SSn, 7S9.

Sasanka 31

Sastra. in case of conflict of s with
rational or equitable rule, the latter
prevails 9.

134

Sastradrpika, a work of Parthasarathi

677n, 828n, S31n, S36n, 844n, 850n,

852n, 853.

Sataghni213.

Satapatha Brahmana 21, 26, 32, 41,

65-66, 111-12, 153, 180, 415-16,

527n, 565, 613, 641, 845, 877, 886n,

887-88, 907n, 964.

Safatapa 145n

Sat-tnmsan-mata 487n, 882n.

Sattia, sacrifice extending over long

periods to be performed by brah-

manas 938.

Satru ( enemical king ), kinds of 219.

Satrnghna 203

Satyankara 435

Satyasadha, srautasutra of 28, 278n,

653n, 655, 686, 94 In.

Saudayika, a class of stridhana 775 , a

comprehensive term for several

kinds of stridhana 778 , definition of

778.

Saudra (son of a brahmana from a
sudra wife ) , is a secondary son and
technically not an aurasa son 599,

646, 648, 656 , styled Parasava also

648, 656.

Saunaka, smrti of 183, 599, 614, 655,

656n. 664, 668, 675-676, 682-83,

687, 689, 926

S&unakiya 230.

Sauparna, a hymn 229

Sauptikaparva 168,' 206, 209, 232.
Sautramani, an isti, prescribed as a
nte for regaining a kingdom 26

,

offering of wine cups in 865, 940, 964,
Sauvira, king of, was killed by his
queen 85

Sajana 65, 66n, 229, 361, 770, B86n.
Schools, of Hindu Law 878, 887n.
Sehrader, Otto924n.

Scripts 308

Sea, whether known to Vcdic Aryans
933 , made undnnkableb> brahmanas
937.

Sea voyage, forbidden in Kali 610n,
933-38 , propositions about 937.
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Selections from Peshwa's Daftar, (see
under 'Sardesiu') 402n, 405n, 713

Self-acquired property 039-640 , dif-

ferent kinds of 579-581 , of a man
is inherited per stirpes by his son,

grandsons, and great-grandsons 700,

son acquires by birth an interest in

father's s. p , ace, to strict theory of

Mitaksara 6*39
, son has no po«er to

prevent father from dealing with

latter's s p 639 , Visnudharmasutra

declared father's absolute right

over C39

Sen, Dr. Priya Nalh 387, 441n. 427n,

497n.

Sen&rt, 91

Sen-Gupta, Prof, P. C 903-4

Separate property, (see under 'gains of

learning', 'self-acquired property')

,

is not liable to partition 585 ; kinds

of 577 . recognition of vidyadhana

as s p was the first inroad on the

conception that all property belong-

ed to the family 578 , slow growth

of the concept of 578

Servants, ancient dharmasHtras men-
tion only two lands af 482, difference

between slaves and s 484 , four

kinds of, besides slaves 482 , loyalty

inculcated on 160 , qualifications of

State servants 159-160.

Sexual intercourse, forbidden after

performing Agmcayana 535 , with a

maiden of same caste with her con-

sent was not punishable as a crime

but the male had to marry her 535 ,

with certain women was held to be

incest 533 , with a concubine kept

by another was punishable 535.

Shakespeare 296, 533

Sham Sastri, Dr. 85n, 102, 140n, 343n,

811n

Ships, duties of superintendent of 148

Shiva-chatrapati-roaharaja-carttra, a

work Sin

Shivaji, coronation of 81 , had a council

of eight ministers 106, ruling of.

in a dispute 285 , supposed to be

harbinger of Kallun, 926,

Shivaraja—rijyablukeka-kalpatarn, a
work 81

Siddhanta-kaumudi 494n, 762n.

Siddhantasiromani of Bhiskaracarya

122n.

Siddturaja, king of Anhilvada, levied

tax on pilgrims visiting Somanitha
and then remitted it 198

Suaditya, a king 70

SilappadiUram. a Tamil work 407

Silparatna, a work 182n

Silpmyasa, meaning of 458, rules

about 459-460.

Silver, value of, in relation to copper

121 n

Sin, (see under 'samsarga
' ) . diver-

gence of views as to what was grave

s. 612-614 , is not committed

through fear of punishment or of

Yama or of public opinion 389,

murder of brahmana, gravest s 613

,

various grades of 612

Smghana, a Yadava king of Devagiri

225

Sinner , association with a s for a

certain period made associator guilty

of same sin 614, 943-44 , became

fit to be associated with when he

performed prayascitta 615 , mode of

taking back into society a grave 615.

Sirkar, Dr D C 378

Siromambhattacarya 547

Sistas, all practices of, are not authori-

tative in matters of dharma 827, 844,

practices of, furnish criterion as to

what dharma is 826, who are 825,

843.

Sister, is brought in as a gotraja heir

by Vyavabaramayukha 748-749,

position of, as heir 728, position of,

under modern legislation 749, un-

married s. entitled to a share on

partition among brothers 619-620,

749

Sisunaka dynasty 899.

Sisupalavadha 313n

Sisya. defined 482. duties of a Vedic

483,
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bila, ordeal of 6re, undergone by 364 1

Sna swallowed Halahala poison 372n

Sivaskandavannan, a Pallava king 69.

Sfcanda and Visakha, story of 905n

Skandagupta, commander of elephant

section under Emperor Harsa 86,

US
Skandapurana 234, 801.

Skandasastbi 911

Slaves, condition of, in Buddhist India,

not so miserable as in Greece 484 ,

master entitled to claim back s.

leavraghimand going to another 485

,

master liable to be punished for

selling a female slave unwilling to

leave him 485 , population of, in

ancient Greek cities 15n, who could

not be made 485

bmattakala, meaning of 321, 970

bmrticandnka 7, 119, 120n, 121n,

156n,243,244n, 247n, 251n, 258n,

259n, 260-264, 265n, 270n, 274n.

275, 276n, 277. 278n, 280-82, 285n,

286n, 287-88. 291, 295-299n, 300n,

301, 302n, 303-06, 310-14, 317,

318n, 321, 323n, 326n, 327, 331,

332n, 334, 336-338n, 341n, 342n,

345n. 346n, 347, 34Sn, 349n. 350,

351n, 352, 354n, 357n, 358, 363n,

364n, 367n, 371n. 375, 379n, 380,

3S20, 3S3n, 384, 3S6n, 3S7n. 391n.

393n, 39<1, 3U5n. 396, 198n, 409n.

411,413n, 417n, 419n, 421n. 424n.

426n. 429n. 430-434n, 436-37. 439n,

440, 442n, 444-447n, 451n, 452n,

455n, 460n, 462-465, 468n, 469,

471n-474n, 476-485n, 487-489n,

491n, 492n. 498n—501n, 503,

505n-515n, 517n-18, 520n, 521n,

524, 525n, 526n, 529, 531, 532n,

533n, 536n, 538n, 545, 54Sn, 549n,

550n, 553n, 554n, 556a. 563n, 570n.

5720. 575n, 5B0n-582n, 5S5n. 586,

589, 590n, 593,595n, 597, 599, 605-

607n, 609n. 610n, 619n-rf21n, 623n-

626n. 628, 629. 631n, 632ff. 6340,

635. 637n-639n. 659. 664n, 678n,

691, 703, 706, 707, 709a, 710n, 712,

714-15, 721-22, 726-27, 731, 733,

750n, 766, 768. 772, 775, 7770-79,

7S1. 783n, 7S6n-78S. 790n, 792n,

793, SOOn, 804n, 805, 815, 85Sn,

S590, 860n, 861n, 862, 863n. 864n,

867n, S68n, 869n, 870, S71n, 872n,

874. 876, 884-85, 928, 929, 956n,

970n

Smrtikaustubha, 930, 938, 941n, 949,

951, 953, 954, 957, 958n, 960n, 964,

966

Smrtiniabarnava 58In

Smrtis, all s. were deemed to form one

sastra 870 , authors of, believed in

a golden age in the dim past 243 ;

authors of, disagreed among them-

selves 866 , authontativeness of 828-

830, 839-40, authontativeness of

depends on purpose they serve viz

whether they are concerned with

dharma or moisa 839-841, certain

s specially authoritative in certain

yugas 868, conflict among 283, 863-

66, conflict of smrtis and Pnranas

871-873 , conflict of s and Vedic

texts 832-834 , conflict of s. and
customs 849-850, 874-75 . conflict-

ing s to be assigned their appro-

priate scope 443 , contents of, di-

vided into five categoric:. 840 , direct

conflict among, is to be assumed
only if no other recourse is open
443 embody practices current in

Iheir days 874-75, 878-879 endea-

voured to reach the ideal of the rule

of lav. 398 on same subject must
be harmonized as far as possible

143 , reasoning should be taken into

consideration in interpreting 867,

870 , rules of interpretation of s.

when in apparent conflict with Veda
834, 870 , three views about s be-

ing based on Veda 829-30 , when
visible purpose can be found for s.

Vedic basis or spiritual purpose sot

to be inferred 835-837,

SmrlimuktSphala 858n, 859n. 861n,

S68n, 8710, 872n, 875n, 876, 929n,

930, 957, 960n.
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Smrlisangraha, (see nnder -Sangraba")
545, 549, 555, 628n, 629a, 705 726
928. '

'

Smrtiratna 858n.

Smrtisara 767

Smrtiviveia.aworiofMedhahthi S2S
830n, 831, S40n.

Smrtyarthasara 92S, 945n .

Snataka, was always, to cany a jar of
water 938

Socta! contract, tbeorj of 31, 34.
Socrates 50, 52

Soldiers, (see under "troops'), charac-
teristics of s of various countries and
tribes 202, duty of, to fight and die
in battle rather than ran away 211 -

fighting without treachery go to

Heaven if they fall in battle 5S, 211,
rewards promised to s. by the com-
mander-in-chief 212, running away
from battle were deemed to go to

Hell 211 ; slam in battle are waited
upon by dmne damsels in heat en

58; tribunats for deciding disputes

of 283.

Soma, distinguished from sura 964
Somadeva, antbor of Nitivakyamrta

240,

Somesvara 250

Son, (see nnder "anrasa", 'illegitimate'},

abandoned by parents belongs to

caste ofhim who brings him tip 645n;

belief that those who had no s did

not go to heavenly worlds 71On, by
the birth of the eldest s a man be-

comes free from debt owed to pitrs

42, 624, 736

Son, can perform parvanaand ekoddista

sriddhas of father 737 , different

ways of giving a special share to

eldest 624-625 , eldest s., special

rights of, recogmzedeven in modern

times is certain cases 624, 631

,

eldest s -was given all wealth in

Vedie times in some cases 565-566,

622 , extravagant praise of son,

grandson, great-grandson 642 , giv-

ing major part of ancestral estate to

tldeat s. was forbidden by sjstraa

I Vol.

ace. to Ap.56S. 622; giving speeiat
share to eldest son was practise ln
certaincountries623

; hasan absolute
right to partition nnder ahSksui
dming father's lifetime even against
father's wish 569-570, 636, has no
right to partition in father's lifetime
ace to DayabhSga 569, history of
the practice to give a larger share to
eldest s. 565-67, Jkrtrima s. recog.

nizedtn modern ttmesinMtthn£657,
fcietrajas condemned by Apastamba
649 . importance of 641-6<y ; male
descendants of s and himself confer

greatest spiritual benefit 443, noi
liable for misappropriation by father

or loss of deposit made to father 460,

of a bribmana from a sndra wife got

a share of his father's property 59$ t

of a brahmana from a vaisj3 or

ksatriya wife not allowed to share

in land donated to a brahmana 3S6-

S7, 598; pannarbhava s not fit to be

invited at staddha 649; purposes

served by a 641 , rights of a post-

humous s after a partition tale,

place before his birth 595-59/ . nse

of popular sentiment against giving

special share to eldest s 626-627

Son, secolar benefits derived from 643,

seniority among sons 626-627.

seniority among twins 626; some

works like the Smrtieandnka say that

anuloma marriages are not in vogue

and so it is unnecessary to speak

about s of such a marriage 599 ; was

supposed to save the father from the

Hell called^** 642.

Sons, classification into four groups of

several kinds of 649 , confusion

among smrSs about the position ana

rights of secondary 644-54S, 650-632,

definitions of the 12 or 13 kinds of

647-648, kinds of, recognired in

ancient works 643-644 ; long lists

of secondary s due to partiality Set

divisions and snb-dirisions 649.

many s were desired 642 : only two

kind? of, recogaired now IhrosgbeB*
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India 657 . other than aurasa and

dattaka forbidden In Kali 655, rights

of secondary sons 653 ; secondary

s not recognized by Apastamba 643,

secondary s. except dattaka now
obsolete 657 , smrtis do not consider

all secondary s equally important

for spiritual purposes nor did they

allow such s to be taken at same
time 648, spiritual benefit derived

from secondary s. 653-655 , table of

several kinds of 645, twelve lands of

645-646 , twenty kinds of, in Anusa-

sanaparva 645n.

Sovereign, (see under 'king'), three-

fold activities of 98.

Spies, 128-131, disguises of 129,
employed by invading king to

encourage bis enemy's subjects to

become disaffected 199, employed
by samabartr to protect subjects

against officers taltng bribes 253

,

five sarasthas (groups) of 129-130,
for detecting young men inclined to

robbery and adultery 254, for report-

ing on the private character of
ministers and high officers 130-131

,

several s. to be sent on same mission
without their knowing each other
130, to report about rumours and
discontent among people 130 , were
said to be king's eyes 131.

Spring festival 844n

Sriddha, (see under 'ekoddista,*

'parvana'and 'sapmdana' ) , clothes

and ornaments worn by father, his
bed and vehicle were to be donated
to brahmana invited at father's 587

,

offering of fiesh at 945-46, order of
those v,ho are to perform s. 739,
pindas are offered by three male
descendants of a man in 443, tax
levied on Kashminans performing s.

at Gaya 198.

Sraddhataltva 737n. 864n.

Sraddbaviveka 739,

Stav&sti 109.

Sum, (see under 'corporations' and
'guilds').

Sri, hymn to 77.

Sridhara, commentator of the Bbaga-

valaPurana 182n, 183, 626n, 873,

899.

Srikara 324, 582, 583n, 703, 721, 76S.
r

Srikrsna, author of DayatramSsangraha

544, 557, 56Sn, 586n, 781n, 799.

Sruti, rules of, were sometimes, set

aside, contradicted or abandoned by
srartt texts or popular sentiment 865.

Stare decisis, principle of 730.

State, (see under 'rajadharma' and
rajya* ) , comprised deias and

subdivisions of desas 138-139

,

departments of 113 , depends on
mantra 110 , divided by samabartr

into four divisions 143 , elements of,

depend on rastra 132 , functions of,

in modern times 60 , helped helpless

women and cottage industries 146,
how constituted 19; local adminis-

tration in 153-159, made great

efforts for rearing and protection of

cattle 161; most desirable thing for

s , is to crown a king 34 , organic

theory of 20 , ownership of, over all

lands 495-496, policy of ancient

Indian, to protect all religions and
to interfere with none 883, popular
elected assemblies in 92, revenue
and army, the two pillars of the
ancient Indian 184 , seven elements
of 17 ; superintendents of the depart-
ments of, to be appointed by the
king 142. twenty-eight department!,
of, mentioned by Kautilya 142ff,
was not an end in itself but only a
means 241

States : ends that ancient s placed
before themselves 237-241 , internal

and external troubles of 207 : manu-
factured salt and imposed duty on
imported salt 196 , modern nation s

have two moralities 138 , principal

sources of income of 190-191

,

proximate and ultimate ends of
238-239.
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Step-brother, includes, ace to Vai-

jayanti, son of the same mother but
of a different fatter 730

Step-mother, held not entitled to a
share when she has only step sons
who come to partition 606. not

recognised as an heir in the whole

of India (except in Bombay) 724,

succeeds in Bombay as widow of

gotraja sapinda 724

Stephens, author of 'History of English

Criminal Law' 255n, 345, 375, 390,

405a.

Steya (tbeft) 519-524.

Sthanika, an officer 143

Sthaavisvara (modern Thanesar), des-

cription of 182.

Stobhafca, a private informant 264.

Stoles, compiler of translations of

Hindu Law hooks 682, 728

Strabo 308,

Strange, Sir Thomas, author of 'Hindu

Law' 818, 819, 930n

Strldbana, (see 'ornaments ',
' sanda-

yika', 'yautaka'} 770-802, defini-

tions of various kinds of, in smrtis

772-777 , definitions of, in com-

mentaries 780-782 , devolution of,

ace to KStyayana 792, dominion

over 783-788 . germs of the topic of,

ut Vcdtc literature 770 , husband 's

powerovcr »ife's785-787, Katyayana

contain:, the most elaborate treat-

ment of, among smrtis 774-775

,

modern case lav. on definition oi

782-783 , rules about saudaytka

784-785 , succession to 788-801

;

smrti texts on succession to 789-792;

succession to, ace. to Dayabhaga

798-800 ; succession to all kinds of,

ace, to MitaksarS, except sulka and

maiden's propertj 794 , succession

to maiden's s 793 , succession to,

ace to Smrtieandriki 795 ; succes-

sion to, ace toVivadacint5mam795,

succession to, ace. to Vyavahara-

maynkha 798, succession to snlka

792-793 , succession to, vanes ace

is woman is unmarried ot married or

!M
married in an approved term and
aee to species of s 789; succession
to s. and uncbastily 801,

Striparva 201, 872

Student, (see under 'sisya') either

upakurvana or naisthika 962

Subandhu, author of VasavadatlS 53,

Subdivisions, of State with the number
of villages they contained 139.

Subbadra, was not a daughter of

Vasudeva, ace to Kumanla 847.

Subbalara, a king whose queen and

daughter succeeded to the throne 40.

Subjects, causes of impoverishment of

198, harassment of, may lead to

rum of king 199 , require protection

against king's officers, thieves, royal

favourites and king's greed 58-59

;

what is pleasing to, constitutes the

good of the king 61.

Sub-mortgage (aavadhi), allowed by

Kulluka and others 429, 431

Subadainf, com, on the Mitaksara 553n

,

705n, 731, 733n, 750n, 757, 764n,

774n, 793, 815

Subramnanya texts 626-627

SBcaka, an officer who brings

aparadbas to the ling's notice 264,

6udarsana lake was repaired by Kudra-

daman in 2nd century A D, 60, 105,

16Z.

Sudarsanacarya, commenlalor ol

Apaslamba-grhya 674n, 879

Sudas, son of Pijavana 52, 359

Sudhanvf, upadhyaya of Rama 6

Suddhitattva 740n, 959.

Siidra, and sea voyage 937, easaot

adopt a son according to a few

writers 668 , engaging s'ffdra as »

cook in a brabmana household 9SS ,

expiation for perjury by a su*» ">

save a person from death sentence

353,- had bis tongue cut off, if 1«

abused a virtuous person of fa

three higher castes 513, kings in

Kali age will he 40;- provision ?<*

guests of sSdra caste 60, W *

punished with tie "Ullint »S i^ 1
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ltrab with which he strikes a person

of the three higher castes 515.

SudrakamalSkara, a work 893n

Sudynmna 53

Sugandhs, a notorious queen of

Kashmir 40

Sugarcane, crops raised even m Vedic

times 163

Suicide, when allowed and did not

lead to sin 939, 958-59.

Suits, (see ander 'appearance', 'court',

'justice'

)

Sukracarys, prohibited intoxicants to

brahmanas 966

Snkranitisara 3-5, 7. 17-18, 21, 23,

25-27, 37, 43, 44, 47n, 4S, 49n, 52-3,

55-57,60,67,72,81,99, 104, 106,

108, 109, 113, 115-118, 12ln, 128,

142.147,152,154-55, 160, 163-64,

170-71, 174, 179, 181, 184-90, 192,

194. 197, 199, 202, 205, 206, 209,

212-13, 216, 238-40, 242-43, 245,

247, 251, 266, 269-73, 276, 278,

281n, 2S2n, 286, 288n, 289, 297

300n, 301. 303, 308, 311, 345, 354,

379,399,403-04, 420n, 441n, 662,

(

S61n, S69, SSI

Sulapini 87?

Sulla (tolls), tax lemd on goods

carried by land or water 192

Sulka, a kind of strtdnana 774-775

Sumantu 17, 200, 494n, 875.

Sunritra, aiiog, fond of dancing 86.

Summoning (see nndcr 'appearance')

,

rules about s a defendant or accus-

ed 286-287

Sunshsepa, story of 544, 563-64, 660.

663 : was adopted by Visvamttra

544,563, 657n, 661, 6S0

Sundarakanda 172n, 214.

Superintendents, functions of s of State

departments 143-150

Sura {see under 'wine') , drinking of,

was one of the five mabapatakas 965,
was said to be of three kinds 965

,

was primarils applied to liquor from
Sour 965

Suristra, had a republic at one time 30

Surely, 435-43S . all kinds of, are

personam hible 437 liability of s

for appenrance 437 , liability of s

none in case of Act of God or the

King 437. liability of several sureties

437-438, of two kind's ace toManu

436 , of three kinds 436 , of four

kinds, ace to Brhaspati 436 , sons

of s, for appearance dr honesty not

liable on death of s 437 , taken for

five purposes ace to HarUa 436-37

,

to be reimbursed by debtor for what

s has to pay 438 . when taken, ace

to Katyayana 436 , who could not be

accepted as 291-97

Sutherland 682

Suyya, a gi eatKasbminan engineei 1 6
"

Svapurusa, (see 'purosa')

Svargarohanikapatva 872

Svastyayana, hymns 75 , ntes of 228

Svayamdatta sou, definition of (Mfc, 661

'Svetaketu 92
i .

Svetasvataropamsad 330.

Tables, (see, under '•.uasures' ) , of

coins 121n , of measures, of capacitv

124, 146n , of measures of distance

or length 124, 145n , of measures of

time 146n , of the number of troops

m an aksauhml 204-205 , of weights

121-22, 145n.

Taittiriya Aranyaka 353 , 842

TaittirTyaBrihmana, 29, 74, 75n, 77n,

92, 112, 132, 135, 153, 190, 272,414,

603n, 676, 6S5n, 829, 877, 887, 9070,

921-22, 933, 961-62. 964

Taittiriya Samhita 26, 41, 64, 77, 112,

125n. 132, 150a, 153, 162, 180. 213,

387-88, 414n-416, 500n, 515. 519,

535, 543, 565, 567 , 588, 605n, 606,

613, 622, 624, 655n, 662, 6S9, 701,

703n, 713, 770, 830n, 842, 868n,

887, 905, 920-22, 962, 964

Taittiriya Upanisad 22, 826n, S75.

Taksasila 116; Universitj of, where
even princes studied 50

Tilajangha 52.

Tandya Brahmana 361, 512a, 543,

600a.
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Tanks, construction of, bi the Stsie

161-65.

Tantra, verb, on 215

Tontraralna 5J5n.

Tintravirtifai ofKumanh, 3Sa, 47o,

676a, SP4n, 695a, S;°n, S30, S54,

S35a, S3S, S35o, S4tn, SK, S43n,

S«, S46, S47n, S49n, S52, S53, S5S,

S57n, S5S, S?0o, 571, ?««, ?85,

96Sn.

Tawney 19$, JS3.

T.-wtfion ; higher t. could he imposed

in calamities after appealing to or

requesting the people 3S5; how to

impose m case of taines or other

dangers 15S; principles £>•", in

ancient Indian woris 2S4-15S;

principles of, laid down by ««»

Smith IS6n; should DcfeHns being

light 185

Ta\es, are the Mng's wages for the

protection he gives 27, IS", 1S9;

cvemption from, applied only to very

learned brahmana* and not to all

brabmanaslSS; exemptions from t.

mentioned ia land grants were

eighteen 195; levied on marriages

and «p.TBsy«w 19S . levied on mer-

chandise 192-193 ; levied on persons

performing sraddbi at Gays 19S:

not to be collected from learned

brahmanas.womea.tninors, students,

ascetics' and sucras 6ei=S snraial

work for others 1, 194: not to he

levied on improved land till cost of

improvement was recovered bv

cultivator 191; ordinarily Kag was

to take one-sixth of grain as t., hot

even one-fonrth or even one-third

in calamities 1S5; persons exempt

from pa\ment of 1 ;
priocvyrv! paws

of t. we're asncnltarists, artisans,

tia«te ftc. Ml. «» ot
- *f

feed by the smrtis and could be

varied onlv in cmetgencicslS^-lSS

,

Mason* why *«?!*- >»«* *»> \
»

Kag lS3-90. rise in, to be jraanal

1S6; wl*t prevented Ungs from

es.acUnse-o:essi\et.l95.

TxxBg copperplate of Moa SOS,

Taylor, Jeremy 2SS

Taylor, on * Evidence' SjSa, 33S.

Teacher, to be fined for tailing to tcsth

a lore or craft after receiviaj fees

4S1.

Telang, :ifr. Justice 5."0b, 69Sa, 751a,

Tesples, doty of village elders to

increase property oflES; iiBgcoEia

ia calamities reaviisUiea wealth of

iss,is?; prap^ty ot«
rat lBSt *y

long possession of another 3tT.

Xhalnr, Dr. Araareshwar, on 'HiBon

taw of evidence* 305.

Theft, definition ot 319; aistiagnisaea

from crimes of viotece S3 ; ***

of oi&ers to catch thieves ard rasie

£08dloss caused by lo7-lo5; ta-

Irtnceawrt of sentence for repeated-

ly cmamilfins 405 ; Ifeoilifc ot

village headman for t. 167-65;

liahiUtv of whole village ia certain

cases ot 16S; s» CtMIay » «»»

owa loss if «a« Wbbed by his own

servant 167: n> l Vima
*f

without paraission certaxa articles

523-5:4 ; of three Siads, sec. to the

%alue of the subject of 319.

Thieves, cnitirg of finjers and hasfc

of SV ; frequently cuatit^eS w

fteKsvka SV>* galdsaitli is ftt

worst e! all t. 511 ; hw detected

and caught 5:6. nicefcdseisec-a

t £;0 ; not to be convicted ca ctre

susnldon Ml: pnnishaest to

haxWng or giving^^«^P t0

t. and recdving stolen prcpctyf»=

SSS ; specisl officers apj»te*d f«

catching 16S; to be aade KOT
propertv stolen or its price lo :«•«

unds of, p»«ni *>$ *scI
^.,

i
::

:

various p.ni«bmeat» for J.l-w.,

were paiished with ocith >. «•?>

Eisadictiaes3S7.^

ThRJBf. fc'),T aiit Si
„ .. ..

Ti^.tringsntoat-Jl ntdit. «^ '

-TT£h o*ee« cf State) were
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Tithitattva, a work of Raghunandana

910a

Title, and possession lend support to

one another 318. rales respecting

possession and t 319-320,1 without

some slight possession has no

strength 318

Tolerance, religions, in ancient India

881

Tolls, commodities exempt from pay-

ment of 193-194 , levied on exports

and imports 193-194 , superintendent

of 146.

Torture, allowed in witchcraft causes

in England 405n , by police not un-

known even now in the West and in

India 255n ; employment of, to elicit

admission from accused whose gnilt

isprima facte established 254 , four

kinds of 254 , punishment of those

causing death by 254 , was part of

Roman Criminal Procedure 255n ,

when not to be employed 254

Touching a person after a relative of

the latter is dead 951

Traitana, a dasa 353.

Transactions, { see under ' contract ',

'possession' ) . age of competency to

enter into, for males and females

W, brought about by force or frarikl

are unenforceable 412, circums-

tances which make t unenforceable

412, committed to writing prevail

over those made before witnesses

only 431-32, in conflict of, one with

possession first is superior 431 , in t

of sale, gift or mortgage the first in

time prevails 432, last of several t

is decisive except in sale, gift or
mortgage 413.

Transfer of Property Act (Indian ) 306,
4l3n,425,429n.434,493n,494n,674'

Transfer, of properly by acceptancc319
Trasadasju, a Vedic Ling, claimed to

be identical with Varuna and other
gods 32

Treasure trove, rules about 175
Treasury .allundcrlakingsofLmgdepend

on!S4, duties of the superintendent

135

of 144, eight principal sources of

filling 187-188, everyone, however

poor, must contribute something to

thet 187, importance of gold and

silver reserve in 187 , means recom-

mended for replenishing depleted

188-189.

Trees, destruction of is sabasa of

lowest kind 426 , fines for Injuring

or felling 516, 528 , rules about the

ownership of the fruits and other

products of t. growing on the boun-

dary of a field 509-510

Trial , ordeals not to resorted to in if

human means available 261.

Tribes, mentioned in the Rgveda such

as those of Anu, Druhyu &c 64,

135

Tribunals (see under 'courts'), grades

of five kinds of 280 ; inferior, could

dispose of all litigation except what

fell under sahasa 281 ; inferior,

could not carry out orders as to fines

and punishments, but only recom-

mended these to king 281 , offenders

of all castes were brought before same

398n, ten classes of, spoken by Bhrgu

282, usage varied as to the number

and gradation of inferior 285

Tnveda, Dr D S 897n

Troops , are of six kinds 200 , fighting

spirit inculcated and encouraged in

.

by holding forth several kinds of

rewards 211 , isatnyas, constituted

hereditary 202 , number of, killed in

the Mahabbarata war 204, of all

castes existed even in the epic age

202, rules about 206. superiority

or inferiority of several grades of

201-202.

Troubles, internal, are more serious

for the State than external ones 233
Tup-tika of Kumarila on Jaimtni 695n.
Turvasu, son of Yayati 937
Tusaspa, a Yavana was Governor of

Surastra under Asoka 117.
Twelve Tables, in Rome 389n, 441n.
T«ms, seniority among 627, 873.

Uccala, king of Kashmir 80.
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Vdayana, king of VatSa, was Impri-

soned byftfahaoena 86.

Udayantya, An «f» m Agmstoroa 939.

Udvahatattta, 930, 944. 9«n
Uriyogaparva, 3d, 37, 43, S3, 58n, 6A

79, 101, 127, 131, 163n, 168,173,

185, 202, 204-7, 213, 326, 228. 232,

245, 278, 334, 452, 538, 542n. 555n,

609n, 845, 848, 905, 907-8, 910. 911,

916. 918, 922, 965.

(Jdvota, an author q by L>ay,ibluj;»

556, 7JG

TJgra 64

l/klalabba, d(,6ned 493.

(Jpamdbi, 454-455, means every kind

'
of bailment ace to Katyayana 455

l!papataka (minor bin) 511n, 6I0n .

adultery was generally regarded as

615, Cafdiuyana or Gm,rala «as

the ordinary penance for 615, go-

vadba as. an S65

Upaieda 49, Arthasaslra is an Id

843 : four Upavedas mentioned as

affiliated to the four Vcdas 10, S43n

Upayas (expedients of royal policy)

171-175, are four, ace to many

writers 171 , are seven, ace to

Kamandaka and a few others. 172

,

are to be employed not only in Mate

craft, but also tn ordinary life 173

danda out of the upayas is to bt

employed as a last resort 173 , theory

of, elaborated long before Christian

era 172.

Upelsa (an upaya) 172

Osages, about ritual varied even in

Vedici times 877. autboritativeness

of, laid down in smrtis, in relation

to Vedio rites 841-42 , each country

has u that are duracaras 849 .
esta-

blished in a country and not plainly

immoral and not in direct conflict

with Veda and smrtis Were to be

recorded in writing under royal seal

270, 488, 862 , family u preferred to

Sstra 875 : general rule about aulho-

ritativeneis of 865-866, governed

disputes of inhabitants of same vil-

lage, city or country 233, 862 ,
illus-

trations of -varying usages in different

parts 861 , immemorial u, said to

he transcendental law 875, im-

moral u condemned by Kurainla

848-849 , of countries, castes,

villages and groups, varying general

rules were to be enforced by ling

566. 8G0-866, 882. of guilds tia-

ders, heretics, and associations may

be enforced by king 860, of iuttt

as to gains of learning or gifts acquir-

ed at expense of family estate 580,

of Vedic sakhas about religious rites

8S3-S4 , recognized by Vcdie texts

gradually went out of vogue and

came to be condemned by common

people 630 , that are not opposed to

\cdic te\ts, that haie no visible pur-

pose and are practised byVedic sufas

as.dbarma are authoritative 843

Usanas, author of work on Eijasastra

2-4, 121n, 208,221 smrti of 336-37,

447, 485, 501, 514, 586.

Usasli Cakrayana 164.

Usury, (see under ' money-lending')

,

oven witnesses to u transactions

were liable to be punished 422 ,
con-

demned as worse than brahmamv-

rourder4l8,420n,425n, not known

(o Indians, ace to Megasthenes 118,

Ulpala, commentator of Brhatsammt*

ti, 230n, 407n, 897, 906n, 916, 91?.

913n

Utlara (defendant's replj) 300

Utlaiakanda (of KamSyana ) 243.

Utlaramallura, inscriptions on ll>5

qualifications, of candidates for elec-

tion to village committees 91, 156.

littarapatha 135

Vacaspali 668.

Vah,ka, country of 88. Stt*. <*«

cityofSSn

Vaidya.Mr.C V898,901n.9U

Vauayanti. a lexicon 136, 145a. »'

Vacant:, com of Nandapand.U »"

Visnudharmasutra, 39, JS». «'

W5%05.403,452»,-l53,626n,M6.

7l
7,727,?30-31,777,877n
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Vaikhanasa-smartasiilra 764n.

Vamya, the first king, who made a

contract with people 31

Vairantya, a king killed by stratagem 85.

Vaisarjana-homa 836n

Vaisya-vamsa-sndhak&ra 252n

Vajapeya, a sacrifice, may be perform

ed by brahroanas 65, 836n ^artificial

post in 75n, 92

Vajasaneya sambita", 64, H2, 10.', Ill,

353, 519. 514, 541,000, ?44u, fi!,

962, 964

Vajjians, eight clans of 90

Vajridilja, a Kashmir km;} ulio >-old

many people as slai es to inlm Vw,

484

VakJlakas 39, 70 , were .illied by

marriage to BbSi^s'iva-, 76n.

Vakpantsya (abuse and defamation)

511-513

Vikyabheda, fault ol 095

Vamagama, (see under sakla)

Vanaparva 5, 46, 49, 51,53n, 101, 134,

161, 168, 172, 180. 207-!>, 214, G34n,

776n, 800, 8S9n, S90-92, S9Gn, 923-

24, 960n

VInaprastba, stage of, forbidden is

Kali 941

Varadaraja, author of t.irvanapada-

maBjari 849

Varadaraja, aulhoi of VjavaUara-

mrnaya.awork of authority on Hindu
T-aw in Madras 246, 545, 731.

Virahagrhya 754 n

V.irahaimbira, author of Brbatsamhita,

231, SS9, 897, and of Pailcasid-

dbantda S9S, 907

Vardhamana, author of Daadavivela

191,391n.

Varsas, nine, of Jambndvipa 134,

Varsyayani 524.

Varta, benefits from 50 , constitnents
of 50 ; importance of 51 , norks
on l4n.

Vartika, on Pimm 3Sn, 126n, H0n,
141n, 144n, I90,499n.

Varum, as chastiscr of kings 176,
praited as the lord of issiras 132.

VnrnnapragbSsa, a Vedic rite, one of

the Caturmasyas534, 676n

Vasavadatta, of Snbandhn 53.

Vasistha, special oath taken by 359

,

threw himself into the Vtpasa river

S45

Vasistha, smiti of 3Q2n. 310. 342n,

430.

Vnwslha. dhamasutra of 3, 37, 56, 59,

61, 97, 119, 137, 160n, 166, 190,

194, 242, 245-6, 350. 273, 307, 317,

327, 332, 333, 343, 344n. 353, 355,

380,390, 391, 401-2, 409, 417-38,

423,443, 447, 454, 472, 504, 527,

535, 564. 574, 595, 598-99, 60S,

612n, 614-15. 617, 625, 642n, 644,

646. o47n, 650-51, 655, 657, 660,

663, 668, 076, 677n, 678n, 690n,

698, 700, 703n 706, 753, 771, 775n,

S03, 805-7, S25, 857, 853, 866, 870n.

S72n,S74. 875, SSI, 931, 938. 941,

944, 946-48, 950, 952, 954, 957,

959,963,965

Vasistbadharmasiitra, specially studied

by Rgvedins 853

Vasordbara, a religions rile 234

Vastusastra ISO.

Vasudeva, minister of Devahhuti,

killed his master 86

Vasndcia, (see under Krsna ), is said

to have drunk liquor prepared from

honey 965

Vasus, eight 368

VaSpi, perished when attacking

Agastya through over-joy 53.

Vatsa, was abused by hip blep-brotber

as the son of a STidra woman 36l

Vatsyayana. anthoi of bhu&a on
NyayasStra 46n

Viyupnrana, 10. 21, 42n, 53n, 05n,
101, 146n, 170, 179, 042n, 675,
872n, 892, S95n, ,S96n, 897n, 899-
900, 902

Vedanga Jyotisa-SS5, 022, 923-25,

Vedangas 49, 839.

Vedjnta, philosophy propounds Purusa
as the cause of the world 839.

Vedantasutra 46. 47n, 227, 443n, 669n,
719, 731n, 870, 964n, 96Sn
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Vedas, ace to Kautilya 48 , augas ol
48-49.

Veda-Vyasa, smrti of 272d, 872. 963
Vena, a king, was killed by braumanas

tor Jus irreligious conduct 26, 33;
perished through lack of vmaya 52.

Vendor, (see under 'purchaser', 'sale'),

fine for selling an article after con-
cealing defects or for telling to a
third man what is. already sold 491.

S'csah, capital of Licchavis 90, 91 ;

administrations of justice in, was
complicated 268

Vcsyas, (see nnder 'ganika'), were

almost slaves 14S

Vtbhaga (partition), definition of 560-

561.

Victoria, proclamation of Queen 61 n

S20

Victory, joyous or confident state of

mind is the highest sign of 227

Vidhivairtlpja, meaning of 605

Vidbivaisaraya, explained 704.

Vlduratlia, a ling. Killed by his

queen 85

Vidyadhana, (see under 'gains of learn-

ing') 58Iff.

Vidyas, control of senses, is the cause

of pro6ciency in 52 ; for a king 48-

49 , fourteen or eighteen in ancient

times S43 . produce discipline

(vmaya) 51,

Vigraha (hostility), sixteen ways in

which v. springs 22G.

Vijigisu, meaning of 218

VijuanesVara, (see under Mitaksara)

119, 393, 869, 927. 942.

Vikramorvas'iya, a drama of Kalidasa

305n.

Village, assemblies carrying on local

administration in 155-1 56 ; craftsmen

were hereditarily attached to 156

,

communities were miniature States

157 , duty of elders of, to protect

and increase property of minors and

temples 166 , extent and revenue of

134. 154 , headman of 153-154 ,

headman of. had certain summary

powers of punishment 2S2 ; officers

of a 154-155 , officers of, supervised

[Vol.

by a mimster of Slate hi, should
contain not less than 100 families
and not more than 500, 134

Village Police Act (in Bombay Pre-
sidency) 282

Villages, administration of, by means
of a hierarchy of officers 141-42

,

groups of ten, 200, 400 v had separate

appellations 140 , in a kingdom were
divided into three grades by the

samahartr 143 , were named after

trees 141n.

Vinayaka, propitiatory rite to 366.

VipSsa, river in which Vasistha tuiew

himself 845

Vframitrodaya, ( see Vyavaharapraklsa

and Bajanitiprakas'a), 10, 445, 571,

576, 671 , 731 , 735, 759, 782, 800, 879,

is of paramount authority in the

Benares School of Hindu Law 544

VirStaparva 59, 135, 160. 180, 203, 888

VisSlaksa, expounder of ESjasastra 2,

S3 , 232 , summarised the work of

Brahma 4

Visnu, smrti of (not found in punted

text) 735.

Visnudhannasutra, 3, 9. 17n, 22, 37,

56, 58-59. 61, 71, 118-121n, 126,

133, 141-42, 146n, 166-67, 173, 176,

179, 185, 187, 190-92, 195-96, 242,

245, 273, 275, 294, 305, 307, 311-12

314-15, 321, 330-32, 334, 336, 340n,

343,346-47, 352-53, 358,360,364-

66, 370-372n. 373-74, 389, 393, 394,

396-97, 400, 402-05, 409, 419, 421-

23, 427-29, 431-433, 436-38, 440,

442-45 , 449n. 450, 452-53, 463, 472,

479, 490. 498, 509, 511n, 512, 516,

522, 526-28, 534-35, 551. 554, 574,

578, 580, 587, 589n, 595, 598, 605,

608, 610n, 613n, 614n. 616-18, 620,

623, 625, 630, 639, 642, 644, 646.

655, 663, 678n. 690n, 700-702, 710a,

714, 719, 721, 725, 734,747,749.

763-64, 767, 773, 775n, 777n, 787,

790, 804, 807b, 816, 857, 866, 869,

S77n, 890, 922. 932, 943-44, 949,

951-52, 953-54. 959. 963, 965

Visnudharmottara-purana, 13, 24,44,

54, 57, 59-60, 69, 72, 77», 79. SO,
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S2 105, 108, 118, U9n, 126-27,

130-31. 133, !«-«' l60"61, t57,

170,172-73,177,184,191,192,195,

.£15-17,219, 220n, 223-24.226-27,

230, 263,924

Visougupta, composed u.orl on Danda-

mti in 6000 sloVas 7, S

Visnnpurana, 10, 77n, 114, "7, 737o,

766, S36n, 857, S59, S92, S95n, 896,

b97n, 924-25

Visnuyasas, father of kalkvn, 924-25

Visti, ditties of 20S

Vis'vamitra.adoptedbnnahsepa, though

he had alreadj many sons 544, 661-

o3 , officiated » priest for Tn-

saulu who had become a Candsila

845.

Visnanatha, a logician, author of Mim-

satattvavivela 946

Visvatupa, commentator of YajBaval-

kyasmrti 9, 32, 47n, 48, 137, 159n,

160, 167, 263n, 299, 312, 322-23,

340, 387n, 395n, 39Sn, 421n, 452n,

454, 505, 527n, 557. 579-80, 582n,

597, 601n, 602fl, 604n, 606n,616n,

621n, 029, 636, 860n, 865, 867n, S69,

874,927, 932, 938, 942n, 956, 965

Vitasta, ruer was dammed by Sayya

162

Vivada, meaning of 246

Vivadacandra of -Misamroisra 246, 28Sn,

291n, 325, 327n, 344, 349, 356n,

35S, 380, 417n, 423n, 424b, 434n,

455n, 460, 473a, 474n, 490a, 545,

573n, 605, 69Sn. 703n, 708a, ?36n,

766-67, 771n, 774n, 779, 785n, 790n

Vivadacintamani. 417a, 419n, 420n,

426n, 447n, 460, 474n, 476n, W2a,
5l0n, 513n, 522n, 523, 526n, 545,

6180, 626n, 634n. 651n, 698, 701,

708o, 712, 71Sn, 721, 763, 766, 770n.

773n-79. 7S2, 784n, 785n, 786n,

W-SS, 791n, 793, S17n , leading

authority in Mitlula 545, 795

Vnadaratnakara, 121b, jejn, 177, 24fi,

281, 316, 320, 393n, 401n, 404, 413»,
419n, «0n, 421n. 423a, 426n, 432a v

43Bn. «0. 442n, 445n, 446, 44?n,
451n, 457n-460n, 462n-465n. 467n-

*70n. 472n, 473n, 476n, 4c0n, 484a,

485n, 489n, 4920. 498n-504n. 506a.

508a, 513n, 514n,516o, 52In, 522a

523, 525n. 529n, 531n-533n, 536n.

538n.540n, 545, 553n, 554n. 566n,

568n, 572n, 574, 575n-577n, 580n.

5Sln. 583n. 586n, 587-590n. 592o.

597,598, 607n, 610n, 618n. 619n,

621n, 623n-626n, 631n. 632n, 634n,

635-36, 637n, 642n, 644, 646, 649n,

651a, 652n, 656n, 660n, 664a, 702,

707n, 714a, 716, 721n, 734n, 736n,

738n. 747a, 763, 770. 771n, 78Gn-

78Sn. 791a, 948n

Vtvadatandava, 246, 547n, 550a, 556n,

593a, 643u, 659 664n 692n, 729a,

770a

Vogel, Dr. 153

Vratakhanda of Hemadrt 122n

Vrddhatri 872n.

Vrddha-Brhaspati 614, 653n, 943

Vrddba-Gautama 432n, 676n, 683n,

684n, 863n

Vrddha-HSrita, 209, 242, 391. 396-97,

400-402, 420, 442, 951.

Vrddha-Katyayana 300n, 493o.

Vrddha-Manu 408, 477-79, 707

Vrddha-Satatapa 754.

Vrddha- Vasistha 380

Vrddha-Vismi 721n

Vrddha-YSjSa^alkya 675

Vrsnis, oligarchy of, perished by

attacking Dsaipayana 53 , sangha
of, was presided over by Krana 88

,

suffered through gambling 55

V"rtra 65

Vyabrtts 76

Vyasa, etpounder of Rajasastra 4,

Vyasa, a kanina son 660, gave sight

for a time to blind Dhrtarastra 847

,

produced by niyaga two sons on the
wives of Vicitravirya 845-846

Vyasa, smrti of 260, 272n, 273, 278,
ZS4. 304, 310-13, 318, 322,332, 341,
355, 358. 379-80, 395, 409, 421, 43o!
43?, 462, 467n, 491n, 492, 496, 499,
510, 521-22, 524, 526 , 531, 554, 572

'

580a, 582, 584, 586a, 606-07, 703*

737,772,778,926,961,970.
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Vyasanas, of Ling, arming from k*ma
and krodka 332-233 , of the ele-

ments of mjya 232.

Vyavabara, eight limbs of 252, four

feet of 259-CO, four stages of, are

plaint, reply, proof and decision

260, meanings of 245-247; several

matters predicated about 259-263 ,

springs from three motives, iama,

krodha and lobha 262.

Vyavahara-l-alpatani S82n,

Vyavahaiaroatria of Jtmiilavaliana,

246, 251n, 258n, 208, 2?ln-273n,

281, 281 n, 285n, 297n, 300n-302n,

30Sn, 312, 32la, 323-24. 330-32,

317, 35In, 358n, 363n, 380n, 381.

409. 41 Oo, 413n, S67n, 882n

Vyavaliaramayllkha of Nilakantba 247,

287n, 294n, 309n. 310, 323, 340n,

341n, 346n, 358, 363. 368, 370, 373,

389n, 393n, 394n, 417n, 419n, 423n,

124, 426n. 428a, 429n, 431n, 433n,

434n, 445n. 462n, 463n, 467n, 468n,

473n, S13n, 526, 532n, 545-46, 549o.

550n, S51, S53n, 5S4n. 560, 562,

568n, 569, 575n, 582n-584n, 586n,

593d, 595n, 597, 599n, 601, 607n,

G09n-I0n , 618n, 621n, 623, 626-27,

632a, 636, 647n, 664, 668n-670n,

074-75, 678-680, 687-692D. 695-96,

706n, 709-10, 715n. 719n, 721-22,

725-26, 728-29, 731-32, 734, 738,

747n, 748, 761. 763, 764n, 766. 768-

09. 772. 774n, 777n, 779, 782-784B,

737-791n, 795, 797-98n. 800n, 804a,

805, 809-11, 817n, 861n, 867n, 873,

878, 879, 936, a work of paramount

authority on Hindu Law in Gujerat,

Bombay Island and Northern

Konfcm 545, 878

Vyavaharamraaya of Varadarsja 121n,

246, 260, 277n 287n, 300n. 301n,

30Sn. 310, 3130, 318n, 321n, 326n,

327n,336a. 338n.341n.342n, 348n,

355n, 358n, 368, 369n, 379n, 382,

391n, 394n, 403n. 4l9n, 423, 428n,

430n, 431, 441n. 445n, 468n, 469,

474 4870, 492n-494n, 495-96, 545,

553* 554n, 556n r 569. 571n, 572n,

576n, 577n, 582n-85n, 592a, J9Jn
601, 606n, 620n, 621n, 623a, 6J5n',

628n, 631n, 639n, 644, 651n, 653n,

678n, 683. 6S5n, 686, 703a, 707n,

713n, 731,733n, 736n 752n, 755a,'

774n, 776n, 779n, 791n, SQOn, 861n,

S62n, 882n

Vyavabarapadas, meaning of 24K;

misjoinder of 299, number and

nomenclature of, differed 248 , saul

to be 18 from ancient times 248,

250; subdivided into those arising

from wealth and those arising from

injury 258 ; subdivisions of 262

Vyavaharapraltasa (part of Vfranutra-

daya of Mitramisra) 156n, 243n-44n,

247B, 259a, 261-65n, 275. 278, 280,

2820, 284, 28Sn, 291, 299n, 301n-

303a, 304, 306, 308-10, 313n, 3IS,

317, 318n, 322-23, 327n, 330-334,

337, 338n, 340n, 344n. 346n, 348n,

350n, 351, 352n, 354n-357n, 358,

363n. 364n, 366n, 367n, 368, 371n,

372a, 375, 379, 380n, 383, 385n,

396. 417n, 419n, 432, 436n, 437,

43S»-440n. 443n, 444-45n, 447n,

451, 452n, 455, 456n—58n,

462, 463n, 464, 465n-468n, 470n,

471n, 473n, 474n, 475. 477n-479n,

482n-485n, 487, 488n, 489n-90,

492n, 498n, 499n, 502n, 505n, 506n,

507, S09a, 513, 520n, 521. 522n,

525n-26n, 529n. 531n, 532, 536n-

37n, 539. 546, 548n, 549. 550n, 552,

555n, 558n, S63n, 558-70B, 572-7SB,

578, 598, 602n, 603n, 604, 620.

621n, 623n, 625a. 628n, 629",

631D, 632n, 636-37, 639".

652n, 701a, 706-708n, 712, 713»,

715n, 716. 720H-22, 725-27, 729a,

733n, 734n, 737n, 747n, 755. 76S.

768. 769n. 774a, 775, 777-79H, 785»,

788, 793, 800n, 804n, 809n, 85Sfl.

861, 862n, 863, 866n, 867n, 86?.

879n, 882n.

Vyavahararatnitera 246

354n 379n. 383, 441n,459D,483n.
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Vyavabiratattva, 246, 271n. 276, 288n,

293,306,317n,323n,325, 338, 340n,

366n, 367, 375, 867n,

Wad, Rao Bahadur 106. 405

War, ( see under 'battle* ) , country o{

an enemy may be harassed tn 210 ,

fighting ceased at sunset in 211 , high

ideal of, in the Mahibharata 209 ;

non-combatants were not to be

molested in 210 , rules of, agreed

upon between Kauravas and Pandavas

209 , use of poisoned or barbed

arrows forbidden in 210 , weapons

used in ancient India in 212-215 ,

wounded soldiers of enemy in vs

should be given medicine 210

Water, rules about allowing w. to run

on another's land or bouse 507-508 ;

rules about defiling reservoir of w,

or river 509.

Watercourse, rules about 508, 510, 590,

Walters { on Yuan Chiang's travels

)

376n, 407.

Ways, rights of, belonging to a joint

family cannot be divided at a parti-

tion 588n.

Wealth, activity is the root of 169 , all

w is not meant for sacrifices 609 ;

is acquired for two purposes, viz.

worldly enjoyment and spiritual

benefit 736 , men of, to be honoured
by Ung 189 , rules about the acquisi-

tion of w are purusirtha 550n , seven

astnc sources, of 550n

Weapons, diwdcd into four classes by
ancient writers 264-265 , five kinds
of 215 , worship of, before battle

910-011

Weaving, duties, of superintendent of
146.

Weber 16

Weights and measures.dulics of superin-
tendent of 145-H6 . punishment for
false 166 , were first introduced by
iheNandas 145n , were made from
iron or stones found in Magadha
conrtn or Mekala mountain US

Wells, should not be partitioned but
enjo>cd in common 586, 5S8n, 590.

Whipping, allowed in England even

now for certain offences 403n„ as

punishment for certain offences 403 -

4; prescribed as punishment in some

cases for women, minors, slaves,

lunatics, old men 404.

Whipping Act (Indian) 403n.

Widow, can perform only the Ekod-

dista sraddha for her husband 737 ,

different views about the power of

adoption of a son by a 668-669

,

effect of unchastity on right to main-

tenance 806-808; fluctuations in cases

about widow's power of adoption in

a joint Hindu family in the Bombay

Presidency 670-674 , forfeits property

taken as heir of her husband if she

remarries 707, of predeceased son

or predeceased grandson was allowed

by Visvariipa to take the share ofW
deceased husband 604, of gotraja

as heir 751-52 , remarriage of, con-

demned by most smrtis bat allowed

by custom in certain castes 453 ,

right of w. of a person or of his pre-

deceased son or grandson in modern

tunes 604 , right of w. to succeed to

separated sonless husband , if cbaste

706-707 , right of w, is of a limited

nature 708-710 , succeeding to hus-

band does not forfeit estate by sub-

sequent unchastity 707 , succeeds as,

heir under Dayabhaga, whether hus-

band v,as joint or separate 708 ,

taker of, had to pay her first hus-
band's debts 453 , was to be chaste,

perform sraddha of deceased husband
and take all his wealth 738 , whether
unchaste w can adopt 674

Wife, ace. to Vyasa, was entitled at
most to 2000 panas in the husband's
wealth 60fi, cannot herself demand
partition but was entitled to a share
when husband separated his sons or
her sons claim partition during
father's life 605 , could earn or own
property, but had no independent
power of disposal during husband's
life 452; debts of, to be paid by hus-
band in the case of cowherds, hunters
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and the like 432, husband most try to

deserve regard and love of 537 . hus-

band bad ownership over, ace to

Narada 453 , maintenance of 803-4 •

may be divided as to estate from

husband 450-51 , meaning of dictum

'there is no partition between hus.

band and w ' 603-604 , not liable to

pay husband's debts 440-441. 452 .

of cowherd and of him who takes a

lease of land for half produce liable

for debts of husband 441 , of sacri-

ficer had to confess in Varunapra-

ghasa if she had a paramour 534-35,

right of w, ' to succeed to her deceas-

ed husband's wealth was recognized

after a long struggle 701, punishment

for abandoning blameless w 804 ,

treatment of w guilty of adultery

806 , was said to be half of the hus-

band 453

Wilkinson, author of 'Manners and

customs of ancient Egyptians" 425n,

Will, Brhaspati is against passing of

property by 474, 817 , germs of the

idea of 474, 816-817 , of Umichand

818 , political w, of Lahtaditya 817 •

unknown to ancient Hindu Law £16;

Wills, on 'circumstantial evidence

356n, 357n

Window, opening of w so as to com-

mand view of the interior of another's

house not allowed 507

Wine, none to be allowed to drink
'

i

during day time ace to Sulra 148>

how far forbidden in Kali 964-965

Wintermtz, Dr 122n, 405n

Witchcraft, 405-406, punished in

England up to beginning of 18th

' century 405 ,
punishment for ace to

Manu and Brhaspati 406.

Witness, even one may be sufficient in

certain cases 331-332 , evidence of,

must be direct and not hearsay,

330, king cannot be cited as 336 ,

litigants were not to approach sec-

retly a w. 349 , Manu prefers a single

male w. to women of good character

337, who is a 330.

Witnesses, (see under 'perjury'), tt

least three general!} required 331

brabmana w following a\ocation of

tending cattle or engaged in trade or

as menials were to 'be treated a<

stidras m matters of oath 344

compulsory attendance of 345 , crosi

examination of w how far aliened

245, divided by Narada into krta

and akrla 339 , dutj of parly oppos

ed to the party calling u to point

out latent defects rendering them

incompetent as w. 34 1 , even persons

generally held to be incompetent as

w may have to be examined in eer

tain cases 337 , evidence of w tends

to be false owing to friendship, fear,

greed, anger, ignorance 334, exa

mination of, not to be delayad by

king or judge 331 , exceptions to

rule that w. were to be examined in

open court 346 , exhortations ad-

dressed by the judge to 342-344,

faults in w. cannot be pointed ont at

a late stage 341, fined for not coming

to depose 345, five classes of incom-

petent 338-339. five kinds of krta

339, how much has to be proved by

party calling w. 347-348 , if serious

calamity befell w. after deposing in

a cause they were fined and made to

pay debt claimed 352, indicatory

acts and appearances, of w. deposing

falsely 346, in disputes amonj;

groups, guilds *c 333 ; minimum

required to attest documents 312.

number of w, necessary in a dispute

331-332 , Oaths administered to

343-44; parties as 345, patent

defects in, to be considered by court

at time of giving decision 341,

persons incompetent to be w. 33*-

336, qualifications of 332-333.

quality P^erred to number of 347.

rules in case of conflict among «7 >

should be produced for examination

by parties or summoned by court

345- should ordinary be of the

aoe cas.easthepart.es 333 sbouW

take off their shoes and touch co»-
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dung, gold or darbha grass before

deposing 342; six kinds of akrta

340, strict examination of character

of w should be entered upon only in

civil disputes 336-37, subsistence

allowance for w 345, swearing and

exhortation of w differed ace to

caste 343-44, taking do«n the depo-

sitions of 344 , to be examined in

presence of parties 342-343 , twelve

kinds of, mentioned by Brbas-pati

340 , were allowed to depose falsely

by Dharmasastra works if speaking

the truth would tead to death sen-

tence for accused 353 , were to

depose in the presence of fire, water

jar and brahmanas 342, women as

333-34,337, women notwUollv dis-

qualified as w, 338

Woman, abandonment of, as punish-

ment when she conceived horn inter-

course with a man of lower caste 402

,

person buying or selling a brahmana
woman as a slave was punished by
fang and the transaction was set

a-ade 4SS , pregnant, not to be
sentenced to death 402 , sight of, in
a dream, an auspicious sign 226,
when abandoned for unchssttty 806-
807. who was notashue became a
slave by marrying a slave 485

Women
, assimilated to sudras in respect

of slud> of Veda, homa &c. 687

,

cannot be completely guarded by be-
ing merely secluded 537 ; even pattta
w that bad not performed prayas-
citta were to be given bare mainten-
ance 615

. have authority to perform
purta dharma. i. e worts of charity
such as bnildmg of wells, temples
Parts 610 , lesser punishment for
533 . must be guarded against im-
proper attachments 536, not held
entitled to a share, but only to
maintenance ace , certain wruers
that rely on BaudhSyana 606, 712
not to bearrestcdand jailedm certain
«ses 364-85. not euuued to inherit
"the whole of India except fivew

136

specially mentioned and except in

Bombay and Madras 713, 746, 748,

not entitled to dispose of property

independently of their husbands 771

,

of even good family come to rum by

independence 536, only four kinds

of adulterous w to be abandoned

94.8 , rules about personal appearance

of w. vn coarts 287 ; sathskaras of,

except marriage, not to be performed

with Vedic mantras 712 , treatment

of women raped or kidnapped 956-57,

work provided at home by superin-

tendent of weaving for w. that did get

out orwere,crippledor unmarried 146

Work, two kinds of, stibha and a'subha

482 , what is impure w 482,

Writing, referred to even in the most
ancient dharmasutras 307 , when
introduced in ancient India 306-308,

wooden boards used for writing

ephemeral matters 308.

Yacitaka, rules of HStyiyana about
interest beginning to run on 426

,

rales of Kantilya about 459.

Yadavaprakasa, author of lexicon called

Vaijayant? 136.

Yadu, disobeyed his father Yayati and
lost the kingdom 42.

Yijfiavalkya, smrli oT, 6-7, 9-10, 17n.
22, 26, 32, 37-8, 43-4, 48, 56-7,
59-60, 62, 71, 95-97, 101, 107-110,
118-121n, 123, 124n, 126; 128-29,
13Z, 140n, 142, 146n, 158, 160-61,
166-171. 173n, 175-76,178, 184. 193',

195, 199, 209, 211, 216-17, 228, 238
242, 245-48, 250-51, 257, 259, 260n'
263n, 268, 270-71, 273, 275, 277
280. 284, 291-92, 294-97, 300, 302-
310, 312-313, 314-15.317,319-21
324-25, 327-28, 331-34, 33G, 338n,
340n, 342-348n, 350-53, 356,358
360. 362-65. 367-68, 370-74, 376n!
380-83, 385. 387-89, 391-92 394-.
39Sn, 400-405, 408, 412-13, 419.432
425, 427-29, 431, 433-438, 440-443n"
445, 448n-452, 454, 457-58, 463-64*
466-67, 470-72, 476-479, 481-84'
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486, 483-92. 494n. 496-501, 504-05,

507, 509-516, 520-22, 524, 525n,

527-29, 531, 533-35,538-540,545,

549n, 55In, 553, 554n-557, 563. 566-

S67. 569, 573-577, 579, 582, 584,

586-87, 590, 592, 593n, 595-99, 601,

603 ( 605, 609-617, 619, 621-23, 628,

630,632,635,637, 640-41, 644-46,

C49, 651-54, 657-58, 660, 663, 666,

670n. 675, 677-78, 686, 690n, 700-

702,708,714-15,719. 722, 725-26,

732, 735. 737n, 742-43, 749, 754n,

759-60, 764-65, 767, 773. 775n, 779-

81, 785-87. 792-94, 801, S03-807,

809, 810n, 812, 814, 823, 825n-27,

831, 837, 857n, 858n, 860, 863, 865,

866, 867n, 868, 869, 871, 874, 878,

881-83, 931-34, 938-39, 941, 943,

946-48, 950-52, 954, 958-59. 963,

965, 970

Yama, smrli of, 527n, 533-34, 644,

652n, 707n, 792.

Yasaskara, a king, personally heard

causes of people 270-71 , punished a

brahmana criminal with mark of dog's

foot on the forehead 403 , was elect-

ed king of Kashmir 31

Yas'asUlaka 27, 84, 86, Uln, 113. 128n,

202, 203n, 859n.

Yaska (see under 'Nirukta '), 104, 658,

776n.

Yasodharman Visnuyasas 925n

Yati, s'iidraas 765, who could be a

765 ; whether he could beg for food

from all varnas 957 , rule about his

abode for the night 959-60

Yatidbarmasangraha 929n, 960n.

Yaudheyas, republic of 89 ; were up-

rooted by Rudradaman 89

Yautaka, a kind of strldhana 778-779

Yavana, king ruled for a long time be.

cause he observed dictates of dharma

97.

Yavanas, dwelt to the east of Bharata-

varsa 67; said to have sprung from

Turvasu, son of Yayati 937.

Yayati, passed over his eldest son

Yadn and made bis youngest son

Piru his successor 42, 44

Yogaksema, meaning of 588-589

Yogloka, a writer 348n

Yojana, measure of distance varied in

different countries 145n

Yuddbalanda 77, 116, 200, 209. 214

Yudhistbira, prevaricated to bring

about death of his teacher Drona

845 , vow of, not to refuse dice play

when challenged 542.

Yugapurana, part of Gargasamihita

892, 897.

Yugas, description of the nature and

dharmas of four 891-92, dbarma

declined progressively in the 244,

885-886, dharmas of different y.

differ 869, 891 , four well-known y.

not found in Rgveda 886, meaning

of 886-889, smrtis predominant in

several y 869, 885, theory of 885-

891.

Yuktikalpataru 13, 229n, 230

Yuvaraja, bad y. to be kept confined

117; eldest son or younger brother

o'f a reigning king became 116,

emoluments of 117, entrusting

powers to 117, not generally

enumerated in the lists of mantnns

116 ; often sent as a Governor of a

province of the realm 116,
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Abadbya 772 Anubandhya

Abhigimika 45 Anumana

Abhiyoktr 292 Annsamanta

Abblyakta 292 Anusisla

Acanta 439 Anuttara

Adayadabandhava G50 Annvakra

Adesa 697n, 698n Anvadheya

Adevamatrka 133n Anvadbi

Adhaka 124n Anvadhipatra

Adhamana 428 Anvahita

Adbanapatra 311 Anviksikl

Adharya 300n Apana
Adhi 419n, 427-28 Apanaya
Adtubhoga 419 Apapatnta
Adbikarana 143 Aparadha
Adhikarmakrt 482 Apayatrita
Adhipala 434n Apratibandha-daya
Adhipatya

Adbisthaaa

Adhyagni

64

142

774n

Apratisthita

Apratyayabhogyadbi

Apia
Adh>aksa

Adhyavahantka

Agha

142

77-fa

Arxjaka

Ardbadhaoa
942 Arghya

Agama
317 An

Ahara

Abmnaibuka
139

851n

Arisadvarga

Artbadasana
AjSadbi

493n Arlhasastra
Ajfiakraya

493n Arthin
AjBaparra

310 Asana
Afcramodha

GISn Asedha
Akranda

220 Asraya
Akrandassra

220 Asuravijayin
Aksadynhka

541 Atavika
Aksapatala

Aksanbini

Akravapa

143

204-205

112

Atreyi

Atta

Anpapatika
Aknka

541 Anrasa
Amatya

104 Avakraya
Amalja

Amiksa
451n Avapatika

465 Avaroddba
Anga

Antapila

AnUrvatnaka

17

H2n, 197

Avyavahanka

Baddbakrama

Anlewsin
112n Bala
482 Bala

alphabet)

865

828n, 851o

142

383

263

919n

774n

429

311

458, 459n

46-48

263

217

ClOn

264

610n

546

277, 716

430

334n

21,30

961

368

218

53

54

6-7

292

223

291

219

69
112n, 200-201

527n

893n

610n

655-656

494n, 495

610n

811-815

447

731

438, 435

395n
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Bali

Bandha

Bandhu

B<>aga

B%>dugba
-Oflata

Bhaialta

Bhcda

®hoea W}s(rict)
nJ

aho£alabha
BhoSapn|i
Bhrlalta

Bhriina

Uhujtsyg

Blahmanabruva

Catravarlm

Cflravrddh,

CaJtrita

Cara

Canirabtadhata
Catnspatha

Chafe

Chala

t-odaua

Danda

Danda '<

Danda (army)

Dandaafti

Daadapila

Dandopaoata

DandopanayiD
Das?

Da««napakarma
Daftapradamka

Danvanka
Daya

Dayada

Devalaka

Dijvamatrfca

Devapa^u

Dhanaka

Dhaavana

Dharanaka

D«arma

2aS'tar^
^armasana

rT"'
015""'

! n^'hana

I St"**"
Dh

"aja-hrla

O^vajmf

,
Dinara

Divya

,

Dra«va

Drona

Dr°«amukha
Dula

,

c«'aJ(a

,

DvaiSUnya
,

D*aira,ya

l>vipravacana

r n?5u,UsWyana

Etaccliay5^.
ita

tkasesa

Uavakyaia

Ekoddisia

Gadyanaka
fiana

CananJ

Ganika

Garti

. Gavunda

/ GJaha

,
Gocarma

!
Golaka

,

Gopa

Gopya

GolrabaSjah

Golraja

Govikartana

Gramakuta

Gramika

|
Grlapahia

,

Gftyamaaakarana
Gnlma

fVol,

ZM,S72

«8-3s

243

226o

243 -

252

243

69

369

W3-584

503
Ja». 122

363

575

I24a

140

'27-139

'33d, 3<0

223

422

102

685»

685

538

438n

732n

443

737n

\

** 2«. 487-|s

49

i48o

276

134

539

432n

646a

"3, H9
128

650

732

112

154, 282

282

129

827a

141

303

124a
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lodrajala 172 j Kumatymalya 117

Indrasthana 3670 1 Kumarisabasa I96n

Indriya 713 Kumbha 124n

Iti
163 Kumbha 154

Kunda 646n
Janap&da 93-05, 134n

Kupyadbyaksa 145

Janapada (document) 309
Kusida (15, 417

Jaaarajja 64
Kusidin 417

Jangala

Jara

Jayapatra

132n

846 Labha 777n

310, 3E0 Lagna 229

Jnati 754n Lagnaka 419, 435

Laksanadhyal:sa 144

KaMni 121n, 126n Lckha 49

Kali 866-S87 Likhita 340
Kiliki •IIS taagrn 610n

Kalkin 924n Lobhavijayin 69

Kandaprstha 652n Lohabhihata (or-sara) 910n
Kanma 647, 660 Lokayata 46-47
Kantaka . 162, 251, 252

Kaaya
Kapatika

713 Madhjama 220

129 Madhjamasabasa 393-94

Kara 190, 191 Mahadandaaaj aka 115n

Karana 300,307 Maharaja 68

Karita 418 Maltmlu - 519

Karma (tottute) 254 Mandala 138-139

Karmabbumi 137 Mandalika 67

Karmana 53tn Mantrasak-ti 171

Karmantika 112n Mantnn 105

Karmanuyoga 254 Manyu 200

Katmasthana 113 Masa 121n

K&rmavipaka 392 MatsyanjHya 21 , 30rt

Karsapana 120, 121n Matejiat 502

Karya 95, 304 Mania 200, 634n

Kayavrala ": 439 May a 172

Kiyvka 418. 419 Mtlhja 300

Kcsarin S50n 1 Mttra 21S

Khanria 138 Mrtantnra. 33Sn,339

Kharl 12ln [
Mudradhyalesi 119

Khar\ata 132n Mudnla 277

Kharvatika 140 Mula 163

Khitai lS2n Nadika 14Cn
Ktra 1S4 Nadimalrla U3n
Kriya zo;. 301 N^Raraka U2n. H'J
Krla (throw of diet.) SS6-SS7 SJagarvWthto HI, 1S2
Krla 339 Naidhant 502
Kri-v (interest) 419 Naigiron 15'Jn 487n, 8S2n
hsaja 490n

J

Natstluka 76 i 962 63
Kwjadhi 430 ' NastiK !C4
Kola 142, 150n ' Naya 217
Kola (tribunal) 280 1 Miy-iVa 112n. 142
Kulita 2S3, 334n 'Jsibandba 575n
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Nigais

Nifoepa

Nirarthaks

Nirhlta

Niraikta

Nlrvyuha

Ni'ada

NisU
Nisrstirtfca

Nisrstilokha

Xiyata

Nyasa

Psknanrlin

Pakabhisa

Pala

Palb

Vans

paficabandba

pafieakula

paBcaniaha'abda

PaBcaritdha

Tanya

Parasava

PaiibbBsans

Fatidina

Panbsra

Panbara

Pankraya

Panmilarlba

Parioahya

Parmayya

Panvatla"'

Fanvrrti

Parivrtu

Farokta

Pirsnigtaba
^

Parsmgrabisara

Parvan

pSrvana

Patyagnikarana

Pascatkara

Patni

Pattakila

Patlana

Patta

paata
paata-vyavabarika

History of DharmaiSstra N

Prabb»s&ti

praoira

Pradwvaka

676»

454-455

300

788n

350n

507n

599

125a

128

310

813

454-455

882o

299

Wn
154

539

295

283

113

312

490, 495

599, 648, 656

224

310

191, 195. 3K>

500

224

Ub
770

770n

495

112

495

296, 303

220

737n

7370

938

380-81

707

154

1820

5S7i>

93-95

U2n

395J), 460n

171

587

272

Prajfiapanapatra

Ptakirnaka

Prakrta

Prakrti

Pranaya

Pranayana

Prannyaya

Prasadapatra

Frasnavivaka

Prathamakayastha

Ptatbamakalika

Prathamasahas!

Pratibhoga

Pratibhu

PratijfS

Pralilekba

pratroyasa

pratipaUa

Ptatisata

Pratistbifi

Pratyabhiyoga

Pratyaka'ita

pratyartbin

Prstyavaskandaiw

pratyupavi'ila

Pravesapatra

Ptavtajyavastta

pravrttika

\

Parana

Porta

purusartha

Putvanyaya

purvapaksa

pusyasnana

Kajakartr

Kajaroaiga

Rajan

Rajasabdopajivoi

Raka

Efcita

Ristnya

Ratmn

Rtktba

RiktbaW

Rna

Rta

Raps ,

Kapadataka

Rupalarto

310

251

219

ir

60,185

704n

458

310

272

141

141

393-$4

191

435

292

310

458

300

879

277

301

260,298

292

300

438

442

129n

310

281,487

121n

451

550a

300

38,292

407

30

508

28, 37-38, 67-68

89,91

388

138

117a, 136

29

543, 551"

650

416

545

49

144

J44ii
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Sabha 92-93

Sabhika 539

Sabhya 273

Sabrahroacann 7G2&n
Sacua 101

Sadlijapala 278

Sahasa 525

Sajata 754n

Saksin 330

Sakyasamanta 45

Salakm 499n

Sama 217

Samxltartr 112n, 143

Samahvaya S3S

Saraanodaka 752-753

Samanta Q7, 142

Samanta 504n

Samaya 157, S26

Samayacarika S25n

Sambhuja -iaraiUthana 4GG

Samili 92-93

Saropralipatti 300

Samrat G7, 73

Samsaktaka 504

Samsarana 50S

Saras'raja 223

Satnsrsta 7G0n, 7GS

5amst-<;tm 7GGn

Samuelra 933

Samvatsara 12G

Saniud 4SG

Sami Upalra 311

Satnya 500n

Sanabhi 334n, 75*n

Saficara 130

Sandlu 223

Sandlupatra 311

Sangba SS

Saftgraha 141

Sahgrahana 140.531
Sankara (misjoinder of causes of

action) 302

Sannidhalr 112n,143

Santana 750-751

Santi 231

Sapatta 2G3

Sapatba 354,358
Sapraubandha daja 546
Sapratj ayabhos> adhi 430

Sarhga 373

SarthavShi 141

Sarvabhauma GG, 68

Sarvadhana 961

Sanalraga 310

Sasana 310

Sasanahara 12S

Sasita 277

Satadaya 3S8

Sataghni 213

Satamana 122, 125n

Satrtn 129-130

Satru 218

Satya 300

Satyankara 435,491n
Saudayika 778

Sandra 599, 64G, G50

Saurjadhana 5S3-5S4

Saulramam 940

Sera 579n
Setu 510

SikUavrddlu 419

Sita S25n

Silpmyasa 458

Simbidhanya 191

Siras 119n

Sirastba 364

Sircakastba 364

Sis'o 395n

Sisya 4S2

Sita 147n

Sua S93n

Smanta 339

Smartakala 321
Sottara 263

Srcm 281. 287

Srcmbala 201

Sthanakrla 309n
Sthanapala 149

Slbanika 143, 149
Stham ja 140

Sthuipatra 311
Sthttlalak<a 44

Stobhaka 2G4
Stoma 4SO
Sucaka 2&4
Sac! 339

Suddhavadha 400n
Sukadlianja 191

Sula M3n
Sulka 116. 19J, 191



loss

Sulla

Suna

^arna
Sv$mia
Sva

SVi'apnrnsa

f
pS*%a

Ararat

Svayamui„

Tapasa
Tayo

T&sna
T'nta
T'rtha

J^Ptiruirta
Tiay,

Tret,

Hasina
t7dasth;fa
u<idi,ara

"klalabh,

Upadha
uPagata
uPagraha
uPahata
uPaltarana

Upafcurvana

"Paoidh;
uPanU
^paauii
uPa>aciia
Upeisa

Utloca

Utsahai
ltl

OHamania

""^asahasa
uilara

(repfyj

Utthana

<?^ <r


